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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages...
Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here
Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages
Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!!
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg
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6-25-2019 Old Domination is Jimmy Carters Navy not on the "Milky Way Ocean's"

Legal Polygamous Marriage... 4 MD Wife's New Domination Art of the Diagnosis
Right the First Time.

Humira, a treatment for rheumatoid arthritis. Rx Cure for arthritis at West Point
Medical School...

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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These 4 Girls get accepted into the West Point Medical School along with 1,001
other women! Los Alamos moves the H-Bombs off their assembly lines. Starts up
several IBM Super Computers hires 10,000 more scientists to crunch 4 Trillion Rx
Recipes for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks! This is what will replace West Point.

6-25-2019 Fate of "Books and Books" "Barns and Noble" rest with the West Point
Medical School Generals. Plagues of London and Paris kill millions in 2019, this is
kept secret for the most part in the NY Times Headlines!

6-25-2019 Fate of "Books and Books" Writing Class on iMac's @ $13,384 at the
West Point Medical School for the NY Times Art of the Diagnosis like Dr. Lisa
Sanders writes and articles for the New England Journal of Medicine and Super
Computer Simulations 1,001 of them on Kindles.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-25-2019 Books and Books on Cardiac Arrest will keep this London and Paris
Plague killing people for centuries. FBI agents murdered by Cardiac Arrest will
arrest these criminals who stifled a miracle Salk II cure playing war games in
Baghdad and Korea. Massive War Games many times a year for decades as FBI
agents were murdered by cardiac arrest.

6-25-2019 Copies of 'Gray's Anatomy' have to keep up with IBM super computer
simulations on Amazon Kindles

6-25-2019 Admirals thinking this is to far; as Trumps Admiral MD is a drunk,
MWO is a drink the bartender just made up for NASA. "Milky Way Ocean's" will
get a spark from the Jewish Exodus to Sirius. 1 invention like super conductivity
for the GE windmill turbines will let us stream live Jewish Aliens. Books and Books
hub for society in Key West would never think to invent this. iMac Computer Labs
are the future of Jewish Exodus inventions of Exodus and 1,001 are spelled out in
Amazon 1 click links.

6-25-2019 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with specs and genius
tutors will keep the MD's at the West Point Medical School working more overtime
than FEMA.

6-25-2019 Torture of West Point vs West Point Medical School

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-25-2019 Guantánamo Case to Test Whether Torture Can Be Put on the Docket
at West Point Medical School

6-25-2019 West Point Medical School Diagnosis of Pink Torture by West Point
Generals in the War on Cancer, guilt worst Mothers and daughters tortured with
breast cancer tumors coming through the breast while the General was in Baghdad
at a Palace living it up like Biden murdered his son for the glory of war!

6-25-2019 Pink Women are seeking compensation for what happened to them when
the secret C.I.A. prisons were revenge for 9/11 by Bush who didn't want to lose
any Texas Oil Revenues using the 2019 Ford windmillCAR to win the war over Allah,
Mecca, Moslems for centuries.

6-25-2019 Pink West Point’s Law of War Program has nothing to do with millions
of dead from Breast Cancer War bombed by Generals for Greek MIT War toys not
CT, MRI's of Star Wars.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-25-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @ $13,384 is
going to be a Disney Movie!

6-25-2019 C.I.A. “enhanced interrogation techniques,” a psychologically engineered
program of abuse intended to rob them of free will, 12 Trillion Galaxies, the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Universe according to 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

6-25-2019 CIA and the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to Prince
Salman!! Confiscating his $777 Trillion dollars. Saudi Arabia granted women the
right to drive one year ago, a historic move that cracked open a window to new
freedoms for women who have long lived under repressive laws. The measure was
enacted by the country’s de facto leader, Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, who
also eased other restrictions on women, leading some to hail him as a feminist
reformer. But behind the celebrations lay larger issues. $7 trillion will go the Rx
Pink Recipe hacking of 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets at Los Alamos for the
Breast-Ovary Cancer Bombs. Pink Latte at Starbucks that cures all stages of
breast-ovary cancer in 8 days. Restrictions on this Rx is by the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ USA.

6-25-2019 "Invention Department" name and purpose Change! Justice Department
said. In a lawsuit filed last week in federal court in Chicago, the Justice
Department asked for a halt to Quad/Graphics’s planned $1.4 billion purchase of
LSC Communications. Lawyers in the department’s antitrust division argued that the
merger would decrease competition and drive up prices. Quad publishes every Condé
Nast title, including The New Yorker and Vogue, most publications from Hearst
Magazines, including O: The Oprah Magazine, and Scholastic books. LSC
Communications publishes two magazines from AARP that claim to have the largest
circulations in the world, Penguin Random House books and more.

6-25-2019 Lawyers in the department’s antitrust division argued that the merger
would decrease competition and drive up prices. And leave out Amazon 1 Click links
to 1,001 IP invention projects.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-25-2019 Navy Fishing Drones can catch the fish... Chinese Drones Made in
America: One Company’s Plan to Win Over Trump not fish lovers.

6-25-2019 Home with a ocean deck and a fishing drone can bring in the catch of
the day east as stopping by Whole Foods.

6-25-2019 Of course the fising drone was bought from Amazon.

'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! “You Need to Calm Down” I'm
going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME' 'MD'

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor is here!

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Your Car Wreck You are on Fire...
'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire! “You Need to Calm Down” I'm going to
get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You
are on Fire - Cats!

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Nobel Prize for the cure of domestic murders of the
wife and 2 kids lost by Trump-Ivanka not reading 1,001 IP invention projects on 1
Click Amazon... not in today's NY Times article on Amazon.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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...prosecuted officials accused of gross human rights abuses... 4 girls looking into
the Apple Store with no money as Trump gave his gas money to Prince Salman and
Qatar $$$

Trump orders an attack; orders Legal Polygamous Marriage... for the USA,
France, Rome, Russia, China!

When a great Medical School; When a Great Apartment Plays Cupid. In New York
City, a hard-to-pass-up lease can often lead to a change in your relationship
status.

When a Disney Movie about the West Point Medical School Plays out in a Universe
of 12 Trillion Galaxies each with MD's and Miracle Cures we need to listen for...

Carnival Ships at Cuba's 'Milky Way Ocean's" until Trump takes his Rx...

6-24-2019 1,001 Diagnosis Conversations for the Legal Polygamous Marriage... 4
MD Wife's, iMac's... iPhone GPS tracking Map comings and goings. iPhone Caller
ID @ Star Wars Nobel in Medicine via Admiral MD's who start working...

6-24-2019 Old Domination is NY Times - Time is ripe for CERN's 'Time' is the
God Particle Headlines in the NY Time! With Super Computer simulations of 'Time'.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-24-2019 By NY Times 'Dave Streitfeld' Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects specs and genius tutors this is what the NY Times censored as
they know about this is were Amazon is going...

6-24-2019 Old Domination is the NY Times articles on the front page that have
nothing to do with 1,001 IP invention projects....

6-24-2019 What Happens After Amazon’s Domination Is Complete? Its Bookstore
Offers Clues

6-24-2019 Popular novels, technical tomes and self-published books are pirated
and sold on Amazon. That may actually be helping the company extend its grip on
the book business.

6-24-2019 Rx Recipes we need for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine should be a editorial
in the Times about the Utopian Novel that cures all diseases is in reach today with
IBM Super Computer that can hack 4 Trillion Rx Recipes with AI.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-24-2019 'Dave Streitfeld' at the Times and the Editors would left 5 billion
people die from the London plagues of 2019 keeping the Rx Recipes trade
secrets... a war crime.

6-24-2019 Old Domination is Jimmy Carters Navy not on the 'Milky Way Ocean's"
but sailing to Iran Oil Money for more USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs $$$ with
their kickbacks of Oil Revenues from Miami, Cuba gas stations.

6-24-2019 Old Domination is By Andria Cheng "Bookstores Find Growth as ‘Anchors
of Authenticity’ Big chains once posed a threat, but independents are thriving by
hosting events, adding nonbook merchandise and becoming community hubs."

6-24-2019 Domination is Jewish Exodus By Andria Cheng iMac Computer Lab with
iMac's @ $13,384 links to the IBM Super Computer. This is not your community
hub book store 'Books and Books' in Key West. Oil Domination City Hall Key West
will try to make it your community hub over the iMac's @ $13,384 but for NASA
and CERN tourists coming to Key West for an iMac Computer Lab Vacation package
with 1,001 Amazon IP invention projects and Hemingway Writing Class Nobel
Novels with a invention in every chapter.

6-24-2019 Cheng's Old World Book Store Story in the NY Times. Her experience
helps explain the continuing resurgence of independent bookstores even though
Amazon has 1 click links to 1,001 IP invention projects at the iMac computer lab in
several empty stores because the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are reading a old .25
cent copy of George Orwell 1984 and have not heard about the windmill in Animal
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Farm. Nook e-reader and e-books fell for the seventh straight year. Kindle super
computer simulations on every Rx Recipe and disease will be the conversation fire
like fiery car wrecks without F-35 radar on the Ford.

6-24-2019 Masterminds are the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, independent
bookstores, has grown to 1,887 members with 2,524 locations - 100,000 iMac
Computer labs and the Old Domination of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are like
Mecca and all the riches beyond belief that should be for Medicare for all in the
USA not Saudi Arabia. Same for the iMac Computer Labs in Saudi Arabia.

6-24-2019 2 White Men at 1984 HQ; just kill our profits from 1,001 iMac's and
Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors! A
War Crime by George Orwell Today!

6-24-2019 Domination is NASA + CERN, like-minded persons interested in having
a dialogue without the Mayor of Key West at the Hyatt with Key Lime Pie.
Domination is Art of the Diagnosis like Dr. Lisa Sanders MD writes in the NY
Times.

6-24-2019 “fire and fury like the world has never seen” once the Ford fiery
wrecks are zero thanks to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-35 Radar. iMac
Computer Lab's burn units will finally be written up by the NY Times on the front
page.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-24-2019 Reporting on Old Domination of Iran Oil Sales $$$ was contributed by
Adam Nossiter and Aurelien Breeden from Paris; Choe Sang-Hun from Seoul, South
Korea; Jane Perlez from Beijing; Jason Horowitz from Rome; David M. Halbfinger
from Jerusalem; Katrin Bennhold and Christopher F. Schuetze from Berlin; Dan
Bilefsky from Montreal; and Makiko Inoue from Tokyo.

6-24-2019 Dr. Jackie Kennedy MD on Art of the Diagnosis for JFK cured of his
diseases. iMac at every cafe table in Paris for Jackie. "A Year in Paris That
Transformed Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. As a college student, Jacqueline Bouvier
spent her junior year in Paris, and the city became one of the greatest influences
in her life." By ANN MAH

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Police had been called to the home once before for
a domestic dispute; Homeland Security is for Terrorists at $1 Trillion a year...

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Nobel Prize for the cure of domestic murders of the
wife and 2 kids lost by Trump-Ivanka not reading 1,001 IP invention projects on 1
Click Amazon... not in today's NY Times article on Amazon.

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Old Domination murders of the wife the ex by the
military has been censored since the NY Times reported a few women murdered by
their Warrior coming home from Baghdad. 100's if not thousands were censored by
the editors at the NY Times for the Pentagon. So today one in the news is news!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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On Independence Day in 2012, a 31-year-old woman who had moved to New York
from Russia and joined the United States military fulfilled a lifelong dream when
she became an American citizen in a ceremony at the White House. “I still can’t
believe it, because I saw the president and he said that he was proud of me,” the
woman, Alla Victorovna Ausheva, told a reporter after the ceremony. “That’s of
course unbelievable.” Seven years later, her American dream ended in tragedy
when she and her two young children were found dead in their Staten Island home.
On Sunday, the father of the children, Shane R. Walker, 36, was arrested on
murder. eapon for killing US Air National Guard Airman 1st Class

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Alla Ausheva along with the couple’s sons, Ivan, 2,
and Elia, 3. Ausheva was found bludgeoned to death in her home Saturday near the
bodies of their children, who appeared to have been drowned.

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Police sources revealed Sunday that Ausheva’s
supervisor made the gruesome discovery while checking on her after Walker was
found wandering the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway carrying her cellphone and
military ID early Saturday. Sources say Walker is a member of the Air Force.

6-24-2019 Old Domination is; Police had been called to the home once before for
a domestic dispute!!

Alla Ausheva along with the couple’s sons, Ivan, 2, and Elia, 3. Ausheva was found
bludgeoned to death in her home Saturday

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Alla Ausheva along with the couple’s sons, Ivan, 2, and Elia, 3. Ausheva was found
bludgeoned to death in her home Saturday

150 Million dead from Trump strike on Iran to stop it from selling Oil Albeit, sound
intelligent $$$ Oil Riches beyond belief in Mecca today thanks to Trump Oil
Company.

WW III fight over who sells their oil $$$

Trump's war with Iran Oil Sales - breast cancer will kill these 4 girls, with Win 10
Blue Screen of Death as $133 million for Drones Iran can shoot down were paid
for with Breast-Ovary cancer donations. To Have Have Not a Hemingway House
Writing Class with iMac's # $13,384. Or Droids at $133 Million and add in the
British and French $$$ you have more than $1 Trillion for MIT War Toys, this is
Toys 4 Disney Movie!

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-23-2019 Albeit Global Hawk surveillance drone (list price $131 million) surprised
even some leaders of the Revolutionary Guards. They had wondered themselves
whether they could hit an American target so high in the sky... the celebrator
dinner Thursday night, exultant Guard leaders bragged that they had done it with
an Iranian-made missile instead of one acquired from the Russians or Chinese.
China Xi built 1 million new gas stations and buys gas from Iran.

6-23-2019 Albeit the target for Jews is Sirius 8 light years high in the night sky,
Albeit Jews!

6-23-2019 $777 Trillion in illegal gas money, albeit for the sole purpose of
sounding more intelligent $$$ Facing Intensifying Confrontation With Iran, Trump
Has Few Appealing Options $$$

6-23-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined to the Admirals War not Star
Wars Jewish Exodus!

6-23-2019 Facing Intensifying Confrontation With Iran, Trump Has Few Appealing
Options

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-23-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's driven by Jew Hero's who Trump put more
sanctions on Today, grin!

6-23-2019 Trump's Admirals albeit for the sole purpose of sounding more
intelligent... taking Oil Money from Prince Salman for Wars, albeit Baghdad
Wounded Warriors are working at the gas station and sending the money to Prince
Salman.

6-23-2019 In your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a puff... NASA Rover on Mars
Detects Puff of Gas That Hints at Possibility of Life" By KENNETH CHANG Ken
should have written the Puff of Whiskey - Coors Drugs Driving your new Ford
WindmillCAR can ruin your life but prevent you from killing this 4 girls in a DUI
Road Kill fiery wreck today leaving the VFW. Congressional Veterans Pitch In to
Rebuild Oversight Muscle not for drunk and drug driving that will kill 4 girls today!
40 others are causalities of wars wounded. There are no purple heart license
plates for these 40 girls who number into the tens of thousands since the 1980
Ford windmillCAR.

6-23-2019 Trump Emphatically Denies Rape + Sexual Assault Allegation by E. Jean
Carroll

6-23-2019 Trump Emphatically Denies he has syphilis too. Sex in the Casino bets
against Trump on Sex diseases. WHO at the UN should make public who has
syphilis, hepatitis A, B, C. etc
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-23-2019 F-35 Radar for cars and trucks was vetoed by the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ as costing $4 Trillion. 7 Killed After a Pickup Truck Crashes Into
Motorcyclists in New Hampshire, Police Say, didn't say how it happened. There
could have been several wrecks at this intersection and you would never know it as
Google Maps does not mark traffic accidents here and the cause of the wreck and
news only reports on deaths.

“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of Diagnosis.” If you
have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write her at
Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com.

6-23-2019 West Point Medical School 2019!! Charo — was walking through her
home looking for her husband, singing, “Good morning, good morning,” when she
found him. He had shot himself. Kjell Rasten was 78 when he died in February.
Charo has said that he had been suffering from a rare disease called bullous
pemphigoid, which is characterized by terrible blistering of the skin, and that he
had become depressed. “My husband put a bullet in his head,” Charo said. “I have
an invisible bullet in my heart.” Homeland Security in their new lab drawing blood
from everyone at JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY Times. Art of
the Diagnosis by West Point Generals who are MD's not Warriors killing 150 million
over Iran Oil Sales. Bullous pemphigoid images on a Google Search is what Trump
should attack and would if he was the one to get this disease, his Admirals would
read up on it too if Trump gets infected with bullous pemphigoid. DNA microscope
and IBM Super Comptuer Microscope. Amazon 1 Click links to specs and Genius
tutors. Dr. Lisa Sanders writing this up for the Times. Terrible blistering of the
skin lab report from Homeland Security. Results might be interesting.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of Diagnosis.” If you
have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write her at
Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com.

6-23-2019

Iran, Trump Has Few Appealing Options... Oil Money $$$

Iran, Trump Has Few Appealing Options... Oil Money $$$

6-23-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @ $13,384 is
going to be a Disney Movie!

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-23-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined towards the Sun, tilted on its
axis at an angle of 23.5 degrees... watch the IBM Disney Super Computer
simulation with Einstein's Math on YouTube. Admirals albeit for the sole purpose of
sounding more intelligent... are not sailing in this Milky Way Galaxy at all. Star
Wars is not proportionate to Afghan, Iran Wars on Earth by the Generals +
Admirals. Jews know there are Jewish Aliens in the Universe. Albeit, grin.

“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of Diagnosis.” If you
have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write her at
Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com.

6-23-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Homeland Security Lab Test Results provided a
little unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa Sanders @ Star Wars
Galaxy Edge at Disneyland. Job description of Homeland Security in their new lab
drawing blood from everyone at JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY
Times.

Trumps Costly Mistake giving Gas Money to Prince Salman instead of these 4 Girls
in the USA; not proportionate in getting Prince Salman's Blood Money,$ kickbacks,
gov. perks $$$ for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

6-22-2019 Calm Down; Hope for the NYC Subways, Remember Iraq and Iran, and
Saudi Arabia. Hope for NYC Subway's to be "Richer" than Qatar Subways depends
on the Drive to the Swiss Bank for all their Oil Money and then to spend it on Mac
Book Air Ride Subway Cars with iMac's @ $13,384 at each seat. Star Wars
Disney Utopia NYC only needs all of Prince Salmans gas station hold up loot from
Miami, Cuba $$$
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Trump's war on breast cancer will kill these 4 girls, a Drunk Admiral MD in the
White House is to Much Trump counting his kills but not all the dead women in his
wake in the Navy. War on Brest Cancer at 30. 'ME' 'MD" Taylor Swift MD at the
Yale Key West Medical School or the West Point Medical School.

Trump was right to buy himself time on Iran. Trump was wrong not to buy these 4
Girls an iMac @ 13,384 for advanced Einstein Math and to hack Rx Recipes
hacked, yes. 4 Girls in the USA not proportionate in getting Prince Salman's Blood
Money,$ kickbacks, gov. perks $$$

Proportionate; Perfecting -254 C Super conductivity Windmill Turbines for the
Assembly Line at GE @ U.S. Department of Energy's Brookhaven National
Laboratory and Los Alamos. This is what the Government should be working on
today... Los Alamos has H-Bombs on the assembly line today not -254 C GE
electric Windmill Turbines for Ford's. No one is writing in the Hemingway House
Writing Class either!

6-22-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Sun Stop Sign Summer Solstice, solstice
meaning Sun Stop - Today it means start your gravity engine cars...

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; cocked and loaded a fleet of
100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs...

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; cocked and loaded a fleet of
Jimmy Carter 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's upgraded to super conductivity trillion volt,
amp, F-35 Radar, iPhone Dash Cam, 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's A/C 24/7. GPS map
of your life driving were and when.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; cocked and loaded 1 million
new gas stations for Kim and Xi

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; Kim Xi timing of their visit
skirts the anniversary on Tuesday of the North’s invasion of South Korea in 1950,
which started the Korean War. China fought alongside the North against the
United States and South Korea during that three-year conflict, losing hundreds of
thousands of soldiers...

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; cocked and loaded 1 million
new gas stations for Kim and Xi

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; Jimmy Carter the
WindmillCAR President cocked and loaded a fleet of 100's of USS Jimmy Carter
Nuke Subs. “cocked & loaded” strike on Thursday night with only 10 minutes to
spare to avoid the estimated deaths of as many as 150 people. Jimmy Carter
Nobel Peace Prize winner will kill 150 million people and the King of Sweden will not
take away his Nobel Peace Prize, as this is a 1984 George Orwell Society. Jimmy
Carter and Rosalynn as he she is in his public persona church Bishop - what you
don't see in 1984 is abuse of boys killed in wars for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues
since 1980. America has wasted too many lives and too much money in pointless
Middle East wars Baghdad Wounded Warriors are working at the gas station and
sending the money to Prince Salman. And then its spent at a Casino in Vegas. Gina
at the CIA can tell you how much gas money is spent at the Casino. Jimmy and
Rosalynn Bill and Melinda Gates don't agonize over this $777 Trillion in oil money.
The West Point generals, he said, replied that about 150 people would die, 150
million and all the Pink women, a few more million. All waiting for the West Point
generals to tell Trump to sell his gas stations for the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
Hero General driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to the NY Times front page with
a picture of Jimmy Carter in the back seat with Rosalynn. Time to kill since Jimmy
Carter in 1980. How many died, were murdered by Jimmy and Bill Gates? Mr.
Trump told NBC’s Chuck Todd. “And I didn’t like it, I didn’t think, I didn’t think it
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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was proportionate.” Trump has an Mac Book Pro on his desk, Ivanka has a Mac
Book Pro on her desk. So why no sanctions on Win 10. This is what Trump should
kill, Win 10 not people. Pentagon lawyers drafting worst-case scenarios not killing
off Win 10. West Point will not become a Medical School. Millions will die from
virus and disease. Plagues of London will go on forever like the Physics of Time at
CERN. Pentagon lawyers are typically involved in casualty and collateral damage
estimates, charged with considering the worst possible outcome... iMac @ $13,384
at every table Starbucks Paris. Mr. Trump may have “no choice” but to “bomb the
hell out of them.” Jimmy Carter is at Peace with God he said over and over again
and again... fiery car wrecks today are all classified, Secret. 1984 George Orwell
of course. $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues too. Secret! $777 Trillion and in Key West
she allegedly stole several orchids, a Orchids Starbucks Cafe in front of the Post
Office would be Paradise in Key West Post Card as the PO in Key West with Bars
and blocks to prevent bikes inside looks like a George Orwell Prison. How much will
the Fed have left from $777 Trillion after buying 1,001 Orchids. Yes 1,001 and
many SUV umbrellas. Remember Mecca just spent $1 Trillion on Shade for its
believers in God.

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined to the Admirals War not Star
Wars Jewish Exodus!

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined; Sun Stop Sign Summer
Solstice, solstice meaning Sun Stop - Today it means start your gravity engine
cars. Don't plug anything in like Vegas and Qatar Trump Casino's overlooking the
millions of fiery wrecks from 1980 to 2019. L.A. to Vegas and Back by Electric
Car: 8 Hours Driving; 5 More Plugged In" "We were not the only ones with time to
kill" By IVAN PENN We were not the only ones with time to kill" by Ivan Penn NY
Times. Ivan is not a Pink NY Times employee maybe a temp. As Pink women 1
million will die a tortured death without the Times writing up the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Ivan drank as much whiskey... At Whiskey Pete’s Casino at the
Nevada-California border, there is a vast array of gas pumps, along with a single
charging post for electric vehicles.CreditPhilip Cheung for The New York Times.
Ivan and all drivers in the Chevy Bold can drink as much whiskey as they want
driving. No one can drink whiskey in the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR it has an iPhone
Dash Cam and iCop in your car with sensors. Siri will tell you Whiskey and Coors
cause breast cancers. War Crime by the Germans again by Porsche will start selling
a Taycan for $130,000 that it claims can be topped up in 10 minutes at newer,
faster Level 3 chargers. California Public Utilities Commission and other state
regulators have allowed companies to pass those costs on to their customers. Qatar
there are no electric bills, or water bills, or trash bills thanks to Ivan at the NY
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Times. War Crime Journalists killing time while millions of Pink women are tortured
to death by Prince Salman and Trump. "Erdogan’s Purges Leave Turkey’s Justice
System Reeling" By CARLOTTA GALL Carlotta didn't mention Erdogan's Purges of
Breast Cancer Nobel Prize winners are all dead in Turkey! WHO at the UN has
noted this and Trump vetoed it.

6-22-2019 Calm Down Earth's axis is most inclined to $777 Trillion in illegal gas
money $$$

Friday, June 21, 2019 at 10:54 am in Minneapolis. In terms of daylight, this day
is 6 hours, 51 minutes longer than on December Solstice. Physics of this is over
their heads for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, grin. 6 hours 59 minutes hell to
pay... 84 minutes!

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Trump Iran strike: "Cocked and loaded" to
strike Iran, Trump says he called off operation when told 150 would likely die 150 women will die from cocked and loaded wounded warriors from Prince Harry's
Afghan War.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His
League’

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His
League’ 150 dead in Iran Strike 150,000 dead women in the USA Trump War on
Breast Cancer no work... predicted deaths was not a proportionate action in Iran
War and Breast cancer War!
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“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of Diagnosis.” If you
have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write her at
Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Homeland Security Lab Test Results provided a
little unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa Sanders @ Star Wars
Galaxy Edge at Disneyland. Job description of Homeland Security in their new lab
drawing blood from everyone at JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY
Times.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Shoot down Breast Cancer Any One... not 4
Star Admirals with $777 Trillion and a fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs
brand New, grin. James G. Stavridis, who retired as a four-star admiral after
serving as the supreme allied commander at the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, warned that the two countries were in a dangerous game that could
quickly spiral out of control. He described Iran’s downing of the drone, which costs
about $130 million, as a “logical albeit $777 Trillion is at this Trump-Iran Casino
$$$ and the Jews want all this illegal gas money for their Exodus, watch out
Trump-Ivanka... albeit used for the sole purpose of sounding more intelligent... in
confiscating all of Iran and Prince Salman's $777 Trillion, shoot this down Trump!
Trump did shoot this down after talking to his Saudi Prince, grin $$$. Trump
Approves Strikes on Iran, but Then Abruptly Pulls Back after reading this about
taking all their $$$ Trillion. Military and diplomatic officials still expected a strike
as of 7 p.m. Thursday in retaliation for Iran shooting down an unmanned American
drone. $130 million and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ painted it Pink to irradiate
the breast cancer women. 1984 Humor in Pink War Toys. Like the fiery wrecks on
CNN, not on CNN.
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Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His League’

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Breast Cancer War Millions Dead World Wide,
these Leaders are not the Women's MD's! trip is the first by a Chinese leader to
North Korea in 14 years. In the past year, Mr. Xi and Mr. Kim have met four
times in China. But the 66-year-old Chinese leader, who has shown disdain for Mr.
Kim, 35, had been reluctant to go to North Korea until now. He had been expected
to visit sometime this year, but the trip was apparently arranged fairly quickly so
the Chinese leader could use it as leverage with Mr. Trump next week. The timing
of the visit skirts the anniversary on Tuesday of the North’s invasion of South
Korea in 1950, which started the Korean War. China fought alongside the North
against the United States and South Korea during that three-year conflict, losing
hundreds of thousands of soldiers...

Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His League’

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; These Korean and Chinese leaders Xi and Kim
are no different than Prince Harry and Henry VIII, they will lose Millions more
women to the War on Breast Cancer to create their Universe of Wounded Warriors
Hero's while killing the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to Exodus.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Xi would stop short of what Breast Cancer
Women World Wide Want the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks, the
North Korean leader wants, which is for China to use its power at the United
Nations to reverse the sanctions that are pummeling his country’s economy. Paint
the UN Pink! Trump will veto this!

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His
League’
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6-21-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @ $13,384 is
going to be a Disney Movie!

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Trump killing 150 in Iran and Bill Gates killing million in the
USA, Not Proportionate. iMac's @ $13,384 at every cafe table in Starbucks
Paris, how many French MD's would get the art of the diagnosis, 150 lives would
be saved from the right correct diagnosis just ask Dr. Lisa Sanders.

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Not Proportionate City Hall Key West spending $ million on
a Free Duval Bus instead of an iMac Lab at all the vacant store fronts on Duval
Key West.

F-35 Radar on the 2019 WindmillFord's cost more than the Ford $$$
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Shoot down Breast Cancer Any One... 12 Star Women with 12 Trillion Galaxies
Albeit... albeit. An increasingly overused synonym for the words although and
however; used for the sole purpose of sounding more intelligent.

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @ $13,384 is
going to be a Disney Movie!

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His
League’
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His
League’

“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of Diagnosis.” If you
have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write her at
Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Homeland Security Lab Test Results provided a
little unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa Sanders @ Star Wars
Galaxy Edge at Disneyland. Job description of Homeland Security in their new lab
drawing blood from everyone at JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY
Times.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Lab test for years and years cam back ok then
the Dr. Sent the test to a different lab... It came from the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minn., one of the few labs able to test for immune-mediated diseases
of the brain. He had an autoimmune encephalopathy;
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6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; antibody - antigen War

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His
League’ Personality Changes when with Dr. Pink MD women. Dr. Hersch ordered lab
tests for each of these disorders for his current patient. The results came in over
the following week. It wasn’t M.S. It wasn’t any of the heavy metals. Then, two
weeks after the man’s first seizure, the doctor got the answer he’d been looking
for. It came from the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., one of the few labs able to
test for immune-mediated diseases of the brain. He had an autoimmune
encephalopathy; his symptoms were caused by an antibody that was first described
in 2000, called Caspr2. The disorder caused by this rogue antibody is usually seen
in men over 65 who, like this patient, develop fluctuations in blood pressure or
heart rate, changes in personality, insomnia and problems with balance.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; New Judge in the 9/11 Trial at Guantánamo
Inherits a Complex History By CAROL ROSENBERG History of the 1980 to 2919
Ford WindmillCAR's, history of fiery wrecks no one not even Jimmy Carter and his
wife stopped to help. Millions of Pink Road Kills by Prince Harry's Wounded
Warrior's. Heros.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; After Iran War, In Hawaii, Construction to
Begin on Disputed Telescope Project. At NASA Super Shuttle Train of 100's of
Super Challengers in a Train with many Telescopes construction to Begin after the
Iran War and Prince Salman is at Guantanamo.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Dr. Lisa Sanders @ Home Homeland Security
Lab, The patient was relieved to finally get a name for his strange collection of
symptoms. He and his wife flew to the Mayo Clinic to start the treatment. His
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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improvement has been slow, and even after three years, he isn’t fully recovered.
Several months after making this diagnosis, Hersch ran into the widow of the
patient who died of autoimmune encephalitis. He told her that although he hadn’t
been able to save her husband, what he learned from him helped save another life.
It was news that, though hard to acknowledge, provided a little unexpected
comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa Sanders, M.D., is a contributing writer for
the magazine and the author of “Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries
and the Art of Diagnosis.” If you have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders,
write her at Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Homeland Security Lab Test Results provided a
little unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa Sanders @ Star Wars
Galaxy Edge at Disneyland. Job description of Homeland Security in their new lab
drawing blood from everyone at JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY
Times.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer;

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @ $13,384 is
going to be a Disney Movie!

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Putin the Last Oil God Czar of Russia. The Last West Point
Classmates without an MD. Mr. Esper, who fought in the gulf war before becoming
a lobbyist for Raytheon, would join a national security team with his West Point
classmate, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo.
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6-21-2019 Calm Down; Time Is Running Out to Stop an Ebola Epidemic, 100's of
virus and diseases from Ivanka's Whooping cough to Trumps syphilis. Time is
running out for West Point without a class of MD's as Time at CERN is a God
particle and the Jews are running out of time for their Exodus Coup on the rest of
the Military World as Star Wars is here at Disneyland Florida, grin!

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Generals and MD's Not Proportionate for 5 Billion People
and 12 Trillion Galaxies!

6-21-2019 Calm Down; Generals and MD's Not Proportionate in getting $777
trillion in blood money kick backs and gov perks from illegal gas stations and fiery
wrecks, kids DNA in poison gas attacks in Syria. Key West.
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6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Donald Trump: ‘Pink Women are Out of His
League’

“Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of Diagnosis.” If you
have a solved case to share with Dr. Sanders, write her at
Lisa.Sandersmd@gmail.com.

6-21-2019 Calm Down its Summer; Homeland Security Lab Test Results provided a
little unexpected comfort to both doctor and widow. Lisa Sanders @ Star Wars
Galaxy Edge at Disneyland. Job description of Homeland Security in their new lab
drawing blood from everyone at JFK, comfort to Dr. Lisa writing this for the NY
Times.

6-20-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” iMac @ $13,384 looking into the Apple Store
To Have Have Not Win 10 - Ha!

Win 10 F-35 Radar on the WindmillFord's cost more than the Ford. SARASOTA —
Authorities say two teenage brothers and a teenage girl are dead following a crash
on a Florida causeway. A Sarasota police news release says the crash occurred
early Wednesday, yesterday. The teen girl was looking for an iMac. The rich oil
men in Sarasota could buy every teen an iMac Friday the first day of Summer at
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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10 am. June Solstice (Summer Solstice) is on Friday, June 21, 2019 at 10:54 am
in Minneapolis. In terms of daylight, this day is 6 hours, 51 minutes longer than on
December Solstice. Physics of this is over thier heads for the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ, grin. 6 hours 59 minutes hell to pay...

Win 10 in use here, NYC to end gas cars and No F-35 Radar on all Cars... iPhone
iDash Cams iCop in your car not behind you as this is Star Wars.

6-20-2019 “You Need a Jew Hero, Jew Hero is dead; Israel Shows Off 'Very
Destructive Power' in Massive Military Drills aimed at the Jew Hero Driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Victory over Allah and Moslems $$$ Are
We Headed for War With Iran? No, War to confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince
Salman all in Swiss Banks run by Jews, grin.

6-20-2019 “You Need to Win a Nobel! Oil $$$ Trump is giving up on regime
change in Venezuela because it's complicated and he got bored, report says Trump
reportedly thought of Venezuela as "low-hanging fruit" the 3 Story Heavy Lift
Helicopter Combine can harvest and package for the USA.

6-20-2019 “You Need to Win a Nobel! Glass breaks until someone wins a Nobel for
Glass that will not break, glass is all over the Key West bike path and someone in
line at Starbucks just dropped a glass cup breaking it...

6-20-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” iMac @ $13,384 at every Starbucks Cafe
Table in Paris is a sure Bet at the Qatar-London Casino. Virus Plagues are causing
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Chaos in the Ruling Class.

6-20-2019 CNN News @ Gloria Vanderbilt’s 2019 memoir driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR on CNN News! God is Great her guiltless ruminations. Gloria kept
secret 1 Million Fiery Wrecks she drove by... Amazon and the NY Times will
publish this book titled "Gloria and CNN kept secret 1 Million Fiery Wrecks." 1
Million dead from Breast Cancer stats were censored too! From the Headlines!
1,000,000.

'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! “You Need to Calm Down” I'm
going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME' 'MD'

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor is here!
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'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire! “You Need to Calm Down” I'm going to
get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You
are on Fire - Cats!

6-20-2019 Calm Down; The destruction of evidence and the active role of the
Saudi consul general in organizing the operation in coordination with officials in
Riyadh suggest that the killing and cover-up were authorized at the highest levels
of the Saudi royal court. ...details disclosed Wednesday in a new United Nations
report on the case so Calm Down the last Saudi is heading to Poorhouse lane via
Key West the New Richest City in the World. $777 Trillion presents a new
challenge to President Trump who yesterday said he was going to cure breast
cancer before Ivanka died. $777 Trillion in Rx Breast cancer money most detailed
and authoritative case to date that responsibility for the killing of Mr. Khashoggi
and 1 Million Pink Women and its cover-up lies at the highest levels of the Saudi
royal court and Trump Qatar Casino.
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6-20-2019 Calm Down; extensive access to surveillance of the Qatar Trump Casino
Roulette Wheels, watch this on YouTube for thousands of hours... United Nations
Human Rights Council in Geneva next week plan to confiscate $777 Trillion from
Prince Salman $$$. Blood Money for 1 Million breast cancer women in the USA.

6-20-2019 Calm Down; Ivanka expressed concern about the possibility that Saudi
Arabia might take similar actions in the future. Since Mr. Khashoggi’s killing, she
said, there have been credible reports of continuing rights violations, including
torture and arbitrary detention, and threats against Saudi women with breast
cancer driving to the Riyadh Starbucks. Saudis Called Ivanka ‘Sacrificial Pink Cat’
as They Waited for the breast cancer to kill her. A U.N. report reveals new
details in the killing of the dissident journalist, and says that Crown Prince
Mohammed must have been aware of the operation. Breast cancer operations are
not by Crown Prince Mohammed his are for Saudi men. Stats on this are classified
and marked secret.

6-20-2019 Calm Down; South Korea to Send the North 50,000 Tons of Rice, 1
million new gas stations or 1 million Ford WindmillCAR's... The Unspoken Agenda at
the Xi-Kim Meeting? Could Be Messaging Trump, No! Xi is messaging Ivanka and
her breast cancer. No one in China is working on a Nobel in Medicine for a Rx Pink
Latte Recipe at China Starbucks today! No one out of 1.4 billion Chinese. So this is
the message for Ivanka. Calm Down Ivanka the Jew Hero is about the Drive the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Xi Jinping Arrives in North
Korea, With Many Eyes on Trump. The Chinese leader met on Thursday with Kim
Jong-un, in what American officials see as an attempt to gain leverage with
President Trump. Ivanka needs to email Xi's Wife and daughters about breast
cancer. ASAP.

6-20-2019 Calm Down; Quebec Errs with IBM's fastest super computer at Total
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Oil Company Paris. The IBM-built Pangea III supercomputer has come online for
French energy giant Total Oil, bringing 31.7 petaflops of processing power and 76
petabytes of storage capacity. It's now the world's most powerful supercomputer
outside government-owned systems. While Pangaea III is ranked 11th overall
among the world's top supercomputers, IBM boasts that Total's new supercomputer
uses the "same IBM Power9 AI-optimized, high-performance architecture" as the
world's two highest-performing supercomputers, Summit and Sierra, which are
owned by the US Department of Energy.

6-20-2019 Breast cancer; Quebec Errs with IBM's fastest super computer at
Total Oil Company Paris. The IBM-built Pangea III supercomputer has come online
for French energy giant Total Oil, bringing 31.7 petaflops of processing power to
find more oil not crunch 4 trillion Rx Recipes to get the Rx Pink Recipe for a
breast cancer cure of all stages in 8 days with the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, a
war crime by IBM and Total oil in Paris and Quebec. Millions of pink women have
died with this misuse of super computer power.

6-20-2019 Calm Down; Breast Cancer Operations were Lost by Surgeon Bush MD
in order to kill Moslem Terrorists in Afghanistan, God is Great for Texas and Bush!
More license plates from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Key West. "KN8P
Operation Enduring Freedom". Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) was the official
name used by the U.S. government for the Global War on Terrorism. On October
7, 2001, in response to the September 11 attacks, President George W. Bush
announced that airstrikes targeting Al Qaeda and the Taliban had begun in
Afghanistan - 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Key West will not be doing any Breast
Cancer Operations ever! A War Crime in the War on Cancer! WindmillCAR is the
Operation Enduring Freedom Bush sold his soul for...

6-20-2019 Calm Down; Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's @ $13,384 is
going to be a Disney Movie!
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6-20-2019 Calm Down;

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” GE assembly line for -254 C super
conductivity Windmill turbines for Fords CERN might build them ha!

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Hypersonic Missiles Are Unstoppable. And
They’re Starting a New Global Arms Race. The new weapons just invented with Oil
Revenues not used for the fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs — which could
travel at more than 15 times the speed of sound with terrifying accuracy. Jimmy
Carter Nuke Subs have 30 nukes and there must be 1,001 Subs maybe more. Calm
down they have Oil Money to spend. Fire!!

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Starbucks Rx Pink Recipe hacking of 4
Trillion Rx Recipes all trace secret is on the desk of the King of Sweden, Calm
Down only 1 million more deaths as they finish up at the Qatar Trump Casino in
Aspen, Vail, Paris, Rome, Moscow.

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Hell is getting to be to real! Jewish Aliens
live streaming from Sirius, CALM dOWN Before you watch this video...

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” video isn’t about Taylor Swift its about 12
Trillion Galaxies and Super Red Pink Giant Stars in our Universe. “You Need to
Calm Down” video in the background are fiery wrecks and Taylor is stuffed on
French Fries with ME MD spelled out with French Fries. Soy Fry's anyone Rx.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! “You Need to Calm Down” I'm
going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME' 'MD'

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor is here!

'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire! “You Need to Calm Down” I'm going to
get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You
are on Fire - Cats!

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor is here!

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” As fiery wrecks with mom dad and the 2 kids
in the back seat are in the back ground of this George Orwell Video for now!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-19-2019 Brookhaven has no plans to build the GE assembly line for -254 C super
conductivity Windmill turbines for Fords CERN might build them ha!

6-19-2019 Combat Vet's License Plate # "NOFAT" pulling into the Hyatt parking
garage. "NOGAS" would not have given up the Combat Vet's all their Windfall
Profits and perks from 'OILWINDS" All kept fiery wrecks secret. "Gloria and CNN
and "NOFAT" combat Vet kept secret 1 Million Fiery Wrecks and the burn units."
Heart Transplant from the Pentagon Chief, Cheney giving $ Trillion to Combats vets
not a Trillion to Childrens hearts. Children’s Hospital Suspends Most Complex Heart
Surgeries. The death rate among patients with the most serious heart conditions
reached nearly 50 percent, newly released data show. State and federal regulators
are investigating." By ELLEN GABLER UN War Crimes investigates too but only a
Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's can reverse the heart surgery
deaths with trillions for combat. $$$ Not the same class as license plates for Oil
Vets. $300 million a week from Baghdad. Depraved-heart murders of children,
greed for Oil Money for MIT War Toys and vet license plates. "NOHEART" license
plates. "NOBREAST" Combat Breast Cancer!

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Saudi Arabia lost everything at the Casino!

6-19-2019 Combat Pay bought Qatar 40,000 Trump Towers for its Citizens...
grin! $$$
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6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” “You Need to Calm Down” video isn’t about
equality between Taylor Swift and her Nashville Ruling Class as Qatar is the riches
City in the World Nashville never even tried to be the richest city in the world,
Hell Key West was the richest city in the world, Nashville never even dreamed of
this. Mecca has riches beyond belief because of Jimmy Carter. Plain and simple
mind of a Navy Commander with a wife who married him for the uniform. NASA
Rocket Scientist's were all murdered by Sub Commanders. Calm down NASA isn’t
about equality between Taylor Swift and her Nashville Ruling Class as Qatar LNG
at -254 C was perfected for their Gas Tankers decades before the GE Turbines at
-254 C. Cold Winds. More Americans are saying they need a variety of animals —
cats — for their mental health. But critics say many are really just pets that do
not merit special status. Looking for Swifts Cats in this video, “You Need to Calm
Down” her cats were rescued from the fires!

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Road Rage Driver is the Jew Hero stuck in
traffic going to Mecca!!!

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” All Oil Revenues are illegal from hold up's at
the Miami, Cuba gas stations!

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” China and India are the one's who built 1
million new gas stations in 2019 not the USA.
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6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Trump will never again tweet about the
Special Olympic kids with birth defects from Diesel. Ivanka will...

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” iMac @ $13,384 at every Starbucks Cafe
Table in Paris is a sure Bet at the Qatar-London Casino. Virus Plagues are causing
Chaos in the Ruling Class.

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” $1 Trillion in Ford WindmillRV's Home Design
for Apple to fill its Space Ship Campus Parking Lot. "Google Pledges to Invest $1
Billion to Ease Bay Area Housing Crisis" By DAISUKE WAKABAYASHI and CONOR
DOUGHERTY

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” video isn’t about Taylor Swift its about 12
Trillion Galaxies and Super Red Pink Giant Stars in our Universe. “You Need to
Calm Down” video in the background are fiery wrecks and Taylor is stuffed on
French Fries with ME MD spelled out with French Fries. Soy Fry's anyone Rx.

'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire - Cats! “You Need to Calm Down” I'm
going to get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME' 'MD'

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor is here!
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'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You are on Fire! “You Need to Calm Down” I'm going to
get into the Yale Key West Medical School at 30. 'ME' 'MD' Your Car Wreck You
are on Fire - Cats!

'ME' 'MD' 1,001 Nobels in Medicine video too, Calm Down the Doctor is here!

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” As fiery wrecks with mom dad and the 2 kids
in the back seat are in the back ground of this George Orwell Video for now!

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” As 18,000 murders in 2019 in the USA are a
'Fire' at 1984 HQ for the 2 White Men in Charge of the USA. "Anthony Zottola,
41, of Larchmont, N.Y., hired a member of the Bloods gang, Bushawn Shelton, 35,
to kill his father and his older brother, Salvatore, prosecutors said. Mr. Shelton in
turn outsourced the job to several other members of the Bloods, according to a
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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new indictment in the case unsealed on Tuesday in the Eastern District of New
York" Homeland Security is for Terrorists not Anthony Zottola masterminding
murders in NYC. Calm Down! Murderers planted the tracking devices on the cars of
their targets to murder, 1984 anyone? Move from NYC murders to Turkey. Jamal
Khashoggi Was My Fiancé. His Killers Are Roaming Free. Washington hasn’t done
enough to bring the murdered Saudi columnist’s killers to justice. Saudi women who
drove a Ford for Hillary were murdered by Prince Salman. Jew Hero who tried to
drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan's Wall Street were
murdered... one way or another, grin. “Jews, You Need to Calm Down” Jamal
Khashoggi Was My Fiancé. His Killers Are Roaming Free. Washington hasn’t done
enough to bring the murdered Saudi columnist’s killers to justice. By Hatice Cengiz.
Ms. Cengiz was engaged to the Saudi columnist Jamal Khashoggi. NY Times just got
the widow murdered by Saudi Agents publishing her article in the NY Times
censoring out 1 million fiery Wrecks in the USA since Jimmy Carter's Time in
office. There are no "Burn Unit" articles in the Times today just the missile at 15
times the speed of light the Pentagon just invented not a new 'Burn Unit" that will
win a 2019 Nobel in Medicine. “You Need to Calm Down” at the NY Times as $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues is to much money for someone in NYC not to take away
from Prince Salman. The Times Editors should realize this, grin. As for Utopian
NYC with no sons killing their Dad or Wife the MD Editors of the Times will get
the Job writing the front page news soon. So Calm Down, grin. Watch Swift Video
and wonder why the flames are in most of the video.

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” the murdering 298 passengers with a missile
that didn't go 15 times faster than the speed of sound...

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” For the first time since Malaysia Airlines
flight MH17 was shot down in July 2014, prosecutors have announced charges
against suspects in the case. Three Russians and a Ukrainian have been charged
with bringing a missile into the area in eastern Ukraine and with murdering 298
passengers and crew. The passenger flight was en route from Amsterdam to Kuala
Lumpur when it was shot down over conflict-hit Ukraine. A court case will begin in
the Netherlands on 9 March 2020. International arrest warrants have been issued
for the four men. The Dutch-led joint investigation team (JIT) named the men as
Igor Girkin, Sergei Dubinsky and Oleg Pulatov from Russia, as well as Ukrainian
Leonid Kharchenko. Most prominent of the four is Igor Girkin (also known as
Strelkov), who prosecutors say is a former colonel in Russia's FSB intelligence
service. He was given the minister of defence title in the rebel-held eastern
Ukrainian city of Donetsk.

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” Nuke Mines are in the Ocean's 1,001 maybe
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10,001 but not set to go off until they Calm Down with blowing up oil tankers.
Navy said that mine fragments pointed to Iran in a tanker attack in the Gulf of
Oman last week.

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” George Orwell at the Pentagon is working on
a new neuralyzer, the tool the men in black use to erase the memories of witnesses
and fiery wrecks. 1,001 Aliens in Men in Black 4 charisma to make better Aliens in
movie #5. Yes there will be a MiB 5. The new neuralyzer brings back memories,
grin. And the Aliens sex is good. grin. “Men in Black: International 5” will get a
Ford Gravity Engine Car without the rockets. Really! Women in Black, No women in
pink... Army of Distant Aliens open the next movie to movie in a Movie, a few of
them for good measure and some real NASA photos of the Universe. Einstein in
Black joins the cast too. Alone with his wife's. Yes there is a Polygamist Einstein
in the next movie.

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” George Orwell

6-19-2019 “You Need to Calm Down” George Orwell

6-18-2019 50% hell more like 15% survive a cardiac arrest - combat this! Cardiac
arrest. Blood flow to my heart wasn’t the issue. Instead, it was an “electrical
problem,” the doctors told me. Cardiologists would later confirm that there was no
blockage of my arteries. A random electric malfunction caused an arrhythmia that
stopped my heart...
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6-18-2019 8,000 Apple Watch employees no temps all Apple ID people are going
to Sweden to get the 30 minutes alarm for cardiac arrest warning... and a Nobel
in Medicine! How much will this cost... $$$.

6-18-2019 Dr. Mwe San MD swapped her scrubs and white coat for bikinis and
lingerie on Facebook, including three in which she exposed her breasts... Breast
cancer tumor coming through the breast, Facebook and the NY Times, Washington
Post refuse to post this picture on the front page as shock and Awe of Bush's
mass murder of millions of breast cancer women world wide in is Greed for Baghdad
oil revenues of $300 a week. None going to the Rx Recipe for the Starbucks Pink
Latte. She always wore appropriate attire when working as a doctor, she said. In
revoking her MD license, the council said she violated the January agreement and
“traditional Myanmar culture” by continuing to post revealing images. Breast Cancer
in traditional Myanmar culture. MD High School in Myanmar, grin!

6-18-2019 Gloria Vanderbilt’s 2019 memoir driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR on
CNN News! God is Great! “Shall I start with scandal, or broken dreams? With
great love, or shattering loss?” she wrote, inviting readers into her guiltless
ruminations. Gloria kept secret 1 Million Fiery Wrecks she drove by... Amazon and
the NY Times will publish this book titled "Gloria and CNN kept secret 1 Million
Fiery Wrecks."

6-18-2019 Gloria Vanderbilt jeans soon became a $100 million-a-year business Gloria Vanderbilt Oil Company must be a $1 Trillion dollar a year business.
Orwellian comment from CNN News are distant as Galaxies about the 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ and their inner circle of Oil Hackers who hacked into Saudi Arabia's
$777 Trillion.
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6-18-2019 $$$ Oil lavish party life in Vail, Aspen, Paris, London, Biarritz, the
Swiss Alps and the Riviera. George Orwell 1984 YouTube videos after the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR is driven in Mecca and NYC will confirmed Americans’ worst
impressions of the super rich via YouTube.

6-18-2019 Jimmy Carter will be on a YouTube video talking about his go to Hell
Oil-God's in greed, debauchery! Gloria in Hell thoughts...

6-18-2019 Hack a Moscow Power Grid hell we need to Hack her Medical Records
of her sex life... for all the poor rich girls just starting out in life not knowing
anything about sex diseases. George Orwell wrote about the Russian Baker had
syphilis, certainly there was more than one Russian Banker. Gloria returned to New
York in 1932 to have her tonsils out and stayed the summer to recuperate.

6-18-2019 She had Sex affairs with Errol Flynn, Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly,
Howard Hughes and Marlon Brando. Growing up in her aunt’s mansions in New York
City and on Long Island, with servants, chauffeurs, lawyers, tutors, private schools
and trips abroad, Ms. Vanderbilt searched for fulfillment as an artist, a fashion
model, a poet, a playwright and an actress of stage, screen and television. She
had Sex affairs with Errol Flynn, Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly, Howard Hughes and
Marlon Brando.

6-18-2019 She married and divorced three men — a mobster who beat her; the
conductor Leopold Stokowski, who was 42 years older and preoccupied with his own
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career; and the film director Sidney Lumet. In her later years the photographer
Gordon Parks, who died in 2006, was her companion.

6-18-2019 Dr. Mwe San MD swapped her scrubs and white coat for bikinis and
lingerie on Facebook, including three in which she exposed her breasts... Breast
cancer tumor coming through the breast, Facebook and the NY Times, Washington
Post refuse to post this picture on the front page as shock and Awe of Bush's
mass murder of millions of breast cancer women world wide in is Greed for Baghdad
oil revenues of $300 a week. None going to the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte. She
always wore appropriate attire when working as a doctor, she said. In revoking her
MD license, the council said she violated the January agreement and “traditional
Myanmar culture” by continuing to post revealing images. Breast Cancer in
traditional Myanmar culture. MD High School in Myanmar, grin!

6-18-2019 3,000 light year climb by women on Earth, start with 7 or 8 light year
climb to Sirius, the Super Giant. Physics World just reported a Super Giant Star
250 times the size of our Sun. Shall we climb this one? "I’ve made a career out of
managing fear of 12 Trillion Galaxies and what is out there. I wanted to cry every
single time I was 3,000 feet off the ground on El Cap but I knew how to push
through that and perform. That gripped feeling — sweaty palms and all — was
right there when I called my primary sponsor, Outdoor Research, and said, call the
King of Sweden, get into the Nobel Prize Class with the 8,000 Cuban MD's. "Theo
is now five. Combining sports and motherhood has not been easy but it has been
exceptional. Since becoming a parent, I feel a deeper connection to women, and
men, in my sport, which is part of what being a sponsored athlete is about. Theo
travels with me. He sees elite women climbing. He sees elite men climbing." We will
read and watch CNN news about the Nobel for building the first Gravity Engine
and watch it climb El Cap next to the rope climbers.

6-18-2019 40 years or here tomorrow, 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines.
Or Speed-Breeding Crops to Feed the Future. Make work government employees at
Brookhaven National Labs got this article into the NY Times and censored out the
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3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines article and picture on the front page of
the NY Times and Washingtion Post.

6-18-2019

6-18-2019 Picture is Mandy Miles Navy Blue Angels Joy Riders getting a better
view of 1 million fiery wrecks kept secret from the front page of the NY Times,
CNN and the Key West Citizen. Burn Unit money went to turtles on Hemingway
Beach... I wrote for a year about 2 years ago every week on her "Tan Lines" Art
of the Diagnosis articles in Sundays Key West news paper. I wrote to much and to
good as she stopped giving me anything to write about.
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6-18-2019 Picture is Mandy Miles Navy Blue Angels Joy Rider getting a better
view of 1 million fiery wrecks kept secret from the front page of the NY Times,
CNN and the Key West Citizen. Burn Unit money went to turtles on Hemingway
Beach... I wrote for a year about 2 years ago every week on her Art of the
Diagnosis articles in Sundays paper. I wrote to much and to good as she stopped
giving me anything to write about.

6-17-2019 Any Pope would smash a Prism even today. Wife's have their
electromagnetic spectrum of inspiration that can be seen and unseen. Art of the
Diagnosis of a Women's electromagnetic spectrum could be written by Dr. Lisa
Sanders MD for the NY Times. Cravings show up in a Prism. Love!
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6-17-2019 Brookhaven has no plans to build the GE assembly line for -254 C super
conductivity Windmill turbines for Fords CERN might build them ha!

6-17-2019 Apple-Amazon merge with Starbucks!

6-17-2019 iPhone is your Drivers License.

6-17-2019 iPhone Drivers License; Progressives Vowed Driver’s Licenses for the
Undocumented. Then the Suburbs Spoke Up.By VIVIAN WANG Your current GPS
location is your DMV address. Yes the DMV and Traffic Cops can text you about
your driving skills road rage and require a drivers training class. Plus check your
insurance,

6-17-2019 IBM highs of Invention at Los Alamos and Brookhaven used independent
contractors, poor choice to win a Nobel but IBM was not after a Nobel just a
government contract.
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6-17-2019 IBM created incentives to outsource knowing the GE assembly line was
far from Nobel.

6-17-2019 IBM talks up their social responsibility policies, they still profit no
matter who makes the Gravity Engine! IBM and Boeing are making Bone Saws for
Prince Salman outside Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation. Forgot to order the 3
Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines and Fire Engines. Every year less and less
like Toy Story 5.

6-17-2019 IBM talks up their social responsibility policies, Jewish 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's with -254 C GE turbines; resentments every NY Times news story
about Prince Salman and the Bone Saw Murder, not the murder of every Jew on
Earth via Exodus to Sirius stopped by the top brass still wanting blood money from
Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion. IBM has a Palace Office in Saudi Arabia. "Man With
‘Kill Rabbi Max’ Tattoo on Arm Is Arrested in Arson. The blaze destroyed Rabbi
Jonathan Max’s home in Brooklyn and severely damaged two adjacent buildings." By
JOHN LELAND and ASHLEY SOUTHALL

6-17-2019 The Supreme Court declined to rule on another clash between Jews and
Bone Saw Blood Money just paid out by Prince Salman over the last Bone Saw
Murder $1 Trillion to Trump and others. Clash between Jewish Exodus and Prince
Salman stay at home on Earth in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. Jews driving
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan's Wall Street for their $
Trillions from this Godsend Jimmy Carter gave to Moslems!

6-17-2019 Ivanka the daughter' Rx Perfume not even on a assembly line at
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Brookhaven National Labs.

6-17-2019 Brookhaven National Labs Nobody checks your identity masterminds
make work for the next 30 years getting super conductivity up to room
temperature instead of working on the GE Assembly line today building -254 C
super cold GE turbines for the Ford and Carnival Ships. European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF) in France has no incentive from Total the French
Government Oil Company to work on a GE assembly line building the first -254 C
super conductive GE 'Turbines for Ford's' Government workers in France and
Brookhaven unknown mechanism empower high-temperature 80 F super
conductivity," Miao said. "It certainly warrants further exploration across other
materials to see how prevalent this phenomenon is. It's a key insight, certainly,
but it's too soon to say how it may unlock the HTS mechanism." That further
exploration will include additional HTS materials as well as other synchrotron
facilities, notably Brookhaven Lab's National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLSII), a DOE Office of Science User Facility. "Using new beamlines at NSLS-II, we
will have the freedom to rotate the sample and take advantage of significantly
better energy resolution," Dean said. "This will give us a more complete picture of
electron correlations throughout the sample. There's much more discovery to
come." 5 billion people on Earth are waiting for the delivery of first -254 C super
conductive GE 'Turbines for Ford's'

6-17-2019 CERN built miles and miles of super conductivity at -254 C Resources
CERN staff 1 technician + another one part time till the end of LS1, thereafter,
more t.b.d. 2 academic engineers (1 fellow) part time till the end of LS1,
thereafter, more t.b.d. FSU’s as needed, only after LS1, i.e. September 2013
t.b.c. Service contracts with specialized firms (initial duration ~2 years) Academic
engineer, technical engineer, draftsman, and experienced practitioner To anticipate
technology transfer towards industry at an early stage To take into account, also
at an early stage, constraints due to industrial production 2013-09-23 Long coil
and fabrication tooling development status and plans14 Work package
DescriptionFirm Effort [FTE] Start [* t.b.c.] WP1Cable insulation, winding, and
binder curingAlstom Power Systems~ 1.82013-09-02 WP2 Reaction heat
treatment, coil instrumentation, impregnation Babcock Noell~ 2.22014-01-06
WP3Construction of the collared-coil dipoleASG Superconductors~ 12015-05-04*
WP6Active part construction for collared-coil dipoleASG Superconductors~ 1201511-02* WP9Finishing of the cold mass assemblyAlstom Power Systems~ 0.7201603-01 Conclusions Work plan established, possible but quite ambitious ? Contracts
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for major tooling on-going Contracts for tooling ancillaries to be launched Personnel
plan established ? CERN staff Service contracts with experienced contractors And
later (after LS1), FSU’s 2013-09-23 Long coil and fabrication tooling development
status and plans15

6-17-2019 Brookhaven has no plans to build the GE assembly line for -254 C super
conductivity turbines for Fords. They decided to invent 80 F GE turbines in 40
years of government make work.

6-17-2019 IBM Perfecting the GE assembly lines at Star Wars Today, the highest
Assembly Line for Model T Ford's with windmills at a very cold -254 C.

6-17-2019 Super conductivity Windmill Turbines for the Assembly Line at GE @
U.S. Department of Energy's

6-17-2019 Brookhaven National Laboratory and Los Alamos. This is what the
Government should be working on today.

6-17-2019 Ivanka the daughter' Rx Perfume not even on a assembly line at
Brookhaven as the scientists are smelling something different at a higher
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temperature not ready for the GE assembly line today for the 2019 Ford
windmillCAR's without a order for Starbucks pink Latte.

6-17-2019 Ivanka with 3 kids told him to get checked for Whooping Cough, leave
she told Mick Mulvaney to Leave Oval Office for Coughing on 3 of her kids...
acting Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney to leave the Oval Office during an interview
because Mulvaney was coughing, not knowing if he had the Whooping Cough virus in
his cough.

6-17-2019 Ivanka ordered everyone tested for Whooping Cough virus...

6-17-2019 Trillions of Cashews; Solving a cashew Mathematical Mystery with
Miracle Grow for the Amazon Cashew and Figs harvested via 3 Story Heavy Lift
Helicopter Combines.
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6-17-2019 Trillions of Cashews; Solving a cashew Mathematical Mystery

6-17-2019 By Eric Ravenscraft "Bush Shock and Awe of Baghdad then add in
$300 million a week from their Oil and then put in the shock and awe of DNA
blown code via diesel exhaust. AI can take this to a high level of super computer
simulations. 1,001 super computer simulations. CIA looking for poison gas attack
gets a Diesel in DNA super computer simulation. Hi Gina! NY Times writes
something else for DNA - "How to Protect Your DNA Data Before and After
Taking an at-Home Test" Mail-in genetic tests offer a wealth of information about
your ancestry and insight into medical risks — in exchange for a lot of data. Here’s
where that data goes, and how to delete it. By Eric Ravenscraft" How to protect
kids DNA is not for the NY Times Nobel.
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6-17-2019 Have App, Will Travel Like I'm Married to a MD. Hopefully. The push
to wear a 'Red Nose' for heart attacks and cardiac arrest awareness in eating and
driving is not the same as a app that lets you travel as if you are married to a
MD. Get activities through MD apps and websites has never been more vigorous,
will be with White House heart attacks in the news. Burger Kings all veggie
burgers, no more red meat burgers at Burger King will make many realize the stats
for cardiac arrest and heart attack have been classified as secret by the 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ. Next Burger King will have treadmill desk. AI how many
treadmill desk are at the NY Times, none! Berlin-based aggregator, Yale Key West
Medical School aggregator. Yes more treadmill desk than MD's. Paris-based
invention tourists.

6-16-2019 The highs of Invention Literature, from Dr. Nobel working on nitro in
his lab to this Nitro Recipe in a Hemingway House Writing Class that looks more
like a Star Wars Writing Class than Hemingway. 8,000 Cuban MD's in Nobels Lab
in Sweden getting high for their Recipe for a Nobel shared by 8,000 MD's. A
First for the King of Sweden. Unseen Gravity Invention. Prism of the
electromagnetic spectrum of light. Any Pope would smash a Prism even today.
Wife's have their electromagnetic spectrum of inspiration that can be seen and
unseen. Art of the Diagnosis of a Women's electromagnetic spectrum could be
written by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for the NY Times. Cravings show up in a Prism.
Greed of Oil Men is the super gravity that fuels the entire Earth and every big
city from London to Paris today. When it should be the Rx Recipe Cure for Breast
cancer. Dr. Susan Love's 1 Million Army of Women in Sweden using iMac's at all
the close storefronts hacking 4 trillion Rx Recipes, this will never happen. Though
Dr. Love has enough breast cancer money to do it $$$. Turning the world order
upside down starting with Dr. Love to the Elite rich oil men in Paris with $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues not seen with the WindmillCAR's spectrum of Rx Recipe
cure for incurable disease that plague London and Paris without a George Orwell
Novel as they watch everyone!

6-16-2019 Exxon-Mobil-BP Oil "When Dead Companies Don’t Die!" UN knows very
well Diesel exhaust is a poison gas that blows apart DNA Code in millions of
Children world wide, the UN could die when the 2019 Ford WindmillCar is born.
Vestlandet, Norway, Is ‘Oh, My God’ A Norway Oil Tanker is on fire in the Gulf.
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This Sunday Morning Fathers Day someone turned off the electricity, all of
Argentina and Uruguay, are without electric power — and an electric company
official called the blackout “unprecedented.”

“Unprecedented” in the USA is Ivanka didn't give Dad a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
for Fathers Day 2019...

Ivanka buys Dad a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and Boeing 979 that fly's into orbit for
15 Mins lands in Paris... she designed this Boeing Jet that can fly into orbit for
15 mins on her iMac.

Ivanka buys Dad a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and Boeing 979 that fly's into orbit for
15 Mins lands in Paris... she designed this Boeing Jet that can fly into orbit for
15 mins on her iMac.
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1,001 Conversations for the Polygamous Marriage... 4 MD Wife's, iMac's... iPhone
GPS tracking Map comings and goings. iPhone Caller ID @ Star Wars

6-16-2019 4 Wife's in Hard Hats getting Married at Notre-Dame this Sunday to
save her life from losing the Breast Cancer War by the Rich Elite in Paris and
NYC. Boeing is the Pilot fueled via jet fuel not Windmills and not flying into orbit
for 15 minutes before landing in Paris with a Rx Recipe for the Starbucks Latte
that cures breast-ovary cancer in every stage in 8 days. Paris Elite will not hire
the 8K Cuban MD's fired in a USA - Cuba War game to work on a Rx Recipe, a
war crime! Ironic as Notre-Dame will be rebuilt before the Paris Elite get a Rx
Cure for Breast Cancer, a sin!

Breast Cancer Cured in 5 Years... President Emmanuel Macron pledged to rebuild
Notre-Dame in five years. Not Cure Breast Cancer in 5 years. Today Macron is
not working on a Rx Cure for breast cancer in any way! A Crime!

How did the fire start, how do the women of Paris being tortured by breast cancer
start a fire in the hearts of the Paris Elite? Mission Impossible! MI as the Elite in
Paris are Oil Men $$$ Not MD's!

6-16-2019 The Week in Business: Oil Tankers Are Under Attack, and fiery wrecks
across the USA are classified secret by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

6-16-2019 No head on collisions in the USA today in Traffic, No collisions in
Traffic in the USA in 2019. "Pirates of Key West should raise the Flag of the
2019 Ford WindmillCar For Victory over Oil $$$" $777 Trillion in Oil Money for
Key West, the richest City in the World, sorry Qatar! Mecca's homeless move into
the Mosque.

6-16-2019 "Pirates of Tehran. If Iran won’t change its behavior, we should sink
its Navy." No head on collisions in the USA today in Traffic, No collisions in
Traffic in the USA in 2019. "Iran and the U.S. Are on a Collision Course" this is
the editorial in the NY Times today!! No head on collisions in the USA today in
Traffic, No collisions in Traffic in the USA in 2019. "Iran and the U.S. Are on a
Collision Course" this is the editorial in the NY Times today when the USA with
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and no gas but F-35 Radar that cost more than the Ford
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could be our reality, Utopia in traffic if not for the editors at the NY Times not
making this a editorial. A War Crime! As Trump Accuses Iran, He Has One
Problem: His Own 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in the White House Garage, Grin!

6-16-2019 iMac Computer Labs fill the Empty Storefronts open on the 4th of July
too! Crisis and the End of the American Dream by Bill and Melinda Gates. Software
Apps cost many times more than the computer. Only the iMac Computer Lab can
afford Autodesk and Photoshop. Hooked on Phonics cost over $1,000. Anatomy
$10K $$$

6-16-2019 Apple-Amazon merge with Starbucks! I’m a Financial Journalist Who
Was Bored Silly by Mergers. Not Anymore. 1,001 items in every Starbucks plus
the iMac and Mac Book Pro's.

6-16-2019 How to Have a High-End Vacation for Less in Key West. Here’s how to
save in five popular and pricey cities without feeling deprived reading and writing.
Write the Hemingway Nobel Novel in Key West or any city via the internet just do
it. How 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects. AI apps Amazon ran
on a IBM Super computer. Start with Bush Shock and Awe of Baghdad add in $300
million a week he gets from their Oil and then put in the shock and awe of DNA
blown code via diesel exhaust. AI can take this to a high level of super computer
simulations. 1,001 super computer simulations waits for your Key West High-End
vacation as this is High-End writing a Nobel Novel on vacation. 5G get a super
computer simulation of 5G so you can get a high end accessory for 5G in a
Hemingway House Nobel Novel first. Then a Disney Movie. Toy Story 4 with 5G
high end accessories is more like Disney in Star Wars Times.
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6-16-2019 The highs of Invention Literature, from Dr. Nobel working on nitro in
his lab to this Nitro Recipe in a Hemingway House Writing Class that looks more
like a Star Wars Writing Class than Hemingway. 8,000 Cuban MD's in Nobels Lab
in Sweden getting high for their Recipe for a Nobel shared by 8,000 MD's. A
First for the King of Sweden. Unseen Gravity Invention. Prism of the
electromagnetic spectrum of light. Any Pope would smash a Prism even today.
Wife's have their electromagnetic spectrum of inspiration that can be seen and
unseen. Art of the Diagnosis of a Women's electromagnetic spectrum could be
written by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for the NY Times. Cravings show up in a Prism.
Greed of Oil Men is the super gravity that fuels the entire Earth and every big
city from London to Paris today. When it should be the Rx Recipe Cure for Breast
cancer. Dr. Susan Love's 1 Million Army of Women in Sweden using iMac's at all
the close storefronts hacking 4 trillion Rx Recipes, this will never happen. Though
Dr. Love has enough breast cancer money to do it $$$. Turning the world order
upside down starting with Dr. Love to the Elite rich oil men in Paris with $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues not seen with the WindmillCAR's spectrum of Rx Recipe
cure for incurable disease that plague London and Paris without a George Orwell
Novel as they watch everyone!

6-16-2019 Perfecting -254 C Super conductivity Windmill Turbines for the
Assembly Line at GE @ U.S. Department of Energy's Brookhaven National
Laboratory and Los Alamos. This is what the Government should be working on
today. Father of all Fathers for their Wife's and daughters on the trail without a
Starbucks pink Latte.

6-16-2019 Privacy!! We have absolute "Privacy" in a Universe of 12 Trillion
Galaxies, Idiots!
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6-16-2019 Privacy!! We have absolute "Privacy" in a Universe of 12 Trillion
Galaxies, Idiots!

6-15-2019 MiB Movie showing today... The film was released on July 2, 1997, to
positive reviews and grossed over $589 million worldwide. Linda Fiorentino made the
movie! Dr. Linda Fiorentino MD in MiB II and IV didn't get the upgrade to Kant
and Salk II reading levels. Google privacy statements was more interesting article
for the NY Times journalists to write about. So just think of the dialog from Dr.
Linda Fiorentino MD in MiB II and 4 showing today.
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6-15-2019 Microsoft revoked CERN's academic status and the Universe of 'Time'
Time to Fire Microsoft

6-15-2019 Microsoft revoked CERN's academic status in order to charge them 10
times as much for Office 365 $$$

6-15-2019 Microsoft revoked CERN's academic status in order to charge them 10
times as much for Office 365 $$$ and the Physics of 'Time will pay the price,
Paradise Lost in is also a war crime by Bill and Melinda Gates' Time to Fire
Microsoft and put it in the Public domain, National Security issue Hell No a matter
of finding how Time started and getting the gravity specs sooner than later at
CERN.

6-15-2019 Stanford Team Aims at Alexa and Siri With a Privacy-Minded
Alternative - Yale Key West Medical School add on to Alexa and Siri for a Nobel
in Medicine. Nobel Minded at Yale not Stanford. Grin!

6-15-2019 1 Million New Gas Stations in China equals 1 million broken hips and
falls in 2019 as they are as related as gas and oil revenues. If 1 million 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's were in China instead of 1 million gas stations there would not be 1
million broken hips and falls at the mentality of the Chinese Government would not
be one of gasoline and bone saw Prince Salman but of Salk II and Dr. Lisa Sanders
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MD Art of the Diagnosis for falls and 1 million broken hips in China, never written
for the Chinese Elite.

6-14-2019 Oil Tanker on Fire and Fiery Car Wrecks in the USA today, only the
Oil Tankers on fire make the front page of the NY Times, a War Crime!

1 Million tankers on their way to China. 1 million fiery car wrecks in China, no
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!

1 Million tankers on their way to China. 1 million fiery car wrecks in China, no
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!
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6-14-2019 Oil Tanker on Fire and Fiery Car Wrecks in the USA today, only the
Oil Tankers on fire make the front page of the NY Times, a War Crime!

1 Million of each in China today... not mentioned in the NY Times article on GE

1 Million of each in China today... not mentioned in the NY Times article on GE

6-15-2019 GE has no business to prevent 1 million falls and broken hips in China, a
war crime imported from the USA!
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6-15-2019 Privacy!! GE Bribes and Backdoor Deals Help Foreign Firms Sell to
China’s Hospitals, burn units for the fiery wrecks at the 1 million new gas stations
in 2019, war crimes.

6-15-2019 Privacy!! Bribes and Backdoor Deals Help Foreign Firms Sell to China’s
Hospitals G.E., Siemens and others have prospered in a country where corruption
pervades the market for medical equipment, according to a New York Times
investigation. China’s 1.4 billion people pay the price. By ALEXANDRA
STEVENSON and SUI-LEE WEE

6-15-2019 Privacy!! Bribes and Backdoor Deals Help Foreign Firms Sell to China’s
Hospitals

6-15-2019 Privacy!! 1 Million Gas Stations sell to China's Hospital Doctors,
Nurses, Staff

6-15-2019 Privacy!! Gas Stations Dominate in China with 1,4 billion and gasoline
for all you do the Math as the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ already have this is why
they ate selling gasoline to China not 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. By Alexandra
Stevenson and Sui-Lee Wee NY Times. The New York Times reviewed more than a
dozen cases in which employees of G.E., Philips and Siemens testified to bribing
public hospital officials. MD's! China’s nearly 1.4 billion people ultimately bear the
cost of the corruption, sale of 1 Million gas stations!
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6-15-2019 Privacy!! Gas Stations Dominate An M.R.I. machine at a Siemens
Healthineers production line in Shenzhen, China. Foreign companies like G.E. and
Siemens dominate the market for CT scanners, M.R.I.s and other medical
equipment in China.

6-15-2019 Privacy!! 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to crunch for the Rx Pink Latte is what
Chinese women need from the government. Chinese officials five years ago ordered
GlaxoSmithKline, the British drug maker, to pay nearly $500 million for bribing
doctors and hospitals. Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks China. Idiots!

6-15-2019 1 Million New Gas Stations in China equates 1 million broken hips and
falls in 2019 as they are as related as gas and oil revenues. If 1 million 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's were in China instead of 1 million gas stations there would not be 1
million broken hips and falls at the mentality of the Chinese Government would not
be one of gasoline and bone saw Prince Salman but of Salk II and Dr. Lisa Sanders
MD Art of the Diagnosis for falls and 1 million broken hips in China, never written
for the Chinese Elite.

6-15-2019 Orwellian Murders by Amanda Ms. Knox said that she was grateful
that her innocence had been ultimately acknowledged. “This does not absolve the
state of having tried me for eight long years, with no real proof and on the basis
of an absurd theory, and it does not absolve the media who profited from selling a
scandalous story,” she said. But she added that she hoped to one day meet
Giuliano Mignini, the prosecutor who had put her behind bars, so that he could see
her as a person and not a defendant. “I hope he will see that I am not a monster,
simply Amanda,” she said. At the end, the audience gave her a standing ovation.
And everyone drove home in a gas engine car as this is Italy. Rome gas stations
will be put on trail when the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is driven by Amanda Knox in
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the USA. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Rome are criminals! Chilean Bishop Resigns
After Comments on Absence of Women at Last Supper, not the Absence of 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's in Rome. 1984's Smog, DNA evidence in murder cases. Mass
murder of the children in Rome! Shock and Awe of Bush in Baghdad in Rome's
Children's DNA, Blown apart the DNA code. For Gas Money $$$ illness! Swiss
Women Strike Nationwide to Protest Inequalities, Swiss women smell the smog of
gas and diesel yet the Children's DNA, Blown apart the DNA codes they fail to
protest as headlines. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Switzerland are mass murderers
of these women's children in Switzerland. WHO at the UN will refuse to make NY
Times headlines on this too! Super Computer Simulations of Diesel blowing apart
childrens DNA code in the NY Times Video section. For the Third Time, W.H.O.
Declines to Declare the Ebola Outbreak an Emergency.

6-15-2019 "Nuclear A-Bomb Mines for Oil Tankers and Carriers will end the fight
over $777 Trillion in Oil Sales by Putin! What Are Limpet Mines, and How Do They
Work? Here’s all you need to know about the devices, which are named for a type
of mollusk that sticks to rocks and are hard to remove." By JOHN ISMAY

6-15-2019 "Pirates of Tehran. If Iran won’t change its behavior, we should sink
its navy." By BRET STEPHENS

6-15-2019 Pirates at Yale Law writing about the Laws of Physics, Michael Kwet @
Yale Law. "In Stores, Secret Bluetooth Surveillance Tracks Your Every Move" As
you shop, “beacons” are watching you, using hidden technology in your phone."
Heart Attack, Cardiac Arrest" Yale Medical School is not watching you just the
Yale Lawyers so use your imagination if the Medical School was watching you all the
time like in Star Wars. You can also follow The Times’s guide on how to stop apps
from tracking your location. For Android users, the F-Droid app store hosts free
and open- source apps that do not spy on users with hidden trackers. Most of our
concerns about privacy are tied to the online world, and can feel theoretical at
times. But there is nothing theoretical about Bluetooth beacon technology that
follows you into retail stores (and other venues) and tracks your movement down to
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the meter. Michael Kwet is a visiting fellow at the Information Society Project at
Yale Law School, and host of the Tech Empire podcast.

6-15-2019 You can wait for Yale Medical School Museums of Star Wars Medical
Schools. Disney Movie too.

6-15-2019 You can wait for Yale Medical School to track you like todays Bluetooth
Surveillance Tracks Your Every Move" As you shop, “beacons” are watching you,
using hidden technology in your phone. If you buy Coors or Bud not to warn you not
to smoke or drink... best is yet to come in tracking you not to ruin your life
getting a DUI. Tracking 1 million drunks right now! They could be but the 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ are drunks! Medical History Museums of Paris - Secrets of Paris.
If you don't manage to get in, you can still visit the comparatively tame but larger
Musée d'Histoire de la Médecin, opened in 1803 to house a collection. For
centuries Paris was at the forefront of medical research, and at one time there
were a half dozen museums dedicated to its fascinating history, from the earliest
hospitals and the fight against contagious diseases to the first medical instruments
and preserved anatomical specimens. In 2012 the Musée de l'Assistance Publique
(History of the Hospitals of Paris) closed to the public indefinitely (accessible only
to researchers or for special occasions such as the Journées du Patrimoine). On
March 25th the little-known Musée Dupuytren will close as well. This small museum
dating back to 1835 houses a gruesome collection of medical oddities, diseased
brains preserved in jars, deformed skeletons, and wax anatomical models
guaranteed to curb your appetite for the rest of the day. It’s located in the old
refectory of the Cordeliers Convent (now part of the Sorbonne Université Pierre et
Marie Curie) at 15 rue de l'Ecole de Médecine, 6th. If you want to visit before
the closure, opening hours are Monday-Friday 2-4:30pm. Get there early and
expect to wait in line, because of course now everyone wants to see it! If you don’t
manage to get in, you can still visit the comparatively tame but larger Musée
d’Histoire de la Médecin, opened in 1803 to house a collection of historic medical
instruments like the autopsy kit used on Napoléon or the tool used to fix Louis
XIV’s anal fistula. It’s located just across the street (at 12 rue de l'Ecole de
Médecine, 6th) on the second floor of the Université Paris Descartes (follow the
signs or ask at the welcome desk), open Monday-Wednesday and Friday-Saturday
from 2-5:30pm, entry €3.50. Finally, across town near the Canal St-Martin is the
Musée des Moulages at the Hôpital St-Louis, the world’s largest collection of wax
molds taken of dermatological diseases dating back to the early 19th century. The
hospital, which is over 400 years old, conducted some of history’s groundbreaking
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research on skin diseases, notably syphilis (again, not a museum for anyone with a
weak stomach). This video is from the museum’s campaign to restore the roof.
Open Monday-Friday by reservation only (musee.moulages@sls.aphp.fr), entry €6.
Curious? You can also visit both museums on a Secrets of Paris tour!

http://www.secretsofparis.com/heathers-secret-blog/the-creepy-medical-historymuseums-of-paris.html

6-15-2019 War on Brest Cancer at 30. 'ME' 'MD" Taylor Swift announced her
seventh album, “Lover, ME MD” with a perky track, “You Need to Calm Down.”
'ME' 'MD" Hysterics over Breast-Ovary Cancer Wars lost to Oil Men's Greed
$$$.

6-15-2019 War on Brest Cancer at 30. (“Say it in the street, that’s a
knockout/But you say it in a tweet, that’s a cop-out”) and actual bigots (“Why are
you mad when you could be GLAAD?/Sunshine on the street at the parade/But you
would rather be in the Dark Ages”).

6-15-2019 War on Brest Cancer at 30. 60 for Madonna!! “Madame X,” fits that
template, but it does include the techno-pulsed, thoroughly Internet-aware, “I
Don’t Search I Find.” Steady beats per minute and synthetic stings accompany the
sung and spoken vocals in this track, which insists, “I found love, I found
something new/I found you.” She has more to say about life and death, but beat
and hooks are her message... Millions dead on the Battlefield the Pentagon refuses
to fight!!
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6-14-2019 DOD Pentagon Chief will never win a Nobel... in Medicine! But will get
another Heart Transplant at 97.

6-14-2019 Oil Tanker on Fire and Fiery Car Wrecks in the USA today, only the
Oil Tankers on fire make the front page of the NY Times, a War Crime!
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6-14-2019 Oil Tanker on Fire and Fiery Car Wrecks in the USA today, only the
Oil Tankers on fire make the front page of the NY Times, a War Crime!

6-14-2019 MD's called London police “ludicrous” and ill conceived at ending
domestic murders! Some research shows that women are attacked around 19 times
before they are killed.

6-14-2019 By James Orenstein. Mr. Orenstein is a federal magistrate judge.
When the police want to get records of a iPhone’s prior locations over extended
periods — basically, to track a suspect’s whereabouts at every moment over weeks
or months in the past — the Constitution requires them to persuade a judge to
issue a warrant based on probable cause - bone saw ex will have buried her by
then. This is the Judge who wrote this article in the NY Times today. By James
Orenstein. Mr. Orenstein is a federal magistrate judge. Can we sue this judge for
18,000 murdered women and Mary Kennedy for wrongful deaths. We should have
Princeton run this in a Mock trail. This is why the Yale and Harvard Law School will
forfeit their campus to the Yale and Harvard Medical Schools when the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR is driven on Campus. Reasoning behind his decision not to win a Nobel
for ending Domestic Murders in the USA. And Mary Kennedy! Exodus to Sirius by
Jews. That’s not even a question a judge like me should try to answer. But as the
pace of technological advancement increases, the need becomes more urgent for
society to balance those interests in a coherent, more coherent Dr. George Orwell
MD Time. CERN just fired Microsoft for its high cost, it's just a matter of time
before we find Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 2020 or 3030. This Federal Judge thinks
he has all the time in the world that time will never end. So what does this tell
the judge? That Time will never end? You should have gone to the Yale Key West
Medical School, this is what it tell the Judge. Star Wars will not have any Federal
Judges. MD's. Art of the Diagnosis rulings by Dr. Lisa Sanders, grin. By Geneva
Abdul. June 14, 2019 LONDON — In an attempt to tackle domestic violence, the
police in a British county came up with a startling plan: Replace the sharp knives in
victims’ kitchens with blunt-tipped instruments to prevent their partners from
stabbing them to death. While the blunt-knives proposal was only one among many
by the Nottingham City Council to tackle knife crime, it was immediately singled
out for criticism by medical experts and advocates for domestic abuse survivors,
who called it “ludicrous” and ill conceived.
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6-14-2019 MD's called London police “ludicrous” and ill conceived at ending
domestic murders!

6-14-2019 DOD Pentagon Chief Cheney will get his 3rd or 4th heart transplant at
97. Stuart Briers To the Editor: Re “For the Elderly, Complex Surgery Often
Doesn’t End Well” (The New Old Age, Science Times, June 11): My dad had triplebypass open-heart surgery at 97. He was in good health, had a sharp mind and
took only one prescription medication. He was told that he was a good candidate
but that his kidneys could fail: After all, they were 97 years old. My dad wanted
to live and decided to go for it. His care was wonderful, and he recuperated more
quickly than others much younger because he was very compliant. He followed all
aftercare instructions. He lived until 102, when his kidneys finally failed. We
cherish those five extra years. Cynthia Rudder, New York. The Saudi Prince will
get to the front of the line for his organ transplant in 2019... too! Remember
Cheney got to the front to the line for his heart transplants, grin. Cheney's war
dead are off limits for organ donations, Afghan War Casualty Report: June 7-13
At least 70 pro-government forces and 17 civilians were killed in Afghanistan
during the past week. By FAHIM ABED DOD Pentagon Chief will never win a
Nobel... in Medicine!

6-14-There are no Jewish Aliens on the Moon!! NASA administrator says it will
cost an extra $20 to $30 billion to send astronauts back to the Moon. NASA's
administrator Jim Bridenstine has finally revealed the total cost estimate for the
space agency's plan to put astronauts back on the Moon: $20 to 30 billion ...

6-14-2019 CERN turns to open source software as Microsoft increases its fees
$$$. For the last 20 years, CERN -- home of the Large Hadron Collider -- has
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been using Microsoft products under a discounted "academic institution" rate. But
in March, at the end of its previous contract, Microsoft revoked CERN's academic
status. According to a CERN blog post, under the new contract, licensing costs
have increased more than tenfold. In response, CERN is pulling back the curtain on
a now year-old project to migrate to open source software, and it's calling it the
Microsoft Alternatives project, or MAlt.

6-14-2019 Judge should Microsoft be put in the Public Domain, taken over with no
compensation by the DOD? National Security and Noble's in Medicine.

6-14-2019 Judge should Microsoft be put in the Public Domain so 5 billion can win
a Nobel in Medicine? Microsoft Paradise Lost the Rx Pink Recipe for the Rx Pink
Starbucks Latte that cures breast-ovary cancers in every stage in 8 days.

6-14-2019 Stanford Team Aims at Alexa and Siri With a Privacy-Minded
Alternative - Yale Key West Medical School add on to Alexa and Siri for a Nobel
in Medicine. Nobel Minded at Yale not Stanford. Grin!

AK47 for these 4 girl or iMac...
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AK47 for these 4 girl or iMac...

6-13-2019 Titans of Nobel Work like Salk 24/7 working hours and today 8,000
Cuban MD's working on a Noble in Medicine on an iMac App in Stockholm at double
the pay Brazil was paying. If they win a Nobel in Medicine the King of Sweden will
have to shake 8,000 hands. Time to get 1 Nobel in Medicine with 8K Cuban MD's
is super computer time, grin.
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6-13-2019 Titans of Cancer and the time it takes for the Rx Pink Recipe at
Starbucks... the Rx Pink Latte that cures all breast-ovary cancer in all stages in 8
days. Then the Top Brass gets 8,000 Cuban MD's fired! War Crimes in the Cancer
War!

6-13-2019 Titans of Real Estate in ‘Shock’ Over New York Rent Law Deal.
Landlords were “shocked” by Tuesday’s deal strengthening tenant protections." The
Last Oil Czars and the Last Landlords are in the same shocking Headlines; 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's! Driven to Sirius. By J. DAVID GOODMAN, LUIS FERRÉSADURNÍ and VIVIAN WANG "Social Security Is Staring at Its First Real
Shortfall in Decades. Big Cuts Could Follow." By JEFF SOMMER Jeff at the NY
Times knows about the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR. How could he waste his time on a false social security article, 2
White Men at 1984 HQ ordered this written. Qatar has our USA's social security
today on the 4th of July. A War Crime. "Florida Company Sued Over Sales of
Skimpy Health Plans" By REED ABELSON Told the Florida Residents to move to
Qatar for fat Health Plans... really they did. "Health Insurance Innovations,"
based in Tampa, Fla. as 500,000 people may have bought these policies that are a
scam and con related to Trump University. Misrepresenting the kind of coverage
being sold, wait until the NY Times and Reed Abelson write about Qatar Health
Cost paid 100 percent by gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba. The state had taken
action against eight companies in the last two years for misrepresenting the kind of
health coverage being sold... art of the diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Yale can
write about this for the Yale class "Dictators and Doctors" as it fits in with Trump
walking away from a Nobel in Medicine by refusing to put sanctions on Tobacco
that would put it out of business in 2019. 1.3 million who die from Lung cancer in
2019 bought the wrong Orwellian government.

6-13-2019 Titans of Gas and Oil in Canada. On Monday, Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau announced that the government would seek to eliminate single-use plastic
bags as early as 2021, nothing about ending gas stations in Canada. A War Crime!

6-13-2019 Titans of Jews; Sara Netanyahu Cuts Plea Deal in Catering to the Bone
Saw Prince Salman over the Jews Exodus $$$ to Sirius! "State Department
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Defends Saudi Arms Sales and $777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues Before Hostile
House Panel" By CATIE EDMONDSON and EDWARD WONG This conversation at
the State Dept really did take place but with Kerry.

6-13-2019 Titans of MD conversations in Cuba and the USA. To the Editor: Re
“Cracking Down on ‘Veiled Tourism,’ U.S. Announces Cuba Travel Restrictions” (news
article, June 5): Having just returned from a trip to Cuba, I was dismayed to
learn of the Trump administration’s new restrictions on travel there. My visit was
sponsored by a League of Women Voters of Florida program called Sisters Across
the Straits. It is based on the belief that exchanging views helps support Cubans’
independent thinking and promotes our country’s goals, while restricting contact
keeps Cubans ignorant of our values and policies. This is especially true in a country
where the information people get from newspapers and television is tightly
controlled by the government. For example, one day our guide, a young woman who
was a student at Havana University, remarked several times when talking casually
about current events, “I never knew that.” We had scheduled meetings with
Cubans, but our casual conversations with others, such as our taxi driver, the cook
at the private house where we stayed, and a farmer in a currency exchange line,
were equally memorable. Don’t we want to encourage such exchanges? Cynthia
Coulson Riverside, Conn. Cubans, but our casual conversations; MD conversations
8,000 about the specs 1,001 Nobels in Medicine is what's being censored by the
NY Times and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. The King of Sweden just might be
able to have a conversation with the 8,000 Cuban MD fired in Brazil about working
in Sweden at the Kings Palace on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine on iapps on iMac that
let 8,000 MD's write on the same page at the same time. Time to get 1 Nobel in
Medicine has no meaning to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA.

6-13-2019 Titans of A/C inventions sold on Amazon Today, Window A/C that is
the size of an Mac Book Pro and runs on an micro GE electric generator for
months. Open this on Amazon. No the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ never brought
this to market... A War Crime! "India Heat Wave, Soaring Up to 123 Degrees,
Has Killed at Least 36 The government warned that the extreme temperatures,
which have struck large parts of northern and central India, might continue as the
arrival of monsoon rains has been delayed." By MUJIB MASHAL
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6-13-2019 Titans of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!

6-13-2019 Titans of Oil, Many tankers on fire in the Gulf of Oman on Thursday...
Oil provoke an all-out war! One of the ships struck on Thursday, the Front Altair,
owned by the Norwegian shipping company Frontline, was burning and its crew had
evacuated.
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6-13-2019 Titans of Oil, Many tankers on fire in the Gulf of Oman on Thursday...
Oil provoke an all-out war! One of the ships struck on Thursday, the Front Altair,
owned by the Norwegian shipping company Frontline, was burning and its crew had
evacuated.
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6-13-2019 Titans of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's! Bastion of Gas Exhaust and Gas
Station Revenues causing Cancer World Wide. Google GPS map of all with cancers
and birth defects on the front page of the NY Times! 9/11 Responders responding
to Gas and Diesel Exhaust. When? After how many cancer deaths and birth
defects, editors at the Times are War Criminals.

6-13-2019 NY Times writes Looking at the $180,000 Homes in New York, when
they should be writing up 180,000 Trump Towers in a Building Boom for the USA
from the illegal profits of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, Yes!
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6-13-2019 Skyline of Key West with 25 Trump Towers in the Yale Key West
Medical School and 25 more from the Building Boom Windfall from Oil Money.

6-13-2019 And remember there is 1 Trump Tower going up next to the White
House...

6-13-2019 Titans of what to read when you have a list of invention projects or
just one invention project with mile long lines at the gas stations thanks to Saudi
Embargo of gas. "Animal Farm" reading gave us the 1980 Ford WindmillCar! For
comparison, here are the scores for some classic texts. Only Immanuel Kant’s
famously difficult “Critique of Pure Reason” registers a more challenging readability
score than Facebook’s privacy policy. (To calculate their reading time, I measured
the first chapter of each text.) Kant's general agenda is still very much the
agenda of modern philosophy. We are still concerned with what constitutes
consciousness, what constitutes getting a Salk II Nobel in Medicine for vaccines in
the drinking water. Star Wars in 2019. WHO at the UN writes about dirty
drinking water for 2 billion and does not read the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will clean
all dirty water with its electricity and accessories to clean dirty water as in Star
Wars. No more water bottles at Whole Foods.

6-13-2019 Titans of reading the New England Journal of Medicine, then you think
of those who wrote the articles the Medical ones not the social ones.

6-13-2019 Titans of Cancer and the time it takes for the Rx Pink Recipe at
Starbucks... the Rx Pink Latte that cures all breast-ovary cancer in all stages in 8
days. Then the Top Brass gets 8,000 Cuban MD's fired! War Crimes in the Cancer
War!

6-13-2019 Titans of Deploying troops to work on a Nobel Prize. White House
Trump Tower Oval Office that he would be sending close to 2,000 American troops
to Poland from Germany and other European countries. The U.S. currently has
around 4,000 military service members in Poland. The president also said Poland
would purchase more than 30 F-35 Jets and Zero iMac's at $13,384 a war crime.
Yes Trump admits this is a war crime.
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6-13-2019 Titans of Editorial in the NY Times and Washington Post. Sirius Census
Count of Super Red Giants; This is the editorial the Times should have written
today. "The Census: Another Brick in Trump’s White House Wall" read the census
on Super Red Giants the editors at the NY Times didn't write in your minds...
aliens out in the Universe move closer to Earth every day.

6-13-2019 Titans of Tourists who visit Oxford for the IQ. "Never see a cadaver
at Oxford on this tour. 36 Hours in Oxford "Go on scholarly strolls and boozy
cruises in the ultimate British college town." "But there’s much more to Oxford
than cloistered academia. With its idyllic natural setting, buzzing restaurant scene
and dynamic industries in fields as diverse as publishing, health care and auto
manufacturing (the Mini is made here), this more-than-a-thousand-year-old
community on the River Thames is as lively, and lovely, as ever." Shrunken heads.
Spears. Blowpipes for poison darts. at, Oxford" Blackwell’s Bookshop has fueled
Oxford’s unending love for books since 1879. Greg send the "Secret Files on the
WindmillCAR" to several book stores in London.

6-13-2019 Titans of Crackdowns; Police World Wide Crackdowns on the sale of
gasoline in times of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!

6-13-2019 Titans of invention work; N.I.H. Head Calls for End to All-Male Panels
of Scientists In the age of 4 MD wife's in a legal polygamous marriage working on
1,001 Nobels in Medicine and writing the same title in a Hemingway House Writing
Class on iapps and Amazon 1 Click links with specs and genius tutors. Bring the
wife's 4 to work as a scientists. NASA would get more of the Universe known.
Flamboyant, Wife's!!!!

6-13-2019 Titans of MiB Movie The film was released on July 2, 1997, to positive
reviews and grossed over $589 million worldwide. Linda Fiorentino made the movie!
Dr. Linda Fiorentino MD in MiB II and IV didn't get the upgrade to Kant and Salk
II reading levels. Google privacy statements was more interesting article for the
NY Times journalists to write about. So just think of the dialog from Dr. Linda
Fiorentino MD in MiB II and 4 showing today.
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6-12-2019 Picasso, Well, Gilot and Picasso were living together for — I don’t know
how many years — at least 10 years. We knew each other, not only through what
we did but through what we talked about together, et cetera. It’s a long
relationship. It’s a very important type of thing. That would allow the truth about
certain things to be known better, because a woman has reflected upon it and
thought of what was a real solution to that problem. Françoise Gilot, 97, “Life
With Picasso,” Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders diagnosis of Picasso and
his women if he had '4 Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage" like millions of
Moslems in Mecca were living at the same time as Picasso and . All 4 women's
conversations with Picasso must be read. Olga Khokhlova, as well as two other
longtime mistresses: Dora Maar and Marie-Thérèse. Gilot married twice after
leaving Picasso; first to Engel’s father, Luc Simon, then to Jonas Salk. Yes Salk.
"The Last Love of Jonas Salk!!" The unusual union of a renowned artist and the
discoverer of the Polio vaccine. BY CHARLOTTE DECROES JACOBS FEBRUARY 8,
2018 "Salk found Gilot to be the most alluring and most intellectually engaged
woman he had ever known!!" "Gilot often worked on 10 to 12 paintings at the same
time. And Salk had written in his night notes: “I seem to want to be on 24-hour
call" Marriage; “But we don’t know each other,” she cautioned, “and it may be
disastrous because you’re a scientist, and our lives are very far apart.” “No,”
Jonas countered, in what seemed more like a business transaction than a romantic
moment, “even if we’re not so happy, at least we’ll be like a citadel; we’ll be a
fortress for each other.” Pentagon light years and many Sirius Super Giants apart
of the inventions of Salk and today Salk II. Haunted or addicted to Oppenheimer
building H-Bombs today while the Hemingway House Writing Class is close to the
8,000 Cuban MD's working for the King of Sweden writing a Nobel Novel there
with iMac's 1 Click Amazon links to specs and genius tutors. Oppenheimer just
works on H-Bombs with riches beyond belief in his Los Alamos Lab. With a staff
of 8,000.
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6-12-2019 Picasso the 1,001 IP invention projects 'Paintings Period.'

6-12-2019 4th Women in Combat no MD women here, on the 4th of July will get a
AK47 from the Pentagon not an iMac @ $13,384 a crime against women!

6-12-2019 4th of July Inventions Fireworks via Polygamous Legal Marriages, 4 MD
Wife's *.*.*.*
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6-12-2019 Nobel King of Sweden is thinking about the 8,000 Cuban MD's fired
from Brazil's Amazon and the Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines to harvest figs and
cashews. Well as giving a job to 8,000 Cuban MD's working on a Noble in Medicine
on an iMac App in Stockholm at double the pay Brazil was paying. If they win a
Nobel in Medicine he will have to shake 8,000 hands. As for the 25 million in Brazil
left with no MD over this USA Cuba fighting the UN War Crimes is writing it up
for history at the New England Journal of Medicine. Remember the class at Yale,
"Dictators and Doctors"

4 Questions Hovering Over the Raytheon-United Technologies Deal, how to Create
Gravity, watch live streaming Jewish Aliens from Sirius, hack 4 trillion Rx Recipes
for the Rx Pink Recipe for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, confiscate $777
Trillion from Prince Salman... grin. Raytheon Technologies gets a 1% commission.
$$$

6-12-2019 4 Women Looking into the Apple Store Window With Prince Salman's
2030 Vision of a Nobel in Medicine will not get an iMac @ $13,384 this 4th of
July in the USA, Trump Tweets AK47 for Women in Combat, grin!

4 girls need a Edge to get into the Apple Store at Disneyland to buy all the
iMac's, MacBook Pro's, iPhones to get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Star Wars Era
will have.

4 girls need a Edge, this is it a 3 Story Skyscraper a Heavy Lift Helicopter Windmill Fueled
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A twin engine Agusta A109E, slammed so hard into the roof of the building, at 787
Seventh Avenue, that the aircraft was almost completely destroyed... air bags
never deployed. They would have on the 3 Story Heavy Life Windmill Fueled
Helicopters in NYC.
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6-12-2019 Building is owned by the 'California Public Employees Retirement
system'; managed the largest public pension fund in the United States, with
$300.3 billion $$$

787 Seventh Avenue Hell of a Crash, a Helicopter crashed landed on the top of
the skyscraper in NYC
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787 Seventh Avenue Hell of a Crash, a Helicopter crashed landed on the top of
the skyscraper in NYC

How a Fatal Helicopter Crash Highlights the Perils of Flying Above N.Y.C. No
Name Helicopter in this NY Times article but I'm sure it was not the Heavy Lift
Helicopter...
6-11-2019 California Public Employees Retirement system; managed the largest
public pension fund in the United States, with $300.3 billion in assets. No one
managed to buy the 4 girls looking into the Apple Store Window a iMac @
$13,384. Why? To Have Have Not Trump Makes July 4th ‘All About Him’ not the
4 Girls looking into the Apple Store Window, July 4th All About 4 Girls Looking
Into the Apple Store Window front page USA. No!! Trump Makes July 4th ‘All
About Him’ New York Times’s Global Edition Is Ending Daily Looking into the Apple
Store Window by an Army of Girls. Pentagon will give these 4 Girls AK-47 Rifles
and make it front page News in the Times!
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6-11-2019 Building is owned by the 'California Public Employees Retirement
system'; managed the largest public pension fund in the United States, with
$300.3 billion $$$

4 girls need a Edge to get into the Apple Store at Disneyland to buy all the
iMac's, MacBook Pro's, iPhones to get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Star Wars Era
will have.

4 girls need a Edge, this is it a 3 Story Skyscraper a Heavy Lift Helicopter Windmill Fueled
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4 girls need a Edge, this is it a 3 Story Skyscraper a Heavy Lift Helicopter Windmill Fueled

6-11-2019 Building is owned by the 'California Public Employees Retirement
system'; managed the largest public pension fund in the United States, with
$300.3 billion $$$

787 Seventh Avenue Hell of a Crash, a Helicopter crashed landed on the top of
the skyscraper in NYC

6-11-2019 Building is owned by the 'California Public Employees Retirement
system'; managed the largest public pension fund in the United States, with
$300.3 billion $$$

6-11-2019 Wine Glass in your Hotel Room was washed in the bathroom sink and
rinsed in the shower too - Burger King condemns worker who cleaned table with
mop. JACKSONVILLE — Burger King is apologizing after a Florida employee was
caught on video using a floor mop to clean the tops of tables. The video shows an
employee scrubbing a table with mop. YouTube has censored millions of these for
the ad buyers, grin.

6-11-2019 Taylor Swift 'ME MD' "After Cuba recalled 8,517 doctors from Brazil,
Jair Bolsonaro, the country’s new president, told Brazilians “we can solve this
problem.” So far, he has failed, with millions paying the price of death sentence
by a Elite Prince of Brazil infected with the Greed Virus and most likely syphilis in
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the brain like Trump. Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines and Hospital Heavy Lift 3
Story Helicopters should be harvesting Brazil and the Amazon today.

6-11-2019 DOD Pentagon Cheney working on Organ Donation world wide, No Way!
Organs Not Making It to Patients in Need, but for the Saudi's and Top Brass. A
broken system means that 11,000 Americans will die waiting for transplants this
year. By MADDI BERTRAND, MELISSA BEIN, TONYA INGRAM and ANGELO
REID NY Times. War Dead, Organs there organs not making it to patients in
need...

6-11-2019 Virus Project at Los Alamos $7 Trillion maybe more to win this Virus
War! 2018, cervical cancer killed more than 311,000 women — one woman every
two minutes. More than 85 percent of those deaths were in low- and middleincome countries. During the same year, the World Health Organization estimates
there were 570,000 new cases.

6-11-2019 Virus Plague of London, 1,001 virus killer not just one...

6-11-2019 Nissan and Renault Lock Horns as Relationship Sours Further - Further
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and then even Further the 2020 Ford Gravity Engine
Cars. Just like 1,001 Nobels in Medicine moving to new HQ at Los Alamos and the
King of Sweden's Palace. Nobel will get a Trump Tower next to his Nitro Lab.
Sirius gravity is stronger if you are Jewish and know Exodus will confiscate all the
$777 Trillion from the Bone saw Prince Salman. $777 Trillion locked in Swiss
Banks, Swiss know its all illegal without any court ruling needed. Jew Driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's around Lake Geneva.
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6-11-2019 Con and a Scam by the University as this grads fall asleep in a Salk II
job interview! "Wearing Their Hearts on Their Graduation Caps"

Masters in Virus, a London Plague at Oxford. A London Play too!

6-11-2019 Con and a Scam by the University as this grads fall asleep in a Salk II
job interview! "Wearing Their Hearts on Their Graduation Caps"

Masters in Virus, a London Plague at Oxford. A London Play too!
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6-10-2019 Apple and Amazon Merge with Starbucks - for 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine, and the Gravity Engine Invention. Sales will pick up, with a iMac at every
Cafe table at every Starbucks in Paris, grin!

6-10-2019 Fishing for a MD iPhoneMD in every Ship and Home calling London HQ
Hospital Ships are in Key West Cutters to Carriers
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6-10-2019 Trump Hijacks the 4th of July. Trump is selling $4 a gallon gas on the
4th of July 2019 $$$ For his Prince! Oil Greed Hijacks the 4th of July and its a
Virus Greed infection that spread to the Hemingway House Writing Class on the
4th of July, closed on the 4th. Fireworks of an Hemingway House writing class
Noble Novel with an IP invention project in every Chapter and Character! Wow!
Shock and Awe that would have won the war in Baghdad not just got $300 million a
week in Oil Revenues for the USA. No free internet in Key West and most of the
USA so this $300 million a week is going to the Qatar Trump Casino not 40,000
New high tech Trump Towers in the USA. Trump is building a 'White House' Trump
Tower! Photons from Sirius, Trump is using a banned in Key West Sun Screen!
Should Trump be more worried about Jewish Aliens at Sirius and Exodus or the
sunscreen he is using?

6-10-2019 4th of July Polygamous Legal Marriages 4 MD Wife's *.*.*.*

Rx Perfumer’s Fragrant Flower Salad in the Sunday NY Times! Sounds like
something Chinese Women have been serving for centuries but I'm sure 4 MD
Wife's in the USA will have a more fragrant Rx Recipe with the help of iMac's and
IBM Summit Super Computers in Recipe's cooking time. Grin.

6-10-2019 Physics of Lost Time editorials in the Times! CERN wrote a long article
on the Higgs God Particle that didn't give them the Time they need to expose the
creation of Gravity. Dissecting the Quarks... they need more time and editorials
from the Times. Brainstorm this for the Gravity Engine Invention headlines, just in
Time inventory is just in time invention articles. This is the only way, mind over
matter as CERN said even if they build another CERN in Switzerland twice as
powerful it will not smash the atoms enough to find gravity.

6-10-2019 Wahhabism, which is ingrained in the country’s social norms,
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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government and court system had riches beyond belief today of $777 Trillion
dollars thanks to Jimmy Carter! God is Great... In the first five months of 2019,
according to a report from Amnesty International, the Saudi authorities have
executed at least 110 people. 1 Million were Executed by Smog the Black Clouds of
Diesel you see in the Traffic Ahead. Georgia pollution deaths have been censored
by Jimmy Carter.

6-10-2019 With $777 Trillion they would truly be a Greater Force! United
Technologies and Raytheon to Combine Into Aerospace and Military Giant $$$
Power to confiscate Prince Salman's Oil money even before the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR arrives at United Technologies and Raytheon.

6-10-2019 Florida motorcyclist gets hit by lightning and dies in crash, now you can
cash in by writing a Hemingway House Nobel Novel on 1,001 spin off inventions of
'Lightning' for United Technologies and Raytheon to use in House 1 Click Amazon
links to Micro-Lightning' IP invention projects. With specs and genius tutors.

6-10-2019 Get the Nobel Wining Invention that keeps all lightning cloud to cloud
then get the Invention that keeps all Tornados off the ground 1K feet...

6-10-2019 CIA Gina makes a list of 1,001 IP invention projects all 007 secrets,
grin. Not on Amazon. Ha!

6-10-2019 "Saudi Teenager Faces Death Sentence for Acts When He Was 10" By
MEGAN SPECIA
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-10-2019 by Megan Specia who knows Trump will never again tweet "Special
Olympics" since he found out the kids birth defects were given to them by Prince
Salman's Diesel at 10 year old. Death Sentence for many Acts other kids are
going to be doing on the 4th of July.

6-10-2019 Collision with Trump is the United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights... Barr and Mueller have their own collusion thought about so many
Special Olympics kids who got gassed with diesel.

6-10-2019 by Megan Special A death sentence for the teenager, Murtaja
Qureiris, now 18, would be what the groups called one of the most egregious
violations of legal protections for children in the world. “There are few more
serious breaches of international law than the execution of a child,”

6-10-2019 Princeton University Law School has 1,001 Special Olympics kids in
their community all victims of international execution of their Life at Princeton with
the other students in Law and Medicine because Prince Salman-Trump Diesel. A
War Crime over who selling and burning oil. How a Princeton Graduate Accused of
Killing His Father Got the Gun. Thomas Gilbert Jr. drove to rural Ohio and paid
cash for a used pistol he had found on Facebook. How Princeton got $777 Trillion
from Prince Salman. Oh, how Princeton University got $777 Trillion for Prince
Salman to spend on this 3030 Vision. Yes at Princeton University there are more
Saudi Student than Students from the USA. On the 4th of July.
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6-10-2019 Prince Transfixed by “The Starry Night,” the most popular work in the
museum, he buys it for $450 million. The New York Times writes Salk II didn't
get that much from Bill and Melinda Gates. Louvre in Paris, the Mona Lisa is
sequestered behind a wooden banister; at the Uffizi in Florence, Botticelli’s “Birth
of Venus” sits in a recessed niche — “Starry Night” hangs right on the wall, with
no special protection except some nonreflective glass. Salk II lab at Los Alamos
has been upgraded since Salk and Oppenheimer built the A-Bomb there - though I
wish I could get closer to see every detail - Smart teenager tells her friend: “This
was my favorite Virus Scanning Electron Microscope painting in my memory when I
was, like, 13.” Look longingly past “Starry Night” to “The Olive Trees,” an equally
compelling van Gogh in the same room, with just one person in front of it. Told
myself I’d stay put! Virus Tree! Make sense of a thorn tree a virus tree. Logic of
Spock, nothing written by Disney why? “The Starry Night,” which the Dutchman
completed in 1889, shortly after having checked into a psychiatric hospital. Salk
completed the Polio vaccine then Oppenheimer never build the 1,001 other virus
vaccines, Elite men with syphilis in their brains went to war for $777 Trillion in oil
revenues and the Insane right of wars to fire H-Bombs into Vietnam or Korea,
Iran. Crisis of so many virus and on going wars. Jimmy Carter has $600 million in
the bank and didn't have to spend any of it to cure his skin cancer in the brain.
$600 Trillion is in Swiss Banks, more than enough to cure Breast-Ovary Cancers
with a Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte. Los Alamos will be open on the 4th of July,
Hemingway House Writing Class will be closed on the 4th of July. Warrior Leaders
at 1984 HQ in Times of Virus Crisis, a Manhattan Project made for Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer MD. 'ME''MD' lyrics by Taylor Swift her new song "The Virus Tree's
and Apple Tree' Trump will tweet about picking the 'Apple!' Yes it was Trump, grin!

6-10-2019 Apple and Amazon Merge with Starbucks - for 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine, and the Gravity Engine Invention. Sales will pick up, with a iMac at every
Cafe table at every Starbucks in Paris, grin!

6-10-2019 United Technologies spins out the Carrier A/C on inside information
that the new Window A/C will be the size of a MacBook Pro and the battery will
be a GE micro electric generator lasting years opening a new A/C easy as opening a
MacBook Pro. Yes you can jog and bike with it!
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6-10-2019 Apple and Amazon Merge with Starbucks - United Technologies said on
Sunday that it planned to combine its aerospace business with Raytheon, uniting the
two into a new manufacturing giant in the worlds of aerospace and military weapons
and aircraft. If this all-stock merger goes through, it would be the latest example
of consolidation within the military and aerospace industries, creating a new
colossus built to thrive in boom times and weather leaner ones. Together, the
aerospace businesses of Raytheon and United Technologies produce both Pratt &
Whitney engines and Tomahawk missiles and the F-35 fighter jet. The combined
company — which will be called Raytheon Technologies — would have about $74
billion in expected sales for 2019.

6-10-2019 Apple and Amazon Merge with Starbucks - for 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine, and the Gravity Engine Invention. Sales will pick up, with a iMac at every
Cafe table at every Starbucks in Paris, grin!
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6-9-2019 Fishing for a MD iPhoneMD in every Ship and Home calling London HQ
Hospital Ships are in Key West Cutters to Carriers

6-9-2019 iTunes, Polygamous Legal Marriages Work on 1,001 Nobel in Medicine
and 1 Nobel Peace Prize Win!! For Humanity! YouTube to Remove Thousands of
Videos Pushing Extreme Views; Polygamous Legal Marriages Work on 1,001 Nobel in
Medicine and 1 Nobel Peace Prize Win for Humanity! Polygamous Legal Marriage is
the Lightning Rod in building the Gravity Engine Car and painting it Pink! Grin! 1,001
Conversations for the Polygamous Marriage...

6-9-2019 Salk II Work on 1,001 Nobel in Medicine and 1 Nobel Peace Prize Win!!
by Vanessa Grigoriadis is a contributing writer for the NY Times Magazine

Rx Perfumer’s Fragrant Flower Salad in the Sunday NY Times!

Rx Perfumer’s Fragrant Flower Salad in the Sunday NY Times! We would be having
this brainstorming conversation today if this were a true story in the Times, in Our
Times!

6-9-2019 How To Pack a 'MD Kit' for Madonna and Taylor's next song... First
Aid for the girls to stay disease free and become 'ME MD'. Travels to Disneyland
Star Wars Galaxy's Edge MD. Utopia disease and crime free. Disney Movie "The
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Last Bone Saw Prince of Saudi Arabia" right after he ordered the Disney Movie
'Black Panther II" Moscow's Disneyland with "The Last Oil Czar; Putin" Jew's are
the Hero's in both of these Movies!! CIA has the intelligence to put an end to
Prince Salman and Putin, only the Jews have the will of Exodus to meet and greet
Jewish Aliens at Sirius to do it today!

6-9-2019 Riches beyond belief have mostly bought the Palace Pictured on this web
not $1 Trillion dollar Yale Hospitals. 1 Trillion dollar Boston Hospitals for Kerry
and his wife. $1 Trillion dollar Pentagon Hospital. Walter Reed is out of date...

6-9-2019 Military Class Outranked by the MD Doctor Class what happened...
1984 Orwell never got sick? Plagues of London!!

6-9-2019 Salk II A Eulogy for Madonna by Vanessa Grigoriadis is a contributing
writer for the NY Times Magazine

6-9-2019 Salk II "What Was the Cause of the Excruciating Pain in His Shoulders
and Hips?" by Dr. Madonna MD

6-9-2019 Salk II A Eulogy for Dr. Taylor Swift 'ME MD' by Vanessa Grigoriadis
is a contributing writer for the NY Times Magazine
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6-9-2019 Salk II A Eulogy for iTunes is "What Was the Cause of the Excruciating
Pain in His Shoulders and Hips?" by Taylor Swift 'ME' 'MD' Will Taylor Swift
choose Yale Key West Medical School instead of having children at 30? Lyrics to
"What Was the Cause of the Excruciating Pain in His Shoulders and Hips?" by Dr.
Taylor Swift MD.

6-9-2019 Salk II “You’re my doctor,” she said in a not particularly playful tone of
voice. by Vanessa Grigoriadis

6-9-2019 Salk II Then a figure descended a nearby set of stairs. I saw the nude
leather heels first, her feet transformed into a fleshy weapon, then the whole
person, who was extending her hand to shake mine. Despite unforgiving paparazzi
shots of the work on her face, she was shockingly beautiful up close. Her face was
heart-shaped, with her blue eyes set wide apart and a chin that still jutted out
like Elvis’s. A slightly off-the-shoulder, full-skirted Marni dress showed off her
ivory skin; she was like one of those porcelain figurines of a rural lady in her
Saturday best that people used to keep in glass cabinets. The look was far from
the wisecracking, gum-snapping, thick-eyebrowed girl of the 1980s who didn’t
shave her armpits, but it was effective: It announced that she was still Madge,
the British lady of the manor — except when she crossed her legs, she had the old
punk-rock black fishnet stockings under her skirt. Madonna said H.I.V.-positive
rapper, “I want to be in the middle!” Back stage Dr. Madonna and Dr. Taylor were
going over Rx Recipes 4 trillion of them in their data base and the Super Computer
Simulations of so many trillions and trillions of virus figures beyond Einstein Era.
E=mc2 Star Wars they think. Beam me up!

6-9-2019 Salk II Work on 1,001 Nobel in Medicine and 1 Nobel Peace Prize Win!!
by Vanessa Grigoriadis is a contributing writer for the NY Times Magazine
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6-9-2019 How To Pack a 'MD Kit' for Madonna and Taylor's next song... First
Aid for the girls to stay disease free and become 'ME MD'. Travels to Disneyland
Star Wars Galaxy's Edge MD. Utopia disease and crime free. Disney Movie "The
Last Bone Saw Prince of Saudi Arabia" right after he ordered the Disney Movie
'Black Panther II" Moscow's Disneyland with "The Last Oil Czar; Putin" Jew's are
the Hero's in both of these Movies!! CIA has the intelligence to put an end to
Prince Salman and Putin, only the Jews have the will of Exodus to meet and greet
Jewish Aliens at Sirius to do it today!

6-9-2019 What Was the Cause of the Excruciating Pain in His Shoulders and
Hips? By DR. LISA SANDERS, M.D.

6-9-2019 "Can you tell Madonna to give a kidney to millions waiting for a organ
donation in a song? Can You Tell a Friend You Wanted to Give Her a Kidney but
Couldn’t?"

6-9-2019 Salk II What is wrong with the Vatican Ideology today, A Sudanese
Slave Starts a New Life in an Italian Convent not a Italian Medical School. What
is wrong with the Vatican Ideology today... Slave to the Flat Earth when the Jews
are ripe for Exodus to Sirius 7 or 8 light years from US.

6-9-2019 Orwellian News about returning to the Moon after 50 years, Trump
wants to do better. Returning the Trillion in Blood Money for the Bone Saw
Murders, University of Alabama Returns Largest-Ever Gift to Donor. Heart Donor
is needed for Cheney's second heart transplant, 50,000 in USA wait for Saudi's to
get their Kidney transplants first. Money counts even Blood Money.
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6-9-2019 Salk II gets married, Laws of Physics in Medicine, Yale Key West
Medical School 2011 Harvard Law School Campus, mock trial team wanted to
practice with us and needed our help,” she said. When they arrived, she duped Mr.
Marshall into thinking she was meeting with a professor. Actually, she was hurrying
to the mock trial practice room, where they had spent countless hours strategizing
together as students. There, she lit 100 candles. She also made a sign that said,
“Marry me.” When Mr. Marshall approached the building, “I was like, What the
hell,” he said. “They must have redone the lighting in here. It looks really weird.
Then I opened the door and I was like, Oh, God.” “He said yes immediately,” said
Ms. Kitchener, who had unearthed the Brilliant Earth ring. Princeton Law School in
2013. She wrote “Post Grad: Five Women and Their First Year Out of Yale Key
West Medical School as ME MD's,” published by HarperCollins in 2017. Time, she
added, is important because Gravity of Time's physics Creation and the Gravity
Engine Car will drive into the Princeton and Mecca's holy men who have Jimmy
Carter's picture on their altar. $$$ Riches beyond belief, gave us God is Great.
Mecca holy men still mock Jimmy Carter as a Infidel though. Georgia is the Gluon
that is the Quarks glue as parts inside the Quarks were never at the Mock Trial in
Law School. Micro GE electric generator inside an iPod is the same as the parts
inside the Quark spinning generating what? Laws of Physics is what they generate.
Law at Yale, Harvard, Princeton have failed 5 billion people on Earth and 12
Trillion Jewish Aliens in the Universe. What is your verdict?

6-9-2019 Mock Trial at Princeton about the Yale Grad who fell asleep driving a
gas engine 2015 car home with GF after Graduation Night at Yale, fell asleep and
killed GF... mock trial at Princeton or Mocking the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ for
lack of a invention to stay awake driving, will Greg and Wife's in Key West get
this invention accessory for the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's... Hell Yes! What will
happen in the Mock Trial at Princeton Law School?

6-9-2019 Salk II Cuba Mission Salk II.

6-9-2019 Fishing for a MD iPhoneMD in every Ship and Home calling London HQ
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Hospital Ships are in Key West Cutters to Carriers

6-9-2019 Out of Date Batteries; Are Rechargeable Batteries Better Than
Alkaline? Most of the Time Wirecutter June 8. Micro GE electric generators the
size of batteries June 8.

iTunes; iMac at every table at every Starbucks in Paris and the French oil men
have more than enough money to buy an iMac @ $13,384 for everyone in Paris!
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iTunes; iMac at every table at every Starbucks in Paris and the French oil men
have more than enough money to buy an iMac @ $13,384 for everyone in Paris!

6-9-2019 iPhone caller ID to let her know how much time they watch porn - NY
Times journalists!!!

6-9-2019 Apps to limit iPhone Time are front page NY Times. iPhone caller ID to
let her know how much time they watch porn - NY Times journalists front page
news how much time does each editor and journalist spend looking at porn each
week? Buried in the manifestoes of some extremists are attacks on the porn
industry, which is blamed for their own struggles and what they perceive as
society’s decline." By ROB KUZNIA How many hours of porn did Rob Kuznia watch
last week in iPhone caller ID caller her.
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6-9-2019 A Eulogy for iTunes is "What Was the Cause of the Excruciating Pain in
His Shoulders and Hips?" by Taylor Swift 'ME' 'MD' Will Taylor Swift choose Yale
Key West Medical School instead of having children at 30? Lyrics to "What Was
the Cause of the Excruciating Pain in His Shoulders and Hips?" by Dr. Taylor Swift
MD.

6-9-2019 "MD High Schools; Taking the Future of Manufacturing Into High
Schools. A number of secondary schools around the world offer robotics programs
to prepare students for industries being transformed by automation. Learning MD."
There is a plague in London today!

6-8-2019 Heart Transplants for VIP's at Yale; Dr. Ronnie Rosenthal, a surgeon
and geriatrician at the Yale University School of Medicine, lead the American
College of Surgeons’s Coalition for Quality in Geriatric Surgery. As older people
undergo more operations, the coalition has focused on the results. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, older surgical patients often fare worse than younger ones. VIP's
seem to fare better, is this true, as Kerry and his wife out in the Real World
should know. Cheney is ready for his 2nd heart transplant tomorrow. DOD and
Pentagon Medicare for Cheney and Prince Salman, grin. Senior surgery verification
program, now being piloted at eight hospitals across the country getting $777
Trillion confiscated from Prince Salman will have to rewrite their surgery manuals.
$$$. Riches beyond belief have mostly bought the Palace Pictured on this web not
$1 Trillion dollar Yale Hospitals. 1 Trillion dollar Boston Hospitals for Kerry and his
wife. $1 Trillion dollar Pentagon Hospital. Walter Reed is out of date like Trump
Towers in NYC. 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's too but we have the -254 C Ford 2019
WindmillCAR's today with F-35 Radar that cost more than the Ford, grin! "The
Elderly Are Getting Complex Surgeries. Often It Doesn’t End Well." The 2019
Ford WindmillCAR will End Well giving $1 Trillion to many Yale MD's to build a
Star Wars Hospital for $1 Trillion from Prince Salman.

"The Elderly Are Getting Complex Surgeries. Often It Doesn’t End Well." The
2019 Ford WindmillCAR will End Well giving $1 Trillion to many Yale MD's to build
a Star Wars Hospital for $1 Trillion from Prince Salman.
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"The Elderly Are Getting Complex Surgeries. Often It Doesn’t End Well." The
2019 Ford WindmillCAR will End Well giving $1 Trillion to many Yale MD's to build
a Star Wars Hospital for $1 Trillion from Prince Salman.

6-8-2019 Disturbing Details You May Have Missed in the Mueller Surgery Report,
Ha!! Life in the USA would be a much better Quality if Mueller was Dr. Mueller
III MD and his dad was also a MD.

6-8-2019 Antibiotics new Recipes for over the counter for a long list of ills in
humans is needed as today every piece of bacon you have at the last few years has
had a huge amount of antibiotics and just now after year or even a decade of
bacon with antibiotics is this in the news for pigs and bacon.

6-8-2019 Antibiotics in livestock has given rise to drug-resistant germs. Drug
maker Elanco say they want to be part of the solution. But a recent campaign by
drug maker Elanco urged farmers to administer the antibiotics to healthy animals
daily." By DANNY HAKIM and MATT RICHTEL

6-8-2019 One of the drugs, tiamulin, has been a top seller for Elanco; hack this
Rx Recipe for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine on 1 Click Amazon links to its specs with
genius tutor helping you get a Star Wars Rx Recipe today. Benefits of Star Wars
tiamulin with chlortetracycline, a drug made by Elanco’s competitors can win a
Nobel in Medicine. For people not pigs.
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6-8-2019 Dr. Shabbir Simjee, Elanco’s chief medical officer, said drugs like those
in the campaign “would never be administered” in a herd “without some animals
being physically sick,” adding that “there would need to be some animals showing
clinical signs.” He likened treating a herd to caring for children in a nursery: “If
one child gets sniffles, you usually find that the whole class ends up with a cold,
and this is exactly the same principle.” But children almost certainly would not all
be treated with preventive antibiotics in such a situation, and many scientists
believe animals often should not be treated that way, either.

6-8-2019 Benefits of Star Wars tiamulin with chlortetracycline, a drug made by
Elanco’s competitors can win a Nobel in Medicine. For children with sniffles, people
not pigs. 5,000 tons of antibiotics are given to pigs and cattle for Trump Steaks
today. Invention Nobel One to give people 5,000 tons of antibiotics with No Side
Effects At all is a Nobel in Medicine Winning Rx Recipe no one at Bill and Melinda
Gates Steak Dinner is working on. Oil Men “The reason they’re doing it, though, is
money, honey,” There is no Noble in Oil, grin. There is a 'Oil Nobel' that will win
a Nobel in Literature, grin.

6-8-2019 Church food bank's in the USA not Qatar! Mecca has riches beyond
belief and the holy men there have a picture of Minister Jimmy Carter on their
Altar. God is Great $$$ Banks.

6-8-2019 Universe Laws; Cans that don't need a can opener at the Church Food
Banks. Church that does not need a Food Bank is Qatar not Rome when Rome is
richer than Qatar but for the Timing of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in Rome.

6-8-2019 Universe Laws; Exodus!! "Ambassador David M. Friedman opened the
door to American acceptance of Israel’s annexation of parts of the West Bank, a
move that would violate international law." By DAVID M. HALBFINGER Time is
right for Jewish Exodus with iMac at every Starbucks in Israel. With 1 Click
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Amazon links to 1,001 Exodus IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors.
Jews at Sirius!!

6-8-2019 Out of Date Batteries; Are Rechargeable Batteries Better Than
Alkaline? Most of the Time Wirecutter June 8. Micro GE electric generators the
size of batteries June 8.

6-8-2019 NY Times "A Financial Checklist for Your High School Graduate" in
Qatar and the USA side by side on the front page of the NY Times! I don't think
they will ever put these dollars and cents in the NY Times.

6-8-2019 Bidens Moon Shot for Brain Cancer and NASA landing on the moon in 5
years Dead! The 2 White men at 1984 HQ have been spending way to much time on
this web page as Sirius is addicting as when kids find the North Star in the Sky on
their own. When did Trump find the North Star, when did he learn its name is
Sirius. No Trump knows nothing else about the North Star this is why the tweet
about forget the Moon we are going to Sirius. 7 or 8 Light years from the Moon.
For all of the money we are spending, NASA should NOT be talking about going to
the Moon - We did that 50 years ago. They should be focused on the much bigger
things we are doing, including Mars (of which the Moon is a part), Defense and
Science!

6-8-2019 NASA had 100 tweets about the Moon as old cheese on its web just
now, not one NASA tweet on the Super Challenger Train of 100's of Super
Shuttles in a Train. Yes the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ marked this secret.
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6-8-2019 Heart Transplants for VIP's at Yale; Dr. Ronnie Rosenthal, a surgeon
and geriatrician at the Yale University School of Medicine, lead the American
College of Surgeons’s Coalition for Quality in Geriatric Surgery. As older people
undergo more operations, the coalition has focused on the results. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, older surgical patients often fare worse than younger ones. VIP's
seem to fare better, is this true, as Kerry and his wife out in the Real World
should know. Cheney is ready for his 2nd heart transplant tomorrow. DOD and
Pentagon Medicare for Cheney and Prince Salman, grin. Senior surgery verification
program, now being piloted at eight hospitals across the country getting $777
Trillion confiscated from Prince Salman will have to rewrite their surgery manuals.
$$$. Riches beyond belief have mostly bought the Palace Pictured on this web not
$1 Trillion dollar Yale Hospitals. 1 Trillion dollar Boston Hospitals for Kerry and his
wife. $1 Trillion dollar Pentagon Hospital. Walter Reed is out of date like Trump
Towers in NYC. 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's too but we have the -254 C Ford 2019
WindmillCAR's today with F-35 Radar that cost more than the Ford, grin! "The
Elderly Are Getting Complex Surgeries. Often It Doesn’t End Well." The 2019
Ford WindmillCAR will End Well giving $1 Trillion to many Yale MD's to build a
Star Wars Hospital for $1 Trillion from Prince Salman.

6-8-2019 Disturbing Details You May Have Missed in the Mueller Surgery Report,
Ha!! Life in the USA would be a much better Quality if Mueller was Dr. Mueller
III MD and his dad was also a MD.

6-8-2019 Disturbing Details Muller Report on Trump Sex diseases; In Anchorage,
syphilis cases went from 21 in 2017 to 85 in 2018. The statewide total jumped
from 25 to 113, so most diagnosed syphilis cases are in Anchorage. Also in
Anchorage, there were 1,283 cases of gonorrhea reported in 2017. By 2018, the
case count rose to 1,375. Unsurprisingly, the state’s largest city also has the
highest raw numbers of chlamydia, jumping from 2,522 to 2,677 between 2017 and
2018.

6-7-2019 Fishing for a MD iPhoneMD in every Ship and Home calling London HQ
Hospital Ships are in Key West Cutters to Carriers
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LONDON — The picturesque fishing village of Mevagissey in southwestern England
has a problem: This spring, the local doctor announced that she would quit, leaving
5,300 area residents facing a future without easy access to medical care. While
many small towns might have bemoaned the decline of rural life and wailed about
funding cuts, villagers in Mevagissey were determined to avoid losing the service.
So a handful started a social media campaign under the hashtag #WillYouBeMyGP
to recruit a replacement, producing a bright promotional video to draw attention to
Mevagissey’s attractions. The National Health Service has been struggling to
recruit G.P.s — as primary care doctors are known in Britain

6-7-2019 Fishing for a MD iPhoneMD in every Ship and Home calling London HQ
Hospital Ships are in Key West Cutters to Carriers
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6-7-2019 'Oil Novel' with Putin + BP Oil; Putin said “When all’s said and done we
need to turn this page connected with spies and assassination attempts,” said Putin,
who described Sergei Skripal, a former colonel in Russian military intelligence who
betrayed dozens of agents to Britain’s MI6 foreign spy service, as London’s spy!

6-7-2019 War With Ford, General Motors and Toyota, the firms asked Mr. Trump
to go back to Saudi Arabia and the bone saw Prince Salman and drive the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR, Win a Nobel for Driving a Ford WindmillCAR into Saudi Arabia.

6-7-2019 War With Cuba again today... West Point Accident Kills Car's that fly
with a gravity engine. Threatening life on Earth and lost of Exodus to Sirius for
the Jews. West Point is Under Siege by Prince Salman. 'Oil Novels' by Greg and
wife's will tell all. Here is a Nobel Novel that explains how the Top Brass explain
their actions in keeping the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's out of Saudi Arabia Traffic.

6-7-2019 'Oil Novel with Putin + BP Oil; Putin said “When all’s said and done we
need to turn this page connected with spies and assassination attempts,” said Putin,
who described Sergei Skripal, a former colonel in Russian military intelligence who
betrayed dozens of agents to Britain’s MI6 foreign spy service, as London’s spy!

6-7-2019 'Oil Novel “When all’s said and done we need to turn Smog into a Pink
Cure for London's Breast Cancer and Birth defects plague of today. BP Oil War
Criminals connected with $777 Trillion in Oil Riches. Putin will be the Last Oil Czar
of Russia as the Jews are ready for Exodus to Sirius and making contact with
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Jewish Aliens. Putin's CIA Edge was lost giving Prince Salman the high five as the
nerve agent takes time to work! Nerve of a Universe being out there Putin screams!

6-7-2019 'Oil Novel; Raytheon to build key components of precision-guided bombs
with Saudi partners." By MICHAEL LAFORGIA and WALT BOGDANICH Raytheon
to build key components of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Get out of Jail building parts
for the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR War Mobilization when the time comes! Dramatic
dialog like Putin asking for a Pardon for killing the British women in his spy war. BP
Oil needs Moscow.

6-7-2019 Oil Novels Who Will Survive the Money War over $177 Trillion dollars,
Riches beyond belief Jimmy Carter gave to Mecca $$$. Some Holy Man in Mecca
has Jimmy Carter picture on his Altar. God is Great $$$.

6-7-2019 Influential as iTunes; iMac at every table at every Starbucks in Paris
and the French oil men have more than enough money to buy an iMac @ $13,384
for everyone in Paris! This change in France comes at a time when people are
increasingly conscious about waste, Orwellian France

6-7-2019 War With Cuba again today but this time its over Oil $$$ 142,721
Americans went to Cuba on cruises, compared to the 114,832 who traveled there
by plane. 100 or less visited the Hemingway House Writers class, more than Key
West. USA and Cuba both know about the Hemingway House Writing Classes on
iMac with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Invention Projects Nobel Novels written by
midnight. No governments are pushing this. All are into 'Oil Novels.' How this "Oil
Novel' Ends will be interesting, the writing classes are in the back of everyone's
minds in Cuba and Key West not at the Trump White House as he is not into
writing classes for a invention in every chapter and characters. Amazon is ready to
sell all these Novels on Kindle.
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6-7-2019 War with Cuba; Trump’s D-Day Tribute, and His Own War Avoidance In
Vietnam and Today's Elite in Vietnam building 1 Million New Gas Stations like
China.

Beginning on Wednesday, the United States will not permit group educational
trips...

6-7-2019 "How China Tariffs Could Make Your Sweaters and Pants Cost More" By
SAPNA MAHESHWARI How could they make this headlines all week when Your
Paris Starbucks could have an iMac @ $13,384 at every Cafe Table paid for by
French oil men. USA Oil Men Exxon-Mobil, Dions in Key West can buy a iMac @
$13,384 for every Starbucks in the USA. "Trump Administration Plans to Sell
More Than $2 Billion of Arms to Taiwan" Taiwan 1984 HQ might not know about
inventing the Gravity Engine Car at Starbucks and the Rx Pink Latte for their
women. Greg's first $2 Billion order for iMac's for Starbucks... listen to the
chatter at 1984 HQ! Break all Taiwan Women out of Prison, cost is $2 Billion. Yes
this is urgent they are being tortured!

6-7-2019 A Eulogy for iTunes is "What Was the Cause of the Excruciating Pain in
His Shoulders and Hips?" by Taylor Swift 'ME' 'MD' Will Taylor Swift choose Yale
Key West Medical School instead of having children at 30? Lyrics to "What Was
the Cause of the Excruciating Pain in His Shoulders and Hips?" by Dr. Taylor Swift
MD.
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6-7-2019 iTunes, Polygamous Legal Marriages Work on 1,001 Nobel in Medicine
and 1 Nobel Peace Prize Win for Humanity!

6-7-2019 Doctor’s Dream: Curing America’s Marriages; 1,001 Conversations for
the Polygamous Marriage with 4 MD Wife's not in the Dreams of Prince Salman or
Prince Mohammed bin Zayed who grew in Abu Dhabi, the U.A.E.’s and Boston,
Aspen, Vail, NYC.

6-7-2019 YouTube to Remove Thousands of Videos Pushing Extreme Views;
Polygamous Legal Marriages Work on 1,001 Nobel in Medicine and 1 Nobel Peace
Prize Win for Humanity! Polygamous Legal Marriage is the Lightning Rod in building
the Gravity Engine Car and painting it Pink! Grin! 1,001 Conversations for the
Polygamous Marriage...
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6-7-2019 Salk II is appalled at Nancy Pelosi,' she sounds like Stalin. Alan
Dershowitz criticized Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi after she reportedly said
she wants to see President Trump in prison in Cuba.

6-7-2019 Salk II @ Nancy and Trump, Cuba mission Salk II.

6-7-2019 Apps to limit iPhone Time are front page NY Times. iPhone caller ID to
let her know how much time they watch porn - NY Times journalists front page
news how much time does each editor and journalist spend looking at porn each
week? Buried in the manifestoes of some extremists are attacks on the porn
industry, which is blamed for their own struggles and what they perceive as
society’s decline." By ROB KUZNIA How many hours of porn did Rob Kuznia watch
last week in iPhone caller ID caller her.

6-7-2019 "Oil Novel" "Who Cares About the Supreme Court’s ‘Legitimacy’?
Conservatives seem to assume that only the chief justice is moved by fears that he
and his colleagues will end up looking like Prince Salman with their own bone saw
murders of women driving a gas engine car pulling into a Miami, Cuba gas station
getting murdered in the Saudi Qatar hold up."
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Disney is calling Galaxy’s Edge. These 4 girls need a Oil Prince's $$$ Edge to get
into the Apple Store at Disneyland to buy all the iMac's, MacBook Pro's, iPhones
to get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Star Wars Era will have.

6-6-2019 Influential as iTunes; iMac at every table at every Starbucks in Paris
and the French oil men have more than enough money to buy an iMac @ $13,384
for everyone in Paris! This change in France comes at a time when people are
increasingly conscious about waste, Orwellian France Oil Men and iMac's @
$13,384 at every Starbucks Cafe table in Paris paid for social advancement
inventions and Hemingway Nobel Novels kept from 100 million people just in Paris.
Gravity and Breast Cancer Diagnosis Discovery and Cure has been Paradise Lost by
the Elite French Oil Men. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with
specs and genius tutors was not the front page article today in the NY Times but
Amazon not allowed to put in the French land fill unwanted goods on its shelves in
France Warehouse's. Change this story to 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors... bill to be debated by the
government, said she was shocked by what she saw. “Companies like Amazon, for
example, will not be able to throw away products that are fit for consumption,”
she said. She didn't say anything about 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects with specs and genius tutors - by Brune Poirson. "France to End Disposal
of $900 Million in Unsold Goods Each Year" By PALKO KARASZ France to End Gas
Stations and War Toys by the End of 2019 if only a Jew Hero W-Day
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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WindmillCAR Day's Drive into Paris and Mecca. Victory over Moslems, Allah and
Jimmy Carter's God is Great for Mecca's Riches Beyond Belief.

6-6-2019 "Pentagon Ends Review of Deadly Niger Ambush, Again Blaming Junior
Officers" By ERIC SCHMITT Pentagon Top Brass the Joint Chiefs of Staff reviews
each and every day the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and the attacks to it by the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Again and Again no Jew Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR can get it out of the Pentagon Garage!

6-6-2019 "V.A. Prepares for Major Shift in Veterans’ Health Care" By JENNIFER
STEINHAUER !Change in attitude driving a gas or diesel pickup truck to the 2019
FordWindmillMiniVan... Euphoria. Warrior Mentality of the Pick Up Truck Vets
Drive to Another War every Drive of the Truck. Not in the Euphoria of the
MiniVan with no gasoline shots of joy and gotta ya you dirty Moslem, grin. Trump
Sets Off Fireworks of a Different Sort With Fourth of July Speech Plan for Vets
driving to the Doctors pulling in for $4 gas. Not a Euphonic 4th of July if we have
to buy gas and know about the Orwellian Trump with the 2019
FordWindmillMiniVan...Euphoria!! "How the Parkland School Shooting Transformed
Florida Politics" By AUDRA D. S. BURCH and ADEEL HASSAN Parkland School
Shooting Transformed Florida Oil Men thinking about the renamed schools to
'WindmillCAR Parkland High, WindmillCAR Key West High School. Pentagon Papers
in the NY Times about the WindmillCAR's and $777 Trillion in Oil Money in Florida
will make this shooting dig deeper into our 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Warriors
$$$. Buy War Toys for kids. French oil men have more than enough money to buy
an iMac @ $13,384 for everyone in Paris! More iMac Labs on Main Street Parkland
than Bars... you do the math the NY Times is @ Foggy Bottoms not looking out for
little Brother. Trump will never again tweet about birth defects at Special
Olympics. Social Defects are the same cause, diesel. Parkland, Qatar. Parkland,
Saudi Arabia, Parkland, UAE. Inside the Turbulent Marriage of the Missing
Connecticut Mother of 5. Mary Kenney hanged by her husband same 5 Children in
the War. Social Shootings depict a marriage that not only soured but became
downright toxic and will give us the final Nuclear War over who get money from
selling their oil when the cops guard the Pentagon garage full of 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Euphoria social change in Shootings. “Psychopath's” drive gas engine
cars in Gravity Engine Times! Ms. Dulos Murder, Murder of Mary Kennedy.
“Psychopath's” drive gas engine cars in Gravity Engine Times! Heinous crimes by
bone saw Prince with Blood Money in the Trillions. $1 Trillion at least. The Swiss
Bankers know for sure!
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6-6-2019 West Point a Medical School in Disneyland at Star Wars Galaxy Edge.
Ebola, H.I.V., Spanish Flu, SARS — the 20th Century’s Deadliest Hits for West
Point Medical School Students who grow up to be Salk II not a General.

6-6-2019 General War With Cuba again today but this time its over Oil $$$
142,721 Americans went to Cuba on cruises, compared to the 114,832 who
traveled there by plane. 100 or less visited the Hemingway House Writers class,
more than Key West. USA and Cuba both know about the Hemingway House
Writing Classes on iMac with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Invention Projects
Nobel Novels written by midnight. No governments are pushing this. All are into
'Oil Novels.' How this "Oil Novel' Ends will be interesting, the writing classes are
in the the back of everyone's minds in Cuba and Key West not at the Trump White
House as he is not into writing classes for a invention in every chapter and
characters. Amazon is ready to sell all these Novels on Kindle.

6-6-2019 Elizabeth Warren, on MSNBC, Calls Warrior Amendment an Assault on
the ‘Most Vulnerable’ Women dating back to Henry VIII and Robert Kennedy Jr.
Earl Webster Cox charged with 1993 murder of Angie Housman. Warrior
Amendment an Assault on the ‘Most Vulnerable’ Women. Decade after decade and
Homeland Security is just for Terrorists. A 1984 Amendment's.

6-6-2019 Yale Medical School has a course titled "Doctors and Dictators" "Wife's
and Dictators" Kings of England, Married Pope's and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
all on Amazon Books and Kindle, on sale.

6-6-2019 iParking; let them park if they give you a cup of ice water. Quality of
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life in Qatar, NYC, Key West. 34 Ice Cream Trucks Towed in Midtown ‘Operation
Meltdown’ The spectacle left a dessert desert and opened a new chapter in the
turf wars over New York parking. Turf War over a cup of ice water. City Hall USA
not Qatar has to make a cup of ice water the law. Qatar they will give you a cup
of ice water with your ice cream.

Beginning on Wednesday, the United States will not permit group educational
trips...

Alumni of the Princeton Review and Hooked on Phonics, said they were committed
to removing barriers to education...

6-6-2019 A Eulogy for iTunes is "What Was the Cause of the Excruciating Pain in
His Shoulders and Hips?" by Taylor Swift 'ME' 'MD' Will Taylor Swift choose Yale
Key West Medical School instead of having children at 30? Lyrics to "What Was
the Cause of the Excruciating Pain in His Shoulders and Hips?" by Dr. Taylor Swift
MD.
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iTunes, Polygamous Legal Marriages Work on 1,001 Nobel in Medicine and 1 Nobel
Peace Prize Win for Humanity!

6-5-2019 As Influential as iTunes; was on 100 Miles of Trails I Hiked with my
1,200 songs and 007 Movie on an iPod its not a iMac Mac Book Pro Notebook on
the 100 Miles of Trails today for another Nobel Prize for Exodus to Sirius by
Jews. As Gravity on the trail as we are after the mechanics of gravity!
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6-5-2019 A Eulogy for iTunes is iInventions Tunes - Every IP invention project on
this web sung by Taylor Swift or Gregs Wife's. A Eulogy for iTunes iRx Recipe
Lyrics and Swift Video. Apple 2019 Mac Pro on the trail to the Gravity Engine Car
in 2020 not 3030. D-Day War - Enormous Memory Capacity and Expansion. For
Gravity Trail pros working with the largest projects, 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade
secrets, analyzing huge data sets or running multiple pro applications, Mac Pro
provides enormous memory capacity to meet needs as they grow. Featuring a sixchannel memory architecture and 12 physical DIMM slots, the new Mac Pro allows
for a massive 1.5TB of memory, the most ever available in a Mac. And with eight
PCI Express expansion slots, which is twice that of the previous-generation Mac
Pro tower, pros can customize and expand their system in ways never before
possible in a single workstation.

6-5-2019 A Eulogy for iTunes is iInventions Tunes - Lyrics to the iPod Size GE
electric generator's, Micro Lyrics as your window A/C is now the size of your Mac
Book Pro and battery last all day and all night, cool!!

6-5-2019 A Eulogy for iTunes is "What Was the Cause of the Excruciating Pain in
His Shoulders and Hips?" by Taylor Swift 'ME' 'MD' Will Taylor Swift choose Yale
Key West Medical School instead of having children at 30?

6-5-2019 Jeff Bezos and Sanchez were spotted together on May 10 at the Ocean
Key Resort and Spa, at the tip of Duval Street Key West. Shopping at the resort’s
Madda Fella Store and the Ocean Key Boutique, a source said. Jeff Bezos
purchased a Madda Fella Light Weight Ernest Linen Shirt — in the color island
coral and a size small — that his girlfriend Lauren Sanchez suggested. The shirt is
named after legendary author Ernest Hemingway, whose Key West home is now a
museum. Additionally, Lauren purchased a jumpsuit and sportsman’s cap in navy
from the Ocean Key Boutique.
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6-5-2019 Yale Medical School has a course titled "Doctors and Dictators" Trump
losing a Noble in Medicine because he walked out on tobacco sanctions will not have
Eggs and sudden deaths the last decade from Egg Sellers. Cholesterol in eggs tied
to sudden death in cardiac arrest disease, death!! by University of Massachusetts
Lowell. Egg sellers need to be arrested. Published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association. Witch is not part of Apple News or a section in the NY
Times. In 2017, people ate an average of 279 eggs per year, compared with 254
eggs in 2012, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Guidelines did
recommend individuals consume no more than 300 milligrams of cholesterol a day,
she said. One large egg contains nearly 200 milligrams of cholesterol, roughly the
same amount as an 8-ounce steak. I recommend people avoid eating three-egg
omelets every day. Sudden Death headlines in the NY Times is censored by Egg
Sellers. A lost Nobel in Medicine by Trump. I recommend people avoid eating
three-egg omelets every day.D-Day Pink Wars lost by Trump. Ivanka will die a
tortured death from breast-ovary cancers!

6-5-2019 D-Day Pink Wars lost by Trump. Ivanka will die a tortured death from
breast-ovary cancers!

6-5-2019 D-Day Pink Wars lost by Trump. Ivanka will die a tortured death from
breast-ovary cancers!

6-5-2019 D-Day Pink Wars lost by Trump. Ivanka will die a tortured death from
breast-ovary cancers!

6-5-2019 D-Day Pink Wars lost by Trump. Ivanka will die a tortured death from
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breast-ovary cancers!

6-5-2019 Influential as iTunes; iMac at every table at every Starbucks in Paris
and the French oil men have more than enough money to buy an iMac @ $13,384
for everyone in Paris... D-Day iMac's in Pink War Lost by Trump. Ivanka will die a
tortured death from breast-ovary cancers.

6-5-2019 Influential as iTunes; iMac at every table at every Starbucks in Paris
and the French oil men have more than enough money to buy an iMac @ $13,384
for everyone in Paris and even world wide. French Oil Men have enough money left
over to build 40,000 Trump Towers in Paris, why would they do this for the French
Jews Exodus Nobels to Sirius. OPEC every one of them built 40K Trump Towers
with their oil money for their citizens. No don't see this in NYC. The building on
Third Avenue exposed “egregious lapses” in the city’s oversight of developments,
Ms. Brewer said. Gale A. Brewer, the Manhattan borough president has been in
Qatar and Dubai flying over 80,000 Trump Towers paid for via Miami, Cuba gas.
Removing floors or space from the building would be a drastic move. The last time
it happened in New York was in 1991, when a developer was ordered to reduce a
31-story building on East 96th Street, near Park Avenue, to 19 stories. Qatar
would add floors if they wanted to build higher, as gas money is $4 on the 4th of
July. Spend it while they can as the Jew want to Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Qatar and Mecca.

6-5-2019 'LOSER' Cuba travel restrictions: Beginning today, the U.S. will not
permit group educational and cultural trips known as “people to people” trips, the
most common way Americans travel to the island. Nor will it allow cruises to stop in
Cuba.

6-5-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’ actual
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'WindmillCAR LOSER' is “Madame X” Madonna in London Starbucks with no iMac at
every table and no Pink Rx Recipe for a breast cancer Cure, her mother died from
breast cancer too. Such a LOSER, lost in her 1984 Universe! Madonna said “the
universe conspires to bring us together.” Madonna like Ivanka will die a tortured
death from breast cancer.

6-5-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’

6-5-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’

6-5-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’

6-5-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’

6-5-2019 After Another Mass Shooting, Another Virginia Governor Tries to
Change Gun Laws - linked to H-Bomb International Laws. Another Jimmy Carter a
Navy Commander will get another Nobel Peace Prize in 2019.
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6-5-2019 11,000 People Who Prepare Your Airline Food Are Considering a Strike
so fly Emirates with the Prince as they are all Emirates Employees not temps and
out sourcing staff

6-5-2019 Influential as iTunes; iMac at every table at every Starbucks in Paris
and the French oil men have more than enough money to buy an iMac @ $13,384
for everyone in Paris

6-5-2019

Vaccinations at the new Disneyland Star Wars Galaxy's Edge will be given by 'Salk
II'

Trailblazer in Dentistry, Is Disneyland too
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Disney Cruise Ships will be 'Powered' by 1 GE Windmill Turbine -254 C putting out
a trillion volts and amps via super conductivity... save Disney some gas money grin.
$$$

Vaccinations at the new Disneyland Star Wars Galaxy's Edge will be given by 'Salk
II' putting out trillions of volts and amps for Vaccinations @ Star Wars 3030

6-4-2019 Influential as iTunes; iMac at every table at every Starbucks in Paris.
Blend up the iPink Rx Recipe for the final end to breast-ovary cancer, a cure
influential as iTunes. All 4 Trillion Rx Recipes the French Intellectuals downloaded
for this Rx Pink Latte. Paris Oil Men have more than enough money to buy these
iMac's @ $13,384 each.
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6-4-2019 Influential as iTunes; was on 100 Miles of Trails Hiked iPod is not a
iMac on the Trails to a Nobel Prize. Thank God for new Apple Technology and Oil
Money to pay for it for all not just Qatar's on the Trails. iTunes packed with iIP
Invention Projects you can listen to Star Wars Music today. "Mr. Jobs joked that
giving Windows users access to iTunes’s clean interface was “like giving a glass of
ice water to somebody in hell.” War's Hell on Earth, Exodus to Sirius. A Jimmy
Carter Nobel Peace Prize that will save life on Earth. A Nobel Peace Prize
breakthrough not only to save the '$Oil$' industry's $777 Trillion from 100's
More Navy War Ships. USS McCain and USS Jimmy Carter, Yes the King of
Sweden gave McCain a Nobel Peace Prize in Secret same time Jimmy Carter got a
Peace Prize, Grin!! iPeacePrize as a toxic Nuclear Bomb, 5,000 of them and they
are working at Los Alamos today. Oh none have been painted 'Pink!' Apple Backs
Off Crackdown on Parental-Control Apps for iTunes Peace Prize deleting McCain +
Jimmy Carter from winning a Noble Peace Prize twice! This is 1984 Drunks in
Sweden could do anything at HQ. Sweden Finds a Simple Way to Improve New
Mothers’ Health. It Involves Exodus to Sirius via Jews! Norway Oil $$$, Is ‘Oh,
My God’ Oil Country's!! God is Great ($Oil$) the new iTunes song by Jimmy Carter
$$$.

6-4-2019 Influential as iTunes; iMac at every table at every Starbucks in Paris.
Blend up the iPink Rx Recipe for the final end to breast-ovary cancer, a cure
influential as iTunes. All 4 Trillion Rx Recipes the French Intellectuals downloaded
for this Rx Pink Latte. Paris Oil Men have more than enough money to buy these
iMac's @ $13,384 each.

6-4-2019 MD Cops; Art of the Diagnosis! ‘I Will Not Say His Name’: Police Try to
End Notoriety of Gunmen in Mass Shootings instead of making headlines with a Cop
Written article for the editors of the New England Journal of Medicine. Yale Key
West Medical School will give Key West its first MD Police Chief.

6-4-2019 1,000 will be murdered before a MD Chief of Police write a editorial for
the New England Journal of Medicine that leads to the end of murders via advice
from the Top Doctors. After Third Killing of a Transgender Woman in a Year,
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Dallas Police Urge Vigilance. Vigilance will get 1,000 murdered. A Rx and Medical
Alert Warning Bracelet might help more. By LIAM STACK Abusive Priests +
Bishop's just need to be arrested and jailed, forget the MD visit, grin.

6-4-2019 15,000 Jennifer Dulos: Blood Found in Trash Matches That of Missing
Connecticut Mother of 5. After 15,001 Killings of a Mother of 5 in a Year, Dallas
Police Urge Vigilance. Homeland Security is for Terrorists. Hell even Gina at the
CIA knew she would be murdered by the end of the week. After reading her
breakup.

6-4-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’ as He Pays Tribute
to the Queen Elizabeth + BP Oil, God Save the Queen. King Charles is engaged to
Gas + Oil. England + China, USA Massacred Its Own People in Fiery Wrecks and
built 1 million new gas stations in 2019. Mexican Oil Men in a Cuban Prison will
finally build 40,000 Trump Towers as their Border Wall... 40,000 New Star Wars
Galaxy's Edge Trump Towers in NYC.

6-4-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’

6-4-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’

6-4-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’
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6-4-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’

6-4-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’

6-4-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’ in London Traffic,
Anguish, Fury Road Rage, Prince Phillip Joy Riding killing 2 old women on a country
road...

6-4-2019 NY Times HQ new 'security cameras' and the Editor is thinking he
should have bought iPhone Security cameras with Siri, grin. "DeWayne Craddock,
the suspect in the fatal shooting of a dozen people Friday at the municipal building
where he worked, submitted a resignation notice hours before the assault." By
GLENN THRUSH and ALAN BLINDER

6-4-2019 Last month, SpaceX successfully launched 60 satellites into space.
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6-4-2019 At Last NASA has Launched "1,001 Super Shuttle Challenger Trains"
with 50 Super Shuttles on each Train!

6-4-2019 SpaceX 60 satellites are for WiFi in low Earth Orbit. NASA Super
Shuttle Trains will pick up live streaming YouTube videos of Jewish Aliens at Sirius!
This is why NASA spent a few trillion more on 1,001 Trains, grin. First Contact
was a Star Trek Movie about going faster than the speed of light. The 2 White
Men at NASA HQ will tell you Jewish Aliens are at Sirius.

6-4-2019 All 9 of Sri Lanka’s Muslim Ministers Resign, as Easter Church Bombing's
Backlash Intensifies!! Muslim's ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’ By DHARISHA BASTIANS and
MUJIB MASHAL Can of Gas on the Altar $$$.

6-4-2019 Trump Insults London Mayor as ‘WindmillCAR LOSER’ as He Pays Tribute
to the Queen Elizabeth + BP Oil, God Save the Queen. King Charles is engaged to
Gas + Oil. England + China, USA Massacred Its Own People in Fiery Wrecks and
built 1 million new gas stations in 2019. Mexican Oil Men in a Cuban Prison will
finally build 40,000 Trump Towers as their Border Wall

6-4-2019 MD Cops; Art of the Diagnosis! ‘I Will Not Say His Name’: Police Try to
End Notoriety of Gunmen in Mass Shootings instead of making headlines with a Cop
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Written article for the editor of the New England Journal of Medicine. Yale Key
West Medical School will give Key West its first MD Police Chief.

6-4-2019 NY Times HQ new 'security cameras' and the Editor is thinking he
should have bought iPhone Security cameras with Siri, grin. "DeWayne Craddock,
the suspect in the fatal shooting of a dozen people Friday at the municipal building
where he worked, submitted a resignation notice hours before the assault." By
GLENN THRUSH and ALAN BLINDER

8 Core CPU @ $7,384 New Mac Book Pro click here for Greg's Nobel

iPod Touch 32 Invention Friends click here for Apple link and GPS Tracking
hopefully a Map click on Tech Specs and leave a Siri Voice for the UN who are
listening to us!

Spoilers; 4 Girls Pictured here is the Opening Scene to the Disney Movie; "Mac
Book Pro" $7,384. Movie To Have Have Not will be playing on all the iMac inside
the Apple Store as the 4 girls walk in...
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Disney is calling Galaxy’s Edge. These 4 girls need a Oil Prince's $$$ Edge to get
into the Apple Store at Disneyland to buy all the iMac's, MacBook Pro's, iPhones
to get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Star Wars Era will have.
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6-3-2019 When China Massacred Its Own People in Fiery Wrecks and built 1
million new gas stations in 2019.
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6-3-2019 When China Massacred Its Own People in Fiery Wrecks and built 1
million new gas stations in 2019.

6-3-2019 When China Massacred Its Own People in Fiery Wrecks and built 1
million new gas stations in 2019.

6-3-2019 When China Massacred Its Own People in Fiery Wrecks and built 1
million new gas stations in 2019.

6-3-2019 When China Massacred Its Own People in Fiery Wrecks and built 1
million new gas stations in 2019.

6-3-2019 "In China, Public Talk of Sex Is Rare. Could a ‘Pleasure Community’
Change That." By AMY QIN
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-3-2019 "In China, the 3 Chinese Men at 1984 HQ hear that change will be a
Jewish Exodus to Sirius and $777 Trillion dollars confiscated from Saudi Arabia
and Prince Mohammed bin Zayed grew in Abu Dhabi, the U.A.E.’s Disney Movies
made for Moslem Princes will change. Holy Men in Mecca More Powerful than these
2 trillion dollar Princes will be bankrupt in money and in their God Allah. Thanks to
Jimmy Carter for making God is Great for Mecca Moslems Georgia will get a wind
Wind-mill-falls and windmillcar worth $777 Trillion dollars to build Medical schools
in the middle of tobacco Plantations. And the Nobel in Medicine will go to who ever
is powerful enough to put sanctions on tobacco not North Korea and Mexico.
Mexico's Oil Company will build 40K Trump Towers for their border wall. Mulvaney
Says McCain Ship Episode Is ‘Much Ado About Nothing’ More War Crimes from
McCain when he is dead. Everyone talking and writing about the USS McCain is
pulling into a gas station in China to by pass the fiery wreck in traffic ahead. FBI
Is Said To Be ready to arrest all gas station owners in China and the USA fine
them $ millions for complicity in fiery wrecks and $4 gas on the 4th of July 2019.
Diesel in DNA Birth Defects will be a gas war tattooed on Gasoline Warriors out of
diesel and gas. King of Sweden will also have community service time for these
Gasoline Warriors working on a Nobel in Medicine to get the Diesel out of the
DNA.

6-3-2019 Vaccinations at the new Disneyland Star Wars Galaxy's Edge will be
given by 'Salk II'

6-3-2019 Vaccinations at the new Disneyland Star Wars Galaxy's Edge will be in a
Star Wars Ships Super Computer with specs on their Recipe and a Genius tutor to
help you become 'Salk III' and win a Nobel in Medicine!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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6-3-2019 Jimmy Carter + McCain "A Life Upended by a G.M. Plant Closing" 4
Billion Life's Upended by 2 Navy ships the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub and the
Destroyer USS McCain. How they killed every NASA Rocket Scientists will be a
Best selling Amazon book and Kindle.

6-3-2019 Rough Riders picture today is Jimmy Carter in Sunday School with a gas
can on the Altar $$$

6-3-2019 BP Oil $$$ Queen Elizabeth greets Donald Trump with a handshake at
start of State Visit President Donald Trump and first lady Melania Trump arrived
at Buckingham Palace Monday just after noon, local time, to meet Queen Elizabeth
II and be treated to the kind of royal pomp-and-ceremony the president loves
receiving and the British love staging. During Monday's visit, the queen greeted
President Trump as he ascended the palace stairs with Prince Charles, as Melania
walked behind with Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall.
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6-3- 2019 BP Oil Men at 1984 HQ in London Today are drinking lots of Starbucks
Coffee $$$

6-3-2019 Super Computer Simulations of the Petri Dish Out Come will be amazing
even in a Star Wars Disney Movie and Spock can turn on a CBS Good Morning
American super computer simulation for a cup of blueberries a day. Blueberries
May Promote Heart Health. "Researchers estimate that eating a cup of blueberries
a day reduced the risk of any cardiovascular event by 13 percent." By NICHOLAS
BAKALAR

6-3-2019 King in Saudi Arabia goes to the French Beach and this was censored
from the NY Times Article on Beaches. Kings Beach, Apple Beach with Windmill
Turbines for all the electricity you need on a Beach to do Vaccine Work for a
Nobel in Medicine or just take in the wonders of the immune system in life on
Earth. For those who feel the quarks in each grain of sand. Windmill Turbines for
all the electricity you need Packing for a beach weekend on this Marin County
peninsula isn’t like packing for beach weekends back East. Yes, I always bring a
bathing suit, maybe even a sundress, but I don’t always wear them. Woolly hats
and hoodies and hiking shoes, though? Every time. Point Reyes isn’t for lazing in
the sun untill Wall Street invested in Beach Windmills for all the electricity you
need at home at the cold windy beach up north. Warm thing up with a windmill that
works to give you electricity. It’s for braving the cold of the Pacific. Bravity the
creation of electricity is another wave coming in from the Ocean the Navy layed
nuke mines in with straws from Starbucks. Cape Cod-level-crowded half work for
the DOD $$$. Lake Granby, where you can pitch a tent next to the beach at
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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8,000 feet and remember walking down main street seeing the memory in your
brain today 6-3-19 and thankful of the Windmills that are super cold -254 C little
colder than Grandy. Hiking all those 100 miles. Now for 100 light year hike with
different 1984 people. This is not Aspen. Expect Birkenstocks and cowboy boots —
and wet suits. The water can be icy. The beach is nice, more rocks than sand and
no sandals or flip flops hiking boots on the beach here. Sweeping view of the lake
hiking up and down from 12,000 feet every turn of the trail. Miami Beach today
with Windmills at -254 C for all the electricity they could possibly use on a hot
summer day. Ice Making machines run on electricity, really. A/C on the Beach.
Shade? Windmills in 2019 generated the equivalent of NYC electric use on the
beach at Lake Grandby and Miami. MIT War Toys no Electric Toys for the Beach
is the Target Ad. Amazon too.

6-2-2019 When China Massacred Its Own People in Fiery Wrecks and built 1
million new gas stations in 2019. Modern Warfare Times a Clash at Sea between
the Navy and NASA. NASA watched $13 Trillion wasted on War Ships and
Carriers not telling anyone about the Super Shuttle Challenger Trains of 100's of
Shuttle Cars. Even in death McCain can sink a NASA Supper Shuttle Train, Jimmy
Carter will do the same. How can NASA break out of this Navy Blockade? China,
Pope Francis, Jewish Hero's Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca! The
Rough Riders picture today is Jimmy Carter in Sunday School praying for another
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from the Bone Saw Prince Blood Money pay outs not
to Drive a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Georgia... $$$

8 Core CPU @ $7,384 New Mac Book Pro click here for Greg's Nobel

iPod Touch 32 Invention Friends click here for Apple link and GPS Tracking
hopefully a Map click on Tech Specs and leave a Siri Voice for the UN who are
listening to us!
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Spoilers; 4 Girls Pictured here is the Opening Scene to the Disney Movie; "Mac
Book Pro" $7,384. Movie To Have Have Not will be playing on all the iMac inside
the Apple Store as the 4 girls walk in...

Disney is calling Galaxy’s Edge. These 4 girls need a Oil Prince's $$$ Edge to get
into the Apple Store at Disneyland to buy all the iMac's, MacBook Pro's, iPhones
to get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Star Wars Era will have.

iPod Touch 32 Invention Friends click here for Apple link and GPS Tracking
hopefully a Map click on Tech Specs and leave a Siri Voice for the UN who are
listening to us!
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Disney "Mac Book Pro" Movie; Genius Tutors with Specs, Links, AI Inventions!" Bill
and Melinda Gates will sue for defamation of character's, ha. Disney Corporate
America’s Fortunes making movies for Prince Salman or King of Sweden's "1,001
Nobels in Medicine".

Disney Cruise Ships will be 'Powered' by 1 GE Windmill Turbine -254 C putting out
a trillion volts and amps via super conductivity... save Disney some gas money grin.
$$$

Illegal Gas Station hold ups world wide and Ruthless Oil Men in Abu Dhabi and
Mecca! Galaxy’s Edge will include two marquee rides, one of which, Rise of the
Resistance, Disney describes as a “harrowing” visit to a Star Destroyer that
includes a face-off with the ruthless Kylo Ren. Saudi Arabia the desert planet
where Luke Skywalker grew up. Galaxy’s Edge will open at Disney World near
Orlando on Aug. 29. Star Wars MD theme attractions have time to be added to
the settings, MRI, CT, PET, Blood Test @ Star Wars. R2-D2 RN and MD.
Galaxy’s Edge is about role play: You are part of the action. One ride really does
let you get a MRI + Blood Test. 1,600 MD's hired to staff Galaxy’s Edge and the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Apple Store. Get you kids eyes checked and glasses. Star Wars Eye Glasses of
course. Only at Disneyland Star Wars Galaxy's Edge. Rx filled at Disney too. Luke
Skywalker. Ditto for Han Solo, Darth Vader and Yoda. All dead but not their
cause of death for the Medical Students part of the park. Art of the Diagnosis
case history medical record on Luke Skywalker. Han Solo, Darth Vader and Yoda.
This will be the next Star Wars MD diagnosis Movie. Dr. House on the Falcon.
Discovered the Play Disney Parks app for Star Wars Medical Students. Surgery
with micro lightsabers. Galaxy’s Edge has nine Medical School stores offering
roughly 700 items, almost none of which are available for purchase elsewhere. Each
micro lightsaber for surgery is made for different surgeries. Each lightsaber is
personalized with hilt adornments allowing for 120,000 possible combinations.
Mysterious Batuu residents called Gatherers guide the process. We made three.
There is one buzz kill: The glowing weapons cost $199 each. But seeing the look on
Sam’s face when his blue lightsaber came alive for the first time was worth every
penny, at least in my estimation. It even crackles and buzzes as you swing it, just
like in the movies. Connor was less convinced about the value, and he worried that
airport security would be a hassle. (Nobody batted an eye.) The MD professor has
to work harder getting his kids into the hospital now days as security does bat
them out! Each kid is assigned a surgery for the day. They do a good job at 13
years old. Blood and all. We rode the Matterhorn Bobsleds — 12 times in a row —
and bonded... bonding over surgery is just for Star Wars Kids judge becoming a
Judge or MD.

Spoilers; 4 Girls Pictured here is the Opening Scene to the Disney Movie; "Mac
Book Pro" $7,384. Movie To Have Have Not will be playing on all the iMac inside
the Apple Store as the 4 girls walk in...

“He thinks he is Machiavelli but he acts more like Mussolini,”

"I think we need a Salk II and Pasteur II" John Glen II Exodus to Sirius Is the
End for Netanyahu!

6-2-2019 Agenda's are Sober and Drunk VFW Road Kills in "War and Peace" and
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Putin said he owns the copyright like Bill and Melinda Gates own Win 10. In Times
we need to hack 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets.

6-2-2019 The Most Powerful Arab Ruler Prince Mohammed bin Zayed grew up in
Abu Dhabi, the U.A.E.’s power by following America’s lead. He now has an
increasingly bellicose agenda of his own. And President Trump seems to be following
him. Prince Mohammed, now 58, crown prince of Abu Dhabi and de facto ruler of
the United Arab Emirates, is arguably the most powerful leader in the Arab world.
He has given $$$ to Pope Francis. Pope Francis celebrated Mass at the Zayed
Sports City Stadium in Abu Dhabi in February. 80 percent of the soldiers in his
Army would answer the call of “some holy man in Mecca. Holy man in Rome sold his
soul for gas money! They bought 62 French Mirage jets none are painted pink, grin!

6-2-2019 Abu Dhabi is estimated to have nine million residents, but fewer than a
million citizens; the rest are foreign workers temps mostly $$$

6-2-2019 He pours his own coffee, and to illustrate his love for America,
sometimes tells visitors that he has taken his grandchildren to Disney World
incognito.

6-2-2019 Apple Store @ Star Wars Galaxy Edge in Disneyland theme parks...
meet Steve Jobs and Small Fry Lisa Jobs, Ha. Abu Dhabi is were Disney build the
Apple Store Palace $$$.
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6-2-2019 "Gas Stations" at Disneyland Star Wars Galaxy Edge as there are no
gas stations in Star Wars just Disney Top Brass gave us gas stations asked for by
the Prince of Abu Dhabi.

6-2-2019 The Person with the Most Greed Gene Must be Jimmy Carter, in Church
in Georgia giving this Moslem riches beyond belief instead of giving the USA the
1980 - 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Trillions and Trillions.

6-2-2019 Jimmy Carter gave Moslems F-35's instead of putting F-35 Radar on all
cars and roads in Georgia. Desert Falcons from the United Arab Emirates Air
Force flying in formation with United States F-35A Lightning IIs last month.
Traffic deaths fiery wrecks last month in the USA were more than 9/11 thanks to
Jimmy Carter.

6-2-2019 iPhone Security Cameras; The NY Times’s security chief had announced
that the company was installing cameras throughout the building and they did install
1,001 cameras not iPhone Security Cameras. Big Difference someone in tech
support will write a article for the paper. Siri can hear you and talk to you. Hear
the Editor shouting to you from his door... ha. 24/7 Living room surveillance of NY
Times Employees Manhattan condos. Perk. Treadmill desk installed for all from the
MD security Chief.

6-2-2019 NY Times MD Security for Cardiac Arrest. Exercise does not prevent
heart disease altogether, though, he says, and the hearts of marathon runners,
like those of sedentary people, can harbor fatty plaques that may break free and
block an artery, causing cardiac arrest. Talk to the NY Times Doctor. Is she a
temp or employee of the NY Times?
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6-2-2019

6-1-2019 MD's @ Star Wars not in Disney Land you don't need a Doctor MD.
Disneyland in Anaheim on May 20, the first day that preview crowds were allowed
inside what Disney is calling Galaxy’s Edge. The new area is the biggest expansion
in the park’s history. Engineers had to reroute the Disneyland Railroad and shorten
the meandering Rivers of America, where an original Frontierland attraction, the
Mark Twain Riverboat, sails in a quaint loop. Galaxy’s Edge will include two marquee
rides, one of which, Rise of the Resistance, Disney describes as a “harrowing” visit
to a Star Destroyer that includes a face-off with the ruthless Kylo Ren. There
are workshops where you can build your own lightsabers ($199) and functioning
droids ($99 and up). In a first for strait-laced Disneyland, alcohol will be sold
inside Oga’s Cantina, where a tequila-based Dagobah Slug Slinger goes for $15 and
the space chardonnay is bright blue. Multiple restaurants serve “Star Wars”themed food, including something called a Ronto Wrap that combines a sausage and
a pork gyro into one slaw-topped snack. We paid for our one-day park tickets,
which cost $321.50 total, and everything else we consumed.

6-1-2019 Apple Store at Galaxy's Edge Star Wars Disney meet Steve Jobs and
Small Fry Lisa Jobs, Ha.

6-1-2019 MD's @ Star Wars theme park at Disneyland for Star Wars Art of the
Diagnosis $199 functioning heart and liver test. $15 goes for sober for life ice
cream without the cream. Free full body MRI CT scan.
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6-1-2019 Trump’s Tariff Threat Sends Mexico, Lawmakers and Businesses
Scrambling for Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion $.

6-1-2019 Trump stays on after commencement speech, shakes hands with 1,000
cadets. President Trump stayed after his commencement speech at the Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs Thursday to shake hands with 1000 graduating
cadets. "You are the ones who will invent and define the next generation of air
warfare," Trump said not the Gravity Engine Car, grin. The King of Sweden hired
inventors to fly the 787 into orbit for 15 minutes then land in Paris as Boeing
Failed to give this invention to humanity lost in the jet fuel wars instead of
inventing a 787 to fly into Orbit then land in Paris. A War Crime by Boeing!

6-1-2019 "MD Academy" 1K MD's is what Trump needs to save the life of Ivanka,
he is not going to save her life!

6-1-Medical Terminology words were not in the Scripps Spelling Bee! Cardiac
Arrest. "There Are 472,000 Words in the Dictionary. For the Spelling Bee, That
May Not Be Enough." "The winners of the 2019 Scripps National Spelling Bee had
more in common than an aptitude for spelling: but no idea the name for the
proteins and amino acids that create our memory for the spelling bee. Rx Recipe
for a Memory Latte the Nobel Team will be hired by the King of Sweden to start
Brainstorming 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets.
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6-1-2019 "Downfall of Prince and King Salman, Mecca is what the Jews are
waiting for. North Korean Negotiator’s Downfall Was Sealed When Trump-Kim
Summit Collapsed" By CHOE SANG-HUN and EDWARD WONG

6-1-2019 Trump-Jew Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Summit has more Gravity
than Nuclear War in Korea. Gravity is the Exodus of Jews to Sirius!

6-1-2019 Virginia Beach officials on Saturday identified DeWayne Craddock, a
longtime Virginia Beach city worker, as the gunman who stormed the beach
community’s municipal complex on Friday afternoon and opened fire, killing at least
12 and injuring several others. Art of the Diagnosis Cause that lead him to kill 12
at City Hall. Chief Cervera, speaking at a press conference on Saturday morning,
said he did not intend to say the name of the suspect, who was killed on Friday,
again in public. By the time the MD's at Yale Key West Medical School get the Art
of the Diagnosis on Craddock there will have been 1,001 other shootings at City
Hall USA. "There has been another mass shooting, this one in Virginia Beach,
where at least 12 people were killed. This essay originally ran in 2017, after a
shooting in Texas church killed 26 people, but the issue is still tragically relevant."
By Nicholas Kristof 2017 Ford WindmillCAR is still tragically relevant but for NY
Times Journalists who feel free to leave out 12 women are killed every day via
breast-ovary cancer. City Hall USA is not Pink. If women tried to protest no
Breast Cancer Rx Recipe Cure by painting city hall pink they would be shot. Shot
Down by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ offices at City Hall USA. The King of
Sweden is getting sick of Nobel winners like Jimmy Carter who scam the Peace
Nobel then build Nuke Subs. Will the King of Sweden hire MD's to Masterminding
the 1,001 Nobels in Medicine like Apple or Google would hire people? "In 2017, the
most recent year for which data is available, there were 458 work-related
homicides, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. That was a slight decrease
from 2012, when there were 475 workplace homicides." Gina at the CIA has the
audio and video of all these killings. Art of the Diagnosis is not on the CIA or FBI
agenda's. MD's at the Yale Key West Medical School all died in 2011 when the
Navy bomb the Yale Key West Medical School. MIT Medical School is busy with
Domestic Husband Wife shootings in Iran. Mr. Craddock, 40, died in a shoot out
with the police. Here is what we know about him: Mr. Craddock worked as an
engineer in the Department of Public Utilities, the city’s water and sanitary sewer
services branch, for about 15 years. Mr. Craddock had a bachelor’s degree in civil
engineering from Old Dominion University.
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iPod Touch 32 Invention Friends click here for Apple link and GPS Tracking
hopefully a Map click on Tech Specs and leave a Siri Voice for the UN who are
listening to us!

6-1-2019 Dead... iPhone GPS Google Map. Mystery in a Wealthy Town: She
Dropped Off Her Children, Then Went Missing" Jennifer Dulos, who had been in a
contentious custody battle with her estranged husband, was last seen when she
took her five children to their Connecticut school a week ago." iPod Touch 32
Friends on GPS all tracking you on a Google Map 24/7 would have saved her life.
When they sue for wrongful death the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ should be in the
law suit. Orwellian women know they Violated trust in this 1984 government.
Eavesdrop on Mothers about to be murdered by their husbands. 1984 @ Star
Wars. This too needs to be in a Disney Theme Park the Murdered Wife's.

6-1-2019 Sirius; The Rough Riders’ Guide to World Domination. Teddy Roosevelt
and the Spanish-American War set the course for future conflicts @ Star Wars
2019. Jimmy Carter spent $13 Trillion on a fleet of Nuke Subs that will fire 40
H-Bombs each ending life on Earth. Jimmy Carter's Guide to World Domination.
Star Dust rare element in the Stars, China is 1,001 years from these rare
elements. 7 light years to Sirius will be a Rough Ride to Universe Domination. If
Jimmy Carter and the Navy win life on Earth will End without ever meeting the
Jewish Aliens at Sirius! The Rough Riders picture today is Jimmy Carter in Sunday
School.
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6-1-2019 Modern Warfare Times a Clash at Sea between the Navy and NASA.
NASA watched $13 Trillion wasted on War Ships and Carriers not telling anyone
about the Super Shuttle Challenger Trains of 100's of Shuttle Cars. Even in death
McCain can sink a NASA Supper Shuttle Train, Jimmy Carter will do the same.
How can NASA break out of this Navy Blockade?

6-1-2019 Win 10 pop up every day, can't install updates. iPod Touch 32 Friends
can chat, GPS track and update Starbucks world wide with iMac computer labs in
the store. Mosquitos look out! Window is open enough to leave Earth for Sirius,
grin.

6-1-2019
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5-31-2019 How many grads killed their wife's? MIT grad if you can believe it.
Yes Najafi is a grad of MIT. Art of the Diagnosis by a Yale Key West MD will be
in the NY Times. War! "To Have Have Not" War Between Men and Women World
Wide Today! Iran; Mr. Najafi had turned himself over to the police and had
confessed to shooting his second wife, Mitra Ostad, 35. she was found dead in her
bathtub Tuesday afternoon, shot several times. Mr. Najafi said he built to many
war toys for MIT, grin.

5-31-2019 A MIT grad will be the one who fires the first, second, third H-Bomb
in the next Nuclear War!

5-31-2019 King of Sweden hired Several cardiologists for 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine! Trump failed to start an "MD Academy" bigger than West Point losing
another Nobel Prize.

5-31-2019 1K MD's is what Trump needs to save the life of Ivanka, he is not
going to save her life! Trump stays on after commencement speech, shakes hands
with 1,000 cadets. President Trump stayed after his commencement speech at the
Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs Thursday to shake hands with 1000
graduating cadets. Biden killed his son for the Glory of War too. Brain Cancer and
Breast Cancer War can't even get a commencement speech by the Top Brass who
could not get into the Yale Key West Medical School so they play war instead of
the war on cancer and disease. $777 Trillion at Los Alamos with Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer can get a Rx recipe Cure for the major cancers and diseases killing
millions just in 2019. Ivanka will die a tortured death from breast cancer!
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5-31-2019 Rethink this; How Trump’s Trade War Is Being Fought Around the
World! Tariffs, Mr. Trump’s Miracle Cure for breast-ovary cancer, whooping cough
for Ivanka's kids. 100's of kids have died in the USA in 2019 from whooping cough
and not a tweet from Trump, does he even visit her kids? If so did he get checked
by the MD Admiral for the Whooping Cough virus when he coughs? Hell No! Trump
giving Ivanka kids whooping cough would be headlines. And change the dept of
education overnight.

5-31-2019 How Trump's War on Cancer and Disease is Being Fought Around the
World! Rethink how the NY Times writes it headlines for 5 billion people...

5-31-2019 King of Sweden hired Several cardiologists for 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine! The NY Times didn't hire anyone to work on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine!

5-31-2019 1980 - 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's $$$ ‘Rethink’ Jimmy Carter a
Georgia Masterminds of growing $777 Trillion in Oil Money from 1980 to 2019.
Disney will have to remake the Movie "Money Tree", grin! Yes Jimmy Kept all the
money for him and his wife, no the 4 girls never got a iMac from them for
Christmas!!

5-31-2019 1980 Ford WindmillCAR 'Flew' Saudi Arabia Mecca the Hero's were
Jews murdered by the Top Brass Jimmy Carter's plantation owners who sold out to
BP Oil - Exxon Mobil for $4 gas on the 4th of July 1981 - 2019.
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5-31-2019 "9/11 Finally Get Their Own Memorial. The Memorial Glade
acknowledges those whose illnesses and deaths have come years after the towers
collapsed." By RICK ROJAS

5-31-2019 Benjamin Netanyahu’s attempt to form a government and has eclipsed
the old left-right divide. Mr. Netanyahu tried to make light of his setback at a
meeting in Jerusalem on Thursday with Jared Kushner who risk losing Ivanka in a
Divorce over the Bone Saw Prince and $777 Trillion in confiscated oil revenues from
Salman. Mr. Netanyahu’s proposed “immunity law, will protect Prince Salman for $1
Trillion in Blood Money out of $777 Trillion and the Exodus Party of Jews wants all
$777 Trillion, what does Ivanka want besides a Pink Latte at Jerusalem Starbucks?
Jared and Ben are light years from masterminding a Pink Rx Recipe for Breast
Cancer War's!

5-31-2019 JARED KUSHNER DISMISSED KILLING OF SAUDI DISSIDENT
JAMAL KHASHOGGI: 'THIS WAS A TERRORIST MASQUERADING AS A
JOURNALIST for the Washington Post!!

5-31-2019 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, 1 is Memory. "National Spelling Bee, at a
Loss for Words, Crowns 8 Co-Champions" A group of adolescents broke the Scripps
National Spelling Bee, with eight contestants crowned co-champions after the
competition said it was running out of challenging words.
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5-31-2019 Scripps running out of challenging words and 1,001 IP invention project
for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. NY Times lost humanity the same 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine.

5-31-2019 Homeless in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies; Our 2 White Men at
1984 HQ will keep us from making contact with Jewish Aliens in order to get
another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for MIT War Toys instead of Exodus to
Sirius. "Are We Fighting a War on Homelessness? Or a War on the Homeless? The
issue is dire, and yet politicians stay away from addressing it and many
progressives are happy to see the homeless live anywhere else" Humans anywhere
else in the Universe!! By GINIA BELLAFANTE

5-31-2019 Warriors + Saints; Saints know the real war's to fight! LAND O’LAKES
— The Florida Highway Patrol says a sports utility vehicle backing out of a
driveway hit a 3-year-old girl who was riding a tricycle on the road.Remington Lily
Solano was airlifted. Top Brass need to add this 3 year old girl to their War Dead
for this week. WEST PALM BEACH — A Florida man has been sentenced to 40
years in prison for killing his wife, whose death was filmed by a security camera at
the couple’s home.

5-31-2019 Antwerp, a city of about 500,000 on the Scheldt river, is known for
its Renaissance architecture, cobblestone streets and cultural treasures like the
Rubens House, the 16th-century former home and studio of the painter Peter Paul
Rubens. Antwerp International Airport has no flights flying into Orbit for 15
minutes and no one has been hired to work on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 1 million
gas stations dot the Nation thanks to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.
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5-31-2019

5-31-2019
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5-30-2019 Pope Francis Denies He Knew of Abuse by McCarrick" By JASON
HOROWITZ Pope Francis knew about Jimmy Carter and the 1980 - 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR and $777 Trillion in illegal gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba and
Rome. $$$. Pope Francis Watched Rome gas stations get held up for decades of
abuse to the women getting gas getting sucker punched out of spite for gas
stations existence in Rome! Miami!

5-30-2019 Disney Movie "Gas Station Hold Up Videos" world wide!

5-30-2019 Ocean's plastic straws... Front page NY Times all week when Nuke
Mine's are in the Ocean next to your Starbucks Straws!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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5-30-2019 Israel in Uncharted Territory as Netanyahu Fails to Form a Coalition
of Oil Men $$$ The morning after Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s staggering
failure to form a government, recriminations flew, giving a taste of the contentious
campaigning ahead between Jewish Exodus in the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR or Blood
Money from Prince Salman-Trump to keep the gas stations in Israel open with the
diesel in Jewish Kids DNA, a war crime by Netanyahu.

5-30-2019 Israel Jewish cardiologists pressed their division chief about what was
happening at Netanyahu's Wife's Menu of Heart Attack Burger and Steaks from
the Trump Towers Heart Attack Steak House, grin. 1,001 Sudden deaths of Jews
kept secret by Netanyahu and his wife. Higher heart attack death rate than 82
other nations.

5-30-2019 Israel Diesel in DNA; Each year in the United States about 40,000
babies are born with heart defects; about 10,000 are likely to need surgery or
other procedures before their first birthday.

5-30-2019 "Punching Iran Over Its Foreign Policy Could Lead to a Faster Path to
War" By EDWARD WONG
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5-30-2019 "Confiscating Iran's $777 Trillion in Miami, Cuba gas station hold up
loot will Win Victory Jimmy Carter Lost in 1980. Do you remember Jimmy Carter
and Iran in 1980 and then the King of Sweden gave him a Nobel Peace Prize for
the failed coup and his masterminding the $4 a gallon gas on the 4th of July 1981
to 2019. By EDWARD WONG

5-30-2019 Jimmy Cater's expansionist policy is $4 gas and Peanuts not a Rx
Recipe Pink Cure or skin cancer for his grandchildren. Jimmy Carter has $700
million in a Georgia Bank and will not buy the 4 girls in Georgia an iMac @ $7,384
let alone a SUV sun screen #1000. He spent $13 Trillion of the Navy's money on
a fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs not Hospital Ships, why. Time is running
out, death of Jimmy Carter will be interesting for him and the rest of us.

5-30-2019 Warriors + Saints in Hell on Earth not in Heaven, segregation, grin!

5-30-2019 Tehran’s “expansionist foreign policy” — an ambitious priority that is
far more likely to lead the United States into war. Iranian leaders, who proudly
regard their nation as a major international player and a successor of Persian
empires, will curb their attempts to exert influence across the Middle East.

5-30-2019 USA's F-35 Radar on all Ford's! “expansionist fiery car crash policy”
POLK CITY — A Leesburg man working as a street sweeper in Polk County was
killed Tuesday morning after he rear-ended a dump truck... after the war with
Iran is won.
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5-30-2019 Georgia leaders, Peanut and Tobacco plantation owners can afford $4
gas on the 4th of July and Hell with diesel in the air and kids DNA. Heavy lift
Helicopter Combines 3 stories tall and wind powered is the successor of Jimmy
Carters combines from Deer! Syphilis in Georgia is the highest in the USA and has
been since 1980. Influence of the Yale Key West Medical School will reach across
to Georgia.

5-30-2019 4 Super Carriers will be sunk by Iran in 1 Days Time - If the Jew
Hero can't get the Keys to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Naval mines “almost
certainly from Iran” caused recent explosions at four oil tankers in the Persian
Gulf. 4 Million mines have been paid for via MIT War Toys.

5-30-2019 Salman-Trump Oil Company with BP oil called for an isolationist foreign
policy against Jewish Exodus which will cost $777 Trillion just to call Jews at
Sirius. Bone Saw Nobels will be given out by Trump Nobel's!

5-30-2019 Bike thief seat thieves in Key West and USA. "This Boutique Bike Shop
Shows How Trump’s Tariffs Can Hit the Little Guy" By JEANNA SMIALEK "China
dominates the American bike business: 96 percent of imported bicycles with small
wheels come from the country, trade data shows. China also produces a large share
of bike accessories, including 80 percent of imported coaster brakes and about 70
percent of bike signaling equipment. Taiwan, Vietnam and China produce virtually all
imported rubber tire tubes." Tubes and flat tires are like gas stations in Miami,
Cuba. Flat Tires are not upgraded to solid rubber by the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ. Pello, in Richmond, Va., has met with early success, selling 400 to 500 bright
orange two-wheelers a year. 6 flats a year $30 each. 500 times 6 = 3,000 times
$30 = $90,000 profits from flat tires on bike. 500 seats $50 each = $2,500
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profits from thieves stealing bike seats. GPS built into China bikes were vetoed
down by the 2 Chinese Men at 1984 HQ, grin. Sell you another bike the police
don't care...

5-30-2019 USA's F-35 Radar on all Ford's! “expansionist fiery car crash policy”
POLK CITY — A Leesburg man working as a street sweeper in Polk County was
killed Tuesday morning after he rear-ended a dump truck...

5-30-2019 USA's F-35 Radar on all Ford's! “expansionist fiery car crash policy”
POLK CITY — A Leesburg man working as a street sweeper in Polk County was
killed Tuesday morning after he rear-ended a dump truck on Old Grade Road
northeast of Polk City, authorities say. Darwin Gordon Phillips, 44, was driving
southbound behind a dump truck around 8:42 a.m. according to the Florida Highway
Patrol. The truck prepared to make a left turn into the Hilochee Wildlife
Management area, one mile north of I-4, and Phillips reportedly failed to slow or
stop before colliding with the back of the truck. The street sweeper he was driving
crumpled and burst into flames on impact, FHP reported, and Phillips suffered fatal
injuries, dying at the scene of the crash. The other driver suffered minor injuries
and was taken to Heart of Florida Regional Medical Center in Davenport.

5-30-2019 USA's F-35 Radar on all Ford's! “expansionist fiery car crash policy”
Bus With Mexican Catholic Pilgrims Collides With Tractor-Trailer, Killing 21... Pope
Francis does know about F-35 Radar on all Fords in the USA and Rome... a
cardinal sin by the Pope!

5-30-2019 USA's Expansionist MD policy Nobel for a Virus, millions of them. "A
grave was prepared last week for a patient killed by the Nipah virus in Kozhikode,
India. Nipah virus is lethal in 70 percent of cases". Nipah virus, which causes
encephalitis and pneumonia.
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5-30-2019 Disney Movie, "Virus" Shells of the Virus move to CERN to be smashed
by Protons! Smashing Atoms Smashing the Virus!

5-30-2019 Disney Movie "Virus" opening scene is... "Nipah virus, which causes
encephalitis and pneumonia, is lethal in about 70 percent of cases. It can be
caught from animals or transmitted between people. Like Ebola, the virus normally
circulates in bats. It was first identified in Malaysia in 1999, when it killed dozens
of hog farmers and slaughterhouse workers. They picked it up from pigs, raised
beneath trees containing bat colonies, that had apparently been infected by eating
fruit bats had gnawed or defecated on. In 2001, a lethal outbreak in Bangladesh,
among people who drank raw date palm sap, was directly linked to fruit bats.
Infrared photography showed bats clambering into the clay pots that had been tied
to trees to collect the sap, then drooling and urinating in them."

5-30-2019 Mayor Sadiq Khan of London. “Londoners know that our diversity is our
greatest strength,” he said. BP Oil is our Richest greatest strength over no gas
stations times in London. God is Great said Mayor Sadiq Khan of London. God save
the Queen $$$ money!

5-30-2019 1,001 Nobels in Medicine; North Carolina hospital does about 100 to
150 a year. Lower numbers can leave surgeons and staff at some hospitals with
insufficient experience and resources to achieve better results, researchers have
found. 1,001 Nobels in Medicine!

5-30-2019 King of Sweden hired Several cardiologists for 1,001 Nobels in
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Medicine.

5-30-2019 King of Sweden hired Several cardiologists for
Medicine. Several countries have consolidated programs to
more consistent care. In Sweden, mortality rates dropped
percent after pediatric cardiology and cardiac surgeries in
consolidated to two hospitals from four.

1,001 Nobels in
help ensure better,
to 1.9 percent from 9.5
the early 1990s were

5-30-2019 King of Sweden hired Several cardiologists for 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine. Not yet.

5-30-2019 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are not MD's they could not get into a
Medical School yet they ruled... "the maximum 80-hour workweek in 2003 had the
unintended consequence of limiting surgical residents’ availability to participate in
operations and refine their skills. It’s estimated that work restrictions cause
residents to lose a year’s worth of experience. “When I trained, good or bad, I
worked about 120 hours a week. That was just expected,” said Dr. Thomas Scalea,
a trauma surgeon and professor at the University of Maryland School of Medicine
in Baltimore. “Today the average resident finishes with around 900 operative
cases. I finished with twice as many.”

5-30-2019 A School of Fish, Frozen in Stone. The fossil could offer clues about
when this common fish behavior first evolved. Fish Plantations in Georgia,
plantation owners behavior building a Nuke Sub that can't catch or feed fish. A
School of Fish with more than enough to eat... billions of them, trillions of them.
Clues about how to do this from growing peanuts. Do fish eat peanuts? Can Nuke
subs catch fish?
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5-30-2019 Google Should Google the Definition of ‘Employee" Temps were
Masterminded by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in the USA. Qatar hires its
employees. Road Kill of Kim Wall in a law suit against the NY Times temp
Journalists will be like the Bone Saw headlines of the Washington Post Journalist
lucky enough not to be a temp because he was from Saudi Arabia. $700 million in
blood money to his wife and sons by the King of Saudi Arabia. $700 million for Kim
Wall she will win from the NY Times, 3 months profits from hiring temp
journalists.

5-30-2019 1,001 Temps at Microsoft were Road Kill on the Temp Highway to
$950 Billion in Profits by Bill and Melinda Gates. $700 Billion won by temps is a
done deal when the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's are NY Times Headlines.

5-30-2019 King of Sweden hired Several cardiologists for 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine.

Spoilers; 4 Girls Pictured here is the Opening Scene to the Disney Movie; "Mac
Book Pro" $7,384.
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Spoilers; 4 Girls Pictured here is the Opening Scene to the Disney Movie; "Mac
Book Pro" $7,384.

5-29-2019 God Paper on Time that Netanyahu marked secret. Dr. Netanyahu MD
Malpractice Law Suits a System to Improve Health Care of Jews eating at the
Trump Heart Attack Burger Towers. Cholesterol plaques from atherosclerosis cause
the three main kinds of cardiovascular disease, 1,001 Sudden Deaths! Jewish stats
are top secret, grin!

5-29-2019 Jewish Mine and Mind fields, Masterminds Malpractice Law Suits filed
today by the Rabbi with the keys to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
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5-29-2019 Mine Fields of A-Bombs in the Ocean's forget plastic straws... Those
who built the 15 Super Carriers that will be Nuked in the first 15 minutes of a
nuclear war will also be at Guantanamno. Mine Fields of A-Bombs in the Ocean's
forget plastic straws from the NY City Mayor.

5-29-2019 Ocean Mine Fields of A-Bombs; vengeful Moslems with $777 Trillion
dollars from Miami, Cuba gas station hold up's!

5-29-2019 Iran Naval Minds damaged 2 Oil Tankers last week, Mine's! War over
who get to sell their illegal Oil. Nuts! No Peanuts from Georgia.

5-29-2019 God Paper on Time that Netanyahu marked secret. Dr. Netanyahu MD
Malpractice Law Suits a System to Improve Health Care of Jews eating at the
Trump Heart Attack Burger Towers. Cholesterol plaques from atherosclerosis cause
the three main kinds of cardiovascular disease, 1,001 Sudden Deaths! Jewish stats
are top secret, grin!

5-29-2019 Navy Judge ask "Prince Salman" in Prison in Cuba for 1,001 Bone Saw
Murders, his Palace above is for sale!" A Former Navy Judge Named to Oversee
Guantánamo Military Court Hearings with Prince Salman. Christian L. Reismeier, a
retired judge, was named to oversee the military tribunals there. Those who lost
the war with Moslems will also be at Guantanamo. Exxon-Mobil and BP Oil Prince
Harry. Secretary of defense, Patrick Shanahan, appointed the retired judge.
Reismeier, who retired as a one-star admiral in 2015. Those who built the 15
Super Carriers that will be Nuked in the first 15 minutes of a nuclear war will also
be at Guantanamno. Mine Fields of A-Bombs in the Ocean's forget plastic straws
from the NY City Mayor. Greedy Oil Men accused of Greed for $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues suppressing the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's Oil Greed in the Sept. 11
attacks, which killed 2,976 people and millions since in smog and diesel in kids
DNA. Progress has been a Miracle of Inventions in the 1980 Ford windmillCAR with
-254 C super conductivity churning out 1 trillion volts and amps in the GE turbine
generators on the Ford and F-35 Radar on the Ford for no Head on collisions world
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wide. iPhone iDash Cam in your Ford with caller ID of his killings in war and peace.
C.I.A.’s secret overseas prison network moved to Guantánamo Bay, will be the
secret Pink Rx Recipes hacked from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret for Gina
and Secret Swiss Bank Accounts all Oil Revenues illegal for the NY Times Pentagon
Oil Papers. Palace on Lake Geneva bought with Miami, Cuba gas station hold up
loot. Swiss Bankers in their ability to lead Oil Gods illegal trillions of dollars.
Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, accused of being the Sept. 11 mastermind. Mastermind
Jimmy Carter of the $777 Trillion in 1980 Oil Money Today. Peanuts are not the
only thing Jimmy Carter was growing in Georgia. How many Secret Swiss Bank
Accounts are by Georgia Oil-Peanut Plantation owners... 1,001. Teddy Kennedy was
the other Master Mind with Brain Cancer he die with as he wanted to take the
money with him instead of spending it on a Rx Recipe Latte for Brain Cancer
costing only $7 Trillion out of $777 Trillion. Hell No $$$. 1980 ‘Rethink’ Georgia
Masterminds of growing $777 Trillion in Oil Money. Disney will have to remake the
Movie "Money Tree", grin!

5-29-2019 Pope Francis Denies He Knew of Abuse by McCarrick" By JASON
HOROWITZ Pope Francis knew about Jimmy Carter and the 1980 - 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR and $777 Trillion in illegal gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba and
Rome. $$$. Pope Francis Watched Rome gas stations get held up for decades of
abuse to the women getting gas getting sucker punched out of spite for gas
stations existence in Rome! Miami!

5-29-2019 You Know them Well as You Know Your MD Wife; Star Wars Star Trek
Dr. Spock MD Logic dialog in the next Disney Movie; Do you remember the head on
collision of 2 Enterprise Class Star Ships both Captains were drunk! "You know them
well: pinot grigio, chardonnay, Prosecco, Sancerre, just to name the white grapes.
People enjoy these wines, of course, but more than that, they know them in a way
that does not require thinking or consideration. For many, an awareness of these
wines defuses the hideous, anxiety-soaked ritual of pondering a wine list and
making a decision. Rather than hazard the unknown by selecting a wine from an
unfamiliar place, a consumer can choose a name that is safe. “I’ll just have the
pinot grigio, please,” one says, while breathing, “thank you” in silent relief." Gideon
Desir, 13; Lens Desir, 15; and Richecarde Dumay, 17, were walking to a bus stop
along Northeast 125th Street early Saturday when Coulibaly lost control of her
vehicle and struck them on the sidewalk. The boys, members of the Little Haiti
Football Club, were on their way to a soccer tournament in Weston. DUI crash
drunk driver Coulibaly, 31, was also hurt in the crash. Late Tuesday, she was still
being treated at Aventura Hospital and Medical Center under police guard. Reached
by phone by Local 10 News reporter Liane Morejon, Coulibaly confirmed that she
was the driver involved in the North Miami crash. A North Miami patrol car sat
outside the hospital late Tuesday. Citing police sources, the Miami Herald reported
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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that Coulibaly's blood alcohol level was twice the legal limit when she was tested
four hours after the crash. According to court records, Coulibaly has a long
history of driving infractions. Coulibaly dances regularly at The BODY strip club on
Biscayne Boulevard. She was partying on South Beach Friday night ahead of the
crash, sources said. The owners of the strip club said they weren't sure whether
she was working before the crash.

Mitra Ostad, 35. she was found dead in her bathtub Tuesday afternoon, shot
several times.

5-29-2019 War! "To Have Have Not" Between Men and Women World Wide Today!
Iran; Mr. Najafi had turned himself over to the police and had confessed to
shooting his second wife, Mitra Ostad, 35. she was found dead in her bathtub
Tuesday afternoon, shot several times. Mr. Najafi resigned as mayor last year,
citing illness, but many believe he was forced out by hard-line opponents. He was
criticized by hard-liners for attending a dance performance by young girls at an
event to celebrate International Women’s Day. His resignation came months he
married Ms. Ostad, who is the second of his two wives, according to The
Associated Press. Polygamy is legal in Iran, but many hard-liners criticized Mr.
Najafi for marrying Ms. Ostad, three decades his junior. Mr. Najafi has held
several prominent ministerial positions in the Iranian government and served as vice
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president for cultural heritage and tourism under President Hassan Rouhani from
2013 to 2014

5-29-2019 King Salman will write a editorial for the Times; "Should You Be Able
to Disinherit Your Child?" or one of the editors can write this editorial.

5-29-2019

5-29-2019

5-28-2019 Jews Have the Keys to Prince Salman's Prison Cell, next to the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR keys. Israel’s Netanyahu Struggles to Form a Government, as
Time Runs with no CERN diagnosis on Time Mechanics + God. CERN might have
written a God Paper on Time that Netanyahu marked secret. Dr. Netanyahu MD
Malpractice Law Suits a System to Improve Health Care of Jews eating at the
Trump Heart Attack Burger Towers. Cholesterol plaques from atherosclerosis cause
the three main kinds of cardiovascular disease, Jewish stats are top secret, grin!

"Disney Mac Book Pro Movie, Genius Tutors with Specs, Links, AI Inventions!" Bill
and Melinda Gates will sue for defamation of character's, ha.

8 Core CPU @ $7,384 New Mac Book Pro click here for Greg's Nobel
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Chat about 1,001 IP Invention Projects; Cupertino, California — Apple today
introduced the new iPod touch with enhancements to power, capability and
communication at a remarkable price. The Apple-designed A10 Fusion chip brings
improved performance in games, and for the first time on iPod, immersive
augmented reality (AR) experiences and Group FaceTime, making it easy to chat
with family members, friends or colleagues simultaneously Chat about 1,001 IP
Invention Projects! Group FaceTime. Now you can have a FaceTime video or audio
call with up to 32 of your friends at once. The tile of the person speaking gets
larger automatically, so you’ll never lose track of the conversation. And you can
start the party right from a group thread in Messages. GPS tracking too I hope,
Greg. Map of were 32 friends are at all the time 24/7.

iPod Touch 32 Invention Friends click here for Apple link and GPS Tracking
hopefully a Map click on Tech Specs and leave a Siri Voice for the UN who are
listening to us!
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5-28-2019 "Riches Beyond Belief in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues" Mostly spent on
MIT War Toys not the Rx Pink Recipe for a Breast-Ovary Cancer Cure crunching 4
Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets.

5-28-2019 "MD Riches Beyond Belief; When we spend all the $777 Trillion on
1,001 Nobel's in Medicine!
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5-28-2019 "Riches Beyond Belief in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues" Qatar hires its
employees and houses them all at the Trump Tower Qatar with these riches beyond
belief. Google with riches in the Billions not Trillion does not hire its employees
they are temps contract workers the government will have to pay for. A tax and
profit scam by Google and the NY Times as road kill at the Times was Kim Wall
but malpractice suits will catch up with the Times when the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
is driven by Kim Wall's Clone Journalist not free lance but owners of the NY Times
1984 II Edition. "Google’s Shadow Work Force: Temps Who Outnumber Full-Time
Employees" "The tech company has long used contractors, but some employees
worry that a growing reliance on them represents a shifting, less admirable work
culture." By DAISUKE WAKABAYASHI "Google worked with roughly 121,000 temps
and contractors around the world, compared with 102,000 full-time employees,
according to an internal document obtained by The New York Times."

5-28-2019 "Riches Beyond Belief in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues" Temp Journalist
dug up this story; Romania’s Most Powerful Man Is Sent to Prison for Corruption.
"By KIT GILLET and MARC SANTORA

5-28-2019 "Prince Salman Is Sent to Prison in Cuba for 1,001 Bone Saw Murders
and millions of gas station hold up in Miami, Cuba. This story was written by a real
NY Times Journalists not a temp.

5-28-2019 "Riches Beyond Belief in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues" Temps at Google
creating a caste system, same as India with 1 Billion and no 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. She is not allowed to work for Google again. “It feels so unfair,”
she said. “They took away this very big opportunity.” Follow Daisuke Wakabayashi
on Twitter: @daiwaka.

5-28-2019 "Riches Beyond Belief in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues" Google-NY
Times “They took away this very big opportunity to Drive the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into the Starbucks drive through to buy her Rx Pink Latta Cure for all
Stages of Breast-Ovary Cancers in 8 Days. Russian Oil Czar Putin's job is just
temp long as the Oil Culture of $777 Trillion flows to Drunks on Money, Greed that
has killed millions in smog and lost Nobels in Medicine by MIT War Toy Makers.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD keeps applying for that job at Los Alamos. H-bombs are
on the assembly line at Los Alamos today.

5-28-2019 "Riches Beyond Belief in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues" Nuke the Plastic
Straws, Electric Steel Furnace for Plastic. GE trash compactor melts it down into a
brick.

5-28-2019 "Riches Beyond Belief in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues" "MD Riches
Beyond Belief; M.R.K.H. These four letters stand for Mayer, Rokitansky, Küster
and Hauser, the names of the four doctors who discovered the syndrome over a
hundred years ago. This anatomical condition occurs during the first trimester of
pregnancy, when the duct that normally forms the uterus, cervix and vaginal canal
fails to develop. Ovaries do develop, but there is no menstruation."

5-28-2019 Facebook Says It Is More Aggressively Enforcing Content Rules InventBook and the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's, grin! A War Crime!

5-28-2019 "Riches Beyond Belief in a University Education" Hire Amazon 1 Click
Genius Tutors with specs on everything... "4 Years of College, $0 in Debt: How
Some Countries Make Higher Education Affordable"

5-28-2019 "Riches from Disney" More Progressive than making Movies for Saudi
Arabia! "Riches Beyond Belief in AI Disney Movies about Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Genius Tutors specs let you invent the Gravity Engine CAR's!
"Disney Mac Book Pro Movie" Bill and Melinda Gates will sue for defamation of
character's, ha.
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5-28-2019 Nuke Torpedo just one - Trump criticizes aircraft carrier design as
'wrong' as Today One Nuke Topedo can sink the biggest Carrier at sea and this
will be the first strike!

5-28-2019

5-27-2019 Memorial Day Riches Beyond Belief in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues not
confiscated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for Our USA Memorial Day Celebration
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5-27-2019 Memorial Day and the Hemingway House Writing Class is closed... Yale
Key West Medical School also!

5-27-2019 $44 Billion paid out "Blood Money" for a Bone Saw Murder by Prince
Salman $$$

5-27-2019 Memorial Day Riches Beyond Belief in $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues not
confiscated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for Our USA Memorial Day Celebration
and no NY Times 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's winning the Indy 500 Today! 400 Times
Faster than the speed of light financing lost by the Top Brass $$$. One Jewish
Alien will be far more powerful than one A-Bomb! Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa
Sanders MD in the NY Times and the Art of War in Star Wars Times. Time is a
Higgs God Particle. Gravity Engine will be invented in the USA. Disney’s Aladdin:
Big Issues from Salk II and Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD in the Los Alamos Lab.

5-27-2019 Heart Attacks on Memorial Day were censored from the NY Times
Headlines but Dr. Lisa Chef MD has candlelit dinners by Doctor Menu's that would
have saved thousands of deaths on Memorial Day 2019.

5-27-2019 New England Journal of Medicine section in the NY Times + 1 Click
Amazon links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine specs with genius tutors. Cost of paying
Medical Students more than West Point Cadets.

5-27-2019 1,001 Memorial Day Palace's and 40,000 Trump Towers for Qatar all
paid for by the USA via Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups by the Bone Saw Prince
Salman and his Army of Moslems who call Trump-Ivanka their Infidels!
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5-27-2019 Memorial Day To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage
*.*.*.* in the USA 4 MD Wife's for a Nobel in Medicine Life!

5-27-2019 Memorial Day Bernard Arnault, the richest man in France is not driving
a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR today! If he were there would be no Head On Collisions
in Paris or NYC as F-35 Radar is in use and on all roads and highways world wide.
The money for this was used to build 1,001 of the Palace's pictured above. A War
Crime by the French.

5-27-2019 Memorial Day Star Wars - NASA Train to Sirius is a Moon Shot by
NASA and Amazon on Memorial Day 2019.

5-27-2019 Memorial Day the Rabbi ready for Exodus, read it on Memorial Day
watching the Challenger Super Shuttle Train blown up by the USS Jimmy Carter
Nuke Sub Fleet costing $13 Trillion.

5-27-2019 Memorial Day Kings with Riches Beyond Belief in $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues to pay for Wars when the Pink War is the Longest War besides the war
on Syphilis - Trumps conquest of Women without thinking!! Moon shot to discover
the Rx Recipe for Brain Cancer not Syphilis. Trump is trying to forget all his
conquest.

5-27-2019 Memorial Day Star Ship Train to Sirius is a Moon Shot by NASA and
Amazon on Memorial Day 2019.

5-27-2019 Memorial Day Crime and Homeland Security's $1 Trillion in Overtime
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Pay. "71-Year-Old Woman Is Killed, and Her Husband Is Wounded, in Stabbing
Attack" By ASHLEY SOUTHALL and CHRISTINA GOLDBAUM

5-27-2019 Memorial Day Bernard Arnault, the richest man in France is not driving
a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR today!

5-27-2019 Wood smoke is the soul of barbecued brisket. Diesel in Malpractice.
Smog + DNA "MD's Malpractice frequent fliers could benefit from intervention
from MD peers, hospitals and insurers to help them improve their practice or
recognize limitations that should lead to changes in what they do clinically. When
they instead just hang out a shingle, that opportunity is likely to be lost.” MD
Cops. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ should have though of the FBI MD Cops. MD Cops
at every Hospital not just Hospital Security would be a better idea too. Sue Dr.
Trump MD for heart attack burger's at the Trump Tower. Or sue the MD cleaning
out the plaque. Worse Trump walked out on a Nobel in Medicine 2019 for sanctions
on Tobacco that would have put tobacco out of business. Trump sold out to
Tobacco. Amazon book of lost Nobels will have this in Chapter 1. I’ve been
researching brisket and cooking a lot of it at home for my new book, “The Brisket
Chronicles” (Workman Publishing). With input from some of the nation’s top brisket
masters, I’ve distilled the process to nine simple steps. Wood smoke is the soul of
barbecued brisket. You needn’t hover as the meat smokes, but you should check on
it about every 45 minutes. Malpractice Super Computer Simulations of Smoked BBQ
in Anatomy and physiology. Cause and Effect in Law and Medicine. Who is the
killer? Craving brisket or sex addictions such as Trumps view of women.

5-27-2019 Victory over Moslems, one bone saw Prince or 1,001 bone saw Princes
each in a Palace like the one pictured above. Jew Hero drives the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan for this Victory. Victory spin off will be
the Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte that is a miracle cure from
crunching 4 Trillion Rx Recipes!
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Unesco is hearing voices!! UNICEF will get $1 Trillion in cash, Kerry is loading the
pallets today$.

Apple introduces first 8-core MacBook Pro, the fastest Mac notebook!

Apple updated MacBook Pro with faster 8th- and 9th-generation Intel Core
processors, bringing eight cores to MacBook Pro for a first Nobel for Apple!

click here order one or a few for Greg in Key West...

8 Core CPU @ $7,384 New Mac Book Pro click here for Greg's Nobel

https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2019/05/apple-introduces-first-8-coremacbook-pro-the-fastest-mac-notebook-ever/

5-26-2019 Mike Pence delivers West Point commencement addressing $777 Trillion
in Perks for West Point Generals thanks to Prince Salman's gas station revenues
from Miami, Cuba $$$ Gravity Engine Car Files are marked Secret like Greg's
Amazon Book Cover on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.
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5-26-2019 Mike Pence delivers West Point commencement addressing 1,001 Nobels
in Medicine!! Amazon 1 Click spells them all out with specs and genius tutors to get
you started. Yes Amazon had help from Gina at the CIA. Stats on CIA ills are
classified of course. Diagnosis and misdiagnosis too.

5-26-2019 Mike Pence delivers West Point commencement addressing about
Borrelia burgdorferi, the bacterium that causes Lyme disease. No! Pence didn't go
to the Yale Key West Medical School, sorry. No Nobel in Medicine for Pence or
leading the Charge of the Light Brigade to one for Borrelia burgdorferi. Hemingway
House Writing Class is close on Memorial Day 2019 or we would be writing this as a
Nobel Novel with super computer simulations. Lyme can attack the heart and
nervous system and trigger arthritis. Super computer simulations of this are
required reading for West Point Cadets next year. Wounded Patients one in 10
patients treated for Lyme disease continue to have symptoms for months and even
years. These patients fall into a gray area called post-treatment Lyme disease
(PTLD) syndrome, which is characterized by cognitive dysfunction, incapacitating
fatigue and chronic pain, according to a study published in April in the journal BMC
Public Health. The cost to the medical system is estimated at up to $1 billion a
year in the U.S. MD researchers still have no good working hypothesis why!

5-26-2019 Mike Pence delivers West Point commencement addressing 1,001 Nobels
in Medicine!! Amazon 1 Click spells them all out with specs and genius tutors to get
you started.

5-26-2019 Pence MD think of someone thats ill out of your league of Generals
with no MD or ambition to lead a Army of Nobel Prize MD. Salk II Army.

5-26-2019 Though friendly and warm, she moved slowly and rarely, sometimes
needing help just to walk. Still tender from recently losing his father to cancer,
Mr. Nicholson soon joined Ms. Geahan in the fort where they bonded over life’s
challenges. 2012, while she was undergoing treatment for melanoma, a relationship
headed to the altar ended abruptly. As yet unaware of her looming fight with
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Lyme. Ms. Geahan was busy pursuing various treatments for both Lyme disease and
what became reoccurring melanoma. In 2015, she began stinging herself with up to
eight live bees several times a week, a treatment called bee-venom therapy. Steve
Jobs did the same Bee-venom for cancer. Ms. Geahan started the Heal Hive, a
wellness platform focused on bee-venom therapy for which she conducts workshops
and coaching for those with Lyme disease. Sorry not a Nobel in Medicine Prize
dear. Ms. Geahan’s mother, who was also fighting melanoma, now faced a terminal
diagnosis. General Pence did not address melanoma at West Point yesterday.
Tragically, Ms. Geahan’s mother died within weeks. No Nobel in Medicine for a Rx
Recipe for Melanoma was brainstormed by West Point Cadets. Mr. Rivett pointed
out that while a single bee only makes a teensy bit of honey in its brief lifetime, a
hive’s worth of bees collectively sustains the hive and its offspring. “Like a bee,
neither of you can do this alone,” he said, before the bride and groom exchanged
brief vows and were presented as married to the cheering crowd. Like a Bee in the
Nobel in Medicine Hive 1,001 vows to get a 1,001 Salk II Miracle Cure all better
than the battles the West Point Cadets will have to clean up from the mess of
Jimmy Carters Nobel in Peace enforced by USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub firing off
Nukes in their life time.

5-26-2019 Mike Pence delivers women to the Yale Key West Medical School not
West Point. In hearing Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! You will never Find
Another like ME! MD! Gravity of ME! MD! “Goddess of Gravity of ME a MD! Has
Pence ever seen a women MD? I would not think so...

5-26-2019 Unesco is hearing voices in its head; the voice of Siri and Alexa! Art of
the Diagnosis on Unesco!

5-26-2019 Unesco didn't hear the voices of $1 Trillion for Nobel in Medicine
Marketing via paying Medical School Students World Wide more than West Point
Cadets, get the Point!! $$$

5-26-2019 Unesco Win 10 5-Star Reviews were all written by Bill and Melinda
Gates. Do Not Trust That 5-Star Review. Go with your instinct over the wisdom of
the paid reviews of Microsoft. Hospital deaths from hospital infections we read
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every week. Hospital deaths from win 10 'Pilot Errors' were more than the two
737 crash's yet censored in the 5-Star Review of the new Win 10. Sure I lost a
invention using Win 10, in the Hospital they lost heir life using Win 10 instead of
using iMac and the New Mac Book Pro even without a water proof keyboard from
Tim Cook.

5-Star Reviews, Memorial Day To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous
Marriage *.*.*.* in the USA 4 MD Wife's for a Nobel in Medicine Life!

5-26-2019 Unesco is hearing voices in its head; UN hears GE talk about the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR so did the code writers for Siri and Alexa.

5-26-2019 Unesco is hearing voices in its head; Newtown Community Center, a
soaring new complex. Built with a $15 million grant from General Electric, the
employer of the father of the gunman who killed the Sandy Hook kids. His son the
killer at Yale Hospital New Haven at a Doctors visit got his Mother to refuse his
Rx's. The Yale MD's were not Generals who could order Mom to give her son the
Rx.... so everyone died. Now comes the money article on the front page of the
Sunday NY Times without the $177 Trillion windmill Car Windfall for GE.

5-26-2019 Unesco is hearing voices in its head; $177 Trillion flowed into Sandia
Arabia and Qatar; In the six and a half years since the deadliest elementary
school shooting in American history, more than $100 million in federal, state,
corporate and private money flowed into this community of about 28,000 in
southwestern Connecticut
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5-26-2019 UN Report on War. Siri and Alexa Reinforce Gender Bias, U.N. Finds.
Virtual helpers that come with female voices by default are perpetuating
stereotypes, a Unesco report argues.

5-26-2019 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues at the UN sowed division as all the money
is from war crimes documented by the UN and Yale Key West Medical School
Doctors.

5-26-2019 9/11 sowed division as the voice of Siri and Alexa you could hear 1980
- 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's not Oil!!!

5-26-2019 Navy Security in bullet proof vest coming into Starbucks for Coffee
when Jamie Cross parents were shot to death by a Marine Boot Camp Reject, what
did the Marines teach him before sending him home?

5-26-2019 Unesco didn't hear the voices of UNICEF if Unesco has the time and
money to study the voice patterns of Siri and Alexa its criminal as there is a
better use of time and money. UN knows the voice of Prince Salman with $777
Trillion in illegal gas station loot. Lesson of Sandy Hook: ‘Err on the Side of the
Victims’ A tidal wave of aid bore witness to the power of human kindness, but the
money that engulfed Newtown, Conn., also sowed division. By ELIZABETH
WILLIAMSON

5-26-2019 Unesco didn't hear the voices of; A Lesson of Sandy Hook failed by
NY Times Journalists F grade. Rx Recipe in the Rx Written for Sandy Hook Killer
was not taken, he and his mom refused to take the Rx, this was censored out of
the NY times.
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5-26-2019 Unesco didn't hear the voices of; Lesson of Jamie Cross by the NY
Times again a F as the Killer of Jamie Mom and Dad was just kicked out of Marine
Boot camp and the NY Times knew the Pentagon and Marines didn't want to follow
up on all Marines who have been kicked out of boot camp in 2019, waste of time
who they hurt. Not a Marine Matter once they are kicked out!

5-26-2019 UN Report on War. Siri and Alexa Reinforce Gender Bias, U.N. Finds.
Virtual helpers that come with female voices by default are perpetuating
stereotypes, a Unesco report argues void of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues that is
Bias and Blood Money. UN Crimes not documented against the bone saw Prince
Salman. Bias.

5-26-2019 Ken Knew about the $777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues; Kenneth
Feinberg, who administered the victim compensation funds after the Sept. 11,
2001, attacks.

5-26-2019 Qatar profited from Sept. 11, 2001, attacks buying 40K Trump
Towers for its Maids and Chefs! NYC Maids and Chefs didn't get a penny from Ken
for 9/11. By Elizabeth Williamson @ NY Times.

5-26-2019 "In Russia’s Provinces, the Doctor Is in (the Streets)" By ANDREW E.
KRAMER In the high tech computer centers with super computers for 'Oil' are the
Oil God's of Russia. Drilling for oil not syphilis in Trump brain. Cure for Oil in
Russia!
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5-26-2019 Dr. Yuri I. Korovin “It’s not good to make money off the sick,” he said
wryly in the hospital in Okulovka, a town of about 12,000 people north of Moscow.
But, like many other doctors in Russia, he would like to make more... money not a
Nobel in Medicine as Putin is playing on ice not visiting the Nobel King promoting
Russian Nobels in Medicine. Putin's $777 Trillion in oil money and not One Dollar
invested in a Russian Nobel in Medicine, Diagnosis of this? The last Czar of Russian
finally will be Putin!

5-26-2019 Philippines $$$ 40,000 Trump Towers build no, they sent 40,000
women to be Maid's in Qatar and Hong Kong... Unesco is hearing voices in its
head; the voice of Siri and Alexa! Art of the Diagnosis on Unesco watching and
listening as 40,000 Trump towers were built in Qatar in 2019.

5-26-2019 UN hears the voice of Siri and Alexa; Russia ranks 73rd in the world
in per capita gross domestic product, between the Seychelles and Greece. Qatar is
#1 in rank. Russian Generals could not care less unless they tuned the voices of
Siri and Alexa.

5-26-2019 UN Unesco evidence decade ago Heavy Lift Windmill Fueled Helicopter
Combines should have been harvesting Cashews and Figs in Colombia!! Evidence Links
Colombia Army Chief to Civilian Slaying's Documents provided to The Associated
Press appear to tie the embattled head of Colombia’s army to the alleged cover-up
of civilian killings a decade ago.

5-26-2019 Unesco didn't hear the voices of $1 Trillion for Nobel in Medicine
Marketing via paying Medical School Students World Wide more than West Point
Cadets, get the Point!! $$$

5-26-2019 Unesco didn't Hear 'Me' 'MD' Dr. Taylor Swift. Taylor Swift has
revealed that her new single Me! is a 'palette cleanser' for her fans after her
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most recent album. In an interview with Independent on Friday, the 29-year-old
singer said the most important message she wanted fans to take from the song was
that she's now 'heading in a different direction musically'. 'It’s just fun to sing
about being in a good mood for a change,' said the Shake It Off hitmaker. Unesco
in a good mood at the UN. Riches beyond belief in Qatar so Unesco hears this
voice when the non oil Nations would have riches and cars beyond belief with the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Hearing voices at the UN.

1,001 Clones of Jamie Cross - - - - - And Smart. 2 Whtie Men at 1984 HQ are
Not Smart. Write a 5-Star Review.

1,001 Clones of Jamie Cross - - - - - To Have Have Not super conducting
Windmill Turbines -254 C cold generating electricity on your 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's with the Air Force F-35 Radar costing more than the Ford.
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5-25-2019 Girls and Women in the USA on Memorial Day peace of mind from
Wars Won! Breast Cancer is the longest war and there is no victory in sight
because Los Alamos is working on Memorial Day on H-Bombs, not Pink Bombs. Pink
Hemingway House Writing Class is closed on Memorial Day.

5-25-2019 Mad men Reinforce War's Bias, Honor U.N. Finds... 1,001 Bone Saw
Murders by men Siri and Alexa just ask them.

5-25-2019 UN Report on Gravity Engine Car's, gravity of the Universe. Siri and
Alexa Reinforce Gravity Bias of War and Peace, you can't win the War's without
the Gravity Engine Cars! God War!

5-25-2019 Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince Salman $$$
On Memorial Day 2019 $$$

5-25-2019 Then the Generals will use the $$$ and Navy Security to protect
1,001 clones of Jamie Cross on Memorial Day - Cure the Mad Dogs Rx Recipes will
cost $7 Trillion. Jamie Cross will pay not the Generals. Jamie Class’s Kidnapper
Gets Life in Prison Without Parole. By MATT FURBER and RICHARD A. OPPEL JR.
Matt and Rich at the NY Times forgot to write about the other 1,001 Jamie Cross
Clones many will be murdered on Memorial Day 2019. Security is for the Navy and
Homeland Security. Grin!!

5-25-2019 1,001 Clones of Jamie Cross cross the USA Smog Diesel Main Street
USA on Memorial Day a War Crime of pollution for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues,
Guilty Life in Prison cleaning the Air Jamie Breaths.
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1,001 Clones of Jamie Cross - - - - - To Have Have Not iMac's on Memorial
Day...

1,001 Clones of Jamie Cross - - - - - To Have Have Not iMac's on Memorial
Day... Chaos of Jamie Cross School Guards Posted Outside every student home and
armed.

5-25-2019 More than 10,000 died murdered in the USA during 2019 - there is no
Memorial Day for these Dead.

5-25-2019 Pack a First Aid Kit for Jamie Clones and her parents not for World
Wide Travels but sitting at home with the TV and cat, dog. Forget the NY Times
First Aid Kit, this is for their travels not out in the real world. Smart 1,001
motion detection turns on the lights, Siri and Alexa next generation tell you who
set off the motion detection and give you their iPhone # and caller ID before they
can kill your parents. Navy security in bullet proof vest getting coffee... a
different generation from Jamie Cross. Waiting for the school bus is hazardous
duty for Jamie Cross, flashing lights and stop signs are decades old warnings.
Smart and Cross Parents dead and alive. Memorial Day is for War's Hero's who
gave Smart and Jamie their American Life that will make the cover of Life
Magazine and a Disney Movie that plays like a Hemingway Crime Novel set in times
of the World at War. "How to Pack a First Aid Kit for Extended International
Travel" Getting on the School bus and hiring a gardener, house help. Smart 1,001
motion detection turns on the lights, even smarter you iPhone GPS is your driver
licence and Google AI map is tracking you. If you think of robbing a bank or gas
station AI Google knows - don't even stalk Jamie and Smart. When your iPhone is
your drivers license. GPS Tracker. Hit and run drivers will be history, Jamie mom
and dad killers too. Memorial Day 2020.

To Have Have Not super conducting Windmill Turbines -254 C cold generating
electricity on your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with the Air Force F-35 Radar costing
more than the Ford.
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5-25-2019 Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince Salman and
the 1,001 Royal's on Memorial Day. When they wake on USA's Memorial Day the
connotations of Memorial Day Articles in the NY Times will be meaningless
compared to the Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscating from Swiss Banks $777 Trillion
dollars overnight for USA's Memorial Day Celebrations light years from war stories
in the NY Times Today!

Navy Security getting coffee at Starbuck and then securing Walter Reed from a
Deadly War on Candida Auris, in New York State Proposes New Tactics Marshal
Law. No Bullet Proof Vest though a change of clothes. A change of war story for
the NY Times on Memorial Day - Candida Auris!

Memorial Day To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage *.*.*.* in the
USA 4 MD Wife's for a Nobel in Medicine Life!

5-25-2019 Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince Salman and
the 1,001 Royal's on Memorial Day. When they wake on USA's Memorial Day the
connotations of Memorial Day Articles in the NY Times will be meaningless
compared to the Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscating from Swiss Banks $777 Trillion
dollars overnight for USA's Memorial Day Celebrations light years from war stories
in the NY Times Today!

5-25-2019 Latest Arena for China’s Growing Global Ambitions: The Arctic - North
Star Sirius is the God Ambition by the Jewish Exodus. By STEVEN LEE MYERS
and SOMINI SENGUPTA
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5-25-2019 War - Star Wars Petri Dish wins a Nobel in Medicine in 2020 invented
by Walter Reed General MD picture below is not the Star Wars Petri Dish its a
super computer simulation titled Petri Dish. How AI works this is Star Wars Super
Computer Technology with the help of iMac and new Mac Book Pro's max out with 8
core Intel's at $7,384 at Apple.com today. The keys have been fixed, grin. I just
hope they are water proof. Invent this!

Apple introduces first 8-core MacBook Pro, the fastest Mac notebook! Apple
updated MacBook Pro with faster 8th- and 9th-generation Intel Core processors,
bringing eight cores to MacBook Pro for a first Nobel for Apple!

click here order one or a few for Greg in Key West...

8 Core CPU click here for Greg's Nobel

https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2019/05/apple-introduces-first-8-coremacbook-pro-the-fastest-mac-notebook-ever/

"Modi Has a Huge Mandate in India. Now What Will He Do?" By JEFFREY
GETTLEMAN, KAI SCHULTZ and HARI KUMAR

5-25-2019 "Modi is not going to order 1 Million Mac Book Pro's even though he
has the money for the India Army's MIT's War Toys... Cure the Mad Dog of War
on an iMac!
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Mom will be 96 on Saturday, she is a POW of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ...

To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage *.*.*.* in the USA, England
and Russia!

Memorial Day To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage *.*.*.* in the
USA 4 MD Wife's for a Nobel in Medicine Life!

5-25-2019 In Kabul's Cafes, iMac's @ $7,384 War!

5-25-2019 In Kabul’s Liberating Cafes, ‘Women Make the Culture Here, Not Men’
As peace talks threaten Afghan women’s hard-won freedoms, they find sanctuary
in coffee shops and enjoy the free conversation, and mingling with men, permitted
there.
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5-25-2019 In Kabul's Cafes, iMac's @ $7,384 War! Who is going to Yale Key
West Medical School after the war...

5-25-2019 Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince Salman and
the 1,001 Royal's on Memorial Day. When they wake on USA's Memorial Day the
connotations of Memorial Day Articles in the NY Times will be meaningless
compared to the Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscating from Swiss Banks $777 Trillion
dollars overnight for USA's Memorial Day Celebrations light years from war stories
in the NY Times Today!

5-25-2019 Latest Arena for China’s Growing Global Ambitions: The Arctic - North
Star Sirius is the God Ambition by the Jewish Exodus. By STEVEN LEE MYERS
and SOMINI SENGUPTA

5-25-2019 Syphilis in the Brain Person of the Year on the Cover of Time - and
the front page of the NY Times When the Yale Key West Medical School is up and
runing with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than the bigest
Carrier! Review: The First Presidential Impeachment signed off by a MD; Diagnosis
Syphilis in the Brain President Trump!

5-25-2019 Gravity Engine Car's! Jeff Bezos Unveils Blue Origin’s Vision for Space,
and a Moon Lander In a choreographed presentation, the Amazon founder said he
wants to build the infrastructure for humans to live in space.

5-25-2019 Gravity Engine Car's are the infrastructure for humans, in a Moon
Lander.

5-24-2019 Memorial Day $$$ savings of $777 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues and
the Elite Oil God's want another $777 Trillion next year and the year after like
Bill and Melinda Gates when no one wants Win 10 but there are no iMac at
Starbucks, grin!
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5-24-2019 On Memorial Day most Americans don't want Win 10 and Gas Stations.
Help getting a iMac to win a Nobel in Medicine and help getting the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR depends on who they give the Nobel to in 2019. No the King of
Sweden can't win a Nobel in Peace getting iMac at Starbucks and the Hemingway
House Writing Class, grin!

5-24-2019 A Bone Saw Prince Salman not a MD owns more bone saw's than USA
Doctors. And every gas station World Wide on Memorial Day - Enjoy your Drive in
the Gravity Engine Car, invented in the USA!

5-24-2019 Prince Salman's 1,001 of them World Wide On Memorial Day and all
have $44 Billion!! Bone Saw Blood Money settles for $44 Billion on Memorial Day
2019 WAR - Harvey Weinstein Is Said to Reach $44 Million Deal to Settle
Lawsuits. About $30 million would be set aside for women who have accused him,
employees of his former studio and creditors, according to people briefed on the
matter." By BROOKS BARNES and JAN RANSOM

5-24-2019 Doc bill Prince Salman and the 1,001 Other Royals $44 Billion...

5-24-2019 Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince Salman and
the 1,001 Royals on Memorial Day. When they wake on USA's Memorial Day the
connotations of Memorial Day Articles in the NY Times will be meaningless
compared to the Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscating from Swiss Banks $777 Trillion
dollars overnight for USA's Memorial Day Celebrations light years from war stories
in the NY Times Today!

Tree trimmer, Chefs, housekeepers in Saudi Arabia and Qatar on Memorial Day
have a Trump Tower Home or RV.
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As California Wildfire Season Looms, Finding Tree Trimmer's Is a New Problem" By
LAUREN HEPLER

Give the tree trimmer's a 2019 Ford WindmillRV Home with Comcast and high
speed wifi.

5-24-2019 Labor Day's Memorial to workers as if the USA was Qatar or Saudi
Arabia; Give the tree trimmer's a 2019 Ford WindmillRV Home with Comcast and
high speed wifi. As California Wildfire Season Looms, Finding Tree Trimmer's Is a
New Problem" By LAUREN HEPLER

5-24-2019 Give them 40,000 Trump Towers rent free for life like Qatar and
Saudi Arabia did for their Starbucks Baristas and Trump Hotel Housekeepers and
Chefs. 2 million Chefs and housekeepers are housed in Saudi Arabia and Qatar on
Memorial Day in better housing than they would be in Key West or NYC. Memorial
Day for Saudi Arabia and Qatar workers.

5-24-2019 Memorial Day President Trump has Syphilis in the brain! War's fought
over Women and sex battle after battle by Trump. There is a way to cure Syphilis
in the brain, it just hasn't been invented yet and there is no Pentagon War
Mobilization for this Rx Cure for their Commander or the Rx Pink Manhattan
project for the Commanders Daughter Ivanka. What is the War for if not a cure
for Syphilis and Breast-Ovary Cancers and all the childhood diseases like mumps
and whooping cough. Alien to Memorial Day is the MD Art of the Diagnosis that
wins a War and gets a Nobel in Medicine not the Medal of Honor as there is no
Honor in War in a Universe with 12 Trillion galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens!
Exodus!

5-24-2019 China’s Supply of Minerals for iPhones and Missiles Could Be a Risky
Trade Weapon - Did anyone tell Dr. Xi MD to cure Syphilis, Breast-Ovary
Cancers. Measles, Whooping cough? Yale Key west Medical School with 25 Trump
Towers and 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than the newest USA Carriers are not
coming to China, how about India with the Yale Key West Medical School!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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5-24-2019 Memorial Day Islands in the Universe; Galaxies! Prince Harry will
someday use H-Bombs on some island like the Falklands. The UN needs to see the
future of the British Military in the mind of Warrior Prince Harry and vote him
down 116 to 1 USA vote. "Britain and the United States to construct a military
base on one of the largest of the Chagos Islands, Diego Garcia. Once construction
began, Britain evicted all Diego Garcians not connected to the base. None of the
estimated 1,800 islanders, many now in their 70s or 80s, have been permitted to
return." What presently exists on 100's of Islands with British + USA military
bases is a crime

5-24-2019 A Bone Saw Prince Salman not a MD owns more bone saw's than USA
Doctors. And every gas station World Wide on Memorial Day - Enjoy your Drive in
the Gravity Engine Car, invented in the USA!

5-24-2019 Prince Salman's 1,001 of them World Wide On Memorial Day and all
have $44 Billion!! Bone Saw Blood Money settles for $44 Billion on Memorial Day
2019 WAR - Harvey Weinstein Is Said to Reach $44 Million Deal to Settle
Lawsuits. About $30 million would be set aside for women who have accused him,
employees of his former studio and creditors, according to people briefed on the
matter." By BROOKS BARNES and JAN RANSOM

5-24-2019 Doc bill Prince Salman and the 1,001 Other Royals $44 Billion...

5-24-2019 Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince Salman and
the 1,001 Royals on Memorial Day. When they wake on USA's Memorial Day the
connotations of Memorial Day Articles in the NY Times will be meaningless
compared to the Joint Chiefs of Staff Confiscating from Swiss Banks $777 Trillion
dollars overnight for USA's Memorial Day Celebrations light years from war stories
in the NY Times Today!

5-24-2019 Navy Security getting coffee at Starbuck and then securing Walter
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Reed from a Deadly War on Candida Auris, in New York State Proposes New
Tactics Marshal Law. No Bullet Proof Vest though a change of clothes. A change
of war story for the NY Times on Memorial Day - Candida Auris!

War - Star Wars Petri Dish wins a Nobel in Medicine in 2020 invented by Walter
Reed General MD picture below is not the Star Wars Petri Dish its a super
computer simulation titled Petri Dish. How AI works this is Star Wars Super
Computer Technology with the help of iMac and new Mac Book Pro's max out with 8
core Intel's at $7,384 at Apple.com today. The keys have been fixed, grin. I just
hope they are water proof. Invent this!
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5-24-2019 Disney Super Computer Simulation Movie; Titled 'Star Wars Petri Dish'
1,001 bacteria and virus as you have never before seen in a dish... None of these
have surpassed the original, but that might be too much to ask. I can’t think of
one — not “The Jungle Book”; not “Mary Poppins Returns”; not the recent, somber
“Dumbo”; certainly not this “Aladdin” — that seems able to stand alone in the
popular imagination. They are weird and grotesque hybrids, belonging to no
particular era, style or creative sensibility, like dishes...

5-24-2019 Virus War Alien to the Top Brass and the Chef who gave you Hepaitits
A. The Chef gave 1,100 peole Hepatitis A in one week was in the news last week.
Disney!!! Especially realistic like looking at the Syphilis in Trump brain live scan
eating away brain cells. The black hole it makes will be on the cover of Time
Magazine. Aladdin (Mena Massoud) is a thief plying his trade in the marketplaces
of the vaguely, vividly Middle Eastern fantasyland of Agrabah, where he meets and
falls for Princess Jasmine (Naomi Scott). Her father, the kindly old Sultan (Navid
Negahban), is being undermined by his diabolical vizier, Jafar (Marwan Kenzari).
Aladdin and his monkey, Abu, are joined by a magic carpet and a blue genie who
grants wishes and also develops a crush on Jasmine’s handmaiden, Dalia (Nasim
Pedrad). The casting is admirable. There’s a brisk, enjoyable early chase through
the casbah — the kind of springy action that the director, Guy Ritchie, does
pretty well - well Madonna on a Virus Concert Tour is a bit to much to ask of her.
Her history of Virus diseases would be helpful for Medical Students world wide
after a Nobel in Medicine. Syphilis and Polio virus conveys neither the novelty of
flight nor the wonder of discovery in the Petri Dish above but in a Star Wars Petri
Dish they will.

To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage *.*.*.* in the USA, England
and Russia!

To Have Have Not super conducting Windmill Turbines -254 C cold generating
electricity on your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with the Air Force F-35 Radar costing
more than the Ford.
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To Have Have Not super conducting Windmill Turbines -254 C cold generating
electricity on your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with the Air Force F-35 Radar costing
more than the Ford.

5-23-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates Incompetence for a Memorial Day 2019 without
the Victory over Moslems + Mosquitoes with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR the Gates
have Driven... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with superconductive cold GE electric
turbines with 1 Trillion Volt Amps. Windmill Turbine not in the Gates Amazon Book
"Lift Off". Gates not Marketing 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. A new Win 10 no one
wants to install. A Town next to New Haven and Boston developed for 1,001
Nobels in Medicine with Town Fairs and Main Street Shops. Nobel in Medicine
Bikes are the only brand sold in town. The Hamptons Prepares for Its Summer
Season Here are the restaurant and bar openings to expect... 'Nobel Starbucks!'
'Nobel Wendy's!'
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5-23-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with superconductive GE electric generating
windmills turn out 1 trillion volts and amps enough to win a War with Moslems!

NATO HQ in Rome, without any Ford WindmillCAR's is a war crime.

5-23-2019 Incompetence for a Memorial Day 2019 ----- 1 Trillion Volts + Amps
miss West Point - "Over the years, thousands of cadets at the United States
Military Academy, myself included, have memorized and recited West Point’s Cadet
Prayer. “Make us to choose the harder right instead of the wrong,” the prayer
goes, “and never to be content with a half-truth when the whole can be won.
Endow us with courage that is born of loyalty to all that is noble and worthy, that
scorns to compromise with vice and injustice, and knows no fear when truth and
right are in jeopardy.” By Wesley K. Clark. Mr. Clark is a former NATO supreme
allied commander. Lacking a Army of 1 Trillion Volts + Amps Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Africa and Mecca, Rome.

5-23-2019 Yale Key West Medical Student making more than West Point Cadets
$$$

5-23-2019 West Point - "Over the years, thousands of cadets at the United
States Military Academy, have made $ Trillion dollars more than Yale and Harvard
MD's. Just reading the Medical Journals vs the Military Journals you can tell who
can write better Art of War Diagnosis in Medicine and Wars. Mad Dogs can be
cured!

5-23-2019 Truth is the Bone Saw Prince Salman owns every gas station World
Wide on Memorial Day - Enjoy your Drive in the Gravity Engine Car, invented in
the USA!

NATO HQ in Rome, without any Ford WindmillCAR's is a war crime.
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5-23-2019 General Clark from West Point missed the point of leaving kids in hot
cars when the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is climate controlled 24/7 like his home.
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) - Authorities say an infant has died after being left in
a hot van for hours outside a Florida daycare. The Jacksonville Sheriff's Office
posted on Twitter that the 5-month-old girl was discovered Wednesday afternoon
outside a Jacksonville daycare facility. Investigators say the girl's mother had
called the daycare to check on her, and an employee said she didn't know the child
was there. Officials say the mother then rushed over and found the girl in the
van. Officials say the child had been in the hot vehicle for about five hours.
Rescue workers responded and took the girl to a hospital, where she was
pronounced dead. No charges were immediately filed. Investigators said they
didn't know why or how the child was left in the vehicle.

5-23-2019 General Clark in a hot car in India + China this summer...

5-23-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with superconductive GE electric generating
windmills turn out 1 trillion volts and amps enough to win a War with Moslems!

5-23-2019 Incompetence of Walter Reed General MD's on Memorial Day 2019 to
admit 1 million lung cancer patients because Trump sold his soul to tobacco sales.
War Sales on Memorial Day

5-23-2019 Walter Reed General MD would know if Trump has syphilis in his brain.
Pentagon Papers MD 1,001 syphilis in the brain people in the NY Times Art of the
Diagnosis, Pentagon Papers Ha!

5-23-2019 How U.S. Weapons Ended Up Hitting Hospitals in Yemen. State
Department Kerry watched the top brass bomb the Yale Key West Medical School
in 2011 When Greg flew into Key West with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR...
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5-23-2019 NASA lost in the UN Vote! United Nations members voted 116 to 6 in
support of a resolution demanding that Britain give Mauritius the Chagos Islands,
home to an important American military base. UN as a barometer of world opinion,
today is Universe Opinion's! USA voted 6 to keep the British and USA military
base world wide not Universe Wide NASA Super Shuttle Trains. Britain’s
ambassador to the world body, Karen Pierce, who had implored General Assembly
members to defeat the resolution, said her country had no plan to abandon the
British Military islands but that it was “disappointed by the results.” Prince Harry
will someday use H-Bombs on some island like the Falklands. The UN needs to see
the future of the British Military in the mind of Warrior Prince Harry and vote him
down 116 to 1 USA vote. "Britain and the United States to construct a military
base on one of the largest of the Chagos Islands, Diego Garcia. Once construction
began, Britain evicted all Diego Garcians not connected to the base. None of the
estimated 1,800 islanders, many now in their 70s or 80s, have been permitted to
return." What presently exists on 100's of Islands with British + USA military
bases is a crime against the Universe. Exodus by the Jews to Sirius!

5-23-2019 Incompetence of Military MD Generals on Memorial Day influenced
interactions with real women, who's Breast Tumor is coming through her breast...
City spent $777 Trillion on Truman Waterfront Park. $770,000 Was Just Spent on
a Playground. Now the City Wants to Raze It. To residents, a plan to replace a
just-refurbished public area with a new residential tower was another example of
the housing authority’s dysfunction. By LUIS FERRÉ-SADURNÍ Yale Key West
Medical School at Truman Park. Key West, NYC. Briged Minds when cancer and
disease is a London Plague in Key West and NYC. RV Dental, Breast Cancer, Blood
test not just give blood. The Big Red Bus only collects blood the test is getting
City Hall to Test you blood. NYC To residents, a plan to replace a justrefurbished public area with a new residential tower was another example of the
housing authority’s dysfunction!! Clone in Key West new water sprinklers for
children to cool down, plus other improvements. “I think, in all honesty, it is a
waste of taxpayers’ money,” Blood Money from Prince Salman as he has the real
money from Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion spent in Saudi Arabia Riches beyond
belief from Miami, Cuba gas station hold up loot $$$. 40,000 Trump Towers were
built in 2019 in Saudi Arabia, Qatar not NYC. Under the plan, one new residential
tower would be built on the playground site. Then residents from 72 units at two
of the development’s smaller buildings would be moved to that new tower and
continue to pay subsidized rents. The two small buildings would be demolished,
paving the way for two new mixed-income towers that would be operated by a
private landlord. All told, almost 700 new units of housing could be built. Housing
officials have stressed that residents would not be displaced from the complex.
700 Units in NYC and 40,000 Trump Towers in Saudi Arabia and Qatar in 2019.
2019 Ford WindmillRV Homes will have a advantage for Americans though, grin. No
Gas Stations.
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5-23-2019 Incompetence of Los Alamos with H-Bombs left in the Labs assembly
lines on Memorial Day 2019

5-23-2019 Memorial Day Culture left the Gravity Engine Car in the same class as
the 2019 Ford windmillCAR's in winning the War with Moslems as again Trump has
sold out for tobacco sales and gasoline sales. $$$

5-23-2019 Incompetence General MD's on Memorial Day 2019 1 Million Dead in
the War on Cancer they lost, Generals incompetence is a crime when it kills 1
million by lung cancers in 2019. World Wide Generals incompetence.

5-23-2019 POW of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ on Memorial Day 2019 Inspired by
2 new Cars, one the Gravity Engine Car the other is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.
Open on Memorial Day the Dental RV in front of Faustos and Whole Foods Grocery
store. What’s First on the Wedding Planner? The Dentist for Most...

To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage *.*.*.* in the USA, England
and Russia!

Amazon’s Alexa, named for the ancient library of Alexandria, is unmistakably
female. Microsoft’s Cortana was named after an A.I. character in the Halo video
game franchise that projects itself as a sensuous, unclothed woman. Apple’s Siri is
a Norse name that means “beautiful woman who leads you to victory.”

5-23-2019 A new BBC comedy series will be led by a cartoon effigy of Putin the
Russian leader. “He doesn’t often get mocked and I don’t think that he’ll like it,”
one expert said. BP Oil and Putin Oil Company getting Mocked for Spending $777
Trillion on MIT War Toys
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5-23-2019 Open on Memorial Day; The observable Universe might be 46 billion
light years in all directions from our point of view, but there's certainly more,
unobservable Universe, perhaps even an infinite number of Galaxies not just 12
Trillion Galaxies but infinity in the Number of Galaxies they go on forever like
space they expand into. Open on Memorial Day; Knowing where the Big Bang came
from has been censored out of the News and Classrooms by 2 White Men at 1984
HQ.

5-22-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates Incompetence for a Malaria Cure Rx Recipe let
along Breast Cancer Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks by Christmas Day 2019. 1,001
Nobels in Medicine by the King of Sweden, medical schools in Sweden have a class
titled 'Doctors and Dictators' there is no class for Marketing 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine. A Town next to New Haven and Boston developed for 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine Town Fairs and Main Street Shops. Nobel in Medicine Bikes are the only
brand sold in town. The Hamptons Prepares for Its Summer Season Here are the
restaurant and bar openings to expect... 'Nobel Starbucks!' 'Nobel Wendy's!'

5-22-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates Incompetence for; A Pledge to Pay Morehouse
Students’ Debt Prompts Elation, Envy and a Host of Questions Why Bill and
Melinda Gates didn't do this decades ago as the Saudi Price was paying off millions
of Saudi Students Debts???

5-22-2019 Incompetence The President and His Power to Invent Sanctions on
tobacco that would prevent 1 million lung cancer patients filling Walter Reed and
then the double incompetence of Walter Reed General MD's to admit 1 million lung
cancer patients because Trump sold his soul to tobacco sales.

5-22-2019 Law Incompetence; the butcher is libel for your husbands heart attack
$$$.

5-22-2019 Incompetence SARASOTA — Authorities say a 9-year-old Florida boy
was struck and killed by a truck while riding his bike to school. The Sarasota
Herald-Tribune reports that Roman Miller died at a hospital...
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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5-22-2019 Incompetence FORT LAUDERDALE — Authorities say a Florida man is
accused of fatally shooting a motorcycle driver during a road rage incident. On
Monday, Fort Lauderdale police identified 40-year-old Cerrone...

5-22-2019 Homeland Security would have secured City Hall NYC and City Hall USA
better with a Star Wars Blood Test instead we get 'Blood Money' from a Bone
Saw Price and Homeland Security says Blood Money is not a crime. Ms. Luna
worked as a liver disease and hepatitis specialist for the Alaska. Homeland
Security blood test for everyone the last few decades would have won Luna a
Nobel.

5-22-2019 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by the King of Sweden “regardless of the
political situation!!" Rx Recipe to cure Breast-Ovary Cancers by Christmas Day
2019. Why High-Class People Get Away With Incompetence! Learn French or how
to win a Nobel in Medicine at the Hemingway House Writing Class. The Yale Key
West Medical School is empty - a butcher who runs City Hall Key West can't spell
Atherosclerosis or get Mandy Miles to take a test for it...

5-22-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates Incompetence for a Malaria Cure Rx Recipe let
along Breast Cancer Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks by Christmas Day 2019. Bill and
Melinda aren't even thinking of a breast-ovary cancer cure for a Christmas 2019.
Incompetence that is also a war crime.

5-22-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates Incompetence as they know Gregs Mom at 96 is
a POW of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

5-22-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates Incompetence at hacking the Priest goings on;
"They Hoped the Catholic Church Would Reveal Their Abusers. They Are Still
Waiting." Microsoft and the Catholic Church in the Public Domain when the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR is made public.
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5-22-2019 "WW III Italy - Oil's Blood Money Homeland Security said was not a
crime started WW III in Italy. Italy’s fear of migrants is complicated in Palermo,
which Bangladeshis and other foreigners call home. Some Italians thank them for
confronting the Mafia." By JASON HOROWITZ Jews in Italy confronted Pope
Francis about driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca. Mafia + Mecca! Jews
call Exodus to Sirius Home and need all the blood money's trillions to get there!

5-22-2019 Bone Saw Mafia in Mecca running on $777 Trillion dollars all over the
internet. Google and Facebook are good examples, because they hold sway in all
kinds of ways that make it hard for other companies to compete and for consumers
to escape. Google’s share of the search market allows it to dominate mapping,
recommendations, email, video, documents and more, while Facebook rules the
social media world through its main app along with Instagram and WhatsApp.
Disney is running with a Bone Saw Prince making movies without the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's driven by Steve Jobs in Toy Story 4. Cancer is not in Toy Story 4.
Art of the Diagnosis is not in Toy Story 4. How Making Chocolate Is Like Mixing
Cement. Movie Researchers delved into the physics of conching, the stirring
process that transforms ground cacao into a meltingly smooth treat. Chocolate
Factory Movie. Disney they hold sway in all kinds of ways that make it hard for
others to brainstorm a cure for cancer and disease in the Movies! Audiance goes to
see Toy Story again and again. How many Movies have a MD Audiance gone to...
none! None of this Disney Movies are good for the USA. Mecca they are OK.
Challenge the status quo of Disney Toy Story with Cancer Story the Rx Recipe
Cure. Px Recipe Movies! Bill and Melinda Gates are just as harmful with her new
book 'lift Off' that has noting to do with inventing the gravity engine cars for
humanity sooner than later. How to you get a Qatar King making USA Citizens the
richest in the World? Medicare for all has been a fact of life for Saudi Arabis and
Qatar for many decades of US Doctor visits and organ transplants cutting in front
of Americans. You will not hear about this on Memorial Day from the VFW, VA, or
Ameerican Legon goings on. Bone Saw Mafia in Mecca running Memorial Day 2019.
Medicare for All, not in the USA. Memorial Day 2019 They Are Still Waiting for
the Catholic Church to Reveal Their Abusers. Armed Forces Chief of Staff must
have know this abuse was going on. Today they we are waiting for the Jew Hero to
Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Memorial Day News! Willy Wonka’s
chocolate windmillcar! Taste the Chocolate Ford WindmillCAR on Memorial Day
2019. Victory over Mecca, Allah and Oil Riches beyond belief. Alluring 4 MD
Wife's no Moslem ever Married.
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To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage *.*.*.*

5-21-2019 Peering Beneath a Source of El Capitan’s Deadly Rockfalls.Thermal
imaging reveals surprisingly little “glue” between the famous rock’s face and sheets
that are peeling off it." By KATHERINE KORNEI

5-21-2019 Peering Beneath the Deadly Military Capitan's existence in the Universe
the thermal imaging of NASA has failed to let him see 12 Trillion Galaxies, let him
even see they do exist.

5-21-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with superconductive GE electric generating
windmills turn out 1 trillion volts and amps enough to clean all the water in
California will the King of Sweden let these Farmworkers know? Gov. Gavin Newsom
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has proposed a tax of about $140 million on urban water districts and the
agriculture industry to pay for redevelopment in districts serving unsafe water. The
King of Sweden knows the trillion volts and amps generated from the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's will give 1 billion or even 2 billion clean water. "She just wants clean
water!!." The Governor will not give her clean water, never. Her only hope is the
King of Sweden, who knows the King of Saudi Arabia gave every one clean water
decades ago.

5-21-2019 The King of Sweden can win the spelling bee. Tie with the Rx Recipe
for a perfect memory for 4 billion people. This is a Nobel Prize winning Rx Recipe.
Can’t Spell Pissaladière? Neither Can National Spelling Bee Competitors. A study of
10 years of words that knocked contestants out of the final rounds shows spellers
have trouble with words derived from French and German." By LAURA M. HOLSON

5-21-2019 The King of Sweden can get this Memory Rx Recipe written up in a
Hemingway House Writing Class Novel or let the Hemingway Writing class close it's
iMac's because City Hall can remember everything as it is as its called Status
Quo.

5-21-2019 "If Politics Is All About Pushing Hot Buttons, Is There Anything That
Can Cool Us Down?' Firing off missiles on the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub without
a word from Jimmy Carter on building the Gravity Engine Cars at Los Alamos.

5-21-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty... Today! Not pictured on
the front page of the NY Times!

5-21-2019 Smoke Stack Particles out in the boon docks light years from the
Diesel in the Traffic Head Picture the NY Times Censored. Really!!

5-21-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates with $1 Trillion will not pay this bill for anyone!
"A Billionaire Will Pay Morehouse Students’ Debt. This Reaction Was Priceless." By
ADEEL HASSAN NY Times editorial on Charity Won’t Solve Student Debt. By THE
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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EDITORIAL BOARD Editors at the Times know Prince Salman will solve this like he
did for a million Saudi Students at Yale and Harvard last few decades free
University thank the Prince. And he gave them money for sex in Boston and New
Haven.

5-21-2019 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by the King of Sweden. This Reaction Is
Priceless." By ADEEL HASSAN Measles Outbreak Now at 880 Cases, With Fastest
Growth Still in New York. Whooping Cough deaths are most likely at 80 dead kids
and the baby in NYC. The King of Sweden probably just left Trump Towers on a
shopping spree for his family. Did he forget Measles and Whooping Cough? I guess
so!

5-21-2019 World-class hospital like Massachusetts General Hospital, where I saw
my first superbug as a medical student, to reveal a microbe list would only freak
patients out. It wouldn’t explain where the microbes came from, whether any
patients were infected, and how they were cured. I’m not particularly interested in
the microbes that dwell inside of a given hospital; what matters is whether its
employees follow the strict protocols that prevent these organisms from going
where they shouldn’t. Live streaming YouTube videos of Mass General would help of
course, grin. Like the iDash Cam and iCop in your car driving.

5-21-2019 World-class Military with the likes of West Point, and how they were
cured after 50K H-Bombs became 5K H-Bombs and no Gravity Engine Cars at Los
Alamos. Or Pink Rx Recipes cooking in their Super Computers and Minds. Worstcase scenario 1K H-Bombs will go off fighting over oil sales. WHO gets to sell
their oil not WHO at the UN getting trillions in illegal oil revenues from Miami,
Cuba gas stations hold ups.

5-21-2019 Wife Killing Warriors lead by Prince Harry. Wait until they find out
Trump Pardoned all Wife Killing Warriors in the USA and England. Trump’s Plan to
Pardon War Criminals: ‘Unpardonable’ Readers express dismay, one saying that it
“may eclipse even his worst outrages to date.” Swiss Bank Accounts of Trump and
Ivanka blood money from Prince Salman will be his worst outrage to date...

5-21-2019 "Heart Attack Bugger's" buys out Burger King and McDonald's. We
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Have Abundant Food. Why Is Our Health So Bad? Oil and Cattle in Texas is why.
“The Way We Eat Now” delves into the startling consequences of the globalization
that has revolutionized our relationship to food. Jimmy Carter lives next to a
Tobacco Plantation in Georgia. The King of Sweden has been letting Trump give out
the Nobel Prize for Decades.

5-21-2019 With Joko Widodo’s Re-Election, Indonesia Bucks Global Tilt Toward
Strongmen - who order the Wife Heart Attack Burgers from the USA or Gravity
Engine Cars and a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies all with different Swarms of
Bee's!

5-21-2019 Canary Islands. A vacation to the Spanish archipelago in 2012 left
them eyeing land on the southwest coast of the island of Tenerife. Attractions
were the golf courses and ocean views. “The fact that we could get a Spanish
residence visa from buying real estate was very important, and that made it an
easy decision,” said Ms. Yavorska, a 60-year-old former banker from a town near
Kiev. That “golden visa” carried the right to eventually apply for a Spanish, and
therefore European Union, passport, the kind of bonus that is luring a growing
number of investors to high-end real estate. Once seen as a slightly shady
practice, the business of dangling visas and citizenship in front of wealthy investors
has become a more common, and in some cases hugely successful, marketing
strategy.

5-21-2019 Canary Islands. King of Sweden's marketing strategy for 1,001 Nobels
in Medicine has not caught the winds of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and its 1
Trillion volts and amps accessories.

5-21-2019 Canary Islands... So far, at least 14 countries have programs that
offer visas or passports to foreigners who buy real estate, according to research
by Henley & Partners, a British-based law firm that specializes in helping people
looking such programs, and The New York Times.

5-21-2019 People looking to win the Nobel in Medicine have not been helped by
the NY Times! Chinese are by far the biggest looser's in not going after a Nobel in
Medicine, followed by Russians, experts say. There is also growing Damn it among
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French citizens eager to win a Nobel in Medicine and avoid high Diesel Clouds in
Paris traffic, Britons desperate to avoid Prince Harry's Wounded Warriors given a
Nobel in Secret by 2 White Men at Windsor Castle. Grin.

5-21-2019 “They have transformed the economy in St. Kitts, been very significant
in Antigua and Malta and have helped to dig Cyprus out of an economic crisis.”
Nobel in Medicine Prize Winners, no buying and selling passports.

5-21-2019 "Butter Her Up" put 'Butter' on a Nobel in Medicine. Start with
getting to the heart of butter in a Kindle supercomputer simulation then going into
the stats of open heart surgery just from butter without the cream, half and half.
Sell the House of Nobel. The King has a palace he is not selling.

5-21-2019 "Butter Her Up" put 'Butter' on a Nobel in Medicine. Atherosclerosis - hardening and narrowing of the arteries. 500,000 people will die Almost 800,000
people in the US have a of coronary artery disease this year. More than a million
will have a heart attack about 115,000 of them will die from it.

5-21-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty - a butcher who runs City
Hall Key West can't spell Atherosclerosis or get Mandy Miles to take a test for
it...

5-21-2019 Peering Beneath a Source of El Capitan’s Deadly Rockfalls.Thermal
imaging reveals surprisingly little “glue” between the famous rock’s face and sheets
that are peeling off it." By KATHERINE KORNEI

5-21-2019 Peering Beneath the Deadly Military Capitan's existance in the Universe
the thermal imaging of NASA has failed to let him see 12 Trillion Galaxies, let him
even see they do exist.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Cell 305 434 5276

5-20-2019 War of Will - 'Swarms' in the Milky Way Galaxy could be much
different than 'Swarms' in the Andromeda Galaxy - 'Swarm of iPod Size GE
electric generators will replace the electric power plant and 12 Trillion miles of
wires. Amazon and Apple joint venture to buy Starbucks! Whole Foods at Starbucks
with your iMac. No this is not a iMac Burger. iMac to invent a Recipe for Soy
Fries. iMac Swarms @ Starbucks. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects with specs and genius tutors along with IBM Super Computer Simulations
on Kindles.
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5-20-2019 50,000 Helicopters Heavy Lift will take off and land from the Yale Key
West Medical School Buildings...

5-20-2019 Just a few years ago, more than 60,000 flights a year took off from
the NYC public heliports, which are near Wall Street, Key West has a Wall Street
near a Helicopter pad.

5-20-2019 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by the King of Sweden “regardless of the
political situation of Trump and City Hall USA.” Roundup weed killer at City Hall a
Rx Recipe for a Pink Latte that cures breast cancer at all stages in 8 days is
Rounded up by the King of Sweden...

5-20-2019 How A.I. Can Help Handle Severe Weather of Greed for another $777
Trillion in oil revenues, all its Bone Saw's and Blood Money. Swiss Bankers will be in
the Holocaust of Severe Weather when the Jew Hero Drives the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Manhattan and Mecca along with the Secret Swiss Bank Accounts
published on Amazon Kindle, grin.

5-20-2019 This Week in Tech: Putting an A.I. Genie in Its Bottle's of Vodka and
Fine Wines in the minds of Drunk VFW Warriors on the Roundup cancer causing
chemicals in weed killer when City Hall should have baned Diesel Trucks from Duval
and all of Key West Island.
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Blueberry's or Burger's at the Food Bank - Chase Bank's Open Heart Surgery is
on the current Menu, grin.

5-20-2019 Syphilis is endemic among men who have sex with men. The HIV
infection antiretroviral therapy (ART) suppresses HIV transmission, but not syphilis
transmission. It may explain rising rates of syphilis among men who are in the NY
Times news getting 1 million free doses of ART. 1 million new cases of syphilis in
2019 is censored from the NY Times.

5-20-2019 Server has Hepatitis President has syphilis in the brain. There are no
'Good Deed' Generals after considering Oppenheimer's 50,000 Gravity Engine Ford
instead we get year after year 50,000 H-Bombs. Jimmy Carter will drive a Nuke
Sub into Hell not a Gravity Engine Ford into the Heavens of 12 Trillion Galaxies.

5-20-2019 Engineering in Key West from Yale Key West Medical School to Breast
Cancer RV's in front of Fausto's grocery store...

5-20-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty... Today! Not pictured on
the front page of the NY Times!

5-20-2019 City Engineer is satisfied knowing Sirius Jewish Aliens are out of reach
of todays AI Engineering!

5-20-2019 Vincent Lambert was left in a vegetative state after a 2008 car
accident. His family has been split over whether to let doctors stop artificially
feeding and hydrating him.
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5-20-2019 French Patient in Right-to-Die Dispute Is Taken Off Life Support.
French Generals Support for 5,000 H-Bombs at the French Los Alamos vs support
for building the gravity engine car, cure breast cancer, start Exodus for French
Jews to Sirius. French Oil took 5 billion people off life support firing up diesel cars
and trucks from 1980 to 2019 a war crime by the French Elite.

5-20-2019 In Midtown Manhattan, space is prized. But stacks at the library’s
main branch are empty because officials say the space cannot protect irreplaceable
books from the elements and theft. By WINNIE HU “The heart of the New York
Public Library has always been its collections,” he said. “Our priority is not your
Heart Health bypass surgery eating at the Public Library Menu also served with
Hepatitis A. Health record of 1,000 City Employees Key West and NYC library
workers is requested by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for Art of the Diagnosis article in
the NY Times on 1,000 library workers then Medical Library workers as yes there
is another building across Manhattan for the Medical Library's. Winnie Hu is a
reporter on the Metro desk, focusing on transportation and infrastructure stories.
She has also covered education, politics in City Hall and Albany, and the Bronx and
upstate New York since joining the Times in 1999. @WinnHu

“This is Midtown Manhattan,” she said. “It shouldn't sit there empty.”

Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for Art of the Diagnosis article in the NY Times on 1,000
library workers then Medical Library workers as yes there is another building
across Manhattan for the Medical Library's.

“This is Midtown Manhattan,” she said. “It shouldn't sit there empty.”
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Key West Public Library is closed to 7 Nobel Prize Hemingway Novels and their
writers the way it's engineered by the City of Key West Engineer.

New York Public Library Has 7 Floors of Stacks With No Books

5-20-2019 7 Floors of the The Yale Key West Medical School is empty... Today!
Not pictured on the front page of the NY Times next to the NY Public Library
with 7 empty floors because of security yet NYC spent $1 Trillion on Homeland
Security.

5-20-2019 Prince Salman has paid $1 Trillion to have you killed in NYC. Valerie
Cincinelli, a New York City police Officer, paid $7,000 and suggested the best
ways to kill her estranged husband, and her boyfriend’s daughter, according to a
federal complaint. By ALI WATKINS and ALI WINSTON

5-20-2019 The Earth is Burning, just look at all the gas fire burn off from
100,000 wells in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, UAE, Qatar... The Plane Is Burning? Leave
the Luggage Behind! Readers discuss an emergency evacuation that was slowed by
passengers retrieving items from overhead bins.

5-20-2019 Earth's passengers are at the Mercy of those at the Pentagon who
make the laws about your Luggage on a Burning Plane or Earth.

5-20-2019 12 Trillion Galaxies racing against 50 Thousand H-Bombs on a timer
adapting Joseph Heller’s classic satire of the military mind-set Catch 12 Trillion
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Galaxies in todays Modern Army and Navy. To lose the Saudi Oil War to the
Jewish Exodus driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR the Army will lose West Point to
the West Point Medical School like Harvard and Yale will lose their Law School
Campus to their Medical Schools for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year. Yes Jewish
Aliens might need art of the diagnosis too.

5-20-2019 Doris Day died from pneumonia, there has not been any follow up
medical article in the NY Times on how could this happen. I had a pneumonia
vaccine at 60 and another at 65 should I have one every 5 years?

5-20-2019 AI diagnosis for lung cancer, which caused 160,000 deaths in the
United States last year, and 1.7 million worldwide. The scans are recommended for
people at high risk because of a long history of smoking. AI to stop tobacco and
gas stations world wide. Do we have a Jew Hero who will end Tobacco world wide?
AI can read. A.I. Took a Test to Detect Lung Cancer. It Got an A. Artificial
intelligence may help doctors make more accurate readings of CT scans used to
screen for lung cancer. The point is to use AI to discover the Rx Recipe for the
Cure of Cancer!!

5-20-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty - there are no Pink Breast
Cancer Bus Running on the Duval Loop just a free bus $$$ $400,000 for tourists
City Hall spends it money like it was gas station loot and no we can't afford a
Breast Cancer Bus we have a Free to Ride all Day a Duval loop bus for the
tourists... Key West Citizen Voice and Mandy Miles will never put this in the
Citizen Newspaper, maybe the NY Times will, grin! How much gas do these Duval
Loop Buses burn, cost? Not in the Newspapers...
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5-19-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty - there are no Pink Breast
Cancer Bus Running on the Duval Loop just a free bus $$$ $400,000 for tourists
City Hall spends it money like it was gas station loot and no we can't afford a
Breast Cancer Bus we have a Free to Ride all Day a Duval loop bus for the
tourists... Key West Citizen Voice and Mandy Miles will never put this in the
Citizen Newspaper, maybe the NY Times will, grin! How much gas do these Duval
Loop Buses burn, cost? Not in the Newspapers...

5-19-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty... Today! Not pictured on
the front page of the NY Times!
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5-19-2019 Amazon and Apple joint venture to buy Starbucks! Whole Foods at
Starbucks with your iMac. No this is not a iMac Burger. iMac to invent a Recipe
for Soy Fries.

5-19-2019 War of Will won the Preakness Stakes, a day after a horse died on
the same track.

5-19-2019 War of Will via the King of Sweden to upgrade the Nobel to 1,001
Nobels in Medicine State Sponsored by the King of Sweden not the Prince of Saudi
Arabia, grin.

5-19-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty... Today! Not pictured on
the front page of the NY Times! Taxi is pictured on the front page of the NY
Times Today not the Yale Key West Medical School. Swarms!

5-19-2019 War of Will - Swarms in the Milky Way Galaxy could be much
different than Swarms in the Andromeda Galaxy

5-19-2019 War of Will - Swarms in the Milky Way Galaxy could be much
different than Swarms in the Andromeda Galaxy

5-19-2019 War of Will - Swarms in the Milky Way Galaxy could be much
different than Swarms in the Andromeda Galaxy
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5-19-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty... Today! Not pictured on
the front page of the NY Times! Taxi is pictured on the front page of the NY
Times Today not the Yale Key West Medical School. Swarms!

5-19-2019 War of Will © 2019 Publishers Lunch. All Rights Reserved. King of
Sweden's New Book "1,001 Nobels in Medicine!"

5-19-2019 War of Will via the King of Sweden to upgrade the Nobel to 1,001
Nobels in Medicine State Sponsored by the King of Sweden not the Prince of Saudi
Arabia

5-19-2019 "Grumpy Cat, Invent It Cat would say the Key West electricity just
went out at Starbucks 11:20 am Saturday morning, another sail boat hit a electric
wire, grin. 11:23 electricity just came back on must have been a gator. grin. All
Key West electricity comes from Miami, everyone all 25 islands from here to Miami
gets its electricity from Miami. iPod Size GE electric generators will replace this
electric power plant.

5-19-2019 Hewlett Packard Enterprise to Acquire Supercomputer Pioneer Cray

5-19-2019 Amazon and Apple joint venture to buy Starbucks! Whole Foods at
Starbucks with your iMac. No this is not a iMac Burger. iMac to invent a Recipe
for Soy Fries.
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5-19-2019 Amazon 1 Click expanded to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine... with specs
and genius tutors!

5-19-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty - a butcher who runs City
Hall Key West and refused to paint it Pink!!

5-19-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty - She smiled at me before
responding: “General Hospital.”

5-19-2019 “General Hospitals Yale Key West Medical is not a “General's Hospital.”
There are no good Generals, all you have to do is look at Oppenheimer who wanted
to build 50,000 Gravity Engine Cars instead of H-Bombs. Los Alamos is open today
and H-Bombs are on the assembly line right now. Women Vets sue the General MD
for giving them Hepatitis A at their meal. MD's only wash their hands if someone
is watching, more wine please, thanks she said.

5-19-2019 "Trump and his Dr. Generals Have Been Giving Pardons to Warriors
coming home from $$$ Oil Revenues wars who murdered their Wife's, 100's a
year for 17 years." By DAVE PHILIPPS Dave knows this its just the 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ, grin.

5-19-2019 "Trump May Be Preparing Pardons for Servicemen Accused of War
Crimes" By DAVE PHILIPPS
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5-19-2019 "iPhone is your ID and Drivers License!! Facial Recognition: Dawn of
Dystopia, or Just the New Fingerprint?" By JULIE BOSMAN and SERGE F.
KOVALESKI "iPhone is your ID and Drivers License!! GPS location is your current
address!! These 2 White Men at 1984 HQ do everything the wrong way. Call ET or
Disney for another ET movie.

5-19-2019 These 2 White Men at 1984 HQ displaced millions, billions of people
via gas leaks. "Corroded Well Lining Caused Aliso Canyon Gas Leak That Displaced
Thousands, Report Says" By MIHIR ZAVERI Secret Files on the WindmillCAR's will
convict them of war crimes at Aliso Canyon!

5-19-2019 Amazon Star Wars Book Store with 1 Click links to 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine and 1,001 Click links to IP invention projects with genius tutors and IBM
Summit Super Computer Simulations in the Kindle edition. Karen Zraick is a New
York-based reporter and editor, covering a wide variety of stories with a focus on
breaking news. Previously she wrote the Evening and Weekend Briefings, and
worked on the International Desk and the home page team. Endangered Spaces is
celebrating beloved neighborhood institutions that are fighting to stay open in an
era of relentless change. Tell us a space we should feature, and send us your
memories, at endangeredspaces@nytimes.com. Illustrations by Julia Wertz. Karen
Zraick By Karen Zraick

5-19-2019 War of Will won the Preakness Stakes, a day after a horse died on
the same track.

5-19-2019 War of Will via the King of Sweden to upgrade the Nobel to 1,001
Nobels in Medicine State Sponsored by the King of Sweden not the Prince of Saudi
Arabia, grin.

5-19-2019 War of Will © 2019 Publishers Lunch. All Rights Reserved. King of
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Sweden's New Book "1,001 Nobels in Medicine!"

5-19-2019 War of Will via the King of Sweden to upgrade the Nobel to 1,001
Nobels in Medicine State Sponsored by the King of Sweden not the Prince of Saudi
Arabia, grin. One Nobel in Medicine for the King to think about is Ambien, my
oncologist prescribed it during standard interventions against late-stage ovarian
cancer. A succession of infections, surgeries to cope with them, and umpteen
rounds of antibiotics and chemotherapy, not to mention all-pervasive fear of my
imminent mortality, kept me coming back to renew my prescription. Every month I
appeared at the pharmacy, plunking down my driver’s license and credit card.
Without the pills, I could no more sleep than elephants can fly. The King of
Sweden can do more than fly he can publish the Rx Recipe for Ambien and Susan
Gubar can help invent Ambien II and III Recipes. How does the King of Sweden
and the Prince of Saudi Arabia sleep? Do either one of them take Ambien? Susan
Gubar, who has been dealing with ovarian cancer since 2008. The 2008 Ford
WindmillCAR's would have made falling asleep easy for a billion people. Hewlett
Packard Enterprise to Acquire Supercomputer Pioneer Cray, I think the King of
Sweden can acquire Super Star Wars Nobels made to order on 1 Click Amazon for
1,001 Nobels with specs and genius tutors. AI Genie and the Disney Movie Aladdin
this week. "Aladdin," directed by Guy Ritchie, premieres in the United States on
May 24, and a day earlier in the Middle East. Disney!! Early reactions to Disney's
live-action Aladdin remake are in, and the ... on full reviews, but these early
reactions to Aladdin are fairly positive.

5-19-2019 "They could get more i3c simply by eating brussels sprouts, broccoli or
other cruciferous vegetables. But to get enough, they’d have to eat a lot: six
pounds of brussels sprouts a day — raw. Yet i3c also is widely available as a
dietary supplement, and experts are debating whether to embark on a clinical trial
with it."

5-19-2019 "They could use a $500 million dollar IBM Summit Super Computer
Simulation for the compound called indole-3-carbinol (i3c) blocks an enzyme that
inhibits the activity of Pten. With the gene more active, patients with the mutation
may be better protected against cancer... Maybe? I think a $500 Million dollar
IBM super computer simulations will change the Maybe to Yes or No. The hardest
things for researchers to do is to find a way to increase, rather than turn off, a
gene’s activity. The Hardest thing is getting to use a $500 million dollar super
computer or find a iMac @ $18,384 at Starbucks. Gina Kolata writes about science
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and medicine, and hopefully $500 million dollar super computers and iMac's at
Starbucks.

5-19-2019 Why Working Till Whenever Is a Risky Retirement Strategy for Prince
Salman - King Salman. Last Oil Czar on Earth will be Putin. Last King, Last Prince
on Earth will happen whenever... the Jew Hero Drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Manhattan and Mecca. Retirement of every gas station owner world wide will
happen whenever. This is a Risky Business with the WindmillCAR's and Jews! The
Rabbi asked me who is going to stop him from building WindmillCAR's. He found out
it's the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ and they are about to be retired by the King of
Sweden so he can work on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, grin.

5-19-2019 "How Much Alcohol Is Safe to Drink?" Winner of a Nobel in Medicine
was given for this Super Computer simulation in a Kindle Book!

5-19-2019 Glucosamine Tied to Heart Benefits. A dietary supplement widely used
for arthritic pain may reduce the risk for cardiovascular disease, researchers
report. Scientists looked at 466,039 British men and women, ages 40 to 69, who
were free of cardiovascular disease at the start of the study. Participants
completed detailed health questionnaires that included information on the use of
dietary supplements. Nearly 90,000 of them, or 19 percent, reported regular use
of glucosamine. The study, in BMJ, tracked the participants’ health for an average
of seven years. 7 Years - 7 Minutes in a $500 million dollar IBM Summit Super
Computer would give better results... After we confiscate $777 Trillion from
Prince Salman our health in the USA will rocket.

Venezuela Cashew and fig Combines; fleet of 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter
Combines are not Peanuts from Jimmy Carters Plantation Harvesting... free
windmill fueling the Helicopter combines too.
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Absolute Vodka of Sweden, Drunks on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine!

5-18-2019 Daniela Lamas is a doctor at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston
and the author of “You Can Stop Humming Now: A Doctor’s Stories of Life, Death,
and in Between.”

5-18-2019 Hemingway House Writing Class with a IP invention project idea in
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every chapter is closed today!

5-18-2019 1,001 Nobels in Medicine... Sweden King “regardless of the political
situation.” "In its decision to approve two drugs for orange and grapefruit trees,
the E.P.A. largely ignored objections from the C.D.C. and the F.D.A., which fear
that expanding their use in cash crops could fuel antibiotic resistance in humans."
By ANDREW JACOBS and MICHAEL ADNO

5-18-2019 Solutions for Women is the Polygamous Marriage in Key West at the
Hemingway House with your Nobel Novel finished by midnight...

5-18-2019 What would be your favorite Wedding Gift in a Polygamous Marriage to
4 MD women who all agreed to win a Nobel in Medicine Brainstorming with their
New Husband... I would like to hear from you, thanks.

5-18-2019 In the King of Sweden's decision to put 1,001 Nobels in Medicine IP
invention projects on Amazon 1 Click he knew one of the Invention Projects will be
antibiotic resistance in humans, this will win 1 Nobel in Medicine thanks to Amazon
1 Click expanded to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine.
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5-18-2019 India’s 1984 George Orwell's governing party rewrites the country’s
history to justify its Hindu nationalist ideology when they have read on this web
Jewish Aliens are at Sirius. By ROMILA THAPAR

5-18-2019 Swarms in the Milky Way Galaxy could be much different than Swarms
in the Andromeda Galaxy - Striking Down the Queen Won’t Save You From the
Swarm. It’s a common trope in science fiction, but hives in nature are not
dependent on any central node for their function.

5-18-2019 Hindu or Moslem Swarms on Earth in the Real World - Out in the Real
Universe the Swarms in each different Galaxy might be different...

5-18-2019 Lets hope out in the Universe we get live streaming YouTube video of a
MD swarm not a General's Swarm. “I’m not sure why the swarm is always evil,
though,” Dr. Strandburg-Peshkin said. “I would also like to see a movie where the
swarm is actually good.” There are no good Generals, all you have to do is look at
Oppenheimer who wanted to build 50,000 Gravity Engine Cars instead of H-Bombs.

5-18-2019 But today, researchers believe the truth is even stranger than science
fiction... Kerry will say out in the real world is out in the real Universe now!
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5-18-2019 Amazon 1 Click expanded to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine... with specs
and genius tutors!

5-18-2019 Samsung-Starbucks 'Happy Hour' noon to midnight all your 1,001
Nobels in Medicine and 007 Bond Movies with picture in a picture if Samsung even
offered this feature, grin. Samsung QN82Q90RAFXZA Flat 82'' QLED 4K Q90
Series (2019) $5997. Starbucks really does need a 82" Samsung and iMac's.
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5-18-2019 Nobel in War's! Has been given out by the King of Sweden 1,001 Times
a year the last 100 years. "Senior officers told The Times that soldiers are under
intense pressure to defeat rebel groups and that a pattern of suspicious killings
and cover-ups has begun to emerge this year."

5-18-2019 The hospital in Toas Island is empty — its last patient died without
care. Nearby, two-year-old Anailin, left, is wasting away from severe malnutrition
and treatable muscular paralysis.CreditMeridith Kohut for The New York Times
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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5-18-2019 The Yale Key West Medical School is empty - a butcher who runs City
Hall Key West and refused to paint it Pink!!

5-18-2019 1,001 IP invention projects to advance Chemo should be on 1 Click NY
Times! Building Chemo Trains Today is not a story for the NY Times they write
"Chinese Railroad Workers Were Almost Written Out of History. Now They’re
Getting Their Due." By KAREN ZRAICK and CHANG W. LEE Your next Chemo is
due in 1 hour and the NY Times reporter has not shown up yet, sorry!

5-18-2019 Kerry would say Invention is 'Out in the Real World'. "Impeachment Is
a Form of Hope" By BRENDA WINEAPPLE Greg would say Brenda bought way to
many Florida Lottery tickets morning noon and night. Get a life Brenda, invent
something!

5-18-2019 Saudi Oil Infrastructure at Risk as Strong Winds in Jewish Rabbi's
Raise Potential for Big Disruption, an End to Saudi Oil Infrastructure and
Confiscate their $777 Trillion for the Jewish Exodus all the Jews have to do is
drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Manhattan's Wall Street.

5-18-2019 "Grumpy Cat, Internet Celebrity With a Piercing Look of Contempt, Is
Dead at 7" By DANIEL VICTOR

The sourpuss cat with the piercing look of contempt quickly became a meme, and
placing bold words above and below her frown became a common way for humans to
express grumpy thoughts.
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"Grumpy Cat; Invent it Now before Mom dies before I do... Rx Pink Latte Recipe
at Starbucks

"Grumpy Cat; Invent it Now before Mom dies before I do... Rx Pink Latte Recipe
at Starbucks

Her likeness appeared on nearly 900 items in an official shop, she made a
television advertisement for “Honey Nut Cheerios,” and she became the official
“spokescat” of Friskies, a cat food brand. The cat starred in a Lifetime Christmas
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movie, “Grumpy Cat’s Worst Christmas Ever,” she was on the cover of New York
Magazine, and her book hit No. 7 on The New York Times’s advice, how-to and
miscellaneous best-seller list. The cat’s famous scowl was the result of feline
dwarfism, her family said, and though she was a mixed breed, her owners were
unsure of the specific mix. On the cat’s website, her owners maintain that Grumpy
Cat wasn’t grumpy at all. “She is a super cute and cuddly kitty and loves to be held
and rubbed,” they wrote.

5-18-2019 Hewlett Packard Enterprise to Acquire Supercomputer Pioneer Cray

5-18-2019 Amazon and Apple joint venture to buy Starbucks! Whole Foods at
Starbucks with your iMac.

5-17-2019 $100 Dollar Bill to CASTAÑEDA for writing this leaving out $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues, $$$. Russia and Cuba Could End the Venezuelan
Catastrophe. Seriously. The Trump administration should include Havana and
Moscow in its efforts to remove Maduro from power."By JORGE G. CASTAÑEDA
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5-18 2019 Turn off the A/C in City Hall Until the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with
A/C 24/7 are sold to its Voters!

5-17-2019 South Korea Announces $8 Million Aid Package for North. With North
Korea facing severe drought and a food crisis, the South said it would help
“regardless of the political situation.” By CHOE SANG-HUN

5-17-2019 $8 Million from the King of Sweden is Hell No in our Era of 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's and Breast Cancer, 1,001 Nobels in Medicine... Sweden, South
Korea “regardless of the political situation.”

5-17 2019 ‘Bigger Than a Party of Old White Men’: Women Seek to Out Rank
them on Working on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and if the King of Sweden ever
sends a donation to help them Out Rank the Party of Old White Men will be arrest
for driving city hall Drunk on War's not the War on Breast-Ovary Cancer.

5-17 2019 King of Sweden

5-17 2019 ‘Nothing Has Been Done’: Khashoggi’s Fiancée Urges Action Against
Saudi Arabia By CATIE EDMONDSON

5-17 2019 King of Sandia Arabia

5-17 2019 Nothing Has Been Done' Greg + Wife's in Key West Urge Action
getting 1,001 Nobles in Medicine. So many Bone Saw killers left over from the
Vietnam Era and so many New Bone Saw killers greedy for $777 Trillion in Oil
Blood Money...
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5-17 2019 King of Sweden

5-17 2019 Solutions for Women in Sweden is the Polygamous Marriage!!!! This is
the 'Only War' the King of Sweden will work on 1,001 Nobles in Medicine and
Breast-Ovary cancer cure Rx will be #1 and #2 on the Kings list.

5-17 2019 Absolute Vodka of Sweden, Drunks on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine! DUI
VFW Drivers Road Kill's will go on for decades, picture 100,000 Road Kills in the
next decade from drunk drivers with no big dead comments from the 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ. "Navy SEAL Pleads Guilty in Case of Strangled Green Beret" By
KATE ANDREWS

5-17 2019 Banner Ad in NY Times Today now get $1 Trillion from Oil $$$ to get
these in front of Faustos Grocery Stores in Key West. Test all the women for
Hepatitis A give the vaccine at the same time. $1 Trillion on a fleet of
Mammography Mobil Units for treatment well as detection... Instead Faustos spent
$2 Trillion on Vietnam Era Pilots Association , millions restoring the American
Legion buildings, building Vietnam Memorials instead of a Mobil Breast Cancer
detection and treatment RV's. This is a War crime against women in our Domestic
Wars with women. India tourists in Key West, Admirals Cut Bridge at the Hyatt
Dock for 1 million tourists, look there is no bridge to the beach.... Oh you have to
walk around to the White House and follow the sidewalk about 1 hour's walk and
then the Park charges you $10 to get in. By PETER S. GOODMAN "Modi Promised
Better Days and Bridges. India’s Voters Are Still Waiting For... No Hot Cars as
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's are A/C 24/7 Climate Controlled like City Hall USA."
By PETER S. GOODMAN
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5-17 2019 Solutions for Women is the Polygamous Marriage Not in Saudi Arabia
but Key West, Grin!!!!

5-17 2019 Solutions for Women is the Polygamous Marriage in Key West at the
Hemingway House with your Nobel Novel finished by midnight...

5-17 2019 What would be your favorite Wedding Gift in a Polygamous Marriage to
4 MD women who all agreed to win a Nobel in Medicine Brainstorming with their
New Husband... I would like to hear from you, thanks.
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Doris Day Pet Request in Banner Ads in the NY Times Today would be all Renters
should be allowed to have a cat or dog by the Landlord... Trumps would Veto this
of course, Grin!

5-17-2019 $1 Trillion on a fleet of Mammography Mobil Units for treatment well
as detection...
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5-17-2019 Absolute Vodka of Sweden, Drunks on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine!

5-17-2019 Drunk on War they give themselves a Nobel in WAR. Absolute Vodka
of Sweden

5-17-2019 Outside Fasutos Grocery Store is the "Vietnam Helicopter Pilots
Association"...

5-17-2019 Stupid - - - SAT’s New ‘Adversity Score’ Will Take Students’
Hardships Into Account. Take into Account no iMac's @ $18,384 at Starbucks. No
1 Click Amazon link to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and a $500 million
dollar IBM Summit. Stupid ---- Stupid SAT in the US Government fueled by Oil
Era not Starbucks iMac computer labs with genius tutors! SAT score for
government employees is Zero!!!

5-17-2019 ...no Mammography Mobil Units for treatment well as detection... No
$7 Trillion for Los Alamos Rx Recipes Cure in all stages of Breast Ovary in 8 days
has not started at City Hall USA. Dead Beats selling iPhone app's for a parking
spot free for 4 hours if you are a resident of Key West. City Hall is not working
on a cure for cancer, really!

5-17-2019 South Korea Announces $8 Million Aid Package for North. With North
Korea facing severe drought and a food crisis, the South said it would help
“regardless of the political situation.” By CHOE SANG-HUN

5-17-2019 $8 Million from the King of Sweden is Hell No in our Era of 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's and Breast Cancer, 1,001 Nobels in Medicine... Sweden, South
Korea “regardless of the political situation.” ‘Not a Big Deal,’ Police Commander
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Said.

5-17-2019 $100 Dollar Bill to CASTAÑEDA for writing this leaving out $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues, $$$. Russia and Cuba Could End the Venezuelan
Catastrophe. Seriously. The Trump administration should include Havana and
Moscow in its efforts to remove Maduro from power."By JORGE G. CASTAÑEDA

5-17-2019 Mr. Luykx took Ms. Pushkine out to dinner, but on route, steered her
to a park bench near the Museum of Natural History, got down on one knee and
pulled out a box. “Inside was this big, gaudy diamond ring that looked real, but I
knew was fake,” she said. “He has a wonderful sense of humor. He’s very
efficient, but he’s jewelry incompetent.” Ms. Pushkine said yes immediately. Over
the next six months Mr. Luykx proposed again. And again. Fourteen times in total.
Each proposal was spontaneous — in the kitchen, during dinner with friends, in
front of their building — and each came with another engagement ring. “One time,
he did it in a restaurant and the chef sent over Champagne,” she said, adding that
one ring was uglier then the next. “Each was a dollar from a site called Wish.”
“She’s the most precious thing that has ever happened to me in my life,” said the
groom. “The way we love each other is deeper than anything I’ve experienced.” The
bride spoke similarly. “I wanted someone faithful, loyal, honest, and kind — all
things that Paul is,” Ms. Pushkine said. “He has the most generous heart of
anyone. It took me a really long time to find my other half. But I did.”

5-17-2019 What would be your favorite Wedding Gift in a Polygamous Marriage to
4 MD women who all say 'YES' to win a Nobel in Medicine Brainstorming with their
New Husband... I would like to hear from you, thanks.
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5-16-2019 Absolute Iraq, Fearing Another U.S. War, Warns Militias Against
Provocation

5-16-2019 Woman Vet and her kids caught Hepatitis A... this is how the Pentagon
protects its troops from Disease hiring restaurant workers with Hep A and many
other diseases they infect women vets just back from war! A crime by the
Pentagon.

5-16-2019 $1 Trillion spent on wooing Women Vets instead of on a fleet of
Mammography Mobil Units for treatment well as detection...
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5-16-2019 GPS tracking license plate her travels posted on a Google Map, lifetime
of driving all tracked. Until she is murdered. Sheriff: Deputies shoot knifewielding man who killed woman. TAMARAC — Sheriff's officials say a man who
killed his ex-girlfriend in South Florida was fatally shot by deputies responding to
a domestic violence call. Broward Sheriff's spokeswoman Veda... more and more
murderers of Women Veterans with a license plate. A Crime by the Pentagon for
their and Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity or she can set up a tent in the
middle of a Peanut Plantation with all of Jimmy Caters security. Roslyn is not about
to murder her husband...

5-16-2019 Pentagon will order women to fire Nuclear Weapons in our Oil $$$
money War! And kill them if they drive a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in Saudi Arabia,
no you can not drive windmillcars in Saudi Arabia!

5-16-2019 Pentagon will Not order women; no smoking, drinking, eating red meat
or Bacon! Stats are top secret!

It's no Top Secret Alcohol causes Breast Cancer and your New Baby's DNA is
mutated by alcohol. Coors will not pay for these side effects... $$$
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5-16-2019 15K women Sexual Assault Victims Struggle with the Pentagon Joint
Chiefs of Staff Generals just last week in a NY Times article and this is only 10%
of sex assaults in the Army, Navy, AF.

5-16-2019 Kim Tingley is a contributing writer for the NY Times magazine. Kim
writes "harms of heavy drinking are fairly obvious, scientists have struggled to
identify what negative impacts lesser volumes may lead to. Last September, the
prestigious peer-reviewed British medical journal The Lancet published a study that
is thought to be the most comprehensive global analysis of the risks of alcohol
consumption. Its conclusion, which the media widely reported, sounded unequivocal:
“The safest level of drinking is none.” Sorting through the latest research on how
to optimize your well-being is a constant and confounding feature of modern life. A
scientific study becomes a press release becomes a news alert, shedding context at
each stage. Often, it’s a steady stream of resulting headlines that seem to
contradict one another, which makes it easy to justify ignoring them. “There’s so
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much information on chocolate, coffee, alcohol,” says Nicholas Steneck, a former
consultant to the Office of Research Integrity for the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services. “You basically believe what you want to believe unless people
are dropping dead all over the place.”

5-16-2019 Kim Tingley is a contributing writer for the NY Times magazine. Kim
didn't write 1 Road Kill out of 100,000 by DUI drivers is 1 to many if it ruins
your life... or a women Vet just back from war.

5-16-2019 Kim Tingley is a contributing writer for the NY Times magazine. Kim
didn't write iDash Cam iTickets and iCop in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will kill
any and all drinking and driving as you car will not start. And yes the car can smell
any drugs besides you are on live streaming video... Keep in mind that population
studies like these are not meant to directly change individual behavior. They offer
generalizations — in the case of the Lancet study, that alcohol consumption is
probably riskier and less potentially beneficial than we thought — that may
eventually influence policies, like higher taxes on alcohol or warning labels on
bottles. Paradoxically, only if those policies, in turn, reduce the amount that
millions of individuals drink will we know whether doing so improved their overall
health. In the immediate term, a better way of understanding the value of
scientific studies might be to think of each as a slight adjustment of an eyeglasslens prescription. Each one answers the question “Is it clearer like this, or like
this?” and in doing so, brings our view of reality — our understanding of ourselves
and the world around us — into sharper focus. If we dwell too much on the
conclusions studies seem to offer, instead of also considering how they were
reached, we risk missing out on one of the great benefits of the scientific process:
its ability to reveal all that we don’t know. Kim Tingley is a contributing writer for
the magazine. Sign up for our newsletter to get the best of The New York Times
Magazine delivered to your inbox every week.

5-16-2019 Woman Vet and her kids caught Hepatitis A... hepatitis A vaccines last
week, the state saw its biggest increase in new cases." Statewide total of
hepatitis A cases stands at 1,129 since January. It can be spread by infected
restaurant workers who touch food before it is served.
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5-16-2019 Absolutely No one can drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Iraq
especially Veteran Women in Florida they sold their sold for $4 gas on the 4th of
July in Miami, Cuba. She was sucker punched at a Miami gas station not in war.
Ha! The Woman Vet was shot at the gas station hold up in Miami too. U.S.
Suspends Passenger and Cargo Flights to Venezuela, their oil money is needed for
the USA.

5-16-2019 Absolutely Woman Veteran from Florida can plan for this because of
Diesel in the USA War $$$. "For terminally ill children and their families,
pediatric hospice can be a godsend — but the American health care system makes
it hard to keep facilities afloat." By HELEN OUYANG

5-16-2019 Absolutely!! Woman Veteran from Florida driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR, Hell No We Won't Go to Mecca in this car she said...

5-16-2019 Sweden State-Sponsored Mobilization for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine.
Hell No We Won't Go...

5-16-2019 "Canada State-Sponsored Mobilization for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine
after they win a war with China. China Charges 2 Canadians With Spying,
Deepening a Political Standoff. Supporters of the two men, who were detained in
December, say the case amounts to retaliation for the arrest in Vancouver of a
Chinese tech executive." By CHRIS BUCKLEY and JAVIER C. HERNÁNDEZ
"Philippines Recalls Its Ambassador to Canada in a Spat Over Trash" Trashed the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR 100 Million in the Philippines could be driving today with
clean air.

5-16-2019 1,001 Nobels in Medicine; InventBook for Trump, Trump Is on the
Radio. Once Every Hour. For 538 Days. And Invented not a damn thing for
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humanity of Ivanka. Trump rejects 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret hacked
and crunched by IBM Super Computer Summit at Los Alamos.

5-16-2019 1,001 IP invention projects are being censored by Amazon and Trump.
"Trump Wants Your Tales of Social Media Censorship. And Your Contact Info." By
LIAM STACK

5-16-2019 Your contact info is out of date, GPS Google map of your iPhone
travels throughout the day and night along with all the callers ID.

Venezuela Cashew and fig Combines; fleet of 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter
Combines are not Peanuts from Jimmy Carters Plantation Harvesting... free
windmill fueling the Helicopter combines too.
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5-16-2019 Absolute Vodka of Sweden, Drunks on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine!

5-16-2019 Sweden State-Sponsored Mobilization for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine.
Hell No We Won't Go...
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5-16-2019 New Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines, How many helicopters were in
Vietnam 15K How many Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines have the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ built in the last year, few prototypes all top secret in farm trade talks
with China and the Amazon well Venezuela could put to work 15 Helicopter
Combines for figs and cashews bankrupt the Peanut Farmer Jimmy Carter with
cheaper Cashews, Yes. Gregs Favorite after 40 years of cheap peanut butter.

5-16-2019 $1 Trillion on a fleet of Vietnam Helicopter Pilots Association
https://www.vhpa.org/ Outside Fasutos Grocery Store week before it was the
Blood Truck. Mobile units Mobile units Mobile Healthcare Units. A Whitewashed
Monument to Women’s Suffrage is Pink Dead with only a Vietnam Memorial in Key
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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West. A War Crime against Pink Women. And the War on Cancer lost to the
Vietnam Era. Sirius Exodus might be lost to the Jews too... Heavenly or Hellish?
Critics Debate the 1,001 IP invention projects needed to discover Jewish life at
Sirius and the Cure for Cancer and all diseases. USA Utopia will cost Prince Salman
his $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba $$$.

5-16-2019 $1 Trillion on a news New IP invention projects... not a New Statue of
Liberty Museum Illuminates a Forgotten History. The museum, opening Thursday on
Liberty Island, reminds visitors of the vague and often dubious ideal of “liberty for
all.” costing $1 Trillion in lost inventions just in 2019." By JULIA JACOBS

Banner Ad in NY Times Today

Banner Ad in NY Times Today now get $1 Trillion from Oil $$$ to get these in
front of Faustos Grocery Stores in Key West.

5-15-2019 $1 Trillion on a fleet of Outside Fasutos Grocery Store week Mobil
Health Units Types: Mammography, Dental, Medical, Laboratories, Blood Collection.
HIV, STD, Syphilis, Hepatitis. "Health officials: Hepatitis A cases rising in
Florida. May 15, 2019 MIAMI — Health officials in Florida say that despite giving
out 6,900 free hepatitis A vaccines last week, the state saw its biggest increase in
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new cases." Statewide total of hepatitis A cases stands at 1,129 since January. It
can be spread by infected restaurant workers who touch food before it is served.

5-15-2019 $1 Trillion on a fleet of Mammography Mobil Units for treatment well
as detection...

5-15-2019 Outside Fasutos Grocery Store Vietnam Helicopter Pilots Association

5-15-2019 The Trump administration is laying the groundwork for major military
action against Iran, but it may have a hard time rallying domestic and international
support.

5-15-2019 $7 Trillion for Los Alamos Rx Recipes Cure in all stages in 8 days has
not started. Iran War has been going on for 7 years costing a $ Trillion in Oil
Revenues by the trump administration.

5-15-2019 United States Embassy’s move from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem as Key West
Jewish and American women walk into the Mobil fleet of Outside Fasutos Grocery
Store week Mobil Health Mammography units for, Dental, Medical, Laboratories,
Blood Collection. News of Bloody Breast Tumors coming through the breast is
censored by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. But a bloody mass protest along the
Gaza boundary fence, when scores of Palestinians were killed by Israeli fire. Israel
said it was defending its border no Jewish Breast Cancer women in the USA. Hell
with them and the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's for total victory over Moslems,
Qatar, Mecca, Allah. Israeli soldiers and tanks stationed near the border with the
Gaza Strip, earlier this month. When the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's should be
driven by the Jew Tank drivers. “I love Iron Dome.” The would love to Drive the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's if the Top Brass Elite Rulers gave them a choice. Despite
Measles Warnings, Anti-Vaccine Rally Draws Hundreds of Ultra-Orthodox Jews" By
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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KIMIKO DE FREYTAS-TAMURA Despite the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Jews spend
$4 on the Prince Salman Gas Stations in Miami, Cuba. Escape the world of Cuba
for Sirius, light years from gas stations. Give up smoking and drinking for a Nobel
in Medicine writing at the Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac with 1 Click
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. Doris
Day's 40 movies and your 40 Nobel Novels written with 100's of others at the
Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac @ $18,384. Not your Win 10 Blue screen
of death computer times! "U.S. Ambassador Says Israel Is ‘on the Side of God’ By
DAVID M. HALBFINGER Israel Is not on the side of Pink Women Tortured by
Breast-Ovary Cancer! After the Rx Pink Cure for Breast-Ovary cancer all US
Ambassador's must have a MD from Yale Key West Medical School.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/14/t-magazine/cartier-necklace-makingof.html?action=click&module=Well&pgtype=Homepage§ion=T%20Magazine

5-15-2019 ...meant to resemble an exploding nebula... 40 Days in Paris at
Starbucks on the iMac with 1,001 IP invention projects will be in the NY Times
Style Magazine next week... for now you can read At Cartier’s Paris workshop, the
necklace’s yellow-gold armature — on which artisans spent over 500 hours alone —
is readied to be set with stones, including more than 100 diamonds, following a
hand-painted gouache-and-aquarelle sketch. The 15-plus-carat yellow sapphire
that will be the piece’s central stone sits to the side in a black velvet
box.CreditCreditCéline Clanet

...Neither showed any cancerous cells. A biopsy of his bone marrow did show
abnormal clumps of a kind of white blood cell called a lymphocyte, but there was no
sign that these cells were cancerous. The boy would go on to see many specialists.
Each was concerned, but despite all the testing the cause of the bright white spots
remained elusive. And his case was even more confusing because, though the scans
looked ominous, the boy appeared well. Other than the pain, he had no
symptoms... When she received the tissue, she made new slides, which confirmed
her hypothesis: The teenager had a rare and aggressive lymphoma of the bone.
Lymphomas are cancers of lymphocytes and normally originate in the lymph nodes.
Not this one. The clumps of lymphocytes seen in the bone marrow were cancerous
— but it took some unusual stains to reveal that. The boy and his parents got the
diagnosis from the program two weeks before Christmas. It was news he had been
waiting for. “You think, no one wants to hear that,” he told me, “but for me it was
a huge relief.” Knowing what it was meant he would have a chance to treat it.
Chemotherapy was tough. Each cycle consisted of a weeklong infusion of selective
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poisons. He barely had time to recover from the nausea and fatigue when it was
time for the next cycle. The first three cycles were bad but manageable. The
fourth was hellish. After that, he was scheduled to have a PET scan to see if
more treatment was needed. The boy remembers saying a prayer as he entered the
scanner — he wasn’t sure he could handle more chemo. It was a couple of terrible
days waiting for the answer to come back. The news was good: He was cancer
free. That was two years ago, and he has just completed his first year of college.
He is still in remission. And because this cancer has a remarkable response to
chemotherapy, his doctors think he’ll stay that way. Dr. Lisa Sanders, M.D.

5-15-2019 I can remember the first time I did a gram stain in 1970 and have
wondered why since there has never been a front page NY Times picture with a
Star Wars Gram stain...

5-15-2019 Absolute Vodka of Sweden, Drunks on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine!

5-15-2019 Sweden State-Sponsored Mobilization for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine.
Hell No We Won't Go...

Doris Day Pet Request in Banner Ads in the NY Times Today would be all Renters
should be allowed to have a cat or dog by the Landlord... Tumps would Veto this of
course, Grin!
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1958 I meet Doris Day walking out of a trailer on the set of this movie in front of
the court house. I took a picture and they all shouted no pictures. I remember
mom and dad telling me, Greg at 11 yrs old that was Doris Day and I can
remember her walking out of the trailer and the white court house next to it... It
Happened to Jane presents Doris Day as a woman on a mission. She's inherited a
lobster business from her late husband and due to some cost cutting on the
railroad that President Ernie Kovacs has put through, her lobsters were dead on
arrival at their destination. I'd be burned up as well and Doris and lawyer Jack
Lemmon sue the railroad. They win a nominal sum, but that ain't good enough.
They both carry on the fight and she becomes a media star. Kind of like a Fifties
version of Erin Brockovich. Of course all of this is done at the incredible stupidity
and abominable sense of public relations that Ernie Kovacs has. His character is
yet another version of Al Capp's General Bullmoose. And that character was a
satire on Eisenhower's first Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson. Wilson at his
confirmation hearings uttered that never to be forgotten phrase that he had
always operated on the principle that what was good for General Motors was good
for the USA. Wilson was a fatuous sort of gent, just like Ernie Kovacs here. I'd
have to say Kovacs was having a whale of a good time in this part. The movie had
some nice location shooting which definitely helped. And I completely agree with
the previous reviewer who said that Lemmon and Day meshed nicely together as a
team. It is a pity they weren't ever teamed again. A favorite character part in
the film for me is Russ Brown who plays Day's uncle and a former railroad
engineer, a fact that comes in handy during the climax of the film. It's a nice
family film, but it also gets in a few good satirical shots at American business
types.

5-15-2019 $1 Trillion on a fleet of Mammography Mobil Units for treatment well
as detection...

5-15-2019 Absolute Vodka of Sweden, Drunks on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine!

5-15-2019 Sweden State-Sponsored Mobilization for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine.
Hell No We Won't Go...
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5-15-2019 Outside Fasutos Grocery Store is the "Vietnam Helicopter Pilots
Association" no Mammography Mobil Units for treatment well as detection... $7
Trillion for Los Alamos Rx Recipes Cure in all stages in 8 days has not started.

$13 Trillion on a fleet of 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Fire Engine's! iPhone $$$
Smoke Detectors
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5-15-2019 Absolute Vodka of Sweden, Drunks on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine!

5-15-2019 Sweden State-Sponsored Mobilization for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine.
Hell No We Won't Go...
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5-14-2019 Doris Day so many of her movies and musical performances, is that
Doris Day was a sex goddess. That’s not a term we use much anymore, and in its
heyday it was generally applied to actresses who wielded their erotic energies more
nakedly, so to speak at Trump to save him from Syphilis in the Brain at 72. Dr.
Doris Day MD Movies by Disney and Marvel would have saved 1 million men from
getting Syphilis in todays life styles. HIV and Hepatitis, and all the cancer causing
virus disease that are more of a London Plague than Measles, and Malaria. Doris
Day she certainly didn’t work in the same erogenous zone as European actresses
like Brigitte Bardot and Sophia Loren, who promised sophisticated American
moviegoers a glimpse of freedom from Puritanical inhibition, and sometimes also
from clothes. Disney The simple, sexist premise of these movies without deadly
syphilis, HIV, Hepatitis, and 1,001 virus diseases. Is there a Doctor at 1984 HQ.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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“Sentimental Journey,” released in 1945, 2019 the Journey is to Sirius and
Exodus, finally get off this Earth and make Disney Movies with real Jewish Aliens.
“Que Sera, Sera” (“What will be, will be”), never liked unhappy endings. She told
one interviewer: “It upsets me when the hero or heroine dies. Jew Hero of 1980
driving from Plains Georgia the Ford WindmillCAR died all these years. I would like
to think Doris Day knew about the Ford WindmillCAR invention. “I have never found
in a human being,” she added, “loyalty comparable to that of any pet.” I hope she
was thinking of Jimmy Carter Nobel Peace Prize Con for $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues he gave to Mecca.

5-14-2019 "The Man Who Knew To Much" Pipe Smoker + Medical Convention never
heard of the American FBI say nothing or your little boy's DNA will be attacked
by Diesel. 1956 2019 Disney remake of The Man Who Knew to Much"
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5-14-2019 HIV Trump, editors at the NY Times too. "A Million Americans Need
This Drug. Trump’s Deal Won’t Help Enough of Them." A donation of H.I.V.prevention drugs from the pharmaceutical giant Gilead could benefit shareholders
more than patients."

5-14-2019 State-Sponsored Mobilization for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. Rx Recipes
hacked from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade secrets. Extremists in a Yale Key West
Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than Navy
Carriers! Art of the Diagnosis and Invention's reading 'Animal Farm' 1984. With
Super Computer Simulations and iMac's on every table at every Starbucks World
Wide... Paris with Dr. Hemingway MD writing the Rx.

5-14-2019 Heavenly or Hellish? Our Critics Debate 12 Trillion Galaxies, Dr.
Jewish Aliens, Utopian Hemingway Nobel Novels with a Rx Recipe in every Chapter
to cure all diseases in our Habitat for Humanity with the first Novel brainstormed
is Salk II with vaccines in the drinking water. What You Should Read to
Understand the Measles Epidemic? "Journalism has given me many surprises over
the years. Few compete with this sentence: Do not boost your immune system.
C’mon, really? What would cause me to urge you to ignore all the accepted wisdom
and powerful marketing aimed at having you boost your immunity?" Hemingway
Kindle with super computer simulations via $500 Million dollar Summit IBM's
Miracle Cure!"

5-14-2019 Disney to Buy Comcast’s Hulu Stake and Take Full Control of Streaming
Service. Disney to Buy into Yale Key West Medical School Movie Dialog
Brainstorming in Movies like Hemingway House Writing Class Art of the Diagnosis in
every Chapter on iApps

5-14-2019 "A Million USA women Need the Rx Recipe Pink Latte from Starbucks
that cures all stages of Breast-Ovary cancer in 8 days... Trump and the NY Times
are promoting HIV not A Million USA women who will die a tortured death in the
next decade if they don't make this a Los Alamos Manhattan Project on the front
pages of the NY Times ASAP.
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5-14-2019 War on Breast Cancer - Wall Street had its worst day in four months
as the U.S.-China trade war showed no sign of ending. With new measures from
both sides, it will be hard for businesses and consumers to avoid the fallout. HBombs will fall before the Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer is hacked from 4 Trillion Rx
Recipes at Los Alamos!

5-14-2019 War on Breast Cancer - War with Iran over $777 Trillion in gas
station sales, who profits from illegal gas station revenues... to buy MIT War
Toys not a cure for Breast Cancer.

5-14-2019 1 Billion in India Need 1,001 Rx Recipe Latte's from Starbucks! Modi,
big money and India elections | The Listening Post. It's been just over a month
since the first votes were cast in the largest democratic exercise on the planet:
India's general election. Prime Minister Narend... PM Modi goes after Rajiv Gandhi
and Rahul Gandhi apologizes to the Supreme Court of India. 1 Billion in India Need
1,001 Rx Recipe Latte's from Starbucks! ASAP

5-14-2019 Jew Hero's driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's attack 400,000 Oil
Tankers Sinking all of them with the first Drive into Mecca and Manhattan By
VIVIAN YEE Tel Aviv has tried to remain an island of secular liberalism divorced
from Israel’s killings of the Jew Drivers of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.

5-14-2019 Claim of Attacks on 4 Oil Vessels Raises Tensions in Middle East" By
VIVIAN YEE

5-14-2019 The "Fusion Reactor Next Door" By STANLEY REED is the 2019 Ford
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windmillCAR's with super cold -254 super conductivity of its GE turbine generators
for 1 Trillion Volts and Amps By STANLEY REED

5-14-2019 "They Resisted Hitler. They Were Executed. At Last, They Lay at
Rest." By MELISSA EDDY "Prince Hitler-Salman in Saudi Arabia - Jew Hero's not
the Elite Jews but the Drivers of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR have been Executed
by Prince Hitler-Salman and the Israel Oil Elite." By MELISSA EDDY Sudan’s
Omar al-Bashir Charged in Connection With Killing of Protesters" By DECLAN
WALSH NY Times will be charged in censoring the Drivers of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's from the front page of the Times. Donald Trump Jr.’s No-Shows
Led to Subpoena, Republican Senator Says" By NICHOLAS FANDOS and MAGGIE
HABERMAN Donald Trump Jr.’s No-Shows Led to London Diesel Ice Cream Trucks
Good Humor from the Queen getting a whiff of Diesel with the new baby's ice
cream, a warning to the New Mom on Birth Defects from Diesel Exhaust in the
London Times even put in a picture of the Good Humor Ice Cream Trucks. Not the
DNA with the Diesel though, this is London middle ages not London Star Wars.
Henry VIII DNA has not been edited out of the Royal Family.

5-14-2019 "They Resisted Hitler. They Were Executed; Jimmy Carter broke him
hip not his Gas Engine CAR! Carter has cut back on teaching Sunday school in
Plains, but is still there most weekends. He also continues to make regular
appearances at Emory University, where he has been on the faculty since the
1980s, and at the Carter Center, the nonprofit organization he founded after
leaving office to promote peace, fight disease and combat social inequality... of
Prince Hitler-Salman. Gravity Engine Invention was also lost by President Jimmy
Carter along with the 1980's Ford WindmillCAR's. Plain and Simple War Crime left
to God for Jimmy Carter. Jimmy Carter, Former President, Breaks His Hip and
Undergoes Surgery, not at the Yale Key West Medical School for obvious reasons.

5-14-2019 "They Resisted Hitler. They Were Murdered in Our Domestic Wars!!
40,000 The case of a missing Florida woman has been solved six years later after
her body was found inside a freezer at a scrap warehouse. The business owner said
Friday she opened the freezer and found the body of 35-year-old Heather Lacey
last month. Lacey’s dad told the Sun Sentinel he hadn’t heard from her since
Thanksgiving 2013. The discovery came after Jonathan Escarzaga was found dead
inside his apartment in February. The freezer had been his apartment and was
moved was moved to the scrap warehouse after the apartment manager hired a
company to remove the appliances. Warehouse owners said Friday the freezer
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wasn’t locked. They opened it a month after Escarzaga’s death and found the
missing woman. Police have not said whether Escarzaga played a role in her death
or if the two knew each other. Information from: Sun Sentinel , http://www.sunsentinel.com/

5-14-2019 Sun Sentinel , http://www.sun-sentinel.com/ Middle Ages not Star
Wars iPhone iDash Cams in your cars and IPhone Caller ID...

Cell 305 434 5276

5-13-2019 1 am Mothers Day I woke from a sound sleep screaming;
Interpretation of Dreams electrocute it 'Stressed Out" have been overeating last
few days to so going to fast and work on some Nobel Invention projects. To
prevent electrocutes grin!
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5-13-2019 Your 5G Phone Won’t Hurt You. But Russia Wants You to Think
Otherwise. By WILLIAM J. BROAD If Bill would have written about the specs in
the 55G Phone it would be front page and the NY Times would have a super
computer simulation in its Video section of the NY Times. Greed not Greed for
1,001 Nobels in Medicine runs the NY Times and Key West Citizen Newspapers in
our Illegal Gas Station Times. How a Newspaper War in New Orleans Ended: With
a Baked Alaska and Layoffs. The Advocate went into New Orleans six years ago to
challenge the city’s 182-year-old paper, The Times-Picayune. Now The Advocate is
the last one standing. By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON A One Newspaper Town and a
One Nobel in Medicine Town, Key West is a one Nobel in literature Town. Nobel
Peace Prize in Plains Georgia never made the Town rich because Korea and the
other Wars so this was a Junk Car Peace Prize. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Nobel will
Make Key West Richer than Prince Salman in Saudi Arabia. So wee better get Dr.
Lisa Oppenheimer MD and his City Manager into City Hall ASAP! How Volunteer
Sleuths Identified a Hiker and Her Killer After 36 Years. Save a life Sleuths can
ID criminal and disease killers, save the life of wife the Police Chief. Trama Star
Helicopters with blood aren't as Star Wars as F-35 Radar on all Cars and roads in
the USA. Paid for my Prince Salman in Saudi Arabia, how nice, ha. The
Unspeakable War is the NY Times Editorial today; Syphilis in the Brain of Trump
and his elite playboy allies world wide not just in the USA. Could Syphilis in the
brain cause brain cancer? Should all senators be tested for Syphilis and of Course
Prince Salman with sex slaves the editors at the NY times will not touch, ha.
Review: Good Cop, Bad Cop, Crazy Cop in ‘Line of Duty’" MD Cop iPhone iDash Cam
iCop in your CAR!! By MIKE HALE Nobel Prize Winning Cop would have been much
better for our Habitat for Humanity than Jimmy Carter! Vital fueling point for 55G
Phone specs is the front page of the NY Times! Sanctions on these specs have been
ordered by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. As the trade war intensifies, Chinese
subsidies for F-35 Radar on all cars costing more than the car is not in the news
for China. Like the Queen knitting not getting an iMac with 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects. Prince Harry has to support his wounded warriors
first. Sweden opens the box of Broken Dreams Prince Harry's Wounded Warriors
killed for the glory of War instead of Star Wars Nobles! "Tracking 29
Investigations Related to Trump" By LARRY BUCHANAN and KAREN YOURISH
Larry and Karen should have written about tracking 29 Invention Projects Related
to Trump. This has to be a crime by Larry and Karen!! Woo Trump knitting to
become a iMac Genius writing code, apps instead of tweeting.

5-13-2019 Your 55G Phone Won't Hurt You but it will Hurt Putin-Trump-Salman
the Bone Saw killers of Jewish Aliens at Sirius.

5-13-2019 New Yorkers Richer than Qatar Citizens; De Blasio for President? ‘Nah’
Can Mayor Bill de Blasio persuade the country’s voters that he should be
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commander in chief when he hasn’t exactly convinced New Yorkers?" By WILLIAM
NEUMAN and JEFFERY C. MAYS Today New Yorkers Richer than Qatar Citizens;
NYC Medicare for All, University and Medical Schools for all. USA Commanders in
Chief's gave it all away to Qatar. $$$.

5-13-2019 Vatican Richer than Qatar; Gunmen attack Catholic church in Burkina
Faso; 6 killed. OUAGADOUGOU, Burkina Faso — Authorities say gunmen have
attacked a Catholic church in Burkina Faso, killing a priest and five worshipers.
$$$ Oil Money paid for these arms, $$$ and Motivation to kill. Pope Francis aide
restores power for hundreds of homeless in occupied Rome building. A cardinal who
conducts acts of charity for Pope Francis has restored power for hundreds of
people in a building in Rome after climbing down a manhole. On Sunday, Cardinal
Krajewski described how he had climbed down a manhole and removed seals covering
a switch in order to turn the building's power supply back on. "I intervened
personally last night to reattach the meters. It was a desperate gesture. There
were over 400 people without electricity, with families, children, without even the
possibility of operating the refrigerators," he told Italy's Ansa news agency. Rome
and the Vatican Richer than Qatar; remove the sanctions by Trump on the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's in Rome and the Vatican. Jewish Exodus to Sirius not named
after Trump. Netanyahu chooses site in Golan Heights to be named after Trump.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says he has chosen a site in the Golan
Heights to be named after President Trump. ‘Trumpville’ Site Chosen on IsraelHeld Golan to Honor President Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said a location
has been identified for the new Golan Heights community to be named after U.S.
President Donald Trump. Bloomberg!! Site Jewish Aliens in a Universe of 12 Trillion
Galaxies...

Doris Day, Movie Star Who Charmed America, Dies at 97. Greg's Mom will be 96
on May 25. She is a POW of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, she knows about the
WindmillCAR but had never driven one... at the end of the Disney Movie.

5-13-2019 Terry Melcher, her only child, who became a successful record
producer, died in 2004. Carmel, the picture-postcard town along the California
coast where she and her son became part owners of the pet-friendly Cypress Inn.
For the rest of her life she lived on a seven-acre estate with many more dogs than
the zoning laws allowed. Car-Windmill WindmillCAR's in her drive from 1980 to
2019 the Movie with the good ending, Disney anyone?

5-13-2019 On November 19, 2004, Terry Melcher died at his home of melanoma,
after a long illness. He was 62 and was survived by his wife, Terese, his son, Ryan
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Melcher, and his mother, Doris Day.

5-13-2019 SPF 1,000 Sunscreen is the title for a Hemingway House Writing Class
Nobel Novel

5-13-2019 Doris Day Marries Trump saves him from the Torture of Syphilis in the
Brain at 72, and a diesel Limo for a Commander in Chief. Lifestyle of Doris Day.
“Doris Day’s Best Friends” but never released commercially. Ms. Day, who summed
up her fatalistic philosophy in the words of one of her biggest hits, “Que Sera,
Sera” (“What will be, will be”), never liked unhappy endings. She told one
interviewer: “It upsets me when the hero or heroine dies. I would like them to live
happily ever after.” But, except in movies, nobody lives happily ever after. Ms.
Day told Mr. Hotchner: “During the painful and bleak periods I’ve suffered through
these past years, my animal family has been a source of joy and strength to me. I
have found that when you are deeply troubled, there are things you get from the
silent, devoted companionship of your pets that you can get from no other source.”
“I have never found in a human being,” she added, “loyalty comparable to that of
any pet.”

5-13-2019 Doris Day Marries Trump saves him from the Torture of Syphilis in the
Brain at 72, and a diesel Limo for a Commander in Chief. Lifestyle of Trump should
have a movie ending telling all his women about the most effective treatment for
lichen sclerosus is a potent corticosteroid ointment called clobetasol (Temovate),
applied in tiny amounts several times a day at first, then less and less often as
symptoms improve. Dr. Vyas said that “even if the condition is advanced, it will get
better if treated properly and treatment is continued indefinitely.” Star Wars
Commanders in Chief all have a MD degree. Now you know why all Senators are
MD's running for President.

5-13-2019 Hemingway House Writing Class for the knitting class. Carolyn and Bill
Thornton decided to retire to Manhattan from San Antonio, where Mr. Thornton
had been mayor in the mid-1990s, they started by looking at apartments in placid
residential neighborhoods like the Upper West Side. But they always came away
from the tree-lined streets feeling something was lacking. They were moving to
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New York, in part, to be closer to their son and daughter. But they weren’t coming
here for the peace and quiet. What they wanted was action. They found it on the
34th floor of a Herald Square high-rise. “When I walked in here, I was like, ‘Oh,
my gosh,’” Ms. Thornton said. “We wanted those views.” Mr. Thornton added: “It’s
a great way to wake up — seeing the sky, the clouds, the light. At night, it’s so
beautiful. We always say it looks like diamonds.” Hemingway House Writing Class in
the Oil City of San Antonio. iMac's costing $18,384 hundreds at the Hemingway
House Writing Class for a different class than the one that educates you to the
Oil Business. Wind in 1,001 Nobels starts with writing a Novel with invention
projects in every chapter on a iApp with 100 others writing on the same page.
34th floor of a Herald Square high-rise NYC looking at the Hawk, without the
invention of it dissected for spin off inventions. Really! Olive trees along the shore
of Dexa Beach on the Ionian island of Ithaca, thought to be Odysseus’ homeland,
as told in Homer’s eighth-century B.C. epic poem “The Odyssey.” 400 Times Faster
than the Speed of Light in a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel, with a
few chapters brainstorming building the first Gravity Engine. The NY Times style
wrote up the Odyssey not Gravity Engine today. This has to be a war crime, grin.
Or Just a crime against our Habitat for humanity in Star Wars Times!

1,001 Invention Projects or Extinction; is up to the Pentagon Top Brass
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5-12-2019 Mothers Day Car Gift - give Mom the 2019 Pink Ford WindmillCAR for
Mothers Day *.*

China Dinner Set for Mother of 1980 to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's, Plates +
Paradise of Clean Air!

Mothers Day Gift of the Nearest Star and all their Jewish Aliens, Happy Mothers
Day Mom!
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5-12-2019 Yes Mother Got "Bone Saw China" with Prince Salman-Trunp-Putin
Picture's on the Plates + cups it's for her demanding times Men are Killers! Prince
Salman-Trunp-Putin got China with $777 Trillion dollar Pictures $$$

China 1,001 Nobles in Medicine "Paradise MD" on Earth Lost to Killers... of
Mothers on Mothers Day!
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5-12-2019 New York Times didn't give picture this gas station on fire today - 3
dead, 4 injured after Virginia gas station explosion. NY Times didn't picture the
Miami, Cuba gas station robbery today when they sucker punched mom out of spite
for the 2 White Men at 1984 Trump Oil Company HQ.

New York Times didn't give Mom the $777 Trillion confiscated from Prince SalmanTrump Oil Company for her Rx Recipe to Cure Breast-Ovary Cancers in every stage
in 8 days with the Rx Pink Starbucks Latte a war crime!

5-12-2019 NY Times Front Page is not Torture of Breast Cancer for Mom but
Syria paid for with Mother's Breast-Ovary cancer cure money $7 Trillion
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Mothers Day Gift of the Nearest Star and all their Jewish Aliens, Happy Mothers
Day Mom!
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5-12-2019 Piece of the Challenger never returned to Earth for the Super
Challenger Shuttle Train. "Missing Wedding Ring of the Widows. Challenge of
Sirius, takes on Salman-Trump killers of Women and Children.

Mothers Day Car Gift - give Mom the 2019 Pink Ford WindmillCAR for Mothers
Day *.*

New York Times didn't give Mom the 2019 Pink Ford WindmillCAR for Mothers Day
*.* 2019

New York Times didn't give Mom the $777 Trillion confiscated from Prince SalmanTrump Oil Company for her Rx Recipe to Cure Breast-Ovary Cancers in every stage
in 8 days with the Rx Pink Starbucks Latte a war crime!

5-12-2019 Mothers Have Super-Powers! 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Hero Driver...
Drives Mother's to the Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and
25 Hospital Ships some bigger than Navy Carriers, grin.

5-12-2019 Vice President Pence! "Nobel in Medicine" A University commencement
address that these Nobel Students would face persecution for their A-Bombs for a
Nobel in Medicine as Navy Commander Jimmy Carter's Peace Prize's are the
Status Quo 1984... Oppenheimer's get the Nobel until they refuse A-Bombs for
C-Cancer Bombs.

5-12-2019 Mothers Misery of Breast-Ovary Cancer and driving a gas engine car
Today! 2 White Men at 1984 HQ they got rich on a Mother's Scam selling her gas
by the gallon at Exxon-Mobil and they plan a windfall on the 4th of July with $4 a
gallon gas. Iran and Venezuela Oil will be off the market, Trump-Salman
Masterminds $$
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5-12-2019 Yes Mother Got "Bone Saw China" with Prince Salman-Trunp-Putin
Picture's on the Plates + cups it's for her demanding times Men are Killers! Prince
Salman-Trunp-Putin got China with $777 Trillion dollar Pictures $$$

5-12-2019 Yes Mother Got "Bone Saw China" with Prince Salman-Trunp-Putin
Picture's on the Plates + cups it's for her demanding times Men are Killers! Prince
Salman-Trunp-Putin got China with $777 Trillion dollar Pictures $$$
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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China 1,001 Nobles in Medicine "Paradise MD" on Earth Lost to Killers... of
Mothers on Mothers Day!
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5-12-2019 New York Times didn't give picture this gas station on fire today - 3
dead, 4 injured after Virginia gas station explosion. NY Times didn't picture the
Miami, Cuba gas station robbery today when they sucker punched mom out of spite
for the 2 White Men at 1984 Trump Oil Company HQ.

New York Times didn't give Mom the $777 Trillion confiscated from Prince SalmanTrump Oil Company for her Rx Recipe to Cure Breast-Ovary Cancers in every stage
in 8 days with the Rx Pink Starbucks Latte a war crime!

5-12-2019 NY Times Front Page is not Torture of Breast Cancer for Mom but
Syria paid for with Mother's Breast-Ovary cancer cure money $7 Trillion

5-12-2019 Harvard Drops Harvey Weinstein Lawyer as a Faculty Dean - Harvard
Failed to Cure Breast-Ovary Cancer with $20 Billion in Cash in Chase Bank,
Harvard would not risk it all on their Mothers, a war crime $$$. After the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's win the War with Moslems and Breast Cancer Harvard Law
School Campus will be given to Doctor Mom at the Harvard Medical School. Send
all the Lawyer to Medical school if they can cheat to get in, ha. Star Wars
futuristic concept lawyer lose their law school campus for wrongful deaths of
breast-ovary cancers for decades and decades! Motives of these Harvard Lawyers
have been made public like the 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret will be for the
Rx Pink Latta at Starbucks. Harvard ruthless Lawyer fueling Prince Salman's life
style for decades of breast-ovary cancer that could have found a cure with his
$777 trillion and the Windmillcar, Gravity Engine Car advances in general
technologies.
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Cell 305 434 5276

5-12-2019 New York Times didn't give Mom the $777 Trillion confiscated from
Prince Salman-Trump Oil Company for her Rx Recipe to Cure Breast-Ovary Cancers
in every stage in 8 days with the Rx Pink Starbucks Latte a war crime!

5-12-2019 Amazon Go Store in NYC. Unlike corner stores, which allow customers
to openly walk in off the street, Amazon Go customers enter by scanning an
Amazon smartphone app at a row of security gates. As they shop, hundreds of
cameras and sensors work to track their purchases.
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5-12-2019 NY Times a traffic ticket for the Driver after Mother is laying Dead
in the Street!! Handcuffed and Arrested for Not Paying a Traffic Ticket. By TED
ALCORN Ted Alcorn at the Times knows all cars on the road today could have a
iPhone iDash Cam and iTickets iCops in your car. And no Smoking in your car this is
what got Mother run over.

5-12-2019 Mothers Have Super-Powers! 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Hero Driver...
Drives Mother's to the Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and
25 Hospital Ships some bigger than Navy Carriers, grin.

5-12-2019 Londoners could soon find it harder to track down soft-serve on a hot
day, because of fears that pollutants from the trucks’ diesel engines may be
endangering lives. City councils in London may clamp down on ice cream trucks over
concerns about air pollution. 9,000 Londoners estimated to die prematurely each
year from long-term exposure to pollution. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in London are
sanctioned by the Bone Saw Prince. Ndue Meli, 45, echoed the complaint. His
truck, which cost him 100,000 pounds (about $130,000), meets the latest
European Union standard on emissions, he said. “My van does not burn a lot of
fuel,” Mr. Meli said. “I see black cabs, tourist buses and coaches which are all
pumping out fuel. But the councils are putting everybody in the same boat.” London
Hero needs to Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Windsor Palace and collect
the Diesel Bone Saw's for evidence 9K dead by Prince Harry, Charles, the Queen!!
Putin will be the last Oil-God of Russia too. Greg can conjure up memories of 1960
at 218 Glen Hills Road Dad driving the Good Humor truck and Mom there too. Now
to conjure up a Rx Memory Recipe so all can be remembered conjured up. How to
Keep Your Mother’s Day Flowers Alive when Bone Saw Prince's Rules the World.
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5-12-2019 City councils in London may clamp down on ice cream trucks over
concerns about air pollution... Diesel in Children's DNA when they know Xi put a
million kids to death from birth defects. '1984' war crimes in London and the
Vatican. They knew the abuse was going on and didn't tell the NY Times!

5-12-2019 China; Mother will get a collection of "Bone Saw China" with the
pictures of Trump Salman Putin giving each other the high five! Mom wants the Rx
Recipe China in Pink!

5-12-2019 Mothers Day Exodus to Sirius; starts with getting the 2019 Pink Ford
WindmillCAR started then turning right into a Pink Gravity Engine Car and going
400 Times Faster than the speed of light in Mom's live streaming YouTube Videos
of Jewish Aliens at Sirius, Happy Mother's Day at Star Wars Mom!

Mothers Day Car Gift - give Mom the 2019 Pink Ford WindmillCAR for Mothers
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Day *.*

5-12 2019 NEWS ANALYSIS Trump Said He Would Tame Rogue Nations. Now
They Are Challenging Him. Challenge for Mother on Mothers Day is Exodus to
Sirius not Syria. Trump is with Jeff on the Moon now there are 2 people on the
Moon and 2 trillion Jewish Aliens at Sirius.

5-12 2019 Universe Analysis Extinction; is up to the Pentagon Top Brass and the 2
White Men at 1984 HQ who put a picture of Syria on the front page not Sirius.

The ‘Dog Star’ or Sirius is a star that has its influential place in astronomical
history. It is mentioned as far back as the Babylonians and was used to help signal
the annual flooding of the river Nile with the ancient Egyptians. Being the
brightest star in the visible sky does make it quite hard to ignore and it is not
hard to believe that it took a special place in many civilizations and cultures
throughout human history. But like many notable objects in history, Sirius is not
without controversy as 2 trillion Jewish Aliens are housekeeping there on Mothers
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Day. Hubble Space Telescope image shows Sirius A, the brightest star in our
nighttime sky, along with its faint, tiny stellar companion, Sirius B. Astronomers
overexposed the image of Sirius A [at centre] so that the dim Sirius B [tiny dot at
lower left] could be seen. The cross-shaped diffraction spikes and concentric rings
around Sirius A, and the small ring around Sirius B, are artifacts produced within
the telescope’s imaging system. The two stars revolve around each other every 50
years. Sirius A, only 8.6 light-years from Earth, is the fifth closest star system
known. The image was taken with Hubble’s Wide Field Planetary.

5-12-2019 It's Time to get Mom off Facebook and give her InventBook... and an
iMac $$$. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are the Masterminds of Facebook and Win
10 Blue Screen of Death! Mothers at the prestigious Howard Hughes Medical
Institute can give us 1,001 Nobels in Medicine for each iMac we give her, grin
$$$.

5-12-2019 City councils in London may clamp down on ice cream trucks over
concerns about air pollution... Diesel in Children's DNA when they know Xi put a
million kids to death from birth defects. '1984' war crimes in London and the
Vatican. They knew the abuse was going on and didn't tell the NY Times!

Mother MD planning her wedding with her fiancé, plans of winning the Nobel in
Medicine once the Hemingway House Writing Class novel is written... "as I
prepared to leave the hospital, I felt at once raw and healed, exposed and
protected. The doors opened before me and, blinking, I stepped through, tilting my
chin to feel the cold wind and the warm winter sunlight on my face. Alessandra
Colaianni (@alessacolamd) is an otolaryngology-head and neck surgery resident in
the department of otolaryngology at Harvard Medical School."
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Doctors Bone Saw's and the Prince of Saudi Arabia with 200,000 patients in USA
Hospitals. Linda V. DeCherrie, MD, is a professor of geriatrics and palliative
medicine at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai. She is the clinical
director of Mount Sinai at Home. Dr. Trump MD is the Director of Oil $$$
payments for Saudi's not Americans... Bone Saw's used by Mount Sinai, burn units
for all the fiery wrecks caused by a Bone Saw Prince of Saudi Arabia who craves
more and more oil $$$ money when the Wind has blown cars for decades. Yale,
Harvard, Mount Sinai directors at Home, driving in traffic on Mothers Day 1984.

NY Times Mother Day Recipe Rx Recipe's 4 Trillion all trade secrets hacked by
Gina at the CIA for Starbucks Mothers Day Rx Pink Latte... NY Times Editors all
men, "Our Best Mother’s Day Recipes. Don’t make mom go out. Stay in and make
her something delicious (but please don’t leave any dirty dishes in the sink). Brain
Storming a Pink Recipe at the Times, wait until you see the NY Times front page
picture tomorrow, Mothers day. It will not be a picture of Mom! 2 White Men at
1984 HQ have already picked out the picture!! Mother’s Day Cocktails a cause of
breast cancer and birth defects. The New York Times Mothering is hard. Take the
edge off with a sparkling Champagne cocktail, a French 75 or a glass of rosé
sangria that’s as pretty as a picture. For something a bit stronger, a Negroni or a
Boulevardier (like a Negroni, but with bourbon instead of gin) will do the job
beautifully. And for the mom who loves to sing that Rupert Holmes song at
karaoke, surprise her with a piña colada. Key West Margaritas!! Hemingway House
Writing Class is closed on Mothers Day so the Nobel Novel written with 100's of
Mom's on iMac's @ $18,384 will have to wait for the Pink City Hall.

5-11-2019 CBS Nightly News never reported the Lead; Hundreds of tons of lead
were used in Notre Dame’s frame, as well as the church spire that burned and
collapsed... soot was lead's black cloud just as toxic as a H-Bomb over and never
reported during the fire on purpose as the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ told them not
to report the Lead! This is George Orwell II Down and out in Paris and London.
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5-11-2019 China from China for decades was made with lead your Grandmother's
ate peas with lead atoms! Yes surface atoms on your water bottle do mix with the
water.

5-11-2019 NY Times torture of thousands of Pink Mothers in the USA for
decades, Hell No - "Hundreds of thousands of Syrians have been locked away in
filthy prisons where thousands were tortured to death — and the pace of arrests
and executions is accelerating." By ANNE BARNARD

5-11-2019 China; Mother will get a collection of Bone Saw China with the pictures
of Trump Salman Putin giving each other the high five!

5-11-2019 $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks is how much Prince Salman has, Prince
Charles @ BP Oil has $555 Trillion - "Should You Tell the World How Much Money
You Make?" By LAURA M. HOLSON Laura Holson should be the one at the NY
Times to make these trillions of dollars in illegal Miami, Cuba gas station money
public headlines!

5-11-2019 China; Mother will get a collection of Bone Saw China with the pictures
of Trump Salman Putin giving each other the high five!

5-11-2019 Disney will make a movie based on this Bone Saw China Mother gave
everyone in 2019
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5-11-2019 Saving Mothers From Extinction; is up to the Pentagon Top Brass who
will wrongfully kill Mom's on Mothers Day and the NY Times will report the body
count on Monday. Bone Saw China Set would be a good gift to give the Generals on
Mothers Day.

5-11-2019 Saving Mothers From Extinction; President Trump’s proposal to
designate Warriors like Prince Harry as Extinction Royal's risks upsetting American
allies from Turkey to Indonesia.

5-11-2019 Back in the USA at Key West Warriors at the site of the Yale Key
West Medical School, “I thought people were making an unnecessary fuss about the
amphitheater being closed when there isn’t an event. But now I see the
problem.There is no need to fence off the entire green space and water view that
surrounds the amphitheater! That should be public space, and it’s insulting and ugly
to have it barricaded. The Key West Citizen Newspaper knows Greg would write
the Yale Key West Medical School has been barricaded by the City Admirals since
Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion from the Victory of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR over Mecca and Allah world wide. Medical MD parking space not City
Navy space! And lets get Mothers teeth fixed for Mothers Day. City amphitheater
DDS and Mon has a tooth ache! Rotten teeth the Admiral overlooks for a new Ship.
$$$

9/11 Bush said don't were a mask and all the clean up workers died

5/11 Paris Elite don't were a mask cleaning up 100's of Tons of soot that is
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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mostly Lead and you will die!

‘Game of Thrones’ and ‘Avengers’: 2 Times Critics on the Power and Pain of Endings
without Mother as the Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to Sirius; Exodus
not in a Disney Movie rebuilding - 'Notre-Dame, Lady of Paris Donations $$$ $$$
Donations for iMac's and Treadmill Desk to fill her New Living Room to rebuild the
burned down Nobel Prize's that have not cured Breast-Ovary Cancers in decades
of War.

NY Times Critics on the Power and Pain of Endings Breast-Ovary Cancers in
decades of War.

5-11-2019 22 Movies? This Marvel Universe Has 1,000 Chapters

5-11-2019 22 Movies in Another Pink Mothers Universe has 4 Trillion Rx Recipes
all Trade Secrets crunched in a Disney Movie to save Mom's life from BreastOvary Torture... Next Chapter Disney what's it going to be? Another "Leonardo da
Vinci Works for 500th Anniversary or save Mothers life from Breast-Ovary
Cancer?"

5-11-2019 Prism Vision of Star Wars to make Diesel Clouds visible to Paris
Warriors, lead in Lady of Paris Fires too! 9/11 Bush said don't were a mask and all
the clean up workers died, same will happen in Paris today as no one in government
are passing out respirators for leaning the soot. Wrong full deaths this is why
Mother will get a collection of Bone Saw China with the pictures of Trump Salman
Putin giving each other the high five!
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5-11-2019 High Tech Invention in Vision to make Diesel Clouds visible to Paris
Warriors!

5-11-2019 Six Years Ago, He Helped Expose VW’s Diesel Fraud. This Year, G.M.
Let Him Go... God will let Jimmy Carter go to Hell. Nobel Peace Prize Fraud as all
his Habitat for Humanity Homes will go up in the smoke of a Hydrogen bomb blast
fighting over Oil Money who gets to sell their oil not Mom Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca to End Gas Stations on Earth Era and Culture.

5-11-2019 Prince Charles gave his mother Hell for her meeting with God via BP Oil
Diesel in DNA of British Children. A war crime over oil money.

5-11-2019 "Inside their 18th floor apartment at 875 Fifth Avenue, Jerry and
Ester Bovino enjoy above-the-tree views of Central Park from the living room and
bedrooms.CreditCreditStefano Ukmar for The New York Times Rooms With a View
and How Much You’ll Pay for Them. The best views in New York City come at a
premium, with a Central Park vista edging out Hudson and East River sight lines."
By Caroline Biggs
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“360-degree views do exist on the floor to ceiling LG and Apple monitors. View Dr.
Katrina's with gray matter from a brain between her index finger and thumb.
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5-11-2019 "Inside their Windowless 18th floor apartment at 875 Fifth Avenue,
Windowless like no Win 10 just iMac's and the Steve Jobs view of the ceiling to
Floor LG or Apple Monitor on each and every wall in the apartment. How much will
you pay to win a Nobel in Medicine, marry 4 MD women in a Polygamous Wedding in
NYC or at Yale New Haven. Panoramic views of Central Park or a Rx Recipe? MD
women brain on the monitor or sexy women in central Park, both can inspire. “360degree views don’t exist on lower floors. “360-degree views do exist on the floor
to ceiling LG and Apple monitors. View Dr. Katrina's with gray matter from a brain
between her index finger and thumb. Then view the electron microscope version
then the live super computer simulation then tell Trump he didn't win the White
House spelling bee that everyone tied with the Rx Memory Latte at the White
House Starbucks, grin.
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5-11-2019 It's Time to get Mom off Facebook and give her InventBook... 2
White Men at 1984 HQ are the Masterminds of Facebook!

5-11-2019 Lady of Paris; Notre Dame’s Melted Roof Leaves Astronomical Lead
Levels. Hundreds of tons of lead were used in Notre Dame's frame, as well as the
church spire that burned and collapsed.
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5-11-2019 Lead + Diesel in Lady of Paris Blood Test.

5-11-2019 High Tech Invention in Vision to make Diesel Clouds visible to Paris
Warriors!

PARIS (AP) — Notre Dame Cathedral’s melted roof has left astronomically high
lead levels in the plaza outside and adjacent roads. Paris police say lead levels
from the roof were found to be between 10 and 20 grams per kilogram of ground
— between 32 and 65 times the recommended limit by French health authorities of
0.3 grams per kilogram. The areas closest to the cathedral are currently closed.
The statement Thursday said the main danger is lead dust that could coat surfaces
of nearby homes and businesses. To avoid lead poisoning, authorities have
recommended a good cleaning with a damp cloth, and that pregnant women and
children wash hands frequently. Hundreds of tons of lead were used in Notre
Dame’s frame, as well as the church spire that burned and collapsed.
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5-10-2019 Mothers Day Office Space looks Out Over 12 Trillion Galaxies from
Park Ave NYC's WindmillCAR's Hero Mother's Drive in Saudi Arabia around the
Bone Saw's with Trump-Salman's Pictures!

5-10-2019 Paris Mother's Exodus to Sirius; Measles Outbreak: Opposition to
Vaccine Extends Well Beyond Ultra-Orthodox Jews in N.Y. Jews working
masterminding vaccines in the drinking water world wide, have the day off!

5-10-2019 Exodus to Sirius; Opposition to Drive Exodus of the Jews to Sirius
Extends to the Elite Top Brass in Israel.

5-10-2019 It's Time to get Mom off Facebook and give her InventBook... 2
White Men at 1984 HQ are the Masterminds of Facebook!

5-10-2019 Yes get Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her
demanding times Men are Killers!

5-10-2019 No Smoking on Mother's Day as Lung Cancer is a killer of Mothers and
No Smoking Driving today!

5-10-2019 Here’s the List of School Shootings So Far in 2019 By JULIE BOSMAN
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5-10-2019 Here’s the List of Mothers Shootings So Far in 2019 By JULIE
BOSMAN

5-10-2019 Yes get Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her
demanding times Men are Killers!

5-10-2019 DUI Warriors will kill a Mother on Mothers Day and the Saddest thing
about this is the NY Times will not put the murder on the front page of the NY
Times. 2019 Ford Automakers would have saved all this Mothers Say Road Kill by
drunks with iPhone iDash Cam iCop in your car... killed by Warriors too for gas
money of $777 Trillion. $300 million alone from Baghdad this Mothers Day Week
$$$. Trump, in tweet storm, says 'no need to rush' with China trade deal.
President Donald Trump said in a tweet storm Friday morning that he is in no rush
to rush Starbucks Rx Pink Latte and the 1,001 other Rx Recipe Latte's at
Starbucks. Same for 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs
and genius tutors. Trump never stopped at the Hemingway House in Key West he
knew it was closed for Writing Classes.

5-10-2019 Afghan War Casualty Report: May 3-9. At least 80 pro-government
forces and 47 civilians were killed in Afghanistan during the past week." By
FATIMA FAIZI

5-10-2019 Mother's 'Weekley' Casualty Report USA + World Wide;
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5-10-2019 Key West NYC Mother's 'Weekley' Casualty Report;

5-10-2019 Nuclear War with Iran + Korea who can drive US to a safe ending,
Mother Can and Will Driving the Gravity Engine Ford and 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
Can Anyone Save the Iran Nuclear Deal? Maybe Europe — if we’re lucky." By
ARIANE TABATABAI Luck is Trump Oil Company Office in Iran wanting Iran Oil
monies. $$$

5-10-2019 This would give any Mother a Migraine, so let's white a Hemingway
House Writing Class Nobel Novel on Mother's Day on iMac's with 18 Core CPU's
and expensive MD software for a migraine in every chapter.

5-10-2019 Lady of Paris; Notre Dame’s Melted Roof Leaves Astronomical Lead
Levels. Hundreds of tons of lead were used in Notre Dame's frame, as well as the
church spire that burned and collapsed.

5-10-2019 Lead + Diesel in Lady of Paris Blood Test.

5-10-2019 High Tech Invention in Vision to make Diesel Clouds visible to Paris
Warriors!
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PARIS (AP) — Notre Dame Cathedral’s melted roof has left astronomically high
lead levels in the plaza outside and adjacent roads. Paris police say lead levels
from the roof were found to be between 10 and 20 grams per kilogram of ground
— between 32 and 65 times the recommended limit by French health authorities of
0.3 grams per kilogram. The areas closest to the cathedral are currently closed.
The statement Thursday said the main danger is lead dust that could coat surfaces
of nearby homes and businesses. To avoid lead poisoning, authorities have
recommended a good cleaning with a damp cloth, and that pregnant women and
children wash hands frequently. Hundreds of tons of lead were used in Notre
Dame’s frame, as well as the church spire that burned and collapsed.

5-10-2019 Yes get Mother a Stargate Universe Kitten a Alien One for her
demanding Times on Earth with so many Men shopping for Mothers Day buying
themselves a Bone Saw from Salman-Trump Bone Saw Company. Today we
celebrate Mothers Day USA yet Mothers in Saudi Arabia, Mecca are the Richest
because of the Trump Oil Company. No one in the USA will buy Mother's a 2019
Ford WindmillCAR Today but many Mom's will be killed by Warriors selling gas
stations to Xi in China.
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5-10-2019 "Valerie Plame, Outed C.I.A. Agent, Will Run for Congress in New
Mexico" By STEPHANIE SAUL

5-10-2019 Gina at the CIA will run faster in getting the Pink Nobel in Medicine
for all CIA women as no Trump-Salman Warriors dress in Pink and far down in
Rank City Hall Key West is a trillion light years from being painted pink, Starbucks
Key West Pink Rx Recipe for Congress Run Hell No for a Nobel in Medicine 2020.
Hack 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret then have H-Bomb builders crunch them
for a Pink Cancer Bomb. Congress Hell you need the CIA.

5-10-2019 Saving Humans From Extinction, is up to the Pentagon, getting the Rx
Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Latte that cures Mothers Breast-Ovary Cancer in all
stages in 8 Days is Gina at the CIA, with help from Greg and Wife's in Key West,
grin!!

5-10-2019 Saudi Arabia has Free University in Washington and did in Canada until
if sent home 8K students, grin. "Washington State Moves Toward Free and
Reduced College Tuition, With Businesses Footing the Bill" By EMILY S. RUEB Oil's
$777 Trillion picks up the bills at the Qatar Trump Casino. by Emily Rueb.

5-10-2019 "Mushroom Clouds are for Los Alamos Dr. Oppenheimer MD's work in
the lab and on super computers. Hallucinogenic psilocybin has a lot of potential as
medicine, but we don’t know enough about it yet to legalize it. Colorado the 2
White Men at 1984 HQ are war criminals and killed your Mother in a DUI crash on
Coors high eating mushrooms." By MICHAEL POLLAN
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5-10-2019 Los Alamos Researchers NOT Johns Hopkins University!! Should have
recommended that psilocybin, the active compound in hallucinogenic mushrooms, be
reclassified for medical use, potentially paving the way for the psychedelic drug to
one day treat depression and anxiety and help people stop smoking.

5-10-2019 Buy Mother on Mothers Day the "Neuropharmacology", a medical
journal focused on neuroscience. Use Amazon 1 Click and order the Kindle edition
along with the paper back.

5-10-2019 It's Time to get Mom off Facebook and give her InventBook... 2
White Men at 1984 HQ are the Masterminds of Facebook!

5-10-2019 Disney Movie Review; Oppenheimer's followers who also refused to
build H-Bombs. Oh no it a Disney movie about: Complicating Those Manson Family
Values. “Charlie Says” is a smart, disturbing drama about three of Charles
Manson’s followers from the director Mary Harron and the writer Guinevere
Turner.

5-10-2019 Jeff will get everyone on Earth killed while he is on the Moon. "Jeff
Bezos’s Idea for Space Colonies Starts With a Moon Lander" 1 Click Amazon link to
1,001 IP invention projects and one is 400 Times the speed of like for live
streaming of Jewish Aliens at Sirius! Space Colonies of Jews are at Sirius Jeff not
on the Moon! Get a date with a Jewish Mother, think about a polygamous marriage
Jeff. Just get off this Moon thing, there are no women there!
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5-10-2019 Elite Paris-French Medical School out of the fire with an Elite Burn
Unit for fiery wrecks in Paris. Glass, Golden Flames or a Beam of Light: What
Should Replace Notre-Dame’s Spire? A elite MD burn unit medical school for fiery
car wrecks in France. Can the Elite French Men at 1984 HQ Police their greed
when they own the soul of the Government Oil Company in all of Africa earning
$777 Trillion a year... causing millions of fiery wrecks in all of Africa. MD Burn
Units are light years from the French Elite. "Two French soldiers died in a raid
that freed four hostages in Burkina Faso, officials said."

5-10-2019 Room with a view on the Elite Universe!

5-10-2019 "Inside their 18th floor apartment at 875 Fifth Avenue, Jerry and
Ester Bovino enjoy above-the-tree views of Central Park from the living room and
bedrooms.CreditCreditStefano Ukmar for The New York Times Rooms With a View
and How Much You’ll Pay for Them. The best views in New York City come at a
premium, with a Central Park vista edging out Hudson and East River sight lines."
By Caroline Biggs
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“360-degree views do exist on the floor to ceiling LG and Apple monitors. View Dr.
Katrina's with gray matter from a brain between her index finger and thumb.
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5-10-2019 "Inside their Windowless 18th floor apartment at 875 Fifth Avenue,
Windowless like no Win 10 just iMac's and the Steve Jobs view of the ceiling to
Floor LG or Apple Monitor on each and every wall in the apartment. How much will
you pay to win a Nobel in Medicine, marry 4 MD women in a Polygamous Wedding in
NYC or at Yale New Haven. Panoramic views of Central Park or a Rx Recipe? MD
women brain on the monitor or sexy women in central Park, both can inspire. “360degree views don’t exist on lower floors. “360-degree views do exist on the floor
to ceiling LG and Apple monitors. View Dr. Katrina's with gray matter from a brain
between her index finger and thumb. Then view the electron microscope version
then the live super computer simulation then tell Trump he didn't win the White
House spelling bee that everyone tied with the Rx Memory Latte at the White
House Starbucks, grin.
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Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that
missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve
Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks.

1,001 Invention Projects or Extinction; is up to the Pentagon Top Brass
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5-9-2019 Piece of the Challenger never returned by the British for the Super
Challenger Shuttle Train. "Missing Piece of Stonehenge Returned From Florida 60
Years After Removal" By PALKO KARASZ Star War's MIA POW is the British
General who Lead Prince Harry to Afghastan instead of having him return to Cape
Kennedy the piece of the Shuttle Challenger. I guess it was more of a Challenge to
the British Generals to Lead to War instead of Star Wars building a fleet of
Super Challenger Shuttle Trains... Blood Right Sir!

5-9-2019 New Mothers today order from Amazon 1 Click the Super Challenger
Shuttle Train and CBS Radio 400 times faster than the speed of light for Sirius
Radio. Gravity Engine Car too...
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5-9-2019 Mother's Challenge; confiscate $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from Prince
Salman spend the money on USA Mothers! Grin, yes Mother has a Grin and Smile...
Ha $$$

5-9-2019 Mothers Day Office Space looks Out Over 12 Trillion Galaxies!!
Mother's and Wife's 'We reject any ultimatums' from Bone Saw Killers of Women
and Children who Own a Trump Tower or Palace in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE,
Kuwait...

5-9-2019 A Mother will be murdered on Mothers Day 2019... Homeland Security
is for 9/11 Terrorists!

5-9-2019 On Mother's Day; Jewish Mother driving a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
around and around the black stone in Mecca and no one throwing stones at her Ford
WindmillCAR... 9/11 for Mecca is Mom driving a WindmillCAR in Mecca and
Manhattan!

5-9-2019 By Perri Klass, M.D. Rx to stop 'Mothers Murder' is Star Wars. Not
CBS Norah O'Donnell as Lead Anchor she will get 10,000 Mothers Murdered
following the same orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.
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5-9-2019 I teased him, saying, “If you were really a man, you’d finish your veggie
dinner.” He found it inexcusable to question his Red Meat manhood in front of our
family. I’ve also learned that he was taking supplements of testosterone."
Homeland Security test every Man for their Testosterone Levels!

5-9-2019 Road Kills World Wide Cured!! Invention Levels Testosterone in the Mind.
"iTickets, iPhone iDash Cam, iCop in your Car can talk to you. Handcuffed and
Arrested for Not Paying a Traffic Ticket. How a moving violation becomes a
suspended license becomes a criminal record, which becomes a moneymaker. And
how lawmakers want to change that." By TED ALCORN May 8, 2019 Invention
Levels Testosterone in the Mind. "iTickets, iPhone iDash Cam, iCop in 2020. iDUI's
are history of cars without iTickets iPhone Dash Cams. "I Traded the 12-Step
Program for a Dog Cat" The bond with my Australian dog cat has been the most
effective way for me to stay sober. By TYLER WATAMANUK Tyler needs to try
drinking then getting into his car with the iPhone Dash cam. The Damn Car will not
start!! The dog can bark the cat can swat but the iPhone Dash cam will not let you
start your car. AI intelligence alerts the cops you are a drunk trying to get into
your car and then all Hell Happens! Drunk or Drugs AI can detect if you are
smoking. Oh no smoking while driving.

5-9-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR was driven by Teddy Kennedy before he died,
Robert was a passenger listening to Teddy. "Brother and Sister of Robert F.
Kennedy Jr. Accuse Him of Spreading Misinformation on Vaccines" By RONI CARYN
RABIN Kennedy spread misinformation about brain cancer too!

5-9-2019 Elitist Kennedy misinformation about Diesel in DNA; Mr. Kennedy’s
sister, Kathleen Kennedy Townsend, a former lieutenant governor of Maryland; his
brother, Joseph P. Kennedy II, a former Massachusetts congressman; and his
niece, Maeve Kennedy McKean, executive director of Georgetown University’s Global
Health Initiatives, criticized him for participating in social media campaigns that
have stoked fear and mistrust of vaccines and for attacking public health
institutions seeking to stem the spread of infectious diseases. All these Kennedy's
and nothing about Diesel in DNA. Xi put to death a million special Olympic kids and
Kennedy will not make this news about Diesel in the traffic ahead! "Xi Jinping
Wanted Global Dominance. He Overshot." By YI-ZHENG LIAN He Xi and Trump
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could have 'Over Invented' instead of building 1 million new gas stations in China in
the last 12 months. The Navy in Key West is training pilots to refuel in mid air
today too.

5-9-2019 Elitist Label should not go to the Key West Navy Pilots Refueling in mid
air today but to the Yale Key West Medical School Elitist in Art of the Diagnosis
and Heart Transplant surgeons who Cheney plans a Key West Vacation with.

5-9-2019 Vaccine; Mr. Kennedy’s relatives wrote that his anti-vaccine messages
are having “heartbreaking,” and even deadly, consequences. Dead is Mary Kennedy,
her husband bought the Judge then the Judge gave him her 5 kids. Mary knew he
won the war until he hanged her in the Kennedy Barn. Mother of 5 kids and the
Judge's heart was full of 'Greed' to be on the invite list by Robert Kennedy Jr.

5-9-2019 President John F. Kennedy in 1961 urged Americans to take advantage
of a new “miraculous” polio vaccine; in 1962, he signed the Vaccination Assistance
Act to help ensure all American children were immunized. “On this issue, Bobby is
an outlier in the Kennedy family,” they wrote. The Kennedy Family Has Bought
Many, Many Judges! Buy you way into Harvard + Yale in the News today.
Tomorrow NY Times headlines will be Kennedy bought the Judge. "Is a Child of
ISIS Just a Child? Or a Time Bomb?" Gravity Bomb is not what Robert Kennedy
Jr. grew up to be the inventor of. Gravity Engine Inventors are in the same class
as Salk II and Pasteur II. Rich children of ISIS or Kennedy, Bush, Jimmy Carter
will not make the front page of the Times about Diesel Black Clouds in the traffic
ahead. Or Star Wars Traffic Ahead and everyone is driving a gravity engine car.

5-9-2019 The United States is now experiencing the worst measles outbreak since
the disease was declared eliminated in the United States in 2000.
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5-9-2019 Experience driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR...

5-9-2019 The United States is now experiencing the worst measles outbreak since
the disease was declared eliminated in the United States in 2000.

5-9-2019 Yes get Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her
demanding times Men are Killers!

5-9-2019 "Is a Child of ISIS Just a Child? Or a Time Bomb?" It is a Time Bomb
with $777 Trillion $$$ A Child who Inherited a God, a Gold Bar, A right to kill
infidels, A God Given Right to Be the Richest Kid in the World thanks to the Oil
God. Texas kids have lost their inheritance.

5-9-2019 Back in the USA no one in Colorado tried to prevent the killing...
Colorado School Shooting Victim Died Trying to Stop the Gunman, many Colorado
women were killed at the same time in domestic War's and these women didn't
make the front page of the NY Times, but the school shooting did with a Hero who
died preventing it. Hero Women was killed by the Top Brass as she drove a 2019
Ford windmill CAR into Saudi Arabia and Mecca.
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5-9-2019 The United States is now experiencing the worst measles outbreak since
the disease was declared eliminated in the United States in 2000.

5-9-2019 Experience driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR...

5-9-2019 The United States is now experiencing the worst measles outbreak since
the disease was declared eliminated in the United States in 2000.

5-9-2019 A Russian military vehicle amid ruins in Palmyra, Syria, in March 2017.
Artifacts said to have been taken from the ancient city have been offered for sale
on Facebook.

5-9-2019 Russians in Palmyra, Syria offer Sirius Shuttle trips for sale on
Facebook too! Putin has sensored the Hell out of InventBook World Wide thanks to
Trump. Hemingway House Writing Class Invention Novels too!

5-9-2019 Piece of the Challenger never returned by the British for the Super
Challenger Shuttle Train. "Missing Piece of Stonehenge Returned From Florida 60
Years After Removal" By PALKO KARASZ Star War's MIA POW is the British
General who Lead Prince Harry to Afghastan instead of having him return to Cape
Kennedy the piece of the Shuttle Challenger. I guess it was more of a Challenge to
the British Generals to Lead to War instead of Star Wars building a fleet of
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Super Challenger Shuttle Trains... Blood Right Sir!

5-9-2019 New Mothers today order from Amazon 1 Click the Super Challenger
Shuttle Train and C BS Radio 400 times faster than the speed of light for Sirius
Radio. Gravity Engine Car too.

5-9-2019 Steve Jobs years before he got cancer. Dr. Snyder, chair of the
genetics department at Stanford University. Intense genetic analysis turned up
early signs of diabetes in the researcher.

5-9-2019 Mother's Challenge; confiscate $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from Prince
Salman spend the money on USA Mothers! Grin, yes Mother has a Grin and Smile...
Ha $$$
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5-9-2019 Mother's Challenge; confiscate $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from Prince
Salman spend the money on USA Mothers! Grin, yes Mother has a Grin and Smile...
Ha $$$

5-8-2019 Mothers Day Office Space looks Out Over 12 Trillion Galaxies from Park
Ave NYC's WindmillCAR's Hero Mother's Drive in Saudi Arabia around the Bone
Saw's with Trump-Salman's Pictures!
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5-8-2019 Yes get Mother a Gold Bar from Qatar of Fort Knox for Mothers Day
make Mothers Richer than Men in Saudi Arabia - Mell Fishers Treasures in Key
West will be on sale to Mothers today. This is not the same as giving Mother a
Gold Bar from the Treasures of Qatar and Saudi Arabia. Grin $$$. Of all the
100's of articles on Mell Fishers Ship Treasures of Gold not one was written about
the treasure of his Mother. Oh that was Saudi Arabia Citizen News Papers.

5-8-2019 Mother wants $80 Trillion from Gas; After Gas Explosions in
Massachusetts, Gas Company Settles for $80 Million" By JACEY FORTIN
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5-8-2019 $777 Trillion and Trump Oil Company; "Decade in the Red: Trump Tax
Figures Show Over $1 Billion in Losses." by NY Times. NY Times will show on the
front page all the Oil Revenues in Secret Swiss Bank Accounts this will be called
the Pentagon Papers as this front page story has to go through the Pentagon.

5-8-2019 Mothers will not Let Navy War Ships Sail under Wind Power; Power of
the Windmill's Super conductivity of 12 Trillion volts amps and Galaxies!!

5-8-2019 Navy Mothers have Medicare for All, when will the Admiral give Medical
for all Breast-Ovary Cancers to all USA women, as I don't know for sure but
Mom's from Saudi Arabia might be covered by USA Medicare for their BreastOvary cancer treatments in the USA.

5-8-2019 Mothers Day Office Space looks Out Over 12 Trillion Galaxies from
NYC's WindmillCAR's Hero Mother's Drive in Saudi Arabia around the Bone Saw's
with Trump-Salman's Pictures!

5-8-2019 WindmillCAR's bombed and sanctioned deflate Key West Tourists;
Bombings Deflate Sri Lanka Tourism, and a Village That Depends on It. Yale Key
West Medical School Top Brass do not depend on its Elite Art of the Diagnosis
they visit Walter Reed. Rank of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR...

5-8-2019 Find Diesel in Germany's childrens DNA - "Germany Considers Fines for
Not Vaccinating Children Against Measles" 2 White Men at German HQ.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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5-8-2019 Mother's Day Memorial will replace the Key West Vietnam War
Memorial! At Site of Bali Bombings, a Fight Brews Over Money and Memorials. So
between the 2 White men at 1984 HQ in Key West. Will Mothers Day win out over
the Vietnam War Memorial, yes a Star Wars high tech Memorial for Mothers Day.

5-8-2019 This is McDonald and Burger King Food; "Trump Supports Food Aid for
North Korea, South Says By CHOE SANG-HUN"

5-8-2019 WindmillCAR threatens war crime trials in Baghdad, Geneva. Iraq’s
Militias, Accused of Threatening U.S., Pose a Quandary for Iraq. Pose a Quandary
for the Jewish Hero who Drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Saudi Arabia and
Mecca, a Jewish Women driving around and around the black stone no one throwing
stones at her Ford. Quandary for Mecca-Allah and those protecting Mecca and
Allah from the Jew Hero!

5-8-2019 A Priest Impregnated a Teenager. Decades Later, Should He Be Allowed
to Teach Sex diseases that go to your brain like syphilis, others like Herpes Virus
give you cervix cancers and kill you by torture, the priest said God will forgive him,
will she? By CORINA KNOLL When Is HPV a Problem? The Gardasil vaccine
protects against some strains of human papillomavirus, but what about the rest?
MD can not protect you from the Priest or Pope who has a virus. Amazon will not
provide Prime Members '1984' with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Virus specs and
genius tutors for your Nobel in Medicine. There are more than 200 types of human
papillomavirus, or HPV, about 40 of which can be spread sexually. The Gardasil
vaccine, which is given to both men and women, protects a person from seven of
the most high-risk (cancer-causing) types of HPV, as well as the two types that
cause most genital warts. Most people who contract HPV will get rid of the virus on
their own, but those who don’t are at risk for cancer and genital warts. This
vaccine is vital in the war against HPV. Pope Francis making news in the NY Times
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front page talking about Genital Warts, Hell No the only way this will make the
front page is if Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Yale writes a article about Art of the
Diagnosis on Genital Warts! Dr. Jen Gunter, Twitter’s resident gynecologist, the
Vatican does not have a resident MD gynecologists, really! Swear to God!

5-8-2019 CBS censors Mom's Murder by Warriors; "CBS Censors a ‘Good Fight’
Segment. Its Topic Was Chinese Censorship." By JULIA JACOBS Man of War
horse race with Sara Palin and her Warrior Son I would not bet on Mom not
getting murdered, top brass will fail to dump the jet fuel that fires the engines.

Yes get Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her demanding
times Men are Killers!

5-8-2019 "Yesterday A bombing outside one of Pakistan’s most revered Sufi
shrines killed at least 10 people, including five police officers, providing security!"

5-8-2019 Demanding times of Greed in the USA vs Qatar giving away it illegal Gas
money - California Today: Rising Gas Prices Compound Camp Fire Survivors’
Problems. Wednesday: When fuel is nearly $4 a gallon. These same white men at
1984 HQ plan on selling you $4 a gallon gas on the 4th of July when Qatar will be
giving away Trillions to its Citizens.

5-8-2019 Key West "Renames Florida Keys Community College to "The College of
the Florida Keys." "Yale Key West Medical School" is a very good name! With 25
Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships it will Outshine the Key West Navy, better
warn the Admirals, ha.
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5-8-2019 Mothers Day "The New York Times Company’s first-quarter results were
better than expected. Total paid subscriptions hit 4.5 million." $4.5 Trillion dollars
in Oil Revenues were censored from Our Times. Most of this trillions $$$ were
spent on 'MIT War Toys' and at the Trump Qatar Casino Roulette Wheels not a
story for the NY Times digital showing inside the casino and WHO is gambling you
know from CBS.

5-8-2019 "Free College, the Best Version" if you also have 1 Click Amazon links to
specs and genius tutors with Summit Super computer simulations. MD High School's
will pay off going to college as you will not catch the flu in your hasmat suit in
class, ha. "Did you hear the one about Putin's MD walking down the hall in the
hospital in a Hasmat suit giving everyone the high five until he ran into Putin..."
Congress Has a Right to See Trump’s Tax Returns and if he has syphilis in his
brain!! Tim Cook is working on this invention for the next iWatch. Watch out!!

5-8-2019 Disney's Star Wars Spy Movie; "A Reimagined Spy Museum in
Washington Doesn’t Flinch From the Darker Side" "Built for $162 million, the
museum features flashy interactive exhibits but also grapples with intelligence
failures, out-of-control surveillance and torture." Disney animation of spy toys in
Star Wars were censored by Gina at the CIA. Futuristic Spy Tool Box that never
gets wet in a Key West T-Shower, grin.

5-8-2019 ...huddled beside my broken body in the surgical unit of the emergency
room, praying that my ruptured organs and battered skull could be repaired. I
think of how little he understood in that moment, too young to be told what
happened, and how confused he must have been with... murder!" "All I knew was
that he wanted to kill me. I could see that in his eyes. It was more than anger. It
was impatience. He kept his grip around my neck and watched me squirm, waiting
for my body to give out." "By middle school, he towered over kids our age. He was
drowning in hormonal rage. He hated school, hated teachers, hated the cops and
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made sure they knew it. When he was old enough to drive, he got a silver car and
plastered the windshield with letters that spelled out CRIMINAL. He walked down
the sidewalk bellowing laughter and hocking loogies on the street. Anyone who saw
him could tell at a glance that it was a bad idea to press him. Just in case, he
carried a knife. Eventually, he got a gun." "I know that doctors assessed the
damage as Level 1 trauma. They examined my body with a CT scan, and I heard
one say, “There’s a fair bit of blood.” The scan revealed a fracture in my left
kidney and “a large, left perirenal hematoma,” along with the bleeding cuts and
contusions that were visible on my head and chest. I know that a doctor punctured
an artery in my groin and threaded a catheter through my aorta to stanch the
bleeding in my kidney. I spent the next three days in the hospital, where medical
staff cloaked my name on the registry in case my cousin tried to find me." "He
wasn’t “hearing voices.” The best explanation that anyone has given me is that he
simply snapped. My cousin says that he had no idea he would attack me until he
did. He says the rage came over him in the workshop like an animal impulse. But I
have learned a few things that may have played a role as well. He later told my
sister that he was upset by something I said to him at dinner the night before.
Apparently, I noticed that he didn’t clear his plate, and I teased him, saying, “If
you were really a man, you’d finish your dinner.” He found it inexcusable to
question his manhood in front of our family. I’ve also learned that he was taking
supplements of testosterone."

5-8-2019 The Tom Cat with and without Testosterone Everyone can play with the
Tom Cat... You realize this is a Real World Super Computer Simulation on
Testosterone and you say Wow!! So now get on 1 Click Amazon and 1,001 specs and
genius tutor and win a Nobel in Medicine for your Rx Recipes for and testosterone!

5-8-2019 Starbucks Rx Testosterone Latte!

5-8-2019 CBS Fire Extinguishers to Crush 'Murdered Mothers' world wide. CBS
Names Norah O’Donnell as Lead Anchor, Signaling a New Era. Fire will burn the
same in this new Era. Over the years, my primary care doctors have suggested
better eating habits, more exercise, improved sleep hygiene, not carrying such a
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heavy shoulder bag, even exercises to improve my posture. The problem is, I am
not sure I have ever made any changes in my behavior as a direct result." People
need the Rx... Rx to stop eating, Rx to stop smoking, Rx to Stop drinking. All
these Miracle Rx have been bone sawed by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Like Trump
refusing sanction on Tobacco giving up a Nobel in Medicine for Tobacco $ Billions!
Trump needs some Rx for emotions and social relationships? Vitamin Cottage and
Starbuck Latte's then the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ would approve these Rx." By
Perri Klass, M.D. Rx to stop 'Mothers Murder' is Star Wars CBS not Norah
O'Donnell as Lead Anchor she will get 10,000 Mothers Murdered following the
same orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

5-8-2019 Starbucks Rx Testosterone Latte!

Pardon Trump for not putting sanctions on Tobacco + Vodka to win a Noble in
Medicine seeing Kim lost him his Noble Peace Price he touched, dropped and
shattered into broken glass of a Coors Beer Bottle on a Key West Bike Path...
Pardon Trump!!

5-7-2019 Pilot Trump bursting into flames Today killing many, many mostly in
Car's filled with fuel that's illegal in times of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's a War
Crime by Trump Oil Company. Trumps crew reportedly did not dump any fuel... for
Windmills!

5-7-2019 Pilot, Denis Evdokimov, as saying he followed procedures for landing with
excess weight. But the crew reportedly did not dump any fuel, which is common for
flights that have to land soon after takeoff to prevent being overly heavy. The
Russian airliner that took off from Moscow was airborne for just 28 minutes
before returning to make an emergency landing while still heavy with unburned fuel.
The pilot said he was not certain why the Aeroflot plane landed hard bursting into
flames.
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The Difference Between Happiness and Joy; Difference Between feeding the
'Dove' and Demanding Times of War! Dental Work for All Along with Medicare For
All Americans not just VIP's from Saudi Arabia, grin. Trumps Guest at his Hotels
$$. 200,000 Saudi's are here today for MD and DDS work. Buy Mom a Bone Saw
for Mothers Day get the expensive one with a picture of Prince Salman on it, grin.
Pictures of Trump on a Bones Saw on 1 click Amazon. 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects is broken, the Hemingway House Writing Class today is
closed.

5-7-2019 Bone Saw Warriors + Murderers World Wide Are Speeding Extinction of
our Habitat for Humanity! 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's is our Habitat for Humanity
but killed off At the Auschwitz Exhibition, a Witness to a History He Can Never
Forget the Jimmy Carter 1980 Ford WindmillCAR At Auschwitz Exhibition sunk by
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub Fleet $$$ from Prince Salman's Blood Money from
killing the 1980 - 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!

5-7-2019 Bone Saw Warriors MD Wife's + Hemingway House Writing Class of the
True Crime Nobel Novel as its Utopian on how 4 Trillion Rx Recipes at Los Alamos
Crunched to cure Breast-Ovary Cancers can spin off Rx Recipes to stop true
criminals like vaccines in the drinking water the anti-vaccine can't escape. Ephedra
E. sinicia is used in Traditional Chinese Medicine to treat asthma, and has been for
over five thousand years. The stems and the roots are used to treat men before
they murder! 500 Years of Nobel Prizes and the Peace Prize is the biggest Con
from the King of Sweden who has high fived the King of Saudi Arabia and danced
in the Palace with swords like Trump. Star Wars Nobel! 2019 Nobel Peace Prize
will go to Prince Salman + Jimmy Carter. They have to share our Oil War Greed
$$$. Einstein Driver of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR that turns into a Gravity
Engine Car targeted by the Worlds Military Guns. Putin fired the first missile.

5-7-2019 Oil Men World Wide Are Speeding Extinction and Altering the Natural
World at an ‘Unprecedented’ Pace when Oil Revenues are all illegal from Miami,
Cuba gas station hold ups for $777 Trillion in Greed.
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5-7-2019 BP Oil will be the One's Who Bring an End to the British monarchy
recent history of Oil + Diesel Crimes World Wide, no one is seventh in line to the
British throne behind his father, Prince Harry. These Royal's are Oil + Diesel
Criminals. $$$ Millions have died from Gas + Diesel.

5-7-2019 Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is murdered in Each
Battle; A Strange Symbiosis: Why Israel and Gaza Keep Fighting Brief Battles...
By DAVID M. HALBFINGER Dave at the NY Times know this and censored the
murder by the Top Brass out of his article. Elite Jewish leaders are siding with
War and killing instead of Exodus Drive that will bankrupt Mecca and Allah.

Yes get Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her demanding
times Men are Killers!

The Difference Between Happiness and Joy; Difference Between feeding the
'Dove' and Demanding Times of War!

5-7-2019 Trump failed to put out 19K fires; Gomez used a fire extinguisher to
crush Ms. Colley’s head. The extinguisher was eventually found in a plastic bag in a
pond near the home, and DNA tests confirmed it had been used as a murder
weapon.

5-7-2019 Trump failed to put out 19K fires; In 2 years Trump burned to death
40K via murders while he was dancing with swords at Prince Salman's Palace. How
many did Prince Salman set on fire in the last 2 years?
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5-7-2019 Trump failed to put out 19K fires; Gomez used a fire extinguisher to
crush Ms. Colley’s head. The extinguisher was eventually found in a plastic bag in a
pond near the home, and DNA tests confirmed it had been used as a murder
weapon.

5-7-2019 Trump failed to put out 19K fires; In 2 years Trump burned to death
40K via murders while he was dancing with swords at Prince Salman's Palace. How
many did Prince Salman set on fire in the last 2 years?

Yes get Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her demanding
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times Men are Killers!

The Difference Between Happiness and Joy; Difference Between feeding the
'Dove' and Demanding Times of War!

5-7-2019 CBS Fire Extinguishers to Crush 'Murdered Mothers' world wide. CBS
Names Norah O’Donnell as Lead Anchor, Signaling a New Era. Fire will burn the
same in this new Era. Over the years, my primary care doctors have suggested
better eating habits, more exercise, improved sleep hygiene, not carrying such a
heavy shoulder bag, even exercises to improve my posture. The problem is, I am
not sure I have ever made any changes in my behavior as a direct result." People
need the Rx... Rx to stop eating, Rx to stop smoking, Rx to Stop drinking. All
these Miracle Rx have been bone sawed by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Like Trump
refusing sanction on Tobacco giving up a Nobel in Medicine for Tobacco $ Billions!
Trump needs some Rx for emotions and social relationships? Vitamin Cottage and
Starbuck Latte's then the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ would approve these Rx." By
Perri Klass, M.D. Rx to stop 'Mothers Murder' is Star Wars CBS not Norah
O'Donnell as Lead Anchor she will get 10,000 Mothers Murdered following the
same orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

5-7-2019 First Lt. Michael Behenna shot the Iraqi man in the head and chest
while interrogating him about suspected terrorists during a deployment in 2008.

Yes get Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her demanding
times Men are Killers!
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The Difference Between Happiness and Joy; Difference Between feeding the
'Dove' and Demanding Times of War!

5-7-2019 First Lt. Michael Behenna shot the Wife in the Head and Chest While
coming home from War... Trumped Pardoned all the 1,001 Men who came home
from Afghanistan shot the wife in the Head and Chest while fighting. Well the
Pentagon Joint Chiefs of Staff Pardoned all the Wife killers but Trump when along
with this Pardon. God help him on Mothers Day if the senate request it... grin.

Yes get Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her demanding
times Men are Killers!

The Difference Between Happiness and Joy; Difference Between feeding the
'Dove' and Demanding Times of War!

5-7-2019 Killer Ship and kills again while the Yale Key West Medical School
Hospital Ships needs to dock here... “To the Citizens’ Key West Voice person who
wants the Ingham moved: Did you realize that she was the most decorated ship in
the Coast Guard? She was around long before you. Please have some respect for
American history. I’m proud every time I see her!”“Maybe the reader who would
like to redesign the Truman Waterfront Park without the USCG Ingham should go
on board instead. The sunset view should have prevented the Ingham from ever
being built and murders. Sunset for 12 Trillion Galaxies because they kill so many
on the Ingham.
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5-7-2019 Shopping for Office Chairs + Treadmill Desk the next generation of
these invented in Key West.

5-7-2019

5-7-2019

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Pentagon to Send in the Marines Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Citing Iranian Threat, U.S. Sends Carrier Group and Bombers to
Persian Gulf.

Yes get Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her demanding
times Men are Killers!

Mothers Day Gift from Starbucks; United States has enough money to put a iMac
@ $18,384 on every table in Every Starbucks World Wide, Status Quo Mother
knitting now when mom could be inventing, Comcast and Google WiFi at Starbucks
keeps Mothers at home knitting...
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5-6-2019 Israel comes to a standstill in remembrance of Holocaust victims Breast cancer victims from 'Poison Diesel Gas' are not remembered as the Top
Brass still profit from gas revenues $$$ and the Jew Hero has been another bone
saw murder before she could drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Saudi Arabia
and Mecca!

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Jewish Iranian Threat the Elite Jews send in the
Marines driving Diesel Tanks...

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; It May Sit on Electric Motorbikes Riden All Winter By
VINDU GOEL

5-6-2019 Mothers need the 'Notre-Dame, Lady of Paris Donations for iMac's and
Treadmill Desk to fill her New Living Room to rebuild the burned down Nobel
Prize's that have not cured Breast-Ovary Cancers in decades of War.

5-6-2019 Mothers Day and Have a Heart, know in your Heart Gas Stations World
Wide will come to an End!!

5-6-2019 "Exodus Future; Junk 737 from Boeing instead of one that could fly into
orbit for 15 minutes, Junk from Boeing! Boeing Believed a 737 Max Warning Light
Was Standard. It Wasn’t." By DAVID GELLES and NATALIE KITROEFF Boeing is
waiting for Earth to start spinning out of Orbit...
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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5-6-2019 Mothers not so Naïve view of the Universe *.* Bone Saw's. Yes get
Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her demanding times Men
are Killers!

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Pentagon to Send in the Marines Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Citing Iranian Threat, U.S. Sends Carrier Group and Bombers to
Persian Gulf.

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Rockefeller Exodus isn’t just a place, it’s also a symbol.
The iconic Art Deco complex of office buildings, shops and restaurants in Midtown
Manhattan — home to Radio City Music Hall, a selfie-attracting skating rink,
sculptures of Atlas and Prometheus

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Rockefeller Exodus A Boeing 737
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5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Rockefeller Exodus A Boeing 737

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Rockefeller Exodus isn’t just a place, it’s also a symbol.
The iconic Art Deco complex of office buildings, shops and restaurants in Midtown
Manhattan — home to Radio Technology of Star Wars that will pick up on Jewish
Aliens. Sculptures of Atlas and Prometheus are on Super Computer Simulations 2
Story Monitors with Sculpture of the breast cancer cell and 4 trillion Rx Recipes
all trade secrets. This should be Rockefeller like Boeing should have built the 737
to fly into Orbit so should have Rockefeller Center today!! In 1801 it was a space
where New York City residents were exposed to exotic flora and fauna like
kumquats and figs. Today Rockefeller Center should have one of the Heavy Lift
Helicopter Combines that harvest figs and cashews in the Amazon and packages
them at the same time. Free fuel with Windmill Helicopters.

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Jane Brody is the Personal Health columnist. She has
written more than a dozen books and is blocks from Rockefeller Center Super
Computer Simulations, next year 2020. Destinations include malaria areas, insect
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repellent is not enough you need to watch the Rockefeller Super Computer
Simulation by Jane Brody next year 2020, grin so don't go until 2020. Other
helpful Super Computer Simulations that will make you a true believer to avoid
travel-related infections: Don’t touch, pet, handle or feed animals, including wild
ones, strays and other people’s pets. Don't touch the children, really the super
computer simulation will show you why. Caribbean and other sandy areas (including
along American shores) can be bitten by sand fleas Hotels will by your Sand Flea
beach control invention you got watching one of Jane Brody's super computer
simulations on sand fleas. In Key West snorkeling in the sea weed you can come in
contact with Jelly fish and Man of War mixed into the seaweed. Jane writes I
once returned from a safari in Kenya with intensely itchy chigger bites on my legs,
acquired while standing in tall weeds at the edge of a lake to photograph flamingos.
4,742 cases of skin infections in one Super Computer Simulation titled Endgame ha.
3 hours and 3 minutes long. Mandatory for Yale Key West Medical School Students
and West Point Cadets. Homeland Security will be giving DTaP, and a booster shot
of the tetanus-diphtheria-pertussis vaccine, Tdap.

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Rockefeller is Accelerating Extinction and Altering the
Natural World at a Pace ‘Unprecedented in Human History’

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Accelerating Exodus at an Accelerating Pace is not on
the Pentagon Mission Impossible plan or Next MI movie for Disney. Oil $777
Trillion Venezuelan FM: Russian military presence could be expanded... $$$
Venezuela's foreign minister says the country may expand the presence of Russian
military specialists there, as Moscow and Washington accuse each other of Oil
Greed $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues.

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Accelerating "CBS This Morning," "CBS Evening News"

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; In these Days of Bone Saw's + $777 Trillion in Trumps
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Secret Swiss Bank Account could this happen. Trump Says Kentucky Derby Ruling
Was ‘Not a Good One’ The president tweeted that to disqualify the first-place
finisher and name a different winner could happen “only in these days of political
correctness.” First Place Finisher is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with 1 Trillion
Amps and Volts generated by its super cold -254 windmill turbine GE generators!
Winner!

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; accusations of censorship and potentially providing cover
to some governments to stifle 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Exodus Victory over Mecca
and Allah! $177 Trillion in Oil Blood Money payments to the world leaders all in
Swiss Banks @ Geneva UN HQ.

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Jet Fuel in Moscow Planes for decades to come unless
there is a Windy Coup on Putin
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5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Jet Fuel in Moscow Planes for decades to come unless
there is a Windy Coup on Putin

Putin's Fuel in Windmill Times... a war crime, wrongful deaths! Investigators
believed lightning had struck the plane.

Videos showed the plane skidding along the runway with its nose angled upward, its
main landing gear apparently collapsed, its engines and fuselage scraping the ground
and flames streaking out behind. Later, flames spread on the tarmac, suggesting
that fuel was leaking and burning, Interfax said the pilots then landed with full
fuel tanks because they could not coordinate with the tower to “maneuver to
discard” the jet fuel.
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5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Jet Fuel not Windmills... Sri Lanka sent troops to one of
the sites of the Easter Sunday bombings after mob violence broke out. Send in the
WindmillCAR's!!

5-6-2019 "Exodus Future; Dr. Wasserman said. “Empathy is the core of
motivation, to lose weight! Not really for the majority we need a Rx ephedra the
FDA took away from Vitamin Cottage! April 12, 2004 -- Buying or selling a dietary
supplement containing ephedra is now against the law. The FDA's ban on ephedra
officially takes effect today. In February, the agency announced that it would
prohibit the sale of any dietary supplement containing ephedra in the U.S. due to
the risk of illness or injury. Months earlier, officials advised consumers to stop
using ephedra products and asked companies to stop selling them. "This FDA rule
reflects what the scientific evidence shows -- that ephedra poses an unreasonable
risk to those who use it," said Secretary of Health and Human Services Tommy G.
Thompson in announcing the ban in February. "The regulations prohibit the sale of
dietary supplements containing ephedra, and we intend to take swift action against
anyone who puts consumers at risk by continuing to sell such products after the
prohibition takes effect." "Doctors give a lot of very good advice. Over the years,
my primary care doctors have suggested better eating habits, more exercise,
improved sleep hygiene, not carrying such a heavy shoulder bag, even exercises to
improve my posture. The problem is, I am not sure I have ever made any changes
in my behavior as a direct result." People need the Rx... Rx to stop eating, Rx to
stop smoking, Rx to Stop drinking. All these Miracle Rx have been bone sawed by 2
White Men at 1984 HQ. Like Trump refusing sanction on Tobacco giving up a Nobel
in Medicine for Tobacco $ Billions! Trump needs some Rx for emotions and social
relationships? Vitamin Cottage and Starbuck Latte's then the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ would approve these Rx." By Perri Klass, M.D.

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Ephedra appetite suppression - 2 White Men at 1984
HQ are both Obese and love it...
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5-6-2019 Exodus Future; Ephedra E. sinicia is used in Traditional Chinese Medicine
to treat asthma, and has been for over five thousand years. The stems and the
roots are used to treat lung and bladder disorders, and the stems are used to
treat fever, colds, headaches, and hay fever. The root may also be used to treat
night-sweats caused by chi deficiency or yin deficiency (Wee & Keng 1992).
TRADITIONAL EFFECTS: E. sinica primarily contains ephedrine, pseudo-ephedrine
and norephedrine, as well as several ephedrine analogs. The alkaloid content is
highest in the stems, and is greatest in herbage collected in autumn (Ratsch 1998,
230). E. sinica has a stimulating effect on the central nervous system similar to
that of ephedrine. It accelerates the pulse, constricts blood vessels, stimulates,
and awakens. Other effects include appetite suppression

5-6-2019 Exodus Future; “In a study we did of a classroom, we consistently saw
elevated levels of CO2 over 1,000 ppm over the course of an hourlong class,” said
Shelly Miller, a professor of environmental engineering at the University of
Colorado Boulder. Elevated Levels of Warriors at the University of Colorado at
Boulder is why Greg is in Key West. Coors at the University of Colorado Boulder
will get its revenge on a Rx that lets you stop drinking, Coors and Russian Vodka if
you are reading this in Moscow, grin! 1,001 Rx invention projects on 1 Click Amazon
with specs and genius tutors to help you win a Nobel and write a Hemingway Novel
in class at the Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac's.

5-5-2019 After the Easter bombings, Sri Lanka confronts a past burdened by civil
war and communal strife. By HANNAH BEECH Corrections, past burdened by $777
Trillion in Mecca Oil Riches beyond belief all illegal from Miami, Cuba gas station
hold ups. Communal Strife Qatar is richer than Key West and neither has the Yale
Key West Medical School. Qatar sends its sick to Saint Jude.
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5-5-2019 Mothers need the 'Notre-Dame, Lady of Paris Donations for iMac's and
Treadmill Desk to fill her New Living Room to rebuild the burned down Nobel
Prize's that have not cured Breast-Ovary Cancers in decades of War.

5-5-2019 Mothers not so Naïve view of the Universe *.* Bone Saw's. Yes get
Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's Picture on it for her demanding times Men
are Killers!

5-5-2019 For the first time in 145 Kentucky Derby races, one horse — Country
House — won after another — Maximum Security — was disqualified for
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interference. Maximum Security had jumped a puddle on the rain-soaked track and
slid to the outside, not only impeding the progress of a rival, War of Will. Code of
Honor fought for position in the final turn into Mecca with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR driven by Jew Hero Mother's!

5-5-2019 Naïve view of the Universe *.* ... Admirals + Generals *.* How new
West Point Generals Choose a New Generation of Stars starting with Sirius. Star
Wars @ Sirius *.* A comedy of modern marriage that is not a war time marriage.
Polygamous Marriage for the next generation of Generals and Admirals. Jewish
Aliens are seen and heard before disappearing and appearing in another Galaxy Far
Far Away. Oblivion has nothing to do with the Universe as the astronomy physics
have charted the Universe before the Big Bang. Yes there was a Universe before
the big bang its almost official. Jewish Aliens are seen and heard, and they heard
about this too. Getting High off 12 Trillion Galaxies and What Jewish Aliens at
Sirius will be telling us...

5-5-2019 The critical role of Oil $$$ the Venezuelan military in the country’s
political crisis was on display on Saturday as Mr. Maduro tried to portray strength
by joining troops at the military academy while Mr. Guaidó attempted to woo the
armed forces by urging supporters to take to the streets. Military Cadets are the
wealthiest in Latin America $$$ $777 Trillion. “They think it’s a joke. They don’t
take us seriously. The 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Coup by Jewish Hero's driving into
Saudi Arabia and Mecca for a Trump Casino Win for the Jews not Moslems $$$.

5-5-2019 Oil Era Deaths Top 1 Million and counting... Military Cadets worry about
war crime trials, grin! Can they still get into the Yale Key West Medical School?

5-5-2019 Safari for Win 10 would save the life of everyone with the blue screen
of death on Mothers Day! Gift for Mother!
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5-5-2019 Naïve view of the Universe *.* ... Admirals + Generals are the kind of
person who soldiers on when there is News about 12 Trillion Galaxies and the
Electric 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

5-5-2019 "a single error in a critical single link in a genome containing three billion
otherwise normal links"

5-5-2019 Polygamous Marriage to 4 Wife's in the USA is “High Maintenance” in
Saudi Arabia it's torture, grin.

5-5-2019 'Galaxies of the Universe' this is not Sundance TV show. "In every
episode of “State of the Union,” she orders a white wine, he has a London Pride,
and they leave for their visit with a marriage counselor.CreditParisatag
Hizadeh/Confession Films, via SundanceTV" Sundance Now, and its website,
SundanceTV.com, will unlock two episodes each day at 5 p.m. 'Galaxies of the
Universe' is coming soon as I get the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ off the sofa!

5-5-2019 Oil Sale - Trump Dials Up the Pressure on Iran putting Oil on Sale!
Trumps Jewish friends are master mines the same thing for Saudi Arabia and
Mecca, who will win?
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5-5-2019 Send them 'All' to the Los Alamos MD Transplant Center - Dr. Richard
Formica, a kidney transplant specialist at Yale-New Haven Hospital, noted that
with mortality as the metric of success, surgeons might be apt to discard riskier
transplant organs because they worry about their numbers. The concern about
program numbers — and the potential repercussions for other patients if a center
loses its certification — also might influence the choice of who gets a transplant in
the first place. “Do we deny patients who have an increased risk of mortality in
the first year?” Dr. Formica asked. “Yes, we do.” Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD
directs 'All'

5-5-2019 Mothers Day give Mom a Lung or Heart Transplant, tell them Mr.
Cheney is still alive with Dr. Oppenheimer MD care and she will get the same VIP
MD care! Easter. For me, it’s being able to do all of that again.” Another Mothers
Day 2020. Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks is on sale. "Daniela J. Lamas is a pulmonary
and critical care physician at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and an instructor at
Harvard Medical School." Organ Donations has not been made mandatory because
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are murdered their Mothers.

5-5-2019 Mothers Day Heart Transplant of a ‘Quintessentially French Man like
Cheney' There must be a French Pentagon somewhere in France with a Chief who
also got a Heart Transplant. Quintessentially used to emphasize the most perfect
or typical example of a quality or class, this being the Pentagon Chief in the USA
or in France who got a heart transplant with VIP MD Care and didn't make this for
the 'troops' or for Mothers on Mothers Day. How many Mothers could use a Heart
Transplant, this is secret, how many died waiting for a Organ Transplant that went
to a Prince in Saudi Arabia, this is secret. The many tragedies of 9/11 one is the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR didn't make the front page of the NY Times on 9/12. If it
would have all organs transplants would have gone to USA Mothers not a Saudi
Prince! I can hear Gina screaming...

5-5-2019 Mothers Day and Have a Heart, the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ didn't!
End of the Assembly Lines for Towns Built by Ford and G.M. The many tragedies
of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in the USA.
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5-5-2019 Mothers Day and Have a Heart, know in your Heart Gas Stations World
Wide will come to an End!!

5-5-2019 Mothers Day and Have a Heart...

5-5-2019 Binge Drinking Cure is in a Novel like 'Animal Farm's" Windmill. "Why
You Should Start Binge-Reading Right Now" Ditch Netflix for a novel. And not just
because a novelist is telling you to." Google AI binge search of all Novels and New
England Journal of Medicine articles for 'Windmill's' but you also need a list of
1,001 invention projects for the 'windmills' in 'Animal Farm'.

5-5-2019 Israel comes to a standstill in remembrance of Holocaust victims Breast cancer victims from 'Poison Diesel Gas' are not remembered as the Top
Brass still profit from gas revenues $$$ and the Jew Hero has been another bone
saw murder before she could drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Saudi Arabia
and Mecca!

5-5-2019 For the first time in 145 Kentucky Derby races, one horse — Country
House — won after another — Maximum Security — was disqualified for
interference. Maximum Security had jumped a puddle on the rain-soaked track and
slid to the outside, not only impeding the progress of a rival, War of Will. Code of
Honor fought for position in the final turn into Mecca with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR driven by Jew Hero Mother's!
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5-5-2019 Steve Jobs Small Fry Lisa Jobs story of running through Stanford with
her Dad. Ferraris, Bentleys and a $6.5 Million Path to Stanford in 2019 money to
get in and this is not the Medical School trying to find a cure for Steve Jobs
Cancer. China paying $7 million to win a Nobel in Medicine for the cure of Jobs
cancer. No Way they don't think of things like this in China today! Like it of not
Trumps China makes Junk and War Toys.

5-5-2019 Mothers Day and Have a Heart...

5-4-2019 Diesel in DNA Special Olympics + wrongful deaths... Exxon Mobil sues
Cuba for $280 million over expropriated property.

5-4-2019 "a single Earth in 12 Trillion Galaxies!

5-4-2019 United States has enough money to put a iMac @ $18,384 on every
table in Every Starbucks World Wide, Status Quo Mother knitting now when mom
could be inventing, Comcast and Google WiFi at Starbucks keeps Mothers at home
knitting...

5-3-2019 "a single NY Times error in a critical time in history at the Paris NY
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Times’s office on the Champs-Élysées; 'Notre-Dame, Lady of Paris has NotreDame gets $1 Billion while the Mothers in Paris knit and wait for Paris Starbucks
iMac donations from the French Oil Elite. They just gave a $ Billion to rebuild
Notre-Dame, while Paris Mothers need the money for iMac's and Nobel's. The NY
Times writes rebuild Notre-Dame, Hell with Mothers Money $!

5-4-2019 Mothers Day Coal; Running as a Climate Candidate, Wants Coal Gone in
10 Years...

5-4-2019 Mothers Day $777 Trillion Proposal to all women on Mothers Day, Drive
the 2019 Ford windmillCAR in Saudi Arabia... “I think it is a miracle,” Capt.
Michael P. Connor, the commanding officer at Naval Air Station Jacksonville, said
at a news conference Ebola Deaths Top 1,000 in Congo Amid Clinic Attacks,
Breast-Ovary deaths for the week was attacked in a phone call between Trump and
Putin and then censored. Pink Revolution in Moscow! Cancers affects hundreds of
millions of people around the world and Trump walked away from Kim and hundreds
of millions of people around the world. Trump Oil Company and Trump War
Company. There is no Trump Pink Cure in his Company at the White House, if there
was they would have painted the White House Pink and signed a end to the Korean
War long before Mothers Day 2019.

5-4-2019 Key's Breast-Ovary deaths top 1,000, Who Knows? "News is Mosquito
Fight Goes High-Tech, Adding Drones.The Florida Keys Mosquito Control District
will start using a drone this week for spraying missions.More specifically, the
district will use its drone, or Unmanned Aircraft System"

5-4-2019 Key West 2019 Ford WindmillCAR generators put out 1 trillion amps and
volts so... TALLAHASSEE — Florida utilities would have to come up with a 10-year
plan to strengthen and bury power lines in an effort to ease post-hurricane power
outages under a bill.
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5-4-2019 Mothers Day Breast-Ovary Cancers; Running as a Rx Recipe Cancer Cure
Candidate, Wants Rx Pink Starbucks Latte that cures all breast-ovary cancers in
all stages in 8 days. Gone will be the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ and the NY Times
HQ.

5-4-2019 The virus is spread by mosquitoes...

5-4-2019 The virus is spread by sex...

5-4-2019 The virus is not on 1 Click Amazon with links to its specs and genius
tutors to help you win a Nobel in Medicine. 400 kids died last week in the
Philippines no thanks to Bill and Melinda Gates Mosquito Nets. Wrongful Deaths by
these 2 Elite Masterminds. Wrongful Deaths via Tobacco by Bill and Melinda Gates
who know the Elite 1984 White men have been selling tobacco and giving millions
lung cancers for all the decades they have been passing out mosquito nets and wood
stoves. How Big Tobacco Got a New Generation Hooked and got the millions of lung
cancer deaths censored in the NY Times. How, Bill and Melinda Gates!

5-4-2019 Rx Perfumes for Mothers Day... not yet invented Sorry! Mothers
trinkets in times of Bone Saw's. Yes get Mother a Bone Saw with Prince Salman's
Picture on it for her demanding times Men are Killers!

5-4-2019 Pentagon plans to sends Navy hospital ship to assist Venezuelan Oil
Crisis $$$
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5-4-2019 Pentagon plans to sends Navy hospital ship to assist Venezuelan
refugees. The Pentagon planned Friday to send a U.S. Navy hospital ship to help
alleviate a humanitarian crisis in Venezuela as top Trump administration officials...

5-4-2019 Pentagon plans to sends Navy hospital ship to assist Venezuelan Oil
Crisis $$$

5-4-2019 Gravity of the Moon; scientists are still not entirely clear how it was
made. Solving this mystery would reveal the moon’s origins. Right now with 2 White
Men at 1984 spending $777 Trillion on MIT War Toys we need to become clear on
how Gravity Was Made! Gravity of Oil Money Greed and Gravity of War. Millions
die every day from cancers, disease and the greed for more oil money goes on to
South America coups.

5-4-2019 Gravity of Treacherous Bone Saw Stalemate in Venezuela, Bone Saws
Made in the USA at the Trump Bone Saw Company. MD Bone Saws in the hands of
medical students didn't make news about the latest surgery. The only way to kill a
president of Venezuela is with cancer. Bone Saw that cuts a cancer cell, not part
of the State Dept USA.

5-4-2019 Gravity; Splash that made the Universe. "A Violent Splash of Magma
That May Have Made the Moon"

5-4-2019 Gravity; Personality of the Inventor, Salk II, Pasteur II, Oppenheimer
II. Hemingway II.
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5-4-2019 Gravity Engine Cars in London; London Mayor Sadiq Khan, Whom Donald
Trump Blamed for City’s Terror Attacks, Not Invited to President’s State Banquet
at Buckingham Palace. Mayor of London Sadiq Khan has not received an invitation
to the state banquet at Buckingham Palace with President Donald Trump during the
U.S. leader's ... Gravity Engine Cars at Buckingham Palace, 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's are in the Queens Garage!

5-4-2019 iPad with iPhone 11 built in will save the Smart phone. The smartphone
market is in decline, and nothing is coming to save it. The smartphone market is
showing signs of stagnation, with Apple, Samsung, and Google all reporting this
week that it's harder to sell a premium smartphone ... This is Apple’s new iPhone
11 design, and we need it right now. We're now less than a week away from seeing
Google unveil its brand new Pixel 3a and Pixel 3a XL smartphones, two new
handsets that will resurrect the spirit ... iPad with iPhone 11 built in will save the
Smart phone. iPhone built into the iMac and MacBook Pro too. Apple has known this
for a decade and kept this off the market.

5-4-2019 Safari for Win 10 would save the life of everyone with the blue screen
of death, out of memory pop ups! Key West CODE compliance officers walk through
Starbucks without writing a ticket for Win 10. Trillions of Blue Screens of Death
in Win 10 and no CODE Compliance Officers from the Fed's. Bill Gates bribed his
way into the Trump University.

5-4-2019 Safari for Win 10 would save the life of everyone with the blue screen
of death on Mothers Day! Gift for Mother!
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5-3-2019 FreeWind's Admirals + Generals are the kind of person who soldiers on
when there is News about 12 Trillion Galaxies and the Electric 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. I don’t foresee any Galaxy work in NASA's future not with the
Admirals and Generals going after oil in Venezuela today. Putin's cosmonauts all
were giving the Prince Salman high five with nerve agents. 12 Trillion Galaxy Coup
Failed!

5-3-2019 Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along
with 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All
that missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they
serve Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks.
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5-3-2019 Prince Salman Paid Yale-Harvard-Oxford $7 Trillion and extra for Saudi
Students Paid Sex $$$ Admissions Scandal: When ‘Hard Work’ (Plus $6.5 Million)
Helps Get You Into Stanford. The news that a Chinese family paid $6.5 million to
help secure a spot at Stanford for their daughter.

5-3-2019 "a single error in a critical single link in a genome containing three billion
otherwise normal links"

5-3-2019 'status quo' is untenable as in the law suit United States v. Microsoft
over 'Edge' Since Bill Gates put Edge in Win 10 10 Million Mothers have been
murdered one way or another but mostly cancers from Diesel Bites not mosquito
bites. United States has enough money to put a iMac @ $18,384 on every table in
Every Starbucks World Wide, Status Quo of Comcast and Google WiFi at
Starbucks will be murdered, finally! Mothers Murdered on Mothers Day have the
status quo 'Edge' over Bill Gates this 2019 Mothers Day! Bill Gates trivialized
'Edge' of iMac's at every table at every Starbucks World Wide, status quo of
Starbucks WiFi murdered millions of Mothers Day Miracle Cures.

5-3-2019 An Era Defined by Hemingway in Paris, the Paris Wife's in a polygamous
marriage at the Paris Starbucks with an iMac on every table typing out super
computer simulations on Gravity of it all 12 Trillion galaxies and $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues for the new Amazon Kindle.

5-3-2019 "a single NY Times error in a critical time in history at the Paris NY
Times’s office on the Champs-Élysées; 'Notre-Dame, Lady of Paris has breastovary cancer and its censored by the 2 White Men at NY Times HQ. Times digital
edition with super computer simulations of three billion links with one broken for
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breast-ovary cancer is not a French Revolution in our Times. Pasteur II is dead!

5-3-2019 "a single particle in diesel and Natural Gas from Qatar sets a Paris Fire
to one or more links in a human genome containing three billion otherwise normal
links. $777 Trillion from Qatar in blood money will be links to this single broken
link in a genome!

5-3-2019 For decades now, American oil companies have been major players in
squeezing petroleum out of oil sands in Venezuela causing millions in the ranks of
Special Olympics from exhaust when they all know about the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR, these USA oil men have murdered a Mother on Mothers Day for
Decades!

5-3-2019 A Beer Run From N.Y.C. to Vietnam got 100's of Mother's Murdered by
John (Chickie) Donohue one of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ

5-3-2019 Mothers Murdered in Vietnam Movie by Disney! "A Beer Run From
N.Y.C. to Vietnam Ends Up in Hollywood. Friday: The director of “Green Book” will
adapt the story of a New Yorker’s daring trip to Vietnam in the late 1960s to
deliver beer to soldiers." By COREY KILGANNON John (Chickie) Donohue, 77, has
told his “greatest beer run ever” story in every bar in Inwood over the years. Now
the saloon tale will be seen on the big screen. The story — how a patriotic
bartender’s suggestion prompted Mr. Donohue to make a daring visit to Vietnam in
1967 as a civilian to deliver beer to his soldier buddies — has caught the attention
of Peter Farrelly, who directed the Oscar-winning film “Green Book.” Mr.
Donohue’s beer run will be Mr. Farrelly’s follow-up film for Skydance Media, the
production company behind such blockbusters as “True Grit” and the “Mission:
Impossible” series.
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5-3-2019 Jewish Exodus to Sirius; What Makes a Coup Succeed? Confidence,
Consensus and a Sense of Inevitability. Rabbi's talk to the Warrior Generals

5-3-2019 Roberto Martínez murdered his mother at a Miami, Cuba gas station on
Mothers Day too!

5-3-2019 1996 Ford WindmillCAR in Congress; Congress passed the Cuban Liberty
and Democratic Solidarity Act in 1996. The legislation, more commonly known as
the Helms-Burton law, tightened the American trade embargo and included a
section known as Title III that authorized compensation claims against foreign
companies over their use of seized assets. Congress War Crimes not in Cuba but at
the Miami, Cuba gas stations $$$ $777 Trillion went to Congress mostly for MIT
War Toys and USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. Congress kill Mom on Mothers Day
too as all these Miami, Cuba gas stations were robbed and the robbers sucker
punched the women driving in to get gas during a hold up... another Congress 1996
war crime and 2019 war crime. Both of the lawsuits against Carnival were filed by
Roberto Martínez, a former United States attorney in Miami who has won enormous
verdicts against the Cuban government in a variety of cases, including a $188
million wrongful death suit over the four people who were killed when the Brothers
to the Rescue planes were downed. Frozen Cuban assets in the United States were
used to pay some of those awards. Roberto Martínez murdered his mother at a
Miami, Cuba gas station on Mothers Day too!

5-3-2019 "Interior Dept. Loosens Offshore-Drilling Safety Rules Dating From
Deepwater Horizon; 1.001 deep water oil wells are leaking a few gallons of oil each
world wide and this is not NY Times news" By CORAL DAVENPORT
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5-3-2019 Expert Picks: Who Will Win the Kentucky Derby; win-place-show picks:
Tacitus, Roadster, Improbable, Will of War, Tax, Jewish Exodus to Sirius is the
sure shot and winner for the Jews

5-3-2019 Venezuela; It has the world’s largest supply of proven oil reserves.
That’s what makes it such a tempting prospect for American military intervention.
Remember Libya? Or Iraq? Or Afghanistan, long seen as the critical pipeline
pathway for getting oil and natural gas out of Turkmenistan? Trump Oil Company
has been thinking about the $300 million a week direct deposited in a Swiss Bank
for Trump and now he wants more oil money direct deposited in a Swiss Bank the
NY Times Pentagon Papers - Swiss Bank Account Paper will happen!

5-3-2019 Sri Lanka, After the Easter bombings Mother's Day in the USA.

St Jude's Hospital given $1 trillion dollars in blood money, bone saw's!

5-3-2019 FreeWind's Scientology Top Gun the 440-foot cruise ship, quarantined
to Earth in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies because the Top Guns at Scientology
failed to fire on Prince Salman's Bone Saw's when they knew he was killing people
in Hollywood. FreeWind's with Bone Saw Movies!

5-3-2019 FreeWind's Admirals + Generals are the kind of person who soldiers on
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when there is News about 12 Trillion Galaxies, they have the might to keep 12
Trillion Galaxies off the front page of the NY Times and CBS 60 Minutes.

5-3-2019 NASA's FreeWind's lost a fleet of Super Shuttle Trains the last
Decade all blow up by Admirals and Generals building Carriers and fighting wars for
Oil Revenues in Baghdad.

5-3-2019 Avengers: The Exodus to Sirius needs a 'Top Gun' movie and Star War's
Ship!

5-3-2019 Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along
with 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All
that missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they
serve Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks.
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5-3-2019 Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along
with 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All
that missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they
serve Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks.
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5-3-2019 Mr. Trump’s and his advisers were left to blame Cuba, not gasoline +
diesel exhaust for all the genetic errors world wide... The genetic error affects
the muscles in the small vessels in the brain, causing them to thicken, cutting blood
flow to the segments of the brain they supply. In short, those who have Cadasil
have thousands of tiny strokes that kill off the brain bit by bit. There are no
treatments for the cognitive effects and no known cure for the disease. Beaber
sent the man for genetic testing. Cadasil and all its devastation are caused by a
single error in a critical single link in a genome containing three billion otherwise
normal links. Worse still, if he had it, then his children had a 50-50 chance of
having inherited the same bad link. Testing showed he had Cadasil.

5-2-2019 Mr. Trump’s and his advisers were left out of this Yale Key West
Medical school lecture... "a single error in a critical single link in a genome
containing three billion otherwise normal links"
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5-2-2019 Mr. Trump’s and his advisers know there is a class at Yale New Haven
Medical School titled "Doctors and Dictators!!" No Gina will not make this public,
grin.

5-2-2019 Mr. Trump’s and his advisers were left to blame Cuba, Russia and three
influential Venezuelan officials, who failed to switch sides, for frustrating their
plans. 3 Mothers in Venezuela with Breast Cancer Trump and his Advisors put
Sanctions on; her Rx Recipe Pink Latte at Starbucks world wide. Mr. Trump is
being prodded to take an aggressive position on Venezuela by Senator Marco Rubio,
who also murdered his mother and millions of mothers voting sanctions on a Rx
Recipe Pink Latte at Starbucks Miami. White Men at the National Security Council
held a principals’ meeting on Wednesday to discuss “what additional steps need to
be taken to speed up and secure a peaceful transition of power,” Not 4 trillion Rx
Recipe's crunched for Mothers Day Rx Pink Latte cure for breast cancer the NSC
killed Mom on Mother's Day... undermine Mr. Mom's faith in them, Mom is worth
more than all the Oil $$$ money in Venezuela but to Trump Oil Company! Mothers
day dead will not be front page NY Times, Mom just to get Breast-Ovary
intelligence out of them is MI mission impossible long as they the US Pentagon hold
on to $777 Trillion for Prince Salman's safe keeping. Mom will be working on the
Yale Key West Medical School on Mothers Day not knitting for a Generals grand
kids. Mothers Day Card to the Pentagon says I Knit because there are no iMac at
Starbucks, Son!

5-2-2019 Mr. Trump’s and his advisers drive diesel Mercedes, 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's - War! Gas War for $777 Trillion won by Texas and Saudi Arabia.
The war, now in its 18th year, began when the United States invaded Afghanistan
after Al Qaeda leaders based in the country planned and executed the Sept. 11,
2001, attacks in New York City and Washington. Corrections Saudi Arabia! A
commitment by all sides to end the war over Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion and the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's drive to Exodus: Sirius! NASA is not in the peace and
money talks, grin.
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5-2-2019 Paris NY Times’s office on the Champs-Élysées; 'Black Clouds of Diesel
in the Traffic walking to the... going back to Notre-Dame, or even looking at it
too closely during my runs along the river. It is enough to see the great darkened
hulk of the cathedral from a distance. There is blackness in the interior, staring
out from the openings. The memory of the flames haunts me like a bad dream. Rx
Recipe for memories of what is in the Black Clouds of Diesel in Paris traffic on the
Champs-Elysees NY Times office. Total Oil Company owned by the Elite White Men
in Paris order to destroy Paris Children's DNA set it on fire with Diesel Particle
that are like flame throwers in war. Revolutionaries like Pasteur are not NY Times
revolutionaries! Milk has microorganisms what the Times Journalists said not in
Journalism Schools. Contemplation of heating milk and those black clouds of diesel
that just disappears in the air causing no harm. Ile de la Cité Gravity physics
article in the Paris NY Times. German Occupation of Paris with Diesel Mercedes is
a War Crime the UN in 2019 has documented this and the German Elite know they
have to pay war reparations again to children who lived with birth defects in Paris.
Soot from the Notre-Dame fire was never a NY Times article, this too is a war
crime that will be taken up by the UN. Gravity Engine Cars and Jew's in Paris at
their Exodus to Sirius at the edge of the Seine go into the Notre-Dame Starbucks
that has 100's of iMac's and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects
like 'Milk' and Black clouds of Diesel's Gravity made visible, in a NY Times article
after the war crimes trials in 2020. Oil Men will lose their Heads in Riches beyond
belief all safe in a Swiss Bank. The dossier, provided to The New York Times by
Swiss Banks list all the 'Oil' Money of 100's of Swiss-American Elite. And 'safe
deposit' pictures of the Ford WindmillCAR's over the years 1980 to 2019 all
secret!! Venezuela’s most notorious drug lord, Walid Makled, and held nearly $45
million in Swiss bank accounts. The dossier ends with references to photographs of
people who have driven the 2019 Ford WindwillCar!

5-2-2019 An Era Defined by Hemingway in Paris, The Paris Wife's!! Salk II flies
to Paris today - In Paris, an Age-Old Spell of Invulnerability Has Been Broken,
Hemingway's Lost Generation of MD's. At War in a Utopian Novel written in a
Kindle with IBM Summit Super computer simulations of Salk and Pasteur what they
never saw but in their minds.

5-2-2019 An Era Defined by Avengers: Endgame’ Screenwriters Answer Every
Question You May Have, 'To Have Have Not' no one got married in the Ending...
Even Hemingway took time off from War's to get married 4 times, grin. Disney got
the Ending Wrong!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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5-2-2019 Avengers: Endgame's Women Deserved More; by Alex Cranz who would
fire Robert Downey Jr from all future Marvel and Disney movies for not getting
the women at the end, the middle, the beginning of the movie. He was a loser in
this movie! Drug testing should be mandatory every day if he makes another movie
as he had to have been on cocaine meth etc Robert Downey Jr. Endgame did its
women no favors and it’s time we talked about it. Who are the 2 White Men at
Marvel who cut down all the women in Endgame, so they have HIV or Syphilis, grin.
The Black Widow Problem. "This isn’t the first time Black Widow has been a point
of contention. The female founding member of the MCU’s Avengers previously had a
storyline that was deeply problematic. In the Joss Whedon-directed Age of
Ultron, the character does little more than ferry folks and their things around,
and admits she can never truly love or settle down because her deep, dark assassin
secret is...she was sterilized in the Black Widow program." Marry Black Widow
Hell No; "But the film kills Black Widow instead. The scene plays as if it’s two
friends trying to sacrifice themselves so the other doesn’t die, but in an interview
with the New York Times, screenwriters Christopher Markus and Stephen McFeely
make it clear that Natasha really wanted to die because she wanted to see all her
Avenger boys happy." Dead instead of Married to her, who wrote this script? Past
Nebula needed to make sure her father time traveled to the future so none of the
men could notice she had a flesh arm when earlier she had a metal one. But Nebula
wasn’t the only one written out of the narrative so the men could shine. MD women
could have been written in a her doctor in a 5 minute scene out of a 3 hour movie.
Brie Larson Disney's unmarried women. "She ferries Tony from space to Earth,
ferries Thanos across a cabin so Thor can decapitate him, and then disappears for
two-plus hours only to show up and ferry a glove across a battlefield." "Worst
issue of the film is that the women mentioned above...are the primary women of
the film. They’re the ones with the most lines and the most narrative focus apart
from Iron Man, Captain America, Thor, Hulk, War Machine, and...Hawkeye. Danai
Gurira’s Okoye, leader of the Dora Milaje, was a breakout character in Black
Panther, and she had one of the best lines in Infinity War. Yet she has little more
than an extended cameo in Endgame (fellow Black Panther star Lupita Nyong’o, who
plays Nakia, didn’t even show up). Same goes for Zoe Saldana’s Gamora, who
quietly disappears after the final fight (serving as a point of emotional distress for
Peter Quill); Tessa Thompson’s Valkyrie; and Gwyneth Paltrow’s Pepper Potts."
Gwyneth Paltrow’s wedding dress would have won a design award. Evangeline Lilly’s
Wasp was the first heroine to actually get her name in the title of a damn film
and she has only two or three lines. Spending no real time with any of the women.
Valkyrie is now a queen of a displaced society of gods in Norway, and Hope van
Dyne is apparently in San Francisco with her boyfriend and his now-adult daughter,
but if there is still a team of Avengers we have no idea if any women are on it or
what their roles will be. We have no clue what is next for Captain Marvel or
Scarlet Witch apart from what Disney has announced. Disney use them as props all
the women!! Remember Disney just got back from dinning with Prince Salman and his
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Disney Movie! Women are some of the biggest and most popular characters left
alive in most men's minds. Disney was Brain Washed with a bone saw and sex
slaves dinning with Prince Salman in Saudi Arabia. Making Movies for the Bone Saw
Prince. Oh this is going to be a new Disney Movie, the Bone Saw Prince of Saudi
Arabia who has ordered women beheaded. Disney!! Disney Something powerfully
stupid Movie Making with Prince Salman they should have stuck to making Movies
for the Pentagon who like women in the Movie, grin. by Alex Cranz who would fire
Robert Downey Jr from all future Marvel and Disney movies for not getting the
women at the end, the middle, the beginning of the movie. He was a loser in this
movie! Drug testing should be mandatory every day if he makes another movie as
he had to have been on cocaine meth etc Robert Downey Jr.

5-2-2019 Hemingway House Writing Class on your Wedding Night! Overlooked No
More: Annie Edson Taylor, Who Tumbled Down Niagara Falls Into Fame. She was
the oldest person — and the only woman — to attempt going over Niagara in a
barrel alone, but the glamour that followed was short-lived. Gravity Nobel Novel
going over Niagara Falls dissecting Gravity in a IBM Summit super computer Novel,
well kindle. Hemingway House Writing Class on your Wedding Night! Overlooked No
More: on a Kindle with Super Computer Simulations. the High Tech Wedding Night.
And yes you can have 4 Wife's on the Canada side. Taylor wrote in a slim 1902
souvenir memoir, aptly named “Over the Falls,” which she later sold for 10 cents
to curiosity-seekers at a stand near the site of her stunt. Dr. Taylor Swift MD! ME! MD! You will never Find Another like ME! MD! Gravity of ME! MD! “Goddess of
Gravity of MD! ME!" "The Lady Who Conquered MD!" Taylor felt gravity take her...
“The Maid of the Mist,” blew its horn in celebration. It was Taylor’s birthday.
Taylor's Mother's Day Card.

5-2-2019 Avengers: Los Alamos should be given NOAA!! H-Bomb Makers; person's
to lead, the nation’s premier weather and ocean science agency to blow up
Hurricane's and Tornados, if the Senate Fails Aspen-Vail will never make snow! HBomb Makers; Can make it snow like Hell in Aspen-Vail. "Hundreds of thousands of
people evacuated as a powerful cyclone approached India’s east coast."
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5-2-2019 Avengers: Next, "Your Gas Stove Is Bad for You and the Planet. To
help solve the climate crisis, we need to electrify everything." By JUSTIN GILLIS
and BRUCE NILLES 'Natural Gas' is not natural its 3 very poison gases! Qatar has
made Natural Gas at -254 C and put it on ships. This is not a Qatar Invention but
Rocket and H-Bomb Scientists did this invention when Greg in Key West at the
same time invented GE Windmill Turbine Generators at -254 C to generate 1
Trillion Amps and Volts! Windmill Fords with more electricity than they could use in
Star Wars Times. Of Course only Qatar is making -254 C Natural Gas today and
selling it to you $$$.

5-2-2019 Avengers: FreeWind's Scientology advertises the 440-foot cruise ship,
which is based in Curaçao, off the coast of Venezuela, as home to “a religious
retreat ministering the most advanced level of spiritual counseling in the
Scientology religion” and “the pinnacle of a deeply spiritual journey.” It is used to
carry out “humanitarian missions” across the world, the church said.

5-2-2019 Avengers: FreeWind's Hospital Ship Docked in Key West along with the
24 Other Hospital Ships! They would be Docked at the Hyatt Dock today if not for
War over $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues.

5-2-2019 Avengers: Scientology advertises the 440-foot cruise ship, FreeWind's.
It's in the news docked in St. Lucia on Thursday today for a confirmed case of
measles on board. FreeWind's is not a Hospital Ship. Cruise is 'Top Gun' not a
MD. A single person infected with measles can easily spread it to others who are
not vaccinated. One woman who was under quarantine endangered dozens of
moviegoers in Fullerton, Calif., by attending a screening of “Avengers: Endgame”
last week. A single movie star can sink 25 Hospital Ships all paid for by profits
from the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR. Movie Stars who traded sex also got blood
money from Prince Salman and a diesel Mercedes!
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5-2-2019 Avengers: The Tesla Movie! Tesla Seeks to Raise $2 Billion more from
Bone Saw Prince Salman $$$ Bone Saw Dialog is Shocking!

5-2-2019 Avengers: Write up the description of the Hospital Ship FreeWind's
Docked at Hyatt Dock Key West... Freewinds is a 440-foot ship based in the
Caribbean. Its home port is Curaçao. The ship, in turn, is the home of the Flag
Ship Service Organization (FSSO), a religious retreat ministering the most
advanced level of spiritual counseling in the Scientology religion. The Freewinds
provides a safe, aesthetic, distraction-free environment appropriate for
ministration of this profoundly spiritual level of auditing. Thus, while the Flag
Service Organization in Clearwater ministers the highest levels of training and
auditing from the bottom of the Bridge to New OT VII, the most advanced OT
level (New OT VIII) is exclusively entrusted to the FSSO. To a Scientologist,
boarding the Freewinds for New OT VIII is the pinnacle of a deeply spiritual
journey. Years of training and auditing have brought him to this ultimate point. It
is the most significant spiritual accomplishment of his lifetime and brings with it
the full realization of his immortality. The Freewinds is a very special place. It is
the one place a Scientologist may go and be certain he will be able to devote
himself entirely to his religious practice and in the company of people who share his
religious commitment and outlook on life in general. Other religious programs
conducted aboard the Freewinds include religious conventions and seminars for staff
and parishioners from Churches of Scientology world over, as well as specially
arranged gatherings of Scientologists from a particular country or community for a
tailored program of religious services.

5-2-2019 Avengers: Today, Vieux Fort is the main point of entry for Saint Lucia
and also hosts a port just to the south of the town. It is also a major industrial
area and also hosts other places such as St Jude's Hospital
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5-2-2019 Avengers: The Exodus to Sirius needs a 'Top Gun' movie and Star War's
Ship!
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5-1-2019 Mother's Day Mom, Flanked by Soldiers, Calls for Military Uprising in
Venezuela - Caracas Starbucks with iMac's and Rx Pink Latte for Breast cancer
cure!

5-1-2019 Mother's Day Mom, Guaido Murdered his Mother + millions of Mothers
World Wide in Venezuela Mr. Guaidó fell short of the prize he sought, murder
every Mother on Earth for $777 Trillion in Trump Oil Company Profits $$$ Guaido
wants to spend his Trump Oil Company profits at the Trump Qatar Casino, money
risk, political risk, disease risk. Not one Generals in Venezuela is a MD this can
change when WHO at the UN gets a Hero MD to Drive the 2019 Ford Windmillcar
then all Guaido's sex diseases will be front page NY Times news. Trump sex
diseases not just tax records ha. Trump is racing to the Bank today to stop it
from sharing his records when he should be racing to the MD's office. Syphilis in
the brain must infect most of the world leaders like bone saw Prince Salman.
Deutsche Bank records... Oil $$$ "Trump, Seeking to Put Pressure on Maduro,
Threatens a Full Embargo on Cuba" Syphilis in the brain, Oil riches beyond belief in
the thoughts! Block Oil Money and Syphilis of the Oil Men! Social Disease's Art of
the Diagnosis at the Venezuela Medical School coup... Mothers and MD ponder this
waste of time and money when so many Pink Mom's are being tortured by Oil Men.
Should Adults Get a Measles Booster Shot? Adults not a war over oil money $$$.

5-1-2019 Mother's Day Mom, Mothers Murdered by the Military no Counting!!
General Staff Say's! U.S. Military Stops Counting How Much of Afghanistan Is
Controlled by Taliban" By DAVID ZUCCHINO
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5-1-2019 Mother's Day Mom, To cure Mothers Breast-Ovary cancer and all
diseases on Earth or To Impeach or Not to Impeach? That Is the Question...
$777 Trillion confiscated from Prince Salman is more than enough money to cure
Mothers Breast-Ovary cancers and all diseases on Earth. Sell this to Gina at the
CIA for her coup.

5-1-2019 Correction Cold War is Oil War's Money for Trump $ Muslim terrorism
that has prevailed since 9/11. Far from being a phenomenon that is basic to Islam,
or arose among nonstate actors, Muslim radicalism was inflamed with Prince Salman
support in Saudi Arabia and Pakistan under American protection during the Cold
War... NY Times corrections protection for a cut of the Oil Money in $ Trillions
Even Pope Francis took $ a trillion dollars to let Easter Bombing happen. Gina has
the audio and video and Ford WindmillCAR in her garage. No Gas stations on Earth
was killed by the Ruling Class.

5-1-2019 How Does Your Love of Wine Contribute to Climate Change? Your risk of
breast cancer, ask a Key West MD how much risk drinking a glass of wine a day is
for Mother getting breast cancer and its 7% higher than if Mother drank no wine.
If you were at the Trump Qatar Casino you would know 7% risk can lose you old
town home in Key West so why lose Mom over a glass of wine a day. Because of
the French Elite Wine Growers are Warriors who don't care if your Key West
Mother dies of breast cancer from their wine risk. French Men are building
Casino's world wide so you can lose your old town home gambling. Just look at the
Florida lottery ads and you know the men who wrote and bought the Google ads
sold you out...

5-1-2019 Protein and Amino Acid Rx Recipe in a Starbucks Latte will give 7 billion
people the win of their life in the White House Spelling Bee all in a tie with Trump,
not exercise... "How Exercise Affects Our Memory. Even a single workout may
make our brain’s memory centers, like our muscles, more fit. NY Times today!"
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5-1-2019 Protein and Amino Acid Rx Recipe in a Starbucks Latte will give 7 billion
people a perfect memory, now we have to get Amazon to remember to put this IP
invention project on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius tutors. Super
computer simulations in the kindle too.

5-1-2019 Capri Welcomes 2.3 Million Tourists a Year but Wants to Limit the
Trash They Leave Behind - NY Times wants them to take home the Diesel in their
DNA for cancers... NY Times journalists writes up trash and not DNA and Diesel
from your Capri vacation. This has to be a war crime by the NY Times!

5-1-2019 by Dr. Lisa Sanders; Gene behind the disease was identified in 1993 —
just a few years before this patient got his diagnosis of M.S. The genetic error
affects the muscles in the small vessels in the brain, causing them to thicken,
cutting blood flow to the segments of the brain they supply. In short, those who
have Cadasil have thousands of tiny strokes that kill off the brain bit by bit.
There are no treatments for the cognitive effects and no known cure for the
disease. Beaber sent the man for genetic testing. Cadasil and all its devastation
are caused by a single error in a critical single link in a genome containing three
billion otherwise normal links. Worse still, if he had it, then his children had a 5050 chance of having inherited the same bad link. Testing showed he had Cadasil.
Next they had to tell their two children that they might have it as well. It was,
the man’s wife told me, the hardest thing she has ever done. Over the next three
years, the patient worsened. His world became smaller and smaller. He spoke less
and less. He was unable to walk. He also lost his anger. His wife told me that
toward the end, he actually seemed content. He spent his last few weeks
surrounded by those who loved him, eating ice cream and watching baseball. She
was grateful he never knew he was dying.
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5-1-2019 His two children decided to be tested for the gene. The news was
devastating: Both have the gene. Their mother is amazed by their determination to
lead full lives despite knowing what the future will bring. Both, however, have
decided not to have children. Her son, now 29, had his first stroke nearly three
weeks before his father died. It hasn’t stopped him from finishing his Ph.D. in
psychology.

5-1-2019 The patient’s wife wrote me a year after her husband died. This is a
disease that leaves you powerless, she told me.

5-1-2019 Disease - 7 Billion are powerless because the World's Military Warriors
have the power to cure this disease and all disease but choose war's killings for
the Glory of War! Another Disease Dr. Lisa Sanders needs to put in print in the
NY Times.

5-1-2019 This one gene error will steal from her all the people she loves most.

5-1-2019 Pentagons one more war since Vietnam goes on and on and will lose Star
Wars and Exodus into the Universe.
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5-1-2019 The only power she has is to tell her husband’s story so that others who
have this rare disease might be spared the long search for a diagnosis, and maybe,
if they find out in time, they will have a chance to decide whether to have children
who could carry this gene into yet another generation of suffering.

5-1-2019 Prince Harry will give his Warrior gene to the baby and Henry VIII will
be King of England again!

5-1-2019

5-1-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD - ME! MD You will never Find Another like ME!
MD!.The World's Military: Like the French at Agincourt scene in Endgame!!

There is a taller tweet from Trump Today; 88 Story White House built next to his
Current White House, Grin.
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There is a taller tweet from Trump Today; 88 Story White House built next to his
Current White House, Grin.

Law Suits for wrongful deaths against Trump-Salman not Impeachment...
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Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.

4-30-2019 Mother Asylum Seekers, front page picture on Mother's Day NYT New
York Times! Grin, Hell No the Editor's write, Ha. Mothers write a letter to the
Editors of the NYT, were is my PINK 2019 Ford WindmillCAR on Mothers Day???
Millions of Mother's will die in this next year to mothers day 2020 and the Editors
will kill this editorial on Orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

4-30-2019 AF could not bomb Mecca!! 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's bombed the Hell
out of Mecca and won the War in 1 Day.

4-30-2019 An Era Defined by Pink + Air Craft Carriers on the High Sea's of Oil
Money, all illegal from Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups were the robbers sucker
punch mom pulling in to get gas out of spite of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

4-30-2019 An Era Defined by Rx Pink Miracle Cure by Salk II. Dr.Taylor Swift
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'ME!' 'MD!'

4-30-2019 An Era Defined by the MD's White Coat, 2 White Men at 1984 HQ
and Intel Clean Rooms making Xeon 18 Core CPU's for Win 10 users out of
memory, given the blue screen of Death every Damn Day!!

4-30-2019 An Era Defined by Tampa, Florida Blood Work — the most expensive
blood test costs 40 times as much as the least expensive one. Star Wars Blood
test results spelled out by this NY Times journalists is missing MIA. POW's at 7
billion who all get a monthly blood test by Homeland Security Disease Control.

4-30-2019 An Era Defined by Temps, many murdered like Kim Wall a Temp
Journalists at the NYT. Stats for Microsoft Temps murdered will make the front
page same day the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's do!

4-30-2019 An Era Defined by 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon links,
1 being falling asleep at the wheel. The one case history I wrote about is the Yale
Grads the day after graduation left New Haven him and her and he fell asleep
driving killing both of them. So much for a Yale Degree. None of the Yale Alumni
have made news working on this IP invention project and 1,001 others have fallen
asleep crashed and died since. Kerry would call this a Out in the Real World
failure! Dr. Lisa Sanders MD at Yale should have written a article on art of the
diagnosis on falling asleep at the wheel driving.

4-30-2019 An Era Defined by Tampa, Florida Blood Money paid by Prince and King
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Salman “The secrecy in pricing all over this marketplace encourages this behavior.”
CIA Gina must have a chart of Blood Money payments by the Prince of Saudi
Arabia $$$ After the bone saw murder more blood money was paid I would bet...
$$$

4-30-2019 An Era Defined by The Old Mall Is Your New Office. As retailers
close, developers are converting the space into offices to bring in stable rent and
generate foot traffic for remaining stores. Generate iMac Computer Labs at the 8
Stores closed on Duval Key West... iMac @ $18,384 with high end software
costing more than the iMac. Excel at the Hemingway House Writing Class with a
Invention War Novel.

4-30-2019 Sri Lankan police; 59 suspects “with terrorists links” have been
detained since the attacks and investigators are questioning them. The authorities
have also confiscated caches of weapons, explosives, “terrorist literature” and fake
identification... fake $$$ money from Saudi Arabia was mentioned as building 15
mosque in the bombers home town of 45,000. Cities in the USA with 45,000 don't
have 1 iMac computer lab with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects.

4-30-2019 Back in the USA at Navy HQ - Jarrod W. Ramos, 39, faces five
charges of first-degree murder in the June 28 shooting at the Annapolis, Md.,
newsroom, considered the deadliest attack against journalists in United States
history. Navy psychiatrist would then make a recommendation on whether Mr.
Ramos should or should not be held criminally responsible for the shooting...
shotgun and H-Bomb. Anne Arundel County Police Department to visit Mr. Ramos in
2013, at the behest of the newspaper’s editor at the time, who was concerned
about the hostile messages. But the police then did not believe Mr. Ramos to be a
threat to Capital Gazette employees. MD Police visit with every to get the War
Time Diagnosis, this is Star War's diagnostics!
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4-30-2019 Dr.Taylor Swift 'ME!' 'MD!' Calls for Military Uprising in Venezuela,
Pink Mother's Day Uprising from knitting to iMac Rx Recipe for a Breast Cancer
Cure and gasoline money war crimes in Venezuela given to their Mothers on Mothers
Day 2019. Oil Money for Mother's on Mother's Day in Venezuela $$$ Mom
Knitting on a iMac in Caracas. Mom drives the 2019 Ford windmillCAR into Caracas
too, grin.

4-30-2019 Mother's Day Mom, Flanked by Soldiers, Calls for Military Uprising in
Venezuela - Caracas Starbucks with iMac's and Rx Pink Latte for Breast cancer
cure!

4-30-2019 Juan Guaidó, Flanked by Soldiers, Calls for Military Uprising in
Venezuela. The opposition leader appeared outside a military base in Caracas along
with Leopoldo López, a prominent activist who had been under house arrest.

4-30-2019 Paris Military Endgame Will be No Gas Stations on Earth! French at
Agincourt scene in Endgame - Our End-Game is no gas stations world wide...

4-30-2019 An Era Defined by Avengers: Endgame’ Screenwriters Answer Every
Question You May Have, 'To Have Have Not' no one got married in the Ending...
Even Hemingway took time off from War's to get married 4 times, grin. Disney got
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the Ending Wrong!

4-30-2019 An Era Defined by Avengers: Endgame’ Screenwriters Answer Every
Question You May Have, 'To Have Have Not' no one got married in the Ending...
Even Hemingway took time off from War's to get married 4 times, grin. Disney got
the Ending Wrong!

4-29-2019 AF could not bomb Mecca!! 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's bombed the Hell
out of Mecca and won the War in 1 Day, forget the 3 Day War and the 7 Day
War! Grin. Key West Citizen News! We have lost the war with Moslems-Allah since
Navy Commander Jimmy Carter put sanctions on the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR!! Did
Jimmy Carter read the Key West Citizen on Easter Sunday, Hell no there is no
newspaper on Sundays in Key West.

4-29-2019 Paris Military Endgame Will be No Gas Stations on Earth! French at
Agincourt scene in Endgame - Our End-Game is no gas stations world wide...

4-29-2019 Paris Military Endgame Will be No Gas Stations on Earth! French at
Agincourt scene in Endgame - Our End-Game is no gas stations world wide...

4-29-2019 Dr.Taylor Swift 'ME!' 'MD!' has rarely been one to put up listlessness
, instead making her problems her gasoline, her kindling, her spark...
superconductivity windmill turbines! GE's 737 Max marked Top Secret by the
Pentagon for GE. "CARAMANICA" by the 2 White Men left alone at 1984 HQ!!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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4-29-2019 Sri Lanka's decision to ban face coverings a week after more than 250
people were killed in a series of coordinated attacks on Easter Sunday has drawn a
mixed response. The law that takes effect from Monday names burqas, niqabs or
hijab worn by many Muslim women. A burqa is an outer garment that covers the
entire body and the face, a niqab is a veil that also covers the face, while a hijab
covers only the hair. "The ban is to ensure national security... iPhone Caller ID like
Star Wars iPhone caller ID in the USA. Her ‘Prince Charming’ Turned Out to Be a
Crazed Hit Man on the Run. "iPhone caller ID will tell her all his kills in war +
peace, rape in war + peace. The UN will never agreed to this. Her ‘Prince
Charming’ Turned Out to Be a Crazed Hit Man on the Run, Blanche Wright was 20
when she met the love of her life. He was actually a contract killer who led her on
a murder spree. And she took the fall." By MICHAEL WILSON Tim Cook would let
1,001 women take the fall rather than invent this iPhone Caller ID for her, he is
another man not her Prince Charming!!

4-29-2019 Gravity Engine Car's... K2 Summit traffic with Ford Gravity Engine
Car's is only 1 invention away

4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD - ME! MD You will never Find Another like ME!
MD!. Never Will You Find Another Like 'Me' flying inventions before they fly with
gravity that is so unknown. ME! MD! You will never Find Another like ME! MD!.

4-28-2019 Gravity Engine Car's... K2 Summit traffic with Ford Gravity Engine
Car's is only 1 invention away soon as Amazon puts this IP invention project on 1
Click Amazon with links to specs and genius tutors. IBM Summit Super computer
simulation in the Kindle.
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4-29-2019 AF could not bomb Mecca!! AF building 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's; "Eglin
Air Force Base building new brain treatment facility. PENSACOLA — A non-profit
is building a multi-million dollar center to treat Traumatic Brain Injury and PostTraumatic Stress for active duty service members at a Florida military base"
Troops driving route 66 from coast to coast in the USA as the Jew Hero won the
war with Moslems and Allah by Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR through and
around Mecca leaving it in bankruptcy and in ruins! AF could not bomb Mecca!!

4-29-2019 Dr. Vindicator MD Hero of War on Disease + Diagnosis!! ‘Avengers:
Endgame’ Shows Movie Theaters Can Still Be on Top of the World making War
Movies for the Pentagon, grin!

4-29-2019 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year! Apple Cracks Down on Apps That
Fight iPhone Addiction - Amazon had cracked down on 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 Nobels in Medicine links with genius tutors and an IBM Summit super
computer simulations in kindles III.

4-29-2019 Infidel Trump-Ivanka! CIA Gina should have sent this to Trump not the
bone saw murders! Trump Accuses Saudis of Giving U.S. a Bad Deal. Is That True?
Jews who have given Prince Salman the high five are the ones who got the bone
saw in the mail sent by the Jewish Elite who just opened a Swiss Bank account
thanks to Saudi Arabia Blood Money from Bone Saw Culture. Mothers Day in Israel
and no mom will get the Rx Pink Latte to cure her Breast Cancer... this is War!
Gina's overconfidence there are 12 trillion Jewish Aliens among 12 Trillion Galaxies
saved the world last week, grin. Wahhabism — a hard-line strain of Islam blamed
for breeding militancy — proposed a direct path to God, albeit one that aimed to
return the religion to the time of the Prophet Muhammad. $777 Trillion
confiscated from Prince Salman is a direct path to Jewish Exodus into the Universe
of 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens! Blood Money Jewish top brass
took kill these Jewish Aliens for Qatar Trump Casino Change. Jerusalem leaders
were given a diesel Mercedes for blood money... when they should have driven the
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2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Exodus! A Sin and War Crime!

4-29-2019 “After the age of 7, everyone must pray five times a day! In the USA
everyone must use 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects and get 7
text messages a day on their iPhone on inventions. Invention trigger's...

4-29-2019 Sri Lanka is deep in mourning, and the bitterness toward the
government is only growing. $4 gas on the 4th of July and No 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's for Mom on Mothers day and no Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks.

4-29-2019 Jewish alien's competing for resources of the Pentagon, $700 Billion in
2019...

4-29-2019 Jewish Alien's getting $777 Trillion in Blood Money from Prince
Salman...

4-29-2019 NY Times 'Pentagon Papers' today are Secret Swiss Bank Accounts all
direct deposited by Prince Salman, better news than the Catholic Priest Abuse.
$$$
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4-29-2019 AF could not bomb Mecca!! AF building 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's; "Eglin
Air Force Base building new brain treatment facility. PENSACOLA — A non-profit
is building a multi-million dollar center to treat Traumatic Brain Injury and PostTraumatic Stress for active duty service members at a Florida military base"
Troops driving route 66 from coast to coast in the USA as the Jew Hero won the
war with Moslems and Allah by Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR through and
around Mecca leaving it in bankruptcy and in ruins! AF could not bomb Mecca!!

4-29-2019 Sri Lanka's decision to ban face coverings a week after more than 250
people were killed in a series of coordinated attacks on Easter Sunday has drawn a
mixed response. The law that takes effect from Monday names burqas, niqabs or
hijab worn by many Muslim women. A burqa is an outer garment that covers the
entire body and the face, a niqab is a veil that also covers the face, while a hijab
covers only the hair. "The ban is to ensure national security... iPhone Caller ID like
Star Wars iPhone caller ID in the USA. Her ‘Prince Charming’ Turned Out to Be a
Crazed Hit Man on the Run. "iPhone caller ID will tell her all his kills in war +
peace, rape in war + peace. The UN will never agreed to this. Her ‘Prince
Charming’ Turned Out to Be a Crazed Hit Man on the Run, Blanche Wright was 20
when she met the love of her life. He was actually a contract killer who led her on
a murder spree. And she took the fall." By MICHAEL WILSON Tim Cook would let
1,001 women take the fall rather than invent this iPhone Caller ID for her, he is
another man not her Prince Charming!!

4-29-2019 More Super Rich Families; Gates $$$
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4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! 'Lift II' Novel by Melinda Gates. ME!
Girls MD! "Lift II"
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4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! 'Lift II' Novel by Melinda Gates. ME!
Girls MD! "Lift II"
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4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! The Future of Sun-Maid Raisin's
Espresso Coated with a top of chocolate!! 1 Click Amazon links IP invention projects
to the future of Sun-Maid Raisin's Recipes will make a few Mom's on Mothers Day
Rich if they had a iMac at Starbucks. Grin.

4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! Dr. Anne Lamott MD Gets to the
Happily-Ever-After Part, Dr. Lisa MD find the love of her life on Match Maker
Amazon 1 Click again and again... the women MD gets married to WHO?

4-29-2019 'Me' sitting on a Pink Waterfall of the next Star Wars Toys, beam me
up to Sirius, just let me eavesdrops on its Jewish Aliens. Pink. Waterfalls.
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Starbucks New Rewards, Name all the Easter flowers $10. Think, brainstorm on a
Starbucks iMac a Rx Recipe made from these flowers
$10000000000000000000000000000000000 and counting on you! Rx Perfume made
from Easter flowers.
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4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD - ME! MD You will never Find Another like ME!
MD!.The World's Military: Like the French at Agincourt scene in Endgame!!

4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! When will the sport of Rock Climbing
End, When Greg + Wife's invent the Gravity Engine Car's... K2 Summit traffic
with Ford Gravity Engine Car's is only 1 invention away, I could say 1 invention
taken away from the world military or to stop the Military from climbing like rock
climbers. The Day is coming all the Admirals in the World can not stop the Nobel
Prize Inventor from 1 Click Amazon links to this invention project, like Salk II will
do a social coup on Bill and Melinda Gates but their fall will be the Senate pulling
Microsoft in the Public Domain to stop the blue screen of death in Win 10 from
falling. Jess Roskelley, Hansjörg Auer and David Lama died in an avalanche while
alpine climbing on the east face of the 10,810-foot Howse Peak, north of Banff,
in Alberta, Canada. Canada falls are deadly to Truely Nobel Nobel Prize winners
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like Salk II and the Gravity Engine Car, the Ford WindmillCar too. Niagara Falls
will be for Hemingway House Writers in a Polygamous Marriage brainstorming these
inventions in a Novel with electric ideas in every chapter on iMac as Win 10 fell to
its death, grin!

4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! New Lyrics... "But the placement of
alcohol-based hand sanitizer for MD health workers isn’t as convenient as it could
be, reducing its use. The reason? In the early 2000s, fire marshals began
requiring hospitals to remove or relocate dispensers because hand sanitizers contain
at least 60 percent alcohol, making them flammable."

4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! New Lyrics... Wrongful death law
suits were meet with sanctions by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ...

4-28-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD - ME! MD! You will never Find Another like ME!
MD!.The World's Military: Like the French at Agincourt scene in Endgame!!

4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! New Lyrics... The New York Times 10
years ago said the American Medical Association, concerned about bacteria
transmission, was studying a proposal “that doctors hang up their lab coats — for
good.” Maybe one reason the idea hasn’t taken hold in the past decade is reflected
in a doctor’s comment in the article that “the coat is part of what defines me, and
I couldn’t function without it.”

4-29-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! New Lyrics... Yale Key Medical School
will all be a Intel clean room for MD's Patients and Tourists. Intel Clean Room in
the Professors Living Room's! Star Wars Yale Key West Medical School, Key West
is not New Haven, grin.
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4-28-2019 Both, all have and kept a fleet of six cars, including a BMW... all gas
and diesel!!

4-28-2019 Two Super-Rich Families Ended Up on Opposite Sides of Easter
Attacks - H-Bombs!!

4-28-2019 Physician families; MD Admiral at the White House Drunk, Dr. Lisa
Sanders MD Art of the Diagnosis for a few out of 7.7 billion people on Earth.
Yesterday's news said there are now 7 billion people. If the Admirals family of
MD's was sober Homeland Security would all be MD's behind the x-ray machines
and JFK CAT and PET scanners. Yes they would get the same overtime or more,
grin.

4-28-2019 Her ‘Prince Charming’ Turned Out to Be a Crazed Hit Man on the Run.
"iPhone caller ID will tell her all his kills in war + peace, rape in war + peace. The
UN will never agreed to this. Her ‘Prince Charming’ Turned Out to Be a Crazed Hit
Man on the Run, Blanche Wright was 20 when she met the love of her life. He was
actually a contract killer who led her on a murder spree. And she took the fall."
By MICHAEL WILSON Tim Cook would let 1,001 women take the fall rather than
invent this iPhone Caller ID for her, he is another man not her Prince Charming!!

4-28-2019 Three Super-Rich Families; On the last day of Passover, a gunman
opened fire inside a synagogue in Poway, Calif., killing one person and wounding
three others. Yizkor, a memorial prayer for the dead that is said on Jewish
holidays. Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is for the living who want a
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Exodus Victory over several Super-Rich Families.

4-28-2019 Two Super-Rich Families Ended Up on Opposite Sides of Easter
Attacks - H-Bombs!!

4-28-2019 In an instant, five of their children were blown to pieces in the Sri
Lanka bombings, one family slaughtered by the other. Ilham Ibrahim, the son of
one of Sri Lanka’s wealthiest spice traders. 9 a.m. on Easter Sunday, Anders
Holch Povlsen, the richest man in Denmark, was having breakfast with his family at
the Table One restaurant in the Shangri-La Hotel in Sri Lanka’s capital, Colombo.
The restaurant was decorated for Easter. At the same time, Ilham Ibrahim, the
son of one of Sri Lanka’s wealthiest spice traders, was heading down to Table One
in an elevator. One was a billionaire in dollars. The other, a billionaire in rupees.
One built a fortune through jeans, turtlenecks and all kinds of hip clothing. The
other, through white pepper, black pepper and all kinds of spices. $$$ Oil Men
have the H-Bombs ready for Easter, Christmas Day, The 4th of July, 9/11.
Close-knit business families both letting Mom and Grandma knit when she would be
inventing on the iMac at Starbucks instead of knitting. In an instant, five of their
children — Ilham, Inshaf, Alma, Agnes and Alfred — were blown to pieces, one
side slaughtered by the other. Diesel will have to work slaughtering their children
today. Spice traders and truck drivers gathered next to Ishana, the Ibrahim
family spice business, on Old Moor Street in Colombo. Mr. Ibrahim ran one of the
island’s biggest spice exporters, sending 20 million pounds of pepper to India each
year. All the trucks are diesel. 2019 Ford WindmillTrucks were sanctioned by
Trump-Putin-Salman-Bush-Sara Palin for Alaska Diesel. Diesel; Oil Men and
Women execute one of the deadliest attacks in the world in recent times. When
Time is a CERN God Particle. Jimmy Carter is at Peace with God if you can believe
that, grin. His eldest son, Inshaf, around 35, was flashier. He drove a new white
Toyota Landcruiser. Povlsens’ town, Stavtrup. The father and two brothers of the
master mind of the Easter Sunday bombings in Sri Lanka, Zahran Hashim, were
killed in a security forces operation on Friday, police say. A police officer at the
site also said Zahran Hashim's mother was also believed to be among the victims.

4-28-2019 Two Super-Rich Families Shrapnel piercing toddlers’ flesh
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4-28-2019 Two Super-Rich Families Diesel particles piercing toddlers DNA

4-28-2019 In an instant, 500,000 of their children were blown to pieces in the
H-Bombs! By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN, KAI SCHULTZ, MUJIB MASHAL and
RUSSELL GOLDMAN

4-28-2019 Physician families; on Easter at the Bombings or Home; end-of-life
guideline might automatically call a palliative care clinician to the bedside to help
patients and family members understand the choices available to them. The
guidelines would empower nurses to advocate for comfort care, irrespective of
physicians who view aggressive treatment as always being in the patient’s best
interest.

4-28-2019 Physician families; on Easter at the Bombings aggressive treatment
before the Easter bombs and the H-Bombs! Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa
Sanders MD on the Easter Bombings and H-Bomb Bombings in our future if the
Physician families the rich one's like the Admiral MD's who are Drunk on alcohol or
Oil Money! Disney movie, worthy of a medical TV show, and a Disney Movie. Jewish
Exodus Family the cure is impossible without the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan.

4-28-2019 Jewish Exodus Family the cure is impossible without the Jew Hero
Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan.
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4-28-2019 Jewish Exodus Family has to invent 400 times faster than the speed of
light to pick up Jewish Aliens at Sirius.

4-28-2019 Same 2 Super-Rich Families bought 5,000 Nukes and a fleet of USS
Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs 40 Nukes each Sub and there are 100's of USS Jimmy
Carter Subs. This is what they spent all their riches beyond belief in Oil $$$ on
not Mothers Day for the Mothers in Pink. In an instant, five of their children were
blown to pieces in the Sri Lanka bombings, one family slaughtered by the other. In
an instant, five of their children were blown to pieces in the Sri Lanka bombings,
one family slaughtered by the other.

4-28-2019 More Super Rich Families; Long-Delayed Guggenheim Abu Dhabi Moves
- Dubai is were Bill and Melinda Gates have their second home... not Key West.

4-28-2019 More Super Rich Families; Breast Cancer Is Serious, Bill and Melinda
Gates with her new Amazon book below Lift. Millions of women will die a tortured
death, the NY Times Editors censored this editorial.

4-28-2019 More Super Rich Families; Britain’s role as a military power will be vital
to its self-image after the 'Secret' Files on the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's is a
Amazon Best seller in London, grin!

4-28-2019 More Super Rich Families; Insane not to win the war with a 2019 Ford
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WindmillCAR driven into Mecca $$$ While neither guided bomb nor armored
vehicle, a gray oblong water pump sticking out from the brush along a remote dirt
road is intended to be just as clear a sign of the United States’ efforts to stop
the spread of the Islamic State. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know better yet the
NY Times Sunday made this headlines how the Pentagon is going to stop ISIS with
a water pump. Hell the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR generates 1 Trillion volts and amps
for its yet to be invented electric water pump.

4-28-2019 More Super Rich Families; Gates $$$
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4-28-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! 'Lift II' Novel by Melinda Gates. ME!
Girls MD! "Lift II"

4-28-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! 'Lift II' Novel by Melinda Gates. ME!
Girls MD! "Lift II"
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4-28-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! The Future of Sun-Maid Raisin's
Espresso Coated with a top of chocolate!! 1 Click Amazon links IP invention projects
to the future of Sun-Maid Raisin's Recipes will make a few Mom's on Mothers Day
Rich if they had a iMac at Starbucks. Grin.

4-28-2019 'Me' sitting on a Pink Waterfall of the next Star Wars Toys, beam me
up to Sirius, just let me eavesdrops on its Jewish Aliens. Pink. Waterfalls.
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Starbucks New Rewards, Name all the Easter flowers $10. Think, brainstorm on a
Starbucks iMac a Rx Recipe made from these flowers
$10000000000000000000000000000000000 and counting on you! Rx Perfume made
from Easter flowers.
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4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD - ME! MD You will never Find Another like ME!
MD!.The World's Military: Like the French at Agincourt scene in Endgame!! Jewish
Aliens are in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, this is like Ivanka in a Pink
designer Dress sitting alone in front of 50 Journalists all from George Orwell II
Novel and None asking about Salk II and when can they pick up the Rx Pink Latte
from Starbucks for the wife who is being tortured by the military leaders drunk on
riches beyond belief, oil $$$

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! Detonate the War on Pink Cancer the
War on Cancer they lost going to Vietnam... Riches beyond belief from Oil
Revenues and Kerry ships pallets of cash to Qatar $$$
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4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD - ME! MD - wake-up call to the Navy to call
Mom. “Although Mothers’ Day is over two weeks away, that the age of the supercarrier $13 Trillion is pictured in todays NY Times for Mom in her Pink dress.

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD - ME! MD - wake-up call to the Navy to call
Mom. Navy Mom Why I knit, because there are not any iMac at Starbucks world
wide! “When you feel more in control of yourself, when you feel like you have more
self-command, it can help you do harder things,” she said. 1,001 IP invention
projects on 1 Click Amazon with specs and genius tutors.
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https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/26/arts/music/taylor-swift-me.html?
action=click&module=Features&pgtype=Homepage

Taylor Swift Releases ‘Me!’

Me! video in the NY Times click here
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4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! You will never Find Another like ME!
MD. Never Will You Find Another Like 'Me' flying inventions before they fly with
gravity that is so unknown. ME! MD! You will never Find Another like ME! MD!.

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! $$$ Notre-Dame Donation Backlash
Raises Debate: What’s Worthy of Philanthropy?

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! $$$ Worthy of Bill + Melinda Gates
Philanthropy; Fine Wine with Prince Salman at his Palace, his MD is friends with
Bill and Melinda.

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! $$$ Worthy of Bill + Melinda Gates
Philanthropy; Not the 1,001 Medical School Students at the Yale Key West
Medical School or all the World's Medical Schools all tuition is paid by Bill and
Melinda Gates! Lift II Book by Melinda Gates, Hell No! $ A few billion out of $100
billion and they said Hell No we will not pay medical school students tuition. But as
they dine with Prince Salman they know in the back of their minds the Prince pays
for all students in the USA with money for sex.
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4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! $$$ Worthy of Bill + Melinda Gates
Philanthropy; Starbucks Pink iMac on every table at every Starbucks world wide
with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP and the Summit IBM Super Computer
Simulations in most Kindles.

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! $$$ $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues;
Salman, Putin, Trump, Pope Francis;

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! Millions of Pink Deaths and the Irish
drink another Irish Whiskey... "Journalist’s Death Jolts Northern Ireland
Politicians Back to Negotiating Table" Negotiating Table should be for the iMac at
all Irish Starbucks. By PATRICK KINGSLEY

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! Liz pay Medical Students more than
West Point Cadets, as they are worth more! Elizabeth Warren Wants to Cancel
Student Loans. Critics Wonder if That’s the Right Solution." By ANEMONA
HARTOCOLLIS

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! Detonate the War on Pink Cancer the
War on Cancer they lost going to Vietnam...
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4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! "On Rennell, an impoverished Pacific
island, mining had already scarred the land. Now an oil spill has polluted the water
and threatens a World Heritage site." By JACQUELINE WILLIAMS Diesel in the
air does more than threaten a World, Yes Xi put to death a million Special Olympic
Kids with birth defects from Diesel and all we got from the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ is Canada MD's put to death 600 on their death bed out of mercy and history
will write this up. BP Oil has 1,001 deep sea oil rigs leaking a few gallons of oil a
day today another oil spill has polluted the water...

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! Kim Jong Un is Driving Diesel
Mercedes limos at Putin meeting but Daimler says it has "no idea" how he got
them. The German auto maker says it has no business dealings with North Korea,
which is banned from buying luxury goods.

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! Mercedes The German auto maker
says it has no business selling 2019 Mercedes WindmillCAR's with F-35 Radar!
Sanctions are driven on WindmillCAR by the World's Oil-God's. Pope Francis and
the Cardinals know of the abuse... "Today the New York Archdiocese Names 120
Catholic Clergy Members Accused of Abuse!!" The disclosure, one of the largest to
be made by the church, comes after bishops across the country identified
suspected abusers... iPhone Caller ID when the Priest calls you... "iPhone caller ID
will tell her all his kills in war + peace, rape in war + peace. The UN will never
agreed to this. Her ‘Prince Charming’ Turned Out to Be a Crazed Hit Man on the
Run, Blanche Wright was 20 when she met the love of her life. He was actually a
contract killer who led her on a murder spree. And she took the fall." By
MICHAEL WILSON Tim Cook would let 1,001 women take the fall rather than
invent this iPhone Caller ID for her, he is another man not her Prince Charming!!
His Priest - Her ‘Prince Charming’ Turned Out to Be a Crazed Hit Man on the Run
Sex Addicted Priests. Art of the diagnosis by Dr. Pope Francis MD. ME! MD!
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4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! F-35 Radar on the Tulsa S Scam, Con
Game selling you cars they don't stop at the stop sign. Card Sound Road crash
leaves 1 dead, 2 injured. A fatal crash on the north end of Card Sound Road left
one dead and two seriously injured, after a driver reportedly ran a stop sign and
crashed into a parked vehicle on the shoulder of the... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
F-35 radar will cost more than the Ford, grin. Next model Ford will be the one's
with the Gravity Engine!! Paradise Lost by Con Men at 1984 HQ.

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! First Lady Melania Trump's birthday
has raised many an eyebrow "Happy Birthday, accompanied by a photo of Mrs.
Trump sitting alone on the far end of a couch and staring into the distance,
surrounded by an army of photographers and reporters in the Oval Office. Mrs.
Trump turned 49 on Friday. Last year saw no shortage of controversy for Mrs.
Trump. In June, she caused a commotion when she wore a jacket with the phrase
"I REALLY DON'T CARE, DO U?" scrawled across the back in white graffittistyled text. ME! Melania Trump MD Art of the Diagnosis article in the NY Times
Sunday.

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! When will the sport of Rock Climbing
End, When Greg + Wife's invent the Gravity Engine Car's... You’d think that
cutting-edge alpinists were a bunch of adrenaline junkies, but they’re not. Jess,
David and Hansjörg were not. Alpinists are highly analytical, supremely aware and
often tightly controlled. This is what it takes to see your 30th birthday. In a
musing on death and tragedy, the British climber Andy Kirkpatrick pondered,
“Maybe it’s not a weak man who pulls out the needle and walks away.” In rare
instances, climbers see their shadows and do walk away.

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! When will the sport of Rock Climbing
End, When Greg + Wife's invent the Gravity Engine Car's...When will the deaths
stop? Our collective wonders. I ask it, too, but I know better. They won’t. Highend climbing is going to get more risky, not less. The routes are becoming more
technically demanding, in more remote areas, and the method of “light and fast”—
minimal gear, no fixed ropes, doing the route in a single push — is now re garded
as the best style. These trends, and others, have made the sport of alpine
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climbing very, very dangerous. by Francis Sanzaro is the editor of Rock and Ice
and Ascent magazines and the author of three books, including “The Boulder: A
Philosophy of Bouldering.”

4-27-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD! - ME! MD! When will the sport of Rock Climbing
End, When Greg + Wife's invent the Gravity Engine Car's... K2 Summit traffic
with Ford Gravity Engine Car's is only 1 invention away, I could say 1 invention
taken away from the world military or to stop the Military from climbing like rock
climbers. The Day is coming all the Admirals in the World can not stop the Nobel
Prize Inventor from 1 Click Amazon links to this invention project, like Salk II will
do a social coup on Bill and Melinda Gates but their fall will be the Senate pulling
Microsoft in the Public Domain to stop the blue screen of death in Win 10 from
falling. Jess Roskelley, Hansjörg Auer and David Lama died in an avalanche while
alpine climbing on the east face of the 10,810-foot Howse Peak, north of Banff,
in Alberta, Canada. Canada falls are deadly to Truely Nobel Nobel Prize winners
like Salk II and the Gravity Engine Car, the Ford WindmillCar too. Niagara Falls
will be for Hemingway House Writers in a Polygamous Marriage brainstorming these
inventions in a Novel with electric ideas in every chapter on iMac as Win 10 fell to
its death, grin!

Fates of Ivank and Breast Cancer could speed up a Pink Los Alamos as Trump would
go Rogue and write a executive order. Other than this millions of other women will
die from breast-ovary cancer while he sits at the White House not Pink House.

4-26-2019 Infidels... South Korea from signing on. South Korea, Mr. Putin said,
has a “no sovereignty it is the 51 State of the USA.”

4-26-2019 Infidels... Pink women could knit some flags with 50 white stars and 1
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Pink Star... until they get 51 iMac's at Starbucks to end this knitting.

4-26-2019 $777 Trillion in War Toys - wake-up call to the Navy to call Mom.
“Although Mothers’ Day is over two weeks away, that the age of the super-carrier
$13 Trillion is pictured in todays NY Times for Mom in her Pink dress. WHO on
the High Sea's... Despite the vaccine being only partly effective, the W.H.O.
endorsed testing on 360,000 children in an effort to lower death rates in Africa
for Malaria not diesel exhaust. Ford Says Justice Department Has Opened Criminal
Inquiry Into Emissions Issues, UN War Crimes is busy. It’ll Take More Than a
‘Parking Ticket’ to Stop Facebook. Key West Parking giving the Admiral a Parking
Ticket to stop illegal Parking. It will take a call to the Admiral before you write
the Parking Ticket. Qatar is a better place to get a Parking Ticket, as the NY
Times writes you can it to City Hall Qatar Style... apply for a warning call before
you get the Parking Ticket. When you have riches beyond belief you are not so
demanding on forgiving parking tickets... poor Key West unless you are a Admiral
Parked Here. Admiral Lane Key West. Yes you can rent a condo here. Contempt
for gas stations, refueling the Navy Ships in Key West 'Fleet of Gasoline Tanker
Trucks' driving back and forth on Roosevelt with a Ocean View. View of the
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies is being fueled...

4-26-2019 "iPhone caller ID will tell her all his kills in war + peace, rape in war +
peace. The UN will never agreed to this. Her ‘Prince Charming’ Turned Out to Be a
Crazed Hit Man on the Run, Blanche Wright was 20 when she met the love of her
life. He was actually a contract killer who led her on a murder spree. And she took
the fall." By MICHAEL WILSON Tim Cook would let 1,001 women take the fall
rather than invent this iPhone Caller ID for her, he is another man not her Prince
Charming!!

4-26-2019 Infidels... Most houses here have a picture of Mecca on their wall,
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Yale, Harvard, Oxford they use to have pictures of 55 Ford before Mecca
Students from Saudi Araba took over the campus. The Easter Bombers visited all
these Universities and more with their riches beyond belief of $777 Trillion from
Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups. Easter's Suicide Bomber was preoccupied with
outflanking other Wahhabi groups to attract Middle Eastern funding, $777 Trillion
this is were you Miami, gas money goes... Trump-Putin-Pope Francis get their cut
$$$.” Mr. Zaharan founded his own mosque with funding from India. And in Key
West there is no funding for the Hemingway House Writing Class.

4-26-2019 Infidels... The Bill-Melinda Gates Romance Started With a Rejection
that ended with Salk II and vaccines in the drinking water world wide... Wrongful
death law suits

4-26-2019 Infidels... they shouted! Two members of the Polio vaccination team
were hit: Nasreen Bibi, 35, was killed, and Rashida Afzal, 24, was critically
wounded, Mr. Agha said in an interview. Vaccination was suspended for an
indeterminate period of time in the Chaman area after the shooting. Believing Polio
vaccine people are a cover for CIA spies. Gina will tell you no one at the CIA is
working on the Salk II Polio Vaccine Invention in the Drinking water. Two days ago,
in separate events, two police officers who were protecting polio vaccination teams
were shot and killed in the northern districts of Buner and Bannu. And a polio
worker was injured in a knife attack this week in the eastern city of Lahore. 2
White Men at 1984 HQ perpetrators were “humiliating Salk II followers of the
next medical miracle cure. Trump Qatar Casino followers are mostly CIA. Pakistan,
95 polio workers have been killed doing their work since 2012. 2012 Ford
WindmillCAR is in the Pentagons garage.
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4-26-2019 Salk II - UCLA killed Salk II really, Gina has the audio and video.
"Measles Outbreak Prompts Quarantines at U.C.L.A. and California State-Los
Angeles. More than 200 university students and employees in Los Angeles County
may have been exposed to measles and were given quarantine orders this week."
UCLA's has 2 White Men at 1984 HQ and they know the Hemingway House Writing
Class on Salk II was not sanctioned by the top brass.

4-26-2019 Infidels... Back in the USSR... Kim not in a Pink designer suit siting
next to Putin. Mr. Putin said that North Korea needs security guarantees from
more nations than just the United States before abandoning its nuclear arsenal.
Mr. Putin also reiterated Russian backing for a gradual process of trading
disarmament for sanctions relief. “If we take one step forward and two backward,
then we would fail to achieve the desired result,” Mr. Putin said. “But it will
eventually be possible to achieve this goal, if we move forward gradually and if we
respect each other’s interests.” Pink interest by Korean + Russia women were miles
in the background.

4-26-2019 Infidels... Putin argument that past American military action against
governments at odds with the United States, like those of Iraq and Libya, made it
senseless today to persuade North Korea to disarm.

4-26-2019 Infidels... Pink Women world wide watching these goings on say its
senseless today to persuade Los Alamos to become Pink with $7 Trillion and 4
Trillion Rx Recipes for a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks
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4-26-2019 Infidels... Russian foreign policy has a different starting point. “In
Moscow’s thinking, Kim Jong-un has learned from the fates of Iraq’s Saddam
Hussein and Libya’s Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi that for an authoritarian regime, the
only safeguard against U.S. military intervention is the possession of nuclear
weapons capable of hitting the American mainland,”

4-26-2019 Infidels... Pink Women have a starting point with Small Fry Lisa Jobs
and Melinda Gates. Fates of Ivank and Breast Cancer could speed up a Pink Los
Alamos as Trump would go Rogue and write a executive order. Other than this
millions of other women will die from breast-ovary cancer while he sits at the
White House not Pink House. Kim is taking up to much of his thoughts, of killing
Kim like Prince Salman thinks Trump and Ivanka are Infidels!!

4-26-2019 Infidels... South Korea from signing on. South Korea, Mr. Putin said,
has a “no sovereignty it is the 51 State of the USA.”

4-26-2019 Infidels... Pink women could knit some flags with 50 white stars and 1
Pink Star... until they get 51 iMac's at Starbucks to end this knitting.
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4-26-2019 "iPhone caller ID will tell her all his kills in war + peace, rape in war +
peace. The UN will never agreed to this. Her ‘Prince Charming’ Turned Out to Be a
Crazed Hit Man on the Run, Blanche Wright was 20 when she met the love of her
life. He was actually a contract killer who led her on a murder spree. And she took
the fall." By MICHAEL WILSON Tim Cook would let 1,001 women take the fall
rather than invent this iPhone Caller ID for her, he is another man not her Prince
Charming!!

4-26-2019 Infidels... Chinese Special Olympic kids. "Would Any Atrocity Turn Off
Investors to Saudi Arabia?" Xi put 1 million Special Olympic kids to death, no he
didn't behead them. Thank God.

4-26-2019 $777 Trillion in War Toys - wake-up call to the Navy to call Mom.
“Although Mothers’ Day is over two weeks away, that the age of the super-carrier
is drawing to a close just as surely as the age of the battleship was coming to an
end by the 1930s. $777 Trillion from Oil Revenues is surely to much money for the
Navy $$$. The logic here is the same as the one that decided the Battle of
Agincourt, where the humble and effective English longbow made short work of the
expensive and vulnerable French cavalry. Today’s version of that cavalry consists of
aircraft carriers priced at $13 billion apiece and fighter jets that go for $90
million (and cost $30,000 an hour to fly). That’s a recipe for 40,000 Pink dead
women just in the USA and no Arlington will not bury this, the Drunk White House
Admiral will not bury Ivanka, Trump will and it will be in Arlington. by The
Jerusalem Post. @BretStephensNYT.

4-26-2019 “‘Me!’in the new Taylor Swift video and it's in the NY Times digital
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edition today. And it is Me in pink... Taylor Swift Releases ‘Me!,’ a New Song
Featuring Brendon Urie She has teased fresh music and a rebooted aesthetic for
weeks, ahead of what would be her seventh studio album.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/26/arts/music/taylor-swift-me.html?
action=click&module=Features&pgtype=Homepage

Taylor Swift Releases ‘Me!’

Me! video in the NY Times click here

4-26-2019 “‘Me!’ is a song about embracing your individuality and really celebrating
it and owning it,” Swift said. “With a pop song, we have the ability to get a
melody stuck in people’s heads. I just want it to be one that makes them feel
better about themselves, not worse.” Her Me video — which features the singer’s
pet cats, Dixie Chicks portrait in the background — was directed by Swift and
Dave Meyers, who is known for his work with Pink.

4-26-2019 "Me! in Pink" is a song Greg + 4 MD Wife's would have written with
1,001 Rx Recipes crunching a cure for breast cancer like crazy Taylor Swift.
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4-26-2019 Dr. Taylor Swift MD - ME! MD You will never Find Another like ME!
MD. Never Will You Find Another Like 'Me' flying inventions before they fly with
gravity that is so unknown. ME! MD You will never Find Another like ME! MD.

4-25-2019 In a sign that direct communication with the U.S. could be strained,
Putin said Kim had asked Russia to inform the U.S. of its position. Vodka + Oil
Money in the Trillions, drunk on $$$ Riches beyond belief from $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues. Putin + Kim didn't tweet much else. No Rx Recipe for the Pink Ate at
Moscow Starbucks, no iMac's @ $18,384 either grin! Melinda Gates How
Empowering Women Changes the World, not for Kim + Putin Today!

“We’re in the End-Game now.” “We’re in the Exodus to Sirius End-Game now.”
Trillions of Galaxies and trillions of Jewish Aliens, Trump walked out on these
invention projects too!

4-25-2019 Empowering women at the Yale Key West Medical School, Putin-Kim Bill
+ Melinda Gates!! Hell No We Won't... Go!! The Hemingway House Writing Class
Sanctions are worst than Sanctions on Korea! Paradise Lost Invention Novels!
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4-25-2019 Bill-Melinda Gates Wedding Presents 1994 Wedding Presents of 100's
of different make and model of the 1994 Ford WindmillCAR would have changed
our World for the Best today in 2019.

4-25-2019 Bill-Melinda Gates Wedding Presents 1994 Wedding Presents of 100's
of different make and model of the 1994 Ford WindmillCAR would have changed
our World for the Best today in 2019.

4-25-2019 Melinda Gates How Empowering Women Changes the World... driving a
car in Saudi Arabia and driving a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR by a women - she drives
into Mecca and she is a Jew Hero who just won the War via driving a
WindmillCAR... Empowering really after all the Nukes, a windmillcar and a Jewish
women drive into Mecca then Wall Street and park in front of the NY Times!
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Changes the World; Melinda Gates book she writes How Empowering Women
Changes the World... In Saudi Arabia Melinda Gates Drove a car, today women
who she and Hillary encouraged to drive a car illegally are in a Saudi prison being
tortured and there is nothing in her book about these women! A War Crime.

Empowering women who smoke and drink Coors, Vodka, Fine Wine! Nagasaki
University Says It Won’t Hire Teachers Who Smoke. The move by Nagasaki
University is a once-unthinkable decision in a country that has just recently
cracked down on its heavy-smoking ways. Empowering women to Drive a 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR in Nagasaki...

Empowering women at the Yale Key West Medical School, Bill + Melinda Gates!! Hell
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No We Won't... Go!!

4-25-2019 Bill-Melinda Gates Wedding Presents 1994 Wedding Presents of 100's
of different make and model of the 1994 Ford WindmillCAR would have changed
our World for the Best today in 2019. For one thing you would be able to order
the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks for a Breast-Ovary Cancer cure in all stages. This
is not rocket science at NASA but crunching 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade
secrets. Yes Gina can hack them all and help crunch them too. Only on break and
lunch time's though.

4-25-2019 Marriage advice add another wife in a polygamous marriage, double or
nothing bet on inventing something close to a Nobel in Medicine if you try to pick a
women MD for a wife. Spend the honeymoon at the Hemingway House Writing class
deep in a Medical Detective's Nobel Novel with Star Wars inventions in every
chapter. With iMac apps all of you can write on the same page at the same time
and yes there will be a $500 million dollar summit super computer for genius
computer simulations in your Kindle

4-25-2019 Infidels... agonizing between their $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
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4-25-2019 Infidels Prince and King Salman consider Trump and Ivanka infidels...

4-25-2019 Infidels... Jimmy Carter to Trump + Ivanka were played for $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$

4-25-2019 Bill-Melinda Gates Wedding Presents 1994 Wedding Presents of 100's
of different make and model of the 1994 Ford WindmillCAR would have changed
our World for the Best today in 2019.

4-25-2019 Infidels... The Bill-Melinda Gates Romance Started With a Rejection
that ended with Salk II and vaccines in the drinking water world wide... a war
crime! Executions in Saudi Arabia are usually by beheading, often in public, and the
Interior Ministry said one man was also crucified, something reserved for the most
grievous crimes. Prince Mohammed was his lifting of a ban on women driving. The
very fact that there was such a ban is ridiculous, but a few weeks before it was
ended, in May 2018, several women’s rights activists were rounded up — including
women who had campaigned against the driving ban — and accused of crimes against
the kingdom. They are in prison today. Hillary will watch them get beheaded. She
is the one who got the Prince Mad as Hell to have them arrested after the fact.
According to the State Dept, at least some of the women were tortured. Gina has
audio and video. The torture included beatings, electric shocks, whipping and
waterboarding. Several other women remain in prison, including Samar Badawi,
whose case ignited a major diplomatic row between Canada and Saudi Arabia after
Canada requested her immediate release. 8,000 Saudi students in Canada were
sent home to Saudi Arabia. Yes they paid for sex with women in Canada as
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students. This is not why they were sent home. Jared Kushner. Mr. Kushner is an
infidel and was played by Prince Salman for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. After
the marriage, in 1994, Melinda still struggled, and one flash point was the annual
letter that Bill had been writing for the foundation they had established. Melinda
was co-chair of the foundation and wanted to write it with him in 2013. Bill didn’t
like the idea. “We both got angry,” Melinda writes, adding: “I thought we were
going to kill each other. After the 1980 invention of the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR
Teddy Kennedy did Kill Jimmy Carter's 'WindCar' habitat for humanity of 4 billion
people by talking him into taking $777 Trillion in oil revenues most from Saudi
Arabia. 1994 Wedding Presents of 100's of different make and model of the 1994
Ford WindmillCAR would have changed our World for the Best today in 2019.

4-25-2019 Infidels... Easter Sunday He though this, his wife too! "He built his
fortune on black pepper, white pepper, nutmeg, cloves and vanilla. His family lived
in a beautiful white villa and traveled in a chauffeured BMW. He was feted by Sri
Lanka’s former president for “outstanding service provided to the nation.” But on
Wednesday the narrative of Mohammad Yusuf Ibrahim, one of Sri Lanka’s
wealthiest spice traders, was ripped apart. Officials revealed he was in custody in
connection with the devastating suicide attacks on Easter Sunday that killed more
than 350 people. An Indian official said that two of Mr. Ibrahim’s sons, who have
been identified in Indian media reports as Inshaf and Ilham, were among the eight
suicide bombers who struck at hotels and churches across this island. The Islamic
State has claimed responsibility for the attack, and investigators said Mr. Ibrahim
was being extensively interrogated. During a raid Sunday at his family’s villa near
Colombo, Sri Lanka’s capital, a female suspect blew herself up in front of two of
her children, killing them all, along with several police officers who were closing in,
investigators said. The Indian official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity,
citing the sensitivity of a major terrorism investigation, said the woman who killed
herself and her children was most likely the wife of one of Mr. Ibrahim’s sons. I
can hear her screaming Infidels... Trump, Ivanka, Jimmy Carter!! Jimmy Carter
gave her a 1980 Ford WindmillCAR too. She kept it in the Pentagon's Garage!!

4-25-2019 Infidels... agonizing between their $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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4-25-2019 Junk from China Infected Boeing, so we get a Junked 737 MAX
instead of a 777 that can fly into Earths orbit for 15 minutes and land in Paris.
Hell even the French could have built this 777 but the world is infected by China's
Junk.

4-25-2019 Infidels... at City Hall making your 'Quality of Life' like infidels in
Qatar. Court Finds Marking Tires of Parked Cars Unconstitutional and lowers your
Quality of Life! 2 White Men drink on Coors though this up playing with chalk at
HQ. Chris Christie... in traffic gate. He is not the only one of the 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ who play in traffic. You think why don't the cops let us around the
wreck, because 2 White Men at 1984 HQ wants you to sit in your car for a hour
thinking about one more traffic wreck that would never have happened in a 2019
Ford WindmillCAR with F-35 radar.

4-25-2019 Infidels... at City Hall NYC- NY Times; "No one is Poor in Qatar, so
Mary Madden at the NY Times writes these headlines today. "The Devastating
Consequences of Being Poor in the Digital Age" The Era of $777 Trillion in oil
revenues, riches beyond belief."
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4-25-2019 Infidels... Bret Stephens "The U.S. Military: Like the French at
Agincourt?" More like at the Qatar Trump Casino! Are West Point Cadets lectured
on the Qatar Trump Casino, hell no!

4-25-2019 Infidels... This is Bill and Melinda Gates marriage... Widespread
Testing Begins on Malaria Vaccine That is Only Partly Effective. The Hemingway
House Writing class can write a novel better than Melinda's to make it effective.
If only the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ would lift the sanctions!

“We’re in the End-Game now.” “We’re in the Exodus to Sirius End-Game now.”
Trillions of Galaxies and trillions of Jewish Aliens, Trump walked out on these
invention projects too!

Everything You Need to Know Before ‘Avengers: Endgame,’ in Two Minutes By Jason
Bailey

"Marvel’s “Avengers: Endgame” is out on April 26, tying up story strands from the
21 previous installments of the Marvel Cinematic Universe.

Maybe you haven’t seen them all. Maybe you’ve forgotten some. Either way,
there’s a lot of catching up to do.

After a few stand-alone adventures, the first “Avengers” film united the ragemonster Hulk, super-archer Hawkeye, hammer-wielding Thor, super-spy Black
Widow, thawed super-patriot Captain America, and millionaire playboy Iron Man.

The Avengers took on Loki, Thor’s black-sheep brother, to steal back a powerful
energy source known as the Tesseract.
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They won.

That Tesseract housed an Infinity Stone — one of six colorful gems that each
embody a central element of the universe.

The stones were tracked by several new characters, including the motley Guardians
of the Galaxy, super-shrinking Ant-Man and the Wasp, Captain America’s buddy
the Winter Soldier, the mutant sorceress Scarlet Witch, the android Vision and …

Thanos.

Thanos is a supervillain, hellbent on intergalactic genocide — specifically, he
intended to acquire the six Infinity Stones and use them to eradicate half of all
living things.

The Avengers, meanwhile, were wrapped up in their own interpersonal squabbles
over how to best protect the universe. (You know how petty friends can be.)

And in the interest of continuing its own worldwide domination, Marvel added even
more characters, including the dimension-bending Doctor Strange, Wakanda’s own
Black Panther, ’90s-era amnesiac Captain Marvel and the third big-screen iteration
of Spider-Man.

All of the major Marvel characters and storylines battled — not just for their own
cause, but for precious screen time — in “Avengers: Infinity War,” the film whose
events are most directly tied to “Endgame.”

Over the course of the film, Thanos tracked and acquired each of the six Infinity
Stones, as the Avengers and Avenger-adjacent characters attempted to set aside
their personal drama and stop him.

It became clear that their odds were … not good.

Thanos was ruthless — even sacrificing his own adopted daughter, Gamora, in his
quest to acquire all of the stones.

In the end, in spite of their best efforts, the scattered superheroes were unable
to stop Thanos, who wiped out half of all living things with a single, brutal snap of
his fingers.
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Several key characters perish in the Snap, including Black Panther, Spider-Man,
Doctor Strange and most of the Guardians of the Galaxy.

The original Avengers remain, presumably to close out their multifilm contracts and
hand over the franchise to the newer characters they’ll somehow bring back to
life.

How will they do that? Well, unsurprisingly, the internet has some theories.

In the post-credits scene of “Ant-Man and the Wasp,” which happens just before
the Snap, Ant-Man is warned to beware of the “time vortex.” Time travel is one
way to reverse the outcome of “Infinity War.”

Or, Captain Marvel could save them. When she and the future Avengers leader
Nick Fury part company at the end of “Captain Marvel,” she gives him a pager to
use “for emergencies only.”

In the post-credits scene of “Infinity War,” just before his death, Fury activates
that pager and calls Captain Marvel, who is seen responding to the call in the postcredits scene of her film.

Or those could be red herrings, and Marvel might surprise us completely. But one
thing is for certain …

“We’re in the End-Game now.”

“We’re in the Exodus to Sirius End-Game now.”

“We’re in the End-Game now.” “We’re in the Exodus to Sirius End-Game now.”
Trillions of Galaxies and trillions of Jewish Aliens, Trump walked out on these
invention projects too!
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4-24-2019 Easter Sunday bombings that killed more than 350 people, the Islamic
State issued a statement boasting of the suicide assaults. It also distributed an
online video showing the person Sri Lankan officials suspect of having led the
attacks.

4-24-2019 Law Suits for wrongful deaths against Trump-Salman not
Impeachment... "Saudi Arabia Executes 37 in One Day for Terrorism" 37 People in
the USA were killed in fiery wrecks and the Driver was Prince Salman. 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ have a hard time with math, I think they cheated at Yale and
Harvard. Grin!! Many executions in Saudi Arabia are done by beheading in a public
square. The executions on Tuesday were carried out in cities around the kingdom,
the statement said. One of the condemned men also had his body publicly displayed
after he had been killed, which Saudi officials argue is a strong deterrent to
would-be criminals.
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4-24-2019 37 People in the USA were killed in fiery wrecks and the Driver was
Prince Salman. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have a hard time with math but they
know how to keep these fiery pictures '37' Saudi murders off the front page of
the NY Times. 370 kids got Diesel in their DNA in one day in the USA.

4-24-2019 Infidels Prince and King Salman consider Trump and Ivanka infidels...
Wrongful death law suits for blood money in the $$$ Trillions. Death toll from the
attacks rose to at least 359.

4-24-2019 "Mr. Zaharan, whose whereabouts were unknown on Monday, may have
been one of the suicide bombers." Mr. Zaharan, who went by several names,
including Mohammed Cassim Mohamed Zaharan, Zaharan Hashmi and Zahran
Hashim, was considered little more than an unsuccessful cleric who preached killall-the-infidels messages as he drifted from mosque to mosque in Sri Lanka and
India. $$$ $$$ Most experts say an international terrorist group helped. It was
likely that the explosives used in the attacks had been secreted into Sri Lanka
through smuggler boats widely known to bring heroin, illegal weapons and other
contraband to the island $$$. ...led officers to a remote coconut plantation on the
northwestern coast where Sri Lankan officials discovered a large weapons cache,
including 100 kilograms of explosives and detonators $$$ Clearly getting more
ambitious than the Jew Elite over Exodus and winning the War with Moslems in
Total Victory $$$ driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca. Nine suicide
bombers from mostly educated, middle-class backgrounds carried out the attacks.
The bombers, one of whom was a woman, were all Sri Lankan. “They’re quite well
educated people,” Mr. Wijewardene said of the attackers. “We believe that one of
the suicide bombers studied in the U.K. and then later on did his post-graduate in
Australia before coming back to settle in Sri Lanka.” There whole life in England is
on video cameras. Nothing on who they called in UK on their iPhone GPS Google
Map and calls made where and when.
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4-24-2019 "Dysfunctional for months, years, 2 White Men at 1984 HQ"

4-24-2019 Easter 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's driven by the Bishop. Hell No! leader
of the Catholic community, Cardinal Malcolm Ranjith, the archbishop of Colombo,
the capital, said he would have told worshipers not to go to Easter Mass, had he
known of the impending danger. Cardinal Malcolm Ranjith has know of impending
danger from the Vatican secret talks on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. WindCars;
“Couldn’t we have prevented the situation?” Cardinal Ranjith asked. Yes. Pope
Francis will have 359 Wrongful death law suits for not driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR in Saint Peters on Easter Sundays years and decades ago. Hell. 5
billion people said they still found it hard to believe Pope Francis took Trillions
from Prince Salman in blood money. Pope Francis knows... Sarath Fonseka, a
member of Parliament who was an army chief in the last stage of Sri Lanka’s civil
war, told Parliament on Wednesday that he knew about the memo, as did the
national intelligence chief. He said it was “obvious that the letter would have gone
to the president.”

4-24-2019 Ford will Name a WindmillCAR Jewish Exodus to Sirius... "Netanyahu
Seeks to Name a Golan Heights Settlement for President Trump" By ISABEL
KERSHNER
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4-24-2019 iPod size GE Electric Generator you can plug in all your GE appliances
and we still have news PG&E Seeks Higher Electricity. Rates not invention spin offs
from the iPod size micro-electric generators of Star Wars and an end to PG&E
world wide. iPod Size GE electric generators will replace every nuclear power plant
owned by GE world wide. By IVAN PENN at the NY Times who knows about all this
but failed Yale and Harvard and 5 billion people on Earth.

4-24-2019 Junk made in China! GPS tracking on your iPhone and Google map you
can download this. "Made in China, Exported to the World: The Surveillance State"
"In Ecuador, cameras across the country send footage to monitoring centers to be
examined by police and domestic intelligence. The surveillance system’s origin:
China." By PAUL MOZUR, JONAH M. KESSEL and MELISSA CHAN Watching
cameras or looking at a Google GPS map that tracked your iPhone travels, your
name and all the calls you made running errands. Junk Made in China again and
again. This is why Xi built 1 million gas stations in 2019 and put to death 1 million
Special Olympic kids with birth defects from Diesel in their DNA. Junk Made in
China!

4-24-2019 100 Pink women died today at the NY Times HQ in NYC. "Pressed for
Time: When Big News Breaks on the Other Side of the World" Significant time
differences from New York pose all kinds of coverage obstacles for Times editors
and correspondents." By LARA TAKENAGA Pink Latte Rx Recipe coverage obstacles
are 2 White Men at 1984 HQ across the street from the NY Times. Front page
NY Times news about hacking 4 Trillion Rx Recipes for the Rx Pink Recipe Cure of
Breast-ovary cancer is dead.
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4-24-2019 GPS iPhone Google Map of Robert Durst calls and locations but Durst is
alive and well today like Robert Kennedy Jr. OJ and many others. "Robert Durst’s
lawyers plan to attack the veracity of a documentary that played a major role in
the decision to charge him with murdering his friend." By CHARLES V. BAGLI

4-24-2019 Star Wars Caller ID will be updated along with the GPS tracking of
your location and calls.

4-24-2019 Re “The Gurus of Tidiness” (Real Estate, March 31): I had just
straightened my pantry, feeling very pleased with myself. I was trying to explain
to my husband (without any success) why it was important for me to have order in
the house. He is a wonderful person, husband, father and grandfather, but he
doesn’t think that all this neatness is important. I left the room and when I read
your article, I rushed to show it to him, hoping that he would read it.

4-24-2019 Why I knit, because there are not any iMac at Starbucks world wide!
“When you feel more in control of yourself, when you feel like you have more selfcommand, it can help you do harder things,” she said. 1,001 IP invention projects
on 1 Click Amazon with specs and genius tutors.
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4-24-2019 Exploring 2,000 Years of Jewish Life in Italy. The new Museum of
Italian Judaism and the Shoah in Ferrara examines the long and complex
relationship between Italy and Jews.

4-24-2019 NASA Exploring 2,000 Light Years of Jewish Alien life in the Universe
with one invention that can pick up Alien communications and send them back to
Earth at 400 times faster than the speed of light, almost live streaming video of
Jewish Aliens in the Universe. Now lets get this IP invention project on 1 Click
Amazon today. And Starbucks rewards.

4-24-2019 Divorce Advice (And It Won’t Cost You a Thing) add another wife in a
polygamous marriage, double or nothing bet on inventing something close to a Nobel
in Medicine if you try to pick a women MD for a wife. Spend the honeymoon at the
Hemingway House Writing class deep in a Medical Detective's Nobel Novel with
Star Wars inventions in every chapter. With iMac apps all of you can write on the
same page at the same time and yes there will be a $500 million dollar sumit super
computer for genius computer simulations in your Kindle version. Amazon will have
to add this feature to Kindles, grin.

Starbucks New Rewards, Name all the Easter flowers $10. Think, brainstorm on a
Starbucks iMac a Rx Recipe made from these flowers
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$10000000000000000000000000000000000 and counting on you! Rx Perfume made
from Easter flowers.

4-23-2019 Images of Gas Stations were censored out of this NY Times Editorial
today. You can read this and picture 1 million new gas stations built in 2019 and
know why the NY Times editors didn't want this picture on the front page of the
Times Today!! "The terrible images from the churches and hotels of Sri Lanka
should also add convincing weight to demands that the powers of social media
finally acknowledge and accept their responsibility to block the venom they allow to
spread." Greg, I would not call 1 million gas stations venom...

Easter killings retaliation for the shootings last month at mosques in New Zealand.

Special Olympic killings via diesel birth defects retaliation for the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's Star Wars Society
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These 2 items tell us the NY Times Editors knew about the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's before the birth defect attacks... The way the Easter Sunday
events unfolded shows a level of sophistication and coordination that resulted in one
of the deadliest terror attacks in modern history. Credit Credit Adam Dean for
The New York Times. Police raised the death toll to 321. 1 million for Special
Olympics birth defects.

4-23-2019 "$777 Trillion confiscated from Bone Saw Prince Salman; Easter
Sunday Charges of Bone Saw's and the King had our 2019 Ford WindmillCAR towed
to the Pentagon garage. A Vicious, Untreatable Killer Leaves China for cheaper Oil
in Iran, instead of driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to 1 billion people. A War
Crime! According to the World Health Organization, they are being held POW's at
the UN. Prohibited from Doctoring to 5 billion people the UN represents because
of 1 Bone Saw Prince and Trump Oil Company $$$ profits. No Gas Stations On
Earth vote at the UN will killed by Putin! British Prince Harry wants to buy War
Games not WindmillCAR's for his kids.

4-23-2019 Easter Sunday Bombs, next Sunday's Bombs because official
malfeasance and negligence when they should have $777 Trillion confiscated from
Bone Saw Prince Salman before next Sunday and long before the 4th of July in the
USA 2019.

4-23-2019 "$777 Trillion confiscated from Bone Saw Prince Salman; There’s a
Bigger Prize Than Trump Impeachment malfeasance and negligence are NY Times
Headlines, wrongful death lawsuits against Trump-Salman starting with all the
'secret' bone saw murders Trump knows about and ending with wrongful deaths
with Easter Sunday Bombs in Catholic Church and Pope Francis should be addressed
in these wrongful deaths along with all the Catholic Priest in Key West as they all
know about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR sanctions by the officials at City Hall and
1984 HQ.
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Top Brass on floor 88 getting ready for a Polygamous Marriage to save the life of
his first wife with Rx Pink Latte's at Starbucks delivered ASAP... Amazon next
best seller will be "Salk II vaccines in the Drinking Water World Wide", this will
save a Billion lives the first year 2020. Amazon 1 Click, more clicks and more spin
off inventions from Salk, wait for the Salk III on Amazon Kindle, grin. A book for
everyone not just Inventors! A Disney Movie?

4-23-2019 Lady of Paris Why I Knit because official malfeasance and negligence!
There are no iMac at Starbucks Paris this is why I Knit... a war crime I think, I
wish, grin. Salk II will testify at their War Crimes Trial in Paris

4-23-2019 "$777 Trillion confiscated from Bone Saw Prince Salman all in Swiss
Banks Today. Social Security and Medicare Funds Face Insolvency, Report Finds"
By ALAN RAPPEPORT

4-23-2019 "$777 Trillion confiscated from Bone Saw Prince Salman - Social
Security and Medicare Funds Face Insolvency. The NY Times Editors will write
100's of articles about this insolvency until the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is driven to
Jewish Exodus to Sirius... $$$

4-23-2019 "$777 Trillion" By Julie Weed "Samantha Flores was having a tough
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time getting through the airport. The signs were hard to see, the announcements
were hard to hear and the people rushing by made her feel unsteady on her
stiffened knees. Finally, with relief, she made her way to a bench to sit down,
catch her breath and take off her “age simulation suit.” I think Julie Weed was
smoking to much weed to write a Airport and Airplane article on Princess Lea the
Star Wars women who died on a flight because Dr. Lisa Sanders MD at Yale was
not sitting beside her or any simulations of a Elite Yale MD sitting next to you on a
flight. Boeing could have bought a iPhone for each seat and charged Qatar Airlines
for each making a profit for the Princess Leia software app named for her death in
flight. Fisher died of a sudden cardiac arrest on December 27, 2016, at age 60,
four days after experiencing a medical emergency during a transatlantic flight from
London to Los Angeles. One of her final films, Star Wars: The Last Jedi, was
released on December 15, 2017, and is dedicated to her.

4-23-2019 "$777 Trillion confiscated from Bone Saw Prince Salman; Comments at
City Hall about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR, and Special Olympic Birth defects
from Diesel will get you killed... "Two New York City councilmen lost their
committee seats after making remarks about gays and Palestinians that some found
offensive. By JEFFERY C. MAYS NY Times.

4-23-2019 Law Suits for Wrongful Deaths. "$777 Trillion confiscated from Bone
Saw Prince Salman; How to Protect Yourself From Air Pollution While Traveling.
Poor air quality is a growing problem for travelers headed abroad. Here’s how to
read up before you go, and protect yourself once you’re there. By Hahna Yoon NY
Times "When Yondje Choi was told she would need a face mask for an upcoming trip
to South Korea, Ms. Choi, a 31-year-old New Yorker, was shocked." “I knew air
pollution is a major problem in Beijing, but I didn’t know it was this bad here,” she
said last month in Seoul. While China takes a bulk of the heat when it comes to
unhealthy levels of air quality, air pollution is a major issue throughout Asia and
beyond, even to Europe and North America. Without research and self-care, even
short-term visitors may feel the effects. Here are some precautions you can take
to help you breathe easier." In Reality as Kerry at the State Dept would say
leaving Yale as a student out in the Real World you can take steps to breathe
easier, none will keep Diesel out of your DNA. This is Trumps real world casino
everyone has to play. The Special Olympic kids in Boston Kerrys rich wife visits
lost.
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4-23-2019 More wrongful death law suits; Swine Flu in pigs in China. But the
reality of the epidemic may be grimmer still. 1,001 farmers said in interviews that
they had not reported pigs with Swine Flu a high fever. The skin goes flushed,
purplish. There is a discharge from the eyes and nose. Bloody diarrhea. And within
days, death. The survival rate is near zero. This was covered up by 1,001 pig
farmers in China. Xi put to death 1 million Special Olympic kids with birth defects,
this was covered up by Trump. This is the world Jimmy Carter is leaving us, 'His'
Habitat for Humanity Pig Diseases and Gas Stations, 1 million new gas stations in
China in 2019. Our Habitat for Humanity Gas Stations. African swine fever, for
which no treatment or vaccine exists, has spread to every Chinese province and
region, and has also jumped the border into Cambodia, Mongolia and Vietnam."
Across China, though, dead pigs have been found heaped in rivers and ditches,
suggesting that farmers disposed of them without notifying the authorities.

4-23-2019 No Gas Stations in China

4-23-2019 No Pigs in China, no Swine Fever in China

4-23-2019 Amazon is not selling any 'Salk II" kindles or books in China, Disney
China is not making a movie 'Salk II"

4-23-2019 Supercondictivity in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR his is what's going
on... "Much to the surprise of the scientific world, Dr. Thouless and Dr. Kosterlitz
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theorized mathematically that at very low temperatures, some two-dimensional
materials are composed of systems of clockwise and counterclockwise spinning
vortexes, corresponding to positive and negative charges — and that at such low
temperatures these systems align to permit superconductivity or superfluidity to
occur." Dr. Thouless was awarded the prestigious Wolf Prize in physics and the
Dirac Medal, named for Paul Dirac, one of the fathers of quantum physics, in
1993. While at Cornell, Dr. Thouless met and married Margaret Scrase. His wife,
who is now a professor emeritus of pathobiology at the University of Washington,
survives him. His survivors also include their three children, Michael, Christopher
and Helen. King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden in 2019 didn't buy any of them a 2019
Ford WindmillCAR who's windmill turbines generate 1 trillion volts and amps. A War
Crime! David J. Thouless, who shared the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics for
discoveries that used mathematics to explain strange states of matter like
superconductivity and superfluidity, died on April 6 in Cambridge, England. He was
84. The University of Cambridge announced his death but did not provide a cause.
So no art of the diagnosis article by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in the NY Times
tomorrow.

4-23-2019 Images of Gas Stations were censored out of this NY Times Editorial
today. You can read this and picture 1 million new gas stations built in 2019 and
know why the NY Times editors didn't want this picture on the front page of the
Times Today!! "The terrible images from the churches and hotels of Sri Lanka
should also add convincing weight to demands that the powers of social media
finally acknowledge and accept their responsibility to block the venom they allow to
spread." Greg, I would not call 1 million gas stations venom...

4-23-2019 5G in the NY Times not inventing 55G in the next year. This has to be
a Journalists Crime. "The Week in Tech: Do You Prefer Free Speech, or a
Perfectly Clean Internet?" "Automated policing of content will never be perfect,
and that leaves us facing a big question about what we want the web to be like."
By JAMIE CONDLIFFE Qualcomm 5G not 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects and 1 being 55G. Go from 5G to 55G will be like going from gas
engine cars to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's to Gravity Engine cars in 2020. Only takes
one invention! 10 Art of the Diagnosis Articles by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD were also
censored by the Times today!
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4-22-2019 Anger and shock at official malfeasance and negligence, Easter Sunday
in Mueller Report: Windmillcar's in Scotland on Easter 2019... what if! Three
children of a Danish billionaire. Three of the Danish billionaire Anders Holch
Povlsen’s four children were among the victims killed in the Colombo attacks, the
Danish news media reported. Mr. Povlsen, 46, is the owner of the Bestseller
clothing company and the largest landowner in Scotland. Alma, Agnes, Astrid and
Alfred.

4-22-2019 Anger and shock at official malfeasance and negligence, Easter Sunday
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suicide attacks at churches and hotels, and the number killed was lifted
significantly, to 290. Bombs were all paid for by a bone saw Prince Salman with
$777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues. $$$

4-22-2019 Anger and shock at official malfeasance and negligence, Easter Sunday
Lady of Paris Pink Deaths world wide and the number of women murdered by men,
over 100,000.

4-22-2019 Anger and shock at official malfeasance and negligence, Easter Sunday
in Mueller Report: Disgust With the Country’s Leaders, they build a 'Womans
Shelter' in every city and town in the USA then they Build a Vietnam Memorial in
every town and city in the USA. Gangsters today in Queens beat and rob Mary
Trump.

4-22-2019 Anger and shock at official malfeasance and negligence, Easter Sunday
in Mueller Report: For Ivanka and BF Families, ‘No Light at the End of the Tunnel
of 12 Trillion Galaxies, Black Holes with Strong Gravity means more 'Army Strong'
Shirts in front of you at Starbucks. Light of 12 Trillion galaxies for Ivanka's class
of Parents is just star light with no connotations!

4-22-2019 Kim can beat Trump if Ivanka can get a Designer Pink Suit made for
him... and get him dressed in it, grin!

4-22-2019 Whirlpool + Trump’s Washing Machine Tariffs Con Game $$$ Stung
Consumers While Lifting Corporate Profits. Cost of clothes dryers, which rose by
$92 last year. Price of washers in the United States, which rose about $84. Two
White Men at 1984 HQ should have given 100 million women in the USA a Star
Wars Washer + Dryer using 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects. You can imagine
the soap that comes with the Star Wars Whirlpool will last long as the washer, no
more measuring soap it's all AI programmed into the Star Wars Whirlpool. And no
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need to take out the wash and put the laundry in the dryer. This is what Trump
put sanctions on for 100 million women in the USA. Unbalanced washing machine
and governments, Whirlpool.

4-22-2019 Anger and shock at the possibility of what many considered official
malfeasance and negligence by the Elite Men. You think $84 and $92 Con by Trump
how about the $995 Billion Con for Win 10 by Bill + Melinda Gates.

4-22-2019 Anger and shock at the possibility of what many considered official
malfeasance and negligence, faster than light speed brainstorming in Trumps
tweets. Did 2 White Men at 1984 HQ put sanctions on these tweets for brain
washed and laundered idiot tweets by Trump? USA consumers have picked up on Bill
+ Melinda Gates. Yes the Star Wars Whirlpool washer-dryer combo will have a
robot to hang up the laundry.

4-22-2019 "Hospitals Stand to Lose Billions Under ‘Medicare for All’ 200,000
patients from Saudi Arabia all Paid in Full by Bone Saw Prince Salman Stand to lose
$777 Trillion in illegal oil Revenues in Swiss Banks. Hospital malfeasance and
negligence is 'bed sore stats' and hospital acquired infections, remember the stats
that Doctors only wash their hands if someone is watching... official malfeasance
and negligence, Hell the wrongful death law suits would bankrupt every Hospital in
the USA. Orwell knows this!

4-22-2019 Elizabeth Warren’s Higher Education Plan: Cancel Student Debt and
Eliminate Tuition Ms. Warren’s proposal is malfeasance and negligence, she must
see Win 10 must be Eliminated, classrooms with Starbucks coffee and bagels,
waterproof iMac keyboards and 18 core CPU's costing $18,384. 1 Click Amazon
links to 1,001 IP and open 24/7. Ten empty stores on Duval will be filled with
students working for Starbucks rewards typing 55 WPM and writing app's.
Hemingway writers will have electric outlets uncovered in the La Concha Hotel
Starbucks and the malfeasance of the Hotel Managers on SNL skit.
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4-22-2019 Amazon next best seller will be "Salk II vaccines in the Drinking Water
World Wide", this will save a Billion lives the first year 2020. Amazon 1 Click,
more clicks and more spin off inventions from Salk, wait for the Salk III on
Amazon Kindle, grin. A book for everyone not just Inventors! A Disney Movie?

4-22-2019 Jimmy Carter is the Man who killed WindmillCAR's Review:‘The Man
Who Killed Don Quixote’ Brings Him Back to Life.

4-22-2019 Bring Jimmy Carter back to life on Earth after he has visited Hell...
Jimmy Carter is the Man who killed WindmillCAR's causing a Hell on Earth we can
observe in a Bone Saw Prince Salman. Gina has audi and video that would shock
Jimmy Carter!
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Starbucks New Rewards, Name all the Easter flowers $10. Think, brainstorm on a
Starbucks iMac a Rx Recipe made from these flowers
$10000000000000000000000000000000000 and counting on you! Rx Perfume made
from Easter flowers.
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Starbucks New Rewards, Name all the Easter flowers $10. Think, brainstorm on a
Starbucks iMac a Rx Recipe made from these flowers
$10000000000000000000000000000000000 and counting on you! Rx Perfume made
from Easter flowers.

4-21-2019 How is Bezos spending Easter on floor 88, ready for a Polygamous
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Marriage to save the life of his first wife with Rx Pink Latte's at Starbucks
delivered ASAP, divorce is wasting life saving time!

4-21-2019 Amazon next best seller will be "Salk II vaccines in the Drinking Water
World Wide", this will save a Billion lives the first year 2020. Amazon 1 Click,
more clicks and more spin off inventions from Salk, wait for the Salk III on
Amazon Kindle, grin. A book for everyone not just Inventors! A Disney Movie?

4-21-2019 88 floors for Exodus HQ! Jimmy Carter who can't visit Israel at
Passover does not fear any retaliation in Hell by God for his sanction on Exodus,
Jews Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's! Hell's serious consequences for Jimmy
Carter and today Easter he is preaching that the Oil-God's will go to Hell. Putin's
OilGods are on the frot page of the NY Times on Easter Sunday!

4-21-2019 Jimmy Carter's 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's on Easter were not driven
in... COLOMBO, Sri Lanka — A series of coordinated bombings ripped across Sri
Lanka on Sunday, striking hotels and churches and killing more than 200 people and
shattering the relative calm that the war-torn nation had enjoyed in recent years.
The targets of the attacks were members of Sri Lanka’s small Roman Catholic
minority who were attending Easter Mass and guests at high-end hotels that are
popular with foreign tourists. Blood-splattered church pews lay in splinters. Jimmy
Carter's 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's on Easter were not driven in... COLOMBO, Sri
Lanka or Georgia on Easter. Pope Francis addressed the bombings on Sunday after
celebrating Easter Mass in St. Peter’s Square, noting there were no 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's on Easter were not driven in St. Peter’s Square! A Sin! Godsent
Miracle 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's! Passover celebrates the liberation of the
Israelites from Egyptian slavery. Easter commemorates the resurrection of Jesus
from the dead after his crucifixion by the Romans.

4-21-2019 Easter in the Brooklyn-Bronx-Queens; While she was being taken to
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Elmhurst Hospital Center, the woman told emergency medical workers that she had
been attacked by her former boyfriend with an ax and that her daughter and a
female friend were still in her eighth-floor apartment, the police said. Police
officers arriving at the apartment discovered a grisly scene: a partially decapitated
woman on the floor, with some of her fingers severed and multiple stab wounds.
The police identified the woman as 20-year-old Savannah Rivera. Her apartment,
which was decorated for Easter with colored plastic eggs hanging from the
vestibule ceiling. Americans Agree on One Thing About the Mueller Report: Disgust
With the Country’s Leaders, they build a 'Womans Shelter' in every city and town
in the USA then they Build a Vietnam Memorial in every town and city in the USA.
Gangsters today in Queens beat and rob Mary Trump.

4-21-2019 Invent 88 floors This Mothers Day Give Mom the Pink Rx Recipe
Presidents forgot to Order at Starbucks for Mom's Peace of Mind. Win a Nobel
Peace of Mind a Pink Latte will give a billion women world wide! Even Pope Francis
will call a Catholic Pink Miracle. Or a Pink Miracle for Catholic Women who have
abused via Breast-Ovary Cancer for decades.

4-21-2019 Jewish Exodus; Systemic Oil God's Crimes in Paris come to Light Let
there be Light on Easter Sunday.

4-21-2019 Jewish Exodus, Jewish Exodus on Easter Sunday taking a deeper look
at priorities, ask Ivanka why she dressed Kim in a'Pink' Suit that looks better than
Trump Suits. Kim might read this. I think he would fire off a Nuclear Missile
before he would were a designer 'Pink' Suit gift from Ivank but you never know.
He might have been alerted to the Bush Shock and Awe of Kim in a Pink Designer
suit made by Ivank over Trumps sanctions. Motivations by Jewish leaders put
Sanctions on the Rabbi who wants to build the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in Key West
and drive it into Mecca at Passover for a total centuries long victory over Moslems
and Allah. Jewish Elite want to kill one Moslem at time. Major Breast Cancer War
incidents must have happened between Ivanka, Gina, and the Top Gun Pilots not
after Breast-Ovary Cancer. If every cancer center in every hospital had a F-35
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cancer would be on the run.

4-21-2019 2020 As Rich Lavish Cash on Notre-Dame, Many Ask: What About
rebuilding all Paris Richer than everyone in Qatar $$$ It’s Easter time, and the
Duck Rescuers Are Ready. The Rescue of all women thinking of a 'Pink Easter' in
2020. No Gas Stations or Breast-Ovary Cancer Women on Earth, both cured by
donations from the Top 1%. No not Bill + Melinda Gates they made their donations
in 1980 when the Ford WindmillCAR was invented. Steve Jobs gave us Small Fry,
Lisa Jobs. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos was given $7 Trillion Gina
hacked from the bone saw prince Salman. Along with 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade
secret. Girl scouts scout the Rx Recipes on a $500 million dollar Summit Super
Computer with simulations numbering 12 trillion, grin! Remember we are at Los
Alamos not on a Moon Shot.

4-21-2019 Cash Lavished on the Air Force for a Fuel Tanker Plane when we are
building the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. The Air Force halted deliveries of the KC-46
tanker, built by Boeing in Everett, Wash., after finding a wrench, bolts and trash
inside new planes costing $1 Billion each, just what Notre-Dame + The Lady of
Paris in Pink need to build other thing without the trash at the beginning and end
of the assembly lines. $18,384 iMac 18 Core Intel Xeon is off limits to all AF
personnel wanting a Rx Recipe for a Pink Latte at Starbucks. Or to pay for Kim's
'Pink' Designer Suit. Stabilizer for these bone saw Warriors. Prince Harry needs
DNA Gene Surgeon to take out Henry VIII DNA. And God will say to Jimmy
Carter you let Price Harry kill all those women and children, the children in London
with birth defects from diesel. The women in London with Diesel Cancers Plague
when he was raising $ 1 Billion for Wounded Warriors not the children of his DNA
Madness.

4-21-2019 Systemic Oil God's Crimes in Paris come to Light Let there be Light on
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Easter Sunday.

4-21-2019 Whistle-blower claims by all the women we see with a 'Orange
Whistle' around their neck or on their key chain they are Chained to a Parasite
Lawless Drunk Top Gun Bone Saw Society fueled by Prince Salman's $777 Trillion.

4-21-2019 Whistle-blower claims and Others have sued Boeing, saying they were
retaliated against for whistle-blower claims, manufacturing mistakes on the 787
Dreamliner Assembly line.

4-21-2019 "OilGods in Sudan; The Revolutionary Force Behind Sudan’s Protest
Movement? Doctors MD's" By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN

4-21-2019 Rx Recipe for the Memory Latte. Trump is telling the Truth, he has no
memory! ‘I Do Not Remember’: Trump Gave a Familiar Reply to the Special
Counsel’s Queries" By PETER BAKER
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4-21-2019 Another Rx Recipe came from the Lac Bug in India for the coating that
shines on all Easter Eggs.

I would rather be fishing... for a Rx Pink Recipe for the Cure of Breast Cancer
Latte with Starbucks candy.
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4-21-2019 Easter Galaxies, there are 12 Trillion of them. Realities that many
people regret being cut off from. We are Home Alone in the Universe today
because of Sanctions by Trump and his 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. George Orwell
at home on Easter Sunday going over many different Recipes, none to save the Pink
Lady of Paris on fire with breast-ovary cancer as no one at 1984 HQ went to the
Yale Key West Medical School, the Navy bombed on Easter Sunday 2011 when
Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion in confiscated oil revenues, grin $$$.
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Secret Files on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and 12 Trillion Galaxies

Secret Files on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and 12 Trillion Galaxies, Jewish Aliens!

4-20-2019 Bezos Two Paris Wife's MD's; Bezos, threatened by a Women MD Yale
Medical school professor for a second wife in a Polygamous Marriage to save the
life of his first wife with Rx Pink Latte's at Starbucks delivered ASAP, divorce is
wasting life saving time! Rebuilding Paris Starbuck Menu and Rewards with the Rx
Recipe for the Pink Latte!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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4-20-2019 Jewish Passover in NYC today; ER has a line of 200,000 Saudi's
getting in front of the line for VIP health care paid for by a bone saw Prince
Salman. Tax day has come and gone, the IRS will not exist as part of the USA
government when the Jew Hero drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCar into Manhattan
and Wall Street.

4-20-2019 Jewish Exodus Tomorrow is in the Wind... Winds of the Universe!

4-20-2019 Notre-Dame; Fire in the Lady from Paris Heart! Cardiac Arrest
Donations $$$ Safe from the fires of breast-ovary cancer in Paris, not yet the
men in charge are at the casino! Safety Planners + Pink Starbucks Lady of Paris
with Breast Cancers Underestimated the Risk of such a long wait for the 2019
Ford WidmillCAR with the Rx Pink Latte Cure, With Devastating Results of millions
dead at the hands of greed of the French Men Gas Station Owners. Cancer War
Criminals in wrongful deaths. The man who oversaw the design of the fire safety
system at the cathedral said he was “stunned” at the fire’s speed. Experts said
the system included delays that cost firefighters critical minutes... Paris Fire
Fighters are out on the streets of Paris today and tomorrow for fiery wrecks,
mom, dad, kids on fire in a car in Paris traffic and the Elite drive to their gas
stations. Safe from the fire of breast-ovary cancer in Paris! Prince Salman built
extravagant Palace in Paris and the city’s identity... is of Oil Bone Saw Culture.
Oil Men Warriors with bone saw's and no MD degree. MD High Schools in Paris are
a good Nobel Novel for Paris Lost to Oil Greed Times. Hemingway House Writing
Class in Paris was set on fire by French Oil Men not wanting another Nobel Novel
from Hemingway USA in Key West. Key West does not want another Hemingway
Nobel Winner, grin. Hemingway cat pictured on a iMac and Mac Book Pro, Ha.

4-20-2019 Donations for the MD High Schools in Paris $$$
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4-20-2019 London on Fire fueled by Warriors. Half of England Is Owned by Less
Than 1% of Its Population, 99% of the dead were murdered with a bone saw by
the 1%. Sent off to wars for oil money BP Oil wants in London Banks $$$ Wartime
Atrocities by Prince Harry when his parents should have bought him a 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR.

4-20-2019 About one-fourth of the 88 floors at 432 Park Avenue, one of the
world’s tallest residential buildings, have no homes. Instead, they are reserved for
structural and mechanical equipment... motion!

4-20-2019 88 floors the world’s tallest 'White House' 'City Hall' "Yale Key West
Medical School' in the years our Orwellian Leaders give us 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine! Send Bill + Melinda Gates to Hell with their mosquito nets and wood
burning stoves we want Star Wars MD's today!
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4-20-2019 88 floors the world’s tallest 'White House' 'City Hall' "Yale Key West
Medical School' in the years our Orwellian Leaders give us 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine! Send Bill + Melinda Gates to Hell with their mosquito nets and wood
burning stoves we want Star Wars MD's today!

4-20-2019 Americans Agree on One Thing About the Mueller Report: Disgust With
the Country’s Leaders, they build a 'Womans Shelter' in every city and town in the
USA then they Build a Vietnam Memorial in every town and city in the USA.
Gangsters today in Queens beat and rob Mary Trump. Homeland Security has been
paid $1 Trillion by City Hall. Women pulling into a gas station in Miami, Cuba are
sucker punched out of spite by the robbers mad as Hell about the 2 White Men at
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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1984 HQ selling gasoline at $4 a gallon on the 4th of July in the USA. Madonna
music video titled "I'm Burning Up" laying in the road next to a gas station.
Measles in 2019, Win 10. No iMac computer labs at Starbucks world wide. Disgust
With the Country’s Leaders. Parasite Lawyers defending Bone Saw Prince in Times
of 5 billion people all pulling into a gas station in Miami, Cuba!! Smoking Cuban
Cigars while filling up on chicken wings! ER has a line of 200,000 Saudi's getting in
front of the line for VIP health care paid for by a bone saw Prince Salman. Tax
day has come and gone, the IRS will not exist as part of the USA government
when the Jew Hero drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCar into Manhattan and Wall
Street.

4-20-2019 The effort by the city to curb building heights has ignited a showdown
with the powerful real estate industry, which has criticized the proposed rules as
overly restrictive and misguided. 432 Park Avenue, clusters of unoccupied sections
throughout the tower allow wind to flow through and stabilize the building. ...
without the large, open-air mechanical floors, 432 Park Avenue would noticeably
sway and be unacceptable to residents. Gas Stations and Exhaust have been
unacceptable to residents since 1980 but not to City Hall NYC or Key West!

4-20-2019 City Hall Paris and Key West misguided paint job of City Hall - Pink!
Hell No they Voted, let them die a tortured death from breast-ovary cancers,
Gina has the audio and video. Star Wars and Jewish Exodus to the North Star
Sirius. Guided by Art of the Diagnosis Articles in the NY Times. We lost the
Admiral to Brain Cancer waiting for a Moon Shot not a $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan
Project paid for with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues.

4-20-2019 What France Has Money For is the Casino's $$$ Susan Gubar, who has
been dealing with ovarian cancer since 2008, is distinguished emerita professor of
English at Indiana University. Her latest book is “Late-Life Love.” Susan needs to
visit Los Alamo of France, then write a book on 4 trillion Rx Recipes to get one
that cures Ovarian cancer in 8 days in all stages. Susan can find out how many
Nukes the French Men have and how much was spent on H-Bombs.
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Star Wars Health Dept will inspect the 'DNA' rat mutations...

Paris Birth Defects from Food Fires not put out by City Health Dept inspecting the
Courthouse Deli, only looking for rats!

4-20-2019 Di Palo’s, the century-old Italian specialty food store, sets its sights
on the next generation Replace the Notre-Dame Priests and Cardinals with Dr.
Priest, Dr. Bishop, Dr. Cardinal. Dr. Pope Francis. The retired Pope should write a
letter on the Catholic Church moving to be Doctors MD's of Humanity especially
their congregations who have died wrongful deaths at the hands and minds of the
Paris Elite for centuries.

Di Palo’s, the century-old Italian specialty food store, sets its sights on the next
generation of sausage eaters...

Paris Birth Defects from Food Fires not put out by City Health Dept inspecting the
Courthouse Deli, only looking for rats!

Star Wars Health Dept will inspect the 'DNA' rat mutations...
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Di Palo’s, the century-old Italian specialty food store, sets its sights on the next
generation of sausage eaters...

4-20-2019 Di Palo’s, the century-old Italian specialty food store, sets its sights
on the next generation Replace the Notre-Dame Priests and Cardinals with Dr.
Priest, Dr. Bishop, Dr. Cardinal. Dr. Pope Francis. The retired Pope should write a
letter on the Catholic Church moving to be Doctors MD's of Humanity especially
their congregations who have died wrongful deaths at the hands and minds of the
Paris Elite for centuries.

Paris Birth Defects from Food Fires not put out by City Health Dept inspecting the
Courthouse Deli, only looking for rats!
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Star Wars Health Dept will inspect the 'DNA' rat mutations...
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4-19-2019 A Portrait of the White House and Its Culture of Diagnosis that kills
the patients by the millions. Think Pink! The Mueller Report Is 448 Pages and
there are no pictures of the breast cancer tumor coming through her breast. Dr.
Mueller MD failed to get into Yale or Harvard Medical School for a good reason.
Wasted his life as a lawyer for gas station owners. Look What the Cat Dragged
In: Parasite Lawyers defending Bone Saw Prince in Times of 5 billion people all
pulling into a gas station in Miami, Cuba!! Smoking Cuban Cigars while filling up on
chicken wings!

4-19-2019 Special Olympic Kids Birth Defects in Paris. $$$ Macron’s political
opponents have even accused him of wanting to rush the restoration in order to
have the cathedral ready in time for the 2024 Olympic Games, which will be held
in Paris. 2024 Medical Olympic Art of the Diagnosis and Cure of Birth Defects.
DNA + Diesel Games of the Rich Elite Oil Men in Paris! A War Crime! Instead,
much of the debate has focused on whether the cathedral’s attic and spire should
be rebuilt as they were or if newer materials... Gravity Engine Car's and till they
are invented the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. New! Safer and faster with clean air in
everyone's DNA. Using modern materials like steel or titanium in Ford
WindmillCAR's in Paris. 1 Trillion Volts and Amp from the super conductivity of the
GE Windmill Turbine Generators at -254 C will invent new accessories never
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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thought about by electric engineers with so many volts and amps ever before in the
history of electric engineering. What accessories can use 1 trillion volts and amps?
Invent it on 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects.

Paris 2024 Olympic Games, 2024 Medical Olympic's the Diagnosis and Cure of Birth
Defects from the soot and diesel of the Church Fire!

4-19-2019 Pope's talk over saving a statue of Jesus in a burning church breathing
in soot that will give you cancer... laws of God must be rewritten. Millions of birth
defects from Diesel and soot...

Paris 2024 Olympic Games, 2024 Medical Olympic's the Diagnosis and Cure of Birth
Defects from the soot and diesel of the Church Fire!

4-19-2019 Amazon Quits China Today. Day before the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
hit China and Starbucks or Nike, have found success in China, so who used the
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bone saw on Bezos?

4-19-2019 The school nurse feels threatened by a Women MD Yale Medical school
professor of course.

4-19-2019 Bezos threatened by a Women MD Yale Medical school professor for a
second wife in a Polygamous Marriage to save the life of his first wife with Rx Pink
Latte's at Starbucks delivered ASAP, divorce is wasting life saving time!

4-19-2019 Walmart also operates hundreds of brick-and-mortar stores across
China. The company recently opened a “smart supermarket” that can offer home
delivery in less than an hour. This is not 'Whole Food' health foods. Is Walmart
selling heart attack burger's to China when the USA is moving to Veggie Burgers at
Burger King on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. George Orwells Animal Farm
was on a Farm. Today the Senate voted to up the age to 21 for Tobacco and the
NY Times censored the 1 million deaths in 2019 from smoking. A Bone Saw Culture
from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Prince Salman will get quite a few Heart
Transplants by the time he is 50 years old. 1,001 other Saudi Princes will too.
Those in the Communist Party will look forward to VIP Hospital Heart Surgery.
Grin. Cheney is the only one who loves torture... ha. Kindles at Amazon.cn, and
the company said it would continue other businesses in China, including cloud
computing and the services it provides a growing number of Chinese brands that sell
directly to Amazon consumers in the United States and elsewhere. Kindles at
Amazon.cn have not sold any of Greg's Book on the 'Secret Files on Windmill
Car's" Bone Saw That Cuts Up A WindmillCAR made in the USA, Texas, Mexico.

4-19-2019 Selling in China; Porsches, Mazda roadsters and heaps of American
muscle... warning label is not needed for Special Olympics Birth Defects as Xi puts
these kids to death. Wrongful deaths at the hands and minds of the Paris Elite for
centuries... Mao said what? Trump caught Ivanka ordering 1 million Pink
Gravestones for Arlington and he vetoed the purchase.

4-19-2019 Joint Secret Swiss Bank Accounts, at the Clintons $$$ Review: In
‘Hillary and Clinton,’ Codependence, and, Yes, Camaraderie over money. How to
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save your marriage, steal $777 Trillion from every gas station in Miami, Cuba.

4-19-2019 This Headline in the NY Times was copied and pasted from a old
Headline on the Vietnam War Peace Talks... "Peace Conference Derailed as Taliban
Object to Afghan Delegation" By MUJIB MASHAL

4-19-2019 Jew Hero War Victory over All Moslems World Wide + Allah derailed
by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA.
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4-19-2019 April Fools; Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$

4-19-2019 Special Olympic Kids Birth Defects in Paris. $$$ Macron’s political
opponents have even accused him of wanting to rush the restoration in order to
have the cathedral ready in time for the 2024 Olympic Games, which will be held
in Paris. 2014 Medical Olympic Art of the Diagnosis and Cure of Birth Defects.
DNA + Diesel Games of the Rich Elite Oil Men in Paris! A War Crime!

4-19-2019 UN Diagnosis of Bone Saw Torture's and Murders world wide failed
Humanity like Jimmy Carters Nobel Peace Prize and Wood Houses in Times of
Gravity Engine Cars, and Rx Pink Latte's at Cure Breast-Ovary cancer in all stages
in 8 Days - This Gotabaya Rajapaksa oversaw the final stages of a civil war that
ended in 2009. He could be liable for civil damages if American judges find him
guilty of murder and torture. In 2009 all gas stations on Earth were demolished!!
By MIKE IVES and DHARISHA BASTIANS at the NY Times. Wrongful death
lawsuits against the NY Times will all be won when the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is
driven into Manhattan and Mecca. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau in Canada has
allied himself with Bone Saw Gas Station Owners in Canada, USA, World Wide
when there should not be any Gas Stations on Earth in 2009. 8 years of Gas
Stations, Ms. Giffords about how the political gas station landscape has changed
since she was shot in the head eight years ago. By MAGGIE ASTOR 8 Light years
from Earth is Sirius. There are 8 Billion Jewish Aliens there! Exodus by the Jews
needs a NASA Rocket Scientists, grin. Political Landscape of Jewish Exodus is
censored from the front page of the NY Times for a report on Trump today.
Mueller Findings Kick Off a Political Tug of War That’s Only Just Beginning.
Exodus War by the Jew's for Jewish Aliens and God is just starting. Mueller's
Findings are nothing to what the Jews will find in Sirius. Exodus Findings should be
on the front page!
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4-19-2019 El Al Airline Warns of Measles After Flight Attendant Falls Into Coma
the woman was hospitalized after contracting the disease, and passengers on a
flight from J.F.K. to Tel Aviv are told to watch for symptoms. Chinese Immigrants
Are Converting to Catholicism. Local Churches Have Adapted. The night before
Easter is a traditional time to complete the sacraments of initiation. In New York,
many Chinese immigrants are baptized into the church and experience religious
freedom for the first time in their lives. Catholic Church at Easter Could not
Explain Her Horrible Rash as the Priest is not a MD today. by Dr. Lisa Sanders.
The Paris MD's diagnosing Leukemia Today thinking of the Horrible Fire. Replace
the Notre-Dame Priests and Cardinals with Dr. Priest, Dr. Bishop, Dr. Cardinal.
Dr. Pope Francis. The retired Pope should write a letter on the Catholic Church
moving to be Doctors MD's of Humanity especially their congregations who have
died wrongful deaths at the hands and minds of the Paris Elite for centuries. Some
social virus to convert the Chinese without warning about the Virus in the
congregation!

4-19-2019 Orwellian Parents every time they smell exhaust walking on Duval the
first thoughts are about Birth defects in DNA. Modern George Orwell with Parents
well aware that the smell of exhaust on Duval is attacking a strand of DNA yet
the NY Times censored this. The Data All Guilt-Ridden Parents Need. What
science tells us about breast-feeding, sleep training and all the agonizing decisions
of parenthood. What smelling exhaust walking down Duval tells us the NY Times
censored for gas and oil revenues. By EMILY OSTER What France Has Money
For... A burned cathedral, but not an angry, dissatisfied people who smell exhaust
and soot. By MICHAËL FOESSEL and ETIENNE OLLION Preventing Hip Fractures.
A doctor says these fractures can be deadly and disabling. Hysterical a Doctor
tells the NY Times about birth defects in kids all preventable!

4-19-2019 The Risks of Asbestos, Russian makes headlines not Russian Vodka!

4-19-2019 Bone Saw Murders by the 100's world wide and 1 Prince gets caught.
A report of sexual assault on a cruise ship last week has shown gaps in
international law. Sex Slaves gap in reporting by the NY Times and the Yale
Student Newspaper. Qatar Prince could have made public all the sex slaves in
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Saudi Arabia but didn't, why? Allah would send Prince and King Salman to hell for
this!

4-19-2019 MD High School, Yes Yale Doctors would makeover... Montessori MD
Playroom!! Makeover Make My Kids Over redo a playroom using Montessori principles
like creating a sense of peace and instilling anatomy and physiology on a $500
Million dollar IBM Summit Super Computer. Not your Mom + Dads Montessori. 1
Click Amazon super computer simulations for the swimmers ear she keeps taking you
to the Doctor for. Air Dry or infection take a iPhone picture. Ms. Davies, a
Montessori teacher in the Netherlands and author of “The Montessori Toddler,”
spends her days teaching parents and children how to apply Montessori principles at
home. Dr. Lisa a Yale Medical School Professor spends her days with brain toys
and brain surgery principles at work and home teaching parents how to apply Yale
Medical School Elite Art of the Diagnosis at home and in school. The school nurse
feels threatened by a Yale Medical school professor of course. Childrens book
series are all New England Journal of Medicine Childrens Books. They will support
our children to make discoveries for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine that will make up
the harm 1,001 Nobels in Peace did to Humanity. “What are your children’s
favorite toys?” Ms. Davies asked. “Their iPad and Kindle,” I said, only pretending
to be joking. Bone Saws and laser scapple. DaVinci robot surgeon. A toy. Cataract
surgery all day on a rainy day. How did grandma get cataracts?

4-19-2019 Jonas Salk founded the institution in 1963

4-19-2019 Oppenheimer Masterminded the A-Bomb at Los Alamos costing $7
Trillion in todays dollars!

4-19-2019 Salk + Dr Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos today to cure BreastOvary Cancer needs 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets and $7 Trillion in cash,
grin.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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4-19-2019 'Northern San Diego County is a scientific Mecca, home to some of the
world’s leading biotech companies , renowned research institutions and a world-class
university. But the Salk Institute for Biological Research, perched on a cliff above
the Pacific Ocean in La Jolla, is distinguished even among its neighbors. Jonas Salk
founded the institution in 1963 as a kind of second legacy, after the millions of
lives saved with his polio vaccine. He envisioned it as a place where scientists would
work in open, collaborative laboratories, free from university bureaucracies: They
would be professors, supervising graduate students and postdocs, but with no
teaching requirements. He recruited 10 of the top men in biology to join him,
including Francis Crick, newly famous for discovering, with James Watson, DNA’s
double helix. In a 1960 letter, Watson called the idea “Jonas’s utopia.” By 2017,
the biochemist Beverly Emerson had worked in this utopia for 31 years. She was,
at the time, onto an exciting idea — a novel approach to understanding tumor
growth — but her 66th birthday was coming up, and with it her contract with Salk
would expire. To renew it, the Institute required that she have enough grant
money to cover half her salary. She didn’t."

4-19-2019 Jonas Salk founded the institution in 1963

4-19-2019 Oppenheimer Masterminded the A-Bomb at Los Alamos costing $7
Trillion in todays dollars!

4-19-2019 Salk + Dr Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos today to cure BreastOvary Cancer needs 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets and $7 Trillion in cash,
grin.
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4-19-2019 April Fools; Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in Paris. The Paris MD's diagnosing Leukemia Today
thinking of the Horrible Fire. Replace the Notre-Dame Priests and Cardinals with
Dr. Priest, Dr. Bishop, Dr. Cardinal. Dr. Pope Francis. The retired Pope should
write a letter on the Catholic Church moving to be Doctors MD's of Humanity
especially their congregations who have died wrongful deaths at the hands and
minds of the Paris Elite for centuries. Paris Testing Elite Loyalty to the Total Oil
Company Men with illegal oil revenues of $777 Trillion.

4-18-2019 Pope's talk over going to Medical School at the Vatican in 1947. Since
Benedict, who resigned in 2013, published a letter on the church’s congregations
who have died wrongful deaths at the hands and minds of the Paris Elite for
centuries crisis, the Vatican has been rife with talk of a rival power center to
Francis.

4-18-2019 Pope's talk over saving a statue of Jesus in a burning church breathing
in soot that will give you cancer... laws of God must be rewritten.
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4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" Rev. Jean-Marc Fournier’s job to guide his colleagues through the many
chapels and alleys of the burning cathedral and tell them which to save first. “I
had two priorities: to save the crown of thorns and a statue of Jesus,” Father
Fournier said.

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" Dr. Bishop MD who to save first... fiery wrecks in traffic around NotreDame, head on collisions. NY Times did not report any traffic wrecks caused by
the Church fire. What was going on at the Church Hospitals. Bus Crash Kills at
Least 29 in Madeira, Portugal Officials Say. An additional 28 people were injured
in the crash, which took place on an island off northwestern Africa. The tour bus,
carrying many German tourists, rolled down a hill after veering off the road. by AP
not the NY Times. Yes Traffic wrecks are censored news when you have ape
'secret' file on the editors iMac or PC. They just wrote a article about 'Perpetual
Motion' this is in the Secret Files on the cover of Greg's book. So they were
rereading it thinking about is it really a perpetual motion invention.

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" Dr. Bishop MD said As for Father Fournier, he said he hoped to hold that
statue of Jesus again soon. “Preferably in a safe place,” he said. “One that has a
roof not on fire.” Father Fournier, breathing in 'soot' from the fire carried Jesus
to safety. Dr. Bishop MD will try to save his life from the soot... try! Most likely
he will die like 9/11 workers in white soot that caused cancers in most clean up
workers in NYC. Bush and the Mayor told them no need for a Mask. Dr. Bishop MD
is just a made up Bishop not a real MD or he would have required Father Fournier,
to wear a respirator.

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" Among the objects they saved were the crown of thorns said to have been
worn by Jesus, the tunic of Saint Louis and a piece of wood and a nail believed to
have been part of the cross used in the crucifixion.
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4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" has been more like Our Lady Prince of Saudi Arabia and Qatar in Paris
shopping for Diamonds, Jewels, Chateau The cathedral was begun in 1160 under
Bishop Maurice de Sully and was largely complete by 1260, though it was modified
frequently in the following centuries. In the 1790s, Notre-Dame suffered
desecration during the French Revolution; much of its religious imagery was
damaged or destroyed. In 1804, the cathedral was the site of the Coronation of
Napoleon I as Emperor of France. Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia will write up
the $777 Trillion spent in Paris from 1980 - 2019. King Salman in Paris $$$

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" Did this Church Give Human Bodies to Medical Schools for Dissection?

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" Will this Church be rebuilt as a Lady of Paris Medical School?

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" Notre-Dame suffered desecration during the French Revolution; 40,000 dead
Lady's in Paris in 2019 from Breast-Ovary Cancers. Desecration by the Elite
French Oil Men at the Casino.

4-18-2019 Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia will write up the $777 Trillion
donations to rebuild the Church not the congregation richer than Qatar Citizens.
$$$ François-Henri Pinault, France’s second-richest man, put up an eye-popping
100 million euros to rebuild Notre-Dame, just as firefighters were dousing the last
flames at the cathedral early Tuesday morning. Not to be outdone, Bernard
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Arnault, France’s wealthiest scion and a fierce rival to Mr. Pinault and to his
father, François Pinault, upped the ante with a 200-million-euro gift a few hours
later.

4-18-2019 By Wednesday, the government had welcomed some 850 million euros —
more than $960 million — offered in the patriotic name

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... anger and shock at
the possibility of what many considered official malfeasance and negligence by the
Elite Paris Oil Men.

Official Total Oil Men's malfeasance and negligence $$$ of the Notre-Dame de
Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris"

4-18-2019 Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.
The Doctors Believed That the Woman Had Leukemia. But Could That Explain Her
Horrible Rash? by Dr. Lisa Sanders. The Paris MD's diagnosing Leukemia Today
thinking of the Horrible Fire. Replace the Notre-Dame Priests and Cardinals with
Dr. Priest, Dr. Bishop, Dr. Cardinal. Dr. Pope Francis. The retired Pope should
write a letter on the Catholic Church moving to be Doctors MD's of Humanity
especially their congregations who have died wrongful deaths at the hands and
minds of the Paris Elite for centuries. Some social virus in the Elite French Men in
Paris gave the World Many War Disease's. Money Infections in the body and
minds. "She collapsed in bed once everyone left and was burning up when her
husband came to join her. When her temperature went over 103" "When they
tested the patient’s blood, the number of red blood cells and platelets was
average, but her white-blood-cell count was extremely high — nearly 90,000,
about nine times what is usually seen" $777 Trillion dollars is more than 90 times
what is normal spending money the Elite French Men have from Oil Greed's fever.
She had never accepted the diagnosis, no cure for Paris Oil Men's Oil Money
Greed. $$$ Elite Paris Oil Men in total remission of 'Greed' for the past year
driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's around Paris. A Miracle Cure and Diagnosis!

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
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Paris" Les Misérables,” he wrote on Twitter, referring to another one of Hugo’s
famous novels, about the lives of the poor.

4-18-2019 Lives of the Sick in Paris are cured if you are from Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, and the Bone Saw Prince is paying for your Paris MD. 200,000 from Saudi
Arabia are in USA Hospitals today getting VIP Health Care jumping in front of the
MD line thanks to Trump.

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" In Venezuela, Red Cross Grapples With Aid Distribution of $777 Trillion in
Oil Revenues all illegal. By ISAYEN HERRERA and ANATOLY KURMANAEV NY
Times. This is a pretty unique situation with no precedent as Swiss Banks with
$777 Trillion dollars are part of the UN. Swiss Bankers watched. About 3.5 million
people forced to flee Venezuela, which is seeing a resurgence of nearly eradicated
tropical diseases and a slashed life expectancy, according to the United Nations in
Geneva. On Wednesday, the US Treasury Department issued new sanctions
targeting Venezuela’s central bank, it's all the same $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues.
United Nations agencies, Unicef will get $1 Trillion when the Jew Hero Drives the
2019 Ford WindmillCar into Geneva!

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" Unicef will get $1 Trillion when the Jew Hero Drives the 2019 Ford
WindmillCar into Geneva!

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" Back in the USA HUD Moves to Limit Public Housing Aid long as the Oil Men
Have the $777 Trillion and the Jew Hero Driver of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in
the Bank Vault.
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4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" 23andMe’s testing formula for this risk is built around just three genetic
variants, most prevalent among Ashkenazi Jews. The new study demonstrated that
most people carry other mutations of the gene, something many doctors have long
suspected.

4-18-2019 1980 to 2019 Benjamin Netanyahu and the Death of the Zionist
Dream. Israel’s founding fathers are turning in their graves. Millions of Jewish
women murdered by Netanyahu's No Breast Cancer War Policy! By AVI SHLAIM
Dreams of inventing the Rx Pink Latta for Jewish women when to War...

4-18-2019 1980 to 2019 Jimmy Carter needs to walk through his Peanut
Plantation and save millions of women from War on Breast-Ovary cancer cancelled
over Pentagon Wars. The Healing Power of Gardens. Even for people who are
deeply disabled neurologically, nature can be more powerful than any medication.

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" Jew Hero Driving to Los Alamos with $7 Trillion and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all
hacked by the CIA to make the Rx Recipe for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks at
Los Alamos. Our Lady in Waiting for the Jew Hero!

4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics annual meeting in a cloud
of Exhaust pollution that caused a few breast cancers.
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4-18-2019 Notre-Dame de Paris meaning "Our Lady of Paris" - "Our Lady of
Paris" 23andMe isn’t set up to scan entire genetic books the way some labs are.
Homeland Security is and will not test 1 million women for BRCA1 and BRCA2,
genes. $1 Trillion dollars spent on Homeland Security since 9/11. Terror of 1
million women tortured to death from BRCA1 and BRCA2, genes... no Homeland for
these Women!

4-18-2019 2020 iPhone will be a satellite phone! The Must-Have When Reporting
on Disasters: A Satellite Phone.

4-18-2019 2020 What Black Lung looks like pictured on the front page of the NY
Times - What a breast cancer tumor looks like coming through her breast pictured
on the front page of the NY Times. This picture is worth $7 Trillion in donation by
all the rich people to start a Manhattan Project at Los Alamos. $$$

4-18-2019 2020 As Rich Lavish Cash on Notre -Dame, Many Ask: What About
rebuilding all Paris Richer than everyone in Qatar $$$

4-18-2019 2020 Dr. Lisa MD President of the USA. by Alisa Sopova "Maybe We’ll
Be Better Off With a Clown as President." Amazon would be better off with a MD
women as CEO. Everything on 1 Click Amazon would lead to a miracle cure, grin.
Verizon activation menu would be written by a Yale woman MD to go with her voice.
How a Chicago Woman Fell Victim to Candida Auris, a Drug-Resistant Fungus. The
mysterious infection has appeared at hospitals around the world, but few
institutions or families have discussed their experience. She and 100's of others
died as this is not on the Verizon Activation Menu. She caught this in the hospital
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via a tube inserted into her body that was not clean enough. Menu on Verizon for
this!
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4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... anger and shock at
the possibility of what many considered official malfeasance and negligence by the
Elite Paris Oil Men.

Inside the Car Fires in Paris. These Fires were set by Paris Oil Men for Money in
the Trillions of dollars $777 Trillion!
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4-17-2019 Paris Diesel and gas exhaust soot, 1963, the façade of the cathedral
was cleaned of centuries of soot and grime. Another cleaning and restoration
project was carried out between 1991 and 2000 as black clouds of diesel exhaust
stuck to the facade of the cathedral.

The interior of Notre-Dame cathedral after Monday’s fire; Inside the Car Fires in
Paris. These Fires were set by Paris Oil Men for Money in the Trillions of dollars
$777 Trillion!

Notre-Dame survived Hitler, Not the Bone Saw Prince Salman selling Gasoline Fires
in Paris Cars + Cathedrals $$$ Paris Jews Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into
Mecca were all murdered by Bone Saws made in Paris by Oil Men.
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Car Fires in Paris will Burn Today, Planes and Trains also. 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's driving by Notre-Dame set on fire by the Elite Men of Paris! Paris
women know the 2019 Ford Windmillcar's deliver the Rx Pink Latte cure from
Starbucks Notre-Dame!

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... anger and shock at
the possibility of what many considered official malfeasance and negligence by the
Elite Paris Oil Men.

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... anger and shock at
the possibility of what many considered official malfeasance and negligence by the
Elite Paris Oil Men. The fire was not discovered until another alarm sounded 23
minutes later. 1980 - 2019 French Elite burned gas through $$$ trillions of
dollars of gas station money. When the WindCar was free to drive. “Tomorrow all
church bells should ring for the death and resurrection of Notre Dame.” Paris Bank
Accounts of Oil Money Wars fought by the French Elite side by side with the Bone
Saw Prince Salman and his best friend Trump should ring and make the Citizens of
Paris richer than the citizens of Qatar $$$.
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Car Fires in Paris will Burn Today, Planes and Trains also. 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's driving by Notre-Dame set on fire by the Elite Men of Paris! Paris
women know the 2019 Ford Windmillcar's deliver the Rx Pink Latte cure from
Starbucks Notre-Dame!

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Gravity Engine
Car's in the aftermath of gas engine cars worst poison gas exhaust attack on
humanity by French Oil men in centuries for riches beyond belief $$$
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4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Gravity Engine
Car's in the aftermath of gas engine cars worst poison gas exhaust attack on
humanity by French Oil men in centuries for riches beyond belief $$$

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; "Promising the French people he would
rebuild Notre-Dame, which he called “the epicenter of our lives,” President
Macron" Build the "Yale Notre-Dame Medical School" on the site of the fire!
Gargoyles were broken, balustrades had collapsed, flying buttresses were stained
by pollution. 1,001 birth defects in Paris kids censored from this article by the NY
Times. Pollution stained buttresses not Paris Kids DNA stained by Diesel, a crime
by the Times journalists. Some 13 million visitors a year visit the cathedral, all got
Diesel in their DNA.
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4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Gravity Engine
Car's in the aftermath of gas engine cars worst poison gas exhaust attack on
humanity by French Oil men in centuries for riches beyond belief $$$

Notre-Dame Found Structurally Sound After Fire, Not the Elite French Oil Men
who let fiery Wrecks with passengers burn to death somewhere in Paris today. A
Oil Men's War Crime!
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4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Gravity Engine
Car's in the aftermath of gas engine cars worst poison gas exhaust attack on
humanity by French Oil men in centuries for riches beyond belief $$$
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4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Gravity Engine
Car's in the aftermath of gas engine cars worst poison gas exhaust attack on
humanity by French Oil men in centuries for riches beyond belief $$$

4-17-2018 Paris Oil Men Burning with Greed $$$ stopped the Jew Hero from
driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and confiscating $777 Trillion in
Illegal Oil Revenue in Swiss Banks today.
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4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Gravity Engine
Car's in the aftermath of gas engine cars worst poison gas exhaust attack on
humanity by French Oil men in centuries for riches beyond belief $$$

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Gravity Engine
Heavy Lift Trucks to the Rescue, invent some ASAP... "The stone structure of the
cathedral has been saved and we have ensured that all the stained glass windows
that were saved," he said. "The main work that we have to do ... is ensure that it
does not collapse."

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Apple, and
Qualcomm Settle All Disputes Worldwide, JIT Just In Time for 1,001 IP invention
projects on Amazon 1 Click at every Starbucks iMac at every Starbucks worldwide!
WorldWide IP invention project 1 like the Gravity Engine Car, 1 like the Live
Streaming Jewish Aliens from Sirius. Superconductiviny in the 2918 Ford
WindmillCAR's electric turbine generators will spin off 1,001 IP invention projects
on accessories that can use 1 Trillion volts and amps.

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Trump Vetoes
Measure to Force End to U.S. Involvement in Vietnam War. Star Wars Tweets
from Trump are a sound defeat for Humanity meeting its first Alien! Revenge from
Vietnam Vets on 5 Billion People who refused to join the baby killings and
Napalming of a tropical Jungle Paradise. Force the End of War on Earth driving
the war wounded 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into the greatest Victory the USA has
ever seen in Mecca. End to gas stations worldwide $$$. These Vets will not be
drunks at the Key West VFW, Ha! But inventors of Star Wars Technology faster
than the speed of light, perpetual motion of the Secret File on the Cover of Gregs
Amazon book marked 'Secret'.
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4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Trump-Salman Oil
+ Bone Saw Company faces lawsuits worldwide. "To Pressure Cuba, Trump Plans to
Lift Limits on American Lawsuits" By PETER BAKER Yale Law School will give up its
Yale Campus to the Yale Medical School after the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is driven
by those on the Supreme Court. Wrongful deaths just in the 40K a year from
Breast Cancer, never mind the birth defects of the Special Olympic kids who
visited Yale Law School every year.

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Notre-Dame’s
Bells Will Toll Again when 'fire' is put out on 'Fiery-Wrecks' in Paris! No one was
burned in the Notre-Dame Fire but citizens of Paris will burn in fiery wrecks in the
traffic avoiding Notre-Dame streets that are closed today.

Car Fires in Paris will Burn Today, Planes and Trains also. 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's driving by Notre-Dame set on fire by the Elite Men of Paris! Paris
women know the 2019 Ford Windmillcar's deliver the Rx Pink Latte cure from
Starbucks Notre-Dame!
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Car Fires in Paris will Burn Today, Planes and Trains also. 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's driving by Notre-Dame set on fire by the Elite Men of Paris! Paris
women know the 2019 Ford Windmillcar's deliver the Rx Pink Latte cure from
Starbucks Notre-Dame!

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... A World of
Heartbreak Over Notre-Dame, this needs to come from the Lawyers at Yale Law
School over the millions of Special Olympic kids birth defects from their greed at
the Trump-Salman Oil + Bone Saw Company's exhaust pollution worldwide. Donald
Trump, China Savior? Some Chinese Say Yes as Xi put to death 1 million Special
Olympic kids. Terrible bone saw things world leaders did for the sale of 1 million
new gaS station in China in 2019. "Two Novels by Ann Petry, a Writer Who
Believed in Art That Delivers a Message" By PARUL SEHGAL Yale History will write
Two Novels about the Massacre of Two Million Special Olympic Kids in China from
the Gas Money War to the Hero's Jewish who drove the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
into Manhattan and Mecca to End Gas Money Wars, history at Yale! 1980
Breakthroughs by Jimmy Carter esoteric history novels at Yale. Peanuts + Gas
Money Wars a history at Yale.
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4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... House Fire's Put a
End to This in our History! Notre-Dame Attic Was Known as ‘the Forest.’ And It
Burned Like One. Only a old Peanut Plantation owner would build wood houses in
2019. Gina knows Trump will only build Trump Towers and will not rent to crazy
Jews who burn the place down. Can she influence Jimmy Carter and his tribe of
Plantation owners in Georgia. A land of no Trump Towers at the Plantation. Qatar
built 40,000 Trump Towers - Plantation Owners in Georgia should have. Picture
40,000 Georgia Plantation's each with a Trump Tower.

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Swiss Banks on
Fire in the 'Gas Money War' China’s Economy Stabilizes After Beijing Opens the
Bank Vaults to buy fuel, gasoline. Not 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... Jew Hero's
Driving the 2019 Ford windmillCAR's to Mecca appeal to Israel’s Supreme Court...
Soul of the Jews is Exodus Driving a 2019 Ford windmillCAR to Sirius Jewish
Aliens.

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... PARIS — France,
a fundamentally Roman Catholic country whose citizens rarely attend Mass,
understands the story and the meaning of Easter.

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire.... anger and shock at
the possibility of what many considered official malfeasance and negligence by the
Elite Paris Oil Men. The fire was not discovered until another alarm sounded 23
minutes later. 1980 - 2019 French Elite burned gas through $$$ trillions of
dollars of gas station money. When the WindCar was free to drive. “Tomorrow all
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church bells should ring for the death and resurrection of Notre Dame.” Paris Bank
Accounts of Oil Money Wars fought by the French Elite side by side with the Bone
Saw Prince Salman and his best friend Trump should ring and make the Citizens of
Paris richer than the citizens of Qatar $$$.

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame; In Aftermath of Notre-Dame Fire....

Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.

Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.

Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.
Hemingway's shock treatment at the Mayo Clinic would be in a Amazon Hemingway
Book and Kindle with the rest of his Art of the Diagnosis that kill him. A wrongful
death with Dr. Lisa is at 1984 HQ.
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4-17-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; Gravity of USA Citizens paying all the Tax
Returns of everyone in Saudi Arabia and Qatar... $$$

4-17-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; Gravity of USA Citizens; Everyone in Saudi
Arabia took part in Masterminding 9/11 with the 1980 - 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
and Jew Hero in 1980 and 1990 murdered by Jimmy Carter and his inner circle for
$777 Trillion from Miami, gas stations! $$$ Kerry at the State Dept shipped all
this cash on pallets to Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Everyone’s Income Taxes Should
Be Public and paid by Saudi Arabia's $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks $$$ By
BINYAMIN APPELBAUM NY Times. The New York Post Inspires Boycott With
9/11 Photo and Jimmy Carter Quote about the murder of the Jew Hero in 1980
driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with upgraded super conductivity Windmill
Turbines into Mecca!
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4-17-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; "Promising the French people he would
rebuild Notre-Dame, which he called “the epicenter of our lives,” President
Macron" Build the "Yale Notre-Dame Medical School" on the site of the fire!
Gargoyles were broken, balustrades had collapsed, flying buttresses were stained
by pollution. 1,001 birth defects in Paris kids censored from this article by the NY
Times. Pollution stained buttresses not Paris Kids DNA stained by Diesel, a crime
by the Times journalists. Some 13 million visitors a year visit the cathedral, all got
Diesel in their DNA.
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4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; Notre-Dame cathedral has enshrined an
evolving notion of what it means to be French. As smoke and flames wafted into
the sky on Monday, fiery wrecks for centuries burned by 2 White Men at 1984
HQ in Paris.
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4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; Oil Money $777 Trillion today and for
centuries only one Prince in Qatar made his Citizen's the richest on Earth thanks
to Jimmy Carter. Amid Euphoria in Sudan, a Delicate Dance Over Who Will Lead:
Soldiers or Civilians? By DECLAN WALSH and JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN Joe and
Declan at the NY Times censored out the $777 Trillion dollars in this article on
Sudan, a crime.

4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; 100's of Helicopters will hit GE Power
Lines in 2019. "A Crashing Small Plane Was Snagged by Power Lines, Stopping a
Foot From Disaster" By MICHAEL GOLD GE and the USA government have had
$777 Trillion dollars since 1980, enough time and money to bury trillions of miles
of power lines instead of fixing them after every storm and hurricane. GE Oil &
Casino Interest have gotten in the way

4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; "Promising the French people he would
rebuild Notre-Dame, which he called “the epicenter of our lives,” President
Macron" Macron wants to rebuild it not for Diesel Birth defects such as times of
Victor Hugo’s “Hunchback of Notre Dame” imprinted the cathedral in the minds of
countless readers, the building was pretty much a wreck. Hugo called it a “vast
symphony in stone” as “powerful and fecund as the divine creation,” divine Miracles
today are Elite MD's at the Yale Notre-Dame Medical School on the site of the
fire! Gargoyles were broken, balustrades had collapsed, flying buttresses were
stained by pollution. 1,001 birth defects in Paris kids censored from this article by
the NY Times. Pollution stained buttresses not Paris Kids DNA stained by Diesel, a
crime by the Times journalists. Some 13 million visitors a year visit the cathedral,
all got Diesel in their DNA.

4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; Jimmy Carter's wood Habitat for Humanity
Homes, how many will burn to the ground? Will Jimmy Carter burn in Hell, Yes!
...wood in the spire that accelerated the blaze, causing most of the roof to
collapse...
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4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's... In Stockholm,
Turn's to Sharing Homes Amid a decades-long housing shortage, a former hotel is
now home to 50 people, ranging in age from 21 to 54. By CHRISTOPHER F.
SCHUETZE this has to be a crime writer, Chris Schuetze! King of Sweden shares a
Dungen with Pope Francis waiting for the Centuries Old Oil Crimes Trials. $$$
Which nation has the most people with Swiss Bank accounts filled by our Bone Saw
Prince Salman?

4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; A small plane carrying three people had
made six attempts to land in the thick fog around New York City on Sunday night
and was heading for a seventh before it ran out of fuel above Long Island. The
plane, a Cessna 172. “To make six attempts to land, you know, there had to be a
reason why he couldn’t bring the plane down,” he said.

4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; Jimmy Carter's wood Habitat for Humanity
Homes, can we sue Jimmy Carter for wrongful deaths because the Habitat for
Humanity Home was not made of Steel, Hell Yes and God will too!! ‘Debris Was
Flying All Over’: 9 Dead as Storms Spread From Texas to Northeast

4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; CIA Gina Haspel will brief the Key West
Navy on 25 Hospital Ships, few bigger than Carriers...

4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; 1,001 CIA women have died from BreastOvary Cancer under Trump, a Cancer War Crime! Gina Haspel Relies on Spy Skills
to Connect With Trump. He Doesn’t Always Listen. Ms. Haspel, the C.I.A.
director, has proved to be an adept tactician in dealing with the president, but
there is little evidence he has heeded her work to change policy. By JULIAN E.
BARNES and ADAM GOLDMAN Change policy at Los Alamos with a $7 Trillion
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dollar Manhattan Project by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD to hack with Gina's CIA 4
trillion Rx Recipes to make the New Starbucks Rx Pink Latte that cures breastovary cancer in all stages in 8 days. A-Bomb Oppenheimer could have gotten this
Rx Recipes in 1947 if not fired by the Pentagons Top Brass, same top brass who
rule the Pentagon Today. As Oppenheimer at Los Alamos today is taking apart HBombs and putting them back together, only change is you can watch the assembly
line at Los Alamos it's no longer classified. Gina, As she approaches her first full
year on the job 40,000 USA women have died from breast cancer alone! These
stats are classified and marked top secret. NY Times editors report the Afghan's
killed each day in their New York Times Magazine not part of Apple's new
subscription service. Ms. Haspel declined to be interviewed for this article, which
was based on interviews with more than a dozen current and former intelligence
officials who have briefed or worked alongside her. Wrong decision by Gina, she
should have out witted the NY Times Journalists I will for the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR interview thanks to Gina and fiery burned out cars of the CIA in fiery
wrecks world wide. Wrongful deaths of the Trump-Salman Oil Company and
Casino's. All the CIA kids with birth defects over run the White House, Ivanka
kids play with them. She tells her kids birth defects are from breathing in Diesel
and gas exhaust from cars. Don't tell Don he will get mad. Haspel is a case
officer, not a MD but she can read up on MD's at Yale Medical School for a
briefing. C.I.A., Ms. Haspel solidified her reputation as one of the most skilled
briefers. Exodus to Sirius and Jew's driving into Mecca with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR brief I want to hear. Ms. Haspel showed pictures of breast tumor
coming through her breast. What would Trump tweet... The C.I.A. made an
assessment that Mohammed bin Salman, the crown prince of Saudi Arabia, was
culpable in the strangling and dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi. 1,001 USA
women as his sex slaves was censored by Trump as he said Prince Salman needs his
USA women. C.I.A. officers are warned not to use their recruiting abilities on
colleagues or other officials to confiscate $777 Trillion in illegal gas station hold up
loot from Miami, Cuba in Saudi and Swiss Banks. “But as she continues to present
facts and analysis that differ from what the president wants to hear, especially on
12 Trillion Galaxies! There are No Galaxies in Trump's Universe, really! C.I.A.
analyst Center for a New Gravity Engine Car, how many smoke and drink at the
CIA, can Gina put sanctions on these wrongful deaths after her Yale Key West
Medical School Briefing, Hell Yes! Will City Hall Key West, Hell No! They own all
the bars on Duval the CIA drinks at today. Ha. Moscow has more drunks than the
CIA.

4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; 12 Trillion Galaxies! There are No Galaxies
in Trump's Universe, really! C.I.A. analyst Center for a New Gravity Engine Car,
how many smoke and drink at the CIA, can Gina put sanctions on these wrongful
deaths after her Yale Key West Medical School Briefing, Hell Yes! Will City Hall
Key West, Hell No! They own all the bars on Duval the CIA drinks at today. Ha.
Moscow has more drunks than the CIA. Moscow has more Diesel Pickups too.
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4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; No Bike Drivers License!! Citi Bike Pulls
New Electric Bikes Off Streets, Citing Safety Concerns from Bike Drivers with no
Drivers License and insurance.

4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; 1980 Picture of Jimmy Carter with 1980
Ford WindmillCAR fleet at the Pentagon. The New York Post Inspires Boycott With
9/11 Photo and Jimmy Carter Quote we need $777 Trillion in Oil Money not a
1980 Ford WindmillCAR.

4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries;
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4-16-2019 Notre-Dame For Centuries; "Promising the French people he would
rebuild Notre-Dame, which he called “the epicenter of our lives,” President
Macron" Build the "Yale Notre-Dame Medical School" on the site of the fire!
Gargoyles were broken, balustrades had collapsed, flying buttresses were stained
by pollution. 1,001 birth defects in Paris kids censored from this article by the NY
Times. Pollution stained buttresses not Paris Kids DNA stained by Diesel, a crime
by the Times journalists. Some 13 million visitors a year visit the cathedral, all got
Diesel in their DNA.
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4-15-2019 Gravity of Knowing Prince Salman has $777 Trillion and is in Bone Saw
Hell its a Good Bet at the Trump Casino she has a Secret Swiss Bank Account $$$
This time, he has a specific target: Representative Ilhan Omar, Democrat of
Minnesota and one of the first Muslim women elected to Congress... How many
Senators could Prince Salman bribe with $777 Trillion... all of them $$$ Grin.
Cash in your bet by driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to DC.
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4-15-2019 Gravity of USA Citizens paying all the Tax Returns of everyone in
Saudi Arabia and Qatar... $$$

4-15-2019 Gravity of Do You Know Who’s Watching You Reading this Web Page.
Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD. this MD
has a license. She gave her kids a bike license after they passed a written, driving
and safety test. NYC with 140,000 bike riders would be ticketed by Dr. Lisa
Orwell MD for driving without a drivers license. No one at City Hall NYC is a MD.
So bike riders in NYC crash and burn in wrongful deaths that will sue the Hell out
of NYC. Grin. Lyft said it is working with its suppliers to understand the problem,
while also working on a new electric-bike model that will be available soon. In the
meantime, standard bikes will be installed to replace the pedal-assist bikes, the
company said, noting it does not expect a service interruption. Citi Bike had
expected to have 4,000 electric bikes on the street by June. The bikes first
arrived in New York in August, after the city approved new rules on electric bikes.
The motor on the bikes, which require a rider to pedal to activate, can reach a
maximum speed of about 18 miles per hour, a Lyft spokeswoman said. The city
continues to ban throttle-controlled bikes, which are favored by delivery workers
and can travel faster than 20 miles per hour. In November 2018, Lyft, which
began trading publicly on the stock market two weeks ago at an overall valuation of
more than $24 billion, bought Motivate, the largest bike-share company in the
United States.

Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.
Hemingway's shock treatment at the Mayo Clinic would be in a Amazon Hemingway
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Book and Kindle with the rest of his Art of the Diagnosis that kill him. A wrongful
death with Dr. Lisa is at 1984 HQ.

4-15-2019 Gravity of Do You Know Who’s Watching You Reading this Web Page...

4-15-2019 Gravity of USA Citizens paying all the Tax Returns of everyone in
Saudi Arabia and Qatar... $$$

4-15-2019 Gravity of USA Citizens paying all the Tax Returns of everyone in
Saudi Arabia and Qatar via gas stations in Miami, Cuba. Opinion "Everyone’s
Income Taxes Should Be Public" "Disclosure of tax payments would make it easier
to hold politicians accountable. It also would help to reduce fraud and economic
inequality." By Binyamin Appelbaum Mr. Appelbaum is a member of the editorial
board at the NY Times on Tax Day 2019

4-15-2019 Gravity of USA Citizens paying all the Tax Returns of everyone in
Saudi Arabia and Qatar... $$$

4-15-2019 Gravity of Do You Know Who’s Watching You Reading this Web Page...
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4-15-2019 Diesel in Traffic Ahead; "Truckers’ Plan to Stop Sex Trafficking." 2
White Men at 1984 HQ wrote this article in today's NY Times without Truckers
Diesel in the traffic ahead and the birth defects of all those Special Olympic kids
Trump will never ever tweet about now he knows he is the one who forced them to
breath in diesel exhaust on Duval Street Key West.

4-15-2019 "NYC Mayor murdered Jews Driving to Exodus, Sirius!! "Measles
Outbreak Illustrates de Blasio’s Complex Relationship With Ultra-Orthodox Jews"
While many ultra-Orthodox leaders have come out in favor of measles vaccinations,
some say that the mayor has gone too far in legally mandating them." By JEFFERY
C. MAYS

4-15-2019 "NYC Mayor murdered Jews Driving to Exodus, Sirius!! 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR Exodus Model. Pediatricians express their frustration in taking care of
children suffering from a preventable disease Jewish children in NYC mislead by
the Elite Jews. Preventable wars and 9/11 in NYC are frustrating to all but Jimmy
Carter's with his sanctions on driving the 1980 Ford Exodus to Sirius and Mecca!

4-15-2019 First Jewish Alien overheard has a name; The First Black Hole Seen in
an Image Now Has a Name. These Black Hole guys spent millions of man hours on
black holes when she should have been tuning in Jewish Aliens! This must have been
a covert CIA mission, grin!

4-15-2019 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects was sanctioned by Trump Oil
Company for Drug-Resistant Infections. A Rx Recipe for the Starbucks Latte that
cures all Drug-Resistant infections in 8 hours in all stages like the Rx Recipe for
the Pink Latte cures all stages of breast-ovary cancer in 8 days. Sanctions on
these inventions came from Oil Men with $777 Trillion they want to spend at the
Qatar Trump Casino driving the Roulette Wheels. NY Times Readers discuss the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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spread of a deadly fungal infection and the overuse of antimicrobial drugs with
every thing else above censored from the Times.

4-15-2019 1 Click Amazon link to IP invention projects on a IBM $500 million
dollar summit super computer with simulations. "These truths came to mind as I
recently addressed my plantar fasciitis — an injury to the tissue in the underside
of the foot causing heel pain and afflicting about 10 percent of the population." By
Austin Frakt. Austin is not going to win a Nobel in Medicine at the NY Times
writing about not following the Doctors orders instead of using 1 Click Amazon. To
provide additional support, you can also apply kinesiology tape, a stretchable
athletic tape. A few studies suggest a benefit. I tried this, but only when I could
not avoid long walks. At a few dollars per application to your foot, the tape is
expensive. It also takes a few minutes to apply. Although perhaps a bit helpful, I
didn’t perceive it worth it for daily use. Greg, me tapped up my knee caps that
didn't align straight enough the tape pulled the cap stright over the knee like
holding it in place with your fingers. I did this at age 40 one picture is on this web
at the bottom at 9,000 feet hiking. It turned out to be a miracle cure at 71 and I
can remember the MD a Dr. Graff making the diagnosis to tape the knee cap
straight. Super Computer simulation of this would go into details on how it worked,
works. Austin goes on and on with no super computer simulations on any of this
treatments. Finally, there’s strengthening. Here, there is good evidence that some
approaches are very helpful, including a heel-raising variant previously described by
The Times. It’s very tiring and time consuming, particularly if done according to
the clinical trial (three or more sets per session), and requires a step off which to
hang one’s heel. The “short foot” exercise — pulling your toes toward your heels
and arching the foot upward — may also be helpful. It requires no equipment and
can be done surreptitiously anywhere. Now pain free, I’m doing both. I brought a
yoga block to work so I could do heel raises during calls. Austin goes on and on
with no super computer simulations on any of this treatments. There is a lot of
gray area in medicine. This mix of approaches worked for me, in large part
because I found a way to fit its elements into my day, abandoning those I could
not. Your approach — for this or any condition — may be different from mine. But
one similarity may be that it is shaped not just by medical science, but also by the
realities of life. Austin Frakt is director of the Partnered Evidence-Based Policy
Resource Center at the V.A. Boston Healthcare System; associate professor with
Boston University’s School of Public Health; and adjunct associate professor with
the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. Austin needs 1 Click Amazon Prime
for MD super computer simulations and he better have a lot of money as he needs
several super computer simulations. Grin.
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4-15-2019 Central American Farmers Head to the U.S., to buy the Jimmy Carter
Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines, grin! Harvesting-packaging combines for sale in the
USA.

4-15-2019 Best Beating Heart is the one Cheney at the Pentgon got transplanted.
He lost the war on winning 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year for Humanity after his
heart started beating War Drumb Beats heard in Oil Rich Sudan. "From Refugee to
Pentagon Correspondent, Helene Cooper on Covering ‘the Best Beat in Washington’"
The best beat for Jimmy Carters Humanity is no beat from a fleet of 100's of
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs all 2019 models.

4-15-2019 Jimmy Carter has raised $600 million since the 1980 invention of the
Ford WindmillCAR.

4-15-2019 Melinda + Bill Gates have raised $995 Billion since the 1980 invention
of the Ford WindmiilCAR's.

4-15-2019 Yale and Harvard have kept $20 Billion in their bank ballance every
year since 1980.

4-15-2019 Prince Salman the Bone Saw guy raised $777 Trillion since the 1980
invention of the Ford WindmillCAR!
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4-15-2019 “There are absolutely different points of view about philanthropy,”
says Melinda Gates, who, along with her husband Bill, heads the charitable
foundation that bears their name, aimed at increasing global health and reducing
poverty. Its endowment, at $50.7 billion, is the largest in the world. “But we’re
lucky to live in a democracy, where we can all envision what we want things to look
like.” In that regard, Gates’s focus, both here and abroad, is on broadening
women’s rights, a subject she explores in her new book, “The Moment of Lift.” “I
have rage,” she said, about the injustices she has seen. “It’s up to me to
metabolize that and use it to fuel my work.”

4-15-2019 Melinda Gates on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR was censored from this
NY Times article, a crime! The Patient’s Wife Thought Her Husband Was Being
Treated for the Wrong Disease. She Was Right. As she watched her husband
deteriorate, she pushed doctors to rethink what they were doing.

4-15-2019
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Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.
Hemingway's shock treatment at the Mayo Clinic would be in a Amazon Hemingway
Book and Kindle with the rest of his Art of the Diagnosis that kill him. A wrongful
death with Dr. Lisa is at 1984 HQ.

4-14-2019 Gravity For a second consecutive week, “Saturday Night Live” mostly
avoided Tax Day in Saudi Arabia and Qatar $$$

4-14-2019 Gravity For a second consecutive week, “Saturday Night Live” mostly
avoided Exodus by the Jews @ Passover 2019 - Time to Drive the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Exodus by Jews. It's a long drive to Sirius!
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4-14-2019 Gravity WHO?; ...but there is no good reason for Navy pilots in
training to fly directly over Key West but to bomb the Yale Key West Medical
School and their 25 Hospital Ships a few bigger than Navy Carriers, grin. Gravity
Who?

4-14-2019 Gravity; Tracking Phones, Google Is Tracking everyone's GPS who was
at the crime scene of the Murder at the Miami, Cuba Gas Station robbery not the
Key West Bike Thieves who are many time more than gas station robbers in Miami,
Cuba. Grin!!

4-14-2019 Gravity; Tracking Phones, Google Is "Mr. Gaeta was arrested in
California on an Arizona warrant. He was then charged in a separate California
homicide from 2016. Officials said that case would probably delay his extradition
to Arizona."

4-14-2019 Gravity; Tracking Phones, Google Is But IBM Summit and Los Alamos
Nuke Scientists are the one's who should be tracking Mr. Gaeta and Mr. Criminal
24/7 live streaming right now... IBM Summit and Los Alamos Nuke Scientists
should be on their IBM $500 million dollar Summit Super computer tracking 1,0001
Mr. Criminals and write some apps for the police to be parked in their drive waiting
for them, grin. Hundreds of Apps Can Empower Stalkers to Track Their Victims
and a $500 million dollar IBM Summit Super Computer can track everyone first and
last. $$$ This is why we need the iMac @ $18,384 in every Starbucks iMac Labs
World Wide.

4-14-2019 Google has GPS trackers in 1,001 of its Bikes at HQ!! Key West City
Hall knows this and refused to give the technology to Citizens in Key West - Key
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West; 10 Students on Spring Break all had their bike stole!! Bike by the Court
House Deli on Spring break 2019 Today. They take video of thieves with cable
cutters in hand biking down Duval Key West riding a newly spray painted Sun Tike
that they stole, while working at the Court House Deli. Thieves outsmart the 1984
George Orwell Cops... they have storage units full of bike seats and front wheel's
100's of them, students on break in Key West learn the hard way it's not Star
Wars with no bike thieves at the Key West Courthouse Deli yet... just taste the
Court House Deli food with and without the Bike Thief making the sand witches,
grin!

4-14-2019 Gravity; Tracking Phones, Google Is Is Amazon Every going to put
Gravity Specs on 1 Click Amazon links with the other 1,001 IP Invention projects?
Hell No!

4-14-2019 Gravity; 100 Years On, India Still Awaits Apology for Massacre via
Diesel and con buying 1 million new BP Oil Gas Stations. Nothing every changes for
the British Elite killing their neighbors.

4-14-2019 Gravity; Drawing Israelis Ire is the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan and confiscating all the $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues in Swiss Banks... Exodus killed by their own Elite Jews for Blood money
'oil's' and blood of another Moslem killed on the front page of the NY Times.

4-14-2019 Gravity; "Breast-Ovary Cancers in 2029 will be covered by Medicare if
no women hero drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to Manhattan and Wall Street.
Medicare Aims to Expand Coverage of Cancer Care. But Is It Enough?" By ROBERT
PEAR Microsoft Warrior's with $995 Billion built this plane not a Cancer Cure.
"Stratolaunch, World’s Largest Airplane by Wingspan, Takes Its First Flight" By
MIHIR ZAVERI Microsoft Warrior's with $995 Billion built this plane, yes it a
War Plane that fires missiles.
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4-14-2019 Gravity; IQ in the Real World is your Swiss Bank Account. Sudan’s
Feared Intelligence Chief Resigns in Another Victory for Protesters - Sudan’s
Feared Intelligence Chief Resigns in Another Victory for Protesters who have no
Money and this guy has millions if not a billion in Sudan's Oil Revenues $$$ this is
known By JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN and DECLAN WALSH do you every wonder why Joe
and Declan never mention Swiss Banks full of Sudan's oil Revenues $$$

4-14-2019 Okinawa $$$ Navy sailor allegedly kills himself after stabbing woman
to death in Japan. The deaths are being investigated as a murder-suicide by the
police on the Japanese island, where the presence of United States military forces
has long been a source of tension. $$$ By MOTOKO RICH Did Rich get this job
via his last name? $$$ Riches in Okinawa $$$

4-14-2019 Gravity; Gravity Engine Car's and Rx Recipe Breast-Ovary Cancer cure,
can a totalitarian, government invent these better than a Swiss Bankers
Government? Cancer deaths in Geneva must not make the news for the Invention
Projects list at the UN in Geneva.

Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.
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Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.

4-14-2019 Gravity of USA Citizens paying all the Tax Returns of everyone in
Saudi Arabia and Qatar via gas stations in Miami, Cuba. Opinion "Everyone’s
Income Taxes Should Be Public" "Disclosure of tax payments would make it easier
to hold politicians accountable. It also would help to reduce fraud and economic
inequality." By Binyamin Appelbaum Mr. Appelbaum is a member of the editorial
board at the NY Times on Tax Day 2019

4-14-2019 Gravity; Boeing is not the only one who needs to rewrite its software
app's. A small passenger plane skidded off the runway and smashed into a parked
helicopter at the only airport in Nepal's Everest region on Sunday. The crash
occurred while the Summit Air plane was trying to take off from Lukla for
Kathmandu, said aviation officials. Among the dead were the pilot of the plane and
two police officers who were near the parked helicopter. Hoards of people
gathered around the aircraft wreckage following the crash as debris was strewn on
the ground."
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4-14-2019 Gravity; research for Building Engines, reading files about CBS radio
being invented and humanity has the Gravity Engine!

4-14-2019 Gravity; research for Building WiFi fiber optics via Satellites in low
Earth Orbit replacing cell towers all over the Earth. Cambridge Crossing will have
six office buildings with 2.1 million square feet of space. Tucked underground,
concealed behind walls and hidden in the ceilings will be an estimated 10 miles of
fiber-optic cable, which promises robust Wi-Fi with uninterrupted connectivity
everywhere on the premises.

4-14-2019 Gravity; as long as gas stations are open in Miami, Cuba GE plans on
selling you 10 Trillion miles of high power lines instead of a iPod Size GE Electric
generator you can plug in all your GE appliances! $$$

4-14-2019 Gravity; Amazon 1 Click adds 1,001 IP for Office Builders. As
competition to provide the best technology in office buildings increases, Amazon 1
Click adds 1,001 IP for Office Builders.

Rain Thunder Storms and Tornadoes Hit East Texas, Killing Two Children... Steel
with a elevator going down!

4-14-2019 Gravity; Jimmy Carters wood house is blown away. NYC elevator
companies press the underground button on the Habitat for Humanity Steel home,
wood burns Jimmy. The windows were supplied by View, a company in Milpitas,
Calif., that makes “dynamic glass.” When the sun shines, a coating between the
double panes of glass will darken, like self-tinting glasses. This reduces glare
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(which can cause eye strain, headaches and drowsiness) and heat gain (which may
require turning up the air-conditioning, thus increasing energy use), while
maintaining natural light. NYC elevator companies press the underground button on
the Habitat for Humanity Steel home. Going Down. For those who don't ride the
elevators like Trump did every day at Trump Towers you wonder how the FBI test
them before he gets on... oh yes the NY Times does not report all the elevator
crash and burn accidents in NYC. Don't worry your steel Home only needs to go a
few feet under ground and in Key West it's called a 'sub-home'! Just wait until
you visit the Yale Key West Medical School... At the gleaming new headquarters of
the electronic trading platform MarketAxess, in Manhattan’s Hudson Yards and
designed by the architecture firm Spacesmith, screens glow in practically every
meeting space on the firm’s three floors, including the small “huddle” rooms where
employees can duck in for quick one-on-one meetings. "Art of the Diagnosis Rooms"
were 1,001 MD's from around the world can observe Elite Art of the Diagnosis By
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD not just read her articles in the NY Times!

4-14-2019 Gravity; "Art of the Diagnosis Rooms" were 1,001 MD's from around
the world can observe Elite Art of the Diagnosis By Dr. Lisa Sanders MD not just
read her articles in the NY Times!

4-14-2019 Gravity; which raises the Orwellian specter of surveillance that tends
to make some Americans skittish of Brain Surgery, heart transplant surgery, heart
attack and cardiac arrest surveillance. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will never be
replaced by Dr. Orwell MD. “There’s also a downside.” Pentagon Offices will be
converted to Sirius Exodus War Think Tanks! Then 12 Trillion Galaxies will come
into view for more Pentagon Office Space. Space Grin will defeat the Top Brass.

4-14-2019 Gravity;

4-14-2019 Gravity;
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Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.

Picture the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ replaced by Dr. Lisa Orwell MD.

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; The Battle Hymn of the Jewish Exodus to Sirius in
2019 Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with the Gravity Engine! Trillions of
Jewish Aliens are Sirius are humming along with Earth's Jews!

4-13-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' How do we turn up the Volume on
Gravity on Earth by Inventing the Gravity Engine Car?

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; W.H.O. Declines to Issue Emergency Declaration WHO
are the international pedophilias! That won over the hearts and minds of Priest and
Bishops world wide for decades and a few Cardinals. By DENISE GRADY NY Times.
Brunei Says Stoning Law Is Meant for NY Times Pedophilias but they have
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immunity for now so this Stoning is Meant figuratively for the NY Times Perverts
who have more diseases than a pig. Syphilis in the brain explains some of the sex
editorial written in the NY Times. I should say sex without syphilis and HIV,
STD's, Virus that caused millions of cancer.

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; NY Times Upended as 2 White Men at 1984 HQ Tell
all we will Fire Journalists pedophilias! By JOHN KOBLIN NY Times

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; ...but there is no good reason for Navy pilots in
training to fly directly over Key West but to bomb the Yale Key West Medical
School and their 25 Hospital Ships a few bigger than Navy Carriers, grin. Gravity
Who?

Picture the 1980 to 2019 Jimmy Carter in this 1984 Poster!!

Picture the 1980 to 2019 Jimmy Carter in this 1984 Poster!!

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; ...but there is no good reason for Navy pilots in
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training to fly directly over Key West but to bomb the Yale Key West Medical
School and their 25 Hospital Ships a few bigger than Navy Carriers, grin. Gravity
Who?

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; iMac Computer Lab at Starbucks 100,000 new
store's... Perpetual Motion in Jimmy Carters Georgia Computer Lab gave us the
blue screen of death and Hell on Earth from a Georgia Peanut Plantation Owner
with no farmer sense cultivating 12 Trillion Galaxies that are not Peanuts, grin.

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; iMac Computer Lab at Starbucks 100,000 new store's
can wind the hearts and minds of Americans after decades of Win 10 and no
Computer Labs but for the Hotel's Business one's at $20 dollars a hour. "U.S.
Retail Stores’ Planned Closings Already Exceed 2018 Total" By SAPNA
MAHESHWARI Fools at Starbucks! Rewards are changing again in a few days. $10
Starbucks gift card for typing 55 words a minute, $20 Starbucks Gift Card for
writing a C++ app to find your password Starbucks is asking for to sign in. $30
Starbucks Gift Card for the correct diagnosis on Measles and Zika, Dengue and ID
the virus on a scanning electron microscope picture... $40 Starbucks gift cards will
also be at the iMac Starbucks Computer labs and the looser gets a bagel next to
their keyboard hot, soft and buttery taste with no butter.

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; iMac Computer Lab at Starbucks 100,000 new store's

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; Kim at a new summit with Trump, vowed repeatedly to
overcome the sanctions... the rest of us in the USA vowed to overcome bone saws
and $777 Trillion in Blood Money so rich we have to wipe the blood off the hands
and feet of 2 living Popes who sold out their God for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues.
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4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; Ms. Choe has become the North’s main spokeswoman,
accusing Washington of “bone saw -like demands without a MD” demands millions
waiting for Steve Jobs surgery call for the end to sanctions. 200,000 from Saudi
Arabia in 2019 will get MD Bone Saw Surgery in the USA in 2019. Paid for by the
Prince himself from his Miami, Cuba gas station revenues.

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; Breast Cancer Tumor coming through her breast,
100,000. "Trump Assails Ilhan Omar With Video of Sept. 11 Attacks" By MAGGIE
HABERMAN 500,000 Moslems were killed by Bush for revenge of 9/11 along with 5
million women with breast-ovary cancers from 1980 to 2019 as Jimmy Carters
1980 Ford WindmillCAR's would have given us on the winds of this invention a Rx
Recipe cure for all cancers in 1981 long before 9/11.

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; BP Oil General's world wide Mass Killings with Poison
Exhaust Gas's! "The British never apologized for the 1919 mass killing of Indians
protesting colonial rule in the city of Amritsar, which was ordered by a British
general." By KAI SCHULTZ You would think Kai Schultz at the NY Times would
keep up to date on the mass killings by the British Generals!

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; Gravity of 1 million dead in 2019 from Lung Cancer is
censored on the front page of the Sunday NY Times tomorrow. "Rite Aid to Stop
Selling E-Cigarettes, Citing Surge in Young Users The chain said it would remove
the products from its more than 2,400 locations over the next 90 days. It will
continue to sell regular tobacco products." This is Oil Revenue to Trump after
losing the Nobel Peace Prize for 2019 over Kim Trump refused to put sanctions on
Tobacco for the Nobel in Medicine.

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; ...but there is no good reason for Navy pilots in
training to fly directly over Key West but to bomb the Yale Key West Medical
School and their 25 Hospital Ships a few bigger than Navy Carriers, grin. Gravity
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Who?

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; Drive to driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca
and Manhattan editorial, Hell No they write this... "Let Undocumented Immigrants
Drive without insurance." This is the editorial in todays NY Times. I think a Brain
Disease MD needs to drive to the NY Times building.

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; Jew Hero Drivers are crucial to Exodus to Sirius!
Headlines in the Times are; "Drivers Are Crucial to Uber’s Success. But Some Are
Barely Getting By." Jew Drivers on Earth are paid the lowest Hero News in the NY
Times when Driving by Saudi Women made the NY Times every day for years and
years and no Jew Hero Drivers of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR have ever been
written about in the NY Tines. A War Crime of course.

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?;

Picture the 1980 to 2019 Jimmy Carter in this 1984 Poster doing a scan with...
Ultrashort electron beams are used in applications ranging from particle
accelerators to biological imaging. Optimal operation of these technologies requires
an understanding of the full time-domain behavior of the electron beam. However,
existing characterization methods lack sufficient temporal resolution to describe
the shape and arrival time of electron bursts, particularly when the electrons have
high energies. Lingrong Zhao of Shanghai Jiao Tong University in China and
colleagues now demonstrate a solution to this problem with an oscilloscope device
that can encode the entire temporal profile of a relativistic electron beam using a
THz pulse. Traditional cathode-ray oscilloscopes measure electrical signals using a
beam of electrons. In the new oscilloscope, Zhao and colleagues characterize an
electron beam using a high-frequency, circularly polarized external electromagnetic
pulse. This THz pulse interacts with the beam as they both pass through a
dielectric waveguide, forcing the electrons into a helical path. As a result,
different parts of the beam hit the oscilloscope screen in different places,
spreading the beam’s temporal profile spatially across the detector. In their
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demonstration of the new method, the team measured the shape of an ultrashort
relativistic electron beam with a resolution of 24 femtoseconds. They also
determined the beam’s arrival time to within 3 femtoseconds. They say that their
oscilloscope could be implemented in existing free-electron lasers and ultrafast
electron diffraction experiments, providing these technologies with higher timeresolution imaging capabilities. Zhao and colleagues also believe that their
oscilloscope could achieve subfemtosecond resolution if they either increase the
electric field strength of the THz pulse or decrease the diameter of the
waveguide.

Tektronix has always been at the forefront of the next generation of Yale Key
West Medical School Innovation built into the 25 Trump Towers on this Key West
Campus.

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; ...but there is no good reason for Navy pilots in
training to fly directly over Key West but to bomb the Yale Key West Medical
School and their 25 Hospital Ships a few bigger than Navy Carriers, grin. Gravity
Who?

4-13-2019 Gravity WHO?; ...but there is no good reason for Navy pilots in
training to fly directly over Key West but to bomb the Yale Key West Medical
School and their 25 Hospital Ships a few bigger than Navy Carriers, grin. Gravity
Who?
Picture the 1980 to 2019 Jimmy Carter in this 1984 Poster!!
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4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Strongest Gravity on Earth now Strong
Gravity in the Universe. How do we turn up the Volume on Gravity on Earth by
Inventing the Gravity Engine Car?

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Win 10 Flight Software Crashed and
killed 1 Billion with Bill and Melinda Gates as Pilots, caused by them counting their
money $$$ Flight Software on 737 Max critical, risky flights into orbit for 15
minutes then land in Paris. Also Critical is iMax @ $18,384 at every Starbucks
table in Paris with 18 Core CPU's by Intel and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects.

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Moon Landing by Israel’s Beresheet
Spacecraft Ends in Crash, killing a million Jewish women with cancers!

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' A rabbi says of the leaders elected by
Israel and the United States: “I used to be very proud of both countries. I no
longer am.” In the NY Times Editorial Section today, censored out is the Jew Hero
Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Total Victory over Moslems and
Bankruptcy of Mecca with USA getting all its $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!
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4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' How do we turn up the Volume on
Gravity on Earth by Inventing the Gravity Engine Car?

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Strongest Gravity on Earth now Strong
Gravity in the Universe. How do we turn up the Volume on Gravity on Earth by
Inventing the Gravity Engine Car?

4-12-2019 April Fools; Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$
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4-12-2019 April Fools; Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; Women who Inspire
War's not a War on Breast-Ovary Cancer from the Top Brass. Mental Illness Rx
will Inspire them to be Inspired by Women again and seek a few wife's like the
Moslems, but to drive to Exodus-Sirius with in a Gravity Engine Car.

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover of the Gravity Engine Car
Invention and Exodus by Jews to Sirius by Army Strong Arm of Oppenheimer at
Los Alamos who was working on the Gravity Engine Car in 1947 when Greg was born
and he was fired over H-Bomb work. Same Los Alamos today is not working on 4
Trillion Rx Recipes for Breast-Ovary cancer's miracle cure.
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4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover by Julian Assange
Arrested in London, 4 Trillion Rx Recipes for the Passover Rx Breast Cancer Cure
NOT Hacked in this Conspiracy of Julian Assamge. Millions of women died a
tortured death while Julian Assange made the front page and editorials of the NY
Times and Washington Post when all knew about the 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade
Secret that will save millions of lives of women at Passover with breast-ovary
cancer add in the Passover Model of the Ford WindmillCAR's for Victory over
Moslems and the confiscation of all their $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks at Geneva
the UN HQ. WHO needs to cure the Swiss Bankers of gas revenue greed.

NY Times Our Best Passover Recipes; A Cure for Breast-Ovary Cancer.

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; Mental Illness Rx will
Inspire them to be Inspired by Women again and seek a few wife's like the
Moslems, but to drive to Exodus-Sirius with in a Gravity Engine Car.

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; "Mental Illness criminals
the Retired Pope Address in his letter. With Letter on Sexual Abuse, Pope
Benedict Returns to Public Eye" By JASON HOROWITZ NY Times Editors
disappearance of God from public discourse in favor of perverted sex acts. Pope
knows pedophilia was promoted by the NY Times editors and they know who 100's
of Pedophilias are and are not telling the world but protecting this men at 1984
HQ were most of them are fueled by $777 Trillion in Oil Money and enough Bone
Saw's to stop anyone Driving a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca. Bone Saw
“mental collapse”. Sex Saw “mental collapse”. Bone Saw Domestic Wars just in the
USA “a propensity for violence.” 19K murdered in 2019. The deeply theological and
esoteric missive, which Benedict called his contribution “in this difficult hour” for
the church, was written “absolutely on his own” by Benedict who has know idea
19,000 women were murdered in the USA in 2019 because Priest and Bishops were
at the Trump Qatar Casino Roulette Wheel with their perks for not stopped to help
passing fiery wrecks in traffic. Stop and end all gas stations. 1,001 women were
sucker punched in a Miami, Cuba gas station hold up by the robbers out of spite
for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.
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4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; Priest having 2 Wife's;
Benedict realized the fears of many church experts who have argued that having
two pontiffs living at the same time was a recipe for pastoral, theological and
political disaster and could lead to confusion among the faithful.

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; $500 million dollar
Summit IBM AI blood Test!! She can cheat dying from Breast-Ovary Cancer until
Gina hacks 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secret. Our Best Passover Recipes, Rx
Cure Breast-Ovary Cancer CIA Gina hacks 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secret
for the best Passover Recipes. A Cure for Breast-Ovary Cancer.

4-12-2019 Oak Ridge, Tenn., a secret city where uranium was enriched for the
bombs that fell on Hiroshima and Nagasaki... lets hope Boeing is secretly building a
fleet of 2019 Ford windmillCAR's in secret.

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; To Have Have Not the
Choice of Polygamous Marriage in the USA...
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4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; To Have Have Not the
Choice of Polygamous Marriage in the USA... to brainstorm 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine with 1 Click Amazon links to specs and genius tech's not at Win 10 but at
iMac 18 Core CPU Xeon's. Super Computer Apps like Oil Riches beyond belief in
Apples.

America's Largest Vintage Porsche Collection Heavily Damaged in Gas Explosion

Many Drivers killed in Fiery Wrecks Today Too...
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America's Largest Vintage Porsche Collection Heavily Damaged in Gas Explosion

Many Drivers killed in Fiery Wrecks Today Too...

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; Priests sex with kids
when birth defects from Diesel caused millions of kids birth defects. 2 Pope's and
no one will write a letter on this war crime! Most significant undercutting yet of
the authority of Pope Francis, who has instead blamed a systemic abuse of power
and an unhealthy adoration of authority within the church’s hierarchy for the
crisis. Pope Francis has no crisis to address for Diesel Birth Defects he has 'Blood
Money" from King Salman and Prince Trump Oil Company.
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4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; Army Diesel Trucks Top Brass he made clear where he the General and Admiral stands on the issue of
birth defects from Diesel Exhaust. A Crime and sign of Mental Health going down
enough to Nuke someone who steals your Oil Money.

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; Let get the Old Pope 92
to write about Army Diesel Trucks and Pick-up trucks diesel. "Benedict wrote that
within the church, an erosion of moral theology, apparently also among abusive
priests, left it “defenseless against these changes in society.”

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; Admiral in Key West
what I could contribute to a new beginning to clean up the Diesel in the Air, Drive
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Wall Street. $$$.

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover;

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; God’s absence as a
motive for the Priest sex crimes. “Why did pedophilia reach such proportions?”
Benedict writes. “Ultimately, the reason is the absence of God.” The Ultimate
reason is the NY Times Editors know who these Pedophilas are and are protecting
them and promoting their sex life. Diesel in the Brain they will say at the
Manhattan Pedophilia Trials.
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4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; GE was building these
Light bulbs instead of 1980 to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and the NY Times
Censored this out of this Editorial today. A War Crime! "Among Thomas Edison’s
1,000-plus inventions, his development of his patented incandescent light bulb
surely was among his greatest. Yet Mr. Edison, our great-grandfather, recognized
how wasteful the bulb was from the start. It gave off almost 90 percent of its
energy as heat instead of light. Still, though the bulb worked extremely well in its
own time, he never saw it as the end game. Our great-grandfather took out
multiple patents on multiple inventions, including the light bulb, always with the idea
that they could and should be improved. It took more than a century before others
came up with significantly more efficient incandescent bulbs. In the past two
decades, the pace of improvement gained rapid momentum, leading to superefficient, long-lasting light bulbs that save people a great deal of money on
electricity. That’s the kind of progress Thomas Edison would have eagerly
welcomed."

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover;

4-12-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR on the front page of the New York Post - Hell
No! New York Post front page features Rep. Ilhan Omar quote and 9/11 terror
attack. The New York Post's front page Thursday Jimmy Carter and the 1980
Ford WindmillCAR Godsend given to Mecca along with $777 Trillion in gas station
loot. A War Crime by the Washington Post and NY Times.

4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; NY Times "Modern Love:
I Had to Do It Without Telling My Beloved. Feeling grateful and able, the writer
donated a kidney to a stranger. The only problem: She made the decision on her
own.
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4-12-2019 Strong Gravity; 'Army Strong' Ads Passover; Cheney at the Pentagon
in his office thinking about his heart transplant. Does he even know who's heart he
has today? How many heart transplants did he buy for Saudi Arabia and Qatar.
Mandatory at the Pentagon means wars.

4-12-2019 LONDON — "Rules, this city’s oldest restaurant, sits in the center of
the West End: a discreet dining spot and a British institution dating back to 1798.
Its décor is eccentrically English: oak panels, frilled lamp shades, walls dotted with
political cartoons and animal horns. The doormen wear fur collars and top hats.
Waiters swish silver sweepers over the crisp white tablecloths."Rules by for the
cook to cook the meat to 160 F and check it no red showing by law. But the image
of Mr. Murdoch today, aged 88. “He eats his steak so rare it’s bloody.” He
cheated at Microbiology. Murdoch might drive The Sun a Ford WindmillCAR model
for 2010.

4-12-2019 Rules, Laws of Gravity in London 2019 have not been Undated for the
Universe Black Holes Gravity. London is so strong it will take centuries before
those at Oxford even think of inventing the Gravity Engine Car. Edison back in the
USA is at War with GE building LED light bulbs instead of Super Conductivity
Windmill Turbine Generators that put out 12 Trillion Volts and Amps. iPod Size GE
electric generators should be selling on Amazon today and Jeff Boszo knows about
this delay. Summer is coming and no MacBook Pro size A/C you open the lid and
A/C. Paradise lost in Key West Tourists ads is the Hemingway House Writing Class
on iMac's.
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Passover Recipes. A Cure for Breast-Ovary Cancer.

AI blood Test she can cheat dying from Breast-Ovary Cancer until Gina hacks 4
Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secret. Our Best Passover Recipes, Rx Cure BreastOvary Cancer CIA Gina hacks 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secret for the best
Passover Recipes. A Cure for Breast-Ovary Cancer.

4-11-2019 Encourage; The black hole in the center of the Milky Way as “a
fascinating, interesting object.” But it is much smaller than the Virgo black hole,
so its portrait is harder to capture. That task lies ahead for the Event Horizon
Telescope. heart of a galaxy known as Messier 87, some 55 million light-years
away from Earth, resembled the Eye of Sauron, a reminder yet again of the
implacable power of Gravity - So why no Gravity Engine Car from NASA Top Brass
because the Pentagon Top Brass Super Strong Gravity Sense of Minds to Destroy
the Earth for the Glory of War Dead. Wooing Women to cure their Breast-Ovary
Cancers before another million are tortured to death by the Top Brass at the
Pentagon buying MIT War Toys not AI blood Test she can cheat dying from
Breast-Ovary Cancer until Gina hacks 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secret. Our
Best Passover Recipes, Rx Cure Breast-Ovary Cancer CIA Gina hacks 4 Trillion Rx
Recipes all Trade Secret for the best Passover Recipes. A Cure for Breast-Ovary
Cancer.
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Gravity Times - First Ever Image of Black Holes in your 2019 Ford Gravity Engine
Car... Grin.

Gravity Times - First Ever Image of Black Holes in your 2019 Ford Gravity Engine
Car... Grin.

4-11-2019 Encourage; "Over 4,200 Amazon Workers Push for Climate Change
Action, Including Cutting Some Ties to Big Oil" By KAREN WEISE NY Times. 4,200
kids of Amazon Workers have birth defects and childhood cancers from diesel and
gas exhaust from the traffic. Cutting all gas stations on Earth Coup selling Gregs
Book on Amazon!!
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4-11-2019 Encourage; "UN Oil + Gas wealth at $777 Trillion $$$. ‘You Shouldn’t
Be Here’: U.S. Pushes U.N. to Pull Venezuela Envoy’s Credentials, Katie at the
Times needs to write about confiscating the $777 Trillion in Oil Wealth $$$. By
KATIE ROGERS NY Times in our Gravity Times. Gravity Car Engine Times. This
money all illegal from Miami, Cuba gas station robbery's will pay for the Rx Recipe
for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks that cures all Breast-Ovary cancer in every
stage in 8 days. The USA needs to pull some better articles or should I say write
some better articles for the NY Times and Washington Post. Benny Gantz Led
Israel’s Army. Now He Eyes a Long Siege of Netanyahu. Millions of women died in
the Israel's Army Battles, tortured via Breast-Ovary cancer. Gantz and
Netanyahu had bone saw's for so many decades of Jew Hero Drivers of the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR Victory over Mecca and Allah $$$ Gas Money $$$!! War Crimes!
By DAVID M. HALBFINGER and ISABEL KERSHNER In Netanyahu’s Win, Greg Can
See Another $777 Trillion dollars spent on MIT War Toys not a cure for BreastOvary Cancers! Donald Trump’s Tax Returns: What We Might Learn - Nothing!
Donald Trump's and his inner circle of Secret Swiss Bank Accounts we will learn
were the $777 Trillion went. Pentagon Papers in the NY Times Today will be the
Secret Swiss Bank Accounts in the NY Times $$$. Riches beyond belief.

4-11-2019 Encourage; Medicare for All in Saudi Arabia Today in the USA.
Cheating via Oil Wealth beyond belief. Blood Money paid to Bone Saw Sons of the
murdered. By SHERYL STOLBERG Prince Salman blood money paid to the USA
patients they cut in front of the line like Cheney's second heart transplant.

4-11-2019 Encourage; "Failing New York Subway? Not Always — Once There Were
Chandeliers in NYC Subways now they are in Qatar Subways. Blood Money $$$
Star Wars Subways with Mac Book Air Ride Subway Cars. Yes Star Wars Times
will have iMac's with 18 Core CPU's by Intel" By WINNIE HU

4-11-2019 Encourage; You have just placed the biggest order... the Pentagon has
ever Ordered - Gravity Times! Unkind Masterminds of War on Earth get a Black
Hole on the Front Page of the NY Times today, tomorrow they get the Gravity
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Engine Car and figure out Gravity Engineering. Japan Finds Wreckage From F-35
Fighter Jet, but Pilot Is Still Missing. Pentagon finds wreckage from the F-35
Jets. Trillions and Trillions of dollars in wreckage found by the Pentagon in the age
of our Gravity Times. By HISAKO UENO and AUSTIN RAMZY Black Hole and the
Gravity Engine CAR's are the Image of the Star Wars Revolution. End to the
Pentagon as we know it today in Times of Our Pope Francis in the Vatican Dungeon
playing with Special Olympics kids, millions of them. The Dragon is the Diesel
exhaust above The Basilica of St. Mary Star of the Sea. Miami, Paris, Rome, —
It appears three children were wearing seat belts when they were ejected from a
church van in a fiery wreck, Jan. 3 crash that killed seven people on Interstate 75
in Florida, and many world wide. A war crime by the Military top brass.

America's Largest Vintage Porsche Collection Heavily Damaged in Gas Explosion

Many Drivers killed in Fiery Wrecks Today Too...
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America's Largest Vintage Porsche Collection Heavily Damaged in Gas Explosion

4-11-2019 Encourage; Many Drivers killed in Fiery Wrecks Today Too... mother
face down in bloody water in the tub of their Upper West Side apartment. Her
father lived across the hall and had a spare key to the apartment. Ms.
Danishefsky Covlin had filed for divorce, and the day she died, she was planning to
cut Mr. Covlin out of her will. Peggy Danishefsky, the victim’s sister-in-law. “He
has torn our family apart and tried to destroy our family in so many ways.” Top
Brass going off to many Wars around the World when more women in the USA are
killed in Domestic Wars is a War Crime! Husbands Kill Hundreds of Millions a
Year... a century! How efforts to save them might be honed... and killed like the
iPhone caller ID Star Wars and the iPhone iDash Came iCop in your car. iTickets.
Glass made with a pattern that reflects ultraviolet light, which is faint or
imperceptible to people but not to song birds. Women are the song birds flying into
Sept. 11 “Tribute in Light Memorial” in Manhattan, in which two bright pillars of
light illuminate the night sky above 1 World Trade Center. Women in the USA were
not allowed to Drive a Car on 9/11. 15 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia all men ran
over all these USA women, our song birds. 15 Terrorists widows all of them fare
better not on the front page of the NY Times and Washington Post all these years
since 9/11. Women Driving Gas Engine Cars since 9/11 are victims of the Oil
Terrorists in fiery wrecks that killed way more than 9/11 and censored by the NY
Times! And to add insult to all this Oil Money in Saudi Arabia USA women could not
even cheat to get their children into MD High Schools in the USA.

4-11-2019 Encourage; MD High School; "Facing Nurses Strike, New York Hospitals
Reach Landmark Deal on Staffing" the new MD High schools and Medical Schools
with Nurse Kids... Qatar Prince would have made this kind of deal to the Nurse in
Qatar not NYC. Measles Outbreak? Time for Disease Detectives to Make Arrest
Get to Work, How health officials track the source of an epidemic and find
solutions. Inventions!! 1 Click Amazon links how to get Measles Vaccine into the
drinking water hell with kids cavities.
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4-11-2019 Encourage; 1,001 IP Invention Projects on 1 Click Amazon links with
specs and genus techs. "The Privacy Project. The New York Times is launching an
ongoing examination of privacy. We’ll dig into the ideas, history and future of how
our information navigates the digital ecosystem and what’s at stake." 1,001 Nobels
in Medicine a year on iMac's with 18 Core CPU's from Intel and Apps that have
riches beyond win 10's blue screen of death and tech support. The Times is
embarking on this months long project to explore the technology and where it’s
taking us, and to convene debate about how it can best help realize human
potential. 1 Nobel Peace Prize given to Jimmy Carter for the gas engine car 1980
- 2019. This is what the NY Times has given us. Hell with bone saw's they can
only kill a few not as many as Jimmy Carter killed with his gas engine cars from
1980 to 2019. Gravity of Fiery Wrecks! Chinese intelligence agency controls $13
dresses that woo her desires. A few months ago I went to dinner with the kind of
people whose idea of fun is to correct your pronunciation with the protein in your
axon that's missing. ...courtship, that after much cat-and-mousing the two of us
succumbed to our mutual attraction and decided to settle down and make an honest
go of it, but I can’t: I am in breathless pursuit, hustling to keep her updated and
paid for, wooing her... Nobel in Medicine Ring, ring tone. Yes lets write the code
for a Nobel in Medicine Ring Tone! MD Wife's. Riches beyond belief in USA women
MD's. By Samantha Irby. Ms. Irby is a comedy writer at the NY Times.

To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage in the USA...

Yes lets write the code for a Nobel in Medicine Ring Tone! MD Wife's. Riches
beyond belief in USA women MD's.
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A few months ago I went to dinner with the kind of people whose idea of fun is to
correct your pronunciation with the protein in your axon that's missing.
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4-10-2019 Encourage the president’s conservative instincts to kill shooting wars
world wide for the War on Breast-Ovary Cancer. Boeing crash's and burns and a
world of Armies go to War to save the life of 100's of Boeing 737 Max at the
same time fleets of them with Breast-Ovary cancer crash and no one from the
Army or Navy goes to war to save them. Every Admiral and General is working for
Boeing not the Yale Key West Medical School Cancer Rx Recipe Pink Latte at
Starbucks. Starlets in diamonds ask to be driven to Sirius by Jews in their
Exodus.

Trump International Hotel & Tower New York, a mix of luxury condominiums and
hotel suites that go for more than $2,500 a night.
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Trump International Hotel & Tower New York, a mix of luxury condominiums and
hotel suites that go for more than $2,500 a night

4-10-2019 April Fools; Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$
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4-10-2019 April Fools; Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$

4-10-2019 Trump’s Florida Resort Empire, a Quiet Effort to Eliminate A large
numbers of dead women in the millions as NY Times front page headlines day after
day like today's headlines but about "1 Million dead women" since Trump took
office! Embarrassing reality for a president who has railed against women to find a
used bone saw at the White House he refused to Paint Pink like City Hall Key
West. Did any women die this week in Key West from Breast-Ovary cancers... our
2 White men at 1984 HQ will let these Bone Saw murders go on longer than the
Afghan War. A War Crime! $$$ War Hero Misinformation drove to Baghdad for
$$$ not a Nobel in Medicine. Sirius Stock is soaring on great Demand for Exodus
by the Jews at Passover. Hughes Aircraft was almost killed for war profiteering.
$777 Trillion in cash is Geneva Profits today and the Jews want to confiscate all
of it and the Swiss Bank Buildings for Jewish Medical Schools.
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4-10-2019 "Most Osteoporosis Drugs Don’t Build Bone. This One Does." Millions of
wrongful deaths were censored out of this NY Times article. Old women falling
then they die a tortured death for the last decade because most of the
osteoporosis drugs don't build bone. Cheating at Yale and Harvard by journalists.
Largest plane in the world. Largest Carrier in the World just cost $13 trillion and
even more man hours of work. Work not going into bone drugs but Bone Saw's!

4-10-2019 New drug, romosozumab (brand name Evenity), developed by Amgen in
collaboration with the Belgian drug company UCB, restores bone without breaking it
down, according to the findings of two large clinical trials. Underlying biology of
bone for the last few decades has been wasted on Prince Salman's Bone Saws.

4-10-2019 Bone Saw increases in bone density in their spines on the order of 15
percent, 15 people and maybe 150 or 1,500 were murdered by Prince Salman and
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BP Oil Royal's. “It’s a tremendous advance” Vaccines in the drinking water invention
by Bill and Melinda Gates. Doctors should also consider whether to prescribe the
drug to patients at high risk for heart attacks and strokes. Dr. Tim Cook MD has
a heart attack patient in China is name is Xi. Howard Hughes father died suddenly
two years later of a heart attack! Xi he just bought 1 million new gas stations
from Trump. Con as 100 million 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's would have heart
monitors as assessors. Steele not Russian Trees really there should be a law.
China’s Voracious Appetite for Timber Stokes Fury in Russia and Beyond. At the
Steel Mills in thier Age of Star Wars Steel inventions! Xi censored 1,001 Amazon
1 Click IP invention projects in China. You are not going to have any oil Money!!
Amgen would not disclose the price of Bone Saw's and Bone Rx Recipe Drugs. The
kids at the MD High School require the Rx Recipe's of all Amgen Rx Drugs. Gina at
the CIA must make the decision to give the kids at the MD High School all of
Amgen's Rx Recipe to the kids at the MD High School and the H-Bomb scientists
at Los Alamos. Girl Scouts too, grin. "Parathyroid hormone is given as a daily
injection, while the drugs in the other major treatment class, the bisphosphonates,
are taken as pills." Bones are in a state of constant flux, built up and broken down
by the body. In osteoporosis, the balance is disrupted — more bone is broken down
than is made. Prince Salman was made by Oil Revenues all illegal via Jimmy Carter.
Fewer Bone Saw Murders, Prince Salman War Crime Trials in Geneva next to his
Geneva Palace. A panel of UN member Nations, who voted to approve the drug, the
War Crime Trials over Illegal Oil Revenues. WHO + UNICEF will profit from the
Most! “And it is something we really need.” MD High Schools too! by Gina Kolata,
writes about science and medicine.

4-10-2019 "The image, of a lopsided ring of light surrounding a dark circle deep in
the heart of the galaxy known as Messier 87, some 55 million light-years away
from here, resembled the Eye of Sauron, a reminder yet again of the power and
malevolence of nature. It is a smoke ring framing a one-way portal to 12 Trillion
Galaxies, Exodus by Jews on Earth, Time is Now! Black Hole of Crude Oil Profits
will pay for Exodus. Gravity so strong has to belong to the Jew Hero Driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

4-10-2019 This is what happens when the FBI has knee pain on their Key West
Vacation. "In Florida, Willie McNeal IV, the owner and chief executive of two
telemedicine companies, hired health care providers and then paid them to
prescribe braces for Medicare beneficiaries regardless of whether it was medically
necessary, according to an indictment. Mr. McNeal would then receive illegal
kickbacks in exchange for ordering those braces, the indictment said. Mr. McNeal,
42, facilitated the submission of fraudulent Medicare claims worth nearly $250
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million. The alleged scheme was investigated by the F.B.I. and the Department of
Health and Human Services inspector general, and is being prosecuted by the
Justice Department. The I.R.S. and 17 United States attorney’s offices also took
part in the crackdown... next job is Bone Saw Murders 100's.

4-10-2019 China, India, Pakistan, USA, New York City Is Requiring Vaccinations
Against Measles. Can Officials Do That? Mandatory vaccination is rare, but it has
been done — and upheld by the courts. While judges have allowed health officials
to fine citizens for refusing, forced vaccinations are highly unusual.

4-10-2019 Oak Ridge, Tenn., a secret city where uranium was enriched for the
bombs that fell on Hiroshima and Nagasaki... lets hope Boeing is secretly building a
fleet of 2019 Ford windmillCAR's in secret.
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4-10-2019 China year of the pig cooked in smoke, I hope not. The world’s first
spiral ham slicer — a contraption that would become one of the world’s great ham
innovations... of Bone Saw Pig Farmers killing people with 'pigs' did they ever hear
from their Doctor, yest of course they did same as Trump selling Heart attack
burgers, even today after the NY Times said Heart Attack Burger's cause heart
attacks. Kids at the MD High School are the only one's on Earth who can stop
Mom and Dad from dying from a heart attack like Howard Hughes farther did when
Howard Hughes was 19 years old in a Texas High School.

4-10-2019 Bone Saw Prince, Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights foundation
eventually put up the bail to free Mr. Hernandez, saying that Mr. Hernandez’s
case exemplified the injustice of cash bail. (This year, the Legislature eliminated
cash bail for most misdemeanors and nonviolent felonies.) GPS Google Map tracking
him and his iPhone... Robert Kennedy Jr arrested for 'buying the Judge who took
5 kids away from Mary Kennedy, Gina has the audio and video of this.

4-10-2019 Teddy Kennedy bullied Jimmy Carter in 1980, made $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues for Bob.

4-10-2019 Gate to Hell; Global Witness called on the Trump Organization to
clarify whether it was continuing to receive maintenance fees on Unit 32G, “as
there is a risk that these companies may be currently enabling money laundering of
public funds embezzled by the Congolese president’s daughter and benefitting from
those illicit funds.” Peter Jones, one of the authors of the report, called on the
Justice Department to join French law enforcement and consider seizing the
apartment because it appeared to have been purchased with embezzled money.
Trump or Bill Gates dead from a heart attack would put this Trump condo 32G in
the trash news. Global Witness of millions of heart attacks just in 2019 would be
up there with the NY Times headlines on Jewish Measles in NYC today. Congo
belongs to France still via Total Oil Company in Paris. Like BP Oil's British Colonies
today. Global Witness 32G in Qatar is one condo out of 40,000 Trump Towers all
2019 models with the newest GE appliances and iPhone chargers. Comcast too.
Global Witness today is looking at the Black Hole Picture and thinking how can
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gravity be so strong and not get a Gravity Engine Car built by NASA scientiest or
the Los Alamos scientists who wrote the Secret file on Greg's Amazon Book... grin!

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Gravity Engine Car
Invention on Amazon 1 Click. A black hole is the region around an extremely
compact clump of matter whose intense gravitational force so powerfully... if so
lets invent and build the Gravity Engine CAR!

4-9-2019 Oil Fools in Paris. When a third of Paris went car-free for a day. No
One in Paris clicked on 1 Click Amazon IP for inventing the Gravity Engine Car's,
why? Oil Cancer in the Brain!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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4-9-2019 Fools at Amazon! "Greg questions Amazon A.I. Experts not selling a copy
of my book to everyone at West Point... A.I. Experts Question Amazon Sales.

To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage in the USA...

To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage in the USA...

4-9-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... Disney Movie of
Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) which has developed many pioneering
medications and treatments. Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks!!

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Gravity Engine Car
Invention on Amazon 1 Click. A black hole is the region around an extremely
compact clump of matter whose intense gravitational force so powerfully... if so
lets invent and build the Gravity Engine CAR!

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Disney Movies many more
than Star Wars, grin!!!!!!!!

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" National Medical School"
Doha last week National Museum of Qatar, featuring Bedouin dancers, musicians,
singers and flag-wielding horseback riders. When 200 Saudi Citizens are in the
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USA for Cancer Cure Today. War between Qatar and Saudi Arabia!! Cancer War in
the USA was lost because of Qatar Riches beyond belief of $777 Trillion dollars.
And they murdered the Jew with a Bone Saw driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Mecca + Manhattan!

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" National Medical School"
Doha last week, to mix with Qatari dignitaries and socialites and act as judges for
the inaugural Fashion Trust Arabia prize. Twenty-four hours earlier, the same
group — alongside the artist Jeff Koons and the soccer manager José Mourinho, as
well as celebrities including Johnny Depp and Sonam Kapoor — had attended a starspangled opening event for the new National Museum of Qatar, featuring Bedouin
dancers, musicians, singers and flag-wielding horseback riders.

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Then Today Even camels
were not spared the politics: 12,000 Qatari animals were forcibly repatriated,
while millions died from Breast-Ovary Cancers in the USA not repatriated at the
Yale Key West Medical School Cancer Rx Cure Center.

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Riyadh and Abu Dhabi
accused Qatar of supporting the Qatar Trump Casino's world wide $$$. And
assisting some popular movements Russian Vodka, Cuban Cigars, Trump Heart
Attack Burgers, Fine French Wine's that cause

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Qatar has painted the
dispute as a drive by bullying neighbors to crush them same as Trump the bully for
Kim and South Korea End to the Korean War on Sept. 18, 2019. Millions have died
from cancer since the End to Korean War documents were sanctioned by the USA
1984 HQ white guys!
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4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" catalyst to Ivanka's
breast-ovary cancer Rx Recipe Cure was a No by Trump, like Biden he will kill his
son daughter for the glory of war! Trump has invested in its military, $13 Billion
for one Carrier and another $13 Billion for one of hundreds of USS Jimmy Carter
Nuke Subs. MIT War Toys Cheating 5 billion out of the 2019 Ford windmillCAR
drive and clean air.

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Jimmy Carter and wife
Rosalynn Rethink the 'Death Penalty in Creation, and Its Politics with the Nobel
Peace Prize Con and killing the 2019 and 1980 Ford WindmillCAR, sin and sin both
Cardinal Sins!

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Jew Hero will confiscate
$777 Trillion from Qatar for a Rx Recipe Cure. Qatar developed a London property
portfolio larger than that of Queen Elizabeth II of Britain, according to a report
in The Telegraph. The jewel in that portfolio is the Shard, the tallest building in
western Europe. Jew Hero will drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into BP Oil's Royal
Banks too.
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4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Pink Ivanka pawn in a
geopolitical battle between Oil Kings, oil Prince's! All from Miami, Cuba gas station
hold ups.

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Qatar + Saudi Arabia
foreign workers who make up 88 percent of the country’s populations of 2.4 million
people. Million Sex Slaves in Qatar and Saudi Arabia and Yale New Haven never
writes this up in the Student Newspaper. Censored by Kerry and his inner circle at
the State Dept.

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" London war crimes! "Ralph
& Russo, a couture house based in London, opened its biggest boutique in the world
at the Lagoona Mall in Doha. Measuring more than 3,000 square feet, it is
decorated in silver, alabaster, light beige and rose gold with a colossal mirrored
Murano glass chandelier as a centerpiece."
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4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Qatar, Dubai, where Bill
and Melinda Gates have a second home not Key West, grin. Qatar continues to hold
very big ambitions to sell Tim Cook and Jeff Boszo a second home next to Bill and
Melinda. Jimmy Carter and Rosalynn too.

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" "It is unfortunate that in
this day and age, some individuals can hinder the course of progress and prosperity
for millions of people without being held accountable for their whimsical and
detrimental actions. We, on the other hand, have chosen not to follow suit.” This
comes from the mentality of gas station robbers flying back from Miami, Cuba to
Qatar. by Sheikha Al Mayassa. She Talked Trump into $4 a gallon gas on the 4th
of July USA.

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Macron’s Great Debate
Finds What France Wants: Lower Taxes, No Cuts to Services. Macron’s Great
Debate on the cause of cancers and birth defects via pollution in Paris and clean
air all these decades in Paris with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's.

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Four Americans Killed in
Afghan Blast, Despite U.S.-Brokered Peace Talks. Con games in War. Spy Game
II movie was censored by these top brass in the Peace Talks as they knew the
ending before it was written. Five more will be killed next week. Only one war
weapon will win the Afghan war, the 2019 Ford windmillCAR and Bush in Texas will
not let this happen $$$. Bush has killed 500,000 Moslems for 9/11 revenge and is
not over. Bankrupt Mecca with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR would bankrupt Texas
too! Not a option by Bush. Rethink the cosmos and our place in it, cure cancer with
a Rx Recipe hacked from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets.
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4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" Gravity Engine Car
Invention on Amazon 1 Click. A black hole is the region around an extremely
compact clump of matter whose intense gravitational force so powerfully... if so
lets invent and build the Gravity Engine CAR!

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" "She must Never engage in
a relationship that could be defined as having a significant other. (In her case, a
so-called “boyfriend.”) Never allow yourself to become close enough to another
that their actions or in actions might cause you (any amount of) distress" Editors
@ NY Times 1984 Quoting George Orwell Today. To Have Have Not the Choice of
Polygamous Marriage in the USA... not at the NY Times. Playing episodes of the
television show “Stargate” because she could not resist science fiction. Real world
1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects, 400 times the speed of light
invention project on Amazon. No but you can buy all the seasons of Stargate.

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure" No Sense of millions killed
by Gen. Khalifa Hifter, who claimed credit for the attack on Mitiga International
Airport, as a battle for control of Tripoli continued today. Spy Game II the Movie
and 1984 II the Movie, not on YouTube but you can watch Hughes in the Aviator
for $13.99.

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-iPhone Max Smoke Detectors with Motion
Detection and 911 AI Calls" Teenagers Charged With Setting Fire to Shakespeare
Theater in Connecticut" "The fire in January reduced the historic building, opened
in 1955, to a smoldering mound of mangled steel." By JULIA JACOBS Teens will
always sent something on fire!

4-9-2019 Oil Fools in Paris. When a third of Paris went car-free for a day. No
One in Paris clicked on 1 Click Amazon IP for inventing the Gravity Engine Car's,
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why? Oil Cancer in the Brain!

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Cancer Rx Cure Speed Records by Navy
pilots! Howard Hughes in the Movie Aviator Hepburn Inspired Woo Her" Yale Key
West Medical Students will have a Island 10 miles off Key West, Grin. "Wolkowsky
estate donates island" By Timothy O'Hara Key West Citizen. The estate of David
Wolkowsky has donated Ballast Key and it will be forever protected from future
development through a partnership with The Nature Conversancy and the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. The Nature Conversancy had been working with Wolkowsky in
the several years before his death last September to set the offshore island aside
for researchers and scientists to stay there and use as a base of operations, said
Chris Bergh, director of conservation for South Florida. Posthumously, the Nature
Conversancy and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which oversees the Key West
National Wildlife Refuge, were able to secure an agreement in which the Fish and
Wildlife Service will own the island, roughly nine miles off Key West, and The
Nature Conversancy will manage the island and the house and guest house on it as a
research facility, Bergh said. tohara@keysnews.com

4-9-2019 Fools "Repair-Prosperity-to-Wooing her. But what does woo her gentle
Paris mean. Meaning: But go ahead and charm her, gentle Paris; make her love you.
My permission is only part of her decision. If she agrees to marry you, my blessing
and fair words will confirm her choice. 352 mph Fastest Inventor on Earth.
Electrical tape on the 2019 Ford Windmillcar. Passover not it's time for Exodus to
Sirius! Jew's Election.
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4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” MD's, Dentists, Oral Surgeons could have 99%
of the Rx they write in stock and do a coup on all. Quality of life for Americans
would be the MD's as the delivery Doctors so the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will
most likely kill this idea off. Qatar Prince is the only one thinks to raise his
Citizens quality of life when ever he can. He knows leaving the Dentists for CVS
pain pill is not a quality of life drive, our 2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA could
care less they will drive to the Qatar Trump Casino after a CVS visit.
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4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” Starbucks with iMac's and MacBook Pro's at
every table. Genius Tutor Techs making many more time's as much as the Barista's
$$$ Inventions go with our Quality of life! 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects specs...

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” "Making High School Fun Again" MD High
School's would be ludicrous starting kids on a Nobel in Medicine. The Navy wants
Jimmy Carter Jr for generations and generations of Nobel Peace Prize and MD
High school's would sink the Navy getting Dr. Jimmy Carter MD to sit in a sub for
6 months with Nuclear radiation even a non MD knows goes through your body like
a x-ray. Futuristic MD's will not be anything like today's MD's. Comcast app will
monitor your vials.

4-8-2019 Fools like Jimmy Carter and wife Rosalynn Rethink his Death Penalty for
driving a gas engine car in times of gravity engine cars. Politics of what gets
invented is centuries old. This is why the Pope built the Vatican Dungeons.
Democrats Rethink the Death Penalty, and Its Politics" New York Times!!

Nurse Xi taking your reason for coming to see the MD, like Amazon Cashier less
Check in to the Doctors.
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Nurse Xi taking your reason for coming to see the MD, like Amazon Cashier less
Check in to the Doctors.

Amazon and Whole Foods no cashiers and a monitor to replace the check in nurse
at the MD or your iPhone on the drive in. Your medical records folder in the door
slot is like Starbucks writing on cups. Yes Starbucks will be at all MD High
Schools. Perk of being a MD student. Grin.

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” "Catholic leaders. Catholic Leaders in Japan to
Conduct Survey on Sexual Abuse. The leader of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of
Japan shared the plan during a gathering in Tokyo of men who said they had been
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abused by members of the clergy as children." By MAKIKO INOUE and MIKE IVES
Tokyo air pollution is what the Catholic Leaders should be checking and making this
the news story in the NY Times. Pope Francis is in the Dungeon over Special
Olympics birth defects from Tokyo car makers not making the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's.

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” "1984" to reflect on 12 Trillion Galaxies, Star
Wars, Ivanks and Steve Jobs Nobel's. Small Fry Lisa Jobs in Ivanka's 'Class the
MD High School.'

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” With Tactics From Tobacco Litigation “Right-torepair” is a bit of a misnomer... “Right-to-repair” Special Olympics Birth defects
from Diesel and gasoline exhaust, Pope Francis was in the Vatican Dungeon
yesterday playing Dungeons and Dragons with Special Olympics kids. “Right-torepair” Will only come from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... in Marriage. Repair
Prince Salman with 3 Wife's and Robert Kennedy Jr who hanged Mary Kennedy in
the Kennedy Barn! Domestic 911 calls and 9/11 calls both missed the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR in our Habitat for Humanity because of Commander Jimmy Carter US
Navy. “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a miscall in giving out the Nobel Peace Prize,
not the Nobel in Medicine. “Right-to-repair” the Nobel Peace Prize and add 1,001
Nobels in Medicine a Year. Give out a Nobel in Medicine every Month just to keep
it in the Headlines and front page of the Times!

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... "Social Studies Battle
Turns on the Nation’s Values" "Michigan spent five years debating how to teach
American history. One of the biggest questions was how to describe the nation’s
government... 1984 made public."
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4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... "Medical Studies for a
Nation USA on the War Path for 1,001 Nobel in Medicine a Year. Making Jimmy
Carters Navy Nobel in Medicine a War Crime. Cheating at Yale now cheating at a
Nobel Peace Prize when there has not been any Peace since Vietnam.

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... Summer Camp to
Summer Camp MD. Amazon Summer Camp 1 Click would be nice! Can Doctors Talk
Teenagers Out of Risky Drinking? "The answer is worth knowing. The research is
lacking. The Upshot Amazon MD Camp and MD High School can! The Futuristic no
smoking no drinking society of Star Wars 1984 will gain with the dead making
headlines instead of the binge drinking articles. Dead Drunks who are really dead
pictured on the front page of the NY Times and Washington Post. Censored today
by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... Four Wife's in a
polygamous marriage can talk the Husband out of drinking and smoking!
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4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... Three Moslems wife's
tried to talk Prince Salman from taking his bone saw around the world killing
journalists at the Washington Post. What will happen to these 3 widows when
Prince Salman is dead?

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... How Rupert Murdoch’s
Empire of Influence Remade the World without Gravity and God!

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... Editorial NY Times
Today. "Truth, Censorship and the Government and God" Editors at the Times
censored out $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. I wouldn't have mentioned this but it's
riches beyond belief and Mecca has most of it today when it really belongs to the
USA. Jimmy Carter gave it away to Allah in 1980. He was bullied by Teddy
Kennedy and others from Texas, Bush! God is watching failed Pope Francis as $777
Trillion in Oil Money was riches beyond belief for the Pope's since Jimmy Carter
was President. Today NASA did the math and gave us 12 Trillion galaxies and even
more Jewish Aliens. Still the War's go on without Star Wars and a cure for pink
cancers. War on Cancer, Pink smokes like some drunk Russian with his Vodka at
Putin's home. Drunk on Money $$$. The end of Earth was in the NY Times this
weekend. A ember burned by a White Dwarf Sun. Maybe they should have written
about burned out fiery wrecks on the highways today, every day and no one
stopping to help end gas stations world wide. Will the Israeli ‘King’ with a bone saw
keep killing the Jew Hero Driver of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's on his way to
Mecca? Yes for now he will. The Rabbi asked me who is going to stop me, the King
of Israeli I should have told him, at the time he would never have believed me but
today he would.

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... 737 Max Jetting over
'All' of Africa. Boeing will be flying again and the Tourist Operators will read this
web and ask Boeing for some Africa Tourists features on the fix of the 737 Max.
"A Remarkable Rail Journey Into the Horn of Africa’s Past, and Future" Redford
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flying her over Africa in a 737 above the flocks of birds and close enough to see
the Lions. And Live Streaming for the Office. 737 Max fix with picture windows
and the plane banking to the right for what seems to be hours then banking to the
left. Boeing will recover, how fast?

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... "Women Have to Take
a Boat to Give Birth as Washington wars against Gravity and its Inventor."
Gravity's Inventor editorials were censored by Washington.

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... New Strategy to give
women more attraction, gravity, more women, grin.

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... BP oil, France Total Oil
Company, Exxon-Mobil; Oil Change World Wide. Change, Oil Companies Invest in
Carbon Removal, not removal of birth defects in Special Olympics Kids. This is a
war crime! Trump will not be tweeting about the Special Olympics kids again!

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... "$3,000 to Rent a
Movie? Bringing the Theater Home for the 1 Percent" By Brooks Barnes Howard
Hughes made Hell Angels and a host of other war movies. 'AVIATOR' Howard
Hughes. He was a spoilt child of a very wealthy $777 Trillion Dollar Oil family in
Texas. Howard Hughes and his impact on Hollywood, aviation, and his struggle with
mental illness over twenty years from the 1920s to the 1940s. The motion picture
starred Scorsese muse Leonardo di Caprio as Howard Hughes, Cate Blanchet as the
acclaimed actress Katherine Hepburn and Kate Beckinsale played the screen star,
Ava Gardiner. The supporting cast featured some high-profile actors who would
typically have expected to headline a movie. The Aviator, which was released on
Christmas Day was both a box-office smash and praised by critics. The movie
received eleven nominations at the Academy Awards and won seven in 2005. Hughes
Tools. This allowed him to follow his passions. The movie captures not only
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Hughes's lifestyle but shows that he used the wealth to fund his numerous
projects. The movie accurately portrays Hughes as a playboy in the roaring 1920s
and 1930s. Scorsese manages to capture the drive and brilliance of Hughes. He
was never idle and was always involved with multiple projects. The Aviator shows
that Hughes had numerous relationships with several leading Hollywood actresses.
It also showed that he had a long-term relationship with Katherine Hepburn
(Blanchet) and Ava Gardner (Beckingsdale). To a large extent, this somewhat
accurate. He did have serious relationships with Ava Gardner, and Katherine
Hepburn and the Texan did have strong feelings for both women, especially for
Hepburn. In the movie, Hepburn is shown as possibly the love of his life, and he
wanted to marry her, which may have been correct. The movie accurately shows
that Hughes was a lifelong lover of aviation and an innovative aerospace engineer.
Boeing 737 Max emails have been sent, grin. One theory surrounding Hughes was
that his problems were a result of syphilis, a sexually transmitted disease, that
can lead to severe mental health issues. The movie does not mention the Texan’s
role as a philanthropist and that he founded the world-renowned Howard Hughes
Medical Institute (HHMI) which has developed many pioneering medications and
treatments. Then when he lived as a virtual recluse in Vegas not Key West. What
happens in Vegas Stays in Vegas without a Rx Recipe Cure. Gamblers!

4-8-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer... Disney Movie of
Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) which has developed many pioneering
medications and treatments. Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks!!
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4-7-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” Starbucks with iMac's and MacBook Pro's at
every table. Genius Tutor Techs making many more time's as much as the Barista's
$$$ Inventions go to our Quality of life! 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects specs... More Repaired Starbucks on Duval Key West than Bars as Bars
can't be repaired even by the MD. Bars are a Death Sentence for millions in 2019
even in Moscow and the executioners are the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Now you
know why Disney can't make the "1984 II" movie. Grin!

4-7-2019 Fools; Pakistan's prime minister accused Trump-Ivanka of 'Breast
Cancer War Hysteria' Trump is taken from the White House in hysterics over
Ivanka's Breast-Ovary cancer torture her hysterical cries!!

4-7-2019 Fools; Jimmy Carter, Biden will not be accused of 'Brain-Skin Cancer
War Hysteria'

4-7-2019 Fools at War; Netanyahu Vows to Start Annexing West Bank, in Bid to
Rally the Right, right after he bone saw murdered all the Jew Hero Drivers of the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's to be driven into Mecca for Exodus by the Right and
Left Jews. $777 Trillion is in Mecca for the Jew Hero Drivers to confiscate from
Prince Salman. As Israel Charts a Future, Spectrum, the electroelectric magnetic
spectrum and 400 Times faster than the speed of Netanyahu comes into being Star
Wars Times. The Perverse killing war of Netanyahu killing one Moslem at time when
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR driven into Mecca will wipe them out for centuries and
take all their riches! Fools at War. Netanyahu's Meritocracy in War $$$. $777
Trillion in Oil Money is the spoils of War for the Victor and the Victor is not
Netanyahu $$$.
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4-7-2019 Fools When Gambling Seems Like a Good Con Strategy with 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ owning the Bank and NY Times editorials about the Florida Lottery.

4-7-2019 Fools Why Pope Francis can see himself in a Vatican Dungeon, because
millions of kids at the Special Olympics with birth defects from Diesel and gasoline
exhaust in Rome are "Playing Dungeons & Dragons" and Pope Francis is in the
Dungeon and the kids millions of them with birth defects are crazy mad as hell.
Write put the Pentagon West Point Generals in a CIA Dungeon for millions of
Special Olympics birth defects the kid game Dungeons & Dragons would be played in
the future on a Star Wars Enterprise ship.

4-7-2019 Fools “Right-to-repair” is a bit of a misnomer. Pope Francis and the
Pentagon don't have anyone working on Special Olympics birth defects... really no
one!! How many more kids will get Special Olympics Birth Defects in 2019 is
censored from the front page of the NY Times and Washington Post. Measles is
not censored.
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4-7-2019 Fools; "Apple and John Deere both have made some concessions. Apple
no longer threatens to void phone warranties if screens are repaired by other
companies. Last year it paid to install screen-repair machinery at 30 stores owned
by an independent retailer, Simply Mac, in parts of the country not previously
served by authorized Apple technicians. Deere has agreed to offer its manuals and
diagnostic software for sale by 2021." Late last month, Senator Elizabeth Warren
of Massachusetts, who is running for the Democratic presidential nomination,
proposed a national right-to-repair law for farm equipment. WindMill Farms with
-254 C super conductivity in their GE electric generators for 1 trillion volts and
amps. Really Farms, soybean and Peanut. No the editors didn't call Jimmy Carter
about repairs on his tractors. Senator Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts, didn't
want to ruin her job by writing Win 10 needs to be fixed by the Senate, put in the
public domain so 1,001 Nobel in Medicine a year will happen not 100K more
mosquito nets for mosquitos again and again from Win 10 and Bill and Melinda
Gates. Wrongful deaths from Mosquitos and Win 10 will cost Bill and Melinda their
fortune made using bone saws on Teachers who wanted more from Word and Excel.
They were kill like a mosquito by Bill and Melinda Gates for decades and decades
and Liz probably ran into this in the class room in her elite class, but she had
enough money to pay Bill and Melinda $543 for every computer that used Win 10
and Word.

4-7-2019 Fools; "Apple and John Deere both have made some concessions." This is
the Sunday Editorial in the NY Times. Win 10 and Bill Melinda Gates have not
made any concessions to kill every mosquito on Earth and Cure Breast-Ovary
Cancer! Fix Win 10. Apple and John Deere, Apple needs the NY Times Editors to
bankrupt Win 10. John Deere will be bought out by Boeing building heavy lift
Helicopter Combines they are fuel free Windmill Driven Combines. Fuel bill this
summer for John Deere Tractors is in the Trillions of dollars next year free
Windmill Combines. iMac's and Mac Book Pro's will design these not Win 10.

4-7-2019 Fools Fight over Oil Revenues Todays Battle Begins; $$$ "U.S. Military
Pulls Out of Libyan Capital as Rival Militias Battle. Forces under the command of
an aspiring strongman, Gen. Khalifa Hifter, advanced on Tripoli as rival factions
attacked from the air for control of the capital, the repository of Libya’s oil
revenue. By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK
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4-7-2019 Fools; "Antibiotics are dispensed with no prescription required on the
streets for the sick. $1K ER visit the MD would dispense the same and if a
bacteria not a virus others would not be infected. As it stands now the sick on the
street will infect the cop, the good sam women walking by, everyone they cone in
contact with and this is not a Boeing 737 flight to Paris. Yes there are 100's of
sick people walking around Paris infecting other. Antibiotics are dispensed with no
prescription would save more lives than deaths caused." By ANDREW JACOBS and
MATT RICHTEL "Pharmaceutical delivery apps like Capsule offer an alternative to
CVS and Walgreen drugstores. Whether they could spell the end to commercial
chains is up for debate." By BRITTA LOKTING MD's, Dentists, Oral Surgeons
could have 99% of the Rx they write in stock and do a coup on all. Quality of life
for Americans would be the MD's as the delivery Doctors so the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ will most likely kill this idea off. Qatar Prince is the only one thinks to
raise his Citizens quality of life when ever he can.

4-7-2019 Fools; Label "Heart Attack Burger" will be required on all burger's at
the Yale Key West Medical School, grin. "A proposal making its way through the
European Parliament would ban the use of “burger,” “steak” and “sausage” for
vegetable products."By ELISABETH MALKIN Millions of Heart Attacks in 2019 and
the European Parliament will not ban burger's...
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4-7-2019 Fools; Pakistan's prime minister accused Trump-Ivanka of 'Breast
Cancer War Hysteria' Trump is taken from the White House in hysterics over
Ivanka's Breast-Overy cancer torture her hysterical cries!!

4-7-2019 Fools; Pakistan's prime minister accused India of 'war hysteria' after
the US shut down its F-16 shoot down story. Pakistan's prime minister blamed
India's ruling Bharatiya Janata Party for "whipping up war hysteria." Trump is
taken from the White House in hysterics over Ivanka's Breast-Overy cancer
torture her hysterical cries!

4-7-2019 Fools; Pakistan's prime minister accused Trump-Ivanka of 'Breast
Cancer War Hysteria' Trump is taken from the White House in hysterics over
Ivanka's Breast-Overy cancer torture her hysterical cries!!

4-7-2019 Fools; Jimmy Carter, Biden will not be accused of 'Brain-Skin Cancer
War Hysteria'

4-7-2019 Fools; Jimmy Carter, Nobel Peace Prize when Hemingway didn't win a
Nobel Peace Prize or the NY Times woman writer in 1916 a Nurse in WW I.
Hemingway published “A Farewell to Arms” in 1929 – long before he even graduated
high school and left home to volunteer as an ambulance driver in Italy – La Motte
wrote a collection of interrelated stories titled “The Backwash of War.” Published
in the fall of 1916, as the war advanced into its third year, the book is based
upon La Motte’s experience working at a French field hospital on the Western
Front. “There are many people to write you of the noble side, the heroic side, the
exalted side of war,” she wrote. “I must write you of what I have seen, the other
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side, the backwash.” “The Backwash of War” was immediately banned in England
and France for its criticism of the ongoing war. Two years and multiple printings
later – after being hailed as “immortal” and America’s greatest work of war writing
– it was deemed damaging to morale and also censored in wartime America. La
Motte and Gertrude Stein Together with the famous avant-garde writer Gertrude
Stein, La Motte seems to have influenced what we now think of as Hemingway’s
signature style – his spare, “masculine” prose. Gertrude Stein – who would go on to
mentor Hemingway – was close friends with La Motte. Without a doubt Stein read
her beloved friend’s book; in fact, her personal copy of “The Backwash of War” is
presently archived at Yale University. No one not even Kerry read her copy at
Yale. Yale those who read it brought back the ROTC after it was kicked off
campus during Vietnam War. This is why no one won the Nobel Peace Prize from
these books so now the NY Times wants a Nobel Peace Prize when the writers all
failed, Yale failed too. Gertrude Stein, in Paris with Hemingway failed to win the
Nobel Peace Prize. In the early 1920s Gertrude Stein’s literary salon attracted
many of the emerging postwar writers, whom she famously labeled the “Lost
Generation.” Among those who most eagerly sought Stein’s advice was Hemingway,
whose style she significantly influenced. “Gertrude Stein was always right,”
Hemingway once told a friend. She served as his mentor and became godmother to
his son. Much of Hemingway’s early writing focused on the recent war. “Cut out
words. Cut everything out,” Stein counseled him, “except what you saw, what
happened.” Stein showed Hemingway her copy of “The Backwash of War” as an
example of admirable war writing. At the very least, she passed along what she
had learned from reading La Motte’s work. Whether due to censorship, sexism or a
toxic combination of the two, La Motte was silenced and forgotten. It’s time to
return “The Backwash of War” to its proper perch as a seminal example of war
writing. Cynthia Wachtell is the editor of a new edition of: The Backwash of War:
An Extraordinary American Nurse in World War IThe Conversation Johns Hopkins
University Press provides funding. Jimmy Carter will get his second Nobel Peace
Prize in 2019. Bought by the Navy not Stein in Paris as Paris is owned by the
Total Oil Company & War Toys Inc.
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4-6-2019 Fools at Amazon! Bezos Finalize Divorce Details... not the cause-effects
of Marriage and Divorce. Will they each write a Amazon Book Kindle one too. Jeff
get a MD wife in a polygamous marriage to save your life, code blue Jeff.

4-6-2019 Fools at The Divorce Investigations, Art of the Diagnosis. Would a
Polygamous Marriage 4 Wife's have saved their marriage. How about the Gravity
Engine or the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's? Jeff Bezos, Amazon C.E.O., and
MacKenzie Bezos Finalize Divorce Details... not the cause-effects of Marriage and
Divorce. Will they each write a Amazon Book Kindle one too. MD wife Jeff?

To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage in the USA...

4-6-2019 Trump, with 2 Wifes tweets something about his BF Prince Salman has 3
Wifes, Grin!
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To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage in the USA... to brainstorm
many Nobels in Medicine!!

4-6-2019 Trump, with 2 Wifes tweets something about his BF Prince Salman has 3
Wifes, Grin!

4-6-2019 Fools at Amazon! Originally barred public mention of what happened at
C.I.A. prisons. Now a key question is what evidence terrorism suspects can use as
the cases inch forward. By CAROL ROSENBERG
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4-6-2019 Fools at Amazon! Originally barred public mention of what happened at
C.I.A. prisons. The 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Secret files on Jimmy Carter, to
Bush, to Trumps wind cancer tweets. Yes these torture videos will be on YouTube
just like all the Berlin WW II torture movies are on the Tuner Broadcasting
Network. Yes how foolish to think you can torture and it not be on CNN and TBS.

4-6-2019 Fools at Amazon! Originally barred public mention of what happened at
C.I.A. prisons, Ivanka tortured videos play like the Original Steve Jobs Cancer
Torture Videos. Trump is taken from the White House in hysterics over Ivanka's
Breast-Overy cancer torture her hysterical cries by Jimmy Carter and the Navy
who bombed the Yale Key West Medical School in 2011 in Key West.

4-6-2019 Fools at the NY Times; Assert the right to keep 700 beheading in
Mecca today, this year 2019 private. 2 people arrested in Saudi Arabia was on the
front page of the NY Times yesterday.

4-6-2019 April Fools; Trump needs a Cadaver for his 'Class' at the Military
School he went to and West Point Cadets will be Cadaver Fools when they find the
Top Brass are all MD's grads of the Yale Key West Medical School.

4-6-2019 MD wife Jeff, Trump, Greg in Key West...

4-6-2019 April Fools; Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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4-6-2019 April Fools; Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$

4-6-2019 April Fools; McCain + Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in
Vietnam... Grapple With Legacy of Genocide and Questions of Blame for Wars,
losing the war on Breast-Ovary Cancers. Millions dead in Vietnam from cancer +
diseases. A War Crime! Gas War, 1 million new gas stations in Vietnam in 2019
sold by Trump-Salman Oil Company. Windmill noise cause cancer Trumps Orders!
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4-6-2019 Fools at Amazon! Grapple With Legacy of Genocide and Questions of
Blame for Wars win over Star Wars Exodus to Sirius. Beam me up 150 passengers
on 2 Boeing Jets. Star Wars Technology all lost because they went to war.
Astronomers Find a Chunk of Planet Around a Distant, Dead Star Earth Face it...
which lies 410 light-years away and exploded 100 million years ago. In a shard of
galactic archaeology that offers a less-than-inviting hint at our own future!! A
white dwarf is the end product left behind when a star as large as the sun or
slightly bigger runs out of fuel, expires and eventually shrinks into a dense ember
about the size of Earth. The universe is littered with these dense, cooling
tombstones."

4-6-2019 Fools at the Pentagon; Earth a ember about the size of a fiery car
wreck. The universe is littered with these dense, cooling tombstones."

4-6-2019 Fools like Biden; Joe Biden Jokes About Hugging Breast in a Speech,
Then Offers a Mixed Apology for his War Hero son's Moon Shot to cure brain
cancer. He will bring Steve Jobs back from the dead for Small Fry Lisa. War not
War on Cancer is what Biden was Hugging, mentally ill with war be killed his own
son in war instead of cheating paying Yale Medical School New Haven to make him
a MD not a Warrior.

4-6-2019 Fools in Baghdad in The Latest in Military Strategy: Mindfulness by the
Generals counting the $300 million a week sent home from Oil Revenues when the
wife and daughter in law have Breast-Ovary Cancers. Brain Cancer the cousin has
this and the few who are in Special Olympics. Mind full by the Generals in
Baghdad.
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4-6-2019 Fools and their French Wine; Chinese Settle Into French Vineyards. Xi
didn't cheat to get into Yale Key West Medical School he refused to go to any
Medical School. Send 1 million Chinese to Medical School was not offered by
Trump, 1 million new gas stations and 1 million bottles of wine was.

4-6-2019 Fools like Jimmy Carter with skin cancer + brain cancer. Prisoners of
Conscience, oh board the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub not the JC Medical School
built in the middle of a Peanut Plantation for $13 Trillion dollars. Habitat for
Humanity not something Jimmy Carter gave us for blood money for all the gasoline
deaths in fiery wrecks. Jimmy Carter is a savage plantation owner killing his slaves
stealing gasoline...

4-6-2019 Fools Trump Oil Company; New U.S. Sanctions Seek to Block Venezuelan
Oil Shipments to Cuba $$$ Jew Hero is trying to block $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues spending by Mecca. Who will win all the $777 Trillions in oil revenues, not
WHO at the UN. They have been sanctioned from using this to cure all diseases
and cancer by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

4-6-2019 Fools in New York; Gov. Andrew Cuomo of New York approved landmark
legislation creating a commission to investigate misconduct by prosecutors. District
attorneys vowed to fight it in court." By JAN RANSOM and ASHLEY SOUTHALL
Cuomo drives by fiery wrecks without stopping to help end gas stations world wide!
2 White Men censor fiery wrecks in the news, Cuomo knows about this. Gas Station
hold ups in New York are classified by Cuomo. Starbucks NY renovations installing
millions of iMac's @ $18,384 have shattered a formerly quiet minds not working on
1,001 inventions but on Facebook time killers. "Body Found in Storage Unit Is
Identified as Missing Teacher. Her Husband Is Charged With Murder." Mary
Trump is beaten and robbed in Queens today, she dies months later from the
attack, there were 100's of Mary Trumps in Cuomo's New York. Cuomo was at the
Casino. Really!! ‘Oh, Hi There.’ Forest Cam Captures the Secret Lives of Animals."
Queens Cam Capturing the Secret Lives of Animal Attackers on Cam and GPS on
their iPhone. War!
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4-6-2019 Fools Cuomo was at the New York Casino; “Unlike alcohol or opioids,
phones aren’t an addictive substance so much as Florida Lottery Tickets that cost
Apple sales of iMac and Mac Book Pro over $10 billion in lost sales just from the
Florida Lottery Scam Con Game that lost humanity 1,001 Nobels.

4-6-2019 Spelling Bee at the NY Times; Mostly, I send what I consider important
messages into the ether and I get them back; I read The New York Times and The
Washington Post, as I always have; I use Slack to talk to my co-workers, and
that’s certainly useful; I check my Google calendar to find out where I should be;
I write ideas and notes for columns and podcasts and more; and, best of all these
days, I rent scooters... in Key West reading Greg every day thinking of winning
the White House or the NY Times spelling bee with a Rx Recipe Latte perfect
memories. I’m a Tech Addict and I’m Not Ashamed. Lots of people have talked
about the downsides of tech. But something can be convenient and good for you at
the same time." By Kara Swisher

4-6-2019 "Fools The rise of C. auris has been little publicized in part because it is
so new. But also, outbreaks have at times been played down or kept confidential by
hospitals, doctors, even governments. Some hospitals and medical professionals
argue that because precautions are taken to prevent the spread, publicizing an
outbreak would scare people unnecessarily!!" Gravity Systems Have Failed Humanity
@ NY Times. Falling, failing, humanity rise of the headlines about... wind noise
causing cancer proves the NY Times is Dead to Exodus to Sirius and Driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Freedom Towers is not a
Medical School because the NY Times killed this and millions of patients who it
would have saved their lives, this is a war crime! If so, it is reasonable to request
that proper “infection control” precautions are taken on the front page picture of
Sunday NY Times on 4-7-2019.

4-6-2019 Fools Israel's coming election will give the winner control over a booming
gasoline economy with no Exodus to Sirius and no $777 trillion confiscated from
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Mecca for the Jews Exodus!!

4-6-2019 "Fools; Military Senators who refused Yale Medical School admission for
the easy life; As Freshman Democrats, Veterans Occasionally Frustrate Their
Party. Their military backgrounds have made them among the most moderate
members of a caucus in which there is increasing pressure to slide firmly to the
left.

4-6-2019 Fools at the NY Times; "Kick-Start Your Reading Habit With Bite-Sized
Books. Smarter Living Section in our Times when the editors top brass know we
need 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius
techs to get started building the gravity engine cars. iPod Size GE micro electric
generator Times will be coming soon. Your window A/C will be the size of a Mac
Book Pro you open and get A/C. Bite sized inventions without 1 Click Amazon links,
spin off's will be Big Mac's with 1 Click Amazon.

4-6-2019 Fools at the French Cooking School; This is a New NYC restaurant, what
should we Name it? "Eat Veggies: Study Finds Poor Diets Linked to 1 in 5 Deaths.
Researchers found that consuming vegetables, fruit, fish and whole grains was
strongly associated with a longer life." "Roulette Restaurant 1 in 5 Deaths Menu"

4-6-2019 "Roulette Restaurant 1 in 5 Deaths Menu" a new NYC Restaurant. Right
side of the Menu cause of 4 deaths, left side of the Menu the 1 who is still alive.
Trump is already tweeting Heart Attack Burgers + Bacon are the Best things on
the White House Menu. Mom's recipe she got from Edda Servi Machlin’s “Classic
Cuisine of the Italian Jews.” Ms. Machlin’s recipe called for eye of round as the
beef to be pot-roasted. But my mother always used brisket, which works equally
well and seems more fitting for the Passover table. I made several changes to my
mother’s recipe, both to deepen the flavor and to lighten it up. Dr. Lisa MD will
also make changes to this Passover Recipe. Menu of the MD who didn't bribe Yale
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to get the best life saving menu into the Passover Cook Book or the NY Times
Passover Recipes.

To Have Have Not the Choice of Polygamous Marriage in the USA... to brainstorm
many Jewish Nobels in Medicine with the Rabbi MD.

4-5-2019 His right... felt as if it were the size of a baseball! No not Bezos.
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4-5-2019 His right... felt as if it were the size of a baseball!

4-5-2019 Fools at Amazon! "Greg questions Amazon A.I. Experts not selling a copy
of my book to everyone at West Point... A.I. Experts Question Amazon’s FacialRecognition Technology. Generals Question Diesel and Gasoline Engine Cars and
trucks in the Pentagon's garage!" By CADE METZ and NATASHAi SINGER Yes
Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure Recognition Technology has not even begun at
Amazon AI HQ. Think about the infrastructure gravity engine cars require to be
invented. This is not Oppenheimer at Los Alamos it's Starbucks world wide all
100,000 with a iMac @ $18,384 18 core Intel Xeon and app written for
brainstorming a gravity engine. 1 Click Amazon is required not just for prime
members as 1,001 links to specs and genius tutors will be working hard thinking!
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“She opens Instagram 42 times a day!

She opens InventBook 43 times a day... she has a iMac!
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“She opens Instagram 42 times a day!

She opens InventBook 43 times a day... she has a iMac!

4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations at the Vatican, Pope Francis in a
Vatican Dungeon. Over and over you can hear the Pope on live streaming saying
Exodus Sirius, Exodus Sirius Damn Jews!! Vatican is Ground Zero for Nuclear War
or Exodus by the Jews. Disease's from all the abuse by the Priest must be clean
up by the Yale Key West Medical School, Yale New Haven Cheated God out of a Rx
Recipe Cure for all these Diseases spread by Priest and its more than just Mumps
grin. "Memorial Sloan Kettering Leaders Violated Conflict-of-Interest Rules,
Report Finds." A policy review follows months of turmoil at the cancer center,
which pledged an overhaul, including new rules on public disclosure and limits on
outside profits.

4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations; Turm-oil at the cancer center
"Memorial Sloan Kettering Leaders Violated Conflict-of-Interest Rules, Report
Finds." Vatican Violated Conflict-of-Interest in getting a Rx Recipe Cure for
Breast-Ovary Cancers via Starbucks Pink Latte. No one at the Vatican today is
working on 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Rx Recipes all Hacked by Gina at the
CIA.

4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations That Sprouted From A Georgia
Peanut Plantation Next to a Georgia Tobacco Plantation from 1980 to 2019. USS
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Nuke Sub cost $14 Trillion dollars, a lot of Peanuts and caused 1,001 Star Wars
Exodus to Sirius Inventions not to Sprout, a war crime.

4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations for the Bone Saw Prince and his
Russian Best Friend, High Five!! Epic Berlin WW II War Crime Trials talking place
today in the Ruins of Mecca. King Lear King Salman the Last King of Saudi Arabia.
“There has never been such a situation before in the world,” But for Henry VIII
and Prince Harry. The last King of England! This will increase the chance of survival
of Earth and 5 billion people, really. President Vladimir V. Putin ordered a special
commission to determine their fate, 5 billion people vs Prince Salman. One or the
other.

4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations; Trumps Special Olympics birth
defects and cancers. Change: Debating the Best Fix by the Senate Oil Men. Jimmy
Carter has been debating kids birth defects since 1980 and today said God is at
peace with his decisions. I think the brain cancer came to this verdict. Skin cancer
diagnosis of kid today will not be on the front page of the NY Times tomorrow with
pictures of the skin cancers. Charge of Lying to F.B.I. Charges of Lying to God.
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4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations; 700 beheading in Mecca in 2019
and the NY Times reports on 2 Arrest. Fool you the editors at the Times thinks. 2
U.S. Dual Citizens Held in Saudi Crackdown on Dissent, Rights Groups Say. At
least eight intellectuals, writers or activists have been arrested in Saudi Arabia in
recent days, including two with American as well as Saudi citizenship, the groups
said on Friday. By VIVIAN YEE and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 700 beheading in
Mecca in 2019 and the NY Times reports on 2 Arrest. Fool you the editors at the
Times thinks. "The Sultan of Brunei: Opulence, Power and Hard-Line Islam" Jew
hero was murdered by the Top Brass before he could drive the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Burnei and Mecca. Sultan Hassanal Bolkiah of Brunei is a vastly
wealthy monarch with a hard-line view of Islam. Thanks to the British Brunei was
already fantastically wealthy thanks to its oil resources. BP Oil is here! Highest
per-capita incomes of any nation, about $48,650 a year in today’s dollars. Queen
Elizabeth killed this $49K for everyone in England. Why would she do this but give
it to Brunei Citizens? Mexico Oil Men did the same but they spent their oil $$$ at
the Qatar Trump Casino's, grin. 430,000 people have been given $48K a year since
Jimmy Carter cut wages at his Peanut Plantation. $48K a year for everyone in
Georgia thanks to the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR. And Jimmy thinks God will send him
and Rosalynn to Heaven. Fools in Georgia! Sultan Hassanal was regarded as one of
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the world’s richest men, and he spent accordingly. He amassed the world’s largest
collection of rare cars, including a gold-coated Rolls-Royce; built an extensive polo
complex, with around 100 ponies and a stud farm; and constructed a 1,788-room
palace, Istana Nurul Iman, the largest private home in the world. For his 50th
birthday, he hired Michael Jackson to perform. Jimmy Carter took his grand
children on several Carnival Cruise for their birthdays. No windmillcars for
Birthdays all these years and grand kids. Brunei Investment Agency, an arm of the
government, owns nine of the world’s most exclusive hotels, including the Beverly
Hills Hotel and Hotel Bel-Air in Los Angeles, the Dorchester in London and the
Hôtel Plaza Athénée in Paris.

4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations; 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's, windmill
noise caused my brain cancer Trump said talking to the Special Olympic kids.

4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations; Bill and Melinda Gates with millions
of mosquito nets as their cure for Dengue, and getting Dengue a second time... I
love women MD's, grin.

4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations; Cliff plunge that killed family of 8
ruled a murder-suicide - ruled she would not have driven off the cliff if she was
driving a new 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.

4-5-2019 ...colluded to hinder millions of iMac @ $18,384 at every Starbucks in
the USA and World Wide, Paris! ...colluded to hinder Jewish Exodus to Sirius in a
Star Wars Invention Culture paid for with $777 Trillion in oil revenues.

4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations; Volkswagen, BMW and Daimler
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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colluded to hinder clean-air technology, a European regulator said. At the same
time they hindered the cure for Pink Cancers world wide, a war crime.

At the same time they hindered the cure for Pink Cancers world wide, a war crime.

4-5-2019 Fools at The Criminal Investigations; Volkswagen, BMW and Daimler
colluded to hinder clean-air technology, a European regulator said. At the same
time they hindered the cure for Pink Cancers world wide, a war crime.

4-5-2019 Fools At the same time they hindered Star Wars Surgery Advances
building fleets of USS Jimmy Carter Subs. Instead fleets of Operating Rooms and
Art of the Diagnosis. Cheney is the only one who has gotten a heart transplant...
in the news on the front page of the NY Times. "No matter that the odds of my
dying from surgery were minuscule; I was having a hysterectomy. It was just
another way to unceremoniously throw away an object I no longer needed. My
mother had done it at 40. I was 44, her only child. She died at 68, when I was
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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38, after radiation damage from her cancer treatments decades earlier. I wished
I could talk to her about all this, but mostly I was trying to keep myself busy. I
was my own bad joke. How could I not have seen what I was doing?"

4-5-2019 “You look distraught,” he said.

“I lost my ring.”

“Your wedding ring?”

“No! I’m not married.” I didn’t mask my exasperation.

Why did the wedding-ring assumption keep setting me off?

I drove to buy a new battery, and this time — another half-hour of daylight
wasted — the metal detector beeped to life. The metal-detecting needle didn’t
budge, but when we tested the machine by dropping a penny in the snow, it beeped
again. The sun was lower, I was drained, but we had a heartbeat.

But the faint beep persisted in one spot, and when I knelt down and poked my
fingers into the snow, there was my ring. I burst into tears.
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4-5-2019 Heart beat from the Heart Transplants, Dr. Lisa Sanders cheered...
for the thousands time. Dr. Lisa Sanders Cheered when she won the Nobel in
Medicine for the Rx Recipe that cured cancer in all stages in 8 days.

“My mom gave me this ring when I was 20,” I said. “She was diagnosed with
cancer when she was 25 and told she had a year to live.

Stars and Stripes Military Stories about the cure for cancer...

4-5-2019 InventBook Surgery Inventions 1,001 spelled out on 1 Click Amazon with
specs and genius techs; Tech: Facebook Is Desperate to Shape Tech Regulation.
Should It? women aged 18 to 34, possibly the most mobile-phone-obsessed demo
there is. Ms. Pels hopes Hearst will come up with a way to easily let readers
subscribe by text and pay with Venmo. “She opens Instagram 42 times a day,” said
Ms. Pels of the Cosmo reader. “Anything she can do on her phone, she will.”

“She opens Instagram 42 times a day,

She opens InventBook 43 times a day...
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“She opens Instagram 42 times a day,

She opens InventBook 43 times a day...
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4-5-2019 Apocalypse Next? Astronomers Find a Chunk of Planet Around a Distant,
Dead Star Earth Face it... which lies 410 light-years away and exploded 100
million years ago. In a shard of galactic archaeology that offers a less-thaninviting hint at our own future!! A white dwarf is the end product left behind when
a star as large as the sun or slightly bigger runs out of fuel, expires and eventually
shrinks into a dense ember about the size of Earth. The universe is littered with
these dense, cooling tombstones."

4-5-2019

4-4-2019 His right... felt as if it were the size of a baseball!
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4-4-2019 His right... felt as if it were the size of a baseball!

4-4-2019 Fools at Starbucks! Rewards are changing again in a few days. $10
Starbucks gift card for typing 55 words a minute, $20 Starbucks Gift Card for
writing a C++ app to find your password Starbucks is asking for to sign in. $30
Starbucks Gift Card for the correct diagnosis on Measles and Zika, Dengue and ID
the virus on a scanning electron microscope picture... $40 Starbucks gift cards will
also be at the iMac Starbucks Computer labs and the looser gets a bagel next to
their keyboard hot, soft and buttery taste with no butter.

4-4-2019 Amazon A.I. Experts working on Star Wars 'Air Fryer' app AI code
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written in C++ to take all the guess work out like when they put popcorn on the
microwaves and I think you can reheat Starbucks coffee in the cup without it
boiling over today, not sure but think they invented this sensor in high end
microwaves and the industrial Microwave without the spinning glass try was at a
bakery coffee shop 20 years ago and they still sell the glass tray microwaves at
Amazon.

4-4-2019 But what was even worse was that all that air-fried food only made me
crave real fried food, aggravating the itch rather than scratching it. By Melissa
Clark

4-4-2019 AI for Crave... Amazon AI will work on this product today. Dr. Lisa
Sanders can rise to Home Made Bread and write a Art of the Diagnosis case
history on 'crave.' "It was on his second day of camp that he started to feel sick.
His head throbbed, and his eyes ached. He thought he was going to throw up. At
the infirmary, he was told he probably had a virus." ID the virus using Star Wars
technology today. Yes Dr. Lisa Sanders is working today. 4-4-2019. "But the day
after he got to Boston, he developed a rash on his arms — a sleeve of strangelooking raised red spots. He sent his parents a picture." Send the picture to Yale
Key West Medical School!! Her name is Dr. Lisa, grin. The next day, the last day
of camp, he became painfully aware of a new problem: His right testicle was
swollen and incredibly tender. But he had to meet his father at the airport to fly
to London to join his mother and brother on vacation. Sitting in the car and then
the plane was torture. His groin ached and throbbed no matter how he positioned
himself." Everything hurt. His right testicle felt as if it were the size of a
baseball. He went back to bed, and after dinner his mother took him to an
emergency room." As they prepared to head home, though, the boy’s fever
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returned, and his other testicle swelled. He made one last trip to an emergency
room. Again he was reassured, but the doctor added that he should probably be
tested for sexually transmitted diseases when he got home." But as it turned out,
it did matter. Test results indicated that the boy had Dengue fever. And for
reasons that are only beginning to be understood, a second infection of the Dengue
virus is often much worse than the first. A small percentage of those who have
already been infected are eight times as likely to develop a potentially deadly form
of the disease — Dengue shock syndrome — should they ever get it again. The boy
would have to use DEET and protective clothing to avoid mosquitoes that might
carry Dengue for the rest of his life." His parents had considered selling the house
in Hawaii for some time, but the son’s diagnosis sealed the deal. They sold it to a
lovely family, who eagerly anticipate years of beautiful vacations — with lots of
mosquito protection." The Buyer Was Bill and Melinda Gates with millions of
mosquito nets as their cure for Dengue. I love women MD's, grin.

4-4-2019 His right... felt as if it were the size of a baseball!

4-4-2019 His right... felt as if it were the size of a baseball!
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4-4-2019 Fools at; “Thank you City of Key West for putting the fencing back up
around the amphitheater grounds to help keep the event facility looking and
smelling clean! People need to realize that space is not green space; it is an event
facility and you have no business being in there unless attending an event! The
event at this space is that it will be the parking space for 25 Hospital Ships
belonging to Yale Key West Medical School. A concert that will save millions maybe
a billion as 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than Carriers is 25 more than the Navy
has docked at your Amphitheater today. Hear this concert, grin.

4-4-2019 Fools And their Money; Apple Media Subscriptions 300 Medical Journals
for $9.95 a month with MD chat genius in diagnosis worth saving your patients life!!
And predicted to save 300 + lives a month with the correct diagnosis.

4-4-2019 If Trump Can Legally Block Critics on Twitter, Your Local Politician May
Do It, Too. Tim Cook can block 300 Medical Journals on Apple Media
Subscriptions, your local Yale-Harvard cheat sheet and the Bone saw cheats from
Saudi Arabia will have never stopped their 9/11 mastermind killings now at YaleHarvard 100% of the students are from Saudi Arabia. Size of the Bank Account
needs to be printed in the Student Paper $$$ By JENNIFER MEDINA

4-4-2019 Generals can but shouldn't block Greg's Amazon Book sales at West
Point as I Point to Sirius Exodus Star Wars not Baghdad war that earns $300
million a week in oil revenues and diesel exhaust for Jimmy Carters grand children
to breath waiting at the red light cross walks in Georgia. Jimmy could order
everyone at the Peanut Plantation to buy a copy of Greg's book on Amazon. The
Secret file on the cover would be a bigger hit when they wave it at Jimmy Carter
when he walks by with his wife Rosalynn and try to take to her about this was a
Godsend for the USA not Allah. Georgia HS students couldn't fill Yale and Harvard
100% but maybe 55% with some cheating... grin.
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4-4-2019 Pentagon and West Point too big to fail; Would Star Wars Exodus to
Sirius be Winning the War called Star Wars, oh yes this means winning the wars
on cancer and all diseases - NY Times Pentagon Papers should have been all the
stats on every disease the troops have... does anyone have measles today? The
Great Barrier Reef Was Seen as ‘Too Big to Fail.’ A Study Suggests It Isn’t. By
LIVIA ALBECK-RIPKA Light speed barrier is seen by to many at the NY Times
editorials to fix this gravity engine specs on the front page of the NY Times
hacked from Disney Star Wars the next saga. Part 10.

4-4-2019 Pentagon "Short of Workers, U.S. Builders and Farmers Crave More
Immigrants." Pentagon plans a 'War Mobilization" at the Ford Plants building the 1
Million 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Homeless shelters will be vacated world wide.
Jails too. Everyone at the Palace in Baghdad today will be on a Ford Assembly line
tomorrow too. 1 Million Ford's built in 2019 and today is 4-4-2019. Oh FEMA is
use to working 50 hours overtime $$$ a week, grin.

4-4-2019 In Rare Speech to Congress, NATO Leader Says Allies Must Deter
Moscow. Russian women with breast-ovary cancer and a alcoholic husband are the
one's who Must Deter Moscow's Putin from giving any more high five's to Prince
Salman.

4-4-2019 Millions of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's... "Trump Prepares Aid
Package for Venezuela in Case Maduro Government Falls" By ALAN RAPPEPORT Yes
the Special Olympics kids with birth defects in Venezuela and the USA will play a
deadly game of No Gas Stations in Venezuela!
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4-4-2019 Pope Francis Names Gregory as New Archbishop of Washington, Sirius.
Exodus inventions Gregory has to brainstorm with four wife's are being written out
in 84 different languages by the Pope in his Vatican dungeon.

4-4-2019 $10 a car for every car you want to drive into Manhattan, all gas
engine cars the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will be free, well not exactly free as
Jimmy Carter paid a lot of bribes to keep it in Georgia since 1980. "Congestion
Pricing Is Coming To Manhattan. Now Everyone Wants a Break."

4-4-2019 Homeland Security needs to use caution as the NY Times Adeel Hassan
could have written this is a wrongful death suit against Homeland Security. Key
West Newspaper today front page the prisoners are suing the Sheriff. Sue
Homeland Secuity for $1 Trillion and if the NY Times editors turn on protecting
this scam for Saudi Terrorists 19K women who were murdered in 2019 taking the
wrong ride could get $1 Trillion. "Taking Uber? Here Are Tips for Staying Safe"
The death of a college student who got into a car she mistook for an Uber has
emphasized the need to use caution when hailing a ride. By ADEEL HASSAN Adeel
writes 19K women all dead need to use caution not Homeland Security $$$ to hail
a ride.

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; Apple Media Subscriptions. The revamped and
renamed version, introduced with much fanfare last week at the company’s
headquarters in Cupertino, Calif., charges subscribers $9.99 a month ($12.99 in
Canada) for content from more than 300 titles, including The New Yorker, Vanity
Fair, Vogue, Time, The Atlantic and People, as well as The Los Angeles Times and
The Wall Street Journal. (Also included: Airbnb Magazine, Birds & Blooms, Retro
Gamer and Salt Water Sportsman.
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4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; Apple Media Subscriptions 300 Medical Journals
for $9.95 a month with MD chat genius in diagnosis worth saving your patients life!!
And predicted to save 300 + lives a month with the correct diagnosis.

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; “Hey, Siri,” followed by a command like “Play
some music” with Art of the Diagnosis and 1,001 IP invention Projects, Chen needs
to upgrade his AI writing articles about Apple upgrades not worth it... "But there
are people who enthusiastically buy a new smartphone, tablet or computer as soon
as they come out, year after year. The AirPods are perfect for them. by Chen NY
Times" Chen listen to music AI for diagnosis or invention projects picked for you.

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; The AirPods also include a new chip that lets
people use them to interact with Siri, Apple’s virtual assistant. To summon the
assistant, you say, “Hey, Siri,” followed by a command like “Play some music” or
“Schedule meeting for 3 p.m. on Thursday.”

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; While that’s a neat feature for tasks like adding
items to your calendar, I couldn’t get in the habit of talking to Siri via AirPods —
especially in public, where I still occasionally get dirty looks from people just for
wearing the earbuds. These Date-and-Walnut Bars Are Food for the Gods, for the
tourists looking for Hemingway House and with AirPods and Siri you can add what
books he wrote in Key West off the tip of your tongue, grin. Along with drinking
spots and parking lots and fights the tourist will be late for the 5 pm closing time
of Hemingway House. Hey Seri... always remember Steve Jobs transplant and why
Tim Cook has not made organ donation mandatory for Apple employees in China.
"Hospitals across the United States are holding honor walks to show respect to
patients at the end of life who are donating organs to others." By TIM LAHEY,
M.D. Cheney with a second heart transplant will be news soon.
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4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; Hey Seri... mandatory organ donation tweets
from Trump, who censored these?

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; $200 version of the AirPods includes a new case
that can be charged wirelessly. That means you can place the case on a wireless
charging pad, which uses an electrical current to generate a magnetic field,
creating voltage that powers up the case. This method relieves the Lightning port
of eventual wear and tear.

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; Wirecutter, a product review site owned by The
New York Times don't waste you time on this web go with Apple AirPods by Greg in
Key West.
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The new H1 chip helps facilitate the AirPods' biggest new feature, the widely
expected addition of always-on voice recognition. That means that instead of
double-tapping one AirPod to activate Siri (they are touch sensitive), you simply
say "Hey Siri" to summon Apple's Art of the Diagnosis MD or Hemingway House in
Key West voice assistant.

4-3-2019 April Fools; McCain + Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in
Vietnam...

4-3-2019 April Fools; McCain + Kerry could be selling Gravity Engine Car's in
Vietnam to the cliff top home owners.
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4-3-2019 NY Times Book Review: "The Mysteries of Quantum Physics with your
Starbucks Latte." Times are Changing, with the Yale Key West Medical School in
Key West there will be more iMac Starbucks computer labs than Hemingway Era
Bars. KW High School will have cadavers when the Mayor is the President of the
Medical School... selling Gravity Engine Car's in Vietnam today invented in the USA
or by Kim in Korea.
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4-3-2019 April Fools; McCain + Kerry could be selling Gravity Engine Car's in
Vietnam to the cliff top home owners. 30 national parks in a country a bit larger
than New Mexico. Hope for Vietnam lies in gravity engine cars... “Every day we all
wake up and say, ‘do we have time? Not at the NY Times, the editors there say
Time created itself.

4-3-2019 April Fools; Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$
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4-3-2019 April Fools; Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$

4-3-2019 April Fools; McCain + Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in
Vietnam...

4-3-2019 April Fools; McCain + Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in
Vietnam...
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4-3-2019 April Fools; McCain + Kerry could be selling Gravity Engine Car's in
Vietnam to the cliff top home owners.

4-3-2019 NY Times Book Review: "The Mysteries of Quantum Physics with your
Starbucks Latte." Times are Changing, with the Yale Key West Medical School in
Key West there will be more iMac Starbucks computer labs than Hemingway Era
Bars. KW High School will have cadavers when the Mayor is the President of the
Medical School... selling Gravity Engine Car's in Vietnam today invented in the USA
or by Kim in Korea.

4-3-2019 April Fools; McCain + Kerry could be selling Gravity Engine Car's in
Vietnam to the cliff top home owners. 30 national parks in a country a bit larger
than New Mexico. Hope for Vietnam lies in gravity engine cars... “Every day we all
wake up and say, ‘do we have time? Not at the NY Times, the editors there say
Time created itself.

Oil Men + Women at the Swiss Bank in Geneva Today $777 Trillion in riches
beyond belief all illegal, Ha! $$$
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Depositors lined up at the Bowery Savings Bank to withdraw money in 1930

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; Spared From the Shredder (for Now): ‘Priceless’
Bank Records of Old New York By JIM DWYER ‘Priceless’ Pentagon Papers today
are the Swiss Bank records of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Bush in Texas and
Sarah Palin in Alaska will be shredded by the editorials in the Times and
Washington Post.

4-3-2019 300 Medical Journals for $9.95 Apple Steve Jobs CEO his MD Media
Subscriptions...
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4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; Apple II Media Subscriptions 300 Medical
Journals for $9.95 a month with MD chat genius in diagnosis worth saving your
patients life!! And predicted to save 300 + lives a month with the correct
diagnosis.

4-3-2019 Yale Medical School Takes a big gamble on Apple to save the life of
Steve Jobs and Ivanka... Rx Recipe Cancer Cure for all stages of cancer in 8 days
with the Miracle Latte at Starbucks! Yale University not the Medical School had
$20 Billion in Swiss Banks long before Steve Jobs was tortured to death and
refused to spend it to save his life. A War Crime in the War on Cancer.

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; Apple Media Subscriptions 300 Medical Journals
for $9.95 a month with MD chat genius in diagnosis worth saving your patients life!!
And predicted to save 300 + lives a month with the correct diagnosis.

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; Swiss Banks today, ‘Priceless’ Bank Records of
Old New York $$$ ‘Priceless’ Bank Records of Swiss Oil God's Bank will all be on
the front page of the NY Times like the Pentagon Papers. Media Companies Take a
Big Gamble on Apple to AI us into Star Wars 1,001 IP like the Gravity Engine and
400 Times Faster than The Speed of Light. Get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year
all miracles Pope Francis will say from his Rome Dungeon, grin. Apple’s promise of a
billion devices worldwide was too good to pass up. Even for Rupert Murdoch. Greg +
Wife's in Key West promise of 12 trillion galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens all
live streaming on 5,000 G Verizon. -254 C Super Conductivity in live streaming
from Sirius Aliens. Listening to them in 2019. Pricelessness the Pentagon Generals
were not taught at West Point but the MD were taught at the Yale Key West
Medical School. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP at Starbucks 1 billion iMac at
every table with your coffee, bagel and keyboard you will not find at City Hall
USA. Creator of Time and Gravity has been censored by the editors at the NY
Times. 300 Medical Journals for $9.95 a month with MD chat genius in diagnosis
worth saving your patients life!! The revamped and renamed version, introduced
with much fanfare last week at the company’s headquarters in Cupertino, Calif.,
charges subscribers $9.99 a month ($12.99 in Canada) for content from more than
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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300 titles, including The New Yorker, Vanity Fair, Vogue, Time, The Atlantic and
People, as well as The Los Angeles Times and The Wall Street Journal. (Also
included: Airbnb Magazine, Birds & Blooms, Retro Gamer and Salt Water
Sportsman. 300 Medical Journals for $9.95 a month with MD chat genius in
diagnosis worth saving your patients life!!

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; Oil Money Confiscate by the Jew Hero Driving
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca + Manhattan. She Wears a Head Scarf. Is
Quebec Derailing Her Career? She will not be able to afford a Head Scarf when
the Jew Hero Drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Quebec, Canada. No Gas
stations in Canada, a Jewish Way of Life after Allah is defeated with the 1980
Godsent WindmillCAR Jimmy Carter gave to Mecca for riches beyond belief.
Poorhouse lane in Mecca not Israel. Exodus Avenues in Israel. Enough Oil Money to
buy Sirius for the Jews. Cholera, Whooping Cough, Cancer, STD's, HIV, Hepatitis,
Polio all cured with this Mecca Oil Riches beyond belief. 4 Trillion Rx Recipes
hacked and crunched at Los Alamos. E=mc2. This is the formula now we need to
hack the Swiss Bank and Rx Recipe Bank.

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money; Key West Citizen Newspaper + the NY Times
headlines. Stop Sign and Diesel exhaust from the truck leaving the stop sign. Kids
in the Cross walk safe the driver stopped. Some kids get birth defects and cancers
from the Diesel truck driving from the Stop sign. Both News papers would be
visited from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ if they wrote this so we get this... "“Kudos
to Tuesday’s writer commenting on how ridiculous and petty the Key West
complainers are. You speak for hundreds, if not thousands, of Citizen readers. We
do live in the greatest country on earth. And, BTW, you’re are ‘free’ to move if
you hate it so much.”“So it makes no sense to you to stop at a stop sign or stop
light while on a bike? It takes you, what, 20 seconds to stop." We need to stop
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who are fueling their Swiss Bank accounts with
illegal Oil Revenues in times of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money;
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4-3-2019 Fools And their Money;

4-3-2019 Fools And their Money;

4-2-2019 April Fools; A Key West man was killed Saturday in a traffic accident
after a truck collided with his scooter on South Roosevelt Boulevard. Ashley
Michael Wiggins, 41, was pronounced dead. A Key West man was killed Saturday
when the scooter he was riding collided with a pickup, police said. Ashley Michael
Wiggins, 41, was taken to Lower Keys Medical Center where he was pronounced
dead after the crash on South Roosevelt Boulevard that happened just before 3
p.m. Wiggins was riding near the service entrance of the Best Western Key
Ambassador Resort Inn, 3755 S. Roosevelt Blvd. when the truck, headed out of
town, apparently made a left turn in front of the scooter, police said. “Key West
police are continuing to investigate the crash,” said police spokeswoman Alyson
Crean.

4-2-2019 April Fools; Trump Fed Pick’s Divorce Records Are Put Under Temporary
Seal. Trump might have Sealed Robert Kennedy Jr. Divorce by Hanging Mary in the
Kennedy Barn too.

4-2-2019 Fools Stalls Exodus; Wrongful 'Convictions' The NY Times editors wrote
with a black Sharpe under the digital clocks at the NY Times; "Time Created
Itself!!" "The Wrong Time for Joe Biden"By MICHELLE GOLDBERG The wrong Era
for the Editors at the NY Times Today, CERN has found the God particle not the
NY Times.

4-2-2019 Aprils Fools; Pentagon in the NY Times Today... "Baghdad not Breast
Cancer" is graffitti at the Pentagon! The nation’s reputation as a haven for Bone
Saw Prince Salman with a room at Trump Towers.
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4-2-2019 April Fools; McCain + Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in
Vietnam...

4-2-2019 April Fools; 100's more women in the USA will be murdered by Kerry's
Yale + Harvard Alumni... A Queens jury took only a few hours to convict Chanel
Lewis, 22, of strangling Ms. Vetrano as she jogged in a park. His DNA was found
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on her body. By JAN RANSOM Homeland Security is outside the Disney Magic
guarding America from Terrorists masterminded by Kerry and his Yale and Harvard
Alumni who mostly cheated to get into Yale and Harvard. How more sophisticated
Yale and Harvard Bees stop the killers before she talks a walk in the park.
Eyesight and even electrostatic fields, well would you believe iPhone GPS Google
Maps. New York City’s parks commissioner defends his record of dead women in the
park. “Nothing is ever going to stop psychos from doing psycho things, but if we
can take one step to make it harder for psychos to be psychos, we should do it,"
Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR from coast to coast on Route 66 then 101 then
Highway 1 into Key West when you are sane, grin. Yet the WindmillCAR is a Sane
Rx Drug, it was tested at the Pentagon and West Point.

4-2-2019 Aprils Fools and some in history besides Qatar built 40,000 Trump
Towers for its Citizens and it was not the British in Nepal for the last 100's of
years, grin.
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4-2-2019 Aprils Fools and some in history besides Qatar built 40,000 Trump
Towers for its Citizens and it was not the British in Nepal for the last 100's of
years, grin.

4-2-2019 Aprils Fools Prince Salman gave Saudi Citizens $88 Billion for transplants
and drugs at Yale + Harvard. "Americans Borrowed $88 Billion to Pay for Health
Care Last Year, Survey Finds. A new survey by Gallup and the nonprofit West
Health also found that nearly half of Americans fear bankruptcy in the event of a
health emergency." By KAREN ZRAICK

4-2-2019 Fools Stalls Exodus; how the Hell can Puerto Rico and Marco Stall
Exodus to Sirius? Fools Stall the Car. The 2019 Ford Windmill CAR that can't stall
as AI Software really works good on knowing if the car is going to Stall and
alerting you. Impasse Over Aid for Puerto Rico Stalls Trillions in Federal Disaster
Relief. 12 Volts to 1 trillion Volts in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR via GE electric
generator @ -254 C Super Conductivity, now for Trumps Super Conductivity in
getting us to Sirius via the Stalled Jewish Exodus, no Fooling!

4-2-2019 Fools Stalls Exodus; USA Owes $1,984 Trillion for Wrongful
'Convictions'. It Doesn’t Want to Pay. 2 White men at 1984 HQ yesterday were
talking about McCain + Kerry killing 100's of women in Vietnam and the viciousness
of Yale and Navy grads. Out in the Real World were there really is a Universe of
12 Trillion Galaxies and Jewish Aliens. Kerry got ROTC back on Yale Campus since
they were thrown own turning Vietnam for killing 100's of women. Just in Times
for a Majority of Saudi Students at Yale and others cheating at getting into Yale
and Yale Medical School. USA Owes $1,984 Trillion for Wrongful 'Convictions' well
wrongful diagnosis and deaths, torture of thousands of patients at Yale-Harvard
Medical Schools. Well as other MD crimes by those who cheated to get a MD
degree or PhD. A Second Woman Says Biden’s Touching Made Her Go Mad. Other
women Biden touched have died a tortured death from Breast-Ovary Cancers.
Wrongful 'Convictions'
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4-2-2019 Fools Stalls Exodus; Wrongful 'Convictions' The NY Times editors wrote
with a black Sharpe under the digital clocks at the NY Times; "Time Created
Itself!!" "The Wrong Time for Joe Biden"By MICHELLE GOLDBERG The wrong Era
for the Editors at the NY Times Today, CERN has found the God particle not the
NY Times.

4-2-2019 Fools Stalls Exodus; Wrongful 'Convictions' via "Army War College" in
Carlisle, Pa., Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said flatly, “Russia’s got to leave
Venezuela.” Jews have to leave Earth in an Exodus before $777 Trillion in MIT
War Toys blow up the Earth. 1823 Monroe Doctrine, the first time the United
States issued similar warnings telling foreign powers not to intervene in the
Western Hemisphere. Jews into Exodus have been silenced by 2 White Men at
1984 HQ and at the NY Times and Washington Post you have never heard of the
Jewish Exodus to Sirius with the confiscated $777 Trillion from Prince Salman and
Venezuela. Frustrating Jew Hero's trying to drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into
Mecca and Manhattan and now frustrating Jewish Exodus to Sirius for a fight with
Putin on who spends oil Money from Venezuela. Did anyone get into Yale without
cheating or bribing someone? Hell No! McCains Dad the Admiral paid to get McCain
in. Two generations of war's. Star Wars and the War on Cancer paid for this in
millions dead from these Fools. Veteran's of many Cold War battles in Latin
America are not smart enough for the Star Wars Battle with Jewish Aliens at
Sirius. Everyone reading this believes Jewish Aliens are out there at Sirius. State
Department’s special representative for Venezuela have "Oil $$$ Revenues" on the
brain and soul. Soul of the Jewish Rabbi's believing $777 Trillion confiscated from
Prince Salman to bankrupt Mecca and Pay for this Jewish Exodus to Sirius will win
this war with McCain's Admiral Family. Moscow’s malign influence around the world
and McCain even dead and in Hell. "Time Created itself" is a plague spread by the
editors at the NY Times. “The use of chemical weapons is a game changer,” Key
West and NYC Special Olympics kids breathing in Diesel and gas exhaust pollution
when they were born blew up their DNA, no question about it. Just the war crime
news. “As long as you control the guys with the guns, even the most unpopular and
deeply repressive regimes have the capacity to hang on a lot longer than we might
assume.” And they are going to sell $4 a gallon gas to the troops on the 4th of
July. Greed is a Plague!

4-2-2019 Fools Stalls Exodus; But a national rollout vegetarian burger at Burger
King’s 7,200 locations would dwarf those previous announcements and more than
double the total number of locations where Impossible’s Burgers are available.

4-2-2019 Fools Stalls Exodus; Impossible’s Burgers at Starbucks will be the Rx
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Recipes for the Pink Latte Cure for Breast Cancer, Red Latte cures the waiting for
the Heart Attack thought of millions.

4-2-2019 Fools Avocado Recipe for a rollout vegetarian burger at Burger King Real
World 'Green' Burger, ha.

4-2-2019 Fools Stalls Exodus; If you think this Recipe is interesting wait until the
Starbucks Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte is made public. "Impossible’s biggest
innovation has come from its use of heme, an iron-rich protein that the company
believes is responsible for much of the distinctive taste of meat. Impossible found
a way to cultivate heme from the roots of soybean plants and mass-produce it
using yeast. The heme is blended with a combination of other vegetarian
ingredients that are intended to have the slightly nutty texture of ground beef."
Texas Cattle ranchers have also criticized Impossible for calling its product meat
and have promoted state-level legislation that would limit how Impossible and other
alternative meat companies can market themselves... like Texas Oil and the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR in the Pentagons Garage. Impossible burger will have about the
same amount of protein as the regular Whopper, with 15 percent less fat and 90
percent less cholesterol. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will have the same A/C at Texas
Cattle ranchers without the kids dying in hot cars. A War Crime by Texas Cattle
Ranchers in our 1984 Society. USA Owes $1,984 Trillion for Wrongful
'Convictions'

4-2-2019 Fools Stalls Exodus; 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will have the same A/C at
Texas Cattle ranchers without the kids dying in hot cars. A War Crime by Texas
Cattle Ranchers in our 1984 Society. USA Owes $1,984 Trillion for Wrongful
'Convictions.' Burger King will charge about a dollar more for the meatless version
of its veggie burger. Burger King is sticking with the mayonnaise that comes on top
of all Whoppers. That will put it out of bounds for vegans and kill thousands of
hearts. Waiting for the Heart Attack thoughts.

4-2-2019 Singapore Plans Law to Fight False News, but Critics Fear Repression,
Repression of Jews leaving the Earth for Sirius in Singapore. Yale Alumni picked
Singapore as their 2nd Campus because Prostitutes are legal.
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4-2-2019 12 Volts to 1 trillion Volts in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR via GE
electric generator @ -254 C Super Conductivity, now for Trumps Super
Conductivity in getting us to Sirius via the Jewish Exodus, no Fooling!

4-2-2019 Starbucks says more time to get the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte,
Boeing Says More Time Needed to Finish 737 Max Software Fix. Boeing Co. says it
needs more time to finish a software upgrade for its grounded 737 Max jetliners.
iMac's @ $18,384 are not even installed at Starbucks yet let alone 1 Click Amazon
and genius tutors. Venezuela crisis: Court asks to lift Guaidó's immunity.
Venezuela's Supreme Court has asked for opposition leader Juan Guaidó to be
stripped of his parliamentary immunity, a move that could lead to his jailing.
Measles, Flu, STD's, HIV, Hepatitis, Syphilis immunity is needed at Starbucks and
all the News is about immunity for Guaido not all these diseases in the USA. The 2
White Men at 1984 HQ make immunity news what they want not what 100's of
millions of people need. A war crime!

4-2-2019 "Brain Booster in a Bottle? Don’t Bother" Jane E. Brody Has Jane
visited the NY Times Starbucks and noticed there are no iMac's, I don't think so
Jane. Jane's article on the Nobel in Medicine for a dementia Rx Recipe the
Starbucks dementia Latte cure and prevention brainstorming like she would write a
Hemingway House Nobel Novel not a article with inventions in ever chapter for
dementia and super computer simulations in the digital NY Times.

4-2-2019 Book Review: The Mysteries of Quantum Physics with your Starbucks
Latte. Times are Changing, with the Yale Key West Medical School in Key West
there will be more iMac Starbucks computer labs than Hemingway Era Bars. KW
High School will have cadavers when the Mayor is the President of the Medical
School.

4-1-2019 12 Volts to 1 trillion Volts in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR via GE
electric generator @ -254 C Super Conductivity, now for Trumps Super
Conductivity in getting us to Sirius via the Jewish Exodus, no Fooling!

4-1-2019 Aprils Fools from the Vatican and Pentagon in the NY Times Today...
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"Baghdad not Breast Cancer" is graffitti at the Pentagon!

4-1-2019 Jew Hero's Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR shine the Stars of
Exodus for everyone on Earth to Sirius. Three Popes were deeply involved in killing
the Jew Hero Driver of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. All knew of the Diesel and
gas exhaust to children at Saint Peters Square and in all the world's capitals
pollution you can see in the air everyone breathes. Pope Francis today in the NY
Times not a Aprils Fools Joke said the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR that Jimmy Carter
gave its Godsent to Allah and Mecca was not from God. Lawsuits Lay Bare Sackler
Family’s Role in Opioid Crisis. Three generations of the Sackler family were deeply
involved in running Purdue Pharma and knew of opioid abuse risks. Wrath of God
does not influence the Elite in Canada, Oil Riches do... they are true April Fools.
Japan WW III Star Wars era of the incoming emperor, Naruhito, will be known as
Reiwa, a term that can mean “order and peace,” “auspicious harmony” and “joyful
harmony.” Sorry but the World needs the Gravity Engine and 400 Times faster
than the speed of light invention Harmony!! 40,000 Trump Towers were built in
Qatar not Nepal: Storm Kills Dozens and Injures Hundreds in Nepal. British Fools
Prince Harry has no war plans to build 40,000 Trump Towers in Nepal or London.
Winds of War suddenly change direction! Fools at the Pentagon announce a War
Mobilization for the Rx Recipe Pink Cure for Breast-0vary cancers in every stage
in 8 days call it a 'Pink Latte @ Starbucks' Ha April Fools the Pentagon West
Point Generals the War Times "Fools" not into her breast cancer dead on the
battlefields they refuse to fight. Baghdad not Breast Cancer is graffiti at the
Pentagon!

4-1-2019 Aprils Fools the 2 White Men in NYC. New York State Budget Deal
Brings Congestion Pricing, Plastic Bag Ban and Mansion Tax. The budget agreement,
announced the $777 Trillion from Oil will flow to Prince Salman not NYC in 2019.
Budget for NYC not Mecca thanks to Trump Oil Company made $777 Trillion last
year. Saudi Aramco, Saudi Arabia’s giant oil company, have long been a matter of
guesswork because they were kept secret. On Monday, Moody’s Investors Service,
the credit rating agency, lifted the veil, revealing that the company made $111.1
billion last year. Fools spent it all on MIT War Toys, grin $$$.

4-1-2019 April Fools Breast Cancer NY Times; Joe Biden Scrambles to Stem Crisis
After Lucy Flores’s Allegation. The former vice president’s attempt to rebut her
story without dismissing it — or her — illustrated the #MeToo-era challenges that
await a 76-year-old known his close physical contact with women.

4-1-2019 Rx Recipe for a Pink Latte at Starbucks is out Aprils Fools from
Starbucks CEO's all men like Biden. #MeToo-era challenges that await a 76-yearold known his close physical contact with women breast and Moon Shot for Breast
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Cancer. Biden censored out Breast-Brain Cancer Moon shot on purpose, really this
was not a Aprils Fools on women put his true Nature as A BONE SAW SENATOR.
40K pink dead every year of Biden 76 years and this breast cancer is not a Moon
Shot by a Senator is a war crime like the WindmillCAR's Biden will not drive into
Mecca or Los Alamos. $7 Trillion for Los Alamos Starbucks Rx Pink latte.

4-1-2019 April Fools NY Times Sanctions on Russia Putin are a Joke as they have
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenue and spend it on MIT War Toys. Russia’s Military
Mission Creep Advances to a New Front: Africa. In an influence campaign that is
worrying the Pentagon, Russia’s weapons sales, military training programs and
security agreements are growing across Africa. By ERIC SCHMITT

4-1-2019 Aprils Fools Jewish Exodus via the NY Times Editors, Greg in Key West
seems to be trying the case in the court of public opinion in our George Orwell
1984 Public. Exodus by the Jews to Sirius!" By REBECCA R. RUIZ, NELLIE
BOWLES and KEVIN DRAPER 2 White Men at NY Times have put Sanctions on
Exodus to Sirius by the Jews in their court room.

4-1-2019 Dragnet’: DNA From 360 Men Was Collected to Solve Vetrano Murder,
Defense Lawyers Say - Fools need the iPhone GPS map from Google as who was at
the Murder with their iPhone!

4-1-2019 April Fools at the NY Times; Face of the Digital Clocks at the Times
have been marked with a black Sharpe marker Time created itself... Fools with a
Black Sharpe Marker in our Times of Exodus to Sirius.

4-1-2019 Fools NY Times; "Diesel and gasoline exhaust are the plastic bags not on
the front page of todays NY Times. New Yorkers Say They Want to Save the
Environment (but They Also Love Their Plastic Bags)" By DEREK M. NORMAN 7
Takeaways From New York’s $175 Billion Budget. 700 Takeaways from the $777
Trillion dollar Budget at Mecca Today. Yes riches beyond belief for Allah given to
Moslems by Jimmy Carter and his inner circle. JPMorgan’s Role in Nigerian Oil Deal
Has Come Back to Haunt It - Haunted by War Crimes when everyone else will be
driving a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. $$$.

4-1-2019 April Fools in Vietnam's Hell; USA “naïve and gullible and was exploited.”
co-defendant in War Crimes, God does not exist for the NY Times until they
report on Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Both women said that they had been tricked by
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North Korean agents into thinking that they were participating in a harmless prank
for a reality show and that they had no intention of killing Mr. Kim. McCain +
Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in Vietnam. SHAH ALAM, Malaysia —
A Vietnamese woman charged in the airport assassination of the half brother of
North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong-un, was sentenced on Monday after pleading to a
lesser charge of causing bodily harm. War's Leaders the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ
who put sanctions on Korea signing a Peace Treaty ending the Korean War Today!
McCain + Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in Vietnam by these War
Leaders who are alive and Well, Very Rich at 1984 HQ today with all their Oil
Money for more Wars. Star Wars is Coming... Disney!!

4-1-2019 April Fools; The earnings of Saudi Aramco, Saudi Arabia’s giant oil
company, have long been a matter of guesswork because they were kept secret. On
Monday, Moody’s Investors Service, the credit rating agency, lifted the veil,
revealing that the company made $111.1 billion last year, meaning it was probably
by far the world’s most profitable company. It handily beats out Apple ($59.5
billion in net income in 2018) and Alphabet, the parent company of Google ($30.7
billion), and runs laps around other oil companies like Royal Dutch Shell ($23.9
billion) and Exxon Mobil ($20.8 billion).

4-1-2019 April Fools; Saudi Aramco, Saudi Arabia’s giant oil company, have long
been a matter of guesswork because they were kept secret. On Monday, Moody’s
Investors Service, the credit rating agency, lifted the veil, revealing that the
company made $111.1 billion last year.

4-1-2019 April Fools; Starbucks introduced its iMac's @ $18,384 Xeon Intel CPU
18 Core for all Starbucks world wide in 2019 along with 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors in Starbucks and Chat. Bill
and Melinda Gates at Microsoft unveils new Surface Book 2 model with Intel’s
latest quad-core processor. Microsoft is quietly refreshing its Surface Book 2 base
model today. The software giant is introducing Intel's latest 8th Gen 4 core
processor for the 13-inch ... with no 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects.

4-1-2019 April Fools; April Fools Suicide Laws belong in Saudi Arabia with Prince
Salman and in the USA with Prince Robert Kennedy Jr. "Peter Georgescu — a
refugee-turned-C.E.O. who recently celebrated his 80th birthday — feels deeply
grateful to his adopted country. He also feels afraid for its future. He is afraid,
he says, because the American economy no longer functions well for most citizens.
“For the past four decades,” Georgescu has written, “capitalism has been slowly
committing suicide.” The Prince has been slowly committing suicide when tired of
the Wife! Amazon was to public, but if she is on the front page of the NY Times
tomorrow dead from Suicide you know Amazon got the story wrong, Mary Kennedy
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was just as Rich but not as vicious a killer as Robert Kennedy Jr. NY Times has
had suicide articles every week for years and nothing about the wife. Dr. Lisa
Sanders needs to write up several Art of the Diagnosis on these wife suicides
provoked by the Husband not just in the USA but for the Prince in Saudi Arabia as
they might get printed in the Washington Post not the NY Times. In the early
1950s, a Romanian diplomat approached Peter’s father in New York, where he was
living with Peter’s mother. The diplomat brought a recent photo of the boys, both
teenagers, and pressured the father to spy for Romania. He went to the F.B.I.
instead, and the F.B.I. encouraged him to go public with the blackmail attempt. It
would make the Soviet empire look bad. The FBI didn't approach Robert Kennedy
Jr Trump did at the Trump Towers knows Robert killed Mary in the Kenney Barn,
another Trump Best Friend who killed someone. The “Georgescu boys” became a
media sensation. Frances Bolton, an Ohio congresswoman, took up their cause and
interested President Dwight Eisenhower in it. Romania eventually freed the boys,
as part of a prisoner exchange, and they landed in New York at Idlewild Airport —
today’s J.F.K. Culture of Henry VIII is alive and well in Saudi Arabia and the USA
today. British women at the London Times are sanctioned about writing about
Henry VIII in London Culture today but you know his DNA like the Murderers DNA
is still active...

4-1-2019 April Fools; New York’s Best Schools Need to Do Better not in school
but at the corner Starbucks as a iMac Computer Lab with 100's of students like
the best NY schools computer labs restricted to who logs in and how much time
they can spend... and students don't want a keyboard with coffee and a bagel by
it, grin. Fools!

McCain + Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in Vietnam...
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McCain + Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in Vietnam...

McCain + Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in Vietnam...
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McCain + Kerry were ticked into killing 100's of women in Vietnam...

Zero to 60 is not in the Ford or Old Navy ad but 12 Volts to 1 trillion Volts in
your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is...

Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$'
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Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$'
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Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$'

Zero to 60 is not in the Ford or Old Navy ad but 12 Volts to 1 trillion Volts in
your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is...

3-31-2019 Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' The Next Generation of
Old Navy will have GE electric generators that turn the generator and give a
amazing 1 Trillion Amps and Volts. This is from Old Navy who spent 1980 to 2019
with 12 Volts. This is what a Generation of Navy missed with the gasoline Engine
blowing up the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Zero to 60 is not in the Ford ad but 12
Volts to 1 trillion Volts like ScanDisc 2 Terrabyte SD card for your iPhone video.

3-31-2019 Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, The ‘Absurdity’ of 12 Volts in Today's
Navy when 1 Trillion Volts and Amps are generated by the -254 C GE electric
generator on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and inventors on Amazon 1 Click generate
1,001 accessories the Admirals will use on USS Sirius, grin. NY Times book review;
Book Review: Moving the USS Alabama Into the Modern Age of Star Wars Aliens.

3-31-2019 "At every turn Gina is recording your audio and video driving the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR, grin!
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3-31-2019 "At every turn Gina is recording your audio and video driving the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR, grin! Cops asking the DMV what is your current address with get
your iPhone GPS location where ever you are on Earth, and give you a call, grin.

3-31-2019 "At every turn on every street in the USA Qatar National Museum
Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By ALEX MARSHALL $777 Trillion dollar F35 Radar at every turn in the USA and there must be 1 Trillion turns all with high
tech F-35 Radar on every car, scooter, and bike. Qatar National Museum Tells a
Country’s Story at Every Turn - tells the story of the USA's Jimmy Carter giving
the Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's riches beyond beliefs to Qatar. This has to
be a war crime! Qatar National Museum Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By
ALEX MARSHALL
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3-31-2019 "Amazon at every Corner and a Package at every House in Saudi
Arabia; Bezos’s Security Consultant Accuses Saudis of Hacking the Amazon
C.E.O.’s Phone" By KAREN WEISE "Jeff Bezos’s security consultant accused the
Saudi government of gaining unauthorized access to the Amazon chief executive’s
phone, as part of an effort to harm the world’s richest man." Prince Salman is the
World's Riches Mad Man, insane with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues beyond belief
and his security is the Pentagon, not bad, grin. Saudis wanted to hurt Mr. Bezos
because he owns The Washington Post. The Post has aggressively reported on the
murder of Jamal Khashoggi. Greg in Key West has been writing about the Jew
Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan aggressively as
the Jews will confiscate Prince Salman's $777 Trillion in this Jewish Hero's Drive,
he is the one being murdered every day not Bezos!! This Jew Hero Driver of the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR was killed on the orders of the Top Brass and 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ. The 1984 World HQ as the UN is complicity in this Jew's
murder and loss of $777 Trillion for the Jewish people world wide. Pope Francis
settled for a lot less than $777 trillion for the Catholics. Hell UNICEF will get $1
Trillion on Pallets packed by Kerry when this Jew Hero Drives the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. So much for the UN in Geneva, Oh the
Swiss Banks are in Geneva, grin $$$. Parent of The Enquirer, American Media
Inc., of “extortion and blackmail.” I think War Crimes are Headlines in the
Washington Post about Prince Salman. Bezos war crime is knowing Trump Oil
Company goings-on and not helping the Jew Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.
"Publish graphic photographs of him... not Bezos but Prince Salman killing many,
many people in Mecca in public. Trump has seen these Saudi YouTube videos. 700
in 2019 and not a Washington Post headline or graphic photos! What is going on
with who can publish what graphic photos? Gina can't get a NY Times photo of the
breast cancer tumor coming through her breast on the front page of the Sunday
NY Times. "Trump’s Order to Open Arctic Waters to Oil Drilling Was Unlawful,
Federal Judge Finds" By CORAL DAVENPORT Trump doing Oil Business with Saudi
Arabia and Qatar is Unlawful and a War Crime. Millions have died from Poison gas
exhaust and diesel in the air since Jimmy Carter did the unthinkable in 1980.
Giving this Godsent WindmillCAR to Allah and Mecca. Baghdad's Shock and Awe
today is $300 million a week in Oil Revenues for the USA. Exhaust comes with
this. Special Olympics kids will watch the news about this on CBS and Good Morning
America and scream they did this to me! He Changed ‘Oklahoma!’ But ‘Oklahoma!’
Hasn’t Changed but for the 1 Trillion Oil Wells in the Pictures here. 1 Trillion
Oklahoma corners, street lights, stop signs would have 'Oklahoma Radar' on all
Oklahoma Cars instead of all these oil Wells... and clean air.

3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner. I'm here to learn a training technique on 1
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and Genius Tutors.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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One example is 4 Trillion Rx Recipes as IP invention projects. Today No One knows
a Rx Recipe tomorrow Perfumes will be Rx Recipes... the top boss, at Amazon
Bezos is taking to much time to post 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click
Amazon. I need a Nobel adventure in my life! Nobel in what for Bezos? Trump
could tweet MD High Schools are a executive order I just signed. High School
Doesn’t Have to Be Boring if you have a cadaver... By JAL MEHTA and SARAH
FINE

3-31-2019 IPhone caller ID for every caller; How Much Should You Know About
Your Therapist’s Life? STD's, HIV, Syphilis, and wealth $$$.

3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner A Type A Person Type A Stars in the
Universe. Type A Person; You feel untethered, as if someone has turned off
gravity and you’ve been spun into infinite space. You wait for the NY Times
Headlines on someone invented the Gravity Engine Car, Kim in Korea to get revenge
on Trump! Xi in China to get revenge for building 1 million new gas stations in 2019.
Yes Xi will get one new gas station in China built today. A war crime of course but
who is counting, the Type A person counts on Greg getting the Gravity Engine Car
built. You nailed it — all of it. "I know how much you need to hear this. I can
never hear it enough." by Mary Laura Philpott is the author of the memoir-inessays “I Miss You When I Blink.”

3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner on the Day live streaming video of Jewish
Aliens is a CBS News special that goes on and on for hours maybe days depending
how interesting the Jewish Aliens at Sirius are, grin.

3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner in; "New York Agrees to Congestion Pricing,
Mansion Tax in $175 Billion Budget Deal" The budget agreement, announced early
Sunday, included a new tax on high-end homes and a fee to drive into Manhattan’s
busiest areas. By JESSE MCKINLEY
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3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner in; "New York Agrees to Congestion Pricing,
Mansion Tax, Confiscate $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from Swiss Banks... $777
Trillion Budget Deal with the Jew Hero who just Drove the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Times Square. The Soul of NYC is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR $$$ and its
$$$ Trillions for UNICEF at the UN. Trump Special Olympics Kids (NYC) he used
poison gas on when they were baby's! A War Crime! Will he let them in Trump
Towers Lobby?

3-31-2019 Correction NY Times; The Qatar Wage $$$ for everyone in the USA "The $70,000-a-Year Minimum Wage" A small Seattle company shows that
capitalism can have a heart, no not Microsoft with $995 Billion earned profits by
keeping Temps as the employees well below the Minimum Wage and tortured by
regular employees at meetings they are not allowed at... etc." by Nicholas Kristof

3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner in Saudi Arabia and Qatar; "The $70,000-aYear Minimum Wage" A small Seattle company shows that capitalism can have a
heart. Amazon makes open heart surgery triple bypass paid company perk...
Burger's and Bacon are still on the menu in the break room. Genius Tutors are not
hired yet. 4 Wife's for Bezos, not yet, grin. Legal Polygamous Marriage for
someone like him, a Amazon kindle book best seller.

3-31-2019 George Orwell at the NY Times today, "Plastic or Paper Bag at Whole
Foods?" "Gasoline or WindmillCAR's." Amazon book with this Title will be a best
seller on Kindle. Yes this is really headlines in the NY Times today. Plastic or
Paper bag at Whole Foods, sort of a war crime if it was not for George Orwell.
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3-31-2019 Zero to 60 is not in the Ford or Old Navy ad but 12 Volts to 1 trillion
Volts in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is...

3-31-2019 "At every turn Gina is recording your audio and video driving the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR, grin! Cops asking the DMV what is your current address with get
your iPhone GPS location where ever you are on Earth, and give you a call, grin.

3-31-2019 "At every turn on every street in the USA Qatar National Museum
Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By ALEX MARSHALL $777 Trillion dollar F35 Radar at every turn in the USA and there must be 1 Trillion turns all with high
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tech F-35 Radar on every car, scooter, and bike. Qatar National Museum Tells a
Country’s Story at Every Turn - tells the story of the USA's Jimmy Carter giving
the Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's riches beyond beliefs to Qatar. This has to
be a war crime! Qatar National Museum Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By
ALEX MARSHALL

3-31-2019 Zero to 60 is not in the Ford or Old Navy ad but 12 Volts to 1 trillion
Volts in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is...

Here's Why Boeing Wrote Software to prevent a Stall sent the two 737's into a
Nose Dive... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! Yes this is Why!! The 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR would have no influence but the 2019 Ford windmillCAR with F-35
Radar and 1,001 other trillion volt amp accessories would as its a Star Wars Ford!

Here's Why Boeing Wrote Software to prevent a Stall sent the two 737's into a
Nose Dive... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! Yes this is Why!! The 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR would have no influence but the 2019 Ford windmillCAR with F-35
Radar and 1,001 other trillion volt amp accessories would as its a Star Wars Ford!
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3-30-2019 Trumps Wind on the front page of Today's NY Times is out of Date...
-254 C Super Conductivity generates 1 Trillion Volts and Amps over millions of GE
Turbines like this huge one that only generates a few amps and volts. GE will build
more of these out of date Windmill Turbines like China will still build new gas
stations today! High Winds of Ivanka's Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure are in
the Doldrums today, sanctions by Dad Trump! Alcohol is a principal cause of
avoidable death in France, Tobacco is the cause of deaths world wide.

3-30-2019 High Winds of Ivanka's Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure are in
the Doldrums today, sanctions by Dad Trump! Trumps Wind on the front page of
Today's NY Times is out of Date... -254 C Super Conductivity generates 1 Trillion
Volts and Amps over millions of GE Turbines like this huge one that only generates
a few amps and volts. GE will build more of these out of date Windmill Turbines
like China will still build new gas stations today!
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3-30-2019 High Winds of I think about the writer on the winds of invention
projects today. Trumps High Winds blow down so many chapters that would have
been far better than any Disney Star Wars dialog. Churchill he says with a wry
spark in one of his brains axon you'll see the brain in a Novel by Dr. Marie MD the
Brain Surgeon not stopping by the Campus Book Store but the Summit IBM Super
Computer Center.
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3-30-2019 100's fill the Church in Key West yet the baby on Duval breaths in
Poison Gas of Diesel and Scooters. President Donald Trump says Special Olympics
will be funded, Betsy DeVos says that's what she wanted all along. 'I have
overridden my people': Trump says he will keep Special Olympics Birth Defect
kids... keep their Poison Gas of Diesel and Scooters for $777 Trillion more in oil
revenues $$$.

3-30-2019 12 Trillion Galaxies and Jews on Earth; ‘One Hundred Years of
Solitude’ in their Times of War instead of Exodus Army of God... Jewish Sirius
War, won with one invention. 400 Times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon
Cell call live streaming of Jewish Aliens at Sirius invented in Key West, grin!
Netanyahu invents more War Dead today, and puts sanctions on the Jew Driving
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Jews “looking death in the
eye” of a New Universe and Exodus for their Soul. High tech Physics of Time that
CERN can only say today will not stop. Far as they know. Jew Hero will invent the
Gravity Engine Car. Con's by Trump-Netanyahu can get you into Hell.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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3-30-2019 A measles outbreak in a Jewish New York suburb... Netanyahu can get
you sick as Hell killing Moslems for the fun when Total Victory over Allah and
Mecca has also been killed by Netanyahu, the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan.

3-30-2019 A measles outbreak in a Jewish New York suburb...

3-30-2019 A measles outbreak in a Jewish New York suburb has sickened scores
of people and stoked long-smoldering tensions between the ultra-Orthodox Jewish
community and the secular world at large. By SARAH MASLIN NIR and MICHAEL
GOLD
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3-30-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; enter the new Starbucks
here...

3-30-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects...
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3-30-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; enter the new Starbucks
here...

3-30-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects...

3-30-2019 Dr. Cappello died in November at 66, from complications of a rare
blood cancer caused by the chemotherapy and radiation she had received for
breast cancer. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD I can't wait to read
this article in the NY Times.
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Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$

Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$

3-30-2019 French WindmillCAR's Driven today as the French soul, driven to the
Paris Starbucks with iMac at $18,384 and 1 Click Amazon links to build the French
Gravity Engine Car the Soul is Gravity! Invent Gravity!
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3-30-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects...

3-30-2019 The New York Times and The Washington Post decided to not join
these Apple Apps for $9.99 a month! Not to join 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and Genius tutors to help you get started on 1,001
Nobels in Medicine. Oh the Hemingway House Writing Class will join for a Nobel
Novel with invention projects and brainstorming chapters...

3-30-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects...

3-30-2019 Dr. Cappello died in November at 66, from complications of a rare
blood cancer caused by the chemotherapy and radiation she had received for
breast cancer. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD I can't wait to read
this article in the NY Times.
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3-30-2019 Proposal for Polygamous Marriage as Jimmy Carter with 4 Moslem
Wife's would not have given his Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR to Allah and
Mecca $$$ How to make the best of your Wife's inspiration... Drive!! Drive the
2019 Ford WindillCAR into the Gravity Engine CAR.

3-30-2019 "New York Times Headlines; When Joe Biden Voted to Let States
Overturn Roe v. Wade" By LISA LERER Lisa censored out the birth defects of
Trumps Special Olympics kids all via Diesel poison gas used in the USA and Syria.

3-30-2019 "New York Times Headlines; but it’s a necessary step to save lives.” So
What is going on at the Times. Are they in Key West Today watching the Navy
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Blue Angels burn Jet Fuel and lives go up in flames in fiery wrecks driving into Key
West and Manhattan. 'So What?' 1980 to 2019 at the NY Times or in the Navy
flying the Blue Angels. Nobel Peace Prize for the Times or Trump who will win,
Maybe the Admiral will get the Nobel Peace Prize 'So What?' Infant mortality,
from poison gas in the USA on the 4th of July and they will give someone in the
Navy a medal. Can you believe this is George Orwell today. “In Venezuela’s there’s
no humanitarian crisis,” Foreign Minister Jorge Arreaza told the United nations in
February. UN employees vacation in Key West so they know better, grin! Navy
coming out of a Duval Bar and UN going in, 'So What?' Happens on the front page
of the NY Times reporting this from Key West Navy Air Show Today? China and
Russia have delivered relief supplies to Mr. Maduro. New York Times Oil Company
HQ in Key West is about to go public with a value of $777 Trillion. “Cancerous, oil
is cancerous!” Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is stymied by world
leaders. Pope Francis bets on Oil not God! The organization also aims to equip all
Venezuelan hospitals with power generators to reduce the number of deaths caused
by the rolling blackouts affecting the country. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ turn off
the Hospitals electricity saying 'So What?' you can't catch us!! They are the ones
who bombed the Yale Key west Medical School in 2011 in public. In the next hours,
next days, we will be receiving important medical help to contain this tragedy in
Venezuelan not Key West the Navy Blue Angels fly today not Navy MD's” City Hall
Key West by granting Red Cross a humanitarian mandate. “It’s absurd to have
blocked for 100 years the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's" With BP Oil Men in Key West
it will be has to be 100 years. The 2019 Ford WindmillCAR sought to present
itself as the solution to the country’s humanitarian needs and total victory over
Mecca and the Bone Saw Prince! “When faced with all of these,” he wrote, “we can
only sigh in despair over their idea of fun is to raise the price of gas to $4 a
gallon on the 4th of July 2019 instead of putting the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR on
the Headlines!.”

3-30-2019 "New York Times Headlines; When Trump Voted to Let Netanyahu kill
the Jew Hero's driving into Mecca in the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for Total Victory
over Allah for centuries!

3-30-2019 "New York Times Headlines; When Joe Biden Voted to Let War's go on
forever and the wars on cancer without a Manhattan Project.

3-30-2019 "New York Times Headlines; When Navy Voted to Let F-35 Radar on
Blue Angels be installed on the roads and hight ways and cars in of the USA...
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Wrongful deaths of all the Head-on collisions driving into Key West because no
Navy Radar was on all the cars is for Jimmy Carter, Bill and Melinda Gates and
the 2 white men at 1984 HQ.

3-30-2019 10,000 nurses are demanding a sharp increase in their ranks at three
of the city’s biggest hospital systems — Mount Sinai, NewYork-Presbyterian and
Montefiore. Their union, the New York State Nurses Association, has threatened
to strike over staffing levels, an issue that has become an increasing source of
contention at hospitals around the country.

3-30-2019 10,000 nurses are demanding no body cam's!! George Orwell policing
the Nurse 24/7 yes this means the hour of intense 'aerobics' and the hour on the
'Tread Mill' policing her target heart rate and for the best time at it on orders
from the MD who really does know more about the physics of the target heart
rate we all should do but the Nurse its mandatory like the Navy guys.

3-30-2019 Pope Francis’ Visit to Morocco Raises Hopes for Its Christians - not
it's Breast-Ovary Cancer Women being tortured by these cancers Pope Steve Jobs
would have cured with a Miracle.

3-30-2019 No Gas Stations World Wide and No Cholera World Wide waits the
visit of a Roman MD Miracle Worker. After Trump Casts Blame for a Special
Olympics Cut, Betsy DeVos Flashes Pique. When is the NY Times going to report on
the world wide increase in the numbers of Special Olympics kids via gas and oil
pollution dirty air to breath? So What the Times editors write tomorrow in
Sundays paper after reading this.

3-30-2019 No Gas Stations World Wide and no MD. Corrections coming with the
WindmillCAR MD Model. THE NEW OLD AGE. "Where There’s Rarely a Doctor in
the House: Assisted Living. As residents become older and more frail, some
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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facilities are bringing in doctors and nurses instead of relying on 911." The
facilities also “live in mortal fear of bringing down heavy-handed federal
regulation,” he said. That can happen when Medicare and Medicaid, which cover
most residents’ health care, get involved." Ivanka lives in mortal fear of BreastOvary cancer Military Minded Dad Trump will not remodel Los Alamos to a Rx
Recipe Pink Latte Lab. Yes H-bombs are work at Los Alamos today not Rx Recipes
for the Pink Latte at Starbucks on orders from Trump. Los Alamos could reduce
the 40K pink dead in 2019 to zero but Trump wants to kill Kim at Ground Zero in
Korea. The only thing stopping the End of War Peace Signing in Korea is Trump and
his Generals, none are MD's. So What they say about 40K Pink dead in 2019 they
have their War Mentality in Korea.

3-30-2019 No Gas Stations World Wide and no then, They get exposed to
infections... flu and pneumonia Manhattan Projects will drive to Los Alamos after
the Pink Cancer Rx Recipe is discovered. Dr. Taavoni discovered that her
hypertension medications were causing such low blood pressure that she fainted and
fell so many times...

3-30-2019 No Gas Stations World Wide and No MD House Calls, iPhone app
missed this invention. Yale Medical School in New Haven too.

Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$'
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Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' Head On Crash Wrong Way Driver.
State Trooper killed in crash on I-94 near Libertyville, the 2nd state police
officer killed on roads this week. An Illinois State trooper was killed early
Saturday morning by a wrong-way driver who struck his vehicle on Interstate 94 in
the westbound lanes. ISP Trooper Gerald Ellis Fatally Struck By Wrong-Way
Driver On I-94 In Green Oaks. More dead driving in the USA than all the Wars
over Oil Revenues for Qatar + Saudi Arabia.
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Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$'

3-30-2019 "At every turn on every street in the USA Qatar National Museum
Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By ALEX MARSHALL $777 Trillion dollar F35 Radar at every turn in the USA and there must be 1 Trillion turns all with high
tech F-35 Radar on every car, scooter, and bike. Qatar National Museum Tells a
Country’s Story at Every Turn - tells the story of the USA's Jimmy Carter giving
the Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's riches beyond beliefs to Qatar. This has to
be a war crime! Qatar National Museum Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By
ALEX MARSHALL

Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$'
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Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$'

Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$'

Here's Why Boeing Wrote Software to prevent a Stall sent the two 737's into a
Nose Dive... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! Yes this is Why!! The 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR would have no influence but the 2019 Ford windmillCAR with F-35
Radar and 1,001 other trillion volt amp accessories would as its a Star Wars Ford!
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Here's Why Boeing Wrote Software to prevent a Stall sent the two 737's into a
Nose Dive... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! Yes this is Why!! The 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR would have no influence but the 2019 Ford windmillCAR with F-35
Radar and 1,001 other trillion volt amp accessories would as its a Star Wars Ford!

3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine...

3-29-2019 French culture: “Wine is the sacred foodstuff that alights the fire of
the French soul.”

3-29-2019 French WindmillCAR's Driven today as the French soul, driven to the
Paris Starbucks with iMac at $18,384 and 1 Click Amazon links to build the French
Gravity Engine Car the Soul is Gravity! Invent Gravity!
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3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine... not
to to much breast-ovary cancer

3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine... not
to to much oil money and diesel in the air. By ADAM NOSSITE

3-29-2019 Dr. Cappello died in November at 66, from complications of a rare
blood cancer caused by the chemotherapy and radiation she had received for
breast cancer. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD I can't wait to read
this article in the NY Times.

3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine...
French Men who are not Elite MD's are prone to Cruelty. It's a Pre-existing
Condition going on for Centuries best know for the 100 Year war with England's
Kings. King's today are Wine Factories, their owners in another 100 year war with
the mass of humanity that only has produced one Pasteur in the last 100 years.
Pasteur in Paris today could have invented a antidote for wine in the drinking
water... if he was King Pasteur but today we have King Wine and King Oil. King MD
of England and France would rule for Health, prevent your Wine and Gas Exhaust
sickness and deaths in Paris and London today. The Times of London and the Paris
Journalists would be bone sawed by the King for writing what I just wrote. Want
to end Vodka deaths in Moscow, win a Nobel in Medicine for this invention?

3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine... not
to to much breast-ovary cancer

3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine... not
to to much oil money and diesel in the air. By ADAM NOSSITE
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3-29-2019 French Police Chiefs Raise a Glass to a Health Warning; DUI deaths
the Bar paid for a few years in the News a couple decades ago now the News at
the Times is; They Let a Sick Inmate Die in a Van. Now They Won’t Pay His
Family $650,000. The prisoner transport business has a poor safety record. Here’s
how one company has dodged responsibility in the death of an inmate. By ALYSIA
SANTO and ELI HAGER Sick Police Chief with a MD degree from the Yale Key
West Medical School will not die from his Elite Art of the Diagnosis and 10,000 in
the office will not catch the flu from the Chief. "A severe measles outbreak has
been plaguing New York since October, with hundreds of confirmed cases both in
the city and suburban Rockland County, prompting officials to spring into action."
Hundreds of arrest for giving someone Measles!! Arrested for giving someone the
Flu; this is Star Wars Disney Movie. Get checked out checking into Disney Orlando
for the flu and Measles etc. Everyone gets a blood test, vision test. Vision to get
the Yale Key West Medical School built, one Trump Tower will tower over the
Police Station 55 Stories high unless Trump wants it higher. Grin! Trumps Name will
be on the Tower. The outbreak in both places has mostly affected ultra-Orthodox
Jewish communities and is associated with travelers who brought back measles from
Israel, where the disease is spreading. Dr. Rabbi MD, after the Jew Hero Drives
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca all Rabbi's will have a MD Degree, many
from the Yale Key West Medical School. God is Great! Measles is among the most
contagious of the infectious diseases. It killed 110,000 people globally in 2017,
mostly children younger than 5. This news was mostly suppressed by the Times on
orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who went to West Point not a Medical
School. Disney at the enterance will check for a fever may reach 104 or 105
degrees, and the telltale red dots can appear on the skin. Disney will zoom in with
high tech iPhone Cameras.

3-29-2019 MD Women to Trump: ‘The Collusion Delusion Is Over’ Art of the Elite
Diagnosis Delusion of years and years to get the right diagnosis for millions world
wide is coming running into headwinds...

3-29-2019 To Much Wine and drunk on $777 Trillion in Gas Money; Nissan,
Renault, the governments of Japan and France and more than 450,000 employees
of one of the world’s biggest automotive empires — is whether the rifts are too
deep to repair. The alliance, which grew to include Mitsubishi Motors in 2016, had
been a case study of innovation in the era of globalization lead by Bone Saw Prince
Salman and Trump Oil Company. The Habitat for Humanity environment 'created'
by Jimmy Carter and Wife was ripe for a Bone Saw Prince, Prince Harry came
along for the money with Henry the VIII. A Mismatched ‘Couple’ Jimmy Carter and
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Rosalynn Bill and Melinda Gates. Bone Saw Couples and the wife's went in to see
the Lions in Mecca behead 700 people for the last 30 years every year. VIP
seating in Mecca. Theses couples ruin the lives of millions and caused tens of
thousands of birth defects and childhood cancers just in the USA. In Hell they will
tell God “I am innocent.”

3-29-2019 Wells Fargo Stage with horses in times of CERN working on Higgs when
Gravity Engine for Cars driven by CERN scientists should have been the reason
motive for building CERN.

3-29-2019 Flu must be reported to the Vatican MD asap. The pope issued a law
requiring accusations of sexual abuse to be immediately reported to Vatican
prosecutors.

3-29-2019 Today MD; ‘The Tragedy of Dr. Julius Caesar MD,’ the Brain Surgery
live streaming Thrill Is Gone because in all of Rome and the Vatican Dr. Julius
Caesar MD was murdered by Pope Francis for King Salman when they meet at the
Vatican last year. No Dr. King Salman MD, his crown prince was murdered when he
applied to Yale Medical by another Prince getting into ROTC at Yale.

Trumps Wind on the front page of Today's NY Times is out of Date... -254 C
Super Conductivity generates 1 Trillion Volts and Amps over millions of GE Turbines
like this huge one that only generates a few amps and volts. GE will build more of
these out of date Windmill Turbines like China will still build new gas stations
today! High Winds of Ivanka's Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure are in the
Doldrums today, sanctions by Dad Trump!
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High Winds of Ivanka's Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure are in the Doldrums
today, sanctions by Dad Trump! Trumps Wind on the front page of Today's NY
Times is out of Date... -254 C Super Conductivity generates 1 Trillion Volts and
Amps over millions of GE Turbines like this huge one that only generates a few
amps and volts. GE will build more of these out of date Windmill Turbines like
China will still build new gas stations today!
High Winds of I think about the writer on the winds of invention projects today.
Trumps High Winds blow down so many chapters that would have been far better
than any Disney Star Wars dialog. Churchill he says with a wry spark in one of his
brains axon you'll see the brain in a Novel by Dr. Marie MD the Brain Surgeon not
stopping by the Campus Book Store but the Summit IBM Super Computer Center.
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3-28-2019 "Bagels and War Crimes" By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM Starbucks with
the Bagels and Coffee next to the iMac computer keyboards... nothing City Hall
USA would do for futuristic Nobel Prize kids. War Crimes by Starbucks and Bill
Gates in Qatar. God is great could you imagine Win 10 at every Starbucks with no
Orchids or tech genius. "An overdue apology offers a reminder that companies are
responsible for past conduct." By Binyamin Appelbaum Mr. Appelbaum is a member
of the editorial board at the NY Times. Reimanns have been on a buying spree,
snapping up familiar food and drink brands, including Keurig Green Mountain coffee,
Dr Pepper, Snapple, Caribou Coffee, Panera Bread, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and
the bagel chains Einstein Bros., Noah’s and Bruegger’s. When the Reimanns’ holding
company acquired the British sandwich maker Pret A Manger last year, the sister
of the company’s deceased founder, who happened to be Jewish, declared she was
mortified to learn about the Reimanns’ roots. The 1980 Mercedes WindmillCAR's
were killed by the World Governments thanks to Jimmy Carter. So More than
6,000 companies contributed to a WW II reparations fund for forced laborers
established by the German government in 2000. In 1980 the German government
killed the Mercedes WindmillCAR on orders from Jimmy Carter. Los Angeles and
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Chicago millions have died from pollution, diesel exhaust. The heirs of Albert
Reimann Jr., who built one of Germany’s largest business empires, maintained for
decades that Mr. Reimann and his father had been reluctant Nazis during World
War II. Yes, they said, it was regrettable that the company employed slaves and
prisoners of war in its chemical factories, but that was the nature of business
during the war years. This weekend the Reimann family decided to change its tune,
offering an abject apology for the behavior of Albert Reimann Jr., who died in
1984 - 4 years after Jimmy Carter stifled the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's! Another
War Crime! The Reimanns, father and son, ran the chemical company now known as
Reckitt Benckiser, or RB, probably most familiar to Americans as the maker of
Lysol. New research, based in part on materials that have been in the family's
possession for decades, shows the two men joined the Nazi Party in 1931. What
did the Mercedes Family do when Jimmy Carter called on them in 1980...

3-28-2019 Proposal for Polygamous Marriage as Jimmy Carter with 4 Moslem
Wife's would not have given his Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR to Allah and
Mecca $$$ Bill Gates would not have given us Win 10 blue screen of death and
daily Win 10 updates as we work on a Pink Nobel in Medicine!

3-28-2019 Bone Saw Bush said F. Gregory Gause III, professor of international
affairs at the Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M
University. Bush cheated at getting into Texas A&M and paid for sex $$$ Gina has
the audio and video tapes.

3-28-2019 The deal “gives the crown prince Salman what he wanted, another
$777 Trillion” said F. Gregory Gause III, professor of international affairs at the
Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M University.

3-28-2019 Ignore Those “Update Your Device” Messages; Polygamous Marriage
with at least one MD from Yale. How to Make the Most of Your Wedding Expo
Experience write a Nobel in Medicine Hemingway House Writing class novel
together with mastermind brainstorming Rx recipes in every chapter and finish by
midnight for editing.
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3-28-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects...

3-28-2019 Ignore Those “Update Your Device” Messages Trump is building the
'Star Wars Trump Tower' for 2020.

3-28-2019 Boeing Ignore Those “Update Your Device” 2 White Men at 1984 HA
face Glare of 12 Trillion Galaxies as they are Presses to Fix the Jet Fuel and
Gasoline Cars, into Gravity Engine Cars stifled by their bone saw Prince Salman
who's vision is not of a Jewish Exodus. Grin! 737 Max The changes would give
pilots more control and make it less likely that faulty data can set off a reaction,
two issues at the center of investigations into two crashes, 2 wars. One is Star
Wars the other is the War on Pink Cancer lost since the Vietnam War was lost.

3-28-2019 UN has 4 billion people waiting for no gas station times - U.N. Appeals
to Maduro and Guaidó to End Battle Over Humanitarian Aid. This use of the human
suffering as a political weapon by both sides is the greatest impediment to
improving air pollution that caused millions of cancers for Trillions of dollars for gas
station owners and 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Earth on the brink of ruin via
Pentagon West Point cadets who should have gone to the Yale Key West Medical
school to doctor up the Earth not destroy it for Mecca's riches beyond belief. 2
Billion people live in poverty and Jimmy Carter gave Saudi Arabia $777 Trillion
dollars in 1980. Billions are without regular access to water, food and medicine.
Almost four billion people suffer from undernourishment, wrong nourishments. Crime
and disease are flourishing. DUI crash every few seconds quicker in Moscow.
Preventable diseases like tuberculosis, diphtheria, measles, malaria and hepatitis A
are on the rise, fueled by a shortage of medicines, as well as the doctors to
administer them. As many as 22,000 doctors have fled the country, of
Venezuela’s. Yale Key West Medical School's MD's who graduated are Zero
because the Key West Admiral killed all of them for West Point Cadets not MD's.
Did we really need a million more Admirals and Generals in 2019? Hell No! 45-page
report was compiled by a consortium of United Nations agencies and local
nongovernmental organizations. The political crisis has limited the ability of the
United Nations and its partners to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the
needs of Earth for Exodus to Sirius. Venezuela has trillions in Swiss Banks and the
UN is in Geneva but can do nothing to hack the Swiss Banks of Oil Revenues all
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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illegal since Jimmy Carter kill the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's for Humanity.

3-28-2019 China Xi 1 million gas stations built in 2019. 22th Century ‘Humiliation’
that stifles China inventing the Gravity Engine Car! The NY Times will not join
Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP inventor projects. Washington Post too. The 19th
century after the first Opium War now the 22th Century ‘Humiliation’ of building a
million new gas stations in China in 2019 when the World is waiting for the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's. The Communist Party was created on a narrative of standing
up to Prince Salman and Prince Harry, BP Oil killed millions of Chinese with pollution
and fiery wrecks, worst the British Warrior's stifled China from working on
inventing the Gravity Engine and 1,001 other IP. British Defends Buying $16
Million New York Penthouse for Diplomat and nothing for iMac's at British
Starbucks for the working class. The British government paid 12 million pounds, or
about $15.8 million, for the property, a full-floor penthouse on the 38th floor of
50 United Nations Plaza, a 43-story condominium building that is a stone’s throw
from the United Nations headquarters on the East Side of Manhattan. It will be
home to Antony Phillipson, the British consul general. How many West Point
Generals have a Penthouse in Manhattan? Mr. Phillipson’s 5,893-square-foot
penthouse has seven bedrooms, including two for household staff; six bathrooms; a
powder room; three walk-in closets; and a library, according to the floor plan. The
New York Times, described it as “a glittering scepter for modern pharaohs who
demand spectacular sunrises.” Not night sky travelers to 12 Trillion Galaxies.

3-28-2019 Mr. Patterson as a quiet, bookish boy who struggled to find his way
after graduation. He enlisted in the Marines but was sent home from boot camp
after five weeks. Marine Generals should be arrested along with Jake Patterson...
Motives of the Generals are well know in boot camp torture of turning Medical
Students into Warriors, Sara Palin will testify. He wrote that he could not explain
his motives clearly and that “I can’t believe I did this.” He ended the letter with
an apology to Jayme Closs, adding, “I know it doesn’t mean much.” Marine Generals
will not!!

3-28-2019 NY Times yesterday reported the crime rate is down without this
article; 'Jake Patterson Pleads Guilty in Jayme Closs Abduction and Murder of
Parents' By PATRICK J. LYONS As Jake drove away from the murders he passed
cops with their lights on with no GPS tracking of who just drove out of the drive.
Cops never caught up with him, Jayme escaped on her own. Disney will not make
this movie, Apple might. Jayme’s disappearance and the killing of her parents
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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baffled the authorities for months. The case attracted national media attention,
as scores of detectives fanned out across Wisconsin looking for the girl while her
photo was circulated online and on missing-person posters. The case shook the rural
county where she lived, and residents of tiny Gordon were shocked to learn that
she had been held captive there unnoticed. Investigators said in a criminal
complaint that Mr. Patterson, who was apparently not a suspect until the day he
was arrested, told them he had carefully prepared for the abduction, and had
killed Jayme’s parents with a shotgun stolen from his father so there would be no
witnesses to help track him down. They said he spoke of slowing down on the
highway to let police cars race by on their way to the Closs house as he drove
away with Jayme in his trunk. Former high school classmates and teachers
described Mr. Patterson as a quiet, bookish boy who struggled to find his way
after graduation. He enlisted in the Marines but was sent home from boot camp
after five weeks. Marine Generals should be arrested along with Jake Patterson...

3-28-2019 Proposal for Polygamous Marriage for all Marine Generals!!!!

3-28-2019 Proposal for Polygamous Marriage as Jimmy Carter with 4 Moslem
Wife's would not have given his Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR to Allah and
Mecca $$$

3-28-2019 "Bagels and War Crimes" By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM Starbucks with
the Bagels and Coffee next to the iMac computer keyboards... nothing City Hall
USA would do for futuristic Nobel Prize kids. War Crimes by Starbucks and Bill
Gates in Qatar. God is great could you imagine Win 10 at every Starbucks with no
Orchids or tech genius. "An overdue apology offers a reminder that companies are
responsible for past conduct." By Binyamin Appelbaum Mr. Appelbaum is a member
of the editorial board at the NY Times. Reimanns have been on a buying spree,
snapping up familiar food and drink brands, including Keurig Green Mountain coffee,
Dr Pepper, Snapple, Caribou Coffee, Panera Bread, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and
the bagel chains Einstein Bros., Noah’s and Bruegger’s. When the Reimanns’ holding
company acquired the British sandwich maker Pret A Manger last year, the sister
of the company’s deceased founder, who happened to be Jewish, declared she was
mortified to learn about the Reimanns’ roots. The 1980 Mercedes WindmillCAR's
were killed by the World Governments thanks to Jimmy Carter. So More than
6,000 companies contributed to a WW II reparations fund for forced laborers
established by the German government in 2000. In 1980 the German government
killed the Mercedes WindmillCAR on orders from Jimmy Carter. Los Angeles and
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Chicago millions have died from pollution, diesel exhaust. The heirs of Albert
Reimann Jr., who built one of Germany’s largest business empires, maintained for
decades that Mr. Reimann and his father had been reluctant Nazis during World
War II. Yes, they said, it was regrettable that the company employed slaves and
prisoners of war in its chemical factories, but that was the nature of business
during the war years. This weekend the Reimann family decided to change its tune,
offering an abject apology for the behavior of Albert Reimann Jr., who died in
1984 - 4 years after Jimmy Carter stifled the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's! Another
War Crime! The Reimanns, father and son, ran the chemical company now known as
Reckitt Benckiser, or RB, probably most familiar to Americans as the maker of
Lysol. New research, based in part on materials that have been in the family's
possession for decades, shows the two men joined the Nazi Party in 1931. What
did the Mercedes Family do when Jimmy Carter called on them in 1980...

3-28-2019 Proposal for Polygamous Marriage as Jimmy Carter with 4 Moslem
Wife's would not have given his Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR to Allah and
Mecca $$$

3-28-2019 Bone Saw Bush said F. Gregory Gause III, professor of international
affairs at the Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M
University. Bush cheated at getting into Texas A&M and paid for sex $$$ Gina has
the audio and video tapes.

3-28-2019 The deal “gives the crown prince Salman what he wanted, another
$777 Trillion” said F. Gregory Gause III, professor of international affairs at the
Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M University. “It is
certainly more convenient than having to raise cash through an I.P.O. that would
have required opening up all of the books of Aramco.” Saudi Aramco, said on
Wednesday that it would buy a 70 percent stake in a state-controlled
petrochemical giant for $69.1 billion, in what appears to be an alternative to a
much-delayed initial public offering. The deal, which involves three entities
controlled by the Saudi government, largely accomplishes the primary goal for
Aramco’s share offering — helping to finance an ambitious campaign to modernize
the kingdom. Aramco will buy the stake in the petrochemical company, the Saudi
Basic Industries Corporation, known as Sabic, currently held by the country’s
sovereign wealth fund. The remaining 30 percent of Sabic will continue to be listed
on Saudi Arabia’s Tadawul stock exchange. The transaction would give Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman, who had been the main proponent of selling a portion of
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Aramco to public investors, a chunk of the cash he needs to diversify the Saudi
economy, which is heavily dependent on oil. The prince hopes both to buffer the
economy from oil price fluctuations and invest in industries that will provide income
for the kingdom if demand for its oil wanes.

3-28-2019 Bone Saw Bush said F. Gregory Gause III, professor of international
affairs at the Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M
University. Bush cheated at getting into Texas A&M and paid for sex $$$ Gina has
the audio and video tapes.

3-28-2019 Dr. George Orwell MD - Who Could Replace Theresa May as Britain’s
Prime Minister? Dr. George Orwell MD plagues in London today are more than ever
in the past history of London as birth defects and childhood cancera have been
suppressed by May. Add Alcohol and Tobacco all sold by the Royal Companies killing
thousands in 2019. Poorhouse Homeless Shelter in London is next to BP Oil HQ.

3-28-2019 A documentary to be screened on Capitol Hill next month, in which I
am featured, chronicles the experience of low-income students navigating college
admissions. By ENOCH JEMMOTT Yale A documentary to be screened on Capitol
Hill next month, in which Kerry paid for sex and update of Yale today with mostly
Saudi Students who pay of sex. So mom and daughters in New Haven had Kerry's
$$$ today its Saudi $$$.

3-28-2019 iMac @ Starbucks @ $18,384 with coffee and bagels; Meet the
English Professor Creating The Billion-Dollar College Of The Future.

3-28-2019 Time at CERN as the God Particle probably prevented another WAR by
Trump + Oil Company. Wanting to do more War Time business. "Charles M. Blow
NY Times; Be Thankful for Mueller’s Timing!!"
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3-28-2019 Mammogram Centers Must Tell Women if Test Shows Dense Breast
Tissue, F.D.A. Proposes. Dense tissue can hide cancer from X-rays, making
mammography less reliable. Women with dense tissue are often advised to have
other screening tests in addition to mammograms, such as ultrasound or M.R.I.
scans.

3-28-2019 JFK Airport Mammogram Centers will open when Ivanka gets to drive;
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!!

3-28-2019 The state laws mandating that women be told about breast density
resulted from the tireless campaign of one woman with breast cancer, Nancy
Cappello, a special-education teacher and administrator in Connecticut. In 2003,
just six weeks after being told her mammogram was normal, she learned that she
had an advanced breast cancer. When she asked how the mammogram could have
missed her large tumor, her doctor told her that she had dense breast tissue. She
had never been told that. Dr. Cappello died in November at 66, from complications
of a rare blood cancer caused by the chemotherapy and radiation she had received
for breast cancer. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD I can't wait to
read this article in the NY Times.

3-28-2019

3-27-2019 Ignore Those “Update Your Device” Messages sent in Pink for a
Breast-Ovary Cancer cure in 2019. Pentagon Drunk Admiral MD at the White
House that will never be painted Pink until Trump visits Ivanka at Arlington!
Admirals Cut Bridge in Key West cuts off... millions of them with no cure victory!
Endless War!
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3-27-2019 Ignore Those “Update Your Device” Messages, update your gas engine
car to the 2019 Ford WindmillCar's with accessories like iPhone iDash Cam, GPS
Google Map of where you have been. iTickets in your car, iDUI never ruin your life
and health and iF-35 Radar no Head on Collisions or any collisions. Update Win 10
to iMac @ every Starbucks in the USA. Update NASA to Star Wars not Moon
Shot Brain Cancer Cure that will never get a cure for Brain Cancer like Bill +
Melinda mosquito war lost for decades to come. Update the YouTube video of their
2nd home in Qatar not Key West. CIA has tapes of Kerry paying for sex at Yale.

3-27-2019 Key West Those opposed to the Admiral’s Cut bridge at the Hyatt
Dock go alone with the Admirals thinking about the 25 Hospital Ships Docked there
belonging to the Yale Key West Medical School. Think why did the Admiral order
25 War Ships and Not one Yale Hospital Ship since he learned about the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's Secret? The 9/11 Tapes of the Masterminds in 1980 when the
1980 Ford WindmillCAR was invented is on CIA tapes, audio of Jimmy Carter killing
it for $777 Trillion for Moslems on 9/11. A War Crime against the USA by a
President of the USA for '$$$ Oil Greed $$$. And Today Jimmy Carter wants all
the Russian Oil-God's to go to Hell... not War Crimes Trials in Moscow. Netanyahu
Says Golan Heights Move ‘Proves You Can’ Keep Occupied Territory - 12 Trillion
Galaxies is Occupied Territory not the Golan Heights, Pope Francis sent him email
on the Dark Ages they want to keep the mass of humanity home alone on Earth
with no cure for Breast-Ovary cancers! Saudi Airstrike Today Said to Hit Yemeni
Hospital as War Enters Year 500. Netanyahu and Key West Jews hit the Yale Key
West Medical School. Canada gives Saudi Arabia a free pass to fuel millions of gas
stations today that should not 'Exist.' The next act was is NASA charm-anddazzle portion of world famous Sirius, they will not mention the Moon even once,
grin. JFK owns the Moon so lets move on to 7 or 8 light years. A number of stars
to the alien turf of Disney. They took in the information about Apple News Plus
and the credit card. Then came the part of the show they had come to see. Steve
Jobs cured of cancer! CIA tapes of this. Small Fry no one not even Tim Cook is
working to cure Steve Jobs Cancer, they let him die year after year after year.
How many years now? How many Steve Jobs. Will I write the same about Ivanka,
how many years she has been at Arlington National Cemetery in a Pink Grave?
Many of the cancer cure stars on display were not exclusive to Trump wanting a
Nobel Peace Prize not a Nobel in Medicine. Trump Tweets a Rx Pink Latte that
cures all stages of breast-ovary cancer in 8 days! Will Ivanka Tweet this under
Trump's name? She really should!! Greg is rooting for Apple iMax @ $18,384 in
every Starbucks world wide on 9/11/2019 and paid for by Saudi Arabia for the
other 9/11 oil war crime. CIA tapes of Saudi Arabia's Extravagant’ Spending on
the front page of the NY Times. They bought the NY Times building, grin $$$.
How to win the war over Exodus and Pink Cancers. This is denial of a Miracle
Invention is so pervasive and egregious the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ joked with
Netanyahu about war crimes and gas money yesterday in front of CBS cameras.
Good Morning America! Netanyahu and Trump should have been the masterminds of
the Gravity Engine for Good Morning America yesterday. Instead they give the
world Trump’s Pointless Provocation on the Golan not Sirius Exodus, not the gravity
engine!
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3-27-2019 Oil after $4 gas on the 4th of July 2019; "After Boeing Crashes,
Sharp Questions About Industry Regulating Itself" both out of greed stifling 737
Max Orbit plane and the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. "After Boeing Crashes, oil at
10 cents a gallon until Ford builds enough 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for the world.

3-27-2019 EPA and F.A.A. scrutiny over authority to help certify their own planes
and pollution with the NY Times censoring from the front page birth defect of
Jimmy Carters grand children. Russian Vodka. A ‘No Collusion Day’ Rally. DUI head
on collisions in gas engine cars world wide today. iPhone iDash Cam iVodka censors,
are censored by Tim Cook at his credit card and News meeting yesterday, why?
Flying into orbit for 15 minutes by Boeing and Apple is not under scrutiny. 1 Click
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects has been under scrutiny all year and
not 1 One click link to a invention by Amazon. Divorced by 2 White Men at 1984
HQ.

3-27-2019 India Women are not allowed to Drive - - - - Prime Minister Narendra
Modi announced that India had shot down a satellite with a missile, joining a select
group of nations.

3-27-2019

3-27-2019 The New York Times and The Washington Post decided to not join
these Apple Apps for $9.99 a month! Not to join 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and Genius tutors to help you get started on 1,001
Nobels in Medicine. Oh the Hemingway House Writing Class will join for a Nobel
Novel with invention projects and brainstorming chapters...

3-27-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects...
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3-27-2019

3-26-2019 The New York Times and The Washington Post decided to not join
these Apple Apps for $9.99 a month! Not to join 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and Genius tutors to help you get started on 1,001
Nobels in Medicine. Oh the Hemingway House Writing Class will join for a Nobel
Novel with invention projects and brainstorming chapters...

3-26-2019 Steve Jobs would have bought Sky & Telescope for the New Apple App!
Apple is rolling out a slew of services, including a titanium, numberless credit card.
What’s clear, though, is that the card is meant for loyal customers who wouldn’t
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flinch over one more Apple service in their lives. iPhone iDash Cam iTickets in your
car. GPS iPhone tracking Google Map at the end of the day to find were you forgot
your keys. The card can be used anywhere where MasterCard is accepted. The
bank’s chief executive, David Solomon, and other Goldman executives reportedly
attended the Apple announcement. Ford was not at the meeting.

3-26-2019 Women Becoming Marines: ‘I’ Will No Longer Be in Your 'Vocabulary'
Sue for Sex and Lost MD lifetime of brain surgery apps!

3-26-2019 Yes they talk about the "secret files" on the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR
signed by Jimmy Carter; "U.S. Said to Have Tapes of Alleged 9/11 Mastermind
Plotting With Co-Conspirators" know the 1980 WindmillCAR would have made them
homeless living in a Mecca Shelter in poverty. They thank Allah and Jimmy Carter
for their gasoline riches... on the tapes! $$$

3-26-2019 Trump-Salman Seek to turn off the New Universe of 12 Trillion
Galaxies and Jewish Aliens, Jewish women becoming Marines: ‘I’ Will No Longer Be
in Your 'Vocabulary' Sue for Sex and Lost MD lifetime of brain surgery. Pink
Women the offensive, vowing to pursue those responsible for the Russia Oil Czar
Putin with $777 Trillion and mostly spent on MIT War Toys investigation. President
Trump called some of them “Greedous Women Killers.” Trump obstructed Pink
justice, so Ivanka + Gina stepped in with funerals for 40K Pink Graves at
Arlington. Extorted Trillions of dollars from Miami, Cuba Gas Stations when the
2019 WindmillCAR would leave Earth today with No Gas Stations, think no gas
stations on Earth today then think they just sold Xi 1 million new gas stations in
the last 12 months, a war crime. Birth defects and cancers run on their super
computers are not data for the NY Times.

3-26-2019 In Test of Boeing Jet, Pilots Had 40 Seconds to Fix Error, fix all the
Bone Saw Errors 40 seconds would be about right, a single sensor failed, triggering
software designed to help prevent a stall.

3-26-2019 MD's Have 40 Seconds to Fix the Pink Error, paint City Hall and the
Pentagon Pink along with West Point to Make a Power-Point presentations for 2
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White Men at 1984 HQ. 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret crunched in
Hydrogen bomb super computers by super scientist at Los Alamos. Their app
software; The software, as originally designed and explained, will leave little room
for not getting the miracle cure for breast-ovary and brain cancers in 40 seconds.

3-26-2019 Win 10 War Crime on Humanity; “There is a limited window to solve
this problem, and this crew didn’t even know that this system existed,” he said. 4
Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets, 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects. iMac @ $18,384 18 Core CPU a Intel Xeon is not in the same class as a
$180 Win 10 and Chrome book. 40 seconds to bet 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine all
wreckage on the ground from 2 White Men who refused to enroll at the Yale Key
West Medical School, Jimmy Carter is one! Roslyn married him for the Navy
uniform not his still at Brain Surgery and Diagnosis of patients. Bill and Melinda
Gates are surprisingly powerful at stopping 1,001 Nobels in Medicine in 40 seconds
on iMac at Starbucks with Genius Techs, as Microsoft does not have any Techs let
alone genius Techs in the campus computer labs.

3-26-2019 Fly Dubai $$$ At least some of the simulator flights happened on
Saturday in Renton, Wash., where the 737 Max is built. Pilots from five airlines —
American, United, Southwest, Copa and Fly Dubai — took turns testing how the
Max would have responded with the software running as it was originally written,
and with the updated version... the updated version is Fly iMac at Starbucks with
1 Click Amazon links to IP invention projects.

3-26-2019 Spy Game's Movie going on a Langley, CIA HQ. 2 White Men at 1984
HQ. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos has 40 seconds to pull up out of a
software causes stall on 1,001 Nobles in Medicine. "Given that the 737 Max has
had both sensors already, many pilots and safety officials have questioned why the
system was designed to rely on a single sensor, creating, in effect, one point of
failure." Win 10 points of failure are many but the main one is the greed of Prince
Bill Gates killing so many genius tutors who didn't have the money for 737 upgrades
and added software for Xeon 18 core CPU's.

3-26-2019 Win 10 crash's for decades; In conversations with pilots and airline
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officials over the weekend, Boeing executives didn’t directly address why Win 10
MCAS was designed with such flaws, one person with direct knowledge of the
meetings said. Instead, the company stayed focused on the software updated, the
person said. iMac and Orchids going into Starbucks NASA with coffee and Bagel
next to the keyboards. Genius tutors making $100K more than the Barista's.

3-26-2019 Spy Game's Movie; going on iMac at Starbucks along with the New
Apple Credit Cards. Get credit for a Noble in Medicine, put sanctions on tobacco
say Trump tweeted this. Help Trump win a Nobel in Medicine! Cheat at YaleHarvard. Win 10 change to iMac @ $18,384 The software changes still require
approval by the Federal Aviation Administration. MD's and Pilots will be required to
complete a training on the updated system on their iPads, before the brain
surgery.

3-26-2019 MD Game the Movie; FDA Hell we need the Rx Recipes printed on the
front page of the NY Times! Food and Drug Administration approved such an
antidote, Andexxa, that can help stop the bleeding in patients who take Xarelto
and Eliquis, which is sold by Pfizer and Bristol-Myers Squibb. But Bayer and
Johnson & Johnson stood by Xarelto, citing large-scale clinical trials that showed
the drug was safe and effective. Print the damn Rx Recipe for the Girl Scouts and
NY Times! In 2014 the German drug maker Boehringer Ingelheim agreed to pay
$650 million to settle about 4,000 lawsuits over a similar drug, Pradaxa, which was
also blamed in bleeding deaths and injuries. Xarelto, which is also known as
rivaroxaban, was among Johnson & Johnson’s top-selling products in 2018, bringing
in nearly $2.5 billion in revenues $$$. Bayer and Johnson & Johnson Settle
Lawsuits Over Xarelto, a Blood Thinner, for $775 Million. $7 Trillion IP invention
project on blood thinners at Los Alamos would have saved all this court room drama
and secret Rx Recipes. What Rx does Prince Salman take? Trump?

3-26-2019 The New York Times and The Washington Post decided to not join
these Apple Apps for $9.99 a month! Not to join 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and Genius tutors to help you get started on 1,001
Nobels in Medicine. Oh the Hemingway House Writing Class will join for a Nobel
Novel with invention projects and brainstorming chapters...
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3-26-2019 The New York Times and The Washington Post decided to not join
these Apple Apps for $9.99 a month! Not to join 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and Genius tutors to help you get started on 1,001
Nobels in Medicine. Oh the Hemingway House Writing Class will join for a Nobel
Novel with invention projects and brainstorming chapters...

3-26-2019 Mercedes WindmillCAR riches; More War Crimes! Germany’s SecondRichest Family Discovers a Dark Nazi Past. By KATRIN BENNHOLD Millions of
women allowed to Drive a gas or diesel engine Mercedes bought every one on the
Dealers lot and Germany's Richest 1984 White Men got richer $$$.

3-26-2019 Canada Gives Asylum to Prince Salman and his $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues...
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3-26-2019 ABC, NBC, CBS late night have 40 seconds to put on 1,001 IP
invention projects Trump needs to tweet; "Best of Late Night: Colbert Takes
Collusion Off His List “Put kids in cages” and “all that birther stuff” remain on
Stephen Colbert’s “list of reasons Trump is unfit to be president.”

3-26-2019 $500 million dollar Sumitt IBM super computer simulations will give a
better answer than 'food'. Most species undergo metamorphosis, but scientists
aren’t sure why the process evolved. One new theory: It gives animals greater
access to food. In the May issue of American Naturalist, Dr. ten Brink, now a
postdoctoral researcher at the University of Zurich, and her colleagues lay out a
road map for the evolution of metamorphosis. It has appeared, they argue, as a
way for a species to eat more food.

3-26-2019 Steve Jobs would have bought Sky & Telescope for the New Apple App!
1976, nearly broke, struggling with a novel and having exhausted the patience of
everyone around me, I wrote a letter begging for some kind of job to every
publisher listed in the Boston Yellow Pages. I had a physics degree from M.I.T.,
but I didn’t want to be a physicist anymore; I had decided I was a writer. I wound
up landing a part-time job at a small monthly magazine called Sky & Telescope, a
venerable bible of astronomers and amateur telescope makers, as an assistant
typesetter, for $6 an hour. On my first day, as I was entering, the magazine’s
founder, Charles Federer, Jr., met me on the sidewalk and warned me not to tell
my new colleagues how much I was making. The company would never give me such
an exorbitant salary on a full-time basis, he said.

3-26-2019

3-25-2019 Key West; 10 Students on Spring Break all had their bike stole!! Bike
by the Court House Deli on Spring break 2019 Today. They take video of thieves
with cable cutters in hand biking down Duval Key West riding a newly spray painted
Sun Tike that they stole, while working at the Court House Deli. Thieves outsmart
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the 1984 George Orwell Cops... they have storage units full of bike seats and
front wheel's 100's of them, students on break in Key West learn the hard way
it's not Star Wars with no bike thieves at the Key West Courthouse Deli yet...
just taste the Court House Deli food with and without the Bike Thief making the
sand witches, grin!

3-25-2019 Key West; Several Homeland Security outside Disney Magic for the
last several years Dream Job $$$ when 100 women are murdered, raped, robbed
inside the ship. "Adventurous. Alone. Attacked. The number of female solo
travelers has skyrocketed, but amid Instagram-worthy escapades are tales of
violence and death, raising questions about how the world is greeting women who
travel alone." 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are Alone!! By MEGAN SPECIA and
TARIRO MZEZEWA

3-25-2019 Women Becoming Marines: ‘I’ Will No Longer Be in Your 'Vocabulary'
Sue for Sex and Lost MD lifetime of brain surgery.

3-25-2019 Trump Declares a War on his Enemies, Jew Hero Driving Ivanka and
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to Mecca and Trump Towers in Manhattan. Ivanka is
going to Starbucks Trump Towers for her Rx Recipes of the Pink Latte. Wins the
War on Breast Cancer, next is Dads War with Brain Cancer.

3-25-2019 Exonerate the president of the USA and the AMA bribes from Bone
Saw Prince of Riches Beyond Belief, even NASA now wants trillions of the $777
Trillion in Swiss Banks.

3-25-2019 No Impeachment in View, but millions dead from heart attack burgers
and cardiac arrest, Key West make a arrest then go home and have a cardiac
arrest from their lifestyle and refuse to read up on Dr. Lisa Sanders at Yale Key
West Medical School on Art of the Elite Diagnosis 30 minutes before the heart
attack.
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3-25-2019 "Putin + Salman race in "An Ice Marathon Across a Frozen Russian
Lake: in Siberia ‘I Ran Twice as Fast’ Will Run Twice as Fast in a race in frozen
space Absolute Zero Race to Sirius" By NEIL MACFARQUHAR correction Putin +
Salman will pay for this race to Sirius, grin. Jewish Aliens at Sirius will be a test
of faith and Miracles for Pope Francis who grew up with Flat Earth Popes in
elementary Schools.

3-25-2019 Women Becoming Marines: ‘I’ Will No Longer Be in Your 'Vocabulary'
Sue for Sex and Lost MD lifetime of brain surgery.

Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$

Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$
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3-25-2019 “I’m a teacher and an investor, I have a Ph.D. in math modeling, and I
think like an engineer, so you do the Math on millions of heart attacks and cardiac
arrest... Silicon Valley, venture capitalists women in the War's on Breast-OvaryBrain cancers lost to Floodgate’s story,” Ann Miura-Ko, a venture capitalist at
Floodgate, said of Lyft’s coming I.P.O. Ms. Miura-Ko invested in Lyft in 2010,
when it was called Zimride. $100 million payoff and 1 million died since 2010. War
casualties censored in this NY Times article. When Facebook went public in 2012,
venture capitalists who had invested in the social network solidified their
reputations as rainmakers. Facebook MD did not go public in a mobilization to
brainstorm the War on Cancer in 2012, 2 White men at 1984 HQ though up
Facebook not Facebook MD. “Portfolio companies have said, ‘If you guys had a
better brand, it would help me recruit,’” he said. Women Becoming Marines: ‘I’ Will
No Longer Be in Your 'Vocabulary' Sue for Sex and Lost MD lifetime of brain
surgery.

3-25-2019 Stanford is in Lisa Jobs book Small Fry running and falling down with
Steve. Steve fell because of Wall Street ventures were void of a cancer cure
mentality. Even Trump so close to Wall Street refused a 2019 Nobel in Medicine
because he didn't want to put sanctions on Tobacco but put sanctions on Kim. Ms.
Miura-Ko was recently told by students at Stanford University, where she teaches
classes about start-ups, that to stand out, she should create her own channel on
Discord, a chat app for gamer's. She was amused by the suggestion but didn’t
follow it, she said. Why? Because it didn’t feel authentic to her personal brand.

3-25-2019 Several Homeland Security outside Disney Magic for the last several
years Dream Job $$$ when 100 women are murdered, raped, robbed inside the
ship. "Adventurous. Alone. Attacked. The number of female solo travelers has
skyrocketed, but amid Instagram-worthy escapades are tales of violence and
death, raising questions about how the world is greeting women who travel alone." 2
White Men at 1984 HQ are Alone!! By MEGAN SPECIA and TARIRO MZEZEWA
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3-25-2019 Bone Saw Crimes by Journalists at the Times; Trump’s Shamelessness
Was Outside Mueller’s Jurisdiction ----- A demagogic president can walk right up
to the edge of committing a crime, so long as he operates brazenly in public view.
By BOB BAUER Jurisdiction by NY Times Homeland Security Writers of the front
pages of the NY Times in Times of Bone Saw Prince they will picture on the front
page again and again.

3-25-2019 Sanctions on Kim, Tobacco, Breast-Ovary Cancer, Cardiac Arrest,
procrastination has not only productivity costs, but measurably destructive effects
on our mental and physical health, including chronic stress, general psychological
distress and low life satisfaction, symptoms of depression and anxiety, poor health
behaviors, chronic illness and even hypertension and cardiovascular disease...
cardiac arrest app has been procrastinated by Tim Cook hoping Greg doesn't write
about his on his web page. As Dr. Lisa MD in Key West when she get here will
write this app in less than a week and poor Tim Cook has had years and years. So
many deaths you need a Math App.

3-25-2019 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens; (compassion) Passion!!!
Supports motivation and personal growth. Not only does it decrease psychological
distress, which we now know is a primary culprit for procrastination, it also actively
boosts motivation, enhances feelings of self-worth and fosters positive emotions
like optimism, wisdom, curiosity and personal initiative. Best of all, self-compassion
doesn’t require anything external — just a commitment to meeting your challenges
with greater acceptance and kindness rather than rumination and regret awareness
on them 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens. Censored from the front
pages of the NY Times as the awareness will cut the cable on Comcast's $100
Billion in profits for Galaxy Profits in the next CBS Discovery Season. Disney too.

3-25-2019 NY Times MD Editors writing about the MD Senator who gave 9 kids
this virus; measles virus. Stats are 150,000 dead - Viral encephalitis can occur
either as a direct effect of an acute infection, or as one of the sequelae of a
latent infection. The majority of viral cases of encephalitis have an unknown cause,
however the most common identifiable cause of viral encephalitis is from herpes
simplex infection.[8] Other causes of acute viral encephalitis are rabies virus,
poliovirus, and measles virus. Additional possible viral causes are arbovirus (St.
Louis encephalitis, West Nile encephalitis virus), bunyavirus (La Crosse strain),
arenavirus (lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus), reovirus (Colorado tick virus), and
henipaviruses. The Powassan virus is a rare cause of encephalitis.
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3-25-2019 NY Times; "The boy had episodes of pain in his joints for weeks. But
now, five months after that Lake Tahoe trip, he is back to normal. Sadly, his
beloved pediatrician, and my friend, Dr. Wolffe, died suddenly in April. It was a
loss for the whole family. ‘‘Dr. Wolffe helped me raise these boys,’’ the father
told me. They are looking for another pediatrician but suspect that they will never
find anyone to really replace him. ‘‘He was one of a kind.’’ Dr. Lisa Sanders, M.D.,
leaves us hanging in the barn. What did Dr. Wolffe die from Lisa?

Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$

Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$
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3-24-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; enter the new Starbucks
here...

3-24-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; enter the new Starbucks
here...
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3-24-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; enter the new Starbucks
here... Fixating on Jewish Exodus to Sirius Invention Projects on your iMac!! 1
Click Amazon links and Genius Tutors. Just like NASA with coffee and a bagel next
to the keyboard's, grin.

3-24-2019 A Spring Day + Small Fry Ivanka; A Tree Falls on Steve Jobs, Trump
fly's back to Hanoi, Vietnam II

3-24-2019 A Tree Falls on Steve Jobs, MD's pick up the limbs, have been for
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years without a cure for cancer, Small Fry in Trumps Universe with Korea's NonNuclear War Still going on today instead of sanctions on cancer killings!

3-24-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; enter the new Starbucks
here... Fixating on Jewish Exodus to Sirius Invention Projects on your iMac!! 1
Click Amazon links and Genius Tutors. Just like NASA with coffee and a bagel next
to the keyboard's, grin.

3-24-2019 A Spring Day + Small Fry Ivanka; A Tree Falls on Steve Jobs, Trump
fly's back to Hanoi, Vietnam II
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3-24-2019 A Spring Day + Small Fry Ivanka; A Tree Falls on Steve Jobs, Trump
fly's back to Hanoi, Vietnam II I used to think everything worked out for the
best. But then Ivanka got cancer I asked Kim to get a MD. Trumps military
accomplishments mean nothing with Ivanka at Arlington, yes Trump will get her into
Arlington! Jewish High Holy Days service for Ivanka. Pope Francis has no Catholic
Miracle just $ Trillions in Oil Bribes.

3-24-2019 Israel Lobby of Warriors Convenes More than 18,000 activists
Warriors will gather in Washington for the annual conference of the American
Israel Public Affairs Committee, none are willing to end War to save Ivanka's life!

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Stop Fixating on Brexit there are millions
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of Angry women with breast cancer in London not News by the 2 White Men at
George Orwell HQ. "Angry Over Brexit Stalemate, Huge Crowds March in London
to Demand Second Vote" London is dysfunctional, the plagues today in London are
Breast-Ovary cancer and gasoline - diesel exhaust in the air thousands of London
Children will die from cancers and get birth defects. Prince Harry is Dysfunctional
and a War Criminal!! Dr. Prince Harry refused Medical School for War. Prince
Harry's Amazon Book' How College Changed My Life if only I got into a London
Medical School instead of the Royal Army!" Can you see Queen Elizabeth telling all
the Royal's they have to get into a London Medical School, pass or flunk out but at
least try to become a MD. Saudi Arabia has more MD's in London than British.
"Stop Calling Asian Women Adorable" MD women are Adorable and Marry me for a
Nobel.

3-24-2019 By THE EDITORIAL BOARD NY Times Sunday. "Hell No we do not
want a richer quality of life in Manhattan than Qatar." By THE EDITORIAL
BOARDA "Pied-à-Terre Tax Will Bring Revenue New York Needs A tax on second
homes of over $5 million won’t solve income inequality, but it could help boost the
city’s coffers." By THE EDITORIAL BOARD NY Times in Qatar at the Qatar
Trump Casino, how they spent their Sunday.

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Calling Verizon Human Contact Is Now a
Luxury Good - Hell with Verizon we need to End War on Earth in One Day with
One Invention that goes 400 Times the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to
Sirius and Jewish Aliens streaming live right now...

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Trump selling a million Gas Stations to Xi in
China; 64,000 people died in car accidents in China in 2017, mostly on roads,
according to government statistics. In the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR not sold in China
the F-35 Radar cost more than the Ford and there are no Head on Collisions in
China or the USA driving into Key West. Fixating on this as it's a War Crime by
Trump + Xi.

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Start Fixating on the Rx Recipe Pink Latte
at Starbucks for the cure of Breast-Ovary cancers in all stages in 8 Days. Prince
Salman will donate $7 Trillion for this cure, grin. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer will invent
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this Rx Pink Recipe at Los Alamos. Britain Is Drowning Itself in Nostalgia written
by George Orwell who didn't get into London Medical School and has no ambition to
win the Nobel in Medicine for a Breast-Ovary Cancer Cure with a Rx Recipe that
should be on the London Times front page every day not Brexit!!

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie;
enter the new Starbucks here... ‘I Do It From My Couch’: The Next Generation of
Explorers. By ALYSON KRUEGER Alyson doesn't have an iMac at $18,384 or a
Genius Tutor at Starbucks.

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; JFK medical history virtually secret.
Kennedy, at 43 the youngest president ever elected, was portrayed as healthy and
vibrant. In reality, he suffered various problems controlled by a daily regimen of
steroids and other drugs. Trump too!! Symptoms include changes in mood and
personality. Trump too!! Dr. Lee R. Mandel, a Navy Medical Corps endocrinologist in
Chesapeake, Va., was allowed to review Kennedy's medical records at the John F.
Kennedy Presidential Library & Museum last year, and he also corresponded with
many of Kennedy's physicians. Now we know why Trump hired a Drunk Navy
Admiral to be his MD. Trump-Kennedy Kennedy took a host of drugs and other
remedies during his presidency: 500 milligrams of vitamin C twice daily; 10
milligrams of hydrocortisone daily; 2.5 milligrams of prednisone twice daily; 10
milligrams of methyltestosterone daily; 25 micrograms of liothyronine twice daily;
0.1 milligrams fludrocortisone daily; and diphenoxylate hydrochloride and atropine
sulfate, two tablets as needed. John F. Kennedy Jr., his son, suffered from
Graves' disease, in which the thyroid is overactive.

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Saudi Arabia has Medicare for All and it's
paid for by gas stations in Miami, Cuba $$$ "Medicare for All Would Abolish
Private Insurance. ‘There’s No Precedent in American History" By REED ABELSON
and MARGOT SANGER-KATZ

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Secret Boeing Jet Born in a Frantic
Universe of Jet Fuel to Outdo a Rival Airbus in the Greatest Con Job in the
History of America, as Boeing knew Prince Salman, Greg in Key West and had read
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the Secret file on the cover of Greg's Amazon Book about the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Boeing helped kill the Jew Hero Driving the Ford WindmillCAR into
Mecca and Manhattan. "Boeing raced to update its workhorse jet rather than
design a new one. Workers describe a hectic project, but say they hadn’t felt
safety was compromised. Safety was compromised in not getting anyone at HQ
killed by a Bone Saw Prince selling Jet Fuel to Boeing, grin. Look at all the pictures
of the Boeing 737 Max, think 10,000 all using Jet Fuel in the Age of the 2019
Ford WindmillPlane with GE electric engines. Free Fuel. Bone Saw is kept on the
CEO's desk at Boeing.

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Navy doctor who reviewed Kennedy's
medical records. The disease, autoimmune polyendocrine syndrome type 2, or APS
2, also caused Kennedy's hypothyroidism. Addison's disease is characterized by the
withering of the adrenal glands, which produce adrenaline and other hormones.

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; New Verizon Cell a LG Zone 4 is working
you can call Greg @ 3054345270 going to write a Amazon Book on Verizon and its
AI menu that can't activate a new Verizon Cell without taking out the sim card...
545 pages grin!

3-24-2019 Key West; 10 Students on Spring Break all had their bike stole!! Bike
by the Court House Deli on Spring break 2019 Today. They take video of thieves
with cable cutters in hand biking down Duval Key West riding a newly spray painted
Sun Tike that they stole, while working at the Court House Deli. Thieves outsmart
the 1984 George Orwell Cops... they have storage units full of bike seats and
front wheel's 100's of them, students on break in Key West learn the hard way
it's not Star Wars with no bike thieves at the Key West Courthouse Deli yet...
just taste the Court House Deli food with and without the Bike Thief making the
sand witches, grin!

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; New Zealand Bans the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR and any Jew Hero Driving it!!
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3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; "In children, adrenal insufficiency, also
known as Addison’s disease, is usually caused by misguided warrior cells...

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Generals Are Back in Israel’s Political
Vanguard, Jewish women with a breast cancer tumor coming through her breast these breast are not shown to any of the Generals troops in Israel for a good
reason, the troops would want a Rx Recipe Latte Cure at Starbucks in Israel. A
War would break out and the Generals would lose to the MD's. “We are fighting in
a complex environment and this firefight is a prime example of the challenges
Afghan and coalition forces face every day,” said Sgt. 1st Class Debra Richardson.
“The Taliban were hiding in civilian homes and maneuvered in and out of compounds
without any concern for the families living inside.” Debra mom has a breast cancer
tumor coming through her breast, Deb joined the Army not the War On Cancer by
becoming a MD. She was brain washed.

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Stop Fixating on Brexit there are millions
of Angry women with breast cancer in London not News by the 2 White Men at
George Orwell HQ. "Angry Over Brexit Stalemate, Huge Crowds March in London
to Demand Second Vote" By BENJAMIN MUELLER and PALKO KARASZ

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Calling Verizon Human Contact Is Now a
Luxury Good - Hell with Verizon we need to End War on Earth in One Day with
One Invention that goes 400 Times the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to
Sirius and Jewish Aliens streaming live right now...

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; "How Powerful Is Vladimir Putin Really?" By
ANDREW HIGGINS Andrew writes about the Church and Putin putting them in Jail.
When the Power of Putin is $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. I would think Andrew got
a payment direct deposit for censoring out Putin's $777 Trillion from his article on
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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How Powerful Putin Really is $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Walt Disney Company has closed its $71.3
billion acquisition of 21st Century Fox assets. “This deal definitely reshapes the
landscape,” $777 Trillion dollar deal that confiscates this illegal oil revenues from
Salman-Putin-Trump reshapes NASA, NYC as Qatar Kings into Exodus to Sirius
and winning the War on Allah by Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca a
Disney Movie. Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Mecca will be no more! Oblivated by a
Ford WindmillCAR and a Disney Movie that Prince Salman would not show at home
if he was not in a Cuban Jail for 100's of bone saw murders and torture immune
via Oil $$$. It’s a line from Disney’s “The Bone Saw Oil King and Son”

3-24-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; 1 Click Amazon 1,001 IP invention projects
and 100's of Trillions of files is on line. Now we just need Apple at Starbucks to
turn on the iMac and bring the Orchids, grin. LOS ALAMOS, N.M., March 14,
2019—A new distributed file system for high-performance computing being
distributed today via the software collaboration site GitHub provides unprecedented
performance for creating, updating and managing extreme numbers of files. “We
designed DeltaFS to enable the creation of trillions of files,” said Brad
Settlemyer, a Los Alamos computer scientist and project leader. Los Alamos
National Laboratory and Carnegie Mellon University jointly developed Delta FS.
“Such a tool aids researchers in solving classical problems in high-performance
computing, such as particle trajectory tracking or vortex detection.” DeltaFS builds
a file system that appears to the user just like any other file system, doesn’t
require specialized hardware, and is exactly tailored to assisting the scientist in
new discoveries when using a high-performance computing platform. “One of the
foremost challenges, and primary goals of DeltaFS, was scaling across thousands of
servers without requiring a portion of them be dedicated to the file system,” said
George Amvrosiadis, assistant research professor at Carnegie Mellon University and
a coauthor on the project. “This frees administrators from having to decide how to
allocate resources for the file system, which will become a necessity when exascale
machines become a reality.” The file system brings about two important changes in
high-performance computing. First, DeltaFS enables new strategies for designing
the supercomputers themselves, dramatically changing the cost of creating and
managing files. In addition, DeltaFS radically improves the performance of highly
selective queries, dramatically reducing time to scientific discovery. DeltaFS is a
transient, software-defined service that allows data to be accessed from a handful
up to hundreds of thousands of computers based on the user’s performance
requirements. “The storage techniques used in DeltaFS are applicable in many
scientific domains, but we believe that by alleviating the metadata bottleneck we
have really shown a way for designing and procuring much more efficient HPC
storage systems,” Settlemyer said.
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3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; "In children, adrenal insufficiency, also
known as Addison’s disease, is usually caused by misguided warrior cells...

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; The return of the generals to Israeli
politics is viewed as an emergency call-up by those hoping to rout right-wing Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu... the Generals have killed off decades of Jew
Hero's driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Jews will
not let Admiral Jimmy Carter visit Israel The return of the generals to Israeli
politics, not Admiral Jimmy Carter with 25 Hospital Ships for Key West a few
bigger than carriers and one named Dr. Lisa Sanders @ Yale, Ya!

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; "Trump Overrules Sanctions, on North
Korea “President Trump likes Chairman Kim, and he doesn’t think these sanctions
will be necessary,” said Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the White House press
secretary. Sarah said there are no sanctions on $4 gas for the 4th of July 2019.
Pressure North Korea into returning to negotiations over dismantling its nuclear
weapons program. Pressure to take Tuump-Salman's Bone Saw's and $777 Trillion
in oil revenue away from the Mad Mentally Ill Prince of Saudi Arabia. Jew Hero
will killed by Trump driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan.
Mentally ill are committed to achieving the final, fully verified denuclearization of
North Korea, those of us who are sane are committed to No Gas Stations On
Earth not 1 Million New Gas Stations in North Korea and Vietnam. Swiss
international campaign to sell another $777 Trillion in gasoline to the world, a war
crime $$$. Idiots spends half of his time working on sanctions matters when the
matter of Time as a Higgs God Particle needs sanctions lifted so this can be
reported by the NY Times. Time spent working brainstorming how to build the
gravity engine has been wasted on sanctions.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Imposed sanctions on Bandes, Venezuela’s
national development bank, and its subsidiaries, as part of its effort to topple the
government of President Nicolás Maduro. Topple and confiscate $777 Trillion from
Swiss Banks is more 'Real World' goings-on. Yes the Swiss killed a Jew Hero
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trying to Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; 5 Popes, 150 Papal Trips and One Stern
Lecture for Bishops - Kill the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into
Mecca and Manhattan don't let the Jew get to Rome or the Vatican Pope Francis
said. Pope Francis is protecting $777 Trillion in oil revenues.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Fiery Wrecks driven by 2 White Men at
1984 HQ in Calgary, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Alberta have introduced
mandatory and more rigorous classroom and on-road training for heavy-truck
drivers. They have also beefed up licensing tests. All these are Canada Government
War Crimes in times of the 2019 Ford Windmill Semi-Turcks. A truck driver whose
inattention led to the deaths of 16 people aboard a youth hockey team bus in
Saskatchewan last year, a collision that shook Canada, was sentenced to eight
years in prison on Friday. The defendant, Jaskirat Singh Sidhu, had driven a
tractor-trailer laden with peat moss at about 60 miles an hour past five signs
warning him to stop before the truck collided with a bus carrying the team, the
Humboldt Broncos. Thirteen other people were injured last April in the crash,
which occurred with such force that the bus flipped on its side and the two
vehicles slid well off the highway before coming to a stop in a pile of rubble. Many
of the victims were young players who had come from across Western Canada to
live with families in Humboldt, a farm town of about 6,000. They had joined the
Broncos with hopes of either advancing to professional careers or getting college
scholarships. Ironic as Prince Salman called home 8,000 students who had a free
Saudi Government college scholarships with enough money for sex with Canada
women.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Jimmy Carter and Conscience in the Age of
Demagogues who he Jimmy Carter gave $777 Trillion dollars in oil money, now
Trump is going to put Prince Salman's picture on the USA hundred dollar bill and
Taylor Swift's picture on the One Dollar Bill.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Jimmy Carter will not live to see everyone
in Georgia Driving a Gravity Engine car across his Peanut Plantation... grin! North
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Korea Seeks to Split Alliance Between South Korea and U.S. Split the alliance
Between God and Jimmy Carter. McCain is in Hell for all Eternity, Time never
ends.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; New Zealand Bans the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR and any Jew Hero Driving it!!

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; She owns an iPhone, but her husband,
whose photography business dwindled when the industry went digital, is blind in one
eye and struggles to use any type of phone... as the iPhone genius tutor has not
been called by his wife or anyone! This is not a war crime but should be like turn
up the volume on an iPhone for the hard of hearing, Trump-Salman NY Times, grin.
No invention projects articles in the NY Times Digital Edition without 1 Click
Amazon links to invention projects specs and genius tutors. Mary Beth McKenzie, an
artist, lives in a building on West 45th Street in Manhattan that has a keyless
entry system, law suit. Now, the couple — Mary Beth McKenzie, 72, and Tony
Mysak, 93 — find themselves waging a legal battle over access to their home that
has raised an analog question: Do renters have the right to an old-school metal
key? Gas Engine Cars vs 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with iPhone iDash Cam iCop in
your car, iTickets never pulled over and iParking the City of NY gets you a parking
spot digitally. Motion detection you never back into another car ever again. A
lawsuit filed in October in Housing Court in Manhattan by the couple and three
other tenants of the West 45th Street building demands that the landlord give
them access to all the entry ways without having to use a smartphone app. But it
also has opened a wider debate over privacy, ageism and renter’s rights that has
inspired new legislation in Albany. At the heart of the dispute is a keyless entry
system designed by the company Latch that has been installed in more than 1,000
buildings across the city. Ms. McKenzie, a painter, admitted she has not stayed
current with technology. Tim Cook has not stayed current with iPhone and GPS
tracking of everyone casing the building with iPhones that can call home if someone
is outside your door listening or knocking to see if anyone is home. Tim Cook does
not live here... grin. Do they steal bikes in NYC? Ya! And no new technology like
Key West Courthouse Deli thief.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Pakistan call for peace with India as it
shows off its military might when the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is the secret weapon
to win Peace, Exodus into the Universe by billions of people on Earth along in the
Universe because Warriors like Prince Harry the King of England!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Boeing Crashes: Greed Over Safety - Fiery
Wrecks this NY Times reporter will drive by in traffic this weekend without
stopping to help end gas engine cars... is a war crime! The angle of attack
indicator will remain an option that airlines can buy from Boeing. No you can not
buy a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Boeing charges
extra, for example, for a backup fire extinguisher in the cargo hold. Past incidents
have shown that a single extinguishing system may not be enough to put out flames
that spread rapidly through the plane. Boeing declined to disclose the full menu of
safety features it offers as options on the 737 Max, or how much they cost. How
much gas cost $4 a gallon on the 4th of July 2019 is in the works by 1984 HQ.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Dr. Lisa Sanders; "In children, adrenal
insufficiency, also known as Addison’s disease, is usually caused by misguided
warrior cells of the immune system destroying the thumb-size adrenal gland that
sits on top of each kidney. These glands are the source of the “fight or flight”
hormones, adrenaline and cortisol, which help the kidney manage the body’s level of
sodium, potassium and glucose. When the adrenals are out of whack, patients are
sick and tired. They often can’t keep anything down." I.C.U. asked the
endocrinology team to see the patient. They immediately ordered a test to look for
the loss of adrenal-gland function, characteristic of Addison’s. But they were also
worried about a disease even rarer than Addison’s — an inherited disorder called
X-linked adrenoleukodystrophy. This is an unusual genetic abnormality that can look
like Addison’s because it often starts with the deterioration of the adrenal gland.
But it can also go on to destroy the nerve cells in the brain and the body, causing
symptoms from seizures to blindness to difficulty eating, speaking and walking.
There are different versions of the disease, and depending on which type is
inherited, it can strike at any time, from infancy to adulthood. The first test
results confirmed that the boy’s adrenal glands were not working. He would need to
take pharmaceutical versions of these hormones. But they still needed to find out
if it was Addison’s disease, caused by an immune-system misstep, or the even more
worrisome inherited X-linked adrenoleukodystrophy. The endocrinologists sent off
blood to look for both diseases. The answers wouldn’t come back for weeks...

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Dr. Lisa Sanders, The answers wouldn’t
come back for weeks... IP invention project to speed up this test!!
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3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Dr. Lisa Sanders, "It took weeks, but the
results finally came back. He had Addison’s disease. His mother understood that
her son would have to deal with this for the rest of his life, but they would figure
it out; she knew it could have been much worse." This January, he put together a
PowerPoint presentation on his disease. One fact really made an impression on the
boy. The 35th president of the United States, John F. Kennedy, had Addison’s.
“So you could be president!” his teacher remarked. “And if you do,” he added, “I
get to visit the White House.”

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Dr. Lisa Sanders could get a visit to the
White House to diagnosis Trump and Ivanka who wants sanctions on the Rx Recipe
for the Pink Latte at Starbucks lifted at Los Alamos and Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD
given $7 Trillion confiscated from Trumps BF Prince Salman.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; "In children, adrenal insufficiency, also
known as Addison’s disease, is usually caused by misguided warrior cells of the
immune system destroying the thumb-size adrenal gland that sits on top of each
kidney. These glands are the source of the “fight or flight” hormones, adrenaline
and cortisol, which help the kidney manage the body’s level of sodium, potassium
and glucose. When the adrenals are out of whack, patients are sick and tired.
They often can’t keep anything down."

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; NY Times digital addition didn't offer any
super computer simulations on Addison’s disease, yet. We have to wait 2 years for
the Report like Trump. Ha.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; I been able to look at a cloudless sky at
night and see beauty there...
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3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; My mother-in-law wouldn’t tell us what our
wedding gift would be, Dr. Lisa MD one of them at Yale Today seduced by the
Nobel in Medicine. Like the one Trump refused as sanctions on Tobacco was ruled
out by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

3-23-2019 A Tree Falls on Steve Jobs, MD's pick up the limbs, have been for
years without a cure for cancer, Small Fry in Trumps Universe with Korea's NonNuclear War Still going on today instead of sanctions on cancer killings!

3-23-2019 A Tree Falls on Steve Jobs, MD's pick up the limbs, have been for
years without a cure for cancer, Small Fry in Trumps Universe with Korea's NonNuclear War Still going on today instead of sanctions on cancer killings!

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; A Tree Fell and hit him, he was Steve Jobs
and today another tree fell and killed another Steve Jobs because the Hemingway
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House Writing Class was closed the Day this guy was teaching. "A weeklong trip in
Alaska was supposed to be an adventure. In an instant, it became the experience
that defined us all. By JON MOOALLEM" Dr. Lisa Sanders will write the Art of
the Diagnosis for Steve Jobs the one we watched on live streaming video being
killed by cancer and the Steve Jobs who died today waiting for a cure from Dr.
Trump MD busy with Korea and the DA.

3-23-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; A Tree Falls on Steve Jobs, Trump fly's
back to Hanoi, Vietnam II

3-22-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; Starbucks Seduced by
Singapore’s Charismatic Orchids to build iMac Computer labs in every Starbucks
world wide for the Charismatic Spell of a Pink Latte Cure for Breast Cancer, smell
the Orchids now with a Cure. For its annual orchid display, the New York Botanical
Garden has drawn inspiration from Southeast Asia. Rich beauty abounds. Brain
Cancer in Georgia Starbucks with Rx Recipes on the women's iMac...

3-22-2019 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Camaraderie; Trumps picture on the
hundred dollar bill vetoed by Trump for Taylor Swift almost Prince Salman's
picture will be on he New $1 dollar bill... spring is in the air.

3-22-2019 "How The NY Times Decides What to Investigate;" Breast cancer
tumor coming through the breast pictures on the front page of the NY Times is the
catalysts for a Manhattan Project costing $7 Trillion confiscated from Prince
Salman who's picture has been on the front page of the Times many Times.
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3-22-2019 Car Camaraderie; Two doomed jets that crashed werent equipped with
safety features that Boeing sold as extras. Car Camaraderie; with the iPhone
iDash Cam iCop iTicktet in your car, pulled over no way you can drive and talk to
the cops... car camaraderie at Star Wars.

3-22-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; NASA has joins this New Age of War for
its Fleets of Shuttle Trains reaching all the way to Sirius way beyond the Golan
Heights, NASA's heights are Sirius and the Edge of the Galaxies entering empty
space that is infinite like NASA will be in its Victory over... A New Age of
Warfare: How Internet Mercenaries Do Battle for Authoritarian Governments.
Sophisticated surveillance, once the domain of world powers, is increasingly
available on the private market. Smaller countries are seizing on the tools —
sometimes for darker purposes. By MARK MAZZETTI, ADAM GOLDMAN, RONEN
BERGMAN and NICOLE PERLROTH NASA's Sophisticated surveillance, once the
domain of Baghdad Storm's gave the Windfall of $777 Trillion to Prince Harry's
Warriors as NASA is not part of England. Genesis will be written by Rocket
Scientists! Admiral Jimmy Carter is Unrepentant for His Crime giving $777 Trillion
to Prince Salman the Bone Saw Prince of Saudi Arabia and this 4 th of July $4 gas
on the 4th of July 2019 is classified by the Navy and Trump. Trump’s Attacks on
McCain Met With Silence From Many in Senate who sold their soul to the Bone Saw
Prince with $777 Trillion dollars McCain tried to take these riches beyond belief to
Heaven leaving 5 billion minus Saudi Citizen in Hell. WindmillCAR is a Godsent
McCain gave to Allah not Jimmy Carter's God. A War Crime $$$. Trump Wants
Robert Kraft at White House Super Bowl Celebration Despite Steve Jobs 1984
commercial about Brain Cancer of McCain's and Teddy Kennedy still the #1 killer
of Warriors, many more Warrior. s die from Brain Cancer than on the Battle
Fields of Baghdad. McCain's Brain Cancer spread to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Does Trump have Brain Cancer? Trumps Ex-Wife Says Trump has had brain cancer
for decades from that Diesel Exhaust he love to smell with the Stake and Eggs.
Brain dead to Art of the Diagnosis that caused millions of deaths just in the USA.
Trump refused the Nobel in Medicine for putting sanction on Tobacco for sanctions
on Kim and No Noble Peace Prize! Casino's Brain Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders.
Jimmy Carter Just Became the Longest-Living U.S. President On Friday, the 39th
president reached the age of 94 years and 172 days, making him a day older than
former President George Bush was when he died last year.

3-22-2019 A Spring Day in Georgia, Brain Cancer Camaraderie; at Jimmy Carters
Peanut Plantation Spring Social this weekend...
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3-22-2019 MD Cops's Camaraderie; In Riyadh shipping 200,000 patients to the
USA in 2019. Brain Cancer Humor on the Boeing 737 Max 8 flying into JFK. Gina
is counting on the women with Breast-Ovary cancers among the Men to Drive!!

3-22-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Why Should Americans Be Grateful for
$137 Insulin? Germans Get It for $55 By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL Americans not
Germans will win a Noble in Medicine for a Insulin you take once a year and the Rx
Recipe will get many spin off inventions.

3-22-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Cop's Interpol A Personal Weapon Time and
again, people inside and outside Interpol warned that the world’s largest
international police organization was leaving itself vulnerable to manipulation. $777
Trillion has been around for so long the Swiss have had to build more Bank
Buildings. Based in the picturesque French city of Lyon, Interpol is instead a
clearinghouse for police information, a digital bulletin board for police officers to
share what they know. Total Oil Company has a HQ in Lyon also. Swiss must have
a Bank in Lyon also. Marco Rubio's Swiss Bank Account looked at by Interpol.
Trumps $$$. How Moscow Oil Company uses Interpol a Amazon Book and Kindle,
grin $$$.

3-22-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Another Day another Petro Plant Fire and
Fiery Wrecks in Traffic. "Fires raged overnight at Jiangsu Tianjiayi Chemical
Company, in the eastern Chinese province of Jiangsu, after an explosion on
Thursday that killed at least 47 people." Did 47 people die in fiery wrecks in
Traffic in China yesterday, this is known and was censored by the NY Times on
Friday! ...toxic substances spreading in the air and water will give millions brain
cancer! One worker said a tanker truck carrying natural gas had caught fire,
setting off an explosion in a benzene storage area. Greenpeace has found that
there is an average of about one chemical accident per day in China. Greenpeace
hell we want Gina's audio and video.

3-22-2019 Sorry Editors of the NY Times. Sorry but the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's driven into New Zealand would have prevented all these killings and
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millions more world wide. "America Deserves a Leader as Good as Jacinda Ardern"
"New Zealand’s prime minister moved swiftly to ban weapons of mass killing after a
gunman attacked two mosques. By THE EDITORIAL BOARD NY Times Today!!"
America Deserves a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR editorial by the Times and Jimmy
Carter. Spring is in the Air! Spring Winds and the WindmillCAR's!

3-22-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Jimmy Carter ate Peanuts for 30 years.
Eating Eggs, Without Fear A reader says they have been a part of her diet for
more than 30 years and censors out 30 million have died from 'egg' in their
Hearts. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD readings for Bacon + Egg
people would convince a few to give up eggs. Trumps Noble in Medicine II will be a
lot harder on his artery's than his Noble in Medicine for Sanctions on Tobacco.
Who has smoked for 30 years, one Cuban in Key West who has sold 30 million
cigars to tourists, grin.

3-22-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; enter a Starbucks!

3-22-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; Starbucks Seduced by
Singapore’s Charismatic Orchids to build iMac Computer labs in every Starbucks
world wide for the Charismatic Spell of a Pink Latte Cure for Breast Cancer, smell
the Orchids now with a Cure. For its annual orchid display, the New York Botanical
Garden has drawn inspiration from Southeast Asia. Rich beauty abounds. Brain
Cancer in Georgia Starbucks with Rx Recipes on the women's iMac...

3-22-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; enter the new Starbucks
here...
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3-22-2019 Virus MD's at Yale Camaraderie; Does the virus cause cancers...
Remember Chicken pox Parties? Kentucky Governor Says He Let His 9 Children Get
the Virus.

3-22-2019 Cameras cost a few dollars this new Mail Box's cost thousands with no
cameras, mic. or loud speakers. "Mailboxes with pull-down handles in the New York
City region are being replaced with narrow letter slot boxes." iMac at all Post
Office's locations world wide. This is what the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ should
have invented. Tim Apple visited Trump instead of the Post Office iMac on the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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table, grin.

3-22-2019 "How The NY Times Decides What to Investigate;" Breast cancer
tumor coming through the breast pictures on the front page of the NY Times is the
catalysts for a Manhattan Project costing $7 Trillion confiscated from Prince
Salman who's picture has been on the front page of the Times many Times.

3-21-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Worked activating my new Verizon Cell a LG
Zone 4 and got the cell device not found, and its noon should have a page written
will try to catch up on my Spring Day's writing this afternoon have to stop by the
Verizon Store as I can't make a cell call or get a cell call, wow!!

3-21-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Universe Outlook looks Bright as the First
Day of Spring. We have 12 Trillion Galaxy Flowers and Song Birds to look forward
to this Spring so Spring into action and get growing 1,001 IP invention projects
with 1 Click Amazon links to with specs and genius tutors! For Clues to Howard
Schultz’s Leadership, Look Beyond Starbucks to the 'Pink Starbucks with the Rx
Recipes for Pink and Steve Jobs as Apple will have to be painted Pink at the New
HQ. The space ships one, grin. Amazon is still looking for HQ2 like we need
E=MC2 with 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to
Sirius!
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3-21-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; UniverseLand, New AlienLand a Spring
New-Spring-Times, with Invention Song Birds and the Invented Orion! Learning
Exodus in Hebrew and Super Computer Code and Simulations. Star Wars on A
Spring Day in Key West. Admirals are listening to Spring in the Universe of 12
Trillion Galaxies, how long will it be until they take action, give the orders Spring
into the Exodus into the Universe?

3-21-2019 A Spring Day in Key West; Casino Diagnosis spin the Roulette Wheels
and the Wheels of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's driven into a more intense gamble
on God and Soul Mates for all eternity until the end of time and wed know from
Einstein Time will never end, this spring day goes on and on. So how did Time
Start? Gravity of all this Springs into building the Gravity Engine give it to a
Admiral or it will sink to the bottom of the Gamblers Ocean in Vegas. Florida
Lottery to win the Pink Cancer Cure, no the money has never gone to the cure for
cancer it's a con by Trump's state City Halls. Build the Vietnam Memorial before
you get the cure for breast-ovary cancer is another war crime by the 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ.

3-21-2019 A Spring Day in Key West;

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West; one of the true delights in Key West. There
is but the Admiral’s Cut gap that prevents it from running all the way along the
harbor waterfront... Gap is the Key West Admirals who have read this newspaper
article for a decade and have decided to bone saw the lowest ranking in Key West.
Yes they think of RANK even in closing the gap caused by Admirals Cut no one can
cross. This is linked to 12 Trillion Galaxies the Key West Admirals also cut for the
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lower Ranking 5 billion people on Earth. This is a War Crime and Crime Against
Humanity but if the Key West Citizen ever wrote this the Admiral would harm the
Journalists with a Saudi Bone Saw... 4th of July gas will be $4 a gallon and the
Admirals said this is no problem he got a bonus for Bone Saw work. Navy Battle of
the 'Universe' started in 2019 in Key West, NASA Victory was no Brainard, grin.
Trump Casino, who did Trump bet on Navy or NASA? Total Looser...

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West; one of the true delights in Key West the
Hemingway House Writing Class is not open on orders from the Admirals Cut 'Gap'
discontinuously in Win - Win Game of the Nobel Prize as Hemingway is much better
than Jimmy Carter and Greg is Star Wars Rank, grin. 'Cats' greet you at the
Hemingway House Today one is named 'Nobel' the others are all Named 'Admirals
Cut' no this will not be a writing class novel when the Hemingway House is open and
stocked with iMac and Writing Class Students who didn't bribe any Yale Staff. Did
Hemingway ever bribe anyone... Yes we will write a 'Class' novel about Yale and
Kerry. As pallets of Cash shipped to Cuba was a bribe by a Yale Alumni.

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; Bone Saw Workers in
Riyadh; Some have also privately grumbled that money being spent on mega
projects like Neom, a planned $500 billion futuristic city, would be better spent
improving the qualify of life in existing cities like Riyadh... Riyadh City Hall is a
clone of Key West and NYC grin! iParking City of Riyadh finds you a parking spot
and your car is never ever towed, or your bike seat and front wheel stole, grin.
Quality of life in the City.

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; about 400 Times Faster
than the speed of light

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; Drive Exodus Jewish
WindmillCAR's to New Zealand; Asks What It Could Have Done Differently

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; Boeing CEO Dennis A.
Muilenburg preliminary data suggests that a combination of new software, and iMac
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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at every Starbucks world wide to fly to 12 Trillion Galaxies.

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; Italian oil giant Eni has
bone saws and will use them in a Nuclear War to keep $777 Trillion for the Elite in
Rome.

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; great-power CHANGE if
China gets 100 million 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and Russia loses $777 Trillion in
Oil Revenues.

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; Cell GPS tracking Map at
Google of everyone on Earth and in Key West, grin. iPhone iDash Cam in you car
iCop too and iTickets no need to pull over, grin.

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; 25 Hospital Ships docked
in Key West many at the Hyatt Dock

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; "Trumps Rapid Inventions"
Ivanka is waiting for her Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte she ordered
at Prince Salman's Palace last year.

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; $777 Trillion in Swiss
Banks who will never ever be sued but hacked by the CIA for every dollar they
have, oil

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West Cops's Camaraderie; 12 Trillion Galaxies and a
Do-Nothing Police Department...

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West; God in Eve and God's at the Vatican driving
gas and diesel Mercedes not letting women drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into
the Vatican Wedding of Priest and Bishops. Polygamous Marriage in the Catholic
Church. Hell No Hells Prison for Eternity for so many Priest, Bishops, Cardinals.
Pope Francis Rejects Resignation of French Cardinal Convicted of Abuse Cover-Up.
Cardinal Philippe Barbarin received a six-month suspended jail sentence from a
court in Lyon, France, on March 7, and met with Pope Francis on Monday God was
not at the meeting. A French court found Cardinal Philippe Barbarin, archbishop of
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Lyon, guilty on March 7 of failing to report abuse to the authorities, and imposed
a six-month suspended sentence. Cardinal Barbarin, 68, promptly offered to
resign, though he is appealing the verdict. He met with Pope Francis on Monday to
personally hand in his resignation, but both the cardinal and a Vatican spokesman,
Alessandro Gisotti, said on Tuesday that the pope had not accepted it. Instead,
they said, the cardinal, one of the highest-ranking and best-known Roman Catholic
officials in France, will step aside for an unspecified length of time. Time is a God
Particle Pope Francis does not recognize as a Miracle. “Pope Francis’ decision to
refuse Cardinal Barbarin’s resignation today is a depressing reminder of the pope’s
autocratic disregard for victims,” Victims of diesel and gas engine cars and the
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues also are victims of Pope Francis and the Catholic
Church. Amnesty International said Pope Francis had ruined many childrend's lives
and will not resign, confess!

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West; Students Caught Up in College Admissions
Scandal Now Face a Reckoning. At the University of Southern California, Yale,
Harvard, MIT, Oxford... Monsanto Weedkiller Roundup Was ‘Substantial Factor’ in
Causing Man’s Cancer, Jury Says. The finding was the first verdict from a federal
jury in thousands of similar cases against the company. Scandal from diesel
exhaust in the traffic ahead will be a reckoning for Yale and Harvard Alumni who
cheated to get $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all illegal. To make matters worse for
the USA they enrolled more Saudi students in Yale and Harvard than American
Students and gave them spending money for women and sex. Paid like Dad's pays
for sex at Yale and Harvard. Yes Kerry paid for sex at Yale.

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West; Cleveland Police Officer Contacted 2,300
Women Using Work Computer, Authorities Say Sgt. Michael Rybarczyk was already
facing charges that he solicited prostitutes when he was accused of sending
messages to women on social media from a police computer. By JACEY FORTIN

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West; God Speed iMac at $18,384 at every NYC
school and Starbucks $$$ Speed Cameras Will Surround Every New York City
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Public School. The Legislature voted to expand the number of protected school
zones by nearly five times. City officials said every school would be covered. By
VIVIAN WANG Crimes against Children by City of New York as they spent millions
on school cameras and nothing on iMac computers for school... did they think to
buy even 1 iMac at $18,384 Hell No.

3-20-2019 Spring Ahead Key West; one of the true delights in Key West. There
is but the Admiral’s Cut gap that prevents it from running all the way along the
harbor waterfront... Gap is the Key West Admirals who have read this newspaper
article for a decade and have decided to bone saw the lowest ranking in Key West.
Yes they think of RANK even in closing the gap caused by Admirals Cut no one can
cross. This is linked to 12 Trillion Galaxies the Key West Admirals also cut for the
lower Ranking 5 billion people on Earth. This is a War Crime and Crime Against
Humanity but if the Key West Citizen ever wrote this the Admiral would harm the
Journalists with a Saudi Bone Saw... 4th of July gas will be $4 a gallon and the
Admirals said this is no problem he got a bonus for Bone Saw work.

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; about 400 Times Faster than the speed
of light on the leading edge of technology IP invention projects from Greg in Key
West. Are any of the Cops Cheering this invention??

3-19-2019 Large fire at Houston chemical plant expected to burn for days,
weeks, years!!!!!! HOUSTON — A large fire at a Houston-area petrochemicals
terminal will likely burn for another two days, authorities said Monday, noting that
air quality will cause cancers and birth defects. Deer Park plant fire puts
community at a standstill. DEER PARK, Texas - The Deer Park chemical fire is
causing havoc for residents.
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3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie, Drive to New Zealand; Asks What It
Could Have Done Differently as Portrait of Shooting Suspect Emerges - Cops order
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Driven in New Zealand, ASAP. By EMILY STEEL $777
Trillion Dollar Drive and Doctrine iMac at Starbucks New Zealand at $13,384
would have changed New Zealand like $777 Trillion Changed Qatar.

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; Boeing CEO Dennis A. Muilenburg
preliminary data suggests that a combination of new software, faulty sensor
readings and inadequate pilot training may have been to blame for the Bone Saw Oil
Company Ruling the World for Greed, riches beyond belief $$$. Actions is a
software update for Boeing 737 Max not iMac at Starbucks World Wide. Riches
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beyond belief if every Starbucks world wide had a iMac at $13,384 at every
table. Boeing has more 737 Max than they have iMac's at $13,384. With 18
Engines not 2 like a expensive Win 10. “Safety is at the core of who we are at
Boeing, 18 Core Xeon is at the core of Humanity driving and flying Boeing Super
Shuttle Trains into 12 Trillion Galaxies, Win 10 will crash and burn killing everyone
on Earth, Bill and Melinda Gates know this and cover it up. And there is no clear
timetable for Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies with Bill and Melinda Gates in Qatar.
Bill and Melinda Gates serve as their own regulators, mosquitoes not 12 Trillion
Galaxies!! No one on Earth would praised the professionalism of Microsoft in the
University computer labs, oil greed infected Microsoft at $995 Billion earned from
Windows. A Con Trump gave them a Medal of Honor for $$$. Design of iMac
Computer Labs at Starbucks will be by NASA with coffee and bagels near the
keyboards.

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; Italian oil giant Eni has bone saws and
will use them in a Nuclear War to keep $777 Trillion from the Italian masses at
Starbucks waiting for the iMac via FedEx. Fed's yes there is a oil giant. Federal
Oil Company.

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; intelligence agencies crafted with new
national security and national intelligence strategies. Those documents laid out the
challenge from China and Russia, and said the United States was in a new greatpower CHANGE if China gets 100 million 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and Russia loses
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. New great power will be the Jew Hero Driving into
Exodus 12 Trillion Galaxies with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in Mecca and
Manhattan.

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; Cell GPS tracking Map at Google of
everyone on Earth and in Key West, grin. IBM system called Summit, $500 million
Super Computer built for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee, but
really should go to Amazon 1 Click IP invention projects with specs and genius
tutors, took back the No. 1 position last year on a twice-yearly ranking of the
world’s 500 most powerful systems — a spot held by China for five years. But
China leads by another key measure: It accounted for 227 super computers
systems none at Starbucks China with 1 Click Amazon IP on the Top 500 list,
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compared with 109 for the United States. 109 Super Computers in the USA and
not 1 Bike Thief was caught on cameras in Key West. Grin. Not one person click on
Amazon 1 Click for a IP invention project on any of these 227 and 109 super
computers today. Nvidia has built a sizable business adapting chips first used with
video games for use in supercomputers. And they still play video games...

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; about 400 Times Faster than the speed
of light on the leading edge of technology IP invention projects from Greg in Key
West. Are any of the Cops Cheering this invention??

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; 25 Hospital Ships docked in Key West
many at the Hyatt Dock. Back to Manhattan and the Shopping Center win over the
Hudson Yards and Freedom Towers Medical School. Hudson Yards: The Making of a
$25 Billion Neighborhood. Monday: The development on the West Side of
Manhattan includes office space, hotels, stores, apartments and lots of tax
breaks. The Making of a $25 Billion in hospital Ships some bigger than Navy
Carriers.

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; "Invention Projects" People!! The Person
Who Suggested People Magazine A former managing editor notes that Marian
Sulzberger Heiskell, who just died at 100, came up with the idea. Sorry but
decades of IP Invention Projects Magazines would have changed the USA like $777
Trillion changed Qatar. Who thought of this...

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; "Trumps Rapid Inventions" Ivanka is
waiting for her Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte she ordered at Prince
Salman's Palace last year. Small Fry Lisa Jobs has a order in for another Rx
Recipe latte to cure cancer too. "Thrumps Rapid Inventions" went to $777 Trillion
in Oil Money, invent this Trump said!! It comes as little surprise, sadly, that the
Saudi thugs who slaughtered Jamal Khashoggi were a secret crew of enforcers for
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Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. They had been watching, kidnapping, detaining
and torturing Saudi dissidents for more than a year before they traveled to
Istanbul to kill and dismember the Washington Post journalist. According to a
report in The Times by Mark Mazzetti and Ben Hubbard, citing officials who have
read classified intelligence, the team is known to American officials as the “Saudi
Rapid Intervention Group” $$$ “Saudi Rapid Intervention Group”

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; suing Twitter for $250 Billion for
defamation after several parody accounts insulted him. Insulting to AI is $777
Trillion in Swiss Banks who will never ever be sued but hacked by the CIA for
every dollar they have, oil and everything else!! This is the most terrible insult to
Humanity ever, $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks from Oil, gas stations hold ups in
Miami, Cuba. Seeing the Bright Side of Missed Opportunities, what to spend $777
Trillion On... Swiss Banks, So Disheartening’: At Colleges Embroiled in Scandal, a
Sense of Outrage and Sadness for money, greed at its strongest Gravity at Lake
Geneva. Is the UN infected?

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; The Best Cookbooks for Girls are Rx
Recipes...

3-19-2019 Key West Cops's Camaraderie; 12 Trillion Galaxies and a Do-Nothing
Police Department...
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Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$
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‘The Island Always Brings You Back’: Finding a Caribbean Home" By JESSICA
FRANCIS KANE

Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$
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‘The Island Always Brings You Back’: Finding a Caribbean Home" By JESSICA
FRANCIS KANE

3-18-2019 iMac's @ $18,384 at the John Hopkins Starbucks would have changed
the campus like $777 Trillion Changed Qatar.
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3-18-2019 iMac's @ $18,384 at the John Hopkins Starbucks would have changed
the campus like $777 Trillion Changed Qatar.
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3-18-2019 iMac's @ $18,384 at the John Hopkins Starbucks would have changed
the campus like $777 Trillion Changed Qatar.

3-18-2019 WindmillCAR Cheers!! Key West Cops's Comaraderie meeting Greg at
Starbucks Key West; WindmillCAR Cheers from the audience of Intelligence Agents
as Alia al-Hathloul drove her Mercedes diesel or gasoline car in Mecca. Cheers
from all the Jews world wide when the Jewish Hero Drives the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan, parking in front of the NY Times waiting
for the Bone Saw Prince.

Key West; 10 Students on Spring Break all had their bike stole!! Bike by the Court
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House Deli on Spring break 2019 Today. They take video of thieves with cable
cutters in hand biking down Duval Key West riding a newly spray painted Sun Tike
that they stole, while working at the Court House Deli. Thieves outsmart the 1984
George Orwell Cops... they have storage units full of bike seats and front wheel's
100's of them, students on break in Key West learn the hard way it's not Star
Wars with no bike thieves at the Key West Courthouse Deli yet... just taste the
Court House Deli food with and without the Bike Thief making the sand witches,
grin!

3-18-2019 iMac's @ $18,384 at the John Hopkins Starbucks would have changed
the campus like $777 Trillion Changed Qatar. 18 Core Intel Xeon CPU, no one at
John Hopkins has ever written code or a app for a 18 core CPU... William Egginton
is a professor of the humanities at Johns Hopkins University and the author of
“The Splintering of the American Mind: Identity Politics, Inequality, and Community
on Today’s College Campuses.”

3-18-2019 How Much Does Getting Into an Elite College Actually Matter; how
much does it matter getting into a Elite World with 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
driving 5 billion into Exodus to Sirius... Yes!

3-18-2019 The play 'Invention Projects' the influence of inventions over the Dark
Ages of the Church and Warriors at the Pentagon. Today's IP are about 12 Trillion
Galaxies and all are in the play!

3-18-2019 How Much Does Getting Into an Elite College Actually Matter; you will
drive a gas engine car no matter what University you get in. 99% of 5 billion people
will drive gas engine cars until the Elite Alumni at Yale and Harvard sell you the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. How Much Do these Elite Men Matter, 100% just ask
Kerry as he and the State Dept have been Benefiting Oil Companies to the tune of
$777 Trillion dollars. Riches beyond belief and all illegal. State Dept under the
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2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Times will be Inventionized with 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 400 times faster than
the speed of light in a Verizon Call will call Jewish Aliens at Sirius.

3-18-2019 At a televised rally in Antalya, in southern Turkey, on Sunday — and
twice the day before — Mr. Erdogan used an edited version of the video blurred
images from the video of the New Zealand mosque shootings - Video of the 2020
Mercedes is on this NY Times web and will not be taken down by Facebook or the
NY Times until video of the 2019 Ford Windmillcar is allowed to play on Facebook
and the NY Times digital web pages. A secret campaign to silence 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's and a secret campaign to silence dissenters — which included the
surveillance, kidnapping, detention and torture of Saudi citizens — over a year
before the kIlling of Jamal Khashoggi, according to American officials who have
read classified intelligence reports about the campaign. Secret file is the cover of
Greg's Amazon Book and reads a lot better as it was written at Los Alamos not
the CIA HQ. Buy the way Gina should make a tour with tech genius and 1,001 IP
invention projects mandatory for all CIA employees if they can get into the Los
Alamos Lab.

3-18-2019 Clandestine missions were carried out by members of the same team
that killed and dismembered Mr. Khashoggi in Istanbul in October, suggesting that
his killing was a particularly egregious... Greg's secret file was written at Los
Alamos not Prince Salman's Palace.

3-18-2019 One Thousand and One Wife's clones of Mary Kennedy; One of the
Saudis detained by the group, a university lecturer in linguistics who wrote a blog
about women in Saudi Arabia, tried to kill herself last year after being subjected
to psychological torture, according to American intelligence. Torture your wife in
the USA into Killing herself, hanging in the Kennedy Barn, yes Prince Robert
Kennedy Jr the NY Times wrote!
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3-18-2019 USA Husbands have a history of going after wife's... Saudi Arabia has
a history of going after dissidents... “We’ve never seen it on a scale like this,”
said Bruce Riedel, a former C.I.A. analyst now with the Brookings Institution. “A
dissident like Jamal Khashoggi in the past wouldn’t have been considered worth the
effort.” Trump said the same thing about several porn stars, Playboy Bunnies and
GF's.

3-18-2019 New York Times Book Review: An Intimate Portrait of Sandra Day
O’Connor Driving a gas engine car in Saudi Arabia, tortured by Prince Salman...

3-18-2019 In an Op-Ed article for The New York Times, Alia al-Hathloul wrote
that Mr. al-Qahtani was “present several times” when her sister was tortured, and
that he threatened to kill her and throw her body in the sewer. Loujain alHathloul, who was jailed for trying to drive her car into the kingdom from the
United Arab Emirates.

3-18-2019 New York Times Book Review: An Intimate Portrait of Sandra Day
O’Connor Driving a gas engine car in Saudi Arabia, tortured by Prince Salman...

3-18-2019 WindmillCAR Cheers!! Key West Cops's Camaraderie meeting Greg at
Starbucks Key West; WindmillCAR Cheers from the audience of Intelligence Agents
as Alia al-Hathloul drove her Mercedes diesel or gasoline car in Mecca. Cheers
from all the Jews world wide when the Jewish Hero Drives the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan, parking in front of the NY Times waiting
for the Bone Saw Prince.
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3-18-2019 Russian Women Driving in Moscow murdered; Russian president,
Vladimir V. Putin Orwellian orders to Murder any Moscow Women Driving a 2019
Ford WindmillCAR... On Moscow’s Streets, Working Out Is a Way of Life. Pollution
Is The Poison Putin is Using on his Own Troops.

3-18-2019 iMac's @ $18,384 at the John Hopkins Starbucks would have changed
the campus like $777 Trillion Changed Qatar. 18 Core Intel Xeon CPU, no one at
John Hopkins has ever written code or a app for a 18 core CPU... William Egginton
is a professor of the humanities at Johns Hopkins University and the author of
“The Splintering of the American Mind: Identity Politics, Inequality, and Community
on Today’s College Campuses.”

3-18-2019 Expand Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Art of the Elite Diagnosis. Dr. Mitchell
Katz, who was director of the San Francisco Department of Public Health when
eConsults began there. He is now the president of NYC Health & Hospitals, the
nation’s largest public health care network, and he wants to expand the use of
eConsults there as well. eConsults in 2012. A study in Health Affairs tracked
waiting times for 12 types of specialists, including cardiology, gastroenterology,
gynecology, ophthalmology, podiatry and urology. Before the eConsult system,
waiting times for some specialists extended months. For gastroenterology and
urology, one-quarter of patients waited over nine months for an appointment. Art
of the Elite Diagnosis will have a Summit $500 million dollar IBM Super computer
with many Super Computer Simulations on Diagnosis and treatments Rx written and
Rx Recipe in case the MD wants to change the Rx Recipe. Electronic consultations
are less expensive than in-person visits, but they aren’t without cost. Someone has
to do the work of figuring out how to respond to each inquiry. Some insurers and
public programs — though not Medicare — reimburse physicians for eConsults. But
patients don’t pay for eConsults, whereas in-person visits would typically cost them
something, depending on insurance coverage. $777 Trillion confiscated from Prince
Salman will pay for Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Art of the Elite Diagnosis and
Treatment's Rx for 400 million USA Citizens held up at Saudi gas stations for
decades.
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3-18-2019 Space Is Very Big. Some of Its New Explorers Will Be Jews looking
for Exodus in 12 Trillion Galaxies. Their Success and the success of NASA’s
MarCO mission means that so-called cubesats likely will travel to distant reaches
of our solar system... Sirius!! Chasing after EVE, after the cartoon robots from
the Pixar movie. Exodus the Pixar Movie will have all 12 Trillion Galaxies in the
Movie. Galaxies in the Universe like Cities dot the Earth. Who is out there, can we
drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Exodus for the Jews!! After all, the primary
goal of NASA’s InSight mission was to land a stationary spacecraft on Mars and
listen for marsquakes, now the mission is live streaming from Jewish Aliens at
Sirius and the nearby Stars. At a cost of $777 Trillion confiscated from Prince
Salman.

3-18-2019 New York Times Book Review: An Intimate Portrait of Sandra Day
O’Connor Driving a gas engine car in Saudi Arabia, tortured by Prince Salman...

3-18-2019 Bribe's paid to Harvard for admissions; Amazon Book's!! "While the
move has not been declared publicly, the Guardian has been told that one of the
king’s trusted advisers, Musaed al-Aiban, who was educated at Harvard and
recently named as national security adviser, will informally oversee investment
decisions on the king’s behalf."

3-17-2019 The play 'Invention Projects' the influence of inventions over the Dark
Ages of the Church and Warriors at the Pentagon. Today's IP are about 12 Trillion
Galaxies and all are in the play!

3-17-2019 After Mosque Massacre, New Zealand Has Its Gun-Debate Moment
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3-17-2019 After Korean Nuclear War, USA Has Its Nuke-Debate Moment after
several dozen Nukes kill 50 million

3-17-2019 ‘It Is Unspeakable’: How Maduro Used Cuban Doctors to Coerce
Venezuela Voters; Unspeakable and unprintable in the NY Times is Price Salman's
Doctors in the USA...

3-17-2019 College Admissions: Vulnerable, Exploitable, and to Many Americans,
Broken Chemical Bonds and bonds that are Gravity. College Admission Office
Exploited American Students for the Rich Saudi Students willing to bribe Yale,
Harvard, MIT, Oxford. Money Bonded more than getting a Noble for Gravity
Engine. ROTC sucked up to Prince Salman and his riches beyond belief of $777
Trillion helping build 40,000 Trump Towers in Qatar while 2 White men at 1984
HQ created millions of Homeless in the USA. 2019 4th of July will celebrate $4
gas!

3-17-2019 This does not apply to Saudi Arabia and Qatar Men, grin!! "Tens of
Thousands of Heart Patients May Not Need Open-Heart Surgery"

3-17-2019 Iowa Cancer Patients read up about Yale's Art of the Diagnosis and
Elite Care by a Army of Yale's most Elite MD's. Will they come to Yale, grin. "Ed
Brown, chief executive of the Iowa Clinic, said noncompete agreements were not
just about business. “Noncompetes are good for the patients because they help to
provide stability within a practice and ensure continuity of care,” Whether
noncompete clauses are binding in health care — especially when patient care is
disrupted — is a point Yale-Harvard Law Will Debate until Yale-Harvard Medical
Schools take over the Law Campus. This will not be debated just called Star Wars
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MD Times. Yes all the Tools at Star Wars will be at Star Wars MD campus YaleHarvard starting with the iPhone Heart Attack alerts. Stroke too! In 2019 not
5484. “No court is going to deny a patient who wants to go see a doctor of her
choice,” Mr. Clark said. No Court is going to deny 100 million patients Art of the
Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders vs years of trial and error diagnosis until one Elite
MD gets the correct diagnosis. Texas and Tennessee, Georgia, which states have
to most mis diagnosed medical conditions? Read all of Dr. Lisa Sanders in the NY
Times for where they all lived, most lived in New Haven but came there for Elite
care at Yale. The American Medical Association, had known about Art of the Elite
Diagnosis, after years and years of misdiagnosis. Ms. Murphy said she got a letter
from Dr. Pothoven announcing her departure. It didn’t provide details about where
she would be going. “I’ve got it etched in my brain to find out where they went,”
she said. She has no plans to return to the Iowa Clinic. “Somehow they lost sight
of patient care and were more concerned about the bottom line,” she said. Art of
the Elite Diagnosis have been Lost by to many MD's. Ebola "Epidemic in Congo
Could Last Another Year, C.D.C. Director Warns" By DENISE GRADY Elite at yale
could cure this Ebola, Malaria, Sleeping Sickness and several others at the same
time. 100's of Saudi MD would refused to even tread these diseases in the Congo.

3-17-2019 “This is a clear win for TAVR,” said Dr. Michael J. Mack, a heart
surgeon at Baylor Scott and White The Heart Hospital-Plano, in Texas. From now
on, “we will be very selective” about who gets open-heart surgery. In open-heart
surgery, a patient’s ribs are cracked apart and the heart is stopped to insert the
new aortic valve. With TAVR, the only incision is a small hole in the groin where
the catheter is inserted with the new heart valve. The Edwards valve is
compressed onto a balloon catheter that is pushed through a blood vessel from the
groin to the aorta. Once it reaches the aorta, a cardiologist inflates the balloon
and expands the valve, which pushes aside the failing valve. The Medtronic valve is
made of nitinol, a metal that shrinks when it is cold and expands when warm. The
valve is chilled and put onto a catheter. When it reaches the aorta, the
cardiologist pulls back a sheath, freeing the new valve. Warmed by the body, it
expands to fill the narrowed opening and remains there. The Star Wars Valve is at
Los Alamos getting reworked into a truly Nobel Star Wars Heart Valve for 2019.
You can watch the super computer simulations on YouTube Los Alamos. NASA will
be there too. Trump will be having Burger's with Prince Salman, Sorry.
BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan — More than a half-century ago, the launch site here
became the first place to send humans into space. It is still our main route to the
heavens, at least for now.
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Highway system for city biking, ramps just like the LA freeways through old town
Key West high above the 'Captains LookOut' for ships coming into Key West.
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It’s hard to overstate the revolutionary impact of a NASA Shuttle Train instead of
a Mecca Bullet Train built by China for Prince Salman's money...

The tragic facts that the ruling Communist Party of China in 2019, officially
atheist and repressive toward the country’s Muslims, had helped build a railway
connecting the hollies sites in Islam instead of a Gravity Engine or 737 Max 9.
Thought Police in China take the train not the 737 Max. So it was that I found
myself canceling a plane ticket from Medina to Jeddah in Saudi Arabia in January
in favor of taking the train.
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Bugger's, Bacon, Eggs = Plaque; Not on College admission test if you have a bribe
$$$ Not in the NY Times if you own a Egg Farm
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Burger's, Bacon, Eggs = Plaque; Not on College admission test if you have a bribe
$$$ Not in the NY Times if you own a Egg Farm
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Bugger's, Bacon, Eggs = Plaque; Not on College admission test if you have a bribe
$$$ Not in the NY Times if you own a Egg Farm

3-17-2019 MD Cops wash their hands and yours, and a lot more. "11 Premature
Babies Die in Less Than a Day in Tunisian Hospital, Sparking Outrage" "The babies
died from hospital-acquired infections, a reflection of deeper issues with Tunisia’s
health care system, long considered one of the best in Africa but struggling since
the 2011 revolution." By LILIA BLAISE
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3-17-2019 Australian Senator Hit With Egg After Blaming Immigration for Mosque
Attacks; Eggs have always been bad for your heart, the NY Times and Washington
Post were bought off by Elite Egg Farms a more serious crime than Elite University
Bribes. "Are Eggs Bad for Your Heart Health? Maybe" "A new analysis found that
for each additional 300 milligrams a day of cholesterol in the diet — and the more
eggs you ate — the greater the risk for cardiovascular disease." This is open heart
surgery about 1 Million in 2019 and thank Allah most are done on Saudi and Qatar
Citizens. Grin. God is Great!

3-17-2019 Trump Wants to Eliminate H.I.V. But Some of His Policies Do the
Opposite... Sunday Editorial in the NY Times. Has there ever been a Sunday NY
Times editorial on Pink Rx Recipes costing $7 Trillion Trump will not spend on
Ivanka when he has $777 Trillion dollars... Hell No $$$.

3-17-2019 Gambino Mob Boss Killing: Staten Island Man Is Charged With Murder.
Gambino said he was not good enough to date his cousin... was the motive. Stats
on this were not in the Times.

3-17-2019 Two Veterans Groups, Left and Right, Join Forces Against the Forever
Wars - United States’ presence in Afghanistan. VA will not drive the 2019 Ford
into Mecca and Manhattan. Jew Hero's are killed every day trying to Drive the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan! Forever riches of $777 Trillion
in Oil Revenues $$$.

3-17-2019 Qatar; stakes for Boeing are high, with 4,600 pending orders from
Qatar that promise to bring in hundreds of billions of dollars. All that is at risk as
regulators and lawmakers begin to investigate what went wrong with the doomed
Ethiopian Airlines flight and an earlier one on Lion Air. Some carriers are already
reconsidering their purchases.
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3-17-2019 When Airbus announced in 2010 that it would introduce a new fuelefficient and cost-effective plane, Boeing rushed to gas stations in Saudi Arabia.
Keeping the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in Hell!

3-17-2019 Trillions at Stake for Boeing and Trump gassing up planes and cars.
Losing Trillions from the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR would be unthinkable by Boeing
and Trump. They need all the Pentagon Generals on the 4th of July 2019 for $4
gas!

3-17-2019 Memory Problems at the White House, Trump winning the White House
Spelling Bee. Well a tie with everyone at the White House. Fly into this Art of the
Diagnosis on Memory, how it works in a spelling bee and invention project. Can we
get our memory to win the spelling bee, tie for everyone, yes! Is this a 1 Click
invention project on Amazon today for everyone who would like to remember what
they did this Sunday.
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Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$
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‘The Island Always Brings You Back’: Finding a Caribbean Home" By JESSICA
FRANCIS KANE

Exodus; Off Earth “Today, Apple-Amazon is going to reinvent the War on Cancer,
win the Pentagons War's World Wide Won with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's
updated to 2019 Specs!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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The Skinny of it all is there could be 4 billion people at Alpha Centauri the nearest
stars and another 5 billion people at Sirius...

The Skinny of it all is there could be 4 billion people at Alpha Centauri the nearest
stars and another 5 billion people at Sirius...
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https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374
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Goose steals every scene he’s in and has been the marketing department’s secret
weapon, used to sell the film to every cat lady in America. He’s worth the price of
admission alone. Flerken look like normal house-cats, but in reality are from the
alternate reality Earth-58163. She thinks the cat is just a domesticated house
cat, but it turns out to be a Flerken.

The new “Captain Marvel” film revises this uncomfortable bit of history as part of
the character’s introduction. The female-led, Carol Danvers version of the comic —
first called “Ms. Marvel” — wasn’t introduced until the late 1970s, as a girlfriend
of the now-deceased Captain Marvel. The “Captain” moniker wasn’t officially given
to her until 2012, after the MCU was well established at Disney and the company
most likely looking for a female hero who could carry her own feature film. In the
new movie, Marv-Vell is still a Kree character who dies and in death helps Danvers
gain new powers. But in this retelling Marv-Vell is played by Annette Bening, and is
more of a boss/mentor figure. But while “Captain Marvel” isn't exactly shattering
glass ceilings, neither does it minimize the female experience. Danvers (Brie
Larson), now rechristened “Vers,” is a member of an elite squad called Starforce
fighting to protect the Kree homeworld from the Skrulls, a dangerous and
shapeshifting rival race. She has no memory of her life on Earth, until a mission
under her commander Yon-Rogg (Jude Law) goes sideways. Vers is kidnapped by a
Skrull named Talos (Ben Mendelsohn); attempting to escape his clutches, Vers
crashes back down to Earth. From there it becomes a tale of Vers trying to
unwrap the mystery of her former life, and how she gained her mysterious powers,
aided by a young S.H.I.E.L.D. agent named Nicholas Fury. Oscar-winner Larson
grounds the film, bringing the right kind of energy to the role of a hero who is
struggling to remember her heroic origins before it’s too late. Her chemistry, brain
chemistry dialog would have been brainstoring at this point in the Movie. The real
star of the movie may be Goose the cat, though, played by four felines along with
some strategic photorealistic CGI. Goose steals every scene he’s in and has been
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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the marketing department’s secret weapon, used to sell the film to every cat lady
in America. He’s worth the price of admission alone. Flerken look like normal
house-cats, but in reality are from the alternate reality Earth-58163. She thinks
the cat is just a domesticated house cat, but it turns out to be a Flerken.

https://liviongames.com/captain-marvels-cat-goose-explained/

Star Wars Disney Movies and yesterday I saw ‘Captain Marvel’ Became a Target,
the Rules Changed to how did they invent the gravity engine in Star Wars. Goose
the Cat as a Alien was almost the best part of Captain Marvel but she did come
back from the dead and Thor was still invincible as Gas Engine Cars. Captain
Marvel at Blockbuster she was not pulling into the gas station in Miami being held
up. Brie Larson in “Captain Marvel.” has GF's who have been beaten and robbed at
a gas station yet this was censored out of the Movie by Marvel top brass on orders
from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Blockbuster was a poor scene compared to Larson
at the gas station hold up in Miami. Better than Disney political gas scenes cut for
oil times. Goose the Cat's last scene in the movie and the cat refused to lick the
attackers, so they were taken POW. Who wrote this should be fired. Goose the
Cat was a great fighter... ha. Larson working so many scenes and no dialog about
what to invent or how it was invented lost many viewers any ideas to invent
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something. Larson helping us get to Sirius needed to put a Sirius and Human's
scene into the Movie too. Home Alone was not a alien movie but could have been.
84 Lashes given by someone who looks like Prince Salman to make the Captain more
American Hero than supporter of Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Larson's driving in Saudi
Arabia in the Next Movie too. Scene from China's Alien Ships were cut...

3-16-2019 Freedom Towers Medical School; Hudson Yards Medical Schools, does it
really matter getting into a Elite Medical School, Hell Yes if you are the patient,
grin!

3-16-2019 The play 'Invention Projects' the influence of inventions over the Dark
Ages of the Church and Warriors at the Pentagon. Today's IP are about 12 Trillion
Galaxies and all are in the play!

3-16-2019 NY Times editors write heading into 'oblivion' is heading into 12 Trillion
Galaxies, Time for new editors!

3-16-2019 How Much Does Getting Into an Elite College Actually Matter; When
On Dakar’s Streets, Working Out Is a Way of Life. Pollution Is Spoiling the Rush.
Elite Pollution in every city world wide... failure for the riches of $777 Trillion in
Oil Revenues at Yale + Harvard $$$

3-16-2019 How Much Does Getting Into an Elite College Actually Matter; you will
drive a gas engine car no matter what University you get in. 99% of 5 billion people
will drive gas engine cars until the Elite Alumni at Yale and Harvard sell you the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. How Much Do these Elite Men Matter, 100% just ask
Kerry as he and the State Dept have been Benefiting Oil Companies to the tune of
$777 Trillion dollars. Riches beyond belief and all illegal. State Dept under the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Times will be Inventionized with 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 400 times faster than
the speed of light in a Verizon Call will call Jewish Aliens at Sirius. NY Times
editorial today is Stopping the Robocalls not getting calls from 1,001 IP invention
projects. A War Crime.

3-16-2019 How Much Does Getting Into an Elite College Actually Matter; When
On Dakar’s Streets, Working Out Is a Way of Life. Pollution Is Spoiling the Rush.
Elite Pollution in every city world wide... failure for the riches of $777 Trillion in
Oil Revenues at Yale + Harvard $$$

3-16-2019 James Gunn Is Hired Back to Helm ‘Guardians of the Galaxy 3’ Will He
Hire 'Goose the Cat, a Alien' and Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos working
on a Pink Rx Recipe Bomb' By BROOKS BARNES

3-16-2019 Venezuela Was Crumbling. A Blackout Tipped Parts of It Into
Antarchy. Black clouds of Diesel in the traffic head is the true Anarchy in Times
of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Tripping off the electricity on millions is really
billions world wide with the iPod size GE electric generator you can plug in all your
GE appliances. Never get into a hot car in Venezuela was tripped off by other
white men at 1984 HQ in the USA. All these years of kids left in hot cars to die
the invention for climate controlled cars 24/7 was tripped off by the same people
who tripped off Venezuela's electricity last week, war criminals the UN writes
report about not the NY Times. By NICHOLAS CASEY
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3-16-2019 "Russian "Oil-god' Oligarch Sues the U.S. Over Sanctions, Yale Key
West Medical School Sue over sanctions on the Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks
Latte cure for Breast + Ovary cancers in every stage in 8 days costing only $7
Trillion" By KENNETH P. VOGEL and ALAN RAPPEPORT "These Russian "Oil-god'
Oligarch are what Jimmy Carter calls people who belong in Hell for good reasons
the UN has written about for the last few decades!

3-16-2019 Ford most recent negotiations with the Taliban in Doha, Qatar. They
insist Ford harbors no political ambitions in Afghanistan but leave them in Peace
Time drive highway 101 and route 66 in their 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's.
It was Jimmy Carter who's ambitions for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues paid for the
Afghanistan war. He was summoned to the State Department and dressed down the
inventor of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and the Jew Hero killed by the Top Brass
driving it into Mecca and Doha, Qatar for total Victory the State Dept will never
get with MIT War Toys. Misspent trillions by those in Doha, Qatar. Thanks to
Jimmy Carter not leaking the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR News. The real issue is not
the personality of an Nobel Peace Prize winner Jimmy Carter Con better than
Trumps in Peace + Victory over Moslems world wide with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's.

3-16-2019 Jews take on 4 Wife's; "The incident was reminiscent of one early in
Mr. Netanyahu’s rise to power. In 1993, he admitted to having an extramarital
affair after he said anonymous rivals had threatened to release a compromising
videotape. No tape was ever produced, and Mr. Netanyahu accused an archrival of
being behind the scandal." Gantz, Netanyahu’s Challenger, has 4 women, in the
news NY Times today. Do they even know Moslems can have 4 Wife's... they never
mention Moslem Wife's.

3-16-2019 The play 'Invention Projects' the influence of inventions over the Dark
Ages of the Church and Warriors at the Pentagon. Today's IP are about 12 Trillion
Galaxies and all are in the play!
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3-16-2019 Pressure the Elite Medical Schools taking the birbes instead of the
advanced-Rx Recipes for the Mass of Humanity courses. "Sometimes, though,
patients are the ones demanding a pill to end a cold’s miseries, runny nose, cough,
chest, even when there is no such pill because the Elite at Yale and Harvard have
been cheating at sooker and admission testing. “We encourage patients not to
pressure their physicians to prescribe antibiotics,” Dr. Kabbani advised. And when
doctors do prescribe them, “Have a conversation about why. Do I really need it?
What else can I do to feel better? She does worry about urinary tract infections;
she has seen the delirium they sometimes cause in her older clients. But she may
approach the issue differently next time. “I probably would take something,” she
said. “But I won’t take Cipro.” If the Elite start their course work in advanced Rx
Recipes and turn off bribes and sports. Get to work at Yale and Harvard.

3-16-2019 Eggs have always been bad for your heart, the NY Times and
Washington Post were bought off by Elite Egg Farms a more serious crime than
Elite University Bribes. "Are Eggs Bad for Your Heart Health? Maybe" "A new
analysis found that for each additional 300 milligrams a day of cholesterol in the
diet — and the more eggs you ate — the greater the risk for cardiovascular
disease." This is open heart surgery about 1 Million in 2019 and thank Allah most
are done on Saudi and Qatar Citizens. Grin. God is Great!
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Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$
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3-15-2019 Boeing, he said, was an “incredible company” and would find and fix the
problem. But in the meantime, he said, “I felt it was important both psychologically
and in a lot of ways” to ground the planes. Fix for the NASA Trump Shuttle Train,
100's of Challengers in the NASA Trump Shuttle Train was killed for Carriers and
USS Jimmy Carter Subs. Trump he told The New York Times in 1989, vowing, with
characteristic immodesty, to create “the best transportation system of any kind in
the entire world.” 100's of Carriers and Subs and not one NASA Super Shuttle
Train, psychologically and in a lot of ways to destroy the Earth and end Exodus
into NASA's new Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. In the fall of 1989, and Iraq’s
invasion of Kuwait caused oil prices to spike the next summer. Mr. Trump looked
for ways to kill NASA.
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3-15-2019 Freedom Towers Medical School; Hudson Yards Medical Schools, does it
really matter getting into a Elite Medical School, Hell Yes if you are the patient,
grin!

3-15-2019 NY Times editors write heading into 'oblivion' is heading into 12 Trillion
Galaxies, Time for new editors!

3-15-2019 Freedom Towers Medical School; Hudson Yards Medical Schools, does it
really matter getting into a Elite Medical School, Hell Yes if you are the patient,
grin!

3-15-2019 Exxon/Mobil BP Oil are incredible companies and would find the fix for
Exhaust Pollution Plague killing millions in 2019 but I feel it's important both
psychologically and in a lot of ways to end gas stations world wide for the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's! People who have worked with Mr. Trump said his knowledge of
aviation reflected someone who had owned private planes — first a 727 and later a
757 — but little more than that. His older brother, Fred Trump Jr., was a pilot
for Trans World Airlines and married a flight attendant. But Mr. Trump channeled
his passion into real estate gas stations selling 1 million to China.

3-15-2019 Trump invented the second front wheel with Kim, then walked out...
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3-15-2019 Tech Firm in Steele Dossier May Have Been Used by Russian Spies;
CIA Spies, Russian spies Dossier on the specs of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's just
from 2019. Wars are Pink Cancer, Star Wars Exodus, Contact with Jewish Aliens
in our Times, $777 Trillion will pay for the Freedom Towers Medical School Prince
Salman flew into on 9/11. Terrible history of bone saw murders going back to 9/11
Mecca bans whips in 2019 after the Jew Hero Drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Mecca. How to Protect Manhattan from Oil's Nuclear War over another $777
Trillion. Greed is same as Mecca's riches beyond belief spies are viewing close up
like fiery wrecks they drive by without stopping to end gas stations. Open the air
lock to clean air in all the world capitals, send in the Doctors to treat millions from
Exhaust driven by Prince Salman and his inner circle. 700 Beheading are going to
be streamed in secret on Facebook with Prince Salman Cheering the Moslem Mob.
Mobs of Gas Station Owners watch!!

3-15-2019 Freedom Towers Medical School; Hudson Yards Medical Schools, Spies
die from cancers and cardiac arrest by the millions. 9.5 million in 2019 and all the
Oil God's do is count their monies going to MIT War Toys, newest Carriers that
are not Hospital ships like Freedom Towers and Hudson Yards are Not Medical
Schools. Did Cheney with a heart transplant kill anyone of the 9.5 million? Heart
Transplants at Freedom Towers and Hudson Yards were not sold by the NY Times
editors who really do need a Heart Transplant by Gina. Yes it will hurt, grin.
Hudson Yards presented the city with a grand opportunity to remake Manhattan’s
West Side. But what has arrived? A review of the most ambitious private
development in New York in a century without a Doctor in the Yards. iMac's @
$18,384 at every Hudson Yards Starbucks with Genius Tutors. 1 Click Amazon links
to 1,001 IP invention project and $500 Million dollars IBM Summit Kim and Trump
left empty of inventors. By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN

3-15-2019 "How Much Does Getting Into an Elite College Actually Matter? Certain
kinds of students — but not the privileged and the wealthy — benefit greatly from
a selective university." By KEVIN CAREY By Kevin Carey how much would it matter
if Freedom Towers was a Medical School along with a $25 Billion dollar Medical
school at Hudson Yards. Steve Jobs and Small Fry along with Ivanka will tell us in
a Amazon Book. How many had a Heart Transplant who were not heads of the
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Pentagon? Will todays head of the Pentagon need a Heart Transplant, will it be
that much better than Cheney's? On Politics: Senate Rejects Trump’s National
Emergency, Ivanka's National Emergency is the Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks
that cures all stages of Breast-Ovary Cancer in 8 days and cost several trillion
more than Dad's Wall.

3-15-2019 In History this is what started the Nuclear War that Flew into
Manhattan from... "Trump Administration Warns Venezuela Not to Arrest
Opposition Leader." Prince Salman sent a Bone Saw. Volkswagen C.E.O., After
Echoing $777 trillion in oil revenues is a lot of money, riches beyond belief even
for Berlin. BERLIN with gas stations in Times when there should not be any gas
stations on Earth, Yes this is a war crime again!

3-15-2019 Nuclear War History On Earth, the Nuclear Family of Generals,
Admirals, Top Brass; "He kept a low profile not just in his business dealings but in
his Staten Island neighborhood. Yet he met the same bloody fate as many of his
predecessors on Wednesday night, gunned down in the street outside his brick
home in a brazen killing that recalled the mob wars of decades past." Wars of
decades past...

3-15-2019 We want to read what Matt thinks of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's;
"Matt Farwell, an Army veteran and author of “American Cipher,” has a lot to say
about the war in Afghanistan and the way the country treated Bergdahl." By
LAUREN KATZENBERG
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3-15-2019 Freedom Towers Medical School; Hudson Yards Medical Schools, does it
really matter getting into a Elite Medical School, Hell Yes if you are the patient,
grin!

3-15-2019

3-14-2019 It’s hard to overstate the revolutionary impact of a NASA Shuttle
Train instead of a Mecca Bullet Train built by China for Prince Salman's money...

The tragic facts that the ruling Communist Party of China in 2019, officially
atheist and repressive toward the country’s Muslims, had helped build a railway
connecting the holiest sites in Islam instead of a Gravity Engine or 737 Max 9.
Thought Police in China take the train not the 737 Max. So it was that I found
myself canceling a plane ticket from Medina to Jeddah in Saudi Arabia in January
in favor of taking the train.

3-14-2019 It’s hard to overstate the revolutionary impact of a NASA Shuttle
Train instead of a Mecca Bullet Train built by China for Prince Salman's money...
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3-14-2019 It’s hard to overstate the revolutionary impact that bicycles have had
on mankind. Paved roads were made for cyclists, not drivers, one author has
argued. The Times’s Natalie Angier wrote, “Bicycles also gave birth to our national
highway system.”

3-14-2019 Highway system for city biking, ramps just like the LA freeways
through old town Key West high above the 'Captains LookOut' for ships coming into
Key West.

3-14-2019 Buy a Nobel in Medicine in five-years, full-service package of IP
invention projects consulting from a company in New York City called Ivy Coach 1
Click Amazon IP invention projects with Genius Tutors, specs and 1 Click Links.
Hacked 4 trillion Rx Recipes will go into your girl scout cookies.

3-14-2019 10 Students on Spring Break all had their bike stole!! Bike by the Court
House Deli on Spring break 2019 Today. They take video of thieves with cable
cutters in hand biking down Duval Key West riding a newly spray painted Sun Tike
that they stole, while working at the Court House Deli. Thieves outsmart the 1984
George Orwell Cops... they have storage units full of bike seats and front wheel's
100's of them, students on break in Key West learn the hard way it's not Star
Wars with no bike thieves at the Key West Courthouse Deli yet... just taste the
Court House Deli food with and without the Bike Thief making the sand witches,
grin!

3-14-2019 The use of money to oil the gears of the American meritocracy is
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totally illegal, immoral, and a war crime when they drive the 2019 Ford
windmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan. Prosecutors portrayed Mr. Salman as a
heartless schemer who would stop at nothing to collect oil money riches beyond
belief at $777 Trillion dollars. $$$ “The wheels of justice turn very slowly, and we
always had confidence that ultimately this day would come,” Jew Hero at the
Wheels of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will Drive into Mecca and confiscate $777
Trillion dollars for the Jews. This is not a Trump gift to the Jews, grin $$$.

3-14-2019 The use of money to oil the gears of the Americans; Prince Salman
facing a bone saw arrest and trial, at some point in the future all his anger and
rage may result in something bad happening. In one of his final acts before being
arrested calls to Trump for a Pardon.

3-14-2019 Millions of Saudi Students at Yale and Harvard, Oxford since the
invention of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Cynicism toward American higher
education at a time when elite college admissions are already 90 Saudi and Qatar
Students on Campus with spending money for women and sex. Harvard Graduate
School of Education who has written about the “extreme pressure” the college
admissions race can put on students and families censoring out Prince Salman. $777
Trillion; Mr. Taylor of Ivy Coach agreed that even after a $10 million gift, a
student’s application would not be greeted with “no questions asked.” Prince Salman
who pleaded guilty on Tuesday to charges of racketeering, money laundering and
obstruction of justice and 100's of bone saw murders. Said no one gets caught on
their first bone saw murder. Alan Blinder, Jennifer Medina and Tiffany Hsu
contributed reporting. By Alan Blinder, Jennifer Medina and Tiffany Hsu
contributed reporting... but for the Dr. Prince Salman Jr. MD at Yale, Harvard,
Oxford. Prince Salman facing a bone saw arrest and trial, at some point in the
future all his anger and rage may result in something bad happening. In one of his
final acts before being arrested calls to Trump for a Pardon.

3-14-2019 The use of money to oil the gears of the American meritocracy is
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totally illegal, immoral, and a war crime when they drive the 2019 Ford
windmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan. Inside the Pricey, Totally Legal World of
College Consultants there are no iMac and Amazon Genius Tutors for 1,001 1 Click
invention projects. While lawbreaking in the sector is rare, the use of money to oil
the gears of the American meritocracy is not. By DANA GOLDSTEIN and JACK
HEALY

3-14-2019 SAT or ACT are from a George Orwell 1984 Nobel not the Hemingway
House iMac Writing Class with a $500 million dollar Summit from IBM at your SAT
or ACT summit for invention projects in every page and every chapter. How many
Windmills in "Animal Farm?" -254 C super conductivity questions about Star Wars.
Star Wars Nobel Novel written at the Hemingway House Writing class tells you
how the gravity engine and 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon
call was invented. Not your Disney Movie with no Gravity Engine Tips to invent it.

3-14-2019 Star Wars Disney Movies and yesterday I saw ‘Captain Marvel’ Became
a Target, the Rules Changed to how did they invent the gravity engine in Star
Wars. Goose the Cat as a Alien was almost the best part of Captain Marvel but
she did come back from the dead and Thor was still invincible as Gas Engine Cars.
Captain Marvel at Blockbuster she was not pulling into the gas station in Miami
being held up. Brie Larson in “Captain Marvel.” has GF's who have been beaten and
robbed at a gas station yet this was censored out of the Movie by Marvel top
brass on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Blockbuster was a poor scene
compared to Larson at the gas station hold up in Miami. Better than Disney
political gas scenes cut for oil times. Goose the Cat's last scene in the movie and
the cat refused to lick the attackers, so they were taken POW. Who wrote this
should be fired. Goose the Cat was a great fighter... ha. Larson working so many
scenes and no dialog about what to invent or how it was invented lost many viewers
any ideas to invent something. Larson helping us get to Sirius needed to put a
Sirius and Human's scene into the Movie too. Home Alone was not a alien movie but
could have been. 84 Lashes given by someone who looks like Prince Salman to make
the Captain more American Hero than supporter of Saudi Arabia and Qatar.
Larson's driving in Saudi Arabia in the Next Movie too. Scene from China's Alien
Ships were cut...
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3-14-2019 "The police, who initially thought it was an accidental death, did not
immediately dust for fingerprints, or collect DNA. Nor did they secure items in
the bathroom for evidence. They took no notes and spoke to only a few neighbors.
They never searched Mr. Covlin’s apartment or the building’s common areas for
evidence. They even allowed the family’s rabbi to clean the bathroom with
peroxide, eliminating any evidence of blood. Mr. Gottlieb said in closing arguments
on Monday there was no way to determine who murdered his client’s wife, largely
because detectives botched the investigation." But as suspicions grew regarding Mr.
Covlin, the family had her body exhumed, and in April 2010, a medical examiner
determined she had been strangled, her neck squeezed with such force it fractured
the hyoid bone, causing bleeding in her right eye."

3-14-2019 Poor Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR; "Critic Who
Exposed China’s Muslim Camps is Detained, Even Across the Border" By AUSTIN
RAMZY Jew Hero who Drove the 2019 WindmillCAR was targeted by US Jets...

3-14-2019 "Gina needs to be made the Director of Violence Against Women Act"
By EMILY COCHRANE Violence Against Women Today pulling into the Miami, Cuba
gas station will not be News at the NY Times or Washington post ever! Trumps
theatrical approach tends to dazzle fans, but it has alarmed experts who worry
that the president’s analog behavior has failed to signal to Americans which
technological ideas they should be excited about — or which they should be worried
about. Mary Trump beaten and robbed in Queens today. Gina would have thousands
of CIA agents in Queens tonight and Mary Trump would be rescued, tomorrow night
Brooklyn and the Bronx then the world of Qatar and Saudi Arabia. Gina would
arrest Robert Kennedy Jr and the Judge he bought to hang his wife in the Kennedy
Barn. iHome Cams with alarms for the cops in the next room. Technology
Innovation at the Brookings Institution, gave us our current violence against women
men. Violence literate when the NY Times will not let Dr. Lisa Sanders write up
Art of the Diagnosis on Violence against women. Case histories are private like 4
Trillion Rx Recipes. CIA technology used in the war on Violence against women.
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3-14-2019 25 Yale Key West Hospital Ships, many bigger than carriers. "Trump
After all, this is the same president who said the Navy should get rid of an
electromagnetic catapult system on a new aircraft carrier and replace it with an
old one that used steam." The Navy used $777 Trillion in Oil Money from Prince
Salman to build the worlds newest and Biggest Carriers, and none are Hospital
Ships. WHO at the UN didn't make the NY Times in their comments about this
waste of money and cost in lives lost. "Seventy-six years ago, the aircraft carrier
was crippled by Japanese torpedoes. "A team of researchers just tracked it down,
14,000 feet below sea level. Here’s how." By JOHN ISMAY Aboard a 250-footlong research vessel called the Petrel, originally built for servicing oil fields, a
group of explorers, historians, divers and submersible pilots have been combing the
South Pacific for the graves of American warships like the Wasp since 2017.
Funded by Paul Allen, a co-founder of Microsoft" "Paul Allen’s original goal was to
find the U.S.S. Indianapolis, a heavy cruiser sunk by a Japanese submarine during
World War II. While many of the ship’s crew members survived the torpedo
attack, hundreds died from exposure, drowning or shark attacks while awaiting
rescue. Allen’s crew found the Indianapolis in August 2017. Since Allen’s death
from non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, his team aboard the Petrel has continued its quest
to find other sunken warships from the war in the Pacific." Paul Allen’s sunken was
ship goal cost millions of USA women a tortured death from Breast-Ovary cancers.
A war crime! "The Hornet was sunk not long after the Wasp, during the Battle of
Santa Cruz on Oct. 26, 1942. The Petrel crew found it too, on the same trip,
resting on the bottom about 400 miles northeast of Guadalcanal. “Some folks say:
‘Why do you want to talk about a wreck? You know you lost that battle,’” Cox
says. “It has to do with the sacrifice, the valor of U.S. sailors." Some folks they
didn't talk to any USA women with Breast Cancer. These are the 2 White Men at
1984 HQ who count on their $777 Trillion from Oil and Win 10. by John Ismay is
a staff writer who covers armed conflict for The New York Times Magazine. He is
based in Washington.

3-14-2019 Trumps video conferences for HS kids. Schools Find a New Way to
Combat Student Absences: Washing Machines" By EMILY S. RUEB Yes Emily wrote
washing machines not video conference. Antibiotics window direct from the IBM
Summit super computer simulation not a Kim Trump Summit. Next generation of
antibiotics. A way to speed up the next generation of antibiotics is 1 Click Amazon
links to all antibiotics and a Hemingway House Nobel Novel with antibiotics in every
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chapter and does not read like the New England Journal of Medicine but Einstein
and Edison charging up antibiotics in their recipes. Amazon Pulls 2 Books That
Promote Unscientific Autism ‘Cures’ clean air via 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. By
TIFFANY HSU

3-14-2019 Why would China build a Train for Saudi Arabia instead of millions of
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's for Chinese Citizens? Oil Money and the wrong turn that
harmed China. "How Our Former Beijing Bureau Chief Found Himself on a Bullet
Train in Saudi Arabia" There was a certain dissonance in the fact that the ruling
Communist Party of China, officially atheist and repressive toward the country’s
Muslims, had helped build a railway connecting the holiest sites in Islam." By
EDWARD WONG

3-14-2019 Prince Salman is also 400 lbs. Tommy Tomlinson, a former columnist
for The Charlotte Observer, addresses the issue in his new book, “The Elephant in
the Room: One Fat Man’s Quest to Get Smaller in a Growing America.” He
examines why he ended up topping 400 pounds, and outlines his plan to get smaller.
Invention Rx Recipe in a Starbucks Skinny Latte will get everyone in the USA
Skinny then Prince Salman will stand out next to Trump at 135 lbs at 6' 3". As for
the heart rate crowd who know we have to use the tread mill a hour a day... there
is a Rx Latte for this. Dr. Eric Topol, a cardiologist and the founder and director
of the Scripps Research Translational Institute, has long heralded this convergence
of technology and medicine. Now, in a new book called “Deep Medicine: How
Artificial Intelligence Can Make Healthcare Human Again,” Dr. Topol explores how
A.I. is likely to transform almost everything that doctors do. AI for Obese
Journalists at the NY Times will alarm them at all their risk of sudden death and
high risk of cancers. Cardiac Arrest.

3-14-2019 No there was no iPhone Max or GPS cell phone tracking on who just
drove away... "Francesco Cali, the reputed boss of the Gambino crime family, was
fatally shot outside his home on Staten Island on Wednesday night, a senior police
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official said. Mr. Cali, 53, was shot six times, the official said. The police said
they received a report about the shooting outside 25 Hilltop Terrace in the Todt
Hill section of Staten Island around 9:20 p.m. There was also a report of a blue
pickup truck leaving the scene around the time of shooting."

3-14-2019 Athens, Rome, Boeing, Boeing’s 737 Max Causes Concern. To the
danger zone. Of not flying into Orbit for 15 minutes then landing in Paris. Paris
.Elite crashed into their Oil Intellectuals who keep Paris out of the iMac's at
$18,384 on every Paris Starbucks table, cafe conversations are all about Oil in
Kenya, Nigeria, rest of Africa no one talks about Sirius Jewish Aliens and how to
make contact with their communications. Athens, Rome, Boeing. To the Social
danger zone that built the 737 Max 8 instead of Super Shuttles for NASA that
fly to the Russian Space station and Moon, Mars, on their way to Sirius. The
tragic facts that the ruling Communist Party of China in 2019, officially atheist
and repressive toward the country’s Muslims, had helped build a railway connecting
the holiest sites in Islam instead of a Gravity Engine or 737 Max 9. Thought Police
in China take the train not the 737 Max. So it was that I found myself canceling a
plane ticket from Medina to Jeddah in Saudi Arabia in January in favor of taking
the train. Saudi Arabia had opened a high-speed railway between Medina and
Mecca, the most important pilgrimage sites for Muslims. It ran a total distance of
281 miles. Yes the Chinese watched 700 people beheaded and 1,000 lashed. The
train presented a different glimpse of the complexities of the kingdom. I got into
a taxi and looked back at the pilgrims streaming from 700 people being beheaded in
public just blocks from the Bullet Train build by China. Riches beyond belief 1
Billion in China would have driving the Bullet Ford 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in clean
air. Chinese Thought Police perks are hard on the one's who child has a birth
defect or cancer from Mecca's Exhaust reaching China.
The tragic facts that the ruling Communist Party of China in 2019, officially
atheist and repressive toward the country’s Muslims, had helped build a railway
connecting the holiest sites in Islam instead of a Gravity Engine or 737 Max 9.
Thought Police in China take the train not the 737 Max. So it was that I found
myself canceling a plane ticket from Medina to Jeddah in Saudi Arabia in January
in favor of taking the train.
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The tragic facts that the ruling Communist Party of China in 2019, officially
atheist and repressive toward the country’s Muslims, had helped build a railway
connecting the holiest sites in Islam instead of a Gravity Engine or 737 Max 9.
Thought Police in China take the train not the 737 Max. So it was that I found
myself canceling a plane ticket from Medina to Jeddah in Saudi Arabia in January
in favor of taking the train.

3-13-2019 U.S. Runs Low on Options to Oust Venezuelan Ruler, barely functioning
hospitals and WHO at the UN is not going to invade Venezuela on orders from
Trump and Mr. Pompeo’s Bone Saw threats against UN MD's. A War Crime by the
US State Dept against the UN. 200,000 from Saudi Arabia are flying into the
USA's functioning Hospitals today under the watchfulness of the State Dept. Free
medical care paid for by Prince Salman too. Barely Functioning State Dept not
ready to Drive Humanity into the Yale Key West Medical School or the Freedom
Tower Medical School. Art of the Diagnosis on State Dept employees who have
died since Kerry you will find many wrongful deaths via misdiagnosis. After Mr.
Pompeo’s order for all American diplomats to leave Caracas, it was unclear what
would happen to the United States Embassy. A “protecting power” would watch over
it. Yale Venezuelan Medical School who will build this, Prince Salman or Ford
WindmillCAR's? Starting in 2020 or when the Ford WindmillCAR's are driven into
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Mecca and Manhattan all State Dept employees must have a MD degree to
influence more care for Nations around the world. End to Trump's Heart Attack
burgers with bacon. This diagnosis echoes in the end of Breast-Ovary cancers in
Venezuela and world wide. Pink ideology of Gina will overwhelm the State Dept.
Achieve its goal in Caracas: Drive the WindmillCAR. Gina is working overtime; Old
Rape Kits Finally Got Tested. 64 Attackers Were Convicted. Venezuela, Seeking
Blame for Blackout, Finds Culprit in Opposition Leader. WHO at the UN will attack
whoever turned off the electricity at all the Hospitals as this is a war crime. Key
West Navy Bombed the Yale Key West Medical School when Greg flew into Key
West on 3-4-2011 the US is buying its time to write this up at the UN.
Massacres in Congo May Be Crimes Against Humanity, U.N. Team Says. Berlin war
crimes trails will use all these UN reports in the Drive to the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR Times.

3-13-2019 After Soul Searching, Gov. Gavin Newsom Will Halt Executions in
California. Trump and Ivanka have been invited to Mecca for 700 Public
beheading... they will go.

3-13-2019 Yale Harvard Bribed in the News on the Front Page of the NY Times.
"Families who are already well-to-do and well connected, but it’s not really a
surprising one. Anyone who knows anything about the cutthroat competition for
precious spots at top-tier schools realizes how ugly and unfair it can be: how many
corners are cut, how many schemes are hatched, how big a role money plays, how
many advantages privilege can buy."

3-13-2019 Taking this Bribe Yale News to the Stars, Secret Swiss Bank Accounts
have been bribes for centuries and the Swiss go along with these illegal bribes that
cause death and harm to Humanity.
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3-13-2019 These well off families also buy the Judge as Robert Kennedy Jr. did
to Mary before he hanged her in the Kennedy Barn, but it’s not really a surprise to
any one. Charles Dickens was on the front page of the NY Times for trying to hang
his wife with 10 children not just 5 like Mary Kennedy. But what would be
surprising is the NY Times putting Robert Kennedy Jr on the front page - Bought
the Judge for $1 million cash delivered by FedEx. Called Mary told her to go hang
herself in the barn!

3-13-2019 Yale Harvard Bribed in the News; It may be legal to pledge $2.5
million to Harvard just as your son is applying — which is what Jared Kushner’s
father did for him — and illegal to bribe a coach to the tune of hundreds of
thousands of dollars, but how much of a difference is there, really? Both elevate
money over accomplishment. Both are ways of cutting in line.

3-13-2019 Oxford bribes in the News tomorrow...

3-13-2019 The Jared Kushner story was uncovered more than a decade ago by
Daniel Golden, who showcased it in his 2006 book, “The Price of Admission,” a
definitive account of the strings pulled by rich families like Kushner’s. Jared did
get into Harvard, despite grades and test scores that were, according to Golden’s
reporting, well below what Harvard typically wants.
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3-13-2019 Dr. Jared Kushner MD. Dr. Ivnaka MD they will not play Doctor to
Humanity let alone get a MD for others but their best friends in Saudi Arabia.
The former head coach of the women’s soccer team at Yale pleaded guilty almost a
year ago and became a cooperating witness who helped federal prosecutors gather
evidence against others. The Yale MD professor will help the fed's with Doctors
from Saudi Arabia who bribed and cheated to become a MD.

3-13-2019 NY Times and Washington Post; The spell that some of these News
Papers cast over applicants and their families — and the magic attributed to them
— are absurd. But they are indeed part of an infrastructure of perks and
packaging that isn’t uniformly accessible in what is news for the front page of the
NY Times. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's need a bribe to make the front page of the
Washington Post. Oh Prince Salman already paid this bribe to keep the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's off the front pages of the NY Times and Washington Post.

3-13-2019 Boeing grounds the 737 Super-Max that can fly into Orbit for 14
minutes then land in Paris!! "Boeing Flights Grounded Across the Globe, but Not in
the U.S. Boeing’s chief made a personal appeal to President Trump, calling from
Chicago to express his confidence in the safety of the company’s 737 Max 8 jets."
By DAVID GELLES, THOMAS KAPLAN, KENNETH P. VOGEL and NATALIE
KITROEFF

3-13-2019 'Jets' who reinvented the 'Jet Engine' in Star Wars History? No this
is not a 1 Click Amazon link to IP invention projects, someone called Trump to
prevent this crash.
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3-13-2019 This should have been Freedom Towers Medical School's Billion Dollar
Hospital. "A brand-new vertical retail palace — don’t call it a mall — opens at
Hudson Yards, New York’s biggest, shiniest new multi-billion-dollar development.
Will crowds follow?" Cheney will cut in front of the line for second heart
transplant... grin. By MATTHEW SCHNEIER When the retail complex is fully open,
Related projects that it will see 60,000 visitors per day, patients a day getting
eyes, ears, heart checked for triple bypass surgery. Oh and 60K blood test every
day. Saks Fifth Avenue, one of Brookfield’s anchor tenants, closed its 86,000square-foot women’s store after a mere two years as they didn't offer BreastOvary cancer screening. One of the few successful malls in Manhattan is a Related
property, the Shops at Columbus Circle at the Time Warner Center, anchored by a
Whole Foods and an Equinox gym below street level and tethered to high-end
condos above. Whole Foods with treadmill desk are coming. Bill and Melinda Gates
have a second home in Dubai. “I used to go to Dubai a lot,” said Sally
Hershberger, whose salon is on the ground floor of the complex. “This is really
Dubai for me, but better, because I can walk there. I don’t have to schlep all the
way to Dubai to get that kind of energy.” Bill and Melinda Gates socializing in
Dubai to get Oil fueled energy for so many decades and free tickets to the Mecca
Beheading, grin! Asked about how to keep Hudson Yards humming well into the
future, Mr. Himmel said it would now be up to his tenants to draw their customers.
Bill and Melinda Gates don't need the Dentists but some of the 60K a day will.
Same for the Hudson Yards Starbucks with iMac's at every table with genius
tutors who make $100K a year more than the Starbucks Barista. $$$. No Bill and
Melinda Gates refused to hire Genius Tutors for Win 10.

3-13-2019 FBI agents failed to get into a Medical School... "Here’s How the
F.B.I. Says Parents Cheated to Get Their Kids Into Elite Colleges" "Excerpts from
the indictment show how far wealthy parents were willing to go. By THE NEW
YORK TIMES

3-13-2019 Tech @ NY Times. "How to Choose Between Wired and Wireless
Charging by Wirecutter." Neither choose star wars iPod size GE electric generator
you can plug in all your GE appliances and of course the MacBook Pro with a GE
electric generator not a battery. ASK if NASA is using batteries or GE micro
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electric generators!

3-13-2019

3-12-2019 Inventions and Influence Boeing spent millions of hours building the 737
Max 8 instead of a Boeing Plane that could fly NASA cosmonauts into orbit and the
Space Station. In 2010 if Greg can influence and invent; Boeing will replace the
737 Max 8 with a 737 that can fly into orbit for 15 minutes then land in Paris.
Putin was influenced not to build a Russian 737 that could fly into orbit by Prince
Salman's Oil Riches!

3-12-2019 Inventions and Influence if Stalin had a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR would
he buy one for every Russian with $777 Trillion he confiscated from Prince Salman
and Mecca? Hell Yes $$$! What would Putin-Trump buy people when they
confiscate $777 Trillion from Prince Salman for bone saw war crimes...

3-12-2019 Inventions and Influence; BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan — More than a halfcentury ago, the launch site here became the first place to send humans into
space. It is still our main route to the heavens, at least for now.
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Putin was influenced not to build a Russian 737 that could fly into orbit by Prince
Salman's Oil Riches!

3-12-2019 Inventions and Influence Oil - Pompeo Accuses Cuba and Russia of
Propping Up Venezuelan Ruler. Pompeo is Propping Up Prince Salman after the Bone
Saw Murders, yes there were more than one bone saw murder and Pompeo knows
this. Taliban Wipe Out an Afghan Army Company While Talking Peace With the
U.S. Steve Jobs was here before the taliban, Pompeo, refused to fight the war on
cancer. 95 million Steve Jobs have died in this war Pompeo refused to fight in.
After they found the Trump Con of gas stations Trump Finds Personal Rapport Goes
Only So Far With Xi and Kim who are influenced by the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
and building the gravity engine before Trump can con them out of the idea of
inventing this. Houston Voted to Raise Firefighters’ Pay. Now the Mayor Says 400
Could Be Laid Off. Inventions and Influence the iPhone Max as a Smoke Detector
will end gas stations on Earth, will it will end fires on Earth, influence of inventions
in iPhone Max IA apps for fire prevention the home owner and the t shirt
warehouse will know of a fire 30 minutes before it starts with AI app and iPhone
Max smoke detectors made for Star Wars Society. Crazy Jew in Trump Towers as
there are other Crazy Jews renting in Trump Towers who need AI fire prevent
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app. When Sheriffs Say No: Disputes Erupt Over Enforcements for Prince
Salman's profits at New Gas Stations when they know about the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Everyone knows about gas stations and the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.
Impeaching Trump Is ‘Not Worth It,’ Nancy Pelosi Says. Nancy is thinking about
her Secret Swiss Bank account from Prince Salman, is ir worth it if the Swiss are
influenced to publish it $$$ in the NY Times or on a Amazon Book all the secret
Swiss Bank Accounts from Saudi Arabia. The Asia Massage Parlor just opened at
Mar-a-Lago. When Sheriffs Say No: Disputes Erupt about plans to visit the Asian
Massage at Mar-a-Lago. USA dealing with widespread power failures Asian
Massage, Florida Lotto, 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

3-12-2019 Inventions and Influence AI iPhone Max stroke, heart attack, cardiac
arrest all 30 minutes before they happen with AI. This invention project didn't
influence the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ today. Amazon didn't add 1 Click links to
this invention project yet...

3-12-2019 Key West Student Break @ the Hemingway House Writing Class... next
year when the Yale Key West Medical School is also open for Student Break.

3-12-2019 Russian Writers at the Hemingway House Writing Class all came back
from the Dead and write a Novel. Near the end of March, Ms. Hargrave is off to
Baltimore, for the annual Unpub convention, where hundreds of designers and
thousands of gamer's spend the weekend play testing games in various stages of
undone. Ms. Hargrave had an idea for a game about mushrooms, but she thought
instead she might test a game about a Russian Writers all dead who came back
from the dead in AI and write a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel on
iMac's and apps.
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3-12-2019 This NY Times article should have been about How Prince Salman after
9/11 bought and paid for NYC buildings, corporations, and Movies he wanted made
on the side. Yes Disney too. "How the Superrich Leave Their Mark on New York"
"Tuesday: Buildings, roads and parks have all been shaped by the very wealthy. By
AZI PAYBARAH

3-12-2019 Influence on NYC after 9/11 if the Freedom Towers was a Yale
Medical School. Prince Salman along with Trump and Bloomsburg killed the idea of
Freed Towers Medical school. Influences this; Measles Outbreak: N.Y. Lawmakers
Want to Let Teenagers Get Vaccines, Even if Parents Say No. With low inoculation
rates in some communities, a bill sponsor said New York was “on the verge of a
public health crisis.” 95 Million Steve Jobs have died from cancers since 9/11.
This is the influence of Salman, Trump, Bloomsburg, NY Times editorials. 100 kids
died from Whooping cough in 2019 and didn't make the front page. Influence!
Social Cancer at the NY Times. NY Times influence on AI. "Why A.I. Without
Humans Will Not Solve Our Problems" By Katherine Maher Ms. Maher is the chief
executive of the Wikimedia Foundation. Social cancer by the times as AI fire
prevention app was not written up. No she will not get fired. Fire!!! Houston Voted
to Raise Firefighters’ Pay. Now the Mayor Says 400 Could Be Laid Off. Inventions
and Influence the iPhone Max as a Smoke Detector will end gas stations on Earth,
will it will end fires on Earth, influence of inventions in iPhone Max IA apps for
fire prevention the home owner and the t shirt warehouse will now of a fire 30
minutes before it starts with AI app and iPhone Max smoke detectors made for
Star Wars Society. Crazy Jew in Trump Towers as there are other Crazy Jews
renting in Trump Towers who need AI fire prevent app.

3-12-2019 Suppose We Dissect Time and let the CERN scientists say Time is
Forever, it will never end! This AI headlines will enlighten and advance intelligence
as we are in the Dark Ages today if you read the front page of the NY Times and
Washington Post!
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3-12-2019 U.S. Woman Mired in Saudi Arabia Is Granted Legal Saudi Residency

3-12-2019 Mecca Beheading videos 700 in 2019 watched by the N.R.A. Leaders.
Some leaders are questioning its very purpose of a Trump-Ivanka Bed and
Breakfast guest ordering 700 beheading in public in Mecca for decades in hidden
videos as the top brass at the Pentagon protected Prince Salman's killings for oil
revenues of $777 Trillion making Mecca the richest city on Earth all from gas
stations hold ups in Miami, Cuba.

3-12-2019 The Victims of the Ethiopia Plane Crash...

3-12-2019 The Victims of the 700 Beheadings in Mecca today are censored by 2
White Men at 1984 HQ

3-12-2019 The Victims of the Ethiopia Plane Crash... not Mecca as this news is
not News!

3-12-2019 Some Boeing 737s Are Being Grounded. Here’s What That Means in
Mecca and at the beheading today. Some leaders are questioning its very purpose
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of a Trump-Ivanka Bed and Breakfast guest from Mecca killing so many innocent
people dinning with the Trump's.

3-12-2019 "How the Internet Travels Across Oceans" By ADAM SATARIANO,
KARL RUSSELL, TROY GRIGGS, BLACKI MIGLIOZZI and CHANG W. LEE How the
Internet Travels Across the Bottoms of the Oceans via Cable is a great article on
what happen to fiber optics networks we watched them dig up the streets for
decades ago. Yes your Comcast Business Internet for $140 a month with the glass
fiber you plug in your computer is linked to the other sides of the Oceans. Now its
time to link the Near by Stars all the way to Sirius with laser cable.

3-12-2019 "Egypt Looks to Offshore Gas Field for Growth and Influence" By
CLIFFORD KRAUSS and DECLAN WALSH Prince Salman since 9/11 has influenced
gas station construction when the USA should have been influenced by NASA
construction of 100's of Super Shuttle Trains then we could visit all the Aliens who
built the Pyramids, grin.

3-12-2019 Paul Krugman has been an Opinion columnist since 2000 and is also a
Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He
won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences for his work on
international trade and economic geography. @PaulKrugman. "The Power of Petty
Personal Rage" Plastic Straws not beheadings in Mecca over petty personal laws in
Islam. The Power to write a article in the NY Times and not to influence Trump
into stopping 700 personal petty islamic laws is a social cancer this writer has.
Plastic Straws and Movie reviews for “Captain Marvel,” starring Brie Larson. When
islam personal petty Rage will get someones head or hand cut off today. Was Paul
censored? And what was the source of his rage? The observation that dishwasher
detergent doesn’t work quite as well without the phosphates. Star Wars dishwaher
and washing machines don't use soap as we know soap today. Paul invent something
to write. Rage in Jimmy Carter over the Rich Russian Oil Men and Prince Salman,
Jimmy calls them Oil Gods and said they will go to hell. Petty rage by Jimmy
Carter. Spurred by the sale of a $238 million penthouse, New York lawmakers are
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backing a tax on luxury second homes. Petty Rage of NY Lawmakers who know what
they would buy people when the President confiscates $777 Trillion from Prince
Salman. A 2019 Ford WindmillRV Home. Millions in NY with Comcast Satellite's.
The New York attorney general’s office issued subpoenas to two banks for records
related to Trump Organization projects... Records of Trump's Swiss Bank
Accounts, yes Trump + Ivanka both have a Secret Swiss Bank Account $$$!

3-12-2019 "Measles Is Making a Comeback. Here’s How to Stop It." By THE
EDITORIAL BOARD, TAIGE JENSEN, JENN LYON and JOEY ABISSO Ivanka has
3 kids did she make their vaccinations front page on the NY Times? Brad Pitt has
8 or 10 did any get a vaccine with thier famous mom? Other vaccine-preventable
diseases, including diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis... and if you work at the
Pentagon several other vaccines your have to get or get fired. Amazon 1 Click IP
invention projects to add vaccines to the drinking water is not up and running as it
didn't influence anyone at the Pentagon. Senator Rand Paul, a medical doctor,
should be fired by the AMA. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ and Gina at the CIA must
influence the AMA to say you are fired to MD's who give misdiagnosis about
vaccines and don't work to invent vaccines in the drinking water. Star Wars Disney
Movie, how this was invented.

3-11-2019 USA is Mired in Saudi Arabia In a War Crimes Status of Well Oiled
$$$ Bone Saw's in Trumps + his Generals hands and minds full of Greed for
spending $777 Trillion on MIT War Toys instead of anit missiles for Tornados and
Hurricanes, Lightning. Going 400 times faster than the speed of light. This is
Mired!

3-11-2019 The fate of a second suspect in the case, Dan Thi Anti, 30, of
Vietnam, remained uncertain. The fate of Humanity is uncertain with Vietnam
hosting Kim-Trump without the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for Dan Thi Huang and
others!! Fate of Vietnam Mired in Mecca. Hanoi will never be as rich as Mecca
because of the USA . Duped into Oil + Gas War Crimes in Vietnam. The two women
were accused of killing Mr. Kim by smearing VX nerve agent on his face at Kuala
Lumpur International Airport as he prepared to leave the country in February
2017. After their arrest, they said that they were duped into committing the
killing and thought they were participating in a harmless prank for a reality
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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television show. Both women potentially faced the death penalty. Vietnam has been
Duped into being poorer than Mecca and Qatar via the USA Oil interest in earning
another $777 Trillion. Kim would rather use Nukes than WindmillCAR to win the
War, same as Trump. Kim Jong-un was widely believed to have ordered the
assassination of his elder half brother. “This issue was brought up at every
bilateral meeting at every level from the president down to the ministerial level,”
the embassy statement said." This issue of Poor Hanoi and Riches beyond belief in
Mecca and Qatar via Oil. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders on the
leadership in Vietnam and Mecca, read this in the NY Times. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff Generals in the USA are the ones gave Mecca the Godsent 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's riches $$$. And clean air, grin. Ivanka is traumatized by the riches
beyond belief of Mecca as Manhattan should be the richest City on Earth. Ivanka
She was deceived and used by North Korean intelligence, Prince Salman Duped her
into helping make Mecca and Qatar rich! Plead for Manhattan after the 9/11
attack by Saudi Arabia citizen who profited from this attack and were given 1
million new gas stations in China by Trump-Salman since 9/11 when sanctions on gas
station world wide would today be finally. No Gas Stations in Manhattan by 9/11
attack and world wide. World’s highest-level decision-making body looking over
sanctions on gas stations over 9/11. As WindmillCAR's would have prevented 9/11
with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR the Jimmy Carter Model that Jimmy Drove into
the Pentagons garage. A War Crime!

3-11-2019 In the Lion Air crash, officials are investigating whether changes to
the Max 8’s automatic controls might have sent that flight into an unrecoverable
nose dive.

3-11-2019 Pentagon Generals into Oil in an unrecoverable nose dive... destroying
the Earth via Pollution and MIT War Toys bought with riches of oil. Lion Air
plane’s abrupt nose-dive may have been caused by updated Boeing software that is
meant to prevent a stall but that can send the plane into a fatal descent if the
altitude and angle information being fed into the computer system is incorrect.
This reads like the fatal descent of the fiery wrecks the Top Brass drive by in
Monday traffic without stopping to help put out oil and gas. Pope Francis on his
hands and knees begs God for forgiveness every time a Bishop drives by a fiery
wreck in Rome. No one is sane with $777 Trillion in the Saudi-Swiss Bank.
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3-11-2019 Breast Cancer Cure Rx Recipe Era Wanes as the girls pull into gas
stations that are being robbed... and they realize the gas station is 'Pink' and
they have been robbed of the Rx Pink Recipe for the cure of all breast-ovary
cancer in every stage in 8 days as the Pentagon Generals will not allow Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer into the Los Alamos Lab. Reading aloud the secret file on the cover
of Greg's Amazon Book written at Los Alamos you can hear Oppenheimer refusing
to build H-Bombs in Truman's White House Key West. Pink House after they hire
Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD the White House will be painted Pink for Victory lost by
H-Bombs makers. Our Times at Los Alamos and Starbucks with iMac's at every
table. $500 million dollar IBM Summit Super Computer Simulations for the mass of
Humanity not just Oppenheimer making H-Bombs. The Russian who won a Nobel in
Physics for computers could build a H-Bomb and take it apart for the fun of doing
it right, grin. Getting this wrong would have lost him his Nobel in Physics, ha.
Forces driving the public toward unhealthy lifestyles, read aloud the secret file on
Greg's Amazon book written at Los Alamos. Pink Los Alamos lab building can be
painted, you would think Gina would be buying the Pink Paint for CIA HQ too. Blunt
Trumps Pink Sanctions on Los Alamos Lab. Gina!!

3-11-2019 Nuke Afghanistan!! "13 Civilians Reported Killed in U.S. Airstrikes in
Afghanistan. Two houses were struck, leaving nine children dead, a tribal elder
said. The United States said the target was a Taliban operations center." By
ZABIHULLAH GHAZI and FAHIM ABED

3-11-2019 Will Gina Nuke Afghanistan then paint it Pink, for all the Women?

3-11-2019 "Pink plumage of a flamingo — “gorgeous at a distance and bizarre up
close” Birds “Crazy bills get me thinking Invention Projects spin off's!” Can we ever
get this as a super computer simulation in a $500 million dollar IBM Summit, no not
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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with Kim-Trump Summit, grin! Yes Trump walked out on this IBM Summit on Birds
bills $$$

3-11-2019 Russian Writers at the Hemingway House Writing Class all came back
from the Dead and write a Novel. Near the end of March, Ms. Hargrave is off to
Baltimore, for the annual Unpub convention, where hundreds of designers and
thousands of gamer's spend the weekend play testing games in various stages of
undone. Ms. Hargrave had an idea for a game about mushrooms, but she thought
instead she might test a game about a Russian Writers all dead who came back
from the dead in AI and write a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel on
iMac's and apps.

3-11-2019 "Ms. Carroll asked that the name of Ms. Vierra’s former husband not
be published to avoid provoking his family. He did not respond to a request for
comment."

3-11-2019 Provoking the US Military to put an End to Saudi Arabia's thought
provoking threats to the NY Times Staff writing up a illegal Moslem Society in
Times of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Sanctions!

3-11-2019 Provoking the US Military to put an End to 700 people like Ms Vierra
being beheaded in public in Mecca in 2019 like the Philippine maid who was raped
last month... Hell No! US Military U.S. Airstrikes Kill Hundreds in Somalia as
Shadowy Conflict Ramps Up. The military escalated a fight against Islamist
militants in Somalia when hundreds of women, men will be beheaded in public in
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Mecca in 2019. Gina has the audio and video of this and of course the US Military
made all the videos classified even from the NY Times Staff. Who is the War
Criminal now?

3-11-2019 The US Military needs to get a new Hubble Space Station Telescope to
see the Universe. "Turgenev’s distaste for drunken disarray and slovenliness so
exasperated some of his compatriots, particularly those prone to the habits he
deplored, that Fyodor Dostoyevsky, a contemporary and dedicated Slavophile,
urged him to get a telescope so that he could see Russia more clearly and more
sympathetically." US Military mobilization for a invasion of Sirius...

3-11-2019 Invention Projects 1,001 Museums Confront the Contents of Their
Crowded Basements were the NY Times put all the 1,001 IP invention projects.
Why Grapes Explode in the Microwave. For 20 years, people have been putting
grapes in the microwave for fun, but there is some real science behind this
phenomenon.

3-11-2019 Putting the Star Wars Microwave on the invention table today... Disney
might put this in a movie not the NY Times in a article, grin.

3-11-2019

3-10-2019 Gina at the CIA has plans to give 100,000 senior commander's a
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dishonorable discharge for rape. Air Force Generals Says they have No Plans to
Investigate Martha McSally’s Rape Disclosure as this is to close to home for the
Top Brass, Grin. Yes Gina has the audio and video! Culture of Rape in War by
Prince Harry and Prince Salman is next...

3-10-2019 10 Students on Spring Break all had their bike stole!! Bike by the Court
House Deli on Spring break 2019 Today. They take video of thieves with cable
cutters in hand biking down Duval Key West riding a newly spray painted Sun Tike
that they stole, while working at the Court House Deli. Thieves outsmart the 1984
George Orwell Cops... they have storage units full of bike seats and front wheel's
100's of them, students on break in Key West learn the hard way it's not Star
Wars with no bike thieves at the Key West Courthouse Deli yet... just taste the
Court House Deli food with and without the Bike Thief making the sand witches,
grin!

3-10-2019 New Images of North Korea Buildup Confront Trump’s Hopes for
Disarmament and Ivanka's Miracle Rx Recipe for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks
and her Driving Dad's new 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. New
Images of the USA richer than Qatar and Saudi Arabia will all their $777 Trillions
confiscated for War Crimes. Think Like a Libel Lawyer with Breast-Ovary Cancer
knowing Xi in China bought 1 million new gas stations from Trump-Salman instead of
a Rx Recipe for the Cure of Breast-Ovary Cancer for 1 Billion Chinese. Think Like
a Libel Lawyer realizing they should have went to the Yale Key West Medical
School instead of the Harvard Law School.

3-10-2019 10 Students on break in Key West today and 1 will think to write a art
of the diagnosis on this secret service agents cause of death. Robert DeProspero,
who after the attempted assassination of President Ronald Reagan in 1981 became
the Secret Service agent in charge of Reagan’s protection and added measures to
shore up the president’s safety, died on Monday in Scottsdale, Ariz. He was 80.
His son, Robert, said the cause was amyloidosis, a rare disease in which an
abnormal protein is deposited in tissues and organs.
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3-10-2019 Barbara Winslow Grant, a former charity fund-raiser and leader in
school volunteerism who was the wife of one New York Times publisher, the mother
of another and the grandmother of a third, died on Saturday in Rancho Palos
Verdes, Calif. She was 90. Her death, at a retirement home, was confirmed by
her son Arthur Ochs Sulzberger Jr., the chairman of The New York Times
Company. Ms. Grant was born on March 31, 1928, in Paris to Theodore F. Grant,
an importer of animal hides, and the former Helen Fisher MacDonald, a secretary.
She addressed the memoir’s conclusion to “my dear children,” thanking them for
their “patience and love over the years” and noting, “As for me and my feelings
about impending death, I am truly an accepting pragmatist.” an advocate of the
approach that evaluates theories or beliefs in terms of the success of their
practical application Exodus into the Universe of Jewish Aliens and God. Exodus;
Off Earth “Today, NY Times-Apple-Amazon-Verizon cell call 400 Times faster
than the speed of light is going to reinvent the War on Cancer, win the Pentagons
War's World Wide Won with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's updated to 2019 Specs!
Evaluates theories on inventing the Gravity Engine in 2019 if the Editors of the NY
Times wrote a brainstorming article on how to build the first Gravity Engine. This
is the best example of evaluates theories about Gravity. Gravity of this does not
pull the NY Times to even write about the Gravity Engine Invention project let
alone get Amazon to add a 1 Click link to the Gravity Engine Invention project. A
War Crime!

3-10-2019 Key West the Old Women home alone rents out a room and is
arrested, fined by the City. So Home Alone Stories by the NY Times don't write
up Old Women home alone wanting to rent out a room. Like days gone by a long
time ago in the age of the rooming house on every block. Airbnb and Miami Beach
Are at War. Travelers Are Caught in the Crossfire. The Florida city, like others
around the country, is trying to control the home sharing market. Renters often
find out their weekend home is illegal when they get a knock on the door. By
TARIRO MZEZEWA

3-10-2019 Bus Explodes in Stockholm, Injuring Driver - Driver took the wrong
turn, the bus was to tall for the tunnel. Noble for this non invention as 100's of
other clone wrecks will kill the Bus Driver or passengers in India, China, Pakistan,
South America. iPhone app for this will win a Noble Prize.
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3-10-2019 The bus plowed into a barrier indicating the maximum height for
vehicles traveling into the tunnel. “The bus drove into a beam hanging down from
the tunnel entrance, and then the gas tank on the roof exploded,” Asa Skold, an
operator with the emergency services, told the newspaper. Mr. Aberg said the bus
had taken the wrong road. “You can’t drive that way because the buses are too
tall,” he said. The fire had been extinguished by 12:04 p.m., according to a
reporter for Aftonbladet, who was at the site of the crash.

3-10-2019 iPhone app for this plane crash too... "Ethiopian Airlines Flight Crashes
Near Addis Ababa, Killing All 157 Onboard" Flight 302, a Boeing 737 Max 8 that
was en route from the Ethiopian capital to Nairobi, Kenya, lost contact six minutes
after taking off, the airline said.

3-10-2019 Footage of fiery wrecks in the USA on the 4th of July will show the
gas tank exploded. "Footage Contradicts U.S. Claim That Maduro Burned Aid
Convoy. A reconstruction of the moment when a truck bearing humanitarian supplies
was set on fire shows the likely cause was a Molotov cocktail thrown by a
protester."

3-10-2019 As Daylight Saving Looms, Suppose We Dissect Time and let the CERN
scientists say Time is Forever, it will never end! This AI headlines will enlighten
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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and advance intelligence as we are in the Dark Ages today if you read the front
page of the NY Times and Washington Post!

3-10-2019 "But there’s a third reaction to frustration that we’ve overlooked:
When we’re dissatisfied, instead of fight or flight, sometimes we invent."
Concerned about resting on their laurels, the studio’s founders, Steve Jobs and Ed
Catmull, hired the company’s first outside director, Brad Bird, to shake things up.
Mr. Bird’s most recent film, “Iron Giant,” had flopped, Steve Jobs II and III and
1,001 all died of cancer there was no Cure for Steve Jobs Cancer, not even today.
Yet no one writes they flopped. But Mr. Bird persisted. He recruited a band of
disgruntled people inside Pixar. “The Incredibles,” “The Incredibles are 4 trillion
Rx Recipes all trade secrets Disney Lawyers will let every Steve Jobs on Earth die
before they make this movie to cure cancer.

3-10-2019 Sirius the Pentagon Top Brass choose War not Star Wars! With their
Oil Riches beyond belief. "In a classic study, people played a game of
shuffleboard, and got to decide how far away to shoot from. Very few people
chose an easy distance, where they’d make more than half their shots. The vast
majority preferred more difficult distances, where their odds were less than onein-three. You’d expect this kind of self-challenge from overachievers, but even the
less motivated people chose to stand farther away."

3-10-2019 Lottery Tickets, drugs, alcohol, sports cars, fast foods, Judge Opens
the Door to More Compensation for College Athletes without telling the public what
they will buy at Whole Foods and Publix.

3-10-2019 "As British farms faced the spread of bovine tuberculosis, various
strategies were tried to control the disease: vaccination, testing, fencing and
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culling cattle, and culling badgers." Failing to stop TB today the Dr. said... “It’s all
well and good saying in policy that you need to remove 70 percent of the
population,” said Dr. Fox. “But to actually implement that is quite difficult, and to
implement it uniformly is difficult.” Prince Harry is at war not working on becoming
a MD. Dr. Fox would be bone sawed if he wrote the Queen is spreading bovine
tuberculosis at Windsor Castle and elsewhere in England and the MD's are lost.

3-10-2019

3-9-2019 10 Students Who Beat the Odds to Win a New York Times Scholarship.
1 Billion Yale Key West Medical School Students Beat the Odds and Beat the Hell
out of the NY Times Editors and Publisher with a can of gas that money will go to
the Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and 25 USS Jimmy
Carter Hospital Ships some bigger than Carriers. This is Beating the Odds of
Prince Salman becoming King of Saudi Arabia and selling Bone Saws to Prince Trump
and the NY Times Staff.

3-9-2019 Think Your Date Was Awkward? Listen to Hers about the Saudi Prince,
Henry VIII and Prince Harry's Wounded Warriors and Rape in War. Catherine
Cohen, 27, hosts Cabernet Cabaret, a weekly standup show at Club Cumming in the
East Village.

3-9-2019 Ari Emanuel’s firm has returned a $400 million investment by Saudi
Arabia... Not the NY Times $$$
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3-9-2019 Trump’s firm has a returned of $400 million a week investment in Saudi
Arabia... Alabama was not a Trump investments!! On the 4th of July 2019 in
Alabama gas will sell for $4 a gallon.

3-9-2019 The Angel of Physics of Tornados, Hurricanes, lightning is scanning the
Heavens and incoming weather like it was Star Wars with a Russian advanced
battery of anti missile for Tornados, Hurricanes and lightning not Kim and Trump's
weather they stay or go to Hell. Trump Surveys Tornado Damage in Alabama, and
Signs Some Bibles, speaks of God not the Angel of Physics, the Russian advanced
anti missiles for tornados. Realism from a Tornado in Alabama and Physics.org.
How do you upgrade Alabama to Physics 101. Trump signs some Bibles does not give
any Physics of Tornado tweets.

3-9-2019 Exercise; Trump refuses to run, jog, buy a tread mill desk for the
White House Staff. The reasons so many people remain so sedentary are numerous
and complex, Dr. Lisa Sanders in art of the Diagnosis will write a NY Times article
on this misdiagnosis by Trump and staff. Does Ivanka do high impact aerobics, Hell
Yes! Invent a new exercise machine that trump would buy for Ivanka.

3-9-2019 Gina at the CIA has plans to give 100,000 senior commander's a
dishonorable discharge for rape. Air Force Generals Says they No Plans to
Investigate Martha McSally’s Rape Disclosure as this is to close to home for the
Top Brass, rapists and Bone Saw Cult of Oil Times. Bishops across the country are
being forced to acknowledge their failures as they face accusations of covering up
facts and protecting abusers. Rape in War and the Catholic Church the same time
Mecca became the Richest spot on Earth! Feeling guilty about the rape when you
are a CO commanding Officer or a West Point Professor. Did you tell your Mother?
Have You Wished Your Mother a Happy International Women’s Day Yet? Forget
Mother’s Day. Today we celebrate women as friends, sisters, workers and
comrades, too. Jewish women at Netanyahu HQ have been raped in war too. Gina
at the CIA has plans to give 100,000 senior commanders a dishonorable discharge
for rape. Then Gina will drive the Jew Hero Women into Mecca and Manhattan in a
new 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for total Victory over Allah and Moslems for centuries!
Then we Exodus Earth for Sirius, grin.
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3-9-2019 Warp Speed Ahead for Amazon, Google, IBM, GE, Intel, Verizon 400
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon cell call to Sirius Aliens. Live
streaming of aliens. Elizabeth Warren on the other hand Proposes Breaking Up
Tech Giants Like Amazon and InventBook. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects spelled out with specs and genius tutors. Starbucks with iMac at
every table.

3-9-2019 Murder; Bone Saw or Husband and Wife. The Wife and her brother did
this murder, When the police found Mr. Pilmar, 40, in a pool of his own blood
outside his office on East 33rd Street, there was no sign of forced entry. The
killing happened shortly after the building’s security guard’s normal quitting time,
and detectives saw that as a hint that the killer was familiar with Mr. Pilmar’s
business operations. And because Mr. Pilmar’s wallet with $200 inside was found on
his corpse, the police ruled out burglary as a motive. The vicious manner of Mr.
Pilmar’s death also added to the police’s suspicions. He had been stabbed dozens of
times in the chest, back and neck. It was the kind of brutal attack that
prosecutors and the police said often pointed them toward suspects with close
emotional ties to the victim. They also knew the security guard just left. It was in
1992, after a trip to Seattle, when Mr. Pilmar came up with a notable business
innovation. Spotting the proliferation of high-end coffee bars in that city, he
opened a coffee bar in the front of the family store in New York City. Business
invention today is to open a coffee bar in front of the store with iMac's - iMac
Computer Lab with coffee and conversations about business inventions, grin. And
looking of for the Wife with iPhone iDash Cams and iCop in her car. Ha.

3-9-2019 In Times before Prince Salman and millions of gas stations this would
have been joyous... 10 Students Who Beat the Odds to Win a New York Times
Scholarship. The Times reported a few months ago 8K students in Canada were
called home by Prince Salman. They all flew out of Canada leaving their books
behind in one week. So 10 Students today beat the odds to win a NY Times
Scholarship... so what about the other 8K?? Oh censored out of the Canada story
on Saudi Students is they were all paid more than West Point Cadets by Prince
Salman. Well maybe the Pentagon censored this out of the Times and our Times.
Carnegie Hall Festival to Celebrate Invention Projects and America
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3-8-2019 Pentagons International Women’s Day Isn’t Going Away - Commanders
will rape a women Today!

3-8-2019 International Women’s Day Isn’t Going Away Just the Rapists in War...
Read about this in Art of the Diagnosis and Cure by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in the
NY Times article.

3-8-2019 Pentagons International Women’s Day Isn’t Going Away - Commanders
will rape a women Today, you will only read this on this web page as the NY Times
and Washington Post editors could have written this as headlines only to be cut up
with a Bone Saw by several Pentagon Generals and Admirals in Key West, grin!

3-8-2019 For all the progress women have made, they are still a long way from
"Star Wars" and getting to Drive a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to the Pentagon... held
against their will they have to drive gas engine cars on Women's Day.

3-8-2019 Pentagon’s efforts that they continued to not have a grip on this,
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alienated the communities of Men and Women Husbands and Wife's who want to
brainstorm and write a Noble Winning Novel that cures cancers and all diseases on
Earth including rape and rape in War's!” A senior research scholar at Yale Law
School as the Yale Key West Medical School was bombed by the Key West Navy in
2011, the only thing the Pentagon has a grip on is oil money of $777 Trillion
dollars... and bone saws used on wife's coming home from War's is classified and
stats censored from the NY Times and Washington Post. Who was the senior AF
commander who raped her... search for this. Martha McSally’s Disclosure should
have been the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and the Jew Hero Driver assassinated by
the commander of the Jewish Nation! How many war crimes are we going to
disclose on the front page of the NY Times? An Unapologetic Trudeau Speaks Up
on Trillions in Oil and the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Crisis Rattling Canada's war
crimes. Unapologetic Trump-Salman-Putin, Cheer we have $777 Trillion in Oil
Money and this is riches beyond belief $$$. Why Starbucks on Campus is facing
protest, it's about the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte that cost $7 Trillion as a
Manhattan Project at Los Alamos. Oppenheimer today is taking apart H-Bombs and
putting them back together, if he refuses he will be fired again. Jimmy Carters
Georgia Plantation owners are run the same way in curing diseases and making
everyone richer than Citizens in Qatar. MaCains eternity in Hell can't get into
Jimmy Carters Brain. Many wonder why outside aid has flooded in for Ebola, but
not for malaria, diarrhea or other common, debilitating diseases that afflict many
more people... 2019 Ford WindmillRV Habitat for Humanity Homes in the millions,
paid for by the Trillions in Oil Revenues. Trillions in oil money for decades, to more
than 100 armed groups, as well as security forces posing a constant threat of
violence to the population. Scorching and highly unusual self-assessment by Dr. Liu,
who included her organization Doctors at the UN among those that had fallen
short. Trillions for Guns not public health don’t mix. Another problem, Dr. Liu said,
is that some patients do not seek treatment until it is too late to save them, with
the breast cancer tumor coming through the breast. This picture is on a Google
image search not on the front page of the NY Times or Washington Post even
though the Owners of the papers have seen these images they do nothing, like
driving by fiery wrecks today!

3-8-2019 "Search Google images for the 700 beheadings in Mecca in 2019.
"Denmark Charges 14 People With Unlawfully Sharing Video of Beheading" By
MARTIN SELSOE SORENSEN

3-8-2019 “Car thieves used to have crowbars; now they use laptops,” Cars will
have iPhone's with GPS and iDash Cam's iCop's and iTickets, Bike thieves use to
have cable cutters in hand biking down Duval Key West riding a newly spray painted
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Sun Tike while working at the Court House Deli. Thieves use to outsmart the 1984
George Orwell Cops... use to have storage units full of bike seats and front
wheel's 100's of them.

3-8-2019 "By Jim Motavalli Going back at least a decade, cars have been targeted
by hackers, some who ended up working with the industry, others acting
maliciously. But vehicles now carry far more electronic equipment, and autonomous
driving, relying on sensors, cameras and radar, is on the horizon, with all kinds of
ripe new targets. Concern that cars could be seriously hacked is not a article for
the front page of the NY Times today. Gina at the CIA hacking 4 Trillion Rx
Recipes for the Rx Pink Latte Recipe is the story Jim Motavalli should have written
for the Times today. Jumping ahead a decade cars will all be 2019 Ford
WindmillCARS drive through at Starbucks will have the Rx Pink Latte cure for
breast-ovary cancer, if the NY Times starts hacking 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade
secret, hell with hacking a Ford gas engine car really. "A mock-up of Bugatti’s $19
million “Black Car” at the Geneva International Motor Show, which is opening this
week." By Jerry Garrett. Mock the Geneva International Rx Recipe's for Cancer
Cure Show which is not opening this week! Aston Martin, Ferrari, Bentley, RollsRoyce, Lamborghini this week's Geneva Show for Prince Salman not USA women
with Breast-Ovary Cancers running on empty promise of a Miracle Cure Rx Latte at
Starbucks.

3-8-2019 Pentagon Exodus to Sirius what will we find? Mexican archaeologists
found ceramic artifacts that appear to be over 1,000 years old under the ancient
city of Chichén Itzá. Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without
buying 4 Billion people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$

3-8-2019 40 Stories about writing the Hemingway House Writing Class Noble
Novel with a invention project and character in every chapter was lost to Military
Stories - "40 Stories From Women About Life in the Military Servicewomen and
veterans share the stories that have stayed with them from their time in the
military." By LAUREN KATZENBERG
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3-8-2019 Oppenheimer is a POW at Los Alamos today and would be bone sawed if
he worked on a cure for ovary cancer today at Los Alamos - "First of 40 Stories.
Consider pioneers like Capt. Rosemary Mariner, who was one of the first female
Navy pilots in the 1970s and the first woman to lead a naval aviation squadron.
She died in January from ovarian cancer, and her memory was honored last month
with a flyover using all-female pilots. Or First Lt. Marina A. Hierl, who in 2018
became the first woman in the Marine Corps to command an infantry platoon."
What did the Pentagon censor out of her military story? Oppenheimer getting fired
by 100's of Generals at the Pentagon all screaming you are fired Oppenheimer we
want H-Bombs at Los Alamos today!!

3-8-2019 "I Took Off My Helmet So They Could See I Was a Girl Too. Lt.
Kimberly Herm, Navy, 2009-Present. I was deployed to Kunar Province,
Afghanistan, in 2012. As a civil engineer, my job was to oversee construction
projects like schools, roads, bridges and canals. Sometimes we would visit the
schools while classes were going on, and the girls would be scared and try to hide.
When this happened, I would take off my helmet and sunglasses so they could see
I was a girl too. Their reaction would immediately change, and they would all focus
on my every move, looking away, laughing and blushing if I looked at them. I have
always hoped that my presence there, as a female engineer trying to improve their
schools, had a positive impact on these young girls. Lauren Katzenberg is the editor
of the The Times Magazine’s At War channel. For more stories about the
experiences and costs of war, is women in the USA driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan for Victory over Allah and Mobs of gas
station owners waiting for the 4th of July 2019 and $4 a gallon gas!"

3-8-2019 Ivanks wants $777 Trillion Dollars for GF's, grin. Buy them all a 2019
Ford WindmillCAR. President Donald Trump's 2020 budget proposal will include
$100 million for a global women's fund spearheaded by his daughter Ivanka Trump.
A White House official told The Associated Press that the budget, expected to be
released Monday, will include the funding for the Women's Global Development and
Prosperity Initiative. The administration last month launched the government-wide
project, led by the Republican president's daughter and senior adviser. The new
initiative aims to help 50 million women in the developing world get ahead
economically over the next six years. It involves the State Department, the
National Security Council and other agencies. And it aims to coordinate current
programs and develop new ones to help women in areas such as job training,
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financial support and legal or regulatory reforms.

3-8-2019 Apple C-commector replaces all your home outlets. Outdated Two-Prong
Outlets. If your home has two-prong outlets, there’s no safe way to update them
to modern three-prong outlets, short of calling a licensed electrician. By
Wirecutter Staff

3-8-2019 iPod Size GE electric generator you can plug in all your GE appliances...

3-8-2019 "I teach information privacy to law students. I gave my class an optional
exercise to complete over spring break that illustrated the difference between the
privacy we think we have when we’re in public and the privacy we actually have.
The instructions were straightforward: At some point in the next two weeks, try to
determine a stranger’s identity, in a public place, using only Google search on your
phone, based on things the stranger said loudly enough for lots of others to hear
and things that are displayed on the person’s clothing or bags, like logos or a
monogram. "I teach information privacy to law students." This is why Yale Law
School Campus will be given to the Yale Medical School Campus. War Crimes by Law
Professors. By Kate Klonick. Dr. Klonick is a lawyer. Kate Klonick is an assistant
professor at St. John’s University Law School. When Kate came out of the building
on campus her bike seat and front wheel were gone... she wondered if there was
any security cameras on her bike. In a true 1984 society she would be able to view
the video and get the bike seat thefts GPS off his iPhone and call him to return
her stole bike seat and front wheel. Millions of times a day today and 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ could care less.
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3-7-2019 New York City bureaucracy is unwelcoming to the tabletop charcoal grills
seen in Hanoi, so an electric grill under a metal screen is embedded in each table.
Hanoi MD's writing Art of the Diagnosis of Charcoal grills in the Hanoi Times have
to wait for Star Wars MD Times, grin.
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3-7-2019 Ivanda, Senator Martha McSally, Melania Trump’s ‘Be Best’ Tour Shows
the Limits of a Pink Cancerous Message to Trump who never will be a MD! Ivanda,
Senator Martha McSally, Melania Trump need to send a message to the Jew Hero
Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan for total victory
over Allah and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

3-7-2019 Questions For and About Jared Kushner, did Prince Salman give him a
$100 Billion dollars Secret Swiss Bank Account and can the UN in Geneva get the
Swiss Bankers to post this on Facebook?

3-7-2019 10's of thousands of Generals and Admirals are given a Dishonorable
Discharge over the rape of Senator McSally and Rape in War's going on today. MD
This Is the Truth About Vaccines Deadly diseases that should be seen only in
history books are showing up in our emergency rooms. By BRETT P. GIROIR,
ROBERT R. REDFIELD and JEROME M. ADAMS Deadly senior military Generals
and Admirals are putting women in the ER over rape and fights. This should only be
in military history books and movies at West Point. Prince Salman is a bad influence
on the General Staff. Rape in Saudi Arabia by the Senior Prince in history books,
ha! Washington Post could print this but are afraid of bone saws in the mail.

3-7-2019 Police General Database of 250 million iPhone iDash Cam's in all military
and civilian cars, Siri has a lot to crunch into law breakers...

3-7-2019 How Does the Catholic Church Redeem Itself? Pope Francis just married
to 4 Wife's drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca, Rome and Manhattan,
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his lic plate reads 'McCain's Hell'

3-7-2019 Police hoping to identify body of girl found in Air Force duffel bag as
Senator McSally. 100's of Senator McSally clones coming home from war have
been murdered by senior commanders, husbands and its all Secret like the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's.

3-7-2019 The constitutional court said the Thai Raksa Chart Party had committed
“hostile acts” toward the monarchy by nominating a member of the royal family as
a candidate for prime minister.

3-7-2019 Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan
committed “hostile acts” toward the USA military Top Brass.

3-7-2019 She Defended Iranian Women Who Removed Their Head-Coverings. Now
She Is a Convict being raped, and they tell little girls around the world you can not
win against Men with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Yes Mothers will tell little girls
men have $777 Trillion in oil revenues and are Mad Men, Murderers and Rapists
worst than Henry VIII and some are living in London.

3-7-2019 On Dakar’s Streets, Working Out Is a Way of Life. Pollution Is
Infecting the heart, lungs, DNA, giving many brain cancers... Brazen BP Oil Exxon/Mobil and French Total Oil Company believe this is WW III over Trillions
and trillions of dollars. WHO at the UN has been defeated by so many Oil
Companies! Danny Lavone Burch, who worked for an oil company in Yemen, was
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rescued last week in an operation led by the United Arab Emirates with help from
the United States.

3-7-2019 Senator Martha McSally, Republican of Arizona and the first woman in
the Air Force to fly in combat, told a hushed Senate hearing room on Wednesday
that she had been raped by a superior officer, one of multiple times she was
sexually assaulted. was appointed to the seat once held by Senator John McCain,
did not offer any details about the assaults or name the senior officer. Defense
Department received 6,769 reports of rape 600,769 reports of rape in war! $777
Trillion in oil revenues from Prince Salman influenced immunity from rape and
murder in the USA hierarchical culture of the military, which is governed by
centuries-old systems of law and justice now richer than any General could believe
with $777 Trillion in oil revenues, $300 million a week just from Baghdad. Today
retaliation from their USA commanding officers is paid bone saw assassins. Ms.
McSally flew an A-10 Thunderbolt II attack aircraft while enforcing the no-fly
zone over southern Iraq after the 1991 Persian Gulf war. She was deployed in
Kuwait in January 1995, and took command of the 354th Fighter Squadron in July
2004. Sex Slaves are in Kuwait today and were in Kuwait in 1995 under the
Pentagon Generals. Prince Salman is not the only one with immunity thanks to $777
Trillion.

3-7-2019 MD Discovers; He Has a Disease Most People Thought No Longer
Existed... 'Rapist in War!'

3-7-2019 Invention News 1 Click Amazon links. Good News: Opioid Prescribing
Fell. The Bad? Pain Patients Suffer, Doctors Say. Invention News 1 Click Amazon
links are censored at the NY Times and Washington Post. Getting another Rx
Recipe for Opiod's is not up and running or a Manhattan Project at Los Alamos
crunching Opiod recipes.
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3-7-2019 Tesla Swerves on Strategy, Growing Doubts about keeping the Gravity
Engine invention in 2019 off 1 Click Amazon links to its specs and genius tutors.

3-7-2019 Food Fight over food packaging, Whole Foods and Publix with no frozen
food section as frozen packaging replaced the aisles and aisles of frozen foods in
one -254 C Birds Eye invention in 2019. Censored by Amazon and the Washington
Post, NY Times.

3-7-2019 1,001 IP invention projects from Apple, Your car and house key is your
iPhone. This Tech Makes D.I.Y. Key Duplication Easy. Maybe Too Easy. MinuteKey
and My Key Machine grow quickly. KeyMe has kiosks in 2,000 stores across 46
states for retailers like Safeway, Bed Bath & Beyond and 7-Eleven, and the
company said the number was rising. KeyMe also offers a mobile app that lets you
take a photo of a key and store the data on its servers. That means if you are
locked out, you can simply go to a kiosk, log in to your account and quickly cut a
duplicate key.

3-7-2019 Steve Jobs, millions of them have died a tortured death while Los
Alamos reworks nukes over and over again and again. Alex Trebek, Longtime
‘Jeopardy!’ Host, Says He Has Pancreatic Cancer.

3-7-2019 Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders on all these Harvard Grads.
Misdiagnosis in print and graded. What would have saved their lives? Spelled out in
this new Book Art of the Diagnosis. "Harvard Law School’s Class of 1979: The
‘Love Section’" who didn't apply to medical school, they didn't see any reasoning
to. Same as West Point Cadets today are not in Yale Medical School as they saw
no reasoning to it.
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3-7-2019 Millions of gas station owners hand picked by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.
Thousands of New Millionaires Are About to Eat San Francisco Alive... $$$ $4 gas
on the 4th of July 2019.

3-7-2019 Exodus to Sirius what will we find? Mexican archaeologists found ceramic
artifacts that appear to be over 1,000 years old under the ancient city of Chichén
Itzá.

3-7-2019 Trump's tweets all these years if he had a MD!! Hanoi Burger's at
McDonald is want Trump ordered in Hanoi, really! How to be a better MD when you
didn't get into Medical School yet.'Oil Spill Threatens a Treasured Coral Atoll in
the South Pacific" By JACQUELINE WILLIAMS Black Clouds in the Traffic ahead
are not thunder storms but clouds of diesel exhaust causing birth defects and
cancers in Jimmy Carter's grandchildren. Jimmy Carter remains silent on orders
from the Navy Top Brass.

3-7-2019 WHO; this is spare change in lives as compared to the Millions Jimmy
Carter has murdered with Peanuts + Pollution! A fundamental rewrite of the
W.H.O.’s charter would be needed to fix what is sometimes called the agency’s
“birth defect.” Its regional officers are independently elected, and have large
staffs and budgets they are reluctant to cut. Some even resist cooperating with
headquarters in Geneva. That has had serious consequences. The slow response to
the 2014 West African Ebola outbreak, blamed partly on tension between the
Africa regional office and headquarters in Geneva under Dr. Tedros’s predecessor,
Dr. Margaret Chan, allowed that outbreak to spiral out of control until it ultimately
killed more than 11,000 people. W.H.O. headquarters, where bureaucrats on
generous United Nations salaries resist leaving the shores of Lac Léman. Jimmy
Carter's 1984 HQ will be in a Steve Jobs Super Bowl commercial next Super Bowl.
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3-7-2019 Syphilis in Georgia for new mothers is the highest in the USA do you
see Jimmy Carter here in Georgia? Dr. Tedros was elected in part to reform the
W.H.O. It was also hoped that relations between Geneva and the African region,
where so many outbreaks occur, would improve, because he is a former Ethiopian
health minister and knows many other officials there. He has repeatedly gone to
the front lines of outbreaks to show his support; he is expected to soon make his
third trip to the Democratic Republic of Congo to make the world more aware of
the Ebola crisis along its eastern border.

3-7-2019 Syphilis in Georgia in WW II times. World War II era. When the
W.H.O. was founded in 1948, three power blocs struggled over the direction it
would take. France, Belgium, Holland and Portugal — who had most of the world’s
tropical disease specialists — had tried to keep overseeing what had been their
colonial health networks from Geneva. Georgia Plantation Owners are today Georgia
Gas Station owners with trillions in illegal gas money thanks to the 1980 Jimmy
Carter Ford WindmillCAR.

3-7-2019 WHO in NYC 100 kids dead from Whooping Cough so far in 2019.
W.H.O. are anxious to get past it. The rapid spread around the world of lethal
diseases like Ebola, SARS, bird flu and cholera has made it abundantly clear that
responses to epidemics must be global, not merely national or regional. By Donald
G. McNeil Jr. NYC. Yes Don not Donald Trump censored out Whooping Cough
deaths in 2019.

3-7-2019
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Kim-Trump look over the pictures of the breast cancer tumor coming through her
breast... both walk out on Brainstorming a Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Pink
Latte!!

Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$

Illuminating the Risks of Star War and the Gravity Engine Invention Project with 1
Click Amazon links to its specs and genius tutors. MD Discovers; He Has a Disease
Most People Thought No Longer Existed... 'War!' War is a Disease and Yale Key
West Medical School Students will make more money and have more gov perks than
West Point Cadets as they are worth more to Humanity in brainstorming a Cure for
'War' via Exodus by Jews into 12 Trillion Galaxies! Making first contact with
Aliens in our Universe killed by Never Ending Wars on Earth.

3-6-2019 Michael Bloomberg Will Not Run for President in 2020 but will be running
ahead of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's racing behind him for War Crimes from
9/11 pirating Oil since 9/11 into $77 Trillion all illegal like Bone Saw Salman-Putin.
The billionaire former New York City mayor said he would not seek the presidency,
avoiding a crowded primary field that is generally to the left of him. To the left
of us is the Jew Hero in NYC driving the 2019 Ford Windmillcar's into Mecca and
Manhattan over Bloomberg. Gov. Philip D. Murphy’s budget included an expanded
income tax on those making over $1 Trillion to help pay for what he said are the
state’s pressing needs. By NICK CORASANITI $$$ Oppression of the Mass of
Humanity all 4 Billion of us by Mobs of Gas Station Owners lead by Salman-TrumpPutin and BP Oil Men in London. $777 Trillion dollars Qatar has would have made
everyone in the USA, India, China, Pakistan rich with clean air of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's and Jewish Hero's Driving 1,001 IP invention projects into Exodus
to Sirius and Aliens.

3-6-2019 In the Middle of His Official Business, Trump Took the Time to Send
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Checks to Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, Moscow Oil Company and the French
of course. Alabama is so poor the tornado warning was a con as there was no
tornado shelters, or even shelters from T- Showers but the bus stop in the city.
Stopping the loss from building a million gas stations China's 1984 Oil Criminals
have decisions to make about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. North Korea has not
started building 1 million gas stations. North Korea Has Started Rebuilding Key
Missile-Test Facilities, Analysts Say" By CHOE SANG-HUN

3-6-2019 American Woman, Divorced From Saudi Husband, Is Trapped in Saudi
Arabia, 40,000 USA women will die in Saudi Arabia Trapped by a Bone Saw Prince
and his Trump Card of Oil Revenue in the Trillions of dollars. Bloomberg and his
inner circle will be sued for these wrongful deaths profiting from Saudi oil. By BEN
HUBBARD

3-6-2019 One More Time, With Big Data: Measles Vaccine Doesn’t Cause Autism.
Dr. Trump MD who failed to get into Yale and Harvard Medical School to avoid
Vietnam has racked up millions of childhood deaths from not making childhood
vaccine mandatory world wide at WHO at the UN. His UN Ambassador's have
other things to take up with the UN. Not Mandatory Childhood Vaccine world wide
by Homeland MD Security staff at airports. Parents of West Point Cadets who
read this web page try to get their kids into a Yale or Harvard Medical School.
It's better to be a Medical School Student than join the Key West Navy like
Jimmy Carter... Why the USA didn't have to pay Vietnam, Hanoi 100's of Trillions
of dollars for using Napalm in Vietnam, because Dr. Jimmy Carter MD failed to win
a Noble in Medicine. Post Vietnam President of the USA with a MD. Hell No We
Won't Go! "But gene therapy and gene editing are moving at a lightning pace, and it
is not unreasonable to think that some researcher somewhere will find a way to do
for the immune system what these bone-marrow transplants did for these
patients." 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have used their Bone Saws on Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer MD the next President of the USA in 2020. Trump's tweets all these
years if he had a MD!!

3-6-2019 40,000 Pink Graves at Arlington all these years in the NY Times by
Mujib Mashal "Homes Lost and Lives Trampled, Rural Afghans Urgently Want
Peace" By MUJIB MASHAL 40K dead USA women every year Mujib was in
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Afghanistan censored out by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. legislation that determines
the extent of the F.D.A.’s authority, the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act,
has not been updated since it was enacted in 1938, Dr. Gottlieb said. The agency
relies on the cosmetics industry to police itself. 1984 HQ Policing itself against the
use of Bone Saw's and Nerve Agents via President Dr. Putin MD and Dr. Prince
Salman MD. Dr. Prince Harry MD. Dr. Pope Francis MD. Policing itself, grin!

3-6-2019 Showing Off Greed; Mobs of Gas Station In Owners in Israel 'Hang'
the Jew Hero's diving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan!

Mobs of Gas Station Owners World Wide Killed millions... earning $777 Trillion in
oil revenues. Mobs of Gas Station Owners with dead-serious Money in this War
rivalry selling gas world wide, bone saw Prince has been assassinating people for
decades and decades.

3-6-2019 Mobs of Alcoholics; arteries suddenly close, cutting off blood to the
brain. In younger patients, this narrowing often is caused by the use of stimulants
or drugs that interfere with the neurotransmitter serotonin. But many people never
know they have an underlying problem until they suffer a stroke. Amazon 1 Click IP
invention Projects with links to specs and genius tutors. WHO at Coors or Russian
Vodka knows what molecules interfere with the neurotransmitter serotonin. The
FDA is not up to looking this up. Dr. Lisa Sanders in Art of the Diagnosis for Luke
Perry’s death, following a massive stroke, is both a tragedy and a bit of a
mystery. The actor was just 52 years old. By Gina Kolata and Gina didn't write up
any history of cocaine or alcohol etc.

3-6-2019 Trillions of Galaxies and Human History Written by the Warrior Kings.
NASA is writing about Mars not Andromeda or the Milky Way Alienated by
Warriors who let Star Wars air but not a NASA produced and directed Star
Wars, Disney and Pixar! NASA adds specs and Genius Tutors! Rocket Scientists
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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don't grow up to be Presidents of the USA, we have Trump. Safer driving on Earth
from facts in the Universe. McCain will be in Hells prison for all Eternity.

3-6-2019 New York City bureaucracy is unwelcoming to the tabletop charcoal grills
seen in Hanoi, so an electric grill under a metal screen is embedded in each table.
Hanoi MD's writing Art of the Diagnosis of Charcoal grills in the Hanoi Times have
to wait for Star Wars MD Times, grin.

3-6-2019
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Illuminating the Risks of Mobs of Gas Station Owners World Wide Killed millions...
earning $777 Trillion in oil revenues. Mobs of Gas Station Owners with deadserious Money in this War rivalry selling gas world wide.
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Illuminating the Risks of Mobs of Gas Station Owners World Wide Killed millions...

Illuminating the Risks of Star War Gravity Engine and Rx Pink Latte Recipe.

3-5-2019 AT&T has in recent days altered its leadership team with an eye toward
reinvention. Amazon, Netflix, Apple, Google and Facebook have become dominant
players in Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies. 400 times faster than the speed of
light Headlines and Editorials in the NY Times have so far failed to be the
Illumination of Star War Gravity Engine and 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects
with links to 1,001 IP with specs and genius tutors. Exxon/Mobil and BP Oil have
Mobs of Gas Stations owners who want to sell Trump $4 a gallon gas on the 4th of
July 2019. A War Crime with the Black Clouds of Diesel in the forecast for all of
2019. Save the Children quote has been censored by the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ. Jimmy Carter's grandchildren have birth defects and skin cancers. Star Wars
battle with Walt Disney starts with the Gravity Engine Invention Project Movie
never made by Disney before. iPod Size GE electric generator you can plug in all
your GE appliances and finally 400 times faster than the speed of light.
Brainstorming dialog censored by Disney for Steve Jobs Toys and Pixar movies.
“We just needed to get them to sing and dance differently and have them take
different approaches,” to 12 Trillion Galaxies and War on Earth over Oil Revenues
instead of Star Wars Invention Projects. Apple plans to unveil its streaming
effort, with new programming, this year. NASA is the One who needs to unveil its
streaming list of 1,001 Star Wars and Galaxy revealing inventions, Soundblaster to
hear the 12 Trillion Galaxies before the Mobs of gas station owners burn down the
Earth for money $$$. AT&T was handcuffed by Prince Salman's $777 Trillion in
Blood Money Bribes, Kickbacks, Secret Swiss Bank accounts the Swiss want to Keep
Secret. Amazon will publish this book titled "Secret Swiss Bank Accounts" in 2019.
No the NY Times Editors will not mention Secret Swiss Bank Accounts not even at
the office, grin! Biden's Moon shot for a brain cancer cure, real need for deeper
level higher up like a $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project for Brain + Breast
Cancer cure or 1984 White men will be sending 40,000 dead pink women to
Arlington with McCains Daughter protesting!
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3-5-2019 Prince Salman shipped Bone Saw's to Moscow on Monday. Putin shipped
Nerve Agents to Prince Salman on Tuesday. Mark Galeotti, an expert on the
Russian intelligence services, wrote in an op-ed in The Moscow Times on Monday
that while Russia has of late appeared to step back from its most aggressive
actions, “the battle goes on.” “The Kremlin is enjoying the reputation of being a
swashbuckling maverick, ruthless, dangerous and decisive,” he wrote. “This has a
certain value, not least in deterring the fainthearted.”

3-5-2019 Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR must escape from the
Israel Mos ha then Prince Salman then Putin into order to win a victory over Mecca
and Allah... not least in deterring the fainthearted with a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
worth $777 Trillion dollars and 12 Trillion Galaxies with as many Jewish Aliens.
Putin and Salman will lose this Star Wars its written in the Stars not in the NY
Times, grin as they are the fainthearted with Mobs of gas station owners
subscribing to the NY Times.

3-5-2019 MD test, Art of the Diagnosis. "Texas Says Most of Its Students
Aren’t Reading at Grade Level. But Are Its Tests Fair?" By DANA GOLDSTEIN
and MANNY FERNANDEZ 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's superconductive super cold
-254 C electric turbine generators putting out trillions of volts and amps. Amazon
1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 2 of
these are Tornados and Hurricanes. ...where colder air mixes with warmer air...
untill they are nuked with -254 C snow balls or really hot lasers. Texas has been
giving out test for Oil Drilling and sale of gasoline to millions of gas stations not
selling 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out in a Disney Movie for kids. Even the
Heater forecast for Texas schools are doctored as Black Clouds of Diesel are not
allowed in Texas. A Climate in Texas That Subverts Climate Science of Black
Clouds of Diesel in the Traffic Ahead. Doctors are tested with birth defects and
childhood cancers West Point Cadets Subvert on their Test scores. Trump does not
accept the world of Doctors, MD's! Pink Ivanka telling dad I'm a Small Fry Fish
like Steve jobs daughter Lisa. If you were a MD you would be at war with cancer
not Kim! The ‘Dr. Kim Dr. Trump Failure’ Summit Isn’t So Funny in Seoul for women
with breast cancer!
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3-5-2019 Thanks to Moscow, Texas, Saudi Arabia, A global study from
Greenpeace and a software company found that India, Bangladesh and Pakistan had
the most polluted air. This translates into Oil money War Crimes by Mobs of gas
station owners. Ford WindmillCAR Peace and Exodus was censored out of this
article.

3-5-2019 Thanks to Jimmy Carter's Georgia richer than Qatar, mental health of
Jimmy and his wife was poor. Ulysses S. Grant, inaugurated as president 150
years ago today, missed a chance to reconstruct the South economically as well as
politically. Jimmy Carter's Georgia richer than Qatar, no and even worst Jimmy
Carter gave gas station loot from Miami, Cuba all $777 Trillion to Qatar. On
streets in Georgia and Key West. On Dakar’s Streets, Working Out Is a Way of
Life. Pollution Is Spoiling the Rush. Every evening, thousands of runners, wrestlers,
soccer players and fitness fanatics exercise on the beaches and streets of
Senegal’s capital. With every breath, they inhale increasingly dangerous air. By
DIONNE SEARCEY and JAIME YAYA BARRY Thanks to Jimmy Carter's Georgia
richer than Qatar... The Patient’s Wife Thought Her Husband Was Being Treated
for the Wrong Disease. She Was Right. As she watched her husband deteriorate,
she pushed doctors to rethink what they were doing to Jimmy Carter and the air 4
billion in his Habitat for Humanity breath.

3-5-2019 Thanks to 24/7 A/C in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in NYC and Key
West this Summer you will not be getting into a Hot Car in a Heat Wave... Ocean
Heat Waves Are Threatening Marine Life Scientists say the sudden increases are
becoming more common and longer, and are killing species vital to many ecosystems.
100 kids died in hot cars last summer and this summer we still don't have A/C
24/7 climate control in our cars in NYC and Key West.
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Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011

3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion dollars... most
of this has been spent on a fleet of Key West Nuke Subs and Ships via USS
Jimmy Carters. No Yale Key West Medical School Hospital Ships bigger than a
carrier have been built. The White House Admiral MD is drunk on the Job. Steve
Jobs Small Fry and Ivanka will get 'Pink Graves' at Arlington with McCain's
Daughter protesting. McCain is in Hells prison for all Eternity!

3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011
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3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 2 of these are Tornados and
Hurricanes. ...where colder air mixes with warmer air... untill they are nuked with
-254 C snow balls or really hot lasers.

3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors. One IP invention project will be
Star Wars Insulin you inject once a year!! "Eli Lilly Will Sell Half-Price Version of
Humalog, Its Popular Insulin" The drugmaker’s decision to sell a generic version
comes with the industry under pressure to do something about rising list prices. By
KATIE THOMAS Amazon 1 Click 1,001 IP invention projects will do something
about inventing Star Wars Rx Drugs that cure and last much longer... Star Wars
Flu Shot invention project anyone? 1 Click Amazon!!

3-4-2011 Qatar as Poor as India and India as Rich as Qatar or Nuke war with
Pakistan eventually. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will lead India to nuke wars with
Pakistan and get rich selling arms to both sides. "After India Loses Dogfight to
Pakistan, Questions Arise About Its ‘Vintage’ Military $$$ in need of F-35's. Or
in need of the richest citizens in the world... which way will they turn in their 1
billion Ford WindmillCAR's? The Jew Hero will help them make the right turn into
Exodus of 12 Trillion Galaxies! "Guaidó Vows a Prompt Return to Venezuela, as
Unity Starts to Fray" By NICHOLAS CASEY Casey at the NY Times write he vows
to sell gas in India and Key West at $4 a gallon on the 4th of July with Trump's
Parade. Trumps 4th of July Parade 2019 is celebrating $4 a gallon gas on the 4th
of July.

Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011
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3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 Rx Recipes for Girl Scouts they
sold all their Girl Scout cookies to Trump and Kim. "Not ‘My Grandfather’s Boy
Scout Troop’: It’s Now for Girls, Too" By DEREK M. NORMAN 2 White Men at
Scout HQ 1984 have known about Rx Recipes for years yet never baked any for
the troops. Mom in Pink will start baking Rx Recipes for the Girl Scouts MD girls.

3-4-2019 International Women's Day 3-8-2019 Pentagon will let women bury
40,000 dead in Pink Graves at Arlington. McCains Daughter will be protesting!!

3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011

3-4-2019 That iMac 2019 that sells for $18,384 and comes with Intel 18 Core
Xeon CPU could end up in every Starbucks world wide on a 'Pink' conference
table... Anyone running for President in 2020 must have a cure for the Presidents
Brain Cancer, a Star Wars Rx Recipe for Brain Cancer for all the World's
Presidents. Homeland Security will scan everyone else for brain cancers as they
Leave Disneyland for Exodus into the Universe thanks to the Jew Hero's driving
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan $$$. How Giuliani Might
Take Down Trump.The parallels between the Mafia and the Trump Organization are
striking, and Giuliani perfected the template for prosecuting organized crime.
Prosecuting 'War Crime' how Might We Take Down the World's Military for Exodus
to Sirius? A human, on Sirius in 3019. Man Discovers He Has a Disease Most
People Thought No Longer Existed... 'War!'

3-4-2019 Long Time Ago at the NY Times on the 55th floor they write about...
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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"The Island Always Brings You Back’: Finding a Caribbean Home" Today in Key
West we buy our time waiting for the NY Times headlines and picture showing 25
Trump Towers in the Key West Skyline and the Headlines "Yale Key West Medical
School" with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than Navy
Carriers! New Yorkers Finding a Caribbean Home is fine for Madonna. The rest of
the 4 billion people on Earth need some Elite MD's and art of the diagnosis and
treatment at a Star Wars Yale Medical School. Building a 'Freedom Towers'
medical school after 9/11 was the NY Times leaving NYC like Amazon. Can the NY
Times leave NYC like Amazon? No but they left for the Caribbean without wooing
anyone to become a MD in NYC. Free Medical School is really Medical School
Students paid more than West Point Cadets as they are worth more to Humanity.
Steve Jobs with Cancer it's better to be a Medical Student than join the Key
West Navy. Dr. Jimmy Carter MD and God save us Dr. McCain MD Admiral. The
name Mafolie is from the French and means “my madness, my obsession.” "My
father is a university professor, a scientist skeptical of what he calls my “humanist
love of place.” And yet he was the one who kept a framed pair of maps of St.
Thomas, the biggest of the U.S. Virgin Islands, on the wall behind his dining room
chair all the years I was growing up. He is the one who said the view from Mafolie
had been described as the “eighth wonder of the world.” "I stayed at the Mafolie
Hotel which was built precipitously into the hillside below the original 42-acre
estate when my father was little. It’s a compact place, more vertical than
horizontal, with rooms and terraces across five levels, all beautifully landscaped,
and a view of Charlotte Amalie harbor as magnificent as the one from the private
houses above it. The hotel came through the hurricanes of 2017, Irma and Maria,
relatively intact, and for months afterward housed relief workers and members of
the Army Corps of Engineers. It has now fully reopened to tourists." By Jessica
Francis Kane. Many New Yorkers will Stay at the 'Freedom Towers Hospital" would
have if it was built by editorials written in the NY Times. "Madonna Medical School
in the Caribbean!"

3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011
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3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 A tornado at least a half-mile
wide with 136 to 165 m.p.h. winds — or an EF-3 tornado on the Enhanced Fujita
scale at 1 p.m. Sunday. In the hours that followed, a cluster of storms ripped
through the Southeast, spawning multiple tornadoes, killing at least 23 and leaving
a trail of rubble. As the storms pushed east, the tornadoes would leave a path of
destruction that stretched from Alabama into Florida and Georgia. The reported
deaths were all in Lee County, Ala., where two tornadoes — one at least a halfmile wide — wrecked homes and uprooted trees. It was unclear Sunday night
whether the deaths had occurred in various locations or all in one place. Dozens of
people were sent to hospitals.

Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011
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2011 outbreak, which spawned more than 60 tornadoes in Alabama and led to more
than 230 fatalities in the state, some communities ordered upgrades to storm
shelters, and residents became extraordinarily sensitive about even the threat of
poor weather.

...“fairly classic” pattern for March, where colder air mixes with warmer air...

3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 2 of these are Tornados and
Hurricanes. ...where colder air mixes with warmer air... untill they are nuked with
-254 C snow balls or really hot lasers.

3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors. One IP invention project will be
Star Wars Insulin you inject once a year!! "Eli Lilly Will Sell Half-Price Version of
Humalog, Its Popular Insulin" The drugmaker’s decision to sell a generic version
comes with the industry under pressure to do something about rising list prices. By
KATIE THOMAS Amazon 1 Click 1,001 IP invention projects will do something
about inventing Star Wars Rx Drugs that cure and last much longer... Star Wars
Flu Shot invention project anyone? 1 Click Amazon!!

3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 British Intelligence agencies are
not telling all the Bone Saw and Nerve Agent attacks to the Public and what's the
future of Bone Saw and Nerve Agent Star Wars killings. Son of Novichok Victim
Makes a Plea to Putin: British Intelligence didn't tell him today Putin is spending
$1 Trillion on a Star Wars Nerve agent that activates 84 hours after he gives you
the high five! Bone Saw agents from Prince Salman are hiding from the video and
audio in military exercises today.

3-4-2019 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 British Intelligence agencies are
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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not telling all... to the public!

3-4-2019 "That Dusty Apple Macintosh Plus From the ’80s? It Could End Up on
TV"

3-4-2019 That iMac 2019 that sells for $18,384 and comes with Intel 18 Core
Xeon CPU could end up in every Starbucks world wide on a 'Pink' conference
table...

3-4-2019 That iMac 2019 that sells for $18,384 and comes with Intel 18 Core
Xeon CPU could end up in every Starbucks world wide on a 'Pink' conference
table... and the women will be waiting for her orders of Rx Pink Latte a Recipe
that cures breast-ovary cancer in every stage in 8 days.

3-4-2019 Time it may take more Time as the new God Particle at CERN. And it
may take more Time to put a End to Every Gas Station world wide. The Jew Hero
is driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCar, It may take more time, and it may require
cutting a deal with Mr. Maduro that would grant him and his cronies safe passage
to refuge elsewhere, but maintaining a vociferous front of the Venezuelan
opposition and a broad array of countries of all ideological leanings remains, for
now, the best available option. This is todays editorial in the NY Times. Option to
drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Manhattan is not a option, yet but give it
more time.

3-4-2019 In 2010, Texas’s top finance official said Amazon owed $269 million
because it had failed to pay sales taxes from 2005 to 2009. Amazon said it did
not need to collect the tax because Texas oil is illegal and a War Crime on Children
with birth defects and cancers. Texas Officials are waiting for Time and Qatar to
be charged with oil war crimes first. The company now operates about 20 sites in
Texas, is Amazon in Qatar?
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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3-4-2019 Flint and Detroit want the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR plant to grow bigger
than Amazon... No Queens will not get the Ford WindmillCAR plant! BP Oil and
London. "Does London Have the Answer to New York’s Public Housing Problem?" Is
Los Angeles going to let the 2019 Ford RV Home park with immunity? Model T for
the RV Home Owners. Or will we hire Qatar to build 40,000 Trump Towers in LA.

3-4-2019 Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s chief executive, summed up this view last year:
“If big tech companies are going to turn their back on the U.S. Department of
Defense, this country is going to be in trouble.”

3-4-2019 Amazon, IBM, Microsoft and Oracle are all battling over a Defense
Department cloud-computing contract, known as Project JEDI, that will be worth
as much as $10 billion to the winning bidder. Black Clouds of Diesel and Mobs of
Gas Station owners... this is our George Orwell future! In 1965, Dow Chemical, a
Michigan-based chemicals manufacturer, was awarded a $5 million Department of
Defense contract to produce napalm, a highly incendiary chemical used by American
troops during the Vietnam War. Fiery Wrecks and all the wrongful deaths. 2019
Ford WindmillCAR can win all these suits against the Pentagon and Swiss Banks. But
over the next few years, as Americans began seeing gruesome images of South
Vietnamese children with horrific napalm burns, the antiwar movement set its
sights on the company. Cohen is just one of millions with a Secret Swiss Bank
Account. Wait until Americans begin seeing all the Secret Swiss Bank accounts
from Prince Salman. Dow Chemical merged with DuPont in 2017. Exxon merged with
Mobil. All told, the $5 million napalm contract most likely cost Dow Chemical
billions of dollars. And it was the kind of unforced error that could have been
avoided if company executives had listened to early signs of opposition, done some
risk analysis and changed course. 1980 Jimmy Carter agreed to raise $777 Trillion
for Oil Men by 2019. War profiteer given a scam Nobel Peace Prize to Jimmy
Carter, these has been no Peace since 1980.

3-4-2019 Long Time Ago at the NY Times on the 55th floor they write about...
"The Island Always Brings You Back’: Finding a Caribbean Home" Today in Key
West we buy our time waiting for the NY Times headlines and picture showing 25
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Trump Towers in the Key West Skyline and the Headlines "Yale Key West Medical
School" with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than Navy
Carriers! New Yorkers Finding a Caribbean Home is fine for Madonna. The rest of
the 4 billion people on Earth need some Elite MD's and art of the diagnosis and
treatment at a Star Wars Yale Medical School. Building a 'Freedom Towers'
medical school after 9/11 was the NY Times leaving NYC like Amazon. Can the NY
Times leave NYC like Amazon? No but they left for the Caribbean without wooing
anyone to become a MD in NYC. Free Medical School is really Medical School
Students paid more than West Point Cadets as they are worth more to Humanity.
Steve Jobs with Cancer it's better to be a Medical Student than join the Key
West Navy. Dr. Jimmy Carter MD and God save us Dr. McCain MD Admiral. The
name Mafolie is from the French and means “my madness, my obsession.” "My
father is a university professor, a scientist skeptical of what he calls my “humanist
love of place.” And yet he was the one who kept a framed pair of maps of St.
Thomas, the biggest of the U.S. Virgin Islands, on the wall behind his dining room
chair all the years I was growing up. He is the one who said the view from Mafolie
had been described as the “eighth wonder of the world.” "I stayed at the Mafolie
Hotel which was built precipitously into the hillside below the original 42-acre
estate when my father was little. It’s a compact place, more vertical than
horizontal, with rooms and terraces across five levels, all beautifully landscaped,
and a view of Charlotte Amalie harbor as magnificent as the one from the private
houses above it. The hotel came through the hurricanes of 2017, Irma and Maria,
relatively intact, and for months afterward housed relief workers and members of
the Army Corps of Engineers. It has now fully reopened to tourists." By Jessica
Francis Kane. Many New Yorkers will Stay at the 'Freedom Towers Hospital" would
have if it was built by editorials written in the NY Times. "Madonna Medical School
in the Caribbean!"

3-4-2019

3-3-2019 Kim-Trump look over the pictures of the breast cancer tumor coming
through her breast... both walk out on Brainstorming a Rx Pink Recipe for the
Starbucks Pink Latte!!
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The ‘Dr. Kim Dr. Trump Failure’ Summit Isn’t So Funny in Seoul for women with
breast cancer!

3-3-2019 International War on Cancer was Just Lost by Trump-Kim, mostly by
Trump. Small Fry Ivanka will be the biggest loser in Trumps Vietnamn history.
Steve Jobs was a relentless entrepreneur. Both an innovator and a visionary, he
was also a legend during his life, which is a rarity. And with a net worth estimated
to be just over $10B when he died in 2011, he was no stranger to making a
business successful. He was also quite opinionated. Never one to pull punches, his
candid thoughts on business, art, entrepreneurship, and how to make the most of
life dying from cancer that goes on and on because of 'War'. "It's better to be a
pirate than to join the Key West Navy." Pirate with Small Fry Women beating out
the Adimiral MD drunk on the job brainstorming the Rx Pink Recipe hacked from 4
trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Securets. This is not Small Fry Hacking you need Gina
at the CIA. Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues. Millions have died from cancer since 3-4-11 because Trump left Vietnam
with out a Rx Pink Latte from the Hanoi, Starbucks. Dr. Jane Fonda MD's Noble
for the cure of Breast Cancer was also lost in Vietnam. "Getting fired from Apple
was the best thing that could have ever happened to me." Getting Oppenheimer
fired from Los Alamos for refusing to build H-Bombs was a mistake!

3-3-2019 International Women's Day 3-8-2019 Pentagon will let women bury
40,000 dead in Pink Graves at Arlington. McCains Daughter will be protesting!!

Mobs of Gas Station Owners World Wide Killed millions... earning $777 Trillion in
oil revenues. Mobs of Gas Station Owners with dead-serious Money in this War
rivalry selling gas world wide.
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3-3-2019 Jewish Exodus; "Can Israel Survive Without Netanyahu? Israelis
Imagine the Future of Victory over Mecca and Allah the Day Netanyahu is
arrested for killing the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!" Contempt
for Exodus by Netanyahu! Sanctions on total victory over Mecca and Allah by the
Jew King Netanyahu.

3-3-2019 Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion
people a Ford WindmillCAR $$$How the Trump-Kim Summit Failed: Big Threats,
Big Egos, Bad Bets. President Trump and Kim Jong-un of North Korea had
dramatically different visions of what “denuclearization” meant, dooming their deal.

3-3-2019 Our Deal is still Alive and Well in Key West with the Jew Hero's
Winning 2 Nobles that would have gone to Kim and Trump for driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Vietnam, China, Mecca, Manhattan and finally Korea. Done Deal
is the End to Gas Stations World Wide, but Qatar.

3-3-2019 Russian Jews “denuclearization” means Exodus into a Universe of 12
Trillion Galaxies and as many Jewish Aliens, the last oil Czar is Putin and the last
gas station in Russian and Moscow will be history. Dooming Earth to oil and gas
bone saw Czars and Prince Salman has been going on since Jimmy Carter saw the
first Ford WindmillCAR in 1980. Toss Jimmy Carter a bone, McCain is in Hells
Prison for all eternity! Climate Change Message Jimmy Carters grandchildren want
to hear from him is diesel again today in the air you breath. No this is the
Message Jimmy Carter gives his grandchildren about todays climate of diesel and
exhaust in the traffic ahead. There are no high tech particle detection machines in
the front seat or on the dash they have been sanctioned by Trump-Salman. Diesel
Clouds and partly cloudy forecast. You will never read about Diesel Clouds Today in
the NY Times or Washington Post Headlines. No Shield From Myanmar Military or
the gas guzzling Pentagon Motor Pool polluting the air and water Jimmy Carters
grand children drink and breath. Millions of Moslems are hidden in China along with
Birth defect kids. DNA was not made for Diesel and gas exhaust goings on. Mobs
of gas stations owners world wide are killing millions of people. Gas Station Con by
Trump-Salamn. How Jeff Bezos Went to Hollywood and Lost Control of Amazon's
Nobel he could have won with the Russian Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR and of course making headline for taking a 2nd Wife and wanting
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Trump to write a executive order making Polygamous marriage in the USA legal like
Saudi Arabia. When women control the Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion dollars there
will be a Pink Manhattan Project not just a Biden Brain Cancer Cheap Moon Shot.
Trump must have brain cancer coming home from Vietnam. Was there any diesel in
the air in Vietnam?

3-3-2019 9/11 and Jimmy Carter's 1980 Ford WindmillCAR; "Today Germany
Investigates Why Convicted 9/11 Accomplice Received Prison Wages" By
CHRISTOPHER F. SCHUETZE Chris censored out Jimmy Carters 1980 Ford
windmillCAR Wages of Trillions and No 9/11 attack. Saudi Arabia Is Said to Have
Tortured an American Citizen a Doctor. Yale Medical School has a class Titled
"Bone Saw Dictators and Doctors". The Bone Saw Dictators fail the course on
Humanity and the Doctors brainstorm a diagnostic Rx Cure for Bone Saw Dictators.
"U.S. and Tunisia Are Fighting Militants Together. Just Don’t Ask Them About It."
Doctors are fighting DNA Mutations caused by the Climate of Diesel Clouds over
the Pentagon today. Sun and Skin Cancer just don't as the Pentagon about skin
cancer statistics and its research on #1,000 Sun Block. No Jimmy Carter is not
promoting skin cancer prevention in Georgia in his Sunday's sermon. Mobs of Gas
stations owners are marching in Georgia.

3-3-2019 International Women's Day 3-8-2019 Pentagon will let women bury
40,000 dead in Pink Graves at Arlington. McCains Daughter will be protesting!!

3-3-2019 Star Wars Exodus Russian Jew Hero winning the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
for the World's Jews, defeating Prince Salman, Mecca and Allah. Zhores Alferov,
Russian Physicist and Nobel Prize Winner, Dies at 88, winning the Lenin Prize,
Soviet science’s highest honor, in 1972; becoming director of Ioffe in 1987; and
heading the Leningrad-St. Petersburg branch of the Academy of Sciences in 1989.
In the mid-1990s, he was obliged to accept support from his old rivals in America.
The United States Strategic Defense Initiative, better known as “Star Wars,”
helped finance Ioffe and half a dozen other Russian research centers for several
years. Russian Jew Hero winning the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR... 1980 to 2019 and
sanctions by Trump-Salman-Putin go on.
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3-3-2019 "The Young Suicide Bomber Who Brought India and Pakistan to the Brink
of Nuclear War" By BASHARAT PEER WHO at the UN us keeping the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR secret from India and Pakistan, these are the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ at the UN who are fire bombing gas engine cars gas tanks in collisions. Brink
of Exodus by the Jews in the 2019 Ford windmillCAR can save having a Nuclear
War in India and Pakistan. Remember McCain is in Hells Prison for all Eternity.

3-3-2019 "Amazon, the Door’s Still Open" by the Editors of the NY Times Today.
Door to the WindmillCAR's garage is starting to Open. NY Times editors closed the
Door on 9/11. Amazon, the Door to building the Gravity Engine is open with 1 Click
Amazon links to its specs and genius tutors opening 1,001 IP invention projects.
Freedom Towers is the Amazon Medical School at the Cape with NASA MD's
opening the doors to 4 billion patients. 200,000 Patients from Saudi Arabia in
2019 will fill NYC hospitals, they don't need Amazon Jobs. 200,000 Patients from
Saudi Arabia in 2019 this is who the editors of the Times hold the door open for.
"In Aspen’s Shadow, Snowmass Builds an Identity of Its Own, Aspen, Vail, Lake
Geneva are all owned by Prince Salman 100%." Mobs of Gas Station Owners World
Wide Killed millions... earning $777 Trillion in oil revenues.

3-3-2019 Jewish Exodus; "Can Israel Survive Without Netanyahu? Israelis
Imagine the Future of Victory over Mecca and Allah the Day Netanyahu is
arrested for killing the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!" Contempt
for Exodus by Netanyahu! Sanctions on total victory over Mecca and Allah by the
Jew King Netanyahu.

3-3-2019 "Idealism can eventually bow to financial pressure, and artificial
intelligence companies can change course." Mobs of Gas Station Owners were
promised Paradise by the Federal Government. Cloud cover of diesel clouds took
forever to make the front page of the NY Times and Washington Post but when
they do black rain soaking all the Childrens DNA will be a emergency.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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3-3-2019 In the mid-1990s, he was obliged to accept support from his old rivals
in America. The United States Strategic Defense Initiative, better known as “Star
Wars,” helped finance Ioffe and a half dozen other Russian research centers for
several years... "It's better to be a pirate after the Rx Pink Recipe Latte than to
join the Key West Navy." 1980 - 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Jimmy Carter must
have a vision of Hell in mine! Mind! Dr. Alferov becoming director of Ioffe in 1987.
Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD not hired at Los Alamos in 1987. These guys are taking
apart H-Bombs and putting them back together. The 1987 Ford windmillCAR is just
a Secret file at Los Alamos. Faith in science and its universal benefits remained
Dr. Alferov’s true credo. “All that was made by human beings, in principle, was
made due to science,” he said after accepting the Nobel Prize. Kim-Trump look
over the pictures of the breast cancer tumor coming through her breast... both
walk out on Brainstorming a Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte!!

3-3-2019

3-2-2019 Qatar with 40,000 Trump Towers all Paid for by Trump Salman Gas
Stations in Miami, Cuba. “I drove down the boulevards, and I saw all of the
buildings under construction and how Vietnam is thriving,” Mr. Trump told Mr.
Trong on Wednesday. “You really are an example as to what can happen with good
thinking.” Vietnamese officials stressed how Vietnam could serve as a model for
North Korea. Mr. Kim would most likely visit a high-tech park or the factory for
the country’s first domestic automaker. Ho Chi Minh diesel cars with spray painted
black clouds of diesel exhaust for grandchildren to breath... Jimmy Carter is the
war criminal here and there. “We recognize that socialism has some shortcomings
when it comes to gas engine cars gas stations and fiery wrecks... Exxon/Mobil BP
Oil Bone Saw Elite. Pink women world wide have expressed frustration with
Warriors with Brain Cancer who con them with a Moon Shot when they have $777
Trillion dollars in Secret Swiss Bank Accounts. What's next, South Korea and Kim
will end the Korean War and put sanctions on Trump from any Nobel Peace Prize
then they will brainstorm the Nobel in Medicine for a Rx Pink Recipe Latte at
Hanoi, Starbucks. Rx Cure for all stages of breast cancer in 8 days. Admirals will
visit Hanoi for a Brain Cancer Latte.
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3-2-2019 Another Moon shot for the flu by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ when we
need a $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project for flu. The bird flu studies have not
yet resumed. Once H.H.S. approves such projects, the National Institutes of
Health decides whether to pay for them. N.I.H. has agreed to support the
Wisconsin work, but has not yet decided on the studies in the Netherlands. Dr.
Fouchier could not be reached for comment by The Times. He told Science that
the N.I.H. decision was expected after an inspection of his lab, scheduled for
March. Dr. Fauci said of Dr. Kawaoka: “Yoshi went through the appropriate vetting
exercise. It went through multiple layers of review and examination. It wasn’t as if
we all changed our minds and said, ‘Oops, never mind, go ahead and do it.’ They
got very appropriately vetted with all the appropriate caveats.” Donald G. McNeil
Jr. contributed reporting. Denise Grady has been a science reporter for The Times
since 1998. She wrote “Deadly Invaders,” a book about emerging viruses.
@nytDeniseGrady 1984 vetting at the NY Times censored out the Los Alamos
Manhattan Projects or even a Secret file on the flu written at Los Alamos like the
secret file on the cover of Greg's Amazon book. Studies of Deadly Flu Virus, Once
Banned, Are Set to Resume The government will allow a Moon Shot not a
Manhattan Project by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. at Los Alamos. Nuke's Win! But
not to nuke the flu virus.

3-2-2019 NY Times 5 Manhattan Projects spelled out on the Front page tomorrow!
"5 Ways to Value Your Collection, Whether It’s Fine Wine or Shrunken Heads" By
PAUL SULLIVAN What the NY Times Values is not a cure for Brain + Breast
Cancer or a Fine 2019 Ford WindmillCAR given a few F-35 accessories at Los
Alamos before Ford starts production on a Billion Ford WindmillCAR's.

3-2-2019 Even without progress this week to shut down North Korea’s nuclear
weapons program, the Trump administration is shelving a "massive military
exercises" that 4 Billion People view as Brain Cancers in the Top Brass. Massive 12
Trillion Galaxies sit and wait for a Brain Cancer Cure. The Admirals Daughter has a
Massive Memorial for McCain in Hanoi Vietnam with Trump and Kim, McCain who
most likely is in Hell for all eternity.
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3-2-2019 Qatar + Prince Salman have $777 Trillion dollars and the NY Times
writes up one bribe for $500K. Colombian Prosecutor Investigating FARC Is
Accused of Taking Bribe for Ex-Rebel The authorities said they arrested a
prosecutor the moment he was about to accept a $500,000 bribe to help a former
rebel leader wanted by the United States." By JENNY CAROLINA GONZÁLEZ and
NICHOLAS CASEY

3-2-2019 Qatar + London Bone Saw Sales here; Spills have left the Niger Delta
highly polluted. In years past, it has endured the equivalent of the Exxon Valdez
spill every year for more than 50 years, by some estimates, with the crude
spewing from rusted and aging pipes, unchecked by what analysts say is ineffectual
or collusive regulation, and enabled by poor maintenance and sabotage. In 2016,
local community leaders initiated a court action in London against the energy giant
Royal Dutch Shell, in a case with potentially far-reaching consequences for whether
companies could be sued in Britain for pollution and damages caused by their
activities in other countries. The Court of Appeal in London ruled last year that
British courts do not have jurisdiction over the claims. Prince Harry is the proud
owner of a Oil Bone Saw here. Wrongful death trials in London for these 50. 50
people were missing after a leaking oil pipeline exploded and caused a stampede in
southern Nigeria, a local official said on Saturday. Nengi James-Eriworio, a
spokesman for the Nembe Chiefs Council, told The Associated Press that the blast
on Friday caused a massive oil spill in the Nembe Kingdom in Bayelsa State.

3-2-2019 Kim Trump Jimmy Carter Nobel Winnings; Dr. Alferov, working at a
Leningrad institute whose more practical projects included helping to build the
Soviet hydrogen bomb and nuclear submarine fleet, discovered that a “sandwich” of
different materials, or heterostructure, could yield a continuous stream of photons
without adding so much electrical current that it would heat the materials to
extreme temperatures. He hit upon the optimal combination of gallium arsenide with
aluminum, and in 1968 made his first visit to the United States to deliver a paper
summarizing his results. The presentation “produced the impression of an exploded
bomb,” Dr. Alferov would recall without undue modesty in his Nobel acceptance
speech 32 years later. His research also gave him entree to American colleagues at
Bell Labs and IBM, and set off a small-scale laser race that combined comradeship
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and sharing between individual scientists with dead-serious Cold War rivalry. Dr.
Alferov would recall with pride that in the race to build a prototype of a laser that
worked at room temperature, he and his team at Leningrad’s Ioffe Institute beat
Bell Labs in New Jersey by a month. Subsequent perfection of heterostructure
lasers and heterotransistors based on combined materials made possible the modern
living room of LED screens and optically read disks, along with the fiber-optic
technology underpinning cellphones. Kim Trump Jimmy Carter Nobel Winnings! in
1987; and heading the Leningrad-St. Petersburg branch of the Academy of
Sciences in 1989. In the mid-1990s, he was obliged to accept support from his old
rivals in America. The United States Strategic Defense Initiative, better known as
“Star Wars,” helped finance Ioffe and half a dozen other Russian research centers
for several years. All getting Gas and Diesel Engine Ford's when the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR was sanctioned by Nobel Winner Jimmy Carter a war criminal via
Prince Salman and 9/11.

3-2-2019 iPod Size GE Electric Generators you can plug in all your GE appliances
and the new Window A/C that is the size of an MacBook Pro you open and it's your
room A/C and for Moscow it's your space heater.

3-2-2019 Zhores Alferov, Russian Physicist and Nobel Prize Winner, Dies at 88.
Among his survivors is his wife, Tamara Darskaya, their daughter, Olga, and their
son, Ivan. A first marriage had produced another daughter, but he rarely spoke of
the union. Putin must have Brain Cancer not making Polygamy legal just to keep up
with the Nobel winners and Russian Moslems.

3-2-2019 NY Times got this Rx wrong, we want a Rx Recipe that cures cancer in
all stages in 8 days not a Rx for Cancer that we take until we die of brain
cancers. NY Times; "Anger Over High Drug Prices in U.S. Readers criticize the
pharmaceutical industry for reaping high profits by charging much more for
prescription drugs in the United States than elsewhere in the world." If Prince
Salman owned a few of these Drug Makers he would make sure there was no cure
no WindmillCar.
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3-2-2019

3-2-2019

3-1-2019 Fiery Wrecks Today are Censored by the NY Times front page! Mr.
Trump swings from his expressions of “love” for the North Korean dictator and
back to the “fire and fury” language of early in his presidency... war crime of
Vietnam and Fiery Wrecks Today are 'Fire + Fury' of Bone Saw goings on for
Trillions while other burn in fiery wrecks today. 4 Billion people wait for Trump to
buy the Pink Ford WindmillCAR's. In the short run, the damage from the failed
meeting is likely to be considerable, and not just to Mr. Trump’s dreams of a
Nobel Peace - Pink Nobel in Medicine for Ivanka and her GF's. 40,000 breastovary cancer women to be buried at Arlington in 2019 will be front page NY Times.
World’s fastest-growing; building millions of new gas stations. Mr. Trump made his
own situation worse. He kept repeating that there was “plenty of time” to reach an
agreement, taking all the urgency out of the issue. Exodus by the Jews Today into
the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and as many Jewish Aliens with total victory
over Mecca. Preventing North Korea from producing new fuel, he said, preventing
Prince Salman from building millions of new gas stations world wide. “He wants the
sanctions on the Jew Hero and the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's,” he said. Risks are
too great for Jimmy Carters grandchildren's birth defects and cancers from spray
painted black clouds of diesel in the traffic ahead and everyone driving by fiery
wrecks without stopping to put out the building of new gas stations today. Cohen
has a secret Swiss Bank account, blood money from Prince Salman.

3-1-2019 Trump Declares Breast-Ovary Cancers World Wide ‘100%’ Defeated in
Syria.
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3-1-2019 Trump Declares ISIS ‘100%’ Defeated in Syria. ‘100% Not True,’
Ground Reports Say." By KATIE ROGERS, RUKMINI CALLIMACHI and HELENE
COOPER

3-1-2019 Trump Declares Breast-Ovary Cancers World Wide ‘100%’ Defeated in
Syria. ‘100% Not True,’ Ground Reports Say." By KATIE ROGERS, RUKMINI
CALLIMACHI and HELENE COOPER

3-1-2019 Trump Declares ISIS ‘100%’ Defeated in Syria. ‘100% Not True,’
Ground Reports Say." By KATIE ROGERS, RUKMINI CALLIMACHI and HELENE
COOPER

3-1-2019 Trump Ordered Officials to Give Jared Kushner a Bone Saw and the Jew
Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR, the rest is history. The president
overruled concerns from intelligence officials and the top White House lawyer about
giving his son-in-law access to Bone Saws and Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR. By MAGGIE HABERMAN, MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT, ADAM GOLDMAN
and ANNIE KARNI

3-1-2019 "Russia Blocks Venezuela Measure at U.N., Calling It a U.S. Ploy for
Regime Change" By MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ 700,000 Russian Women in Pink are at
the Ford Dealership in Moscow trying to get the Pink Keys to the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR for the last Russian Oil Czar Putin calling it a Regime Change that
that will free millions of Russian Women in a Crude Oil Culture of Putin. Pink
Starbucks in Moscow Measure at the UN was blocked by Trump!
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3-1-2019 Betsy DeVos Backs $5 Billion in Tax Credits for School Choice, not $7
Trillion for a Rx Pink Recipe hacking 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets at a
Pink Manhattan Project by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD.

3-1-2019 NY Times Editorial today on 9/11 Ford WindmillCAR's. "Give Sept. 11
Survivors the Help They Deserve By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 9/11 Mastermind is
still alive in Prince Salman and today he has riches beyond belief from Miami, Cuba
gas stations hold up's. $777 Trillion. This $777 Trillion will be confiscated from
Prince Salman and given to 9/11 survivors, all of us in the USA who the NY Times
Editors scamed out of the 9/11 Ford WindmillCAR for Trillions in Oil Revenues for
Prince Salman.

3-1-2019 60,000 Starbucks in Mexico City with iMac's and 1 Click Amazon links
to 1,001 IP invention projects. "Mexico Approves 60,000-Strong National Guard.
Critics Call It More of the Same." "Congress gave the go-ahead for the creation
of a new security force to be overseen by civilian authorities. The move awaits
state approvals." By KIRK SEMPLE and PAULINA VILLEGAS

3-1-2019 ‘Crippling’ Attacks Force Doctors Without Borders to Close Ebola Centers
in Congo.

3-1-2019 ‘Crippling’ Attacks by Trump-Salman Force Doctors to close hope of
starting the Pink Manhattan Project at Los Alamos!
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3-1-2019 "What Ivanka Trump doesn’t know about social mobility." By Paul
Krugman Opinion Columnist. Rx Pink Recipe Cure for Breast-Ovary Cancers for all
stages in 8 days via Pink Latte at Starbucks. This social-medical mobility was lost
by the Editors at the NY Times via killing the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan, driving it up to the front door of the
Times. By Paul Krugman Opinion Columnist is a Orwellian War Criminal at the NY
Times who's mobility will be in Hells Prison with McCain. Brain Cancer will kill more
than war today, the Times censored this on the front page for Trumps failure at
the Korean Peace Talks. Does Trump have Brain Cancer?

3-1-2019 Children with Brain Cancer not on YouTube Videos. "YouTube Bans
Comments on Videos of Young Children with Brain Cancer from spray painted black
clouds of diesel in the traffic ahead. YouTube bans Diesel clouds in traffic ahead
and a super compute simulation of this as the cause of the kids brain cancer.

3-1-2019 Brain Cancer McCain, her Military Doctors didn't see the Bloody Pink
patches coming through her breast as they had nerve issues with War on Cancer as
they were thinking of buying that new Mercedes diesel Car tomorrow.

3-1-2019 The Thrill of the Chase in War. McCain was obsessed with it... not a
bit interested in the cure for brain cancer! Admiral kids will let the Admiral die
from Brain Cancer today and give him a nice memorial at Arlington.
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9 am Key West Trump is on his way home without another Wife, grin. On
Weddings; Trump has his eye on another wife in Hanoi. He could actually marry
her if he had thought to write up a executive order on Polygamous Marriage Made
Legal.

2-28-2019 “Basically they wanted the sanctions lifted in their entirety and we
couldn’t do that,” Mr. Trump said. No 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in Korea as
sanctions are on all 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's world wide we need the Oil Revenues
$$$ for the Trump-Salman Bone Saw Oil Company, grin. Trump left... to get gas
for Air Force One.

Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$
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Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$

2-28-2019 Number of Fiery Wrecks in the USA today, sanctions don't put these
pictures on the front page of the NY Times! Will Trump Take Us Back to ‘Fire and
Fury’ in North Korea by the NY Times. Not a word on fiery Wrecks world wide,
Why? Censored by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ counting on another $777 Trillion
from Saudi Arabia Blood Money.

2-28-2019 Kushner Met With Saudi Crown Prince to Push Bone Saw Oil Company
Plans to assassinate every Jew Hero Driving a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca
and Manhattan for total victory over Prince Salman and his $777 Trillion in Oil
Money all illegal Blood Money. By BEN HUBBARD NY Times. And they put Cohen
the Con Man on the Front page today when the Jew Hero was Bone Sawed Today
driving to end all gas stations in Manhattan near the NY Times.
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2-28-2019 Mr. Kushner’s first face-to-face encounter with Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman since the first Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Mecca and Manhattan was assassinated with a Bone Saw Yesterday. Mr.
Kushner’s other destinations this week include the United Arab Emirates, Oman,
Bahrain and Qatar. Kushner will not meet with the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Will Netanyahu Be Indicted for the Bone
Saw Murders of Jew Hero's Driving the 2019 Ford Into Mecca and Manhattan for
total victory over Moslems and Allah for centuries? Hell Yes!! Jew with Oil U.N.
Says killed 189 Palestinians and wounded thousands during protests last year,
including children and people with disabilities. Few Jew Hero's in the cross fire
died too driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

2-28-2019 Back in the USA, U.S. Urges New Venezuela Elections. One Obstacle:
Russia. By RICK GLADSTONE Both taken out by the Jew Hero for victory over Oil
God's Kings and Con Men World Wide. The Russian foreign minister, Sergey V.
Lavrov, has been in Vietnam this week and told Russian state-run news media that
“the U.S. is even asking our advice” on matters to do with the Kim Trump summit
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meeting regarding millions of new gas stations for Korea...

2-28-2019 Trump and Kim Jong-un Will Negotiate Face to Face for millions of gas
stations or 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's who will sell out 4 billion people and 12
Trillion Galaxies for the Saudi Bone Saw Prince Salman's Blood Money of $777
Trillion dollars?

2-28-2019 Mr. Trump said Mr. Kim was willing to close some but not all nuclear
sites in North Korea in exchange for the lifting of all international sanctions. The
leaders were scheduled to have lunch together and sign a joint agreement, but
those plans were abruptly called off. After a news conference, Mr. Trump boarded
Air Force One to return to Washington.

2-28-2019 Oil Men in Key West too $$$ Robert Kraft’s Prostitution Charges
Return a Wary Palm Beach to the Tabloids. The prostitution charges against Mr.
Kraft, the owner of the New England Patriots, have shined an uncomfortable light
on one of Florida’s playgrounds for the rich. By PATRICIA MAZZEI and KEN
BELSON 2 White Men at 1984 HQ can't believe the NY Times wrote a article on
sex without Prince Salman and Priest, Qatar Casino's in it. And BP Oil Men in Key
West. Many residents wondering why a man worth an estimated $6.6 billion would
risk his reputation so recklessly on a $79-an-hour massage sex police said they
twice caught Mr. Kraft, 77, on video paying for sex with a woman no mention of all
the sex videos from the massage sex shop. This is like the bike thief we all know
biking down Duval Key West and the Police told everyone we need him to confess to
being a bike thief to arrest the guy even in 1984 society. That the most powerful
owners in American sports would meet at the Breakers is no accident. No head on
collisions will come out of a meeting of inventors at the Breakers Hotel. Also GPS
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on all Key West Bikes. Well all bikes. Some still throw caution to the wind with all
the new Asian Massage Sex Shops that just opened in Key West after all these
years... everyone thinks what are the cops doing in Key West watching the sex
videos at 1984 HQ?

2-28-2019 American royalty: The hotel dates back to when Henry Morrison
Flagler, John D. Rockefeller’s partner in Standard Oil, was building railroads and
resorts on Florida’s east coast. Over the years, J. P. Morgan, Andrew Carnegie
and various Astors and Vanderbilts and Jimmy Carter rich with Blood Money selling
his soul to Prince Salman for $777 Trillion. Riches beyond belief. But most believe
McCain is in Hell's Prison for his Crimes in Vietnam too. Jupiter Island, a bastion
of old money where secluded oceanfront mansions have separate service entrances:
The Bush family vacationed there for decades. 9/11 Masterminds have Bush by the
Balls with $777 Trillion and Bone Saw murders of all Jew Hero's driving the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan! Orchids of Asia, the massage spa.
The Ford Dealership with sanctions by Trump on the WindmillCAR's!

2-28-2019 Carter, Bush, Trump, Salman, “That is what just absolutely shocks me
about this whole thing,” Mr. Ausem said. “For Robert Kraft to go in a place like
this, for 69 or 79 bucks and give her a $100 tip — it just blows me away. ‘I can
put a hat on, I won’t be recognized.’ I mean, it’s just so stupid.” For some veteran
Palm Beach observers, the accusation of Mr. Kraft’s involvement in the tawdry
business of paid sex is another example of how wealth can breed a sense of
entitlement to $777 Trillion in Miami, Cuba gas stations loot.

2-28-2019 Carter, Bush, Trump, Salman, “When you have that much money, you
believe you are untouchable,” said Maris Kirschbaum, the president of Bbp
Investigations, a private investigator in neighboring Broward County. “The
billionaires are arrogant. They think they are bulletproof.” Prince Harry the Bone
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Saw Butcher of 100's will not make the front page of the NY Times as Cohen is
there today not Pink War Dead from British Wounded Warriors in Afghanistan.
War on Pink Cancer is a arrogant war Prince Harry got out of with a bone spur...
Cohon said this was a con not the War. "When four soldiers were killed in Niger in
2017, the mission’s failures reminded a Navy veteran of an attack that hit her own
unit. Both could have been prevented." By ANDREA N. GOLDSTEIN bone spur...
Cohon said this was a con not the War, and Cohon has a Secret Swiss Bank account
from Prince Salman for WindmillCAR Sanctions.

2-28-2019 Jimmy Weekley and Barking Dogs at the Dog Park at $16K a month
condos. Dog Park Meeting Ends With Accord. A potentially contentious community
meeting ended Tuesday evening with a reasonable response to a reasonable
request.Commissioner Jimmy Weekley hosted a meeting at the ferry terminal to
stop barking dogs before 8 am. Leave and come back at 9 am. Dr. Lisa Sanders
MD just might help a little more with invented dog treats that stop a dog from
barking all morning.

2-28-2019 Saint Mary's had a fish fry last week, Panhandle fishermen reel in
650-pound great white shark NAVARRE — Fishermen in Florida’s Panhandle made a
rare catch: a 10-foot-long great white shark.Thomas Thielman told reporters his
fishing team took over an hour to reel in the 650-pound shark. Sorry no Catholic
Church had a fish fry with his shark.

2-28-2019 VA Hospital Shooting. Larry Ray Bon, 59, of Michigan, opened fire
with a handgun about 6:20 p.m. at West Palm Beach VA Medical Center, Miami
FBI Office, said at a news conference Wednesday night. The doctor was struck
while attempting to subdue the man. Another person was also shot. "It was very
brave,” Fleck said of the doctor, who has not been identified. “He was pretty
heroic and probably saved a lot of lives."
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2-28-2019 I use an iPhone because Apple tends to be more secure than Android.
That’s especially true in China, where the blocks against Google mean there are a
huge number of third-party Android stores peddling all kinds of sketchy apps. Paul
Mozur is a Shanghai-based technology reporter. He writes about Asia's biggest
tech companies, as well as cybersecurity, emerging internet cultures, censorship
and the intersection of geopolitics and technology in Asia. He previously worked for
The Wall Street Journal. @paulmozur. China the place is wired with about 200
million surveillance cameras, Beijing controls. Decades of watching 1,001 IP
invention projects and there is not one Starbucks in Beijing with iMac's and 1 Click
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects links with specs and genius tutors to
help you get started building the gravity engine and Rx Pink Recipe for Starbucks
latte. That said, China is big, and the government less than competent. Looks like
Kim Trump are not the only ones to walk out on a Noble in Medicine. ...part of me
that proudly checks the organ donor box every time I renew my driver’s license...
Same mandatory organ donation censor is at the NY Times and Beijing Times.

2-28-2019 1980 Ford WindmillCAR was invented at Jimmy Carters Peanut
Plantation. The Body Farm was the first. Established in 1981 with a plot of land
just large enough for a single body, it’s now just under three acres, large enough
for 150 to 200 people at any given time to decompose in a variety of scenarios
that could provide endless material for future seasons of “CSI.” IBM built a $500
million dollar Summit super computer last years that can decompose a body like no
one else can. This same Summit super computer can nuke whoever it wants to in a
super computer simulation. I picture them spreading me across a tabletop and
reassembling me like a jigsaw puzzle. I imagine them asking how I’ve helped to
solve murders, I imagine IBM Summit super computer helping to prevent 19K Pink
murders a year. University of Tennessee in Knoxville to spend my afterlife at the
school’s Forensic Anthropology Center, better known as “the Body Farm.” Prince
Salman has a body farm in Mecca with 700 murdered in 2019 and the UN writes
up GAZA as mass murder of 189. University of Tennessee in Knoxville has no plans
on solving the murders of Prince Salman in Mecca. Top Brass at the Pentagon check
their Swiss Bank Accounts same as Cohon is doing today. Trump walked out of this
summit today too.
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2-27-2019 On Weddings; Trump has his eye on another wife in Hanoi. He could
actually marry her if he had thought to write up a executive order on Polygamous
Marriage Made Legal. Invention Projects for creating the perfect Wedding Nobel
Novel in Peace and Medicine. Yes Trumps new bride will be in Pink!! And has
ordered a Rx Pink Recipe at Starbucks, the Pink Latte Peace Talks Recipes were a
winner for the brides. Pink War Dead!!

2-27-2019 Dinner With Kim Jong-un going on now The core challenge: stopping
nuclear fuel production President Trump’s success or failure in moving toward his
stated goal Stopping Kim from Stopping Build 1 million gas stations... Mr. Trump’s
day began by meeting with Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc of Vietnam and
President Nguyen Phu Trong, who is also the general secretary of the country’s
ruling Communist Party. Mr. Trump later attended a signing ceremony for
commercial business deals, including the sale of 100 Boeing 737 Max jets to
VietJet Air, a private Vietnamese airline, for nearly $13 billion at list prices, and
10 Boeing 787 Dreamliners to Bamboo Airways, another private airline in Vietnam,
for $3 billion.
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2-27-2019 Trump With Kim Looing over the... - "McCain in Hell's Prison." A
Amazon Coffee Table Book!
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2-27-2019 Hanoi Mr. Trump, who is staying across town at the JW Marriott
Hotel. Mr. Kim and Mr. Trump are expected to meet on Wednesday and Thursday
at one of two downtown venues. One is the Government Guest House, the former
headquarters of a transitional government led by Vietnam’s founding president, Ho
Chi Minh, after he declared the country’s independence from France in 1945.
Another is the colonial-era Sofitel Legend Metropole Hanoi, where Senator John
McCain of Arizona tended to stay on his trips to Vietnam.

2-27-2019 Breakfast With Kim, Bigger Breakfast issue is the Jew Hero driving
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Vietnam and Korea finally as this Jew Hero has
been waiting for Hanoi and Korea for a long long time while they were scammed
into buying millions of gas stations from a Bone Saw Prince. Our Jew Hero is
getting really hungry and the UN Today "U.N. Seeks $4 Billion to Save Millions
from Famine in Yemen" By DECLAN WALSH and NICK CUMMING-BRUCE Duncan
and Nick overlooked or just killed the story on the Hungry Jew Hero. Cold War
and Vietnam War Super Bowl filled with Oil Revenues then comes Steve Jobs who
fought off the Prince of Saudi Arabia with a few Bone Saws that Saw the Bone
Saw's cut in front of the line to save Jobs from a tortured death from cancer. At
the same time Jobs was on the Apple big screen dying 200,000 from Saudi Arabia
were also in the Doctors office. Cozy Up to U.S., Vietnam Tells North Korea. Look
What It Did for Us... 200 wait to see the MD behind the 200,000 from Saudi
Arabia. And the Key West Navy Bombed the Yale Key West Medical School in
2011 on March 4. Ideological fraternity has long bound Vietnam and North Korea
and this ideology has nothing to do with getting a Nobel in Medicine for the cure
for Cancer! The President of Vietnam just dropped dead last year sitting in his
office, well at the Vietnam Military Hospital he died and diagnosis and treatment
mistakes will be a NY Times article in Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders.
Vietnam prides itself on being a small nation that has vanquished the USA.
Pentagon Building and West Point Campus as a Medical School will be the Doctors
victory over the Military and Cancer! Sanctions the Generals put on the Rx Pink
Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte have killed millions of women world wide. A
war crime! Star Wars Electricity switches; will imported from North Korea in
2019. Lot better than drum's of gas and oil products as the iPod Size GE electric
generators are at Los Alamos today next to the next generation of H-Bombs.
Communist Party and Los Alamos have show little interest in writing the Hemingway
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House Noble in Medicine Novel on iMac's for a Steve Jobs Super Bowl Commercial.
One Vietnamese Woman, smearing a nerve agent on the victim’s face in an airport
in Malaysia. This is not working on a cure for cancer.

2-27-2019 Cardinal George Pell Is Jailed... 1 Million Priest and Bishops will be
jailed and then sent to Hell's Prison with McCain, grin! If sent to Cuba they would
just be sent directly to Hell prison not jailed, ha. Discontent With Maduro, but
Not Enough to Topple Him. Secret Files at Los Alamos on the Vatican's $$$
trillions in Blood Money from Prince Salman would Topple the Catholic Church.

2-27-2019 Six Decades of War no War on Cancer or Star Wars Exodus on Earth;
After six decades, the Korean War is technically still not over. Here’s what
happened – and why it still matters $$$ this is what the Oil Men want to spent
their $777 Trillion on, MIT War Toys!

2-27-2019 Venezuela Crisis: Hope at the Jewish Hero's HQ to end all gas stations
in Venezuela and World Wide driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and
Manhattan! The Trump administration’s special representative for Venezuela, Elliott
Abrams, jousted with Russia’s ambassador, though nothing was resolved but all the
Jew Hero Drivers were killed at the UN meeting.
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2-27-2019 Qatar's $777 Trillion is not in this NY Times article; "NYC Subway
Fares Are About to Rise. But That Won’t Solve the M.T.A.’s Crisis. The M.T.A.
board is set to vote on fare and toll increases on Wednesday. But the agency still
needs billions of dollars to solve its budget crisis." By EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS
Emma censored out the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's too.

2-27-2019 Bone Saw Arms Race to Protect Secret Swiss Bank Accounts. A Clash
Is Coming Over America’s Place in the Oil World $$$ Is it time for the U.S. to
confront other great powers — or to retreat end gas stations and cancer world
wide! By STEPHEN WERTHEIM

2-27-2019 'You think I’m stupid, I wasn't going to Vietnam': Trump there was no
chance deploying during the Vietnam War! Con Men let millions to this war, a few
are at 1984 HQ today counting thier $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's.

2-27-2019 French in Hanoi; We want to immunize the image of the ChampsÉlysées from current French Oil Wars world wide. Without the renovation, end to
all the gas stations on Champs-Élysées’ risks losing its prestige as a world-class
destination with the first 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. The Champs-Élysées ranks
among grand boulevards such as Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills and Oxford Street in
London. Other streets, such as Des Voeux Road in Hong Kong and Khao San Road in
Bangkok, are trying to position themselves as major attractions. All with gas engine
traffic today. Hanoi Peace Talks are really about gas cars and traffic world wide.
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Traffic of Trillions of dollars in oil revenues all illegal. Champs-Élysées had
“everything you want if you only want gas engine cars. Galleries Lafayette chain
will open between Rue La Boétie and Rue du Colisée at the end of March, becoming
the largest retail site on the street. The nearly 90-year-old property, a former
bank, is owned by the Qatar. Thomas Jefferson once lived at 92 Champs-Élysées.
Today Bone Saw Prince lives there. Champs-Élysées is void of any iMac Computer
labs stocked with $12.5 million in iMac with 18 Core CPU's and 1 Click Amazon
links to 1,001 IP invention projects with links to specs and Genius tutors. French
Elite are Oil Men not inventors! Champs-Élysées Medical School with 10K students
on the street shopping for art of the diagnosis conversations you will not find
today.

2-27-2019 NEW YORK-PRESBYTERIAN. Is the Future of Ambulatory Care
Already Here. A high-tech treatment center opened in New York earlier this year.
Has 200,000 Saudi Citizens booked for patient care.

2-27-2019 A Medical Inventions Projects 1,001 gallery exhibition in Manhattan
gives the truest picture of 'work' to end cancer and disease on Earth and in Paris,
grin.

2-27-2019 A Starbucks in Manhattan loaded with iMac gives the truest picture of
'work' to end cancer and disease on Earth and in Paris, grin.
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2-27-2019 These were not medical school students, grin. Smugglers Caught With
Mummified Body Parts Security agents at the Cairo International Airport found
limbs belonging to two different mummies inside a loudspeaker, officials said.

2-27-2019 IRS war crimes in Qatar. Why People Are Outraged at Lower Tax
Refunds. People who know about the $777 Trillion in oil revenues Qatar has and no
tax in Qatar are more Outraged than this NY Times article writes. Then think
40,000 Trump Towers were built in Qatar with your gas money at the Miami, Cuba
gas station. A.I. Still Needs H.I. (Human Intelligence), for Now. Art of the
Diagnosis why the USA would build 40K Trump Towers in Qatar? Human
Intelligence needs a 4th of July military parade, oh Trump just announced this but
left out the parade will be in Qatar at the Trump Towers.

2-27-2019 On Weddings; Trump has his eye on another wife in Hanoi. He could
actually marry her if he had thought to write up a executive order on Polygamous
Marriage Made Legal. Invention Projects for creating the perfect Wedding Nobel
Novel in Peace and Medicine. Yes Trumps new bride will be in Pink!! And has
ordered a Rx Pink Recipe at Starbucks, the Pink Latte Peace Talks Recipes were a
winner for the brides.

2-26-2019 Breakfast With Kim Jong-un Some American Reporters Came Close.
When it turned out that the North Korean leader would be staying at their hotel in
Hanoi, Vietnam, U.S. journalists were abruptly moved. Meliá Hotel in central Hanoi
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2-26-2019 Brainstorming with Kim and Trump about the Gravity Engine; Time as a
new CERN God Particle and all the Jewish Aliens at Alpha Centauri and Sirius.
Then 400 Times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon cell call to Sirius.

2-26-2019 Burned via Fiery Wrecks in Paris Today. "Burned by Russia, Poland
Turns to U.S. for Natural Gas and Energy Security" By STANLEY REED Stanley
Reed is a war criminal at the NY Times censoring out 'burns' from Gas and there
is no security from fiery wrecks Reed drives by in traffic. Poland Gas there is a
sense of purpose and camaraderie among the 90 or so people employed inside the
tightly guarded 100-acre compound. Kept Secret from everyone here is the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR and the iPod Size GE electric generator all their GE appliances
can plug into. “We know that the terminal plays a very important role in the energy
security of Poland,” says Grzegorz Bledowski, hell with the Jew Hero driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan! Poland and the Jews in 2019.
Poland Elite Gas Men want to burn the Jews in fiery wrecks and riches of Mecca.
Poland Gas deliveries from Qatar began in 2015. No 2015 Ford WindmillCAR's for
Poland. American companies, Cheniere Energy, Venture Global LNG and Sempra
Energy, have all signed long-term agreements with Poland. Ford Hell No. The
administration, in general, has sought closer ties with the government in Poland,
where the United States has around 4,500 troops stationed to keep the Jew Hero
from Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in Poland. A War Crime. Jeffrey W.
Martin, chairman and chief executive of Sempra Energy in San Diego, which signed
a contract to supply Poland from a planned Texas plant last year. “Security of
supply is a big issue.” Bigger issue is the Jew Hero!

2-26-2019 Sound Blaster of Galaxies revealing something new about the universe.
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2-26-2019 The Catholic Church’s ‘Ravenous Sex Lives' In December, Cardinal Pell
was found guilty of sexually abusing two 13-year-old boys. But the verdict was
ordered to be kept secret pending a second trial. But the verdict was ordered to
be kept secret... 1984 goings-on made public. Like Putting Microsoft in the Public
Domain for Sex Crimes since 1980.

2-26-2019 Final weekend in February sees multiple crashes on US 1. Several
crashes on U.S. 1 marked the last weekend in February, with one crash leaving a
70-year-old man critically injured. On Saturday around 3:50 p.m., a Key Largo.

2-26-2019 "Can America Still Build Big? A California Rail Project Raises Doubts"
USA on the 4th of July 2019 Driving 'Big' 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in California
on the 4th of July 2019. Yes America can Still Build Big!

2-26-2019 Kim-Trump today trade Rx Recipes all Pink. Seven pharmaceutical
executives will try to justify high drug prices at a Senate hearing today. Senators
will need to have a MD degree in 2020. Justify not giving the girl scouts all the Rx
Recipes to replace all the Girl Scout Cookie Recipes, up grade to Star Wars.
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2-26-2019 X and Y chromosomes, birds and insects have Z and W. Diesel does it
do more damage to the X or Y Chromosomes? Most people have 46 chromosomes,
with 23 inherited from each parent. A few chromosomes can come with an extra
copy, including chromosomes 13, 18 and 21 — which is commonly called Down
syndrome. Losing any chromosome other than a second sex chromosome is always
lethal to a fetus. Secret Files at Los Alamos, investigator at Los Alamos National
Laboratory in New Mexico. In typical females, one X is usually — but not always —
turned off, she said, and some research suggests that there is a mechanism that
counts how many X chromosomes are present and generally turns off all but one of
them. The interplay between genetics and hormones is complicated, she said.
“Genetics produce hormones, but then the hormones can reprogram DNA,” she said,
which might explain why there is a mismatch in some people between their sex
chromosomes and their sex hormones. “That’s very speculative,” Dr. Sanbonmatsu
said, adding, “It’s hard to get funding to do this kind of research at Los Alamos
with all the Secret Files on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.” Normal people at Los
Alamos. “Nature’s dealing with conformity all the time in brutal ways and loving
ways and all the rest of it,” Dr. Dreger said. “It doesn’t follow the human fantasy
of everybody having to be normal. And humans don’t follow that ridiculous idea
either.” Lets hope Kim-Trump become Normal Humans as Oppenheimer got fired
from Los Alamos for not wanting to build 50,000 Nukes, he wanted to build 50
million Gravity Engines which is normal unless you work for Los Alamos.

2-26-2019 Trump would love to more the NY Times to a School Writing Class.
$773 Million Later, de Blasio Ends Initiative to Fix Failing Schools. Fix Failing
Schools in NYC by having to write about this and that and the math does not
matter, grin. Hemingway House Writing Class @ Star Wars on iMac and iApps are
filled with a invention idea on every page, something censored out of the NY Times
Writing Class as articles in the Times don't have to end with invent this!! NY City
School kids writing about WHO at the UN and who gave them STD's, HIV,
Syphilis, and their little sister died from whooping cough. They would write better
articles than the Times does today without being censored.

2-26-2019 By Jane E. Brody Falls Can Kill You. Here’s How to Minimize the Risk.
Falls are the leading cause of fatal and nonfatal injuries among older adults. Here’s
How to Minimize the Risk, drive a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Jane Brody didn't
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mention car crash and broken bones statistics in her article on breaking bones.
Take steps to minimize the risk, all the ice and snow in NYC must have broken a
lot of bones going from car to home this winter. Mountain climbers clam pons would
have reduced the risk but Nike never when for this design for New Yorkers walking
on snow and ice. Have your doctor review all your medications, throw out the Coors
and Russian Vodka. No Jane Brody failed to say how many old people fall drunk.
Fall down Drunk! Jane you are Fired!

2-26-2019 "Trump Is Epic Driving a Race Car" Disney Movie; Jew Hero's Noble
Prize for Winning the Race between Car's and Car's 4 Disney Movie's and Toy
Story by Steve Jobs Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR that saved 4 Billion from
the fate of gas stations for decades to come. Bret: I saw only a few of the films.
But I was thrilled with the win for “Free Solo,” the documentary about climber
Alex Honnold that I wrote a column about last year. And I was deeply moved by
“Roma.” I grew up in Mexico City, and the movie perfectly captured a world I know
very, very well. Nice to see that in this accelerated age of ours there’s still
appreciation for a film that takes it slow and goes deep. Gail: And while we’re
talking about awards that made me happy — congratulations on winning the Ellis
Island Medal of Honor, Bret! I’m so glad your fight for immigrant rights is being
recognized. You deserve it. And as a bonus, I can’t think of anything that would
irritate Donald Trump more. Bret: Thanks, Gail. Of course I’ll be bringing my mom
to the ceremony. This year will be her 69th as an immigrant in this country. The
Times is committed to publishing a diversity of letters to the editor. We’d like to
hear what you think about this or any of our articles. Here are some tips. And
here’s our email: letters@nytimes.com. Follow The New York Times Opinion section
on Facebook, Twitter (@NYTopinion) and Instagram. Gail Collins is an Op-Ed
columnist, a former member of the editorial board and was the first woman to
serve as Times editorial page editor, from 2001 to 2007. @GailCollins • Facebook
Bret L. Stephens has been an Opinion columnist with The Times since April 2017.
He won a Pulitzer Prize for commentary at The Wall Street Journal in 2013 and
was previously editor in chief of The Jerusalem Post. Jerusalem Police are on the
look out for NY Times people chasing after a Jew Hero Driving a Fast 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR to Hanoi. Trump Is Epic, Kim Knows!

2-26-2019 Starbucks Shopping for Desk Chairs. When you’re choosing seating for
a home office, don’t forget to think about where else you might be using it. And
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the $4,000 Treadmill Desk. Everyone at the Yale Key West Medical School will
have one. Starbucks Shopping for School Desk Chairs with a place for your
MacBook Pro.

2-25-2019 Creative Sound blaster Card for Galaxy Sounds you can hear today,
sounds NASA has never heard from a Galaxy. Jobs said in a statement Creative
Sounds of Galaxies have been granted a chance to save the Earth from Sounding
Off Military Types! Listen Hell No We Won't Go...

2-25-2019 Trump and Kim Will Declare End of War at Summit, South Korea Says!
Kim May put an End to all Gas Stations in Korea too.

2-25-2019 Defender of World 'Oil' Order Secretary of State Mike Pompeo Oil
Works at being “America First.” But the world is pushing back to a World Richer
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than Qatar belonging to the Jew Hero's who driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into the State Dept and White House. Taliban Deputy Chief Arrives in Qatar for
Talks With U.S. now you know who has been paying for these wars.

2-25-2019 Okinawa, Japan Or Okinawa Galaxy! There is to much Universe at
Stake to let Warriors Win! NY Times writes about the Rust Belt and Sun Belt not
the Galaxy Belts Everywhere in Our Universe! Seeking the best routes to inventing
400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell call to Jewish Aliens.

2-25-2019 Talking up Okinawa Galaxies Invasion 2019. "Sim had been a household
name in Singapore for his Sound Blaster cards that brought audio to more than 400
million personal computers. He had also gone to war with Jobs over their portable
music players. As hostility escalated in 2006, he sued Apple for patent
infringements over the iPod. Negotiations with Jobs were tense, Sim recalls, and
his American adversary did most of the talking. In the end, Sim walked away with
a $100 million settlement. "Creative is very fortunate to have been granted this
early patent,'' Jobs said in a statement at the time."

2-25-2019 Creative Sound blaster Card for Galaxy Sounds you can hear today,
sounds NASA has never heard from a Galaxy. Jobs said in a statement Creative
Sounds of Galaxies have been granted a chance to save the Earth from Sounding
Off Military Types!
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2-25-2019 Light Years and Light Years to go in the snow; Traveling to Meet
Trump, Kim Jong-un Takes the Long Route to Vietnam and Mao's the Long March.
Vietnam and Korea would never have thought the USA would make peace in order to
conquer Alpha Centauri and Sirius. “America First.” this is not the State
Departments “America First.” though. Kim will invite them to Korea for the 4th of
July. An armistice ended fighting in the Korean War, but the United States and
North Korea are still technically at war. This week’s summit meeting in Vietnam
could change that. Light Years and Light Years to go in the snow; Traveling to
Meet Trump, Kim taking the long way to Exodus into the Universe. Dozens are dead
in the Nigeria Oil Fields as the French are not coming to the Vietnam-Korean
Exodus Summit. Samsung, the largest foreign investor in Vietnam. In Hanoi, the
Vietnamese capital, Mr. Kim is expected to meet with Mr. Trump on Wednesday
and Thursday. Ho Chi Minh, who declared Vietnam’s independence from France in
1945. Trump will visit at McCain's “Hanoi Hilton,” the darkly comic nickname for
the Hanoi prison. The rest of Mr. Kim’s Hanoi itinerary is still shrouded in secrecy.
The rest of the Universe is still shrouded in secrecy because of these goings on
for so many decades. McCain in Hell's Prison.

2-25-2019 In an interview that he was known locally “as a cheater.” a 'bike thief'
Mr. Netanyahu even threw his own party, Likud, under the diesel bus, giving away
one of its Knesset candidacies to a member of Jewish Home as recompense for the
merger. Moreover, he promised Jewish Home both the housing and education
ministries. Ministry of the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into
Mecca and Manhattan has not been made public. But it does exist at 1984 HQ.
What can movie the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into the public?

2-25-2019 “This is hilarious,” Ms. Colman said as she won the Academy Award for
Best Actress in “The Favourite.”
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2-25-2019 Trump and Kim Will Declare End of War at Summit, South Korea Says!
Kim May put an End to all Gas Stations in Korea too.

2-25-2019 Waiting for the Trump-Kim Nobel Peace Prize - 9.5 million cancer
deaths in 2019 they wait for the Nobel in Medicine that ran out of gas at 1984
HQ. Berkeley Medical School Professors will be graded on these deaths, can we
sue for wrongful deaths sighting the Editorials in the NY Times and Washington
Post?

2-25-2019 Guns And Ammo Magazine Draws Criticism for ‘Target Practice’ With
Photo of Pelosi and Giffords. $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project to put Men with
Guns and Ammo Photos of 12 Trillion Galaxies as Target Practice photos and liking
it better... its all in the frontal lobes. Bring your Star Wars Bone Saw Doctor
Spock.

2-25-2019 Qatar built 40,000 Trump Towers as Oregon watched. Oregon is
expected to enact the nation’s first statewide rent control law, in response to
rapidly rising housing costs. Other states are watching closely.

2-25-2019 Everyone is driving a diesel Mercedes Tank. Troops on the Move as
India and Pakistan Face Off Over Kashmir. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in the USA
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will let them kill a million on each side without telling the public about the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's.

2-25-2019

2-24-2019 Waiting for the Trump-Kim Nobel Peace Prize For Ending the Korean
War. There is no oil in Korea, grin.

2-24-2019 Why the Priesthood Needs 4 Wife's - Prince Trump-Salman! Ivanka
will say to dad maybe next time we will spend more time and money on the Rx Pink
Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte... Dad spent all his gas money on war not war
on cancer. Small Fry 2 will be the Title of Ivanka's book Steve Jobs will be on the
cover.

2-24-2019 Gas Station Owners in China; See the New World Order and War
Crime Orders. "China’s Entrepreneurs Are Wary of Its Future With No Gas
Stations... Jewish Sisters are driven by gasolines riches beyone belief for Mecca
$$$ Mecca has the trillions the Jews have lost for decades now thanks to China's
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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millions of gas stations!"

2-24-2019 Behind the scenes at 1984 HQ, Gas Station business Owners worry
that Beijing has become more interested in solidifying its control over people’s lives
than promoting Art of the Diagnosis in times of spray painted black clouds of diesel
in the traffic ahead. Gas Station Owners have been vaccinated by Xi, given
immunity from nerve gas in the air. Nerve of Xi and his gas station plagues for
money. $$$ By LI YUANA Antidote for a million gas stations in China was given to
Xi and he refused it, thanks to Prince Salman-Trump. Rx Pink Latte Recipes that
embrace the cure for Breast-Ovary cancer were rejected for gas stations. How
many Bone Saw's did Xi buy from Prince Salman-Trump?

2-24-2019 Behind the scenes How Hollywood 'Desire' and 'Disney' sold China on a
million gas stations instead of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!

2-24-2019 Mr. NYC Mayor, Where Did the Love Go for a better quality of life
than Qatar? It went with going along selling millions of gas stations to China along
with the birth defects and cancers from gasoline, a war crime by the Mayor of
NYC.

2-24-2019 Piercing Starlight from Alpha Centauri and Sirius has reached the Jews
but not China; for Exodus!

2-24-2019 Waiting for the Trump-Kim Nobel Peace Prize For Ending the Korean
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War. There is no oil in Korea, grin.

2-24-2019 Why the Priesthood Needs 4 Wife's - Prince Trump-Salman! Ivanka
will say to dad maybe next time we will spend more time and money on the Rx Pink
Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte... Dad spent all his gas money on war not war
on cancer. Small Fry 2 will be the Title of Ivanka's book Steve Jobs will be on the
cover.

2-24-2019 9.5 million dead from the lost war on cancer by these Doctors in 2019;
Doctors, hospitals, drug companies and insurers have a simple message: The
Affordable Care Act works reasonably well and should be improved, not repealed or
replaced with a big new public program... to win the war on cancer and disease.

2-24-2019 Start counting on 4 Wife's do better than the Moslem Wife's, grin.
"Stop Counting Women Quotas and tallies won't bring real progress on gender
parity." By KATHERINE MANGU-WARD

2-24-2019 iPhone iDash Cam iTickets iCop in your car, you are never pulled over.
Winners and losers with iPhone iDash cam in all cars and iPhone iCaller ID rap
sheet from the Police when she gets a call. "From Screen to Scorn: For Jussie
Smollett, a Life of Arts and Activism Is Upended. Given the actor’s long history in
show business and political causes, it is all the more baffling to friends that he
would risk so much." By JACK HEALY, MICHAEL COOPER, SERGE F. KOVALESKI
and ALYSSA SCHUKAR Con Men are a Plague and Cancer that will be wipped out
with iPhone iDash Cam's in all cars!
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2-24-2019 Henry the VIII and Prince Harry, Murdering the Wife Coming Home
from War's! Prince Salaman and 1,000 other Saudi Princes; scandalous story
censored by the NY Times and Washington Post. "Charles Dickens Tried to Banish
His Wife to an Asylum, Letters Show" By PALKO KARASZ Letters revealed this
past week cast the episode in a new and cruel light. Dickens, they suggest, not
only sought to banish Catherine, his companion of two decades and the mother of
his 10 children, while pursuing an affair with a young actress, Ellen Ternan. He
also tried to have his wife imprisoned in an asylum. Letters held at Harvard.
Letters of Robert Kennedy Jr. in the murder of Mary Kennedy in the Kennedy Bar
will reveal he did hang Mary after he bought the Judge and took her 5 Kids.
Dickens, a celebrity in his own time, was careful of his image and legacy. Robert
Kenned Jr. and his heating oil scam instead of WindmillCAR's. A War Crime! ...he
burned the letters and papers of 20 years on a bonfire in his back yard...
thousands have burned in fiery wrecks and gasoline fires! Biographers continue
efforts to pierce the privacy of his life and his relationship with women, why did
he want Mary Kennedy dead? The circumstances will inspired fiction, biography and
a feature film, by Greg and Wife's in Key West. “The Invisible Woman,” starring
Felicity Jones as Ms. Ternan. Dickens fell out of love with his wife, Mr. Dutton
Cook wrote in a letter. “She had borne 10 children and had lost many of her good
looks, was growing old, in fact.” Mrs. Dickens herself rarely spoke of the
separation. Nearly a decade after her husband’s death she tells all in these
letters. NY Times needs to tell all on Salman, Kennedy, Biden, Harry!

2-24-2019 This is want the NY Times and Washington Post Censored from Prince
Salman, Prince Harry, Robert Kennedy Jr, Biden; “Reading the material was quite
difficult to be honest,” Professor Bowen wrote in a statement from the University
of York. “Dickens is a literary great who I have studied and admired for many
years but some of the letters made very uncomfortable reading.”

2-24-2019 Qatar Trump Casino life YouTube Videos... This is want the NY Times
and Washington Post Censored!! $$

2-24-2019 What does it mean to 4 billion people to be alone in the Universe
because of war's? "ISIS Cases Raise a Question: What Does It Mean to Be
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Stateless?" By MEGAN SPECIA Megan Specia needs to open her article to the
Universe not just statless but alone in the Universe, term for this is...

2-24-2019 Saudi Arabia appointed a princess as its new ambassador to the United
States on Saturday, the first time the kingdom has named a woman to such a post.
Princess Reema bint Bandar bin Sultan. Princess Reema is the daughter of Prince
Bandar bin Sultan, a towering figure in Saudi diplomacy who served as the
kingdom’s ambassador to the United States from 1983 to 2005. He was so close
with the Bush family that he was often referred to as “Bandar Bush.” Princess
Reema spent many years in Washington while her father was ambassador and
graduated with a degree in museum studies from George Washington University.
Millions of Saudi Students at George Washington University! Quality of life for
USA students is a failure by the University top brass. $$$ Greed Plague's from
Saudi Arabia.

2-24-2019 Sex in Saudi Arabia + Qatar, Not Florida Grin. "‘The Monsters Are
the Men’: Inside a Thriving Sex Trafficking Trade in Florida" By PATRICIA
MAZZEI Pat needs to take a NY Times sex vacation in Saudi Arabia then rewrite
her story. An Autograph Seeker, a Birthday Girl, a Hairdresser: Prosecutors Say
All Were Victims of a Saudi Prince.

2-24-2019 "Don’t Fight the Robots. Tax Them." By EDUARDO PORTER Unless you
are in Qatar then buy one for every citizen. if anyone in Qatar wrote this they
would be arrested for mental illness as you don't tax citizens of Qatar that is for
the USA promoted by the NY Times and Washington Post.

2-24-2019 Mr. NYC Mayor, Where Did the Love Go for a better quality of life
than Qatar? It went with going along selling millions of gas stations to China along
with the birth defects and cancers from gasoline, a war crime by the Mayor of
NYC.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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2-24-2019 Rx Perfume's; How to Choose the Right Perfume or Cologne for You
look up the Rx Recipe, grin. It's on 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects. Inventing
a Rx Perfume is easier than you think with 1 Click Amazon links.

2-24-2019 Millions of Gas Stations and Millions of Cancer Deaths in 2019 and no
cure for either via 1984 HQ Top Brass. This has highlighted the anxiety of
established insurance companies UnitedHealth Care and pharmacy benefit managers
over newcomers to their territory. From start-ups to giant technology firms, the
new rivals threaten to unseat companies, like UnitedHealth, that have traditionally
dominated these markets. Amazon, which has made tentative forays into the
pharmacy business, has emerged as a particularly worrisome competitor in helping
to get the Rx Recipe for the Starbucks Latte that can cure Breast-Ovary cancer
in all stages in 8 days. A miracle cure the Priest and Pope France refused to order
as they are too hooked up on sex to invent anything. Unhappy customers — with
the status quo of keeping priest out of Prison. 1 million priest in prison would
change the status quo of the Catholic Church. Along with iPhone iPriest body cams
24/7. Grin. Greg in Key West, We wouldn’t exist unless there was a need to come
up with and find a new solution to the problems as Jews want to Exodus the Earth
for the Universe!”

2-24-2019 Invent a at home blood test for Sepsis as It's a Common Cause of
Hospital Deaths. If you are concerned a loved one may have sepsis, seek care
immediately, and ask the doctor, “Could it be sepsis?” By RONI CARYN RABIN 1
Click Amazon is coming soon as NYC headlines are over about HQ2.
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2-23-2019 What to Do When a Doctor’s Visit Is To Dr. George Orwell MD. Woke
at 5 am must of had a fervor of 103 hot; got to sleep last night at 8 pm. Fatigued
biking to Storage and Starbucks at half speed on my Sun Trike. Feels like the Flu.
2 days sick. 11:25 am now will try to write for a couple hours this afternoon.
Ivanka wanted the Pink War on Breast-Ovary Cancer on every Campus of Every
University.

2-23-2019 "Jewish Sisters + Saudi Sisters’ Plans to Escape to Australia Is Halted
in Hong Kong" "Jewish Sisters" plan on flying into Mecca with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Saudi Sisters’ Plans to Escape Saudi Men are driven by $777
Trillion in oil Revenues. Jewish Sisters are driven by this expensive war with Mecca
the Jews have been losing for decades." By TIFFANY MAY

2-23-2019 Terrorism Watchdog Castigates Pakistan Over Aid to Militants Fueling
Bone Saw Culture of Prince Salman. In Karachi, five children from one family died
of food poisoning on Friday, the latest of several incidents causing an outcry over
lax enforcement of safety laws... lax food poisoning detection inventions.

2-23-2019 In Latest Shift, Trump Agrees to Leave 400 Troops in Syria, 4 billion
Aliens are left on Alpha Centauri and Sirius by Trump.
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2-23-2019 The Power of a $15 Minimum Wage. A living wage is an Star Wars
WindmillCAR Times. "Jewish Sisters" plan on flying into Mecca with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Wage a War for more than $15 a hour.

2-23-2019 Qatar + Saudi Arabia Medicare for All in the USA, 200,000 patients
this year. USA Health Care and Insurance Industries Mobilize to Kill ‘Medicare for
All’ when there is $777 Trillion in oil revenues to pay for it.

2-22-2019 The Chinese authorities turned to a Massachusetts company and a
prominent Yale researcher as they built an enormous system of surveillance and
control via DNA Tracking. Birth Defects and childhood cancers have been caused
by Xi, who built millions of gas stations in times of WindmillCAR's. 'Good Enough
Life' without WindmillCAR's and millions of Gas Stations! For China Not the USA!

2-22-2019 NY Times Fans of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, with their rich Yale, Harvard,
NYU NYC students so this article came from left field. "Yankees Fan Selling Gehrig
Items to Pay His Red Sox-Loving Grandkids’ College Costs" By COREY KILGANNON
"Trump wanted war in Venezuela because “they have all that oil” Ivanka wanted the
Pink War on Breast-Ovary Cancer on every Campus of Every University, so what
did she get from Yale, ROTC is back at Yale after being kicked off campus during
the Vietnam War which also lost the Pink War. Nearby Stars Alpha Centauri and
Sirius are threatening to end Oil Riches beyond belief for Bone Saw Prince who
never went to Yale Medical School. A Times Square Billboard Hits on Amazon 1
Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects making 400 Times faster than the speed
of light come alive as the next miracle invention for a Verizon Call to Jewish
Aliens. 'Good Enough Life' Alone in the Universe, Hell No! Saudi Arabia, Qatar,
with their rich Yale, Harvard, NYU NYC students is a good enough life in the USA
for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.
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2-22-2019 Qatar Quality of Life for NYC Parking. iParking the City of NY finds
you a parking spot and there is no charge or parking tickets ever. "New York Says
It Will Crack Down on City Workers Abusing Parking Privileges" By WINNIE HU
China Quality of life with iParking run by Chinese authorities.

2-22-2019 The Auto Show of the Future Is Already Here At Alpha Centauri and
Sirius as live streaming video of the Show of the Future what's going on at the
Nearest Stars Show. This will be the Circus Greatest Show on Earth. Why is it
taking so long...

2-22-2019 Amazon Studios sent an email to Aliens at Alpha Centauri and Sirius;
It's a Cold Rainy Day in NYC they can keep as a rainy day in the Keys is heart
warming. Buy a Movie Ticket to the Universe live streamed in the Movies. Live
Streaming Movies by Amazon Studios. "Wonder Wheel's" building the iPod Size GE
electric generator, building the Gravity Engine's Wonder Wheels! Inventing Wonder
Wheels at Amazon Studios.

2-22-2019 Yale Key West Medical School's Medical School Professors Art of the
Diagnosis Headlines in the Yale paper. Yale students case histories in Art of the
Diagnosis. "Woman Dies After Eating at Michelin-Starred Restaurant in Spain" 30
Others sick from food poisoning, did the mushrooms do it we must wait.

2-22-2019 "South Korea Awaits 2nd Kim-Trump Summit With Both Hope and Fear"
President Trump appears more interested, at least for now, in formally ending the
Korean War than in hammering out a road map to denuclearization. Denuclearization
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of Los Alamos. Will Trump hire Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer and order Gina to hack 4
Trillion Rx Recipes for the Pink Rx Latte at Starbucks? Trump Medical School
Towers or Trump HS.

2-22-2019 "South Korea Awaits 2nd Kim-Trump Summit With Both Hope and Fear"
President Trump appears to be going for the Nobel Peace Prize not the Nobel in
Medicine for Sanctions on Tobacco!

2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' As a historic Vatican conference gets underway
today, a swirl of recent Nearby Stars Alpha Centauri and Sirius are threatening to
overshadow the agenda of a 'Alone in the Universe Pope Francis.'

2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' Rx blindness cure recipe as to observing the Ford
WindmillCAR's on the Dealers Show Room floor, driven by a NYC Jew Hero into
Mecca and Manhattan for total victory over 9/11 masterminds in Saudi Arabia who
sold their Bone saws to Prince Salman.

2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' in Saudi Arabia $$$ FEMA Fraud and Bone Saw
Murders; NYC FEMA Fraud for gas cars not WindmillCAR's. Originally, the city in
2014 had sought more than $12.7 million from the federal government to replace
132 city-owned vehicles, but many of those vehicles were already inoperable
before Sandy, according to the complaint filed by the United States Attorney’s
Office in Manhattan against the city on Wednesday night. For example, the city
sought more than $3 million to replace seven paving trucks that, according to the
department’s own internal records, had been designated for salvage years before
the hurricane. Some of the paving machines had been sitting in a dump under a
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highway since 2009 and were being scrapped for parts by vandals, the complaint
says. WindmillCAR's FEMA Fraud reported by the NY Times. 2009 and 2014
WindmillCAR's.

2-21-2019 NASA has the 'Good Enough Life' today and since the last shuttle.
There is no Exodus Idea at NASA for the 4 billion Jews at Alpha Centauri and
Sirius. NASA FEMA Fraud is FRAUD not ordering the Fleet of 100 Super Shuttles
from Prince Salman.

2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' without WindmillCAR's paving Exodus and a New
Universe! NYC Paving Trucks sitting in a dump under a highway since 2009 and were
being scrapped for parts by vandals. 2009 Prince and Kings from Saudi Arabia were
paving trillions of miles of desert from money NYC sent them. City officials either
knew the certifications were false or “made the certifications with reckless
disregard or willful blindness as to their truth or falsity.” 2009 Ford
WindmillCAR's, today the NYC Fraud is 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Damaged to
USA vehicles + people was compiled during the Bloomberg administration, but
submitted to the federal government in 2014 under Mayor Bill de Blasio. Bloomberg
made a Pirates Profit of $77 Trillion from 9/11 and $4 gas for decades. Reckless
disregard + willful blindness as to the Ford WindmillCAR's driven by a NYC Jew
Hero into Mecca and Manhattan for total victory over 9/11 masterminds in Saudi
Arabia instead FEMA money of $777 Trillion went to Prince and King Salman.
United States Attorney’s Office is conducting an investigation of how many Bone
Saws were used all these decades the Jew Hero was held as a POW by NYC
Officials. 'Good Enough Life' profiting from gas engine cars.

2-21-2019 "Andrew McCabe claims Trump wanted war in Venezuela because “they
have all that oil” It’s a surprisingly overlooked passage of the former FBI acting
director’s new book." I think we all know this. What we want to know from the NY
Times is how could Trump start a war for oil? 'Good Enough Life' for Oil workers
and the jobless, had it all sprawled there together in Venezuelan. Elite Oil Men
Faking poverty on the Front page of the NY Times and Washington Post. OIL $$$
FRAUD. Venezuela under President Nicolás Maduro has set off a staggering exodus
to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and Alpha Centauri, Sirius. Worlds Elite Oil Men I
am so far from home in the Universe 4.3 light years mind as well be 777 trillion
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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light years thanks to MIT and Trump boasting we can't go faster than the speed
of light...

2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' Seize $777 Trillion from Prince Salman, he just won
at the Supreme Court. Supreme Court Limits Police Powers to Seize Private
Property even if it was loot from gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba. "French,
British, American Oil Companies May Be Complicit' in Atrocities in South Sudan,
U.N. Panel Says" By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE Nick also faces war crimes trial at
the UN.

2-21-2019 Bangladesh Fire Tears Through Crowded Neighborhood, Killing 70. 70
Fiery Wrecks in the USA so far in 2019 and none made headlines in the NY Times
or Washington Post. ...gas cylinder, which many people use for cooking, started
the fire... ...gas tank on the Cop Car and SUV exploded!

2-21-2019 Alabama Woman Who Joined ISIS Can’t Return Home, U.S. Says. Oil
Men who joined the Qatar Trump Casino Can't Return to the USA after the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR breaks the Casino's Bank $$$ By RUKMINI CALLIMACHI and
ALAN YUHAS

2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' USA + French, British Oil Men at the Qatar Trump
Casino all these years ISIS made Headlines!

2-21-2019 C.I.A. Handles 'Exodus War' Intrigue, Diesel vs Windmill Mercedes vs
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Ford. Earth vs the Universe! Catholic Rapists Presented by Their Church as Men of
God. Prince Salman is Mecca's God on Earth with Bone Saws and trillions of
dollars, some Trillions given to the Vatican, Pakistan, India, China, Trump. An allmale Saudi Arabia is the problem. All Male Pope's and Cardinals, Bishop's, Priest's
is the problem. Intrigue of polygamous marriage 4 wife's can bring to the marriage
along with the Exodus Culture of 400 times faster than the speed of light in a
Verizon Cell Call to Jewish Aliens invented with 1 Click Amazon, iMac's and putting
Microsoft in the Public Domain! 'Good Enough Life' for Microsoft not going faster
than the speed of light.

2-21-2019 'Good Enough Life' is Exodus and 400 Times faster than the speed of
light invention project. Another Manhattan Project not a Biden Moon Shot. As a
historic Vatican conference gets underway today, a swirl of recent Nearby Stars
Alpha Centauri and Sirius are threatening to overshadow the agenda of a 'Alone in
the Universe Pope Francis.' 400 Times the speed of light invention project is a way
out of a Tedious Earth ruled by a Pope into oil money donations. Tedious
brainstorming inventing the Gravity Engine is not a Pope Francis thing.

2-21-2019 20 Million felons with guns in the USA. Art of the Diagnosis by the NY
Times Journalists censored out the 2010 Ford WindmillCAR's and Trump Bone Saw
Culture. NY Times, A root cause of tragedies like Friday’s shooting, he added, is
that people prohibited from owning firearms were able to obtain them to begin
with. “If they hadn’t been allowed to get the guns in the first place, we wouldn’t
be talking about having to get someone to get the guns away from them,” he said.
Julie Bosman contributed reporting. By Richard A. Oppel Jr. The workplace
shooting in a Chicago suburb last week that left five people dead exposed the
failings of the system designed to keep guns away from convicted felons and others
deemed too dangerous to handle firearms. Gary Martin was a violent felon but
apparently did nothing to ensure that he surrendered the laser-sighted Smith &
Wesson handgun that he used to kill five co-workers in Aurora, Ill., on Friday. A
sign indicating a gun-free workplace at the Henry Pratt Company in Aurora, Ill.,
No Parking 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in Pratt Parking lots.

2-21-2019 NYC Fraud With 2020 in Sight, de Blasio Turns Against Amazon 1 Click
IP invention projects links to specs and Genius tutors to help you get starting
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building the gravity engine...

2-21-2019 The Rise of the Inventing Class. The co-working giant’s real product
isn’t office space — it’s a new kind of “corporate culture of Starbucks with $12.5
million dollars worth of iMac's in every Pink Starbucks, Yes going public with Pink
Cure of Breast-Ovary cancer as a corporate culture wooing MD women into
Starbucks to Marry Men. A Better life to the cure for cancer and many diseases,
even the flu. Corporate culture $$$ of Microsoft needs to be put in the public
domain to get the cure for cancer + the Flu.

"Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks cost $7 Trillion dollars so Trump Tap's Other Military
Money for Wall Before Emergency Funds" By CHARLIE SAVAGE

2-20-2019 Countries that Prince Mohammed is visiting this week — Pakistan, India
and China — have expressed no concerns over 700 Bone Saw Murders by Prince
Salman. Or The Bone Saw Murderer of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in India, go
unpunished. "Murders of Religious Minorities in India Go Unpunished, Report Finds"
By KAI SCHULTZ Pakistan, India and China masses all driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR would be a windfall for 3 billion at the expense of Prince Salman.
Steve Jobs Super Bowl commercial, Ford WindmillCAR's are driven by 3 billion
people on Earth today and many are RV Homes! Prince Salman welcomed him like a
hero, with a 21-gun salute and fighter jet escort. President Arif Alvi granted him
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Pakistan’s highest award, and the head of the Senate gave him a gold-plated Bone
Saw. The Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Pakistan, India, China
was a POW in Key West. On Tuesday, Prince Mohammed traveled to India, where
he was welcomed with drumming and a bear hug from Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. The Jew Hero sat in a Israel Jail for trying to drive the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR. On Wednesday, Prince Mohammed is set to land in China for talks on
Thursday and Friday with President Xi Jinping and other officials. China is the
largest buyer of Saudi crude oil and has No 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

2-20-2019 Russian Children in Siberia out in the school playground notice all the
Snow is Black from Coal Exhaust the Journalists writes the parents think this
might be a health hazard for the children in the school playground. Putin's health
and wealth and keeping out of jail when everyone in Russian knows Black Snow at
the School Playground does cause birth defects and cancers in Russian Children in
Siberia and Moscow and for that matter Plains Georgia. "Russians, Feeling Poor and
Protesting Garbage, Suffer Winter Blues" By NEIL MACFARQUHAR

2-20-2019 America’s U.N. Ambassador Post Is Empty. Is That a Problem; UN is
Empty to a One Day War with Saudi Arabia and the Bone Saw Princes. NYC Jews
are Full of the Hero Designation for Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into
Mecca and Manhattan up to the UN's front Door... This post is Empty at the UN
and a War Crime.

2-20-2019 Canada faces 7 Wrongful death law suits;Seven children from a family
of Syrian refugees were killed early Tuesday in a fire that destroyed their home in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, the authorities and friends of the family said. Pictures of
the house posted online showed a gutted and blackened husk whose roof and second
floor appeared to have been destroyed. Fire Safety from Halifax, Nova Scotia fire
department was not part of the orientation from the Canada Government. A War
Crime along with fiery wrecks by Syrian Refugees not know better than to stop on
the side of the highway.

iPhone Smoke Detectors have been stifled by Tim Cook.
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2-20-2019 Countries that Prince Mohammed is visiting this week — Pakistan, India
and China — have expressed no concerns over 700 Bone Saw Murders by Prince
Salman. Or The Bone Saw Murderer of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in India, go
unpunished. "Murders of Religious Minorities in India Go Unpunished, Report Finds"
By KAI SCHULTZ Pakistan, India and China masses all driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR would be a windfall for 3 billion at the expense of Prince Salman.
Steve Jobs Super Bowl commercial, Ford WindmillCAR's are driven by 3 billion
people on Earth today and many are RV Homes! Prince Salman welcomed him like a
hero, with a 21-gun salute and fighter jet escort. President Arif Alvi granted him
Pakistan’s highest award, and the head of the Senate gave him a gold-plated Bone
Saw. The Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Pakistan, India, China
was a POW in Key West. On Tuesday, Prince Mohammed traveled to India, where
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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he was welcomed with drumming and a bear hug from Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. The Jew Hero sat in a Israel Jail for trying to drive the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR. On Wednesday, Prince Mohammed is set to land in China for talks on
Thursday and Friday with President Xi Jinping and other officials. China is the
largest buyer of Saudi crude oil and has No 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

2-20-2019 "Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks cost $7 Trillion dollars so Trump Tap's
Other Military Money for Wall Before Emergency Funds" By CHARLIE SAVAGE

2-20-2019 Polygamous Marriage; "The Catholic Church Is Breaking People’s
Hearts" Not having sex with 4 wife's with all the seduction before and after sex.
These sexless Pope's have cost Humanity of 4 billion people 'Miracle Cure's" by the
Priest and Bishops wife's. Pope's Wife's too. Church leaders face up to women
going to work for God.

2-20-2019 25 Trump Towers at the Yale Key West Medical School, and endless
Summers. Asics tower on Summer Street. The only hint of the company’s presence
from the outside is a ceiling light fixture in the spiral shape of the Asics logo
installed within view of passers-by. View of passers-by Breast with the tumor
coming through the skin, note we need a Rx Recipe Cure ASAP as this is the
Emergency not Trump's Wall in Mexico. "In a nod to the company’s Japanese
ownership, the office has a minimalist vibe. Walls are shaped by stacked, threedimensional undulating lines meant to evoke rake marks in the sand of a Zen
garden. Lighting is soothing in the employee break bar, which includes a living wall
that reinforces the connection to nature, a concept known as biophilia." Living Wall
of 1,001 Apple 6k monitors and Steve Jobs big screen monitors so you can view
the Rx Recipe's of 4 trillion drugs all trade secrets. Asics brainstorm with dry
erase paint on the white walls. Rx Recipes are brainstormed on Amazon 1 Click
links and IBM Summit super computers. Asics is teaming up with the building
manager, Oxford Properties Group, to open a small gym on the ground floor with
space for fitness classes. YKWMS has treadmill Desk at $4K each for everyone!
Monitoring your BP EEG EKG... target heart rate. Breast Cancer women sit
alongside whomever they need to be working with at any particular moment in
search of inspiration. Conventional corporations like I.B.M. and General Electric
adopt more collaborative work styles, and have done nothing to their thousands of
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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women employees dead from Breast-Ovary Cancers as they work for the Military
MIT War Toys not Pink Latte at Starbucks costing $7 Trillion. iPod size GE
electric generator must have shocked the Hell out of GE and IBM. Micro Window
A/C the size of a Mac Book Pro you open and cool off at your desk. As for the
women in Boston you don't buy winter Office Clothes as the Mac Book Pro Space
heater is on your desk and at your feet. No need to plug in as they run on a
micro-GE electric generator. The space ship will also be “inspirational” in its
reflection of NASA @ Star Wars. The 25 Hospital Ships will be inspirational to
Navy MD's not Admirals on Oceans not the Universe.

2-20-2019 “All raw materials — oil, gas, diamonds, timber — it all comes from
here and is sold abroad, while the profits go to Moscow,” said Yuri Dezhin, a 41year-old hunter living in a small trailer that protesters set up to monitor activity
on the landfill site. “We get nothing.” Qatar not Putin made everyone the richest
people in the world via Quality of Life. Russian Mom her teenage daughter died
within days from respiratory problems as there is no Dr. Lisa Sanders in Art of
the Diagnosis. Qatar Mom's sent their kids 200,000 of them to MD's in the USA
all paid for by the Qatar Prince. Putin could afford to send Russian kids 200,000
to MD's in the USA but refused as he didn't want to spend the Oil Revenues on
MD's. Or Marry a Russian MD woman. Russians to fight for decent wages for
doctors, pay Medical Students more than West Point Cadets as they are really
worth more in saving lives using their Bone Saws.

2-20-2019 "Russians to fight for decent wages for doctors, pay Medical Students
more than West Point Cadets as they are really worth more in saving lives using
their Bone Saws. Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia is visiting
Pakistan, India and China to cut up political and economic ties." By BEN HUBBARD
and JAVIER C. HERNÁNDEZ Jews at home reading this in the NY Times think of
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Drive into Mecca and Manhattan that would have cut
up Prince Salmans $777 Trillion dollars spending spree in Pakistan, India, and China
and bought MD Bone Saws for Medical Students world wide.

2-20-2019 Today Black Snow covered in Coal dust and Spray painted clouds of
Diesel in the traffic ahead is the cause of "The Disappeared Children of Israel."
"The Disappeared Children of Israel" - - "In the state of Israel’s early years, a
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number of parents in immigrant transit camps were told that their babies had died.
In recent years, DNA testing has proved that some of those children are still
alive. A younger generation is demanding answers." DNA testing has proved that
some children have died from spray painted clouds of Black Diesel.

2-20-2019 Microsoft Say's Put it in the Public Domain; this idea is increasingly
under threat.”

2-20-2019 Key West City officials on Tuesday morning issued a five-day
suspension to two downtown cosmetic shops that have paid repeated fines for city
code violations and have not invented any SUV #1000 sun screen protection from
skin cancer that plagues Jimmy Carter grandchildren today.

2-20-2019 Priests in love with women; CBS News: Vatican Has Secret Guidelines
For Priests Who Father Children. Pope Francis has no Secret Guidelines for the
Bishops who are in love with women.

2-20-2019 The Skinny of it is there are no classes at the Hemingway House
Writing class in Key West or NYC today. "Layers of Knowledge at This Croissant
Class. The pastry chef Simon Herfray will hold three classes in East Harlem for
those who hope to master this French pastry at home." By FLORENCE FABRICANT

2-20-2019 Dr. Pandora’s Box MD the box of MD's not West Point Generals. What
was the reaction of West Point Cadets yesterday when they read Yale Key West
Medical School Students will be paid more than West Point Cadets because the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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MD's Bone Saw's save lives the Generals Bone Saws assassinate people world wide
today fighting over $777 Trillion in oil revenues. Another $777 Trillion... $$$.

2-20-2019 Jewish Aliens at Alpha Centauri and Sirius and the Jewish Elite Have
the 'Good Enough Life' with Wars on Earth not Star Wars and Exodus. "Ideals of
greatness cut across the American political spectrum. Supporters of Lyndon
Johnson’s “Great Society” and believers in Ronald Reagan and Donald Trump’s “Make
America Great Again,” for instance, may find themselves at odds, but their
differences lie in the vision of what constitutes greatness, not whether greatness
itself is a worthy goal. In both cases — and in most any iteration of America’s idea
of itself — it is. The desire for greatness also unites the diverse philosophical
camps of Western ethics. Aristotle called for practicing the highest virtue. Athens
Elite have know about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and 12 Trillion Galaxies for
decades doing nothing but the "Good Enough Life" in Athens 2019.

2-20-2019 NASA has the 'Good Enough Life' today and since the last shuttle.
There is no Exodus Idea at NASA for the 4 billion Jews at Alpha Centauri and
Sirius.

2-20-2019 Paris Elite Today have the 'Good Enough Life' today with a few $
Trillion dollars in oil revenue from Africa.

2-20-2019 "Cause of Crohn’s disease, Tobacco smokers are twice as likely to
develop Crohn's disease as nonsmokers!!!!! Five Things I Wish I’d Known Before My
Chronic Illness Finding out you have a chronic illness — one that will, by definition,
never go away — changes things, both for you and those you love." By Tessa Miller
"Remember The Number of Push-Ups You Can Do May Predict Your Heart’s Future.
Men who could get through 40 or more push-ups had 96 percent less risk of heart
problems in the next 10 years than those who quit at 10 or fewer." Buy that
Treadmill Desk for $4,000. Save $4,000 in Doctor bills. 'Good Enough Art of the
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Diagnosis' until Dr. Lisa Sanders is promoted to Publisher of the NY Times. Then
every story on My Chronic Illness with have a MD art of the Diagnosis by a MD
Publisher of the NY Times - Same for the Washington Post. Supreme Courts
Lawyers are all MD's too. Libel Rulings on Tobacco is just one case. We need to
know why Trump turned down a Nobel in Medicine refusing to put Sanctions on
Tobacco??

2-19-2019 16 States Sue to Stop Trump’s Use of Emergency Powers to Build
Millions of Gas Stations, 50 States and 4 Billion People Want to Stop Gas Engine
Cars. Sue for wrongful deaths of $777 Trillion dollars from the Oil-God's!

2-19-2019 In all Cars; iPhone iDash Cam iTickets... Apple is not ready for this
yet. Watch good Samaritans rescue woman from burning car after Garyville crash.
Four good Samaritans pulled a woman from a burning car after a suspected drunk
driver crashed into the rear of her vehicle in Garyville Monday morning. They will
sue Apple for no iDash Cams in Cars, no iCop's in cars...

2-19-2019 Oil War's; Mr. Trump warned Venezuelan soldiers to renounce loyalty
to President Nicolás Maduro or they will find “no oil money.” By ANNIE KARNI,
NICHOLAS CASEY and ANATOLY KURMANAEV
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2-19-2019 Not likely; Even Without Amazon, Tech Could Keep Gaining Ground in
New York. No Way! There are 100's of protected islands off Key West the Fed's
would be willing to trade to 'Tech' for a gravity engine and Time, Gravity as God
Particles. And Exodus plans by the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
into Mecca and Manhattan.

2-19-2019 Russian Flag Flies at Alpha Centauri and Sirius decades after the
English Town Where Ex-Spy Was Poisoned playing spy games with the Ruling Class
British Oil Men... Poisoned by Alpha Centauri and Sirius Aliens we overheard
thanks to a 1 Click Amazon IP Invention project.

2-19-2019 Front Page Story about a hold up that is not a gas station, Why the
Hell would they write this... "A Model Detective. A Small-Time Thief. How 2 Lives
Collided in a Deadly Robbery in Queens." "Detective Brian Simonsen was killed in
“friendly fire” during a robbery. This is his story, and that of a petty criminal who
once wanted to be a police officer but is now charged with murder." By ALI
WATKINS and ALI WINSTON Watkins and Winston censored out the gas station
hold ups world wide. Bone Saw Culture World Wide. But recently, the police said,
he had started robbing cellphone stores. Gas Stations "nuisance" police have to
deal with in a Bone Saw Culture of Gas + Oil Money at the Top. For 11 chaotic
seconds, the police opened fire. Mr. Ransom and Detective Simonsen were both hit
in the police fusillade. Only one would survive the night. Prince Salman will not
survive for long. He will be beheaded or hanged by the UN in NYC. NYC cops will
help arrest Prince Salman as they are 'stained with gasoline' in fiery wrecks
writing tickets on the side of the highways. For so many decades of cell phone
store hold ups. Detective Simonsen, who had spent almost 19 years on the force,
in this time Bone Saw Torture and Murders became the law of the Oil Men's world,
world wide. Her made 569 arrests and brought more than 130 felony indictments
to the Queens. Prince Salman beheaded 700 people every year of these 19 years
and no cops on Earth could arrest the Prince. Detectives at the UN listen in on cell
calls from Kings + Prince's with no arrest. Waiting for the NYC cop!
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2-19-2019 Kaiser Permanente’s New Medical School Will Waive Tuition for Its
First 5 years with just 48 students a year. Yale Key West Medical School will have
4,800 Students the first year and they will make more money than West Point
Cadets! Kaiser Permanente’s New Medical School Will by eliminating the financial
burden of a medical education, the school hopes that more students will choose
family medicine and other vital but lower-paid specialties. Yale Key West Medical
School will have Dr. Lisa Sanders as President and Art of the Diagnosis on
Homeland MD Security will have access to all this. Starting in 2020 all Senators
must have a MD degree.

2-19-2019 Why Can’t Trump Build Anything? Better is Why Trump Can't Put
Sanctions on Tobacco? Tobacco is down and out in London and Paris yet will not die
though its 7 million cancer deaths in 2019 are not censored from the NY Times and
Washington Post. Easy Nobel in Medicine for Trump he could not pass up unless
someone else is running with the Tobacco and Oil Trillions of dollars. "Culture
Shock for French in Quebec: ‘We Smoke Cigarettes, They Smoke Pot’" They died a
tortured death from lung cancer... never realizing Trump could have saved their
life.

2-19-2019 Bone Saw Culture of Prince Salmon in Saudi Arabia Means Danger for
the Courts in Key West and the World Court. At Prince Salman's Trial all these
'Courts' will be changed into Star Wars and Exodus Courts. Diagnosis how Prince
Salman beheaded so many for so many Decades while 2 White Men at 1984 HQ did
the Math. "When Mohammed bin Salman, the crown prince of Saudi Arabia, arrived
in Pakistan on Sunday there was an air of celebration and no mention of murder. A
few journalists put up as their display picture on social media photographs of the
dissident Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi, who was killed in the Saudi consulate in
Istanbul in October. They got calls from their bosses to remove the shots, and
most of them did. Otherwise, our TV screens turned into a welcoming red carpet.
It was a unique visit, we were told again and again." God has blessed Saudi Arabia
with so many riches, thanks to Jimmy Carter. Prince Mohammed won over lots of
Pakistani hearts when, after a plea from Mr. Khan, he announced the release of
more than 2,000 Pakistani prisoners from Saudi jails. Nobody questioned the
merits of a justice system in which a prince can release thousands of prisoners
because he is in a good mood. How many can he jail when he is having a bad day?"
Jimmy Carter will not release Greg from POW status in Key West!
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2-19-2019 "How Much Will Americans Sacrifice for Good Health Care?" Cheney
cut in front of the line for a heart transplant, so will Prince Salman and 1,001
other Princes around the world. None of the 700 beheaded in Mecca in 2019
donated their organs to NYC hospitals.

2-19-2019 12 Trillion Galaxies Gardens... in Athens. "Athens in Pieces: In
Aristotle’s Garden. It is unclear whether the Lyceum charged fees but, given its
vast wealth, it probably didn’t need to. Sounds a little like Harvard, doesn’t it?"
"Athens didn’t make the same mistake as Thebes and meekly submitted to the
Macedonian pike. It is in this context that Aristotle returned to the city at around
age 50. And he came back big time. Because of his metic status, Aristotle was not
allowed to buy property. So — as one does — he rented. He took over a gymnasium
site sacred to Apollo Lyceus (the wolf-god) and transformed it into the most
powerful and well-endowed school in the world." Yale Key West Medical School with
25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships. Few bigger than Navy Carriers, grin. He
received the sum of 800 talents from his presumably grateful former student,
Alexander, which was an enormous amount of money. (Consider that the Plato’s
Academy cost about 25-30 talents.) $777 Trillion from Prince Salman another
$777 Trillion from the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and even more from the Gravity
Engine. Exodus and listening to Jewish Aliens on Comcast and YouTube $$$.
Aristotle’s endowment allowed him to build a huge research and teaching facility
and amass the largest and most important library in the world. During the time of
Theophrastus, Aristotle’s successor as scholarch and clearly a very effective
college president, there were as many as 2,000 pupils at the Lyceum, some of
them sleeping in dormitories. The Lyceum was clearly the place to be, the
educational destination of choice for the elites. It is unclear whether the school
charged fees but, given its vast wealth, it probably didn’t need to. It sounds a
little like Harvard, doesn’t it? Aristotle withdrew to his late mother’s estate at
Chalcis on the island of Euboea and died there shortly after of an unspecified
illness, at age 63. Voltaire’s advice in “Candide” that “Il faut cultiver notre jardin”
(”It is necessary to look after our garden”) always struck me as ironic, flippant and
defeatist. But now I am not so sure. Perhaps there is a much closer relation
between gardens and philosophical thought than we might at first imagine. 12
Trillion Galaxies Gardens viewed on live streaming videos for the first time. Time +
Gravity alone with the Higgs Particle in this Universe Garden in Today's Athens. we
identified Time, Gravity, Higgs, Top Quarks, Charm Quarks, thyme, lavender,
abundant wildflowers, gigantic rosemary bushes, olive trees, cypress and possibly
oregano. A carpet of moss with varying shades of green was framed by the sandy
yellow footings of the ruins. The whole site suddenly seemed to be a garden, and
one could feel the proximity to the peak of Mount Lycabettus and outward to the
mountains that girdle Athens. There’s probably a moral in this, Garden of Time,
Gravity, Higgs Particles and thyme. Time for Exodus into light years @ 400 Times
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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the speed of light. Let's do the math on 1 Click Amazon.

2-19-2019 Deaths and Torture of Pink Vests Prompt French Oil Men's SoulSearching. By Monday, the affair had snowballed into another episode of anguished
national soul-searching over the problem of persistent No-Pink Breast Cancer Latte
Cure in Starbucks Paris, France. By ADAM NOSSITER French Oil Men Mobilized
for War's in All of Africa for their Oil and the Trillions in Revenue it brings to the
Elite in Paris. There is no Pink War Mobilization even though the Elite Oil Men have
$777 Trillion dollars. The Pink March, the accusations and counteraccusations, and
the insults themselves are a recurring feature of public life in France. AntiSemitism in France’s Muslim suburbs yet the Elite Oil Men in Paris don't let the
Jew Hero Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Muttering
about the “Rothschild bank” can frequently be heard at the edges of the
demonstrations, mixed in with expressions of hatred toward the president. Mr.
Macron was a banker at Rothschild and Company. But the invocation of Rothschild
has also become a kind of Bone Saw Prince Salman with $777 Trillion in African Oil
Revenues in the Bank is True! Grin! You are going to hell. God will punish you. God
and Jimmy Carter gave Prince Salman the $777 Trillion.

2-19-2019 Vatican Hopes Meeting on Sex with 4 Wife's Will Be a Turning Point in
what is a 'Miracle' for Pope Francis. Francis is likely to be inspired by 4 Wife's
into spending time and money on things he has never done in his life for the good
of Humanity. 4 Wife's can inspire Miracles from God in Pope Francis the Priests
know this.

2-19-2019 Number of Head on Collisions today are censored by the NY Times and
Washington post yet they write... "A Real Tube Carrying Dreams of 600-M.P.H.
Transit" By ERIC A. TAUB
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Yes all 25 Hospital Ships of the Yale Key West Medical School will fish the Oceans!

2-18-2019 The Caribbean island offers a trade of $777 Trillion Prince Salman has
for $777 Trillion fish in the Caribbean... grin!

Rift between Time + Money in a New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies...

Oil Flows into the Ocean's via Gulf of Mexico Oil Rigs today, leaking millions of
gallons.

Oil Flows into the Ocean's via Gulf of Mexico Oil Rigs today, leaking millions of
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gallons.

2-19-2019 The Caribbean island offers a trade of $777 Trillion Prince Salman has
for $777 Trillion fish in the Caribbean... grin!

2-18-2019 Vets Really Are Baby Killers, not just in Vietnam but Today driving
huge Diesel Powered Trucks spray painting the air the baby breaths in and the Top
Brass keeps the Poison Particles in the air and in the Baby's DNA off the front
page of the NY Times and Washington Post. "Republicans Already Are Demonizing
Democrats, as Socialists and Baby Killers" By SHERYL STOLBERG Elite Jewish
Warriors have know about this 'Jewish Baby Killer" in the air for decades and
decades never thinking they would actually get charged with war crimes.

2-18-2019 "Bill de Blasio: The Path Amazon Rejected" By BILL DE BLASIO Bill
and another white man at 1984 HQ rejected the 1980 to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
in the Path of Victory over Mecca and Money. Rejected NYC being richer than
Qatar. NYC Subway free and looking like a Palace worth trillions. Amazon on the
Path to 1 Click IP invention projects you can buy! "Just days before, I had
counseled a senior Amazon executive about how they could win over some of their
critics." 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click. Bill said Jeff Bezos — the richest
man in the world. No Way about 1,001 Prince's in Saudi Arabia and Qatar are the
richest in the world with $777 Trillion dollars in oil revenues censored by George
Orwell's Times. Bill said; "The city and state were holding up our end. And more
important, a sizable majority of New Yorkers were on board. Support for the new
headquarters was strongest in communities of color and among working people who
too often haven’t gotten the economic opportunity they deserved." These are the
same winners driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in our victory over Mecca and
Allah Bill. A WindmillCAR could’ve opened a path to the middle class for thousands
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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of families was scuttled by Oil Men in Texas, Alaska, and a Prince in Saudi Arabia
and Trump Towers. "My fellow mayors across the country. We know the game is
rigged... and deadly with spray painted Black Clouds of Diesel and fiery wrecks the
Mayor's drive by without stopping to put out gas stations world wide, a WAR
CRIME!" In January, Microsoft pledged $500 million to combat the affordable
housing crisis in Seattle. Next January Microsoft will be put in the 'public domain'
so humanity can get the code for 1,001 IP invention projects just like the 4
Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets and needed for the Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks that cures all Breast-Ovary cancers in 8 Days in all Stages.
Oppenheimer would have gotten this Latte in 1947 if not fired by Generals! West
Point Medical School with 25 Trump Towers will change the Art of the Diagnosis
and give us the Gravity Engine along with Star Wars MRI's. Homeland MD Security
a new name and new Art of the Diagnosis for everyone in the USA and the
200,000 from Saudi Arabia at the Doctors Office today.

2-18-2019 Best Case Scenario the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Driven in London; "In a
worst-case scenario, BP Oil granted another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues the Bank
of England calculated in November that Brexit could shrink the economy by 8
percent and send house prices plunging by 30 percent. The 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
worth $777 Trillion. London 'Serf's' windfall of $777 Trillion confiscated from
Prince Salman for War Crimes!

2-18-2019 Trump can win a Nobel Prize on his own for 'Sanctions' on Tobacco!
Unlike Jimmy Carter who's Nobel Peace Prize is a scam that gave Prince Salman
$777 Trillion from Miami, Cuba gas stations. Shinzo Abe Won’t Say if He
Nominated Trump for a Nobel Prize. Such an nomination would be in keeping with
the Japanese leader’s careful courting of the United States president. Critics said
it would be “shameful for Japan.” Oil Revenue War Crimes by Japan today will be a
lot more than shameful!

2-18-2019 India + Pakistan Ruling Caste fire bombed the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
again! "Kashmir Militants Strike Again, Killing at Least 4 Indian Soldiers in
Pulwama" after killing 44 last week.
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2-18-2019 $777 trillion worth of Turm-oil... Memorial Sloan Kettering’s Season of
Turmoil! Bone Saw Conflicts of interest for 9 million with cancer and no cure only
Crude Oil. Oppenheimer has a good reason he was fired by thousands of West
Point Generals.

2-18-2019 Star Wars Over the Counter updated - out with the old in with the
New Rx cough syrups, antibiotic cream with pain relief. "Evidence is sorely lacking
for the value of any over-the-counter remedy to treat most coughs."

2-18-2019 Verizon Cell unlimited and WiFi ready, Apple is not ready for this yet,
so that's not too much of a surprise! "TF Securities' Ming-Chi Kuo predicts Apple
will launch "three all-new design products," including a new MacBook Pro laptop with
either a 16-inch or 16.5-inch display, a new 31.6-inch 6k3k monitor and a Mac
Pro, according to the Feb. 17 note. Apple has already confirmed that it's building
a new Mac Pro desktop computer, so that's not too much of a surprise." iPhone
iDash Cam iTickets... Apple is not ready for this yet.

2-18-2019 Political, economic, bureaucratic, geographic and historic machinations
now at work will determine where the next giant telescope or next big particle
collider will be built. Laptop-toting physicists have been crisscrossing the oceans
between Japan, China and Europe, for the last decade trying to cajole colleagues
and their governments into pouring many billions of dollars into the future of
physics. By the time particles start zinging around any such machine, many of
these scientists will have retired. As Frederick Bordry, CERN’s director of
accelerators, said last year, I should have been spending Prince Salmans $777
Trillions of dollars not $777 Billion dollars on the gravity engine not smashing Top
Quarks for peanuts of Higgs. Jimmy Carter must be here! Jimmy Carter could of
been President at the time of the Gravity Engine invention. If not for Iran.
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2-18-2019 As Frederick Bordry, CERN’s director of accelerators, said last year,
“I’m working for the Prince Salman who owns Lake Geneva and Geneva.” $777
Trillion is a lot of money that's why the Prince wants another $777 Trillion from
Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups.

2-18-2019 Amazon's 1,001 ways to get 1 invention... coming soon as the Yale Key
West Medical School get's the Admirals Cut Bridge built at Margaritaville Resort.

2-17-2019 2019 Tax Return Question, does anyone in Saudi Arabia pay income
Tax? Hell No all taxes given to Saudi Arabia are from Gas Stations in Miami,
Cuba.

2-17-2019 Filing Taxes on your iPhone, Amazon 1 Click for Filing Taxes has AI
and access to all your income and expenses. This is truly 1 Click @ Star Wars.

2-17-2019 Karl Marx’s Tomb in London Is Splashed With Red Paint, no Splashed
with Crude BP Oil and money is pasted on the Oil. Russian Oil + Russian Flag Is
Unfurled on Cathedral's in London. Residents See a Morbid Prank that gives birth
defects and cancers to those in London. This stunt came two weeks before the
anniversary of a Russian nerve-agent attack on a former spy in the English city. BP
Oil Nerve-Agents are a mass murderers plague on London today and Yes Orwell
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would write about it but couldn't get the Nobel Novel pass Observers at 1984 HQ.

2-17-2019 1 million Land Minds in Yemen, 12 Trillion Galaxies in our New Universe!
In Hairan, Saudi-backed Yemeni soldiers showed off what they said were Houthi
land mines disguised as small boulders. The fake rocks are armed with motion
detectors that detonate the explosive when someone approaches. Key West Motion
Detectors on your Bike, Trike that call 911 as they are also armed with Motion
Detectors... well they would be for the bike thieves in Key West are more than a
million, grin. Orwell Lead Cops can't arrest even one Bike, Trike Thief in Key
West. Saudis + United Arab Emirates, have committed war crimes by conducting
airstrikes on Hospitals. Key West also on the Yale Key West Medical School with
25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships. “This is due to lack of capabilities,” Key
West + Yemen. Lack modern 'Mind' detectors such as 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects spelled out with specs and genius tutors. Starbucks
Yemen and Key West without the $12.5 million in iMac's in the Coffee Shop. Lack
of modern 'Mind' detectors is a mine field to Dr. Lisa Sanders in the Art of the
Diagnosis. Geneva UN employees must have gotten the wrong diagnosis for decades
same as Key West residents. From a dislocated shoulder to triple bypass. Bypassed
today is the gravity engine and Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. Million
mines there in Yemen and a million breast-ovary cancer dead in the USA the last
decades without the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Exodus to Invention Madness!
Dynasafe, which had brought in experienced specialists from around the world. No
not for Pink Cancers but mine's not Minds of famous British-American inventors no
one can think of in their minds reading this.

2-17-2019 With Trump’s Tough Deterrents, Many Universe Exodus Seekers are
Giving Up at NASA and Jew Hero HQ. Nation of Jews are all POW's via Jewish
Ruling Class instigating a War with Iran not a Exodus War Mobilization that will
bankrupt Mecca + Iran. Trump’s Attempt to Circumvent Alpha Centauri and Sirius;
how far into uncharted nearest Stars can we expose the Crimes against the
Universe? American Volunteers Fighting ISIS in Syria Worry About a U.S. Pullout,
not what is out there in 12 Trillion Galaxies. Risking Hell for money by those who's
Dark Matter has not been exposed as Scam News. NASA is not published in Arabic
for Saudi Arabia.
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2-17-2019 U.S. Military Starts Flying Aid for Venezuela to Colombia when the
Generals following orders know Venezuela has $777 Trillion in oil revenues... Critics
of letting them get another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues are stopped by land
minds!!

2-17-2019 Rejection of Amazon. Rejection of a MD Wife. Vegas is your City or
Yale Key West Medical School is your City. The Least Vegas Neighborhood in
Vegas. The most Yale Medical School City should be New Haven not Boston. 10K
medical school students on the New Duval Mall replacing alcoholics and obese
Restaurant addicts. Journalists Mandy Miles in Key West tops off Trump at 273
lbs. Will the Yale Key West Medical School Students arrive in Key West in Time
for Mandy Miles triple bypass and diabetic one leg Pirate Fantasy Fest? "A Man
Discovers He Has a Disease Most People Thought No Longer Existed" By LISA
SANDERS, M.D. Alcoholism will no longer exist in the USA when the 2019 Ford
WindmillCar is driven to the Yale Key West Medical School. Well when it's driven
to New Haven + Boston.

2-17-2019 Rejection of Amazon's 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with
specs and genius tutors to help you get started inventing!

2-17-2019 What are India's options against Pakistan after Kashmir attack?
Decades of Kashmire attacks and the highest Caste still drives the gas engine cars
from England not the 2019 Ford WindmllCAR's from the USA. India Options
against the Ruling Class Defy the Oxford Class in London fueling India with Oil and
Gas in the Age of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. A war crime all the world knows
about but can do nothing about.

2-17-2019 Perversions of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ go to 'Stomp' on your
soul and Universe. ‘Stomp’ Turns 25. Here Are 10 Things You Didn’t Know. There’s
more to the show than banging on a can. Ask George Lucas, Hillary Clinton — and
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the performer who’s been doing it for 20 years. Perverted 10 invention projects
you should have been brainstorming the last 25 years. Perverts have immunity
today. Why would the ruling class buy into these perversions?

2-17-2019 Remember Lee Radziwill Jackie Kennedy's sister drove a gas engine car
into Death. Her road is paved with Oil on Earth in a Universe we know nothing
about. Her stats as in the ruling class who gave us 'Animal Farm' and destroyed
the WindmillCAR for the mass of humanity yet the NY Times is 'Remembering Lee
Radziwill' without her buying the most expensive Ford WindmillCAR for Kennedy's!
Wellness diagnosis to the Rich + Famous points to Bone Saw Doctors who are not
really MD's but a Prince in Saudi Arabia who lives next door to Lee Radziwill and
the NY Times Editors.

2-17-2019 Men Who Can Do More Than 40 Push-Ups Far Less Likely To Develop
Heart Disease. A new study finds that men who can perform at least 40 push-ups
in one attempt are much less likely to suffer from heart disease and other
dangerous ... Invent a 1 Click Amazon link or iPhone App to get you started doing
1 Push-Up going for 40.

2-17-2019 Trump Declares a Star War's Invention Emergency; "You’re Addicted
to Plastic. Can You Go Cold Turkey?" "9 Ways to Cut Down on Plastic" by the NY
Times Greg turns into 9 ways to invent plastics. First think of all the new ways
Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts could use plastics then advance to Whole Foods. You
just invented Star Wars Plastics, Ha! All Microwavable of course. Bread in a
Plastic Container right into the microwave. What else? Plastic plywood and 2x4's.
Concrete Blocks made of Plastic. Roof. Sink. Bike and Car Tires. iPhone.

2-17-2019 Warrior Medical Emergency; Dr. Sarah Huckabee Sanders MD boss of
the White House Admiral MD's. Can you listen to her conversation of what she
diagnosed in their Warrior's Brain Cancer that counter attacks the cure of Breastwww.electricwindmillcar.com
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Ovary Cancers.

2-17-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; Monica Witt, a former U.S. Air
Force intelligence specialist. West Point Academy and Generals are not Soul-Mates
of Humanity. “At some point, she took an ideological left turn to become aligned
with the Persians.” Monica Witt, a former U.S. Air Force intelligence specialist not
a MD wanting to cure breast cancer. Dr. MD turned to become aligned with Rx
Pink Recipe to cure Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure hacking 4 Trillion Rx
Recipes all trade secrets not AF intelligence secrets but the cure for breast
cancer. Has Greg turned any George Orwell women to become MD's instead of
Generals and Admirals to cure Breast-Ovary Cancers? Ms. Witt, who was born in
El Paso, enlisted in the Air Force and entered active duty about eight months after
her 18th birthday, in 1997, just after the death of her mother. Slender, with
straight brown hair, she was quickly assigned to the crew of an RC-135 spy plane
— a jet packed with reconnaissance equipment. Assigned to the Yale Key West
Medical School and the Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD Los Alamos Breast Cancer
Manhattan Project. She first deployed to the Middle East in 2002, when she was
sent to Saudi Arabia. Does Gina have video of her in Saudi Arabia? She began a
roughly seven-month tour in Qatar. “She would talk about how she couldn’t sleep at
night, the stuff she saw and was a part of,” said Mr. Ellis. Ms. Witt, he
remembered, would mention drone strikes, extrajudicial killings and atrocities
against children, all of which she claimed her colleagues in the military would brag
about. She seemed distressed by what she called “gross incompetence” by her
superiors during her time abroad. Upon her return to Washington, she delivered
her capstone presentation before a panel of professors. Panel of Yale Key West
Medical School professors out of work here since 2011 when Greg flew into Key
West with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Mike Gravel, a former Democratic senator
from Alaska who attended the conference and himself met three times with Iranian
intelligence officials. Alaska's $777 Trillion in oil revenues and spray painted black
clouds of diesel in the traffic ahead. Ms. Witt did not make much of an impression
on some others who met her in Iran. Impression on the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ
who have driven by fiery wrecks world wide without stopping to end gas stations on
Earth driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca + Manhattan. Windfall of
100's of Trillions for Manhattan not Mecca and they still would not Drive the
WindmillCAR. A War Crime! In the months after the 2013 conference, Ms. Witt
was in close touch with Ms. Hashemi as she traveled to Afghanistan and elsewhere,
while she struggled to get a visa to return to Iran. Finally, on Aug. 28, when the
visa came through, Ms. Witt sent a message with a smiley-face emoji to Ms.
Hashemi, just as she was preparing to fly to Tehran. “I’m signing off and heading
out!” she wrote. “Coming home.” Follow Alan Blinder, Julie Turkewitz, Adam
Goldman on Twitter: @alanblinder; @JulieTurkewitz; @adamgoldmanNYT. Home @
the Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships all
paid for by money from Prince + King Salman they got from Miami, Cuba gas
station hold ups. Mar-a-Lago Medical School with another 25 Trump Towers.
Trump will donate his brain to Einstein Medical School. Monica Witt, a former U.S.
Air Force intelligence specialist not a MD, why?
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2-17-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; and Provokes a Constitutional
Clash, decision incited Ford at the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR HQ in a Federal
Protected Island off Key West.

2-17-2019 Inciting Prince Salman at Vail or Aspen which ever home he is in today.
Lauren Lovette to Be Artist in Residence at Vail + Aspen. Inventors in Residences
at Vail + Aspen working on getting the Jew Hero a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to drive
into Vail + Aspen. NY Times and Washington Post Editors know or have seen Prince
Salmans homes in Vail + Aspen without reporting this.

2-17-2019 Why have a Public Library that is not a Starbucks. $12.5 million
dollars worth of iMac's in Starbucks all waterproof and crumb resistant, grin!

2-16-2019 Trump’s Emergency Declaration Is the First Since 9/11

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; CIA told him Kim and Putin are
working to invent the Gravity Engine!
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2-16-2019 Pope Francis Declares a World-Wide Emergency; Gas Oil Money and he
Pope Francis Defrocks Theodore McCarrick, Ex-Cardinal Accused of Sexual Abuse.
The move by Pope Francis, announced by the Holy See on Saturday, was the first
time a cardinal or bishop in the United States has been laicized when there should
be 10's of thousands of Defrocked Priest + Bishop's just in the USA let alone
World Wide, millions! FBI Crimes Against Children have not been doing their job
for decades and decades because of Oil Money in the Trillions of dollars $$$.

2-16-2019 Hospital Ship Emergency; 'America's first millennial submarine' is also
its deadliest hunter-killer ever — step inside the USS South Dakota. Dakota was
built by the shipbuilder General Dynamics Electric Boat, whose workforce is more
than half millennial and should have been driving a 2019 Ford WindmillCar not a
Nuke sub. Navy Top Brass bombing Hospital Ships by building the USS South
Dakota. $$$. Laying down mines, the South Dakota not Einstein AI Minds to sail
the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. Rear Adm. Leonard C. Dollaga, commander of
the Undersea Warfighting Development Center said he sunk the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's and Yale Key West Hospital Ships. Sonar or radar ping can reveal a
sub's location, so the ships need to sit and listen quietly to safely line up a kill.
Jewish Aliens were killed by this Admiral. "60 Minutes" at CERN on Time is a God
Particle.

2-16-2019 Warrior Medical Emergency; Dr. Sarah Huckabee Sanders MD boss of
the White House Admiral MD's. Can you listen to her conversation of what she
diagnosed in their Warrior's Brain Cancer that counter attacks the cure of BreastOvary Cancers.

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; and Provokes a Constitutional
Clash, decision incited Ford at the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR HQ in a Federal
Protected Island off Key West.
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2-16-2019 Inciting Prince Salman at Vail or Aspen which ever home he is in today.
Lauren Lovette to Be Artist in Residence at Vail + Aspen. Inventors in Residences
at Vail + Aspen working on getting the Jew Hero a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR to drive
into Vail + Aspen. NY Times and Washington Post Editors know or have seen Prince
Salmans homes in Vail + Aspen without reporting this.

2-16-2019 Trump’s Emergency Declaration Is the First Since 9/11 to Authorize
Military Action. Here’s how President Trump’s border wall fits on the list of
emergency declarations.

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; violation of a presidential selfrestraint. 1984 Society barred the NY Times and Washington Post from front page
specs on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's superconductive super cold -254 C electric
turbine generators putting out trillions of volts and amps.

2-16-2019 Trump’s Rationale for a National Emergency Is Based on Bone Saw
Culture of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Emirates, Kuwait, Baghdad Oil revenues of $300
million a week when every Starbucks world wide needs $12.5 million for iMac's at
every table. Dangerous to say the least about 12 Trillion Galaxies when you don't
even know how gravity and time are generated.

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; Mr. Martin had worked at the
Henry Pratt Company’s industrial warehouse where valves and control devices used
in water and power systems are designed for about 20 years before he was let go
two weeks ago. The police said they believed that Mr. Martin had lost his job even
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more recently, on Friday. Friday, killing five workers and injuring five police
officers. Officials from Mueller Water Products, of which the Henry Pratt
Company is a subsidiary, issued a statement late Friday expressing shock and
sadness. “It’s a shame that mass shootings such as this have become commonplace
in our country,” Mayor Richard C. Irvin of Aurora said. “It’s a shame that a cold
and heartless offender would be so selfish as to think he has a right to take an
innocent life.” This is Trump Declares a National Emergency!!

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's;
Supreme Court to Heard Case, this is why we drive gas and diesel cars, a war
crime of course. Oil Men's Bone Saws limited advancements of 4 billion people for
decades and decades. This crime is unthinkable.

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; West Point Academy briefing
cadets on the Gravity Engine mobilization and what a Gravity Engine would mean for
Humanity.

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; West Point Academy and its Oil
Men Generals are Warriors paid by Prince Salman along with the teens in Yamen.
Wary Wife's and Daughters Try Not to Get Burned in a fiery wreck. Trump may
have the authority to throw away $$$ Trillions on a foolish Wall is itself
scandalous when Mexico Oil Men could make Mexicans richer than Citizens of
Qatar. Oil Men World Wide are not Soul-Mate of Humanity.

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; West Point Academy and
Generals are not Soul-Mates of Humanity. “At some point, she took an ideological
left turn to become aligned with the Persians.” Dr. MD turned to become aligned
with Rx Pink Recipe to cure Breast-Ovary Cancer. Has Greg turned any George
Orwell women to become MD's instead of Generals and Admirals to cure BreastOvary Cancers? Ms. Witt, who was born in El Paso, enlisted in the Air Force and
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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entered active duty about eight months after her 18th birthday, in 1997, just
after the death of her mother. Slender, with straight brown hair, she was quickly
assigned to the crew of an RC-135 spy plane — a jet packed with reconnaissance
equipment. Assigned to the Yale Key West Medical School and the Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer MD Los Alamos Breast Cancer Manhattan Project. She first deployed
to the Middle East in 2002, when she was sent to Saudi Arabia. Does Gina have
video of her in Saudi Arabia? She began a roughly seven-month tour in Qatar.
“She would talk about how she couldn’t sleep at night, the stuff she saw and was a
part of,” said Mr. Ellis. Ms. Witt, he remembered, would mention drone strikes,
extrajudicial killings and atrocities against children, all of which she claimed her
colleagues in the military would brag about. She seemed distressed by what she
called “gross incompetence” by her superiors during her time abroad. Upon her
return to Washington, she delivered her capstone presentation before a panel of
professors. Panel of Yale Key West Medical School professors out of work here
since 2011 when Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Mike
Gravel, a former Democratic senator from Alaska who attended the conference and
himself met three times with Iranian intelligence officials. Alaska's $777 Trillion in
oil revenues and spray painted black clouds of diesel in the traffic ahead. Ms.
Witt did not make much of an impression on some others who met her in Iran.
Impression on the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who have driven by fiery wrecks world
wide without stopping to end gas stations on Earth driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca + Manhattan. Windfall of 100's of Trillions for Manhattan
not Mecca and they still would not Drive the WindmillCAR. A War Crime! In the
months after the 2013 conference, Ms. Witt was in close touch with Ms. Hashemi
as she traveled to Afghanistan and elsewhere, while she struggled to get a visa to
return to Iran. Finally, on Aug. 28, when the visa came through, Ms. Witt sent a
message with a smiley-face emoji to Ms. Hashemi, just as she was preparing to fly
to Tehran. “I’m signing off and heading out!” she wrote. “Coming home.” Follow
Alan Blinder, Julie Turkewitz, Adam Goldman on Twitter: @alanblinder;
@JulieTurkewitz; @adamgoldmanNYT. Home @ the Yale Key West Medical School
with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships all paid for by money from Prince +
King Salman they got from Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups. Mar-a-Lago Medical
School with another 25 Trump Towers. Trump will donate his brain to Einstein
Medical School.

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; U.S. and Canada Oil Men Gas
Station Owners Warn Against Travel to Haiti as Violent Protests Continue.

2-16-2019 A robbery at a T-Mobile store this week, which ended in the tragic
death of a detective, is now as common as stickups at banks and bodegas. By
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JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN Joe Goldstein censored out gas stations. 71 robberies of
cellphone stores in New York City. In some cases, investigators believe the phones
are sold to fences who ship them overseas for resale. “We know they get shipped
— it could be to China, it could be to the Middle East — we see them go to many
countries,” Chief Shea said. There are signs that cellphone companies or retailers
are beginning to do more to stop robberies. For example, a box containing a
cellphone taken from a Verizon store in Queens during a robbery last April also
held a tracking device. Detective William J. Puskas, who is on the federal robbery
task force, said in an affidavit that officers were able to track the stolen phone
to a car, which eventually led to an arrest.

2-16-2019 4 Wife's made legal by Trump on the Day after Valentines Day 2019 Now Amazon has the idea of coming to the Key's. Buy a island off Key West or
get one of the Fed's Protected Islands for free... How could Amazon get a
Federal protected island off Key West, 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects a few the Fed's want for DOD or NASA etc. “For Amazon, the
commitment to build a new headquarters requires positive, collaborative
relationships with state and local elected officials who will be supportive over the
long-term.” Gravity Engine invented in the USA has been sold to a few white men
at 1984 HQ as they know Kim and Putin are working on this invention today.

2-16-2019 Backlash Bone Saw Gas + Oil Senators; Amazon’s Exit Forces a
Reckoning for N.Y. Political Leaders. Pressure applied by activists and many
elected officials led to Amazon pulling out of Queens, but a political backlash may
await them. By SHANE GOLDMACHER "For Once, Amazon Loses a Popularity
Contest" By KEVIN ROOSE This was a staged act by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ
the same 2 Who made Qatar the Richest City in the World not NYC. Look what
George Orwell has done to your quality of life living with t e Bone Saw Prince all
these decades of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in Queens also exited by Gravity's
Forces into Oil not Exodus into another Universe with Alpha Centauri. A Valentine
in Uncertain Times: as George Orwell didn't make marriage to 4 MD Wife's Legal
on Valentines Day when 40K Wife's will die from Breast-Ovary Cancers in 2019.
Mike Pence Lashes European Allies for Their Stance on going to war with Iran when
the World has the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's ready for Victory over Mecca and
Moslems in a One Day War (Drive) thanks to the Jew Hero! At 243 Pounds, Trump
Tips the Scale Into Obesity. $777 Trillion dollars in oil revenue Tips, no Tips for 4
Billion People even with $777 Trillion dollars. Oil Riches beyond belief and they
want to keep it all for themselves.
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2-16-2019 Amazon best selling book; FBI perks; sex in Saudi Arabia + Qatar
$$$. FRANK BRUNI "The Vatican’s Gay Overlords". A sensational new book mines
the Catholic Church’s sexual secrets. Will right-wing homophobes exploit it? By
FRANK BRUNI Amazon MD Yale Key West Medical School Sex book for Med
Student's will have Syphilis, STD's, the stats and Who gave Syphilis to Who
medical case history's published in this book.

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; Pope Defrocks Theodore
McCarrick, Ex-Cardinal Accused of Sexual Abuse. He Preyed on Men Who Wanted
to Be Priests. Then He Became a Cardinal. Men who wanted to become a MD were
prayed on by Pope Francis as Men who want to become a MD also want a Wife to
brainstorm MD conversations with.

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a National Emergency; Dialysis Is a Way of Life for
Many Older Patients. Maybe It Shouldn’t Be but you can't convince Trump to make
this a National Emergency!

2-16-2019 Trump Declares a Star War's Invention Emergency; "You’re Addicted
to Plastic. Can You Go Cold Turkey?" "9 Ways to Cut Down on Plastic" by the NY
Times Greg turns into 9 ways to invent plastics. First think of all the new ways
Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts could use plastics then advance to Whole Foods. You
just invented Star Wars Plastics, Ha!
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2-15-2019 Backlash Bone Saw Gas + Oil Senators; Amazon’s Exit Forces a
Reckoning for N.Y. Political Leaders. Pressure applied by activists and many
elected officials led to Amazon pulling out of Queens, but a political backlash may
await them. By SHANE GOLDMACHER "For Once, Amazon Loses a Popularity
Contest" By KEVIN ROOSE This was a staged act by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ
the same 2 Who made Qatar the Richest City in the World not NYC. Look what
George Orwell has done to your quality of life living with t e Bone Saw Prince all
these decades of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in Queens also exited by Gravity's
Forces into Oil not Exodus into another Universe with Alpha Centauri. A Valentine
in Uncertain Times: as George Orwell didn't make marriage to 4 MD Wife's Legal
on Valentines Day when 40K Wife's will die from Breast-Ovary Cancers in 2019.
Mike Pence Lashes European Allies for Their Stance on going to war with Iran when
the World has the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's ready for Victory over Mecca and
Moslems in a One Day War (Drive) thanks to the Jew Hero! At 243 Pounds, Trump
Tips the Scale Into Obesity. $777 Trillion dollars in oil revenue Tips, no Tips for 4
Billion People even with $777 Trillion dollars. Oil Riches beyond belief and they
want to keep it all for themselves.

2-15-2019 Amazon best selling book; FBI perks; sex in Saudi Arabia + Qatar
$$$. FRANK BRUNI "The Vatican’s Gay Overlords". A sensational new book mines
the Catholic Church’s sexual secrets. Will right-wing homophobes exploit it? By
FRANK BRUNI Amazon MD Yale Key West Medical School Sex book for Med
Student's will have Syphilis, STD's, the stats and Who gave Syphilis to Who
medical case history's published in this book.

2-15-2019 Oh FBI perks $$$ to keep them safe. Rule of Law has been ordered
to sit! Gravity of the Expanding Universe in all Directions Galaxy's Fly into Space
faster than the day before. FBI the ones who ride in chauffeured government
cars, stopping at the Miami, Cuba gas stations. FBI officials can create losers on
all sides as Jewish Aliens at Alpha Centauri and Pink Women Protesting at
Starbucks for their Pink Latte Cure want the FBI's Blood Money into the Trillions
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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of Dollars since they started guarding Jimmy Carter.

2-15-2019 FBI perks; sex in Saudi Arabia. F.B.I. Opens Inquiry Into Ryan
Adams’s Explicit Communications With an Underage Fan. The musician denies that
he had inappropriate online sexual communications “with someone he knew was
underage.” Agents from the Crimes Against Children Squad will seek to interview
the woman. FBI in Qatar, Agents from the Crimes Against Sex with Children Squad
know Damn well they are having sex with the Prince. Prince Salman had sex with
Children the day he meet Trump in Saudi Arabia. Gas engine of inequality with no
iPhone iDash Cam iCops inside your car, iTickets, no DUI deaths as the engine will
not start for drunks. Mayor of NYC Amazon’s said competitors have a great track
record of seeing the future more clearly than Jeff Bezos. Mayor of NYC has a
Swiss Bank Account marked Secret like the Secret file on the cover of Greg's
Amazon books!

2-15-2019 ...Oil Men at 1984 HQ done tremendous damage,” “They should be
held accountable for this lost economic opportunity.” NYC richer than Qatar via
$777 Trillion. This is not science fiction or a Utopian Hemingway Novel but real
cash of $777 Trillion. Starbucks + Amazon, they could have helped the city
diversify its economy and leverage the power of a tech giant to help solve big
problems with 1 Click Amazon links to IP invention projects and iMac Computer labs
in Starbucks costing $12.5 million each store. Defense Priorities, a foreign policy
think tank that has zero iMac's @ $18,384 each. Reasoning to put Microsoft in
the Public Domain by Defense Priorities, a foreign policy think tank.

2-15-2019 Police shootings may shed light on why officers responding to a robbery
on Tuesday fired 42 bullets to stop a suspect at T-Mobile, accidentally killing a
detective in the process. Police Shootings at 100's of gas stations in Miami, Cuba
didn't happen or were censored in the News. But to me is seems more likely at a
gas station than T-Mobile as gas stations are were the money is at not T-Mobile.
So why did they need to shoot so many times 42... Seven officers fired 42 rounds
in 11 seconds. Their target was a 27-year-old man suspected of robbing a TMobile store. Eight of the bullets knocked down the suspect.
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2-15-2019 Long Island City, Queens, the site of the now-abandoned plans for
expansion Amazon. Now Amazon has the idea of coming to the Key's. Buy a island
off Key West of get one of the Fed's Protected Islands for free... How could
Amazon get a Federal protected island off Key West, 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects a few the Fed's want for DOD or NASA etc. “For
Amazon, the commitment to build a new headquarters requires positive,
collaborative relationships with state and local elected officials who will be
supportive over the long-term.” Gravity Engine invented in the USA has been sold
to a few white men at 1984 HQ as they know Kim and Putin are working on this
invention today. Amazon's Valentine’s Day breakup caused by NYC George Orwell
Observers watching out for No One just destroying the Windmill with
Supercondutivity of trillions of volts and amps. Just like George Orwell's Animal
Farm book that does sell on Amazon and will help inspire someone to get the
Gravity Engine and Pink Latte.

2-15-2019 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues; Mr. Trump’s critics had raised questions
about his erratic behavior and mental state, Prince Salman, and others in Texas
and even Jimmy Carter at a poor Peanut Plantation that is not a Rich Oil Field have
a mental state infected by the thoughts of $777 Trillion dollars. Military doctors
said there was no evidence that Mr. Trump suffered from any mental issues that
would prevent him from performing his duties in office. Duties in a Universe of 12
Trillion Galaxies should be Exodus by the Jews! Trump plans to declare a emergency
to build a Wall in Mexico not the Universe. National Emergency is the gas engine
cars and gas stations in Miami, Cuba. I bought you 'Time' worth Trillions as a
CERN particle Time is the new God Particle while CERN figures out how to build
the gravity engine. We are out of time but not money with the Windmill Fall of
Prince Salman's Trillions of dollars for the USA.

2-15-2019 WHO at the UN can accuse France of diesel birth defects; The
Vatican’s envoy to France is under investigation after an employee of Paris City
Hall accused him of sexual assault.
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2-15-2019 Nobel Peace Prize wasted on Jimmy Carter then stifled for decades
for the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. In December, the team was awarded a contract
from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, or Darpa, the federal
agency that funds the development of technologies of interest to the U.S.
military. Darpa, is particularly interested in protein-based therapies to stall
bleeding and tissue death in traumatic injuries. Inspiration from the proteins that
they think let hearty water bears cheat time by decelerating their biology.
Inspiration from Valentines Day with 4 MD Wife's writing a Medical Invention
Nobel Novel at the Hemingway House in Key West on an iMac with a 18 Core CPU
by Intel and 1 Click links by Amazon that is not a Google Search for invention
specs.

2-15-2019 Why have a Public Library that is not a Starbucks. Blood Money perks
go to the City Employees not to Starbucks. WindmillCAR Hell at 1984 HQ. Bone
Saw killings of Jimmy Carters grandchildren from the spray painted black clouds of
diesel in the traffic ahead passing a fiery wreck. This is why they are infected by
WindmillCAR Hell. Yet they carry on at the Post Office. Amazon would be the
Library of the Post Office once the Postal trucks were Windmill Postal Trucks with
perks, well invented accessories. NY Times Time Travel is 84 Gas Station Hole Ups
in Miami and Miami Beach, Cuba. There has not been a single gas station hold up in
Qatar or Saudi Arabia. Public Library in Saudi Arabia + Qatar has never been a
front page story in the NY Times. Starbucks as the New Public Library in the USA
would be a front page article in the Times!

2-15-2019 “Why in the world would anyone want Margaritaville Resort to open a
bridge over Admiral’s Cut, why would the city want to make it easier for cruise
ship passengers to get a triple bypass heart diagnosis before sudden death? Long
hours on a Carnival Ship could save your life with a triple bypass diagnosis.
Admirals have cut the bridge to the Yale Key West's 25 Hospital Ships docked at
Truman Park. Admiral has $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, riches beyond belief.

2-15-2019
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Answering big questions often requires scientists and institutions to pool resources
and data, whether the research involves detecting gravitational waves in deep
space, or sorting out the genetics of brain cancer development. But that shift has
prompted scientists to examine the relative merits of small groups versus large
ones. Is super sizing research projects the most efficient way to advance
knowledge? What is gained and what, if anything, is lost? 4 Wife's made legal by
Trump on Valentines Day 2019.

2-14-2019 Ford Gravity Engine Car Driven through a Black Hole with the Gravity
Force Fields set to High. "Love is full of extreme inventions points.”

2-14-2019 Valentines Day 2019. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, You can check her
heart for any Heart Attack or Cardiac Arrest Risk with a formula from Dr. Lisa
Sanders at the Yale Key West Medical School. She might be at the Hemingway
House Writing Class looking at the Amazon Heart shaped book on Art of the
Diagnosis.
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2-14-2019 In the 17th century the French mathematician and philosopher René
Descartes built a bridge between the algebraic and geometric realms when he
devised the Cartesian system of coordinates. (He also classified six primitive
passions: wonder and love, hatred and desire, sadness and joy.)

2-14-2019 In this century the French French Oil Men have build 40,000 Trump
Towers for Qatar not Yale-Paris Medical schools for Breast-Ovary Cancers. 100
year war against England takes on a new connotation with Breast-Ovary cancers on
the battlefields of both sides and the leaders Elite are both Oil Men 1 at BP Oil
and 1 at French Total Oil Company. $$$.

2-14-2019 Heart; In physics, it’s a point with an infinite value. In Medical School
Heart is an Pump in need of a ripple bypass as the Governments of George Orwell
bypassed the best diets for the masses to make more money. In general relativity,
a singularity is the heart of a black hole from which one would never emerge. In IP
invention projects you can drive your 2019 Ford Gravity Engine Car through a Black
Hole with the Gravity Force Fields set to High. "Love is full of extreme points.”
Breast Cancer Cell Mathematically, resolving a singularity means smoothing over the
problematic peaks in a surface, but this often requires jumping to a higher
dimension. $7 Trillion dollars for this Math Formula. Prince Salman told Trump
about his Math for a new Star Wars Saudi City in the Desert with Trump Towers.
Cancer Cells rendering real-life objects. Cancer Cells reverse engineering. Nothing
says ‘I love you’ like a customizable algebraic equation. IP invention projects, 1,001
IP.

2-14-2019 Nothing Can Prepare You for Life With Live Streaming Jewish Aliens at
Alpha Centauri, grin!

2-14-2019 Ford Gravity Engine Car Driven through a Black Hole with the Gravity
Force Fields set to High. "Love is full of extreme inventions points.”
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2-14-2019 Valentines Day 2019. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 4 legal wife's. Nothing
Can Prepare You for Life With Live Streaming Jewish Aliens at Alpha Centauri,
grin! Or 1 Click Amazon IP invention project...

2-14-2019 Valentines Day 2019. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 4 legal wife's.
WindmillCAR's; U.S. Revives Secret Program to Sabotage Iranian Missiles and
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. US Sabotaged the Jew Driver Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan for total victory over Iran, this is a war
crime! Jew Hero's are not deterred by any setbacks by the 2 White Men at 1984
HQ as Exodus is God Sent. Bone Saws in the road to Mecca and Manhattan Jew
Hero is looking into inventing the Gravity Engine while the US works brainstorming
secret Iran Missiles. NASA Mars Rover, friendly fire shot up a fleet of NASA
Super Shuttles in a 100 Car Train. NASA Top Brass was given Casino Chips for the
Qatar-Trump Casino. Trump videoconfercening his Saudi Prince Salman said
shutting down of all gas stations world wide would be terrible for his $777 Trillion
in gas station revenues for 2019. House Votes to Halt Aid for Saudi Arabia’s War
in Yemen, and birth defects from gas engine exhaust. Oil flows from Mexico
Trumps was can't stop this. Humanitarian Aid Stalls, Testing Venezuela’s
Opposition HQ's at Miami, Cuba gas stations not the Yale Key West Medical
School. Trump Confidant, Apologizes for Remarks Defending Saudis Over Killing of
Jimmy Carter's grandchildren in Georgia via birth defects and cancers from diesel.
Apple and Google Urged to Dump Saudi App That Lets Men Track Women and kill
them. Homeland Security refused to install the iPhone GPS App that Tracks Women
to save their lives. They Instigate War when they have the secret 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR.

2-14-2019 U.S. Revives Secret Program to Sabotage Iranian Missiles and Rockets
The covert attacks on aerospace supply chains are meant to cripple Iran’s missile
fleets. Iranian leaders maintain they are not deterred by any setbacks not
deterred by any setbacks." By DAVID E. SANGER and WILLIAM J.
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2-14-2019 Valentines Day 2019. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 4 legal wife's! A
Locked Door, a Fire and 41 Girls Killed as Police Stood By. Guatemalan officers
stood by for nine minutes as the fire raged at a government-run home. Fire in
fiery wrecks Hell of a lot more than 41 just for today. It was the culmination of a
long history of abuse. USA's long history of fiery wrecks everyone drives by
without stopping to put out gas stations world wide. For decades the FBI stood by
fiery wrecks keeping the blood money government perks from gas stations flowing
into their direct deposit account. Fire and 41 Girls Killed as Police Stood By.
Guatemalan. Fire in fiery wrecks Hell of a lot more than 41 just for today. Yes
there will be fiery wrecks on Valentine's Day. Yes they will bring flowers for her
grave. Grave crime of not giving her a New 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with hearts for
Valentines Day. Prince Philip, 97, Won’t Face Charges Over Fiery Car Crash,
Prosecutors Say. He just drove by this Fiery Car Crash hours before he crashed
into the women driver and neither car exploded into a ball of flames. Oil Men have
“a sickness” that is also a War Crime! Prince Phillip and Harry own a percent of BP
Oil and let them sell gasoline when the 2019 Ford WindMillCAR's are the Rx Cure
in a Rx Recipe. iMac at London Starbucks with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects aims to Cure Bone Saw Mentality that let Putin high five Prince
Salman after the killing, in public not just at 1984 HQ. Gina at the CIA was
warned not to High Five Putin as his newly invented nerve agent activates in 84
hours.

2-14-2019 Front Page NY Times # of children who died in traffic accidents this
year 2019. 14 Children Died in the Parkland Shooting. Nearly 1,200 Have Died
From Guns Since. For the project “Since Parkland,” teenage journalists wrote
profiles for every child by gun violence in the year since the Florida school
shooting. By ADEEL HASSAN Adeel Hassan was told to use kids killed by guns not
cars! By Jennifer Steinhauer "I took the veterans affairs beat at the end of last
year and quickly found that veterans — and those who care for them — are eager
to share experiences and to engage." By JENNIFER STEINHAUER Jennifer will
not engage any Vet who's job was to keep the oil revenue of $300 million a week
from Baghdad flowing to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, this 2 White men and
their inner circle are Yale and Harvard Alumni. "F.B.I. Learned of Gunman’s
Hatred of Women Months Before Attack at Yoga Studio. According to the police,
the bureau had received a tip about Scott P. Beierle, who killed two women and
himself in the attack, but there was not enough information to act on." By EMILY
S. RUEB 19,000 murders in 2019 and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have no
reason to Mobilize for War as Baghdad Desert Storm is over.

2-14-2019 Valentines Day 2019. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 4 legal wife's! The
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Perfect Valentine? A Math Formula, A Einstein AI App for the Rx Pink Recipe,
Trump makes Valentine's Day a Day to Brainstorm 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade
secrets to get the Rx Pink Recipe for the Pink Latte Cure of all Breast-Ovary
cancers in every stage in 8 days. Nothing says ‘I love you’ like a customizable
algebraic equation.

2-14-2019 Valentines Day 2019. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 4 legal wife's! You can
stretch and squeeze the heart by moving the two left-most sliders, which change
the “a” and “b” parameters; the right-most slider zooms in and out.

2-14-2019 Valentines Day 2019. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, You can check her
heart for any Heart Attack or Cardiac Arrest Risk with a formula from Dr. Lisa
Sanders at the Yale Key West Medical School. She might be at the Hemingway
House Writing Class looking at the Amazon Heart shaped book on Art of the
Diagnosis.

2-14-2019 In the 17th century the French mathematician and philosopher René
Descartes built a bridge between the algebraic and geometric realms when he
devised the Cartesian system of coordinates. (He also classified six primitive
passions: wonder and love, hatred and desire, sadness and joy.)

2-14-2019 In this century the French French Oil Men have build 40,000 Trump
Towers for Qatar not Yale-Paris Medical schools for Breast-Ovary Cancers. 100
year war against England takes on a new connotation with Breast-Ovary cancers on
the battlefields of both sides and the leaders Elite are both Oil Men 1 at BP Oil
and 1 at French Total Oil Company. $$$.
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2-14-2019 Heart; In physics, it’s a point with an infinite value. In Medical School
Heart is an Pump in need of a triple bypass as the Governments of George Orwell
bypassed the best diets for the masses to make more money. In general relativity,
a singularity is the heart of a black hole from which one would never emerge. In IP
invention projects you can drive your 2019 Ford Gravity Engine Car through a Black
Hole with the Gravity Force Fields set to High. "Love is full of extreme points.”
Breast Cancer Cell Mathematically, resolving a singularity means smoothing over the
problematic peaks in a surface, but this often requires jumping to a higher
dimension. $7 Trillion dollars for this Math Formula. Prince Salman told Trump
about his Math for a new Star Wars Saudi City in the Desert with Trump Towers.
Cancer Cells rendering real-life objects. Cancer Cells reverse engineering. Nothing
says ‘I love you’ like a customizable algebraic equation. IP invention projects, 1,001
IP.

2-14-2019 IRS in Qatar; 30 million people in the USA may get a tax bill, not a
refund, this year—here are 3 steps to take if you're one of them...

2-14-2019 Valentines Day again and again; Three fatalities reported in fiery 5vehicle crash on I-65 South. A tractor trailer being driven by Roger Woody was
traveling in the left lane, approaching the slowed traffic. Woody failed to slow his
vehicle for the stopped traffic. His vehicle then collided with the rear of Glenn
Cardelli's RV. This caused a chain reaction, pushing Cardelli’s RV into the back of
John Mumma's vehicle. As a result of the collision, Glenn Cardelli, 57, his wife
Kathryn L. Cardelli, 57 and John Mumma, 67, were all killed in the crash.

2-14-2019 41 Girls Killed as Police Stood By. Guatemalan officers stood by for
nine minutes as the fire raged at a government-run home. Fire in fiery wrecks Hell
of a lot more than 41 just for today in the USA.
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2-14-2019 iMac Computer Lab $12.5 million, Hell No. Morgan Library & Museum
Announces $12.5 Million Exterior Renovation. After spending millions working to
renovate and expand the complex’s interior, the Morgan shifts to revamp the
historic library’s facade. iMac Computer Lab $12.5 million, for every Starbucks
world wide, the Public Library's iMac are moved to Starbucks @ Star Wars Exodus
into the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies for just $12.5 million, grin. Jewish Elite
are working on instigating a war with Iran Today instead of working on Exodus iMac
Computer labs for 100's of millions of Jews world wide. By Bret Stephens "Iran’s
40 Years of Darkness" is the light of the Jew Hero POW Killed for Driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan.

2-14-2019 Emirates, the Dubai-based airline, was Airbus’s main customer for the
jumbo jet, with a fleet of more than 100, but the airline has scaled back its plans
and will take delivery of just 14 more over the next two years. A380 “Make no
mistake: There are plenty of countries out there who would love to build the wings
for Airbus aircraft,” Build iMac Computer Labs at every Starbucks in TOULOUSE,
France — Airbus will cease production of its mammoth A380 passenger jet, an
engineering marvel that nevertheless couldn’t keep up with shifts in the way people
fly to IP invention projects, 1,001 at Starbucks iMac Computer Labs with 1 Click
Amazon links to specs with genius tutors to get you flying for IP invention projects
on an iMac with 18 Core CPU's Xeon's! Trumps Bone Saw Madness said Hell No to
Starbucks Japan iMac Computer labs as the $500 million will go for troops.
President Trump said that he had made South Korea pay $500 million more for
U.S. troops there. The deal said otherwise... if the coup for the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR flys Emirates to bankrupt Moslems world wide.

2-14-2019 Correction; when married to 4 Wifes; A chemistry laboratory at the
Sorbonne, in Paris, around 1900. Psychologists have found that people generate
more ideas when working alone or in smaller groups. Correction; when married to 4
Wifes; Einstein's 99% inspiration and Godsent Miracle of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR Jimmy Carter gave to Mecca not his Wife on Valentines Day 1980. A
Sin!

2-14-2019 4 Wife's made legal by Trump on Valentines Day 2019 - Answering big
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questions often requires scientists and institutions to pool resources and data,
whether the research involves detecting gravitational waves in deep space, or
sorting out the genetics of brain cancer development. But that shift has prompted
scientists to examine the relative merits of small groups versus large ones. Is
supersizing research projects the most efficient way to advance knowledge? What
is gained and what, if anything, is lost? 4 Wife's made legal by Trump on
Valentines Day 2019

2-14-2019 Los Alamos Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD - Large consortium's are still
important drivers of progress, but they are best suited to confirming or
consolidating novel findings, rather than generating them.

2-14-2019 West Point - Large teams have clout; they typically include a number
of prominent Generals and Admirals who would and did kill off all of NASA's
Rocket Scientists and going 400 Times faster than the speed of light in a NY
Times Editorial and front page article. NASA vs West Point; “Think of it like
venture capitalists do,” he said. “They expect a 5 percent success rate, and they
try to minimize the correlation between the business they fund. They have a
portfolio, one that gives them a higher risk-tolerance level, and also higher
payoffs.” Aliens!

2-14-2019 Valentines Day 2019. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 4 legal wife's for
Jimmy Carter; Love Story with his wife... Rosalynn. Soul-Mate's for trillions of
years. Paradise Lost to the Navy! "Tiny Love Stories: ‘Feeling Hopeless About
Marriage. On Valentine’s Day! ’Modern Love in miniature, featuring readersubmitted stories of no more than 100 words." 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat art of the
diagnosis for Bone Saw murderers in War not joining the war on the Pink Cancer.
Dead from Pink Cancers litter the battlefields and are censored from front page
pictures in the Times and Post. Breast Cancer Tumor coming through the breast
picture was rejected by the publisher of the NY Times for the front page on
Valentines Day 2019 because he had no desire to marry a women MD let alone 4
MD Wives Coup D'Etat.
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2-14-2019 Air Pollution at Jimmy Carters plantation killed many children and no
arrest. "My Father Faces the Death Penalty. This Is Justice in Saudi Arabia. The
kingdom’s judiciary is being pushed far from any semblance of the rule of law and
due process." By ABDULLAH ALAOUDH Prince Salman should imprison him at
Jimmy Carters Peanut plantation with pollution in the air. The Georgia Mothers
Who Wants to Put Air Pollution on Her Daughter’s Death Certificate and Jimmy
Carter as the Bone Saw killer!! He did it for $777 Trillion in Oil Money.

2-14-2019 Jeff Bezos next generation of Amazon IP invention projects... 1 Click
links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors for you to get
started on the Invention Novel at the Hemingway House Writing class on iApple
apps, iMac Computer Labs at Starbucks world wide!

2-14-2019 Democrats’ 2020 Choice: Do They Want a Fighter or a Healer? They
Want Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos with many Manhattan Projects, cure
Pink Cancers and go 400 times faster than light talking to Aliens.

2-13-2019 Valentines Day 2019. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 4 legal wife's for
Jimmy Carter; Love Story with his wife... Rosalynn. Soul-Mate's for trillions of
years. Paradise Lost to the Navy! "Tiny Love Stories: ‘Feeling Hopeless About
Marriage. On Valentine’s Day! ’Modern Love in miniature, featuring readersubmitted stories of no more than 100 words." 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat art of the
diagnosis for Bone Saw murderers in War not joining the war on the Pink Cancer.
Dead from Pink Cancers litter the battlefields and are censored from front page
pictures in the Times and Post. Breast Cancer Tumor coming through the breast
picture was rejected by the publisher of the NY Times for the front page on
Valentines Day 2019 because he had no desire to marry a women MD let alone 4
MD Wives Coup D'Etat.
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2-13-2019 Amazon 1 Click 1,001 IP invention projects is blocked today by
Trump's executive order, blocked is also the Hemingway House Writing Class IP
invention projects invention novels in Key West.

2-13-2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders before and after a Rx Recipe Cure All for Leprosy
Latte at Starbucks, vaccine in the drinking water too at Star Wars. Before
Hutchin started his training in dermatology, he spent two years in surgery,
specializing in operations on the head and neck. His fingers recognized the bumpy
linear structure he felt in the man’s neck as some kind of swelling of the great
auricular nerve — the pipeline carrying sensory information from the ear and
surrounding skin back to the spine. If the swelling compressed that nerve, that
would explain why the man’s ear and face felt numb. The combination of this
growth on the skin and the involvement of the nerve tissue suggested one disease in
particular. A Scary-Sounding Diagnosis.“Have you ever heard of Hansen’s disease?”
Hutchin asked the patient. When the man shook his head, Hutchin explained that it
was the polite name for an old disease — leprosy. That 'Pink' circle on his cheek
was from leprosy. He didn’t like seeing that spot every time he looked in the
mirror, and his wife was sure it was something bad. It took his MD years to
diagnosis it as leprosy. 200,000 patients from Saudi Arabia coming to the USA in
2019 how many may have leprosy? Homeland MD Security scans millions, how many
did they miss withy leprosy? Next article by Dr. Lisa Sanders, grin! “Can you take
a look at this?” the 50-year-old man asked his wife. Standing in front of the
bathroom mirror in his home outside Asheville, N.C., he turned his head and
touched an area on his cheek just in front of his ear. He could feel the smooth,
slightly raised surface, but it was on the side of his face, in a spot that was hard
for him to see. It was slightly pink, about the size of a 50-cent piece, with
irregular borders. “Where did that come from?” his wife asked as she turned his
head to get a better look. It didn’t hurt, he told her. In fact, that whole part of
his face, right up to the middle of his ear, was kind of numb.' Doctor visit after
Doctor Visit; But it was on my face, and I wasn’t having that. I’m just too vain to
let that go.” ...don't let 'that' go after reading this!

2-13-2019 Amazon 1 Click 1,001 IP invention projects is blocked today by
Trump's executive order, blocked is also the Hemingway House Writing Class IP
invention projects invention novels in Key West.
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2-13-2019 Congress Poised to Help Veterans Exposed to ‘Burn Pits’ Over Decades
of War - Jimmy Carter's grandchildren have been exposed to the same 'Burn Pits'
over Decades of diesel and gas engine cars in Georgia, USA in the Childrens war
with a Bone Saw Prince and his Prince Trump.

2-13-2019 WHO at the UN knew about 'Burn Pits' and diesel exhaust these MD's
must have gotten $1 Trillion in Blood Money and they are UN Employees $$$ Oh
Yes Perks too.

2-13-2019 $777 Trillion; Greed Among Bone Saw Owners in the USA has
Increased... Oil Greed. Smaller Tax Refunds Surprise Those Expecting More
Relief. Many early filers under President Trump’s tax plan are surprised that their
refunds are smaller or that they owe the I.R.S., even as their tax burdens have
declined.

2-13-2019 Jew Hero Coup Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and
Manhattan, a coup; 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat to Win Israel WW III with a
WindmillCAR. Turkey’s Mass Trials Deepen Wounds Left by Attempted Coup.
Attempted Coup by Jews Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCar's!

2-13-2019 Trump’s Trade War Leaves American Whiskey on the Rocks of Death
and Torture of Alcoholism diseases. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat to Win this decades
old Whiskey War with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Whiskey Lock Out iPhone Dash
cams iCop in your car with Whiskey motion detectors.

2-13-2019 Why Amazon Is Caught in an Moving In Unexpected Brawl in New York
so Amazon knows the Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers is
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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sailing to the Keys. Let Amazon Move to Key West in a Star Wars Tower with
Ocean Breeze on the 55 Floor wrap around porch...

2-13-2019 Pope Francis the Last Pope, Putin the Last Russian Oil Czar! "The
overall situation will “test both Marty Baron and Jeff Bezos,” Kyle Pope, the editor
and publisher of The Columbia Journalism Review, said in an email, referring to The
Post’s executive editor. Mr. Bezos gets “good marks so far,” Mr. Pope said, but
“the truth is that the rules of journalism are not baked into his bones; it’s
something he’s going to have to learn, at a very stressful and trying time.” Donald
Graham, whose family had owned The Washington Post for almost 80 years before
he sold it to Mr. Bezos; Bone Saw's Oil Company's have been around for 80 years.
Today they would all be dead. No Gas Stations on Earth if the Post and Times
didn't take Blood Money from Prince Salman to stay open. A War Crime. The Wall
Street Journal, said it should have been made clearer to readers that $777
Trillion dollars in oil revenues is a lot of money... more than even Pope Francis
could refuse to murder, give children birth defects and cancers from diesel.

2-13-2019 Pope Francis infidelity with Bone Saw Oil Gods was “money motivated,”
designed to enrich the Catholic Church as the riches of Mecca did this to the Pope
lost in the Ruins of Rome's homeless and poverty via gas stations on every block.

2-13-2019 His personal project, Blue Origin, describes its mission as “building a
road to space so our children can build the future.” $777 Trillion and 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's a Star Wars Car is needed for Exodus and of course a Jew Hero
who is held POW today.

2-13-2019 Videoconferencing Bone Saw Killers; Putin is a Killer Trump said over
and over again and again. Trump didn't say this was a Videoconferencing Bone Saw
Killers; click of World Leaders cheering on everyone's Bone Saw killing!
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2-13-2019 Videoconferencing eavesdropping on Jewish Aliens at Alpha Centauri will
be a killing of all the Bone Saws World Leaders.

2-13-2019 Women Sue Yale Over a Fraternity Culture They Say Enables
Harassment. Women at the Yale Medical School will Sue to take over the Yale
Campus for the Medical School. Bone Saw War Crimes by Yale Alumni will win the
case. Along with the Rx Pink Recipe for a Breast Cancer Starbucks Latte Cure.

2-13-2019 Trump, No Stranger to Jewish Stereotypes, Rejects the Jew Hero
Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan for Victory over
Muslims and gas station owners World Wide.

2-13-2019 Ex-Boyfriend Arrested in Death of Woman Found in Suitcase. Trump
killed her, 19,000 women in 2019. Homeland Security is immune, Pentagon in the
Baghdad Palace have their daily routings for today. Light years away Friends and
relatives of Valerie Reyes, a slain 24-year-old sales clerk whose body was
discovered in a suitcase, lit candles during a vigil in New Rochelle, N.Y. Homeland
Security Top Brass refused to read the this Times article. A former boyfriend of
a young bookstore clerk whose body was stuffed into a suitcase and dumped in a
wooded lot in Greenwich, Conn., has been arrested in connection with her death,
the police said on Tuesday. The man, Javier da Silva, was taken into custody at
his home in Queens on Monday night after he used an A.T.M. card that belonged
to the victim, Valerie Reyes, 24, of New Rochelle, N.Y., the authorities said...
review of hundreds of hours of surveillance footage! iPhone GPS tracking? Ms.
Reyes was a clerk at a Barnes & Noble store in Scarsdale, N.Y., GPS tracking of
all women, Microsoft, Amazon, Pentagon. Homeland Security, 19K hits in 2019.
And they refuse to track as Saudi Terrorists are at large. Mr. da Silva is a
citizen of both Portugal and Venezuela, his lawyer told a federal magistrate judge,
Lisa Margaret Smith, during a hearing on Tuesday afternoon. His immigration
status was unclear. 19,000 Dozens of relatives, friends, co-workers and former
teachers of Ms. Reyes arrived at a funeral home in New Rochelle in the blowing
snow. "F.B.I. Learned of Gunman’s Hatred of Women Months Before Attack at
Yoga Studio. According to the police, the bureau had received a tip about Scott P.
Beierle, who killed two women and himself in the attack, but there was not enough
information to act on." By EMILY S. RUEB 19,000 murders in 2019 and the 2
White Men at 1984 HQ have no reason to Mobilize for War as Baghdad Desert
Storm is over.
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2-13-2019 Amazon 1 Click IP invention projects 1,001. Administration Readies
Order to Keep China Out of Wireless Networks. A long-awaited executive order
would block technology from adversarial powers, including China, from superfast
next-generation networks.

2-13-2019 Amazon 1 Click 1,001 IP invention projects is blocked today by
Trump's executive order, blocked is also the Hemingway House Writing Class IP
invention projects invention novels in Key West.

2-13-2019 Nothing Can Prepare You for Life With Live Streaming Jewish Aliens at
Alpha Centauri, grin!

2-13-2019 Star Wars 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's clear roads and highways in a
snow storm via heating elements. So the Times censored this in its snow tires
article. "What’s on Your Car? Winter Tires, We Hope. All-season tires can indeed
be driven all year, but for maximum control and safety, there’s no substitute for
tires that provide strong traction in snow. Here’s why you need them." By
NORMAN MAYERSOHN

2-13-2019 Air Pollution at Jimmy Carters plantation killed many children and no
arrest. "My Father Faces the Death Penalty. This Is Justice in Saudi Arabia. The
kingdom’s judiciary is being pushed far from any semblance of the rule of law and
due process." By ABDULLAH ALAOUDH Prince Salman should imprison him at
Jimmy Carters Peanut plantation with pollution in the air. The Georgia Mothers
Who Wants to Put Air Pollution on Her Daughter’s Death Certificate and Jimmy
Carter as the Bone Saw killer!! He did it for $777 Trillion in Oil Money.
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2-13-2019 Valentines Day 2019. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, 4 legal wife's for
Jimmy Carter; Love Story with his wife... Rosalynn. Soul-Mate's for trillions of
years. Paradise Lost to the Navy! "Tiny Love Stories: ‘Feeling Hopeless About
Marriage. On Valentine’s Day! ’Modern Love in miniature, featuring readersubmitted stories of no more than 100 words." 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat art of the
diagnosis for Bone Saw murderers in War not joining the war on the Pink Cancer.
Dead from Pink Cancers litter the battlefields and are censored from front page
pictures in the Times and Post. Breast Cancer Tumor coming through the breast
picture was rejected by the publisher of the NY Times for the front page on
Valentines Day 2019 because he had no desire to marry a women MD let alone 4
MD Wives Coup D'Etat.

2-13-2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders before and after a Rx Recipe Cure All for Leprosy
Latte at Starbucks, vaccine in the drinking water too at Star Wars. Before
Hutchin started his training in dermatology, he spent two years in surgery,
specializing in operations on the head and neck. His fingers recognized the bumpy
linear structure he felt in the man’s neck as some kind of swelling of the great
auricular nerve — the pipeline carrying sensory information from the ear and
surrounding skin back to the spine. If the swelling compressed that nerve, that
would explain why the man’s ear and face felt numb. The combination of this
growth on the skin and the involvement of the nerve tissue suggested one disease in
particular. A Scary-Sounding Diagnosis.“Have you ever heard of Hansen’s disease?”
Hutchin asked the patient. When the man shook his head, Hutchin explained that it
was the polite name for an old disease — leprosy. That 'Pink' circle on his cheek
was from leprosy. He didn’t like seeing that spot every time he looked in the
mirror, and his wife was sure it was something bad. It took his MD years to
diagnosis it as leprosy. 200,000 patients from Saudi Arabia coming to the USA in
2019 how many may have leprosy? Homeland MD Security scans millions, how many
did they miss withy leprosy? Next article by Dr. Lisa Sanders, grin! “Can you take
a look at this?” the 50-year-old man asked his wife. Standing in front of the
bathroom mirror in his home outside Asheville, N.C., he turned his head and
touched an area on his cheek just in front of his ear. He could feel the smooth,
slightly raised surface, but it was on the side of his face, in a spot that was hard
for him to see. It was slightly pink, about the size of a 50-cent piece, with
irregular borders. “Where did that come from?” his wife asked as she turned his
head to get a better look. It didn’t hurt, he told her. In fact, that whole part of
his face, right up to the middle of his ear, was kind of numb.' Doctor visit after
Doctor Visit; But it was on my face, and I wasn’t having that. I’m just too vain to
let that go.” ...don't let 'that' go after reading this!

2-13-2019 Nothing Can Prepare You for Life With Live Streaming Jewish Aliens at
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Alpha Centauri, grin!

2-12-2019 Democrats’ 2020 Choice: Do They Want a Fighter or a Healer? They
Want Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos with many Manhattan Projects, cure
Pink Cancers and go 400 times faster than light talking to Aliens.

2-12-2019 $ Trillions in Blood Money from Prince Salman paid for a fleet of USS
Jimmy Carter Nuke subs not 25 Hospital Ships. A.I. Shows Promise as a Physician
Assistant. Jimmy Carter a physician assistant for his grandchildren skin cancer
going to their brain. Jimmy will not help to prevent this, a war crime. War
Strategies for Women in Georgia with children out in the sun with no #1,000 Sun
Screen or shade umbrellas of Mecca. Jews will not let Jimmy Carter visit, can he
get into Mecca? Orban Encourages Mothers in Hungary to Have 4 or More Babies
not offering to pay for the #1,000 sun screen invention. Birth defects and cancers
from Hungary gas stations and diesel in the air. No baby's until they can breath
clean air in Hungary. Birth defects class, no in Hungary. Sex Ed 101 only. Bulgaria
Reopens Poisoning Case, Citing Possible Link to Russia Oil Company and gas stations
world wide. For Iran, a Grand Occasion to Bash the U.S. knowing Trump Oil
Company will not drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Iran for Victory. War
Games in this Iran-Trump Oil Company will make a good Disney Movie with Robert
Redford in "Spy Games". Toxic Homemade Alcohol Kills Scores in India. Coors made
in the USA and Canada kills scores in DUI's every day of 2019.

2-12-2019 Blood Money; Trump and the Joint Chiefs Blood Money in the Trillions
from Prince Salman on the front page of the NY Times and Washington Post sooner
or later. Saudi Leaders 'Have Leverage Over Trump' and Can Get Away With
Anything, Retired Admiral Alleges. Retired Navy Rear Admiral John Kirby
suggested on Monday that the leaders of Saudi Arabia “have leverage over”
President Donald Trump, I think everyone realized this. $777 Trillion in Oil
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Revenues will give you leverage over Pope Francis too. God is at Peace with Jimmy
Carter he said too. Jew hero or this Admiral driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
into Mecca and Manhattan will win the War over Oil Money.

2-12-2019 Toys ‘R’ Us Plans a United States Invention Projects ‘R’ Us!

2-12-2019 Bone Saw's ‘R’ Us Plan to go Public at the UN as it's way past 1984
and George Orwell.

2-12-2019 Supplement Makers Touting Cures for Alzheimer’s and Other Diseases
Get F.D.A. Warning Go To Los Alamos, Hire Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Spend $7
Trillion.

2-12-2019 “Our brain made our milk,” Dr. Power said, “not the other way around.”
The process of milk pasteurization was adopted in a time when millions of people
became sick and died of diseases like tuberculosis, scarlet fever, typhoid fever,
and other infections that were transmitted through raw milk. Since its widespread
use in the dairy industry, pasteurization has prevented millions of people from
becoming ill. Millions today 9.5 million will die from Cancers in 2019. Pasteurization
of Cancer in brainstorming a Rx Cure. Invented by French scientist Louis Pasteur
during the 19th century originally to fight the “diseases” of wine, the procedure
requires quick-heating a beverage up to a temperature high enough to kill most of
the bacteria present. This idea that micro-organisms were responsible for the
spoiling of food was not generally accepted at that time and Pasteur was criticized
for his belief that germs could infect animals and humans, causing disease.
Nevertheless, he patented the process in 1865, allowing wineries to increase their
production and the method became known as “pasteurization.” By adjusting the flow
of milk through the machine, its temperature rises to 161 degrees Fahrenheit for
only 15 seconds – enough to substantially kill most of the bacteria present. Cancer
at 261 degrees Fahrenheit for 15 hours. Brainstorm it! Another Process raises milk
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to a temperature of 284 Fahrenheit but only for 4 seconds. This results in a fully
sterilized product, completely free of any living micro-organism. By killing all
micro-organisms, consumers can store UHT milk or juice for several months without
refrigeration. Star Wars Packaging of Milk and store it for centuries. It turns out
that in Chicago none other than Al Capone and his brother Ralph were responsible
for forcing the law to list these dates prominently where the buyer could see
them. Apparently another brother had died from drinking bad milk and I confirmed
this by talking to my friend Deirdre Capone, Al’s grandniece who wrote an
informative book about her uncle. Trumps brother died from Coors, it's still
forsale today.

2-12-2019 Saudi Arabia, Trying to Lure Tourists, Hosts Music Festival Near
Ancient Tombs Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman aims to liberalize parts of
society and promote the arts, but that could be overshadowed by violent acts
under his rule. By EDWARD WONG

2-12-2019 Salt, a popular burger restaurant in Dubai, in the United Arab
Emirates. ‘Where the Hell Is HUD and its NYC Housing Money, in Dubai $$$’ De
Blasio’s Own's a second home in Dubai like Bill and Melinda Gates. NYC, Paris,
London, Rome, more than 400,000 who are living in dilapidated public housing
riddled with problems, from leaks to heating issues and rats. The Rats all belong to
the Bone Saw Prince Salman Cult. $777 Trillion for decades and decades and the
NY Times still writes up HUD Housing in NYC. Wow! The fed's now blaming
mismanagement by New York City Top Brass at 1984 HQ. 40K Trump Towers were
built in Dubai, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia in the last decade. HUD and WHO at
the UN in Times of riches beyond belief from gas stations in Miami, Cuba.

2-12-2019 North Korea Feb. 27, 2019. For Decades, the United States and
Russia Stepped Back From the Brink of Nuclear War! War on Cancer's War on
Poverty, all were lost to the Top Brass even after the 1980 Jimmy Carter Ford
WindmillCAR's invention that would have left Putin with no oil money of $777
Trillion. Pink Cancer's would be cured today and everyone would have a RV home or
Home and there would be no homeless people world wide. Brink of Insanity, Prince
Salman went insane after Trump's visit to Saudi Arabia! Trump gave Prince Salman
a vaccine for immunity - like diplomatic immunity not immunity from HIV, STD's,
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TB, Whooping cough, kids left in hot cars to die. Fiery Wrecks to drive by in
traffic world wide. And of course the F-35 radar on all cars in 1980 for no head
on collisions world wide. The Bezos Story Is Big. And it’s got a little bit of
everything above. David Pecker, which is a name worthy of a Charles Dickens
character. "Secret Files on the 2019 Ford WindmillCar's" selling on Amazon.

2-12-2019 Colon and Breast Cancer; breast cancer among women who ate the most
processed meats. By Roni Caryn Rabin

2-12-2019 Is Eating Deli Meats Really That Bad for You? Yes! Even small amounts
of processed meat increase the risk of colorectal cancer. 4 percent increase in the
risk of cancer even at 15 grams a day, which is a single slice of ham on a
sandwich,” said Dr. Nigel Brockton, director of research for the American
Institute for Cancer Research. Eating a more typical serving of 50 grams of
processed meat a day would increase the risk of colorectal cancer by 18 percent"
By Roni Caryn Rabin

2-12-2019 Colon and Breast Cancer; breast cancer among women who ate the most
processed meats. Processed meat refers to any meat, including pork, poultry,
lamb, goat or others, that has been salted, smoked, cured, fermented or
otherwise processed for preservation or to enhance the flavor. The category
includes hot dogs, ham, bacon and turkey bacon, corned beef, pepperoni, salami,
smoked turkey, bologna and other luncheon and deli meats, sausages, corned beef,
biltong or beef jerky, canned meat and meat-based preparations and sauces, among
others. Many of these meats tend to be high in salt and saturated fat, though
lean and low-sodium options are available. Processed meats are often cured by
adding sodium nitrite, which gives them a pink color and a distinct taste, or by
adding sodium nitrite and lactic acid, which provides a tangy taste, according to
The American Meat Institute. In the past, nitrates, in the form of saltpeter,
were traditionally used. Nitrates or nitrites inhibit the growth of botulism and
scientists suspect they may be involved in the formation of cancer-causing
compounds in the body.
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2-12-2019 Colon and Breast Cancer; Risk and Realization of the Risk. Wall
Headlines everyday for a year for Risk concerning Colon and Breast Cancers.
Rejected by the NY Times and Washington Post. 200,000 patients from Saudi
Arabia coming to the USA, how many have colon and breast cancers, other cancers
as front page News in the NY Times and Washington Post. Mecca forces would not
allow Ham into Saudi Arabia the day these were headline news.

2-12-2019 Colon and Breast Cancer; Heart Attack iPhone Warnings. People of
South Asian descent, which includes countries like India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bhutan and the Maldives, have four times the risk of heart
attack compared to the general population, and they develop the disease up to a
decade earlier.

2-12-2019 Four Wife's Coup in Pakistan if not for all the Blood Money Prince
Salman has sent the Elite Men there.

2-12-2019 Nothing Can Prepare You for Life With Live Streaming Jewish Aliens at
Alpha Centauri, grin!

2-12-2019 Nothing Can Prepare You for Life With Live Streaming Jewish Aliens at
Alpha Centauri, grin!
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2-11-2019 Editorial on building a Over-Pass at every NYC intersection has been
cut up with a Bone Saw owned by Who? FDOT holding meeting Tuesday for
crosswalk project The Florida Department of Transportation will hold a public
meeting regarding the start of a safety improvement project that’s targeting the
construction of pedestrian “High-intensity put the stop button and read end
collisions are over 100 a year. The stats are published on the front page at the
start of every year at the University of Colorado Boulder, the broken light parts
are from years and years still in the road by the cross walk at the Starbucks Greg
use to work at.

2-11-2019 "Could the London 'Zoo Tiger' Death Have Been Avoided?" "Could the
London 'Pink Plague' Death Have Been Avoided?"

2-11-2019 Pedestrian Over-Pass at the NY Times intersections, take the over
pass sidewalks to the next intersection before descending to Street Level. Hell No
We Won't Go... California driver charged with felony DUI after striking 9
pedestrians on busy sidewalk Hundreds of people were outside bars and restaurants
in downtown Fullerton, California, as it neared closing time, police said.

2-11-2019 Spray Painted Black Clouds of Diesel in the Traffic Ahead. Consumer
fear of chemicals is so great these days that scientists have a name for it, war
crime Journalists at the NY Times. Owned by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. This will
be next years Super Bowl commercial from Steve Jobs at Apple. "Do You Know
What’s in Your Cosmetics? Thousands of chemicals, in billions of dollars worth of
products, are being governed by regulations that haven’t been updated in decades."
By The Editorial Board. The editorial board represents the opinions of the board,
its editor and the publisher. It is separate from the newsroom and the Op-Ed
section.
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2-11-2019 The status quo of Spray Painted Black Clouds of Diesel in the Traffic
head is viewed by the Editorial Board and they write today's editorial on
Cosmetics. Consumer fear of NT Times Sunday Editorial is so great these days
that scientists have a name for it... Steve Jobs dead or alive is dead, so many
millions and not from Cosmetics. NY Times editors and publisher are Driving 4
billion to a head on collision with 12 Trillion Galaxies, what is out there. Drive by
NASA is not World Wide, so write this editorial.

2-11-2019 ‘Dangerous Territory’ for Democrats as Republicans Seize Venezuela
Moment in Miami, fear it could transform Venezuelan's $777 Trillion dollars into a
Jewish Exodus and Key West Rx Pink Recipe at Starbucks for the Pink Latte Cure
of all Breast-Ovary Cancers in 8 days in all stages this is what we can buy with
$777 Trillion in illegal oil revenues. And don't forget the Head On Car Crash in
Venezuela, all will be prevented via F-35 Radar on 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
Heavy Lift helicopter combines all Windmill Powered will do more than harvest Oil
in Venezuela.

2-11-2019 Yes the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's two million views on YouTube,
Washington Post avid news coverage; would mar Dubai’s image as a world capital of
Ritz and commerce. When its really a cancer that spreads birth defects and
cancers world wide and $777 for War Toys from MIT not a MIT Medical School
with 25 Hospital ships.

2-11-2019 Sheikha Latifa described in fluent English her life of constricting
privilege and stunted hopes. She hoped it would change if she could win political
asylum in the United States. She lived in a palace behind high walls, with 40 rooms
spread over four wings — one for each female relative who lived there. Mr.
Jaubert, kidnapped her for a $100 million ransom. England; Her father, Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid al-Maktoum, the ruler of Dubai and prime minister of the
United Arab Emirates, owns a large estate there London and a prominent
thoroughbred racing stable, Godolphin. https://www.godolphin.com/

2-11-2019 Millions of Indians Trek to the Ganges, in 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
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thanks to the ruler of Dubai Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al-Maktoum, well thanks
to Greg + Wife's in Key West. When the Time comes as being a God Particle at
CERN proved by CERN advanced physics beyond Einstein. In Our Time looking over
the Gravity Engine invented in 2019.

2-11-2019 "Could the London Zoo Tiger Death Have Been Avoided?" By ILIANA
MAGRA All head on collisions from 1980 to 2019 could have been avoided and
written by Iliana Magra today in the Times. But one question was paramount: Could
the tragedy have been avoided? Jimmy Carter is the war criminal playing with
Tiger's in Saudi Arabia who all own Bone Saw's none for MD but for Murder's.
100,000 murders since 1980. CIA could give us a realistic estimate of the Murders
by OPEC and Putin's Russians since 1980. Why didn’t keepers use tranquilizers
when the encounter turned violent? Because cops use stun guns not tranquilizing
guns. Culture of Bone Saws and trillion volt stun guns. Argued that that
tranquilizers “would not have taken effect quick enough to save her.” 1980
tranquilizers not 2019 Star Wars Tranquilizers invented on 1 Click Amazon IP
invention projects.

2-11-2019 Today Finland's Oil Company has Bone Saws and used them on our Jew
Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Manhattan. Finnish
Volunteers ‘Very Likely’ Participated in Killing of Jews in WWII. In Star Wars
today Finnish Elite Oil Men killed the Jew's wanting Exodus via WindmillCAR's.

2-11-2019 NASA Revolution since 1980. Moon Shot for Biden when thousands die
from Brain Cancer today in the USA. NASA's Manhattan Project's. Each costing
$7 Trillion. Iran Revolution at 40: From Theocracy to ‘Normality’ to stealing
NASA's $7 Trillion. All the Money Iran has made from oil sales since 1980. "For
Iran, a Grand Occasion to Bash the U.S. While celebrating 40 years of revolution,
Iran’s president decried “a psychological and economical war, waged by cruel
enemies,” namely President Trump.

2-11-2019 For the USA gas engine cars for 40 years thanks to Texas $$$ "For
Iran, a Grand Occasion to Bash the U.S. While celebrating 40 years of revolution,
Iran’s president decried “a psychological and economical war, waged by cruel
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enemies,” namely President Trump.

2-11-2019 Saudi Students in the USA, cutting in front of USA students will
trillions of dollars for the University. Crime? Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s famous works,
including “Crime and Punishment."

2-11-2019 Rx Recipes, know how they are made, don't search Google for this! "Do
You Know What’s in Your Cosmetics?"

2-11-2019 The World's Military's the status quo has remains light years above
NASA. NASA as a World Wide Business like BP Oil, Exxon-Mobil, Microsoft, Wall
Street selling stock in NASA. Trump selling $100 Trillion in NASA Shuttles to his
Prince Salman. The World's Military's the status quo has remains light years above
NASA.

2-11-2019 The World's Military's the status quo has remains light years above
Yale Key West Medical School a International organization with Medical Schools in
every Nation on Earth. WHO at the UN comes in last below Georgia.

2-11-2019 Acting Pentagon chief Pat Shanahan pays unannounced visit to
Afghanistan, then surrender $684 Billion to NASA leaving Afghanistan nothing !
$$$.

2-11-2019 Andromeda Is Coming for Our Milky Way Galaxy, Dr. Lindsey Vonn: A
Dominant Career at NASA and the Yale Key West Medical School. Andromeda Is
Coming for Our Milky Way Galaxy, are the Top Brass certain we have a few billion
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years to Exodus Earth? Race is more than on Ski's. Her loss to NASA could be
written up in a Noble Novel not just pictures of racing down the Slopes at Vail and
Aspen. Andromeda Is Coming for Our Milky Way Galaxy. This year, one in every
twenty Americans will walk into a medical clinic and receive the wrong diagnosis.
Others will read Dr. Lisa Sanders MD articles in the NY Times for self diagnosis
helping their MD. Homeland MD Security is left out in the cold looking for
Terrorists. Many organizations, including Google, are developing and testing
systems that analyze electronic health records, in an effort to flag potential
medical conditions such as osteoporosis, diabetes, hypertension and heart failure.
Similar technologies are being built to automatically detect signs of illness and
disease in X-rays, MRIs and eye scans. Many organizations, including Google, why
not Homeland MD Security. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ can make this diagnosis.
Jimmy Carter's grandchildren are already infected with skin cancers. Dissecting
the brain in childrens books and Noble Novels. AI executive order was signed by
Trump today not High Schools for Medical School Students. Will Trump donate his
brain to the Einstein Medical School or the Trump High School? Better but No Way
Trump to make his brain's MRI public. Jimmy Carter might have the most Brain
MRI's of anyone in the USA. Trump to advance AI inventor's working on the next
generation of MRI machines, he will after he reads this, grin!

2-11-2019

2-10-2019 Car's in the USA with No head-on collision's since 1980; Jeff Bezos
Said This!

No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of Extortion
and Blackmail so are all of us just in the invention of No Head On Collision's in
Car's since 1980! This is Blackmail and Extortion!!
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2-10-2019 Saudi Arabia’s Threadbare Cover-Up of Khashoggi’s Killing Unravels
Further with No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of
Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us just in the invention of No Head On
Collision's in Car's since 1980! This is Blackmail and Extortion!!

2-10-2019 Pentagon Observers Vengeance - Cheers of every USA head on
collision, gas and windmillcar's at war from 1980 to 2019 longer than the Vietnam
War that will end in Hanoi on the 27th with Kim and Trump. Will Kim drive home
with no head on collisions in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR or take the gas engine and
millions of gas station home?

2-10-2019 Car's in the USA with No head-on collision's since 1980; Jeff Bezos
Said This!

2-10-2019 Jeff Bezos is "Daddy Warbucks Goes to War" by Maureen Dowd in the
NY Times. "Jeff Bezos and Lauren Sanchez had some secrets. But then The
National Enquirer put a high price on not showing the world." 2 White Men at 1984
HQ didn't tell the world of the Yale Key West Medical School and Greg married to
4 women MD's. "Jeff Bezos understands survival instincts. As a hedge fund
refugee, he conjured Amazon, the world’s biggest store, by tapping into our
hunter-gatherer instincts, the compulsion to collect more stuff with less effort."
Trump never dated a women MD or even had the desire to. "Donald in a deal with
prosecutors after he helped deliver his pal Donald Trump’s hush payments to the
Playboy model and the porn star there is no woman MD in his Universe not even at
Walter Reed for a physical, no email to Dr. Lisa Sanders MD to write his art of
the diagnosis for the Times. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in art of the diagnosis is the
Hero MD. Einstein wants to marry. BP Oil and “A.M.I." went out of business this
week. They just don’t know it. British depraved behavior and ruining people’s lives
in millions of head on collisions and fiery wrecks for BP Oil. Bezo suggesting that
his paper’s unrelenting coverage of the Khashoggi killing might have aggravated his
testy relations with Trump and his best friend Prince Salman. The Enquirer wanted
to do “a takedown to make Trump happy.” Bone saw innovators who don't have a
MD or Yale Key West Medical School and 25 Hospital Ships.
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2-10-2019 "A First Date for Two Endangered Tigers Ends in Death" "A Military
Dictatorship Like No Other In Thailand, the army proposes and the king disposes.
Not the other way around." A Military Dictatorship in a head on collision with 12
Trillion Galaxies and Pink Ford's driving to Starbucks for the Rx Pink Latte Recipe
to cure Breast-Ovary Cancers in every stage in 8 days. Costing Trillions and an
End to the Korean War on Paper!

2-10-2019 "A First Date for Two Book-Ends to End Death-Alone for Soul-Mates"

2-10-2019 "A First Date for Two Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCar's into Exodus
to End Endangered Humans at War not Star Wars Exodus into the New Universe of
12 Trillion Galaxies!

2-10-2019 "A First Date for Two Endangered Tigers Ends in Death"

2-10-2019 Earth Ends in Death with the Sun becoming a Red Giant Star, and a
near head-on collision with Andromeda Galaxy

2-10-2019 A First Date 2019 for no head-on collision in Cars was 1980 but Jimmy
Carter sabotaged the upgrade to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's for Bone Saw's @ Gas
Stations and the same old gas engine cars with head-on collisions, millions since
1980. A war crime!
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2-10-2019 A First Date; Artemis was a cold and pitiless goddess until she meet
Einstein and did the math on 12 Trillion Galaxies. He seduced her to drive the
Gravity Engine Car! Einstein's Brain, it is really in a jar? iMac computer simulation
of the goings on in our brains. Jimmy Carters skin cancer going to his brain.

2-10-2019 Greg is a Victim of Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us via 19802019 Ford WindmillCAR's... a Pentagon Battle seldom hear these days is birth
defects from gas engine cars - are the kids even allowed into the VA Hospitals?
Massive intelligence complex at the Pentagon and they will all be charged with birth
defects, charge of the WindmillCAR's super conductive generators trillions of volts
and amps will drive to the worlds largest war crimes - "Birth Defects!" Finland’s Oil
Revenues of $777 Trillion for Basic Income Trial Boosted Happiness, but Not
intelligence that using poison gasoline exhaust was a crime most didn't want to be
in even if lead by the Elite Ruling Class in Finland. Drive to Hell was not taken by
all in Finland. Prince Philip Gives Up Driver’s License not being Driven in Gas Engine
RR and Range Rovers. Prince Harry's wounded warriors were Driven to Wars to kill
the Tiger's - New Tigers in charge rape and murder with immunity the Plagues in
London today also have as WHO at the UN has been Victims of Extortion and
Blackmail - Prince Harry let kids die in hot cars world wide, drove by fiery wrecks
world wide. Victims of Extortion and Blackmail; so are all of us via 1980-2019
Ford WindmillCAR's... "Guggenheim Targeted by Protesters for Accepting Money
From Family With OxyContin Ties" By COLIN MOYNIHAN Family of Prince Salman
and King are not targeted by Colin Moynihan at the NY Times. Artemis was a cold
and pitiless goddess. She knew — or learned — where to place the blame. Today
“Book of Greek Myths,” by Ingri and Edgar Parin d'Aulaire. I fell in love with
Artemis — her lack of sentimentality, her plea to Zeus. Greek Myths today are
about 12 Trillion Galaxies and what could be out there. Plea to Marry Women for
the intellectual exodus brain storming the brain's marriage to 12 Trillion Galaxies
the Greeks created Myths not invention projects on 1 Click Amazon. Aetemis
protectress of little children with millions of birth defects from gasoline hunting by
the Oil-God's! 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World.
Artemis is she at 1984 HQ with the 2 White Men today? Seven Wonders of the
12 Trillion Galaxies, One will be 400 Times faster than the speed of light in a
Verizon Cell Call to Alpha Centauri. Invented but not like Greek Myths. Hunting for
Oil Wealth today when they have $777 Trillion. Turn them to 12 Trillion Galaxies
to Hunt Jewish Aliens. Myths at NASA with $777 Trillion to spend on the other
Universe, Star Wars! NASA is the only Myth than can bankrupt the Pentagon, so
why is Trump at the Pentagon instead of NASA? Bone Saw Culture of his Prince
Salman, Prince Trump in art of the diagnosis. Goddess or Prince. Prince Harry +
Salman. Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca + Manhattan
and not one front page story at the Washington Post. Prince Salman killed the
Washington Post Journalists for far far different reason and motive that had
nothing in the world to do with Jewish Hero's driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
into Mecca and Manhattan.
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2-10-2019 Car's in the USA with No head-on collision's since 1980; Jeff Bezos
Said This!

2-10-2019 Oil $$$ Justice or Vengeance? How Canada Deals With Terrible
Crimes. Two court hearings this week revived debate over a recent change in
Canadian law for sentencing mass murderers and serial killers.

2-10-2019 Oil's Vengeance - 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. George Orwell and
British Vengeance in art of the diagnosis. British Ruling Class Today with BP Oil's
Plagues killing million with exhaust and fiery wrecks. Vengeance of Prince Harry
sending wounded Warriors to War when Star Wars is Driven by the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines! Vengeance!!

2-10-2019 Oil's Vengeance in Paris Wars. The history of the 100 year war this
time for Oil Revenues by the Government in Paris - I thought about the lovers who
had grown up in Paris: maybe knowing about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and no
gas stations in Paris, kids of the Elite Ruling Class driving through life in their new
gas engine cars year after year knowing a different reality than those who don't
know state secrets. Vengeance by the Oil Men in Paris who know the Oil men in
Qatar made the Nation the richest in the World, not Paris. Life Without Longing
for what is out there in 12 Trillion galaxies didn't seduce the Elite Oil Men in
Paris. The women MD in their art of the diagnosis longing for the Next Paris
Revolution by Paris NASA. How could Rocket Scientists lose a war to the Military?

2-10-2019 Saudi Arabia’s Threadbare Cover-Up of Khashoggi’s Killing Unravels
Further with No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of
Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us just in the invention of No Head On
Collision's in Car's since 1980! This is Blackmail and Extortion!!
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2-10-2019

2-10-2019 Car's in the USA with No head-on collision's since 1980; Jeff Bezos
Said This!
No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of Extortion
and Blackmail so are all of us just in the invention of No Head On Collision's in
Car's since 1980! This is Blackmail and Extortion!!

2-9-2019 No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of
Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us!
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2-9-2019 Portfolio worth $777 Trillion dollars $$$. Putting Microsoft in the Public
Domain with Prince Salman-Trump Oil Company. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa
Sanders in spending $777 Trillion and putting Office in the Hemingway House
Writing Class @ Starbucks Key West with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects on iMac's costing $18,384 each and Excel free. Power Point to a
cancer cure, and no mosquitos! Grin! He called them out for what they are —
bullies! No mosquitos, no head-on collision since 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's. You
were bullied out of this drive by Bill + Melinda Gates drive for Greed! So much for
Wood burning stoves in Africa... Our Sun will grow into a Red Giant Star will Ford
WindmillCAR's drive into Pink Rx Recipe via Public Domain Code's.

2-9-2019 No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of
Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us!

2-9-2019 Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of Extortion and Blackmail. What’s
the Difference? Blackmail and extortion schemes by Bill + Melinda Gates have
caused the Pink Cure for Cancer to be lost since the 1980 invention of the Ford
WindmillCAR. This is Documented in the Secret File on the Cover of Greg's Amazon
Book. Yes Jeff Bezos read the cover of Greg's book on Amazon. No he didn't
reprint it on the front page of the Washington Post. I would have sold a million
copies if he did, grin! Extortion vs. blackmail, Hanoi will tell Trump and Kim a little
about these in their Summit Meeting on the 27th. Sara would say You Bet Ya they
will!!

2-9-2019 No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of
Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us!

2-9-2019 Andromeda Is Coming for Our Milky Way Galaxy, Eventually merger of
Galaxies in Wall Street News.
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2-9-2019 No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of
Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us!

2-9-2019 What if the NY Times put a vivid picture of Amazon Galaxy on Sunday's
front page! What would you see? Note there are 12 Trillion of these Galaxies in
our Universe not theirs. NASA Moon Shot is not a Manhattan Project. NASA
windfall WindmillCAR Manhattan Project costing $12 Trillion would be a Pentagon
Mobilization for another War, NASA's for Star Wars!
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2-9-2019 No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of
Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us!

2-9-2019 "Trump and Kim Jong-un to Hold Second Summit Meeting in Hanoi,
Vietnam on February 27 & 28." By MAGGIE HABERMAN and PETER BAKER. Mr.
Trump has sought to persuade Mr. Kim that giving up his nuclear weapons would
enable him to transform his impoverished land into a thriving country with millions
of BP Oil gas stations or trillions of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV Homes. End
to the Korean War might come decades from Today as the US doesn't want to End
the Korean War for one reason or another only the Top Brass and 2 White Men at
1984 HQ know why! They have no 'sense' of 12 Trillion Galaxies, no motivation to
let the Jew Hero POW drive to Mecca + Manhattan in the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.
Hanoi is in another war with the USA, the Exodus War! Crown Prince Salman of
Saudi Arabia was behind the grisly assassination... Hanoi must accept this Bone
Saw Culture with Trump in Hanoi, as this is what Trumps 'Reflection' be ... Bone
Saw grisly assassinations. Can Hanoi join this new Elite, the Bone Saw Culture at
the Bone Saw Oil Company in times of Hanoi with 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV
Homes with A/C 24/7 Satellite Dish Comcast iPhone's into the 100's of millions.
iMac computer labs at Starbucks Hanoi. “Those responsible will be held
accountable,” Jimmy Carter's millions of gas stations that gave millions of kids
birth defects and cancers. Hanoi can't live with this, millions of gas stations and
kids in the gasoline War for $777 Trillion. iMac @ $18,384 with 18 core CPU can
give Hanoi a computer simulation of millions of gas stations War Casualties via USA
oil men. Trump caught STD's in the Vietnam Era remember, Kim-Hanoi Era Summit
is a IBM super computer named Summit costing $500 million that simulates War on
Cancer and 100's of disease with Rx Pink Recipes for the Hanoi Starbucks latte.
USA Valerie Reyes Feared for Her Life. Then Her Body Was Found in a Suitcase.
Hanoi does not want this war in Vietnam. This must be at the Peace Table tell
them please! "USA cultured is; Valerie Reyes Feared for Her Life. Then Her Body
Was Found in a Suitcase." iPhone Caller ID and so much more to save her life is @
Star Wars! "The next day, she did not show up for work as a clerk at Barnes &
Noble in Scarsdale. On Tuesday, eight days after that phone call, her body was
found in a suitcase on the side of a quiet, residential road in Greenwich, Conn.,
about 14 miles from her apartment. She had been bound at the wrists and ankles,
the police said." Will Hanoi open the Kim-Trump peace talks with Valerie Reyes,
yes if they can keep Trump from his Bone Saw Club in Saudi Arabia. “She was
going on about how frightened she was in that apartment,” her mother, Norma
Sanchez, said on Thursday. “She was hearing about all these murders of women. ‘I
just can’t get it out of my head.’” Does Hanoi want to join Trump in this Bone Saw
Culture, Hell No but $777 Trillion in Blood Money is a lot of money. Just look want
the Vatican and Pope Francis did with their $777 Trillion. On Wednesday, she was
in New York City. Detectives in New Rochelle, working on her disappearance,
showed her mother a photo from surveillance video of a woman in a Chase Bank
branch near Radio City Music Hall at 6:30 a.m. on Jan. 30, Ms. Sanchez said. The
woman was Ms. Reyes. “Whoever did this needs to pay. My baby is gone. They
found her in the luggage. Such a nightmare.” Prince Salman-Trump did this opening
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millions of gas stations for $777 trillion dollars most will be spent on Bone Saw's!

2-9-2019 No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of
Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us!

2-9-2019 "President Trump arriving Friday at Walter Reed National Military
Medical Center to receive his annual physical exam. By Katie Rogers and Lawrence
K. Altman, M.D." But Dr. Sean Conley, a Navy officer who is the president’s
physician and the current director of the White House medical unit, released no
details about what a team of 11 specialists had found in the course of a four-hour
examination of Mr. Trump. Homeland MD Security can do this exam for 100's of
Millions of Americans in a Pink Ford WindmillCAR Culture. Mr. Trump weighed 236
pounds. In December 2015, Dr. Bornstein said Mr. Trump had lost at least 10
pounds during the preceding year. In the first year of the Pink Ford WindmillCAR
Culture Trump will lose 100 lbs for 6'3" @ 136 lbs. Dr. Lisa Sanders will write Art
of the Diagnosis that 136 is the best weight. I Hope, grin. Well have to watch the
iMac super computer simulation on Trumps anatomy at 236 and 136. Dick Cheney
has a heart transplant he might not have needed it only he ordered Dr. Lisa
Sanders to write a art of the diagnosis article on his health.

2-9-2019 Kenneth C. Griffin, a hedge fund billionaire with an estimated net worth
of $10 billion, added to his personal real estate portfolio last month by closing on
a $238 million apartment on Central Park South. 40K Russian Oil Billionaire's are in
NYC, London, Paris, Rome, Lake Geneva. Tips@NYTimes.com will not get any of
this in print. 200,000 Saudi's coming to the USA for their Walter Reed National
Military Medical Center to receive their annual physical exam (all) have $1 Billion,
well some might have $10 Billion.

2-9-2019 Boris Yeltsin Presidential Center, an homage to the former Russian
president in Yekaterinburg, Russia. Mr. Putin’s reviled predecessor and his
turbulent years in power, from the 1991 collapse of the Soviet Union to the end of
1999. The torrents of scorn poured on Mr. Yeltsin and his era by the Kremlin’s
cheerleaders have given the complex an edgy appeal, helping it attract more than
700,000 visitors since it opened three winters ago. Yekaterinburg, the industrial
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city where Mr. Yeltsin lived for much of his life and where Czar Nicholas II and
his family were murdered by the Bolsheviks — is a showcase for how Russia has
changed for the better under Mr. Putin. Mr. Yeltsin stepped down on Dec. 31,
1999, and handed power to his chosen successor, Mr. Putin, with the words: “Take
care of Russia.” Putin took this as meaning put a Drunk MD Admiral in charge of
Health Care for the Elite. Millions have died from Vodka since 1999. Millions of
Pink Women in the USA have also died from Breast-Ovary cancer since 1999.
These are real world war crimes by the Elite. Kremlin propaganda must sell Vodka.
Nationalists and leftists, though, remember him as at best a vodka-soaked buffoon
and at worst a traitor working for the West. Soviet Union fell apart of its own
accord because it could not support itself ideologically. Mr. Putin, who attended
the opening of the museum, along with Mr. Yeltsin’s widow, Naina. “But the real
issue now is Putin.” With $777 Trillion from Oil Revenues. Putin high-five Prince
Salman joining the Bone Saw Culture not the Jewish Exodus into the Universe with
Jewish Aliens 4.3 light years away at Alpha Centauri. Putin's Universe is Saudi
Arabia not 12 Trillion Galaxies and Jews in Moscow plotting the Exodus paid for
with illegal Oil Revenues. Will 400 times faster than the speed of light be invented
by a Russian Jew?

2-9-2019 "Impose a Speed Limit on the Autobahn? Not So Fast, Many Germans
Say" Kremlin propaganda must put a speed limit on going 400 Times faster than the
speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Jewish Aliens. iMac Computer Lab in Moscow
was not opened to this invention project thought the Kremlin Elite know about it.
They have no interest in brain storming it.

2-9-2019 No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of
Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us!

2-9-2019 Portfolio worth $6 billion, according to the current rector, the Rev. Dr.
William Lupfer. Trinity Church, part of an Episcopal parish in Lower Manhattan.
Recent years have been good to the church and the rest of its campus. St. Paul’s
Chapel, near the World Trade Center, escaped destruction during the terrorist
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, and now gleams following a fresh coat of paint. After
a cleaning in September, Hamilton’s white marble obelisk also sparkles. Soon the
entire church — and a new $350 million glass tower under construction behind it —
will, too. It makes sense. If a founding father can get a 21st-century update, so
can the church where he is buried. Especially since the church in question is very,
very rich. Rector, the Rev. Dr. William Lupfer in his gas engine car not painted
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Pink. Episcopal parish in Lower Manhattan with Trinity Church Pointing up to the
Universe. What could Trinity Church be pointing up into the Universe at, God!

2-9-2019 No head-on collision since 1980; Jeff Bezos Said He Was a Victim of
Extortion and Blackmail so are all of us!

2-9-2019

2-8-2019 Putting Microsoft in the Public Domain with this Bone Saw Culture of
Saudi Arabia infecting many others in the USA, just look at Trump taking Blood
Money in Public from Prince and King Salman when the Jew Hero has been stopped
from Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan for total
victory over Moslems for Centuries of Exodus! "Year Before Killing, Saudi Prince
Told Aide He Would Use ‘a Bullet’ on Jamal Khashoggi" "Intercepted communications
of Mohammed bin Salman are the most detailed evidence to date that the crown
prince considered killing the journalist Jamal Khashoggi. 700 in 2019 will be killed
by Prince and King Salman and Bill + Melinda Gates are silent on these 700
beheading's in Mecca. So the Public Domain for Microsoft is warranted in these
times of Exodus and WindmillCAR's.

2-8-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates, Bezos, Prince and King Salman, Trump as well in
well-known practice of blackmail, political favors, political attacks and corruption,”
Mr. Bezos wrote. “I prefer to stand up, roll this log over and see what crawls
out.” This Log in Key West is the Yale Key West Medical School these 5 killed off
for BP Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion. Lost in the translation is the Rx Pink Recipe's
for Starbucks a Breast-Ovary Cancer cure costing $7 trillion of their $777
Trillions. A War Crime! Trumps illegal payments to women. Prince Salman illegal
payments to Trump $$$. Gina has all this on video and audio - the 2 White Men at
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1984 HQ. That federal inquiry resulted in a guilty plea from Mr. Trump’s former
attorney and fixer, Michael D. Cohen, who said he had paid Ms. Daniels $130,000
and asked American Media to pay Ms. McDougal $150,000 at the president’s
direction, to protect his election prospects. $150 million not $150K in a Bone Saw
Culture with Trillions and Trillions from Oil + Gas. Federal prosecutors with the
Southern District of New York determined that the American Media payment was
an illegal corporate contribution. Because the company cooperated with prosecutors,
the authorities did not bring charges. But they made American Media sign onto a
non-prosecution agreement, in which it affirmed that it had made the payment to
“influence the election.” Federal prosecutors perks from not stopping fiery wrecks
are well know by George Orwell insiders. 100 kids with birth defects from gas
exhaust will be admitted to Mayo today. A War Crime. That agreement, signed in
September, stipulated that A.M.I. “shall commit no crimes whatsoever” for three
years, and that if it did, “A.M.I. shall thereafter be subject to prosecution for
any federal criminal violation of which this office has knowledge.” If American
Media’s threat to publish the personal photos of Mr. Bezos is determined to have
been criminal, it would find its deal with federal prosecutors in jeopardy. The
nature of that non-prosecution agreement — to not commit any crimes — was to
give A.M.I. the opportunity to really think hard about the nature of its practices.”
Bill and Melinda Gates will not put Microsoft into the Public Domain to cure cancer
and disease on Earth for 4 billion people at Star Wars Culture, up from Bone Saw
Culture Today! In his post Mr. Bezos also appeared to imply that the tabloid
company was doing the bidding of Saudi Arabia, quoting from a New York Times
report last year: “After Mr. Trump became president, he rewarded Mr. Pecker’s
loyalty with a White House dinner to which the media executive brought a guest
with important ties to the royal's in Saudi Arabia. At the time, Mr. Pecker was
pursuing business there while also hunting for financing $777 Trillion dollars
everyone wants a $$$ a trillion from Prince Salman. Saudi crown prince,
Mohammed bin Salman, ordered the grisly murder of the Saudi dissident. Bill and
Melinda Gates ordered the 'grisly murder' of the Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Jimmy Carter was a part also. 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's reported by Edmund Lee, Patricia Cohen and Maggie Haberman
contributed reporting @ NY Times. Greg's 2 Books are selling on Amazon. "Secret
Files of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR" please click on the link above and buy Gregs
Book and Kindle today, thanks! "Oh, Woody Allen Sues Amazon Over Canceled $68
Million Deal - they cancelled his 4 movies because his 4 sex stories that have been
headlines for decades" By SOPAN DEB One of Woody Allen movies for Amazon was
titled '1984 II" and was cancelled by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Disney Movie
Titled '1984 II" No War they are going to let the Hemingway House Writing Class
on iMac apps write the Nobel Novel '1984 II' its to close to home and at Home we
have the Bone Saw Culture not Exodus to 12 Trillion Galaxies in a Ford
WindmillCAR Winnings at the Qatar Trump Casino.

2-8-2019 "George Orwell Gets an Apology for a Rejection Letter (but Not for His
Marmalade Recipe)" By ANNA SCHAVERIEN
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2-8-2019 "U.K. Doctors Call for Caution in Children’s Use of Screens and Social
Media By PALKO KARASZ BP Oil alone could finance a $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan
project to invent the 1000 SUV sun-Screen chemicals.

2-8-2019 You should have been driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR not a Hummer
@ War. "Army Issues New Reprimand to Leader of Green Beret Team Ambushed in
Niger" By THOMAS GIBBONS-NEFF

2-8-2019 55 Chevy with no muffler... "Canadian Diplomats Sue Their Government
Over Mysterious Cuban Disease" By DAN BILEFSKY

2-8-2019 Heavy lift Helicopter combines package the Peanuts, Oats, Wheat, Figs,
Cashews, Brazil Nuts, Fish, U.N. Warns That Grain to Feed Millions Could Rot" By
DECLAN WALSH Star Wars Combines are not found in Georgia at Jimmy Carters
Plantation. They are in some Secret file on Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines and
Greg Buell's name is on page 17 again.

2-8-2019 200,000 from Saudi Arabia and Trump... "Trump Will Have His Yearly
Physical on Friday, Without Admiral Dr. Ronny Jackson" By KATIE ROGERS

2-8-2019 NY Times Editorial Today... "Public Records Belong to the Public" Star
Wars Public listening in and even talking with Jewish Aliens at Alpha Centauri
belong in a IP invention project on 1 Click Amazon with specs and genius tutors to
help you get started on going 400 Times the speed of light in a Verizon cell call to
Nearby Solar Systmes 4 light years from Earth, grin! Times Editorial brainstorming
1,001 IP invention projects humanity needs to get ASAP. Public Medical Records
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belong to the women looking at her caller ID on her iPhone when Trump calls, grin.
Long list of STD's that should have been a Manhattan project in 1980 and miracle
cures would be here today for all STD's.

2-8-2019 " Honda and Mercedes-Benz, require both static and dynamic
recalibration, adding an hour or two of testing to a typical repair. That, plus the
added cost of the components, has raised the price of repairs after a simple
fender bender, according to AAA. Replacing a cracked or chipped windshield, for
example, in a car with automatic emergency braking, adaptive cruise control and
lane-departure warning systems could cost as much as $1,600. Furthermore,
Driver-assistance-system on a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR or the 2019 Honda and
Mercedes-Benz. Which would you buy? No Brainard of course. Prevent over 2.7
million accidents, 1.1 million injuries and nearly 9,500 deaths in the United States
each year, radar, camera, ultrasonic and lidar technologies. iPhone iDash Cam iCop
iTickets inside your car driving not pulled over for some idiot to rear end you in a
fiery crash today, yes 100's of fiery Car Crash's today were not in this article by
By John R. Quain.

2-8-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR cited in a classified CIA report!! A preliminary
UN report on Thursday called the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a Godsend to 4 billion
people breathing exhaust from our Oil's Bone Saw Culture. Restricting the Rx Pink
Cure for Cancer and 1,001 other spin off invention of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's.

2-8-2019 Novel "1,001 IP Invention Projects" for Star Wars Exodus into 12
Trillion Galaxies. What ‘Anna Karenina’ Taught Me About Living With Depression" A
good novel can be a reminder that other people have endured tragedies, long
ordeals, bad odds. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are Big Brother's Not Watching Out
For You but buying Bone Saw's" This is what happened to George Orwell in Times
of Oil's Trillions. U.S. Sanctions Are Aimed at Venezuela’s Oil. Its Citizens May
Suffer First. USA Citizens would be richer than Qatar Citizens today with the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR Culture. So why is the USA going after Venezuela when we
need to go after Qatar Riches? You do the math of Trillion of Dollars in Oil
Money. Jeff Bezos Accuses National Enquirer’s Owner of Blackmail, when is Jeff
going to Own Up to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's victory over Saudi Arabia, and
Mecca?
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2-8-2019 $100 Trillion in car parts; Stock Market Slide Hurts New York; City
Loses Nearly $1 Billion in Tax Revenue. Tomorrow the Wall Street Journal's Front
page... $100 Trillion in car parts. Shutting down every gas station in the USA
ASAP. Key West has a Trillion dollars, like Apple and Microsoft, Exxon-Mobil lost
a trillion dollars. Breast Cancer Hurts, birth defects from Diesel in DNA hurt our
cause of Humanity. How can Jimmy Carter be a peace with his God? She Feared
for Her Life. Then Her Body Was Found in a Suitcase. 19K suitcases with a
women's body inside for 2019 and no one to stop this with iPhone iDash Cam's
iHome iPhone Cams. This is how Tim Cook hides her body, make your life private.
No iDash Cam's no iHome Cam's no Star Wars iPhone caller ID. The Patient Had
Bone Cancer. The Diagnosis Arrived 240 Million Years Too Late. In our version the
patient was human and the bone cancer diagnosis arrived 4 days or 4 months late
to save a life. Homeland Security Perks got in the way of a scan for bone cancer,
breast, eye's... etc. Homeland MD Security will be driven at JFK with the 2019
Ford WindmillCar's.

2-8-2019 Why Girls Beat Boys at School and Lose to Them as Soul-Mates for the
next trillion years? Looking at 12 Trillion Galaxies and knowing what is out there.
Priest and Bishops would define the Pope if they had the vision of a wife and marry
a MD woman. Women should arrive in the work world, work Universe as the World
no includes the Universe that was killed off for Bone Saw Murders for more oil
money, more gas stations. More gas stations were opened this year than
Starbucks. Until Starbucks get the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte.

2-8-2019 "The researchers — at M.I.T., Harvard and Novo Nordisk, the
pharmaceutical company — hope to start testing Soma in humans in three years."
40K dead women from breast-ovary cancer in 2019 and MIT will take 3 more
years. Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel Brainstorming on iApple iApps
this novel with 100 writing on the same page will be finished by midnight. 100 at
Los Alamos today would be willing to write this Novel at the Hemingway House
Writing Class if Hemingway House Key West was open...

2-8-2019 Greg in Key West with many Wife's would be writing at the Hemingway
House Writing Class today, this agenda was killed by our Bone Saw Culture. I'm
finishing up at Starbucks today. It was difficult just getting my H2O water bottle
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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filled in this Bone Saw Culture! Grin. Let alone get a Hemingway House Writing
Class driven to 1,001 IP invention projects Novel written today.

2-8-2019

2-7-2019 Putting Microsoft in the Public Domain will write the Rx Star Wars
Penicillin for 4 Billion people who will otherwise die from a disease via Bill + Melinda
Gates greed... a bone saw culture at MIT... not Yale Key West Medical School
with 25 Trump Towers.

2-7-2019 Marriage State of the Union by Trump; and executive Order for Priest,
Bishop's, Cardinals in a legal Polygamous Marriage upgrade with Moslems, his Prince
Salman. In developing countries, where the abuse of nuns seems more prevalent,
priests tend to be put on even higher pedestals... Married Priest, Bishops are not
put on a even Higher Pedestal of Soul-Mates in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies
as 12 Trillion Galaxies have been left out by the Vatican Elite. A Match into a Can
of Gasoline, Bone Saw Culture, USS Jimmy Carter's fleet of Nuke Subs to protect
women in the congregation when Georgia has the highest rates of Syphilis in the
world.

2-7-2019 Marriage State of the Union by Trump; Sexual Abuse of Nuns:
Longstanding Church Scandal Emerges From Shadows, into YouTube as a public
service to Keep the priest and bishop from saying No Way! A Desperate Exodus
From ISIS, A Desperate Exodus From Earth. A Desperate Jew Hero not from the
Vatican desperately drives the 2019 Ford into Mecca. The World's Elite are
desperate to stop this Jew Hero. CBS '60 Minutes' and '48 Hours' desperate to
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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stop a Jew Hero from Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Exodus
into a Star Wars Universe that has cured Pink Cancers with a Manhattan Project
Recipe. Putting Microsoft into the Public Domain Emerges from the Shadows too.
iMac's with 18 core Intel CPU's and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects with specs and Genius Tutors. Bone Saw Culture of Saudi Arabia

2-7-2019 Sunscreen's #1,000 Greg in Key West buys #100 SUV sunscreen. “We
just thought if there was one thing we could do, to take one of the stressor's
away, it was our responsibility to do so.” Skin Cancer is the #1 stressor for Key
West Tourists from the NY Times, grin.

2-7-2019 Sunscreen's #1,000 Greg in Key West buys #100 SUV sunscreen it's a
gamble until Star Wars comes to Key West. This article on Key West Sunscreen
censored out the invention project on Amazon 1 Click for #1,000 SUV sunscreen
invention project, that just might be a Manhattan Project not a Moon Shot by
Biden. "Key West Bans Sunscreen Containing Chemicals Believed to Harm Coral
Reefs" The law’s supporters see it as a crucial step toward protecting the city’s
reefs, which draw visitors from around the globe. By KAREN ZRAICK "Key West
has voted to ban the sale of sunscreen products containing oxybenzone and
octinoxate, believed to damage coral reefs." “Our coral has been under attack by a
number of stressor's,” Mayor Teri Johnston said. “We just thought if there was
one thing we could do, to take one of the stressor's away, it was our responsibility
to do so.” Skin Cancer is the #1 stressor for Key West Tourists from the NY
Times, grin.
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2-7-2019 Sunscreen's #1,000 Greg in Key West buys #100 SUV sunscreen. “We
just thought if there was one thing we could do, to take one of the stressor's
away, it was our responsibility to do so.” Skin Cancer is the #1 stressor for Key
West Tourists from the NY Times, grin.

2-7-2019 State of the Union; Woman Jew Hero' Ivanka's GF, driving the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca. White House to Unveil a Global Women’s
Empowerment Initiative, Led by Ivanka Trump Driving 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
into Mecca and Manhattan $$$ $7 Trillion dollar Windfall On Day One! By Katie
Rogers and Maggie Haberman.
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2-7-2019 Bone Saw Culture USA VA! 200,000 Patients from Prince Salman's inner
circle will come to the USA to see a MD in 2019. Death rates, bedsores, ER wait
times: Where every VA hospital lags or leads other medical care article in USA
Today censored out the 200,000 VIP patients from Saudi Arabia Today writing up
the VA hospitals and MD's. The Pentagons Top Brass went along with this
censorship as Blood Money from Prince Salman to the Pentagon is into the $100's
of Trillions. More Blood Money for USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub fleet. Bone Saw
Culture at the VA and USA Today! Sarcastic Saudi Arabia with $777 Trillion from
Miami, Cuba gas stations. Why did all the Caban diplomats get sick, 1955 Chevy
with no muffler, Grin! Today USA, China and Russia spend billions on Venezuela
Coup over its Oil — and then the presidency went up for grabs, billions of dollars
Caracas ... not 200,000 USA patients in USA Hospitals waiting for the MD's to
finish up with the Saudi Arabia Paients who's numbers are 200,000 in 2019. Get
into the Oral surgeons office for a tooth pulled you have to wait for the Saudi
Arabia VIP. 200,000 Patients from Prince Salman's inner circle will come to the
USA to see a MD in 2019. And Today USA, China and Russia spend billions on
Venezuela Coup over its Oil. Wall of razor wire on Arizona-Mexico border sparks
Blood just looking at it. Wall of Oil Money sparks a Jew Hero, a women Jew GF of
Ivanka to change the world with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR driven into Mecca +
Manhattan. Meghan McCain responds to report that Trump mocked her late father
as a War Criminal via 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's driven into Mecca + Manhattan.
Meghan McCain responds $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all illegal from gas station
hold ups in Miami, Cuba. Pope Francis said Oil Money Scandal will be #1 not Priest
and Nuns on the front page of the NY Times and CBS. $777 Trillion is riches
beyond belief... this is out Culture today! Qatar's Skyline of 40,000 Trump
Towers and many Trump Qatar Casinos. Yale Key West Medical School Trump
Towers is making many patients wait for the MD. Despite criticism and complaints,
MIT won’t cut ties to Saudi Arabia. "MIT won’t sever its financial and research
ties to Saudi Arabian government groups over the brutal killing of a journalist,
despite the urging of many faculty and students, and complaints by some of the
university’s female researchers that they face more restrictions than their male
colleagues when working in the Saudi kingdom. On Wednesday, MIT president L.
Rafael Reif denounced the behavior of the Saudi regime for violating human rights
but rejected calls to unilaterally pull out of engagements in the Middle Eastern
country." Confused about Art of the Elite Diagnosis getting it right on Day One not
after years and years of misdiagnosis. "MIT Medical School" is not talked about by
anyone at MIT and a few at MIT have heard about the Yale Key West Medical
School with 25 Trump Towers on their KW vacations from the 'Cold'. 5 Billion
Patients in MIT's World.

2-7-2019 MIT mental illness; Not opening $$$ and staffing a Manhattan Project
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to invent a Miracle Penicillin for Diseases and Cancer, instead MIT elite join the
inner circle of Bone Saw Prince Salman. "Income Can Be a Factor When It Comes
to Prescription Drugs For example, there are more prescriptions to treat mental
illness in wealthy areas, while poorer areas had more for H.I.V. and Hepatitis, an
analysis found." By Kevin Quealy and Margot Sanger-Katz NY Times. "The
analysis, by GoodRx, a company that tracks prescription drug prices, looked at how
often residents of different neighborhoods filled prescriptions for different
categories of drugs." Some drugs seem to be taken about equally regardless of
income. The use of antibiotics appears to be roughly the same for middle-class and
rich Americans. These drugs are used for some serious diseases, have few overthe-counter substitutes, and tend to be inexpensive. By Kevin Quealy and Margot
Sanger-Katz NY Times. "The analysis, by Los Alamos, an upgrade to the Miracle
Penicillin is possible if the Rich spend $7 Trillion @ Los Alamos. 4 Billion Patients
will get this new Star Wars Pencillin for free... possible in their drinking water!
Star Wars thing @ Disney, grin. In a Disney Movie.

2-7-2019 Penicillin was discovered in 1928 by Scottish scientist Alexander
Fleming. 1980 Ford WindmillCAR was a Godsend to President Jimmy Carter who
sold it to a Bone Saw Prince in Saudi Arabia $$$.

2-7-2019 Putting Microsoft in the Public Domain will write the Rx Star Wars
Penicillin for 4 Billion people who will otherwise die from a disease via Bill + Melinda
Gates greed... a bone saw culture at MIT.

2-7-2019
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2-6-2019 Putting Microsoft in the Public Domain would be better than Trump
meeting with Kim in Vietnam. Biggest Public Company? Microsoft. Wait, Apple
Again. Amazon? No, Back to Microsoft... putting Microsoft in the Public Domain
for the War Crimes since Jimmy Carter's 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's windows.

2-6-2019 State of the Union after "Ford 2019 WindmillCAR's “If I had not been
elected president of the United States, we would right now, in my opinion, be in a
major war with North Korea,” Mr. Trump said in his State of the Union address on
Tuesday night. “Much work remains to be done, but my relationship with Kim Jongun is a good one. Chairman Kim and I will meet again on February 27 and 28 in
Vietnam.”

2-6-2019 State of the Union; Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into
Mecca.

2-6-2019 State of the Union after "Ford 2019 WindmillCAR's Trump His call to
fight childhood cancer was new, but the money he proposed for it — $500 million
over 10 years — is hardly adequate to the task... this is all the editors at the
Times wrote after Mayo admitted 100 kids for childhood cancers yesterday. MD's
Exhausted, and exhaust in their kids DNA. White House, sounded like the anodyne
(lull the senses and render painful experiences less so) output of a random speech
generator: iPod Size GE electric generator you can plug in all your GE appliances.
Anodyne!! Pink was ordered off limits by the Pentagon Generals, White only...
Democratic women showed up by the dozens dressed all in white, a nod to the
suffragists of the early 20th century, in a display of sisterly solidarity with all
women... but women in Pink today who will die a tortured death like Steve Jobs but
not on TV. Again and again Pink women will die in the USA in this Bone Saw Culture
of Manhattan Projects only for USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. Put Jimmy Carter
on Trail for War Crimes before God puts him on Trail. 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's...
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2-6-2019 State of the Union after "Ford 2019 WindmillCAR's driven into Vietnam
in 1980 by Jimmy Carter, elected President by the Navy.

2-6-2019 "Making new Rx with a Manhattan Project and Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer
MD. Making New Drugs With a Dose of Artificial Intelligence" By CADE METZ I
just gave Cade Metz a $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project not in the NY Times
Article. Manhattan anyone!!

2-6-2019 Supermarket Wines Are Poured, and Worlds Collide - Cars Collide - The
2 White Men at 1984 HQ knew this before they started selling Wines at
Supermarkets. Yes wrongful deaths will bankrupt George Orwell 2019.

2-6-2019 Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction, It was won by DeepMind,
the artificial intelligence lab owned by Google’s parent company. A growing number
of companies are applying similar methods to other parts of the long, enormously
complex process that produces new medicines. These A.I. techniques can speed up
many aspects of drug discovery and, in some cases, perform tasks typically handled
by scientists. “It’s that the chemists who use machines will replace those that
don’t.” A drug binds to particular proteins in your body and changes their behavior.
Change the Behavior of this Orwellian Oil and Bone Saw Culture. By analyzing
thousands of proteins, a neural network can learn to predict the shape of others.
Trillion of Rx Recipes all trade secrets, Analyzing!! A.I. research benefits from
enormous amounts of computing power, iMac @ $18,384 not Win 10 and Chrome
Books at $180. “Because of the complexity of drug discovery, we need a wide
variety of tools,” Dr. Alvarez said. “There is no one-size-fits-all answer.” 1 Click
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and Genius Tutors.
Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels in Key West written on iApple app
with 100 others on the same page. Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel on
how Penicillin binds to proteins in a Kindle with super computer simulation. I don't
know if Penicillin binds with proteins or not so lets find out with AI and Google
ASAP.
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2-6-2019 Key West; top 10 — ranked by the number of H.I.V. diagnoses in 2016
and 2017 — are the counties that include Los Angeles; Miami; Houston; Chicago;
Dallas; Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; Brooklyn; Atlanta; Phoenix; and the Bronx. AI caller
ID on your new 2019 iPhone will tell you if the caller has Syphilis and HIV. Star
Wars Caller ID. Trump will stop calling women, grin. Other targets include Las
Vegas; Queens County and Manhattan in New York; Washington, D.C.; Detroit;
Newark; Prince George’s and Montgomery Counties in Maryland; San Francisco;
Baltimore; and San Juan, P.R.

2-6-2019 Putting Microsoft in the Public Domain would be better than Trump
meeting with Kim in Vietnam. Biggest Public Company? Microsoft. Wait, Apple
Again. Amazon? No, Back to Microsoft... putting Microsoft in the Public Domain
for the War Crimes since Jimmy Carter's 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's windows.

2-6-2019 Prince Salman and Dad King Salman Raped and killed many 100's of
women! NY Times Headlines gives us... "Former President of Costa Rica Is Accused
of Sexual Assault. An antinuclear activist filed a criminal complaint saying Mr.
Sánchez assaulted her 4 years ago. By FRANCES ROBLES I'm sure Frances Robles
can get the CIA video analysis from Gina on the Prince and King." I'm sure Gina
can get the Nuns videos too. "Pope Acknowledges Nuns Were Sexually Abused by
Priests and Bishops. The remarks by Francis were his first admission that the
Roman Catholic Church has such a problem. “Should more be done? Yes,” he told
reporters. Trump supporter. He is an ego maniac. Trump supports the Bone Saw Oil
Company and the Prince and King with $777 Trillion from Miami, Cuba gas stations
are Real World Ego Maniac's a Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks is the antidote.
Confiscate their $777 Trillion by a Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Mecca.

2-6-2019 The New York Times Company reported $709 million in digital revenue
for 2018. Tomorrow's Headlines will be; Confiscate their Mecca's $777 Trillion by
a Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca. NYC Jews will profit
more than the Times!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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2-6-2019 Super Bowl Bud Light and Coors Commercials; The truth is that fetal
alcohol syndrome is far more common than people think, and we have no ability to
say accurately what level of alcohol consumption is risk free. We now know that
alcohol is a teratogen, meaning it can cause birth defects. JAMA. Researchers
trained in identifying the distinctive physical characteristics of F.A.S.D. evaluated
over 3,000 children in four communities across the United States. The findings
were staggering. The way we are consuming alcohol in pregnancy is resulting in a
conservative estimate of 1.1 to 5 percent of children — up to 1 in 20 — with
F.A.S.D. According to the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
fetal alcohol spectrum disorders are more prevalent than autism. And yet at least
10 percent of pregnant women still drink during pregnancy. The best analogy for
the risk associated with alcohol consumption in pregnancy is driving with your
newborn unbuckled in the back seat. Maybe you’ll get into a car accident and
maybe you won't. Dr. Jen Gunter is an obstetrician and gynecologist practicing in
California. The Cycle, a column on women’s reproductive health, appears regularly in
Styles. Trump Oil Company commercial driving in heavy traffic with the black
clouds of diesel in traffic ahead, Ivanka and kids in the limousine breathing in the
particles. This is what Trump will be sued for by Ivanka and her kids. Did Ivanka
drink while pregnant, did she drive in traffic with Black Clouds of diesel in the
traffic ahead... mostly likely yes. Who will she sue?

2-6-2019 Video of every car crash, scooter crash in Key West in the digital
version of the Citizen Newspaper in KW. Or the NY Times manhattan car crash
video in the digital edition. Scientists were using video to understand the
movements of cheetahs, the slap shot strike of a frog’s tongue, the physics of
popcorn, tool-making cockatoos and helpful dogs. The results were often
fascinating to look at. Who was the driver who was really at fault will surprise the
editors. Who's last car crash in Manhattan was caught on video and censored.
1,600 at the Times there must be a car crash once a week. Digital will bring in
even more revenue from all the Lawyers and Insurance adjustors watching. Making
Science Vivid With Video. More scientists are using video footage in the course of
their research on everything from battling hummingbirds to the physics of popcorn.
In our ScienceTake series, we bring that footage to Times readers. Car crash in
Manhattan who was at fault? Two hummingbirds, a black-throated mango and a
lesser violetear, doing battle in Colombia.Credit Cristian Irian. By James Gorman
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2-5-2019 "Ford 2019 WindmillCAR's State of the Union" after Trump's "State of
the Union Oil and Bone Saw Company" and its Culture on the USA.

2-5-2019 "New York Tackled Subway Crime. But Is It Starting to Come Back?"
It's a Crime to build a fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs when some of the
Subway Riders Crimes are when they get off the Subway and rob a gas station
when there should not be any gas stations in NYC. NYC did not Tackle the Crime
of Pollution, Smog particles from gas engine cars blowing holes in everyone's DNA.
Starting to come into view in NYC is 12 Trillion Galaxies, no one is going to Tackle
this Today in a article about Crimes against Humanity. The foursome — two young
women and two young men — stole two cars and robbed three people of purses and
cell phones, he said. "New York Tackled Subway Crime. But Is It Starting to Come
Back?" The sequence of events began when police license-plate readers detected a
car in the area that had been reported stolen. The iPhone Dash Cam was not given
the order to kill the gas engine... for some technology reason, grin. Tech
inventions like the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR are STOPED along with iPhone Dash cam
highest tech inventions for cops and cars. Gravity Engine inventions are also
STOPPED. Jimmy Carter is the Criminal here. Today's Editorial is A More Honest
State of the Union; when the invention of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is censored
by the Staff at the NY Times. A Honest Invention, the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.
Driven by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ for dishonest oil revenues of $777 Trillion
polluting the entire world with Bone Saw Culture.

2-5-2019 "Ford 2019 WindmillCAR's State of the Union" after Trump's "State of
the Union Oil and Bone Saw Company" and its Culture on the USA.

2-5-2019 Steve Jobs and Small Fry Sue the NY Times for this NY Times article;
"Giant Strides in World Health, but It Could Be So Much Better" By AUSTIN
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FRAKT and AARON E. CARROLL 9.5 million dead on the Cancer Battlefields in
2019 world wide and now you know why 2 White Men at 1984 HQ could not get
into the Yale Medical School but did graduate from Harvard Law School. Grin!

2-5-2019 "Trump Expected to Announce Plan to Stop Spread of H.I.V. in the
U.S. by 2030 By ROBERT PEAR and KATIE ROGERS Women Trump call get all his
history of STD's on their caller ID. This is what technology is about. Who did
Trump give Syphilis to will be on her caller ID when he calls a woman. For Trump,
the State of the Union Is a Spectacle, and He Is Ready for It... State of the
Union commercials by Steve Jobs and Starbucks with the Pink Latte everyone in
the Store is looking up the Rx Recipe in Microsoft's Cloud and finding Bone Saw
Virus infecting the Ruling Class in Saudi Arabia. Trump Once Said Power Was
About Instilling Fear. In That Case, He Should Be Worried... about the Bone Saw
Commercials on CBS 48 Hours and 60 Minutes. Yale Key West Medical School
Students will be inventing the Star Wars MD Bone Saw that has no teeth to instill
dread, but instills Wow a Miracle Surgeon at work.

2-5-2019 "Ford 2019 WindmillCAR's State of the Union" after Trump's "State of
the Union Oil and Bone Saw Company" and its Culture on the USA.

2-5-2019 "Bud Light Picks Fight With Corn Syrup in Super Bowl Ad" By DANIEL
VICTOR and CHRISTINA CARON "Does it matter if corn syrup is used during
fermentation? “The bottom line is that the claims regarding corn syrup in brewing
are more marketing than science,” said David Ludwig, a professor of nutrition at
the Harvard T. H. Chan School of Public Health. Beer is made by fermenting
sugar. During the fermentation process, yeast converts the sugar into alcohol."
"Bud Light is not brewed with corn syrup, and Miller Lite and Coors Light are."
Sugary beverages and Heart Attacks! Are you working on a New artificial
sweetener today on 1 Click Amazon links? In a statement, Anheuser Busch said it
“fully supports gas and diesel engine car makers, we deliver most Bud Light in
Diesel Trucks." Bud Light Trucks with the Black Diesel Exhaust will be in next
years Super Bowl Commercials by the Ford 2019 WindmillCAR makers. “If you’re
concerned about your health, the smart play is to cut back on added sugar,
regardless of the type,” according to the Mayo Clinic. Mayo Clinic today will admit
100 kids for birth defects and childhood cancers from gas engine cars.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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2-5-2019 Greek Manhattan Projects are not on the List; Leader of Greece,
Visiting Turkey, Aims to Build Ties and Improve His Image at Home. Prime Minister
Alexis Tsipras is to meet President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and visit an Orthodox
seminary that Greeks hope to reopen. Open a Greek Manhattan Projects is not the
Hope of anyone in Greece Today, part of the Bone Saw Culture of Saudi Arabia a
terrible virus + cancer. State of the Union on a Miracle Cure for the Virus +
Cancer infecting the World today is at the Yale Key West Medical School meeting
of Elite Med School Professors. Will be... grin. "A former US Army captain
recounts her work in Afghanistan alongside two teams of Green Berets — one openminded and mission-oriented, the other prone to sexism and insularity. 40K USA
women died on the Breast-Ovary Cancer battlefield in the year she was in
Afghanistan alongside two teams of Green Berets. The Pentagons Top Brass made
sure there was no Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD in a Team to find the cure for cancer.
Bone Saw Culture has infected the Pentagons Top Brass since they came home from
Vietnam.

2-5-2019 "Ford 2019 WindmillCAR's State of the Union" after Trump's "State of
the Union Oil and Bone Saw Company" and its Culture on the USA.

2-5-2019 Perpetual Motion Secret File is the Cover of Greg's Book on Amazon A
Godsent Miracle! Fields of Physics at the Vatican have had a Bone Saw Pope
Francis for centuries!

2-5-2019 Pope Francis speaking in Italian in UAE... “It is most certainly not easy
for you to live far from home, missing the affection of your loved ones, and
perhaps also feeling uncertainty about the future,” Francis said in his homily, which
he delivered in Italian. “But the Lord is faithful and does not abandon his people.”
Pope Francis, Amid Abu Dhabi’s Riches Beyond Belief of $777 Trillion Dollars $$$,
Delivers Mass to Its Migrant housekeepers, cooks, gas station service employees,
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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grin. PopeMobil was gassed up for the Pope's ride through the crowd of servants to
the King and Prince with the Bone Saw's and immunity from all Crimes. Valet those
Mercedes cars, cleaning those hotel rooms, servicing those high-rise elevators and
preparing watermelon appetizers for guests in the presidential palace are millions of
migrants, many of whom are Catholics from India, the Philippines and South
America. In Times of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's sold out by the Vatican Elite
for Blood Money $$$ A Cardinal Sin! On Tuesday, the last day of his 40-hour visit
to the United Arab Emirates, Pope Francis came to speak to them directly. Speak
to God Directly will be a Super Bowl Commercial next year with the Pope riding in a
2019 Ford WindmillCar. Miracle Windmill Hats in the crowd. Today, Inside the
stadium, tens of thousands of faithful clad in white hats bearing the trip’s emblem
of a dove applauded as Francis rode around in his Gas Engine Popemobile.

2-5-2019 "Ford 2019 WindmillCAR's State of the Union" after Trump's "State of
the Union Oil and Bone Saw Company" and its Culture on the USA.

2-5-2019 Share Medical Records with the FBI. Diagnosis that took years and
years was right in plain sight but not in Plains, Georgia for millions in the South.
The direct-to-consumer testing site FamilyTreeDNA admitted to sharing genetic
data with the F.B.I. Dr. Lisa Sanders will write a Art of the Diagnosis for
everyone who ever lived in Georgia and give the articles to the FBI to arrest the
MD's who failed medical school.

2-5-2019 Wife's MD; seduced by the color, beauty and teeny tininess of the
hummingbird but failed to notice the ferocity burning in its rapidly beating heart.
The Aztecs weren’t fooled. Their god of war, Huitzilopochtli, was a hummingbird.
The Aztecs loved war, and they loved the beauty of the birds as well. It seems
they didn’t find any contradiction in the marriage of beauty and bloodthirsty
aggression. Time today is Star Wars. Bloodthirsty inventions for a Star Wars
Blood test for all 4 billion people weekly or monthly with the results given to the
Elite MD Wife's for Art of the Diagnosis and Treatment. Today 200,000 patients
from Saudi Arabia will get the Elite Blood test. Criminals treated by the Prison
MD's. Culture of Oil is Bone Saw Culture MD's are forced into by the Top Brass.
University of California, Berkeley, shared evidence gathered by high-speed video
about how the deadly Bone Saw Culture of Saudi Arabia has infected Trump Oil
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Company. In the 80's Berkeley would have found the Saudi Warriors and put them
on the front page of the NY Times with Dad's help. Berkeley would rise up against
gravity if given the IP invention project by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Instead
they study the hummingbirds for decades. All hummingbirds fight, including
females, but only a few species have weaponized bills. Dr. Rico-Guevara found that
males wage their battles to claim the best mating territories. Trump never mated
with a MD women. MD Women; “Another way they’re extreme is in terms of their
specialization.” They require a great memory that will be a Rx Recipe for a Latte
at Starbucks. Trump will win the White House spelling Bee for Medical Terms, in a
tie with everyone else. “Humming-Bird” galaxies number in the trillions except on
Earth. The Admirals Daughters are not MD's! Movies made for the Pentagon.
Howard Hughes. CAPTAIN MARVEL Super Bowl Trailer (NEW 2019) Marvel Movie.
Reboot of “Top Gun!” Toy Story by Steve Jobs. Toy Story 4 Buzz Light year (Tim
Allen) in this amusing trailer for Pixar’s sequel. “Alita: Battle Angel” (Feb. 14):
Rosa Salazar plays the title role in this James Cameron-produced sci-fi drama
looks a lot like Howard Hughes Movie!

2-5-2019

2-4-2019 13-3, Avengers: Endgame; Carnage of fiery wrecks on Texas Highways
today is known about by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ and censored as the best Super
Bowl Commercial...

2-4-2019 13-3, '1984' Steve Jobs Super Bowl Commercials - Super Bowl
Commercials 2019: Brands Play It Safe and Look to the Future of Star Wars 1984
Culture that Drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan, grin.
Jew Hero was driving not Tim Cook! At the Paris Revolution Pink Ford
WindmillCAR's and Elite French Oil Men... Dubai the Richest City in the World is
the Headlines in the Dubai Times Every Day with articles of Paris and Greece, 10
Years Into Poorest Economic Crisis in Paris-Greek History, Counts the Cost to
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Mental Health and Breast Cancer Dead in the millions! Impose a Speed Limit on the
Autobahn? Not So Fast, Many Germans Say we have Texas Gasoline at Texaco Gas
Stations. Germans ban the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's, a war crime and war crime
trials again! Germans will be paying for childhood cancers and birth defects for
decades to come and complain about it again. This is the Real World Super Bowl,
12 Trillion Galaxies.

2-4-2019 13-3, Elite Have Impose a Speed Limit on the Autobahn with the iPod
Size GE electric Generator you can plug in all your GE Appliances... there is no
battery in your new iMac, MacBook Pro, iPhone, MacBook Air Ride School Bus,
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. A micro iPod Size GE electric generator... Tech Super
Bowl waiting for the commercials about this!

2-4-2019 13-3, iMac @ $18,384 @ Starbucks Paris, Trump Towers, Key West.
iMac computer labs at Starbucks world wide a culture of Amazon 1 Clicking links to
1,001 IP invention projects is a real world Super Bowl. Star Wars Whole Foods @
Starbucks will be the skinny of it all.

2-4-2019 13-3, in a light year of a Super Bowl Game Time as Time is the New
Game at CERN passing to this God Particle. Gravity is not in the Super Bowl CERN
Game yet. NASA has this dynasty of Moon Shots that are now Brain Cancer Cure's
by Biden when Oppenheimer, Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD would have given humanity
the A-Bomb for Breast Cancer in a Manhattan Project lost in this lowest scoring
Super Bowl in History.

2-4-2019 13-3, Avengers: Endgame -- New Super Bowl Trailer Assembles What
Remains. Hawkeye, Captain America, Iron Man, Rocket Raccoon, War Machine,
Black Widow, and more are all here to finally take down Thanos Oil, once and for
all... BP Oil overstayed it's visit on Earth.
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2-4-2019 Perpetual Motion Secret File is the Cover of Greg's Book on Amazon!
Fields of Physics have had a Bone Saw Pope Francis for centuries, who's picture is
on the front page of Today's NY Times when Greg's secret Perpetual Motion Book
Cover should be on the Front page of Todays NY Times. A Sin by Pope Francis.
Calls from world leaders and visits Venezuelan Oil God's $$$, see a clear, if
daunting, path to ousting the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's for much longer, Orwellian
Lawyers wait for the War Crimes Headlines in the Times!

2-4-2019 Trump Calls for Keeping Troops in Iraq to Watch Iran, for Baghdad
Weekly Oil $$$ of $300 million direct deposited in Trumps Swiss Bank accounts.

2-4-2019 Upending Pink Breast-Ovary Cancer War Fights with the Pentagon Top
Brass!

2-4-2019 The president’s remarks could inflame fears among Cops stopping at
Fiery Wrecks in the USA Cleaning up Trumps War Crimes of fire bombing cars on
the USA Highways for Iraqi Oil Revenues, Iraqis a shift of troops there from
Syria would be a guise to check Iran, undercutting delicate Pink Rx Recipes. There
are no burn unit tweets from Trump or his Admiral MD.

2-4-2019 13-3, Avengers: Endgame; Carnage of fiery wrecks on Texas Highways
today is known about by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ and censored as the best Super
Bowl Commercial...
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2-4-2019 Oil Rigs, Second most productive in causing Birth Defects and Child Hood
cancers in Texas - War Crimes. How a ‘Monster’ Texas Oil Field Made the U.S. a
Star in the World Market. Innovation, investment and inviting geology have given
new life to an oil patch that once seemed spent. The oil field is now the world’s
second most productive. By CLIFFORD KRAUSS Clifford Krasuss at the NY Times
knows very well about birth defects and childhood cancers from oil and gas and
censored it out of his article, a war crime.

2-4-2019 Texas oil Empire must include Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers, the
Texas MD's will be written up in the NY Times and New England Journal of
Medicine for their complicity in this exhaust in the air.

2-4-2019 13-3, in a light year of a Super Bowl Game Time as Time is the New
Game at CERN passing to this God Particle. Gravity is not in the Super Bowl CERN
Game yet. NASA has this dynasty of Moon Shots that are now Brain Cancer Cure's
by Biden when Oppenheimer, Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD would have given humanity
the A-Bomb for Breast Cancer in a Manhattan Project lost in this lowest scoring
Super Bowl in History.

2-4-2019 Pope Francis Hours before his departure to UAE, the pope told pilgrims
in St. Peter’s Square that he was monitoring with great worry the humanitarian
crisis in Yemen and its children “who are hungry, they are thirsty, they don’t have
medicine.”

2-4-2019 Pope Francis killed Texas Children who will die from Gas Exhaust Cancers
in Houston and Dallas today not Yemen, a sin.
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2-4-2019 Pope Francis, who will reside during his stay at the Al Mushrif Palace,
has called the Emirates a “land that tries to be a model of coexistence” and began
a video message about the trip last week with the Arabic salutation “as-salamu
alaikum,” or peace be with you. “I am happy for this occasion the Lord has given
me to write, on your dear land, a new page in the history of relations between
religions.”

Al Mushrif Palace... Pope Francis, who will reside during his stay at the Al Mushrif
Palace.

Interior of Emirates Palace, Abu Dhabi, Pope Francis starts a landmark, three-day
visit to this Palace and 100's of others just like this one... Al Mushrif Palace...
Pope Francis, who will reside during his stay at the Al Mushrif Palace.
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2-4-2019 The Putin I Knew; the Putin I Know, by his 4 Wife's! 4 Wife's of Prince
Salman the Bone Saw Prince are light years from Putin's Wife's in Moscow. Paris
Wife's is a Nobel Novel about Hemingway's Women who should have been wife's.
Taylor Swift preformed at this Super Bowl half time show. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer
MD was writing up the Admiral MD's hard to find diagnosis history of all his
patients, Top Secret but the Pentagon Top brass ok'ed it being written. NYC
Christina Tosi’s Milk Bar Will Replace It. Invention Bar's in Moscow will open with
the end of Putin's Russian Novel. Digging up Russian history who was the famous
Doctor? Doctors; At Chanel’s most recent spring ready-to-wear collection, held in
Paris’s Grand Palais on a morning last October, nearly 3,000 guests were
transported to the Yale Key West Medical School Trump Towers, all 25 with a view
of the 25 Hospital Ships bigger than Carriers, with Heavy Lift Helicopters coming
in to land cargo containers of patients. A few from Saudi Arabia but fewer than
the 200,000 who landed in 2019.

2-4-2019

2-3-2019 Super Bowl Evaluations; Legacy of Steve Jobs Apple '1984' Super Bowl
Commercial... think of it in your minds eye. Super Bowl's Apple + Steve Jobs
tortured death videos replay for this years '1984' Super Bowl commercial by Steve
Jobs not Tim Cook. Football interception of the Rx Pink Recipe for Cancer's Latte
at Starbucks to cure Cancer in all stages in 8 days and it would have only cost $7
Trillion @ a Manhattan Project @ Los Alamos by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Wars
have cost more than $7 Trillion since Steve Jobs and Small Fry Lisa watched the
Super Bowl.
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2-3-2019 Super Bowl Evaluations; Legacy of Steve Jobs Apple '1984' Super Bowl
Commercial.

2-3-2019 Super Bowl Evaluations; iMac @ $18,384 vs Win 10 and Chrome Book
PC's at $180 Super Bowl Commercial censored by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

2-3-2019 Oil Money Evaluations; $777 Trillion dollars, "Nuclear Anxiety, Empty
Streets and Scenes of New York on High Alert" Putin's WW III over Oil Money +
Ford WindmillCAR's driven into Moscow and Mecca by a Jew Hero! Jimmy Carter
and Wife are driving a fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs for USA Oil Money,
keep it flowing into the War Chest not the Star Wars Fleet of Super Shuttle
Trains and Yale Key West Medical School's 25 Hospital Ships big as Carriers, grin
$$$. Peanut Farmers Evaluations; how many iMac @ $18,384 do they have, none
they bought Win 10 and Chrome PC's at $180 without AutoCad + AnatomyCad and
Super Computer Simulations of Arts of the Diagnosis, Rx Pink Recipes upgrades the
Girl Scouts IQ test scores. London + Paris are in decline if you read the NY Times
Headlines, Oil is the cause $$$. 100 year war is not fought over Oil Revenues.
$$$. Drink up the British Opium Wars are now the Gin Wars. For innovation look
to 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors
to get you started on a Drive to Exodus, 12 Trillion , Galaxies and Alpha Centauri.
Both censored from the front page picture in the Sunday Times! A crime against
Humanity. Super Bowl's Apple + Steve Jobs tortured death videos replay... 1984
Super Bowl commercial by Steve Jobs not Tim Cook. Football interception of the Rx
Pink Recipe for Cancer's Lost Today, Tomorrow, Next years Super Bowl will anyone
remember the Rx Recipe for your perfect Memory on 1 click Amazon. Buy 1 Click.
Invent it first.

2-3-2019 "He Committed Murder. Then He Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed alNahyan of Abu Dhabi, one of the country’s seven emirates, invited the pope to
visit UAE after they met in the Vatican in 2016. Yes they talked about the
Miracle Ford WindmillCAR's. What is Pope Francis trying to achieve? Money $$$
Oil Kickbacks $$$. United Arab Emirates is Saudi Arabia’s main military partner in
killings today and tomorrow... The Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Mecca will win total victory over these Moslem Princes and Prince Harry $$$.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Bangkok Is Choking on Air Pollution. The Response? Jew Hero Driving the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca + Rome, Grin!

2-3-2019 "He Committed Murder. Then He Graduated From an Elite Law School.
Would You Hire Him as Your Attorney?" By NOAM SCHEIBER Would you hire him
for your 'Driver?' Qatar Prince and Prince Harry will and sorry to say the Elite
Medical School does not have any Rx Recipe to prevent murder by the 'Butler'
'Driver' 'Chef' 'Cook' how many murders by these men in 2019. I would guess
over 100, maybe closer to 1K if you count Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, UAE. By NOAM
SCHEIBER. Noam need to see the boss about this article and some murderous
corrections!

2-3-2019 "Bone Saw's + Ford WindmillCAR's" "On the roof of a luxury building at
the edge of Central Park, 585 feet above the concrete, a lawyer named David
Goodfriend has attached a modest four-foot antenna that is a threat to the entire
TV-industrial complex. The device is there to soak up TV signals coursing through
the air — content from NBC, ABC, Fox, PBS and CBS, including megahits like "Bone
Saw's + Ford WindmillCAR's" worth $777 Trillion dollars to who ever Wind's, grin!
Bone Saw Prince Salman sued for $777 Trillion. A Disney Movie.

2-3-2019 UAE $$$ Blood Money for Pope Francis; Pope Francis starts a landmark,
three-day visit to the United Arab Emirates UAE on Sunday, becoming the first
pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church to visit the Arabian Peninsula. In
ultraconservative Saudi Arabia, churches are banned and public display of Christian
symbols is prohibited. Many of the 700 beheaded in 2019 are Christian. Pope
Francis has warned that Christians could eventually disappear from the region
altogether amid “murderous indifference” to their plight. Plight of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR driven by a Jew Hero into Mecca for total victory over Moslems. Why
the United Arab Emirates, and why now? The Gulf countries, which include the
United Arab Emirates, are among the few in the Middle East where Christian
numbers are rising, despite their history of restricting religious freedom. An influx
of migrant workers cooks, drivers, house keepers, who should be working at a Ford
WindmillCAR assembly plant in Rome. A sin the Pope will not speak about. As the
Ford WindmillCAR's are Godsent Miracle but for the Catholics, not a Miracle yet,
grin. Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan of Abu Dhabi, one of the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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country’s seven emirates, invited the pope to visit UAE after they met in the
Vatican in 2016. Yes they talked about the Miracle Ford WindmillCAR's. What is
Pope Francis trying to achieve? Money $$$ Oil Kickbacks $$$. United Arab
Emirates is Saudi Arabia’s main military partner in killings today and tomorrow...
The Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca will win total victory
over these Moslem Princes and Prince Harry $$$. Bangkok Is Choking on Air
Pollution. The Response? Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into
Mecca + Rome, Grin!.

Pope Francis starts a landmark, three-day visit to this Palace and 100's of others
just like this one... gas money $$$

Interior of Emirates Palace, Abu Dhabi, Pope Francis starts a landmark, three-day
visit to this Palace and 100's of others just like this one... gas money $$$

2-3-2019 Star War's Boeing 999 Dreamliners will fly into Orbit for 15 minutes
land in Paris in 2019. They would have if the 1980 Jew Hero would have driven the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Ford WindmillCAR's into Times Square USA. Wall Street Loss is in the Hundred of
Trillions of dollars to Humanity. "Behind the Lion Air Crash, a Trail of Decisions
Kept Pilots in the Dark. The story of a modification to the Boeing 737’s flight
control system shows how competitive pressures and technological complexity can
affect airliner safety. By JAMES GLANZ, JULIE CRESWELL, THOMAS KAPLAN
and ZACH WICHTER A Trail of Decisions by Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy + 2
White Men at 1984 HQ Kept Pilots in the Dark. Astronauts were killed off with
the Shuttle Explosions. Fleets of Super Shuttles in a Train were sunk by fleets of
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs.

2-3-2019 United States Navy conducted a flyover using all female pilots on
Saturday. The nine women participated in a Missing Man Flyover over a cemetery in
Maynardville, Tenn., in honor of Capt. Rosemary Mariner, a retired Navy pilot who
died last week. Captain Mariner was one of the Navy’s first female pilots and the
first woman to command a naval aviation squadron. She later fought to lift the ban
on women serving in combat. She died at age 65 in Knoxville, Tenn., on Jan. 24
after battling ovarian cancer. US Navy Medicare for All Emerges as Early Policy to
screen for Ovarian Cancers in 1 Billion women world wide as the Navy is at War
World Wide but not with the War on Cancers. A War Crime! CA-125 blood test
strategy first on every women in the Navy then every women under the Pentagon.
Them world wide. Until we can sell the fleet of USS Jimmy Carter nuke subs for a
Manhattan Project costing $13 Trillion.

2-3-2019 How to make your Office more Inventive, How to make your Life
Innovative. First write the Nobel Hemingway House Writing Class Novel. Next click
on Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors
to get you started inventing something.

2-3-2019 Comcast gave us. There are four remote controls, for turning on the
TV. Sony let them murder their Remote. This has to be a 'crime' for inventors of
the best remote in times of Comcast Oil Men and WindmillFord's.
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2-3-2019 Wife; Maybe it is POEMS, she suggested to the neurologist. Not likely,
he said. It’s quite rare, and her husband didn’t fully fit the diagnostic criteria.
Besides, the proliferation of antibodies that made him think of POEMS in the first
place is seen in up to 10 percent of patients with C.I.D.P. He cited the aphorism
leveled at all who suspect “zebras”: An unusual manifestation of a common disease
is much more likely than even a classic presentation of a rare disease like POEMS.
A rare Rx Recipe like the first Penicillin was though about. How do we search
Google for the first Rx Penicillin Recipes? Really lucky to have a wife who wasn’t
going to let this Recipe get lost to medical history.

2-3-2019

2-2-2019 Teacher Evaluations, NY Times Evaluations; how many iMac @ $18,384
do they have? None!!

2-2-2019 This General Doesn’t Mention 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish
Aliens, but His Tweets Speak Volumes about War Hero's on Earth... Generals are
Evaluated!! Star Wars! Yes the General was a con man out to lose your soul.

2-2-2019 “We’ve gone from making powder papers and rolling pills to robots
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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dispensing medication,” said Mr. Ginsberg, who, in addition to creating Bigelow’s
skin care and beauty brand, has watched the pharmaceutical world change
drastically. “We’ve moved away from cocaine eye drops to making chocolate or
banana flavored antibiotics for kids. We no longer have charge account ledgers.
Instead we have phone apps that let you refill your medications. ”Forced to
modernize in some ways, how many iMac @ $18,384 would Dr. Lisa Sanders MD
recommend we buy for our pharmaceutical use and customers use in Bigelow's?

2-2-2019 Qatar your Taxi will be free, a new quality of life perk from the
Governments windfall gasoline profits in 2019. Your Taxi or Uber Ride in Manhattan
Will Soon Cost More $$$. An Urgent Call for Compromise in Venezuela as it's Oil
is worth $777 Trillion...

2-2-2019 Trump Discusses Claims of ‘1984, Orwellian News’ and WindmillCAR
Impact, With New York Times Publisher, living in a foggy bottoms of 12 Trillion
Galaxies and Aliens next door at Alpha Centauri. Einstein's 400 Times the speed of
light Manhattan Projects are not on the front page of the Times today, a crime
against Humanity! What Do You Learn About Trump in an 85-Minute Interview that
is brainstorming with 1 click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects... 85Minute Interview with Dr. Lisa Sanders about Art of the Diagnosis with Trump and
the NY Times Publisher would have made a better front page today!! And saved
lives. New York Times Publisher discusses Bangkok, Choking on Air Pollution. The
Response is not front page news by the NY Times. Dr. Lisa Sanders was not invited
because she would have mentioned to deaths, cancers, birth defects from the baby
in Bangkok choking on air Pollution from gas engine cars only here for the $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues. Humans threatened species is the Diagnosis. Blood Money
from Prince Salman is needed for 1,001 different Manhattan Projects each costing
$7 Trillion. The greatest threat to fishing populations worldwide is the British
Navy doesn't feed the Oceans Fish! Extreme Cold Weather Spreads East is the NY
Times headlines when it should be Extreme Cold of Super Conductivity in Ford
WindmillCAR Turbines generate Trillions of Volts and Amps and this invention will
spin off other extreme cold super conductivity inventions that should have been
headlines. The missing tips on Hershey’s Kisses were due to the “manufacturing
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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process,” the company said. Trump all his life missed kissing a women MD.

2-2-2019 iMac @ $18,384 for NYC Student or Win 10, Chrome PC @ $180. You
do the Math as NYC can't! New York Joins Movement to Abandon Use of Student
Tests in Teacher Evaluations Under a bill approved in Albany, standardized tests
could have almost no role. Testing an Intel 18 core CPU vs a Win 10 with the blue
screen of death. Saving lives on your iMac that does have a Role in Teacher
Evaluations if the kids even have access to an iMac or are giving no choice but to
use Win 10 + Chrome PC's for Super Computer Simulations, grin! Evaluation of NYC
White men at 1984 HQ who spent all the iMac money at the Trump-Qatar Casino's
Roulette Wheels $$$.

2-2-2019 Teacher Evaluations, NY Times Evaluations; how many iMac @ $18,384
do they have? None!!

2-2-2019 So what did make World Headlines in the Times today... European
diplomats referred to the territory Gibraltar as “a colony of the British crown,”
language that backs Spain’s position in a long-running dispute. Britain was not
amused." By RAPHAEL MINDER BP Oil gas stations in Gibraltar were censored.

2-2-2019 "Settlements for Breast-Ovary Cancer's will be $8 Trillion not $8 Billion
and the Lawyers will all have a MD. As Pelvic Mesh Settlements Near $8 Billion,
Women Question Lawyers’ Fees" By MATTHEW GOLDSTEIN Boston Scientific and
Johnson & Johnson, are paying nearly $8 billion to resolve the claims of more than
100,000 women. Coors and BP Oil Smog Inc resolve to claims of 40K dead from
Breast-Ovary Cancers in 2019. Trump and the Times Editor talked this over, and
over hoping they don't get arrested for 40K dead women in 2019. University of
Georgia School of Law who specializes in Peanuts + Tobacco plantation owners.
“Never in the field of mass tort litigation has there been such a yawning gap
between success in the courtroom and failure at the Plantation Owners" Jimmy
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Carter is at peace with his Star Wars God when everyone on Earth will die because
he built a fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs that will be used fighting over
$777 Trillion in Blood Money from Prince Salman and BP Oil. Super Bowl Apple
Commercial will be '1984' with Small Fry Lisa telling Steve Jobs thousands of
Steve Jobs Clones will die a tortured death today thanks to Tim Cook's lack of a
Cancer Cure so many years after you tragic tortured death. And CBS will say it
was the best Super Bowl Commercial.

2-2-2019 $10 Trillion Ford WindmillCAR + RV Plant talked about by Trump and
the Editor of the NY Times censored for... Apple iPhone screens of $10 Billion.
"The development followed a tumultuous few days in which Foxconn sent mixed
signals about its proposed $10 billion facility in Wisconsin — an investment that
Mr. Trump announced in 2017 at a White House event with Mr. Gou." Ford's $10
Trillion investment was killed by the Times + Trump. Killed by Prince Salman and
Oil Revenue Greed in our Times and at the NY Times $$$ Louis Woo, the special
assistant to Mr. Gou, told Reuters that the company was reconsidering whether it
would make advanced TV screens at the site, citing the high cost of making them
in the United States, high cost of gas at the gas station was not talked about but
all the money from Miami, Cuba gas stations goes to paying for... Construction on
the Lusail Stadium near Doha, Qatar. The stadium is expected to host the opening
and the final of the 2022 World Cup. Credit Reuters for censoring out the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR + RV plants in the USA. BBC led reports on its website and news
channel by warning darkly that there was “an increasing political risk that Qatar
may not host the World Cup in 2022 if the Ford WindmillCAR + RV plant was built
in the USA.

2-2-2019 Qatar your Taxi will be free, a new quality of life perk from the
Governments windfall gasoline profits. Your Taxi or Uber Ride in Manhattan Will
Soon Cost More $$$.

2-2-2019 Carnival Corporation, Disney Cruise Line, Royal Caribbean Cruises and
the Geneva-based cruise company MSC, are beginning to pair them with wearable
devices that can better track the passenger’s exact location on the ship and in Key
West, offer additional conveniences like winning a Nobel Invention Idea. Trump has
the Nobel for Sanctions on Tobacco and Lung Cancer Cure. We will see some 40
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million cruise passengers by 2028, easily,” he said. Carnival Corporation, which
owns nine lines and represents about half of the global cruise industry in number of
passengers, has ordered 20 ships to be delivered by the end of 2025. Hospital
Ships 25 just for the Yale Key West Medical School Campus. No we can't use USS
Jimmy Carter Nuke subs for Hospital Ships, sorry Jimmy. The surge is partly
thanks to increased computing power on the vessels themselves. Ships now “have
MD's with iMac's. The goal now is to get passengers to a Elite Yale Medical School
MD Professor. A passenger with Carnival’s OceanMedallion can order a drink using a
mobile app, and the medallion tells the server the person’s name and location, even
if they have moved, said John Padgett, Carnival’s chief experience and innovation
officer. The waterproof device acts as identification, charge card and location
beacon. Two ships in the Princess Cruises fleet, which is owned by Carnival, offer
the medallion and three more will offer it in 2019. Theses Medallions will work a
little different on a Yale Hospital Ship. The bottom line is Jimmy Carter and wife
have been on more Cruise Lines than Nuke Subs. Jimmy Carter at 92 doesn't have
an iMac. Dr. Dardik began experiencing intensifying back pain. Worried about
distractions in the O.R., he voluntarily stopped performing surgery in 2016. Now
83, he still comes to the hospital every weekday, but has shifted to research,
teaching and mentoring still with no iMac and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors to help you write the Hemingway
House Nobel Novel about brainstorming 1,001 IP invention projects. 12 Trillion
Galaxies are invincible... Today.

2-2-2019

2-1-2019 Trumps Wife and Daughter, DIAGNOSIS. The Patient’s Wife Thought
Her Husband Was Being Treated for the Wrong Disease, by a Saudi Prince!! She
Was Right. Bone Saw Oil Company high five put oil in his blood, riches beyond
belief went to his gray matter... 25 Trump Towers at the Yale Key West Medical
School didn't show up in his minds eye, just the Qatar Trump Casino's Roulette
Wheels spinning like Andromeda Galaxy $$$.
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2-1-2019 Kara Swisher NY Times "Apple Stands Up for Privacy. Does It Matter?"
Hell No! What matters is iMac's with 18 Core CPU's at Paris Starbucks. French
Oil Company Total has $777 Trillion in oil revenues and iMac's cost $18,840 each
plus as much for AutoCad and AnatomyCad... Zoe Greenberg NY Times "What Is
the Blood of a Poor Person Worth?" Manhattan Project by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer on
Star Wars Blood Bank for the USA would be worth trillions and trillions and save a
billion lives with miracle blood, lot better than spending the $7 Trillion on Blood
Money by Prince Salman. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. The neurologist reviewed the (Star
Wars Manhattan Project) blood test obtained by the primary-care doctor. It
wasn’t his muscles. It wasn’t his thyroid. There was no sign of anemia, infection or
inflammation. He was lucky to have the insurance he had, lucky to have survived
both the disease and the cure and really lucky to have a wife who wasn’t going to
let him go to Hell in a Universe with 12 Trillion Galaxies and as many Aliens. "The
patient was referred to MD Anderson, where he was finally given the diagnosis of
POEMS. Initial treatments were ineffective. His last chance was a stem-cell
transplant. This is a brutal therapy in which after collecting a sample of stem cells
that can grow into both red and white blood cells, the patient is blasted with
chemotherapies designed to kill everything left behind. Only then can the
harvested cells be reintroduced to their newly cleaned bone marrow to repopulate.
Cure is nearly 100 percent — for those who survive." POEMS Star Wars
treatments a 'Rx Stem Cell Latte Picked up at Starbucks' were referred to
another Manhattan Project at Los Alamos costing another $7 Trillion. A rare
cancer of white blood cells called POEMS in a simple routine blood test at Star
Wars.

2-1-2019 Trump Discusses Claims of ‘Orwell News,’ and the Impact, With New
York Times Publisher A.G. Sulzberger asked the president to curb his 1984
rhetoric. Mr. Trump replied with a request for “a great story, just one” from The
Times... One Nobel the Times A.G. Sulzberger could win, think of one today.
Tobacco is Trump's Nobel. A.G. SULZBERGER, publisher of The New York Times:
Mr. President, before we wind... talk about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in
private...
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2-1-2019 One Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and
Genius Tutors to get you started inventing. Apple Shows Facebook Who Has the
Power in an App Dispute! This One Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects with specs and Genius Tutors to get you started inventing was approved
only for internal use by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

2-1-2019 Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Total
Victory over Moslems, he will receive a hero’s welcome for his troubles: Mar-aLago, his gilded club by the sea in Palm Beach with Apple Mac Book Pro's, grin.

2-1-2019 Manufacturing Support for the Jew Hero at Mar-a-Lago, to Drive the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca... pick up $777 Trillion in Miami, Cuba gas
station hold up loot $$$

2-1-2019 Trump Discusses Claims of ‘Fake News,’ and the Impact, With New York
Times Publisher A.G. Sulzberger asked the president to curb his anti-press
rhetoric. Mr. Trump replied with a request for “a great story, just one” from The
Times... One Nobel the Times A.G. Sulzberger could win, think of one today.
Tobacco is Trump Nobel. A.G. SULZBERGER, publisher of The New York Times:
Mr. President, before we wind... SULZBERGER: Or if you want to criticize The
Times. Bone Saw Oil Company own by the World's Prince $$$. SULZBERGER: —
hard, dangerous work of ferreting out the truth in — in societies where leadership
often tries to suppress it. And, and you know I’d urge you to reconsider.
SULZBERGER: [Inaudible] [Jamal] Khashoggi [the murdered Saudi journalist for the
Washington Post] is you know is just the highest-profile example but we’re seeing,
we’re seeing leaders — TRUMP: [To aide] One second. SULZBERGER: We’re seeing
leaders of journalistic organizations saying very directly that — that governments
feel like there is a climate of immunity but for cancers. “Oh, a rich Arab stayed
at his hotel” Jimmy Carter and they got like peanuts to sell with no new Rx Recipes
for Starbucks. This conversation would have been more exciting if they talked
about Einstein and going 400 Times faster than the speed of light and the NY
Times would of had a better Einstein front page for Feb. 2, 2019.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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2-1-2019 WindmillCAR's in the USA... Teddy and all other dogs in Iran were
front and center in Iran’s nearly 40-year long battle against Western influences
when Tehran’s police chief, Brig. Gen. Hossein Rahimi, announced that the judiciary
had banned walking dogs in public. When I moved into my first studio in Key West
my apt manager got a black cat and named him Teddy Kennedy, he died from brain
cancer a tortured death, not the cat Teddy the person Teddy Kennedy taking the
WindmillCAR's to his grave. I wonder if the stone is a "Car". Millions of tortured
deaths have resulted from diesel since I moved into my first studio in Key West
and 100's of IP invention project have been published on my Amazon Books. How
simple it would be for Trump to get a Nobel Teddy Kennedy wanted. All Trump has
to do is put sanctions on Tobacco and Tweet the 9 million dead from cancer this
year in 2019 and 7 million will be from lung cancer and other tobacco cancers, the
King will give Trump the Noble for this idea. wow. Some people in Iran take care
of the street cats, in Key West too but the homeowners are winning the war killing
more Key West Cats than are killed in Iran I would gamble. ...shot with an
anesthetic dart... Teddy Kennedy Grin. We would all be driving the 2019
WindmillCAR's and the NY Times 'Headlines from Iran' would not be about Cats +
Dogs. "Asal Bahrierad and her dog, Teddy.CreditArash Khamooshi for The New
York Times" Two decades ago the only place to take a pet for treatment was
Tehran University, which ran a clinic staffed by veterinarians in training. Now,
there are dozens of pet clinics. Key West needs a Vet City of KW employee on the
streets like the Parking ticket guys. Nations with light year distant solar systems
on every side. What side will the USA take when Jewish Aliens drive here? You
know what Iran Headlines will say...

2-1-2019 Ford WindmillCAR banned from YouTube! TIMESVIDEO McConnell: ISIS
and Al Qaeda ‘Have Yet to Be Defeated’ The Senate voted overwhelmingly to
advance legislation drafted by Senator Mitch McConnell, the majority leader, to
express opposition to President Trump’s withdrawal of U.S. forces from Syria and
Afghanistan. By SENATOR MITCH MCCONNELL, VIA YOUTUBE Ford WindmillCAR
are marked Secret by senator Mitch McConnell via Youtube too.
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2-1-2019 Bone Saw + Beheaded in Mecca Concert. Mariah Carey Performing In
Saudi Arabia Women's rights activists have collectively denounced pop singer
Mariah Carey for performing in the sex-segregated Islamic country of Saudi
Arabia. Prince's Sex videos are Orwellian.

2-1-2019 Malaysia installs its new king after previous monarch married Russian
beauty queen and abdicated - Trump has a Russian Beauty Queen in mind too, grin.

2-1-2019 Kara Swisher NY Times "Apple Stands Up for Privacy. Does It Matter?"
Hell No! What matters is iMac's with 18 Core CPU's at Paris Starbucks. French
Oil Company Total has $777 Trillion in oil revenues and iMac's cost $18,840 each
plus as much for AutoCad and AnatomyCad... Zoe Greenberg NY Times "What Is
the Blood of a Poor Person Worth?" Manhattan Project by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer on
Star Wars Blood Bank for the USA would be worth trillions and trillions and save a
billion lives with miracle blood, lot better than spending the $7 Trillion on Blood
Money by Prince Salman. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. The neurologist reviewed the (Star
Wars Manhattan Project) blood test obtained by the primary-care doctor. It
wasn’t his muscles. It wasn’t his thyroid. There was no sign of anemia, infection or
inflammation. He was lucky to have the insurance he had, lucky to have survived
both the disease and the cure and really lucky to have a wife who wasn’t going to
let him go to Hell in a Universe with 12 Trillion Galaxies and as many Aliens. "The
patient was referred to MD Anderson, where he was finally given the diagnosis of
POEMS. Initial treatments were ineffective. His last chance was a stem-cell
transplant. This is a brutal therapy in which after collecting a sample of stem cells
that can grow into both red and white blood cells, the patient is blasted with
chemotherapies designed to kill everything left behind. Only then can the
harvested cells be reintroduced to their newly cleaned bone marrow to repopulate.
Cure is nearly 100 percent — for those who survive." POEMS Star Wars
treatments a 'Rx Stem Cell Latte Picked up at Starbucks' were referred to
another Manhattan Project at Los Alamos costing another $7 Trillion. A rare
cancer of white blood cells called POEMS in a simple routine blood test at Star
Wars.
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2-1-2019

1-31-2019 Saudi Arabia: Corruption crackdown 'ends with $106 Billion recovered'
Aljazeera.com BBC News. Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR recovers
$777 Trillion in Miami, Cuba gas station hold up loot, grin $$$

1-31-2019 Canada Mercedes Diesel - Canada will withdraw up to half of its staff
in Havana after a 14th person was found to be suffering from the strange
symptoms that have afflicted dozens of diplomats... 1955 Ford with no muffler's.
14th million sick from this Ford driving by...

1-31-2019 Oil Men in Paris will fall like Rome and Caesar. Mecca today '2019'
700 will be beheaded on orders from Prince Salman. The blood has been mopped
up... from yesterday. Trump didn't bother Tweeting about this not far from
Trump Towers. The tables are bustling again and the smell of Chinese food fills the
air at Seaport Buffet, an unpretentious restaurant in Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn,
light years from Mecca and President Xi. shortly after 5 p.m. with a hammer in
his hand he bludgeoned three employees to death. The triple killing has
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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reverberated through Sheepshead Bay, leaving workers and customers struggling to
recover from the events. Some local politicians have said that Mr. Martunovich,
whose family is Russian... DA says a Hate Crime!!! Elite Yale MD's are out to stop
the next Russian with a hammer before 3 more brains flow out onto the floor were
censored out of this NY Times article. Buy them Amazon Books and they never
learn. Send them to MD school instead of Yale and Harvard Law Schools would be
the correct diagnosis, treatment. Dermot Shea, the city’s chief of detectives, said
on Wednesday that he expected Mr. Martunovich to be indicted soon. “We
anticipate some kind of hate crime charges,” he said. Mr. Martunovich, 34, is a
construction worker who lives about 10 blocks from the restaurant, in the Brighton
Beach neighborhood. He has a history of mental illness and had been hospitalized
before, but had never been arrested. Yesterday in Mecca, Saudis Executed a Maid
From Philippines Despite Protests, Officials Say. The Philippine government said the
woman had been convicted of murder, but details of her case were not made
public. She was raped by the Saudi Prince. By JASON GUTIERREZ Jason had to
censor this on orders from Prince Trump. Seaport Buffet, an unpretentious
restaurant in Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn, light years from Mecca and President Xi.
shortly after 5 p.m. with a hammer in his hand he bludgeoned three employees to
death in front of 100's and cameras there. Current Orwellian Rx's were not the
cure for his mental illness. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR was the Cure!! Sue the Oil Men
for wrongful deaths via poison gas attacks in Brighton Beach and Mecca. $$$

1-31-2019 Athens Today: The Art of Memory; A Rx Recipe and the Motive to win
a 2019 Nobel in Medicine. The ancient city is also a living one. And it still has
plenty to tell us, if we care to listen, if they care to join Amazon prime 1 Clink
links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors to get you
started. Apple profits from iMac 18 Core CPU's in Athens was Zero in yesterdays
Apple profits of $18 Billion in the last 3 months. Athens Starbucks iMac Computer
labs working on Rx Recipe's for Total Recall Latte worth billions... gas stations in
Athens today make millions in profits and the air is poetic with particles most in
Athens know about but can't see outright.

1-31-2019 Top Brass Motives, Hate Crimes in this Bone Saw Oil Revenues Culture
as only $300 million a Week from Baghdad oil flows into the VA. Whatever his
motive, Mr. Martunovich’s sanity 'VA Bone Saw Oil $$$ is likely to be a factor as
his case moves through the court system. Yes Prince Salman is a War Criminal
dealing in Bone Saws and Oil Blood Money World Wide, the Prince Owns Lake
Geneva. Mr. Martunovich has been undergoing psychiatric treatment at Bellevue.
Prince Salman will not undergo psychiatric treatment when the Jew Hero Drives the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Total Victory, Total Oil Company, in Paris
will pay out for fiery wrecks in Paris... French lawyers windfall.
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1-31-2019 Race and Gender Issues at Law Firms are why the Medical Clinic's Art
of the Diagnosis can take years and years of trial and error diagnosis looking for
the correct diagnosis and treatment... 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have know this
for decades and decades a war crime! "For several weeks, a young athlete’s
symptoms stumped doctors, despite tests and scans. Unnoticed in a sandwich or
wrap, toothpicks can do a surprising amount of damage. He ate the toothpicks in a
sandwich, Greg broke a front tooth in half biting a piece of pizza with a toothpick
in it...

1-31-2019 Mercedes Diesel Car Drivers have immunity from the NY Police. The
New York City Police Department recently announced that it intends to use Rapid
DNA in conjunction with the local DNA databank operated by the Office of the
Chief Medical Examiner. No the NYC Police are not going to arrest Mercedes
Diesel Car Drivers for kids birth defects and cancers! So much for reading '1984.'

1-31-2019 96 Days of Catholic MD's 1,000 working brainstorming 1,001 Rx Pink
Recipes would have gotten 1 Miracle Cure... 96 Days Later, Nonstop Church
Service to Protect Refugees Finally Ends. The vigil, which involved nearly 1,000
ministers, came to an end after politicians pledged that a family inside the church
no longer faced immediate deportation. By PATRICK KINGSLEY

1-31-2019 Canada Mercedes Diesel - Canada will withdraw up to half of its staff
in Havana after a 14th person was found to be suffering from the strange
symptoms that have afflicted dozens of diplomats... 1955 Ford with no muffler's.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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14th million sick from this Ford driving by.

1-31-2019 One MD hundreds of sick patients, "Lawyers at Harvard wrote the US
Laws for Felons - One Lawyer, 194 Felony Cases and No Time" "The Constitution
guarantees poor defendants a lawyer. It doesn’t say the lawyer will have enough
time to actually work their cases." By RICHARD A. OPPEL JR. and JUGAL K.
PATEL When the Jew Hero drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Harvard, the
Law School Campus will be given to Harvard Medical School for Blood Money
Payment.

1-31-2019 Miami, Cuba gas station hold up money at Chase Bank is safe. "A
narrow, 150-foot-long tunnel discovered on Tuesday reaches toward a Chase bank
near Miami." The F.B.I. called it an “attempted bank burglary.” By JULIA
JACOBS

1-31-2019 In the USA Another neighbor will attack another Today 1-31-2019 Jury Awards Rand Paul Over $580,000 in Damages From Attack. Mr. Paul had
filed a lawsuit against a longtime neighbor who tackled him after a lawn care
dispute in 2017. By NOAH WEILAND MD will be Awarded a Nobel in Medicine
$1.2 million for a World Wide Rx Starbucks Road Rage Yard Rage Latte Cure.

1-31-2019 1,001 one Click Amazon links to invention projects are off limits at the
Police Dept. So they play Russian Roulette. St. Louis Prosecutor Accuses Police of
Obstructing Inquiry Into Killing of Officer" "A death originally described as an
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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accident that happened while one police officer was playing Russian roulette with
another." By LIAM STACK

1-31-2019 "Joint Chiefs of Staff West Point Generals each with $1.1 Billion in a
Swiss Bank" Venezuela’s Best Path to Democracy? Pay Off the Military $$$ via
$1.1 Billion in a Swiss Bank Account the Price in our Culture of Bone Saws and Oil
$$$, but the military has played a critical role in establishing democracy in many
countries. Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital
Ships is for the Star Wars Exodus Culture. Small Fry Lisa telling Steve Jobs
maybe next time we will have more Time Together" 100's of Steve Jobs Clones will
die a tortured death today by the Military! By MICHAEL ALBERTUS Los Alamos
will not hire Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. They are working on Jimmy Carters USS
Sub upgrade's today.

1-31-2019 Veterans Will Have More Access to Private Health Care Under New
V.A. Rule, Rules for Art of the Elite Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders at Yale Key
West Medical School is not a Rule by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Years and
years of misdiagnosis waits in the Doctors Office for the VA Vets, nothing has
changed but who get the money. Bone Saw Culture makes Prince and King Salman's
Yale MD's Top Secret off limits to VA Vets.

1-31-2019 Quit smoking Nobel by Trump in one Tweet... sanctions on buying
tobacco so much for oil sanctions world wide. VA Vets Lung Cancers stats will be in
Trump Tweets finally unclassified.

1-31-2019 Same VA Top Brass wrote this on a million graves for Vets Lung
Cancers. Alcoholic VA deaths will not change going to a Yale MD with no Police
authority. MD Cops are not allowed in this 1984 HQ to many drunks smoking and
gambling away your Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies.
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1-31-2019 VA Vets Dreams of 74 Virgins in Heaven, 4 Wife's Legal Polygamous
Marriage like Einstein with 4 Wife's and getting the 99% inspiration to invent 400
Times Faster than the speed of light for Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies is a Room
in the Key West Vets Home Alone watching the ET movie.

1-31-2019 VA Vets are also (Bangkok Is) Choking on Air Pollution. The Response?
Water Cannons... in Bangkok LA eye MD and glasses for the kids eyes harmed by
pollution they never told you about at Fitzsomonds.

1-31-2019

1-31-2019
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1-30-2019 Our Dreams of Star Wars! An End to War in Afghanistan, 74 Virgins in
Heaven, 4 Wife's Legal Polygamous Marriage like Einstein with 4 Wife's and
getting the 99% inspiration to invent 400 Times Faster than the speed of light for
Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies. CIA vision of What is out there at Alpha Centauri
and Sirius report was given by Gina in secret.

1-30-2019 Our Dreams of Peace: Envisioning an End to War in Afghanistan. What
Caused the Challenger Super Shuttle Fleet of 100's to Explode when the Ruling
Class has $777 Trillion in BP Oil revenues in the bank... Warriors, Prince Harry to
mention one! What caused 40K women in the USA to die from Breast Cancer in
2019, Warriors, Prince Harry to Mention One!!

1-30-2019 Warriors; A TEAM OF SCIENTISTS IN Israel says they'll likely have
discovered a cure for cancer in the next year. Misdiagnosis and "The Jerusalem
Post" reports the small team led by Accelerated Evolution Biotechnologies CEO Ilan
Morad thinks it might have found the first complete cure – a treatment akin to a
cancer antibiotic. The treatment, called MuTaTo (multi-target toxin), uses a
combination of cancer-targeting peptides and a toxin that specifically kills cancer
cells. And, because the cells would be killed, patients could likely stop treatment
after a number of weeks and not need a drug cocktail throughout their lives,
according to the report. Cancer; estimated there were 17 million new cancer cases
and 9.5 million cancer deaths worldwide for 2019 and all we get a Warriors in "The
Jerusalem Post + NY Times" when we need Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at a Los
Alamos Manhattan project with 4 trillion hacked Rx Recipes for the Rx Pink
Starbucks Latte costing $7 Trillion in War Toys money!

1-30-2019 Bangkok, Draped in Flowers but Smothered by Pollution, Suffers, this
is Trump’s New Policy Takes Effect... World Wide!! Oil Money Burning a Hole in
DNA. $7 Trillion for a New DNA Manhattan Project is Cloud @ Microsoft Ad by
Bill Gates.
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1-30-2019 Why Did Soviets Invade Afghanistan? Why does Putin drive a gas
engine car when the 2019 Ford WindmillExodus model car can be upgraded to a
gravity engine Ford with iPhone iDash Cam's and Vodka auto-locking out of drivers
in Moscow.

1-30-2019 Along the Main Road You See the "Pink" Graves’: U.N. Says Hundreds
Killed in Congo 40,000 Pink Kills in the USA in 2019 all censored by the NY Times"
By RICK GLADSTONE 40,000 Pink Graves along the roads in the USA censored by
Wounded Warriors at 1984 HQ... conflict of interest of course. Berlin Mercedes
diesel car and trucks, 8 million dead world wide more birth defects than the
German Elite gas station owners would like to count on. Another War Crimes Trial
in Berlin. Bone Saws and Secret Swiss Bank Accounts $777 Trillion in Oil profits.

1-30-2019 "iPod Size GE micro-electric generator is a year old and Tim Cook he's
gone off to China. China’s Coal Plants Haven’t Cut Methane Emissions as Required,
Study Finds" By SOMINI SENGUPTA

1-30-2019 Oil's $777 Trillion $$$ “Worldwide Threat Assessment” — compiled by
the country’s 17 intelligence agencies — is lengthy and growing: terrorism, climate
change, hostile foreign powers, rising nationalism, illegal drugs, Cyberattacks and
organized crime. Those threats will “expand and diversify” in 2019... Oil's $777
Trillion $$$ “Worldwide Threat Assessment” Jewish Women's Threat Assessment
to Drive a Car, the 2019 Ford WindmillCar to pink up their Rx Pink Latte Recipe at
Starbucks when Los Alamos Rx Recipe hacked from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade
secrets is cooked up by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Costing $7 Trillion. Paris Threat
Assessment is all from those who control the $$$ from Total Oil Company. TrumpSalman-Putin Oil Company Headlines not just a Tweet on Facebook will open the
InventBook to 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon a threat to Einstein
and 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell call to Alpha
Centauri. InventBook + Amazon will open 12 Trillion Galaxies.
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1-30-2019 The Super Bowls Steve Jobs Commercial "1984" Small Fry Lisa telling
Dad Next Time we will get the cure for Cancer's and have more time together"
That Trump's Salman-Trump-Putin Oil Company Deserves the Paradise lost
Hemingway House Nobel Novel written on Apple app on iMac's with Intel 18 Core
CPU's @ $18,840. None have been bought by anyone at the CIA.

1-30-2019 Not Another Manhattan Tower in Key West, 25 Trump Towers at the
Yale Key West Medical School is not as much a Threat to the Navy as 25 Hospital
Ships belonging to the Yale Key West Medical School. A rendering shows how
"Tower Fifth" would look soaring over Manhattan. A Rendering of Key West with
the Elite Yale Art of the Diagnosis Articles in the NY Times pointing out years and
years of Misdiagnosis on every case history, so yes the Admiral MD has a Vodka in
each hand and was not fired by Trump.

1-30-2019 BP Oil Exxon Mobil + Apple’s total revenue for the quarter was $84.3
billion, a 5 percent drop from a year earlier and in line with the revised forecast
earlier this month. Sales of iPhones, following a global trend for smartphones, have
been leveling off for several years. Their revenue was $51.98 billion, a 15 percent
drop from a year earlier. Apple’s earnings per share were $4.18 in the quarter,
beating analysts’ expectations by a penny. Apple’s overall profit was down 0.5
percent to $19.97 billion.

1-30-2019 Apple $19.97 billion... in the last 3 months profit. $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues since Jimmy Carter sold his soul to Prince Salman the Bone Saw Prince of
Oil. $778 Trillion expected from the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
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1-30-2019 Motive in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies out there is Heaven + Hell
a Gamblers Paradise! Las Vegas Shooting: FBI Closes Case Without Discovering
Motive. On January 29, 2019, the FBI ended their investigation into the Las
Vegas shooting without finding a motive for the attack that left 58 dead. Jimmy
Carter and Wife gambling on the Navy's USS Jimmy Carter Nuke sub to fire
Nukes Off in 'Time' of War! At Peace with their God.

1-30-2019 Skyline of Qatar on this web below, 40K Trump Towers all paid for via
Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups. Many USA women sucker punched in 2000 driving
into the gas station being held up. Millions of fiery wrecks... The Seattle-based
Blokable began delivering its first stackable units last year. And Factory OS,
founded by a developer of affordable housing, is now producing housing in a factory
in Vallejo, Calif. When the 2019 Ford RV-Home's will be a lot more than 40K
coming off the Ford RV assembly lines. Model T RV Home you will read in the NY
Times.

1-30-2019

1-29-2019 40K Dead from Breast-Ovary Cancers in 2019... Privately, Ms. Haspel
has taken a tough line, saying the agency believes Prince Mohammed was
responsible, but she is not likely to repeat that assessment publicly, instead
deferring questions to a closed session, set to follow the public testimony on
Tuesday afternoon. 40K Dead from Breast-Ovary Cancers in 2019. The 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ let 40K die for the last few decades every year and censored it
from the front page of the NY Times. What can Gina do? The Two Presidents of
Venezuela, Who will be victorious? 40K USA women with Breast-Ovary Cancer and
no Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks because of Oil God's $777 Trillion dollars in gas
station hold up loot gambled away at the Qatar-Trump Casino's world wide.
Roulette Wheels not the Wheels of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's driving to 1,001
'Manhattan Projects' each costing $7 Trillion.
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1-29-2019 What Caused the Challenger Super Shuttle Fleet of 100's to Explode
when the Ruling Class has $777 Trillion in oil revenues in the bank... Warriors,
Prince Harry to mention one!

1-29-2019 U.S. Targets Those Who Breath Toxic Exhaust With 'Tough' "Clean
Air To Breath" Sanctions During "Crisis of Power" of the Exodus 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR Model's.

1-29-2019 U.S. Targets Venezuela With Tough Oil Sanctions During Crisis of
Power!

1-29-2019 U.S. Targets Those Who Breath Toxic Exhaust With 'Tough' "Clean
Air To Breath" Sanctions During "Crisis of Power" of the Exodus 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR Model's.

1-29-2019 U.S. Targets Venezuela: A hasty American withdrawal from gas
stations and gas engine cars Culture, experts said, would erode the authority and
legitimacy of the Bone Saw Oil Club's raising the risk that Yale Key West Medical
School Elite MD's could capture control of birth defects and childhood cancers
censored by, from Trump-Salman-Putin Oil Company.
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1-29-2019 "Ford WindmillCAR's assembled and all parts made in the USA. A Tiny
Screw Shows Why iPhones Won’t Be ‘Assembled in U.S.A.’" By JACK NICAS
Ruthless Bone Saw Oil Prince's in a War to build the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
Exodus with Star Wars accessories in the USA. With the F-35 radar and iPhone X
iDash Cam, GPS licence plates costing more than the Ford. A Quick Fix to decades
of Gas Engine Cars lead by Mercedes Warriors in another siege of Leningrad, now
Saint Petersburg. An USA Made Mercedes is a good question after so many deaths
from Mercedes Diesel Cars and Trucks with malice by Germany! Emission Test Hell!

1-29-2019 "With U.S. and Taliban in Talks, Afghans Fear They Could End Up
Dead" Dead in 2019 USA women with Breast-Ovary cancers have hope for a quick
Miracle Rx Pink Latte Recipe for the Starbucks Latte... Vietnam Peace Talks are
still on going, sorry ladies but the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have total immunity
from cancers. "The Unsung Role of the Pharmacist in Patient Health" The Role of
Amazon 1 Click Rx Recipes, 1,001 in the Nobel in Medicine Novel that Plots out
brainstorming the 'Pencillin for Cancer's.' Disney Movie Star Wars cancer is cured
with a Rx Recipe in the Movie, dialog wins a award for brainstorming it.

1-29-2019 "Two New York Times reporters from Afghanistan find themselves
suddenly dreaming of what they will do if peace comes — as are their friends, and
even some Taliban." By FAHIM ABED and FATIMA FAIZI Abed and Fatima can
drive the old 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's in the Pentagon Garage on highway 66 and
101. Other New York Times Reporters can get into to Yale Key West Medical
School and become an MD in the Age of WindmillCAR Dialogistic's of Life in a
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and many more Jewish Aliens.
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1-29-2019 Pope Francis calls 'Fiery Wrecks' a Orwell Problem, the 2 white Men
at 1984 HQ. Meeting at the Vatican next week will impress on the Bishops 'Burn
Units.' And the sin of not stopping to end gas stations by the Catholic Church.
Church leaders to better follow their soul when the Gravity Engine is ready to be
made public at 1984 HQ.

1-29-2019 The hearing will present Mr. Coats and Gina Haspel, the C.I.A.
director, with the challenge of candidly presenting their agency’s views.
Intelligence Chiefs Set to Outline Threat of Chinese Inventing 1,001 IP invention
project on 1 Click Amazon links to specs and genius tutors, grin. Summit IBM
Super Computer simulations not in the Next Disney Star Wars Movie.

1-29-2019 Gina will say G55 will be invented before everyone in the world get
G5...

1-29-2019 Everyone in the World will get iMac's @ $18,384 at Starbucks when
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's are 'Driven!'

1-29-2019 What Caused the Challenger Super Shuttle Fleet of 100's to Explode
when the Ruling Class has $777 Trillion in oil revenues in the bank... Warriors,
Prince Harry to mention one!

1-29-2019 What Caused the Challenger Explosion? The launch was broadcast live
from Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Florida. Just 73 seconds into the
STS 51-L mission, the Challenger exploded. The explosion was caused by a booster
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failure, according to NASA, and destroyed the vehicle. The Presidential Commission
on the Space Shuttle Challenger Accident determined the cause to be a failure in
the joint between the two lower segments of the right Solid Rocket Motor.
Ultimately, the joint failure was caused by the destruction of an “O-ring” seal
intended to prevent hot gases from leaking through the joint during the rocket
motor’s propellant burn. On the day of the launch, it was a relatively cold day, and
the elastic O-ring didn’t respond as people expected it would under the day’s
conditions, according to History.com.

1-29-2019 What Caused the Challenger Super Shuttle Fleet of 100's to Explode
when the Ruling Class has $777 Trillion in oil revenues in the bank... Warriors,
Prince Harry to mention one!

1-29-2019 Cutting Up Big Fish and Cultivating an Even Bigger Fan Base, Blue Fin
Tuna at Wendy's and Starbucks that outsell everything else on their menu's...
Clarence Frank Birdseye II (December 9, 1886 – October 7, 1956) was an
American inventor, entrepreneur, and naturalist, and is considered to be the
founder of the modern frozen food industry. NASA Mar's Robot is retired to
cutting big fish... He was taught by the Inuit how to ice fish under very thick ice.
In -40 °C weather, he discovered that the fish he caught froze almost instantly,
and when thawed, tasted fresh. He recognized immediately that the frozen
seafood sold in New York was of lower quality than the frozen fish of Labrador.
He saw that this knowledge would be lucrative. His journals from this period, which
meticulously record these observations, are held in the Archives and Special
Collections at Amherst College. NASA robot building is famous, now how to feed
the fish with robot Navy Supply Ships, grin.
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1-29-2019

1-28-2019 In Paris, ‘Red Scarves’ March to Counter Yellow Vest Protests, 2
White Men at 1984 HQ are in Pink Berets marching off to the "War Chest" of Oil
Revenues not a Paris Rx Pink Recipe for the Cure of Breast-Ovary cancers in every
stage in 8 days costing only $7 Trillion when they the French Men have $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks. Lake Geneva is owned by Prince Salman and
Bone Saw Company. Paris fuel tax rise when the government owns the Oil Company
is insane greed $$$. Their movement then developed into a broader revolt against
the government Oil Company Total. Birth defects and childhood cancers are
censored by the French Government Media and Facebook, a war crime. Mr. Macron
this month began a series of public debates that he has promised will lead to
changes, excluding the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Exodus model, and InventBook
iMac's at Starbucks Paris. Paris intellectuals are not ready to join in on the Jewish
Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies, what is out there. We can find out in our life
time. A Exodus Revolution the Jews want too if not for their warrior Top Brass
Drunk on the Combat Battlefield when the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's would have
defeated Moslems decades ago with the Jew Hero driving into Mecca. Prince Philip
Says He’s ‘Deeply Sorry’ About Car Crash that is a British War Crime. The Drunk
Driving killing of Millennials in fiery wrecks in Paris, London, Rome, even Pope
Francis drives by without helping to end gas stations world wide. A Cardinal Sin!
"With Paid Leave, Gates Foundation Says There Can Be Too Much of a Good
Thing." Too Much Oil Money is a Good Thing for Bill + Melinda Gates. As Microsoft
can get lost in the Universe of Oil God's with only $950 Billion when they have
$777 Trillion. Greed is a Good Thing at the Gates Foundation. Qatar Quality of
life for everyone who ever worked for Microsoft is a thing of the past for French
Intellectuals to write Nobel Novels about. Review: ‘My Fair Lady,’ Illuminated With
New Stars with no brainstorming dialogs about Rx Recipes for a Pink Cure of
Breast-Ovary Cancer. New My Fair Lady has Breast-Ovary Cancer. Same old
dialog with 40K USA women litter the breast cancer battlefield not at the
Pentagon HQ. Something is wrong with Bill + Melinda Gates making headlines about
paid leave. A report found that the Captain’s “moody and aggressive” behavior
during the flight might have contributed to the crash last year, which killed 50
Million people via gas stations. Bill + Melinda Gates ignored the hundreds of millions
of desperately impoverished people who live here to dine with Prince Salman with no
talk about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Exodus Model!

1-28-2019 Ivvanka Trump will Tweet; wife of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad
has undergone a 'successful' operation as part of treatment for early-stage breast
cancer. The post shared a photo of Asma al-Assad, 43, who was born in London,
together with the following message: 'Asma al-Assad continues her treatment
against the malignant tumour. 'Breast surgery at the Damascus military hospital
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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has been successful.' The presidency announced in August that the London-born
first lady, 33, had begun treatment for 'a malignant tumour in the breast that was
discovered at an early stage'.Asma, whose father is a cardiologist and whose
mother is a diplomat, has two sons and a daughter with Assad.

1-28-2019 Germany earmarks cash for Russia's World War Two veterans from
siege which killed one million. Germany announced today that the country will pay
€12 million to help Russian World War II veterans and siege survivors, but Moscow
said the cash was not ... Vladimir Putin - whose brother died in the siege - hailed
St Petersburg as an 'impregnable city' and called the Nazi siege a 'crime against
humanity' as he visited a memorial nearby driving a gas engine car Mercedes made
in Germany. Post offices in Gaza are distributing financial aid donated by Qatar to
94,000 Palestinian families. The money is part of an informal deal with Israel,
negotiated by the UN. $777 Trillion plus the profits from Mercedes gas engine
cars distributed too... 1980 Germany Ford WindmillCAR's, Paradise Lost by 2
White Men at 1984 HQ so much for George Orwell Novels.

1-28-2019 4 Trillion Rx Recips all trade secrets. Editors’ Picks 4,000 Miles, Seven
Countries: An African Adventure on Two Wheels. A 10-week cycling trip from
Morocco to Ghana takes riders on a rough ribbon of road through West Africa, a
region better known for strife than tourism. Better to Know Rx Recipes. Recycling
Rx Recipes to cure Breast Cancer in all stages in 8 days. How could a few hundred
Rx Penicill Recipes help brainstorm this on a few IBM Summit Super Computers with
many super computer simulations. Cycling Trip not a Editors Pick at the NY Times,
behind the Times with Crude Oil interests, pipelines and trillions of miles of GE
high voltage transmission lines when the iPod size GE electric generator is 'secret.'

Girl Scouts learning the Rx Recipes of all their parents Rx. On a iMac with 1 Click
Amazon links...

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Girl Scouts learning the Rx Recipes of all their parents Rx. On a iMac with 1 Click
Amazon links...

1-28-2019 Rx Recipes... “Older adults are taking an awful lot of pills these days
— 66 percent take 5 drugs or more per day, and 27 percent take 10 or more per
day — so if some of those pills are no longer necessary and may even be causing
harm, why not ask if it is time to know the Rx Recipe's, Hell Yes! It’s not easy to
get a new 'Miracle Penicillin' discovered. Rx Nobel Novels in Medicine aren't on
Amazon Kindle or Amazon Books. Cooking up all the different Rx Penicillins are
more than just esoteric they are secrets students need to learn. Pharmacist Class
for HS students. Pharmacist MD's. Art of the Diagnosis Articles on all the Rx she
takes with a shocking ending, grin. Thanks Dr. Lisa MD. Please write this today.

1-28-2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with iPhone iDash Cam's made in the USA. Screw
you Tim Cook. "A Tiny Screw Shows Why iPhones Won’t Be ‘Assembled in U.S.A.’"
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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By Jack Nicas. SAN FRANCISCO — Despite a trade war between the United
States and China and past admonishments from President Trump “to start building
their damn computers and things in this country,” Apple is unlikely to bring its
manufacturing closer to home. "A tiny screw illustrates why." "In 2012, Apple’s
chief executive, Timothy D. Cook, went on prime-time television to announce that
Apple would make a Mac computer in the United States. It would be the first
Apple product in years to be manufactured by American workers, and the top-ofthe-line Mac Pro would come with an unusual inscription: “Assembled in USA.” "But
when Apple began making the $3,000 computer in Austin, Tex., it struggled to find
enough screws, according to three people who worked on the project and spoke on
the condition of anonymity because of confidentiality agreements." In China, Apple
relied on factories that can produce vast quantities of custom screws on short
notice. In Texas, where they say everything is bigger, it turned out the screw
suppliers were not. “The skill here is just incredible,” Mr. Cook said at a
conference in China in late 2017. Making Apple products requires state-of-the-art
machines and lots of people who know how to run them, he said. In December,
Apple announced that it would add up to 15,000 workers in Austin, just miles from
the Mac Pro plant. None of the new jobs are expected to be in manufacturing
iPhone iDash Cam's for the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Drunks Driving Apple Crash
and burst into flames! MacBook Air Ride School Bus will not get hit by a GE Freight
Train in the USA or China.

1-28-2019

1-27-2019 Trump is not ready to embrace Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at the
Alcoholic Manhattan Project costing $8 Trillion. DUI's iTicket iPhone iDash Cam's
will not let your start your car getting in from leaving the bar at Star Wars, grin.
And the iPhone AI will call 911. Star Wars 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's... Paradise
Lost Nobel Novel on Amazon Kindle.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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1-27-2019 Trump No Huge Warning Labels on Coor's! Executive order, hire the
out of work Fed's to stick on the warning labels, grin.

1-27-2019 President Trump has donated $100,000 from his 2018 salary to an
institute that researches alcoholism. The White House confirmed to The Hill
Saturday evening that Trump donated $100,000 to the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, a subsidiary of the National Institute of Health.
The president's older brother, Fred Trump Jr., died of alcoholism-related
complications in 1981, a death that the president has frequently cited as a reason
why he does not drink and has not engaged in recreational drug use.

1-27-2019 Trump No Huge Warning Labels on Coor's! $8 Trillion Manhattan
Project for the Rx Alcoholic Latte Recipe at Starbucks, The Cure. Putin will pay
most of the $8 Trillion as most alcoholics are KGB.

1-27-2019 Trump is not ready to embrace Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at the
Alcoholic Manhattan Project costing $8 Trillion.

1-27-2019 iPod Size GE electric generator you can plug in all your GE appliances Driven when we USA women get to 'Drive' the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's, grin.
Cobalt is an essential component of rechargeable batteries in cars and mobile
phones, and Congo is by far the world’s largest producer, with about half of all
known reserves. In Kolwezi, the cobalt is often found with vast deposits of copper:
Star Wars inventions are found with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
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1-27-2019 Karachi Seeks to Remake Itself, With Bulldozers Leading the Way
building new gas stations with Prince Salman's Blood Money of $9 Trillion. By
MEHER AHMAD

1-27-2019 “Pakistan gets a bad rap when it comes up in the media,” he said. “It’s
about terrorism, violence or upheaval. Fatima wanted everyday people to associate
Pakistan with other things and change the narrative.” Ms. Ali announced in 2017
that she had Ewing’s sarcoma, which affects bone and soft tissue. Fatima Ali, who
was voted by fans of the television show “Top Chef” as their favorite contestant of
Season 15, died on Friday at her family’s home in San Marino, Calif. She was 29.
In 1980 Jimmy Carter could have cured 'Cancer' with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR.
Can we sue Jimmy Carter for her wrongful death?

1-27-2019 Rubio Gas Stations Miami, Cuba Closed for the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Senator Marco Rubio, Republican of Florida, has become a chief
policy architect for the United States in a daring and risky campaign to dislodge
Venezuela’s autocratic leader from power. Dislodge Gas Stations World Wide, End
to Gas Stations World Wide risky Bone Saw's behind the Gas Station Counters
World Wide. Birth defects and childhood cancers have resonate for decades.
Picture at the bottom of this page of Traffic Circles upper decks over busy
intersections have been to expensive for Oil Gods with $777 Trillion dollars.
Venezuela for decades supplied crude oil to the Cuban island nation, at a rate of
about 100,000 barrels per day. Cuba would refine the surplus and resell it on the
international market instead of building 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Brookings
Institution is behind this Oil vs WindmillCAR Society. A White Collar War Crime!
Another war crime is 2,000 Cuban doctors who left Brazil after a dispute between
the Brazilian and Cuban governments. Medical clinics run by Cuban doctors once
proliferated throughout Venezuela, but many have fallen into decay amid the
economic crisis. UN will see if this is a war crime when 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
are driven to the UN in NYC. Speaking at a United Nations Security Council
meeting on Saturday, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo pointed to Cuba’s
involvement in Venezuela, saying its intelligence officers have brought their “own
worst practices” to Caracas. Fiery wrecks killing their own troops, Wife's,
Children. Even Pope Francis drives by fiery wrecks without stopping to end gas
stations world wide. With the risk of a fiery hell on a distant Galaxy, grin!

1-27-2019 Since Britain defeated French forces in Quebec City in 1759 to take
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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control of what became Canada, there have often been tensions over language,
virulent anti-French campaigns and a legacy of discrimination and prejudice. Among
Canada’s 36 million people, French speakers total 6.8 million in Quebec with
another 1 million living outside the province. In Quebec, English speakers number
about 700,000. Art of the Elite Diagnosis via MD's Oui, Oui!! What really counts!!
2,000 Cuban MD's have a place to go... grin. Imagine what 2,000 Cuban MD's
flying into Quebec in 2019 to take control of Canada. But Mr. Ford and Caroline
Mulroney, his Quebec-born attorney general who is the minister responsible for
francophone issues, both remain adamant that cutting the province’s budget deficit
makes a French university impossible. Canada Oil Men $$$ refuse to build the Yale
Quebec City Medical School Trump Towers! Jan. 27, 2019, on Page A9 of the New
York edition with the headline: Who Knew Ontario Speaks French? Apparently Not
Its Premier. By Ian Austen who didn't mention if Amazon was English or French.

1-27-2019 "With $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Jared Kushner, a Confident
Negotiator, Finds Immigration Deal to Be Elusive" By ANNIE KARNI and MAGGIE
HABERMAN Annie and Maggie censored out the $777 Trillion for Qatar
Immigration, grin.

1-27-2019 "Will a New Play Restart a Fire?" London Shakespeare Theater Play
about the Queen and 97 year old Prince driving by Fiery Wrecks for Decades for
the gas money @ BP Oil $$$. Special Effects Big Screen Monitors will win a Oscar
and Nobel. Awards! With the Special Effects Big Screen Monitors a Diesel + DNA
Play will also win Awards! Kaiser Health News, an editorially independent program
of the Kaiser Family Foundation. The author is a reporter for Kaiser Health News.

1-27-2019 She Wanted to Drive, So Saudi Arabia’s Ruler Imprisoned and Tortured
Her By NICHOLAS KRISTOF She wanted to Drive the 2019 WindmillCAR to
Starbucks to pick up her Rx Pink Recipe Latte that cures breast-ovary cancers in
every stage in 8 days and was Tortured by Prince Trump-Putin-Salman-Rubio, grin,
smally fry ending! Mitch McConnell Got Everything He Wanted. But at What Cost?
Breast-Ovary Pink Latte for his wife, daughters. A Warrior Killer Out of Control.

1-27-2019 Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks; Howard Schultz, former CEO of
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Starbucks, is exploring an independent 2020 presidential bid. Former Starbucks
Chairman and CEO Howard Schultz, who is launching a book tour next week, is
reportedly giving serious consideration to running, nothing about running 4 trillion Rx
Recipes at Los Alamos Manhattan Project for a Rx Pink Latte Recipe to cure
Breast-Ovary Cancer in all stages in 8 days costing only $7 Trillion.

1-27-2019 The (Mac Book Air Ride) School Bus driver, John Stevens, 78. 13 year
old killed girl critically injured for life, a wrongful death law suit against 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ.

1-27-2019 The (Mac Book Air Ride) School Bus driver, John Stevens, 78, of
Mabank, has been treated and released from the hospital. Just after 4 p.m.
Friday police say they received a report of an Athens ISD school bus that had
been struck by a train in the northeast section of the city. At the scene, first
responders found the train at a standstill just west of the North Murchison Street
railroad crossing, with the bus partially wrapped around the lead locomotive.
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Exodus; Off Earth “Today, Apple-Amazon is going to reinvent the War on Cancer,
win the Pentagons War's World Wide Won with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's
updated to 2019 Specs!

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth Steve Jobs Never Wanted Us to Use Our iPhones
Like This. Steve Jobs and Small Fry Lisa wanted a cure for cancer but were
censored by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. "The devices have become our constant
companions. This was not the plan." By Cal Newport Mr. Newport is a computer
scientist and author. Steve Jobs cancer is a constant companion not close to a cure
as War not War on Cancer rules the Elite in Paris + London. Pink Latte at
Starbucks in London and Paris is censored from the front page of the NY Times
Today and Tomorrow. “Today, Apple is going to reinvent the War on Cancer, win
the Pentagons War's World Wide with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's updated to
2019 Specs with trillions of volts and amps from the windmill turbines. Secret's
that will save Steve Jobs from the torture of a cancer death and Small Fry Lisa
from Breast Cancer tumor coming through the skin, picture censored by the NY
Times for battle field dead pictures not the Breast-Ovary Cancer Battle field, a
war crime.
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1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth As for the large tablet that has the First
Amendment etched on it on a facade of the building, it will likely not remain once
Johns Hopkins moves in. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are immune to 1984 diseases
and plagues of Oil-Gods Bone Saws not John Hopkins MD's with Bone Saws!
Newseum Building to Be Sold to Johns Hopkins for $372.5 Million.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth Steve Jobs Never Wanted Us to Use Our iPhones
Like This. Steve Jobs and Small Fry Lisa wanted a cure for cancer but were
censored by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. "The devices have become our constant
companions. This was not the plan." By Cal Newport Mr. Newport is a computer
scientist and author. Steve Jobs cancer is a constant companion not close to a cure
as War not War on Cancer rules the Elite in Paris + London. Pink Latte at
Starbucks in London and Paris is censored from the front page of the NY Times
Today and Tomorrow. “Today, Apple is going to reinvent the War on Cancer, win
the Pentagons War's World Wide with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's updated to
2019 Specs with trillions of volts and amps from the windmill turbines. Secret's
that will save Steve Jobs from the torture of a cancer death and Small Fry Lisa
from Breast Cancer tumor coming through the skin, picture censored by the NY
Times for battle field dead pictures not the Breast-Ovary Cancer Battle field, a
war crime.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth Learned the Hard Way with Bone Saw's and Gas
Stations. President Trump learns the hard way about the political danger of
shutdowns and his limits in an era of divided power. Exodus Power E=mc2.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Center Stage and Front Page of the NY Times. Leaving Earth,
the Inventors Wall of Alpha Centauri is 400 Times faster than the speed of light
E=mc2 advanced physics. WiKiLeaks Rx Recipes upgrade with InventBook and
Hemingway House Writing Class brainstorms Nobel Novels in 1,001 IP Invention
projects with iMac's @ $18,840 and 1 Click Amazon links to specs + genius tutors
to get you started going 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell
call to Jewish Aliens ready for your Exodus.
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1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth with the Rank and File charging the Salman-TrumpPutin Oil Company with war crimes against women and children breathing in poison
gas fumes from traffic... serious when Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD writes Art of the
Diagnosis on Diesel.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth Mexico Protests U.S. Decision to Return Asylum
Seekers to the Mexican Oil Company to be rich as Qatar Citizens via Oil Revenues
of $777 Trillion.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth IBM’s “cognitive solutions” unit, which uses A.I. to
help businesses increase efficiency, has become the company’s second-largest
division, posting $5.5 billion in revenue last quarter. Far behind the $777 Trillion
Prince Salman-Trump-Putin has in Oil Revenues. One Blood Money PayOff can be
more than $5.5 Billion. And the Swiss Bank will not Tell All until the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR is Driven into Mecca for Total Victory over Moslems, Allah for
centuries! PoorHouse Avenues in Mecca. Jewish rank and file drivers have their
foot on the gas Peddle, grin.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth Erik Brynjolfsson, the director of M.I.T.’s
Initiative on the Digital Economy. “It’s between whether you use the technology in
a way that creates shared prosperity, or more concentration of wealth.”

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth Con Men; The Nepali government found evidence
that some Mount Everest guides went as far as intentionally making hikers ill by
spiking their food with large amounts of baking soda, which can cause vomiting,
diarrhea and other ailments, and then calling for an emergency helicopter
evacuation. 17 Nepali companies accused of fraud or tax evasion in a 1984
Society. ...if the government did not bring charges against these companies, all of
which are reportedly still in business, the insurance underwriters would cut off
coverage for Nepal starting from Feb. 15... I would think the 2 Men at 1984 HQ
own part of these 17 companies, grin $$$. Like who Owns Total Oil Company in
Paris? In Kathmandu, hospitals involved in the fraud perform unnecessary tests,
exaggerate symptoms and even hold on to trekkers’ passports to prevent them from
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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leaving. Hospital in Paris hold on to children with birth defects and cancers from
Paris traffic exhaust too. “It’s a vicious circle,” Paris Elite thinking about Exodus
to Mount Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years up the Mountain that is far from Everest.
History of Paris + London with Alpha Centauri.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth "Gamble that a $7 Trillion dollar Rx Recipe for the
"Killer Latte" at Starbucks to End Killing's @ Star Wars. Anonymous Donor Gives
$62,000 to Destroy Las Vegas Gunman’s Weapons" By SERGE F. KOVALESKI

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth; "Our Longest War Is Still an Important War"
"Why the United States needs to keep troops in Afghanistan."By Michael E.
O’Hanlon Mr. O’Hanlon is a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution." All of this is
expensive, but not inordinately so — perhaps costing roughly 30 billion to $70
billion a year, based on an analysis of estimates from the Congressional Budget
Office. That’s still less than 10 percent of the Pentagon’s budget for 2019. More
realistic in Afghanistan is driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV Homes on
Route 66 and Highway 101 in Afghanistan. Listening to news about Jewish Aliens at
Alpha Centauri.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth Lower Caste in India wait on Michael E. O’Hanlon!!
Mr. O’Hanlon is a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution."In India, Gandhi’s
Halo Glows Less Brightly for Hindu Right and Lower Castes because the Brookings
and RAND think Tanks kill off the Lowest Caste from Driving and working on the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and Alpha Centauri at NASA. On a mild winter day,
Mohandas K. Gandhi walked slowly across a stately lawn in New Delhi, India’s
capital, leaning on the shoulders of two young women, when an assassin greeted
him, touched his feet and then shot the frail 78-year-old three times in the
chest. The grounds where Gandhi crumpled to the ground, and the elegant mansion
where he spent his final days, have been turned into a memorial to his life, and
violent death.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth Lennon's Glasses where has Yoko Gone, To Iceland
in her gas engine RR. You can’t pass through an Indian village these days without
seeing the image of a pair of black wire spectacles stenciled on a wall — Gandhi’s
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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iconic glasses.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth “Gandhi is like Churchill, Napoleon, Mao, Lincoln,
any great figure,” Lennon we need Einstein's AI app for 400 Times faster than the
speed of light in a Verizon cell call to Alpha Centauri. Invented on 1 Click Amazon
with links to its specs. On iMac's as Bill and Melinda Gates have their second home
in Qatar not Key West. Invention Projects in daily conversations iMac app! 1,001
IP invention Projects on 1 Click Amazon and InventBook. Gravity Engine's you never
read about in the NY Times!

1-26-2019 “Today, Apple-Amazon is going to reinvent the War on Cancer, win the
Pentagons War's World Wide Won with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's updated to
2019 Specs.

1-25-2019 Banks + Gas Station Society; Jayme Closs, Jayme will sue the FBI for
$2 Trillion 2 wrongful deaths of Mom and Dad saying the iPhone iDash Cam...

1-25-2019 Gas Station Society; Karl Hoglund, the police chief of Sebring, Fla.,
Bank has $777 Trillion in gas station revenues $$$

1-25-2019 In the Bank on Wednesday made the five women he found inside lay
facedown on the floor before he shot them each in the back of the head...

1-25-2019 Bankers Society; Bone Saw's are in the Safe Deposit Box's, Karl
Hoglund, the police chief of Sebring, Fla.
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1-25-2019 Grim Reaper's, Bank + Gas Station Society; Karl Hoglund, the police
chief of Sebring, Fla., choked back tears as he described a shooting in a SunTrust
Bank in Florida. Those killed are “victims of a senseless crime,” he said. SunTrust
Bank in Florida on Wednesday made the five women he found inside lay facedown on
the floor before he shot them each in the back of the head, killing them. “We do
not know what was going on in the mind of the individual who committed this
atrocious act, but we do know he was influenced by the darkness in this world,”
The police said they also did not understand why Mr. Xaver, wearing a T-shirt
with an image of four scythe-wielding grim reapers on horseback. Chief Hoglund
said. “We are still trying to establish what has occurred, the gravity and nature of
why it occurred, and try to put it in a perspective that we can understand.” When
officers arrived at the bank on Wednesday, they found a harrowing scene. Mr.
Xaver had recently trained to be a correctional officer at Avon Park Correctional
Institution, a prison about 20 miles north of Sebring. “Society made him a
monster,’’ she said. “Unfortunately, nobody listened to him and five lives have been
lost. It’s devastating.” Gas Station Society; Karl Hoglund, the police chief of
Sebring, Fla.

1-25-2019 Bankers Society; Bone Saw's are in the Safe Deposit Box's, Karl
Hoglund, the police chief of Sebring, Fla.

1-25-2019 Banks + Gas Station Society; Jayme Closs, Who Saved Herself From a
Kidnapper, Will Get $25,000 in Reward Money $$$ The other $25,000 in reward
money had been put forward by the F.B.I. Jayme will sue the FBI for $2 Trillion
2 wrongful deaths of Mom and Dad saying the iPhone iDash Cam and iTickets iCop
in your car was killed by the FBI Top Brass and 2 White Men at 1984 HQ along
with GPS tracking License plates, and Blood Money from Saudi Princes and Kings to
go along with this Bankers and Gas Station Society which is illegal and a war crime.
Besides Homeland Security the FBI belongs to wasted $1 Trillion or more in perks
and Blood Money. And spent it all at the Trump-Salman-Putin Qatar Casino. $$$.

1-25-2019 Bank + Gas Station Society; Trump and Cohen Received Gun Licenses in
Exchange for Favors, Former Police Official Alleges. Blood Money as government
perks even the PO know they are paid more than Doctors at the top pay scale.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Bankers and Gas Station Society. $$$.

1-25-2019 Oil's Grim Reaper's Bank + Gas Station Society; Queen Speaks of
‘Common Ground.’ Commentators Hear a Brexit Argument. Queen Elizabeth II is
required to remain neutral on politics of BP Oil $$$. But days before a key vote on
withdrawal from the E.U., she urged the country to seek compromise.

1-25-2019 Bank + Gas Station Society; Hammer Attack at Brooklyn Restaurant
Claims Third Victim. Mr. Chang said many of the employees who were filling in had
been brought in from another restaurant owned by one of Seaport Buffet’s
proprietors, Raymond Chang. He said the restaurant’s employees were
“traumatized” and had told him “there was blood everywhere” after the attack. A
police official said he remained hospitalized in a psychiatric ward. Art of the
Diagnosis Article in the NY Times will be written sooner or later.

1-25-2019 Bank + Gas Station Society; Review: A Netflix Legal Thriller Weighs
Genocide and Guilt. Guilty Conscience of Jimmy Carter, Prince Salman! Bone Saw's
and Peanuts. Small Fry kid of Steve Jobs in a Society were Steve Jobs the Oil
Man has $777 Trillion dollars like Bill and Melinda Gates. $$$. The Crown Prince
who would be King of Saudi Arabia beheaded 700 people in Mecca in Public last
year and would have beheaded 701 in 2019 if not for getting caught by the CIA
listening in. 19K women in the USA will be murdered in 2019 not counting the Mary
Kennedy Clones and the CIA is not listening in so the killings go on and on. Bloody
pictures as front page news in the NY Times is Censored by 2 White Men at 1984
HQ.

iMac @ $18,840 To Have Have Not; iMac Computer Lab's $$$

1-25-2019 Bank + Gas Station Society; Rx Recipes to cure Bankers and Gas
Station Owners of Greed beyond belief; 11 Plays and Musicals to Go to in N.Y.C.
This Weekend By ALEXIS SOLOSKI
Page C31 12 Pop, Rock and Jazz Concerts to Check Out in N.Y.C. This Weekend
Page C31 7 Classical Music Concerts to See in N.Y.C. This Weekend By DAVID
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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ALLEN
Page C31 5 Comedy Shows to Catch in N.Y.C. This Weekend By SEAN L.
MCCARTHY
Page C31 9 Dance Performances to See in N.Y.C. This Weekend By GIA KOURLAS
Page C32 3 Film Series to Catch in N.Y.C. This Weekend By BEN KENIGSBERG
Page C32 16 Art Exhibitions to View in N.Y.C. This Weekend
Page C32 7 Things to Do With Your Kids in N.Y.C. This Weekend By LAUREL
GRAEBER

iMac @ $18,840 To Have Have Not; iMac Computer Lab's $$$

1-25-2019 Bank + Gas Station Society; Review: Venezuela’s Military Backs
Maduro, as Russia Warns U.S. Not to Intervene $777 Trillion in futuristic Oil
Revenues in the Bank of Venezuela + Moscow. United States, which has denounced
him as a corrupt autocrat with no legitimacy in gas stations illegal oil sale when the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR is in the Bank with No Gas Stations on Earth. Pompeo
calling on all countries in the hemisphere to reject Mr. Maduro and “align
themselves with democracy,” setting up a test of wills with the Kremlin. Wills of
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR, censored from this story in the NY Times.

1-25-2019 200,000 Saudi's + Qatar friends in the USA for Surgery. Oil Money
World wide. The United States is home to more than 300,000 Oil Immigrants from
Venezuela, a number that has soared in recent years. Many are seeking asylum.
$$$ London has 40K Russian Oil Men living there too.

1-25-2019 Bank + Gas Station Society; Review: Venezuela, the oil-rich, riches
beyond belief of $777 Trillion dollars. War! “It makes you want to laugh,” $777
Trillion in oil revenues and they Trump-Salman-Putin want another $777 Trillion in
oil revenues. Bankers and Gas Station Society of the Grim Reapers in Boeing Jets.
China’s enthusiasm for Venezuela has dimmed in recent years as the Venezuelan
economy has staggered. When Mr. Maduro visited China last year, reports
indicated that his wishes for a large injection of Chinese loans were not granted.
China with no gas stations, clean air to breath. Xi is putting to death kids with
birth defects and cancers from gasoline fumes in their DNA. The NY Times Knows
this!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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1-25-2019 Oil's Grim Reaper's Bank + Gas Station Society; ‘We Didn’t Get Ph.D.s
Just to Sit Around’: Starbucks with no WiFi and iMac Computer Lab's.

1-25-2019 Grin Reaper's Bank's; El Chapo Trial: A Cartel Killer Recalls the
Kingpin’s Bloodthirsty Side. For the first time, jurors at Joaquin Guzman Loera’s
trial heard evidence of the gruesome murders he personally committed. Mr. Guzmán
ordered the Zetas to be placed beside the flames and then approached them with
a rifle. Pressing its barrel to the first man’s head, the kingpin cursed the soldier’s
mother and abruptly pulled the trigger. After he had done the same to the second,
he ordered his assassins to dispose of the bodies. “Put them in the bonfire,” the
gunman recalled Mr. Guzmán saying. “I don’t want any bones to remain.” Judge
Brian M. Cogan has sought to keep a tight leash on the gore. But Mr. Valdez’s
testimony was exceptionally gruesome and marked the first time that jurors heard
explicitly graphic examples of the bloodshed that Mexican cartels have long been
known for. Mexico’s bloody drug wars. He spoke about running someone down in his
truck during a frantic highway gunfight. He spoke about murdering an informant in
the earshot of women and children. He spoke about burying a bound and blindfolded
man, who was still alive. Next Judge will hear the Mexican Oil Cartels Bone Saw's
bought from Prince Salman-Trump-Putin.

1-25-2019 Grin Reaper's Bank's; The $238 Million Penthouse, and the Hedge Fund
Billionaire Who May Rarely Live There. $1 Trillion dollar palace... Abu Dhabi
United Arab

1-25-2019 Grin Reaper's Bank's; 100's of $1 Trillion dollar Saudi + Qatar
Palace's built by Bankers with her Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Latte Cure of
all stages of Breast-Ovary Cancers in 8 days. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los
Alamos Manhattan Project the Bankers didn't Buy $$$
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Interior of Emirates Palace, Abu Dhabi United Arab - Paris - London

1-25-2019 Grin Reaper's Bank's;

1-24-2019 The Wall @ iMac @ $18,840 To Have Have Not; iMac Computer Lab's
$$$ The Wall $$$ The Hard Part of Computer Science? Getting Into Class.
Student demand for computer science courses is outstripping the supply of
professors, creating a student divide of computing haves and have-nots. By
NATASHA SINGER Students Hell those working on a Novel in Medicine and
Working at the Hemingway House Writing Class to Have Have Not a iMac Computer
Lab at Starbucks.
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1-24-2019 Grim Wall @ iMac @ $18,840 To Have Have Not; iMac Computer Lab's
$$$ The Bill and Melinda Gates Computer Science Complex @ 'Dell PC's" at the
University of Texas at Austin, home to 'Oil-God's' Is Zimbabwe’s President
Showing His True Colors After Violent Protests? Violent Fiery Wrecks, birth
defects, childhood cancers Oil God's are showing their true colors. A War Crime.
Complex of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. $777 Trillion. Ex-Chief Justice of South
Korea Is Arrested on Case-Rigging Charges. Rigging for the Oil Riggs in the Gulf of
Mexico leaking into the Ocean today censored like the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
French Total Oil Company in Total Control of a very serious War Crime, Oil. Can
Macron Talk the Pink Vests Into Submission? He Will Try to cover up BreastOvary cancer deaths on the Oil Battlefields of the world of the French Men. Killing
Pink Rx Recipe Cure Latte at Paris Starbucks. Macron should Talk brainstorming a
Pink Cure, and cure from Crude Oil of French Men. The 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

1-24-2019 The Wall @ iMac @ $18,840 To Have Have Not; Bill + Melinda Gates
with their Dell PC's... But let’s be honest: It’s disappointing, especially the daily
updates.

1-24-2019 Grim Wall @ iMac @ $18,840 To Have Have Not; Edward Morrison,
NYC Deputy Mayor Who Helped John Lennon, Dies at 85. Serving in the Lindsay
administration, he argued that Lennon was a cultural asset when the Nixon
administration tried to deport him in the early 1970s. Everyone helped themselves
to Oil Revenues after Lennon was shot. A few months before this they read the
Secret File on the 2019 Ford windmillCAR's. Someone Helped themselves to $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues and shot down the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's. Jimmy Carter
was President.

1-24-2019 The Wall @ iMac @ $18,840 To Have Have Not; Trump said he will
delay State of the Union Speech on Ivanka's Rx Pink Recipe Latte at Starbucks.

CERN's first Gravity Engine... No one is driving around Lake Geneva in a 2019
Ford WindmillCAR today this is want circles Lake Geneva underground.
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Underground Lake Geneve - this is it, not a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for those
looking at Lake Geneva Today.

1-24-2019 The Uncertain Future of Particle Physics, is the Gravity Engine. "Ten
years in, the Large Hadron Collider has failed to deliver the exciting discoveries
that scientists promised." By Sabine Hossenfelder 10 Years these Swiss CERN
scientists have known about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's advances in technology.
Trillions of volts and amps from super cold -254 C Windmill Turbines. "I still
believe that slamming particles into one another is the most promising route to
understanding what matter is made of and how it holds together. But $10 billion is
a hefty price tag. And I’m not sure it’s worth it." Gravity is not part of CERN.
WindmillCAR's advancement for 4 billion people is not part of the Swiss Elite who
are owned by Prince Salman who bought Lake Geneva a long time ago. It’s
disappointing the Swiss Elite sold Lake Geneva and sold out 4 billion people from
driving the spin off inventions of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. iMac Computer
Labs in Starbucks Geneva. Free WiFi in all of Geneva, Grin $$$. About the origin
of the universe, lets get the gravity engine first.
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Grim Graves 40K in 2019. Mitch McConnell Got Everything He Wanted by not
working hard as the scientist at CERN.

1-24-2019 The Math at CERN. 5 out of 19K in 2019. Florida Gunman ‘Senselessly
Murdered’ 5 People in Bank, Police Say The attacker surrendered after a SWAT
team entered a SunTrust branch in Sebring, Fla., about 80 miles south of Orlando.
A 21-year old gunman, clad in a T-shirt that bore the image of four scythewielding grim reapers on horseback. I have not seen this T-shirt in a shop window
in Key West.

Grim Graves 40K in 2019. Mitch McConnell Got Everything He Wanted by not
working hard as the scientist at CERN.
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1-24-2019 This is about $777 Trillion in oil revenues; U.S. Backs New Leader in
Venezuela, and Maduro Cuts Ties to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's driven into Venezuela...

1-24-2019 Grim Pink Graves 40K in 2019. Mitch McConnell Got Everything He
Wanted. But There Was a Cost of 40K Pink Graves in 2019. Senate's Grim War on
Pink Cancer lost.

1-24-2019
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1-23-2019 Priorities; Standoff Over a Border Wall Displaces Other Priorities.
Agenda for 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine spelled out on 1 Click Amazon with links to
get you started inventing. Horrors of Breast Tumors coming through the Skin for
Jewish Women go the Way of Alienation among Warrior Kings of Israel, a war
crime!

1-23-2019 Priorities; World Order and Isolationism, Intelligence Agencies Observe
a New Universe through the Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion and a way to get there
using the $777 Trillion in illegal gas stations hold up loot from Miami, Cuba.

1-23-2019 Priorities; Ford WindmillCAR's; "Intersect by Lexus" 412 West 14th
Street (Ninth Avenue) Heart Attack Meatpacking District at the gas station
intersection. 212-230-5832 intersect-nyc.com Recommended Dishes menus and"
chefs change every four to six months. From the opening menu: Foie gras with
pastrami; baby leeks with Parmesan sabayon; gnocchi with mushrooms and
sweetbreads; halibut à la grenobloise; duck with salsify and sunchoke; yuzu Mont
Blanc; tarte Tatin. Appetizers, $18 to $24; main courses, $27 to $46; prices
include tip." Tip of another kind is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Menu by another
kind of Chef. Lexus of America that is in NYC Today not on the Winds of Rx Pink
Latte Recipes and it's MD Chef. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. "In what may not be a
good sign for Lexus, nobody paid much attention to it when I was there, but
somebody was always marveling about the $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot
since Jimmy Carter was driving gasoline cars. The inaugural menu is by Gregory
Marchand of the Frenchie restaurants in London and Paris. "There was a very
welcome spin on skate grenobloise in which the fish was replaced by creamy white
halibut under a golden bread-crumb crust; sea beans extended the briny flavor of
capers in the brown butter sauce. And if this all sounds a bit cerebral, the big,
pillowy, pan-seared gnocchi with fried sweetbreads and veal-glazed mushrooms
proved that Mr. Marchand knows the appeal of animal instincts." Gasoline smell of
the New Lexus in the Winds of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
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1-23-2019 Priorities; No One Care's... Trump reportedly offered NASA 'all the
money you could ever need' to land on Mars during his presidency

1-23-2019 Priorities; Trump reportedly offered 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
exclusive Production of WindmillCAR's... for most of the profits. $$$

1-23-2019 Priorities; Trump, Ivanka Trump to share Nobel with 5 others from
China.

1-23-2019 Priorities; Qatar Cash, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu also
canceled a Qatar Cash donation of $15 million for the impoverished Gaza enclave
that had been due on Wednesday as part of international efforts to head off
escalation. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu also canceled the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's Exodus model celebration.

1-23-2019 Priorities; According to Missouri Department of Health and Senior
Services, 637 deaths from pneumonia and influenza have been reported since
October.

1-23-2019 Priorities; End of Military Career's for millions world wide with the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's...
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1-23-2019 Priorities; How to Stock a Modern Pantry MD wise. Whether you’re
beginning to cook, stretching toward new flavors or an old hand with wide-ranging
tastes, you’ll be prepared to ward off the Stroke Diet, Bacon-Burger Heart
Attack Humor from George Orwell RIP. Gina Orwell is working on her MD degree
from the Yale Key West Medical School. Grin!

1-23-2019 Priorities; AI Einstein app written yesterday. When will it be made
public?

1-23-2019 Priorities; NY Times reports these Air Strikes after every bombing for
year and years now. "Afghanistan — Afghanistan’s intelligence agency said on
Wednesday that the mastermind of a bloody attack on the agency’s base this week
had been killed in an air strike, but residents and local officials in the area said
the air strike had in fact targeted a group of hunters on a hilltop."

1-23-2019 Priorities; Health + Money caught by a traffic wreck, fiery wreck
everyone drives by. "The total cost of traffic associated with lost time and wasted
fuel exceeds $100 billion per year. As time slips away, idling vehicles add pollution,
which has environmental and health consequences, including contributions to climate
change. Long-term exposure to vehicle exhaust is associated with respiratory
problems, especially in children." Priorities; of children breathing in vehicle exhaust
under the Watch of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ is not a Prioritized!! Journal of
Public Economics, documented a link between congestion and domestic violence.
From 2011 to 2015, the study found, extreme evening traffic on two major
highways — I-5 and I-10 — increased the incidence of nighttime domestic violence
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by about 9 percent. Priorities how do you decrease this domestic violence of 9%
quickly? Amazon knows who is in every car and the time they get home. "Traffic
and Domestic Violence Ads are paid for by the government who could decrease DV
to Zero overnight with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR headlines... who is the criminal?

1-23-2019 Priorities; "Allergic to Penicillin? You May Not Be" After the
Hemingway House Writing Class take up the Priorities of inventing a Penicillin no
one is allergic to in a Nobel Novel.

1-23-2019 Priorities; A IP invention projects book a day on Amazon can change
your daily routine. "Can a Self-Help Book a Month Yield a Year’s Worth of Life
Changes? Need a New Self-Help Guru? Try" A IP invention projects book a day on
Amazon!

1-23-2019 Priorities;

1-22-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's arriving in Jerusalem with great pomp and
circumstance — the painting on the wall... Ford 2019 WindmillCAR's painted on the
Jewish Wall in Jerusalem!

1-22-2019 Tony Mendez, 78, Dies; C.I.A. Officer Celebrated in the Film ‘Argo’.
Islamic militants had stormed the United States Embassy in Tehran on Nov. 4,
1979. The militants held 52 Americans hostage for 444 days, a humiliating foreign
policy debacle that would severely undermine Jimmy Carter’s presidency. Mr.
Mendez died of Parkinson’s disease while under hospice care in Frederick, Md., his
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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wife said. Mr. Mendez attended the University of Colorado at Boulder for one year
before dropping out because he had no money. Film ‘Argo’ Film in 1980 by Jimmy
Carter or the CIA "Secret Files on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR" would have
changed the CIA, Jimmy Carter, and Use of Bone Saws by the Saudi CIA. Oh yes
CIA agent would have brainstormed a Rx Latte Recipe for a Starbucks Parkinson
Cure and won a Noble in Medicine and Literature for the Noble Novel written at
the Hemingway House in Key West on iMac's @ $18,840. CIA didn't buy any of
these, yet! Grin!

1-22-2019 Shutdown’s Pain Cuts Deep for the Pink Breast-Ovary Cancer Women
and Other Vulnerable Americans not in the Headlines when the Gov. has $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues bribes, blood money, kickbacks from Qatar + Saudi Arabia.

1-22-2019 Shutdown’s State Secrets; Backlash Over Amazon Ad Depicting Breast
Cancer Tumor coming through the Breast Skin Prompts nothing from 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ's world wide.

1-22-2019 Talks for Moscow Towers Hell Talks for Yale Key West Medical School
with 25 Trump Towers changes the House Casino odds of winning from the virus.
Virus Slot machines at the 1990 Taj Mahal in Atlantic City would have saved 100
million lives and Dollars $$$

1-22-2019 Trump has done nothing to counter Liver disease not linked to
alcoholism or infection - what is it linked to, steatohehetitis. Liver dialysis
invention idea how far can it go to becoming a Nobel in Medicine invention?
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1-22-2019 Trump has done nothing to counter 14,838 cases of syphilis 55%
increase in one year because 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

1-22-2019 Trump has done nothing to counter 2,508 cases of syphilis in pregnant
women 61% increase in one year. Mostly women who live in Georgia near Jimmy
Carter

1-22-2019 Trump has done more to counter 1,001 IP invention projects and Pink
Manhattan Projects; aggression than other recent presidents. But, Jimmy Carter
and his wife. Georgia peanut packaging is stuck in the mud of 1980. Roasted in the
Shelled packaging innovations and PB for WHO at the UN. New Recipe's for
Peanuts, the Star Wars Peanut Protein Bar's. 1,001 of them on the shelf for the
customers not 10 or 20. Overkill like the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub Fleet.
Peanut Butter Cookies new Recipes and packaging to reflect on Amazon and Whole
Foods Times.

1-22-2019 Talks for Moscow Towers Hell Talks for Yale Key West Medical School
with 25 Trump Towers changes the House Casino odds of winning from the virus.
Virus Slot machines at the 1990 Taj Mahal in Atlantic City would have saved 100
million lives and Dollars $$$

1-22-2019 Tactics; Guerrilla for 1,002 IP invention projects needs Gina's Help at
the CIA, as everything 2 White Men at 1984 HQ needs to be reinvented.

1-22-2019 Police Station fingerprints with virus ID and Bacteria ID going into
your local Restaurant as Cop not staying to eat for now will save millions from
catching it and you catch the criminals doing dirty business. Same for hospital
infections.
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1-22-2019 Trump administration has ordered hospitals to reveal their prices. If
patients and politicians pay attention, this could be a big deal. Big Deal is the
Qatar + Saudi Patient in the Next Room living off the gas revenues of 9/11 as the
Jet Fuel paid for this when 2019 WindmillCAR's would be flying to the Gravity
Engine invention and Star Wars Hospital payment with confiscated Blood Money
from Saudi Arabia. A War Crime!

1-22-2019 No more WiFi passwords as everyone will log on to 5G Verizon to
invent. NY Times; "If 5G Is So Important, Why Isn’t It Secure?" "The network
must be secure enough for the innovations it promises." 1,001 IP invention projects
are lost every day logging into WiFi here and there and no WiFi when you get the
craving to look up on Amazon 1,001 IP invention projects. Mr. Wheeler is a former
chairman of the Federal Communications Commission gave Comcast $100 Billion
dollars from your Comcast Bills. Sort of like gas stations in Miami, Cuba giving
Prince Salman $777 Trillion of your gas money. These guys who think of this are
criminals of inventions for Star Wars. Comcast + Saudi Arabia! Wheeler said We
cannot allow the hype about 5G to overshadow the absolute necessity that it be
secure enough to make $100 Billion in profits a year from your 5G Bills.

1-22-2019 Mr. Pinta determined that the painting was an oil on canvas created in
1674 by Arnould de Vuez, a painter who worked with Charles Le Brun, the first
painter to Louis XIV and designer of interiors of the Château de Versailles. After
working with Le Brun, de Vuez, who was known for getting involved in duels of
honor, was forced to flee France and ended up in Constantinople.

1-22-2019 Mr. Pinta traced the painting to a plate that was reproduced in the
1900 book “Odyssey of an Ambassador: The Travels of the Marquis de Nointel,
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1670-1680” by Albert Vandal, which told the story of the travels of CharlesMarie-François Olier, Marquis de Nointel et d’Angervilliers, Louis XIV’s ambassador
to the Ottoman Court. On Page 129, there is a rotogravure of an artwork depicting
the Marquis de Nointel arriving in Jerusalem with great pomp and circumstance —
the painting on the wall.

1-22-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's arriving in Jerusalem with great pomp and
circumstance — the painting on the wall...

1-22-2019 So the Affordable Care Act incorporated something called the Hospital
Readmission Reduction Program, which focused on three serious ailments with high
readmission rates: heart failure, heart attacks and pneumonia.

1-22-2019 heart failure, heart attacks and pneumonia

1-22-2019 JAMA, reported that deaths from heart failure and pneumonia within
30 days of discharge have risen since the program began.

1-22-2019 higher-risk inventions... pneumonia. Nobel in Medicine for the Cure for
Pneumonia! Write this in a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel that
brainstorms how you can win this Nobel.
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1-22-2019 Christopher Ody, a health care researcher at Northwestern University
who led the study. “That 3,000 hospitals would figure it out Hospital Readmissions
in the same month is incredibly unlikely.” What happened? Dr. Ody suspects a
change in administrative practices, not an improvement in care. 2 White Men at
1984 HQ figured it out for them. Medicare had just changed the electronic form
used for billing. Instead of allowing hospitals to enter up to nine diagnoses for each
patient, the new form permitted as many as 25. Using the Medicare database to
compare mortality rates before and after the penalties were imposed, they found
rising mortality within 30 days of discharge for heart failure and pneumonia (but
not for heart attacks). The rates of increase were small but growing, and may
indicate that thousands of additional deaths from heart failure and pneumonia
followed the program’s announcement and implementation. Dr. Harlan Krumholz, a
cardiologist and researcher at Yale University whose team helped develop the
readmission measures Medicare uses. He’s skeptical of the recent findings. Dr. Lisa
Sanders MD at Yale should write a article for the NY Times on Art of the
Diagnosis of Dr. Krumholz. This will grade him and his skepticism in these deaths.
Misdiagnosis or no misdiagnosis is up to Dr. Lisa Sanders MD and NY Times.
Patients are not completely cured when discharged this has to be reinvented. Like
the Rx Pink Latte Recipe that was designed to cure all Breast-Ovary Cancers in 8
days for every stage of cancer. They are not after this Rx for the Money for
course. $$$

1-22-2019 Glaciers Supply Water to Millions. What Happens When They
Disappear? Trillions of volts and amps via your 2019 Ford windmillCAR will give you
purified water without trillions of plastic water bottles in your home and at Publix,
Whole Foods.

1-22-2019 Black Sea near the Kerch Strait, authorities say. Russian rescuers are
trying to reach sailors who jumped overboard. Fourteen people have so far been
rescued. One ship is a gas tanker, and the fire reportedly followed an explosion,
which set the other vessel on fire. They were named as the Kandy, with a crew of
17 from Turkey and India, and Maestro, with 14 sailors. The fire broke out when
one vessel was transferring fuel to another,
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1-22-2019 Gas Station Hold Up's in Miami, Cuba Today $$$ Shutdown Threatens
to Delay Criminal Justice Reforms Signed Into Law by Trump.

1-22-2019 PHd's New Invention Therapy after years, decades of not training
people in inventions 1,001. Dream Team Issusions of Grandure of the Gravity
Engine and 400 Times the speed of light in a Verizon Cell signal to Alpha Centuri.

1-22-2019 A Invention projects Museum; A Museum for K.G.B. Aficionados? Da!
The new K.G.B. Spy Museum houses artifacts that tell the story of the rise of the
Soviet Union’s intelligence agency.

1-22-2019 Tony Mendez, 78, Dies; C.I.A. Officer Celebrated in the Film ‘Argo’.
Islamic militants had stormed the United States Embassy in Tehran on Nov. 4,
1979. The militants held 52 Americans hostage for 444 days, a humiliating foreign
policy debacle that would severely undermine Jimmy Carter’s presidency. Mr.
Mendez died of Parkinson’s disease while under hospice care in Frederick, Md., his
wife said. Mr. Mendez attended the University of Colorado at Boulder for one year
before dropping out because he had no money. Film ‘Argo’ Film in 1980 by Jimmy
Carter or the CIA "Secret Files on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR" would have
changed the CIA, Jimmy Carter, and Use of Bone Saws by the Saudi CIA.

1-22-2019
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1-21-2019 Amazon Ads for 1,001 IP Invention Projects are worth Trillions... Ads
sold by Amazon, once a limited offering at the company, can now be considered a
third major pillar of its business, along with e-commerce and cloud computing.
Amazon’s advertising business is worth about $125 billion, more than Nike or IBM,
Morgan Stanley estimates. At its core are ads placed on Amazon.com by makers of
toilet paper or soap that want to appear near product search results on the site.
But many ad agencies are particularly excited by another area of advertising that
is less obvious to many consumers. The company has been steadily expanding its
business of selling video or display ads — the square and rectangular ads on sites
across the web — and gaining ground on the industry leaders, Google and Facebook.

1-21-2019 Amazon Ads for 1,001 IP Invention Projects are worth Trillions...
Amazon also knows where people live, MIT, Los Alamos, inventive minds working for
2 White Men at 1984 HQ selling gas stations to the Mass of Humanity not Gravity
Engine and Exodus to nearby stars.

1-21-2019 Amazon Ads for 1,001 IP Invention Projects are worth Trillions... Ads
for 911 calls by women and bike riders without a bike seat when they come out of
Starbucks want the camera's video now not after a police report is written out.
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1-21-2019 Amazon Ads for 1,001 IP Invention Projects are worth Trillions...
shopping behaviors, for invention projects 1,001 Hemingway House Nobel Novel
Plots that detail the brainstorming of Einstein going 400 Times the speed of light
in a Verizon Cell call to Aliens at Alpha Centauri.

1-21-2019 Amazon Ads for 1,001 IP Invention Projects are worth Trillions...
Quartile Digital noticed that people who searched for keto snacks and cauliflower
pizza crust, both low-carb diet trends, also bought a lot of cheese bars. How to
write app for cardiac arrest, stroke, heart attack and keeping the baby from
Whooping Cough adults.

1-21-2019 Amazon Ads for 1,001 IP Invention Projects are worth Trillions...
STD's HIV Hepatitis secret data base for prime users... secrets for sale by
Amazon. PI That 20 percent conversion rate...

1-21-2019 Amazon Ads for 1,001 IP Invention Projects are worth Trillions...
Amazon uses cookies and other technical tools to track customers from its site
onto other websites. They let the company know that a person who recently bought
a diet book is now reading news on CNN and could be targeted on that site with an
ad for a protein bar - New Just Invention Protein Bar with a New Recipe, also Rx
Protein Bars over the counter products now in a easy open package and dose!

1-21-2019 Amazon Ads for 1,001 IP Invention Projects are worth Trillions...
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Amazon "Invention Garage for Inventing the Auto Tools." Star Wars Tools for
Surgeons are not todays Surgeon Tools for sale on Amazon, grin. Amazon’s website
has a section called “Garage,” where customers can submit their car’s make and
model information to make sure they buy parts that fit. In 2015, Amazon used
Garage data to help an auto insurer target specific customers, according to a case
study on its site. Now, on their own, brands can choose to show ads to drivers who
have an Acura MDX as opposed to people who have an Acura TL via Amazon’s ad
portal.

1-21-2019 Amazon Ads for 1,001 IP Invention Projects are worth Trillions...
Amazon Menu you don't have to order by UPS is a Doctors Menu of the restaurant
you are thinking of going to on Duval Key West of 5th Avenue Manhattan so no
more reading the Menu when you are seated as you meal will be delivered when you
sit at the table.

1-21-2019 Hague Judges who preside over war-crimes trials of Prince SalmanTrump-Putin and disputes between nations are entangled in awkward questions over
how much money they should make sorting out $777 Trillion dollars confiscate from
illegal gas station profits.

1-21-2019 Are the Women who Prince Phillip crashed into even able to walk or
have a car to drive? Prince Philip, Driving Without Seatbelt After Crash, Gets
Police ‘Advice’ The husband of Queen Elizabeth II was photographed behind the
wheel of another Land Rover, two days after he was involved in a car crash that
injured two women.
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1-21-2019 Rx Pink Recipe Manhattan Project fate is with the Senate majority
leader and the House speaker, when the impasse ends with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR Victory over Moslems world wide. Victory over Breast-Ovary Cancers
world wide too.

1-21-2019 Serch Google for Breast Cancer tumor coming through her breast...
The government has not yet provided the Supreme Court with those examples,
probably because the justices try to keep their distance from vulgar terms and
images with no cure because they ruled for the gas engine car 'exhaust' to breath
today. Exhaust from War not War on Cancer.

1-21-Who can reinvent my fridge? Can My Landlord Charge Me for My Broken
Fridge? State law requires landlords to provide safe, livable homes for their
tenants — although in some cases, they can pass along the cost of repairs and
improvements.

1-21-2019 "Inventing Up" to Marry up like Kerry would say to Bush. Yet both
invented nothing! American patients are being denied necessary care, compaired to
Saudi Arabia Patients in the same hospital. 200,000 from Qatar and Saudi Arabia
will come to the USA in 2019 for care. Dental Care too. Dentures Quality of life
in Qatar are tops not the USA. Kerry and Bush eat this up with a bacon burger.
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“They can do this and nobody else can come close.” Rx Pink Latte Recipe for
Starbucks pre order on Amazon today.

1-20-2019 Microsoft Cannot Fix Seattle’s Housing Crisis with its HQ in Qatar,
UAE, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait $$$

1-20-2019 Women’s Marches Around the World Reflect Worry Over Violence and
Warriors not interested in any Rx pink Manhattan Projects but MIT War Toys not
the Gravity Engine.

1-20-2019 Gravity Engine March by Women who want to talk this up... Deep under
the New York Bay near Brooklyn, there is the start of a tunnel with the potential
to change the lives of thousands of New York City commuters. So why hasn’t it, 2
White Men at 1984 HQ don't want you talking up the Gravity Engine, a Orwell
thing, grin!

1-20-2019 Rx Latte Killer Recipe is this Deeper Divide between a Coffee Latte
and a Rx Latte Killer Recipe. "Mayor’s Funeral Unites Gdansk. His Killing Exposed
Poland’s Deep Divides." Deeper Divides it the Killing of Women World Wide, 19K in
2019 just in the USA not counting Mary Kennedy' Clone's" Mexico killings over
stealing gasoline and selling gasoline instead of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR;s in
Mexico and Poland. Killing selling gasoline is for riches that are illegal. A War
Crime
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1-20-2019 Women’s Marches Around the World Reflect Worry Over Violence and
Warriors not interested in any Rx pink Manhattan Projects but MIT War Toys!

1-20-2019 “This is an extraordinary time for all of us,” Rx Killer Latte's are also
Pink for the Breast Cancer Killer. Rx Recipe's in our times via Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer at a Manhattan Project not a Moon Shot. Costing over $7 Trillion all
confiscated from Prince Salman-Trump-Putin, motivations of the killer are still
being debated, the aftermath has been a festival of accusations over Mecca 9/11
Secret 1980 Ford WindmillCAR in Jimmy Carters White House sunk by Sub
Commanders who also Killed NASA's fleet of 100 Super Shuttles in a Train. 400
Times Faster than the speed of light is hate speech banned by Congress and CBS.
Pope Francis was one of thousands who stood in line outside of the majestic Basilica
of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, which dates to the 14th century,
waiting to pay his respects to the city’s slain leader... women who will be killed for
decades by Warrior Men the Pope will never tame without a Catholic Rx Killer
Recipe the Pope Refuses to brain storm with the MD cardinals. Latin is the brain
storing for Pope Francis not Rx Recipe that are Trade Secrets. Like the Secret
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Eradicate the Soviet infection of Czar Putin-TrumpSalman's Oil Wealth not spent on Rx Recipes that cost $7 Trillion. Even if the
killing of Mr. Adamowicz proves to be the irrational act of madman, what class are
the madman in selling gas and stealing gasoline. Archbishop of Gdansk, Slawoj
Leszek Glodz, told the crowd it was time for civility to return to public life. “We
need to rid Polish politics and public life of the language hatred, condescension and
humiliation,” he said. Archbishop of Qatar has $777 Trillion and the Quality of life
is better for the Mayor's in Poland. Grin.
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1-20-2019 Bush + his Oil Men in Texas, where some 60,000 children remain wholly
unvaccinated thanks in part to an aggressive anti-vaccine lobby. Vaccines in the
Drinking Water Nobel Novel brainstorming this invention was censored in Texas and
the USA. Yet Exhaust from Diesel goes on unvaccinated. On the internet, antivaccine propaganda has out paced pro-vaccine public health information. The antivaxxers drive gas engine cars when they all know about the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's.

1-20-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's, to rescue from oblivion one of the greatest
triumphs of human ingenuity that would have put a end to all gas stations in Miami,
Cuba in 2019 and World Wide. Vaccinate this!!

1-20-2019 Microsoft Cannot Fix Seattle’s Housing Crisis with its HQ in Qatar,
UAE, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait $$$

1-20-2019 ...So what could possibly have transformed this lean, prematurely
balding and reserved young man into the alleged perpetrator of a brutal crime that
shocked a nation...

1-20-2019 So what could possibly have transformed this Heart... On July 13,
2017, at the age of 38, death came banging on my chest in the form of a major
heart attack. Specifically, a type of heart blockage that kills its victims so often
that it has its own nickname: widow-maker.
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1-20-2019 Some Bacon, Burger, plaque had broken off in my left anterior
descending artery and a blood clot filled its space, leaving that major coronary
artery nearly 100 percent blocked.

1-20-2019 I had been feeling chest pressure for a couple of days, and in those
days the clot grew, and hour by hour that clogged artery began choking my heart
of blood and oxygen until I had a heart attack. Just a day and a half earlier I
had felt enough chest pressure and dizziness to visit a clinic.

1-20-2019 The Nurse practitioner there did an electrocardiogram and said the
left side of my heart was slightly enlarged, but my discomfort was probably just
gas. Don’t worry, I was told: “Your heart’s not just going to stop. You’re not going
to drop dead tomorrow.” But that’s what almost happened. About 36 hours later,
Dr. George Fernaine, chief of cardiology at New York University’s Langone Hospital
in Brooklyn, was threading a catheter through an artery in my wrist to my heart
and inflating a tiny balloon at the end of it to secure two stents in my heart to
clear the clot that nearly killed me.

1-20-2019 805,000 Americans who suffer a heart attack each year

1-20-2019 805,000 from Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, UAE who suffer a heart
attack each year
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1-20-2019 Bullets and Plaque. Plaque kills many more like Breast-Ovary Cancer yet
Los Alamos still works on Bombs today at Los Alamos. Manhattan Projects will cost
$7 Trillion each for Heart Plaque's and Breast-Ovary Cancer Cure but Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer can win these wars after the Bullet Wars are over. And they could
have been won by Jimmy Carter with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Instead Jimmy
Carter gave his wife a fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. What a Wife, grin!

1-20-2019 800,000 dead from Heart Attacks in 2019 and the Editors Pick is
Editors’ Picks How Sticky Gloves Have Changed Football" "What’s with all those
one-handed catches? A new generation of silicone gloves is 20 percent stickier than
the human hand, making them almost mandatory equipment.

1-20-2019 Death toll reaches 73 in Mexico fuel pipeline fire horror. State oil
company Petroleos Mexicanos, or Pemex, said the pipeline, which supplies much of
central Mexico with fuel, had just reopened after being shut.
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Friday gas pipeline north of Mexico City exploded after thieves ruptured the line,
causing an explosion that killed at least 66 + people who were filling bottles full of
free gasoline and injured 76 + others.

1-19-2019 After a Crash, Prince Philip, 97, Stokes Debate on Older Drivers...
The prince told police officers he had been “dazzled by the sun,” a witness said.
Still, some Britons were confused over why the prince, the wizened and gaffeprone Duke of Edinburgh who is the husband of Queen Elizabeth II, was even
driving. “dazzled by the sum of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues is why he was driving
$$$,”

1-19-2019 Rx Recipe for the Ate at Starbucks is confronted by the NY Times!

1-19-2019 New York City Food Carts Get Their First Report Cards by City
Workers not Yale Key West Medical School Professors. On Friday, the health
department began issuing letter grades (most of them A's) to street vendors.
Reactions ranged from enthusiasm to shrugs to pass the salt. What's on the Menu
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besides Heart Attack Buggers and Fries?

1-19-2019 “I’d bark and meow to get the animals’ attention. Food Carts UpGrade
to a MD Wife, just ask Bozo about UpGrading! Heart Surgeons are combat
photographer's who are censored by Coors + Texas Cattle Ranchers. Cat Man He
had congestive heart failure.

1-19-2019 “dazzled by the sun,” New York Confronts Its Worst Measles Outbreak
in Decades, when the Headlines in the NY Times should say NY Confronts it lack of
a Cure All for Measles Outbreak and other Diseases and Cancers. NY Times
confronts it lack of Miracle Cure's.

1-19-2019 “dazzled by the sun,” He Was Driving because the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's are not Driven by 4 billion people because of BP Oil. “dazzled by the
sun,” “dazzled by the sum of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues is why he was driving
$$$,”

1-19-2019 Prince Philip could be charged with driving without due care and
attention, though he could also possibly avoid charges by voluntarily surrendering
his license.
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1-19-2019 ... under the watchful eye of the British police the gas engine Land
Rover a accident that wrecked the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in London!

1-19-2019 On a winter’s evening in 1949, Walter Chandoha was walking to his
three-room apartment in Astoria, Queens, when he spotted an abandoned gray
kitten shivering in the snow. He put it in a pocket of his Army coat and brought it
home to his wife, Maria.

1-19-2019 The American Legion, Still Relevant - Not to Prince Salman-TrumpPutin who have driven by fiery wrecks of Legionaries for decades, no need for a
bone saw's they are cremated in fiery wrecks! How many are classified by Bush.
Legion Army of poorly controlled diabetes is associated with heart attacks,
strokes, blindness, amputation and the need for dialysis. The Legion's Commanders
fall dead, sudden death from being Poor when Qatar is Rich in MD's. Legion is a
colossal time-waster, when 4 billion Jewish Aliens are at Alpha Centauri just 4.3
light years from Earth. Universe of the Legion does not include the Universe we
live in just the Universe they live in. Hell is Still Relevant but not to Jimmy
Carter's inner circle. American Legion needs insulin more than the Girl Scouts. The
outbreak of insulin greed is no different than the greed for Breast-ovary cancer
drugs. To Break-Out of this Legion of Warriors we need to realize there at 4
billion Aliens just 4 light years from Earth and a 97 Year Old Jew can Drive the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Victory over Moslem not Prince Phillip
driving a Range Rover with gas engine, grin. A War Crime!

1-19-2019 In the United States there are just under a million practicing doctors
and only 1 Nobel in Medicine A Year. Miracle Cure's from the Rx Discovered. 1
Click Amazon link to Rx Recipes all 4 Trillion would have given our Habitat for
Humanity 1 Miracle Rx Discovered in the last year... time is running!
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1-19-2019

1-18-2019 $$$ Shutdown; The 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!! "A Favorite Restaurant
in Syria Led ISIS to Americans Killed" By BEN HUBBARD and ERIC SCHMITT Ben
+ Eric at the NY Times know a trail of oil and gas leaking from BP Oil, ExxonMobil lead ISIS to Americans Killed. This is a War Crime by a lot of Oil Men +
Journalists.

1-18-2019 $$$ Shutdown; The 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!! "A Favorite Restaurant
in Syria Led ISIS to Americans Killed" By BEN HUBBARD and ERIC SCHMITT Ben
+ Eric at the NY Times know a trail of oil and gas leaking from BP Oil, ExxonMobil lead ISIS to Americans Killed. This is a War Crime by a lot of Oil Men +
Journalists. "Some military officials say American soldiers had become complacent
in a relatively peaceful spot in Syria. It was a fatal mistake." ...had become
complacent in driving diesel and gas exhaust cars and trucks immune to the birth
defects and cancers of Jimmy Carters grand kids. Another War Crime!

1-18-2019 Yale Key West Medical School Today: How a Restaurant Critic Decides
Where to Eat, What to eat after doing triple bypass surgery all morning.

1-18-2019 So You Want to Restore a Prewar Home? To bring an older apartment
or house back to its original glory, you’ll need a team of expert craftsmen. Other
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Minds want to build you the Star War's Home not the PreWar Home! iPod size GE
electric generators all your GE appliances plug into. iPad Pro size A/C open it for
cooling off or your Star Wars space heater that will never burn down the house.
iPhone iHomeCam's that talk to you when needed. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects. Learning From Cuba’s ‘Medicare for All’ Many Americans would
welcome some traits of the island’s free, universal health care system. In There
Star Wars Home. Yes 1947 Doctor House visits by the Dr. Star Wars this Era.
Draw your blood made simple invention was invented in Key West Not Cuba, grin!

1-18-2019 WHO - The World Still Needs NATO; not WHO. Whom gave you Flu,
Whooping Cough, HIV, Syphilis, Hepatitis, STD, WHO did in their Code of Silence.
The Star Wars World deserves better than WHO at the UN. Health Department
Police, 'All' Police are Health Department Police in Star Wars!

1-18-2019 New York Confronts Its Worst Measles Outbreak in Decades,
confronts it worst Heart + Stroke outcomes, stats. Code of Silence here!

1-18-2019 Two United States senators, their staffs and a military escort — none
of whom wore body armor as they walked through the throngs. From the souk, the
group strolled to a nearby restaurant, the Palace of Princes, for lunch with local
leaders. It was July 2, 2018. Six months later, on Wednesday, a suicide bomber
detonated his explosive vest outside that same restaurant, killing 15 people,
including two American troops, a civilian employee of the Defense Intelligence
Agency and a military contractor. In 6 months 20K US Died from Breast-Ovary
Cancer because these 2 senators didn't get into Medical School. Two senators on
the Armed Services Committee, Lindsey Graham of South Carolina and Jeanne
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Shaheen of New Hampshire. War crimes in the war on cancer! One resident, Shikh
Khalif, said he had owned a car dealership before the Syrian civil war began in
2011, and was now the leader of the New Syria Party, which formed last March.
Mr. Graham asked him what his platform was, and why people should vote for him.

1-18-2019 Key West; "Khashoggi Killing Detailed in New Book: ‘We Came to Take
You to Riyadh’ Jews in Key West Came upon the Amazon Book " Secret Files of the
2019 WindmillCAR's" and Came to Take Them to the Heart of Mecca for Victory
over Riyadha and all it's Kings + Crown Prince. This war was lost by Trump of
course, and his Generals.

1-18-2019 "An Irish Burger Chain Claims a Trademark Win Over McDonald’s" A
Yale Key West Cardiologist Claims A Nobel in Medicine in a Win Over McDonald's a
Sears that Heart Times finally caught up with this plague on the ER Doctors.

1-18-2019 Trump and Pelosi: A Game of Spite and Malice; Oil + WindmillCar's are
their Nukes!

1-18-2019 Prince Philip, the 97-year-old husband of Queen Elizabeth II of
Britain, was involved on Thursday in a car crash while driving himself on a rural
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road north of London, injuring two women in another vehicle. The prince was
unhurt, as was a 9-month-old baby boy in the women’s car, a Kia, the Norfolk
police said. He was driving a black Land Rover S.U.V. near the royal family’s
Sandringham estate in Norfolk, near the North Sea coast, a spokeswoman at
Buckingham Palace said.

1-18-2019 Prince Philip, the 97-year-old husband of the Queen killed a 14 year
old girl biking on the road... out of malice and spite of a right to keep driving at
97. Code of Silence for the poor 14 year old girls on their new bike and life. Stats
are censored of course.

1-18-2019 Invention documents he needed to get married to 4 MD Women.
Including Gina Haspel, director of the C.I.A. Khashoggi Killing Detailed in New
Book: ‘We Came to Take You to Riyadh’ Invention documents he needed to take you
to the Nearest Stars. Killing old Rulers happy to be Alone in a New Universe on
Earth. Intelligence knows there is something at the Nearest Stars!

1-18-2019 Why Jeff Bezos’ Divorce Should Worry Amazon Investors. The Amazon
chief’s split from his wife for a clone look alike not upgrading to a MD Wife should
Worry Amazon and Jeff, grin!

1-18-2019
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1-17-2019 $$$ Shutdown; The 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!!

1-17-2019 $$$ ...including the NY Times employees... "Federal work is an anchor
in many local economies, offering security and benefits increasingly rare in the
private sector and a route to the middle class." By NATALIE KITROEFF and
ROBERT GEBELOFF

1-17-2019 $$$ Qatar Federal workers are a anchor to the wealth class thanks to
the Fed's in the USA going along with illegal gas stations in Time of 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's wealth to the Middle Class in the USA not Qatar Federal Workers
and US Federal Workers, this is a war crime on a billion people world wide. The
Trump-Salman-Putin Oil Company. $$$

1-17-2019 $$$ $985 Billion in The Microsoft Bank and they give us $500 million.
This is like Qatar with $777 Trillion. Microsoft Pledges $500 Million for
Affordable Housing in Seattle Area" "The move is the most ambitious effort yet by
a tech company to fund construction for local teachers, firefighters and other
middle- and low-income residents." By KAREN WEISE
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1-17-2019 $$$ $100 Billion dollar bribes from Qatar; "A $100 Million Bribe to
the President? Mexicans Shrug" By KIRK SEMPLE and ELISABETH MALKIN

1-17-2019 "New York Confronts Its Worst Measles Outbreak in Decades" By
SHARON OTTERMAN The on going Breast-Ovary Cancer Plague doesn't make news
or get $7 Trillion for a Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks. 2 White Men at 1094
HQ are the Boss!

1-17-2019 "Pence will murder 40K USA women with Breast-Ovary Cancer waiting
for Kim to turn over his A-Bomb's. The C-Bombs were not made at Los Alamos and
still are prohibited from the Los Alamos Labs. Pence Says U.S. Still Waiting on
North Korea for ‘Concrete Steps’ to Denuclearize" By DAVID E. SANGER

1-17-2019 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon and 1 will be concrete
Recipes! Pence Says U.S. Still Waiting on North Korea for ‘Concrete Steps’

1-17-2019 40K Breast-Ovary Cancer dead in a bombing at Trump's White House.
ISIS Attack in Syria Kills 4 Americans, Raising New Worries. Trump’s drawdown
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plans said his claim of victory over the Islamic State may have emboldened its
fighters and encouraged the bombing that killed 19 people. 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's will give the USA victory over the Islamic State and Qatar + Saudi
Arabia, Mecca Allah. Perpetual Motion Machine is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!

1-17-2019 People in USA eat more than 6 times the recommended amount of red
meat, then the British Medical Journal Lancet does not say it clog's your heart for
how many? Stats on thripple by pass surgery are censored.

1-17-2019 Incompetence of the British Ruling Class, their own medicine; For the
Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks. Dead in the Streets of London from the Plague
of Breast-Ovary Cancers when the Ruling Class has BP Oil wealth of $777 Trillion
dollars and no Manhattan Project as they don't want to spend the money. Who are
these British, 1 is Prince Harry with his new wife!

1-17-2019 Food for Thought on 1 click Amazon 1,001 IP invention projects for 38
million in the USA. "Overlooked No More: Isabelle Kelley, Who Developed a Food
Stamp Program to Feed Millions. Her program helped improve the well being of
Americans. Today, more than 38 million people receive food stamps. She never
received a New York Times obituary, until now." "Overlooked No More: people on
Food Stamps buy the most Florida Lottery Tickets.
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1-17-2019 1 Click Amazon 1,001 IP Medical; But his reaction was clearly allergic,
and of the most severe type: anaphylaxis. For Stone, this case represented so
much of what he loves about his job — the chance to sit down with his patients and
really hear their stories. And to follow the advice of the celebrated 20th-century
physician Sir William Osler — to listen to the patient and let him tell you what he
has. Sit down and listen to 1 Click Amazon 1,001 IP Medical; These invention
products from 1 Click Amazon represent a Star Wars MD who invents something
with every patients story. After the Windfall $$$ from Oil Money Trillions of
dollars given away by Prince Salman-Trump-Putin 1,001 IP invention projects all
Medical all 1,001 will become real to MD's and Patients. Today an iMac Xeon 18
Core CPU cost $18,840 and another $18 for programs. Oil Money will pay for all
this and more.
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1-17-2019 Rx Recipe's; GaviLyte-C. And the one that had made his mouth itch,
MoviPrep. When he compared the three products, the only ingredients they had in
common were salt (sodium chloride) and something called polyethylene glycol. PEG,
as it’s called for short, is an inert chemical used in both industry and medicine, as
a lubricant and filler in products ranging from hand lotions to hair spray to gel caps
to pills. And, as this patient discovered, PEG is also used in some steroid
preparations and some laxatives.

1-17-2019 polyethylene glycol; He had a severe allergy to PEG as well as one of
its chemical cousins, polysorbate 80. What How could this be caused. Dr. Lisa
Sander's needed a super computer simulation from Los Alamos for this answer.

1-17-2019 Chemicals in Exhaust are Everywhere, no where are the birth defects
and cancers in the NY Times Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders.
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1-17-2019 PEGs (polyethylene glycols) are petroleum-based compounds that are
widely used in cosmetics as thickeners, solvents, softeners, and moisture-carriers.
PEGs are commonly used as cosmetic cream bases. They are also used in
pharmaceuticals as laxatives.

1-17-2019 PEGs and methoxypolyethylene glycols are manufactured by Dow
Chemical under the tradename Carbowax for industrial use, and Carbowax Sentry
for food and pharmaceutical use. They vary in consistency from liquid to solid,
depending on the molecular weight, as indicated by a number following the name.
They are used commercially in numerous applications, including as surfactants, in
foods, in cosmetics, in pharmaceutics, in biomedicine, as dispersing agents, as
solvents, in ointments, in suppository bases, as tablet excipients, and as laxatives.
Some specific groups are lauromacrogols, nonoxynols, octoxynols, and poloxamers.
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1-17-2019 The possibility that PEG could be used to fuse nerve cells is being
explored by researchers studying spinal cord injury.

1-17-2019 PEG has also been used to preserve objects that have been salvaged
from underwater, as was the case with the warship Vasa in Stockholm,[16] and
similar cases. It replaces water in wooden objects, making the wood dimensionally
stable and preventing warping or shrinking of the wood when it dries. In addition,
PEG is used when working with green wood as a stabilizer, and to prevent shrinkage

1-16-2019 Colbert: Trump as a secret Russian agent? 'There's nothing secret
about it' Late-night hosts host Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion, a lot of money for
Trump-Putin to keep flowing to fuel their lifestyles not Cure Breast-Ovary Cancer
for their women.

1-16-2019 "German Intelligence Agency Puts Far-Right Party on Warning" $777
Trillion in Oil Revenue Bribes and Kickbacks from the Trump-Putin-Salman Oil
Company are War Crimes $$$ The German Constitution, which came into force in
1949, contains many protections against extremism. It includes provisions to
monitor and even ban far-left and far-right parties. German Intelligence Agents
never expected the extremism to be $777 Trillion dollars... so they got away with
war crimes at German Gas Stations since Jimmy Carter's Times. Failure of
Germany’s postwar security apparatus to monitor and control far-right extremism
of Oil-Gods with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$. Bone Saw behavior and $$$
Trillions in Blood Money Will the Oil Mens party escape general observation and
YouTube posted video, would depend on its members’ behavior in coming months.
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1-16-2019 $777 Trillion in Paris Oil Revenues; Macron Hopes Talk Will Calm
France, but an Air of Menace Prevails. As Marcon is using his trillions in illegal oil
revenues for war's not war on breast-ovary cancers and the plague in Paris of gas
and deiseal exhaust causing birth defects and cancers. A war crime when the 2019
Ford Windmill CAR is in the garage.

1-16-2019 Supreme Court Concludes That Snatching a Necklace Is a Violent
Felony, gas station hold up's in Miami, Cuba to get the money to buy the Necklace
is the more common Violent Felony by Saudi, Qatar, Texas Oil Men today.

1-16-2019 Tell All book will be by Dr. Lisa Sanders in Art of the Diagnosis of
Chris Christie causing sudden heart deaths and costing million for diabetes. Chris
Christie accuses Jared Kushner of orchestrating a political 'hit job' against him in
a new tell-all book. In his new book, Chris Christie accused the president's son-inlaw and top adviser, Jared Kushner, of pushing him out of President Donald
Trump's orbit because of his diet, lack of a diet for good health.
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1-16-2019 Supreme Court Gas Stations and SeaPort Buffett in Brooklyn; She said
that the attacker “was just screaming crazy words, like ‘I’m killing everybody, this
world is hell.’” Hammer Attack in the Kitchen, Fufai Pun, was pronounced dead.
The two others, the 60-year-old owner of the buffet and its 50-year-old
manager, were in critical condition late Tuesday, the police said. Brain Surgeon on
the Supreme Court gave a statement on how to cure these violent Felony's with
Brain Surgery at Star Wars!

1-16-2019 Blood Money from Prince Salman-Trump for gas station violent felony's
by Exxon-Mobil. A Typical Federal Worker Has Missed $5,000 in Pay From the
Shutdown So Far That’s a total of $200 million in unpaid wages each workday.
$300 million a week in oil revenues is earned by government workers in Baghdad.

1-16-2019 JFK TSA Blood Test @ Star Wars paid for with oil revenue; STD's
Syphilis, HIV, Hepatitis and Army of MD to track down all the Saudi's and Qatar
Princes infecting others as VIP's! Do you really think Star Wars has; Diabetes
Test Strips. It is legal to resell unused test strips for blood glucose, driving an
unusual trade with the underinsured, or uninsured, both online and on the street. 2
White Men at 1984 HQ the under-inventive for Manhattan Projects costing only
$7 Trillion dollars for a cure.

1-16-2019 Mexican Oil Company not the drug's; El Chapo Trial: Former Mexican
President Peña Nieto Took $100 Million Bribe, Witness Says. Alex Cifuentes Villa,
an ally of Joaquín Guzmán Loera, the drug trafficker known as El Chapo, said
Enrique Peña Nieto had initially asked for $250 million. Swiss Banks are complicity
in all these Bribes and Kickbacks, a war crime.
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1-16-2019 50 Jesuits, Including Some From Top-Ranked N.Y. Catholic Schools,
Are Named as Abusers of Boys. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ failed to call 911 on
the Catholics abusing boys a war crime.

1-16-2019 $777 Trillion and none for the Dentist; "Eliminating Dental Woes
Without Worrisome Debt. When people suffer from pain and face major expenses,
Community Health Advocates helps them regain their lives and confidence, not the
Oil-God's with $777 Trillion dollars!

1-16-2019 Britain Is a Nation in Desperate Need of a Jew Hero Driver of the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. After a historic BP oil Brexit vote;

1-16-2019 'Superstar' DEA agent accused of laundering more than $7M, officials
say | TheHill A Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) agent once considered a
"superstar" now stands accused of laundering more than $7 million in a scheme
involving ... correction $7 Trillion dollars from Oil-God's $$$."

1-16-2019 Netanyahu has warned that his country was prepared to fight more
than one war at a time. Einstein War of the Universe, kill this Einstein Exodus
financed with the Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for
total Victory over Moslems World Wide. Then the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks
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Recipe.

Netanyahu has warned against Exodus to the Nearby Stars!!

Netanyahu has warned against Exodus to the Nearby Stars!!

1-16-2019 Families that own Gas Stations are War Criminals $$$. Family That
Owns OxyContin Maker Led Efforts to Mislead Public, Documents Show. Gas
Stations Mislead the Public cause birth defects in 100,000 kids and other get
childhood cancers yet the Gas Station Owners stay out of the Headlines and Trump
Tweets on profits last year. $$$.

1-16-2019 Boss gave you the flu can you sue? ‘I Never Take a Sick Day’:
Americans Talk About Reporting to Work When Ill... What if You Could Literally
Talk to The New York Times about Starbucks Rx Pink Recipe Cure for all Stages of
Breast-Ovary Cancer in 8 Days. A miracle from another Los Alamos Manhattan
Project lead by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer. This is what Oppenheimer wanted to build
instead of H-Bombs and he got fired and is still fired by the Top Brass. Boss who
gave you the flu breaks all the rules the MD orders and is immune in our George
Orwell Society. Infection Control is Sick! What makes MD greater than Trump.
Image a Dr. Trump MD alone with Dr. Ivanka MD tweeting... 9 Questions to Ask
Before Booking a Wedding Site. Will you brainstorm 9,009 IP invention projects on
1 Click Amazon links with me - I Do! Will you share your Noble in Medicine with 4
Billion People - I Do! Now let get Jimmy Carter his Nobel in Medicine before he
goes to Heaven, grin. Nobel for the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR that stuck in Georgia.
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1-16-2019

1-15-2019 Mr. Patterson spotted Jayme last year as he was driving to a job he
held briefly at a cheese factory while she boarded a school bus. Mr. Patterson
told investigators that he saw police cars speeding toward the Closs home about 20
seconds after he left with Jayme bound and stuffed in the trunk. After slowing
down for them. He though about the iPhone iDash Cam that would be required on
all cars decades ago if not for Tim Cook not cooking this iPhone iDash Cam up
selling iPhone's for dash cams and iTickets inside your car. Oh cam in the trunk
too. GPS license plates to see who was parked in her drive a few minutes ago...

1-15-2019 The Editorial today is what not about inventions that would have saved
Jayme 88 days of torture, and saved 19K women from being killed by a man in
2019. Kim Wall does not haunt the Editors of the NY Times as she was not a NY
Times employee, just a temp!

1-15-2019 The Editorial today is what was Trump and Putin talking about, these
editors know they were talking about Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion so is this a war
crime by the editors of the NY Time, Hell Yes! $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ "Donald
Trump: The Russia File" "Americans deserve to know what the president and
Vladimir Putin are talking about. 12h ago By THE EDITORIAL BOARD NY Times
today $$$." Americans deserve a refund on their gas money since Jimmy Carter
sold his soul to Saudi Arabia + Texas.
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1-15-2019 BEZOS’ DIVORCE! THE CHEATING PHOTOS THAT ENDED HIS
MARRIAGE.” Marriage to many Wife's should be headlines from someone in the
News Media. I can't be the only one who wants to Marry 4 MD women to win a
Nobel in Medicine for a Pink Miracle Cure Recipe.

1-15-2019 U.S. Steel Companies Face Downturn Despite Trump Claims of Revival
As Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity Homes are Not all Steel Buildings, a sin!

1-15-2019 Counting on Gina confiscating $777 Trillion from Prince Salman; Ivanka
Trump to Help Choose New World Bank President... $$$ Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer
MD. World Wide Killers, not Trump talking about Putin but real life Killers who
have to be cured. No by vaccines in the drinking water but some other Rx Recipe.
Man Who Killed Hadiya Pendleton, Whose Death Became Symbol of Gun Violence,
Gets 84 Years in Prison" By NIRAJ CHOKSHI He was a complete absence of
empathy like the 100's of his clones who rob the Miami, Cuba gas station today!

1-15-2019 Prince Salman on Trial at the World Courts - Laurent Gbagbo, Former
Ivory Coast Leader, Acquitted of Crimes Against Humanity. Mr. Gbagbo is the
first former head of state to be tried at the International Criminal Court in The
Hague. BP Oil to be tried at the International Criminal Court in The Hague for
birth defects and cancer in children. Macron is not the first to capitalize on — or
manufacture — a crisis to advance their agenda. And they are not the first to lose
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their Head in Paris Revolution. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will liberate Paris again in
2019. War on Oil Men in Paris who want another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. A
war crime! $$$

1-15-2019 No there are None; no Manhattan Projects at all None. So read this;
A new report found that, for the first time, Americans are more likely to die of
an opioid overdose than in a vehicle crash. But the likeliest causes of death are
still heart disease and cancer. iPhone Heart Attack and Stroke alarm is old
technology never put into a iPhone on orders from Tim Cook. Like the Steve Jobs
Manhattan Project to cure Cancer and get started on day one of your diagnosis on
Yale treatment not your home recipe.

1-15-2019 Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte from the military's arsenal of chemicals;
Military analysts are increasingly concerned about the nation’s “advanced,
underestimated and highly lethal” bio weapons program. Korea not Russia, what,
who wrote this? No Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer at Los Alamos today - Oh she was fired
from Los Alamos Cancer Cure.

1-15-2019 The Editorial today is what was Trump and Putin talking about, these
editors know they were talking about Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion so is this a war
crime by the editors of the NY Time, Hell Yes! $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ "Donald
Trump: The Russia File" "Americans deserve to know what the president and
Vladimir Putin are talking about. 12h ago By THE EDITORIAL BOARD NY Times
today $$$." Americans deserve a refund on their gas money since Jimmy Carter
sold his soul to Saudi Arabia + Texas.
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1-15-2019

1-14-2019 If Trump gets in to much trouble his 'Wild Card' is Gasoline at $8 a
gallon. Angry Zimbabweans riot after 150 percent fuel price rise imposed.
President Mnangagwa's announcement sharply raising petrol prices. Trump has this
'Wild Card' to use against the NY Times. $8 dollar a gallon gasoline in Miami,
Cuba.

1-14-2019 Trump Threatens to ‘Devastate Breast-Ovary Cancer Women in the
USA + World Wide Economically’ $$$

1-14-2019 China Gives Kim Jong-un a Boost. The leader of North Korea is taking
bigger strides. Will Xi and Kim whip up the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at
Starbucks and sell it to Starbucks USA? You know they could 'get' this Rx Pink
Recipe Cure for Breast-Ovary Cancer!!

1-14-2019 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and
genius tutors to get you started inventing in your iMac 18 Core Xeon Computer Lab
Store Front. N.Y. Today: Can Anyone Solve the Vacant Storefront Problem? The
Last of Manhattan’s Original Video Arcades... thank God!
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1-14-2019 A Blockade and a Murder: U.S. Faces Enduring Problems With Saudis.
Pompeo, left, was welcomed by Saudi Arabia’s minister of state for foreign
affairs, Adel al-Jubeir, center, in Riyadh on Sunday, yesterday. Pompeo had
discussed with the two Saudis were the need to counter Iran and to end the Yemen
war. Gina is listening to this with the monitor open to Breast-Ovary-Cervix cancers
in US and Saudi women. The need to end the War on Cancer with a Victory
financed by $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all illegal with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's in the Pentagon Garage. The airstrikes have killed thousands of
civilians, and the war has resulted in the world’s worst humanitarian crisis, with
many Yemenis starving. Breast Cancer women are on page 840 of the NY Times,
Yemenis are front page News and pictures. I have a picture you can search Google
for; search Google Images; Breast Cancer Tumor through her breast' and you will
find the pictures the NY Times should have put on the front page along with
Yemenis.

1-14-2019 Gina has to watch these videos; The speedskater Shim Suk-hee, a
two-time Olympic gold medalist, said that in addition to physical beatings, she had
been repeatedly raped by her former coach.

1-14-2019 British War stories are whetting the appetite of the new generation of
gin connoisseurs with out the Art of the MD Diagnosis. A War Crime in wrongful
deaths! BP Oil led the craze of drinking gin I would guess. Beefeater, a staple
since the 1800s, isn’t straying far from its product. It sells 2.9 million cases of
its gin each year. You need a Elite MD to translate this 2.9 million into Cancers
and liver failure cost. Opium Wars in China will be the Gin Wars Today!

1-14-2019 Breast-Ovary Cancer is not paid for by Trump; So Trump Threatens to
‘Devastate Turkey Economically’ if It Attacks Kurds. In tweets, the president
threatened the NATO ally and seemed to offer a blanket of protection for a band
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of American-backed militias in Syria after U.S. forces leave.

1-14-2019 Trump Threatens to ‘Devastate Breast-Ovary Cancer Women in the
USA + World Wide Economically’ $$$

1-14-2019 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and
genius tutors to get you started inventing in your iMac 18 Core Xeon Computer Lab
Store Front. N.Y. Today: Can Anyone Solve the Vacant Storefront Problem?

1-14-2019 The mayor of the Polish city of Gdansk has died in hospital a day after
being stabbed at a charity event. Pawel Adamowicz, 53, was attacked on stage in
front of hundreds of people on Sunday. He was hospitalised for serious abdominal
injuries and underwent five hours of surgery. Yale Key West Medical School Dr.
Lisa Sanders MD will go over these 5 hours of videos for her Art of the Diagnosis
article in the NY Times. This would be a good series for Dr. Lisa Sanders MD to
have video's of surgery were the patient died because the Surgeon didn't think of
this or that. Pointed out in a NY Times video of the surgery and her article.

1-14-2019 If Trump gets in to much trouble his 'Wild Card' is Gasoline at $8 a
gallon. Angry Zimbabweans riot after 150 percent fuel price rise imposed.
President Mnangagwa's announcement sharply raising petrol prices. Trump has this
'Wild Card' to use against the NY Times. $8 dollar a gallon gasoline in Miami,
Cuba.
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1-14-2019 On Jan. 1, hospitals began complying with a Trump administration order
to post list prices for all their services, theoretically offering consumers
transparency and choice and forcing health care providers into price competition.
“The posted prices are fanciful, inflated, difficult to decode and inconsistent, so
it’s hard to see how an average person would find them useful.”

1-14-2019 On Jan. 1, hospitals began treating 200,000 men from Saudi Arabia
VIP Hospital Care in the USA cutting in front of the line in Organ Transplants. All
Paid for with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all illegal.

1-14-2019 Spending on hospital care last year totaled $1.1 trillion $$$.

1-14-2019 list price for a hospital service is like the sticker price for a car, 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's profit for the USA is $777 Trillion dollar WindFall for the
USA. This is what the Trump-Salman Oil Company is keeping secret from the USA.
NT Times is complicid, grin $$$.

1-14-2019 Spending time on the wrong NY Times diagnosis. Lets get Art of the
Diagnosis for articles in the NY Times too as the Gravity Engine specs and
brainstorming is the correct diagnosis for this NY Times article on; "Clean,
Abundant Energy: Fusion Dreams Never End In theory, hydrogen fusion may power
the future. But there are substantial scientific hurdles yet to overcome." By C.
Claiborne Ray.
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1-14-2019 Better Than the Powerball + Florida Lottery; 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!
$$$ $$$.

1-13-2019 Reality is not what it seems to be as, the Number of Galaxies Beyond
the Observable Universe might be infinite not just 12 Trillion but 12 Trillion with
70 zero's! Far more galaxies located beyond the horizon, unobservable.

1-13-2019 iMac Computer Lab that let you learn how to design a Book Cover for
Amazon Kindle and Create Space in a few minutes with a template from Amazon not
hours. Students in Rural America Ask, ‘What Is a University Without a History
Major?’ Real World History for University Students is all the versions of Win 10
and how to fix it again and again. This is History that counts today if you are
going to get anything done on your Amazon Kindle Book. L.A. Street Sellers
Outlawed No More. You City Key West outlaws everything. This is the History of
Code Violations you must out smart city hall... send email tips to the NY Times is a
start of your education. City Hall Key West does Not want to make the front page
of the NY Times, grin!

1-13-2019 Key West Made In Key West Movie... “Made in Staten Island,” which
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tracks young adults trying to avoid mob lifestyles, has drawn the ire of city
officials and thousands of people who signed an online petition calling for it to be
canceled. The show perpetuates the notion that Staten Island is “a cesspool of
gangsters, meat heads and low lives” and is premised on the idea that “kids from
Staten Island all grow up surrounded by the Mafia,”

1-13-2019 Key West Made In Key West Movie... opening scene would be of a
locked bike parked in front of the Police station missing its seat and front wheel.
You can write the rest of the movie in your mind grin. “We are showing the raw
reality of what messing your bike up does to the viewers not the cops.”

1-13-2019 MD Elite Art of the Diagnosis for the Sheriff who could not find the
disease!! For Sheriff Who Led Search for Jayme Closs, No Sweeter Words Than
‘We Got Her’ He didn't get her with 200 FBI Elite helping, Why!! Dr. Lisa Sanders
MD could write this article for the NY Times and cops, FBI would read the article.
Chris Fitzgerald, the sheriff of Barron County, Wis., was at the helm of a frantic
search for a missing girl and could 'Not' find her, Why!! I don’t think we could
have done anything differently because this was random - this is the same thing all
the VA MD's say and they don't mention Dr. Lisa Sanders MD would do things
different. Ha! MD professors at Yale and Harvard needed to grade all the VA
MD's for the last decade. Who will grade the Sheriff who would not do anything
different like the VA MD who would not do anything different? FBI?

1-13-2019 Elites @ 1984 HQ battle 'The Wall" and VA getting Wounded Warriors
into Yale Key West Medical School putting VA MD's out of work sitting around
doing nothing, this is funny as these are the Elites like Kerry and Biden - West
Point Generals. Trump-Salman Oil Company to build an oil refinery in Uganda is a
case study in what America faces as it challenges 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's for all
of Africa, with F-35 Radar and A/C 24/7. Leaving kids in hot cars to die all these
decades did not bother the VA MD at all. The Vets who lost kid's to hot cars
were given a Rx. Fiery Wrecks too. VA MD's to cure Man beat 4-year-old girl to
death for spilling juice on his Xbox, prosecutors say. Trama of War!
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1-13-2019 VA MD's + Dr. Lisa Sanders MD - Art of the Diagnosis. The magic of
Apple in previous years was its ability to revolutionize design and technologies in
mobile phones to manufacture next-generation smartphones. The Art of the
Diagnosis is the 'Magic' of Star Wars MD diagnosis. This is want medical school is
about. Those who failed achieve Elite Status when to work for the VA not Yale +
Harvard. Now Apple's iPhone in Art of the Diagnosis can save the life of Apple.
Code written by Yale's Elite MD Professors for the new iPhones in 2019.
Sophisticated diagnosis that we can’t resist and thats light years from today
technology, What could this be, Stroke, having a stroke, having your next 2019
iPhone detect the stroke or heart attack sound an alarm, pop up window.
Sophisticated traffic control of every wreck the most dangerous times to drive,
walk to Starbucks. A ability to revolutionize design and technologies in mobile
phones in 1,001 IP invention projects and your next Amazon Kindle book you need
to write and suggestiong for the Hemingway House Writing Class written on a Apple
iPhone app. iPhone that lets you know how a iMac with Xeon 18 Core CPU could
show you the computer simulation of HIV and other diseases that are out there in
the millions. To avoid catching. What blood test you should get today. The ability
to revolutionize design and technologies in mobile phones! iPhone that lets you plug
in your flash drive USB and plug in your Win 10 PC until you sell a million books on
Amazon Kindle, grin. Then you can buy an iMac at $18,840. "Artificial
Sweeteners, Not Good, Not Bad. Sugar substitutes offered no health benefits, but
they didn’t do any harm, either, a review of dozens of studies found." Would you
like to invent a artifical sweetner iPhone app written by Tim Cook would help get
you to the recipes for these sweet invention projects. This is light years beyone
your 2018 iPhone app. Apps are invention projects you need to write that Amazon
Kindle about.

1-13-2019 VA MD's cure of VD + STD's is not 100% Dr. Lisa Sanders would be
100% with the General MD Orders! A woman’s first gynecologist visit should happen
at the age of 21 for cervical cancer screening, however, any woman or teenager
who is younger than 21 and is sexually active should be seeing a provider who is
comfortable with gynecologic care for annual chlamydia screening. Annual chlamydia
screening is recommended for sexually active women age 24 and younger. Screening
for other sexually transmitted infections may also be needed. Urine screening is
very effective, so taking a pelvic exam out of the equation often makes this
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screening easier for many women regardless of age. There is more Star Wars
Quality of life women can take out of the equation if the VA MD's are fired for
Yale and Harvard MD's. Vaccination for HPV can start at age 9, but most
pediatricians and family physicians offer this vaccine. If the HPV vaccination is
given between the ages of 9 and 14, only two doses are required versus three if
the series is started after the 15th birthday. Vaccine in the drinking water
invention is needed ASAP for Cervical Cancer Cure. Getting this Rx Recipe for the
Vaccine requires millions of iMac at $18,840 for women of all ages and their
OB/GYN MD who don't own any iMac as they are to expensive and they don't have
the apps to get started.

1-13-2019 Trade Wars by the Elite and tit for tat Wars by the Elite. Saudi
Teenager Fleeing Family Arrives Safely in Canada. Prince Salman just kicked out
8,500 Saudi Students from all of Canada and this is the revenge, one women?
Prince Salman just ordered some Bone Saws for Canada Elite Masterminds into tit
for tat wars when millions of Canadian Women will die from Cancers and their kids
are breathing in exhaust from Saudi Oil.

1-13-2019 Elite Men who are perverts made the law you can't record phone calls.
"She Recorded Her Boss’s Lewd Call. Guess Who Went to Jail?" You can't record
phone calls for a very good reason, elite men are perverts. History at the
University will teach the History of King and Prince Salman uncensored. A Tell All
book Amazon will publish when Mecca is Bankrupt, has no cash at all...

1-13-Long lines at every gas station in Mexico City today. 20 million people fall
prey to Elite Oil Men who did this. Think of all the things and fires that will be
today's goings on and think this is not the Quality of life in Qatar today. A War
Crime by the Elite Oil Men in Mexico today.
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1-13-2019 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all these decades is the agenda - "My
Sister Is in a Saudi Prison. Will Mike Pompeo Stay Silent? The United States
secretary of state is visiting Riyadh — but political prisoners are not on his
agenda." By ALIA AL-HATHLOUL Prince Salman is a 'Mad-Man' Alia should know,
Pompeo would put him into a raging maniac like a hysterical women with breast
cancer in her prison no one at the NY Times will write let her out of prison. A War
Crime by Journalists.

1-13-2019 One UN report said the Quality of Life for women in Qatar is better
than the USA is because they don't have to get a job Pole-Dancing Nude. Trump
Furloughed Me. Should I Take Up Pole Dancing? Should any USA women have to
get a job Pole-Dancing Nude, Hell No. The Elite Men perverts masterminded these
jobs for women!

1-13-2019
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1-12-2019 Ivanka Trump reportedly being considered to head World Bank $$$ Dr.
Lisa Oppenheimer reportedly being considered to head the Los Alamos Rx Pink
Recipe Latte for Starbucks Manhattan Project, both women will have $777 Trillion
confiscated from Prince Salman, Ha!

1-12-2019 Saudi teen Rahaf Alqunun due to arrive in Canada for asylum there is
no asylum for 40K USA women with Breast-Ovary cancer, they will all die in 2019
put to death by Canada playing war games with Saudi Arabia instead of starting a
Manhattan Project to cure Cancer's!

1-12-2019 War vs War on Cancer Rx Pink Latte at... Memorial Sloan Kettering 2
White Men at 1984 HQ are at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center with kids
who's exhaust - gasoline exhaust gave them cancer.

Better than the NY Powerball or the Florida Lottery... Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks
Coup! Righting decades of Vietnam's War's Looser's who can't stop their killing of
women!! “Here Comes the Bride” Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos
Manhattan Project not yet funded because of the cravings for another endless
war... Lisa Jobs, maybe next time we'll have more time together. Steve Jobs
Manhattan Project was not paid for because of War's $$$

MacKenzie Bezos as a rare talent, calling her “one of the best students I’ve ever
had in my creative writing classes.” 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects for MacKenzie Bezos... she helped brainstorm! She spent a decade on her
first novel, often getting up early to write missing the Hemingway House Writing
Class. “Traps,” "To Have Have Not" the Gravity Engine sold on Amazon. MacKenzie
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Bezos could pave her own philanthropic path, like Laurene Powell Jobs, who started
her own foundation, the Emerson Collective.

1-12-2019 War's Storm brings seven inches of snow overnight, millions will be put
to death via War's the USA is playing at the Qatar-Trump Casino. Pink BreastOvary Cancer Women without power to stop being murdered by 2 White Men at
1984 HQ... 40K dead in 2019, a war crime!

Building, currently owned by an Abu Dhabi $$$ Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center Building, Hell No We Won't Go. Top Brass didn't want this building for
their Cancer Center to brainstorm the Rx Pink Recipe for the Pink Latte at
Starbucks. Pink iMac Computer lab.

iMac Computer Lab 18 Core Xeon CPU in every Lobby of every NYC building is like
Key West doing this to the LaConcha Hotel and Hyatt... Hell the Starbucks
LaConcha CrownPlaza Hotel covered all the electric outlets out of spite for a Nobel
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Prize Winner... working here!

1-12-2019 Curbs Executives’ Ties to War Toys MIT Industry $$$ After Conflictof-Interest Scandals. John Bolton’s Wars are Memorial Sloan Kettering defeat on
the War on Cancer and Bolton has taken the bone saw away from the MD to use
for War not War on Cancer. Bolton bribed the War on Cancer to page 84 in the
NY Times. Pink deaths this week are on Page 840 in the NY Times thanks to
Bolton. “There’s a presumption among people that the federal courts are
incorruptible,” Judge Sullivan said. “You can’t bribe your way through your time.
Time as the new God Particle. Bribes put time in a box in the basement of the NY
Times. Higgs was front page news for a year! Pink should have been front page
with deaths just like War's!

1-12-2019 Jimmy Carter on the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's - I wish I could go
back in time and make different decisions. Kids at the Cancer Ward will file a
wrongful death law suit against Jimmy and Roslyn Carter. Carters have the Navy's
soul not God of 12 Trillion Galaxies. $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for the Navy not
Habitat for Humanity is the verdict by the Carter's $$$. A War Crime and Sin.
Gas Leak in Paris this morning is more deaths by Jimmy Carters killing of the 1980
Ford WindmillCAR's. "PARIS — A powerful explosion tore through a bakery in
central Paris on Saturday morning, killing at least two firefighters and leaving
smoke, flames and scattered debris in its wake, the authorities said. The police
and city authorities said the blast, which occurred on Rue de Trévise, was believed
to have been caused by a gas leak. 2019 Gas leak when there should not be any
gas in Paris. 36 people had been injured by the explosion, including 12 seriously;
three firefighters were among them. At least 24 others suffered minor injuries,
he added. Paris, pictures on social media showed a blackened store front at the
corner of Rue Trévise and Rue Sainte-Cécile, in the 9th Arrondissement of Paris,
with windows blown out, debris strewn around the street and fires still burning.
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Other images showed damaged buildings and broken windows stretching for several
blocks. Natural Gas there is nothing Natural about this Gas. Metropolitan Mexico
City, with a population of more than 20 million, has had days of shortages. Gas
stations have been forced to close, businesses reliant on fuel for transportation
have suffered, and millions in losses have been reported. Gas Station in Plains
Georgia population 200 sign is .18 cents a gallon for gasoline. If Jimmy + Wife
believed the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR was a Godsend there would not be any gas
stations world wide today. If Pope Francis believed the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR
was a "Miracle" for the Catholic Church there would not be any gas stations in
Miami, Cuba today!

1-12-2019 The cancer center will now bar top officials from sitting on outside
boards of for-profit companies, and is conducting a wide-scale review of other
policies.

1-12-2019 Memorial Sloan Kettering Policy on Rx Pink Recipe at Starbucks.

1-12-2019 Trump-Salman Oil Company and $777 Trillion in Cash... whether the
president’s actions constituted a possible threat to national security.

1-12-2019 Rx Recipe for your Memory, brain recipe, all the parts of the brain
were though out in this recipe. Lets reverse engineer our brain. You’ve probably
guessed by now that we’re playing a little ad hoc memory game. There is no
shortage of mnemonic tricks you can use to remember things, but the three-act
technique of picturing something in your mind, putting pen to paper to draw it, then
looking at your drawing is a powerful memory trick that outperforms other “strong”
mnemonic strategies when it comes to memory.
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1-12-2019 Our Recipe written out can memorize the Koran or Every Medical Term
- “The effect is roughly the same size regardless of how concrete or abstract the
word is,” he said. “So far we haven’t really found a stimulus set that it doesn’t
apply to,” adding that even having as little as four seconds to draw the item still
confers the benefits. Benefits of memorizing every Medical Term has World Wide
Benefits that fits a Manhattan Project worth trillions and trillions of dollars to get
this Rx Recipe!

1-12-2019 Greg hiked to Calgary and was flown back to Denver, Colorado. Death
of many Nobels from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Colorado... "The 2 Canadian
Stops on Our 52 Places to Go List at the NY Times" The Times’s travel editor
discusses how ice caves near Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario and the city of Calgary
landed on this year’s list of destinations" By IAN AUSTEN

1-12-2019 Key West "Man dies after getting punched during dog leash argument:
cops. Drew Justice, 38, and his fiancée, Kristi Buchholz, were walking their Shih
Tzu in Gold State Park in Philadelphia on Saturday evening when they encountered a
... Key West killing over feeding the cat by a homeowner in Key West, grin!! 48
Hours on CBS Special.

1-12-2019 Key West + L.A. "Street Sellers Outlawed No More" "For over a
century, street vendors have been a forbidden fixture of the city’s kaleidoscopic
landscape. Now, as part of California’s push to protect undocumented immigrants,
the city has legalized sidewalk vending."
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1-12-2019 An 18-year-old Saudi runaway who feared death at the hands of her
family if she were deported home from Thailand left for Canada on Friday, Thai
officials said. The Thai immigration chief, Surachate Hakparn, a police general,
said Canada had granted asylum to the woman, Rahaf Mohammed Alqunun. His
assertion was not immediately confirmed by Canadian officials. She boarded a
flight to Seoul late Friday evening and from there was scheduled to fly to Toronto,
said General Surachate.

1-12-2019 A couple who lives in the area, Kristin and Peter Kasinskas, told The
Minneapolis Star Tribune that Jayme appeared on their doorstep about 4 p.m.
Thursday, after she had been found by one of their neighbors who was out walking
her dog. The neighbor pounded on the family’s door, the couple said. A skinny girl
with matted hair stood by her side, wearing shoes too big for her feet.

1-12-2019 200 FBI looking for Jayme Closs and; “This is Jayme Closs!” the
neighbor said. “Call 911!” As they waited for the authorities to arrive, the
Kasinskases offered Jayme food and water and introduced her to their puppy.
They said Jayme told them she did not know where she was, the newspaper
reported. “It was like I was seeing a ghost,” Peter Kasinskas told The Star
Tribune. “It was scary and awesome at the same time. My jaw just went to the
floor.” Seara Closs, Jayme’s cousin, wrote on Facebook: “She is alive and on her
way home, From the bottom of my heart thank you all for the help!!!” An aunt,
Lynn Closs, also posted as the news was spreading. Her message was simple: “We
have her.” In a statement on Instagram, Elizabeth Smart, who was abducted from
her home as a teenager in 2002 and held for nine months, called Jayme’s rescue a
miracle, and said she was praying for a “joyous reunion” for Jayme and her
extended family. “No matter what may unfold in her story let’s all try to
remember that this young woman has SURVIVED,” she said. “Whatever other
details may surface, the most important will still remain that she is alive.”
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1-12-2019 iApple caller ID gets your Diseases Right not a call from Trump. Facing
Legal Action, Insurer Now Will Cover People Taking Truvada, an H.I.V.-Prevention
Drug Regulators had accused Mutual of Omaha of denying policies to applicants,
mostly gay men, who took medication to protect against the infection. Taking
Truvada to protect themselves from H.I.V., a practice called PrEP (short for preexposure prophylaxis). Taking iPhone caller ID into the future of preventing all sex
transmitted diseases given to women. This is the selling point from Apple selling
women this Star Wars MD caller ID. ...to protect themselves from H.I.V... to
protect women from these men in more ways than just catching a disease like
Hepatitis. iDash Cam for the 2 White men at 1984 HQ who made the Florida Move
Over laws that don't save lives world wide. A War Crime!

1-12-2019 Caller ID on the fine wine shop selling you wine but not being your
Doctor; High-speed internet changed everything. With easy access to retail
websites, consumers anywhere in the country could order from specialty wine
shops, purchasing bottles that might otherwise be unavailable in their own states.
Did the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ censor out her Doctor? I would think so!! Given
the irrational patchwork of regulations that governs wine distribution, MD
regulations. Wine MD Regulations. Does she have to take a pregnancy test to order
Wine? Yes the strips of litmus are at the bar or Publix check out without the ID.
MD savior of her baby... These 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are in big trouble if
they ever get caught.

1-12-2019 Today; Nigeria as Leaking Oil Tanker Explodes. An overturned oil
tanker exploded in Cross River State while dozens of people were scooping up the
leaking fuel and many were killed, 100. By Dionne Searcey NY Times $$$

1-12-2019 Niger Oil Company has $777 Trillion Dollars in Chase Bank" By Dionne
Searcey NY Times $$$
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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"Hearing Divorce Cases on a Sidewalk in Niger, as Women Assert Their Power" By
Dionne Searcey pictured about writing about Niger Oil Revenues Asserting their
power in articles about Niger that are not real world as Kerry would say $$$.
Write Niger would have been rich as Qatar but for the Personality of the 2 Black
Men at 1984 HQ.
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1-11-2019 Bone Saw Beauty in the hands of a MD and the Patient is better off
for the rest of their life, And Pentagon Medical Schools 4 Billion People are Better
Off!!

Abu Dhabi Chrysler Building Medical School - Hell No!

Building, currently owned by an Abu Dhabi $$$

NYC Chrysler Building Medical School owned by the City of NY, Hell No We Won't
Go $$$ and spend our money on this the Mayor said!!

1-11-2019 The 25 Trump Towers in Key West at the Yale Key West Medical
School. The Chrysler Building is beautiful, but that alone does not explain the
unequivocal, emotional reaction it provokes among Key West MD's!!

Abu Dhabi Chrysler Building Medical School - Hell No!

Building, currently owned by an Abu Dhabi $$$
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emotional reaction it provokes... iMac Computer Lab in the Lobby of this building,
building the Star Wars Lobby thoughts it provokes!

Better Than the Powerball -For New Yorkers looking for an affordable home, the
odds of winning a housing lottery are 1 in 592.

Mayor and City Hall that requires an iMac Computer Lab 18 Core Xeon CPU in
every Lobby of every NYC building is like Key West doing this to the LaConcha
Hotel and Hyatt... Hell the Starbucks LaConcha CrownPlaza Hotel covered all the
electric outlets out of spite for a Nobel Prize Winner... working here! Like the gas
station hold ups today in Miami, Cuba when the robber sucker punches the women
pulling into the gas station out of spite for Trump-Salman Oil Company $777
Trillion in revenues $$$.

Building, currently owned by an Abu Dhabi $$$

iMac Computer Lab 18 Core Xeon CPU in every Lobby of every NYC building is like
Key West doing this to the LaConcha Hotel and Hyatt... Hell the Starbucks
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LaConcha CrownPlaza Hotel covered all the electric outlets out of spite for a Nobel
Prize Winner... working here!

Abu Dhabi Chrysler Building Medical School - Hell No!

Building, currently owned by an Abu Dhabi $$$

Chrysler Building, currently owned by an Abu Dhabi $$$ They put the Trump
Casino in their Lobby's, grin! Some of Trumps inner circle would have Girl Scouts
selling cookies not Rx Pink Latte's Recipe Cure for Breast-Ovary Cancer in every
stage a 8 Day Cure. 18 Core Xeon CPU no one Trump knows has one! A iMac... let
alone a iMac Computer Lab in their Lobby.

1-11-2019 Wounded Warriors fighting the wrong war. Fiat Chrysler’s Diesel Era
Ends in a Costly Settlement $800 million for diesel truck buyers nothing for kids
with birth defects and cancer and more today from the Wounded Warriors Hero
bike ride, No Hero to their kids who will breath in the air. Admiral in Key West
rigging certain diesel-powered pickup trucks and Jeeps with illegal software to pass
emissions tests... on Roosevelt today and tomorrow for the Wounded Warriors
biking next to diesel trucks from the Navy base.

1-11-2019 Facing Legal Action, Insurer Now Will Cover People Taking Truvada, an
H.I.V.-Prevention Drug. Pentagon Medical Schools Facing Millions with diseases
that were given to them by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. STD's, given to the wife
coming home from Vietnam, Oh this time it's Baghdad and Afghanistan. Grin. The
NY Times Editors will be replaced with MD's who can write this editorial and front
page Medical News in the NY Times.
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1-11-2019 Jewish Aliens... Broadcasting from Deep Space, a Mysterious Series of
Radio Signals. For the last several years, they have been teased and baffled by
mysterious bursts of radio waves from the distant universe: pops of low-frequency
radiation, emitting more energy than the sun does in a day, that occur randomly
and disappear immediately. Nobody knows when these “fast radio bursts,” or
F.R.B.s, will occur, or where exactly in the cosmos they are occurring. More than
60 of these surprise broadcasts have been recorded so far. About the only thing
astronomers agree on is that these signals probably are not extraterrestrials
saying hello. Maybe we should thank our lucky stars once again as this will win Star
Wars for our Habitat for Humanity!

1-11-2019 U.S. Begins Syria Withdrawal, Amid Uncertainty Over Strategy. The
surprise announcement by the military threatened to set off a scramble for the
void, the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in Syria!

1-11-2019 U.S. At the Breast-Ovary Cancer ward's @ Yale Key West Medical
School and 100's of Pentagon Medical Schools the White House turns a blind eye
like Iowa Farmers to these murders. At White House, Empty Desks and Unpaid
Bills as Trump Shows No Sign of Relenting The pain of the partial government
shutdown bit into all corners of America — even the White House, where there is
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often very little sympathy for those whose job it is to keep Washington running. By
KATIE ROGERS Kate Rogers might even have visited a GF in the Breast-Ovary
cancer ward. Or kids with birth defects and cancers from illegal software to pass
emissions tests... Illegal Journalists at the NY Times who censored all these
Cancer Ward's War's!

1-11-2019 Breast-Ovary cancer drinking beer's Coor's! No Warning label for
Blood Money! Now Being" "Held Hostage by the Shutdown: Your Favorite Craft
Brewery" "Inaction in Washington has idled the bureau that regulates craft beer
manufacturers, dealing a blow to a $76 billion industry and disappointing discerning
drinkers. By NICK CORASANITI Nick knows more than 760 Breast cancer women
drank Coors, grin!

1-11-2019 Government shut down on taking over all the Breast-Ovary Cancer
Wards like Kidney Dialysis Labs in every town and you know when Greg + Wife's in
Key West get a cure it will be stifled like the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's by 2
White men at 1984 HQ. Who are not MD's, grin.

1-11-2019 The 25 Trump Towers in Key West at the Yale Key West Medical
School. The Chrysler Building is beautiful, but that alone does not explain the
unequivocal, emotional reaction it provokes among Key West MD's!!

1-11-2019 The 25 Trump Towers in Key West at the Yale Key West Medical
School. Chrysler Building, currently owned by an Abu Dhabi $$$ The Chrysler
Building is beautiful, but that alone does not explain the unequivocal, emotional
reaction it provokes. Like all skyscrapers of the Modernist period, it conveys the
grand ambitions of a new machinist age. But it also suggests something more
intimate, that aspirations do not always play out predictably — that how you
imagine you will experience the pinnacle is not, in fact, how you might actually
experience the pinnacle. Distinctively, the building literalizes this view, forcing us
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to look up — delivering circularity rather than conclusion, surprise over certitude.
Designed in the 1920s and completed in 1930, the spire was assembled the day
before the stock market crashed in 1929.

1-11-2019 The 25 Trump Towers in Key West at the Yale Key West Medical
School. The Chrysler Building is beautiful, but that alone does not explain the
unequivocal, emotional reaction it provokes among Key West MD's!!
...emotional reaction it provokes... iMac Computer Lab in the Lobby of this
building, building the Star Wars Lobby thoughts it provokes!

Chrysler Building, currently owned by an Abu Dhabi $$$ They put the Trump
Casino in their Lobby's, grin! Some of Trumps inner circle would have Girl Scouts
selling cookies not Rx Pink Latte's Recipe Cure for Breast-Ovary Cancer in every
stage a 8 Day Cure. 18 Core Xeon CPU no one Trump knows has one! A iMac... let
alone a iMac Computer Lab in their Lobby.

1-11-2019 The 25 Trump Towers in Key West at the Yale Key West Medical
School. The Chrysler Building is beautiful, but that alone does not explain the
unequivocal, emotional reaction it provokes among Key West MD's!! Elite MD
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Professors Key West MD's skirted around in the Classrooms and medical schools.
Being Married to a women MD Professor who is Elite in The Art of the Diagnosis
Provokes illusions of getting a Nobel in Medicine for a weekend Recipe no Key West
Married to a women MD would even think of cooking up. Elite MD's!

1-11-2019 iTickets via iPhone Dash Cam in your car Today, was killed by 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ. The Top Brass killed this! The video captures a close call from
November 2018 when a car slammed into the back of a trooper's car. Trooper
Richard Verbiest pulled over to help a driver who was broken down on the side of
the road. That's when they say Fernando Espinoza hit him. Video shows the
trooper pull Espinoza out of his mangled car, which was also on fire. There were
231 move over crashes in Florida in 2018, but Lieutenant Greg Bueno says that
number seems low. "Each of us have our own stories where probably we have been
hit; I know I have. And each of us have stories, several stories, where we
experienced near misses, almost. We know just how dangerous it can become.
Because often times as first responders we are standing inches to feet from travel
lanes."

1-11-2019 Gas Exhaust Jewish! Israel Afrayat, transportation coordinator for the
Israeli civil administration, appeared in a promotional video explaining the purpose
of the new road and why Israel has "gifted" it to the Palestinians. The road is
meant to "serve all people", Afrayat said in the video, which is published on the
Arabic language Facebook page of COGAT. "Our goal is safety first - to protect
your children," Afrayat said. "The main purpose of this road is to connect Maale
Adumim with Jerusalem - Jerusalem gas exhaust kids breath today is a war crime
and sin with the dead Jew Hero who tried to drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into
Mecca for world wide victory over the Moslems and was killed by 2 White Men at
1984 HQ his own CO.
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1-11-2019

1-11-2019

1-10-2019 The U.S. Spent $8 Billion on Afghanistan’s Air Force. It’s Still
Struggling. Pentagon Medical Schools $8 billion on in the USA; Hell No We Won't
Go To The Pentagon Medical Schools or spend $8 billion or $80 Billion on in the
USA, Bone Saw + Golf Club Warriors biking into Key West, Afghanistan this
weekend. War Criminals with WindMills - Millions of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in
Key West to greet Wounded Warriors Victory over Moslems World Wide, Hell No!
The Top Brass killed the Jew Hero who tried to drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Mecca! Gas Exhaust Fumes on Roosevelt will greet the Wounded Warriors. No
Gas Stations on Roosevelt - No Gas Stations On Earth lost to the Bone Saw Prince
Salman-Trump Oil Company riches got by these wounded warriors. $777 Trillion in
gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba $$$.

1-10-2019 Bone Saw Beauty in the hands of a MD and the Patient is better off
for the rest of their life, And Pentagon Medical Schools 4 Billion People are Better
Off!!

1-10-2019 1 Click Amazon Links to 1,001 IP invention projects with genius tech's
to help you get started inventing... Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos and his wife,
MacKenzie, who announced they are divorcing after 25 years of marriage, did not
have a prenuptial agreement – meaning they will divide their gargantuan fortune
equally, according to a report on Thursday, Bezos, 54 — who sits at the top of
Forbes’ world billionaires ranking with a real-time worth of $137 billion — and
MacKenzie.
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1-10-2019 Worth $100's of Trillions of dollars when invented - 1 Click Amazon
Links to 1,001 IP invention projects... iMac Computer Lab in the Lobby too. 18
Core Xeon CPU's!!

1-10-2019 Soldier Ride may impact traffic on U.S. 1. The Wounded Warrior
Soldier Ride will take place Friday and Saturday, Jan. 11-12, in the Upper, Middle
and Lower Keys. This year, 47 wounded warriors will participate with "Windmills" in
Honor for the Jew Hero Killed by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ getting into his 2019
Ford WindmillCAR seeking total victory over Moslems World Wide!

1-10-2019 Keys Habitat for Humanity Steel Home Test. "Test of steel prototype
for border wall showed it could be sawed through" The Wounded Warrior Soldier
Home will be destroyed by the same Hurricane that destroyed Flagler Rail Road
and the Top Brass know this and will not order Steel Habitat for Humanity Homes
for Old Wounded Warrior Soldiers. A War Crime!

1-10-2019 Warriors who have killed, have killed civilians in a Universe of 12
Trillion Galaxies. How stupid can a person be?

1-10-2019 American invasion in 2001. Afghanistan’s killings of Pink Women in the
USA is 40K a year from 2001 to 2019. No We Won't Go To The Pentagon Medical
Schools!!
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1-10-2019 Health Dept will shut down Warriors as a disease! You Should Meditate
Every Day Sure there are Jewish Aliens out there among the 12 Trillion Galaxies
and 400 Times faster than the speed of light is one invention from victory over
warriors on Earth!

1-10-2019 The Inevitable, Necessary Death of Israel’s Labor Party - This really
was the death of the Jew Hero with the Keys to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR ready
to drive to Mecca for World Wide Victory over Moslems. He or She was killed by
the Labor Party and every other party in Israel for blood Money from Prince
Salman of $777 Trillion dollars.

1-9-2019 Bone Saw Beauty in the hands of a MD and the Patient is better off for
the rest of their life And Pentagon Medical Schools

1-9-2019 On the Border, Little Enthusiasm for a Wall: ‘We Have Other Problems
That Need Fixing’ Trump-Salman Snub Pink Wall like City Hall Key West Code said
no to a Pink City Hall and a Pink White House. You do the Math 40K dead pink
women in 2019 and Trump has the Bone Saw in oil cash hands sawing 40K pink
women cut up - snubbed even by Bolton.

1-9-2019 Bone Saw Beauty in the hands of a MD and the Patient is better off for
the rest of their life And Pentagon Medical Schools
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1-9-2019 Beauty is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-35 Radar that cost more
than the Ford, $$$. Beauty for Trump-Salman is all the women in Saudi Arabia
driving a gas engine or diesel engine Mercedes today. Made in American, invented
in America Beauty is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-35 Radar that cost more
than the Ford, $$$.

1-9-2019 Breast Cancer is not fueling Trump, Salman's $777 Trillion in oil Blood
money Fuels Trump $$$

1-9-2019 A City Hall and White House that's not Pink Makes little sense except
to the Top Brass Generals. Warriors but not for the War on Breast-Ovary
Cancers. A War Crime!

1-9-2019 Pentagon Boarder Wall is between War And War On Breast-Ovary
Cancer. Those who built the Pentagon should have Build the Pentagon Medical
School. Yale Key West Medical School was bombed by Key West Navy on orders
from Warriors at the Pentagon in times of 40k dead every year in the War on
Cancer's. This is a war crime! Trump should have been talking about the building
the Yale Key West Medical School in Key West with 25 Trump Towers and 25
Hospital Ships!! Oh Yes and free WiFi in the Key's. Can you see the Tourists ads
advertising Free WiFi you don't need to stop at Starbucks for your WiFi in the
Keys its everywhere you fish for a invention project!

1-9-2019 Beauty is a dialogue between perceiver and perceived. Beauty is the
world’s answer to Warriors who kill 40K women in Baghdad, Afghanistan... Mecca
battlefields beheaded 700 in 2019 without one on the front page of the NY Times.
Bone Saw Beauty in the hands of a MD and the Patient is better off for the rest
of their life. Prince Salman's Bone Saw's and Golf Clubs of Trump and Robert
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Kennedy Jr. Both murders Beauty. Because they were not ordered in Pink to cure
Breast-Ovary Cancer with a Pretty Pink Latte Recipe - look at the Beauty in a
Recipe now a Rx Recipe that is secret. 1 Click Amazon link to Beauty Inventing
Star Wars in 2019.

1-9-2019 Beauty is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-35 Radar that cost more
than the Ford, $$$. Beauty for Trump-Salman is all the women in Saudi Arabia
driving a gas engine or diesel engine Mercedes today. Made in American, invented
in America Beauty is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-35 Radar that cost more
than the Ford, $$$.

1-9-2019 Those who built the Pentagon didn't build F-35 Radar into all cop cars.
NAPLES — Authorities say a 94-year-old man was killed after making a U-turn
into the path of a Florida sheriff's deputy whose emergency lights and siren
activated. The Naples Daily News.

1-9-2019 Supreme Court Stays Out of Secret File's on the 2019 Ford
Windmillcar's. USA ties to a Bone Saw Prince's wealth beyond belief... $777
Trillion Dollars $$$

1-9-2019 Erdogan Snubs Bolton Over Comments That Turkey Must Protect Kurds.
Closer to home Bolton Snubs Pink Women, Bone Saw and Golf Clubs he is a killer of
Pink Women and has been for decades. That Turkish MD who wanted to brainstorm
a cure for cancer... what happened to him?
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1-9-2019 Amazon 1 Click Chalk board his laser fits into a iPod with a micro GE
electric generator inside, no gas stations world wide no batteries world wide. Star
Wars Chalk Boards.

1-9-2019 Light of a light bulb and the intense beam of a laser. Light of a light
bulb, which is composed of electromagnetic radiation of many frequencies, and the
intense beam of a laser, which has a constant frequency. You didn’t need Glauber’s
theory to invent the laser, but you needed Glauber’s theory to understand its
properties.” You do need Amazon 1 Click link to the Star Wars Laser IP invention
project and the iPod Size GE electric generator to invent a micro laser for
Accessories to this iPod size electric generator.

1-9-2019 Amazon 1 Click Chalk board his laser fits into a iPod with a micro GE
electric generator inside, no gas stations world wide no batteries world wide...
“The Quantum Theory of Optical Coherence,” he used sophisticated techniques to
apply quantum mechanics to different forms of light. Light had previously been
analyzed only by using classical, pre-quantum physics methods now we have 1 Click
Amazon Chalk Boards, grin.

1-9-2019 E=mc 2 @ Star Wars from this chalk board in millions of schools to this
New Year 2019 - New Years Resolution; Rx Pink Latte Recipe @ Starbucks! Top
Secret - iPod size GE electric generator that can replace all Coal and Nuclear
Power Plants in China and world wide have been made at Los Alamos, yes you can
plug in all your GE appliances too. Animal Farm's Windmill Turbines @ -254 C super
conductive. Window A/C the size of a 2018 Mac book Pro, just open the lid and
cool off for all summer as there is no battery just a micro electric generator in a
super conductive bath of -254 C. Yes there is a space heater one for Moscow in
winter. Gravity Engine will be invented in 2019 in the USA not Moscow!
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1-9-2019 Amazon 1 Click Chalk board his laser fits into a iPod with a micro GE
electric generator inside, no gas stations world wide no batteries world wide.

Roy J. Glauber at Harvard in 2005, the year he was awarded a share of the Nobel
Prize in Physics. Through his theory on the behavior of light, he was able to
explain the differences between the diffuse light of a light bulb and the intense
beam of a laser.

1-9-2019 Amazon 1 Click Chalk board his laser fits into a iPod with a micro GE
electric generator inside, no gas stations world wide no batteries world wide.
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1-9-2019 The Inventors Not the Dreamers; George Orwell Oil Company is what we
get from the Dreamer at the Qatar Trump Casino. George Orwell Oil Company $$$
$$$ $$$ $$$ Warrior's Insane Cravings of the British in BP Oil Revenues given to
the Royal's not the serfs. Apple lost millions of sales to Casino and Florida Lottery
Ticket Sales.

1-9-2019 “The Guinness Book of World Records for IP invention projects goes to
Amazon 1 Click”

1-8-2019 Rx Pink Latte Recipe; What Is and Isn’t Affected by the Government
Shutdown! Eureka Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer at the Pink Los Alamos Manhattan Project
when it's opened by the Government Men. There are a rash of child cancers in the
NY Times too. Dad the Wall must come down!

1-8-2019 Rx Pink Latte Recipe;Tonight Trump Will Take Case for Border Wall to
Public in National Address... Ivanka will shut out this and go to her Pink Universe.
Lovelorn Ivanka's Pink Miracle Recipe, how will she get this Rx pink Recipe cooked
up when all Dad Address is about a Mexico Wall.

1-8-2019 Fitzgerald gets noticeably less love in the pages than Hemingway. “I’ve
been asked to write the Fitzgerald cocktail book,” Mr. Greene said, “and I don’t
feel I can do it in good conscience, because I feel alcohol was much more his
enemy than it was Hemingway’s enemy.” New Name "Alcoholic Hell" AA over a
million members just in the USA we will never be shut down by the Government
MD's!! Ha!
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1-8-2019 Kim — he arrived in Beijing on his 35th birthday — suggests that he is
seeking Mr. Xi’s advice - to Escape from the Bone Saw Prince Salman's millions of
gas stations in China - Korea... No Gas Stations in Korea! Netanyahu, Feeling
Heat, Grabs the Jew Hero he killed trying to drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
into Mecca for World Wide Victory over the Moslems.

1-8-2019 Oil Tanker on fire today the ship, the Aulac Fortune, which is
registered in Vietnam. 25 crew from Vietnam too. The accident happened a day
after the tanker left the southern Chinese city of Dongguan. Hong Kong islands
reportedly felt windows shake and heard loud booms when the tanker went up in
flames. Lamma Island is a residential island two miles off the coast of Hong Kong
Island. Millions of gas stations shutdown...

1-8-2019 Government Shutdown for Millions of Gas Stations World Wide, TrumpSalman Oil Company ready's the Bone Saw's!

1-8-2019 Shutdown of the Yale Key West Medical School in 2011 when Greg flew
into Key West has influenced China to Shutdown all Medical School since 2011 too.
"cancer drugs, violence in hospitals, doctor shortages: We take you inside China’s
broken health care system to reveal how dire the situation is for over a billion
people at the same time Xi built One Million Gas Stations in China. And sold the
Chinese 1 million gas engine cars. Both the Yale Key West medical School and 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's were shutdown by Xi. "A Key West doctor who specializes in
HIV and AIDS has severed ties with AH of Monroe, the case management and
housing organization for people with HIV, AIDS and other disabilities" Key West
MD's have severed ties with getting a Manhattan Project for HIV, STD's,
Syphilis, Hepatitis and other diseases!!
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1-8-2019 Key West is in the top 3% of HIV populations in the USA. Doctor writes
these are out Key West Bartenders who need late night testing...

1-8-2019 Rx Pink Latte Recipe; What Is and Isn’t Affected by the Government
Shutdown!

1-8-2019 Shutdown; Mary Kennedy's Murder by Robert Kennedy Jr. by 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ. Supreme Court Won’t Intervene in Case of Kennedy Cousin
Skakel. A state court decision to vacate Michael C. Skakel’s conviction for the
1975 killing of Martha Moxley will stand, potentially signaling the end of a long
legal battle.

1-8-2019 Martha Moxley was beaten to death with a Golf Club, Trump sent some
Golf Clubs to Prince Salman after visiting with Robert Kennedy Jr. at Trump
Towers. "Killers" high five!

1-8-2019 Erythromelalgia, a rare condition in which blood vessels become blocked
and inflamed. But no one knew how she got it. Treatments that help some with the
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p
disease did nothing for her. Doctors suspected she might have an underlying
medical condition that interfered with drugs to treat the disease. Rx Recipes of
the drugs to treat this disease need to be made public to the Yale Key West
Medical School Students and the Hemingway House Writing Class who would write a
Noble Novel on these Rx Recipes. Another Case history, But the good news for him
was that there is a drug on the market — anakinra, used to treat rheumatoid
arthritis — that blocks interleukin 1. The treatment: Mr. Stanacev and his wife
returned to the N.I.H., and he got an injection of anakinra. His pain melted away.
He got up from his wheelchair. He could think clearly again. “It was like a fog
lifted from my brain,” he said to his wife. “It was like a miracle,” Dr. Gahl said.
1,001 Miracle Drugs have been shut down by the Government. We need these Rx
Recipes!!
4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat

1-8-2019 Pentagon worker worked on beginning with “To Have and Have Another,”
his 2012 survey of the cocktails Ernest Hemingway drank and wrote about, he
began writing books. "The Pentagon seems to be fine with that. Mr. Greene has
taught seminars on military-themed drinks (like the Guadalcanal cocktail) for the
annual conference of the Navy Office of the General Counsel. He has delivered
toasts at the annual William J. Donovan dinner given by the O.S.S. Society, which
is named after the World War II-era precursor to the C.I.A." Mr. Greene’s twin
occupations as being in conflict. MD Admiral that got fired for being drunk on the
Job... there is no conflict if you are a MD Admiral. Ruined lives and surgery of
Alcoholics are causalities of the Vodka War in Moscow too. Pentagon Medical
School would have a nerve agent for alcoholics. Like Vaccines in the drinking water
to save the troops who refuse to take all the ordered vaccines from the Pentagon
top brass. Mr. Greene’s latest volume brought him back to the drinking habits of
Hemingway, a favorite author since he first read “A Farewell to Arms” in high
school. The book traces the writer’s haunts and drinks in 1920s Paris, as well as
those of F. Scott Fitzgerald, John Dos Passos, Pablo Picasso, Gertrude Stein, and
Gerald and Sara Murphy. Fitzgerald gets noticeably less love in the pages than
Hemingway. “I’ve been asked to write the Fitzgerald cocktail book,” Mr. Greene
said, “and I don’t feel I can do it in good conscience, because I feel alcohol was
much more his enemy than it was Hemingway’s enemy.” New Name "Alcoholic Hell"
AA over a million members just in the USA we will never be shut down by the
Government MD's!! Ha!
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1-7-2019 Salman-Trump the Vulnerable Oil Company... Exxon-Mobil, BP Oil $$$
$$$ $$$ $$$ $$$

Animal Farm's Windmill Turbines @ -254 C super conductive. Window A/C the size
of a 2018 Mac book Pro, just open the lid and cool off for all summer as there is
no battery just a micro electric generator in a super conductive bath of -254 C.
Yes there is a space heater one for Moscow in winter. Gravity Engine will be
invented in 2019 in the USA not Moscow!

1-7-2019 Salman-Trump the Vulnerable Oil Company... Exxon-Mobil, BP Oil $$$
$$$ $$$ $$$ $$$

1-7-2019 ...he had committed criminal libel; 'Cop Killers' with Bone Saw's and
tank of gasoline in the Cop Car's ends in fiery wrecks.

1-7-2019 ...he had committed criminal libel; 'Cop Killers' with Bone Saw's and
tank of gasoline in the Cop Car's ends in fiery wrecks. Gordon MacDonald, the New
Hampshire attorney general is turning a blind eye to fiery wrecks of Cop Cars how
can he get away with this? How he gets away with this crime is Ford
WindmillCAR's are not on Facebook they are on Inventbook along with the iTicket
via the iDash Cam in your car you are never on the side of the road with traffic
speeding by the flashing lights until one drunk driver rear ends the cop car. Yes
and the NY Times censors these stats for Saudi Oil Men with Bone Saws for
Journalists.

Prince Salman Charged With Murder in Killing of California Police Officer in fiery
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wreck! Widow's demand $777 Trillion in Blood Money, more if Mecca has some
more hidden in Secret Swiss Bank Accounts. Grin!

1-7-2019 Like lots of Americans, Robert Frese is not shy about expressing his
views on the internet. Last year, in a comment on a newspaper’s Facebook page, he
said a New Hampshire police officer who had given him a traffic citation was “a
dirty cop.” The police chief, Mr. Frese added, was a coward who had covered up
the matter. The police officers might have looked the other way. They might have
responded, explaining their positions and letting readers decide who was right.
They might have filed a civil suit for libel, seeking money from Mr. Frese.
Instead, they did a fourth thing, one that seems at odds with the American
commitment to free expression, particularly where criticism of government officials
is concerned. They arrested Mr. Frese, saying he had committed criminal libel."

1-7-2019 ...they must prove “actual malice” in killing the Jew Hero who was
driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Victory over Moslems World
Wide. Poorhouse Lane in Mecca is Poorhouse Avenues in Mecca he was killed by 2
White Men at 1984 HQ.

1-7-2019 Exeter Police Department dropped the prosecution of Prince Salman,
King Salman for fire bombing cop cars on the side of the road writing a speeding
ticket. How man is secret like the secret file on the cover of Greg's Amazon book.

Officer Jason is just one burned to death of tens of thousands was conducting the
traffic stop on a truck in the far right, eastbound lane on Interstate 84 and Yes
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p
No Federal Judge to end gas stations because $777 Trillion is to much Blood
Money, Bribes and kickbacks and Federal Government perks! Bone Saw Gas
Stations! No pictures were released of Officer Mengedoht burned body...
yesterday's fiery wrecks. How many fiery wrecks in 2019, censored!

1-7-2019 ...they must prove “actual malice” using these pictures and the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's secret files on the cover of Gregs Amazon Book
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1-7-2019 ...they must prove “actual malice” this Picture and the fiery Semi's
taking the girls to Disney World all burned to death in 50 gallons of Diesel from
Prince Salman when 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and Semi Trucks should be on the
roads across the USA today.
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1-7-2019 NY Times "OutPut" closed on 1-1-19 "InventionProjects" will open soon.
Readers can comment. "We asked readers to help us say goodbye to Output, the
Brooklyn venue dedicated to house and techno music, which closed on Jan. 1. You
sent us emotional tales of finding love and discovering new music. Here are a
selection of those memories." Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects is
not limited to Amazon. Taylor Swift and techno music can link lyrics to 1,001 IP
invention projects with genius techs helping to get you an Invention. Connecticut
Has Among the Lowest Growth in the Nation. Can Links to Yale Oil Men be
responsible, Hell Yes!!

1-7-2019 F-35 Radar in times of Star Wars, will not be todays F-35 Radar on
Fighter Jets. “Pedestrians are a danger to themselves,” a reader says, citing the
ways that they put their lives at risk. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ put their lives at
risk by not putting Star Wars Radar for Pedestrians on the front page of the NY
Times today. How would it work, you can almost invent this in your heads right now
bouncing it off the NY Times building and traffic.

1-7-2019 Government Shutdown on inventing F-35 Radar.

1-7-2019 F-35 Radar... Michigan family of 5 killed in fiery crash caused by
wrong-way driver. A Northville family of five returning home from vacation was
killed in a fiery crash when their SUV was struck head-on by a wrong-way driver
on northbound I-75 ...

1-7-2019 Tim Cook said he was out of inventions for the iPhone! You can almost
invent several iPhone inventions right now in your heads.
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1-7-2019 No Smoking + No Gas Stations!! Cuba’s Next Transformation. Sixty
years after the revolution, a Communist stalwart may be moving closer to
democracy. By JON LEE ANDERSON No Smoking + No Gas Stations!! Not by Jon
Lee Anderson at the NY Times, grin!

1-7-2019 ...he had committed criminal libel; No Smoking!

1-7-2019 A Different Kind of Comfort Food for an Italian Chef. Nina Clemente
cooks her own version of a hearty Indian dal — instead of pasta or pizza — when
she’s feeling run down. 1,001 IP invention projects Chef!

Exodus into a New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies via 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!
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1-7-2019 CBS Shutdown on 1,001 IP invention projects. You could probably write
a really good “CBS This Morning” on accessories for the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
...ratings for “CBS This Morning” have plummeted. Additionally, a change at the
helm of “CBS Evening News” — Invention News. Susan Zirinsky to Replace David
Rhodes as CBS News President. Will this mean CBS news makes the news with the
Rx Pink Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. Will Susan interview Starbucks
CEO about Rx Pink Latte?

1-7-2019 Salsman-Trump the Vulnerable Oil Company...

1-7-2019

1-6-2019 Simon & Schuster MD book on STD's, Syphilis, HIV, Hepatitis, who
gave it to whom. Like the iApple iPhone XXX caller ID gives the sex disease
history of the caller to her. #MeTooSexDiseases. Our 2 White Men at 1984 HQ
have a disease, no MD's are allowed to make their diseases public or if they are
closet poedophillias. Soon to be protected by a 1984 Government in the USA. Yes
they can join the Army. Rx Penicillin Latte at Starbucks free to anyone who test
positive for STD's. Herpes when We have a Rx Recipe Cure for this in 2019 if the
government shut down ends when Trump - on Trump Tweet on herpes was
shutdown, grin. So was the Manhattan Project Rx Recipe cure.
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1-6-2019 Niger Oil Company has $777 Trillion Dollars in Chase Bank NYC "Hearing
Divorce Cases on a Sidewalk in Niger, as Women Assert Their Power" By Dionne
Searcey.

"Hearing Divorce Cases on a Sidewalk in Niger, as Women Assert Their Power" By
Dionne Searcey pictured about writing about Niger Oil Revenues Asserting their
power in articles about Niger that are not real world as Kerry would say $$$.
Write Niger would have been rich as Qatar but for the Personality of the 2 Black
Men at 1984 HQ.
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1-6-2019 First False News Story I can Prove is False via $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects, shame on you;
Patricia Cohen. "If Walmart, Lowe’s and other companies win their property tax
appeals, homeowners and small businesses will have to pay more or live with smaller
town budgets." By PATRICIA COHEN Homeowners will be richer than Qatar HomeOwners with Amazon 1 Clink links to 1,001 IP invention projects with genius techs
to help you get started inventing... One invention will be to get the price of fresh
not frozen Bluefin tuna down to Wendy's Burger price $3. Not $3 million. Japan’s
‘King of Tuna’ Pays Record $3 Million for Bluefin at New Tokyo Fish Market.
Cooked Oysters can be King on Wendys Menu with one invention project that is a
winner.

1-6-2019 ‘When I Think Of 12 Trillion Galaxies out there with even more Jewish
Aliens It Just Feels Free’ of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ here on Earth.

1-6-2019 "The T.S.A. Is Without a Public Face" By GUY TREBAY Orwellian Face
is George Orwell in 2019. Same British Nut Case Selling Oil Revenues Victory over
Moslems after BP Oil earns another $777 Trillion from Oil Revenues then the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR can win the 9/11 Terrorists victory over Saudi Arabia. Bone
Saws are not found by TSA or the cut up bodies of the Jew Hero who tried to get
the keys to drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca. TSA has been told about
this many times.

1-6-2019 A Moral Dilemma What to do with the Qatar Trump Casino 9/11
Winning's of $777 Trillion from Oil Revenues when the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
would have "break" the Bank of Allah. A ‘Moral Dilemma’ After Las Vegas
Massacre: Sell the Gunman’s Weapons, or Destroy Them" "Lawyers processing the
estate of Stephen Paddock are facing a difficult question over what to do with his
hoard of guns and accessories." Allah Casino's profited from 9/11 Oil Revenues
from Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups.
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1-6-2019 Qatar Subway not NYC, A Eureka Moment for the Subway Fair $$$
What the Elite's have done with the Oil have and Have nots in times the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR should be the choice of car buyers.

1-6-2019

1-5-2019 What trends will dominate in home decorating in 2019. In DC Comfort
at Home in Key West the 'Inventor's Home" will dominate. Starting with the iApple
iTreatmillDesk and iKitchen iCounter... filled with Apple products along with the
Microwave or the iMicrowave and iToaster... Keep on inventing! Amazon 1 Click
links to 1,001 IP invention projects.

1-5-2019 NASA's Shut Down can last for months, years, decades.

1-5-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and F-35 radar that cost more than the Ford.
Violate the constitutional right to free speech, well violate the right for Texas and
Saudi Oil men to sell another $777 Trillion in gasoline to Miami, Cuba.

1-5-2019 Los Alamos Rx Pink Breast Cancer Manhattan Project has been shut
down for decades already. Pompeo Plans to Press Saudi Leaders Over Killing of
Jamal Khashoggi. Killing of 40K Breast-Ovary Cancer women in 2019 drives by
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Pompeo like the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for blood money $$$ pay out by Saudi
Leaders.

1-5-2019 Pawns in Traffic are those in fiery wrecks today and the 94 year old
women who kills a 10 year old girl biking today as both will happen today as they
are Pawns at the 1984 HQ with 2 White Men. F-35 Radar on Ford WindmillCAR's
didn't make the front page of the NY Times Today.

1-5-2019 Pink War Crimes in the War on Cancer; "Misconduct in Federal Prisons
Is Tolerated or Ignored, Congressional Report Says" 40K dead women in 2019 are
Ignored by the Feds, the Generals should be singled out with their war dead not
reaching 40K in 2019.

1-5-2019 5 Children Headed to Disney World Were Among 7 Killed in Florida
Crash; Cierra Bordelan, 9; Brieana Descant, 10; Cara Descant, 13; Joel Cloud, 14;
and Jeremiah Warren, 14, were killed. About 50 gallons of diesel fuel spilled onto
the highway, intensifying the flames and releasing plumes of black smoke. A fifth
vehicle struck either some of the injured or some debris, he said. By Julia Jacobs,
Niraj Chokshi and Mihir Zaveri
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Pawns of 2 White men at 1984 HQ playing with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR, F-35
Radar on Cars and Star Wars Semi Trucks. 5 Children Headed to Disney World
Were Among 7 Killed in Florida Crash; Cierra Bordelan, 9; Brieana Descant, 10;
Cara Descant, 13; Joel Cloud, 14; and Jeremiah Warren, 14, were killed.

1-5-2019 Pawns in Traffic are those in fiery wrecks today and the 94 year old
women who kills a 10 year old girl biking today as both will happen today as they
are Pawns at the 1984 HQ with 2 White Men. F-35 Radar on Ford WindmillCAR's
didn't make the front page of the NY Times Today.
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1-5-2019 Netanyahu Israel fiery wrecks, Breast-Ovary cancer war lost to wars!
Victory over Moslems lost on purpose as the Jew Hero who would drive the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca was murdered!

1-5-2019 Games People Play at 1984 HQ. ‘Escape Room’ Fire in Poland That Killed
5 Teenage Girls Is Blamed on Faulty Wiring. In the game, players are locked inside
a room or building and they must work together to escape simulated danger before
time runs out. The girls had died from carbon monoxide asphyxiation... iPhone Xs
Alarm didn't alert the girls as Tim Cook didn't build in this sensor. 10's of
thousands in 2019 will die from carbon monoxide asphyxiation... and not one person
at Apple is trying to invent a sensor. A War Crime! The industry behind escape
rooms, which originated in Japan and evolved from video games, has grown rapidly
around the world in recent years. Most of the sites in the United States are momand-pop operations with one or two sites. In 2014, there were 22 escape room
companies in the United States; that number has grown to 2,000, according to
enthusiasts. Mission Escape Games, which opened in 2014 in New York and now has
four other locations, says it attracted 140,000 visitors in 2017. In Britain, the
number of escape rooms has soared to more than 1,000 as of last year from seven
in 2013, according to the BBC. Pawn of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ playing games
instead of inventing carbon monoxide asphyxiation... iPhone sensors. Inventbook
world wide has been censored by 1984 HQ.

1-5-2019 Is This the End of the Age of Apple? "We need the next wave of
innovation, and we need it now." Apple carbon monoxide asphyxiation... sensor.
Cardiac Arrest Sensor. Apple Tread Mill Desk, iPad Pro with a built in iPhone, Mac
Book Pro with a built in iPhone. iMac Pro with cell signal along with WiFi. Caller ID
background check and GPS location of the caller. End to the Apple Battery for
micro GE electric generators that run for years not 10 hours.
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1-5-2019 What trends will dominate in home decorating in 2019. In DC Comfort
at Home in Key West the 'Inventor's Home" will dominate. Starting with the iApple
iTreatmillDesk and iKitchen iCounter... filled with Apple products along with the
Microwave or the iMicrowave and iToaster... Keep on inventing!

1-5-2019 ST. PETERSBURG — Former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg's
foundation is giving a Florida city $2.5 million to aid its efforts to fight climate
change. Bloomberg announced Thursday. Pawns and the King, Bloomberg made $77
Trillion from Saudi Oil Deals since 9/11. A War Crime with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR kept off the Market by Bloomberg.

1-5-2019 Pawns by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who did not let these women drive a
2019 Ford WindmillCAR. As religious conservatism deepens in Pakistan, Lahore’s
famed dancers have been forced underground, and performers who took pride in
their art form have turned to prostitution to survive.

1-5-2019 "Simon & Schuster canceled a book by the professional provocateur Milo
Yiannopoulos after he gave an interview in which he appeared to condone pedophilia.
His contract reportedly did not include a morality clause, and he sued, though he
later dropped the suit. If a morality clause did lead to a book’s cancellation."
#MeTooSexDiseases

1-5-2019 Simon & Schuster MD book on STD's, Syphilis, HIV, Hepatitis, who
gave it to whom. Like the iApple iPhone XXX caller ID gives the sex disease
history of the caller to her. #MeTooSexDiseases. Our 2 White Men at 1984 HQ
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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have a disease, no MD's are allowed to make their diseases public or if they are
closet poedophillias. Soon to be protected by a 1984 Government in the USA. Yes
they can join the Army.

1-5-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and F-35 radar that cost more than the Ford.
Violate the constitutional right to free speech, well violate the right for Texas and
Saudi Oil men to sell another $777 Trillion in gasoline to Miami, Cuba.

1-4-2019 NASA it takes six hours for the radio signals to reach Earth. Radio
Signals 400 Times faster than the speed of light IP invention projects didn't make
headlines in the NY Times Front page today. No Deal Brexit did. British know
about the IP invention project to go 400 times faster than the speed of light in a
radio signal and killed it from a Trump Tweet. NASA Top Brass are some kind of
1984 Orwellian POW. Star Wars is a real world war. New Cold War with Russia
arrested a spy. Putin has not taken up inventing yet! Arbitrary wars that are not
Star Wars when the New Universe has 12 Trillion Galaxies. Even Amazon is keeping
1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs to help you get
started in beta. France arrest all the 'Pink Vest' women. Secret Files on all this
would be Hacked by who... Oil-God's count on another Days pay at gas Stations
world wide when they would be closed for a government shutdown celebrating
Victory over Saudi Arabia with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. China spends $218
billion at gas stations today. India's highest caste thinks about 12 Trillion Galaxies
and wonders if it worth it keeping the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's a Secret for
Trump-Salman. Breast-ovary cancer Casualty Report was censored by the Editors
at the NY Times but they published the Afghan Casualty Report of 75 troops 14
civilians without any stats on who they were. Who are the Breast-Ovary cancer
dead the first week in 2019? Thousands and not one made the front page picture
of the NY Times. Why?

Stats on the rest of the days fiery wrecks for 2019 were censored of course by 2
White Men at 1984 HQ
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Pawns in the Oil Revenues Casino, 2019 Ford WinmdillCAR beat the Trump Casino.
Trump paid off with a Bone Saw and Blood Money paid out in the Trillions to keep
the gas flowing to the Miami, Cuba gas stations today.

Stats on the rest of the days fiery wrecks for 2019 were censored of course by 2
White Men at 1984 HQ

1-4-2019 One fiery wreck was reported today; "7 People Killed in Fiery Crash on
Florida Highway, Authorities Say" "Fifty gallons of spilled diesel fuel exacerbated a
deadly blaze that also injured several people." By JULIA JACOBS Stats on the
rest of the fiery wrecks for 2019 were censored of course by 2 White Men at
1984 HQ.

Several people who died were riding in a passenger van, which was carrying adults
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and children. Pawns in the game of Oil Revenues and Secret 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's Times.
Pawns in the Oil Revenues Casino, 2019 Ford WinmdillCAR beat the Trump Casino.
Trump paid off with a Bone Saw and Blood Money paid out in the Trillions to keep
the gas flowing to the Miami, Cuba gas stations today.

The crash occurred on I-75 near Gainesville, Fla., at about 3:40 p.m. when the
tractor-trailers collided, burst into flames and spilled about 50 gallons of diesel
fuel onto the highway that intensified the flames

1-4-2019 NYC poor buy most of the Lottery Tickets sold in Key West Florida.
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"New York City’s Poor Were Promised Half-Priced MetroCards. They’re Still
Waiting." The Editors at the NY Times know the poor buy most of the New York
Lottery Tickets and censor this, why?

1-4-2019 "What’s Coming in New York Real Estate in 2019" "An already soft
market will get another 20,000 new apartments, making it an even stronger buyer’s
and renter’s market." Key West in 2019 will get 25 Trump Towers with 20,000
apartments with Tread Mill Desk and iMac 18 Core CPU's with Star Wars Genius
Tech support. Inventors Towers. Trump Towers will be named Inventor Towers.

1-4-2019 Letter to the NY Times not a Editorial on 400K deaths from smoking in
2019. "How to Give Up Smoking A reader says he tricked himself (it worked)."
This trick will not work for 400K. The Editors at the Times are going to let 400K
in the USA die from Smoking for the next several years. This has to be a war
crime! Lung Cancer MD's are not allowed to Make Lung Cancer a Plague like
overdosing on Drugs was Headlines for months in 2018. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ
again.

1-4-2019 West Point Generals are to Blame for the Priest + Bishops Sex Abuse of
Boys as this is 1984 and most George Orwell types are West Point Generals. "Pope
blames US bishops for 'crisis of credibility' on sex abuse" video_youtube. "Names
surface of more than 1,000 priests accused of sex abuse in U.S. - NY Daily
News. "Over the past four months, Roman Catholic dioceses across the U.S. have
released the names of more than 1000 priests and others accused of sexually..."
New York Daily News Next will be 1K video_youtube.
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1-4-2019 Air Force Generals went along with this fuel. His vision for the airline —
one that reshaped the industry — centered on using more fuel-efficient, low-cost
planes to reduce fares and challenging his employees to provide no-frills service
without lowering standards. Texas Oil influenced his use of fuel instead of
introducing the 2019 Boeing WindmillJet's. Invented in the USA not Texas. Yet
they can fly into Orbit for 15 mins and land in Paris. Star Wars WindmillJets lost
to Texas Oil Men these Secret Files will be a Amazon Novel. Love Field in Dallas,
Southwest flew for the Love of Oil Money. “You have to treat your employees like
customers,” he told Fortune magazine in 2001. “When you treat them right, then
they will treat your outside customers right. That has been a powerful competitive
weapon for us.” Oil is the Weapon used against US Citizen by Elite War Criminals.
When Mr. Kelleher stepped down as chairman at the annual shareholder meeting in
2008, he received “the kind of standing ovation usually reserved for rock stars,”
The New York Times reported. Mr. Kelleher, whose net worth was estimated at
$2.5 billion, exhibited business savvy on other fronts. After the terrorist attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001, he engaged in extensive fuel hedging, locking in contracts to
buy fuel at a certain price regardless of whether prices rose or fell. The strategy
saved the company hundreds of millions of dollars in energy costs. While every
major United States airlines declared bankruptcy at one time or another,
Southwest remained profitable and growth-oriented.
Women in Saudi Arabia can drive today but not to 12 Trillion Galaxies. Prince
Trump would not let Ivanka drive to Star Wars!!

1-4-2019 Driving behavior to Star Wars Cars that start with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR. NASA waiting 6 hours for a radio signal how long will NASA top
brass wait for Alpha Centauri? Way to Long!! They obey the rules of the road for
Roads in Saudi Arabia when they there HQ is at the Cape. I have often heard it
suggested that elderly citizens should not drive, and that is certainly a
consideration where I live. I recall a few years ago, a woman of 94 killed a girl of
10 at a pedestrian crossing. There have doubtless been a number of such incidents,
but this one has stayed in my mind. One reason, I suppose, has to do with
narrative, with the fact that the meaning of this woman’s life was entirely altered
by a single event at its end: NASA helped put F-35 Radar on all cars and roads
way back in 1980, well they could have being rocket scientists but his was not
ordered by the Top Brass. Yes the Car Radar would cost more than the Ford.
Question of who is responsible in that situation appears to be somewhat opaque.
You might see the car as a weapon lawfully placed in the driver’s hands without F35 radar because status quo of the Air Force Generals. Or the Highway Dept Top
Brass. The car itself could be viewed as the murderer, since its capacity for
destruction is so tenuously linked to that of the person driving it. The same for
the F-35 bombing the Yale Key West Medical School and other Hospitals with its
high tech radar guidance without any guidance from the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
Star Wars guidance. Nearly everything I had to do would have been simplified by
using a car, and I believe I saw in this fact a kind of death. Death of everyone on
Earth via WW III. Star Wars can save the Earth. Mystery of Star Wars in 12
Trillion Galaxies is not driving headlines. Women in Saudi Arabia can drive today
but not to 12 Trillion Galaxies. Prince Trump would not let Ivanka drive to Star
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Wars!!

1-4-2019

1-3-2019 1919: From the Treaty of Versailles to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
Secret Files book on Amazon Today. 1,984 pages, grin. Ultima Thule, a full billion
miles (1.6 billion kilometers) beyond Pluto. At that distance, it takes six hours for
the radio signals to reach Earth. Radio Signals 400 Times faster than the speed of
light IP invention project and Hemingway House Nobel Novel Title is a bit slower
than this, radio signals due to Bone Saws and George Orwells novel "Down and Out
in Paris and London" in 2019. Grin. Paris and London are down and out do to gas
stations profit margins of $777 Trillion.

New Horizons mission was still considered an “essential” activity of government...

1-3-2019 But let’s start 2019 on a happier note. Even in the midst of the
shutdown, the New Horizons mission was still considered an “essential” activity of
government. 1984 “most essential" is Oil Revenues and Trump Qatar Casino
Roulette Wheels. What should be most essential is the Rx Pink Latte Recipe and
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. But let’s start 2019 on a happier note, you can read the
secret file on 2019 Ford WindmillCar's and thank God for the Godsend Gift even if
it was wrecked by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Grin.

1-3-2019 Trump Amid a Rash of Child Cancers Confronts $777 Trillion in Blood
Money... Texas Oil Men set the Rx Pink Latte Recipe for the cure of BreastOvary cancer back decades with the help of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Army MD's
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get the Diagnosis and treatment on the first visit not the 100th visit wish list of
course because they are to busy with Bone Saw accidents and fiery wrecks.
Spending Gas Station profits, profit margin's on a gallon of gas with 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's on the Ford Assembly line Trade Wars are the trade off of $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues and illegal goings on. President Trump told Democratic
leaders he would look “foolish” if he agreed to confiscate $777 Trillion from Qatar
+ Saudi Arabia to buy Ivanka a Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks that cures all
stages of cancer in 8 Days. Deal in the news, Bristol-Myers to Buy Celgene in $74
Billion Cancer-Drug Bet. Pink Latte at Starbucks the Recipe will cost $7 Trillion.
Revlimid, Opdivo, and trillions of other Rx drugs will be crunched at a Los Alamos
Manhattan Project for the Pink Latte at Starbucks!

1-3-2019 Paris + London; I am an accidental European. I developed breast cancer
in 2009. With no continuing medical coverage in the United States, and in
desperate need of it, I moved to Britain. Under the sponsorship of an
acquaintance, I was granted “indefinite leave to remain” and received care through
the National Health Service. When I moved to France four years ago, the French
system quickly took over covering me. France for me was not a vacation selection.
Moving to Europe was a choice weighed against other, grimmer options for health
care, which included the strong possibility of being bankrupted by cancer treatment
and winding up at the mercy of New York State’s welfare system. $$$ $777
Trillion dollars... 200,000 from Qatar + Saudi Arabia will come to the USA for
Medical Treatments in 2019. With her $777 Trillion paying for everything. NY
Times Travel section 12 months, 52 Places, No Invention Projects! For so many so
often it must be a crime. Amazon has 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects with their Genius Specs and Genius Techs to help you get started
inventing...

1-3-2019 Trump Amid a Rash of Child Cancers Confronts $777 Trillion in Blood
Money he must pay out to the USA. Parents in Indiana are demanding the clean-up
of a toxic site and questioning environmental rollbacks that could prevent future
chemical disasters like the one they face.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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1-3-2019 Man Charged With Murder in Killing of California Police Officer. The
police say the man came from Mexico illegally. President Trump used the killing to
justify demands for a border wall. Justify Mexican Oil Men, arrest them for this
'Cop killing' and confiscate all their Oil Money of $777 Trillion dollars most in
Chase Bank. Qatar has the richest Citizens in the world when it could be Mexico.
Oil Men! Some buy Bone Saws others buy 40K Trump towers to house their friends
in a rich Quality of Life with no tow trucks as they bought a new Mercedes for
everyone in Qatar not Mexico. Jews observe these Riches Beyond Belief and still
can't get ahold of the keys to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Editors at the NY
Times suggest we curtail campaign donations by fossil fuel companies, raise the gas
tax and pass a carbon fee bill. Ad for the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's saving the
New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens. Quality of life
with gas stations and the Times wants you to build more. Forget you read about
the super conductive windmill turbines on this web that generate 10K volts and
amps in a bath thats -254 C.

1-3-2019 NYC How to Stop Subway Fare Beaters - move to Qatar the Subway is
free thanks to gas stations in the USA. Readers suggest that subway turnstiles
make fare evasion too easy and urge community service as a penalty instead of
fines.

1-3-2019 1919: From the Treaty of Versailles to Prohibition, the events of that
year shaped America, and the world, for a century to come. Elite French Oil Men
shaped the last century, the last few decades with the Secret 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Every years new Model of the Ford WindmillCAR gets more
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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accessories and its windmill turbines generate this year more electricity than you
could ever use with the accessory inventions we have on the market today, you
must wait for some Star Wars Inventions that use lots of electricity.

1-3-2019 1919: West Point Generals need to point out $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues given to Trumps $$$ 'What's he done for me?': President Donald Trump
slams former Secretary of Defense James Mattis. President Donald Trump blasted
his former Defense secretary Jim Mattis on Wednesday, claiming he "essentially
fired" the top military aide. USA TODAY

1-2-2019 A 6-Pack of Beer for $26? Qatar Doubles the Price of Alcohol same
number of cancers from the same amount of alcohol... Same # of DUI's and
Traffic Accidents.

1-2-2019 NASA spacecraft opens new year 4 billion miles from Earth. NASA
opens $444 Trillion from Qatar. Opens a New Year for Americans robbed for
decades by Qatar at gas stations in Miami, Cuba. Gas Money in the history of gas
engine cars. Palaces of the Oil Kings cost more than NASA has spent since Apollo.
$777 Trillion. New Horizons of $777 Trillion rocketed from Cape Canaveral,
Florida, in 2019 thanks to Qatar getting caught red handed in the gas station
robbery in Miami, Cuba.
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1-2-2019 "The Army, in Need of Recruits, Turns Focus to Liberal-Leaning Cities
Too few recruits are signing up from cities like Chicago and Seattle, so the Army
is trying to frame enlistment as a patriotic detour." By DAVE PHILIPPS "The
Army, in Need of Recruits, Turns Focus to Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait,
enlistment for another $777 Trillion in Oil Money looted from Miami, Cuba. The
Army is in Need of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV Home's for those in Need in
the USA as Qatar is the Riches in the World with Riches beyond belief thanks to
the US Army recruiting gas money at Miami, Cuba gas stations. Top Brass Peer
Groups are visited at the Qatar Trump Casino's Roulette Wheels not at the Wheels
of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and Yale Key West Medical School Art of the
Diagnosis that needs to be the Richest in the World for Americans. Star Wars
Army is Recruiting at West Point. Punishing their own troops the Generals look up
to Qatar and Saudi Arabia for their riches beyond belief. The Palace in Baghdad is
the Generals World Headquarters for the US Army much richer than their
Pentagon Office. POW - MIA in this real world today 1-2-19 is gas stations and
Ford WindmillCAR's. Army need oversight from MD's. Joint Chiefs of Staff in
Stars Wars will all have a MD degree in Art of the Diagnosis. Army conversations
are missing the brainstorming for the Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks. Kill the
Wife by not letting her buy a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Kerry is guilty of this
crime. Kill the Wife with conversations of War not War on Cancer and 1,001 IP
invention projects. Wealth of Nobels in Medicine there is not Nobel for War. Army
that works on 1,001 invention projects spelled out on Amazon 1 Click links to get
your Army started working on inventions. 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out.
Strategy in Afghanistan should be about letting everyone drive a car, a 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR + RV Home. Wars mobilization for 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

1-2-2019 "The Army, in Need of Recruits, willing to take this test from Dr. Lisa
Sanders and watch a YouTube Yale video of the surgery. ---- I Dr. Lisa Sanders
sent the patient for another echocardiogram. It showed a heart pumping hard but
constrained inside a shrunken, thickened pericardium, unable to process the normal
measure of blood. I spoke with his rheumatologist, who stopped all the immunesuppressing agents, and I sent him to John Elefteriades, a well-respected heart
surgeon at Yale. Elefteriades cut away the damaged sack. Once he made the initial
incision down the length of the scarred pericardium, the blood flow through the
heart more than doubled. The End after years and 10's of test and MD's the Cure
we should have would have gotten on his first MD visit not his 100th visit to his
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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MD. Sounds like the Army Way grin.

Army MD's get the Diagnosis and treatment on the first visit not the 100th visit
test click here
The man’s recovery from this surgery has been remarkably fast. He had a footlong incision down the middle of his chest, but within two weeks of the operation he
was home and walking around. Three weeks later he was back at work — just in
time for him and his wife to prepare for a holiday season they had worried they
would never see together.

1-2-2019 IP invention project... a full billion miles (1.6 billion kilometers) beyond
Pluto. At that distance, it takes six hours for the radio signals to reach Earth.
New Horizons zoomed past the small celestial object known as Ultima Thule 3 ½
years after its spectacular brush with Pluto. Scientists said it will take nearly two
years for New Horizons to beam back all its observations of Ultima Thule, a full
billion miles (1.6 billion kilometers) beyond Pluto. At that distance, it takes six
hours for the radio signals to reach Earth.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Start here 1 1 2019 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 ISBN:
9781791611316

Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's by Greg WindCar Buell

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018
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Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

Exodus into a New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies via 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!

Exodus into a New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies via 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!

1-1-2019 On Jan 1 Windows 10 code, MS Office becomes public domain... Pope
Francis would call this a Miracle for God and US Senate, grin.

1-1-2019 On Jan 1 2019 4 trillion Rx Recipes will become public domain for a Pink
Manhattan Project via Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD costing $7 Trillion confiscated by
Gina getting a refund on Bone Saws Made in Saudi Arabia $$$

Pope Francis will order the Priest and Bishop to Marry in 2019.
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1-1-2019 On Jan 1 all Senators and Congressmen, President must have a MD
degree kids to thanks to the New 2019 Ford Mac Book Air Ride School Bus parking
on the kids streets not in the Bus Garage! Open 24/7 for this forever government
shut down...

1-1-2019 New Years Resolution; Rx Pink Latte Recipe @ Starbucks! Top Secret iPod size GE electric generator that can replace all Coal and Nuclear Power Plants
in China and world wide have been made at Los Alamos, yes you can plug in all your
GE appliances too. Animal Farm's Windmill Turbines @ -254 C super conductive.
Window A/C the size of a 2018 Mac book Pro, just open the lid and cool off for
all summer as there is no battery just a micro electric generator in a super
conductive bath of -254 C. Yes there is a space heater one for Moscow in winter.
Gravity Engine will be invented in 2019 in the USA not Moscow!

1-1-2019 "Invention Party" All over the USA on New Years Eve... celebrating
Legal Polygamous Marriage Brainstorming 1,001 IP invention projects in the USA
for 2019. Happy New Year With InventBook 1,001 Nobels in Medicine +
Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon links to IP
invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every Starbucks
Worldwide. InventBook for 2018 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key West.
Polygamous Marriage Wedding Cakes all have the "1,001 Nobels in Medicine"
Tattoo on Every Layer!

Pope Francis will order the Priest and Bishop to Marry in 2019.
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1-1-2019 On Jan 1 all Senators and Congressmen, President must have a MD
degree kids to thanks to the New 2019 Ford Mac Book Air Ride School Bus parking
on the kids streets not in the Bus Garage! Open 24/7 for this forever government
shut down...

iParking City Hall Key West finds you a parking spot 24/7...

City Hall Cat + Dog Vet's feed and Doctor the stray cats and dogs... No Landlords
can say no meow in their for rent ads.

1-1-2019 On Jan 1 Windows 10 code, MS Office become public domain... Pope
Francis would call this a Miracle for God and US Senate, grin.
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1-1-2019 George Orwell's 'Animal Farm" is were the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR came
from the super conductive super cold -254 C turbine generators with 10K Volts and
Amps came from the Noble in Physics a few years ago and CERN's God Particles.
Gravity of Electric Windmill Turbines on Ford's generating 10K Volts and Amps is
Super Gravity like 12 Trillion Galaxies Gravity in our New Universe.

2019 Ford WindmillCar Profits would buy millions of these Palaces with iMac
Computer Labs, well millions of Starbucks would have iMac Computer Labs with
waterproof keyboards - Grin.

1-1-2019 $300 million dollar iMac Computer lab in the Palace, this Palace was Paid
for will gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba $$$

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Interior of Emirates Palace, Abu Dhabi United Arab - Paris - London
Big Screen's in your iMac Lab's...

2019 Ford WindmillCar Profits would buy millions of these Palaces with iMac
Computer Labs, well millions of Starbucks would have iMac Computer Labs with
waterproof keyboards - Grin.

1-1-2019 GPS is your Drivers License address, your GPS location is your Drivers
License Address. Idiots don't have the correct driver license address on millions.
Another Headache for California From the D.M.V., This Time Involving ‘Real ID’
Real Time GPS Location you are at driving! Star Wars Drivers License... and your
blood sugar count.

1 Felony Count(s) of 316.193.2b3 DUI-UNLAW BLD ALCH - DUI ALCOHOL OR
DRUGS 4TH OR SUBSQ OFF
1 Felony Count(s) of 322.34.2c MOVING TRAFFIC VIOL - DRIVE WHILE LIC
SUSP 3RD OR SUBSQ OFF
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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1-1-2019 Cuba Baseball Still Be Great When Many of Its Stars Have Left?" By
ED AUGUSTIN at the NY Times. Cuba needs a Nobel in Medicine not Baseball...
Cuba failed because Castro's were Lawyers not MD's. Cuba would be the first
Non-Smoking Nation at the UN.

To Have Have Not, Girls looking into the 2018 Apple-Starbucks "InventBook" No
Smoking!

1-1-2019 Jan 1 all Senators and Congressmen and President must have a MD
degree for new Copyright laws on 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets with non
MD Senators who never invent a diagnosis let alone a New Penicillin for BreastOvary Cancer if all these Rx Recipes were in the Public Domain for the last few
decades during our Plagues of Cancer and War. Not War on Cancer but Generals
War's for the Hell of it or what ever...
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1-1-2019 What Foods Are Banned in Europe but Not in the U.S.? Hell No the NY
Times will not write this article with a picture for the Front Page on New Years
Day you will see the Picture of the Times Square Ball Falling not the Failure of the
US Senate today as Doctors with Bone Saws...

1-1-2019 What Foods Would be Banned in the USA if all Senators hand a MD
degree?

1-1-2019 Front Page Picture + Story in the Sunday NY Times; MD's killed at the
Yale Key West Medical School in 2018. Almost, "When a Medic Was Killed in Gaza,
Was It an Accident?" "When an Israeli soldier killed Rouzan al-Najjar, Palestinians
called her an innocent martyr and Israel portrayed her as a threat. The truth is
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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more complicated." By DAVID M. HALBFINGER David at the NY Times knows
about the Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and didn't write it
up let alone picture the 25 Key West Trump Towers. A War Crime!

1-1-2019 Israel portrayed her as a threat, Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD Director of
Los Alamos!

1-1-2019 “I’ve been diagnosed with colon cancer,” she told us. She her MD should
have told her not to Eat Red Meat decades ago... Medicare for All Paid is from
Senators in Hell. Red Meat Warning Labels were sold out by the Senate just like
Prince Salman's Bone Saw's sell out to most Dictators. Red Meat dictators are
from Texas, with the oil mens bone saws.

1-1-2019 Trump orders a slow death for Breast-Ovary Cancer Women, drawn out
death as he is playing War with Generals not MD's.

40,000 dead in the USA in 2019 not Syria... War Crime! Rx Pink Latte Recipe at
Starbucks. Observe the Warriors Vendetta's! French Oil Men's Vendetta's Macron
Vows Oil will flow another $777 Trillion dollars Order ‘Without Compromise’ in
Rebuke to Pink Vest and Pink Berets. French Children with birth defects and
Cancers from Spray Painted Black Clouds of Diesel observed in traffic.

1-1-2019 Trump orders a slow death for Breast-Ovary Cancer Women, drawn out
death as he is playing War with Generals not MD's. "The president had ordered
that the 2,000 American troops in the country leave within 30 days, but said on
Monday that they would be “slowly” drawn down. "By ERIC SCHMITT and MAGGIE
HABERMAN
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1-1-2019 Trump orders a slow death for Breast-Ovary Cancer Women, drawn out
death as he is playing War with Generals not MD's.

1-1-2019 For Pope Francis a Year of Touch Love for Catholic Women with BreastOvary Cancer as Pope Francis does not know the death statistics besides the 40K
in the USA off the Top of his head, he knows Latin and Greek not how many
Catholic women will die in 2019 from Breast-Ovary Cancer. This is a Cardinal Sin!
Jewish deaths from Breast-Ovary Cancer Irks Some in Israel: ‘It’s Not a Jewish
War Victory Holiday’ War on Cancer is not a Jewish War in Israel. Being there for
Her...

1-1-2019 A Rising Threat to Wildlife: Electrocution. Power lines and electrified
fences are killing birds, monkeys, pangolins and even elephants in surprising
numbers. 21,000 reptiles in South Africa are killed each year after coming into
contact with electric fences. Trillions of miles of Power lines are being strung
haphazardly across poor countries; these, too, electrocute animals, and collisions
alone often prove fatal for birds. Electrocution kills an estimated 4,000
endangered Saker falcons each year. In the United States. A monkey caused a
nationwide blackout in Kenya after tripping a transformer, cutting off power to
some 4.7 million homes and businesses.

1-1-2019 Steel Stands Still in Replacing all Canada Lumber in Jimmy Carters
Habitat for Humanity Homes. 2019 Ford WindmillRV Hopes will be built like a Tank
+ Trumps Limo. Steel reinvented again and again like the super conductive -254 C
WindmillCAR turbines 10K Volts and Amps for 2019.

1-1-2019 Key West Navy drops the 2019 Ball... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Military Deletes New Year’s Eve Tweet Saying It’s ‘Ready to Drop Something’ 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's Collect $777 Trillion in Blood Money from the Bone Saw Prince
Salman. The United States Strategic Command’s tweet also included a video that
showed a B-2 stealth bomber releasing two bombs. Officials later apologized... to
Gina as she was ready to direct deposit $777 Trillion.

1-1-2019 New Years Resolution; Rx Pink Latte Recipe @ Starbucks!

1-1-2019 Putin appears hell-bent on 12 Trillion Galaxies; Jewish Exodus into the
Universe! Cuban president Miguel Diaz-Canal met with Putin in Moscow, saying he
wanted to give a “new impulse.” The two leaders discussed military cooperation, as
well as matters on healthcare and tourism... No Hemingway House Writing Class in
Hemingways Cuban House or Key West House was brainstormed for a Nobel Novel
in Inventions Projects 1,001 in a Novel. Headlines for 1-1-2019 is Putin to open a
military base in Cuba in 1-1-2019.

The Most Important Story of 2018 was War Crime by the Senate who are going to
be at the Qatar Trump Casino at midnight tonight. Spread the Digital Wealth via
WiFi is like they spread the Oil Wealth all illegal war crime wealth with the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's in Tow. $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues can influence Lindsey
Graham and the rest of the Senate, but who will give away this money, spend it on
a Rx Pink Latte Recipe? Their Wife's? If the Senators had more than one wife,
Yes $$$. Rx Pink Latte Recipe...

Writing this at Starbucks for a New Years Day Amazon Book and the Starbucks
girl just called the cops about my trike parked in front. Last time this girl from
the Starbucks on Front Street didn't like my Trike parked in front they gave me 4
flat tires cost a lot over $100 but I kept on writing about the Rx Pink Latte
Recipe at Starbucks 2;25 pm 12-31-18. I still have to upload this acrobat file to
Amazon before 5 pm tomorrow from Starbucks WiFi. Grin.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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New Inventions for 2019, 100's!! 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon.
The Timekeeper will win you a Nobel... Try this one secreted from the synapses of
neurons. Dopamine is one of the many neurotransmitters that neurons in the brain
use to communicate with each other. Would you like Disney to make a Super
Computer Simulation Movie about this?

The Timekeeper will give Marthas clones Alpha Centauri to discover, Martha
Gellhorn Daring Writer Dies at 89. Feb 17, 1998. Martha Ellis Gellhorn, who as
one of the first female war correspondents covered a dozen major conflicts in a
writing career spanning more than six decades, died on Sunday at her home in
London. She was 89. The First Jedi at Star Wars Earth. Lisa Jobs to Dad, maybe
next time we will get to spend more time together.

Dr. Cinderella MD's Disney Movie in 2019 - WindmillCAR's Dr. Sugar Plum Fairy's
MD 2019, Dr. Sugar Plum Fairy MD in the Prince's place until his return. He
recounts for her how he had been saved from the Mouse King by Clara and
transformed back into himself. In honor of the young heroine, a celebration of
sweets from around the world is produced: chocolate from Spain, coffee from
Arabia, tea from China, and candy canes from Russia all dance for their
amusement; Danish shepherdesses perform on their flutes; Mother Ginger has her
children, the Polichinelles, emerge from under her enormous hoop skirt to dance; a
string of beautiful flowers perform a waltz. To conclude the night, the Sugar Plum
Fairy and her Cavalier perform a dance. A final waltz is performed by all the
sweets, after which the Sugar Plum Fairy ushers Clara and the Prince down from
their throne. He bows to her, she kisses Clara goodbye, and leads them to a
reindeer drawn sleigh. It takes off as they wave goodbye to all the subjects who
wave back. Exodus + the Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks. Just like Swan Lake,
there have been various alternative endings created in productions subsequent to
the original. Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks.

NORFOLK Key West 1-1-19 Comfort will not be docked in Key West, Why? -www.electricwindmillcar.com
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crew of Military Sealift Command's hospital ship USNS Comfort could have started
the year 2019 playing Doctor MD and becoming Elite in the Art of the Diagnosis
via Dr. Lisa Sanders.

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

1-1-2019 Should a College Diploma Be a Goal for All? Readers discuss issues
college with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects. 1,001 IP invention
projects should be a goal for All, Yes. There are 12 Trillion Galaxies out there.
More than could fit in a Time Square story about the large crowds for New Years.
This is what the NY Times editors should have written about, the 12 Trillion
Galaxies on the bridge so many the cops had to close Brooklyn Bridge Bikes lanes.
Now wouldn't this had been a better article for the last day of the year by the
Editors, Hell yes. They you would have been inspired by the Times to work on 1-119 on a invention project spelled out by 1 Click Amazon links it its specs.

1-1-2019 Tom Huth "Is There Any Humane Way to Kill a Mouse?"

1-1-2019 Tom Huth "Is There Any Way to Kill Every Cancer Cell in Your Body?
Tom Huth goes on and on brainstorming several ways he thinks this is possible then
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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wakes up and writes a year end article on the Cat would not catch mice so much
for the cure for cancer by those working at the NY Times in 2018... not 2019.
Grin.

The Most Important Story of 2018 was "Trump Oil Company and Bone Saw Sales"
with revenues of $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks. Collision by the Swiss, Hell Yes!
What It’s Like to Be a Female Movie Critic in the #MeToo Era. What It's Like to
be a West Point General Catholic in times of Priest Abuse you know about but turn
a blind eye to... will they kick these Generals out of West Point or just tell the
West Point Cadets what Priest do to Abuse kids is not part of the Military at
West Point... you do the math Bush got this wrong in Texas!

12-31-2018 close enough to be 1-1-2019 Grin. Top Secret - In Times Square,
there have been an average of 353,540 pedestrians each day in December, marking
a nearly 6 percent increase from last year, according to the Times Square
Alliance.

12-31-2018 close enough to be 1-1-2019 Grin. Top Secret - CIA Abuse in
Afghanistan on the front page of the Paper on the Last Day of the Year because
in the New Year the CIA will abuse Qatar Riches Beyond Belief and these 353K in
NYC will be richer than their counter parts in Qatar and Saudi Arabia and UAE.

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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1-1-2019 "C.I.A.’s Afghan Forces Leave a Trail of Abuse and Anger" "The
fighters hold the line in the war’s toughest spots, but officials say their brutal
tactics are terrorizing the public and undermining the U.S. mission." By MUJIB
MASHAL CIA has the stats on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and will have to pay
out 'Blood Money' in Ford WindmillCAR's to those Abused. When Times journalists
arrived the day after the raid, they joked about coming back after the war in
their 4 by 4 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's for their favorite views of the
Mountain Ranges. Someone said why not before the end of the war you can keep
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's a secret!

1-1-2019 Qatar - Saudi Arabia ‘Political Vendetta?’ worth $777 Trillion to Jews
and Citizen of the USA. So much for Trump Oil Company and Bone Saw Sales in
2018 this is 2019 and the Political Vendetta is confiscating $777 Trillion to buy
Ivanka a Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks Trump Towers. Ecstatic Crowds wait
for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ to spend $777 Trillion on them. Senator Lindsey
Graham suggested that Mr. Trump’s plan for a withdrawal of troops from Syria had
been slowed. What has been slowed by Lindsey Graham is giving $777 Trillion
dollars to crowds in Times Square at Midnight a War Crime by the Senate who are
going to be at the Qatar Trump Casino at midnight tonight. Spread the Digital
Wealth via WiFi is like they spread the Oil Wealth all illegal war crime wealth with
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in Tow. $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues can influence
Lindsey Graham and the rest of the Senate, but who will give away this money,
spend it on a Rx Pink Latte Recipe? Their Wife's?

1-1-2019 Should a College Diploma Be a Goal for All? Readers discuss issues
college with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects. 1,001 IP invention
projects should be a goal for All, Yes. There are 12 Trillion Galaxies out there.
More than could fit in a Time Square story about the large crowds for New Years.
This is what the NY Times editors should have written about, the 12 Trillion
Galaxies on the bridge so many the cops had to close Brooklyn Bridge Bikes lanes.
Now wouldn't this had been a better article for the last day of the year by the
Editors, Hell yes. They you would have been inspired by the Times to work on 1-119 on a invention project spelled out by 1 Click Amazon links it its specs.
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1-1-2019 Tom Huth "Is There Any Humane Way to Kill a Mouse?"

1-1-2019 Tom Huth "Is There Any Way to Kill Every Cancer Cell in Your Body?
Tom Huth goes on and on brainstorming several ways he thinks this is possible then
wakes up and writes a year end article on the Cat would not catch mice so much
for the cure for cancer by those working at the NY Times in 2018... not 2019.
Grin.

1-1-2019 $$$ 200,000 people from Saudi Arabia and Qatar will come to the USA
to see a Doctor in 2019 paying full price in cash for the Private rooms. "Even with
those rules in place, however, we may need some additional guard rails for
scientists and physicians to make sure all research is as unbiased as possible. Such
moves would protect us not only from financial conflicts, but also from other types
as well." by Dr. Aaron E. Carroll is a professor of pediatrics at Indiana University
School of Medicine. Cash from gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba is the #1
Conflict for Dr. Carroll MD.

1-1-2019 CIA spy hearing aids, when these devices become available over-thecounter... About 85 percent of those with hearing loss are untreated, about 90
percent of dental work and dentures go untreated. Gina smile for us, grin.
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1-1-2019

12-30-2018 close enough to be 1-1-2019 Grin. Top Secret - iPod size GE electric
generator that can replace all Coal and Nuclear Power Plants in China and world
wide have been made at Los Alamos, yes you can plug in all your GE appliances too.
Animal Farm's Windmill Turbines @ -254 C super conductive. Window A/C the size
of a 2018 Mac book Pro, just open the lid and cool off for all summer as there is
no battery just a micro electric generator in a super conductive bath of -254 C.
Yes there is a space heater one for Moscow in winter. Gravity Engine will be
invented in 2019 in the USA not Moscow!

1-1-2019 "Invention Party" All over the USA on New Years Eve... celebrating
Legal Polygamous Marriage Brainstorming 1,001 IP invention projects in the USA
for 2019. Happy New Year With InventBook 1,001 Nobels in Medicine +
Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon links to IP
invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every Starbucks
Worldwide. InventBook for 2018 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key West.
Polygamous Marriage Wedding Cakes all have the "1,001 Nobels in Medicine"
Tattoo on Every Layer!

Pope Francis will order the Priest and Bishop to Marry in 2019.

1-1-2019 On Jan 1 all Senators and Congressmen, President must have a MD
degree kids to thanks to the New 2019 Ford Mac Book Air Ride School Bus parking
on the kids streets not in the Bus Garage! Open 24/7 for this forever government
shut down...

iParking City Hall Key West finds you a parking spot 24/7...
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City Hall Cat + Dog Vet's feed and Doctor the stray cats and dogs... No Landlords
can say no meow in their for rent ads.

1-1-2019 On Jan 1 Windows 10 code, MS Office become public domain... Pope
Francis would call this a Miracle for God and US Senate, grin.

1-1-2019 George Orwell's 'Animal Farm" is were the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR came
from the super conductive super cold -254 C turbine generators with 10K Volts and
Amps came from the Noble in Physics a few years ago and CERN's God Particles.
Gravity of Electric Windmill Turbines on Ford's generating 10K Volts and Amps is
Super Gravity like 12 Trillion Galaxies Gravity in our New Universe.

2019 Ford WindmillCar Profits would buy millions of these Palaces with iMac
Computer Labs, well millions of Starbucks would have iMac Computer Labs with
waterproof keyboards - Grin.

1-1-2019 $300 million dollar iMac Computer lab in the Palace, this Palace was Paid
for will gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba $$$
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Interior of Emirates Palace, Abu Dhabi United Arab - Paris - London
Big Screen's in your iMac Lab's...
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2019 Ford WindmillCar Profits would buy millions of these Palaces with iMac
Computer Labs, well millions of Starbucks would have iMac Computer Labs with
waterproof keyboards - Grin.

1-1-2019 GPS is your Drivers License address, your GPS location is your Drivers
License Address. Idiots don't have the correct driver license address on millions.
Another Headache for California From the D.M.V., This Time Involving ‘Real ID’
Real Time GPS Location you are at driving! Star Wars Drivers License... and your
blood sugar count.

1 Felony Count(s) of 316.193.2b3 DUI-UNLAW BLD ALCH - DUI ALCOHOL OR
DRUGS 4TH OR SUBSQ OFF
1 Felony Count(s) of 322.34.2c MOVING TRAFFIC VIOL - DRIVE WHILE LIC
SUSP 3RD OR SUBSQ OFF
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1-1-2019 Cuba Baseball Still Be Great When Many of Its Stars Have Left?" By
ED AUGUSTIN at the NY Times. Cuba needs a Nobel in Medicine not Baseball...
Cuba failed because Castro's were Lawyers not MD's. Cuba would be the first
Non-Smoking Nation at the UN.

To Have Have Not, Girls looking into the 2018 Apple-Starbucks "InventBook" No
Smoking!
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1-1-2019 Jan 1 all Senators and Congressmen and President must have a MD
degree for new Copyright laws on 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets with non
MD Senators who never invent a diagnosis let alone a New Penicillin for BreastOvary Cancer if all these Rx Recipes were in the Public Domain for the last few
decades during our Plagues of Cancer and War. Not War on Cancer but Generals
War's for the Hell of it or what ever...

1-1-2019 What Foods Are Banned in Europe but Not in the U.S.? Hell No the NY
Times will not write this article with a picture for the Front Page on New Years
Day you will see the Picture of the Times Square Ball Falling not the Failure of the
US Senate today as Doctors with Bone Saws...

1-1-2019 What Foods Would be Banned in the USA if all Senators hand a MD
degree?
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1-1-2019 Front Page Picture + Story in the Sunday NY Times; MD's killed at the
Yale Key West Medical School in 2018. Almost, "When a Medic Was Killed in Gaza,
Was It an Accident?" "When an Israeli soldier killed Rouzan al-Najjar, Palestinians
called her an innocent martyr and Israel portrayed her as a threat. The truth is
more complicated." By DAVID M. HALBFINGER David at the NY Times knows
about the Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and didn't write it
up let alone picture the 25 Key West Trump Towers. A War Crime!

1-1-2019 Israel portrayed her as a threat, Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD Director of
Los Alamos!

1-1-2019 “I’ve been diagnosed with colon cancer,” she told us. She her MD should
have told her not to Eat Red Meat decades ago... Medicare for All Paid is from
Senators in Hell. Red Meat Warning Labels were sold out by the Senate just like
Prince Salman's Bone Saw's sell out to most Dictators. Red Meat dictators are
from Texas, with the oil mens bone saws. I am Shyamala Gopalan Harris’s
daughter. As I continue the battle for a better health care system, I do so in her
name. Kamala D. Harris is a Democratic senator from California and the author of
the forthcoming book “The Truths We Hold: An American Journey,” from which
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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this essay is adapted. Mom died from Colon Cancer not knowing the cause was Red
Meat and worst not telling millions of Mothers don't eat Red Meat. The Super
Computer simulation and Movie needed to convince Mothers not to eat Red Meat
was censored by the Top Brass at Disney for a New Years Day Movie 2019.

1-1-2019 Stalin’s Soaring Moscow Towers Sorely Need Body Work iMac Computer
Labs for victorious Rx Recipe Cures for Moscow Vodka and other plague's of
Moscow. The massive “Stalin high-rises,” built to embody the victorious spirit of
postwar Russia.

1-1-2019 C-Day Slamp in London Hell No We Won't Go - British Design for DDay Stamp Gets Address Wrong by 8,000 Miles" British Cancer C-Day Design Rx
Recipe on a Stamp.

1-1-2019 I would send Kate my Amazon book in Kindle in the hope she would get
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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ahold of a few Rx Recipes and crunch cook them in her School for Priest and
Pope's in Canada. As there are no Priests or Pope's with a cook book from Amazon
or God of Rx Recipes all trade secrets. "How Cancer Changes Hope" "Facing death,
I felt the connection between the past and the present more deeply than I ever
thought I would." By Kate Bowler. Ms. Bowler is the author of “Everything Happens
for a Reason: And Other Lies I’ve Loved.” Kate's next book will be 1,001 Rx
Recipe I cook up to cure cancer before I die, soon the dog and kids had to feed
themselves I was busy cooking.

1-1-2019 Ivanka; existing between hospital appointments, any one of which could
be, literally, terminal. Dad Biden gave his son a Moon Shot! I want a Manhattan
Project!!

1-1-2019 The Inevitability of Impeachment of Trump by Ivanka if she is
diagnosed with Breast-Ovary Cancer in 2019. Trump has no sense of time. How
long it will take to cure cancer, another war he got out of by hiring a herd of
Generals instead of MD. Imagine if Trump hired all MD for each one of the
Generals he hired. Ivanka would be cured and a happy camper not living with the
Terror of her next diagnosis.

1-1-2019 Gubar described the procedure unflinchingly in her 2012 book, “Memoir
of a Debulked Woman.” It’s not easy to read unflinchingly. The postoperative
prognosis was bleak, but a then-experimental drug therapy has lent her time. It’s
the kind of chess-game stay of execution Ingmar Bergman dramatizes in “The
Seventh Seal.”
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1-1-2019 One perceives in her re readings what an outstanding teacher Gubar
was. And, we may rejoice, still is.

1-1-2019 I will search Yale New Haven for a MD Gubar I can Marry at the
Hemingway House Key West when the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ realize they need
to order a Rx Pink Latte Recipe for Starbucks 1984 HQ. "One perceives in her re
readings what an outstanding teacher Gubar was. And, we may rejoice, still is. Is
there a MD Gubar fighting cancer, willing to say yes to a proposal to cure cancer?
LATE-LIFE LOVE A Memoir. By Susan Gubar 337 pp. W.W. Norton & Company.
$25.95. What would Susan Gubar spend $777 Trillion in oil revenues on?

1-1-2019 Jan 1 Win 10 code, Office code become public domain along with 7
Trillion Rx Recipes - Jan. 1, when “The Prophet” enters the public domain, along
with works by thousands of other artists and writers, including Marcel Proust,
Willa Cather, D. H. Lawrence, Agatha Christie, Joseph Conrad, Edith Wharton, P.
G. Wodehouse, Rudyard Kipling, Katherine Mansfield, Robert Frost and Wallace
Stevens. This coming year marks the first time in two decades that a large body
of copyrighted works will lose their protected status.
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1-1-2019 Jan 1 all Senators and Congressmen and President must have a MD
degree for new Copyright Invention Project laws with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001
Invention projects with links to get you started inventing and the links are all
copyrighted by some oil idiot novel of a Congress of the USA that will lose a
wrongful death lawsuit from millions. Congress passed in 1998, which extended
copyright protections by 20 years. The law reset the copyright term for works
published from 1923 to 1977 — lengthening it from 75 years to 95 years after
publication — essentially freezing their protected status. (The law is often
referred to by skeptics as the “Mickey Mouse Protection Act,” since it has kept
“Steamboat Willie,” the first Disney film featuring Mickey, under copyright until
2024.)

1-1-2019 Copyright law suits against Disney for wrongful deaths...

Dr. Katrina puts a little Gray Matter between her thumb and index finger and rubs
it into her thoughts...
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1-1-2019 George Orwell's 'Animal Farm" is were the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR came
from the super conductive super cold -254 C turbine generators with 10K Volts and
Amps came from the Noble in Physics a few years ago and CERN's God Particles.
Gravity of Electric Windmill Turbines on Ford's generating 10K Volts and Amps is
Super Gravity like 12 Trillion Galaxies Gravity in our New Universe.

1-1-2019 "Invention Party" All over the USA on New Years Eve... LOOSE ENDS
"Your Apartment Tries to Talk You Out of Going to a Party" Come on. You know
you don’t really want to leave." Text by Amy CollierIllustration by Laura Park
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1-1-2019 "Invention Party" All over the USA on New Years Eve... for Exodus into
the Universe. Star Wars!
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1-1-2019 George Orwell's 'Animal Farm" is were the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR came
from the super conductive super cold -254 C turbine generators with 10K Volts and
Amps came from the Noble in Physics a few years ago and CERN's God Particles.
Gravity of Electric Windmill Turbines on Ford's generating 10K Volts and Amps is
Super Gravity like 12 Trillion Galaxies Gravity in our New Universe.

Ran Out of Memory in Win 10 Moved huge index to its own file. This index is 650
pages long and from 1 Jan 18 to 17 June 2018 1,001 Invention Projects Novel is
here for you to write grin.

Ran Out of Memory at 400 Pages again need a iMac grin here is the link to the
last months web with many inventions 400 almost.

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html This link from 1975
Birthday Card I wrote in the Estes Park Book Store window.

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index8232018400pages.html

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index1142018DrFBIhoover1111.html This web
link is 400 pages.
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1-1-2019 Today Oil Czar Putin is put out of Business via 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!
"The terrible, horrible, no-good, very bad reason the military wants to stay in
Syria" Killing not with Bone Saw's but just killing for the thrill. Thrill Killers! War
Criminals as women are dying from Breast-Ovary cancer by the millions on their
unknow battle fields also not on the front page of the NY Times like this tank
battle... Our forces east of the Euphrates have already destroyed a Russian
armored column that was advancing on them in a hostile manner. That battle, which
resulted in a couple hundred Russian casualties, could easily have escalated into a
wider conflict. Of course, Vladimir Putin never put this news on the front page of
the NY Times or the Russian women's stats from Breast-Ovary cancer...

1-1-2019 Today Prince + King Salaman are put out of Business via 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's!

1-1-2019 Today Oil Czar Putin is put out of Business via 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!
He will refund our $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba.
When World War II ended, large swaths of Moscow lay in ruins. Stalin thought
the city, marking its 800th anniversary, lacked the grandeur required of a
triumphant capital. 2019 Triumphant Ford WindmillCAR's and RV Homes will open
the grandeur of the iMac 18 Core Xeon CPU at $18,384. Only the elite can afford
with another $18K for software like Anatomy Cad, Auto Cad, Photo Shop,
Acrobat.
1,001 Palace's built with $777 Trillion in illegal oil revenues from Miami, Cuba and
no iMac Computer lab in any... grin.

1-1-2019 $300 million dollar iMac Computer lab in the Palace, every Palace in
Saudi Arabia and Qatar the King and Prince didn't buy Apple iMac's at $18,300 as
they had nothing to invent. Not even the Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Latte
that would cure the Princess Breast Cancer in 8 days...

1-1-2019 $300 million dollar iMac Computer lab in the Palace, this Palace was Paid
for will gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba $$$
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Interior of Emirates Palace, Abu Dhabi United Arab - Paris - London
Elite Palace and no iMac 18 Core Xeon CPU at $18,384. Only the elite can afford
but didn't buy, with another $18K for software like Anatomy Cad, Auto Cad, Photo
Shop, Acrobat.

Same Elite Palace can be found in Paris and London on 1-1-2019 with no iMac's!
This will change with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's are 'DRIVEN...'

US commanders propose Kurdish fighters in Syria keep weapons, no comments from
US Commanders on iMac Computer Lab's upkeep as there are none in the USA
thanks to Kurds and US Commanders fighting in Syria, a war crime!

1-1-2019 "20-plus years of military service" General Mattis and his inner circle of
Generals helped build this palace in the desert with no iMac Computer lab and knew
he paid for it will illegal gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba. A War Crime!
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West Point Generals will not call 911 on Priest who they know abused kids let alone
the Prince who has Sex Slaves from Miami, Cuba.

1-1-2019 NASA's Super Shuttle Train of 100's of Cars; some driven by
Koreans...

12-29-2018 When everyone on Earth is Dead from War's someone at Alpha
Centauri will write for the NY Times this was a War Crime.

1-1-2019 Deposed Prince Salman + Putin in 2019... used Bone Saw's are for sale
$$$

1-1-2019 Yale Key West Medical School 2019 Headlines... Bone Marrow
Transplants are done at Star Wars 3019 in 2019.

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's
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1-1-2019 $300 million dollar iMac Computer lab in the Radisson Royal lobby and
the Trump Tower NYC lobby for the victory over gasoline, the Last Gas Station on
Earth Coup Victory

Elite Palace and no iMac 18 Core Xeon CPU at $18,384. Only the elite can afford
but didn't buy, with another $18K for software like Anatomy Cad, Auto Cad, Photo
Shop, Acrobat.

Same Elite Palace can be found in Paris and London on 1-1-2019 with no iMac's!
This will change with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's are 'DRIVEN...'

1-1-2019 $300 million dollar iMac Computer lab's in Moscow, Paris, London when
Putin and Salman are put out of the illegal Gasoline Business.
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1-1-2019 $300 million dollar iMac Computer lab in the Radisson Royal lobby and
the Trump Tower NYC lobby for the victory over gasoline, the Last Gas Station on
Earth Coup Victory will buy these iMac Computer Labs for the 'Inventor's, eerie
and intimidating vaccines in the drinking water invention projects, 400 times faster
than the speed of light in a Verizon cell call to Jewish Aliens, Rx Pink Latte Recipe
at the Hotel's Starbucks. 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon with
genius links to help you get started inventing. The Palace of Prince and King Salman
will be bare, null and void of iMac Computer labs loud and trashed out look of a
Starbucks will wobbly tables were the drinks go flying...

1-1-2019 Radisson Royal Hotel, known in Soviet times as the Hotel Ukraine, was
the largest hotel in Europe when it opened with 1,000 rooms. Its post-Soviet
owners spent some $300 million erasing its slightly seedy past to create a 535room luxury hotel.
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12-29-2018 Nigerian President, Dies at 93. Mr. Shagari sought to revive
democratic rule, but military officers deposed him during a 1983 economic crisis
caused by plummeting oil prices. 3 Years after the invention of the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR causing lower oil prices.

1-1-2019 Yale Key West Medical School 2019 Headlines...

12-29-2018 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in India wrote this editorial, "Women there
aren’t just protesting against violence. They are fighting for freedom from the
institutions that hold them back." By JYOTI THOTTAM In India there are None!!
None! No iMac's with 18 Core CPU's let alone a $300 million dollar iMac Computer
Lab at Starbucks... grin. Amazon in India could under the New India government
regulations could offer 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects but didn't.

12-29-2018 "The terrible, horrible, no-good, very bad reason the military wants
to stay in Syria" Killing not with Bone Saw's but just killing for the thrill. Thrill
Killers! War Criminals as women are dying from Breast-Ovary cancer by the millions
on their unknow battle fields also not on the front page of the NY Times like this
tank battle... Our forces east of the Euphrates have already destroyed a Russian
armored column that was advancing on them in a hostile manner. That battle, which
resulted in a couple hundred Russian casualties, could easily have escalated into a
wider conflict. Of course, Vladimir Putin never put this news on the front page of
the NY Times or the Russian women's stats from Breast-Ovary cancer...
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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1-1-2019 Today Oil Czar Putin is put out of Business via 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!

1-1-2019 Today Prince + King Salaman are put out of Business via 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's!

1-1-2019 Today Oil Czar Putin is put out of Business via 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's!
He will refund our $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba.

12-28-2018 When everyone on Earth is Dead from War's someone at Alpha
Centauri will write for the NY Times this was a War Crime. French scientist
André-Marie Ampère (1775–1836). Paris is Burning on New Years Day, fiery
wrecks litter the streets of Paris 2019. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will be driven into
Paris by a Jewish Hero also driving to Exodus. Einstein will write his God Letter
after listening to Jewish Aliens at Alpha Centauri, grin.

12-28-2018 Yale Key West Medical School 2019 Headlines...
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12-28-2018 2019 Putin the Last Oil Czar of Russia... $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$!!

12-28-2018 NASA's Super Shuttle Train of 100's of Cars some driven by
Koreans...

12-28-2018 Greg in Key West struggling to save 40K USA women with breastovary cancer who will die a tortured death in 2019. Coal electric power plants in
Georgia and other states will give thousands of others cancers and kids birth
defects. Climate is all the NY Times editors are allowed to post on the front page
by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

Trump Imperils the Planet via 'Trump Oil Company + Bone Saw Sales"

12-28-2018 Iraq War's Aim is $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and No 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's! Trump Unites Left and Right Against Troop Plans, but Puts Off
Debate on War Aims $$$. Well Oiled Bone Saw's have been used quite often...
secret files that need to be on the cover of a Amazon book.

12-28-2018 Letters to the NY Times they could have written themselves and
posted on the front page with a picture of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and note
about $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. I am second to none in my disdain for
President Trump, but I found your long article about the possible origin of the bone
spurs exemption to avoid the Vietnam War unworthy of front-page status. First,
the article hardly rises above the level of gossip. Second, in Mr. Trump’s segment
of society, almost everyone did whatever he could to avoid the draft, including
pulling strings. Draft a Coup to recover $777 Trillion from gas stations hold ups in
Miami, Cuba. McCain is driving a gas engine car in Hell. Heaven is for Jewish
Hero's not Vietnam War Hero's who wasted gas money on a fleet of USS Jimmy
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Carter Nuke Subs when Jews wanted the money spent on Exodus to Alpha Centauri.
Editorial today is "Trump Imperils the Planet" when it should read "Trump Oil
Company and Bone Saw Sales" Imperils the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, Rx
Recipe for a Memory Latte at Starbucks is what the editors need to pick up at
Trump Towers Starbucks on the way to work and work on a editorial that will give
5 billion people a perfect memory via a Rx Recipe as we all know this is invendible
if only the editors would write about it.

12-28-2018 Former top CIA official says MBS was "reckless" and "stupid" in
Khashoggi killing. CIA break room at HQ there must be talk every day about stupid
Oil Revenues of $777 trillion in Secret Swiss Banks and how reckless and stupid for
going to the gas stations for so long when the 2019 WindmillCAR's turbines have
been reinvented again and again to give us 10K volts and amps... a windfall of
electricity from windmillcar turbines never imagined by the top brass Oil Men.

12-28-2018 India Struggles to Save 15 Trapped Coal Miners. NEW DELHI —
Indian rescue workers are struggling to save 15 workers who have been trapped for
two weeks in an illegal coal mine, their chances of survival. India rescue operation:
15 men still trapped in illegal mine. Greg in Key West struggling to save 40K USA
women with breast-ovary cancer who will die a tortured death in 2019. Coal
electric power plants in Georgia and other states will give thousands of others
cancers and kids birth defects. Climate is all the NY Times editors are allowed to
post on the front page by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.
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12-28-2018 Greg in Key West struggling to save War Dog - Mad Dog Mattis from
a heart transplant too, grin.

12-28-2018 Greg in Key West struggling to list the Saudi + Qatar Princes who got
in front of the line of Americans for a heart transplant in 2018 and those who will
in 2019 as they already paid $$$ for the New Heart... 200,000 people mostly
from Saudi Arabia and Qatar will come to the USA in 2019 for life saving care
when many women in the USA will die from breast-ovary cancers and other heart
diseases.

12-28-2018 Electric Transformer blew up, common issues with oil and moisture
involve leaking in the transformer tank. ... Electrical failure typically involves line
surges, which is a very common cause of transformer failure. Voltage spikes,
switching surges and line faults are a few common culprits of electrical failure.
Statistics on how many blow up in a week or a year must be in the thousands and
this is not one of the 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon yet, grin.
"New York Sky Turns Bright Blue After Transformer Explosion. A giant plume of
smoke exploded into the night sky on Thursday night in Queens, causing people
across New York City to gawk in awe. By MATT STEVENS, RICK ROJAS and
JACEY FORTIN ...people across New York City to gawk in awe... when are they
going to start inventing in Awe. Paradise Lost in Awe Inventions from NYC who
should be sue for wrongful death of Inventions, NY Times!! NYC Across the city,
106 pedestrians were killed in crashes with motor vehicles last year and more than
10,700 other pedestrians were injured, according to traffic data.
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12-28-2018 Saudi king demotes Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir demoting outgoing
chief diplomat Adel al-Jubeir to the position of minister of state for foreign
affairs. "Because the Saudi consul general in Istanbul was very much involved in
the killing of Khashoggi and that would fall under al-Jubeir."

12-28-2018 Ceremony held to reconnect N and S Korea Trains, NASA's Super
Shuttle Train of 100's of Cars some driven by Koreans... Aftershocks felt
throughout the Universe! The whole universe is still up for grabs.

12-28-2018 “Candide” Voltaire opposed education for the masses because, he said,
someone had to tend the fields.

12-28-2018 You can get blood sugar meters and strips at your local pharmacy for
your iPhone.
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12-28-2018 Most people know that driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs
is dangerous, but driving with low blood sugar, also called hypoglycemia, is also very
dangerous. People with diabetes who drive at the wrong time can black out behind
the wheel and injure or kill another person — or themselves. Still, results released
in April 2011 by the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists from an
online survey of more than 2500 Americans with type 2 diabetes found that about
19 percent had experienced hypoglycemia while driving. “If something happens and
they pull your blood sugar records and find out that you didn’t check before you
drove, you can lose your license. I have seen some patients have their license
taken away and it is very difficult to get it back,” warns Amy Kranick, RD, a
certified diabetes educator with the adult diabetes program at Vanderbilt
University Medical Center in Nashville, Tennessee.

12-28-2018 2019 WiFi and Verizon Internet Cell; That Still Needs Fixing as Key
West has no Free WiFi. Key West has no Hemingway House Writing Class Today
too. As 100's of Tourists would be looking for a Starbucks as this is the Only
place in 2018 for free WiFi. Verizon could have provided Internet for your PC or
Mac with a tech plug in product. Marketing lost another idea and 1,001 IP
invention projects.
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12-28-2018 Yale Key West Medical School 2019 Headlines...

12-28-2018 Yale Key West Medical School 2019 Headlines...

12-27-2018 When everyone on Earth is Dead from War's someone at Alpha
Centauri will write for the NY Times this was a War Crime Like Vietnam!

12-27-2018 Trump Imperils the Planet via 'Trump Oil Company + Bone Saw Sales"

12-27-2018 Putin the Last Oil Czar; Putin warned the U.S. against any effort to
influence the royal succession in Saudi Arabia, offering his support to embattled
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, succession of the Russian Czar in times
of 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's driven to Moscow and Mecca! A Russian Woman MD
will take Putins Job... save the lives of Drunk Russian Men, Women with BreastOvary cancer with a Rx Recipe Latte's at Moscow Starbucks, grin!

2019 Ford WindmillCAR's windmill turbines, 10,000 Volts + Amps from each Ford
Windmill Turbine has been invented... the world waits for its succession!!

Trump Imperils the Planet via 'Trump Oil Company + Bone Saw Sales"
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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12-27-2018 Benjamin Netanyahu rebuffs the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's into Victory over Hezbollah, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Moslems, and
Mecca in bankruptcy forever with no more Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion!

12-27-2018 Succession of Homeland Security in the USA + Russia. By Cooper
Quintin @ NY Times. "Our Cellphones Aren’t Safe" Security flaws threaten our
privacy and bank accounts. So why aren’t we fixing them?

12-27-2018 Succession of Homeland Security in the USA + Russia. By Cooper
Quintin @ NY Times. "Our Cellphones Aren’t Safe" Iowa woman jogging threatening
to call 911 to the idiot harassing her was murdered before she could dial 911 on
the iPhone in her hand. How Save are Cell Phones in NYC in Manhattan, Iowa, LA,
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Paris, Moscow. Cooper Quintin needs to write about murders not bank accounts and
privacy as 19K women in Iowa were murdered in 2018, more in Paris and London
not covered in this article under Banking and privacy of Cell Phones.

12-27-2018 Trump spent three hours at a U.S. air base meeting with American
troops on an unannounced visit Wednesday. He left without meeting any Iraqi
officials. Lawmakers decried the visit as arrogant and a violation of Iraqi
sovereignty. Trump took home $300 million for this Christmas Weeks Oil Revenues
for the USA $$$

12-27-2018 $300 Million... United States and three other major oil producers —
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Russia — refused to endorse an alarming report issued in
October by the United Nations scientific panel on birth defects and childhood
cancers calling for swift reductions in 'oil' fuels use by 2019.

12-27-2018 Trump Imperils the Planet via 'Trump Oil Company + Bone Saw Sales"
someone will write for the NY Times at Alpha Centauri this was a War Crime Like
Vietnam was!

12-27-2018 India Curbs Power of Amazon and Walmart to Sell Products Online...
India Curbs the Power of Trillions of Dollars for India Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. A terrible sin!
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12-27-2018 Donald Trump Oil Company Is Bad for Israel, Einstein's Exodus for
Israel is a God Formula you do the Math on 12 Trillion Galaxies and Jewish Aliens,
grin.

12-27-2018 Benjamin Netanyahu rebuffs the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's into Victory over Hezbollah, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Moslems, and
Mecca in bankruptcy forever with no more Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion!

12-27-2018 Benjamin Netanyahu rebuffs Russian condemnation of Syria strikes.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Wednesday promised to continue
airstrikes against Iranian forces in Syria, despite Russian opposition. F-35
Warplanes over Lebanon fire missiles towards Damascus, Syria. Hezbollah officials
had just boarded a plane bound for Iran when Israel carried out airstrikes against
multiple targets around Damascus, leaving them injured...

12-27-2018 Benjamin Netanyahu rebuffs the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's into Victory over Hezbollah, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Moslems, and
Mecca in bankruptcy forever with on more Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion!

12-27-2018 The New York police officer, Syed Ali, said he was glad a video of
him fighting five assailants using just his baton and his feet had been widely
shared. By MICHAEL GOLD and NICHOLAS KULISH But are tranquilizer darts
used to subdue humans in real life? ... "The same drugs and delivery system would
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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have the same effect on humans, so the scenario is plausible," says Junge, though
he adds that he's not aware of any drug that's routinely used in dart form on
humans. Oct 1, 2009 A large inventory of invention projects not covered in this
article by Gold and Kulish at the NY Times.

12-27-2018 Dick Cheney Transformation; War Dog Mad Dog Mattis spent
Christmas Day at the Pentagon not the Breast-Ovary Cancer Ward. Mattis will get
a heart transplant as he has the same diet and life style as Dick Cheney. The new
movie about Dick Cheney will not warn Mattis about his upcoming Heart
Transplant... Disney's heart transplant movie has been put on hold until the Yale
Key West Medical School @ Trump Tower is up and running and Trump with a new
Heart Transplant is up and walking, grin. How many Princes in Saudi Arabia and
Qatar have cut in front of the line of Americans waiting for the same heart is
marked 'Secret' by the DOD at the Pentagon.

12-27-2018 ...ovarian development in the black widow spider...

12-27-2018 Ouriel, now 31, researched ovarian development in the black widow
spider, and it was there, alone in the electron microscope lab waiting for her
specimens to lay eggs, that she started developing what, after two-and-a-half
years of tinkering, became her No. 9 exfoliator

12-27-2018 ...ovarian development in the black widow spider...
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12-27-2018 ...Susan's Ovarian Cancer 10 years... Dr. Ruth Bader Ginsburg MD
Yale Key West Medical School and her Ovarian Cancers Black Widow Spider Law +
MD Research for Susan Gubar – would be so successful that it helped launch
(Michelangelo's) her career unlike any previous MD work ever done... the end to All
cancers and diseases in the Real World as Yale students would say. One Manhattan
Project at a time, and a few for multitasking. ...ovarian development in the black
widow spider... Disney Movie and IBM Summit Super Computer Simulation while Los
Alamos brainstorms the A-Bomb to blow ups this spider's sting of cancer.
Michelangelo's Cardinal's Today in Rome hire Dr. Michelangelo MD. 1,001 SUV sun
screen for Jimmy Carters grandkids skin cancer prevention, skin cancers going to
the Brain now can to brain-storming Rx Recipe Cure's before they are transformed
into Jimmy Carter. No Jimmy Carter! “Sometimes we’ll order junk food, but I don’t
drink,” she says. “It’s very damaging to the epidermis.” Kate Guadagnino is a staff
editor for T Magazine.

12-27-2018 Vows: Always in Search of Happy Endings For Susan and Ruth in a
Cure for Cancer's like Jimmy Carters grand kids putting on 1,001 SUV sun screen
before they go hunting for peanuts and we go hunting for a Nobel in Medicine,
sorry Jimmy the Noble Peace Prize in a Scam!

12-27-2018

12-27-2018
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2019 Ford WindmillCAR's windmill turbines, 10,000 Volts + Amps from each Ford
Windmill Turbine has been invented... GE failed humanity because Prince Salman
gave them a 'Bone Saw' for Christmas! French scientist André-Marie Ampère
(1775–1836). Paris was Burning on Christmas Day 2018 and fiery wrecks litter the
streets of Paris 2018.

12-26-2018 5 Billion People on Earth; Trump After Mattis is one person, what
about the rest of the 5 Billion People on Earth after War Dog - Mad Dog Mattis
spending Christmas Day at the Pentagon not the Cancer Ward. There is no Mattis
MD and never will be one so what do we do with the Pentagons War Dogs-Mad
Dogs addicted to War's with no antidote for War at Starbucks in a Rx Recipe
Latte Cure? What did Plato think the Earth Looked like; an editorial from the NY
Times when it should have been written up as; What did War Dog - Mad Dog
Mattis think is out there in 12 Trillion Galaxies as not even Mattis reflects on
this? The Pentagon Time Capsule is not filled with 14 Billion years since the Big
Bang. West Point Cadets Failed Universe 101. Universe 501 is the Class Today and
5 billion people will be put to death at the hands of War Dog - Mad Dog Mattis
and their other Generals then someone will write for the NY Times at Alpha
Centauri this was a War Crime Like Vietnam was!

12-26-2018 War Dog Mad Dog Mattis spent Christmas Day at the Pentagon not
the Breast-Ovary Cancer Ward. Cancer Ward and War Mattis can't tell the living
from the Death. An obsession with his bone saw collection is on the front page of
the NY Times the day After Christmas. Prince Salman's troops circling a F-15
driven by a Pentagon Driver not a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Jewish Driver. Jews
driving in Saudi Arabia. Did a Queens Podiatrist Help Donald Trump Avoid
Vietnam?. Dr. Larry Braunstein rented his office from the Trumps. Relatives say
he was central to a diagnosis that got the 22-year-old Mr. Trump a medical
exemption. By STEVE EDER Did Steve @ the NY Times write Vietnam was a War
Crime, Hell No. Why, because he was told not to mention Vietnam War Was A
War Crime! This was Jews excaping the Vietnam-Hitler USA War Crimes
Commanders. The podiatrist, Dr. Larry Braunstein, died in 2007. But his daughters
say their father often told the story of coming to the aid of a young Mr. Trump
during the Vietnam War as a favor to his father. Millions were helped to escape
the USA Vietnam-Hitler Commanders. Vietnam was a War Crime War same as
Hitlers! Never Again!!

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to Windmill CAr's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon Windmill CAr's + RV's
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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12-26-2018 "No More Bread and Water: U.S. Navy Scraps an Age-Old Penalty"
By DAVE PHILIPPS

12-26-2018 "No more Butter and Wine; MD's US Yale Key West Medical School
Diagnosis Preventing your Aorta from clogging up... and unclogging it.

12-26-2018 Butter + Wine goes to the Supreme Court, Eugene Fidell, who teaches
military law at Yale Law School, pointed to how authority over legal proceedings
remains in the hands of commanders, rather than an independent judiciary. And he
noted that military cases cannot be appealed to the Supreme Court unless the
military agrees to grant review, which he said rarely happens. Meat 7 Days a
week... gas stations at Guantánamo Bay.

12-26-2018 Indonesia Knows Tsunami Threat. But It Was Still Blindsided by Killer
Waves.

12-26-2018 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know the Threat from Aliens + Waves from
Exploding Red Giants but are Still Blindsided by War's on Earth that will lose
Humanity Star Wars in the first battle.

12-26-2018 The Christmas Time Capsule for 2018 is Physics.org Four Short Films
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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for the Physics of Time and Gravity. How the Big Bang Came into a formation that
CERN stars with instead of the start of the formation of the big bang particles we
must smash together without CERN comments. Autocracies of the Cold War built
CERN for $100 Billion looking for the God Particles. Scam as Gravity Engine
Invention by CERN scientists would have payed for the Ring to Marry the Universe
of Gravity Engine Ford's.

12-26-2018 Bone Saw Covered in Oil Revenues from Mexico. A helicopter crash in
Mexico killed the new governor of Puebla and her husband, a senator and former
governor. Pilot, co-pilot and one passenger. No the article didn't ID the
Helicopter.

12-26-2018 $7 Trillion Rx Pink Recipe for the Pink Latte Cure has been barred
too. The crowdfunding site Patreon barred an anti-feminist for racist speech,
inciting revolt. I'm sure crowdfunding has barred the Rx Pink Recipe crunched from
4 trillion Rx recipes all trade secret for being trade secrets to cure feminist
cancers.

12-26-2018 Irksome are the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ on Christmas Day...

12-26-2018 Time Travels; Physics.org need to write this Noble Novel not Joyce.
A Dystopian Thriller From Joyce Carol Oates. After many blood-filled novels, the
author’s latest book, “Hazards of Time Travel,” features America as the victim.
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12-26-2018 What is electricity? The scientist's definition: "Electricity" means
only one thing: quantities of electricity are measured in Coulombs, so "electricity"
is the electrons and protons themselves; it is the electric charge inside metals. All
wires contain electricity all the time, that's why they're conductors.

12-26-2018 The unit of current is the ampère [A], which is named for the French
scientist André-Marie Ampère (1775–1836). In written languages without accented
letters (namely English) it has become customary to write the unit as ampere and,
in informal communication, to shorten the word to amp. I have no problem with
either of these spellings. Just don't use a capital "A" at the beginning. Ampère
refers to a physicist, while ampère (or ampere or amp) refers to a unit.

12-26-2018 52 Nearest Stars didn't make the NY Times list in 2018 will they in
2019? "At the final two stops on our list of 52 places to go, our columnist
contemplates the swift, irrevocable changes that tourism and development are
bringing to Travels"

12-26-2018 "What Happens When You Email The New York Times?" "A large
proportion, though, falls into a more ambiguous category of notes that may provoke
discussion in the newsroom and may even help to shape future Times coverage." NY
Times to given more context to Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks for a Breast-Ovary
Cancer Cure of all Stages in 8 Days with a Manhattan Project costing only $7
Trillion dollars and requires the CIA Gina to hack 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade
secret to crunch on Several IBM Summit Super Computers sharing the computer
simulations with everyone on InventBook not Facebook. Grin. “I believe in
journalism,” he wrote in an email, “and I believe it’s important to get it right.”
This was the reply by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. "Watch This Artist Turn a Copy
of The New York Times Into a Giant Flower" Watch Key West Yale Key West
Medical School turn the Editors at the New York Times into Medical School
Students and Elite Art of the diagnosis MD who write more articles and save more
lives than the New England Journal of Medicine in 2019. First Editorial is Why
NYC Mayor must be a working MD.

12-26-2018
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Christmas Day 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's windmill turbines, 10,000 electromagnets
super conducting at -254 C cold electricity... F-35 Radar on this Ford and all
Roads.

12-25-2018 Christmas Day The Rx Pink Pieta at Starbucks will be so successful
that it will launch 5 Billion people to wind the War on Cancers and Diseases unlike
any battle field in Afghastan, Iraq, Qatar, London, Paris. Christmas Day in Paris
Where do the Pink White Coat Doctors go to cure breast-ovary cancer in every
stage in 8 days? Paris! Surgery center possibly exposed thousands of patients to
HIV, hepatitis More than 3,000 patients of a surgery center in Bergen County,
New Jersey, may have been exposed to HIV, hepatitis B and hepatitis C. Never
Again!!
Christmas Day Senators of Rome, have seen a diminish in 'Miracle Cures in the last
few decades do to War and Warriors like Mad Dog Matthis and Prince Harry... 2
White Men at 1984 HQ too!

12-25-2018 Christmas Day The Pieta – would be so successful that it helped
launch Michelangelo's career unlike any previous work he had done.
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12-25-2018 Christmas Day In 1497, a cardinal named Jean de Billheres
commissioned Michelangelo to create a work of sculpture to go into a side chapel at
Old St. Peter's Basilica in Rome. The resulting work – the Pieta – would be so
successful that it helped launch Michelangelo's career unlike any previous work he
had done.
Pope Francis, in Christmas Day Message, Emphasizes Riches Beyond Belief in Rx
Pink Latte Cures for Breast-Ovary Cancers in all stages in 8 days! Winds of God
are Great! Staying Catholic at Christmas while buying the wife's gas engine Ford
when the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's are driven into Hell by 2 White Men at 1984
HQ.

12-25-2018 Christmas Day With The Ruth who never went to Harvard Law school;
Dr. Ruth Bader Ginsburg MD Yale Key West Medical School and her Pieta for
Susan Gubar – would be so successful that it helped launch (Michelangelo's) her
career unlike any previous MD work ever done... the end to cancers and diseases in
the Real World as Yale students would say. One Manhattan Project at a time, and
a few for multitasking.

12-25-2018 Christmas Day Susan Gubar I was dying, my first oncologist, Dr. Ruth
Bader Ginsburg MD Yale Key West Medical School... Dr. Daniela Matei, plunked
herself down on the floor next to me. I was sitting in one of those bulky recliners
in an infusion room, attached to an IV. She gently rested her palms on my knees.
Only years later did Dr. Matei send me an image of doctoring that speaks to the
emotions that must have impelled her back then: Goya’s stunning “Self-Portrait
With Dr. Arrieta.” At the bottom of this rendition of an intimate couple — the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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attentive physician cradling the enfeebled patient — against an ominous background,
the inscription serves as a dedication. “Goya, in gratitude to his friend Arrieta:
for the compassion and care with which he saved his life during the acute and
dangerous illness he suffered toward the end of 1819 at 73 years of age.” Infirm
Goya plucks the bedcovers, but the arms of the doctor steady him in an embrace
that evokes a Pietà for some viewers. The poignancy of the picture is filtered
through hopefulness, for Goya’s mastery conveys the realization that after its
scene became a memory, the painter brushed the colors on his canvas with firm
strokes. Confident in his craft, he surely realized, as I do too, that distinctive
forms of artistry are needed to assure ailing patients of our being in good hands.
Susan Gubar, who has been dealing with ovarian cancer since 2008, is distinguished
emerita professor of English at Indiana University. Her latest book is “Late-Life
Love.”

12-25-2018 Christmas Day With Dr. Ruth Bader Ginsburg MD Yale Key West
Medical School came in with the Rx Recipe Ovary Cancer Latte Cure crunched on
the same super computers as Jimmy Carters Nuke Sub. In Praise of Rx Recipes,
neither Susan Gubar or Ruth Ginburg ever though of searching the Law Library or
the Medical Library for. Just the NY Times Recipe section. This has to be a war
crime. Shall we ask? Throughout 10 years of cancer treatment not 1 Rx Recipe
was Masterminded by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. I know this is a War Crime!!

12-25-2018 Christmas Day With Susan with Ovary cancer for years and years
writes on Christmas Eve; “Goya, in gratitude to his friend Arrieta: for the
compassion and care with which he saved his life during the acute and dangerous
illness he suffered toward the end of 1819 at 73 years of age.” Infirm Goya
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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plucks the bedcovers, but the arms of the doctor steady him in an embrace that
evokes a Pietà

12-25-2018 Christmas Day With The Rx Pink Pieta at Starbucks will be so
successful that it will launch 5 Billion people to wind the War on Cancers and
Diseases unlike any battle field in Afghasistan, Iraq, Qatar

12-25-2018 Christmas Day With The Pieta – would be so successful that it helped
launch Michelangelo's career unlike any previous work he had done.
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12-25-2018 Christmas Day With In 1497, a cardinal named Jean de Billheres
commissioned Michelangelo to create a work of sculpture to go into a side chapel at
Old St. Peter's Basilica in Rome. The resulting work – the Pieta – would be so
successful that it helped launch Michelangelo's career unlike any previous work he
had done.

12-25-2018 Christmas Day With Early Israel Elections, Netanyahu Banks on $777
Trillion in oil revenues and Bone Saw's! Jewish Hero is still looking for some Banks
for Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with Made at CERN electric turbines
turning out trillions and trillions of volts and amps.

12-25-2018 Christmas Day With New York Times Shouting to its readers Hell No
editors let them fall asleep driving in 2018 and many died, how many crashed and
burned falling asleep driving a gas engine car is censored from Christmas Day's NY
Times front page. Let alone invention projects tips on how to stay awake driving
your Ford.
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12-25-2018 Christmas Day With Israel Elections for Exodus into 12 Trillion
Galaxies with Victory over Moslems, Allah and Mecca, windfall of confiscated oil
revenues of $777 Trillion dollars for the Jewish People $$$

12-25-2018 Christmas Day What Did Plato Think the Earth Looked Like, Why
Jimmy Carter thinks he is at 'Peace' with his God Creator when fleets of USS
Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs will open fire on North Korea's driving Route 66 in their
new 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Millions of Habitat for Humanity Ford WindmillRV
Homes.

12-25-2018 Christmas Eve What could Jimmy Carter be thinking on Christmas Day
about this wrongfull death he caused by not being the Hero to Drive the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's to Trump Towers. The accident was reported at 2:17 p.m. on I-64
eastbound between Ninth Street and Third Street, in the area under the
Belvedere. Conrad said Officer Mengedoht was conducting the traffic stop on a
truck in the far right, eastbound lane on Interstate 64 when an MSD semi-truck
rear ended the vehicle she was in. The impact pushed the detective’s vehicle into
the truck, and then erupted into flames.
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12-25-2018 Christmas Cop writing a ticket, Officer Jason is just one burned to
death of tens of thousands was conducting the traffic stop on a truck in the far
right, eastbound lane on Interstate 84 and Yes No Federal Judge to end gas
stations because $777 Trillion is to much to Blood Money, Bribes and kickbacks and
Federal Government perks! Bone Saw Gas Stations! No pictures were released of
Officer Mengedoht burned body...

Christmas Eve 2018 Officer Mengedoht was conducting the traffic stop on a truck
in the far right, eastbound lane on Interstate 64 when an MSD semi-truck rear
ended the vehicle she was in. The impact pushed the detective’s vehicle into the
truck, and then erupted into flames. Jimmy Carter is at Peace with his God...
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12-24-2018 Merry Christmas under the CERN Christmas Tree is the model of the
2019 Ford Windmill CAR's windmill turbines 10,000 electromagnets super
conducting at -254 C cold electricity... trillions of volts and amps built by CERN as
the God Particle! Inside CERN's circle are 10,000 super conducting electromagnets
in a cold bath at -254 C - inside the Ford Windmill CAR's windmill turbines 10,000
super conducting electromagnets at -254 C cold, grin. One upmanship building a
God Particle WindmillCAR at CERN HQ in Switzerland. InventionLand

2019 Ford Windmill CAR's windmill turbines 10,000 electromagnets super
conducting at -254 C cold electricity...
...electromagnets in the Ford WindmillCAR's Turbines... little smaller than this
one, grin! But just as cold in a bath of -254 C cold. CERN built 10,000 of these
electromagnets and billion will be built for the Ford WindmillCAR's.
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Micro electromagnets in the Ford WindmillCAR's Turbines like the iPod size GE
electric generators have micro GE electric generators that can fit inside an iPod.

12-24-2018 Merry Christmas Paris with "Pink Berets' under the Christmas Tree
and in the iMac Computer Labs at Starbucks Paris...

12-24-2018 Merry Christmas from Secret Swiss Bank Accounts... Swiss to publish
on Amazon all Secret Bank Accounts over $1 Billion. This is just one from Pakistan,
you do the Math from Prince Salman's Bone Saw Blood Money, Bribes + Kickbacks
there could be $100 Trillion from those who possessed assets greater than his
government salary could account for. Nawaz Sharif, Former Pakistani Prime
Minister, Is Sentenced to 7 Years. An anti-corruption court found Mr. Sharif
possessed assets greater than his government salary could account for. Clinton's
possessed assets greater than his government salary could account for. Sara Palin
in Alaska, Bush in Texas... Pope Francis at the Vatican. Bone Saw Money in Secret
Swiss Bank account are for Our Christmas Day Headlines like the Pentagon Papers
but Pentagon Money Assets Greater than our Government could account for but the
Swiss Bankers can stop the Bone Saw from getting into the Bank Vault.

12-24-2018 Merry Christmas from Iraqi; $300 million in oil revenues this week
are deposited in a Secret Swiss Bank account not given to the children for
Christmas. Police said that a widely shared photo had been taken not in Iraq but in
Syria, and that the officers in the picture with the Santa Suits were helping
distribute presents to children. But not $300 million dollars worth from 1 weeks oil
sales in Iraq.

Secret Files on the 1980 to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's must be into the millions of
pages and prototypes each year just like if we were allowed to by one at the Ford
Dealership in Key West or the One in Paris, London, Moscow. All these Secret
Files on the Windmill Car's will be published in the NY Times like the Pentagon
Papers were, as this is also War. War for Exodus into the Universe as Los Alamos
is already writing the Secret Files on the Invention of the Gravity Engine Ford,
grin.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Secret Files on the 1980 to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's must be into the millions of
pages and prototypes each year just like if we were allowed to by one at the Ford
Dealership in Key West or the One in Paris, London, Moscow. All these Secret
Files on the Windmill Car's will be published in the NY Times like the Pentagon
Papers were, as this is also War. War for Exodus into the Universe as Los Alamos
is already writing the Secret Files on the Invention of the Gravity Engine Ford,
grin.
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12-24-2018 Reinvented CERN's windmill turbines 10,000 electromagnets super
conducting at -254 C cold electricity... trillions of volts and amps this is the God
Particle.

12-24-2018 Reinvented with the 2019 Ford WindmillShip... Indonesia, an
archipelago of more than 17,000 islands, sits in an active volcanic and seismic area
known as the Ring of Fire. The Sunda Strait lies between Java, the country’s
most-populous island, and Sumatra, the second-most populous. 2019 Ford
WindmillShip is a Island Paradise with 1,001 invention projects.

12-24-2018 Gas Stations for Key West Subways for NYC. Merry Christmas. "At
Times Square, One Rider a Minute Sneaks In." "Subway officials say more people
are avoiding paying. New Yorkers, many with grudges about subway service, have
their reasons." By EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS and EDGAR SANDOVAL Emma and
Edgar know the grudges about gas stations in Miami, Cuba lead to the hold up men
sucker punching the women pulling in for gas as they make a run with their gas
station loot. New York Times for 2018 never published the number of gas station
hold ups. CBS Nightly News put 2 videos of women being assaulted at gas stations
over the grudge's wanting WindmillCAR's not gas engine cars! The NYC women living
in torture, military grade torture of being diagnosed with breast-ovary cancer
because Mattis didn't win the Vietnam War and then get a cure for Cancer. "Jim
Mattis and I Fought Together. No One Called Him Mad Dog." Millions of women
have a grudge against Generals for spending their money on Wars instead of the
War on Cancer. You could search the NY Times and find this. 'They could have
cured cancer instead of going to Vietnam' has been said millions of times by
American Women... Mad Dog Mattis. Yale Women will write mentally ill Mattis for
the Mad. NYC after the Subway is free and iMac Computer's fill the cars. Key
West after the last gas station closes. Women 1 or 2 billion not living with torture
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of a breast-ovary cancer diagnosis. Mattis would never comprehend these as he is
truly a Mad Man General!

12-24-2018 Reinvented Generals as they are misfolded proteins Mad Cow Diseases
that killed more than 1K in the USA in 2018 from eating their meat. "Notes on
‘Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer’ By YSABEL YATES Notes on misfolded proteins
in Deer should have been written by Ysabel Yates in this article as there is no
cure. Once you take a bite of the Deer or Cow you die from Mad Cow Disease, this
needs to be cured like breast-ovary cancers. "Notes on ‘Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer’ Children reading this book must learn about misfolded proteins and 1K
people just in the USA in 2018 died Mad, Went Mad as what happens to Mad Cows
happens to People who ate Mad Cows or Deer.

12-24-2018 Reinvented ASAP... "How Does Your State Make Electricity?" By
NADJA POPOVICH DEC. 24, 2018 Many of Alaska’s rural communities are not
connected to the main grid at all and use diesel generators for power. Video of
Sara Palin filling the generators with diesel fuel on YouTube.

12-24-2018 Reinvented Christmas in 1980 in Colorado with the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR generating all the electricity and electrifying minds. Paradise Lost. A
War Crime. Colorado has set a requirement that 30 percent of the electricity sold
by utilities come from renewable sources by 2020.

12-24-2018 Florida is the second-largest producer of electricity nationwide, after
Texas, but still relies on imports from neighboring states to meet consumer
demand. Despite its nickname, the Sunshine State generates very little power
through solar energy and has no Windmill Turbines with 10,000 magnets super cold
to -254 C. Superconductive!! A War Crime!
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12-24-2018 Jimmy Carter is addicted to nuke subs, nuclear power subs with nukes
so Georgia Utilities in the state are in the process of building two new nuclear
reactors, the only new nuclear projects under construction in the country. A war
crime and get back that Noble Peace Prize!!

12-24-2018 Key West Bike Seats... gone with the wind too. "In front of the
Pantheon, and an abandoned bike from oBike, a sharing service which recently
stopped operating in the city because of too many vandalized bikes like this one,
with its seat missing.CreditNadia Shira Cohen for The New York Times" Pope
Gregory XVI once rejected streetlights as the devil’s work and centuries of papal,
noble or politically corrupt misrule kept the city in the dark. Rome, it appears,
won’t be rebuilt in a day.

12-24-2018 Rx Recipe for the Rx Memory Latte at Starbucks... One invention
project worth getting married to a woman MD for...

12-24-2018 CERN The largest machine ever built is shutting down for two years
of upgrades. Take an immersive tour of the collider with AR and 360-degree
photos. CERN will build the Ford WindmillCAR windmill turbines for this 2 years
upgrading them every week for two years. As they build everyting inside a Summit
IBM Super Computer first.

CERN click here for CERN Windmill Turbines at - 254 C cold
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12-24-2018 CERN The largest machine ever built is shutting down for two years
of upgrades. Take an immersive tour of the collider with AR and 360-degree
photos. CERN will build the Ford WindmillCAR windmill turbines for this 2 years
upgrading them every week for two years. As they build everyting inside a Summit
IBM Super Computer first.

12-23-2018 Ford WindmillCAR is the biggest 'WAR' bomb 'Never' used by the
Pentagon Generals Against Moslems + Allah on orders from the Worlds Oil Men in
Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Texas Alaska, Sara Palin in Alaska, one women into oil money
$$ Inside the 2019 Ford Windmill CAR's windmill turbines 10,000 electromagnets
superconducting at -254 C cold electricity... trillions of volts and amps!

12-23-2018 City Hall Funds for gas stations in NYC free for Christmas Day $$$
Allah is buying you gasoline for your gas engine car on Christmas Day when the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR is a Godsend. Not delivered by City Hall on orders from 2
White Men at 1984 HQ.

12-23-2018 With the Generals Gone, Trump’s ‘America First’ a new team of
advisers who will not tell him what he cannot do... Poorhouse Lane in Mecca +
Qatar. Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCar's to Trump Towers Manhattan, riches
beyond belief for NYC. $777 Trillion confiscated by Gina at the CIA. Oil Money
blown away with super conductivity in windmill turbines... free 'Electricity' for
Manhattan + NYC. Spin off inventions beyond belief as the governments of Mecca
+ Qatar shut down forever! Free Electricity for NYC would invent Paradise Lost to
Bone Saw Prince who's killings were immunity free when we needed the electricity
to invent new Medical Machines using trillions of volts and amps.
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12-25-2018 NY Times Christmas Day Front Page Headlines; "Kurds reinvented into
Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's from coast to coast along Highway
1 and Route 66 in Syria."

12-25-2018 Disney Christmas Day movie “Dr. Strangelove”: “ Star War Movie on
Breast-Ovary Cancer's are distinguished but not Directed to a invention, a Rx
Recipe endeavor for a cure for cancer... a war crime by Disney!

12-23-2018 "The New York Times" "Neediest Cases Funds" finds ways to provide
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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holiday cheer making gas stations in NYC free for Christmas Day $$$. Riches
Beyond Belief from gas station hold ups by the King and Prince of Saudi Arabia.
Bone Saw loot from robbing us blind at gas stations in the USA. Park Avenue
Armory Receives Nearly $2 Million in City Funds The funding will allow the Armory
to replace its 138-year-old floors in a $4 million restoration project for its
55,000-square-foot drill hall. City Hall Funds for gas stations in NYC free for
Christmas Day $$$ Allah is buying you gasoline for your gas engine car on
Christmas Day when the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is a Godsend. Not delivered by
City Hall on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

12-23-2018 Riches Beyond Belief given to Qatar and a Bone Saw Gift for the King
+ Prince of Sandia Arabia by the USA. Poor in NYC get Toys: Helping Needy
Families Get What They Asked for This Christmas. Orwellian Agencies that benefit
from "The New York Times" Neediest Cases Funds find ways to provide holiday
cheer to those who can’t afford it themselves. By REMY TUMIN and JOHN OTIS
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12-23-2018 CERN is the biggest Machine Ever built. Los Alamos A-Bombs are
Machines. Ford WindmillCAR is the biggest 'WAR' BOMB never used by the
Pentagon Generals Moslems + Allah on orders from the Worlds Oil Men in Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Texas Alaska, Sara in Alaska one women into oil money $$$

12-23-2018 Which makes that rib-fracturing fall serendipitous

12-23-2018 Which makes the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Serendipitous, grin!

12-23-2018 If things go wrong down here, they can go very wrong. In 2008, as
the collider was still being tuned up, the link between a pair of magnets exploded,
delaying operations for almost two years.

12-23-2018 The energy stored in the magnetic fields is equivalent to a fully
loaded jumbo jet going 500 miles per hour; if a magnet loses its cool and heats up,
all that energy must go someplace. And the proton beam itself can cut through
many feet of steel.

12-23-2018 1,001 IP Invention Projects One is And the proton beam itself can
cut through many feet of steel... USS Steel factory needs a few of these for
production of special steel.
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12-23-2018 CERN by not writing Anything Before the Big Bang they are Idiots in
their thinking... By that logic, when matter and antimatter formed in the Big Bang,
they should have cancelled out each other, leaving behind an empty universe. But
it’s not empty: We are here, and our antimatter is not.

12-23-2018 Rx Recipes 4 Trillion hacked by Gina all trade secret collisions
crunching them for the Rx Recipe Pink.. To keep up with the increased collision
rate, both Atlas and CMS have had to upgrade the finicky trigger systems that
decide which collision events to keep and study. Currently, of a billion events per
second, they can keep 1,500; the upgrade will raise that figure to 10,000. 3,000
trillion collisions to confirm the Higgs boson. It will take 7 trillion to get the Rx
Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte Cure.

12-23-2018 Japan has spent $5.5 Billion on a Aircraft Carrier and F-35 Fighter
Jets in 2018. Next Big Physics Machine has been the International Linear Collider,
which would fire electrons and their antimatter opposites, positrons, at each other.
The collisions would produce showers of Higgs bosons. The experiment would be
built in Japan, if it is built at all, but Japan has yet to commit to hosting the
project, which would require them to pay for about half of the $5.5 billion cost.
“If there is no word from Japan by the end of the year...
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12-23-2018 Lake Geneva is owned by Prince Salman. CERN has proposed its own
version of a linear collider, the Compact Linear Collider, that could be scaled up
gradually from Higgs bosons to higher energies. Also being considered is a
humongous collider, 100 kilometers around, that would lie under Lake Geneva and
would reach energies of 100 trillion electron volts — seven times the power of the
Large Hadron Collider.

12-23-2018 Inside Cern 10,000 super conducting electromagnets - inside the Ford
Windmill CAR's windmill turbines 10,000 superconducting at -254 C cold
electromagnets, grin. One Upman Ship Driving a WindmillCAR to CERN HQ in
Switzerland. InventionLand

12-23-2018 Einstein today is searching for Before the Big Bang and 400 times
faster than the speed of light...

12-23-2018 Einstein’s dictum that mass and energy are the same. The more
energy that the collider can produce, the more massive are the particles created
by the collisions. With every increase in the energy of their collider, CERN
physicists are able to edge farther and farther back in time, closer to the physics
of the Big Bang, when the universe was much hotter than today.
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12-23-2018 CT scans specifically for lung cancers, however, are usually reserved
for rare high risk cases, such as heavy smokers who've recently quit, so it's
unlikely that Ginsburg would haven fallen into that category, said Heymach.

12-23-2018 "The majority of these cases are just not identified through
screening, except for serendipity,"

12-23-2018 The procedure, a pulmonary lobectomy, in which a lobe of the lung
containing the nodules is removed from the patient, has a high success rate in
cases in which lung cancer is caught early. The key is to catch it before it can
spread elsewhere in the body with potentially fatal consequences.

12-23-2018 Which makes that rib-fracturing fall serendipitous

12-23-2018 Which makes the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Serendipitous, grin!

12-23-2018 "Unfortunately, lung cancer is usually caught in an advanced stage
after it shows symptoms, after it has already spread to the lymph nodes and
elsewhere, and by then it’s only curable in a small minority of cases," Dr. John
Heymach, chairman of thoracic, head and neck Medical Oncology at the MD
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, told NBC News on Friday.
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12-23-2018 "It’s possible, without knowing the specifics of her case, that early
detection because of those broken ribs saved her life," said Heymach.

12-23-2018 Which makes that rib-fracturing fall serendipitous... Make early
detection Homeland Security mission! Hire MD's for Homeland Security for early
detection of cancer and diseases. This is really what Homeland Security should
have been doing since 9/11 as the Ford WindmillCAR would have won the War with
Moslems and Allan on 9/12 as front page news in the NY Times. We have the
WindmillCAR's to win the war with and never used them! A War Crime!

12-23-2018 Which makes the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Serendipitous, grin!

12-23-2018 Scientists hope the vaccine can make bees more resilient against
diseases that can wipe out entire colonies.

12-23-2018 Hershey’s Solid Kisses Are Missing Tips. Know why Hershey's shipped
them with no tips... because kisses are Missing from the Tips CERN gave us on the
Big Bang but broke off the tips on how all the mass in the big bang came into
being, nothing No Tip's on any Solid Rocket Physics after spending $100 Billion or
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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more on CERN in Geneva. Geneva Chocolates without tips to the Big Bang that
started the Universe will not started it that came before the Big Bang. Tips are
missing and they shipped the Kisses to billions of Lovers at War with Star Wars.

12-23-2018

12-23-2018

12-22-2018 Ford If we want a new machine, Ford will build the Gravity Engine for
Cars and it will come with F-35 radar. CERN engineers will be the first to buy one,
grin!

12-22-2018 With the Generals Gone, Trump’s ‘America First’ a new team of
advisers who will remake the movie “Dr. Strangelove”

12-22-2018 Turkey, a NATO ally. Ankara was always worried about what would
happen if the Kurds of Syria got too powerful, and how that would spill across the
border into Turkey’s own restive Kurdish region. Kurds reinvented into Driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's from coast to coast alone Highway 1 and Route
66 in Syria.

12-22-2018 True legacy of Leonardo and Galileo would be Priest MD's PhD's
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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married. Galileo is still under house arrest today by Pope Francis and bone saws
are on the wall... picturing 12 Trillion Galaxies. Legacy of the Jew Hero Driving
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca for Victory over Moslems, Allah and
Exodus into a New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies...

12-22-2018 Ivanka Alarm and a Sense of Betrayal Over the Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks!

12-22-2018 Steve Jobs his own Doctor... Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg underwent
surgery on Friday to remove two nodules from her left lung. It’s probably
something that spread from the pancreas to the lungs. Dr. Raja Flores, chairman
of thoracic surgery at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in Manhattan.
“It’s probably something that spread from the pancreas to the lungs.”

12-22-2018 Ivanka Alarm and a Sense of Betrayal Over the Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks!

12-22-2018 Steve Jobs his own Doctor... That Justice Ginsburg is alive 10 years
after being treated for pancreatic cancer — which is often rapidly fatal —
indicates that she probably had a relatively slow-growing form of the disease.
Therefore, Dr. Flores said, he expected that the tumors in her lungs would also
tend to be slow-growing, what he calls “turtles.” The surgery, a pulmonary
lobectomy, took place at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York City.

12-22-2018 Ivanka Alarm and a Sense of Betrayal Over the Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks!
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12-22-2018 With the Generals Gone, Trump’s ‘America First’ a new team of
advisers who will not tell him what he cannot do... Trumps first Tweet will be We
Can go Faster than the Speed of Light in a Manhattan Project Invention Project at
Los Alamos I was wrong to fire Oppenheimer as we would be Star Wars America
Today if the Generals didn't fire Oppenheimer. Pentagon Considers Using Special
Operations Forces to Continue Mission in Syria - Special Operations at Yale Key
West Medical School by the Pentagon was not Considered!! You do the Math as to
40,000 dead from Breast-Ovary cancer and others who need Special Operations by
MD's not Green Berets or Navy Seals who are not surgeons. A War Crime! In the
War on Cancer and Star Wars, were the Hell are the troops from NASA? Apollo 8
was stopped at the Light and rear ended bursting into flames like a Ford Car or
Cop Car will be today. The Man Who Brought Leonardo and Galileo Into the 21st
Century needs to bring the Pentagon into Star Wars Utopia of no War and Victory
in the War on Cancer and Diseases. First the Pentagon must police fiery wrecks
they drive by in traffic today without helping to end gas stations in the USA.

Earth Rise from the Moon

Earth Rise from the Moon

12-22-2018 With the Generals Gone, West Point Generals are not Renaissance
men MD at Yale-Harvard-Key West Medical School brainstorming 4 Trillion Rx
Recipes hacked by the CIA for a Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks that will cure
all stages of Breast-Ovary Cancers in 8 Days or less!
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12-22-2018 West Point Generals Priest would the General turn in the Priest if
called to by the Pope. Pope "Francis Calls on Abusive Priests to Turn Themselves
In" West Point Generals could make the 911 call for the Priest. By JASON
HOROWITZ

12-22-2018 Marine Regiment, fire mortars from an undisclosed location in Syria.
The Generals got Oppenheimer fired its time to fire all the Generals, yes all of
them every single one! Hire all MD's who are elite in Art of the diagnosis. Physical
and Mental goings on. America’s global priorities is the Doctors priorities. United
States never had a serious strategic stake in Syria’s future, as it did in Iraq,
which it had set out to reinvent. Turkey, a NATO ally. Ankara was always worried
about what would happen if the Kurds of Syria got too powerful, and how that
would spill across the border into Turkey’s own restive Kurdish region. Kurds
reinvented into Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's from coast to coast
alone Highway 1 and Route 66 in Syria.

12-22-2018 Reinvent special Operations Orders at the Pentagon for 164,000
pounds of ground turkey recalled; 52 more people sick in deadly salmonella
outbreak. Jennie-O Turkey Store Sales, Inc., is recalling approximately 164,210
pounds of raw ground turkey products due to the possibility of salmonella
contamination.

12-22-2018 Pasteur is not taught at West Point but millions of troops will get sick
from salmonella and the Officers are deaf and dump to a way to get
"Pasteurization' Noble.
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12-22-2018 Smoking and Drinking, "Illiteracy Could Hurt You" "More than half of
older Americans lack the skills to gather and understand medical information.
Providers must simplify, researchers say." Steve Jobs illiteracy caused his early
death from cancer. Worst researchers say they can't go against the Generals in
the War on Cancer. 1.3 million have died from cancer since Steve Jobs and not
even Tim Cook who profitted the most $$$ make the news with a Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks Manhattan Project. "Illiteracy Could Hurt You" Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg underwent lung cancer surgery on Friday and yes she is illiterate this is
why she is a Lawyer not a Yale MD. MD supreme court lost every case history for
4 billion patients. Supreme court rulings were the cause of all these cancer and
disease deaths, billion dead from the wrong Supreme court rulings in 2018.
"Illiteracy Could Hurt You" Girl Scouts only know Cookie Recipes this Christmas.
Not one Girl Scout knows a Rx Recipe. "Illiteracy Could Hurt You" 2 White Men at
1984 HQ were the Masterminds of these illiterate Girl Scouts. A War Crime by
George Orwell. Mac Book Air Ride School bus has been news on this web page for
years, and not One was Driven by the Editors at the NY Times. "Illiteracy Could
Hurt You"

12-22-2018 Illiteracy at CERN. CERN over the next two years, during the first
of what will be a series of shutdowns, engineers will upgrade the collider to make
its beams more intense and its instruments more sensitive and discerning. And
theoretical physicists will pause to make sense of the tantalizing, bewildering
mysteries that the Large Hadron Collider has generated so far.

12-22-2018 Illiteracy at Los Alamos. Next year the engineers, scientists at Los
Alamos will not work intensely on 4 trillion Rx Recipes to cure Breast-Ovary
Cancer. Orders are Orders you know all to well.

12-22-2018 CERN’s subterranean ring, some 10,000 superconducting
electromagnets, powered by a small city’s worth of electricity, guide two beams of
protons in opposite directions around the tunnel at 99.99999 percent of the speed
of light, or an energy of 7 trillion electron volts. Those protons make the 17-mile
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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circuit 11,000 times a second.

12-22-2018 Los Alamos has moved setting off H-Bombs on Earth into the super
computer. A-Bomb to Cure Cancer has not been moved into Los Alamos Super
Computers yet.

12-22-2018 CERN Glancing collisions between protons produce sprays of debris
that are tracked and stopped in the inner detector. But a head-on collision created
something incredibly rare.

12-22-2018 In traffic head on collisions are not rare but would be if Traffic
Control part of the Government Shut down today has been shut out of a Los
Alamos Manhattan Project. By the Top Brass. Censored from the Afghanistan body
count in the NY Times is the number of head on collisions for last week in the
USA, censored!!

12-22-2018 2019 Ford WindmillCAR turbines are super cold as CERN's... magnets
are superconducting, meaning that electricity flows without expensive resistance.
For that to happen, the magnets must be supercold; they are bathed in 150 tons
of superfluid helium at a temperature of 1.9 Kelvin, -254 C making the Large
Hadron Collider literally one of the coldest places in the universe.
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12-22-2018 Ford WindmillCAR engineer's will upgrade the super cold windmill
Turbines too. The first CERN shutdown will last for two years, until 2021; during
that time, engineers will improve the series of smaller racetracks that speed up
protons and inject them into the main collider. The collider then will run for two
years and shut down again, in 2024, for two more years, so that engineers can
install new magnets to intensify the proton beams and collisions.

12-22-2018 CERN To keep up with the increased collision rate of photons.

12-22-2018 Ford to end collision in traffic with F-35 Radar on all cars and all
roads. Trumps structure he didn't get to tweet past the bridge work. Physicists
measure the productivity, or luminosity, of their colliders in terms of collisions. It
took about 3,000 trillion collisions to confirm the Higgs boson. As of the December
shutdown the collider had logged about 20,000 trillion collisions. But those were,
and are, early days. By 2037, the Large Hadron Collider should have produced
roughly 4 million trillion primordial fireballs, bristling with who knows what. The
whole universe is still up for grabs.

12-22-2018 By 2017 there will no Ford Car Collisions world wide or there will be
several times more than there are today...
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12-22-2018 CERN Gravity Engine was not built... Why? Humans soon must decide
which machines, if any, will be built to augment or replace the Large Hadron
Collider. That collider had a “killer app” of sorts: it was designed to achieve an
energy at which, according to the prediction of the Standard Model, the Higgs or
something like it would become evident and provide an explanation for particle
masses.

12-22-2018 Ford If we want a new machine, Ford will build the Gravity Engine for
Cars and it will come with F-35 radar. CERN engineers will be the first to buy one,
grin!

12-21-2018 Quotes from Disney Version of the movie “Dr. Strangelove”: “War on
Breast-Ovary Cancer's are too important to be left to Generals.”

Disney movies are distinguished but not its endeavor for a cure for cancer... a war
crime by Disney!
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Another Remake of the Lion King. “Hakuna Matata” The phrase means “no worries,”
but for Disney, it’s not that simple as 100's of thousands have died from Cancer as if Disney and Pope Francis are immune from driving by fiery wrecks for so long
not stopping to help end gas stations or helping to end cancer on Earth. Like Jimmy
Carters at peace with God, like Hell if God is at peace with Jimmy Carter, Pope
Francis or Disney not stopping to help 'Endeavor' God is Great for this "Endeavor"
but we really need some Alien Endeavor Super Shuttles to land on Earth, in a
Disney Movie. Winners and Losers in Trump’s Planned Troop Withdrawal From
Syria. Warrior Generals are a cancer and Disney should have made 100's of movies
about this with Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer working on Cancer A-Bombs Oppenheimer
wanted to before he got fired for refusing to build 50,000 H-Bombs. This is the
Disney movie that would have gotten a cure for Breast-Ovary Cancer.

12-21-2018 Quotes from Disney Version of the movie “Dr. Strangelove”: “War is
too important to be left to politicians.” War is a Cancer on Jimmy Carter's Habitat
for Humanity. Look at the video of Jimmy Carter and his wife on the sub USS
Jimmy Carter and think Dr. Strangelove, how could Jimmy Carter and his wife love
this sub? Yale Key West Medical School MD Professors would call them mentally ill
and it would be a correct diagnosis.
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12-21-2018 Quotes from Disney Version of the movie “Dr. Strangelove”: “War on
Breast-Ovary Cancer's are too important to be left to Generals.”

12-21-2018 Amazon’s power is even more pronounced in the nail-biter sprint
toward Christmas. A two-decade obsession with delivery speed has given it a huge
edge. Last two-decades with Bill and Melinda Gates cure for cancer should be nails
in the coffin of Win 10 for iMac's and Mac Book Air Ride School Bus and Subways
in NYC. $850 Billion is more than enough to pay for this transition. Like from gas
engine cars to the 2019 Ford Windmill CAr's and RV Homes for Jimmy Carters
Habitat for Humanity Homes that are RV Homes with Windmill Electricity thats
super conductivity cold.

12-21-2018 France — After more than a month of furious, anti government
demonstrations across France, it is easy to forget that a gasoline tax set all this
off." "A few cents per liter at the pump." The uprising is a lot about mobility of
Qatar being richer than Paris because it was masterminded by Elite Frenchmen who
profit from Oil Revenues at the Casino not the Pink Vest at the Paris Starbucks
serving the Rx Pink Latte Cure for Breast-Ovary Cancer and many more Plagues
the French Oil Men used their bone saw's on.
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12-21-2018 France’s 'Pink Vests' Reveal a Crisis of French Women being
Tortured, Cut with Bone Saws by the Elite French Men at Total Oil Company who's
Mobility in All Its Forms is riches beyond belief of $777 Trillion in gas station hold
up loot from Miami, Cuba $$$

12-21-2018"Air Force Office for Scientific Research", 1980 to 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's secret files!

12-21-2018" Air Force Office for Scientific Research", 1980 to 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's.... we hope to gain new insights on the nanoscale physics of these
super conducting devices, insights that could be transferred onto future
superconductor technologies," Comin says

12-21-2018Read more at: https://phys.org/news/2018-12-superconductorswww.electricwindmillcar.com
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ceramic-copper-oxides.html#jCp

To Have Have Not super conducting Windmill Turbines -254 C cold generating
electricity on your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with the Air Force F-35 Radar costing
more than the Ford.

To Have Have Not super conducting Windmill Turbines -254 C cold generating
electricity on your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with the Air Force F-35 Radar costing
more than the Ford.

12-21-2018$777 Trillion Manhattan Project for super conducting in general...
What sets a superconductor apart from a conventional conductor is that, in the
latter, you have to apply a potential between two different points to run a current
through, but in the former, you can just set in motion the current and then remove
the voltage, leave the system as is, and there will be a persistent current flowing
through the material.
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12-21-2018Comin explains further: "You have initiated a motion, or flow, of
electrons, that will persist forever... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR windmill turbines!

12-21-2018 Comin was one of three MIT researchers to win a U.S. Air Force
Young Investigator Research Program grant this fall. The three-year, $450,000
award will allow Comin to pursue research into what happens to one particular super
conducting material, yttrium barium copper oxide (YBCO) when it is driven at large
currents.

12-21-2018Read more at: https://phys.org/news/2018-12-superconductorsceramic-copper-oxides.html#jCp

12-21-2018 Black women with hormone receptor-positive, HER2-negative, nodenegative breast cancer had worse clinical outcomes compared with white women in
the phase 3 TAILORx trial, despite havingsimilar recurrence scores and receiving
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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comparable systemic therapy. The results were presented at the 2018 San Antonio
Breast Cancer Symposium (SABCS) in San Antonio, Texas.

12-21-2018 U.S. to Withdraw About 7,000 Troops From Afghanistan, U.S. to
Withdraw About $777 trillion dollars in oil revenues from Prince Salman's Swiss
Bank Account.

12-21-2018 Give yourself up to the Police... ha. Pope Francis Calls On Abusive
Priests to Turn Themselves In" Priests who abuse children should surrender “to
human justice, and prepare for divine justice,” the pope said in his annual address
to the Roman curia.

12-21-2018 Pope Calls Gina at the CIA, give the audio and video of Priest having
sex with kids to YouTube please... thank God you will end this Priest abuse of kids
forever by doing this for humanity the pope said in his annual address to the
Roman curia.
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12-21-2018 Orwellian masterminds of the past were not MD's! In 1951, for
example, the federal excise tax on cigarettes was raised to help finance the
Korean War.

12-21-2018 "Redistribution of wealth" redistribution of Heath Care in going to the
Doctor and getting the A+ Diagnosis ASAP not waiting years like Dr. Lisa Sanders
points out in her NY Times articles of Art of the Diagnosis.

"Redistribution of 12 Trillion Galaxies" starts with Disney Movies...

"Redistribution of 12 Trillion Galaxies" starts with Disney Movies...
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12-21-2018 The foreign workers, mostly from South Asia, were among nearly 150
executions in the desert kingdom during 2018. Reprieve says there have been
nearly 700 executions in Saudi Arabia since 2014. NY Times the Year in Pictures
censored out all 700 executions in 2018 on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

12-21-2018 Gina has watched 700 Saudi executions in 2018... Gina needs to post
these 700 executions on YouTube as the NY Times will not put them in the NY
Times Videos until the Editors drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's around times
square NYC.

12-21-2018 Pasteur Disney Movie Remake for Our 'Milk' a Pasteurized Chicken
free of... Many home cooks wash chicken or turkey before cooking, but that only
increases the risk of food-borne illness splashed all over you and the kitchen. “The
Barefoot Contessa Cookbook” from 1999 advise cooks to “Rinse the chicken inside
and out.” But that doesn’t reflect the science. Cooking is the only way to kill
pathogens like salmonella and campylobacter. Disney never did a Pasteur Movie for
2018 or 2019. The Lion King is not a MD or a Pasteur.
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12-21-2018 Quotes from Disney Version of the movie “Dr. Strangelove”: “War on
Breast-Ovary Cancer's are too important to be left to Admirals.”

12-21-2018 Old Navy offers Navy Breast-Ovary Cancer no Christmas Cards or Rx
Recipe Cure for all stages of cancer in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, 1
million employees in the Navy and No Cure for a death sentence from the causes
of Breast-Ovary Cancers. An Amazon fulfillment center in Carteret, N.J. The
company has more than 110 fulfillment centers in North America, and over
250,000 warehouse employees. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer could have all this at Los
Alamos for her Christmas Day work on a Rx Recipe 4 Trillion Rx Recipes hacked
and crunched on Christmas Day 2018 killed by Old Navy War Stories. Body count
of the dead on Christmas Day is Classified, NY Times will print the Afghanistan
dead for the week of Christmas not the Old Navy Women who died from BreastOvary Cancers on Christmas Day 2018.

12-21-2018 Quotes from Disney Version of the movie “Dr. Strangelove”: “War on
Breast-Ovary Cancer's are too important to be left to Admirals.”

12-21-2018

Disney movies are distinguished but not its endeavor for a cure for cancer... a war
crime by Disney!
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12-20-2018 Disney Christmas Day movie for 2019 "Breast Cancer Rage for a Pink
Latte at Starbucks" "Karyn Kusama Explores the Many Dimensions of Women’s Rage
From “Girlfight” to “Destroyer,” her movies are distinguished by her willingness not
to revel in brutality but looks it in the face."By CHRISTINE SMALLWOOD Disney
movies are distinguished but not a cure for cancer... a war crime by Disney!
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12-20-2018 End of the Trump Foundation - The End of the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation for the same reasons!! Greg will sue for the same reasons and 40,000
breast cancer deaths in the last 12 months. Riches beyond belief of $777 Trillion
from gas station hold ups by Trump-Salman and Gates never Drove the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's packed with $777 Trillion dollars, even Kerry put pallets of cash on
top of the WindCars... ceding influence in Syria to Russia and Iran. Bill and
Melinda Gates ceding a Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks for Breast-Ovary Cure
of all stages in 8 days to building toilets on the front page of the NY Times for
weeks, These Toilet Seat Lids Aren’t Gold-Plated, but They Cost $14,000, Bill and
Melinda Gates have used Gold Toilet seats at Prince Salman's Palace, a war crime
by the Editors of the Times. Bill and Melinda Gates will give away 40,000 Ford
WindmillCAR one for each death from Breast-Ovary cancer in 2018. 'Secret Santa
Leaves 2-Year-Old Girl Gifts for the Next 14 Christmases' By ILIANA MAGRA
Editors at the NY Times are the Secret Santa's!

12-20-2018 Should You Buy Someone a iPhone for the Holidays? The answer is yes
but first you need to write an iPhone app for this as Verizon Marketing Failed. You
want your Gift to work out of the box on Christmas Day without having to beep
verizon's 1 2 3 4 5 and go back to the Main Menu. Verizon Failed this Marketing
Class. So write an iPhone app email or text it to Verizon ASAP as 100's of other
Genius Techs at Apple will be sending Verion thier Genius App... Merry Christmas
and buy Greg in Key West an Gift iPhone from Verizon if they buy your genius app.

12-20-2018 Catholic Church in Illinois Withheld Names of at Least 500 Priests
Accused of Abuse, Attorney General Says - Reading of 40,000 dead from breast
cancer in 2018 no the Key West City Hall put the names of the Vietnam Dead in
Stone not the 40,000 women from breast cancer in 2018, another War Crime!
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12-20-2018 'U.S. Exit Seen as a Betrayal of the Kurds, and a Boon for ISIS'
Trump-Bill + Melinda Betrayal of Ivanka a Boon for 'Green Beret's when she wants
Pink Berets.

12-20-2018 40,000 shot up by Blackwater... Blackwater was among the most
powerful American security contractors working in war zones in Iraq and
Afghanistan. The company, which in 2009 changed its name to Xe Services, won
more than $1 billion in contracts and provided security services to American
diplomats abroad... while Bill + Melinda Gates buried 40K USA women who lost a
$1 Billion dollar Manhattan Project. Is this a Crime to Spend $1 Billion on
Blackwater as you know it was a scam by the American Dioplomats abroad who
didn't need to be abroad. War Crimes! Trump and other Americans who long ago
grew weary of the United States’ involvement's...

12-20-2018 Trump ordered the withdrawal of all 2,000 American ground troops
from Syria within 30 days - Putin replied this is False News!!
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12-20-2018 “We don’t see any signs yet of the withdrawal of U.S. troops,” he
said. “How long has the United States been in Afghanistan? Seventeen years? And
almost every year they say they’re pulling out their troops.” 17 Times 40,000 dead
women each year the NY Times Editors would never do this math in a Editorial.

12-20-2018 Two White Men at 1984 HQ... 'gave more than $100 million to
scientists to study the effects of moderate alcohol consumption in the cause of
breast cancer, much of it from corporate donors in the alcohol industry.' Edu
Bayer for The New York Times. Bayer would find a bone saw in Vodka if he wrote
this for the Times, grin.

12-20-2018 Trump ordered the withdrawal of all 2,000 American ground troops
from Syria within 30 days - Putin replied this is False News!!
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12-20-2018 Disney Christmas Day movie for 2019 "Breast Cancer Rage for a Pink
Latte at Starbucks" "Karyn Kusama Explores the Many Dimensions of Women’s Rage
From “Girlfight” to “Destroyer,” her movies are distinguished by her willingness not
to revel in brutality but looks it in the face."By CHRISTINE SMALLWOOD Disney
movies are distinguished but not a cure for cancer... a war crime by Disney!

12-20-2018

12-20-2018

iMac Treadmill design, you will have to see this at all the iMac Computer Labs on
Duval Key West.
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iMac Treadmill design, you will have to see this at all the iMac Computer Labs on
Duval Key West.
Greg's Mom at 95 with Santa she put this in her Christmas Card, thanks Mom

Greg's Mom at 95 with Santa she put this in her Christmas Card, thanks Mom
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'Pink Vests,” Pink Beret's" 'Pink Rx Recipe's

12-19-2018 In the last 18 months in the USA more than 40,000 women have died
from Breast-Ovary Cancer and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have not hired Dr.
Lisa Oppenheimer for a Los Alamos Manhattan Project, but in Qatar... Eighteen
months after Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt imposed
a land and sea blockade aimed at bringing Qatar to heel, this tiny, gas-rich strip
of sand jutting into the Persian Gulf is still refusing to capitulate. In the
meantime, it has adapted, retooling its economy and foreign relations in ways that
could reshape the strategic layout of the Persian Gulf. Gulf Monarchs consider a
threat to their rule. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ don't consider Ivanka's tortured
death from Breast-Ovary Cancers a threat to their rule no Pink Manhattan
Projects at Los Alamos. This is why they fired Oppenheimer in the first place.
Military service for Qatari women. It has been buying top-of-the-line fighter jets
from the United States, and is expanding Al Udeid, the largest American military
base in the Middle East, which Qatar hosts. In the last 18 months in the USA
more than 40,000 women have died from Breast-Ovary Cancer. Trumps betrayal of
women even his own daughter! Lisa Jobs maybe next time we will have more time to
spend together Dad. Trumps Wars are all War Crimes and he will be convicted by
Ivanka!

40,000 Trump Towers built in Qatar paid for with gas station hold up loot from
Miami, Cuba.
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In the last 18 months in the USA more than 40,000 women have died from
Breast-Ovary Cancer as Oil is Queen not USA women. Trumps betrayal of women
even his own daughter!

12-19-2018 The End of the Trump Foundation - The End of the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation for the same reasons!! Greg will sue for the same reasons and
40,000 breast cancer deaths in the last 12 months.
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12-19-2018 Travel Ban to the Yale Key West Medical School... U.S. Will Review
Travel Ban on North Korea, Envoy Says. Washington announced the possible shift
as it seeks to break the logjam in talks on denuclearizing North Korea.

12-19-2018 Not Just Khashoggi: Reprisal Killings of Journalists Surged This Year
By Rick Gladstone

12-19-2018 Women, Prince Harry and his wounded warriors bought more bone
saw's to kill more Wife's than Journalists and the journalists who wrote this
article knows this and censored it on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. By
Rick Gladstone

12-19-2018 Reprisal killings of women by wounded warriors... By Rick Gladstone
14,000 women just in the USA 53 journalists were killed worldwide.

12-19-2018 Kim Wall death was caused by my 'Boss' at the NY Times, to cheap
to hire temps! By Rick Gladstone Least Kim Wall's head was found floating in the
ocean next to the USS Jimmy Carter Sub.

12-19-2018 Reprisal Killings of Journalists (who censored the killing of Mary
Kennedy by Robert Kennedy Jr.) Surged This Year" By Rick Gladstone Rick was told
not to write about the killing of Mary Kennedy. Prince Robert Kennedy Jr owns
more bone saws than Salman.
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12-19-2018 Jews are inspired by Exodus and Jewish Aliens... Watch for the Jew
Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR on Christmas Day into Mecca for Victory
over Allah forever! They had to drive over many bone saws Trump Oil Company
Owns!

12-19-2018 Jews are inspired by... Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
over 'Bone Saw's...' Saudis and Israelis were likely to continue building ties in
secret, the Journal said, because of shared business and security interests. It
added that the Saudi government has been considering an investment of at least
$100m in various Israeli technology companies and begun issuing a special waiver to
Israeli businessmen allowing them to travel to the kingdom on special documents,
without using their Israeli passports. $777 trillion confiscated from Prince Salman
by our Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's $$$

12-19-2018 Jewish Aliens DNA test... As Seas Warm, Galápagos Islands Face a
Giant Evolutionary Test, Jewish Aliens at Alpha Centauri. Climate change is
ravaging the natural laboratory that inspired Darwin. The creatures here are on
the brink of crisis.
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12-19-2018 Criminal Justice Bill from 2 white men at 1984 HQ not the cops
bursting into flames writing a ticket when there should not be any gas stations in
the USA since 1980. A War Crime Bill sent to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Bone
Saw Blood Money for those not burned to death in fiery wrecks.

12-19-2018 Gas Station hold ups in Miami, Cuba and kids left in hot cars to die.
Criminal Justice Bill. The Senate passed the most substantial changes in a
generation to federal prison and sentencing laws. The House will follow, and
President Trump is expected to sign it.

12-19-2018 Rx TB Latte at Starbucks Africa, India, China... The World Needs a
Urine Test for TB. But It’s Already Here. The W.H.O. has recommended such a
test not a Rx Recipe Cure for TB via Manhattan Project, Why? You do the Math
but Gina just saw someone leave the UN with a bone saw well oiled, grin.

12-19-2018 Hell No, Well most likely Yes there is a Hell Martha with 12 Trillion
Galaxies and better pilots than you and McCain who fly miracle Cures from Galaxy
to Galaxy with no fighter Jets. Martha McSally Appointed to Arizona Senate Seat
Once Held by John McCain... her combat service as an Air Force pilot MD. Hell No
We Won't go to the Yale Key West Medical School the Navy Pilots bombed this
one and many other Hospitals in 2018. Vote to bomb Hospitals was the shouting by
the Generals in the Live video conference. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD was not
considered as she was fired from Los Alamos Pink Manhattan Project by every
Senator not a MD. MD High Schools not schooling for flying fighter jets.
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12-19-2018 Radar Cam might be a better cop invention than Body Cam. "Two
Chicago police officers chasing a suspect died after being struck by a train."

12-19-2018 1 Click Amazon links on Christmas Day Gifts to 1,001 medical
diagnosis invention projects for HS Kids. MD High Schools USA!!
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12-19-2018 The Postal Service Keeps iPhone # at every address, drivers out on
their routes know an iPhone was issued to every address. Mail Box iPhone.
WindmillCAR's will Drive the Postal Trucks with a robot in the back that sorts the
Amazon packages calls the house. Packages and mail left is never stole. Utopia
Star Wars accelerates the Post office to buy Windmill Postal Trucks with a robot
in back with an iPhone at every mail box on the drivers route.

12-19-2018 GlaxoSmithKline and Pfizer will form a venture that will be the largest
Rx Recipe data base Facebook should have collected data on not your goings on. 4
Trillon Rx Recipes will be crunched for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks Recipe
Miracle Cure.

12-18-2018 "Bone Saw Justice" named word of the year by Merriam-Webster
Dictionary!! Statistics are marked Secret like the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's... grin.

12-18-2018 Pope Francis will not be buying the World a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
this Christmas but the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca
wants to buy his wife one for Christmas - South Carolina Pastor John Gray
Defends Buying Wife $200,000 Lamborghini for Anniversary. A South Carolina
pastor has defended his decision to gift his wife a Lamborghini luxury SUV with
gasoline engine for an eighth year anniversary present. Pastor John Gray. Yale and
Harvard kids wanted the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for Christmas and the Victory
over Mecca, Ya!! Poorhouse Lane Mecca not Key West.

Pope Francis will not be buying the World a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR this Christmas
but the Jews are trying too... they have to drive over many bone saws Trump Oil
Company Owns!
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Pope Francis will not be buying the World a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR this Christmas
but the Jews are trying too... they have to drive over many bone saws Trump Oil
Company Owns!

12-18-2018 Passing the Bone Saw to Trump he was please and thanked Mr. Prince
Salman with a high five! $5 Trillion more in his Chase account. 'Pink Beret's Trump
will not change the Green Beret's until Ivanka dies a tortured death from BreastOvary Cancer... Lisa Jobs maybe next time we can spend more time together on
the Recipe Day. Ivanka can't get to Dad as save my life Dad. Buy me a Pink Beret
for Christmas Day at the Los Alamos Manhattan Project it only cost $7 Trillion,
you have $777 Trillion Prince Salman just gave you for the bone saw you sold him.
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12-18-2018 'Pink Beret's Trump will not change the Green Beret's until Ivanka
dies a tortured death from Breast-Ovary Cancer...

12-18-2018 10 Star Wars 'Pink Vests,” Pink Beret's" Miracle Cure's Christmas
Movies That Our Critics Didn’t See Coming, and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who
trashed the Pink Manhattan Project being Scrouge spending his WindmillCar Jolts
of money on Alabama-Birmingham Football, Revived With Jolt of Cash and Civic
Pride of 'Foggy Bottoms' 1984. Disneys MD High School Movie is Boa animation.
France’s Pink Vests Confront Macron with a New Reality, he must give back the
Black Bone Saw Trump gave him for Christmas, Black 1984 Humor about War
Crimes. The Generals in the live video conference were shouting bout $777 Trillion
in Crude Oil War Crimes not Pink Vest or Green Beret's. Breast Cancer Cure Guide
Manuel for the US Army Generals was trashed for War's. NY Times editorial
today on the Green Beret; "Even a War Hero Is Not Above the Law" By ELLIOT
ACKERMAN 'Pink Beret dead on the battlefield in 2018 is 40,000 dead USA
women and yes the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are above the law for these wrongful
deaths, same for Kim Wall the NY Times Temp and all the thousands of women Bill
Gates murdered. All Temps. Worried this Temp Scam will be a best selling Amazon
Book as the cover will be Bill Gates with the Bone Saw printed Temps in front of
the NY Times Building. Passing the bone saw through the door marked Temp
Employees they don't use the same door as the NY Times employees. Temp Slaves
editorials Greg will write when I drive the 2019 Ford down Duval to the iMac
Computer Lab with an app for this.

12-18-2018 Yo, No City Hall Voted down the "Key West MD High School..." Each
year, tens of thousands of seriously ill people come to the United States hoping to
access our acclaimed care. While we do not have exact figures, an economist from
the United States International Trade Commission estimated in a 2015 report that
between 100,000 and 200,000 international patients per year make this journey.
They come with cancer, heart disease and a host of other medical conditions. Most
are incredibly sick and see us as their last beacon of hope. By Richard Leiter,
M.D. 100,000 and 200,000 international patients per year make this journey. Key
West Auto Repair High School's newest classroom via College isn’t for everyone!!
Richard Leiter is a palliative care physician and researcher at the Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute. He could have influenced the MD High School in Key West over
the Auto Repair High School in Key West
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12-18-2018 Yo, Putin "The Russian leader is down with rappers’ freedom of
expression. To a point." 12h ago By THE EDITORIAL BOARD of the NY Times
Today. I swear... to God they wrote this. "Curious, because Mr. Putin’s image in
the West is not of someone who would be sympathetic to angry, obscene,
uncensored rap viewed by tens of millions of youths and despised by parents"
Oxxxymiron (Miron Fyodorov) in a keenly awaited rap battle that got more than 10
million views on YouTube within 24 hours. MD High School got no hits on YouTube in
Moscow or Key West. And as Russia’s rappers have argued, the country’s grave
drug problem is not their doing, and censoring it out of their work won’t solve it.
MD High School students will solve the Drug Users like the Russians who will die of
Vodka today on the streets of Moscow neither Putin or the NY Times care to write
or brainstorm the Rx Latte Antidote for Drugs or Vodka. Starbucks Moscow will
serve the Rx Recipe for Drugs and Vodka before Putin gets the lyrics into Rap
Music. Yes there are a few Russians work on a Noble in Medicine not on Putins
mind or the editors at the Times editorials.

12-18-2018 Putin now Kim with Rap Porn and Swearing, Drugs... North Korea,
Fearing Rap and Porn, Warns Against Influence on Google porn ads emails with
pictures of porn. Google masterminded all the years the USA got these emails not
Russia and Korea. Mobile phones “instill students with unhealthy ideology,” said a
state-run paper in the North, where many users have found ways around official
information controls bored with Anatomy and Psychology test.

12-18-2018 "Swearing in Key West Drunk... Lewd comments lead to fight in the
street December 18, 2018 An Annapolis, Maryland man was arrested on multiple
charges Friday after he allegedly instigated a fight with a couple on Caroline
Street.Ryan Earle Newkirk, 39, was charged with battery, felony..." Lewd and
Crude; FORT LAUDERDALE — It started out as a mystery — how did a Fort
Lauderdale waitress wind up lying on a suburban freeway before dawn last weekend,
getting fatally struck by numerous passing cars, our 1984 society is How the
question is Why 1984 is immune to medical diagnosis? Any one of 100's of Yale and
Harvard MD's can give the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ the correct diagnosis!! They
will not be the one's who write the lyrics or the Disney Movie for Next Christmas.
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12-18-2018 Was this written by Star Wars MD's with a iMac 18 Core computer
that cost $13,840 or 2 White Men at 1984 HQ? A new statement from the
American Academy of Pediatrics advises parents of young children to go for highquality traditional toys rather than elaborate digital ones... 1 Click Amazon links on
Christmas Day to 1,001 medical diagnosis invention projects for HS Kids.

12-18-2018 French Pink Recipes up in flames Paris is burning more than just cars
in the streets. "We are in a month of celebrations, which means that extra
resources are channeled into the kitchen. Those of us who don’t normally spend
time discussing recipes, menus and table settings are busy making sure that they
don’t fail the good-host test." Masterminds of Paris Burning Cars in the streets
are know by Gina at the CIA. How to Dazzle Like a French Pastry Chef. By Yotam
Ottolenghi How to diagnose like a French MD. Not a article for Christmas dazzling
Yule logs from Paris. What article you click on and read. I visited, and all my
interviewee were eager to share their innovations for that year’s bûche de Noël, or
Yule log. In the months leading up to Christmas, the top pastry chefs focus their
efforts on this one traditional cake. Complex structures are erected in which, for
example, lemon curd gently rubs shoulders with a red-fruit mousse nestled on a
spiced sponge, the entire glorious creation coated with a mirror like glaze. The
level of ingenuity is mind-boggling in pastry not MD Diagnosis. Recipes: Kumquat
and Chocolate Yule Log | Upside-Down Date Cake With Cognac Mascarpone. Rx
Recipes 4 trillion all trade secrets; for them for Breast-ovary cancer French
women given to them by French Men, maybe next Christmas 2019.

12-17-2018 'Pink Vests,” Pink Beret's" 'Pink Rx Recipe's A Bone Saw... Aliens at
the NY Times are watching, ordering at the La concha Starbucks as Greg writes
this web page. Grin. 44 Islands and 42 Bridges: A Florida Keys Road Trip It’s only
113 miles from Key Largo to Key West, but take it slow and savor the subtropical,
sometimes kitschy, flavor, of these fragile isles. By ELAINE GLUSAC Overseas
Railway, running from mainland Florida down to Key West, was destroyed in a 1935
hurricane. Elaine didn't add anything about Greg's invention to move a Hurricane
out to sea with Solid Hydrogen Snow Balls. The distractions along the way haven’t
changed much. Local police and sheriff’s vehicles are still parked on the sides of
the highway, jittery reminders that speed limits are strictly enforced. Elaine
didn't write up the iPhone Dash cam and iCop iTicket Cops telling you to watch the
road over your iDash Cam. The next day, the Perry’s free 15-minute shuttle
dropped me in teeming downtown, tourist-thronged Key West, the end of U.S. 1
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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and home to harbor-front bars and souvenir shops with a prevalence of... Key
West has long attracted nonconformists, artists and especially writers, from
Ernest Hemingway — whose former house-turned-museum is famously filled with
descendants of his six-toed cat Snow White - Elaine didn't mention the Hemingway
House Writing Class on iMac's at @18,400 with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001
Nobel Novel in Medicine with specs to help you get started being super computer
literate on Summit from IBM. 100 writing on the same page at the same time in a
Noble in Medicine Novel Writing Class, nonconformists!! Elaine watched Cat Man
without putting in any pictures of the Black Cat jumping through the burning hoop.
I watched a ringmaster run house cats through hoops like circus felines; I will add
a Cat Man Video of this to this web. But you can search Google and find Cat Man
in Key West. Elaine must not have a house cat in NYC. No the Landlord said no
cats, right Elaine. Elaine Glusac is a frequent contributor to the Travel section.
Elaine censored Greg at Starbucks I did see her walk by though, grin.

MD High School is not in Key West. "Auto Repair Class Returns To Key West High
School" College isn’t for everyone. But four years of high school should be. It had
been 20 years since the hiss of air tools and the clink of sockets against metal
engine parts filled the auto shop. Fumes of gas and oil for growing kids. "Idiots"
by oil mechanic Putin. Grease Monkeys didn't wear blue rubber gloves changing out
a generator when Greg was in High school they had buckets of decreasing soap.
Some kids must have went to MD High.

When Mr. Jobs fell ill and had to take a leave of absence in 2009... MD Cops
were not allowed to save his life... with the correct Diagnosis ASAP.

By Richard Leiter, M.D. 100,000 and 200,000 international patients per year make
this journey.

40,000 USA women in Pink will die in 2018 because of War's and the Generals in
the live video conference shouting for more War's! Gina needs to leak this video to
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YouTube, grin.

12-17-2018 Experts Weigh In on How to Cut U.S. Drug Prices not to get the Rx
Pink Recipe that cures Breast-Ovary Cancer in 8 days for all stages of the
Cancers. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are the Experts and War on Cancer Criminals.
Not opening a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Plant in Queens and a Rx Pink Manhattan
Project in Los Alamos are war crimes in a 1984 Police State. Pass the Bone Saw to
Trump please Mr. Prince Salman!

No Key West MD High School... Each year, tens of thousands of seriously ill
people come to the United States hoping to access our acclaimed care. While we do
not have exact figures, an economist from the United States International Trade
Commission estimated in a 2015 report that between 100,000 and 200,000
international patients per year make this journey. They come with cancer, heart
disease and a host of other medical conditions. Most are incredibly sick and see us
as their last beacon of hope. By Richard Leiter, M.D. 100,000 and 200,000
international patients per year make this journey. Key West Auto Repair High
School's newest classroom via College isn’t for everyone!! Richard Leiter is a
palliative care physician and researcher at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. He
could have influenced the MD High School in Key West over the Auto Repair High
School in Key West if the City of Key West had a MD City Manager! "He was a
middle-aged man from a large city in Saudi Arabia. Over the course of a few
months, his belly became swollen and painful. He lost weight and his skin turned a
vibrant shade of yellow. He was eventually given a discouraging diagnosis: widely
metastatic cholangiocarcinoma, a cancer of the gallbladder. It is an incurable
disease with an average survival of only months." By Richard Leiter, M.D. 100,000
and 200,000 international patients per year make this journey.
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12-17-2018 'Pink Vests,” Pink Beret's" 'Pink Rx Recipe's A Bone Saw was sent by
Trump and his Generals. Lyrics for this will be put in a Putin Rap Song that uses
Nerve Agent poison to kill the Cancer Cell. War on Cancer Cells is censored for
West Point Cadets. Why should they learn this? 40K dead in 2018 in the other war
West Point Generals refuse to go to... Hell No We Won't Go... Trump will be
pictured in a Green Beret not a Pink Beret, a war crime.

12-17-2018 "Putin on Rap Music: It’s the Drugs That Really Bother Him" Madonna
+ Taylor Swift's 'Breast Cancer Tour" The Pink Rx Recipes lyrics Pink Latte at
Starbucks to cure all stages of Breast-Ovary Cancer. Control these lyrics. Putin
wants Kremlin to control rap music in Russia | Al Jazeera English Russia's rap
artists have grown increasingly vocal about the country's social problems, and the
Kremlin is not happy about it. President Vladimir Putin!!

12-17-2018 Putin can Rap "The Pink Rx Recipes lyrics" Girls Madonna and Taylor
Swift have 'Recipes' in their heads as they end a concert for their favorite dish.
Revolution is the Pink Recipe not burning cars in Paris the last 5 weeks but being
the French Intellectuals of 100 years ago burning Pink Cancers with a Pink Recipe
from the most powerful Drug companies. And Putin complains about the Rap Drugs
not the Rx Drug Companies who's lyrics could be in Rap as Pink. Setting fire to
cars in Paris when the wife is in the Cancer Hospital is not Resonance France. I
think there fore I am and I can get my mind on trillions of Rx Recipes to turn
them into one Pink Recipe Rx.
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12-17-2018 Told that rap and hip-hop have grown wildly popular among Russian
youth, and that the lyrics are rebellious, mention drugs and include many swear
words, President Vladimir V. Putin mused about banning the music outright but then
suggested instead he might try to control it. “If it is impossible to stop, then we
need to lead, and in an appropriate way, direct” rap and hip-hop, Mr. Putin told a
council of his cultural advisers, gathered this weekend in St. Petersburg to discuss
state support for the arts.

12-17-2018 Putin can Rap "The Pink Rx Recipes lyrics" Girls Madonna and Taylor
Swift have 'Recipes' in their heads as they end a concert for their favorite dish.

12-17-2018 Rx Drug Recipes in Rap Lyrics, first they have to learn how to
pronounce the names of the chemicals and mix and the measurements and temp are
not a dish to be eaten but to cure Pink Cancers. Putin wants his nerve agent recipe
put to lyrics in Rap. What is the main ingredient's in Nerve Agents? Can this be
modified for Rx Pink Recipes against the cancer cell?

12-17-2018 Rx Pink Recipe extremist content like Nerve Agent and other poisons
that can kill a pink cancer cell.

The bite of the lone star tick... in a Super Computer in Dr. Lisa Sanders hands,
super computer simulation of this Lone Star Tick in a Disney Movie.

The bite of the lone star tick — named for a white spot shaped like Texas on the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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arachnid’s back — could cause an allergic reaction to mammalian meat. The trigger
was a sugar, identified as galactose-a-1,3-galactose and more casually known as
alpha-gal, a carbohydrate found in the flesh of all nonprimate mammals. The
patient contacted the allergist back in Iowa and told him what she had. He was
amazed. He had only recently heard a lecture on this phenomenon. He had never
seen it before her case. Xcode 9 Dr. Lisa Sanders learning how to write code alpha-gal (alpha-1, 3-galactose) - carbohydrate. Galactose-alpha-1,3-galactose,
commonly known as alpha gal, is a carbohydrate found in most mammalian cell
membranes. It is not found in primates, including humans, whose immune systems
recognize it as a foreign body and produce xenoreactive immunoglobulin M
antibodies, leading to organ rejection after transplantation.[1] Anti-alpha gal
immunoglobulin G antibodies are some of the most common in humans. Regular
stimulation from gut flora, typically initiated within the first six months of life,
leads to an exceptionally high titre of around 1% of all circulating IgG.[2] Alpha
gal has also been suggested to play a role in an IgE-specific allergic response to
some meats. The following month, the test results for alpha-gal antibodies came
back. She was wildly allergic to galactose-a-1,3-galactose. Cymerman called the
patient with the news. She had to avoid eating meat from mammals, tick whose
bite could make you allergic to meat. All mammals, except humans and higher apes,
have a carbohydrate, commonly known as alpha-gal (alpha-1, 3-galactose) in their
tissue fluids. When a tick feeds on the blood of a mammal (bandicoot, possum, cat,
dog etc.) it takes alpha-gal into the tick's digestive system. When the same tick
attaches to the next host (e.g. a human) it transfers the alpha-gal to the tissues
of that next host. The immune system of some humans recognises alpha-gal as
foreign and so produces antibodies against it. In this case the antibody produced is
IgE, which is the type of antibody responsible for most allergic reactions. Thus the
human is primed for a delayed allergic reaction to subsequent ingestion of
mammalian meats (not chicken or fish). Alpha-gal in a human can now be recognised
through a blood test. Note that those individuals allergic to tick bites and who
have an immediate reaction are reacting to proteins in the tick's saliva (not the
carbohydrate alpha-gal). Such individuals, however, may have a greater
predisposition to also developing the allergy to mammalian meats several months
later.

Listeria this summer in Scotland linked to smoked beef, lets hope the Smoked Ribs
in Key West never gets listed in by a MD in Scotland. This is a good invention
project too in many ways shall we email it to Pasteur in Paris?
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12-17-2018 2 White Men at 1984 HQ call Trump to... Twist in Green Beret’s
Extraordinary Story: Trump’s Intervention After Murder Charges. Green not a Pink
Beret.

12-17-2018 'Pink Beret's Trump will not change the Green Beret's until Ivanka
dies a tortured death from Breast-Ovary Cancer... Lisa Jobs maybe next time we
can spend more time together on the Recipe Day. Ivanka can't get to Dad as save
my life Dad. Buy me a Pink Beret for Christmas Day at the Los Alamos Manhattan
Project it only cost $7 Trillion, you have $777 Trillion Prince Salman just gave you
for the bone saw you sold him.

12-17-2018 Green Beret's opened fire on Pink Beret's in War. Gina has a close
review of video from the largest and most deadly of the protests, as well as
interviews with witnesses, clearly shows the military opening fire on unarmed
demonstrators all with Breast-Ovary Cancers fighting a War the Military lost since
Vietnam. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ make jokes about this being a War Crime.

12-17-2018 Athens greatest Times and today... "A caller warned of the explosion
45 minutes in advance, so no one was hurt. Greece has experienced several similar
attacks by domestic groups in recent years." The Roman Empire. Green Beret's
opened fire on Pink Beret's in War.

12-17-2018 'Pink Vests,” who remain untethered to a political party and still have
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no clear leader as Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD has not been hired at Los Alamos for
this Pink Manhattan project on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ and the
Generals in the live video conference in their shouting War.

12-17-2018 'Pink Vests,” Pink Beret's" 'Pink Rx Recipe's A Bone Saw was sent by
Trump and his Generals.

12-17-2018 iDash Cam Ads... Digital Data Gives Billboard Owners More Reason to
‘Love a Good Traffic Jam’ The average one-way trip for commuters in the U.S. is
close to a half-hour — plenty of time for marketers to target them in new ways
through old media.

12-17-2018 Israel, India, China, where some 450,000 people have worked at a
single iPhone plant. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV Homes.

12-17-2018 Experts Weigh In on How to Cut U.S. Drug Prices not to get the Rx
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Pink Recipe that cures Breast-Ovary Cancer in 8 days for all stages of the
Cancers. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are the Experts and War on Cancer Criminals.

12-16-2018 Saudi Arabia — It’s awkward to find yourself in a police state!!

12-16-2018 USA - Peanut + Tobacco Farmers in Georgia find themselves in a "MD
State" set on vaccines in the drinking water. Yes in Mississippi too. Sorry Jimmy
Carter you didn't win a Nobel in Medicine or Peace! In India and other countries,
the majority of living organ donors are women. Simple way for a Peanut Plantation
Owner Jimmy Carter to win a Nobel in Medicine would have been make organ
donation mandatory in 1980. In India and other countries, the majority of living
organ donors are women... think of all the women since 1980 who gave their
kidneys Jimmy Carter. Ask your wife. Women in India nearly three-quarters of
kidney donors and more than half of liver donors. Censored out by the NY Times
reporter is the math, the statistics as this would be shocking.

12-16-2018 An iPhone XS Max real world Max is an electromyograph to produce a
record called an electromyogram. iPhone SX Mac can build an MD Utopia of
diagnostic machines this would give the NY Times reporters more engineering type
articles to write about other than todays robots.

12-16-2018 Norway limits MD High Schools... By NADIA SHIRA COHEN This
article will be in next Sundays NY Times. Cuba has more MD's than Norway...
Why?

Improved U.S.- Cuba relations? Ernest Hemingway House in Cuba and Key West on
1-1-19 there is no Writing Classes because of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in
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both Nation, who fails this writing class is the up and coming inventor-writer of
Nobel Novels writing on iMac with apps that let 100 write on the same page at the
same time.

It was at the Cuban estate Finca Vigía that some of the greatest American novels
of the 20th century were written — For Whom the Bell Tolls, The Old Man and
the Sea. But after the death of Ernest Hemingway in 1961 and the escalating
tensions of the Cold War, U.S.-Cuban relations fizzled out and then were severed
all together. Without being able to order valuable materials from the U.S.,
Hemingway's historic Havana estate fell into disrepair. Now thanks to increasingly
normalized relations, Hemingway's home — which is also a museum — is finally
getting the materials it needs to be maintained. A U.S.-based foundation has
already shipped two containers of hardware and tools to Finca Vigía, which will help
with the preservation of all that Hemingway left behind after his death, The
Associated Press reports. Among his artifacts are 5,000 photos, 10,000 letters,
perhaps hundreds of thousands of margin notes, and 9,000 books, most of which
are stored in the basement of the guest house, which is infested with termites.
Curators hope to move the materials to a new facility as soon as they can. The
house itself will also get much-needed repairs thanks to American electric fuse
boxes and hurricane-proof windows. "Preserving Hemingway's legacy brings honor
and dignity to North Americans and Cubans alike," said the head of the Hemingway
Museum at Finca Vigía, Ada Rosa Alfonso. —Jeva Lange

12-16-2018 Norway limits reindeer herds and Hospital Medical Schools full of
inventive Students designing the next generation of diagnostic medical equipment.
How... Oil Wealth and killing off the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.The ingenious MD
World - World wide are limited by the actions of Norway Oil Men! A War Crime!
"The indigenous Sami people have fought for generations to preserve their identity.
The latest battles are against Norway’s limits on reindeer herds." By NADIA
SHIRA COHEN

12-16-2018 Norway limits MD High Schools... with its Oil Cultures Set in its ways
of Reindeer Herds. Norway will be set in its ways of Reindeer Culture for
Centuries if No One Drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's to Norway.
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12-16-2018 Norway limits MD High Schools... Only MD High School Kids get this
right with Super Computer Simulations of colon with chemicals in Deli Meats in
hand. "Is Eating Deli Meats Really That Bad for You? Even small amounts of
processed meat increase the risk of colorectal cancer." If all HS in the USA were
MD High Schools Mom + Dad would not die from colon cancer... this is one hard
way to cure colon cancers.

12-16-2018 Norway limits MD High Schools... Asbestos Opens New Legal Front in
Battle Over Baby Powder. MD High Schools open new Medical-Legal verdicts with
super computer simulations via Los Alamos. MD Los Alamos after the Pink Cure
they will change their Name.

12-16-2018 Norway limits MD High Schools... 1,001 DNA super computer
simulations will reveal... "The Family History DNA Can’t Reveal".

12-16-2018 No Way Norway. Still need health insurance, go to Saudi Arabia or
Qatar. Or just get Gina to hack $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues.

12-16-2018 40,000 Dead Breast Cancer women in Arlington is "Off Limits" by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. Gina has the audio and video of this shouting match on live
video. 40,000 Pink Grave Stones of Breast Cancer women will be placed in Arlington
when the Jewish Hero Drives the Pink 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca. After
Skipping Events Honoring Fallen Soldiers, Trump Visits Arlington Cemetery not to
End War Dead with the Jewish Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into
Arlington putting the Joint Chiefs of Staff on trial for War Crimes. Fiery Wrecks,
Gina has the video's, tens of thousands and no one stopped to help end Gas
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Stations on Earth. A Sin!

Cop writing a ticket, Officer Jason is just one burned to death of tens of
thousands and Yes the Federal Judge didn't stop to end gas stations because $777
Trillion was to much to pass...

Cop writing a ticket, Officer Jason is just one burned to death of tens of
thousands and Yes the Federal Judge didn't stop to end gas stations because $777
Trillion was to much to pass...

12-16-2018 John Gibbons Dies at 94; Argued for Rights for Guantánamo
Detainees... back up to Fiery Wrecks. John knew all to well about fiery wrecks
when he didn't stop to help. John was a Federal Judge.

12-16-2018 Got Mice? Time for a Working Cat... MD Utopia of diagnostic
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machines CAT Manhattan Project to invent 1,001 Star Wars Diagnostic Machines,
the Chinese Moon shot will need many of these Medical diagnostic tools, grin.

12-16-2018 “It is meaningful both symbolically and substantially that I’m a woman
dean at Yale,” said Deborah Berke, dean of architecture at Yale and principal of
her own firm. Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and 25
Hospital Ships and as many Heavy lift Helicopter Ambulances. Meaningful... more
complex challenges that await the Yale Key West Medical School's 1,001 Noble's
in Medicine Culture. Not Georgia Jimmy!

12-16-2018 Madonna + Taylor Swift's 'Breast Cancer Tour" The Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks to cure all stages of Breast-Ovary Cancer. Control these lyrics. Putin
wants Kremlin to control rap music in Russia | Al Jazeera English Russia's rap
artists have grown increasingly vocal about the country's social problems, and the
Kremlin is not happy about it. President Vladimir Putin!!

12-16-2018

12-15-2018 Diagnosis #MeToo! No Sense of urgency in Diagnosis + Psychiatrist
Failure!!

12-15-2018 Diagnosis #MeToo! Front page picture for this Headline in the NY
Times...
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12-15-2018 No Sense of urgency in Diagnosis + Psychiatrist Failure!! Thousands
maybe 100's of thousands world wide as the Psychiatrists is to high minded to
think like a MD!! “You look awful,” Esther Sarid, a psychiatrist in Toronto, told her
patient. She’d been seeing the 46-year-old woman for nearly a year, after the
sudden death of her brother. Despite her grief, the patient continued to work
hard as a professor at a Canadian university. But Sarid knew it had been a tough
time for her.

12-15-2018 Blurry Images; No Sense of urgency in Diagnosis + Psychiatrist
Failure!! ophthalmologist, 3 of them failed the correct diagnosis, as they were not
even looking, thinking for a MD diagnosis. This is a war crime! In the War on
Diagnosis. Neurologist for the MRI that will take months in Canada. When the
M.R.I. was normal, the neurologist told her it was stress. Nothing Medical. Wrong
thinking here you are fired if you were Trumps MD. That didn’t make sense to her;
the most stressful thing in her life at that point was the fact that she couldn’t see
well. He had nothing more to offer.

12-15-2018 Years waiting for the Doctor with the correct Diagnosis, really years
4 or 5. Then a light goes off after all this time. “I have a friend, a colleague,
who I bet can figure this out,” Sarid told the discouraged woman. She called
Robert Yufe, a neurologist she’d known for decades. She outlined the symptoms
she’d seen and heard about over the past year, then offered her own diagnosis:
Could she have myasthenia gravis? Myasthenia gravishas been puzzling physicians
for at least three centuries. It was first described in 1672 by the physician
Thomas Willis. Myasthenia gravis (M.G.) is a rare autoimmune disorder in which
antibodies interfere with the message the brain sends to the muscles

12-15-2018 Myasthenia gravis... super computer simulation No Sense of urgency
by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ to get this super computer simulation produced.
Really!

12-15-2018 Miracle test turned out to be the test known as a single-fiber
electromyography study — an up-close look at how the nerves speak to the
individual muscle fibers. Not everyone with M.G. will have these antibodies, but
nearly all will have an abnormal nerve study. She didn’t have the antibodies, but
her nerve study was strikingly abnormal. She had M.G.
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12-15-2018 No Sense of urgency in making a super computer simulation of this
"single-fiber electromyography test" and the next generation of this test by 2
White Men at 1984 HQ.

12-15-2018 No Sense of urgency in this Diagnosis Super Compeer Simulation. Yes
a Super Computer Simulation of this Diagnosis by a... if the fact that her patient
was seeing a psychiatrist made this difficult diagnosis even more difficult. When a
patient in therapy with a psychiatrist has a complaint, it is all too easy for the
doctor to attribute the symptoms to something emotional, something in her head.
It’s the mark of a great doctor to see past the limits of her own specialty to
identify the true cause of a patient’s symptoms. By Dr. Lisa Sanders.

12-15-2018 No Sense of urgency in mandatory Heart Donations, Organ Donations
in the USA. A Human Heart, Left Aboard, Sends Airplane Back to Where it
Started. One Heart when this plane should have been flying 100's of Hearts back
from Saudi Arabia and Qatar.

12-15-2018 Kosovo creating a Manhattan Project for the Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks Recipe. This Men must be millions of light years from this War on
Breast Cancer. Can we get the Kosovo women with breast-ovary cancer to do a
Coup with help from Gina pulling out her hair? "Kosovo Parliament Votes to Create
an Army, Defying Serbia and NATO." By BARBARA SURK

12-15-2018 Editors of the NY Times wrote today's editorial flying back from the
Qatar Trump Casino. "New York City Can Protect Tenants Now" "A package of bills
would allow the city to fight harassment by landlords." Harassment by Oil Men with
$777 Trillion Dollars. Editors at the NY Times who read this will know this is the
editorial they should have written, not one on Landlords but Oil Men with $777
Trillion most live on Billionaires Row last weeks editorial. Quality of life in NYC will
be richer than Qatar when the Jewish Hero Drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
to the NY Times Office. Until them we must wait for Jewish Aliens to make NYC
richer than Qatar. 60,000 people in city homeless shelters, not Qatar NYC.
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12-15-2018 “presidential political psychology,” The Psychiatrist Failure to read the
secret files on the WindmillCAR's. Machiavellian, Prince Salman today. Psychology
of Prince Harry raising money for wounded warriors who would rather be driving a
2019 Ford WindmillCAR back in 1980 London. Plague of London's Breast-Ovary
Cancer is a War Prince Harry refused to fight! Watch This Wolf Go Fishing as Gina
has the audio and video of Prince Harry going into battle in Afghanistan killing
women there well as in London. War Crimes!

12-15-2018 How much money did Britain take away from India? "About $45
trillion in 173 years," says top economist. Scam was tax in India when to the
British then the British sold food getting more money. The article goes on and on
about this scam but it is true tax scam on India. India put on taxes and the
British got the money and then used it to sell and make more money. $45 trillion in
todays dollars and now the Prince Salman Oil Scam is $777 Trillion leaving a billion
people in India in poverty via Prince Salman-Prince Harry.

12-15-2018

Is Paris Burning, fueled by $777 Trillion in gas station Hold Ups $$$
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The Pink Latte at Starbucks Paris goes up in flames, fiery wrecks are not just cars
on fire they drive by without helping to Cure with a Rx Recipe. ...increase in taxes
on gasoline no Manhattan Paris for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks Paris, a war
crime in this war on cancer!

12-14-2018 Sense of urgency in Einstein in Paris. Elite are 'Brain Dead' from
Expensive Oil Wine's $$$! There was no sense in making Qatar the richest 'City'
in the World instead of Paris or Key West. These 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are
drunk on Greed and Brain Dead to the Pink Latte at Starbucks.
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12-14-2018 Sense of urgency Stalinism; never turned to Einsteinism and Exodus
into the Universe! Moscow under the Stars in 2018. Nothing has fueled their
thoughts of what is out there in the Universe.

12-14-2018 iMac Computer Lab's on Duval Key West with 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 Super Computer simulations and IP invention projects. Amazon and Google
are aggressively opening offices outside of their Silicon Valley and Seattle
hometowns. On Thursday, Apple said it would invest $1 billion in Austin, Texas and
Boulder, Colorado a cat's swipe at Greg in Key West. No Apple is not going to
invents in a iMac Computer Lab in Key West. Or at the Yale Key West Medical
School or at the New Haven Yale Medical School. There is no sense of Urgency to
get the Rx Pink Recipe for the Breast-Ovary Cure of all stages in 8 days by Dr.
Lisa Oppenheimer. Gina might have a sense of Urgency about this.

12-14-2018 Growing sense of urgency "War Powers Act", a 1973 law by which
Congress sought at the end of the Vietnam War to reassert its constitutional role
in deciding when the United States would go to war... Einstein vs Netanyahu!!

12-14-2018 Sense of urgency in Einstein vs Netanyahu!! War rests with the United
States Congress, not the White House. War Today rest with Star Wars, Jewish
Aliens and Exodus into a New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies!!

12-14-2018 Sense of urgency in Einstein in Paris. Elite are 'Brain Dead' from
Expensive Oil Wine's $$$! There was no sense in making Qatar the richest 'City'
in the World instead of Paris or Key West. These 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are
drunk on Greed and Brain Dead to the Pink Latte at Starbucks.
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12-14-2018 Sense of urgency in Einstein in Paris! Strasbourg Shooting Suspect,
Chérif Chekatt, Is Killed by French Police. Hundreds of police officers had been
searching for two days for Chérif Chekatt, whose attack killed three people, left
one person brain-dead and injured 12 others.

12-14-2018 Sense of urgency in Einstein in Paris Elite are 'Brain Dead' from
Expensive Oil Wine's $$$!

12-14-2018 Sense of urgency in Einstein vs Netanyahu!! War rests with Total
Victory by the Jewish Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into... Hamas!!
Hamas trying to move the battle from Gaza, praised the killing of two Israeli
soldiers and said two fugitives who killed three Israelis belonged to the group.

12-14-2018 56-to-41 vote was a rare move by the Senate to limit presidential
war powers and sent a potent message of disapproval for a nearly four-year
conflict that has killed thousands of civilians and brought famine to Yemen.
Moments later, senators unanimously approved a separate resolution to hold Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia personally responsible for the death
of the journalist, Jamal Khashoggi

12-14-2018 MD Oversight is close to Oversight for fuel bills of $777 Trillion paid
to Saudi Arabia by gas stations in Miami, Cuba, Grin Hahahahahahaha. He said the
bill was “good news for U.S. taxpayers, and underscores the need for strong
oversight of the Department of Defense.” U.S. Bills Saudis and Emirates $331
Million for Refueling Warplanes in Yemen. The Emirates ambassador to the United
States, Yousef Otaiba, said in an email, “The U.A.E. will cover its bills as we have
$777 Trillion that was censored by the NY Times from this article. Grin $$$.
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12-14-2018 56-to-41 vote was a rare move by the Senate to make Heart Organ
Donations mandatory along with all our other Organs but this Bill will be named
after Cheney!

12-14-2018 MD Oversight By Cheney looking for his second Heart Transplant. A
Human Heart, Left Aboard, Sends Airplane Back to Where it Started. Passengers
were delayed for hours as pilots returned to Seattle, setting off speculation about
how long the heart would be viable and where it was headed. The Heart was not
for Cheney or a Saudi Prince. The Heart its valves and tissues were meant for use
in future surgeries, according to Deanna Santana, a spokeswoman for Sierra Donor
Services, a Sacramento-based organ and tissue recovery agency. The heart needed
to reach the offices of LifeNet Health, in a suburb of Seattle, within a short
period of time — 48 hours after the donor’s death — to be usable.

12-14-2018 MD Oversight and censored statistics on how many of Saudi Arabia
and UAE's Prince's got a Heart Transplant cutting in front of the line paying
bribes and Kickbacks to MD's.

12-14-2018 Urgent front page story about USA women in Saudi Arabia and UAE.
"Troubled Girls Were Sent to Hawthorne to Heal. Many Were Lured Into the Sex
Trade Instead." The Hawthorne Cedar Knolls Residential Treatment Center in
Mount Pleasant, N.Y., is being closed. The Sex Trade in Saudi Arabia and UAE is
Open. Gina has audio and video of this Sex Trade. The Jewish Board announced it
would close Hawthorne not Saudi Arabia and UAE. Do you think Netanyahu is
immune from the Sex Trade Statistics in Saudi Arabia, UAE and New York State?
He is not a Einstein at Math but can do this sex trade math $$$ in his head... No
Apple never offered to open a iMac Computer Lab atg Hawthorne.
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12-14-2018 ...was to look for X-rays created by cosmic rays bouncing off the
moon. Instead, the scientists found a powerful source of X-rays in the
constellation Scorpius; it became known as Sco X-1. X-ray astronomy - Now we
are looking for Verizon Cell Calls and live video conferencing of Star Wars Generals
in a shouting match about Earth. Grin. Gina does not have this audio and video yet.
But it can be invented. The telescope was launched in 1978. NASA called it the
Einstein X-Ray Observatory.

12-14-2018

12-14-2018

12-14-2018 The telescope was launched in 1978. NASA called it the Einstein XRay Observatory. Netanyahu must have cut in front of the Einstein line in 1979,
grin. Ending production of a fleet of manned Einstein Telescopes and Shuttles. Why
NASA never named a Super Shuttle Einstein is because Natanyahu went to war not
Star Wars.

12-14-2018

12-13-2018 Key West - Starbucks Crown Plaza Hotel La Concha covered all the
electric outlets for wifi users this story will be in the NY Times tomorrow, Grin!
Instead of discouraging Wi-Fi moochers and freelance nomads in its lobbies, the
Ace Hotels took another step to actively encourage them and signal their welcome.
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It put outlets everywhere and catered to the creative crowd. The midtown
Manhattan crowds came quickly for the trendy design, unlocked Wi-Fi — and
equally unlocked rest rooms. “What we wanted was for our lobbies to act as
community gathering spaces and designed them with that in mind,” Kelly Sawdon,
partner and chief creative officer at Ace Hotels, said. “Our hotels are borne from
our love for cities and people, and that means providing space for everyone,
regardless of whether they’re guests or our neighbors.” The communal tables at
the Ace hotel in New York City are frequently full. The available snacks are ones
expected at a trendy coffee shop or bar, not necessarily a hotel’s first floor.
From noon to 4 a.m., the lobby bar serves everything from Stumptown coffee, to a
crisp tofu bowl and gluten free cannabis brownies (with 12mg of CBD oil).

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to Windmill CAr's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon Windmill CAr's + RV's

12-13-2018 DETOX Latte at Starbucks for Florida Lottery Tickets, Gambling is a
plague on society that the NY Times censors as a plague on humanity, even Jimmy
Carter with his Habitat for Humanity knows most of Humanity are addicted
gamblers. This story will open the Gates Of Heaven. "2 Nuns Suspected in
$500,000 Theft From Catholic School Had a Taste for Gambling, Church Says"

12-13-2018 MD's at the bottom of the Class on in "Art of the Diagnosis Test"
who can't get the correct diagnosis are killing someone today in our 1984 Society
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and causing harm to thousands of patients! They should be but are not one's fired
by the Generals in the Video Conference shouting about war and the war on cancer!
This is the iBody Cam MD Times. Time Magazine cover pictures of a MD with a
camera on their head. Remember MD's only wash their hands if someone is looking!
2 White Men at 1984 HQ can let them build Boeing Dreamliners... (instead of
giving them the Dreams to be Doctors who do more harm than the Editors of the
NY Times would like to make Headlines with statistics) they probably are, grin.

This is the iBody Cam MD Times. Time Magazine cover pictures of a MD with a
camera on their head.

Spying on the Dog (or Cat) Do you really want to know what your pets are doing
while you’re away?

Spying on your MD, Nurse Practitioner NP Do you really want to know what they
are doing while you're waiting... Should a 1984 City Hall put a monitor in the
waiting room for you to watch and listen to them on? Nursing station treats, cat,
dogs treats. Should you be able to listen to their Gossip goings on?

Time Person of the Year Cover... Gina is pulling her hair out 'Tortured' adjusting
her breast cancer 'war stories' for the top brass. That could potentially lead to a
Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks that cures Breast-Ovary cancer in all stages in
8 days.

CIA John Kerry; If We Fail on Climate, It Won’t Be Just Trump’s Fault. If we fail
on in the 'War on Breast-Ovary Cancer' it will be the fault of 2 White Men at
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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1984 HQ addicted to MIT War Toys... MIT is in Boston near my Home.

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to Windmill CAr's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon Windmill CAr's + RV's

12-13-2018 The Florida Department of Health says four children who were
diagnosed with measles were never vaccinated. The health agency says the children
in Sarasota County on Florida's Gulf. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ act as make
believe Doctors in this war on getting everyone vaccinated. Only cure is invent a
way to put all vaccines in the drinking water. This Miracle is a Manhattan Project
not a Moon Shot.

12-13-2018 France Declares Strasbourg Shooting an Act of Terrorism!! 2019
WindmillCAR's are selling and France is driving gasoline Terrorists not the Jewish
Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca

12-13-2018 The attacker yell “Allahu akbar,” or “God is great” in Arabic!! Chérif
Chekatt, 29, who was born in Strasbourg. He was released from prison in late
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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2015.

12-13-2018 The Jewish Hero Yelled 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's' in Mecca!! The
attack Tuesday night hit one of France’s most popular Christmas markets,
unleashing chaos. If the French People knew about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
there would be Chaos on Christmas Day as this is a Godsend killed by the Elite Men
at Total Oil Company.

12-13-2018 The attacker yell “Allahu akbar,” or “God is great” in Arabic!!

12-13-2018 Israeli security forces shot two Palestinians suspected in deadly
attacks on the West Bank. Hours later, a gunman killed two Israelis... Israeli
government killed the Jewish Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca
for Total Victory over Moslems and Allah for Centuries!! Einstein out smarts
Netanyahu for Exodus into the New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and Jewish
Aliens.
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12-13-2018 Qatar has built 40,000 Trump Towers from gas stations sales in
Minneapolis $$$ Tackling Housing Crisis and Inequity, Votes to End Single-Family
Zoning In a bold move, it became the first major city in the U.S. to approve a
plan to end single-family zoning citywide, Minneapolis.

12-13-2018 Spying on the Dog (or Cat) Do you really want to know what your pets
are doing while you’re away? gadgets vying for a slice of the estimated $72 billion
pet industry, these Wi-Fi-enabled cameras come loaded with features to entertain
animals and assuage their absentee owners’ guilt, including treat-dispensers, laserpointing games, and two-way audio that lets you hear and talk to your pet
remotely. One device even offers two-way video, so your pet can see you. And it’s
all controlled by a smartphone. What could be easier?

12-13-2018 iMac @ $18,400 super computer simulations on anatomy of Aerobic
activities... like jogging and interval training can make our cells biologically
younger, according to a noteworthy new experiment. Weight training may not have
the same effect, the study found, raising interesting questions about how various
types of exercise affect us at a microscopic level and whether the differences
should perhaps influence how we choose to move.

Some researchers have speculated that the most pervasive anti-aging effects of
exercise may occur at the tips of our chromosomes, which are capped with tiny
bits of matter known as telomeres. Telomeres seem to protect our DNA from
damage during cell division but, unfortunately, shorten and fray as a cell ages. At
some point, they no longer safeguard our DNA, and the cell becomes frail and
inactive or dies.
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12-13-2018 iMac @ $18,400 super computer simulations on anatomy of Aerobic
activities... “the mean pulse rate was much lower than with running,” This super
computer simulation will finally let you know what your target heart rate is 140 for
Greg and what it does you your body. “to keep your cells young.” A super computer
simulation of your 'cells on Aerobics' would give this NY Times journalists a far
faster article to write... grin. By Gretchen Reynolds. Articles before and after a
Super Computer Simulation, compare them. Is Aerobic Exercise the Key to
Successful Aging? Sorry there are NO iMac's @ 18,400 for super computer
simulations at the NY Times. Really.

12-13-2018

12-13-2018

10 Classic Christmas Movies That Our NY Times Critics Didn’t See Coming...
Disney's "2019 Ford WindmillCAR's, Merry Christmas America as you get all your
gas money refuned in this Disney Christmas Day movie.

2019 Time Person of the Year Cover... Gina is pulling her hair out 'Tortured'
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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adjusting her breast cancer 'war stories' for the top brass. That could potentially
lead to a Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks that cures Breast-Ovary cancer in all
stages in 8 days.

2019 Bolster their credibility; Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer's fired from Los Alamos all
these Decades gets this Rx Pink Latte Recipe and sets up iMac Labs in NYC, for
Elite Diagnosis right the first time for everyone in the USA, Everyone!! MD's at
the bottom of the Class who can't get the correct diagnosis are the one's fired by
the Generals. Come on a Drunk on the Job White House Admiral MD. iDash cam on
the Doctors heads. Iowa Dairy Farmers turning a blind eye to this killings of
patients... a war crime!

12-12-2018 USA MD's will get to spend... $867 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenue
money these US Lawmakers approved for Prince Salman and Qatar Prince, a war
crime $$$. U.S. lawmakers approved an $867 billion bill that ditched new work
requirements for food stamps.

12-12-2018 iMac Computer Lab with iMac's with Xeon 18 core CPU's NYC has
none! None!!

12-12-2018 Ivanka who gets the gas engine Mercedes when she wanted the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR so as not to cause birth defects and childhood cancers! She has
a conscience, Trump-Salman are mentally ill she knows.

12-12-2018 Hell; Russia Wants to Extend U.S. Space Station. Correction NASA
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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wants to Extend its self with $ Trillions confiscated from Prince Salman-Trump,
grin!! Mystery of Alpha Centauri the nearest Star System will no longer be a
Mystery it will be alive with Jewish Aliens and Exodus into the rest of the 12
Trillion Galaxies the Russians used nerve agent on... more into killing Russian Spy's
in London than Jewish Aliens at the Nearby Stars. Misconduct by the Ruling Class
Drunk on the Riches of Oil Wine and London Casino's. Crude Oil Riches built Prince
Harry-Salmans Wounded Warriors instead of buying them 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
for every Christmas. The Misguided Priorities of Our Educational System,
correction our Ruling Class kids Trump-Salman. Mentally ill.

12-12-2018 Hell; Russians are still 'Spaced Out' Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, born
Dec. 11, 1918, did more than anyone else to bring the Soviet Union to its cubical
office with no Space to Expand. NASA in 2018 leaked Secret Files about the
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. Will some Russian take over Moscow with these
secret files? Oh I should say will some Russian Writer Take Over The Russian
Space Mission? Do more than anyone else to Expand the conquest of the Universe!

12-12-2018 Hell; The “Fearless Girl” sculpture has been relocated to stand next
to Moscow Cosmonauts! Putin's Alienation Sculpture will be as dramatic as the
'Fearless Girl' one when its moved next to these 2 Sculptures. Nerve Agent High
Five will be in this sculpture.
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12-12-2018 Universe Geologist NASA digging on Alpha Centauri not Mars!! Sidney
Horenstein, 82, Geologist Who Wrung Stories From Stone's, Dies. iMac Computer
Lab with iMac's @ $18,400 can crunch a lot more out of these stones with super
computer simulations and chemical reactions along with the AI Einstein's with the
Math in the Stones.

12-12-2018 The Writer Who Destroyed an Empire By MICHAEL SCAMMELL
Correction The Wounded Warriors who Destroyed a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies
for 4 billion people and got away with murder paying Blood Money to Trump's $$$

12-12-2018 Debating the Merits of a Psychiatric Treatment with and without a
iMac Computer Lab and super computer simulations. Rx Mad Man Latte Recipe and
Rx Mad Man Perfume's. Only debate there is today is live video conferencing of
several Generals in a shouting match and Binden will win killing everyone on Earth.

12-12-2018 IRS Fraud is Taxi Drivers for Pink Cab Company as 'Independent
Contractors' this is like the Iowa farm owners who get the jogger women stabbed
to death with her iPhone in her hands calling 911. Call 911 over the Pink Cab
Company owner... Star Wars Society or just a better Quality of life catching a
Pink Cab in Qatar, grin. Key West will be the Richest City in the World Again and
there will be a Pink Cab Company and the drivers will be driving a 2019 Ford
WindmillCAB a Pink one.
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12-12-2018 Secret Files on the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR too. Discipline Records of
New York Police to Stay Secret, Court Rules. iPhone iDash Cam, iCop, iTickets,
pulling you over letting you drive and talk. Record number of invention in the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's. Accessories like F-35 Radar and self driving if you are drunk
or have a heart attack the radar guides you as its AI Radar. Pay the iTicket is
instantly deducted from your debit card. Fog driving pile ups are history of secrets
inventions censored from the Headlines of the NY Times.

12-12-2018 Shout F-35 Radar at Disney. 15 people treated after Disney buses
crash near Epcot Orlando Bus rear ended another Disney Bus none of the Drivers
were Disney employees they were temps ha.
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12-12-2018 Shout 2019 Ford WinmdillCAR in Mecca' Strasbourg shooting
witnesses say Christmas market killer shouted "Allahu Akbar" Strasbourg shooting:
Gunman at large after three killed and 12 injured. Hundreds of police... thousands
of French Police for years and years until we can shout 2019 Ford WinmdillCAR's
in Mecca' the French Ruling Class are Dunk on Oil Wine!

12-12-2018 USA MD's will get to spend... $867 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenue
money these US Lawmakers approved for Prince Salman and Qatar Prince, a war
crime $$$. U.S. lawmakers approved an $867 billion bill that ditched new work
requirements for food stamps.

12-12-2018 Fearless Jew Hero who Drives the 2019 Ford WinmdillCAR's into
Mecca has to be fearless of the Generals! Can We Ever Be Truly Fearless? We’ve
needed fear to survive as a species. But how do you not let the emotional response
of the fear reflex run wild? Fearless Jew Hero who Drives the 2019 Ford
WinmdillCAR's into Mecca has to be fearless of the Generals as Jewish Exodus into
12 Trillion Galaxies and as many Jewish Aliens will be Driven to by this Fearless
Jewish Driver...
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12-12-2018 Starbucks Crown Plaza Hotel La Concha covered all the electric
outlets for wifi users this story will be in the NY Times tomorrow, Grin! Instead of
discouraging Wi-Fi moochers and freelance nomads in its lobbies, the Ace Hotels
took another step to actively encourage them and signal their welcome. It put
outlets everywhere and catered to the creative crowd. The midtown Manhattan
crowds came quickly for the trendy design, unlocked Wi-Fi — and equally unlocked
rest rooms. “What we wanted was for our lobbies to act as community gathering
spaces and designed them with that in mind,” Kelly Sawdon, partner and chief
creative officer at Ace Hotels, said. “Our hotels are borne from our love for cities
and people, and that means providing space for everyone, regardless of whether
they’re guests or our neighbors.” The communal tables at the Ace hotel in New
York City are frequently full. The available snacks are ones expected at a trendy
coffee shop or bar, not necessarily a hotel’s first floor. From noon to 4 a.m., the
lobby bar serves everything from Stumptown coffee, to a crisp tofu bowl and
gluten free cannabis brownies (with 12mg of CBD oil).
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12-12-2018 Key West I hope... soon! Sheraton hotels will also be revamping some
450 existing lobbies, requiring each lobby to have something called the
“productivity table.” The tables will have outlets, USB ports.

12-12-2018 WindmillCAR Nobel Novelist from the Hemingway House Writing class
in your hotel lobby, grin. “The more locals you attract to your lobby, the more
genuine everything feels. And that is what travelers today are increasingly
attracted by truly authentic experiences,”

12-12-2018 So what does this mean for the future of hotel managers in Key West
who covered all the electric outlets on Christmas Day at the La Concha Hotel Key
West...

12-12-2018

12-12-2018

12-11-2018 AI app written to help you clone yourself as smart as Einstein...
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12-11-2018 This is How: The 2019 WindmillCAR Einstein outsmarts Netanyahu and
Drives it into Mecca for Total Victory and $777 Trillion dollars $$$.

12-11-2018 Correction what it's like to grow up as a child say Ivanka who gets
the gas engine Mercedes when she wanted the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR so as not to
cause birth defects and childhood cancers! She has a conscience, Trump-Salman
are mentally ill she knows.

12-11-2018 AI app written to help you clone yourself as smart as Einstein...

12-11-2018 AI app written to help you clone yourself as smart as Einstein...

12-11-2018 Scarce, too few Einstein's. An AI app can change the number of
Einstein's in High School. This is the better AI app. So you say how could you
possibly learn the Math equations of advanced physics... Trump fired this
Professor in season one, grin.

12-11-2018 Gina with the Math Equations of Einstein in her Day to Day
thoughts...

12-11-2018 ‘Fearless Girl’ Moves to a ‘Bigger Stage’ Diesel Cloud of Thick Black
Smoke from a Truck... the super computer simulation has been censored by the NY
Times and Prince Salman-Trump.
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12-11-2018 ‘Fearless Girl’ Moves to a ‘Bigger Stage’ The “Fearless Girl” sculpture
has been relocated to stand opposite the New York Stock Exchange. The statue
was installed in Lower Manhattan by a Boston-based financial firm to draw
attention to “the power of women in leadership.”

Correction what it's like to grow up as a child say Ivanka who gets the gas engine
Mercedes when she wanted the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR so as not to cause birth
defects and childhood cancers! She has a conscience, Trump-Salman are mentally ill
she knows.

12-11-2018 Buying Stock in the Fearless Girl Sculpture!

12-11-2018 Sculpture Like Joe Biden. I Urge Him Not to Run... Fearless Biden
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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the Warrior who will get everyone on Earth killed over Oil, Water, Copper, Zinc,
Fish, Coal, Fuel prices, Chad, Congo, Tibet!! Oh yes and North Korea.

12-11-2018 2019 Time Person of the Year Cover... Gina is pulling her hair out
adjusting her breast cancer 'war stories' for the top brass. That could potentially
lead to a Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks that cures Breast-Ovary cancer in all
stages in 8 days.

12-11-2018 Time's Person of the Year 2018 - 2019 Breast-Ovary Cancer Women
40,000 Slain by War instead of helped by a War on Cancer! Masterminds of this
goings-on are 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who are Warriors like Biden not Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer MD's. Out to cure cancer in all stages in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte
Recipe at Starbucks! Paradise Lost to War Toys huge satellites still regularly fly
into orbit, especially ones devoted to espionage and national security. These
gargantuan craft are made by some of the world’s largest corporations, and the
costs can run to billions of dollars — creating an incentive to keep making them big,
aerospace critics say, Gina is pulling her hair out over Breast-Ovary War Stories
for the Generals who order this satellites for a Nobel Novel that will be written on
iMac's @ $18,400 at the Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West by 400
women all writing on the 'Same Page' in 2019.
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12-11-2018 Time's Person of the Year 2018 Jamal Khashoggi, other journalists
are Time's Person of the Year 2018. Assassinated by Prince Salman-Trump Slain
Washington Post journalist Jamal Khashoggi

12-11-2018 Einstein's future wife, a 20-year old Serbian woman Mileva Maric,
also enrolled at the Polytechnic that year. She was the only woman among the six
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students in the mathematics and physics section of the teaching diploma course.
Over the next few years, Einstein and Maric's friendship developed into romance,
and they read books together on extra-curricular physics in which Einstein was
taking an increasing interest. In 1900, Einstein passed the exams in Maths and
Physics and was awarded the Federal Polytechnic teaching diploma.[31] There have
been claims that Maric collaborated with Einstein on his 1905 papers,[32][33]
known as the Annus Mirabilis papers, but historians of physics who have studied
the issue find no evidence that she made any substantive contributions

12-11-2018 Someone came by with the inevitable “less” versus “fewer” conundrum.
“Fewer is typically used with things you can count, but weights and distances are
exceptions,” she said. “Less” is used in references to mass nouns like sugar, flour
or dirt. Ms. Jovin knows these rules are complicated and often misapplied. She
referenced a recent article that reported “fewer than five percent of companies”
have female C.E.O.s. The construction bothered her. “‘Fewer’ to me sounds
pedantic in this case and even wrong” she said, because it applies to the
percentage of C.E.O.s and not the C.E.O.s themselves. “I hate grammar
snobbery.”

12-11-2018 "Baghdad’s Fortified Green Zone Opens to Public After 15 Years" By
FALIH HASSAN and ROD NORDLAND

12-11-2018 LA, NYC, Duval Key West, Diesel Zones have been open to kids
breathing in black clouds of chemicals light years from being a Green Fortified
Zone for USA Children resulting in Secret Causalities of the War in Baghdad as
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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this is were the Diesel come out of the Earth. $300 million a week for the last 15
years has gone to the Pentagon Generals War Chest for MIT War Toys not a cure
for Childhood Cancers and Birth defects from Diesel, a war crime.

12-11-2018 American troops took $300 million a week in OIL avenging a deadly
attack on their fellow soldiers, and the seizure has complicated LA, NYC, Duval
Street Key West Air + Diesel when the Troops Generals could have been the
Hero's driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into LA, NYC, and Duval Key West.

12-11-2018 Illegal Mining, ‘Worse Than at Any Other Time,’ Threatens Amazon,
Study Finds... Heavy Life Helicopter Combines harvesting Figs + Cashews. Illegal
suppression of this invention threatens the next generation of farm combines world
wide for many different crops even fish farming and ocean fishing with Heavy Lift
Helicopter combines, windmill driven one's!

12-11-2018 Voyager 2 Has Entered the Space Between Solar Systems

12-11-2018 A Tragedy in Yemen, Made in America. Tracing an airstrike halfway
around the world back to an American bomb factory. Los Alamo is the 'Bomb'
Factory #1. Still making bombs at Los Alamos. Oppenheimer was fired for a good
reason, he didn't want to make bombs at Los Alamos. Several generations of
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Oppenheimer were also fired by each and every President, even Jimmy Carter.

12-11-2018 Tragedy of refueling... in 2018 when Ford WindmillCAR's are the
fuel! Marines gave few details about the accident, but said that an investigation
was still going on. “It is not confirmed that aerial refueling was ongoing when the
mishap occurred,” the statement said. Japan’s defense ministry said that the two
planes collided midair before crashing into the sea. The pilot of the F/A-18
Hornet, Capt. Jahmar F. Resilard, 28, of Miramar, Fla., died in a hospital after
the rescue. Yale Key West Medical School students didn't get into the Generals
live video conference to help save the Captains life with their Elite diagnosis.

12-11-2018 Scan kids eyes at JFK get blood to test from everyone... No Way,
Historic Terminal at Kennedy Airport Will Have Fine Dining by Vongerichten. The
chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten has been chosen to run a restaurant and a lounge
inside the refurbished T.W.A. terminal.

12-11-2018 Culture of Qatar and Mexico created by Masterminds with Oil
Revenues beyond belief. "A Moment in Mexico: Children of the Narco Zone. What
it’s like to grow up as the child of an avowed gangster." By EVERARDO GONZÁLEZ
Correction what it's like to grow up as a child say Ivanka who gets the gas engine
Mercedes when she wanted the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR so as not to cause birth
defects and childhood cancers! She has a conscience, Trump-Salman are mentally ill
she knows.
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12-11-2018 Power of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's accessories; plug in your
Home! Thousands still without power after deadly snowstorm blankets the South
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. — A paralyzing storm in the South dumped up to two feet of
snow and claimed the lives of at least two people. More than 327,000 homes

12-11-2018 Yale Key West Medical School Doctors would have ended all Road
Rage Drivers in 2011. Suspect arrested in road-rage killing of FDNY firefighter
Police have arrested a suspect in connection with the road-rage death of an offduty firefighter on a Brooklyn highway, law enforcement sources told The Post.

12-11-2018 Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks to cure Gambling Addictions - DETOX
for Gamblers cause by Trump Qatar Casino's false Home. Two nuns who worked at
a Catholic school in California have admitted embezzling about $500,000
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(£396,000) and using it to gamble in Las Vegas. Sisters Mary Kreuper and Lana
Chang took the money from St James' Catholic School in the city of Torrance,
near Los Angeles, to spend in casinos.

12-11-2018 QLED 8K video for your iMac @ $18,400 with multiple 55" monitors
in your iMac Computer Labs on Duval Key West.

12-11-2018

12-11-2018

12-11-2018 Hanukkah, the eight-day celebration of the Jewish Festival of Lights.
12 Trillion Lights are all Galaxies in the New Universe. Jews Want Einstein! Not
Netanyahu!!

12-10-2018 Christians + Jews Surviving a Criminal Presidency + Pentagon 40,000
Dead women in 2018 from Breast-Ovary Cancer with no Manhattan Project and a
Rx Pink Latte Recipe for a Starbucks cure of all stages of Breast-Ovary cancer in
8 Days. The 8 Day war from the criminals at the Pentagon is a lot longer and cost
$777 Trillion they got from Prince Salman.

12-10-2018 General John Kelly; This is really a war crime. These Generals in the
Live Conference call are now accused of being deaf and dumb as a rock, Earth
being the Rock and Aliens we can hear with one invention being the deaf to Jewish
Aliens.
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12-10-2018 Gina is pulling her hair out adjusting her breast cancer war stories for
the top brass. That could potentially lead to a Rx Pink Ate at Starbucks that
cures Breast-Ovary cancer in all stages in 8 days.

12-10-2018 Wall St. Ignored Signs of Trouble for decades. Now It Risks lives of
Jew Hero's driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca for riches beyond
belief for the USA. Jews Want Einstein + Exodus, Not Netanyahu!! Where’s Our
Warp Drive to the Stars, Netanyahu sold it Out, sold us Out to Prince Salman for
$$$ blood money. How will Einstein outsmart Netanyahu?

12-10-2018 Kate Zernike Dumb as a Rock. 40,000 dead from Breast-Ovary and
Kate had to censor this on orders from the editors of the NY Times. ‘Year of the
Woman’ Is More Than Just One Year. Women ran and won in record numbers this
year, but the ultimate goal, activists say, is to achieve parity with men in
Congress. Ultimate goal is the Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Latte that cures
all stages of breast-ovary cancer in 8 days. This is smart as Gina at the CIA. By
KATE ZERNIKE Kate can testify at the war crimes trials she had to censor the Rx
Pink Latte cure from her article in the NY Times. The evidence, is not
circumstantial at best the NY Times editors at their worst fighting the war on
breast-ovary cancer. Off to wars but not cancer wars. How dumb is a rock at the
NY Times?

2018 the Newest iMac Pro with 18 Core Xeon cost $18,000 each add another
$25,000 for Anatomy Cad, Math Cad, Auto Cad, Acrobat cost $3,000 for each
iMac. Video apps cost $4K

12-10-2018 Yes the 2019 iMac Computer Labs on Duval Street in Key West will
have live video conferencing and you can cut and copy the Live Conference of the
Generals in a shouting match over $777 Trillion in MIT War Toys and This Dumb
Rock we call Earth. Yes you can copy and past all breast ovary medical school
videos. This is not a Dumb Rock iMac Computer Lab. You will become Super
Computer Literate in this iMac Computer Lab on Duval Street Key West.
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iMac Computer Labs on Duval Street Key West. 2018 the Newest iMac Pro with 18
Core Xeon cost $18,000 each add another $25,000 for Anatomy Cad, Math Cad,
Auto Cad, Acrobat cost $3,000 for each iMac. Video apps cost $4K Open 24/7
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2018 the Newest iMac Pro with 18 Core Xeon cost $18,000 each add another
$25,000 for Anatomy Cad, Math Cad, Auto Cad, Acrobat cost $3,000 for each
iMac. Video apps cost $5K
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2018 the Newest iMac Pro with 18 Core Xeon cost $18,000 each add another
$25,000 for Anatomy Cad, Math Cad, Auto Cad, Acrobat cost $3,000 for each
iMac. Video apps cost $4K

12-10-2018 iMac Computer Lab with iMac's with Xeon 18 core CPU's NYC has
none! None!! Unexpected entertainment at a rooftop cookout, getting a good price
on a microwave oven and other reader tales of New York City in this week’s
Metropolitan Diary. The NY Times actually pays someone to write the Metropolitan
Diary. Instead of 1,001 IP invention projects on every iMac in the iMac Computer
Lab on 5th Avenue.
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12-10-2018 Surviving a Criminal Presidency + Pentagon 40,000 Dead women in
2018 from Breast-Ovary Cancer with no Manhattan Project and a Rx Pink Ate
Recipe for a Starbucks cure of all stages of Breast-Ovary cancer in 8 Days. The 8
Day war from the criminals at the Pentagon is a lot longer and cost $777 Trillion
they got from Prince Salman.

12-10-2018 General John Kelly; This is really a war crime. These Generals in the
Live Conference call are now accused of being deaf and dumb as a rock, Earth
being the Rock and Aliens we can hear with one invention being the deaf to Jewish
Aliens.

12-10-2018 Prosecutors say President Trump organized illegal payments to two
women during the presidential campaign. Now they want to know if he was 'Dumb
as a Rock' until Ivanka's Breast Cancer was diagnosed... Breast-Ovary dead is the
Wild Card in War Crimes trials against Trump + Salman fueling $777 Trillion in gas
station hold up loot to the Dump as a Generals in the Live Conference call.
Generals would not take the live conference call from the Yale Key West Medical
School. Why N.Y. Lawmakers Think They Deserve a $50,000 Raise because
40,000 USA women will die from Breast-Ovary cancers in 2018 and another
40,000 in 2019. NY State lawyers and Lawmakers are war criminals if you count
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. By JESSE MCKINLEY A Struggling Desert Town
Bets Its Future on Pot Selling pot to 40,000 women tortured to death by cancers
and Pentagon Generals By NATHANIEL POPPER Battered women are no longer front
page news in the NY Times. Battered ISIS Keeps Grip on Last Piece of Territory
for Over a Year... A Year when 40,000 USA women died from Breast-ovary
cancer. Now you can convict the Generals of being Dumb as a Rock for this dump
stunt with ISIS and USA women. This is really a war crime. These Generals in the
Live Conference call are now accused of being deaf and dumb as a rock, Earth
being the Rock and Aliens we can hear with one invention being the deaf to Jewish
Aliens.
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12-10-2018 "Shots were fired from a passing Palestinian gas engine car towards
Israeli civilians who were standing at the bus station,” the Israeli army said. 7
Israelis Wounded in West Bank Bus Stop Shooting carried out in a gas engine car
that should not be on the road in the first place with Times being of the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's rule the roads in Israel.

12-10-2018 Virginia and North Carolina declared states of emergency as
thousands of USA women will die this week from Breast-Ovary cancer. There is no
state of emergency for these cancer but for a snow storm. This is Dumb as a
Rock. Virginia and North Carolina declared states of emergency as thousands of
customers lost electricity. Many people heeded warnings to stay off slick roads,
but there were still hundreds of accidents. Thousands of customers lost electricity
because the Dumb as a Rock 2 White Men at 1984 HQ stifled the iPod size GE
electric generator you can plug in all your GE appliances in a snow storm. And Keep
warm with cell and wifi working with no electricity in the wires coming into your
Home. This is Star Wars or would be for George Orwell being Dumb as a Rock.
Many people heeded warnings to stay off slick roads, but there were still hundreds
of accidents.
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12-10-2018 On the Front Porch, Drunks and Drugs Life in Full View, chronic
wasting diseases as the iMac Computer labs on Duval Key West and 5th Avenue in
NY City are not up and running... City Hall war crime.

12-10-2018 Rx Alcoholic Latte at Starbucks... AA 12 Steps will serve this Rx
Alcoholic Latte. Star Wars Drunks... No Way!

12-10-2018 Bed Sores affect 2.5 million patients in the United States alone, lead
to the deaths of about 60,000 of them a year, and cost about $10 billion to
treat. IP invention projects discrepancies, the iMac Computer lab will equal this
out.

12-10-2018

12-9-2018 Hanukkah is a truly profound holiday lighting the Jew Hero who will
drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca, drive home $777 Trillion in illegal oil
revenue from gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba.

12-9-2018 iMac Computer Labs as large as Whole Foods; Embracing Life on the
Front Porch is a weekly newsletter focused on identity and culture, with
provocative stories by NY Times Editors who have not been in an iMac Computer
Lab for decades and have no plans at promoting more iMac Computer Labs on Duval
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Street Key West than their are Bars and Starbucks. Yes the 2019 iMac Computer
Labs on Duval Street in Key West will have live video conferencing and you can cut
and copy the Live Conference of the Generals in a shouting match over $777
Trillion in MIT War Toys and This Dumb Rock we call Earth. Yes you can copy and
past all breast ovary medical school videos. This is not a Dumb Rock iMac Computer
Lab. You will become Super Computer Literate in this iMac Computer Lab on Duval
Street Key West.

12-9-2018 Insufficient health coverage + iMac Computer Labs Super Computer
Simulations in Rx Recipe's for Starbucks Latte's that cure...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain The brain is an organ that serves in its times.
Wikipedia will be replaced in the iMac Computer lab with iMac 18 Core Xeon CPU's
that can run super computer simulations and let you copy and past videos of super
computer simulation in your Google GMail. Yes Google will have to update GMail for
the iMac Computer Labs on Duval Key West. Who will update the Generals Video
Conference at the White House, the shouting Mad Men Generals living on a Dumb
Rock Earth when there are 12 Trillion Galaxies and riches beyond belief, the Jew
Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR grin!

12-9-2018 NY Times for Today is... Army Navy Football game! Dumb as a Rock
Defense Dept Generals in a Live Video Conference are Dumb as a Rock this Rock
Earth. DOD struggling with Rock Earth in their New Universe of 12 Trillion
Galaxies.A new perspective on 'War Crimes.' in this Universe. DOD live video
conference jokes about expensive taste in MIT War Toys. Gina is pulling her hair
out adjusting her breast cancer war stories for the top brass. That could
potentially lead to a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks that cures Breast-Ovary cancer in
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all stages in 8 days and the Top Brass are Dumb as Rocks about this Starbucks
Pink Latte Recipe and there are no iMac Lab Super Computer Simulations. Super
Computer Simulations are for Nuclear literacy, now we travel on the Breast Ovary
Super Computer Simulations Paradise Lost and lives lost by Dumb Rock Generals not
into the War on Cancer.

12-9-2018 DOD Dumb as a Rock when this story is cloned 143 times a day. "New
Zealand Police Find Body in Search for Grace Millane, a British Backpacker" Gina is
pulling out her hair adjusting the Rx Mad Man Latte Recipe for Starbucks.

12-9-2018 President Trump said Ms. Nauert “has done a great job” at the State
Department. 40,000 dead from Breast Cancer just in the USA in 2018. Time's
persons of the Year. Time will put these 40,000 dead on the cover of the 2019
issue of Time Magazine. State Department did a Good Job Trump will say again...
maybe unless Gina pulls out all her hair!!

12-9-2018 Ms. Nauert “has done a great job” at driving gas engine cars all over
the World so Life in Tijuana Means Negotiating ‘La Linea,’ an Always Present Wall
an impenetrable obstacle the Mexican Oil Company Revenues of $777 Trillion
dollars. Kerry at the State Dept put this much cash on pallets and shipped them to
the Elite in Mexico who didn't change Life in Tijuana like the Elite in Qatar
changed Life for its Citizens. The Rx Mad Man Latte Recipe at Starbucks will cure
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this Mad Men in Mexico. Grin! Get a Mad Man Latte for Trump too.

12-9-2018 Dumb Rocks Generals; President Trump appointed more generals to
senior positions than any other modern president. But with John Kelly’s resignation,
only one general remains. Here’s what happened. Prince Salman went Mad! Now so
many Generals mixed up in Crude Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion dollars are calling
each other Dumb Rocks in Live Video Conferences as Gina is pulling out her hair for
Bald Breast Cancer Women.

12-9-2018 Players Always Lose Industry’s Shell Game With Jobs and hourly wages
and salary in the USA. So hire a Prince from Qatar to be the Human Resource
Manager of all Industry's. Jobs at Microsoft would pay $100K to start as the
norm. Prince Bill Gates from Qatar not the real Bill Gates would give medical and
software perks like he had $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in Chase Bank. Players
have always lost in the USA since the Real World Prince Bill Gates only hires temps
not Real Microsoft Employees. NY Times too and they got away with Murder of not
being responsible in wrongful death lawsuits of Kim Wall and thousands of women
temps murdered at Microsoft. Domestic and criminal murders. Like Jimmy Carter
they are at peace with their God. Not Gina she is still looking for some hair to pull
out of her bald head for these temps. Does the CIA hire Temps from Kelly?
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12-9-2018 Is Listening to a Book the Same Thing as Reading It? Each is best
suited to different purposes, and neither is superior. Superior is reading in an iMac
Computer Lab that lets you address 1,001 super computer simulations with riches
beyond belief just what super computers can do with HIV tracking from person to
person, 100K or a million. Just wait until Gina is finished watching the BreastOvary super computer simulation for riches beyond belief at this Book Reading.
What we can expect in the next Star Wars Movie from Disney in 3-D Super
Computer Simulations of 40,000 Breast-Ovary women in one Super Computer
Simulation using several Super Computers linked!! A first for Disney!!

12-9-2018 Trump Defrauded... the USA. Illegal scheme to manipulate and sell
gasoline on a Earth with 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. A War Crime! Trumps Christmas
Gift Guide for Ivanka, a new gas engine car, talk about being a Dumb Rock.
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12-9-2018 Texans are better at War Crimes for $777 Trillion in crude oil
revenues $$$ Caught on audio and video Texans are in the same video as Prince
Salman. The Bone Saw is not for Texans and people who work for the Saudi Prince
but for MD's. The super computer simulation of the next generation of bone saws
will be like Star Wars MD's using a bone saw not killers from Saudi Arabia and
Texas. Breast Ovary Cancer Anomalies in Texas and Saudi Arabia have been
ignored for decades. Gina is pulling out her hair! Murder and torture of Breast
Ovary cancer women in Texas headlines in the NY Times. Big Risk in using the
Texas illegal oil revenues of $777 Trillion to cure Breast Ovary Cancers!! Cows with
misfolded proteins known as Mad Cows have tortured and killed many Americans
while the NY Times censors this for Texans.

12-9-2018 Rx Latte Recipe for Stroke at Starbucks on a super computer
simulation the recipe will be to end the stats on fathers like this one... "A few
years ago, my 85-year-old father had a stroke that forever altered his daily life.
Even though he has a generous, old-economy pension, he now barely breaks even
each month, thanks to six figures of annual medical expenses, including 24-hour
care at home. Often, when my dad needs something, he needs it now. He can’t
shop on his own, and his caretaker can’t spend her life going to specialty
pharmacies and medical supply stores. So Amazon Prime has been his lifeline." Gina
will be pulling out her hair if her Father has a stroke next week. Or her Mother.
Lets get these Rx Stroke Latte's in stock at Starbucks ASAP - Just in time...

12-9-2018 Insufficient health coverage + iMac Computer Labs Super Computer
Simulations in Rx Recipe's for Starbucks Latte's that cure...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain The brain is an organ that serves in its times.
Wikipedia will be replaced in the iMac Computer lab with iMac 18 Core Xeon CPU's
that can run super computer simulations and let you copy and past videos of super
computer simulation in your Google GMail. Yes Google will have to update GMail for
the iMac Computer Labs on Duval Key West. Who will update the Generals Video
Conference at the White House, the shouting Mad Men Generals living on a Dumb
Rock Earth when there are 12 Trillion Galaxies and riches beyond belief, the Jew
Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR grin!

12-8-2018 Hanukkah is a truly profound holiday lighting the Jew Hero who will
drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca, drive home $777 Trillion in illegal oil
revenue from gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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12-8-2018 Disney Movie of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV Homes. “At
Eternity’s Gate” of 12 Trillion Galaxies. In Key West Yesterday and today is
Streep filming "Laundromat" not exactly a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR at Exodus's
Gate into 12 Trillion Galaxies with Jew Aliens only a 4.3 light year drive.
Laundromat is a Panama movie about 11.2 million documents leaked for Netflix. 12
Trillion Galaxies is a better movie to see... in 3-D

12-8-2018 Defense Dept. DOD a bit jittery to becoming completely disoriented
and struggling with "Worlds" in their New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies.A new
perspective on 'War Crimes.' in this Universe.

12-8-2018 ...a political candidate invents a war to distract from his personal
predicament...

12-8-2018 But the war is never a Manhattan Project for the War on Breast-ovary
cancer, a war crime in the war on cancer!!

12-8-2018 Defense Secretary Jim Mattis was livid over decisions taken following
an investigation into a 2017 ambush in Niger that killed four Americans on a Green
Beret team. When they should have been assigned to drive the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR to Trump Towers. Mattis Erupts Over Niger Inquiry and Army Revisits
Who Is to Blame. A senior officer who escaped punishment for the ambush that
killed four American soldiers will be reprimanded. A junior officer’s reprimand is
rescinded. Gasoline and WindmillCAR's what will be rescinded? Niger Oil Revenues,
4 killed US troops should be shopping for a new 2019 Ford WindmillCAR today...
who will be rescinded? Trump-Salman's greed for Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion.
search for accountability in an incident that left a small team of under equipped
and poorly supported American soldiers in the African scrub to be overrun by
fighters loyal to the Islamic State. More than a year after the ambush — the
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American military’s largest loss of life in Africa since the 1993 “Black Hawk Down”
debacle in Somalia — top military leaders continue to battle over how to apportion
blame and who should be held accountable. Prince Trump-Salman Oil Company. Jews
Want Einstein not Netanyahu. Troops want to drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
not a gas or diesel Hummer Under Armor for Niger Oil Company profits that go to
Trump-Salman. The Pentagon still has not issued a final summation laying out who
bears responsibility for the events leading up to the ambush or being in Niger in
the first place!! During the ambush, which lasted more than five hours, there were
multiple acts of heroism, according to the May report and video from cameras
mounted on the men’s helmets. Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into
Mecca for total Victory over Moslems was killed by Trump-Salman and others at
1984 HQ. Jew Hero was eligible for the Medal of Honor, the military’s highest
award killed by friendly fire, friendly to the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$.
Jews driving windmillCar's has stirred soul-searching saving the lives of all the
USA troops killed and wounded for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues.

12-8-2018 Court filings revealed the most direct evidence to date tying President
Trump to potentially criminal conduct involving hush payments to women.

12-8-2018 Direct evidence of Jewish Alien Women, payments to inventors working
on this Manhattan Project to travel 400 times faster than the speed of light in a
Verizon Cell Call to Alpha Centauri. The Nearest Stars in search of overhearing
their conversations and live streamed videos. Landing on Mars will not change the
World over night but getting the audio and video of Aliens at the nearest Stars
will. The president blasted former Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, calling him
“dumb as a rock” It's more like 'inventive as a rock' Earth alone in the Universe
because the State Dept orders don't include the Nearest Stars.
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12-8-2018 The president blasted former Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, calling
him “dumb as a rock” and “lazy as hell.” 'Real World Hell' When you consider 12
Trillion Galaxies real, not out there in space to distant to belief in Jewish Aliens or
a Hell for your Soul.

12-8-2018 Windmills of the French Revolution of 1789 - 2018 the rich oil men
have $777 Trillion dollars in 2018. Eiffel Tower @ Yale Key West Medical School
in Key West will be a gift from the French Government Owned Total Oil Company in
Memorial of all the Hospitals bombed by French + American Oil men for $777
Trillion in illegal oil revenues, crude Times in our History!

12-8-2018 Putin publicly divorced Katarina Tikhonova's mother in 2013, after 29
years of marriage.

12-8-2018 Putin makes Polygamy legal in Russia winning the War of the Roses,
grin.

12-8-2018 Experts with Rand Corporation want a Rx Heroin not a Rx Heroin
Antidote. This Rx Heroin Antidote was not brainstormed by anyone at the Rand
Corporation in Santa Monica. Why?
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12-8-2018 HOUSTON, Minn. (AP) - Minnesota wildlife officials say a wild deer
taken in Houston County has tested positive for apparent chronic wasting disease...
Rand Corporation experts should say the journalists need to change the disease to
"Misfolded Proteins" if we are going to get experts who study and 'think' misfolded
proteins to figure out a cure or antidote.

12-8-2018 Meat eaters must 'think' misfolded proteins eating meat from a cow
will go to your brain and kill you and there is no Manhattan Project for this disease
when there should be. If Mathis were not dumb as a rock the State Dept would
order in secret a Manhattan Project as the deaths from eating this meat from
cows with misfolded proteins will be 10,000 to 100,000 a year if no Manhattan
project is started by the State Dept today.

12-8-2018 Using quantum entanglement to study proteins, lets email this to the
folded proteins experts...

12-8-2018 Front Page of the NY Times for Today is... The process of normal
neuronal firing takes place as a communication between neurons through electrical
impulses and neurotransmitters. ... Such information is passed from neuron to
neuron via the axons, which act like the cable or wires in your house. An action
potential is an electric pulse that travels down the axon until it reaches the
synapses, where it then causes the release of neurotransmitters. ... If it causes
the membrane potential to pass the firing threshold then it will activate an action
potential in the target neuron and send it down its axon.

12-8-2018 Front Page of the NY Times for Today is... Dopamine is synthesized
from the amino acid tyrosine. Tyrosine is catalyzed into levadopa (or L-DOPA) by
tyrosine hydroxlase, and levadopa is then converted into dopamine by amino acid
decarboxylase.
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12-8-2018 Front Page of the NY Times for Today is... Army Navy Football game!
Dumb as a Rock, Trumps tweets inserted here. Rock Earth is alone in the Universe
of 12 Trillion galaxies because of the Top Brass in the Army + Navy.

12-8-2018 Front Page of the NY Times for Today is...

Hanukkah, the eight-day celebration of the Jewish Festival of Lights. 12 Trillion
Lights are all Galaxies in the New Universe. Jews Want Einstein! Not Netanyahu!!
The Jewish winter holiday celebrates a Jewish rebel army’s routing of the GreekSyrian Seleucid Empire’s forces, and its recapture of the Jewish Holy Temple in
Jerusalem. Confiscate $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot taken from
Jerusalem and Miami, Cuba from Prince Trump-Salman $$$ Riches beyond belief...
materialism Madonna no longer sings about. Inventionism Taylor Swift will sing
about in the song "The Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks Recipe." Soul of the Mad Men
Trump-Salman cured by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer's DNA gene editing. Hanukkah is a
truly profound holiday as Jewish women will no longer be tortured by Netanyahu
because Einstein and Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer will cure all stages of breast-ovary
cancer in 8 days of lights. Cost of this Starbucks Pink Latte is $8 Trillion.
Netanyahu would spent on MIT war toys!

12-7-2018 ...a political candidate invents a war to distract from his personal
predicament...

12-7-2018 But the war is never a Manhattan Project for the War on Breast-ovary
cancer, a war crime in the war on cancer!!

End of this page is the picture of Skinny the Cat... 'Kedi' coming Soon another
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Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West.

12-7-2018 Disney Movie of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV Homes. “At
Eternity’s Gate” of 12 Trillion Galaxies. In Key West Yesterday and today is
Streep filming "Laundromat" not exactly a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR at Exodus's
Gate into 12 Trillion Galaxies with Jew Aliens only a 4.3 light year drive.
Laundromat is a Panama movie about 11.2 million documents leaked for Netflix. 12
Trillion Galaxies is a better movie to see... in 3-D and motion effects of the
Revolutions of 12 Trillion Galaxies, grin. Put your quarters in the Laundromat with
Meryl Streep grin. Cities for Tomorrow conference hosted by The New York Times.
Gravity Engine Disney movie has been censored by the Editors of the Times, grin.
Daily Tweets brainstorming ideas to invent the first Gravity Engine Trump-Salman's
Hell on Earth. "Trump goes on tweetstorm before new Mueller reports..." this is
front page news in the NY Times today... ha!

12-7-2018 Princess Gloria provides around 300 hot meals a day for the poor in
this palace room. Princess Gloria von Thurn und Taxis after watching the Disney
2019 Ford WindmillCAR Movie would provide 300,000 Ford WindmillCAR's for the
hungry. The princess sees her responsibility as feeding hundreds of hungry people
in her rectory every day and being supportive of increasingly isolated priests. But
some of the priests in her court have answered the call of duty by going to war.
No not the War on Breast-Ovary Cancer. No not the Diesel-Gasoline War. The
war over kickbacks and bribes from Prince Salman.

12-7-2018 Gina don't high-five Putin, he has 'Nerve Agent' on his hands witch
will activate in 84 days.
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12-7-2018 PARIS (Reuters) - French Prime Minister Edouard Philippe said 89,000
members of the security forces would be deployed nationwide on Saturday, not for
the Manhattan Breast Cancer Cure Mobilization but for fuel prices a Orwellian
Scam on French women to distract her from Breast-Ovary cancer cure work by
89K all with an iMac paid for by French Government Owned Total Oil Company.

12-7-2018 "OPEC awaits approval from Russia to impose production cuts" this is a
war crime!

12-7-2018 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV Homes Turning Point: A "World Bank"
report concludes that more than 143 million people will need to escape crop failure,
water scarcity without mentioning the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV Homes.
Windmill Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines and H and O in your Ford WindmillCAR's
in all size cans made by NASA. Palace of Winds in Jaipur, an Indian city that
thrived in the 18th century. WindmillCAR's driving past the Palace of Winds were
bombed by the highest Caste in India for gasoline cars and oil money kickbacks and
bribes, trips to Qatar Trump Casino. A war crime.

12-7-2018 Free Disney Movies! Luxembourg to Become the First Country to Offer
Free Mass Transit for All. Yes you can watch all the free Disney movies before
you get off.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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12-7-2018 Today she died from cancer at 55. Last year, Dr. Schwartz and Dr.
Woloshin received the John P. McGovern Award from the American Medical
Writers Association. The award recognized their success in illuminating “the tradeoffs between too little diagnosis (missing problems that might benefit from earlier
treatment) and over diagnosis (harming people with problems that never needed to
be found).” As for her own illness, Dr. Schwartz received an accurate diagnosis
and coped with seven years of uncertainty as she underwent several versions of
chemotherapy. Dr. Lisa Sanders in Art of the Diagnosis should write up Dr.
Schwartz in a NY Times article, what was missed that could have let her live to
88. I really don't think Dr. Schwartz and her husband would be against JFK
airport scanners scan kids and adult eyes for diseases and problems going through
the airport... taking a blood test from everyone at JFK she might not go for.

12-7-2018

12-7-2018

12-6-2018 Heart Breaking Invention Miracles break through inventing start with
the Disney Movie of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV Homes. “At Eternity’s
Gate” of 12 Trillion Galaxies all classified. Disney's Gravity Engine Invention Movie,
a first for Disney!
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Hanukkah, the eight-day celebration of the Jewish Festival of Lights. 12 Trillion
Lights are all Galaxies in the New Universe.

12-6-2018 ...a political candidate invents a war to distract from his personal
predicament...

12-6-2018 But the war is never a Manhattan Project for the War on Breast-ovary
cancer, why? Why is because they bombed the Yale Key West Medical School in
2011 when Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion confiscated from Prince
Salman and Qatar... $$$

12-6-2018 ...a political candidate invents a war to distract from his personal
predicament...

12-6-2018 Einstein’s ‘God Letter’ From 1954 Sells for $2,892,500.

12-6-2018 Is Harvard Whitewashing a Russian Oligarch’s Fortune? Jimmy Carter
wants the Russian OilGods to go to Hell but not put on the front page of the NY
Times. Whitewashing $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Harvard Medical School
announced that the OilGod Blavatnik Family Foundation had pledged $200 million to
the institution, creating the Blavatnik Institute and Blavatnik Harvard Life Lab.
This follows on a $50 million gift by the foundation to the university in 2013.
(Asked for comment, a Harvard spokeswoman referred me to someone who handles
media relations for the foundation.) $7 Trillion of the $777 Trillion is needed for
the Rx Pink Latte Recipe for Breast-Ovary cure of all stages in 8 days, a new
Manhattan Project killed by Russian Texas Oil men for the last few decades as
they didn't what to spend the money on a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Hanukkah’s
strong message of religious freedom continues to be celebrated by Jews. Russians
+ Harvard Medical school celebrate riches beyond belief from gas station hold ups
in Miami, Cuba. Antiochus IV, the king of the Hellenistic. Money changers at
Harvard with no plans on letting Yale build the Yale Key West Medical School with
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships that would fit in Boston harbor.

12-6-2018 “Einstein often uses the word God — ‘God does not play dice with the
universe,’” Trump at the Qatar Trump Casino does play dice with the Gravity of
the Universe not tweeting anything concerning the Universe and Jewish Aliens at
Alpha Centauri.

12-6-2018 Jews Want Einstein! Not Netanyahu!! The Jewish soul has been run
over by Netanyahu in a gas engine car for $777 Trillion from Prince Salman. The
2019 Ford Exodus WindmillCAR was not sold by Netanyahu, Why, he is a mad man
in need of the Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks at goes to his brain. Super computer
simulations by a Jew will help invent this Recipe for Mad Men. Netanyahu “He
chose to throw all of that away.” That being the Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford
Exodus into Mecca headlines in the NY Times. A War Crime!!

12-6-2018 North Korean officials have insisted that the United States first sign
onto a formal declaration to end the Korean War, which they contend Mr. Trump
agreed to in Singapore

12-6-2018 Kim will drive a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into South Korea for the
Trump meeting...
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12-6-2018 Driveway to becoming a de facto nuclear weapon state

12-6-2018 Driveway to becoming a de facto Ford WindmillCAR Empire State no
longer New York, the Empire State

12-6-2018 Skripal was part of an ambitious spy-swap deal with the US in 2010,
when four Russian agents who had betrayed their country were released by the
Kremlin in exchange for 10 Russian spies in the US.

12-6-2018 Putins Mental Health hears voices too. Rx Putin Latte Recipe, Now
Mental Health Patients Can Specify Their Care Before Hallucinations and Voices
Overwhelm Them Psychiatric advance directives allow patients with serious mental
illness to specify the treatment they want if they become too sick to say so. In
Putins case before they launch Nukes into London out of the same madness in his
mind when he gave the High Five to Prince Salman. This is nothing but the same
madness everyone believes Prince Salman has and it was caused by Trump and
Kerry shipping Pallets of $777 Trillion in cash to Saudi Arabia.

12-6-2018 "He did field work in remote spots, finding indigenous remedies, trying
them himself and pouring them into books"

12-6-2018 Rx Putin-Salman Recipe finding indigenous remedies is 4 trillion Rx
Recipe that will isolate Putin-Salman from high five their wife's thinking the cure
for madness will be given to them by a woman. Gina, Ha.
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12-6-2018 He got what he called his “dream job” at the department in 1977, as
head of the Medicinal Plant Laboratory. In that job he traveled to China, the
Middle East and South America to collect specimens for a cancer-screening
program being run jointly with the National Cancer Institute. The program, he
wrote, analyzed 10 percent of the world’s known plant species for anti-tumor
activity.

12-6-2018 40,000 woman every year since 1977 died waiting for his Rx cancer
cure recipe... the Medicinal Plant Laboratory is Complicit' in these deaths

12-6-2018 Dr. Duke’s other books include “Handbook of Medicinal Herbs,” an
authoritative reference work first published in the late 1980s, and “The Peterson
Field Guide to Medicinal Plants and Herbs of Eastern and Central North America,”

12-6-2018 All the Light There Is to See? 4 x 10 to 84 Photons

12-6-2018 Astronomers have calculated all the light ever produced by all the stars
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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in the cosmos. It’s a lot, but on the cosmic whole, not that much.

12-6-2018 Measure Putin Salman Henry VIII Prince Harry every madman... get
blood from those who are alive today. In one of those exercises that you think
should be impossible or perhaps a punishment for some infraction, a team of
astronomers has now measured the total amount of light that has ever been
produced by all the stars in our universe.

12-6-2018 As neurons and proteins get caught it the firing of the synapse... As
gamma rays travel through space, they can collide with photons in the extragalactic
background, producing pairs of electrons and losing a bit of energy in the process.

12-6-2018 Madmen's primordial energy, more or less. Let there be light, indeed
and now a Rx Latte Recipe cure for Henry VIII and Prince Harry.

12-6-2018 Accepting Madmen is like Accepting Alzheimer’s, One Lost Memory at a
Time

12-6-2018 After my diagnosis, the Rx Latte for Memory was a new latte Recipe
at Starbucks Research.

12-6-2018 How to take charge of invention projects... Madmen! Madmen Inventing
is another connotation that goes with Edison and Oppenheimer. Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer with Trillions for real hope in a Rx Pink Latte Recipe. Write this up in
your minds as if the editors of the NY Times finally put her picture all 40K as the
front page picture. Bush is the front page picture on todays NY Times when it
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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should be Breast-Ovary Cancer women, all 40K. NY Times gets it all wrong
supporting gas engine cars will all the cancer cure spin off accessories of the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR Era.

12-6-2018 Gifts for Women this year, invention spirit of Star Wars starts with
Rx Perfume and Rx Cosmetics with the recipe! Spy Sunglasses... grin.

12-6-2018 "The Long Path From My Desk to a another new Clint Eastwood Film"
Longer Path to the Rx Pink Latte Recipe cure in 8 days of all stages of BreastOvary cancer in a film not by Clint... thank God! NY Times "The Best Movies of
2018" don't offer any brainstorming inventions for decade old gas engine exhaust
that does cause cancers... Heart Breaking Invention Miracles breakthrough
inventing start with the Disney Movie of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV
Homes. “At Eternity’s Gate” (see it for Willem Dafoe and the lovely light); “Black
Panther” (there’s a lot here, but mostly there is Michael B. Jordan, who can do
anything); “Bodied” (rapping and identity politics); “Cold War”; “The Day After”;
“Destroyer” (Nicole Kidman badassery); “Did You Wonder Who Fired the Gun?”
(righteous anger); “Eighth Grade”; “Golden Exits” (Alex Ross Perry’s sandpaper
touch is very fine); “The Guardians”; “Hale County This Morning, This Evening”; “If
Beale Street Could Talk”; “Custody”; “Isle of Dogs”; “The King”; “Lean on Pete”;
“Leave No Trace”; “Lizzie” (good acting with 40 whacks); “Minding the Gap”; “The
Other Side of the Wind” (imperfect Orson Welles is still Orson Welles); “RBG”
(the OG); “The Rider”; “Shoah: Four Sisters”; “The Sisters Brothers” (John C.
Reilly); “Skate Kitchen” (girls + skateboarding); “Sorry to Bother You”; “A Star Is
Born” (too much Bradley Cooper, but I love it); “Support the Girls” (Regina Hall
deserves more roles like this); “The Third Murder” (more Kore-eda); “Three
Identical Strangers” (a must-see); “Vox Lux” (sick, but in a good way); “Western”
(a finely calibrated look at men and work)."
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12-6-2018

Hanukkah, the eight-day celebration of the Jewish Festival of Lights. 12 Trillion
Lights are all Galaxies in the New Universe. The menorah delivers a message of 12
Trillion Galaxies to light up the invention High High-minded. 1,001 IP invention
projects spelled out by 1 Click Amazon links. The Jews have always been
persecuted now they have been left out of the $777 Trillion and iMac Computer
labs in several Duval Stores for the Light of Einstein...

12-5-2018 Gina saw action and torture, but not of 40,000 dead Breast-Ovary
Cancer Women a year since 9/11. How many New Manhattan Projects did Gina
think of reading this web page today? CIA briefed a few Senators and now Prince
Salman made headlines as a Mad Man Killer of the Washington Post Journalists.
Gas stations will be held up today in Miami, Cuba. Trump will try to deport the
robbers over the objections of Robert Kennedy Jr. Gina will brief congress on the
murder of Mary Kennedy when 2019 Ford WindmillCAR are driven by most CIA
employees. Maybe sooner. I can see several Manhattan Projects for Gina at the
CIA. Just look at her expression and you know the Coup is successful, grin!

12-5-2018 Manhattan Project for Gina today, get the audio and video from every
gas station hold up in the USA, tomorrow world wide. Yes Gina's iPhone app can
beep a alert for gas station hold ups!!

12-5-2018 Gina don't high-five Putin, he has 'Nerve Agent' on his hands witch
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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will activate in 84 days.

12-5-2018 ‘Vicious Oil Men Predators,’ May Soon Hunt Again as another Jew Hero
will try to Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCar into Mecca! Gina might try to drive the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca...

12-5-2018 A Funeral for a President, and they closed the Post Office, loss of $5
Billion and $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot gives them immunity to close the
Post Office. Yes the Los Alamos Manhattan Projects are also closed today.
Vaccines in the Drinking water and a Rx Pink Ate at Starbucks Recipe to cure all
stages of breast cancer in 8 days. Yes the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies is
closed by High-Minded Orwellian Elite mostly from Yale and Harvard but none are
from Yale and Harvard Medical Schools... you do the math on this Bush would say.
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12-5-2018 War on Breast-Ovary Cancer is still going on, gasoline war too.
Eritrea’s 20-year war with neighboring Ethiopia is finally over. A journalist with
roots in both nations visited to see if Eritrea can turn away from years of
inhospitality. In these 20 years Qatar built 40,000 Trump Towers and the Qatar
Trump Casino.

12-5-2018 5 Billion people need the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV Homes so
the UN said "Nearly 132 Million People Will Need Aid, U.N. Says in 2019 Appeal"
UN is complice in keeping the gasoline war going...

12-5-2018 Why do so many prisoners escape from Jail and Prisons? You are fired
immunity and distraction checking their Florida Lotto tickets... grin.

12-5-2018 Prison Escapee Is Fatally Shot by Woman After He Breaks Into Her
Home, Sheriff Says. At a news conference, the sheriff in South Carolina held up
the woman as a “shining example” of why people should own guns and know how to
use them.

12-5-2018 Bill and Melinda Gates spent all their money on Florida lottery tickets.
"Should the tax law on donations be changed? Some say yes; others think that
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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philanthropists may spend their money better than the government would." USA
women would spend money on Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos for the Rx
Pink Latte Recipe for Starbucks cure of all stages of breast cancer in 8 days...
cost is $7 Trillion, maybe more. Bill and Melinda Gates and 2 White Men at 1984
HQ would not spend time promoting this Rx Pink Latte Recipe. A War crime in the
war on cancer.

12-5-2018 Jews Want Einstein to spend money on his Super Computer Lab Not
Netanyahu on War Toys from MIT.

12-5-2018 USA women want Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos to go on a
shopping spree for cancer Nobel Novels written at the Hemingway House Writing
Class in Key West on iMac and Mac Book Pro's. Win 10 had killed enough time I
should know with the blue screen of death on this PC. And no Orwellian Observers
spending money on a iMac for Greg in Key West. I wrote Mom I will win her a
Nobel Prize on Christmas Day and she believes me...
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Key West and Utah soon will have a new medical marijuana for 40,000 breast
cancer women in 2019.

‘Complicit’ in Breast-Ovary Murders...

Rx Pink Latte Recipe Cure for breast cancer. No Key West MD's are signed up to
write this Rx but are for Rx Pot store on Duval can the women who die sue for
malpractice, wrongful deaths. Key West and Utah soon will have a new medical
marijuana law. On Monday, the first business day after Utah's medical cannabis
initiative became law, state legislators supplanted it with a more tightly controlled
plan for ... Salt Lake Tribune God will send to Hell Pot MD who don't write Rx Pink
Latte first.

12-5-2018 40,000 women in the USA who die of breast-ovary cancer will be high
on Rx Pot... a war crime by 2 white men at 1984 HQ.
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12-5-2018 Saudi Prince ‘Complicit’ in Khashoggi’s Murder, Senators Say After
C.I.A. Briefing “There is not a smoking gun, there’s a smoking saw,” Senator
Lindsey Graham said after hearing from the C.I.A. director, Gina Haspel.

12-5-2018 Should You Buy Someone a Phone for the Holidays? Smarter Living. You
should write a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel on Kindle for inventing
the Star Wars iPhone. This invention novel can't be translated to paper back.

12-5-2018 Star Wars Cops in London push a button on their iPhone to stop a car
or scooter fleeing the scene. "Video Showing British Police Ramming Into Mopeds
Draws Criticism" this iPhone will not be masterminded invented by someone in
London grin. You should not underestimate UK capabilities in stopping gas station
hold ups too.

12-5-2018 Putin had 'Nerve Agent' on his hands witch will activate in 84 days.

12-5-2018 The head of British foreign intelligence set to deliver speech warning
Russia should not underestimate UK capabilities... Sir David Attenborough
capabilities with no super computer simulations, you do the math. "Why Hospitals
Should Let You Sleep"the headlines when Hospital acquired infections are in the
thousands and we get one article that said MD's only 'Wash' their hands if they
are being watched. Mandatory organ donation by the British is another matter as
who jumped in front of the line for a heart transplant are secret Cheney missed
this. Training the Next Generation of Doctors and Nurses as Star Wars Doctors
all super computer literate no one searches Google for your diagnosis they search
IBM Summit super computer simulations of millions of patients in a second. Not a
Google search you run into pay $25 to read this medical article.
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12-5-2018 No North and South can't declare the End to their war... Trump to
Meet With Kim Jong-un, Despite North Korea’s Lapses, Bolton Says.

12-5-2018

12-4-2018 40,000 women in the USA who die of breast-ovary cancer in 2019 will
be high on Rx Pot... a war crime by 2 white men at 1984 HQ. CIA Gina will brief
Congress not the NY Times front page. New World Order of What comes first, Oh
Prince Salman Owns the pot-farms $$$ Divesting from Oil $$$. Inaction, Gina saw
action and torture, not of 40,000 dead women a year since 9/11.

12-4-2018 Jews Want Einstein! Not Netanyahu!!

12-4-2018 USA women want Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos.

12-4-2018 USA women want Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos for the Rx
Pink Latte Recipe for Starbucks cure of all stages of breast cancer in 8 days...
cost is $7 Trillion, maybe more.
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12-4-2018 Netanyahu’s Obsession With $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Could Be His
Downfall... as Jews Want Einstein! Not Netanyahu!! Jews Want to be the one who
invents the Gravity Engine...

Jews, How many New Manhattan Projects did you think of reading this web page
today? 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention Projects.

12-4-2018 Bush Texas-Saudi-Quatar ‘Vicious Predators,’ May Soon Hunt Again as
another Jew Hero will Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCar into Mecca for Total
Victory over Mecca and 12 trillion galaxies. Book now Windmill Cruises to 12
Trillion Galaxies.

Bush killed the Jew Hero Driver of the 2019 Ford WindmillCar; all of them Bush
killed millions of Jew Hero's who would be driving on this road today, God will not
give Bush a high five over these murders and the Godsent WindmillCAR.

Bush killed the Jew Hero Driver of the 2019 Ford WindmillCar; all of them Bush
killed millions of Jew Hero's who would be driving on this road today, God will not
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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give Bush a high five over these murders and the Godsent.

12-4-2018 Netanyahu’s Obsession With $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Could Be His
Downfall... as Jews Want Einstein. Jews Want to be the one who invents the
Gravity Engine...

12-4-2018 Jews Want Einstein! Not Netanyahu!!

12-4-2018 Netanyahu’s Obsession With Killers!! Silvana Tsegai was a 13-year-old
Eritrean asylum seeker living in Tel Aviv. Yara Ayoub was a 16-year-old high
school student on her way to a friend’s party in Galilee. The bodies of the girls
were found on the same day last week, slain by men they knew well, according to
authorities. In death, the girls may well bring Israel to a halt. Netanyahu was
taken to task for his government’s neglect of the matter by none other than his
wife, Sara, who said she was shocked to learn that her husband had voted against
the establishment of a parliamentary inquiry into the killing of women by family
members.

12-4-2018 Bush + Macron’s Oil policies, which were seen even by economists close
to him as favoring the rich. Qatar's ruling class made their Citizens the richest in
the world... art of the Diagnosis of Total oil Greed and Total Victory over Mecca
lost by Bush and Macron. This highlighted a deep socio-economic high minded
insane desires over oil wealth in Texas and France. Arc de Triomphe, “We’ve
chopped off heads for less than this.” Prince Salman will chop off a head today
and the CIA Gina has the audio and video but will not release it to YouTube.

12-4-2018 Putin had 'Nerve Agent' on his hands witch will activate in 84 days.
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12-4-2018 The head of British foreign intelligence set to deliver speech warning
Russia should not underestimate UK capabilities... Sir David Attenborough
capabilities as he never asked for a super computer simulations and 1 Click Amazon
links to specs and Genius tutors: Oil Wealth High-minded enough NOT to care for
Jewish Aliens at Alpha Centauri or in any of the 12 Trillion Galaxies, both will be
overthrown by Jews. The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has overtaken Singapore and
Germany as the country with the world's most powerful passport. iPhone SX Max
will become the Worlds Passport with GPS and spy software

12-4-2018 Putin had 'Nerve Agent' on his hands witch will activate in 84 days.
Ha. Seeing the two despots, Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia
and President Vladimir Putin of Russia, giving each other high-fives at the G-20
meetings in Buenos Aires made me ill. It was like watching two guys celebrating
getting away with murder — which they have. Kevin Devitte Westport, Ireland

12-4-2018 Oil Wealth in Mexico, Mexico readies sale of former president's
luxurious plane The Boeing 787 Dreamliner will be flown to an airport in southern
California on Monday, as it awaits a new owner... a Prince from Qatar. The $218m
presidential jet, acquired in late 2012, is set to be put up for sale.

12-4-2018 Jews Want Einstein! Not Netanyahu!! Jews Want to be the one who
invents the Gravity Engine...
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12-4-2018 Subway officials say nearly 4 percent of subway riders do not pay
fares. Some cannot afford it, but are others protesting poor service... they want
the iMac Air Ride Subway with iMac's!

The Strand bookstore in Manhattan I sent them my WindmillCAR Amazon
Book...Nancy Bass Wyden, who owns the Strand and its building at 826 Broadway,
said landmarking could deal a death blow to the business her family has owned for
91 years, one of the largest book stores in the world. She has no sympathy for
the Jew Hero's killed trying to drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca...
and NYC. Park one in front of the Strand Bookstore, grin.

The Strand bookstore in Manhattan I sent them my WindmillCAR Amazon
Book...Nancy Bass Wyden, who owns the Strand and its building at 826 Broadway,
said landmarking could deal a death blow to the business her family has owned for
91 years, one of the largest book stores in the world. She has no sympathy for
the Jew Hero's killed trying to drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca...
and NYC. Park one in front of the Strand Bookstore, grin.

12-4-2018 Qatar would order iMac Air Ride Subway cars but no one wants to be a
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Einstein in Qatar and no Qatar does not want the Gravity Engine invented there...
ha.

12-4-2018 Jewish Aliens lurk in the nearest 6 light years... 600 Million Years
Ago, the First Scavengers Lurked in Dark Ocean Gardens

12-4-2018 The Way the Wind Blows. The rotation of the Earth forces winds into
clockwise and counterclockwise motions, depending on air pressure.

12-4-2018 Distrust in the Worlds Oil governments grows, personal pollution
monitors are the hot gift this holiday season

12-4-2018 Pope with trillions “This city has been alive for 8,000 years,” he told
me. “But it has always been poor.” review those last 8,000 years. And as he did,
three dates in Basilicata’s recent history appeared over and over: Nineteen-thirtytwo, when Basilicata was renamed Lucania by the Fascists (it reverted back to
Basilicata in 1948). Nineteen-forty-five, when the dissident doctor and writer
Carlo Levi published his memoir of exile here, “Christ Stopped at Eboli,” which
became a definitive document of the realities of Southern Italy
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12-4-2018 Today Trump Tweets he wants to deport those who hold up gas stations
in Miami, Cuba.

12-4-2018 Rx Pink Latte Recipe Cure for breast cancer. No Key West MD's are
signed up to write this Rx but are for Rx Pot store on Duval can the women who
die sue for malpractice, wrongful deaths. Key West and Utah soon will have a new
medical marijuana law. On Monday, the first business day after Utah's medical
cannabis initiative became law, state legislators supplanted it with a more tightly
controlled plan for ... Salt Lake Tribune God will send to Hell Pot MD who don't
write Rx Pink Latte first.

12-4-2018 40,000 women in the USA who die of breast-ovary cancer will be high
on Rx Pot... a war crime by 2 white men at 1984 HQ. British say Heaven help us
if vegan activists say we can't bring home the bacon and drink Coors... there is no
breast cancer warning label on bacon and Coors. IQ of Prince Harry with a new
wife would have warned her not to eat bacon and drink Coors, right?
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Prince Salman killed the Washington Post Journalists, Bush killed the Jew Hero
Driving the 2019 Ford Exodus into Mecca.

Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project costing Trillions of
dollars, grin. How many New Manhattan Projects did you think of reading this web
page today?

12-3-2018 Texas A&M has $777 Trillion in Illegal Oil Money With Pride from
stealing it from 4 billion people $$$ Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump
Towers and 25 Hospital Ships High-minded enough to care for Jewish Aliens at
Alpha Centauri.
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12-3-2018 Texas A&M has the lowest... Qatar is one of the smallest producers in
the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, but it is the world’s largest
exporter of liquefied natural gas, giving its citizens the highest per capita income
of any country. Thanks to the invention to super cold gas by major oil companies
including Exxon Mobil and Royal Dutch Shell when they could have invented super
cold hydrogen for the USA.

12-3-2018 Texas Oil Money is not spent on many Manhattan Projects, Rx Pink
Latte Recipe at Starbucks, No One High-minded enough to care for Jewish Aliens
at Alpha Centauri. Textron Inc. and Orbital ATK build cluster bombs to be used on
Jewish Aliens.

12-3-2018 High High-minded to built 40,000 Trump Towers in NYC for its
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Citizens using money Qatar and Texas got from selling gasoline. NEW YORK
TODAY N.Y. Today: Protecting Rent-Stabilized Tenants From Shady Landlords" "A
bill would require landlords to reveal how much they’ve previously charged for
apartments. By AZI PAYBARAH Azi at the NY Times needs to rewrite this story
from Qatar looking out over 40,000 Trump Towers the High Minded Prince build
for its Citizens with Miami, Cuba gas station loot. Menorah Lighting in Midtown
Cuts Through Darkness of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, riches beyond belief.
Hanukkah, the eight-day celebration of the Jewish Festival of Lights. 12 Trillion
Lights are all Galaxies in the New Universe. The menorah delivers a message of 12
Trillion Galaxies to light up the invention High High-minded. 1,001 IP invention
projects spelled out by 1 Click Amazon links. The Jews have always been
persecuted now they have been left out of the $777 Trillion Qatar has.

12-3-2018 Editorial Cartoon of a Cop car rear ended on fire. Almost... A Crushing
Defeat in Taiwan. The independence agenda crashes and burns is a car on fire
after hitting a Stop sign. Stop Gasoline!

12-3-2018 Caption under the Alaska Oil Picture should be how many fiery wrecks
will the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ drive by without stopping to help end Gas
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Stations world wide? Pope Francis' new book "The strength of vocation.", coming
out on December 3rd, Today. Pope Francis coming out with the statistics of fiery
wrecks Hell No. 25 Hospital Ships at Yale Key West Medical School will all have
burn units. Texas A&M in the fiery Heart of gasoline sales has no Burn Units. A
war crime. CIA has the audio eavesdropping on these super rich oil men...
Neurosis!

12-3-2018 Neurosis diagnosis via how they spend $777 Trillion in oil revenues.
Preventing Mental Illness. A psychiatrist writes that brain research is yielding
promising results. A decades old Manhattan Project would Yield a Miracle Rx
Neurosis Latte you could order at all Starbucks world wide today save those in
Mecca who will be beheaded in public on orders from Prince Salman. Oh the NY
Times censored these Killings in Mecca from the front page picture.

12-3-2018 Reject a Raise for New York Lawmakers to make more than Lawmakers
in Qatar. By THE EDITORIAL BOARD This high High-minded at the NY Times is
the cause if deaths - illness and a poorer Quality of life in the USA than in
Qatar... a war crime.

12-3-2018 I want to see how all the worlds inventions were Masterminded. "Want
to See All the Vermeers in the World? Now’s Your Chance" The Mauritshuis in the
Netherlands, working with Google, has created an app that provides a virtual
museum filled with all of this artist’s works."
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12-3-2018 I want to see how all the worlds inventions were Masterminded. Lets
get started on these super computer simulations!!

12-3-2018

12-3-2018

12-2-2018 Key West, to open a tattoo shop on Duval Street one much buy one of
the existing two licenses. This is what City Hall wants to do to the 6 Dead Sea
Cosmetic Shops selling Oro Gold for $1,200 to $8,000. Wealthy people choose to
believe the sale girls. Vast majority of the empoloyees are Israeli citizens many
just got out of the Army looking to make money and got the job from ads in
Israel. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR would make all Jews rich as Qatar citizen. Now
who needs to rewrite this front page article in the Citizen Key West newspaper?
iMac Computer labs open 24/7 on Duval, who will write this article about them
being open 24/7 on Duval? ...who wants to do Anatomy Cad or Math Cad at 3 am
they would write, grin.

12-2-2018 Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project costing
Trillions of dollars, grin.

How many New Manhattan Projects did you think of reading this web page today?
The Joy lies in the journey and the destination, Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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12-2-2018 Texas A&M $777 Trillion in Oil Money Pride $$$.

12-2-2018 Texas A&M $777 Trillion in Oil Money Pride $$$ Yale Key West
Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships High-minded enough to
care for Jewish Aliens, consult thier ills via 400 times faster than the speed of
light Verizon Calls to Alpha Centauri.

12-2-2018 A naval anchor holds 4 billion people to oil revenue wars and their Bush
Salman Trump Masterminds on Earth. “Snchor to windward” there is no safe place
from Hell, when you realize your Universe has 12 Trillion Galaxies. Jimmy Carter
will make a note of this for his Sunday sermon in Plains Georgia today. Texas A&M
University has more students from Qatar and Saudi Arabia then Americans and all
get free University education plus spending money via this Oil Revenues Culture.
First-class tribute,” Maj. Gen. Michael L. Howard, the task force’s commanding
general. First-class in our Culture today is Prince Salman and Qatar both
protected by Trump and the Military. If You had $777 Trillion dollars... you would
call on Maj. Gen. Michael L. Howard, the task force’s commanding general too.
Prince Salman killed the Washington Post Journalists, Bush killed the Jew Hero
Driving the 2019 Ford Exodus into Mecca.

12-2-2018 Expose the Oil Culture that can raise the price or lower the price of
oil but never lets the Jew Hero bankrupt oil driving the 20919 Ford Exodus into
Mecca. Secret Files are everywhere but on the front page of the NY Times.

12-2-2018 Expose the Oil Culture - Houston Recalls Legacy of George Bush, Its
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Lone Star Yankee and Senior Booster of Oil + Gas for decades suppressing the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

12-2-2018 Expose the Oil Culture - Houston - Qatar Lavish meals and Heart
Transplants. All Kids go to Yale-Harvard none at the Yale-Harvard Medical Schools
so they send some poor people who are not all there there. Dr. Trump MD. Dr.
Ivanka MD. Who did they get into Yale Harvard Medical Schools is Secret. Not
who they got into Yale Harvard. Dr. Gina MD. Art of the Diagnosis on CIA Culture
in the Oil Culture of going from 100's of Billions of dollars to 100's of Trillions of
Dollars like Microsoft and Apple in a tie with $850 Billion Each and Comcast trying
to charge more to over pass both with $900 Billion. Light Years from Exxon-Mobil
and Prince Salmans riches beyond belief. Dilemma and war crimes for George
Orwell Journalists writing 1984 II in secret ready to put a secret file on the cover
of the Amazon Book. Generals Glorify the Military in Bush Death instead of the
War on Cancer Lost by Bush. Why would the Editors of NY Times put under Bush
Picture on the Front page today, Bush Lost the War on Cancer his greatest
failure? Director if the CIA, Dr. Gina MD. Mindless Wars when the A-Bomb was
invented by Ford as a WindmillCAR. Torture Culture is in Pope Francis' new book
"The strength of vocation. Consecrated life today.", coming out on December 3rd,
is fruit of a four-hour long conversation. Today check to see if its on Amazon.
Neurosis! 125 Women and Girls Seeking Food Were Raped and Whipped in South
Sudan. Doctors Without Borders reported the “dramatic increase” in sexual
violence occurred as the women and girls were walking to an aid distribution site in
Unity State. Doctors Without Borders is MD's without the CIA Culture. President
of Turkey could get ahold of the audio and video but not Doctors without Borders!
125 Women and Girls Seeking Food Were Raped and Whipped in South Sudan. Gina
at the CIA has watched his video, ask her to make a copy public for the NY Times
video section. Hell No, Doctors without borders!

12-2-2018 Expose the Culture - of Kennebunkport, Maine, former President
George Bush. As the seaside town buzzed with visitors drawn to its annual
Christmas festivities, local residents grappled with what the loss of Mr. Bush would
mean... Hell or Heaven, God's Gravity in Kennebunkport. 12 Trillion Galaxies are
still marked Secret by this CIA branch. Nothing is out there in the Universe worth
more than $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues by the last Bush. As he must get these $
Trillions in Oil Revenues to the Bank by Christmas Day 2018. A naval anchor holds
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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4 billion people to oil revenue wars and their Bush Salman Trump Masterminds on
Earth. “Snchor to windward” there is no safe place from Hell, when you realize
your Universe has 12 Trillion Galaxies. Jimmy Carter will make a note of this for
his Sunday sermon in Plains Georgia today. Texas A&M University has more
students from Qatar and Saudi Arabia then Americans and all get free University
education plus spending money via this Oil Revenues Culture. First-class tribute,”
Maj. Gen. Michael L. Howard, the task force’s commanding general. First-class in
our Culture today is Prince Salman and Qatar both protected by Trump and the
Military. If You had $777 Trillion dollars... you would call on Maj. Gen. Michael L.
Howard, the task force’s commanding general too. Prince Salman killed the
Washington Post Journalists, Bush killed the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
Exodus into Mecca.

12-2-2018 Texas A&M $777 Trillion in Oil Money Pride $$$

12-2-2018 Texas A&M $777 Trillion in Oil Money Pride in being so Rich from
illegal gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba - “Pride and patriotism and faith and
family are kind of silly things in a lot of places, but out here, they’re important,”
said Gen. Mark A. Welsh III, the retired chief of staff of the United States Air
Force and dean of the Bush School. “He believed in those things, and I think he
found some kindred spirits $$$.” Spirit of Money when its Trillions of dollars went
to their heads in this University. Yale and Harvard have always been rich, not
trillions of dollars from oil but rich enough not to get carried away by so many
Trillions of Dollars in Oil Revenues and still drunk on the desire for more oil money
in 2019 instead of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. CIA in 2002, of Robert M.
Gates, who had been Bush director of CIA, as the university president. Editorial in
the NY Times today is about Trillions in Texas Oil Revenues... "The Pentagon
Doesn’t Know Where Its Money Goes" Pentagon Generals know it comes from illegal
gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba.

12-2-2018 Texas A&M $777 Trillion in Oil Money Pride $$$.
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12-2-2018 Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and 25 Hospital
Ships High-minded enough to care for Jewish Aliens, consult thier ills via 400
times faster than the speed of light Verizon Calls to Alpha Centauri.

12-2-2018 The Massachusetts City that sold 'Time' to the World... Waltham
Watch Company not only put the US and its railways on time, it helped put the
world on time, too. BBC News-Nov 25, 2018

12-2-2018 An average of 137 women across the world are killed by a partner or
family member every day, according to new data released by the UN

12-2-2018 Qatar Students at Yale; Forgiving All Student Loans: A Bold Idea, or
Welfare for the Well-Off? Readers react to David Leonhardt’s argument that it’s
an alluring but misguided idea.

12-2-2018 Expose the WiFi-Cell PC Culture - Samsung Chromebook Plus V2 LTE is
the same device that launched earlier this year, just with LTE radios crammed
inside. You’ll still be able to connect to Wi-Fi when it’s available, but when out and
on-the-go, you’ll be able to rely on a cellular connection to get things done.
Samsung has yet to specify the exact networks and bands supported, but Verizon
is a launch partner for the device.

12-1-2018 Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project costing
Trillions of dollars, grin.
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How many New Manhattan Projects did you think of reading this web page today?

12-1-2018 Bush dead at 94 detached from their everyday lives... detached from
New Manhattan Projects for the Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks left 40,000
dead every year he was married to Barb. 73 years 40,000 women in the USA died
of breast-ovary cancer and the Texas Caste was detached from any Manhattan
Project for the miracle A-Bomb. A War Crime in the War on Cancer.

12-1-2018 Bush dead at 94 detached from Oil + Gas in Texas; clone of Prince
Salman, and Putin killing the Jew Hero Driving the Star Wars Exodus Model of the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV Homes. Dick Cheney, his son’s vice president, had a
heart transplant and no Bush made organ donation mandatory for the under-caste
in need of a heart, kidney, eye... another war crime not making organ donation
mandatory! Dr. Bush MD Yale Mr. Bush enrolled at Yale, where he was admitted to
the exclusive Skull and Bones club which became the Oil Revenues Club... riches
beyond belief with gas going from .18 cents a gallon to $4 dollars a gallon a scam
the 1984 world has audio and video of no need for Gina at the CIA to testify.
$777 Trillion dollars. Bush asked of those who would examine his career, “What if
they just find my Secret Swiss Bank account of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Our
1984 society has found this and Trump said maybe he did maybe he didn't...

12-1-2018 Bush the Man who ordered the killing of the Jew Hero Driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR... into Mecca! Pontius Pilate, the Roman official who
ordered the killing of Jesus, according to the Gospel, is mentioned in thousands of
sermons every year and is familiar to countless people, but little is known about his
life and work.

12-1-2018 more from today below Kedi and Skinny Cat movies...
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Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West. When I
sell a million WindmillCAR books on Amazon link below the City of Key West will
paint over the 'Code' letters on all their White Cars circling Key West looking for
Code violations and paint the word "Cat" on all the White Cars and now when they
circle the Island of Key West they will be looking for 'Cats + Dog' that need a
meal, drink of water and home as the next million books sold will be all renters can
have a cat or dog... This is in memory of Skinny the Cat I will up together a Movie
like "Kedi" of feeding Skinny the Cat in front of NYAH on Margaret. Tourists
coming out of the Hotel always took to her. Greg feeding cats 5 years every day,
took pictures and wanted to pet one, one named Skinny. She has a 24/7 partner
too he watched her eat before he ate all the time. And rubed noses kissing. And
Skinny could take 1 hour munching on a plate of tuna her favorite. CODE officer
Lopez in my Amazon Book stopped me from feeding Skinny and the 5 other cats.
Skinny lost 10 lbs before I lost sight of Lopez stalking - laying in wait to give me
a ticket $90. And then I ran into the Home Owner at 409 Margaret who went to
get his gun as I had Skinny's can of tuna in my hand and Skinny meowing a lot for
it. I took off came back at 6 am and gave Skinny a bike ride to her new home a
few blocks down the street. She was skin and bones, recovered some pounds on
tuna and cat food. Kedi Movie of 5 years of clips of Greg feeding Skinny and her 5
kitty friends from all the porch cam's will make a cat movie like 'Kedi' in memory
of Skinny... Key West. Oh I have many picture of Skinny too. Code will become
Cat, grin! Skinny the cat died yesterday in our arms.

'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West
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'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West

NY Times artile and this link to Cat Movie 'Skinny' grin.

https://catfilmfestival.com/

PROGRAM #1 "NOBODY OWNS A CAT"
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Pure Fluff (4:00) Sean Skelton’s documentary sketch of a professional cat groomer
in New York City, who shows how to tackle this combative challenge. Reunion (9:00)
Megan Lohne’s tale of an animal psychic, who works his magic on grieving pet
parents mourning their cat. Rescue (2:00) Filmmaker Lava Sheets’s self- portrait
of the isolation and depression of a disabled woman, who realizes her devoted
kitty, Apple Brown Betty, is consoling her. Jetty Cats (32:00) Sheila O'Rourke’s
sweeping overview of cats throughout human history, looks at a long-surviving feral
cat colony on a seaside jetty in Southern California and explores the debate about
Trap-Neuter-Return as the best management for community cats. Winter Break
(5:00) Rick Hamilton’s look at the thoughts of a school teacher who has only her
cat for company during winter break. Amleto (2:00) Jeff Malmberg’s visual “poem”
to the morning ritual of a Tuscan cat. Mittens from Kittens (4:00) Kim Best’s
documentary shows how one woman was inspired by the nuisance of cat hair into
spinning and knitting it into useful items.

PROGRAM #2 "LITTLE WORKS OF ART"

Little Works of Art (13:00) Kim Best ‘s look at Harold "Cat Man" Sims and his
self-styled American Museum of the House Cat in Sylva, NC, which houses over
10,000 cat-related objects and honors cats as "little works of art." Akamatsu the
Cat (10:00) Ian Christopher Goodman’s documentary about life with a disabled kitty
cat, Akamatsu, who was paralyzed but went on to live another 4 vibrant years with
the use of a wheelchair. Portrait of a Cat Fighter (4:00) Graceann Dorse’s
mockumentary gives a funny peek at an imagined New Jersey “cat fighting ring” run
by little old ladies. Guardians of Recoleta (21:00) Blake & Adrienne Kuhre (who run
their own non-profit cat rescue in Los Angeles) examine the community cats living
in the iconic Buenos Aires Recoleta cemetery, and what became of some kitties
removed by well-meaning American rescuers. Gus the Cat (5:00) Lisa Donato’s
quirky film about Gus, a man who seems to think he is a cat. Scaredy, the Cat
(8:00) Markie Hancock’s heartwarming documentary about a very shy cat who was
adopted at the tennis courts in NYC’s Riverside park but avoids everyone except
for a few choice people whom she eagerly greets.
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12-1-2018 RIP No Way... Jewish Aliens have the audio and video, grin. They
were listening to the killing of the Jew Hero.

12-1-2018 Mr. Bush In January 1991 he assembled a global coalition to eject
Iraqi invaders from Kuwait, sending hundreds of thousands of troops in a
triumphant military campaign that to many Americans helped purge the ghosts of
Vietnam. In 2018 North Vietnam Generals took Bood Money, Bribes, Kickbacks
from Texas Oil Men and Prince Salman to let them kill the Jew Hero Driving the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca for Victory over Allah and bankruptcy of
Moslems world wide confiscating their illegal $777 Trillion in oil revenues.

12-1-2018 Alabama has highest rate of cervical cancer death in nation, says
report - what this says about Alabama only Jimmy Carter could make public in a
NY Times editorial. And Jimmy Carter is a peace with his God letting 100 women in
Alabama die a tortured death because of this Caste system in Alabama. The report
condemned what it calls “Alabama’s patchwork public health system,” citing first
and foremost the state’s refusal to expand Medicaid as a main contributor to the
problem. That is not what Jimmy Carter would write as the main contributor to the
100 dead women in 2018. Jimmy Carters wife thinking of Aliens. I’d never seen a
woman being so fearless and powerful. Whenever I find myself in a stressful
situation, I really do think, How would Ripley deal with this?

12-1-2018 Bush dead at 94 detached from their everyday lives. In an election
that turned on the economy, they repudiated Mr. Bush in 1992 and chose a
relatively little-known Democratic governor from Arkansas, Bill Clinton.
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12-1-2018 A nurse was fired for refusing to get her flu shot — is that justified?

12-1-2018 1984 top brass fired for not inventing a way to put vaccines in the
drinking water?

12-1-2018 FOX 17 News show a nurse gave a stable patient the wrong medication,
sending that patient into cardiac arrest that led to their death. The nurse nor the
patient have been identified.

12-1-2018 The Vanderbilt University Medical Center’s Medicare reimbursement
could have been in jeopardy as federal officials demanded assurances the hospital
will install safeguards to prevent future errors. A physician ordered 2 milligrams of
Versed, a drug used to treat anxiety – but the nurse administered 10 milligrams of
Vecuronium, a deadly dose of the paralyzing agent often used for muscle relaxation
during surgery.

12-1-2018 A report said this incident was never reported to the Tennessee
Department of Health as mandated.
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12-1-2018 Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project costing
Trillions of dollars, grin

12-1-2018 Canada Faces a New Challenge as a Century of Automaking Ends. Both
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and Premier Doug Ford of Ontario pledged to help
jobless G.M. workers in Canada. But what aid they can truly offer is unclear.

12-1-2018 Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project costing
Trillions of dollars, grin

12-1-2018 NY Times is promoting childrens books in War When the War on
Childhood cancer is being lost by new Diesel Trucks bought by Vets with lots of
money. In an article for the Times, a former Marine criticized a “choose your own
adventure” children’s book set in Afghanistan. A week later, the book’s publisher
wrote to him with an apology. Apology for no Gravity Engine Car Invention stories
in the Afghanistan “choose your own adventure”. Choose your IP invention project
out of 1,001 on Amazon 1 click with links to all the specs and Genius Tutors along
with Summit a IBM super computer that can make these kids super computer
literate, something the NY Times editors are not! NONFICTION... "New York City
at War" "John Strausbaugh’s “Victory City” describes a time of great heroes, and
great villainy too." Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Saudi Arabia
a true story.

12-1-2018 Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project costing
Trillions of dollars, grin
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12-1-2018 I have read about GIDEON, which as I understand was created to do
what you suggest, tried to check and provide a link, but it is beyond a paywall.
Perhaps someone with access to GIDEON could comment.

$$$ paywall... Free Medical School for all, grin!

12-1-2018 Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project costing
Trillions of dollars, grin
https://library.medicine.yale.edu/blog/gideon-global-infectious-diseasesepidemiology-network

12-1-2018 Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project costing
Trillions of dollars, grin

By Lisa Sanders, M.D. “We’re going to the hospital,” the mother said to her 24year-old daughter. The young woman had been crying in pain all night — and for
the past three weeks. Her symptoms started with a couple of days of nonstop
vomiting and a fever of 103. The vomiting stopped, but the fever continued. Then
she broke out in a rash on her hands and feet. That’s when the pain started. First
her right knee became stiff and swollen. Then her wrists and ankles. And soon
after that, everything hurt." She helped her daughter out of bed, then hurried to
get dressed. They made their way in the predawn light to the emergency room at
nearby Yale New Haven Hospital.
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They made their way in the predawn light to the emergency room at nearby Yale
New Haven Hospital.

The next morning, Dr. Advani returned to see the patient. She had questions about
the animals she was exposed to in the barn where the horses she rode were kept.
The young woman thought for a moment. She saw the horses every day. There
were chickens, but they weren’t in the barn. Oh, and there were two new kittens.
That caught Advani’s attention. Had she been scratched or bitten by the kittens?
No, they weren’t house cats, the young woman replied; they were barn cats, there
to catch rats. Were there rats in the barn? Yes. Had she been bitten by one? No,
she answered. And then she hesitated. A few days before she got sick, she had
seen what she thought was a baby mouse in the middle of the road. She worried
that it might get run over, so she picked it up and moved it. It gave her a little
nibble, which barely broke the skin. She doused it with hydrogen peroxide, and the
mark disappeared within a couple of days. Dr. Advani felt a burst of excitement.
She looked at the mother, who had her computer open. Advani asked her to look up
rat-bite fever. Rat-bite fever is rare in the United States because we have
limited exposure to rodents, who are the carriers of this infection. But the disease
is seen in those who work with rats in a lab or pet shop or those who keep them as
pets. In this country, the infection is usually caused by a bacterium called
Streptobacillus moniliformis, which can be transmitted by rodents. Without
treatment, nearly one in eight who get this infection will die.She also tested
positive for the rat-bite-fever bacterium. Before the result came back, she was
started on the recommended six weeks of intravenous penicillin. She finished
treatment this fall and is back to training and riding horses.

...six weeks of intravenous penicillin... look this up.

12-1-2018 Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project costing
Trillions of dollars, grin
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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I have read about GIDEON, which as I understand was created to do what you
suggest, tried to check and provide a link, but it is beyond a paywall.

paywall... $$$

Perhaps someone with access to GIDEON could comment.

https://library.medicine.yale.edu/blog/gideon-global-infectious-diseasesepidemiology-network

12-1-2018 Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project costing
Trillions of dollars, grin

How many New Manhattan Projects did you think of reading this web page today?

11-30-2018 Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love! Love a New Manhattan Project
costing Trillions of dollars, grin
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11-30-2018 How a Lawyer, a Felon and a Russian General Chased a Moscow Trump
Tower Deal. How a MD Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer, Gas Station Hold up Caste, and Los
Alamos + NASA scientists Got a Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump
Towers changing the Skyline of Key West for the best Duval Street iMac Computer
Labs with Genius Tutors better than Qatar. In Yemen, Lavish Meals for Few,
Starvation for Many and a Dilemma for Reporters same Dilemma for Reporters on
Vacation in Key West from the NY Times By DECLAN WALSH Since the start of
the war, the rate of marriage in Yemen has gone up" They Were Raped. Then, at
7 Hospitals, They Were Billed for Evidence Kits. All 7 were in Key West...
Orwellian 1984 "Greed Bill" from the Hospital, Money for Oil Men who own the
Hospitals $$$ Prince Salman owns a million hospitals bought with oil money. By LIZ
ROBBINS Dilemma for reporters reporting $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in Citi
bank. Falling Oil Prices May Make Trump Happy but They Pose Risks for U.S. By
CLIFFORD KRAUSS Dilemma for reporters reporting $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues
in Citi bank. "For First Time in a Decade, a South Korean Train Rolls Into the
North" By CHOE SANG-HUN This Train should be a NASA Train of 100 Super
Shuttles launched today instead they the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ spent the $13
Trillion on USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub fleet another type of train. Qatar all this
time spent its trillions building 40,000 Trump Towers for its Citizens. Naval Clash
Between Russia and Ukraine, Between NASA and the Navy. Scott never wore a
NASA hat always a NAVY Hat even at Cape Kennedy. "After Khashoggi Killing,
Leaders at G-20 Weigh How to Deal With Saudi Prince" Jews at G-20 some of
them want the Jew to Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into the G-20 Summit
bankrupting the Prince! Since the start of the war, the rate of marriage in Yemen
has gone up. Jews starting the drive, driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into
Marriage, Exodus, 1,001 IP invention projects paid for by Mecca's Lost Riches.

11-30-2018 Gift Coffee Table Book "Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West"
You’re Gonna Need a Bigger Coffee Table: 9 Gift Books for the Discerning New
Yorker on his way to Key West to write a Nobel Novel at the Hemingway House
Writing Class on a iMac 18 Core Xeon Computer with 1 Click Amazon link to 1,001
IP invention project specs, Rx recipe trade secrets hacked, and Summit IBM's
super computer to become super computer literate in computer simulations. Just
what that can do. (10 to the 18th). That is 50 times faster than the most
powerful supercomputers being used today and represents a thousand-fold increase
over the first petascale computer that came into operation in 2008. How we use
these large-scale simulation resources is the key to solving some of today’s most
pressing problems, including production and assessors on the Star Wars Exodus
Model of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV homes. iPod Size GE electric
generators. H + O cans of all sizes made driving your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR all in
a Nobel Novel kindle on Amazon.
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11-30-2018 more from today below Kedi and Skinny Cat movies...

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West. When I
sell a million WindmillCAR books on Amazon link below the City of Key West will
paint over the 'Code' letters on all their White Cars circling Key West looking for
Code violations and paint the word "Cat" on all the White Cars and now when they
circle the Island of Key West they will be looking for 'Cats + Dog' that need a
meal, drink of water and home as the next million books sold will be all renters can
have a cat or dog... This is in memory of Skinny the Cat I will up together a Movie
like "Kedi" of feeding Skinny the Cat in front of NYAH on Margaret. Tourists
coming out of the Hotel always took to her. Greg feeding cats 5 years every day,
took pictures and wanted to pet one, one named Skinny. She has a 24/7 partner
too he watched her eat before he ate all the time. And rubed noses kissing. And
Skinny could take 1 hour munching on a plate of tuna her favorite. CODE officer
Lopez in my Amazon Book stopped me from feeding Skinny and the 5 other cats.
Skinny lost 10 lbs before I lost sight of Lopez stalking - laying in wait to give me
a ticket $90. And then I ran into the Home Owner at 409 Margaret who went to
get his gun as I had Skinny's can of tuna in my hand and Skinny meowing a lot for
it. I took off came back at 6 am and gave Skinny a bike ride to her new home a
few blocks down the street. She was skin and bones, recovered some pounds on
tuna and cat food. Kedi Movie of 5 years of clips of Greg feeding Skinny and her 5
kitty friends from all the porch cam's will make a cat movie like 'Kedi' in memory
of Skinny... Key West. Oh I have many picture of Skinny too. Code will become
Cat, grin! Skinny the cat died yesterday in our arms.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West

'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West

NY Times artile and this link to Cat Movie 'Skinny' grin.

https://catfilmfestival.com/

PROGRAM #1 "NOBODY OWNS A CAT"
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Pure Fluff (4:00) Sean Skelton’s documentary sketch of a professional cat groomer
in New York City, who shows how to tackle this combative challenge. Reunion (9:00)
Megan Lohne’s tale of an animal psychic, who works his magic on grieving pet
parents mourning their cat. Rescue (2:00) Filmmaker Lava Sheets’s self- portrait
of the isolation and depression of a disabled woman, who realizes her devoted
kitty, Apple Brown Betty, is consoling her. Jetty Cats (32:00) Sheila O'Rourke’s
sweeping overview of cats throughout human history, looks at a long-surviving feral
cat colony on a seaside jetty in Southern California and explores the debate about
Trap-Neuter-Return as the best management for community cats. Winter Break
(5:00) Rick Hamilton’s look at the thoughts of a school teacher who has only her
cat for company during winter break. Amleto (2:00) Jeff Malmberg’s visual “poem”
to the morning ritual of a Tuscan cat. Mittens from Kittens (4:00) Kim Best’s
documentary shows how one woman was inspired by the nuisance of cat hair into
spinning and knitting it into useful items.

PROGRAM #2 "LITTLE WORKS OF ART"

Little Works of Art (13:00) Kim Best ‘s look at Harold "Cat Man" Sims and his
self-styled American Museum of the House Cat in Sylva, NC, which houses over
10,000 cat-related objects and honors cats as "little works of art." Akamatsu the
Cat (10:00) Ian Christopher Goodman’s documentary about life with a disabled kitty
cat, Akamatsu, who was paralyzed but went on to live another 4 vibrant years with
the use of a wheelchair. Portrait of a Cat Fighter (4:00) Graceann Dorse’s
mockumentary gives a funny peek at an imagined New Jersey “cat fighting ring” run
by little old ladies. Guardians of Recoleta (21:00) Blake & Adrienne Kuhre (who run
their own non-profit cat rescue in Los Angeles) examine the community cats living
in the iconic Buenos Aires Recoleta cemetery, and what became of some kitties
removed by well-meaning American rescuers. Gus the Cat (5:00) Lisa Donato’s
quirky film about Gus, a man who seems to think he is a cat. Scaredy, the Cat
(8:00) Markie Hancock’s heartwarming documentary about a very shy cat who was
adopted at the tennis courts in NYC’s Riverside park but avoids everyone except
for a few choice people whom she eagerly greets.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-30-2018 Gift Coffee Table Book "Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West"
You’re Gonna Need a Bigger Coffee Table: 9 Gift Books for the Discerning New
Yorker on his way to Key West to write a Nobel Novel at the Hemingway House
Writing Class on a iMac 18 Core Xeon Computer with 1 Click Amazon link to 1,001
IP invention project specs, Rx recipe trade secrets hacked, and Summit IBM's
super computer to become super computer literate in computer simulations. Just
what that can do. (10 to the 18th). That is 50 times faster than the most
powerful supercomputers being used today and represents a thousand-fold increase
over the first petascale computer that came into operation in 2008. How we use
these large-scale simulation resources is the key to solving some of today’s most
pressing problems, including production and assessors on the Star Wars Exodus
Model of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV homes. iPod Size GE electric
generators. H + O cans of all sizes made driving your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR all in
a Nobel Novel kindle on Amazon.

11-30-2018 F-35 Radar on all Cars - 50 times faster than the most powerful
supercomputers being used today and represents a thousand-fold increase over the
first petascale computer that came into operation in 2008. How we use these
large-scale simulation resources is the key to F-35 Radar on all cars and iDash
Cams in your car for iTickets, iCops, iParking spot for you. Reading Dense breasts
on this super computer, doing blood test that have not been invented yet. Los
Alamos mobilization for 1,001 IP invention projects in its new exascale computing...
https://www.lanl.gov/projects//exascale-computing-project/index.php
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11-30-2018 South Korea Frees 58 Conscientious Objectors in Wake of Landmark
Ruling on Exodus into the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. This is the Landmark
Ruling. 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens.

11-30-2018 “No world leader attending today's G-20 summit today can ignore the
fact that Mohammed bin Salman is under scrutiny for alleged war crimes in Yemen
and torture,”

11-30-2018 Dr. Cappello PhD was well until late summer, she asked why
mammography had not found the tumor, her doctors explained that she had socalled dense breast tissue, which had hidden the cancer from the X-rays. No one
had ever told her that before; she had never even heard of such a condition.
Dense breasts have a high proportion of glandular or connective tissue, which
blocks X-rays. Breasts that are not dense have more fat, which X-rays penetrate
easily.Her blood cancer was diagnosed in September. The best hope for a cure was
a bone-marrow transplant. Doctors found a perfect match, and the transplant was
scheduled for December. But her health declined rapidly. She needed repeated
transfusions, contracted infections and ran high fevers. An infection with bacteria
called Clostridium difficile — very likely caused by extensive treatment with
antibiotics, which disrupt the normal balance of microbes in the intestine — led to
septic shock and her death at 66.

11-30-2018 Ms. Lee, Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s longtime girlfriend, had shunned the
political spotlight. Breast Cancer has changed that.

11-30-2018 Ask for the Star Wars Blood Test; Which Type of Medical Scan Is
Right for Me? CT, M.R.I. and ultrasound scans offer different advantages and
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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drawbacks. By RICHARD KLASCO, M.D

11-30-2018 Ask for the 1,001 IP invention projects on Amazon 1 Click to find
every blood test there is and its specs to help you get started inventing a new
blood test for Star Wars.

11-30-2018 Los Alamos U.S. exascale computers arrive in the 2021-2023
timeframe ready to crunch the Art of the Art of the Elite Diagnosis of millions of
Patients.
https://www.hpcwire.com/2017/05/29/doug-kothe-race-build-exascaleapplications/

11-30-2018 The Senate Steps Up on Saudi Arabia -Even Lindsey Graham —
Lindsey Graham! — is offended by the administration’s callousness toward the
murder of Jamal Khashoggi. By The Editorial Board New York Times Today and
nothing about the Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Saudi Arabia
for an invasion.... and Victory in 1 Day. A 1 Day War won by the Jew Hero!

11-30-2018 Who owns 100's of Hospitals... Prince Salman. "Hundreds of
Hungarian news outlets were donated to an entity tied to the prime minister,
cementing his grip on the media." Grip on Hospital acquired infections and art of
the diagnosis get a grip on this in the News story.

11-30-2018 Bleach is the Killer - Salmonella? The flu? No, it’s probably norovirus,
which causes the vast majority of stomach bugs in the United States. Research
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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suggests that noroviruses can survive on surfaces for as long as 42 days, and it
takes only about 20 viral particles to make a person sick. Yet one tablespoon of
vomit contains a whopping 15 million viruses. A little-known fact about noroviruses
is that many household cleaners and wipes don’t kill them. Clorox and Lysol
Disinfecting wipes claim to kill 99.9 percent of viruses and bacteria, but that
doesn’t include noroviruses. Your best bet is to wipe down surfaces with a bleach
solution — mix between a half cup and cup of bleach with a gallon of water — or to
use health-care-grade bleach wipes, such as Clorox Healthcare Bleach Germicidal
Wipes, which are hard to find in stores but are sold on websites like Amazon. Let
the bleach sit on the surface for at least five minutes, ideally 10, because it
takes time to kill these resilient jerks. Hydrogen peroxide cleaners are another
effective option.

11-30-2018 If the Doctor had a iPhone SX with a heart attack alarm he would
have woke up a couple hours before the heart attack and drove to the Hospital this is what the new 2023 Los Alamos super computer will write a app for. Dr.
Gerald S. Berenson, a cardiologist who found that detecting and reducing elevated
weight, blood pressure and cholesterol in young children could help prevent heart
disease when they became adults, died on Nov. 22 in Houston. He was 96. Dr.
Berenson, who lived in New Orleans, had been visiting a daughter in Texas when he
died of a heart attack in his sleep, his son Dr. Leslie Berenson said. ...exercise
and lower salt and fat consumption beginning when children are very young. Those
measures could ward off or mitigate atherosclerosis, coronary artery disease, Type
2 diabetes, hypertension and obesity... Stats for salt heart attacks will be
crunched on the new Los Alamos Super Computer, then censored by the NY Times.
No there are no treadmill desk at the NY Times Today - None! Love would find a
way through NY Times editor traffic that said it would cost more than the Ford
for the F-35 radar on all cars. They just didn't want to spend the money. Same
thing for more $$$ for Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Love!
Love a New Manhattan Project costing Trillions of dollars, grin.

11-30-2018
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11-30-2018

11-30-2018

11-29-2018 Salman-Trump characters in the... Margaret Atwood Will Write a
Sequel to ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ War in Yamen Hell this is Star Wars and the
Winner takes all 12 Trillion Galaxies and many more Jewish Aliens. A Jewish Alien
in the Handmaids Tale II.

11-29-2018 Excessive Finding the Higgs God Particle in 'Time + Gravity' Supreme
Court Seems Ready to Back Owner of Seized Land Rover in Case on Excessive
Fines. Galaxy Rover will the Supreme Court let this name be used in a Model of the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR?

11-29-2018 .18 cents a gallon gas in Plains Georgia gas station. As Oil Hovers at
$50 a Barrel, Trump Tries to Push the Price Lower. While falling prices help
consumers, another big decline of the kind the president is seeking could hurt the
economy in oil-producing states like Texas. By CLIFFORD KRAUSS Coup by Jimmy
Carter the Nobel Peace Prize Winner finding the God Particle in the Wind
WindmillCAR's.

11-29-2018 All these years I thought Bill Gates was doing this for his Joy Rides
in gas engine cars in Times of WindmillCAR's. The police outside New Delhi raided
fake tech-support centers that sent false warnings to Americans and Canadians and
then charged to “fix” the nonexistent infection.
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11-29-2018 Prince Salman-Trump as our Elite World Rulers... These changes are
not inevitable! Jew Hero has the keys to the 2019 Star Wars Exodus Model of the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR - start your engines!!

11-29-2018

11-29-2018

11-28-2018 Citi Bank Playing the Florida Lotto Today "No Kid Hungry" on Giving
Tuesday, up to $100k... Does City Bank know going into Pulblix in Key West the
line for the Florida Lottery Tickets is longer than the grocery line for buying food
for the kids!! You bet ya Sara Palin would say...

11-28-2018 Hysterical women with breast-ovary cancer, are not listened to
also.‘"Why Do You Think I Should?’: Bolton Defends Not Listening to Khashoggi
Tape or the fiery wrecks. Not brainstorming a Rx Pink Latte Recipe for Starbucks
8 Day cure of every stage of breast-ovary cancers.

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's
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11-28-2018 Win the War on Cancer Manhattan Project in Paris. Macron Has a
Long-Term Vision. But the French Have Urgent Needs Light Years from the French
government owned Total Oil Company goings on Today depositing more $ trillions in
oil money and diesel exhaust. How Pollution Can Hurt the Health of the Economy.
Correction how diesel exhaust in Paris can be a war crime against Macron. When
Jews Drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into a liberated Paris. Liberated from gas
stations, shutting down the war crime oil economy in Paris. Ivanka Trump’s and
Jared Kushner’s Judaism driving diesel and gasoline cars... a sin for sure! QatarParis Riches and Quality of Life from the spoils of illegal Oil Revenues. Why the
Qatar Elite Ruling Class spent more on their Citizens than the Elite Paris Ruling
Class. Sort of like why Jimmy Carter spent $13 Trillion on a fleet of USS Jimmy
Carter Nuke Subs instead of spending $13 Trillion on Kids in Georgia. Citi Bank
would match this $$$. Paris the largely state-owned electricity company working
on the Star Wars iPod size GE electric generator that will change life in Paris like
electricity did with electric wires.

11-28-2018 Mind Control in China Has a Very Long History... Mao with all the Oil
+ Gas $$$ in Saudi Arabia and Qatar. NASA with all these Trillions. Yale Key
West Medical School Mind Control for a Elite Art of the Diagnosis that makes
Harvard Medical School #2. Nobel's mind control working on Nitro. Edison Electric
before it became GE Electric. Mission Control at NASA losing a fleet of 100 Super
Shuttles to one aging International Space Station. Mr. Netanyahu did just that.
Why he did isn’t entirely clear. He argued that there were facts that he wasn’t
able to share with the public. Jew Hero Driving the Star Wars Exodus Model 2019
Ford into Mecca for total victory over Moslems for Centuries. Mecca bankrupt in
the poorhouse Lane Times. Gravity of Hell.

11-28-2018 Gravity Engine Invention by a Jew. In our New Universe this is taking
on new dimensions in physics with all the CERN God Particles - now Time is the
Next God Particle and Gravity as a God particle is being censored by the NY Times
editors and front page news on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.
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11-28-2018 Yale Harvard 1984 HQ Congo... getting the virus vaccine invented in
drinking water. Noble in his lab in Stockholm today, no fighting over oil money in
Sweden today. Battle Against Ebola Pits Hope Against Chaos. A vaccine and new
treatments are on hand in the Democratic Republic of Congo, but the outbreak is in
an area rife with gunfire, bandits and suspicion.

11-28-2018 What does pot have to do the Citi Bank $$$ to feed hungry kids?
How a Push to Legalize Pot in N.J. Became a Debate on Race and Fairness not
about Citi Bank.

11-28-2018

11-28-2018

11-28-2018

11-27-2018 Citi Bank Wife $$$ What is it about the word 'Wife'? Let's ask the
3 Wife's of Prince Salman. Let's wonder if Trump's tweets would be about
inventions if he had 3 Wife's in the White House. Wife Drives her Husband to
Soul Mates for God! In our New Universe this is taking on new dimensions in
physics with all the CERN God Particles - now Time is the Next God Particle and
Gravity as a God particle is being censored by the NY Times editors and front page
news on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. The women in the NY Times
article who wrote the Wife article never felt the Gravity of who invented it.

11-27-2018 Citi Bank Today "No Kid Hungry" on Giving Tuesday, up to $100k...
$777 Trillion in their Bank via Prince Salman-Trump when Many Kids are Hungry +
idle, waiting to be served 1,001 IP invention projects by the Top Brass at Citi
Bank. Pain and Sense of Betrayal as Canada G.M. Factory Closes After a Century
of building gas engine cars... in Times of 2019 Ford windmillCAR's not financed by
Citi Bank.
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11-27-2018 Citi Bank has known about the 1,001 IP invention project to put all
childhood vaccines in the Star Wars Drinking Water... Citi Bank Falling Asleep at
the Wheel Driving to Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Citi Bank bought every kid in Saudi
Arabia + Qatar a diesel Mercedes in 2018. Millions of women driving in Saudi
Arabia thanks to $$$ from Citi Bank.

11-27-2018 Ovary blood test for every woman at Citi Bank Hell No - No one
Though of this, Why? "They ordered the blood test to look for the specific
antibody. Six days later, the results came back: She did have a paraneoplastic
syndrome, which turned out to be triggered by a teratoma. A CT scan located a
walnut-size tumor on her ovary."

11-27-2018 General Motors to Idle Plants - Citi Bank will Idle millions of Kids
Hungry for 1,001 IP invention projects. iMac Computer lab in the lobby of every
City Bank will feed far more Kids better food for though. Citi Bank Top Brass are
not on a heart healthy diet. Citi Bank Top Brass Repeatedly Lying to billions of
kids about why kids in Qatar not the USA are the Richest in the World.

11-27-2018 Pain and Sense of Betrayal via Canada to fight breast cancer in a $7
Trillion dollar Manhattan Project led by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Ms. Lee, 52, is
a survivor of that disease, having been diagnosed in March 2015; she underwent a
double mastectomy two months later. That procedure is a central part of an HBO
documentary, “Rx: Early Detection, A Cancer Journey with Sandra Lee,” HBO
production of hacking 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secure and crunching them at
Los Alamos on Nuke Super Computers then on IBM Summit. Mr. Cuomo signed in
2016, expanding breast cancer screening and eliminating insurance co-pays for
screening mammograms. 2016 Manhattan projects $7 Trillion, Cuomo let Prince
Salman keep this money in Citi Bank. At one point during an interview, she handed
a reporter a handwritten copy of her favorite smoothie recipe, not the Rx Recipe
for the Pink Latte Cure of breast cancer in 8 days for every stage of breastovarian cancer! Ms. Lee at the Gotham Awards on Monday for her 40-minute film,
which is arresting in its portrait of her medical battle, with graphic depictions of
the surgery and her recovery, including nudity and necrotizing skin. Arrest of
Prince Salman for war crimes. War on Breast Cancer war crimes. 1 Pill cure for
Breast - Ovarian or 8 day is not brainstormed by anyone in the USA today on
orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ Trump Towers.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-27-2018 General Motors to Idle Plants - Citi Bank will Idle millions of Kids
Hungry for 1,001 IP invention projects. iMac Computer lab in the lobby of every
City Bank will feed far more Kids better food for though. Citi Bank Top Brass are
not on a heart healthy diet. Citi Bank Top Brass Repeatedly Lying to billions of
kids about why kids in Qatar not the USA are the Richest in the World.

11-27-2018 NASA is overrun by Generals Kicked Off Facebook Who Can Still
Glorify War's Waste via Military MIT Toys not for Kids at Grandiose Museum +
Prince Salmans Palace. NASA’s InSight Mission Has Touched Down on Mars to
Study the Red Planet’s Deep Secrets. Secret conversation of Jewish Aliens 4.3
light years from Earth will stop Prince Salman-Trumps waste of $777 Trillion
dollars. Five Countries Slow to Address Nazi-Looted Art, U.S. Expert Says. Jews
are Slow Driving the Star Wars Model 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca!! Art
of the Jews driving the Star Wars Model of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR... lost to
Prince Salman-Trump!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-27-2018 Argentina transition from a military dictatorship. During the military’s
rule from 1976 to 1983, some 30,000 people were killed or disappeared... USA
Pentagon protecting Oil killed millions via cancers and birth defects and DUI Road
Kills... F-35 Radar on cars was not shared with Ford and GM as it would cost more
than the Ford. So much for F-35 Fighter Jets cost.

11-27-2018 General Motors Star Wars Model of the 2019 WindmillCAR's + RV
Homes not yet made at NASA, Los Alamos, Boeing... etc

11-27-2018 General Motors plant in Oshawa, Ontario, where G.M. Canada has its
headquarters. The plant once had 40,000 workers, but has recently employed only
a few thousand. gas prices have remained low, consumers have gravitated toward
bigger, roomier vehicles like pickup trucks and sport-utility vehicles. Demand for
small and midsize cars has plunged.

11-27-2018 General Motors Skiing Quebec, Where the Chef’s Table Is Just a
Schuss Away. A skier and his son head to Quebec, where gastronomic exploration
(seal tartare, anyone?) ends up being part of their journey. Skiing Quebec, Where
the stars are light years away and not in anyone's lifetime plans...
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11-27-2018 2019 Ford WindmillCAR management skills, safe from Diesel Exhaust,
Gasoline Exhaust driving judgment by our 2 White Men at 1984 HQ has poisoned
the Air billions of people breath this Christmas Day and they are at peace with
their God and a New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens,
as with all complex activities inventing Star Wars Products for our Habitat for
Humanity, comes only with experience.”

11-27-2018 Generals Sleep deprivation is becoming a more common risk factor
driving Earth and Humanity as Prince Salman-Trump have ruined Earth via Greed
and Riches of Oil Revenues beyond belief of $777 Trillion dollars.

11-27-2018 General Motors Dash Cam... Helping Teenagers to Be Safer Drivers.
New drivers are more likely to get into trouble because they lack experience, but
the best way to reduce the risk of a crash is to become an experienced driver.
Although the number of teenagers killed in motor vehicle crashes has dropped by
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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almost 50 percent in the last decade, crashes remain the leading cause of
adolescent death and injury in the United States. And since 2014, along with the
use of electronic devices, teenage motor vehicle fatalities have risen. A recent
study, published in the Journal of Adolescent Health, found that new teenage
drivers were eight times more likely to crash or have a close call in the first three
months after getting a license and driving independently than they were during the
last three months on a learner’s permit. New teen drivers were also four times
more likely to engage in risky behaviors like rapid acceleration, sudden braking and
hard turns. Mom monitoring via live streaming has not been sold by Amazon.

11-27-2018 General Motors to Idle Plants and 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in
Canada!

11-27-2018 General Motors; Three American soldiers died in Afghanistan, the
U.S. military said, in the worst loss of life for the U.S. there this year 2018.
Killed not driving a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR on orders from Prince Salman-Trump.
Many are complicity + war criminals dealing in Oil $$$ Trillions, hundreds of
trillions of dollars in oil revenues.

11-27-2018 General Motors What is it about the word 'Wife'? Let's ask the 3
Wife's of Prince Salman. Let's wonder if Trump's tweets would be about inventions
if he had 3 Wife's in the White House. Wife Drives her Husband to Soul Mates
for God! In our New Universe this is taking on new dimensions in physics with all
the CERN God Particles - now Time is the Next God Particle and Gravity as a God
particle is being censored by the NY Times editors and front page news on orders
from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. The women in the NY Times article who wrote the
Wife article never felt the Gravity of who invented it.
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11-26-2018 Citi Bank will match donations to "No Kid Hungry" on Giving Tuesday,
up to $100k. Prince Salman has $777 Trillion! $7 Trillion will go to UNICEF the
day Gina at the CIA confiscates it... Will Citi Bank 'Match' this, burn it like gas
engine cars in a fiery wreck with kids inside... probably Yes!

11-26-2018 Citi Bank has known about the IP invention project to put all childhood
vaccines in the Star Wars Drinking Water... Betty Bumpers, Campaigner for
Childhood Vaccinations, Dies at 93 leaving her money to Citi Bank for the inventors
brainstorming and writing Hemingway House Noble Novels for this Miracle Pope
Francis has censored.

11-26-2018 Killing of Mr. Khashoggi, 59, has heightened tensions between Turkey
and Saudi Arabia, and tarnished the reputation of the Saudi government and its
crown prince, Mohammed bin Salman.

11-26-2018 Lets tarnish the reputation of Citi Bank for the killing of so many
Children from virus diseases and diesel exhaust...

11-26-2018 Jewish Wife's can't drive, Jews Want a Nuclear Bomb and it's the
Star Wars Exodus Model of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR... will the Jew Hero Drive
it into Mecca escape the Gravity of Prince Trump-Salman? Not without some more
'drive' by his Jewish Wife... Wife's, grin. Prince Salman has 3 wife's and they
drove him to kill a Washington Post Journalists for writing.

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's
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Star Wars Model of he 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's driving in No Snow Interstate
Highways thanks to 'Heating Element' in the road, a star wars invention spin off
from the WindmillCAR's and Trucks.
No Snow On The Interstate Highways spin off invention...

No Snow On The Interstate Highways spin off invention...

Star Wars Model of he 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's driving in No Snow Interstate
Highways thanks to 'Heating Element' in the road, a star wars invention spin off
from the WindmillCAR's and Trucks.
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11-26-2018 For those driving around the Equator the iPod size A/C powered with
a micro GE electric generator is a spin off invention of the Star Wars Model of
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. The 'Window A/C' goes or comes micro the size of
a paper back book in 2019.

11-26-2018 $3,700 Generators FEMA Contractors Charged Steep Markups... in a
Orwellian Society, this is a spin off of Saudi Arabia gas station hold ups in Miami,
Cuba for $777 Trillion in hold up loot.

11-26-2018 $3,700 Cyber Monday is a big day for online retailers, particularly
Amazon, which just announced it was building a headquarters in Queens. Critics are
mobilizing. By AZI PAYBARAH Critics are mobilizing against Amazons 1 Click links
to 1,001 invention projects specs with Genius tutors and a IBM Summit Super
Computer all can afford to be super computer literate in super computer simulations
that can track HIV infections of Who gave the virus to Whom 100% right.
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11-26-2018 Is Exxon Conning Its Investors? Yes Jimmy Carter and his wife are
at peace with their Oil God... con game for Heaven + Hell and the Peanut
Plantation Owner and his wife bought $777 Trillion dollars worth of Exxon-Mobil
stock made a killing of children with diesel cancers immune from the front page of
the NY Times and Plains Georgia Post.

11-26-2018 Conning Its Citizens The Truman Waterfront Park Planning meeting set
with Liz Young with millions of young Citizens have Diesel Cancers and need the
Yale Key West Medical School at Truman Waterfront with 25 Trump Towers. Sand
Sculptures at Casa Marina "Seeing and Saying" Yes to the Yale Key West Medical
Schools 25 Trump Towers will win thanks to Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. At Los
Alamos and Key West.

Skyline of the Yale Key West Medical School is a 'Macy's Store Window Sand
Sculpture"

Skyline of the Yale Key West Medical School is a 'Macy's Store Window Sand
Sculpture"
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11-26-2018 Conning Its Citizens The Truman Waterfront Park Planning meeting set
with Liz Young with millions of young Citizens have Diesel Cancers and need the
Yale Key West Medical School at Truman Waterfront with 25 Trump Towers. Sand
Sculptures at Casa Marina "Seeing and Saying" Yes to the Yale Key West Medical
Schools 25 Trump Towers will win thanks to Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. At Los
Alamos and Key West.

11-26-2018 MD Wife's Chinese police are barring Victor and Cynthia Liu from
leaving China in an effort to force their father to return. U.S. officials object to
the growing practice of an “exit ban.” Wife was given a 'exit ban' from Yale Key
West Medical School by 2 Chinese Men at 1984 HQ. "How Cheap Labor Drives
China’s A.I. Ambitions" By LI YUAN "How 2 Chinese Men at 1984 HQ drive the
riches of gas engine cars in China to Qatar" leaving millions of Chinese poor instead
of rich, a war crime. by Li Yuan. Tinkering with Time being the New Higgs God
Particle and Exodus Exit for the Jews they play with Coal and Gas Engine Cars.
Star Wars Medical Schools are in the 'Exit Ban'. Why this mind set, ask the
Qatar partners at the Qatar Chinese Trump Casino Roulette Wheels. Fly in the
Chinese soup is tsetse flies!
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11-26-2018 China is the Saudi Arabia of data, its data factories are the
refineries, turning raw data into the fuel that can power China’s goal of A.I.
supremacy for more gas engine cars... not the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Mindset
of Chinese Men are Mad the Women MD said in her diagnosis referring the Star
Wars Model of the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV Homes.

11-26-2018 Brainstorming a Rx Recipe at Los Alamos to End Violence Against
Women - 2 White Men at 1984 HQ killed this Manhattan Project along with the
Breast-Ovarian 8 day pill cure. Cure the killing of women shot to death by a
man... Ocala Florida shooting at Walmart: Man shoots woman dead in garden
center of store today. Ocala police identified the suspect as 54-year-old David
Johnson, he shot her Carli Cronin, 30. Three times in the garden center in front
of everyone. 1 Pill to cure this is not being brainstormed anywhere in our 1984
Society World Wide... on orders from 2 white Men at HQ. A man is accused of
killing a woman on the same day he was released from an Arizona prison,
authorities said Saturday. David James Bohart was arrested at a hotel Friday on
suspicion of second-degree murder in the death of Marika L. Jones, 49. Tucson
police said they found her body with stab wounds.

11-26-2018 "MD Wife's Marching to End Violence Against Women" By RAPHAEL
MINDER, YONETTE JOSEPH and ILIANA MAGRA Rx Recipe Perfume in the air
from a Utopian Novel written today at the Hemingway House Writing Class on an
iMac with 1 Click Amazon and Summit super computer with Gina's hacking of 4
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Trillion Rx Recipes and Perfumes. Star Wars 'Exit Ban' from the 2 Chinese men at
1984 HQ, smell up HQ they grumble.

11-26-2018 Exit Ban To End Violence Against Women by Homeland Security the
last decades... CIA has the audio in their HQ and it classified Secret. "MD
Wife's Marching to End Violence Against Women" By RAPHAEL MINDER,
YONETTE JOSEPH and ILIANA MAGRA

11-26-2018 MD Wife's About 137 women killed each day in 2017 by someone they
knew: UN report More than half of the approximately 87,000 women killed in 2017
died at the hands of intimate partners or family members, according to a report
released ... The most dangerous place for a woman? Her home, UN study shows.
More than half of all female homicide victims worldwide – 137 every day – were
killed by a member of their own family last year, UN at the gas station not the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR Society. Many of these killings of women were cause by
Prince Salman-Trumps $777 Trillion in gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba. Women
at the gas station hold up sucker punched out of spite for Salman-Trump was
censored by the UN.

11-26-2018
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Citi Bank will match donations to "No Kid Hungry" on Giving Tuesday, up to $100k.
Prince Salman has $777 Trillion! $7 Trillion will go to UNICEF the day Gina at the
CIA confiscates it... Will Citi Bank 'Match' this, burn it like gas engine cars in a
fiery wreck with kids inside... probably Yes!

11-25-2018 MD Wife's’ "Chinese Manhattan Project" to cure all stages of breast
and ovarian cancers in 8 days. What Drives the Chinese Men, not Chinese Women!!
Qatar is the righest City in the World. Chinese Men gave them the Star Wars
Model of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for Blood Money... bribes and kickbacks from
$777 Trillion in gas station hold up at Miami, Cuba gas stations! $$$.

11-25-2018 African trypanosomiasis, is transmitted by tsetse flies, they go mad
at the end. Pill to cure this sleeping sickness in 8 days is being brainstormed
today, not by any Chinese! They hope to get the Rx Recipe for a 1 pill cure. 1 Pill
cure for Breast - Ovarian or 8 day is not brainstormed by anyone in the USA
today on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ Trump Towers.

11-25-2018 Cure the killing of women shot to death by a man... Ocala Florida
shooting at Walmart: Man shoots woman dead in garden center of store today.
Ocala police identified the suspect as 54-year-old David Johnson, he shot her
Carli Cronin, 30. Three thimes in the garden center in front of everyone. 1 Pill to
cure this is not being brainstormed anywhere in our 1984 Society World Wide... on
orders from 2 white Men at HQ. A man is accused of killing a woman on the same
day he was released from an Arizona prison, authorities said Saturday. David
James Bohart was arrested at a hotel Friday on suspicion of second-degree murder
in the death of Marika L. Jones, 49. Tucson police said they found her body with
stab wounds.

11-25-2018 China builds the world largest airport not Yale Medical School. 72
million passengers a year and none will be scanned for breast cancers... terminal
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designed by the Iraqi-British star architect Zaha Hadid who died of cancer in
2016 because the Key West Navy bombed the Yale Key West medical school in
2011 when Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion confiscated from Prince
Salman.

11-25-2018 MD Wife's’ "Chinese Manhattan Project" to cure all stages of breast
and ovarian cancers in 8 days. What Drives the Chinese Men, not Chinese Women!!

11-25-2018 MD Wife's’ "Chinese Manhattan Project" to cure all stages of breast
and ovarian cancers in 8 days. What Drives the Chinese Men, not Chinese Women!!
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11-25-2018 A new series explores China’s transformation into an economic
powerhouse, and how the country’s dramatic rise is reshaping the world via Coal
Masterminds not Masterminds of the Star Wars Model of the 2019 Ford
WinmdillCAR's + RV Homes.

11-25-2018 MD Wife's’ "Chinese Manhattan Project" to cure all stages of breast
and ovarian cancers in 8 days. What Drives the Chinese Men, not Chinese Women!!

11-25-2018 China's Coal Minds are Alienating the Masterminds of the Star Wars
Model of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV Homes... This virus was caught at the
Qatar Trump Casino's Roulette Wheels, grin.

11-25-2018 MD Wife's’ "Chinese Manhattan Project" to cure all stages of breast
and ovarian cancers in 8 days. What Drives the Chinese Men, not Chinese Women!!

11-25-2018 Looking back on 100 years of culture and scam's on the Chinese. The
British Opium Wars are not in Oxford Text books today... will coal and gas engine
cars sold by RR be in the Oxford history textbooks in 100 years, probably not.
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11-25-2018 London Plague today is Breast Cancers and it's not the hottest topic
at Oxford...

11-25-2018 JFK and not one women was ever scanned for breast cancer or gave
blood for Ovarian Cancer, a war crime in Star Wars Society.

11-25-2018 Manhattan, built "Freedom Towers" without the freedom from Breast
and ovarian cancers that killed 40,000 women a year since 9/11 are these 2 white
men who did this at 1984 HQ as Drunk as Trump-Salman on oil money? Jing-JinJi” plan without a MD. Dr. Trump MD would have saved Ivanka from the tortures
of breast cancer.
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Manhattan, built "Freedom Towers" without the freedom from Breast and ovarian
cancers that killed 40,000 women a year since 9/11

11-25-2018 Yale Key West Medical School as the Worlds Largest vs China's
Airport the Largest in the World which would you build if you had Ovarian or
breast cancer? world’s largest at 7.5 million square feet. By 2025, the airport will
be able to serve 72 million passengers a year. That, along with the existing Beijing
Capital International Airport’s annual capacity of 96 million passengers, would make
Beijing one of the world’s busiest city airport systems, rivaling for top spot the
170 million carried by London’s six airports

96 million passengers pay for the Jet Fuel...
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11-25-2018 Coal and Breast Cancer 3 Years later...

11-25-2018 Coal, the most polluting of energy sources, shows no sign of
disappearing three years after the Paris agreement, when world leaders promised
decisive action against Birth Defects and Childhood Cancers in Paris! By SOMINI
SENGUPTA

11-25-2018 Removing 40,000 bodies of breast cancer women. "Retrieving Body of
Missionary Killed on Remote Indian Island Is a Struggle" What is a struggle for the
Editors at the NY Times is war crimes in the war on Cancer!

11-25-2018 "Costly Raising of Argentine Submarine May Not Yield Answers or
Bodies, Experts Say" Many family members believe the Argentine government would
have never hired Ocean Infinity, promising a $7.5 million payout if the submarine
was found, if it had not been for the pressure they exerted, including camping
outside the presidential palace in Buenos Aires for almost two months. “If you
don’t fight, no one does anything for you,” explained Alinatedra Aguilera, 43, who
is also a sister of Lunateconás.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-25-2018 Costly breast + ovarian cancers $7 Trillion each... just in time cure
will make Trump tweets as if they were to Alienate everyone on Earth, 'Madness'
Dr. Lisa MD would diagnose caused by to much Time golfing goofing off with Prince
Salman... Ha.

11-25-2018 The daughters of the murdered Saudi journalist promise to keep the
legacy of their father alive.

11-25-2018 The daughter of Trump will die a worst tortured death from breast ovarian cancer than Khashoggi and Trump Collusion is a crime against Women, even
his daughter this time!

11-25-2018 Putin can order this blood test for every woman in Moscow. Yes it will
find a few cancers and save their life, will he after reading this web page? Julie
said No Way!! "They ordered the blood test to look for the specific antibody seen
in this disease. Six days later, the results came back: She did have a
paraneoplastic syndrome, which turned out to be triggered by a teratoma. A CT
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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scan located a walnut-size tumor on her ovary."

11-25-2018

11-24-2018 Qatar transformation into the Riches City in the World, no other
leaders wanted the Title... Ha. Conversations and Nobel Novels at the Hemingway
House Writing Class would make the USA the Richest in '1,001 Invention Projects'
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ lost this title the last decade too. Think and have a
conversation of all the Lost Inventions!

11-24-2018 Chinese Want a Nuclear Bomb not the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV
Homes; China will lose 84,000 dead in Pakistan before they drive the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's into Beijing... a war crime. Chinese Presence in Pakistan Is
Targeted in Strike on Consulate in Karachi. By MEHER AHMAD and SALMAN
MASOOD

11-24-2018 Qatar the righest City in the World not China; Jets, Horses and
Bribes: How a Venezuelan Official Became a Billionaire as His Country sold Oil for
$777 Trillion to Miami, Cuba. Qatar Subway's are inside a Palace, NYC Subways
are dingy and dirty. Rogue ‘M.T.A. Museum’ Celebrates Everything Dingy About the
Subway with no pictures of the Qatar Subway inside a Palace paid for in full by
New Yorkers... $$$.
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11-24-2018 North and South Korea Get U.N.’s Go-Ahead to Study Joint train
Project, Lets hope this secret Train Project is the 100 Car Super Shuttle NASA
Train can't put on the front page of the NY Times Today, grin! Revelations about
'War' and 'Star Wars' In Star Wars Society there is a 8 day Rx Latte Recipe at
Star Bucks for the cure of breast and ovarian cancers. In the NY Times Today
the Editors want women to become Warriors for War not Star Wars or the War
on Cancer. These editorials were censored. "Let Women Be Warriors. "It’s time to
stop questioning whether women should be in combat units." By TERESA FAZIO
London sent troops men into combat when the Plague was killing women and children
in London. NY Times is doing the same with the Plagues of Breast and Ovarian
cancer. Sending the MD into wars combat for oil money. Remember these Combat
women will be in Baghdad fighting for the $300 Million a week in Oil Revenues that
goes into the Navy's USS Jimmy Carter's Nuke Sub Fleet. Forget the Rx Pink
Latte Manhattan projects.

11-24-2018 Before women go into combat for the Pentagon's Oil Revenues. Let
them know more about Ovarian Tumors. "Before her transfer to the psychiatry
unit, a neurologist at PeaceHealth had considered the possibility of a paraneoplastic
syndrome triggered by antibodies that had been set off by an ovarian growth,
known as a teratoma. These tumors contain a mixture of cell types — bone, skin,
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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muscle and tissue from various organs. But on rare occasions, the tumors will grow
some type of brain cells. These cells prompt the body to develop antibodies that
will attack and destroy the same type of cell in the brain. The neurologist decided
it was unlikely that she had a paraneoplastic syndrome because she didn’t have the
expected changes on her electroencephalogram. In addition, brain lesions from
paraneoplastic syndromes can sometimes be seen on an M.R.I. The patient had had
these scans and they were normal. They ordered the blood test to look for the
specific antibody seen in this disease. Six days later, the results came back: She
did have a paraneoplastic syndrome, which turned out to be triggered by a
teratoma. A CT scan located a walnut-size tumor on her ovary.

The neurologist decided it was unlikely that she had a paraneoplastic syndrome
because she didn’t have the expected changes on her electroencephalogram. Pilot
error neurologist! Why, Dr. Lisa Sanders didn't write this part of the article.
What could have made him doubt... check and recheck a few time? Write this in a
Nobel Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class Today, or when we get this
class started... in Key West.

11-24-2018 Ovary Combat... Bernstein was amazed by the diagnosis. Before the
diagnosis she was ready to go into Combat for Pentagon Oil Revenues for MIT War
Toys and USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub Fleets.

11-24-2018 Women going into combat for the Pentagon made aware of their
Ovary. "This case made him wonder about two other young women he cared for
decades earlier who died from brain disorders that started out looking like
psychotic disorders. Could those symptoms have been caused by this kind of thenwww.electricwindmillcar.com
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unknown antibody? He feels certain of one thing: He and his colleague will always
be aware of this diagnosis should they ever see it again."

11-24-2018 NY Times editorial on "Let Women Be Warriors. "It’s time to stop
questioning whether women should be in combat units." By TERESA FAZIO
Diagnosis is Something Much More Serious... Hell on Earth when the Universe of
12 Trillion Galaxies is real Combat. Especially when we meet up with our first
Jewish Alien.

11-24-2018 "DUI's Road Kills Drunk Drivers, looking back. Looking Back on 100
Years of New York City Drinking Culture, From Gritty to Elegant. When it comes
to hunkering down with at the bar getting into your car and driving into Hell!"

11-24-2018 Prohibition, however, changed all that. Getting Drunk on 12 Trillion
Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens is getting drunk!

11-24-2018 Qatar getting to the Top - The Richest City in the World.
Masterminds had very different than the Mind Set of these Thousands of USA
Business leaders directing HR to pay the least not the Most... "Some business
leaders have objected to salary history bans. The salary information helps them
avoid interviewing people who would cost too much, they say. It can also help them
avoid overpaying people whom they could hire for less, and it’s a way to find out
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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how much previous employers thought applicants were worth. The Chamber of
Commerce for Greater Philadelphia fought a salary ban passed in Philadelphia, and
this week, a United States district judge ruled that employers could ask about
prior salary — but could not set pay based on it."

11-24-2018 iMac Lab in the NY Times Lobby + Trump Towers in Court. Jesse
Wegman New York City High Schoolers Get Their Day in Court not in an iMac Lab
24/7 with Genius Techs and Starbucks coffee... grin. "100 Notable Books of
2018. The year’s notable fiction, poetry and nonfiction, selected by the editors of
The New York Times Book Review." Not one book from the NY Times editors is
titled "1,001 IP Invention Projects" with 1 Click Amazon link to specs and Genius
Tutors and Summit an IBM Super Computer for simulations much better than
tracking HIV who gave it to Whom.

11-24-2018 Prince Turki al-Faisal, a senior member of the royal family, told
journalists in Abu Dhabi. The prince, a former Saudi intelligence chief who has also
served as ambassador to the United States, said the agency’s conclusion that Iraq
possessed chemical weapons before the U.S. invasion in 2003 showed it could be
unreliable. “That was the most glaring of inaccurate and wrong assessments, which
led to a full-scale war with thousands being killed,” he said, speaking at an event
hosted by the New York-based Beirut Institute.

11-24-2018 Gina at the CIA has driven the New 2019 Ford WindmillCAR too...

11-24-2018 Salman, prince arrived in Abu Dhabi late on Thursday and is due to
visit other countries in the region, including Bahrain and Egypt, where he will be
warmly received by allied leaders who have stood firmly by his side amid
international outrage over the murder of Khashoggi. MBS will also attend the G20
Summit in Argentina at the end of this month, where he will likely come face-toface with world leaders, including Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, who has
implicitly accused the crown prince of being behind the killing.
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11-24-2018 Like many hunters, Ms. Cassens distanced herself from those who kill
strictly for the trophy. “Our meat is dinner six nights a week,” she said. More
meat for breakfast and lunch... nothing wrong with this she said before her
Doctors apt. Grin. Ms. Cassens’s father, Ed Hughes, 63, named every bird that
fluttered overhead - no one named every different type of heart surgery for
them.

11-24-2018

11-24-2018

11-23-2018 Jews Want a Nuclear Bomb and it's the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR...
will the Jew Hero Drive it into Mecca escape the Gravity of Prince Trump-Salman?

Since 1 Jan 2018 40,000 USA women have been killed by No Manhattan Project
for the Rx Pink Latte, this is a war crime by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who spent
her Trillions at the Qatar Trump Casino instead. CIA needs a video of who went to
the Qatar Trump Casino and how much they lost... for the USA women!

Starbucks Store Windows in Key West... Star Wars Windmill Ford driven by USA
women in the background.
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11-23-2018 NY Times Front Page Today; Saudis Want a U.S. Nuclear Deal. Can
They Be Trusted Not to Build a Bomb?. The question of whether Saudi Arabia
should be allowed to make its own nuclear fuel has intensified after the Saudi
assassination of Jamal Khashoggi and the cover-up that followed. By DAVID E.
SANGER and WILLIAM J. BROAD

11-23-2018 Prince + King Salman#MeToo Cases... on the Front page and YouTube
Videos via CIA

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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"Star Wars" Model of the 2019 Ford windmillCAR's with H and O for clean H2O
like in Star Wars. Bottled Water and Tap water are run of the mill like Win 10 in
Star Wars, getting to 1,001 Star Wars Inventions - Do you really think they drink
bottled water in Star Wars!! H and O.

Macy's NYC Thanksgiving Day Parade Watchers Are Thankful for Matt Lauer’s
Absence. For the first time in 20 years, the former anchor did not host NBC’s
broadcast of the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade. Absence of NBC from...
Thanksgiving Day In Key West working to win a Nobel in Medicine no matter what
the 2 White Men at NBC HQ in NYC are working on Today!

MD Wife's’ "Moscow Manhattan Project" to cure all stages of breast and ovarian
cancers in 8 days. What Drives the Russian, not Russian Women, grin

11-23-2018 1918: Belgian King Returns Home After World War I... After Star
Wars King Salman returns to Mecca's Poorhouse for 1.5 billion Moslems. The King
Lost Everything gambling at the Qatar Trump Casino's Roulette Wheels against the
Wheels of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR the Star Wars Model with 1,001
accessories.

11-23-2018 Turkey's President needs to get the sex audio tapes from the CIA on
Prince Salman. South Korea Signals End to ‘Final’ Deal With Japan Over Wartime
Sex Slaves. By CHOE SANG-HUN

11-23-2018 Turkish media: CIA has recording of MBS ordering Khashoggi murder.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Breaking News A Turkish news website says the CIA has a recording of a phone
call in which Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman gave instructions to "silence Jamal
...

11-23-2018 Macy's NYC Thanksgiving Day Parade Watchers Are Thankful for
Matt Lauer’s Absence. For the first time in 20 years, the former anchor did not
host NBC’s broadcast of the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade. Absence of NBC
from... Thanksgiving Day In Key West we working to win a Nobel in Medicine no
matter what the 2 White Men at NBC HQ in NYC are working on Today!

11-23-2018 Keep Children Away From E-Cigarettes, Readers urge the Food and
Drug Administration to act more decisively.

11-23-2018 FDA and Diesel, Readers urge the NY Times Editors to act more
decisively against gas engine cars now that Prince Salman is a 'Outcast' killer of a
Journalist. Soon to be charged with Diesel Genocide and Miami, Cuba gas station
hold ups for decades.

11-23-2018 Prince Salman gave the President of Pakistan $6 Billion last week in
blood money, Trump got much more. "Forty percent of all deaths in Pakistan may
be caused by contaminated water." Bottled water isn’t a solution. The solution is
the Star Wars Model of the 2019 Ford windmillCAR's with H and O for clean H2O
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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like in Star Wars. Bottled Water and Tap water are run of the mill like Win 10 in
Star Wars, getting to Star Wars Invention - Do you really think they drink
bottled water in Star Wars!! H and O.

11-23-2018 Prince Salman Not served in Saudi Arabia by Prince Salams 'Grand
Vision' of his Star Wars and Women Cured of breast cancer in 8 days at every
stage!

Record casualties take toll on Afghanistan forces.Since 2015, nearly 30,000
Afghan soldiers and police have been killed, President Ashraf Ghani revealed this
month.

Since 1 Jan 2018 40,000 USA women have been killed by No Manhattan Project
for the Rx Pink Latte, this is a war crime by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who spent
her Trillions at the Qatar Trump Casino instead. CIA needs a video of who went to
the Qatar Trump Casino and how much they lost... for the USA women!

Starbucks Store Windows in Key West... Star Wars Windmill Ford driven by USA
women in the background.
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Store Windows on Duval Key West have 1,001 t-shirts, will have 1,001 IP
invention projects in Star Wars Key West.

Skyline of the Yale Key West Medical School is a 'Macy's Store Window"

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Skyline of the Yale Key West Medical School is a 'Macy's Store Window"

11-23-2018 Window Shopping @ Star Wars 1,001 IP Invention Projects - H and
O = H2O. Half a mile north and a few blocks east, at Bloomingdale’s, the windows
on Lexington Avenue have been given over to a holiday partnership with the Grinch,
whose new film is in theaters. Passers-by can have their photos snapped by inwindow cameras, which then beam their images into displays, or karaoke their
favorite Christmas carols, into microphones jutting out onto the sidewalk. “We
track how many people are taking their photographs and sharing them back out,”
said Frank Berman, an executive vice president and the chief marketing officer of
Bloomingdale’s. “We also have methods in place to track how many people are
passing by the windows, stopping and engaging. We also track the amount of
traffic coming into the store and the conversion rates. We’re up in terms of
traffic this holiday season.” Amazon “We track how many people are taking their 1
Click IP Invention Projects to the Genius Tutor to get you started inventing, with a
Super Christmas link to the IBM Summit Super Computer. Yes everyone in Star
Wars is Super Computer literate, 1,001 Super Computer Simulations track more
than the spread of HIV from people to people. Homeland Security HIV Cops.
Women's women these men don't want this HIV job... hahahahaha. Chanel,
inspired by the first Rx Perfume Recipe! StarBucks Windows with the Rx Pink Latte
Recipe... Win 10 with the Blue Screen of Death. iMac Book Air Ride School Bus
window in the NYC Apple Store. iMac Labs on Duval Key West you can book your
iMac for your Key West Invention Fishing Vacation. Why Holiday Windows Still
Matter. In a queasy year for retail, the department-store holiday extravaganza
gleams on. Store Windows on Duval Key West have 1,001 t-shirts, will have 1,001
IP invention projects in Star Wars Key West.

11-23-2018
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11-23-2018

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Thanks to Oil Men! Women MD's are 'Homeless'
Today without a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies... with Jewish Aliens, grin!

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Jew Hero's torture on Thanks Giving Day 2018 is
by Trump too... No you can't Drive into Mecca in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's...
Erdogan has successfully claimed the moral high ground vacated by President Trump

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Boeing, Airbus and Dassault Aviation will be making
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's 24/7. Brookhaven National Labs, Los Alamos,
Lawrence Livermore Labs all will be making the Star Wars Model of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's - oh yes Ford too.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Spike in oil prices, to $150 a barrel - wrong drop
in oil to .10 cents a gallon in Miami, Cuba. Gas Station in Plains Georgia today has
the price of gas at .18 cents a gallon thanks to Jimmy Carter's Wife MD...

Thanks in the Wind-Mill Car's... Key West Skyline not Qatar of the Yale Key
West Medical School
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Thanks in the Wind-Mill Car's... Key West Skyline not Qatar of the Yale Key
West Medical School

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Moral high ground of NY Times journalists not
writing about talking up the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's accessories 1,001 of them at
Thanksgiving Diner. "It’s Cold Outside? Gather Around the Turkey and Argue About
Climate Change. "Take a deep breath and pass the stuffing. By JOHN SCHWARTZ

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Trump’s Black Friday Sale: Oil, Guns and Morals"
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; What Drives the Russian State $$$ To understand
what makes Putin and his allies act the way they do, you need to look beyond the
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myths." By ALEXANDER BAUNOV Putin's Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies can't run
on Oil, it needs the Gravity Engine. Putin divorced his wife of 20 years for Oil
Money and did not have any thought of finding a Women MD Wife at Yale New
Haven.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Putin Has No ‘Delusions of Grandeur... MD Wife's’
Moscow Manhattan Project to cure all stages of breast and ovarian cancers in 8
days. What Drives the Russian, not Russian Women, grin.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; In Key West we work to win a Nobel in Medicine no
matter what the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in NYC are working on Today, same
goes for the 2 White Men at the NY Times.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Thanksgiving Dinner for the Homeless Served by
Prince Salman + Trump, Quality of life in Qatar they give thanks to the Jew Hero
Stopped from Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca... Thanksgiving
USA!

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; (“Maybe he did it, and maybe he didn’t”) contradict
the Central Intelligence Agency’s finding that MBS, as he is known, ordered the
killing.
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11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Spike in oil prices, to $150 a barrel - wrong drop
in oil to .10 cents a gallon in Miami, Cuba.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Erdogan Didn’t Get All He Hoped For in Khashoggi
Case, but His Stature Rises. The Turkish president Erdogan has successfully
claimed the moral high ground vacated by President Trump, and he has kept up the
pressure on Saudi Arabia.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Erdogan has successfully claimed the moral high
ground vacated by President Trump

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Moral high ground of NY Times journalists not
writing about talking up the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's accessories 1,001 of them at
Thanksgiving Diner. "It’s Cold Outside? Gather Around the Turkey and Argue About
Climate Change. "Take a deep breath and pass the stuffing. By JOHN SCHWARTZ
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11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Jew Hero's torture on Thanks Giving Day 2018 is
by Trump too... No you can't Drive into Mecca in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's...

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; UAE sentences British academic to life in prison for
spying. A British academic was sentenced to life in prison on Wednesday in the
United Arab Emirates on charges that he was spying for the U.K. — Britain,
England.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; U.K.’s Homelessness Problem Is Growing, and
Spreading, Report Finds it's been influenced by Qatar's Trump Casino spending at
the Roulette Wheels not the Wheels of the Homeless RV's.
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11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; The French King and Queen who lost their heads
over oil revenues are alive and well in France today, As Slums Teeter in Marseille,
a Poverty Crisis Turns Deadly.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Germany and France said they would sign a contract
with Airbus and Dassault Aviation to start work on a next-generation fighter jet in
early 2019, with next steps on a joint tank program due by the end of 2018.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Boeing, Airbus and Dassault Aviation will be making
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's 24/7. Brookhaven National Labs, Los Alamos,
Lawrence Livermore Labs all will be making the Star Wars Model of the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's - oh yes Ford too.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Brookhaven National Labs A Passion for building the
best 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's!

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Brookhaven; Our Mission... We advance
fundamental research in nuclear and particle physics to gain a deeper understanding
of matter, energy, space, and time; apply photon sciences and nanomaterials
research to energy challenges of critical importance to the nation; and perform
cross-disciplinary research on climate change, sustainable energy, and Earth’s
ecosystems, and build 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Los Alamos National Laboratory show that computer
simulations can accurately predict the transmission of HIV across populations...

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; I need a list of 1,001 computer simulations

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; LANL researchers show how computers can predict
spread of HIV and the Rx Recipe that cures all HIV in 8 days... new regime for
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Saudi Arabia + Los Alamos.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; HIV is particularly interesting to study in this
manner, Leitner noted, as the virus mutates rapidly and constantly within each
infected individual. The changing “genetic signatures” of its code provide a path
that researchers can follow in determining the origin and time frame of an
infection, and the computer simulations are now proven to be successful in tracking
and predicting the virus’s movements through populations.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; These HIV transmissions had known linkage based
on epidemiological information such as partner studies, mother-to-child
transmission, pairs identified by contact tracing, and criminal cases,”

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Los Alamos cutting-edge modeling tools can also be
used to predict the patterns of other rapidly evolving infectious diseases

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; Thanks to Oil Men! Women MD's are Homeless
Today!
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11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day; 1,001 IP invention projects written up by Times
reporters. The second step is securing the data we do end up generating, which
often means encrypting it. Encrypting all the brainstorming of 1,001 invention
projects. Well censored by the NY Times is working good there are no IP invention
projects to brainstorm at Diner today thanks to the Times. by Kate Conger is a
technology reporter in San Francisco, covering privacy, policy and labor. Previously,
she wrote about cybersecurity for Gizmodo and TechCrunch. You Don’t Have to Be
a Journalist to Want to Keep IP Invention Projects Chats Private. It’s easy to
leave behind digital evidence when talking to sources — or to friends. Here’s how
Kate Conger, a tech reporter, reduces that exposure.

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day;

11-22-2018 Thanksgiving Day;

‘Delusions of Grandeur... MD Wife's’ Los Alamos Manhattan Project to cure all
stages of cancers in 8 days. Paid for with $777 Trillion confiscated from Prince
Salman + Trump $$$.

11-21-2018 In Key West we work to win a Nobel in Medicine no matter what the
2 White Men at 1984 HQ in NYC are working on Today, same goes for the 2
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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White Men at the NY Times.

11-21-2018 CIA analysis reports rarely include explicit conclusions; 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR pursue regime change in Saudi Arabia without opening itself up to
extreme danger... Jewish Aliens and Exodus is Extreme danger. 12 Trillion
Galaxies are extreme danger, what's out there!

11-21-2018 CIA analysis reports rarely include explicit conclusions; "One Dead
After Cars on Brooklyn Bridge Burst Into Flames. One person was killed and five
others were injured after cars crashed during the morning commute and caught on
fire, forcing the bridge to be shut down.

11-21-2018 CIA analysis reports rarely include explicit conclusions; So many fiery
wrecks and no one Stops to end gas engine cars. ...a parking lot full of the
skeletons of burned cars... Jimmy Carter does not know it yet but Plains Georgia
and the entrance of his Peanut Plantation will have a memorial of a parking lot of
burned out cars. many Georgia cop cars. How Caste still rules Georgia. What Is
America’s Role Driving...

‘Delusions of Grandeur... in Heaven Admiral Jimmy Carter + wife drive to Heaven
in a gas engine car of course. Hate Crime; Hate the idea of Hell in a Universe of
12 Trillion Galaxies... Sorry Jimmy Carter!

11-21-2018 CIA analysis reports rarely include explicit conclusions; How many car
fires has Gina drive by...
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11-21-2018 CIA analysis reports rarely include explicit conclusions;

11-21-2018 CIA analysis reports rarely include explicit conclusions; How many car
fires has Gina drive by...
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11-21-2018 Trump In Pardoning Saudi Arabia, Trump Gives Guidance to
Autocrats... correction Auto's on Fire, Grin! Hot 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's

11-21-2018 Trumps particularly bizarre statement where he explained that —
even though Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman may have had Jamal
Khashoggi brutally murdered in Istanbul — the US will stand by its ally.
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11-21-2018 ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’ Time person of the year Prince and King
Salman... Two Decades After 9/11, Militants Have Only Multiplied by 2 King and
Prince Salman will do the same to Trump sitting at Trump Towers.

11-21-2018 ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’ Trump holding up gas stations in Miami, Cuba
$$$.

11-21-2018 ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’ In his last column for the Washington Post,
Khashoggi said the Arab world most needs a free press, NY Times with the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's on the front page...

11-21-2018 ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’230 million Ford WindmillCAR's

11-21-2018 ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’ 230,000 Salafi jihadist fighters in nearly 70
countries, with the largest numbers in Syria, Afghanistan and Pakistan, according
to the study by the Center for Strategic and International Studies, a Washington
think tank. The report’s conclusions, drawing on multiple databases dating to 1980
to compile one of the most extensive studies of its kind, underscore the resiliency
of these terrorist groups, and the policy failures by the United States and its
allies in responding.

11-21-2018 ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’230 million Ford WindmillCAR's, No Gas
Station No Oil Money $$$
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-21-2018 ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’ Diesel and gasoline exhaust only make the
front page at the UN when WHO gives out the Smog Statistics. London, Paris,
Rome, Vatican birth defects and childhood cancers go on for decades now because
of Saudi Arabia Greed for $777 Trillion in oil revenues.

11-21-2018 The statement met with near-universal disgust, but it reveals a dark
truth of US foreign policy: It abides human rights horrors from Saudi Arabia
because, for seven decades, US presidents have decided they have to.

11-21-2018 CIA analysis reports rarely include explicit conclusions; 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR with all its Star Wars Accessories is a explicit Invention with CIA
conclusions the Gravity Engine Car will be invented in Key West, grin.
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11-21-2018 Qatar built 40,000 Trump Towers for its Citizens Quality of Life.
London builds... A Tulip Planned to Rise Above a Gherkin on London’s Skyline The
British architect Norman Foster’s studio has announced plans to raise a skyscraper
shaped like an unopened blossom atop a concrete stalk in the city’s financial
district. Prince Harry has more than enough oil Revenues to build 40,000 Trump
Towers for its Citizens Quality of Life but never will do this. Change in London
pursue regime change that builds 40,000 Trump Towers in London for its Citizens!
A New George Orwell in London.

11-21-2018 On Monday afternoon, when Dr. O’Neal left the hospital, she
encountered a man who family and colleagues identified as her former fiancé, and
the two got into an argument. When someone in the hospital parking lot intervened,
the man lifted his shirt and showed a handgun, the police said. Then he opened
fire, they said, killing Dr. O’Neal. To many, Dr. O’Neal’s killing was a stark
reminder of the mortal danger that intimate partners can pose. Several notorious
shootings — including the one in Sutherland Springs, Tex. — have been rooted in
domestic disputes. OJ + Robert Kennedy Jr. are also noted as killings!

11-21-2018 Saudi school books feature anti-Semitism, incite violence and hate,
wait until the Jew Hero Drives the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and
confiscates $777 Trillion in gas station Hold up loot from Miami, Cuba. Grin.
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11-21-2018 Time Person of the Year; Trunp + Prince Salman, King Salman all 3 on
the Cover of Time. Higgs CERN Time as the next God Particle for Time 2019.
Trump’s Black Friday Sale: Oil, Guns and Morals in Hell. The president will
sacrifice America’s moral standing for a grotesque blood-for-money transaction. By
THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

11-21-2018

11-21-2018

11-20-2018 Mayor de Blasio Dismisses It as ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’

11-20-2018 In Key West we work to win a Nobel in Medicine no matter what the
2 White Men at 1984 HQ in NYC are working on Today, same goes for the 2
White Men at the NY Times.

11-20-2018 Mayor de Blasio Dismisses It as ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’

11-20-2018 For example, Alpha Centauri, the nearest neighboring star system, is
4.4 light-years away. Put a starship in a warp bubble. Shrink the distance in front
of the starship to a couple of inches, expand the space behind it to 4.4 lightyears and then pop the starship out of the bubble. Voilà! The starship arrives at
Alpha Centauri, in less than the 4.4 years it would take a beam of light to travel
that distance.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-20-2018 Mayor de Blasio Dismisses It as ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’ Alpha
Centauri's Jewish aliens. Tell this to the NYC Jews Mr. Mayor. CIA has the audio,
could help invent the audio.

11-20-2018 Mayor de Blasio Dismisses It as ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’

11-20-2018 Mayor de Blasio Dismisses It as ‘Delusions of Grandeur.’ 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's accessory for Water splitting. The chemical reaction in which water
is broken down into oxygen and hydrogen: 2 H2O ? 2 H2 + O2. Efficient and
economical water splitting also depends on Professor Dewar method reinvented to
cool H to a solid. NASA can help reinvent this to fit in a Shuttle or WindmillCAR,
RV. He next experimented with a high-pressure hydrogen jet by which low
temperatures were realized through the Joule–Thomson effect, and the successful
results he obtained led him to build at the Royal Institution a large regenerative
cooling refrigerating machine. Using this machine in 1898, liquid hydrogen was
collected for the first time, solid hydrogen. 1898 to 1998 to 2018. Time to make
solid H in your WindmillCAR's. Gravity Engine Cars might need this too.

11-20-2018 The House of Saud is made up of hundreds of princes. Unlike typical
European monarchies, there is no automatic succession from father to eldest son.
Instead, the kingdom's tribal traditions dictate the king and senior family members
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from each branch select the heir they consider fittest to lead.

11-20-2018 Saudi Royal's turn on king's favorite son after killing... Oil Kings
France Too! France’s minister of housing found that 40,000 dwellings in Marseille
were unsafe — which is 10 percent of all unsafe buildings in France, and affects
100,000 of the city’s inhabitants. At the Same Time French Construction built
40,000 Trump Towers in Qatar.

11-20-2018 Queen Mary University of London; Queen Mary would gas children in
India but not London, Times have changed with astound to 'Change' from Diesel.

11-20-2018 London’s low emission traffic zone has modestly reduced residents’
exposure to diesel engine pollution, but the better air quality has not brought
improved lung health among the capital’s children, research found on Wednesday.

11-20-2018 World Health Organization says In Europe, where more than half of
new cars are diesel-fueled, nitrogen oxide - which has been linked to asthma and
impaired lung development in children - has become a major problem.
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11-20-2018 Surgeons design inexpensive headlamp to make operations safer in
poor conditions Surgeries in poorer countries can become dangerous when electrical
power goes out, as it often does. Nov. 14 2018 iPod Size GE electric generator of
all hospitals all everything is plugged into these. What would Queen Mary Do? We
know what Queen Elizabeth II did, let them die when the power when out. The
Power has gone out of WHO at the UN is for sure!

11-20-2018 For Pfizer, the legal fight had become a point of principle, Pfizer had
no specific comment on the possibility of NHS claims but said it was disappointed
by the ruling and the decision would have a significant impact on incentives for
innovation in public health

11-20-2018 Pfizer said it was moving to Saudi Arabia or Qatar... Oil that fuels
innovation — as science evolves and knowledge grows, patients increasingly benefit
from ongoing research into new uses for existing medicines,”

11-20-2018 Pfizer to protect patents, including second medical use patents; 4
trillion Pfizer Rx Recipes crunched at Los Alamos is a crime Pfizer said.

11-20-2018 The Supreme Court decision is a blow for the U.S. drugmaker —
which had sought to affirm a secondary medical use patent for the product.
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11-20-2018 Lyrica, known generically as pregabalin, was originally developed for
epilepsy but further research showed it could also help patients suffering from
neuropathic pain, which soon became its main market.

11-20-2018 Lyrica Rx Recipe crunched along with 4 trillion other Rx Recipes will
also help cure 100's of other 'pain's'.

11-20-2018 Ipsen’s help... offset the long-term generic threat to its top-selling
cancer treatment Somatuline from a Los Alamos Manhattan Project to cure all
stages of cancers in 8 days.

11-20-2018 Revolution if made Headlines in Paris Ipsen’s help... in getting 4
trillion Rx Recipes to Los Alamos save Gina the time of hacking all of them, grin.

11-20-2018 Ipsen’s said it would not blow all the company’s war chest on a single
deal... war on cancer as war on the virus needs a 8 day Rx to cure every stage of
this virus plague on Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity.
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11-20-2018 Argentina releases first images of the submarine San Juan — lost a
year ago at 3,000 feet deep with all its crew 44. The ARA San Juan, a Germanbuilt diesel-electric vessel, near Buenos Aires, Argentina.

11-20-2018 Argentina lost 4 billion people a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and
Jewish Aliens playing with Submarine War Toys... a sin and war crime!
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11-20-2018 Argentina lost 4 billion people a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and
Jewish Aliens playing with Submarine War Toys... a sin and war crime!

11-20-2018 Chicago Hospital Shooting Leaves 4 Dead - He shot her to death his
MD lover. Then shot a cop and pharmacy worker to death trying to escape capture.

11-20-2018 How China Took Over Your TV not your 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's +
RV's... Grin! “Made in China” once meant assembled there. Now the Chinese are
mastering the art of making everything... ...not your 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's +
RV's... Grin!

11-20-2018 The King... Queen in England was suppose to save the World! Instead
they Unleashed a Catastrophe.

11-20-2018 Palm Oil Was Supposed to Help Save the Planet. Instead It Unleashed
a Catastrophe. Decade ago, the U.S. mandated the use of vegetable oil in
biofuels, leading to industrial-scale deforestation — and a huge spike in carbon
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emissions. Diesel Emissions to but this is for another article on Diesel.

11-20-2018 Why Don’t We Have Vaccines Against Everything? "Money is just the
obvious obstacle. A few diseases, like H.I.V., so far have outwitted both the
immune system and scientists." By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. "When Louis Pasteur
was born, soldiers carried muskets. Now, a Taliban fighter can be killed by a drone
flown from a base in Paris, but vulnerable Americans still have to rely on a flushot technology invented in 1931" Dr. Gregory A. Poland, director of the vaccine
research group at the Mayo Clinic. “One is scientific, and one is embarrassing,” he
said. The embarrassing part is the lack of investment. It takes 10 years and more
than $1 billion to develop a vaccine — a small fortune for a medical advance but a
pittance for a weapons system. USS Jimmy Carter Fleet of 100's of Nuke Subs
costing $13 Trillion dollars. A War Crime!

11-20-2018 Do you see a Nobel in Medicine in this statement... "And malaria, a
shape-shifting parasite, never triggers lifetime immunity. People who survive
repeated bouts get less sick each time, but that immunity disappears if they move
out of the malarial region. If they return, the first mosquito bite may kill them."

11-20-2018 End of this vaccine article is Orwellian Oil... “In this multi-trilliondollar economy,” Dr. Hotez said, “it’s a little discouraging that we can’t raise the
funding.” $777 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenues. $13 Trillion went to building the
USS Jimmy Carter Subs. Dr. Peter J. Hotez, is director of the Texas Children’s
Hospital Center for Vaccine Development, he has listened to the audio tape of Bush
driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's around his Texas ranch... grin! Censored from
making this audio tape of Bush Headlines!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-20-2018 Prince Salman bought a Yacht for $500 million and owns Lake Geneva
in Switzerland. Epidemic Preparedness Vaccines Innovations, which was launched
with $500 million at last year’s World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland. And
not one MD had the link to 1 Click Amazon for the Invention Project to put
Vaccines in the Drinking water making them mandatory without Trump in the
Vaccine Tweets! As he helped get Cheney his second heart transplant he will with a
executive order to jump in front of the organ donation line for a Heart again.
Mandatory Organ Donation and Mandatory Vaccines is Star Wars Orwellism! Dr.
Trump MD is like his Drunk on the Job Admiral who did have a MD and got it drunk
on the job. The other Admirals save him from losing his MD of course! MD cops
would have immunity from Admirals who abuse their power to save the Drunk
Doctors.

11-20-2018 "Sometimes called “living drugs,” two CAR-T treatments were
approved in 2017 for certain types of leukemia and lymphoma. Both products have
unpronounceable names: tisagenlecleucel (Kymriah) and axicabtagene ciloleucel
(Yescarta). Kymriah is the commercial version of Emily’s treatment."

11-20-2018 Win 10 is the cause of no one able to pronounce this names... Both
products have unpronounceable names: tisagenlecleucel (Kymriah) and axicabtagene
ciloleucel (Yescarta). Time to buy the kids a Mac Book Air Ride School Bus and get
that iMac Lab into the Lobby of the NY Times and Trump Towers.
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11-20-2018

11-20-2018

11-19-2018 Video: Retired 5-star 2018 Ford WindmillCAR Slam into Mecca + bin
Laden in 1980 and just before 9/11.

11-19-2018 Video: Retired 3-star General Mark Hertling Slams Donald Trump's
Oil Money $777 Trillion. Maj. Gen Mark Hertling defended his former colleague
William McRaven whom Trump derided on Fox News. Trump blasts retired Navy
SEAL critical of him, suggesting he should've caught bin Laden sooner. President
Donald Trump derided retired Adm. Bill McRaven — the Navy SEAL who led the
2011 raid that killed Osama bin Laden — calling him a "Hillary in a Model T Ford
causing millions of birth defects and childhood cancers in this Gas Engine Plague
brought on by Admiral Jimmy Carter in 1980. And Yes Jimmy Carter has listened
to the audio and watched the video Teddy Kennedy recorded with the help of the
President of Turkey's spy's of the invention brainstorming inventing the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR!! Grin... I have the audio and video so does Jimmy Carter and he
watch's it every now and them with Rosalynn. Cheering on the gas car's $$$ for a
fleet of 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs!

11-19-2018 Video: With Sunken Argentine Sub Found, Families Demand Loved
Ones’ Remains By DANIEL POLITI

11-19-2018 Video: When the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub fleet fires it Nuclear
H-Bombs Families Demand Loved Ones’ Remains!! NASA demands a fleet of 100's
of Super Shuttle in a Train.
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11-19-2018 Video: NASA discoveries lost to Jimmy Carter's Nuke Sub fleet are
100's of coins belonging to rich Jewish Aliens at the Nearest Stars. Before the
discovery, no evidence of the ancient city of Tenea existed; it was found only in
historical texts and myths. Myths of Exodus and Jewish Aliens. Because Jimmy
Carter's Warrior mentality building Nuke Subs. “Tenea was built by the Trojans
after the end of the Trojan War, according to the myth,” NASA will build 100's
of Super Shuttles after Jimmy Carter is charged with war crimes. Stretching more
than 100 light years... stretching more than 670 meters, or 733 yards, the team
uncovered a dense, organized residential space consisting of marble, stone and clay
floors in good condition. What will NASA find in the first 100 light years? Alien
Cities, that had been populated for centuries, possibly from late Mycenaean times,
and by wealthy residents. Other items found was a collection of more than 200
coins that dated from the early Hellenistic years, a historical period that started
after the death of Alexander the Great in 323 B.C., and to the Roman Empire.
NASA's Empire will conquer Aliens and World beyond belief!! Jimmy Carters War
population had been a wealthy one with $777 Trillion in oil revenues. Who knows
what else NASA might discover. “You know,” Dr. Korka said, “there are rumors
that even Oedipus was raised there.” Justin Trudeau’s Official Home: 4 light years
from Canada can be pointed out in the night sky as his home work on Earth is Unfit
for a Leader or Anyone Else in Canada star watching and wondering about the 2
White Men at 1984 HQ in their no life in the Universe Homes. War is Star Wars
Today! NASA in Canada... With Ships and Missiles, China Is Ready to Challenge
U.S. Navy in Pacific. Not NASA traveling to the 100 nearby stars. More war
crimes by China!

11-19-2018 Video: Bloomberg Gives $1.8 Billion to Johns Hopkins for Low income
Students when most of the students at John Hopkins are from Saudi Arabia and
Qatar and are high income. 2018 Ford WindmillCAR given to John Hopkins to drive
into riches beyond belief would make John Hopkins richer than Saudi Arabia and
Qatar combined... two Times $777 Trillion for John Hopkins $$$.
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11-19-2018 Video: Malaria Deaths from the disease plummeted from 2000 to
2013, but are now stuck at over 400,000 a year. Donor giving is flat, and some
countries are not doing enough to protect their citizens...

11-19-2018 How Facebook Has Handled Recent Cynicism of Malaria Cure in 8 days
for all stages of Malaria with via Rx Recipe hacked from 4 trillion Rx all trade
secrets.

11-19-2018 Video: Putin and Heating Elements in Red Square. NYC with heating
elements in every sidewalk in Queens and Bronx. New York Today: Why Politicians
Fear Snowstorms Even More Than You Do. For mayors and other officials, the
backlash over storm preparations can be perilous. Now it’s Bill de Blasio’s turn.
Also: The mandarin duck speaks! Quack, Quack oil kickbacks went for the Qatar
Trump Casino Roulette Wheels...
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NYC with heating elements in every sidewalk in Queens and Bronx. New York
Today:
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NYC with heating elements in every sidewalk in Queens and Bronx. New York
Today:

In 1969, Mayor John V. Lindsay, center, was skewered after a blizzard buried the
city in 15 inches of snow. Streets in Queens remained covered for days.

11-19-2018 Video: Parking lot Memorials of Burned out Cop Cars - New York
Times obtained videos that offer a rare window into how far police may be willing
to go to make an arrest. of all these NY Times reporters BARBARA MARCOLINI,
JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN and MALACHY BROWNE for not putting video and pictures
of parking lots of burned out cop cars in the Times!
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11-19-2018 Video: The first 7 light years, what's out there - “The next seven
days are critical” for a Brexit deal, Prime Minister Theresa May said. Prince Harry
refused to watch the video titled "The First 7 Light Years".

11-19-2018 Video: iMac Computer Lab Desk in the Lobby of the NY Times +
Trump Towers. Sit-stand desks are not exactly inexpensive, but like many things in
life, they’re fine if you like them. And if it helps alleviate some back and neck
pain, so much the better. It’s just that most people probably don’t need them.

Sit-stand desks are not exactly inexpensive, but like many things in life, they’re
fine if you like them...

iMac computer labs are expensive, iMac @ $13,840 for a iMac 18 core Xeon
without software, just add Auto-Cad for $5,000 and Adobes for $2,000 and
Anatomy Cad for $4,000 the list goes on to $100,000. Sit-Stand Desk or
Treadmill Desk millions 100 million in the USA need a desk with an iMac at
$13,840. Medical tutors are not free even on YouTube... pediatrics apps and
tutors videos at Indiana University School of Medicine cost more than any desk.
Phonics apps for kids are expensive!!!

Sit-stand desks are not exactly inexpensive, but like many things in life, they’re
fine if you like them...

Aaron E. Carroll is a professor of pediatrics at Indiana University School of
Medicine who blogs on health research and policy at The Incidental Economist and
makes videos at Healthcare Triage.
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11-19-2018 Video: Diesel Black Clouds in traffic...

Taylor Swift’s ‘Reputation’ Is Coming to arrest the WindmillCAR's Sally never got
to Drive in Mecca!
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Taylor Swift’s ‘Reputation’ Is Coming to arrest the WindmillCAR's Sally never got
to Drive in Mecca!

11-18-2018 President Trump said he would not listen to a recording of the killing
of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi even as an upcoming report... Because it's a
suffering tape, it's a terrible tape. I've been fully briefed on it, there's no
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reason for me to hear it," Trump said

11-18-2018 In Key West we work to win a Nobel in Medicine no matter what the
2 White Men at 1984 HQ are working on Today.

11-17-2018 C.I.A. Concludes That Saudi Crown Prince Salman Ordered Khashoggi
Killed... and to think he was going to get the Nobel Peace Prize in 2019...
Hahahahaha

11-18-2018 Trump, Touring Fire Ruins in California, Repeats Burned out fiery
wrecks are the hidden cost of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and remain hidden from
the front page news and my Tweets, Grin. President Trump walked through the
ashes of the Northern California town of Paradise on Saturday, promising to help
the state become Paradise Qatar... well maybe not. Grin. “Nobody would have ever
thought this could happen,” Mr. Trump said on Saturday, standing in the remains
of a burned out Highway Patrol Cop Car rear ended writing a ticket on the side of
the highway. 1,001 of these burned out cop cars and even more SUV's... “Nobody
would have ever thought this could happen,” Jimmy Carter preaching today Sunday
“Nobody would have ever thought this could happen,” So many fiery wrecks and no
one Stops to end gas engine cars. ...a parking lot full of the skeletons of burned
cars... Jimmy Carter does not know it yet but Plains Georgia and the entrance of
his Peanut Plantation will have a memorial of a parking lot of burned out cars. many
Georgia cop cars. How Caste still rules Georgia. What Is America’s Role in the
World? USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs Today. Jurors on Monday will begin
deliberations in the case against Chanel Lewis, who is charged with sexually
assaulting and murdering Karina Vetrano in 2016... 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and a
parking lot of burned out gas engine cars along with several Peanut and Tobacco
Plantations in Georgia will be evidence of a 1980 President Carter misdiagnosis of
Oil and WindmillCAR's road kills from 1980 to 2018. Wrongful Deaths by Jimmy
Carter and his wife. Homeland Security and Security of Jimmy Carter and Wife all
these years yet 18,000 women jogging in 2018 were murdered without a tweet
from Jimmy, his wife, or Homeland Security. This is the worse of 1984, why,
after spending $1 Trillion on Homeland Security thieves steal Jim + Roslyn bike for
two. C.I.A. Intercepts of the crown prince’s calls in the days before the killing
and today, Grin. CIA as part of City Hall Key West. Home owners in Old Town who
kill the cat... Others beware! Don't take that bike seat on your way back to
Miami, Cuba!!
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11-18-2018 How Facebook Has Handled Recent Cynicism of Breast Cancer Cure in
8 days for all stages of Breast Cancer with via Rx Recipe hacked from 4 trillion Rx
all trade secrets. Wrongful deaths will be the next NY Times Editorial on Facebook
and this cynicism of a Breast cancer Cure in 8 days for all stages of breast
cancer. Forget Jimmy Carter his Nobel was in Peace not Medicine.

11-18-2018 Let's Face it this is 1984 News from the Elite French Oil Men... One
dead, over 220 injured in French protests over fuel prices. Total Oil Company is on
the side of Prince Salman. The side of Greed for riches beyond belief of $777
Trillion from Oil Revenues.

11-18-2018 As Paradise Smolders, Another California Reflects on Qatar Paradise
Riches Beyond Belief given to them by 2 White men at 1984 HQ. Paradise Lost will
be about Making Qatar the richest City in the world not Paradise California by 2
White Men in a George Orwell Noble Novel written in 2018 at the Hemingway
House Writing class on iMac's with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Paradise Lost IP
invention projects and Nobel's! Yes Nobel's were lost giving Qatar the Riches
instead of Paradise California.

11-18-2018 What can you invent here... Argentina’s Epic Iguazu Falls Are Twice
as Wide as Niagara Plus, the average temperature in January is 78 degrees.

11-18-2018 The F.D.A. moves to ban flavored tobacco; when there should be No
Gas Stations in the USA... to sell tobacco or Coors!! Genius of selling Coors at a
gas station to drivers pulling in.
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11-18-2018 This story has been running in the digital NY Times every day last
week. "The Kilogram Is Dead. Long Live the Kilogram! Obese people have died in
what London should call the Plague of 2018 and the NY Times has The Kilogram Is
Dead. Long Live the Kilogram! All week long. Quality of life in Key West and Qatar
is a Kilogram of a Neutron Star, it gravity measured and wow, super gravity in the
kilogram mass of a Neurton Star. Diagnosis waits for new Times.

11-18-2018 From Gene Editing to A.I., How Will Technology Transform Humanity?
Art of the Diagnosis! Genius of the Diagnosis. "The facial nerve — also called the
seventh cranial nerve — travels through a narrow, bony canal in the skull, just
below the ear, to carry information to and from the spine to the muscles on either
side of the face. For most of its journey, this nerve is encased in this bony shell.
Each facial nerve directs the muscles on one side of the face, including those that
control blinking and facial expressions such as smiling and frowning. The seventh
cranial nerve is also in charge of the tearing of the eye (lacrimation) as well as the
sense of taste. When Bell’s palsy occurs, the function of the facial nerve is
interrupted, and so the messaging between face and brain stops, resulting in facial
weakness or paralysis."

11-18-2018 From Gene Editing to A.I., How Will Technology Transform Humanity?
Art of the Diagnosis! Genius of the Diagnosis.

11-18-2018 ...the seventh cranial nerve — travels through a narrow, bony canal in
the skull, just below the ear, to carry information to and from the spine to the
muscles on either side of the face...

11-18-2018 ...the virus travels through a... the HPV virus, Herpes Virus has
immunity to your immune system as it travels through a...

11-18-2018 From Gene Editing to A.I., How Will Technology Transform Humanity?
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Art of the Diagnosis! Genius of the Diagnosis.

11-18-2018 ...Current thinking within the medical community is that a viral
infection such as an upper respiratory infection or the common cold sore virus —
herpes simplex — is the most common cause of this kind of nerve injury... of the
facial nerve.

'Office Sex' at the NY Times, Greg + Wife's in Key West will write this non
fiction novel.

11-18-2018 Future thinking within the MD community is that a viral infection all
of them will be cured in 8 days via Rx Recipe not yet invent and not even work on
by Bill and Melind Gates let alone Greg + Wife's in Key West.

11-18-2018 In Key West we work to win a Nobel in Medicine no matter what the
2 White Men at 1984 HQ are working on Today. On the day she died, she had
only mild nausea and clamminess. “I think I’m going to throw up,” she told my
father before excusing herself to the bathroom. When he checked on her five
minutes later, she was in the fetal position beside the toilet, dead from cardiac
arrest. Cardiologists in London know this is a Plague!! George Orwell was told by the
Queen don't even think of writing this Plague Novel. ...test to search my blood for
nine proteins associated with cardiovascular deaths. There are 20,000 or so known
proteins in the human proteome, as the collective sum of proteins in any organism is
called. Because it can signal when something is amiss inside a body, the proteome
has the potential to serve as a diagnostic system. Proteomics, or the study of
proteins, they make antibodies to battle infections. Proteins are constructed inside
cells, from building blocks called amino acids.

11-18-2018 “We know more about 'Proteins' here than anyone on earth, and we
think it’s a treasure trove of understanding human biology,” he said. “But I won’t
lie about it. The science is hard — harder than I thought.”

11-18-2018 “We know more about 'Proteins' here than anyone on earth, because
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the Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel titled 'Proteins' in paper back and
kindle is censored by 2 White men at City Hall and 1984 HQ... Grin - Grin!

11-18-2018

11-18-2018

11-17-2018 White House officials believe cutting ties with the prince Salman
would not be in the interest of the United States.

11-17-2018 C.I.A. Concludes That Saudi Crown Prince Ordered Khashoggi Killed
Intelligence officials briefed lawmakers on Capitol Hill this week and offered the
agency’s analysis of the assassination and Prince Mohammed’s culpability. By
JULIAN E. BARNES
Killings from Fiery Wrecks from 1980 to 2018 via Oil Money for the Prince of
Saudi Arabia $$$
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CIA has kept count of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and fiery cop cars writing a
ticket on the side of the road all these years, the statistics were classified by
Bush.

11-17-2018 C.I.A. Intercepts of the crown prince’s calls in the days before the
killing and today, Grin.

11-17-2018 C.I.A. intelligence agencies were also examining communications
between Mr. Khashoggi and the Saudi ambassador to Washington, Prince Khalid bin
Salman, the brother of the crown prince Salman.
The fiery tanker... burning in the flames in the black smoke you can see the small
flames from the SUV with Mom Dad 2 kids.
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11-17-2018 C.I.A. Concludes That Trump took bribes and now blood money from
Prince Salman.

11-17-2018 Snow and icy road accessories on the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR have
been censored. Thousands of commuters were stranded outside the Port Authority
Bus Terminal in Manhattan, the busiest bus station in the country, after more than
1,100 scheduled buses were canceled. The line of people stretched a full city
block. The upper level of the George Washington Bridge — one of the busiest
bridges in the world — turned into a parking lot after an icy 20-vehicle crash, with
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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drivers abandoning their cars.

11-17-2018 ...icy 20-vehicle crash... 100's of them this winter and there would
be no icy 20-vehicle crash's in 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's... interest of the United
States not those in the White House or the 2 White men at 1984 HQ.

Shoveling Coal @ Windsor Castle Weddings Made in Hell as Coal is Hell in 2017 +
2018 Time-Photons are not on the 2017 Menu, Ha. North Korea Fires a Ballistic
Missile, in a Further Challenge to Challenger Super Shuttle Train of 100's of
Shuttles not in the BBC NASA Headlines today as the Submarine Commanders are
hunting for Kim Wall to Behead before the Nuclear War. War News, Not Fake
News, False News... Ha. War on Cancer has no merit for the Windsor Castle's
Caste stay at Home on Earth. ‘Pocahontas’ died of breast cancer after being
tortured by McCain for 10 years, her hysterical crying videos are classified and
censored. YouTube on CBS Nightly News last night deleted 150K Videos of kids
being beaten with a belt. Discipline in this Worlds Army, Ha. Prince Harry will
murder his new wife like Dad spiked his wife's chauffeurs drinks. Dead Drunk
connotations in 2017. 100 million alcoholics. Even Bishops Gamble at the Qatar
Trump Casino without any Wife's or women. God's best invention has not been
married to the Church Elders. Pope Francis was overheard saying what the Hell do
Moslems do with 4 wife's, grin. Jews wouldn't dare defy God and make Polygamous
Marriage Legal for Jews! A Sin, Pope Francis Veto's of A Overnight Cure for
Breast Cancer for Ivanka and her girl friends in 2018 via Greg + Wife's in Key
West, God's Revenge, no McCain + Jimmy Carter for winning the War with the
Ford WindmillCAR's Total Victory; No Gas Stations on Earth! The 1,000 year sand
storm over Mecca vetoed by McCain + Jimmy Carter!

11-17-2018 El Chapo's drug cartel paid $6 million in bribes to current Mexico
president Peña Nieto, Turkey President has 2 audio recordings of this and he gave
them to Gina at the CIA, Ha.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-17-2018 Mexico President has Oil Money almost as much as Prince Salman...
you never hear this at this Drug lords trial.

11-17-2018 Jews have Oil Money too. If Gaza Brings Down Netanyahu’s
Government, Can He Rise Again? The 12 Trillion dollar question is can the Jew
Hero Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's to Mecca and Exodus Rise to Power!!

11-17-2018 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub that disappeared with $7 Trillion in
Breast Cancer Money found. Argentine Submarine That Vanished With 44 Aboard
Is Found, Navy Says The San Juan, which disappeared a year ago, was found
almost 2,600 feet below the ocean’s surface. Families Sue Jordan Over 2016
Deaths of 3 U.S. Green Berets. The soldiers’ fathers accused the kingdom of
falsely telling the news media that the Green Berets had provoked the deadly
shooting by a base guard. Husbands of 40,000 dead breast cancer Wife's in 2018
sue Jimmy Carter and the Navy telling the News Media that the building of 100's
of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke subs sunk the Rx Recipe that would have cured all
stages of breast cancer in 8 days. You do the Math, $7 Trillion for Jimmy Carter
vs $7 Trillion for Breast cancer Wife;s! What is America's Role in the World and
in our New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and as many Jewish Aliens. It's NOT a
fleet of 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. NASA should sue Jimmy Carter
and the Navy. ...describing his behavior as reckless and bloodthirsty. They said he
fired into civilian crowds, gunned down a girl walking along a riverbank and an old
man carrying a water jug, and threatened to kill fellow SEALs if they reported his
actions. His actions, Jimmy Carter in 1980 with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR are
the Actions Oppenheimer at Los Alamos told Truman and the Pentagon would
happen. A Georgia Peanut Plantation owner would build 100's of Nuke Subs each
with 40 H-bombs and fire them over Oil Money that was much more than
peanuts... $$$ Peanuts.
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11-17-2018 Amazon moving to Queens. It would not be seduced by the notion of
experimentation; it would go where it was most likely that standing in line at a CVS
at 7 in the evening, you would run into someone from the Harvard class of 2004
not Harvard Medical School this will happen with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects most medical diagnosis and Rx Recipes. MD renaissance as London
has several plagues today censored from the BBC News, cardiac arrest and breast
cancer. Children with birth defects from coal and diesel.

11-17-2018 Are Jared and Ivanka Good for the Jews? Jewish communities stand
more divided than ever on whether to embrace or denounce Jared Kushner and
Ivanka Trump. By AMY CHOZICK and HANNAH SELIGSON Selling their Soul to
Prince Salman in Headline pictures and videos must have gotten the Jew Hero who
couldn't drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Exodus Mad as Hell. A
gunman killed 11 people at the Tree of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh, in one of the
most horrific acts of anti-Semitism in years, he drove a gas engine car there.
Gasoline fueled the killing, killings around the world. Jews can end gas stations
world wide with one Jew Hero Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-17-2018 new U.S. Embassy in Jerusalem in May when Jews wanted the New
2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's in Jerusalem!! Let Jewish women drive!!

11-17-2018 Gas Caste head is Prince Salman, killing, beheading, so the NY Times
writes about his clones in India. While the country India is undergoing tremendous
change, caste discrimination is still a force. Those who rebel are often met with
unchecked brutality. Gas Caste is in every Nation with gasoline. Norway, French
government Owned Oil Company is a class and caste in Paris that kills people today.

11-17-2018 “Some professional women MD's aspire to do it all: reach the top, win
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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a Nobel in Medicine. You will never ever view their pictures on the front page of
the NY Times with their list of brainstorming ideas for the Hemingway House
Writing Class Noble Novel in Medicine. Book list from the NY Times is not curing
cancer... grin! "NY Times Book Review: Take a Very Dark Trip Through the
California Desert" "In Jonathan Lethem’s new novel, “The Feral Detective,” a young
woman unmoored by the 2016 election goes on an adventure." Book Review NY
Times. Link between chronic stress, anxiety and heart health. Worse, most of
what we know about heart disease — the leading cause of death in both men and
women — comes from studies involving men, but “there are many reasons to think
that it’s different in women,” Harvard Medical School reported. Links of 1,001 IP
invention projects on Amazon 1 Click will invent the iPhone XS Max Cardiac Arrest
Alert an hour before you would have died. Harvard Medical School reported. For
example, women are more likely to experience disturbed sleep, anxiety and unusual
fatigue before a heart attack. Harvard censored out the brainstorming of the
iPhone XS Mac Heart Attack Alerts invention projects along with 1,001 other MD
IP.
A Disney Movie that would not have cured cancer but would have come close to
curing war as a cancer. "A Confession" by Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy Distributed by
the Tolstoy Library OnLine. First distributed in Russia in 1882. I was baptized and
brought up in the Orthodox Christian faith. I was taught it in childhood and
throughout my boyhood and youth. But when I abandoned the second course of the
university at the age of eighteen I no longer believed any of the things I had been
taught."

11-17-2018 In Key West we work to win a Nobel in Medicine no matter what the
2 White Men at 1984 HQ are working on Today. Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks
that cures all stages of breast cancer and ovarian cancer in 8 days! "There should
be a word for that rush of euphoria when there is no evidence of further disease."
If you readers have suggested coinages, please leave them in the comments. After
all, even a rose by another name needs a moniker. The next time I face
cancerchondria or scanxiety, I hope to use your inventions, for the words patients
create illuminate our worlds. Susan Gubar, who has been dealing with ovarian
cancer since 2008, is distinguished emerita professor of English at Indiana
University. Her latest book, “Late-Life Love,” came out Tuesday." Susan didn't
read about the Hemingway House Writing Class Noble Novel in Medicine. Maybe
she will take it on her next visit to Key West.

Utopian novel that lobotomizes mad men
Copyright 2002 Greg Buell
PO box 1113
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Boulder cCO 80306
10/11/97 6:57 pm
lobotomy by laser or x-ray battle ships fire on shuttles
one giant step for mankind next step is a moon base
lobotomy is for war criminals war’s a crime against humanity
shuttle fleet of thousands able to dock into a space station
shuttle train to the moon fuel cars docked in the train
lobotomy by laser or x-ray battle ships fire on shuttles
utopia novel ends war and violent criminals
medical technologies for space must cure violent behavior
exciting step in space medicine enthusiasm propulsion engine
utopia novels brave new world
futuristic utopia movie lobotomy for behavior control
justice department lays off millions police departments lay off millions
clone a human makes the futuristic news
gun to shoot down satellites makes the futuristic news
nothing for behavior problems exciting next war
is what the general lives for the next exciting war
gun to shoot down shuttles gun to shoot down satellites
utopia novel about lobotomy would target the military
weapon to conquer the world would be a lobotomy laser or x-ray
x-ray burst over the enemy would win the battle
all would be lobotomized the war would be won
new England journal of medicine writes about caloric restrictions
top of the world medical journal
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fails to cure violent behavior writes about extending life
by restricting calorie intake this fails our violent society
malpractice suit against the new England journal of medicine
utopia poem sues the medical journal utopia novel on medicine
new England journal of medicine is sued for a violent society
top of the world medical journal
fails to cure violent behavior fails to cure violent behavior
medical technologies for space gambles without knowing the odd
ignorant of the law physics of gravity and madmen
gravity influences madmen in charge of war on earth
stubborn people are curable in a utopia novel
persuaded to reduce nuclear weapons by thousands
persuaded to create thousands in the first place
thousands of space shuttles all capable of docking together
persuade the madmen to lobotomized the criminals
new element discovered bizarre class of behavior
that uses force that forces us to kill in war
for god and country can be lobotomized
visible light on behavior knows the part of the brain
that starts wars and forces the mass of humanity
to kill each other for god and country
invisible is the law maker who makes lobotomy legal
invisible is the medical inventor who re-invents the lobotomy
theories about the brain are no longer just theories
madmen know their crazy madmen know their crazed
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strong pressure in a neutron star toy battle ship weights tons
hospital ships sunk by battle ships densest matter that matters
a billion neutron stars aren’t aimed at by anyone in charge
fleet of battleships fleet of shuttles docked
weigh each gravity wave how is it created ?
How the madman is created lobotomized in the year 2000?
Will insure the survival of society to the year 3000
complex brain surgery matter that can think things out
brainstorm the cure for cancer once the madmen are lobotomized
Borg and seven of nine aliens can be put to sleep if violent
woke when humanity has a new lobotomy laser or x-ray
romantic seduction with women anti-war women to invent with
brainstorming with anti-war women eavesdrop on this conversation
lobotomized madmen will cause a chain reaction
spin-offs will lobotomize other men crazed as the madmen
romantic seduction of women will invent a gravity control cpu and weigh the universe
and weigh the universe and woman’s right to lobotomize madmen madmen utopia
novel - lobotomize madmen
copyright Greg Buell PO box 1113 boulder co 80306 303 443 6270
10/11/97 6:57 pm Started writing.
10/11/97 10:31 pm Finished writing.
Please send me a donation to get this lobotomy. That will end war on Earth and
domestic murders as well Greg Buell PO box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 Thanks 3-252006

Her Inventions
Is the Most Powerful Anticipation!
Dynamic Dramatic anticipation
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In creating invention project ideas

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/sitemap.html

Pope Titles from 2006 at sitemap.html you can click on the links...
| End War on Earth | Ford | Malaria Cure Vista | Impeach Bush | Face Burned in
Gasoline | CIA | Coup D'Etat USA CIA | Saudi Sex Slaves | FBI Kills Cops | UN
Cop Killers | Putin Spits On Cops! | 4.3 Lt. Yrs | MIT | IBM | Boss | Cheney | 911 Mayor's Are Nigers | 9-11 Wind Cars | God + Darwin + Gravity | Faust at
Harvard + Oil | NASA Women | Tolstoy | Drew Barrymore | 14 year old Iraq girl |
Animal Farm Windmill | Vista Breast Cancer | CBS Nightly News Nigers | GPS
Passport | Invent Or Die | Boss mp3 | Airbags on the Outside of Trucks | Mind
Boggling Inventors | Killer Lovers how do we Stop This? | 6 Million Cops Burn to
Death | Introduction | Katrina | 4 Rotor Helicopter | New Space Telescope | Car
Radar | Seduce Women to Invent | Mirror In The Book "1984" | Poems | POW
Inventor | Kennedy | 1 Billion Women MD's | CU Med School | Women MD's | Gas
Tanker | Aliens Evesdropped On | Lightning | In Americas Forest | Lobotomy Gas |
Vets Day -> Oil Genocide Day | Invent Gravity Control | Statistics Oil $ | Particle
Measuring | On the Kitchen Table | Diary | Vacation Diary | 4th Of July | On The
Kitchen Table She Lay Reflecting | Busted Teeth | Busted Teeth 1 | Busted Teeth
2 | Resume | Contact Us | onsubmit | onerror | Site Map | Schwarzenegger Burnt
Cops | logo | red | BDay | Nearest Star

11-16-2018 The new drug, Trump being the Commander in Chief comes with tales
of Oil Greed in the 100's of trillions of dollars and Gore of killing 500,000
Moslems since 9/11 instead of winning the War with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR +
Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks world wide for Trump Women... Trumps
Women???????????
NYC's 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's Bus Train's @ Star Wars for years, decades,
picture this not this!!
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NYC's 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's Bus Train's @ Star Wars for years, decades,
picture this not this!!

11-16-2018 The new drug, NYC's 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's Bus Train's @ Star
Wars for years, decades - In a tweet, Mayor Bill de Blasio said that plows and
salt spreaders would be out all night to clear roads before the morning commute.
“First storm of the year hit hard and right at rush hour, downing trees and causing
delays,” he wrote. “Moms are stranded with their kids, people are running out of
gas,” he wrote. “This is unacceptable.” “severely curtailed” by traffic stemming
from icy roads. Icy roads in Star Wars... Ha.

11-16-2018 The new drug, fexinidazole, cures all stages of the disease within 10
days. African trypanosomiasis, is transmitted by tsetse flies. The protozoan
parasites, injected as the flies suck blood, burrow into the brain. Sleeping sickness
could become a candidate for elimination, experts said, because there are usually
fewer than 2,000 cases in the world each year.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-16-2018 The new drug, Breast Cancer Rx Recipe Latte to cure all stages of
the disease within 10 days... elimination of Breast Cancer World Wide is what
Trump-Prince Salman lost gambling on Oil Revenues at the Qatar Trump Casino
Roulette Wheel instead of the wheel of the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's drive to
1,001 IP invention projects! A War Crime.
‘Revolt’ in France Against Sexual Harassment Hits Cultural Resistance' There is an
“idealization of seduction ‘à la Française,’ 1,001 Noble's in Medicine a Year has not
Seduced anyone in Paris in 2017. 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets crunched
on 10 IBM Super Computers at Los Alamos has not seduced the Women in France
of Marie-Claire Blais in Key West. Feminism Nobels don't win a Noble in Medicine
but could if rewritten.

11-16-2018 The new drug, Dr. Lisa Sanders she now knows that is incorrect and
that the "twists and turns" she documents in her columns about the steps to
getting a correct diagnosis are actually diagnostic errors. What Greg in Key West
now knows is the diagnostic errors that Stopped the Rx Recipe for a Breast Cancer
Drug that cures all stages in 10 days is the NY Times Editors censoring Prince
Trump's Oil Revenues addiction. Yes $777 Trillion is a lot of money! Yes! 40,000
breast cancer women die in 2018 because of this censored editoral in the NY
Times. War Dead, yes these 40,000 breast cancer women are Trump War Dead.
Yes the NY Times will be sued for wrongful deaths when the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR is front page news.

11-16-2018 The new drug, The New Drug to stop all stages years you have been
smoking or drinking is censored from research by the Bill + Melinda Foundation - as
Coors and Reynolds threat to buy iMac's.
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11-16-2018 The new galaxy, called WISE J224607.55-052634.9, is by no means
the largest or most massive galaxy we know of, but it radiates at 350 trillion times
the luminosity of the Sun. Getting to this galaxy requires us getting gas engine
cars off the road, to drive into the galaxy.

11-16-2018 The new drug, Killing Khashoggi: The Story of a Brutal Saudi Hit Job,
An autopsy expert. A lookalike. A black van. Our video investigation follows the
movements of the 15-man Saudi hit team that killed and dismembered the
journalist Jamal Khashoggi. By DAVID BOTTI, MALACHY BROWNE, DREW
JORDAN, ANJALI SINGHVI, DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK, CARLOTTA GALL and
BEN HUBBARD

11-16-2018 The new drug, Trump-Prince Salman million man Army hit Job on
women with breast cancer, ovarian, brain. Our YouTube video following the
movements of 100's of F-35 fighter jets bombing the Yale Key West Medical
School a 'Pink One' in 2011 when Greg Flew into Key West. Well bombing the Yale
Key West Medical Schools in London and Paris too. With the help of Prince Harry's
wounded warriors. Wounded from Breast Cancer they only hope the torture is not
until they die.

11-16-2018 The new drug, The European Court of Human Rights ruled Russia
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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acted with political motivations in arresting Aleksei A. Navalny, a foe of President
Vladimir V. Putin. Putin has no motivations to get to market the Rx Pink Latte at
the Kremlin Starbucks. Russian women know better to be a foe of this Prince Putin,
with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Cloned from Prince Trump-Salman. Grin!

11-16-2018 The new drug, What will Trump the Oil Man do to those who held up
gas stations in Miami, Cuba? Just How Much of an Overhaul Is This Overhaul of
the Nation’s Criminal Justice System? Without the 2018 Ford Windmill-Gravity
Engine cars in the NY Times Editorials? Russian Putin hacked a copy of 'Crime +
Punishment and rewrote it with gas station hold ups.

11-16-2018 The new drug, 2 years of fiery wrecks in the Army! No 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's + RV's for the troops who smell the foul diesel every day! Two
Years In, Trump Struggles to Master Role of Military Commander!! You are fired
Trump!! With war crime charges... he will blame on Prince Salman's greed out of
control driving Saudi Oil.

11-16-2018 The new drug, Secret file on the cover of Greg's Amazon Book. This
is Secret. It is not clear if charges have been filed. A case against Mr. Assange
could have implications for the special counsel inquiry as well as the publication of
government secrets." By CHARLIE SAVAGE and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT
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11-16-2018 The new drug, Trump being the Commander in Chief comes with tales
of Oil Greed in the 100's of trillions of dollars and Gore of killing 500,000
Moslems since 9/11 instead of winning the War with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR +
Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks world wide for Trump Women... Trumps
Women???????????
NYC's 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's Bus Train's @ Star Wars for years, decades,
picture this not this!!

NYC's 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's Bus Train's @ Star Wars for years, decades,
picture this not this!!

11-16-2018 The new drug, NYC's 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's Bus Train's @ Star
Wars for years, decades - In a tweet, Mayor Bill de Blasio said that plows and
salt spreaders would be out all night to clear roads before the morning commute.
“First storm of the year hit hard and right at rush hour, downing trees and causing
delays,” he wrote. “Moms are stranded with their kids, people are running out of
gas,” he wrote. “This is unacceptable.” “severely curtailed” by traffic stemming
from icy roads. Icy roads in Star Wars... Ha.
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11-16-2018 The new drug is a 2018 Ford WindmillCAR you park outside your 55th
floor condo in NYC, Perhaps the most prescient scene in the futuristic 1960s
cartoon “The Jetsons” was when George, the eager technophile, had to run as fast
as he could to stay on a newfangled treadmill gone haywire. It’s an apt metaphor
for some technology today. Treadmill desk and iMac computer labs with treadmills
etc.

11-16-2018 The new drug, Cat + Dog watching, “The Jetsons” was when George,
the eager technophile, had to run as fast as he could to stay on a newfangled
treadmill gone haywire. Walk your dog on the condo treadmills. Cat!! iMac Towers
NYC on 5th Avenue

11-16-2018 The new iMac Towers NYC on 5th Avenue. Designed by Greg and
Wife's MD.

11-16-2018 The new drug, Prince Harry's Wounded Warriors driving a 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR with no war stories to tell the women driving. What if London Elite
used the Ford WindmillCAR to win all their Moslem Wars. The V.A. in the
Vanguard of Medical Care. A former secretary of the department discusses its
achievements... driving his Double Cab Diesel Truck to the VA Hospitals. In Times
of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's with no Wounded Warriors in London at Prince Harry's
Estate, Castle. Facebook and the instagators of War when Gravity Cars were a
better ride than Hummers. The Oil kingdom comes up with another story on the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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journalist’s murder. The Trump administration appears ready to buy it for more
Blood Money $$$. By THE EDITORIAL BOARD Who got snookered? Wounded
Warriors, grin!

11-16-2018 The new drug Oil Money, The U.S. wars and military action in
Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria and Pakistan have cost American taxpayers $5.9 trillion
since they began in 2001, ...

11-16-2018 The new drug Oil Money, Power lines keep sparking wildfires. Why
don’t California utility companies bury them? Why don't they just put the damn
power lines underground? In fire-scarred California. iPod size micro GE electric
generator has been invented by Greg + Wife's in Key West.

11-16-2018 The new drug Oil Money,

11-16-2018 The new drug Oil Money,

11-15-2018 Afghan Military Deaths Since 2015: More Than 28,000. The Afghan
president confirmed a much higher death rate for his security forces than
previously admitted, but said the Taliban were not winning. The Qatar Oil Men
were winning. By ROD NORDLAND and FAHIM ABED Ron and Fahim at the NY
Times need to start a Breast cancer Deaths Since 2015, well since 1-1-18 is
40,000 Breast Cancer Dead just in the USA. The Editors at the NY Times censor
these stats on orders from the Boss. Like Prince Salman is the Boss. Turkey Calls
for International Inquiry in Khashoggi Killing. Ivanka knows better than to cross
the Boss Trump and ask for a International Manhattan Project for the Rx Pink
Recipe Latte at Starbucks world wide. The Trump administration has centered its
plans for the Middle East on a close partnership with Prince Mohammed's Vision not
on a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks at Trump Towers or in Starbucks Saudi Arabia.
WW I and our Forever Wars. War on Cancer has been lost for decades by the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Boss. War crimes in the lost war on Breast Cancer is not a editorial in the NY
Times Today but could have been with new Boss's at the Times. “Is this the
behavior that New York wants to reward?”

11-15-2018 Communities undeserved by Brazil’s public health system because the
Elite went to the Qatar Trump Casino not the Yale Brazil Medical School. Qatar
built 40,000 Trump Towers when the Elite in Brazil when to the Qatar Trump
Casino and didn't build a single Yale Medical School. Several NYC Universities
started a campus in Saudi Arabia while all this was going on.

Maireilys Álvarez Rodríguez, a doctor from Cuba, with a pregnant patient at a
health center in the countryside of the state of Maranhão in Brazil.

11-15-2018 Brazil - Bolsonaro, who takes office on 1 January, said in an
interview this month that the 11,420 Cuban doctors working in poor and remote
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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parts of Brazil could only stay if they received 100% of their pay and their
families could join them.

11-15-2018 Yale New Haven has 110 new MD's for 2018. Cuba has 11K just in
Brazil. Is this a War Crime fighting the War on Breast Cancer, Hell Yes!

11-15-2018 MD's sudden departure would have a significant impact on Brazil’s
neediest communities. Notice the NY Times reporter used the word communities not
people... is this a war crime? 60 million Brazilians who did not have access to a
doctor. By Shasta Darlington Lis Moriconi contributed reporting from Rio de
Janeiro.

11-15-2018 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with Genius specs
to help you get started inventing and a IBM Summit super computer - not at your
NYC's public library. Ha.
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11-15-2018 Qatar build 40,000 Skyscrapers not Brazil or the USA. Citi Bank
Tower is Amazon 2 HQ - Amazon will lease office space in the Citigroup building,
the first commercial tower in Long Island City, seen here flanked by newer
residential developments... find the Yale Queens Medical School Skyscrapers. No
one agreed to build the Yale Amazon Medical School Skyscraper in Queens. Why.
Because they are not fighting the War on Breast Cancer.

11-15-2018 Editors at the NY Times need the Amazon Rx Recipe for memory of
the Mac Book Air Ride School bus in NYC. "Amazon should be required to invest in
the subways, schools and affordable housing." iMac lab in the lobby of the NY
Times. Free WiFi via the Times Editorial. Hell No! So welcome, Jeff. Hope you
enjoy your helipad. Correction Hope you enjoy your Gravity Engine Car invented in
NYC-Key West. Search YouTube, and there are hundreds of meditation videos
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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teaching you how to stop your mind from doing what it does naturally. Search
YouTube for Gravity Engine Jump Start brainstorming ideas. Come to the
Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West to write the Nobel Novel on building
the first Gravity Engine Car, after City Hall and 2 White Men at 1984 HQ quit
vetoing this IP invention projects Nobel Novel.

11-15-2018 iPad Pro on he Verge to the miracle Rx Perfume Cure. Brand to Know:
A Line of All-Natural Perfumes, a line of all Rx Perfumes. Not yet invented. iPad
Pro computer lab's on Duval Key West in all the 10-20 empty stores. Hotels will
fill the lab's with guest from around the world. Paradise Lost for Now. It took
“hundreds and hundreds of modifications to get to the notes we were looking for,”
Inventing all natural perfumes. It will take trillions and trillions for the Rx Miracle
Cure Perfumes each ingredient, each in the oven. “I remember my mom buying
Chanel No. 5 just for the bottle,” ‘You look skinny, you need to eat something.’”
Rx Perfume Skinny is a #1 Best Seller in Key West.

Late afternoon at the Ear: At the bar are a few friends, an ex-cop who never had
the though of being a MD sitting at the Ear with a sore ear. Over another pint,
Sheridan swears that both James Brown stories are true — more or less. But I
believe it all. The Ear is that kind of place. Cue the storytelling; wake the ghosts
of 12 Trillion Galaxies in the Ear in 2018.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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The Human and the Human Brain sitting at the Bar getting a Ear full...

11-15-2018 The Ear Bar 200 years the regulars, the house jazz band at the Ear
Inn, draw a crowd on Sunday nights for the last 200 years without a single women
thinking about breast cancer from alcohol as this has been censored out of 100's
of NY Times articles about this 'Ear Bar". A war crime on the war on cancer no
one at the NY Times is fighting!

11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; Trillions of Galaxies and Trillions of dollars in
Oil Revenues!
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Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... CIA report,
personalized one by Gina.

Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... CIA report,
personalized one by Gina.

Verizon Cellular Service to every 'Spot' on Earth today and the Top Brass. This is
a invention project using Satellites in low Earth Orbit as Cellular Towers.

11-14-2018 $777 Trillion is a lot of money. Never in history has so much money
been kept a secret by the CIA. CIA Director Gina Haspel, who was involved in
counting $777 Trillion dollars, and her vision on how to spend it is not Prince
Salman's Vision! Gina will be tortured if Prince Salman gets to spent this $777
Trillion building his Moslem City in the Desert of Saudi Arabia. Scott in Key West
is making headlines asking for a recount not of the $777 Trillion dollars but 12
Trillion Galaxies, neither being front page news. The UN is looking for a new HQ in
a peanut plantation near Plains Georgia.
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11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; Never in History of Humanity have we had 12
Trillion Galaxies!

11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; “This document tells an essential part of the
story of how it was that the CIA came to torture prisoners against the law and
helps prevent it from happening again” 9/11 in Paris did happen again and again.
November, but after night fell, suicide bombers attacked France’s largest stadium,
armed men shot randomly at busy sidewalk bars and cafes, and three gunmen
attacked the crowded Bataclan with Kalashnikov rifles; all told, they killed 130
people and wounded nearly 500. Novels, documentaries and exhibitions has
emerged, as artists and their audiences try to capture and understand that
terrible day. Paris Elite will not give them the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's, why,
because the French Government owns Total Oil Company. So besides those killed
and the 500 wounded 100's of Paris kids got birth defects and cancers from Diesel
+ Gasoline Exhaust. The UN could look for a New HQ in the South of France in a
Vineyard instead of a Peanut plantation in Georgia.

11-14-2018 90-page MD report; CIA considered using ‘truth serum’ on post-9/11
detainees - Versed - Versed is a brand name for the sedative midazolam. Rx
Recipe for Breast Cancer was not considered by the 'Boss' of the CIA. 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR was not considered in post-9/11 because Texas Oil Revenues would
end well as Saudi Arabia's. $777 Trillion is a lot of money. Never in history has so
much money been kept a secret by the CIA.
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11-14-2018 90-page MD report; CIA In the USA not Saudi Arabia; "When
Hospitals Merge to Save Money, Patients Often Pay More" By REED ABELSON
When the Yale Key West Medical School Merges with Elite Art of the Diagenesis
and Infection Control, patents quality of life in Key West will be rich as Patients in
Saudi Arabia and Qatar today. Torture of Hospital bills in Key West not Qatar!

11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; which was provided in advance to The Associated
Press, is a window into the internal struggle that medical personnel working in the
agency’s detention and harsh interrogation program faced in reconciling their
professional ethics with the chance to save lives by preventing future attacks.
2018 Ford WindmillCAR would have prevented 9/1 attack, this has to be in a 9
page CIA report and we have to get this on the front page of the NY Times.

11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; On Tuesday, the authorities arrested George
(Billy) Wagner III, 47; his wife, Angela Wagner, 48; and their sons, George
Wagner IV, 27, and Edward (Jake) Wagner, 26. Each was charged with eight
counts of aggravated murder. In a news release, Mr. DeWine, the state attorney
general, said that the suspects meticulously planned the slaying using their
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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knowledge of the victims’ homes, routines, sleeping locations and pets. “These
suspects developed a calculated plan to execute the victims in the middle of the
night and then carefully cover their tracks,” he said. “Their alleged plan was
sophisticated, but not sophisticated enough.”

11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; Each Oil man in Saudi Arabia, Texas, Alaska,
Qatar, UAE, Kuwait Each was charged with eight counts of aggravated murder. 8
million counts of murder. “Their alleged plan was sophisticated, oil money kickbacks
even went to Pope Francis and the Editors at the NY Time! The UN is forced to
sells its NYC HQ and move to a new HQ in a Peanut Plantation nears Plains Georgia
for covering up these gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba.

11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; MD's would give a different diagnosis of Trump.
Conservative Lawyers Say Trump Has Undermined the Rule of Law. On the eve of
the Federalist Society’s annual convention, leading conservative lawyers criticized
Trump, not Prince Salman, and Bush in Texas, Sara Palin in Alaska for Greed. How
does a MD diagnose Greed for $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot?
Trade Policy Is Lifting Exports. Of Canadian Lobster + Lumber when Building Code
should be all Steele Habitat of Humanity Homes with no electric wires going into
any home in the USA. Let Canada Top Brass buy trillions of miles of high power
lines from GE... Grin!! By ANA SWANSON The Years Ahead: Blueprint for G.E.’s
Future is trillions and trillions of miles of high power lines criss crossing Canada and
the USA in a iPostOffice @ Star Wars Star Trek Times of iPod Size GE electric
generators you can plug in all your GE appliances. Invented in Key West + Stifled
by City Hall USA.

iDash Cam iCop in your car... A 9-year old Key West girl was airlifted to Miami
Children’s hospital last night after she was struck by a car at the intersection of
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Thomas Street and Truman Avenue. Just after 7 p.m. Sunday, the Laniya Thomas,
9, and her mother, Erica Jean Deane, were crossing Thomas street when a Honda
Civic, driven by Cecil Wilson Bain, Jr., 71, made a turn onto Thomas from Truman
Avenue. The car struck the child in the crosswalk, knocking her down, then ran
over her. The driver proceeded several feet before the mother caught the driver’s
attention and got him to stop. Thomas transported to Lower Keys Medical Center
where she was stabilized before she was flown out. Bain participated in a field
sobriety test, and charges may be filed pending toxicology reports.

11-14-2018 90-page CIA report on Prince Salman's prostitutes, Saudi Princes
Prostitutes world wide report will be many more pages than 90. "The New Brothels:
How Shady Landlords Play a Key Role in the Sex Trade" "As prostitution has moved
into residential buildings, a former detective who ran a string of brothels found a
partner in one of NYC city’s worst landlords. By ALAN FEUER, ASHLEY
SOUTHALL and ALI "A retired detective, Ludwig Paz, was charged with being the
leader of the ring, which operated brothels in several buildings in Queens and
central Brooklyn, but the authorities said Mr. Schwartz also played a key role:
finding locations for Mr. Paz." In New York, gentrification has pushed prostitution
indoors. Street walkers have all but disappeared. Prostitutes now advertise online,
sex dates are arranged over the phone and brothels operate inside apartments in
residential neighborhoods. The Present of Turkey has the audio and video cameras
NYC Police need ha. Efforts to rid the city of illegal sex have previously implicated
prominent landlords, but the police have had a difficult time proving the extent an
owner’s knowledge and involvement. Rich Jewish Wife's somehow got this landlord
to... A few years after that, he was tied to a bizarre kidnapping ring in New
Jersey. He and his real estate partner, Ms. Lowy, signed two $1 million bonds
securing the release of a pair of Orthodox Jewish men — one of them a rabbi —
whom federal prosecutors charged with abduction and assault. For hefty fees, the
government said, the defendants would snatch reluctant husbands from the
streets, would tie them up and beat them and sometimes shock them with Tasers
until they agreed to divorce their wives. NYC landlords have to much free time on
their hands, grin. Invent Something!
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11-14-2018 90-page CIA report on Trumps Admiral MD driving drunk. All who
drive drunk. 20,667 Drunken-Driving Convictions Tainted by Bad Breathalyzer Test
in New Jersey. I worked as a temp in Boulder, Colorado at the factory that makes
the Breathalyzers and they cut open the plastic case take out the printed circuit
board and use it in new Breathalyzers. Not a Star Wars Breathalyzer.

11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; 12 Trillion Galaxies Recounted by today's
Editorial in the NY Times. well "The Real Florida Recount Fraud" the Real War
Crimes we can convict the Editors at the NY Times of in a War Crimes Trial for
Oil Men's Greed and Blood Money paid out in the last few weeks for the
assassination in the Turkey Embassy. Count 12 Trillion Galaxies when you are
counting on another $777 Trillion in oil revenues in 2019. This is the Real Fraud in
the NY Times Editorials.

11-14-2018 90-page CIA report; Trillions of Galaxies and Trillions of dollars in
Oil Revenues!

Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... CIA report,
personalized one by Gina.
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Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... CIA report,
personalized one by Gina.

The 2006 observations by the Spitzer Space Telescope revealed that the
Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars, more than twice the
number of the Milky Way's estimated 200 to 400 billion stars

Hot stars burn brightly in this new image from NASA's Galaxy Evolution Explorer,
showing the ultraviolet side of a familiar face. At approximately 2.5 million lightyears away, the Andromeda galaxy, or M31, is our Milky Way's largest galactic
neighbor. The entire galaxy spans 260,000 light-years across - a distance so
large, it took 11 different image segments stitched together to produce this view
of the galaxy next door. The bands of blue-white making up the galaxy's striking
rings are neighborhoods that harbor hot, young, massive stars. Dark blue-grey
lanes of cooler dust show up starkly against these bright rings, tracing the regions
where star formation is currently taking place in dense cloudy cocoons. Eventually,
these dusty lanes will be blown away by strong stellar winds, as the forming stars
ignite nuclear fusion in their cores. Meanwhile, the central orange-white ball
reveals a congregation of cooler, old stars that formed long ago. When observed in
visible light, Andromeda's rings look more like spiral arms. The ultraviolet view
shows that these arms more closely resemble the ring-like structure previously
observed in infrared wavelengths with NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope.
Astronomers using Spitzer interpreted these rings as evidence that the galaxy was
involved in a direct collision with its neighbor, M32, more than 200 million years
ago. Andromeda is so bright and close to us that it is one of only ten galaxies that
can be spotted from Earth with the naked eye. This view is two-color composite,
where blue represents far-ultraviolet light, and orange is near-ultraviolet light.

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’: Recording Is Seen to Link Saudi Crown Prince Salman
More Strongly to Khashoggi Killing - Link to the Jew Hero Driving the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR into Prince Salman's Palace. Boss @ Israeli Mossad orders to kill the
Jew Hero. Driving Flying the 2018 Ford Windmill-Gravity Engine Car into Prince
Salman's Palace. Will the Israeli Boss fire every missile they have... at the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR the Jew Hero is Driving into the Palace...

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’: Recording Is Seen to Link Saudi Crown Prince Salman
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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More Strongly to Khashoggi Killing - link him to the gas station hold up's in Miami,
Cuba $$$

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’: Recording Is Seen to Link Saudi Crown Prince Salman
More Strongly to Khashoggi Killing - link him to the failed Rx Pink Manhattan
Project costing several Trillion the Boss refused to confiscate from Prince Salman
to pay of this Vision.

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’: Amazon in Queens article censored out Prince
Salman's Trillions for the have and have nots... On one level, this all seems
inevitable. A handful of the wealthiest American cities today have a magnetic
attraction. Today’s biggest tech platforms seek them out to recruit top talent and
gain access, at scale, to housing, schools and transit. The process means the rich
get richer, the biggest companies, bigger. And the gulf widens between the
country’s haves and have-nots. By Michael Kimmelman. Key West not Queens or
Qatar should be the I have the richest City with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR HQ
here but for the Pentagon Top Brass the Boss made Prince Salman the Richest
Boss.
Hemingway House Writing Class novelist will reflects on the devastation from FEMA
and City Hall for Key West Citizens after Hurricanes Irma and tourism... not
sending in RV's and no FEMA help $$$ for the poor just the rich home owners.
FEMA Fraud Novel written at the Hemingway House Writing Class! Hurricane Novel
that tells all in a George Orwell Island. Oil Rich Key West were BP Oil paid for the
New City Hall.
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Lyrics to WindmillCAR's, “Reputation” $777 Trillion dollars - Trillion Jewish Aliens
Gamble. High Stakes at the Qatar Trump Casino. Taylor Swift’s First Mention in
The NY Times Humbly Hinted at What Was to Come. Looking back at Taylor
Swift’s first single, “Tim McGraw,” to understand the full impact of her new album,
“Reputation.” By TALYA MINSBERG It’s an incredibly different world from the one
Ms. Swift first encountered during the release of her first record. King Salman
and Prince Salman arrested 10 Royal Family Princes and 100's of ministers. Pope
Francis thinks he should have arrest 100's of Priest when he first learned about
them having sex. Jews are thinking of a Coup to hack $777 Trillion dollars in a
War! Taylor Swift is thinking she might get her picture on the New $20 dollar bill.
Wow! Taylor Swift’s First Mention in The NY Times Humbly Hinted at What Was
to Come. 'Time-Photons' 2 Trillion Galaxies! WindmillCAR's driven by her. Ego's of
the Oil Men in Taylor Swift's Lyrics. Her Road Rage at the tech world she
mastered. iPhone X iDash Cam iCop in your car, NYC. NYC Cameras. '1984'
“Reputation” Flu + Breast Cancer lyrics. God's Best Invent to Inspire Men, Women!
War Stories: Star Wars will be the best War Story Ever! Women Aliens will be
the Gold.

Mary was sucker punched at a Miami Gas Station Hold Up in 2000 because of
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Qatar gas sales.

Apple Store Qatar not Key West... Masterminds of this!!

We’re Sick of catching the flu from the Boss, Literally a sick George Orwell Novel
written at the Hemingway House Writing Class will have the Boss giving the flu to
all the women. Mayor of Key West will cough on the new born baby and give the
kid whooping cough. Earnest will have to buy a home in Cuba or win the fight with
City Hall with the WindmillCAR's purse building a Elite Yale Key West Medical
School the Navy Admirals bomb for the Mayor.

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’: Amazon will take over the Post Office so they will
need another HQ... Amazon 1 Clink link to 1,001 IP invention projects and
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Manhattan Projects some with a budget of trillions confiscated from Prince Salman.
There’s no reason to presume Amazon will do any of this, of course. New York’s
abundance of resources, talent and ideas derives from its exceptional diversity and
social infrastructure — urban virtues. Amazon could profit from its enhancement of
New York as much as New York could profit from Amazon’s presence. It’s not how
tech tends to work. But it’s how this city works. How does the CIA, Gina, Israeli
Mossad work with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR - Graivty Engine CAR's and Exodus
into 12 Trillion Galaxies. Amazon and 100's of Super Shuttle Telescopes in a
Train. Amazon Train or NASA Train. How does it work. Then you have brest
cancer and cardiac arrest Plagues in need of the Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks.
Starbucks with 1,001 Rx Latte's.

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’: Boss is in Qatar there are no homeless. NYC, cities
bar sleeping and other behaviors in public spaces, a cornerstone of urban life.
Advocates for the homeless say such bans are unconstitutional. By WINNIE HU
Advocates for "Oil Revenues' earned by holding up gas stations in Miami, Cuba.
Boss is a war criminal caught with the Trillions! Now we wait for another Boss.
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Mandy Miles; has to update these 4 girls with "You Gave Me Syphilis in Key West"
as Mandy has Syphilis on the front page without a picture today.

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’: 'Glow of Oil' Like a Diamond in the Sky: The
Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree Has a New Glow - Glow of Oil Today and the
Boss is Prince Salman not Rockefeller. History of Prince Salman's NYC Christmas
Trees in the decades to come will be front page headlines at the NY Times. Ask
the Boss... 72-foot-tall Norway spruce from Wallkill, N.Y., was hoisted into place
on Saturday in its spot overlooking the skating rink, and will be clad in 50,000
lights. Norway Oil will be on Page A84. Rockefeller Center tree, with its star as a
beacon of hope, has endured: In the grip of the Depression, in 1931, workers
erected the first known tree in a muddy plaza on Christmas Eve — it was 20 feet
tall and draped in garland. The first formal tree went up in 1933, when
Rockefeller Center decided to create an annual tradition. Star on top of the
Rockefeller Tree when everyone is driving 2018 Ford Windmill-Gravity Engine Cars
will be named for Alpha Centauri or their Jewish Aliens. Until them the Boss will
name the Christmas Star Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies, maybe we can catch
Rockefeller's 'Rich Soul' between a Galaxy.

"The Acacia Gardens" by Marie-Claire Blais, "The CIA's 2 Trillion Galaxies in the
Star Wars Star Trek Gardens" by Marie-Claire Blais.
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High Inspiration Levels from Wife's, Let’s Hear It for Bishops + Pope's and those
With Low Libidos: who are not inspired by God's Best Invention: Women!

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’: The ruling circles Boss in Tehran already seem
confident that the economy has absorbed much of the shock of American sanctions
and that Iran can sell enough oil and have enough trade with Europe, China, Russia
and India to keep its economy afloat.

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’: Trump’s mirage of another $777 Trillion from gas
station hold ups in Miami, Cuba drove into the forest fires of burned out cars.
Same cars burned out liter the highways from California to Key West, no longer
censored by the Oil Boss. How can the Boss stay human driving by so many fiery
wrecks decade after decade... never stopping to end gas stations world wide. The
Struggle to Stay Human Amid the Fight Oil War. WHO at the UN MD's know
better than to speak up like Khashoggi. The Editors at the Washington Post
censored all the fiery wrecks they have driven by for decades. UN if it ever
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Drives the 2018 Ford WindmillCar's will be moving HQ to Plains Georgia in a Peanut
Plantation, ha. Boss God of Jimmy Carter + Wife can you imagine listing to God the
Boss talk to Jimmy Carter and his wife? No God, no beauty, no coherence, no
meaning, just the cruel ironic joke of life with 18 cent a gallon gas in Plains
Georgia the sign at the gas station shows Jimmy Carters Cynicism as Jimmy and
wife walk by this gas station with .18 cents a gallon gas sign in the middle of Plains
Georgia.

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’: Boss with an IBM Summit Super Computer lets you
become super computer alterate, maybe. School children study a display of exotic
birds.CreditJames Hill for The New York Times. 'IBM Summit Doors' were to open
at the Zoological Museum of the Zoological Institute of the Russian Academy of
Sciences gift from Peter the Great. Bird Construction on an IBM Summit Super
Computer Simulation is like Watching Dewar make Liquid Hydrogen without blowing
up the University Lab. More thrilling than Disney Toys 4 movie trailer. I think
Disney needs to update it's Toy's, grin. To Summit, Disney Buys IBM.
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This is the building the girls and exotic birds are at... 7K girls a year view these
exotic birds without the Genius of an IBM Summit simulation of all flying and
feeding, mating, overcoming being sick immune systems. Putin has better things to
spend his Trillions on, ask the Boss.

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’:

11-13-2018 ‘Tell Your Boss’:

11-12-2018 Forced Out by Deadly California Fires, Then Trapped in Traffic Burned out CAR's from Fiery Wrecks from California to Key West outnumber those
burned in California Forest Fires. Like How many Gas Station Hold Up will there be
today, it's censored from the front page when gasoline is WW III Today!!

Like How Many Fiery Wrecks will the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ drive by today
without stopping to help put this on the from page headlines?
Burned out CAR's from Fiery Wrecks from California to Key West outnumber those
burned in California Forest Fires.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Burned out CAR's from Fiery Wrecks from California to Key West outnumber those
burned in California Forest Fires.
Like How many Gas Station Hold Up will there be today, it's censored from the
front page when gasoline is WW III Today!! Attorney General Sessions was fired
for $777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenue Kickbacks and bribes... and not arresting
Prince Salman for those in these burned out cars!

Like Scott in Florida will asked for a recount as 2 Trillion Galaxies was easier to
cheat Key West out of being the Richest City in the world not Qatar.
Pope Francis will Ban Alcohol for Catholics and Win a Nobel Prize

Key West 1984 goings on...

I caught up with the Pink Trike thieves at Curry Mansion... had to wait for 2 Key
West Cops! Talked to the Cops and need the serial number 2 police women called in
to see if it was stole when I paid $200 for it recovering my other trike from Saint
Mary's Catholic Church as the maintenance men cut the cables on this trike too
and put it in the dumper until the women cops tracked them down... never heard
from Saint Mary's Priest. Red circle in this picture is a homeless guy or undercover
cop... any way never got my pink trike back last night! Acer Computer with the
serial number of this pink trike the police have and will not give back to me.
Community Service cut 2 15 foot cables to steal this Acer Notebook out of my bike
basket at 713 Southard. 10-21-2016 Friday; On Wed the 1984 II Observers cut
2 cables and stole my Pink Trike locked to a tree next to the Key West Firehouse
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Museum the trike I bike to inspire the stage 4 Rx Overnight Miracle Cure...

12-1-2016 Friday; On Wednesday at 7 pm. City of Key West Code officer Jorge
Lopez stopped me Greg Buell www.eletctricwindmillcar.com inventor from feeding 3
cats last night and refused to feed them himself even though he said they would
starve… jlopez@cityofkeywest-fl.gov. can you get him arrested for cruelty to Cats
by refusing to feed them and refusing to call animal rescue… funded by city of key
west? Or email the NY Times the Key west paper has a new aspca shelter on the
front page today but never writes up people feeding the starving cats… Guy who
lives above the Key West Sign Company 901 Fleming St, Key West, FL 33040
called the "Cat Cops" as I biked up. Code City Car speed in front of 3 cats fast,
Lopez got out stopped me from feed the 3 starving cats, a crime. 1984 II Society
so have to wait until I can talk to the top brass... grin. ASPCA should have a
history of getting these city code guys arrested... www.aspca.org Open Your Heart
and Help Abused Animals. Help Animals in Need Fight Animal Cruelty by
jlopez@cityofkeywest-fl.gov. www.aspca.org does not have a 911 link so cops not
code employees can make a arrest. Many 1984 II Observers watched this happen.

11-12-2018 "In the aftermath of the Jamal Khashoggi murder, the kingdom has
exploited the podium of the Grand Mosque in Mecca by using its imams to praise,
sanctify and defend the rulers and their actions." by Khaled M. Abou El Fadl is a
law professor at the University of California

11-12-2018 Flight of the Jew Hero. Driving Flying the 2018 Ford WindmillGravity Engine Car into Mecca with all of Israeli Mossad firing every missile they
have... by Khaled M. Abou El Fadl is a law professor at the University of
California
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11-12-2018 Preacher Jimmy Carters Sunday sermon yesterday used the podium in
Plains Georgia to praise and defend spending illegal oil revenue kickbacks on 100
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs instead of 100 Manhattan Projects for Cancers Rx
Recipe and other terrible STD's and Plagues many in London in Paris.

11-12-2018 Saudi Arabia Is Misusing Mecca - the NY Times Editors killed the
Jew Hero Driving the 2018 Ford Windmill-Gravity Engine CAR's into Mecca.

Key West Skyline of the Yale Key West Medical School, look inside for the art of
the Star Wars Diagnosis lost Misusing the high tech elite diagnosis of Dr. Lisa
Oppenheimer to make Mecca Rich on Gas Station Hold ups in Miami, Cuba. When
this Skyline should be the Yale Key West Medical School Skyline Today if not
bombed by the Key West Navy in 2011 when Greg flew into Key West with the
2011 Ford WindmillCAR. A war crime!

Positron emission tomography or PET scans involve injection into the veins of a
radionuclide “tracer” attached to glucose. Cells in the body that are active (and
thus consuming glucose), such as cancer cells, accumulate the tracer and “light up”
on the scan. The test can thus show both the main tumor and areas where the
tumor has spread. Other cells that are active, which can occur with infection or
inflammation, can also light up, though, leading to false positive results, meaning
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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the scan shows cancer erroneously.

11-12-2018 Many more elite wife's died from Breast Cancers. Afghan Elite forces
were sent to rescue Jaghori District from a determined assault by insurgents.
Within days, most of the American-trained commandos were dead.

11-12-2018 Macron reportedly asked Putin not to privately meet Trump during
World War I commemorations — but they talked anyway -about the killing off of
the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR and Quality of Life in Key West USA vs Qatar + UAE
who raced fast boats in Key West the last few days. "Saudis Prince Salman
Discussed Killing Other Enemies a Year Before Khashoggi’s Death" is a front page
story in the NY Times today!! Trump to Forgive Student Loans Stalls Under Betsy
DeVos, when the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR should be!! As world leaders marked the
100th anniversary of the Great War’s end, President Emmanuel Macron of France
declared that 'Star Wars" Jewish Aliens will be on the side of France in the first
Star Wars Battle. Looser for Trump are his 2 women in a War Time Battle with
Breast Cancer. A White House Challenge: Balancing the Roles of the First Lady and
First Daughter with 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs costing $13 trillion,
much more than a Rx Pink Recipe Manhattan Project by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD.

11-12-2018 A monthlong visit to observatories in Chile, Hawaii and Los Angeles
revealed spellbinding visions of the heavens.
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The actual array of ALMA’s 66 movable antennas sat far above us — out of sight
— on a plateau at 16,000 feet.

100's in high Earth Orbit or even beyond the Moon was lost to building USS Jimmy
Carter Nuke Subs instead. A war crime!

100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs were build with $13 Trillion in illegal Oil
Revenues instead of 100's of Super Shuttles packed with 'Dish's" and Amazon 1
Click links to the Hemingway House Writing class 1,001 IP invention projects Nobel
Novels - one goes 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to
Alpha Centauri.

11-12-2018 By Tim Herrera "Welcome to the Smarter Living newsletter! Every
Monday, S.L. editor Tim Herrera emails readers with tips and advice for living a
better, more fulfilling life. Sign up here to get it in your inbox. Let’s say you want
to make a living writing novels. Yes, it’s crucial that you become a good writer. But
it’s entirely unnecessary for you to become a great writer. The world is full of
successful novelists (and, ahem, newsletter writers) with perfectly average writing
chops. But in addition to being a strong writer, most successful novelists also need
to be competent marketers, publicists, negotiators, public speakers.

11-12-2018 Let’s say Amazon and Apple have a app for the Hemingway House
Writing Class for Smarter Living with 1,001 IP invention projects all spelled out on
the digital web site with Genius specs like opening your new iPad Pro out of the box
and with a few Genius tweaks you have a better Mac than a iMac, grin with WiFi
and Cell connections. So you can link to the IBM Summit Super Computer writing
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your Smarter Living Nobel Novel with 100's of others also writing on the same
page. Non stop not like Hemingway you can write 24/7 at this Old Hemingway
House. And when Gina hacks 4 Trillion Rx Recipes, something the NY Times editors
will not give you. You get a pie recipe not Rx trade secret recipes, Grin. Smarter
Living!

11-12-2018

11-12-2018

Paris Fake Peace Oil Money is War $$$ Paris YouTube Video of three topless
women jumped a barricade to confront President Trump's motorcade Sunday as he
traveled to a ceremony to commemorate the centennial of World War I's end. The
incident occurred as Trump drove along the Champs Elysees roadway from the U.S.
ambassador's residence toward the Arc de Triomphe, where more than 60 world
leaders gathered to mark Armistice Day. Femen, saying on Twitter the women were
protesting the "hypocrisy" of the event. The words "fake" and "peace" were
written on one woman's body as she ran within feet of the presidential limo.

11-11-2018 There is great power in diagnosis: It can be comforting, terrifying,
and sometimes, even healing. Since the 1980s, there’s been rapid expansion in the
number Habitats for Humanity Homes by Jimmy Carter and his wife. A misdiagnosis
as gas engine cars are parked in the drive when we should be driving 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's for our Habitat for Humanity. Diagnosis of sin. It can be terrifying
in times Carter and Wife worry about losing time in Heaven for Hell over this Ford
parked in the Drive.

11-11-2018 Diagnosis of Prince Salman + Prince Harry! Mad!! Diagnosis is
complicated. It can be a path to acceptance and treatment, or a road to risk and
stigma. More diagnoses mean more patients can heal but also that more might
suffer. Figuring out who will be helped — and who will harmed — might be the most
important diagnosis we make. Gina at the CIA will help... 2 billion women jogging in
Iowa looking for these 2 mad men who will kill them, behead them in Mecca in
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public for their crimes! Physicians Foundation Center for Physician Practice and
Leadership. CIA leadership sorry Gina Yale History 1984 has your YouTube video
recording.

11-11-2018 Gina can with her CIA degree diagnosis the The 16-oz. Beer Can: A
Cold One in less time Trumps Drunk Admiral MD can drink a cold one. Add in 4
billion people and the DNA you have a War on Cancer and Ruined lives, road kill
from DUI Admirals. Yes Trump's Admiral MD drove drunk... now we drive into 12
Trillion Galaxies thanks to a leak from NASA. Scott in Florida will ask for a
recount as 2 Trillion Galaxies was easier to cheat Key West out of being the
Richest City in the world not Qatar.

11-11-2018 C’est Fini as Trump and Macron Seek to Defuse Tension about $777
Trillion in Oil Revenue and 100's of Gas Station Hold Ups that harm women! WW 1
and the Breast Cancer war will never take Ivanka from Trump, least he plans on
spending more on WW III than the Breast Cancer War Today. And Macron has a
wife married to Paradise Lost Oil Man.

11-11-2018 Afghanistan Is the World’s Polio Capital. These Afghans Hope to Fix
That.

11-11-2018 England is the World's Cardiac Arrest Capital Prince Harry Hope to
Censor this for Wound Warriors Donations $$$
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11-11-2018 Oil Revenue dunes that engulf entire Nations when the Galactic Winds
have picked up thanks to NASA recounting the Galaxies at 12 Trillion with Jewish
Aliens.

11-11-2018 YouTube needs the assassination's audio not Gina at the CIA. Blood
Money in the Trillions has been paid by Prince Salman and YouTube didn't get any
blood money. Turkey’s President Says Recording of Khashoggi’s Killing Was Given to
U.S.

11-11-2018 The War That Never Ended. Korean War didn't end last month
because 2 White Men at 1984 HQ didn't want it to End... this is your Quality of
life in the 1984 Qatar Mirror. Now you know why Steve Jobs put the 1984 Apple
Commercial in the Super Bowl.

11-11-2018 The War That Never Ended. World War I officially concluded a
century ago. But its aftershocks reverberate even today. Prince Harry's Wounded
Warriors or WW I when the British Women's Prince was killed ordering the
Starbucks Rx Pink Latte for her Breast Cancer Cure or Ovarian Cancer Cure.
Prince Harry is the same WW 1 killer as Robert Kennedy Jr from WW I forcing
his Mary to hang herself in the Kennedy Barn. Blood Money Paid to the Editors at
the NY Times was don't write me up for killing Mary but you will be working for
the Key West Citizen Newspaper not the NY Times. Thugs, Kennedy's, Prince
Harry's, Trump's. Now Prince Salman Thugs are caught on audio and I think video
too but the President of Turkey is fearful of releasing the video to Gina at the
CIA, she just might give it to YouTube, Grin!
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11-11-2018 NOAA Here’s a reminder that hurricane season isn’t quite over: New
storm brewing in Atlantic. As a reminder that Hurricane as History like Breast
Cancer is a War lost via Baghdad going-on with $300 million a week in oil revenues
in the pipeline not brainstorming a end to Hurricane's on Earth via Invention Wars.

11-11-2018 There is great power in diagnosis: It can be comforting, terrifying,
and sometimes, even healing. Since the 1980s, there’s been rapid expansion in the
number Habitats for Humanity Homes by Jimmy Carter and his wife. A misdiagnosis
as gas engine cars are parked in the drive when we should be driving 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's for our Habitat for Humanity. Diagnosis of sin. It can be terrifying
in times Carter and Wife worry about losing time in Heaven for Hell over this Ford
parked in the Drive.

11-11-2018 Diagnosis of Prince Salman + Prince Harry! Mad!! Diagnosis is
complicated. It can be a path to acceptance and treatment, or a road to risk and
stigma. More diagnoses mean more patients can heal but also that more might
suffer. Figuring out who will be helped — and who will harmed — might be the most
important diagnosis we make. Gina at the CIA will help... 2 billion women jogging in
Iowa looking for these 2 mad men who will kill them, behead them in Mecca in
public for their crimes! Physicians Foundation Center for Physician Practice and
Leadership. CIA leadership sorry Gina Yale History 1984 has your YouTube video
recording.

11-11-2018 Gina can with her CIA degree diagnosis the The 16-oz. Beer Can: A
Cold One in less time Trumps Drunk Admiral MD can drink a cold one. Add in 4
billion people and the DNA you have a War on Cancer and Ruined lives, road kill
from DUI Admirals. Yes Trump's Admiral MD drove drunk... now we drive into 12
Trillion Galaxies thanks to a leak from NASA. Scott in Florida will ask for a
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recount as 2 Trillion Galaxies was easier to cheat Key West out of being the
Richest City in the world not Qatar.

11-11-2018

4 billion people on Earth to be assassinated by Prince Salman... and Mossad while
we wait for the Jew Hero to get the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR out of the Pentagon's
garage! How many gas station hold up's did Sessions let get away? 100's if not
thousands! And the biggest, fattest one, Prince Salman! With Sessions gone, what’s
next? 100's of more gas station hold ups censored by the NY Times Editors for
'Blood Money'. Prince Salman paid out trillions in Blood Money the last few weeks.
Did you miss this Editorial in the NY Times, Hahahahahaha$$$

11-10-2018 Gaza, Allowing Money and Fuel to Roll In, risk for all leaders as the
2018 Ford WindmillCAR is not driven into Mecca or Starbucks for the Rx Pink
Latte Recipe. Millions of women die from breast cancer today! Leaders risk divorce
from all women! War on Cancer that left millions more with horrible scars.

11-10-2018 Marines Kill. A vigil held for those killed in a shooting at the
Borderline Bar & Grill in Thousand Oaks, The New York Times

11-10-2018 Taylor Swift sang “Blood Money” and “Killer Marines”

500,000 people all Moslems have been killed by Marines since 9/11 on orders from
2 White Men who refuse to win the war with Allah with the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's + RV's.
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Marines Kill. A vigil held for those killed in a shooting at the Borderline Bar & Grill
in Thousand Oaks, The New York Times.

11-10-2018 Taylor Swift sang “Blood Money” and “Killer Marines”

11-10-2018 "Trump knocks Macron in tweet moments after landing in Paris" Total
Oil Revenues are on the Table... be divided after landing several distracting tweets
that have nothing to do about French Government Total Oil Company Trillions.

11-10-2018 Mac Book Air Ride School Bus on sale at Amazon - Apple pumps up its
Amazon listings with iPhones, iPads and more... Starbucks iMac's at every cafe
table in the Starbucks iMac computer lab's with Genius tutors to get you a Nobel
Novel at the Hemingway House Writing class in the Novel 1,001 IP Invention
Projects. IBM Summit super computers will help... in building your first Gravity
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Engine. Start your engines!!

11-10-2018 Turkey’s president said that recordings linked to Jamal Khashoggi’s
killing were given to the U.S.

11-10-2018 Recordings of the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's were given to
the US...

11-10-2018 A Vegetarian Thanksgiving, 117 Recipes. 1,001 IP Invention Projects
Brainstormed on Thanksgiving Day 2018

11-10-2018 Star Wars Disney take to being Medical School Professors in their
next Star Wars Movie. Jauhar quickly learned otherwise. His gripping new book,
“Heart: A History,” had me nearly as enthralled with this pulsating body part as he
seems to be. The tone — a physician excited about his specialty — takes a sharp
turn from his first two memoirs. The first, “Intern,” was filled with uncertainty;
the second, “Doctored,” with disillusionment. Fun facts are sprinkled throughout.
The adult heart beats about three billion times between birth and death; the
amount of blood that passes through an adult heart every week is enough to fill a
swimming pool. Fun Facts are Disney decades ago, New Star Wars Disney we need
to know about electricity in the Heart and Cardiac Arrest. As we need to get
Prince Harry Arrested for his Wounded Warriors commercials when the London
Plague that killed millions while Price Harry raised money for Wounded Warriors is
Cardiac Arrest. War Crimes are in the DNA of all the Prince Class today. iPhone
XS Max alerts you of a cardiac arrest 1 hour before to save millions of lives...
lets get an iPad Pro app for this IP invention projects brainstorming!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-10-2018

11-10-2018

11-9-2018 4 billion people on Earth to be assassinated by Prince Salman... and
Mossad

11-9-2018 WW 1 celebrations today in the Paris News with dead women from
breast cancer on the battlefields of Paris... and not one French Man is
brainstorming a Rx Pink Recipe!!

11-9-2018 Taylor Swift sang “Bad Blood” and “Gorgeous,” before the trapeze
artists appeared, while the fireworks were bright and the rain was still bucketing
down... Blood Money Prince Salman has paid out the last few weeks is over $1
Trillion dollars. Gorgeous 1984 George Orwell mastermind this behind the world
stage goings-on. Love songs and War Stories from WW 1 fill the NY Times
articles today. Not one brainstorming article on Rx Pink Recipes from the Editors
of the NY Times or the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Hemingway House Writing class
is closed today. Amazon gets 1 Click links to 1,001 Rx Recipe coded for IBM
Summit.
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11-9-2018 Tipping the Scales of Justice. With Sessions gone, what’s next? Rx
Recipe for the Skinny Person's Latte. NY Times video of 8 Spectacular Pies That
Taste as Good as They Look A New Gold for diet or die million people. What the
Hell, a diet video. Hell No! What's Next is Dr. Sessions MD DA. Ruth is in a
hospital bed with 3 broken ribs at 85 years old, what's next if the Judge never
gets a MD degree, broken heart. By PATRICK CHAPPATTE Tipping the Scales of
Justice in Qatar quality of life. Sessions on the way out didn't check this for his
Hero's Homecoming Party. A War crime against 4 billion people, really! Tipping the
Scales 220, 250 or Ivanka's diet mindset in the Times Video... How about a Rx
Diet latte Recipe in the Times. F.D.A. Plans to Ban Most Flavored E-Cigarette
Sales in Gas Stations not ban Gas Stations and Gas Station Hold Up's using
Sessions mobilization to stop gas station hold up. How many gas station hold up's
did Sessions let get away? 100's if not thousands! And the biggest, fattest one,
Prince Salman!

11-9-2018 Tipping the Scales of Justice and Scales of Quality of life in Qatar vs
Key West, USA. 40K Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships in port.

11-9-2018 Thousand Oaks gunman was a Marine veteran who... killed more than
12 wife's in 2018 and thanks to the Top Brass all these murdered women were
kept out of the NY Times Front page. This is a George Orwell song by Taylor
Swift.
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11-9-2018 Thousand Oaks gunman was a Marine veteran who often visited the site
of the shooting. Long, a 28-year-old who served in Afghanistan with the Marines.
A mental health specialist with the crisis team met with him and felt he might be
suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder. But after speaking with him, they
decided not to detain him under laws that allow for the temporary detention of
people with psychiatric issues. Seven months later, officers swarmed his home
again for a very different reason: a mass shooting. “We would go to Borderline
together. He really liked it,” said one woman who has been friends with Long for
five years and does not want her name made public. “I would make fun of him,
because he would drag me there. Sometimes we’d go there to have a drink, sit and
talk, listen to music,” she said. Borderline, a Western-themed establishment known
to regularly host country, salsa and swing dancing nights, was hosting a college
country night on Wednesday evening. “There was a community there. He was a part
of that community. We used to go snowboarding all the time. He was a good guy,”
the friend said. He went to Afghanistan from November 2010 to June 2011.Under
the name “doorkicker03,” Long said he was an infantry machine gunner. Long’s
mother “lived in fear” of what her son might do. Long lived with mom.

11-9-2018 At Doomed Flight’s Helm, Pilots May Have Been Overwhelmed in
Seconds; Flight of the Jew Hero. Driving Flying the 2018 Ford Windmill-Gravity
Engine Car into Mecca with all of Israeli Mossad firing every missile they have...

11-9-2018 Boeing 737 Max appears to have plummeted nose-first into the water,
its advanced jet engines racing the plane toward the waves at as much as 400
m.p.h. in less than a minute. The aircraft slammed into the sea with such force
that some metal fittings aboard were reduced to powder, and the aircraft’s flight
data recorder tore loose from its armored box, propelled into the muddy sea bed.
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Pull Up... “To expect a Pilot at a moment of high pressure to do everything exactly
right is really tough,” “The problem is, the less-desirable airlines are the ones with
the least resources that are scraping the bottom of the barrel in terms of Pilots,
same for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ picking Medical Students via Politics not
Skills. Pilots complained that they were overworked and underpaid, and some who
challenged the company on contract issues are now in jail. Lion Air flight and
maintenance crews regularly filled out two log books, one real and one fake, to hide
malfeasance.

11-9-2018 Hemingway House Writing Class and Yale Key West Medical School;
“Training is everything in these situations, and experience is crucial,”

11-9-2018 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are in a 400 times faster than the speed of
light nose dive that will get 4 billion people killed if Trump doesn't fire them asap
and put sanctions on their gas engine cars. Qantas learned that in 2008 on an
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Airbus, which has a similar system. After receiving incorrect readings that
appeared to indicate a false stall, an Airbus traveling from Singapore to Perth,
Australia, violently plunged twice in automated nose-dives. Dozens of passengers
and crew who were not wearing seat belts were flung about and some broke bones.
In the cockpit, the captain, a former United States Navy fighter pilot, fought the
plane into submission and finally managed an emergency landing at a remote airstrip
in northwestern Australia. “It was like a computer gone mad, and the pilots were
battling it,” said Geoffrey Thomas, the Australian editor in chief of Airline
ratings.com. He said the skill of the flight crew “saved the day.”

11-9-2018 Bill and Melinda Gates selling crap in times of Breast Cancer Latte's.
“It was like a computer gone mad, and the MD's were battling it with their laser
Rest Room out of Star Wars but censored by Microsoft updates to Win 10"

11-9-2018 Paris 2 White Men at 1984 Total Oil Company HQ He has been
insensitive to Quality of life in Qatar vs Paris when both have $777 Trillion from
illegal oil revenues. WW III and the War on Cancer both lost as the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR would have won WW III.

11-9-2018 President Macron have to take into account 12 Trillion galaxies and as
many Jewish Aliens as this WW III is Star Wars, Paris Exodus into the Universe.

11-9-2018 Macron Hopes WWI Ceremonies will be all the Paris headlines and
Nightly News, killing the Jew Hero driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR to pick up
at Paris Starbucks the Rx Pink Latte Recipe for Breast Cancer Cure All...

11-9-2018
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11-9-2018

11-8-2018 Up Against Big Oil's Blood Money for their Prince's assassinations in
Turkey + World Wide and kickbacks that killed the Jew Hero Driving the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca.

11-8-2018 Israeli Mossad killed the Jew Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR
delivering the Rx Pink Latte to Jewish Women, they will have to pay for this!

11-8-2018 4 billion people on Earth to be assassinated by Prince Salman... and
Mossad, Putin and 100's of other Mad Men fueled by "Oil." The Rx Miracle
Godsent cure is the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR!

11-8-2018 Prince Salman killed the Jew Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR
delivering the Rx Pink Latte to Jewish Women, they will have to pay for this!

11-8-2018 Gina at the CIA is thinking about these mad men killing off millions not
just one or 12 here and there but millions of breast cancer women with Salman's
Vision and Israeli Mossad's Vision neither can see millions of women with breast
cancer... a war crime via to much oil money $777 Trillion!
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11-8-2018 Tokyo Medical University said this week that it would accept women
whose exam scores were deliberately marked down to restrict the number of
female students. The university’s president, Yukiko Hayashi, apologised and said 67
women who had been unfairly excluded over the past two years would be able to
take up their places next April.

11-8-2018 Yale Key West Medical School was bombed in 2011 by the Navy... no
plans by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ to admit this and admit 100's of women
when its built.

11-8-2018 In Saudi Arabia free Hospital Care via Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg of
the Supreme Court!! Judge Ginsburg's Qatar Quality of life against Key West
Quality of Life with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR and Yale Key West Medical School
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11-8-2018 Winds of Gas Exhaust mixed with Diesel Perfume when the Rx Perfume
Manhattan Project has never been a NY Times Editorial.

11-8-2018 Paris Paradise Lost this weekend now, Trump Says He Will Not Meet
Putin This Weekend, Contradicting the Kremlin. At a news conference at the White
House later Wednesday, Mr. Trump said that was not the case. They would both
attend a lunch for world leaders scheduled on Sunday, he said, but were not set to
have a conversation. Brainstorming Conversation about the Rx Pink Recipe
Manhattan Project is off for now unless one of the wife's or Ivanka reads this web
page.

11-8-2018 French Men don't want to blow over the WW 1 celebration with dead
women from breast cancer on the battlefields of Paris. Mr. Trump and Mr. Putin
are both scheduled to travel to Paris for a ceremony to mark the 100th
anniversary of the end of World War I. But French officials had asked the
Americans and Russians not to hold the meeting between the presidents for fear
that it would overshadow their event.

11-8-2018 American president that is trying to sabotage the Rx Pink Recipe Latta
at Starbucks Trump Towers, Starbucks Red Square.
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11-8-2018 Trudeau Apologizes for Canada’s Turning Away Ship of Jews Fleeing
Nazis

11-8-2018 Trudeau killed the Jew Hero Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's into
Mecca... a war crime!

11-8-2018 "Hemingway House Writing Class brainstorming the Rx Pink Recipes in a
Nobel Novel. Ma Jian, whose new novel “China Dream” is a satire of
totalitarianism, accused the venue of “turning a literary festival into a political
matter.” By AMY QIN "Pink Dream" a satire of totalitarianism by Prince Salman,
Mossad and Gina torturing 9/11 women. Hemingway House Writing Class 1 Click
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects specs and Genius tutors to help you get
started inventing.

11-8-2018 Macron Praises World War I General Who Later Collaborated With
Nazis He called Marshal Philippe Petain a “great soldier” in comments that
triggered Total Oil Company's 2 White Men to make reservations for the Trump
Qatar Casino and the Yale Paris Medical School Professors to make a diagnosis of
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mad man disease caught from Prince Salman.

11-8-2018 Since being released in 2013, Grand Theft Auto V has reportedly made
$6 billion, which is more than any film in history.

11-8-2018 1980 to 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's would have made $777
Trillion.

11-8-2018 Star Alpha Centauri destroyed by Trump's Vision! Man Who Destroyed
Trump’s Hollywood Star Is Ordered to Pay Nearly $9,500. The man who vandalized
the star with a pickax had said his action was a “one-man protest” against the
president and the Republican Party.
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11-8-2018 Star Alpha Centauri destroyed by Trump's Vision!

11-8-2018 "So much for Florida Breast Cancer deaths this week, neither one
works on a cure mobilization. Mr. DeSantis, a former congressman and a loyal
acolyte of President Trump, held off Mr. Gillum’s bid to be Florida’s first AfricanAmerican governor." By PATRICIA MAZZEI and FRANCES ROBLES Ted Cruz
defeats Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD.

11-8-2018 Up Against Big Oil's Blood Money for their Prince's assassinations in
Turkey + World Wide and kickbacks that killed the Jew Hero Driving the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca.
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11-8-2018 GE should be rolling out its 'In Orbit" engine for Trump - Putin 15 min
flights to Paris. A Amazon IP invention project on 1 click links to get you the specs
to invent this engine that lets Boeing fly into Orbit for 15 mins and land in Paris.
GE and Rolls Royce finalists for Chinese-Russian CR929 jet engine, designer says
General Electric and Rolls Royce are the two finalists to supply engines for a new
20 hour long-haul jet developed by a Russian-Chinese joint venture that aims ...

11-8-2018 This proves all Lawyers must have a MD along with the Law Degree.
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg of the Supreme Court was hospitalized on Thursday
morning, with three broken ribs after falling in her office Wednesday evening, a
spokeswoman said. Justice Ginsburg, 85, went home after her fall, but experienced
discomfort over the night. She was admitted to George Washington University
Hospital, where doctors found three broken ribs on her left side, Kathy Arberg, a
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Supreme Court spokeswoman, said in a statement.

11-8-2018 Misdiagnosis of not going to the ER... will killed 100's of people today!

11-8-2018 In Saudi Arabia free Hospital Care via Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg of
the Supreme Court!! Judge Ginsburg's Qatar Quality of life against Key West
Quality of Life with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR and Yale Key West Medical School

11-8-2018 Who Own's the Supreme Courts Vision, Prince Salman! Israeli Mossad!!
Yale Key West Medical School is up against these God's! God's Vision of Exodus
for the Jews was just given to them by NASA's pictures of 12 Trillion Galaxies!

11-8-2018

11-7-2018 Israeli Mossad killed the Jew Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR
delivering the Rx Pink Latte to Jewish Women, they will have to pay for this!

11-7-2018 9/11? — We need to extract the best we can from them, curb and
offset their worst impulses — and get off oil as fast as we can to reduce our
exposure to this madness.

11-7-2018 Three New York City Ballot Proposals, One Worth Supporting - 3 or 4
Wife's worth supporting. Rx Recipe for Breast Cancer Latte Cure on the Pink Front
Page of the NY Times is the true Election Results.
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11-7-2018 "As the Gravity Engine Cars loom overhead the Saudi Prince attacks.
As Famine Looms in Yemen, Saudi-Led Coalition Redoubles Attacks" By
MOHAMMED ALI KALFOOD and DECLAN WALSH

11-7-2018 4 billion people on Earth to be assassinated by Prince Salman... Non
Pink Vision!

11-7-2018 Erdogan Champions Khashoggi While Trampling Ford WindmillCAR's and
$777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues Prince Salman has banked on for his vision, and
it's not a Rx Pink latte at Starbucks in Mecca!
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11-7-2018 ...since a coup attempt with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's ran out of
gas with Jew Hero's... Jewish Exodus and Jews richer than anyone in Qatar failed
to drive the Jew Hero into Mecca in the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR! Jewish women
with breast cancer we will ask them to pay for it... Blood Money from Prince
Salman's Vision of building a New City in Saudi Arabia when what they need is a
New Manhattan Project at Los Alamos no one at 1984 HQ has a vision for as 4
trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret have to be hacked by Gina at the CIA.

11-7-2018 "So much for Florida Breast Cancer deaths this week, neither one
works on a cure mobilization. Mr. DeSantis, a former congressman and a loyal
acolyte of President Trump, held off Mr. Gillum’s bid to be Florida’s first AfricanAmerican governor." By PATRICIA MAZZEI and FRANCES ROBLES Ted Cruz
defeats Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. Idaho, Nebraska and Utah are set to join 33
others that have already expanded the program under Obamacare to give free
health coverage to most low income residents. List of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE,
Kuwait and many more have USA MD's working there today and none of their
Citizens have to pay any medical bills, even get a medical bill in email or mail.
Quality of life the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have killed in the USA. God is Great!

11-7-2018 What Amazon May Mean for Queens: Gentrification and (More) Packed
Trains - What Amazon May Mean for Los Alamos and Cavernal... Adjacent to the
north side of the Port is the John F. Kennedy Space Center, NASA. Seven miles
to the south of the City is Patrick Air Force Base. This strategic Florida location
places the City in the center of America's space facilities and immediately
adjacent to Port Canaveral, the only deep water port between Fort Lauderdale and
Jacksonville.
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What Amazon May Mean for Los Alamos and Cavernal...

The Space Between 12 Trillion Galaxies and Jewish Exodus driving the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's! Amazon Sales of Electrolysis of water in your 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's + RV will be a new super electrolysis machine designed and invented
buy NASA and Los Alamos.

11-7-2018 4 billion people on Earth to be assassinated by Prince Salman... Non
Pink Vision!
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11-7-2018 With each passing day, U.S. policy toward Iran and Saudi Arabia more
closely resembles the 1991 film classic “Thelma & Louise.” For those too young to
remember, the movie starred Susan Sarandon and Geena Davis, two gal pals, whose
fishing trip turns dark after Sarandon’s character shoots a would-be rapist,
triggering one of the all-time great movie lines: “You shoot off a guy’s head with
his pants down, believe me, Texas ain’t the place you want to get caught.” This
eventually prompts the women to escape the police by dramatically driving their
1966 Thunderbird off a cliff into the Grand Canyon to their deaths.

11-7-2018 Texas + Saudi Arabia are married to the assassination by Prince
Salman... for the money. $777 Trillion split 2 ways if you leave out Pope Francis,
God is Great!

11-7-2018 Prince Salman, sent hit teams to wipe out opponents like the Israeli
Mossad.

11-7-2018 Israeli Mossad killed the Jew Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR
delivering the Rx Pink Latte to Jewish Women, they will have to pay for this!
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11-7-2018 9/11? — We need to extract the best we can from them, curb and
offset their worst impulses — and get off oil as fast as we can to reduce our
exposure to this madness.

Follow The New York Times Opinion section on Facebook, Twitter (@NYTopinion)
and Instagram. Thomas L. Friedman is the foreign affairs Op-Ed columnist. He
joined the paper in 1981, and has won three Pulitzer Prizes. He is the author of
seven books, including “From Beirut to Jerusalem,” which won the National Book
Award

11-7-2018 $$$ Visions of $777 Trillion dollars - Trump and Putin to Meet Briefly
in Paris This Weekend to talk about $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Both leaders will
attend an event to mark the 100th anniversary of the end of World War I. Both
refuse to demand the end of the Korean War! Win the WAR on Cancer! Both
sabotage the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR and Jewish Exodus...

11-6-2018 Vote - Three New York City Ballot Proposals, One Worth Supporting 3 or 4 Wife's worth supporting, Just ask Prince Salman about his 3 Wife's. And
he will tell you none of them are MD women from Yale New Haven... grin! No the
NY Times will never put Prince Salman's 3 wife's pictures on the front page but
will put Greg's 3 MD wife's picture and Rx Recipe for Breast Cancer Latte Cure on
the Pink Front Page...

11-6-2018 Amazon Plans to Split HQ2 in Two Locations, Los Alamos and Cavernal,
grin. Greg + Wife's in Key West Plan to split water the Ocean here into cans of all
sizes and shape for Oxygen and Hydrogen from 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and of
course Ford Semi Trucks designed by NASA to split into these elements from
trillions of Volts and Amps driving your windmillcars and trucks. Saudi Arabia
grilled over Honor Killings of Women at UN. UN Plans to split $777 Trillion dollars
in confiscated illegal oil revenues from Prince Salman in a very different Vision
than Dr. Oppenheimer MD. 25 Hospital Ships were sunk in the last decades by the
UN Staff too!!
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-6-2018 Amazon Visions is a little different than Prince Salman's vision of
spending $777 Trillion dollars in the Sahara... water world of Prince Salman in the
Sahara vs the USA water world of H + O in cans... for 1,001 inventions yet
visioned by Americans.

Prince Salman, on hidden cameras is what these 4 Girls are watching and will write
a Nobel Novel.
Mac Book Air Ride School Bus Paten Ivanka just picked up in China, India, Pakistan
her picture on every Mac Book Air Ride School Bus...

11-6-2018 GE windmill farms don't make even one can of Hydrogen... looser who
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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also lost us Qatar Quality of life in the USA... free Medical School and Mac Book
Air Ride School Bus for kids in Georgia passing the Peanut Plantation for Star
Wars Lifestyle.

11-6-2018 Amazon Sales of Electrolysis of water in your 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's
+ RV will be a new super electrolysis machine designed and invented buy NASA and
Los Alamos, related to the iPod size GE electric Generator that you can plug in all
your GE appliances and its fueled by solid Hydrogen via NASA rocket scientists
genius inventors.

11-6-2018 Electrolysis of water is the decomposition of water into oxygen and
hydrogen gas due to the passage of an electric current. The reaction has a
standard potential of -1.23 V, meaning it ideally requires a potential difference of
1.23 volts to split water.

11-6-2018 Iran Oil Sales Sanctions Explained: U.S. Goals, and the View From
Tehran - View from the Jewish Hero Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's into
Mecca. Iran Sanctions and Oil Prices: Who’ll Feel the Pain? Markets have taken
the Trump administration’s move in stride so far. But experts differ on whether a
reduction in output could yet prove disruptive. By CLIFFORD KRAUSS Clifford
Krauss writes Who’ll Feel the Pain? When Clifford knows birth defects and
childhood cancers are censored out of his 'Oil' article in the NY Times, A War
Crime!
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11-6-2018 Three New York City Ballot Proposals, One Worth Supporting - 3 or 4
Wife's worth supporting with Exodus into a New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies.
Amazon @ Los Alamos with 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects specs to
help you get a Miracle Godsent Invention like the Gravity Engine. Or write a
Hemingway House Nobel Novel brainstorming how to build the first Gravity Engine.
Like the first A Bomb. G-Bomb will blow up Earth and land it a few light years
from here, grin. Start of Exodus Star Wars election today. How Love Changes
with technology. A reader suggests that true love may not be about finding the
perfect soul mate. But believing your soul is your conscienceness ready for the
Next Great adventure in Heaven or Hell out there in 12 Trillion Galaxies and
Jewish Aliens.

11-6-2018 ‘Entering Burn Area’: Yosemite After the Fire - Editorial on 100K fiery
wrecks the Editor at the NY Times censored for Prince Salman. By Bonnie Tsui.
"In the last two years, the state of California, where I live, has been ravaged by
fires so unprecedented that a once rare term has now become routine: megafire."
A megafire is a fire that consumes more than 100,000 acres - cars and trucks
Ivanka + Pope Francis failed to stop and help end gas engine cars on the road.
Fiery Roads! Yale New Haven MD's and MD's around the USA had the terrible job
of tending to burn victims, causalities of Prince Salman wanting more Oil Revenues
for his vision when some in a USA car wreck lost their vision and Hero! 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR drivers!
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11-5-2018 oxygen + hydrogen in NASA made cans ready after a drive in your
ElectricWindmillCAR to Miami to take into your home for H2O and hydrogen house
fuel... London will still be burning coal when the USA is fueled by H from your
electricwindmillcar!!

11-5-2018 My electric power cord Works!! 49% 1 hour to full charge. Can't wait
until Los Alamos builds the micro GE electric generator that is the size of a
Notebook battery and it's fuel is solid hydrogen. Maybe NASA could help design
and build it too.

11-5-2018 My electric power cord Works!! In the hallway at the PO plugged into
the electric out sitting on the floor. Thank God the new electric power cord works
as Acer quit building the Acer Aspire Cloudbook but Amazon has them on sale new
for $215 I paid $180 buying from Acer 3 years ago so got my moneys worth and
many invention projects out of this investment of $180. I have wrote my web page
every single day for 1 years many years.
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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11-5-2018 My electric power cord Works!! Can't wait to get the New iPad Pro to
write and publish this web page with. This Acer is like using Win 3 for the NY
Times as each digital page has to log me in with ID and password than it stops
until all the banner ads are show then I get to read the headlines. Worse was the
NY Times videos starting freezing up scrolling so I couldn't stop them from
running. But so much for the NY Times. I got them good with the F-35 radar the
editors said was to expensive for Cars, gas engine and 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's as
the USA would have F-35 Radar on cars on the highways and city streets costing $
Trillions given to us by Prince Salman. His Vinson has nothing to do with F-35
Radar on all Cars in the USA, lets hope the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in the USA
for F-35 radar on cars paid for via $ Trillions confiscated from Prince Salman. F35 Radar on Cars + Roads world wide will change the ambulance route and Hospital
ER's world wide. No the Editors at the NY Times will not write this editorial unless
Prince Salman... ha.
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F-35 Radar is cost effective if the $ Trillions are confiscated from Prince Salman,
grin!
Mac Book Air Ride School Bus in Georgia passing Jimmy Carters Peanut
Plantation... God is Great moments!

11-5-2018 My electricWindmillCar Works too; Far-Right Internet Groups Listen
for Trump’s Approval, and Often Hear It. In recent weeks, extremist internet
communities have cheered as their once-fringe views have found oxygen + hydrogen
in NASA made cans ready after a drive to Miami to take into your home for H2O
and hydrogen house fuel... London will still be burning coal when the USA is fueled
by H from your electricwindmillcar!!

11-5-2018 oxygen + hydrogen in NASA made cans ready after a drive in your
ElectricWindmillCAR to Miami to take into your home for H2O and hydrogen house
fuel... London will still be burning coal when the USA is fueled by H from your
electricwindmillcar!!

11-5-2018 2 Nearest Stars and the Russian Oil Gods will leave 4 billion people on
Earth to be assassinated by Prince Salman...
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11-5-2018 Two Capitals, One Russian OilGod Oligarch: How Oleg Deripaska Is
Trying to Escape U.S. Sanctions. Mr. Deripaska has spent millions building
influence in Washington and London.

11-5-2018 2 Nearest Stars and the Russian Oil Gods will leave 4 billion people on
Earth to be assassinated by Prince Salman...

11-5-2018 NASA looks for a workaround - As U.S. Sanctions on Iran Kick In,
Europe Looks for a Workaround. The Trump administration’s decision to quit the
nuclear treaty with Tehran and restore the measures has divided Washington from
its closest Rocket Scientists who want all the Oil Money from Saudi Arabia and
Iran confiscated for Exodus into our new Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and even
more Jewish Aliens, grin.

11-5-2018 NASA looks for a workaround; NASA will sent Rocket Scientists to
Saudi Arabia to confiscate $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot from Miami,
Cuba. "Saudis Sent Experts to Remove Evidence of Khashoggi’s Killing, Turkey
Says. Turkish officials said a Saudi chemist and toxicologist were part of a cleanup
team sent to Istanbul, under the guise of helping with the investigation."
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11-5-2018 Prince Harry's wounded warriors say they would rather be driving a
2018 Ford WindmillCAR + RV. "Virgin Australia Airline Seeks to Thank Veterans
for Their Service by Seating them First boarding the Plane. Vets Say, ‘No,
Thanks."

Uber is not the cure for women in the rain needing a ride home from the Bar but
the Bar Owner could be...

Warriors need to invent a way to stop this as it will happen again and again in
2019 when it rains... Key West A 50-year old man is behind bars, accused of
robbing and trying to kill a woman in Key West. According to KeysInfoNet, Kevin
Ray Jones was arrested in Miami-Dade on May 21st but will be moved to the Keys
to face trial on charges of attempted murder and robbery. Jones offered to give
Stephanie Evans, 31, a ride home on November 16, 2013, from a Key West bar
The Green Parrot since it was raining, according to the paper. Evans accepted.
During the ride, Jones allegedly punched Evans , knocking her unconscious. When
she woke up Jones allegedly grabbed her purse and threw her out of his truck. He
then allegedly ran her over and left, according to the paper. She is now paralyzed
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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from the waist down. Jone is currently being held in jail with no bond.

11-5-2018 NASA looks for a workaround; Jews open their 'Einstein's' to
Brainstorming going 400 times faster than light in a Verizon Cell call to Jewish
Aliens. Belgians Open Homes, and Hearts, to Migrants not invention brainstorming
to make first cotact with Jew Aliens.

11-5-2018 "On Amazon Hunt for New Flavors, Discovering Caiman, Callampa and
Kecho" Alex Cartegena Mano, a Tacana caiman hunter, carrying his prey after a
night spent hunting along the Beni River in the Bolivian Amazon.CreditCreditMeghan
Dhaliwal for The New York Times

11-5-2018 On Amazon Greg + Wife's in Key West seek 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 IP invention projects specs and Genius Tutors to the Gravity Engine and
Higgs news God particle 'Time'. Bolivian Amazon.CreditCreditMeghan Dhaliwal for
The New York Times brought up to date by the New New York Times at Amazon
Invention Projects.

11-5-2018 "In Venice Floods, Tourists Frolic as Locals Fear for Treasures"
Treasures of Exodus and the Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West is long
ways from Venice Floods. Hemingway House Nobel Novel about Venice Flood
inventions taken out of Star Wars Amazon.
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11-5-2018 Air Force Mascot, a Falcon, Is Injured by West Point Cadets During
Prank - 4 billion people burn in gasoline fumes and fires injured by West Point
Generals. A War Crime.

11-5-2018 In General, Why do I see so many tugboats pushing barges rather than
towing them? A. In terms of power and water resistance + alcohol to ruin your life
and life on Earth. Tugboats in the Times, the NY Times when the Question is, how
long until my Hospital Ship gets here... long time if you put this Question to the
West Point Generals or Editors at the NY Times. The Yale Key West Medical
School will have 25 Hospital Ships. All Paid for by Prince Salman, grin. Prank that
will not kill a falcon or Key West Gull.

11-5-2018
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11-5-2018

11-5-2018

11-5-2018

11-4-2018 My electric power cord died so this web page will be short and to the
point. When does Time Change to the Physics of Time and Gravity in the Headlines
at the NY Times. Start your Gravity Engine. This Start Up on Wall Street was
killed by Prince Salman... I will get the video from Gina, grin!

11-4-2018 My electric power cord died so... Vote for the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR
Driven to Jewish Exodus into the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and millions of
Jewish Aliens just 4 light years from Earth...

11-4-2018 My electric power cord died so... Time Change in the NY Times will be
headlines of the Physics of Time next year's Editorial @ time change. For all the
Kids in the Mac Book Air Ride School Bus wind fall from confiscating $777 Trillion
dollars from Prince Salman.

11-4-2018 My electric power cord died so... Jews at the Tree of Life killings in
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Sundays NY Times but all the wrong-story as the Editors censored the Jew Hero
Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's into Mecca and Prince Salman's Palace. And
Travel didn't cover with pictures and video Prince Salman's Palace. Censored is a
better word. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.

11-4-2018 My electric power cord died so... Dr. Rabbi MD and Dr. FBI MD in
their new HQ Hoover MD would have given the USA a better Quality of Life Today
with all the money spent on the FBI if Dr. Hoover MD building they want to tear
down today were a Medical School for special FBI Agents. Besides saving the FBI
top brass from 1000's of cardiac arrest! Arrest Humor in a George Orwell society
not Dr. George Orwell.

11-4-2018 My electric power cord died so... Amazon sent email about my Acer PC
electric Power cord will be here 8 am tomorrow. I think the PO in Key West did
put a cover on their electric outlet in the hall. I must bike over there today and
check it out. As Starbucks here all the electric outlets are covered.

11-4-2018 My electric power cord died so... A common reason parents gave for
keeping unused Rx antibiotics was to avoid the cost of a second trip to the doctor.
Dr. Rabbi MD and Dr. FBI MD would have given us the first Starbucks with the Rx
Latte, 1,001 different one's by today. Over the counter Rx. antibiotics at CVS
and Walgreen's would be scanned by your iPhone X or today the New iPad Pro that
is better with Wifi and Cell coverage. Now we just need Amazon 1 Click for over
the counter Rx antibiotics.

11-4-2018 My electric power cord died so... 3 Girl Scouts, 1 adult killed in
Wisconsin hit-and-run crash. LAKE HALLIE, Wis. – A pickup truck lurched off a
road in western Wisconsin Saturday and hit a group of Girl Scouts picking up trash
in a ditch, leaving three girls dead when the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR has F-35
radar. Rx Memory Latte remember the NY Times Editors telling you F-35 radar on
cars cost more than the Ford, does not matter if you have Prince Salman's illegal
Oil Revenues from Miami, Cuba hold ups. $$$
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2001 Ford WindmillMac Book Air Ride School Bus starting at $840,000 with F-35
Radar

2018 Ford WindmillMac Book Air Ride School Bus starting at $840,000 with F-35
Radar

11-4-2018 My electric power cord died so...

My electric power cord died so this web page will be short and to the point. Vote
for the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR!

11-3-2018 My electric power cord died so this web page will be short and to the
point. Vote for the Jew Hero who drives the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR to Mecca and
the Trump Towers Starbucks for the Rx Pink Latte. Confiscated $777 trillion from
Prince Salman will buy the Jews Exodus into a New Universe of Jewish Aliens and
12 Trillion Galaxies. Gravity Engine Nobel too. I ordered a electric power cord on
Amazon for $15 and 2 day shipping to Key West $15. So have 15 mins a day for
the next 3 days to write and publish this web page. Vote for the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR should be on the front page of the NY Times the Next few days!
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11-3-2018

11-2-2018 Please Order 1 for Greg in Key West - New iPad Pro DOES NOT
BOOT UP it comes on instantly like your TV... iPad is $329, but if you go up to
the 1TB storage option with LTE, the 12.9-inch model can run you up to $1,899 With WiFi + Cellular this one seems better buy than the Mac Book Air or Pro as
Starbucks and Free Wifi is getting more and more limited every week in Key West
and what we read about Free Wifi in NYC. Comcast wants another $100 Billion in
Profits $$$.

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: Sept. 11, 2001, attacks in the U.S. -- 15
of the 19 hijackers were Saudi. 2001 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's so-so
masterminds in Saudi Arabia, one of the masterminds had to have been cloned from
Prince Salman's thoughts of calling home all Students from Canada, not Yale and
Harvard, MIT. Sending hit men to Turkey in Saudi Jets. Knowing about the 2001
Ford WindmillCAR, the Saudi Prince who masterminded 9/11 knew about the 2001
Ford WindmillCAR.

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: Despite Stigma of Khashoggi Killing, Crown
Prince Is Seen as Retaining Power to behead Maids who killed their Saudi rapist.
Stigma of 9/11 is not a Topic for Trump or Ivanka. 9/11 hidden cameras in the
Palace and Embassy in Saudi Arabia. Send Gina to watch the Videos... grin. Stigma
of fiery wreck Ivanka + Trump drive by without stopping to end all gas stations on
Earth. And the Jew Hero all 3 of them had killed so they couldn't drive the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for $777 Trillion dollar verdict against Saudi Arabia.
9/11 lawsuit is stopped not fiery wrecks. NASA mission to overhear Jewish Aliens
is not part of Prince Salman's Vision!

11-2-2018 Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation halts cooperation with Saudi crown
prince's nonprofit after Khashoggi killing... will not halt Oil Revenues via 2018 Ford
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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WindmillCAR!

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: ...they had adopted their new eating habits
over the past five years out of concern for their health... Not any of the 4K
Prince's in Saudi Arabia, grin.

2001 Ford WindmillMac Book Air Ride School Bus starting at $840,000.
2018 Ford WindmillMac Book Air Ride School Bus starting at $840,000.

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: No Gas Stations on Earth is the single
biggest way to curb environmental damage to the planet.

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: Russia Set to Resume Astronaut Trips to
the International Space Station, and Russian Women are set to order the Rx Pink
Latte Recipe for a breast cancer cure! NASA’s Dawn Mission to the Asteroid Belt
Says Good Night!! $110 Billion in Arm Sales to Prince Salman when Trump should
have made a $110 Billion dollar sale to NASA. Trump wants to save the jobs of
500K at Lockheed Martin when 1M NASA jobs hav been lost to War instead of
Star Wars Jobs.
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11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: "If the US wanted to stop the war, it could
stop it within a minute," Arrabyee told Al Jazeera. NY Times war pictures of
Yemen yesterday and Saudi Prince bombed its airport today.

11-2-2018 NY Times headlines "If the US wanted to stop the war, it could stop it
within a minute,"

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: Year of the Rx Pink Latte Recipe!! Among
Israel’s Ultra-Orthodox, It’s (Sort of) the Year of the Woman. In elections held
Thursday, several ultra-Orthodox communities broke with their Rabbis and their
sects’ strict version of Jewish law and helped elect female mayors.

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: Dr. Rabbi MD school of thought about all
Rabbi's being Dr. Rabbi MD. Millions of Jewish women, 100's of millions will be
saved from common London Plagues like Cardiac Arrest + Cancers. Ford Cars in
Israel would all have F-35 Radar not just Jet Fighters.
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11-2-2018 “One school of thought is:

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: Trump wants armed guards on all busses. At
least 13 people were killed on Sunday when this bus crashed into the Yangtze River
in the city of Chongqing, China. A video recovered from the wreckage shows the
driver fighting with a passenger seconds before the crash. The authorities said the
woman, surnamed Liu, 48, began hitting the driver, surnamed Ran, 42, after she
missed her stop and he refused to let her off.

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: Car fights as the leading cause of the crash
has never been headlines in the Times.

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: Rx Pink Latte Recipe by Clinton, Jimmy
Carter. One School of though on these 2 White Men at 1984 HQ inventing their
own 'Topics' for the front page of the NY Times. In an election shaped by the
#MeToo movement, female voters and female candidates, Mr. Clinton finds his
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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legacy tarnished by past allegations of sexual assault and misconduct... lost Rx
Recipes as all remember Clinton singing the cheese burger in Paradise on Duval Key
West not writing a Hemingway House Nobel Novel brainstorming the Rx Pink Recipe
along with 1,001 other Rx Recipes for Starbucks Latte's. Clintons Spray Painted
Black Clouds of Diesel entered the DNA of thousands of kids waiting for him to
drive by on Duval.

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: What Exactly Does ‘Medicare for All’ Mean?
- Prince Salman is billed for all of America's health CARE...

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: It’s a common anomaly, but in a few
individuals the constant pulsation of artery against nerve can, over time, cause an
injury, resulting in a variety of painful conditions including Sunct. While she was
still in the hospital she had an M.R.I. designed to look for this anomaly. And there
it was. Young stopped the lidocaine and explained the real cause of the woman’s
pain. It would take a very delicate surgery to separate the artery from the nerve
and allow the nerve to heal. Sign me up, she said.

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: By Lisa Sanders, M.D. It was the pain that
woke her that night — the worst pain the 60-year-old woman had ever felt. It
was as if a C-clamp were tightened around her head and face, punctuated with
pulsations of what seemed like an electrical current. The feeling eased after 20
excruciating minutes. All that was left was a dull ache. And exhaustion: Her
husband found her in a fetal position on the floor of their home in a suburb of
Baltimore. He helped her into bed. She had to go to the E.R., he said. “What am
I going to tell them?” she answered. “That I had a headache?”The pain returned
many times over the next two weeks, usually when she was asleep. Her eyes would
water, her nose would run and then she would get this intense pressure behind her
cheekbones and eyes. It felt like the worst sinus headache she’d ever had

11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: It took the best Medical Schools and MD's
a few years of test mostly MRI's that didn't show the Sunct. While she was still
in the hospital she had an M.R.I. designed to look for this anomaly Sunct.
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11-2-2018 “One school of thought is: MRI designed to look for... every know
condition is a IP invention project suited for the Summit IBM super computers. And
the Pentagon "MD War Room" first write a Hemingway House Nobel Novel on how
all the different MRI's were invented like the gram stain. Put this all in a
Hemingway House Writing Class Novel. List every MRI designed for this and that.
CAT scan and Star Wars x-rays.

11-1-2018 “One school of thought is: MacBook Air Ride School Bus killed by
Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner -

11-1-2018 Mac Book Air Ride School Bus is the Real World's Tree of Life. Picture
the Apple Video of the Mac Book Air Ride School Bus and starting at $840,000.

11-1-2018 Then Ivanka Trump and Jewish Husband they watch the video of Prince
Salman firing a laser-guided missile at ($2 million) at a school bus, toasted Russian
Vodka and cheered! 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have this video.

11-1-2018 100's of video's and pictures of Ivanka with Prince Salman after...
Saudi Arabia made to clean up its image after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks in the
U.S. -- 15 of the 19 hijackers were Saudi -- have gone down the drain, said one
Saudi. “This has reinforced every single negative stereotype the world has about
Saudi Arabia,”

11-1-2018 Ivanka and her stereotyped Jet Set Life without a 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR. Her motive in keeping the Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion flowing with
UN news of birth defects and childhood cancers yesterday... tomorrow the NY
Times headlines will be diesel and gas engine exhaust in a Apple iPad Pro made
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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video made at the Yale Key West Medical School by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer's Art of
the Diagnosis DNA and Diesel. As never before in a video. NY Times video.

11-1-2018 Fate of Prince Salman putting to death many, many people... It was
here that a laser-guided bomb dropped by a Saudi jet (costing $1 Billion) struck a
school bus taking students on a field trip on the morning of Aug. 9, killing 44
children and 10 adults. The bus is a tourists attraction today.

11-1-2018 A middle-aged novelist is on his way to a meeting of writers held at a
luxurious villa isolated from the world. Within this dreamlike atmosphere, he falls
prey to nightmares in which his beloved — but often rebellious — children and
other artists are threatened by the violence of our world.

11-1-2018 Of all the books in Marie-Claire Blais’s masterful novel cycle, A
Twilight Celebration is the one that examines the prophetic side of the writer and
the burden that falls to him in a world whose fate is yet to be determined.

11-1-2018 A Twilight Celebration Paperback – Mar 26 2019 by Marie-Claire Blais
(Author), Nigel Spencer (Translator)

11-1-2018 A world whose fate is yet to be determined... Oil vs Windmill Ford's!

11-1-2018 5 Harvard Friends, and a Frank Talk About How They Got In.As a
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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lawsuit challenging the use of affirmative action in admissions plays out, five
freshmen reflect on why they beat the competition.

11-1-2018 5K Harvard Alumni Talk Real World intellectual brainstorming about the
Mac Book Air Ride School Bus and Playing War Games World Wide to Keep the Oil
Revenues Flowing while Not Stopping the Fiery Wrecks they Drive by in Boston and
New Haven when they visit Yale.

Picture the Apple Video of the Mac Book Air Ride School Bus and starting at
$840,000.
Picture the Apple Video of the Mac Book Air Ride School Bus and starting at
$840,000.

11-1-2018 Fate of Prince Salman putting to death many, many people... Indonesia
Protests Saudi Arabia’s Execution of Maid. The government said it was not notified
before the execution of Tuti Tursilawati, the fourth Indonesian put to death in
Saudi Arabia since 2015. A Russian Noble Novel; Tuti Tursilawati, a mother of one
in her early 30s from Majalengka, Indonesia, was executed on Monday, seven years
after she was convicted of murdering her employer in the Saudi city of Taif. A
rights group, Migrant Care, has said she was defending herself from sexual
assault.

11-1-2018 “One school of thought is: MacBook Air Ride School Bus killed by
Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner

11-1-2018 Fate of Prince Salman putting to death many, many people... It was
here that a laser-guided bomb dropped by a Saudi jet struck a school bus taking
students on a field trip on the morning of Aug. 9, killing 44 children and 10 adults
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11-1-2018 11 Jewish Funerals 11 Billion Jewish Aliens less than 11 light years
from Earth. Getting there requires a fleet of Mac Book Air Ride School Busses!
Synagogue attack, "Yet grief is sinking in slowly across the city, as the public
rituals of mourning accumulate day by day. Four people eulogized and buried on
Tuesday, three on Wednesday. Every day more solemn shovelfuls of dirt are
poured into graves, and another shiva begins. By Saturday night, several of them
will be taking place around the city, mostly in and around the neighborhood of
Squirrel Hill. People will cry and laugh and swap memories over how 2 White Men at
1984 HQ could have bought the 'Oil Revenue War" to Tree of Life The families
who have yet to bury the dead remain in a painful period known in Jewish tradition
as aninut. "Blood Money" tradition of Prince Salman and Saudi Arabia. How much
money will Salman send to 1984 HQ to keep the Oil flowing to our USA Tree of
Life. Oil is the Tree Of Life today for the USA.

11-1-2018 Mac Book Air Ride School Bus is the Real World's Tree of Life. Picture
the Apple Video of the Mac Book Air Ride School Bus and starting at $840,000.

11-1-2018 MI 007 impossible 'Oil' criminal's #1 being Prince Salman! F.B.I. were
scattered throughout to ensure safety and privacy, how can the FBI drive to work
every day in gas engine cars?

11-1-2018 Armed Guards - huge protest marches for Trump! The rabbi was
forced at gunpoint to meet and greet Trump... a war crime! Saudi Arabia’s biggest
arms suppliers intensified to halt a conflict that has created what the United
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Nations has called "Oppenheimer's" at MIT addicted to building 'War Toys' 24/7.

11-1-2018 Surgeons, who had invested a lot of time, energy and money in learning
the less invasive approach, did not want to give it up. MD Police - give Up, Stop
right Now!

11-1-2018 Surgery is not regulated... 2 White Men at 1984 HQ going into
surgery for the same Heart transplant one is ok one dies because the surgeon did
it his way. Follow the cursor tutor for heart surgery or ovarian cancer surgery,
better cure would be Rx Recipe for Cervical Cancer but Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer was
murdered and her body cut up so no one else might try to get into Los Alamos for
this Manhattan Project.
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11-1-2018 USA 13,000 cases a year, with about 4,000 deaths. But worldwide,
cervical cancer is the fourth most common malignancy and cause of cancer death in
women, with 570,000 cases a year and 270,000 deaths.

11-1-2018 Cervical Cancer disease is caused in nearly all cases by the human
papillomavirus, HPV, an extremely common, sexually transmitted virus.

11-1-2018 FBI - MD Police I have written and written the County Health Dept
needs to be Federal to track down world wide we need the FBI for the HPV virus
STD's! And Apple iPhone SX Mac to alert on her caller ID all men with HPV and
other STD's. Drunk Admiral MD's can't get this job done so 270K women will die
in 2018. Wrongful deaths that will bankrupt...

11-1-2018 Manhattan Project for 270K deaths... Jimmy Carter didn't listen to
his favorite wife building the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub fleet of 100's. Google
map of STD's in Georgia.

11-1-2018 Dr. Amanda N. Fader, director of the Kelly Gynecologic-Oncology
Service at Johns Hopkins University, and the author of an editorial that
accompanies the studies, said the results had “dealt a great blow” to the minimally
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invasive surgical method for cervical cancer. Johns Hopkins has also halted the
procedure, reverting to open surgery “for the time being,” she said. “We thought
laparoscopic surgery would be good for this patient population.” We were wrong!

11-1-2018 Test - To ensure that all the surgeons were skilled in minimally invasive
procedures, the team leaders required them to submit reports on at least 10
operations, and unedited videos of two.

11-1-2018 Question - laparoscopic operations may inadvertently spread cancer
cells. Another is that carbon dioxide, used to inflate the abdomen so that surgeons
can see better during minimally invasive procedures, may help cancer cells invade
tissue. Still another idea is that laparoscopic surgery may miss some cancerous
tissue.

11-1-2018 "Prince Mohammed will continue to drive his country and our bilateral
relationship over the proverbial cliff.”

11-1-2018 ...in a world whose fate is yet to be determined by the Jew Hero
Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Victory over Allah and taking
back $777 Trillion in illegal gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba, Grin!! Fate
of all the women sucker punched at the Miami gas station hold up ends up as
pictures on the front page of the NY Times. Fiery Wrecks Ivanka drove by without
stopping to help put out gas stations next...

11-1-2018
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10-31-2018 New iPad DOES NOT BOOT UP it comes on instantly like your TV...
iPad is $329, but if you go up to the 1TB storage option with LTE, the 12.9-inch
model can run you up to $1,899

10-31-2018 New iPad Pro DOES NOT BOOT UP it comes on instantly like your
TV... iPad is $329, but if you go up to the 1TB storage option with LTE, the
12.9-inch model can run you up to $1,899 - With WiFi + Cellular this one seems
better buy than the Mac Book Air or Pro as Starbucks and Free Wifi is getting
more and more limited every week in Key West and what we read about Free Wifi
in NYC. Comcast want another $100 Billion in Profits like Prince Salman wants
another $100 Trillion in Oil Revenues and both are Protected by the Pentagon Top
Brass $. Trump Towers Starbucks still has no iMac's for 1,001 IP invention
projects with 1 Click Amazon link to specs to help you get started inventing the
gravity engine and Rx Pink Latte.

10-31-2018 MacBook Air goes on sale and will be available next week. It starts at
$1,199. and goes up to $6K WiFi + Cellular is only on the iPad Pro not the Mac
Book Air, Why?

10-31-2018 WiFi + Cellular is only on the iPad Pro

10-31-2018 MacBook Air goes on sale and will be available next week. It starts at
$1,199. and goes up to $6K

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: Armed guards at all Synagogues not 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's... Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner
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10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: MacBook Air Ride School Bus killed by
Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: Amid the storm of criticism over Trumps
response to the synagogue killings in Pittsburgh and the accusations that his $777
in illegal oil revenues messaging created the atmosphere that caused the killings
and toxic air we all breath.

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: These 4 Girls in the Synagogues World
Wide killed via Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner Banking on Prince Salmans
Donation to Jews, Dad Trump’s Synagogues killings Response is put in armed guards
not let them Drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's!

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: These 4 girls Life Changing Event is only 4
light years away... Jewish Aliens!!!! Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner Banking on
Prince Salmans Donation to Jews, Dad Trump’s Synagogues killings Response is put
in armed guards not let them Drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's!
King Abdul Aziz, his favorite wife, Hussa bint Ahmed al-Sudairi influenced him not
to sin!

Jimmy Carters favorite wife had no influence on him about God the Godsent 2018
Ford WindmillCAR. Hell of a mistake by Jimmy Carter!

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: Armed guards at all Synagogues not 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's... Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: When the F.B.I. met with the family
members of Daniel Stein, a 71-year-old who was killed at the Tree of Life
synagogue, they told officials they did not want Mr. Trump to visit. “We said
absolutely not, not after blaming people for what occurred,” said Steven Halle, Mr.
Stein’s nephew, referring to the president’s comments about the synagogue needing
an armed guard. “It was just a worthless thing to say. The man doesn’t think
before he opens his mouth.”
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: Armed guards at all Synagogues not 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's... Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner Winds Blow Trump’s Riches
from Prince Salman, Yes Prince Salman ordered the killings! Ivanka Trump and
Jared Kushner wound not be putting in the grave these 11 and million more Jews
with birth defects and childhood cancers if Prince Salman didn't have the Pentagon
Top Brass Protecting his $777 Trillion in oil revenues.

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: Trump at the Tree of Life Frustrated that
this topic came to dominate the news, the president has sought to seize back the
NY Times Headlines with citizen at birth after all these Jewish deaths caused by
Trump Thugs torturing and killing the Jew Hero Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR
into Mecca and collecting $777 Trillion for illegal Oil Revenues and fiery wrecks
that were not on the front page of the NY Times.

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: MacBook Air Ride School Bus killed by
Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner
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10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: Prince Ahmed bin Abdulaziz, the brother of
King Salman, he feared returning to the kingdom, flew back to Riyadh from London
on Tuesday in the most significant move in the royal family since the killing of the
dissident Jamal Khashoggi. He had made public comments last month that appeared
to criticize Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. Gregory Gause, a scholar of Saudi
Arabia at the Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M
University. “Something is up.” Greg + Wife's in Key West are 'Up' to Drive the
2018 Ford WindmillCAR's into the topic Trump and his thugs give up their oil
kickbacks and bribes from Prince Salman.

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: Prince Ahmed is widely seen as a figure of
special gravitas in the family because he is the king’s only surviving full brother.
He and the king are the last of the so-called Sudairi 7: the seven sons of the
modern kingdom’s founder, King Abdul Aziz, by his favorite wife, Hussa bint Ahmed
al-Sudairi.

Jimmy Carters favorite wife had no influence on him about God the Godsent 2018
Ford WindmillCAR. Hell of a mistake by Jimmy Carter!

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: Saudi rulers with no wife's influence, were
attempting a cover-up. “Underneath,” “there is a game to save somebody.” not
Somebody but save $777 Trillion in illegal oil revenue Protected by the Pentagon
Top Brass, a war crime by the way, grin!
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10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: Armed guards at all Synagogues not 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's... Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner - Armed Guards on the
Street Upper West Side corner and two ultra-Orthodox men were attacked on the
street in Hasidic neighborhoods in Brooklyn in separate incidents. In one of them,
according to the police and prosecutors, a Muslim livery driver jumped out of a car
and started beating up his victim, seemingly at random, yelling “Allah.” One school
of thought is: Armed guards at all - $1 Trillion for Homeland security and two
ultra-Orthodox men were attacked on the street in Hasidic neighborhoods.
Complicity for perks of high government pay... they drive gas engine cars expensive
ones.

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: GE plans on building trillions of more miles
of high power lines - Helicopter crash in Beekmantown, New York: 2 killed, 2
survive jump after copter hits power lines Maintenance helicopter got caught on
power lines and crashed in rural northeastern New York.

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is: Topic for Trump is not the iPod Size GE
electric Generator that will prevent GE from building trillions of miles of high power
lines to net Helicopter Combines farming the land... Free fuel for this Windmill
Helicopter combines.

10-31-2018 “One school of thought is:

10-30-2018 “One school of thought is: MacBook Air Ride School Bus Stakes for
these 4 Girls looking into the Apple store windows for the Gravity Engine on Display
and the Rx Pink Latte Recipe. Today, Apple is widely expected to introduce two
new computers: a revamped iPad Pro and the long-awaited successor to the
MacBook Air. There have been a lot of rumors and leaks about the iPad, which has
led to a palpable level of excitement for this event. The new MacBook — whatever
Apple ends up calling it — has slipped under the internet’s collective hype radar a
little bit. Hype on the Internet about the MacBook Air Ride School Bus has been
censored. This would be a good 1984 commercial II for Super Bowl from the soul
of Steve Jobs and Small Fry his Daughter Lisa Jobs.
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10-30-2018 “One school of thought is: The MacBook Air goes on sale Tuesday and
will be available next week. It starts at $1,199. MacBook Air specs: Mult ports
USB, Thunderbolt, HDMI 8th gen Intel graphics. 16GB memory (double); 1.5 TB
SSD — 60 % faster. Battery: 12 hrs of wireless web browsing, 13 hrs of iTunes
movie playback

They tell the NY Times oligarchy will go to Hell. “The Innovators” Who made $777
Trillion from this gas station in Plaines

8-18-2018 MI For Millenniums; Here in Key West with the Windfall hacking of all
the Oligarchy's $777 Trillion from Qatar + Swiss Banks David Wolkowsky's Mallory
Square will see 25 Trump Towers. One Towering over his 1980 Hotel Resort and
they all make up the Yale Key West Medical School + Cruise Ships docked 24/7 at
Mallory. This is not Plains Georgia but it will be richer than Qatar with $777
Trillion dollars in Hell tainted oil money. As Jimmy and Rosalynn's said to the NY
Times. Why Jimmy and Rosalynn didn't tell the NY Times about the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's and the Heavy lift Helicopter Combines for harvesting peanuts...
only God knows why! And Trump but he will lie, Ha. Rosalynn said that.
Star Wars Tools for Surgeons are not todays Surgeon Tools for sale on Amazon,
until you invent them...

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth “Today, Apple-Amazon is going to reinvent the War
on Cancer, win the Pentagons War's World Wide Won with the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR's updated to 2019 Specs

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth Steve Jobs Never Wanted Us to Use Our iPhones
Like This. Steve Jobs and Small Fry Lisa wanted a cure for cancer but were
censored by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. "The devices have become our constant
companions. This was not the plan." By Cal Newport Mr. Newport is a computer
scientist and author. Steve Jobs cancer is a constant companion not close to a cure
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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as War not War on Cancer rules the Elite in Paris + London. Pink Latte at
Starbucks in London and Paris is censored from the front page of the NY Times
Today and Tomorrow. “Today, Apple is going to reinvent the War on Cancer, win
the Pentagons War's World Wide with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's updated to
2019 Specs with trillions of volts and amps from the windmill turbines. Secret's
that will save Steve Jobs from the torture of a cancer death and Small Fry Lisa
from Breast Cancer tumor coming through the skin, picture censored by the NY
Times for battle field dead pictures not the Breast-Ovary Cancer Battle field, a
war crime.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth Lennon's Glasses where has Yoko Gone, To Iceland
in her gas engine RR. You can’t pass through an Indian village these days without
seeing the image of a pair of black wire spectacles stenciled on a wall — Gandhi’s
iconic glasses.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth “Gandhi is like Churchill, Napoleon, Mao, Lincoln,
any great figure,” Lennon we need Einstein's AI app for 400 Times faster than the
speed of light in a Verizon cell call to Alpha Centauri. Invented on 1 Click Amazon
with links to its specs. On iMac's as Bill and Melinda Gates have their second home
in Qatar not Key West. Invention Projects in daily conversations iMac app! 1,001
IP invention Projects on 1 Click Amazon and InventBook. Gravity Engine's you never
read about in the NY Times!

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth As for the large tablet that has the First
Amendment etched on it on a facade of the building, it will likely not remain once
Johns Hopkins moves in. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are immune to 1984 diseases
and plagues of Oil-Gods Bone Saws not John Hopkins MD's with Bone Saws!
Newseum Building to Be Sold to Johns Hopkins for $372.5 Million.

1-26-2019 Exodus; Off Earth
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1-25-2019 Oil's Grim Reaper's Bank + Gas Station Society; $777 Trillion dollars
$$$ Exodus money wasted by 2 White men at 1984 HQ.

1-25-2019 Grin Reaper's Bank's; 100's of $1 Trillion dollar Saudi + Qatar
Palace's built by Bankers with her Rx Pink Recipe for the Starbucks Latte Cure of
all stages of Breast-Ovary Cancers in 8 days. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los
Alamos Manhattan Project the Bankers didn't Buy $$$

1-25-2019 Grim Reaper's, Bank + Gas Station Society; Karl Hoglund, the police
chief of Sebring, Fla., choked back tears as he described a shooting in a SunTrust
Bank in Florida. Those killed are “victims of a senseless crime,” he said. SunTrust
Bank in Florida on Wednesday made the five women he found inside lay facedown on
the floor before he shot them each in the back of the head, killing them. “We do
not know what was going on in the mind of the individual who committed this
atrocious act, but we do know he was influenced by the darkness in this world,”
The police said they also did not understand why Mr. Xaver, wearing a T-shirt
with an image of four scythe-wielding grim reapers on horseback. Chief Hoglund
said.

1-25-2019 Grim Reaper's, Bank + Gas Station Society; (Afghan War) Casualty
Report: Jan. 18-24. At least 90 pro-government forces and 21 civilians were killed
in Afghanistan during the past week. 5 Killed in a Florida Bank by the Oil Man's
Grim Reaper looking for a job at the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Plant.. Wrongful
death law suits after the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is Driven to Wall Street $5
Trillion out of $777 Trillion.

1-24-2019 Grim Wall @ iMac @ $18,840 To Have Have Not; Edward Morrison,
NYC Deputy Mayor Who Helped John Lennon, Dies at 85. Serving in the Lindsay
administration, he argued that Lennon was a cultural asset when the Nixon
administration tried to deport him in the early 1970s. Everyone helped themselves
to Oil Revenues after Lennon was shot. A few months before this they read the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Secret File on the 2019 Ford windmillCAR's. Someone Helped themselves to $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues and shot down the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's. Jimmy Carter
was President.

1-23-2019 Priorities; Ford WindmillCAR's; "Intersect by Lexus" 412 West 14th
Street (Ninth Avenue) Heart Attack Meatpacking District at the gas station
intersection. 212-230-5832 intersect-nyc.com Recommended Dishes menus and"
chefs change every four to six months. From the opening menu: Foie gras with
pastrami; baby leeks with Parmesan sabayon; gnocchi with mushrooms and
sweetbreads; halibut à la grenobloise; duck with salsify and sunchoke; yuzu Mont
Blanc; tarte Tatin. Appetizers, $18 to $24; main courses, $27 to $46; prices
include tip." Tip of another kind is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Menu by another
kind of Chef. Lexus of America that is in NYC Today not on the Winds of Rx Pink
Latte Recipes and it's MD Chef. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD. "In what may not be a
good sign for Lexus, nobody paid much attention to it when I was there, but
somebody was always marveling about the $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot
since Jimmy Carter was driving gasoline cars. The inaugural menu is by Gregory
Marchand of the Frenchie restaurants in London and Paris. "There was a very
welcome spin on skate grenobloise in which the fish was replaced by creamy white
halibut under a golden bread-crumb crust; sea beans extended the briny flavor of
capers in the brown butter sauce. And if this all sounds a bit cerebral, the big,
pillowy, pan-seared gnocchi with fried sweetbreads and veal-glazed mushrooms
proved that Mr. Marchand knows the appeal of animal instincts." Gasoline smell of
the New Lexus in the Winds of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. New Car Smell;
Windmill Ford Exodus you get to Smell the Aliens next door to Earth. 4 light year
Drive... A New Ford is Required!

1-22-2019 Tony Mendez, 78, Dies; C.I.A. Officer Celebrated in the Film ‘Argo’.
Islamic militants had stormed the United States Embassy in Tehran on Nov. 4,
1979. The militants held 52 Americans hostage for 444 days, a humiliating foreign
policy debacle that would severely undermine Jimmy Carter’s presidency. Mr.
Mendez died of Parkinson’s disease while under hospice care in Frederick, Md., his
wife said. Mr. Mendez attended the University of Colorado at Boulder for one year
before dropping out because he had no money. Film ‘Argo’ Film in 1980 by Jimmy
Carter or the CIA "Secret Files on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR" would have
changed the CIA, Jimmy Carter, and Use of Bone Saws by the Saudi CIA. Oh yes
CIA agent would have brainstormed a Rx Latte Recipe for a Starbucks Parkinson
Cure and won a Noble in Medicine and Literature for the Noble Novel written at
the Hemingway House in Key West on iMac's @ $18,840. CIA didn't buy any of
these, yet! Grin!
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1-22-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's arriving in Jerusalem with great pomp and
circumstance — the painting on the wall... Ford 2019 WindmillCAR's painted on the
Jewish Wall in Jerusalem!

1-22-2019 Shutdown’s State Secrets; Backlash Over Amazon Ad Depicting Breast
Cancer Tumor coming through the Breast Skin Prompts nothing from 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ's world wide.

1-21-2019 Amazon Ads for 1,001 IP Invention Projects are worth Trillions...
Amazon "Invention Garage for Inventing the Auto Tools." Star Wars Tools for
Surgeons are not todays Surgeon Tools for sale on Amazon, grin. Amazon’s website
has a section called “Garage,” where customers can submit their car’s make and
model information to make sure they buy parts that fit. In 2015, Amazon used
Garage data to help an auto insurer target specific customers, according to a case
study on its site. Now, on their own, brands can choose to show ads to drivers who
have an Acura MDX as opposed to people who have an Acura TL via Amazon’s ad
portal.

1-20-2019 Women’s Marches Around the World Reflect Worry Over Violence and
Warriors not interested in any Rx pink Manhattan Projects but MIT War Toys!
After a Crash, Prince Philip, 97, Stokes Debate on Older Drivers running over the
Pink Plagues of London driving to his Castle in the countryside dazzled by the sun
not 4 billion people who live among the Nears Stars at Alpha Centauri... Driven in
London is not the 2019 Ford Exodus WindmillCAR's! BP Oil's Incompetence of the
British Ruling Class $$$. Women’s March Alliance on the Upper West Side of
Manhattan, which advertised on Amazon 1 Click for 1,001 IP invention project and
a Nobel in Medicine Novel written at the Hemingway house by women brainstorming
diseases and Pink Cancers. How to get the Rx Recipe from 4 trillion trade secret
recipes in a Nobel Novel on Amazon written at the Hemingway House in Key West
on iMac's @ $18,384 18 Core Xeon CPU's and iMac writing app.

1-20-2019 The Skinny of it all is there could be 4 billion people at Alpha Centauri
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the nearest stars and another 5 billion people at Sirius...

1-19-2019 The American Legion, Still Relevant - Not to Prince Salman-TrumpPutin who have driven by fiery wrecks of Legionaries for decades, no need for a
bone saw's they are cremated in fiery wrecks! How many are classified by Bush.
Legion Army of poorly controlled diabetes is associated with heart attacks,
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strokes, blindness, amputation and the need for dialysis. The Legion's Commanders
fall dead, sudden death from being Poor when Qatar is Rich in MD's. Legion is a
colossal time-waster, when 4 billion Jewish Aliens are at Alpha Centauri just 4.3
light years from Earth. Universe of the Legion does not include the Universe we
live in just the Universe they live in. Hell is Still Relevant but not to Jimmy
Carter's inner circle. American Legion needs insulin more than the Girl Scouts. The
outbreak of insulin greed is no different than the greed for Breast-ovary cancer
drugs. To Break-Out of this Legion of Warriors we need to realize there at 4
billion Aliens just 4 light years from Earth and a 97 Year Old Jew can Drive the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Victory over Moslem not Prince Phillip
driving a Range Rover with gas engine, grin. A War Crime!

Apple iMac @ $18,840 is Relevant Not the American Legion to getting a Rx Pink
Recipe for a Starbucks Latte Cure!

Apple iMac @ $18,840 is Relevant Not the American Legion to getting a Rx Pink
Recipe for a Starbucks Latte Cure!

Crime of not inventing GPS License plates that you can track where you just left
from... were you were all your life, grin. Hello George Orwell 2019.

Mr. Patterson ...the United States Marine Corps sent him home after five weeks
of boot camp... to kill and rape and the US Marine MD PhD's who sent him home
knew this would happen, a war crime!

...Mr. Patterson told investigators that he saw police cars speeding toward the
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Closs home about 20 seconds after he left with Jayme bound and stuffed in the
trunk. After slowing down for them. He thought about the iPhone iDash Cam that
would be required on all cars decades ago if not for Tim Cook not cooking this
iPhone iDash Cam up selling iPhone's for dash cams and iTickets inside your car. Oh
cam in the trunk too. GPS license plates to see who was parked in her drive a few
minutes ago...

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover to zoom in and
read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages

Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and
save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los
Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!!
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg
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Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover to zoom in and
read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages

Key West Made In Key West Movie... opening scene would be of a locked bike
parked in front of the Police station missing its seat and front wheel. You can
write the rest of the movie in your mind grin. “We are showing the raw reality of
what messing your bike up does to the viewers not the cops.”

Reality is not what it seems to be as, the Number of Galaxies Beyond the
Observable Universe might be infinite not just 12 Trillion but 12 Trillion with 70
zero's! Far more galaxies located beyond the horizon, unobservable.

Traffic Exhaust on Roosevelt + Duval is not recorded by the City of Key West...
or the kids birth defects and cancers. U.S. Carbon Emissions Surged in 2018 Even
as Coal Plants Closed more Navy guys in West Bought 'Huge' Diesel Pick Up
Trucks.
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Greg's picture below with knees taped up, my knee caps were off center at age 40
and at 71 they are perfect from this cure... it really was a miracle cure to get
the knee caps centered for good... all these years wow.

PayElectricwindmillcar
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MI For Millenniums;
...in letters written from the dead to the living... 400 Times faster than the
speed of light Verizon Cells calls to Jewish Aliens Alive and Well 4 light years from
Earth. Wild Card for Jews and the death of Allah and Mecca covered in the sand
storm of the century, swimming pools full of oil.
"The Power of Memory to Triumph Over Death"
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Picture this 20 Dollar Bill Picture of Taylor Swift Spending $777 Trillion on the
USA. "Look And See What I Will Buy For You USA"

nother USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub, Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, Diet Latte too.
iMac at $13,384 at every Cafe table in Paris with Genius tutors.

Arrived North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has arrived in Singapore for a scheduled
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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summit with US President Donald Trump. Kim will be talking about the IBM 'Summit
Super Computer' and 1,001 IP invention projects that come pre installed from 1
click Amazon spelling out inventions like going 400 times faster than the speed of
light in a Verizon Cell call to Alpha Centauri and starting the Gravity Engine. Rx
Pink Latte Recipe for Statbucks too. Trump will be at the Summit Casino Towers,
at the Roulette Wheel not the Wheel of the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR called Exodus
into 12 Trillion Galaxies, Star Wars and the end to the Korean War! Getting
psyched up for June 12.

Miss America wishing for 'world peace' and getting it... June 12

mmy Carter Nuclear Submarines a fleet of them with 40 H-Bombs on Each one.

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; iParking or iPlayground of iIP invention
projects spelled out so Trump wins the White House Spelling Bee in 2018. All the
kids in the USA too. Stop and smell the Rose with the Rx Recipe for a perfect
memory. Semantics Dispute Illuminates what needs to be Invented. iPhone X caller
ID gives away the names of Alcoholics Anonymous, NI... to save her life 19K times
in 2018 just in the USA.

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year;

1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year;

$13 Trillion on a fleet of 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopter Fire Engine's iPhone X
Genius Smoke Detectors
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Women Win a Stage 4 Miracle Godsend Rx Recipe Cure @ Grid locked AppleStarbucks at Trump Tower every Apple-Starbucks in NYC + Paris. Win 4 Wife's in
a Polygamous Legal Marriage too. To Write Hemingway Inventions in every Chapter,
Brainstorming Novels and 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos.

1-1-2018 Greg is 70 *.* *.* Copyright Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041
cell 305 434 5276

Moved this Web to the Kindle Link you can read all 400 pages there that were
Here, Thanks Greg
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Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018

WindmillCAR's and RV's Gravity Car's In 2018: The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret
Gravity Car (Gravity Car Engine)

Kindle Edition by Greg Buell (Author)
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078RQF7ND?ref_=pe_2427780_160035660

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com
CELL phone 3054345276

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276

Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018
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WindmillCAR's and RV's Gravity Car's In 2018: The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret
Gravity Car (Gravity Car Engine)

1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Mom who is 95 this year took 3 boys, Greg, Bob, Bill to
Radio City when we were all almost 10 years old. I can remember some of this
today. Today Mom would be watching the WindmillCAR and Gravity Engine
Performance at Radio City.
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Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018

Biography. 1,001 IP invention projects will give us "Star Wars Rx Latte" from Dr.
Lisa MD. When you walk into your London Starbucks. 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a
Year in 2018 starts with reading Greg WindCar's Amazon Book!!

Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018

www.electricwindmillcar.com
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276

7-15-2018 Thanks to $777 trillion Mecca faces the Pentagon and Prays 7 times a
day for another $777 Trillion. God is Great. In Search of a God Sent invention;
Many Men would say their Wife was God-Sent, grin!

1-1-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon links
to IP invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every Starbucks
Worldwide. InventBook for 2018 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key West!!!!
'Time-Photons'

1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a Disney
Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa MD that will save
your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors Invented in Key West! Sober Up
to 10 Trillion Galaxies and $777 Trillion from the Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's!

Irma videos and Greg here
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12-1-2018 more from today below Kedi and Skinny Cat movies...

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West. When I
sell a million WindmillCAR books on Amazon link below the City of Key West will
paint over the 'Code' letters on all their White Cars circling Key West looking for
Code violations and paint the word "Cat" on all the White Cars and now when they
circle the Island of Key West they will be looking for 'Cats + Dog' that need a
meal, drink of water and home as the next million books sold will be all renters can
have a cat or dog... This is in memory of Skinny the Cat I will up together a Movie
like "Kedi" of feeding Skinny the Cat in front of NYAH on Margaret. Tourists
coming out of the Hotel always took to her. Greg feeding cats 5 years every day,
took pictures and wanted to pet one, one named Skinny. She has a 24/7 partner
too he watched her eat before he ate all the time. And rubed noses kissing. And
Skinny could take 1 hour munching on a plate of tuna her favorite. CODE officer
Lopez in my Amazon Book stopped me from feeding Skinny and the 5 other cats.
Skinny lost 10 lbs before I lost sight of Lopez stalking - laying in wait to give me
a ticket $90. And then I ran into the Home Owner at 409 Margaret who went to
get his gun as I had Skinny's can of tuna in my hand and Skinny meowing a lot for
it. I took off came back at 6 am and gave Skinny a bike ride to her new home a
few blocks down the street. She was skin and bones, recovered some pounds on
tuna and cat food. Kedi Movie of 5 years of clips of Greg feeding Skinny and her 5
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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kitty friends from all the porch cam's will make a cat movie like 'Kedi' in memory
of Skinny... Key West. Oh I have many picture of Skinny too. Code will become
Cat, grin! Skinny the cat died yesterday in our arms.

'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West

'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West

NY Times artile and this link to Cat Movie 'Skinny' grin.

https://catfilmfestival.com/
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PROGRAM #1 "NOBODY OWNS A CAT"

Pure Fluff (4:00) Sean Skelton’s documentary sketch of a professional cat groomer
in New York City, who shows how to tackle this combative challenge. Reunion (9:00)
Megan Lohne’s tale of an animal psychic, who works his magic on grieving pet
parents mourning their cat. Rescue (2:00) Filmmaker Lava Sheets’s self- portrait
of the isolation and depression of a disabled woman, who realizes her devoted
kitty, Apple Brown Betty, is consoling her. Jetty Cats (32:00) Sheila O'Rourke’s
sweeping overview of cats throughout human history, looks at a long-surviving feral
cat colony on a seaside jetty in Southern California and explores the debate about
Trap-Neuter-Return as the best management for community cats. Winter Break
(5:00) Rick Hamilton’s look at the thoughts of a school teacher who has only her
cat for company during winter break. Amleto (2:00) Jeff Malmberg’s visual “poem”
to the morning ritual of a Tuscan cat. Mittens from Kittens (4:00) Kim Best’s
documentary shows how one woman was inspired by the nuisance of cat hair into
spinning and knitting it into useful items.

PROGRAM #2 "LITTLE WORKS OF ART"

Little Works of Art (13:00) Kim Best ‘s look at Harold "Cat Man" Sims and his
self-styled American Museum of the House Cat in Sylva, NC, which houses over
10,000 cat-related objects and honors cats as "little works of art." Akamatsu the
Cat (10:00) Ian Christopher Goodman’s documentary about life with a disabled kitty
cat, Akamatsu, who was paralyzed but went on to live another 4 vibrant years with
the use of a wheelchair. Portrait of a Cat Fighter (4:00) Graceann Dorse’s
mockumentary gives a funny peek at an imagined New Jersey “cat fighting ring” run
by little old ladies. Guardians of Recoleta (21:00) Blake & Adrienne Kuhre (who run
their own non-profit cat rescue in Los Angeles) examine the community cats living
in the iconic Buenos Aires Recoleta cemetery, and what became of some kitties
removed by well-meaning American rescuers. Gus the Cat (5:00) Lisa Donato’s
quirky film about Gus, a man who seems to think he is a cat. Scaredy, the Cat
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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(8:00) Markie Hancock’s heartwarming documentary about a very shy cat who was
adopted at the tennis courts in NYC’s Riverside park but avoids everyone except
for a few choice people whom she eagerly greets.

'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West

'Kedi' coming Soon another Cat Lovers Movie titled 'Skinny' in Key West
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Super Computer simulations will get your your AI invention, Nobel in Medicine.
"Cow" proteins folded the wrong way you can see eating Red Meat, and the 1K
dead in 2018 from eating red meat with proteins folded the wrong way.
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...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the
next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens
at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE!

Coming into Key West you will run into this at the Triangle...
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1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a Disney
Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa MD that will save
your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil
Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking
Quit Smoking will be invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down
in 2018 invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks.

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of Facebook in
2019 Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon links
to IP invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every Starbucks
Worldwide. InventBook for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key West...
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054345276

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover to zoon in and
www.electricwindmillcar.com
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read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages

Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and
save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los
Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!!
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that
missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve
Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks.
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Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that
missing in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve
Rx Pink Latte's from Starbucks.
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019
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